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PREFACE

Perhaps a justification may be found foi fchis addition to the many literaiy

histories that abound, in the particular emphasis laid on a social background.

Literature is viewed not as a mere academic product, but as one expression of

the many-sided activities of national growth. An historical sketch of contem-

porary social and political events is given as prelude to every important period

in the development of English letters, in order that the inter-relation between

Art and Life may be the more clearly appreciated, while in the more purely

critical portions the author has attempted always to disengage the human
element in the literary work under discussion.

His cordial thanks are due to Miss Eose Abrams, L.L.A., to Miss Elizabeth H.

Lee, and to his brother, Charles E. Compton-Kickett, for material and valuable

assistance in various portions of the work. He is under obligation also to Mr.

John Lawrence Lambe, who kindly read part of the later portion in proof, and

made some valuable suggestions. He is grateful, especially, to Miss E. H.

Lee, for having helped him so considerably in the biographical sections and in

the arduous work of revision.

Permission to make certain quotations has been kindly accorded by the

following

:

Messrs. Allen & Unwin, for a poem by George Barlow
;
Messrs. G. Bell &

Sons, for poems by Michael Field and Coventry Patmore
;
Messrs. Blackie &

Son, with Dr. Magnus Maclean, for permission to quote from The Literature

of the Celt; Messrs. Chappell & Co., with Lady Gilbert, for an extract from

Patience, by W. S. Gilbert
;
Messrs. Chatto & Windus, for poems by Robert

Buchanan, R. H. Horne, H. S. Leigh, and J. R. Planche, also for numerous

extracts from the works of A. C. Swinburne ; Messrs. Constable & Co., for a

poem translated by Prof. Kuno Meyer in his Ancient Irish Poetry, and with

Messrs. Scribners' Sons, of New York, for quotations from the writings of

George Meredith
;
the Houghton Mifflin Company, for two poems by O. W.

Holmes; Mr. Herbert Jenkins, for quotations from William Morris, by the

author of this volume; Mr. John Lane, for a poem by Mr. William Watson;

Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co., for poems by Jean Ingelow, Andrew Lang,

quotations from the writings of Dr. Martineau, and, with Messrs. Scribners'

Sons, of New York, for a poem by R. L. Stevenson; Messrs. Macmillan, for
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many examples from the works of Mr. G. K Chesterton, Mr. Th^as Hardy,

Tliomas Huxley and Walter Pater, also for poems by Mr. Rudyard Kipling,

Locker Lampson, Andrew Lang, Christina Rossetti, J. K. Stephen, P. Tennyson,

C. TennysoQ-Tumer, Augusta Webster, and J. G. Whittier
; Messrs. Methuen

& Co., for an extract from Dickens, by Mr. G. K Chesterton; to Messrs.

Methuen, with Messrs. Burns & Oates, for quotations from the Selected Poems

of Francis Thompson

;

Mr. David Nutt, for a poem by Mr. Norman Gale, also

for quotations from The OuchuUin Saga by Miss Eleanor Hull, and from

their useful pocket edition of The Mahinogion; Messrs. Kegan Paul, for a

poem by Mr. Austin Dobson ;
Mr. Grant Richards, for extracts from the poems

and prose writings of John Davidson; Messrs. George Robertson & Co., for

a poem by Henry Clarence Kendal
;
Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co., for ^oem

by Dr. Robert Bridges, and extracts from the works of Robert Brownhlg
; Mr.

John Todhunter, for his poem The Banshee ; Mr. T. Pisher Unwin, for a poem

by Mathilde Blind; and the late Lady Leighton-Warren, for two poems by

Lord de Tabley.

The author would wish to express his gratitude to Mi*. G. Bernard Shaw,

Mr. Thomas Hardy, and to the executors of the late William Morris, A. C.

Swinburne, and Theodore Watts-Dunton, for their courtesy in granting a

ready permission to use fi-eely their respective works ; also to Mr. William

Meredith for his interest in the biography of his father, the late Mr. George

Meredith, and for kindly placing fresh biographical matter at his disposal.

The author regrets if, through inadvertence, any matter has been used in

this History without due acknowledgment being made, and wishes to offer

his sincere apologies should such an omission be found.
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A HISTORY OF

ENGLISH LITERATURE
PABT I

ENGLISH LITERATnEE IN THE MAKING

Catroduction—Formative influences in English Literature—The Anglo-Saxon at home—English Litera-

ture before and after the Saxon Conquest—Old English Heathen Poetry : its style, its origin, its

historical value—Characteristics of Anglo-Saxon Poetry and Prose—Northumbria and Wessex ; as
intellectual centres—Allred and his successors.

INTBODUCTION

“ History’s true object of study,” says Fustel de
Coulanges, “ is the human mmd.” Whatever ob-

jections may be urged against this definition, it

certainly possesses the merit of emphasizing the

psychological bond that connects history with

hteiature. Any accoimt of a nation’s march in

bygone times must reveal to some extent its

mental characteristics ;
just as any record of its

literature must disclose some pulsings of its social

life. While therefore a history of English Litera-

ture is a history of the inner life, a record of dreams
and ideals, it needs to be Hmned on a background

of its social activities, in order to be clearly seen

and nicely appraised.

Oliver Wendell Holmes once reminded us, that

the human soul was an ommbua in which sit the

shades of our ancestors. So the first thing to re-

cognise in dealing with our imaginative life, is its

complex inspiration.

Looking at the splendid fabric of English

Literature, w© realise in it a “ coat of many
colours for it is shot with the varying tints of

racial characteristics. To its making have gone
the prismatic fancy of the Celt, the sombre passion

of the Teuton, the golden gaiety of France, Scan-

dinavian greys, Italian purples. Yet for all its

composite character it is not a thing of patchwork
quality, but an harmonious blend, in which one
element predominates. That element is the Anglo-

Saxon. We have only to analyse some passage of

representative modern poetry to realise how. despite

our linguistic debts to France, to Italy, and to

Greece, the Saxon tongue is the one outstanding
feature in our speech.

The first indwellers of our Islands were a rude,

primitive race^ that we term Paleolithic* A de-

voted geologist, Mr. James Cross, has spent many
years searching for evidence of PalaBohtluc culture

in the tertiary deposits swept together by the
Thames near Gravesend. The present river flows
at least a hundred feet below the deposits of silt

and gravel m which Mr. Cross’ fine senes of London
palseoiiths were foimd. They can be seen at the
Royal Scottish Museum in Edinburgh. The toma-
hawk is the weapon most generally met with

—

a flint or stone with a “ butt ” or bruising end, a
cuttmg edge, a well-marked strengthening nb, and
a “ tang ” to which the wooden shaft is bound.
This was bound to a split stick with a fibre fasten-

ing. With these, hand daggers were found heavy
at the base and sharply pointed, with a carefully

hoEowed place for the thumb and finger-tips.

Strangely enough, all these palseohths were found
within a strictly limited area. All the evidence

goes to show that the site of the Palaeohthic finds

was a ford by which the primitive Londoners
crossed the Thames. If men lay there in wait for

the game which might come to the ford to drink,

or the traveller who might be passing that way, it

is easy to see why weapons would be found in the

river’s silt at that spot and nowhere else. But
however this may be, there existed the ford over

the Thames in piasolithio times. The dark, curly-

haired, narrow-headed, dwarfish men who suc-

ceeded them, those of the Neolithic age, overran the

country and possessed it until the Celts ran their

keels ashore upon the gravels and sands of Kent.
Doubtless, they cut their terraced fields, their long

grave barrows, and communal earth-works where
London now stands.^

Then came the first Celtic invasion ; the Goidels,

or the Gaels. These men drove the inhabitants to

1 See the author’s London Life of Yesterday (Con-
atable).
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fche West and North, but thoroughly intermingled

with them, and the Gael persists to this very day.

A second inroad of Aryan people came in about
300 B.O., and has been distinguished from the first

by the term Brythons. These invaders did not

spread so far as the Gaels, settling largely in the

south-west and west, and becoming known later as

the Cymri, or, as the English called them, the Welsh.

Their spirit glows in the magical verse of Mr. W. B.

Yeats, and the imaginative prose of Synge; it

animates the fantasies of “ Fiona Macleod,” and
by its spell George MacDonald achieved his highest

flights of romantic beauty.

Thus Brythons, Gaels, and Neolithic were now
closely intermingled. The Cymri had their own
literature—a literature of war songs ; serious

legends with a stern and melancholy note, that

mingled later with the gay and lively fancy of the

Norman romancers, sobering its mercurial gaiety,

and in the process, taking on itself more varied

and plastic moods.
The Roman occupation of Britain aflected our

literature only in one particular; that is, in the

indirect rehgious influence it brought to bear upon
the inhabitants, first through the Christianised

Cymri, secondly through the missionary priests in

the seventh century.

Formative Influences in English Literature

Prom the foregoing sketch of our Literature,

certain formative influences will have emerged—
the Saxon, the Celtic, the Danish, and the Norman.
It may not be amiss at this point to develop and
clarify these.

The Saxon genius of the race voiced itself more
readily in social and political life than in literature.

It was essentially practical and orderly. Passion
and imagination were not alien but subordinate
qualities here

; for the characteristics most in-

sistent in the Saxon were those precisely that made
for sound and efficient national life. Patience and
perseverance, the capacity for obedience, an in-

stinct for law and method, the spirit of adventure,
power of endurance, and fidelity to a cause that
has once touched the emotions

: qualities such as
these more easily and more naturally find con-
genial expression in political institutions and social

initiative. In themselves they prepare the soil for

great literature rather than directly create it.

They act as fertilisers, giving strength and vitality

to the vegetation, restraining wild luxuriance, and
eliminating the weeds. To speak of the unimagi-
native Saxon, as some Celtic enthusiasts do, is

absurd. It is not the quantity but the quality of
his imagination that differentiates him from the
Celt and Norman. His imagination is clear and
intense, with a certain fierce simplicity and bleak
directness, whereas the Celtic imagination is iri-

descent and exuberant, subtle and pervasive rather
than simple and strong, allusive and mystical
rather than direct and practical.

As against these diverse types, there is the equally
distinctive imagination of the Norman, livelier and
nimbter than the other two, lacking the solid

tena^ty of the Saxon and the ironic Tn^lanoholy

of the Celt, but excelling in gaiety, animal spirits,

and a logical inventiveness derived from Latin
sources.

In the making of our poetry, the Saxon imagina-
tion is seen to best advantage in simple love-ballads,

in verse infused with strong yet tender piety, in

the epic where its capacity for lucidity and re-

pression is happily marked.
In the making of our prose, its influence is more

emphatic, for reasons not hard to understand. Too
rigid in texture, too prone to economy of effects,

its inspiration in verse is necessarily circumscribed.

Simplicity, temperance of expression, clarity, and
high seriousness of purpose find happiei medium
in prose; and history, science, and speculative

thought, owe much to its integrating power.
Turning to the influence of the Celt, we realise

that if the Saxon brought intensity, the Celt as

certainly brought variety. To our poetry he gave
subtle shades of meaning, delicate nuances of

humour and pathos, a wealth of rich fancies, like

the network of tracery that adorns a Gothic
cathedral. To our prose the Celt brought the gift

of satire and ironic introspection, from mordant
and savage to a mood of elfish mockery; fine

graces of style ; and to both prose and verse that

passionate love of Nature and mystical interpreta-

tion of her phenomena, that differs widely from
the half fearful, if stoical attitude of the Saxon in

face of the primal facts of life.

There is a fundamental affinity between the

Danish and the Saxon influence. The Dane merely
repeated in somewhat cruder fashion the spirit

of the wAnglo-Saxon invaders. Directly, it was a
negative iiafluence on Literature, and retarded the
progress of our tongue for some time ; but indirectly

in the long run, it welded the people more closely

together, and infused into verse much of that
compelling attraction for the sea, that meets us in

early English Literature.

Neither the Saxon nor the Celt by himself would
have made our literature the great heritage it is,

but in conjunction the one happily supplemented
the other ; and our greatest poetry and finest prose
is that in which the Celtic and Teutonic elements
are the most closely intermingled. Where the
one offered strength, the other gave grace. Saxon
simplicity and orderhness straightened out the
ebifllient extravagances of the Celtic mind; and
the plastic charms of the latter softened the stiffer

outlines of the English genius. Without the
driving power of the Saxon, the dreams of the Celt

would have been like exquisite star dust, drifting

ineffectually through the literary firmament.
The Norman influence, though less insistent

than the Celtic and Saxon, is more complex. There
was a Celtic element, of course, in the Norman, and
with this he mingled something of the Latin South
and the Norse.
The Normans were Northmen softened and

modified by Southern intercourse. It seemed at
first, after the Conquest, as if the Norman influence
would be the paramount one, for it started a
fmsh era of hterary history with a suppres-
smn of the native tongue. The cultured life of
the day was ruled by French and Latin models.
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An ago of Latin writers was inaugurated. Latin

of course was no new thing to the English clergy,

it had been spoken and written by them for cen-

turies, but the close contact with Home inaugurated

at the Conquest, extended its dominion to an
extraordmary extent. French became the lan-

guage of the well-born, and the English vernacular

was deliberately disregarded.

France at this time was the intellectual centre

of Western Europe. Quick and adaptable in her
temperament, she set the pace, and others followed

as best they might. France was by no means
profoundly original, her body of literature was
inferior in quality to that of England before the

Conquest ; but she had the gift of purloining the
ideas of others, and transforming them into an
especially acceptable form.

A remarkable illustration of this is furnished by
the Arthurian Cycle, which was originally Celtic in

its inspiration, but owing to French redaction and
elaborations, became one of the most popular of

European Romances.
We have sketched the chief formative influences

in our Literature. At a later date, Italy, Spain,

and France exerted a potent influence upon
English Letters. Italy in the early Renascence,
Spain in the late Renascence, and France during
the late seventeenth and early eighteenth cen-

turies. There was also, in the late Middle Ages, a
touch of far Eastern thought, and during the
Renascence, more than a touch of Greek idealism

upon our hterature. Notwithstandmg these many
influences, the two most considerable are the
Celtic and the Saxon, that so closely commingled
at the time of the Conquest as to be inseparable.

The greatness of our Literature then is due to these

two great formative influences.

I. The Anglo-Saxon at Home

When first we catch a glimpse of the Anglo-
Saxon tribes they are leading a pastoral life on the

shores of the Baltic and the North Sea, in a country
bleak and low-lying. But the atmosphere of repose

which the word “ pastoral ” suggests to most
people, is not to be found here. Our forefathers

shared the intense restlessness that characterised

the Germanic people as a whole.

Tillers of the soil, and hunters by compulsion,

they became also by force of circumstance fierce

sea-rovers. Inured by long privation to the terrors

of the sea, they made little of its dangers, and a
Roman writer has told us, how that they would
plunder the western coasts, sailing down upon them
in their high-prowed warships in the midst of a
storm so that their victims might be the less

prepared. Truly enough were they likened to

sea-wolves.

In appearance they were big, large-limbed men,
with blue-grey eyes and ruddy faces ; relentless,

savage, and daring, yet courageous and faithful to

one another, and among their women folk gentle

and loyal. Infanticide was not infrequent, for

valour was prized above all things, and a weakly
child might survive only to bring shame and dis-

grace upon his kinsmen.

Naturally enough, this ingrained passion for
action expressed itself most readily in fighting;

this was pecuharly attractive, for not only did it

provide an outlet for their physical energy but it

aflorded also an excellent chance of their gaining
the Teutomc Paradise of Walhalla, A courageous
death on the field of battle opened the entrance to
those Halls in which a banquet of boar’s flesh and
ale was for ever being celebrated.

Moreover, war held out the prospect of material
advantages. Energy does not necessarily imply
industry ; and the Germans were always ready to
substitute plunder for labour, whenever it was pos-
sible to do so. Piratical expeditions first brought
the Anglo-Saxons into contact with this Island. But
the days were not long enough to satisfy these
adventurous spirits ; therefore, when night fell,

gambling took the place of fighting as a means of

varying the monotony of existence. According to
Tacitus, it was “a serious occupation with them
even when they were sober.” While to such a pitch
were these games of chance carried that sometimes
even personal liberty was staked—and lost. No
catastrophe was more bitter than this, for the
love of freedom was one of the most marked
characteristics of the Teutonic races. It was this

intolerance of constraint which explains why they
so long preferred to live in small communities.
“ They dwell scattered and apart,” writes the
Roman historian, “ just as a spring, meadow, or
wood has attracted them.” Moreover, even in
the village itself, the houses were always detached
from one another. The same spirit recurs in their

political institutions. All questions of common
interest were discussed in the presence of the
Freemen of the tribe who signified their dissent

by a murmur, and their approbation by the clashing

of spears ; and it is quite characteristic that—in
early times at any rate—business was delayed,

perhaps for two or three days, by the casual manner
in which the people assembled. W’ith this pro-

nounced individualism it is, therefore, not surpris.

ing to find that the warrior chieftains controlled

their followers rather by the force of example than
by military discipline. Positive, as well as nega-
tive reasons combined to make this the most
effective method of control, for the Germans
possessed a sense of personal loyalty in a marked
degree. To support and protect a courageous
leader on the battle-field was with them a point of

honour ; and to survive his death was to incur a
lifelong disgrace. That this feeling of devotion
was mutual, is well illustrated by the legend that

has gathered round the name of the great Ostro-

goth—Theodoric. It tells us how his enemy Ermen-
rich having captured several of his men, demanded
the entire surrender of Theodoric’s kingdom as
the price of their lives, and how the Ostrogothic

leader not only consented to, but actually fulfilled

this condition of their safety ;
for he says “ Even

though all the empires of the world were mine, T

would give them away rather than desert my dear
faithful thanes.”

Equally pleasing was their attitude towards
strangers. Perhaps no race has ever been more
renowned for its hospitality than the Teutonic.
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** Evory German,’* to quote Tacitus once again,
“ receives his guest with a well-fumished table.

When his supplies are exhausted he who was but
now the host becomes the guide to further hos-

pitality, and without invitation they go to the

next house.’* Having washed his hands and feet

the guest joined the family board, and using his

fingers instead of a fork, helped to devour the vast

quantities of meat which were always in requisition.

The meal being brought to a lively, if somewhat
hazardous conclusion by the practice of throwing

the bones about the place, the more serious busi-

ness of the evening began—^namely the drinking.

Around the blazing fire in the centre of the long

Hall our ancestors sat far into the night consuming
ale with which their women folk supplied them;
and should this prove of inferior strength the

feminine brewers suffered accordingly, for quality

as well as quantity was deemed essential for these

convivial gatherings. But though somewhat ex-

acting in this respect the Teutons made ample
amends by the high esteem in which they held

their women.
In Anglo-Saxon times a woman possessed liberties

which it has taken her centuries to recover. Not
only were the rights of property and of taking

judicial proceedings accorded to her, but she was
also allowed to attend the meetings of the Town-
ship in which local politics were discussed, and,

on occasions, even the national council of the

Witanagemote.
Marital unfaithfulness was both rare and punish-

able ; but though making good husbands, the

Anglo-Saxon by no means favoured absolute

equality of the sexes. Whilst a girl was still a
“ spinster ” she was under paternal authority, and
marriage merely effected a transfer of masters.

Should she prove insubordinate, “ three blows with
a broomstick ” were considered a wholesome cor-

rective. Yet with aU its limitations the Teutonic
conception of womanhood was superior, not simply
to Oriental ideas—that would not bo saymg very
much—^but even to the notions of such a highly

civilised people as the ancient Greeks.

The Germanic people compared most favourably
with the nations of the East in another particular,

namely, in their capacity for progress.

The Teutons possessed to quite a remarkable
extent the power of adapting themselves to strange
surroundings and of assimilating a foreign civilisa-

tion. It IS this aptitude which accounts for the
absorption of Gothic customs and ideas that trans-

formed Norsemen into Normans with such sur-

prising rapidity, and explains the speed with which
the antagonisms of 1066 were forgotten in this

Island. Of all racial endowments there are perhaps
none more valuable than this mental elasticity

;

and it would be difficult to over-estimate it® influ-

ence upon the national history of the Anglo-Saxon
people.

II. English LrnaRiLTiTBB befobb thb Saxon
Conquest

The earliest English literature is unwritten. It
consists of songs and legends, heroic and stirring in

character, sung to the harp by the minstrel and
gleeman, and handed down from one generation to
another. Parents taught these tales to their

children, and the younger learned of the elder

singer. Our Saxon forefathers used an alphabet,
just as the Scandinavians did, but it was used for

inscriptions and not for distinctively literary pur-
poses. It served to adorn a sword hilt, not to
perpetuate a legend. So it is impossible to say by
whom these old stories and myths were originally

composed, for they come to us out of the dim past,

with the accretions of years upon them, and with
the impress of many a singer, each of whom has
unconsciously added something to the ancient tale.

It is not until much later that these old stories

were written down ; and the blend of Christian

and Pagan sentiment is due to the fact that many
were first set down, after the introduction of

Christianity, when the monk who took them in

hand wished to infuse religious sentiment into the

rough heathen saga.

But if in olden times the poetry was unwritten,

this was not because it was lightly esteemed. The
minstrel was the preacher and moralist of heathen
times. His song stirred men to deeds of courage
and endurance, he glorified the heroes of the past,

offered solace to the chieftain whose fortunes had
been marred, and renewed in him fresh hope for

the future. No day was complete without the
minstrel’s aid. After the fighting and hunting,
when the chieftain and his followers were refreshing

their bodies with meat and drink, then came the

gleemen to minister to their minds ; and the songs
sung then were stored up in the warriors’ memories,
so that in the stress of battle they might shout out
as did the Israelites of old, some snatch of song
which would at once inspire themselves and con-
found their enemies.

The minstrel was not the only singer, albeit the
chief. So far as we can tell, the most important
minstrel was the sedp or shaper of verse. He com-
posed verses as well as sang them. The secondary
minstrel and the gleeman (or Harper), merely re-

peated them. His was a less dignified post, and
the very name suggests that he was not merely a
singer but a maker of fun, from gleo {A.-S.)=-fun,

amusement. In this personage, therefore, we may
trace the early jester, who was to take such a
prominent part in mediaeval entertainments. In-
deed, he lasted until Elizabethan times, and was
inseparable from the earlier dramas of the age.

Our Saxon forefathers then, were, in common
with other nations of the time, a singing folk. Not
only did the chieftain have his own bard to cheer
him, but he himself—witness Hrothgar in Beovmlf-^
was a singer. He carried his song along with his

sword into battle. His whole life was a chant.
On his way to the fight, ploughing through the
sea-storm, he sang ; after the strivings were over,
at the festive board, he sang again, and was sung
to. In the moment of victory, he sang exultantly
to his Gods, the sky and the earth, and theic
gracious son, the Summer. In the hour of death,
he used his last breath to sing a farewell to hfe
people.

The circling seasons, the alternate reign of daf
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and night, fed his imagination and found expression

in the many Nature myths that served as hia

early religion. Then, on to these myths became
grafted stories of the great men who had done
mighty deeds ; and soon the doings of the heroes
became one with the doings of the gods. An early

example of this is found in the poem Beowulf^
that arose as an oral saga, made up of pagan songs
celebrating the hero’s prowess, long before it was
written down and Christianised by the monks.

HI. Old English Heathen Poetry

Beowulf

At the close of the eighteenth century, this poem
was foimd in a manuscript written about a.d. 1000.

It is essentially a mosaic of pagan tales, blent with
a certain basis of historical fact. Possibly, Beowulf
himself is not an integral part of the old legend,

which is found associated with other heroes. About
the eighth century this mosaic is placed in a
Christian settmg, with which it harmonises but ill.

Pagan monsters and biblical allusions go oddly
together. Probably a monk is the writer who dealt

last with these legends ; such an explanation would
account for the moralising strain that runs through-
out the poem. Beowulf praises God for His gifts

to men. There is much to support the contention
that this ethical and religious note is of quite late

introduction.

The poem contains over three thousand lines,

and is supposed to be the oldest surviving epic of

the Teuton people, anterior to the Scandinavian
sagas, and considerably older than the great

mediaeval romances of southern Europe.
Its importance for us lies in its emphatic in-

dication that our literature is essentially Teutonic
in origm.

The Story,—^Beowulf has been not unfairly de-

scribed as a knight errant before the days of

chivalry. He is a mighty warrior of royal Swedish
blood who has not only fought with man but has
defied the fiercest storms that have swept over the

seas, and grappled with the awful sea monsters
that inhabit their depths.

To the help of the venerable King Hrothgar he
comes, whose kingdom has been ravaged by a
dreadful monster, Grendel by name. Beowulf
meets this monster face to face, and after a terrible

fight wounds him to the death. But the monster
has a mother, even more fearsome than he. She
inhabits the floods, and Beowulf has to descend
into these chill and dark waters to find her. The
conflict that ensued is more harrowing than the
other, and is described with Homeric vigour.

Just when he is about to succumb to the fury of

her attack, he comes across a huge sword which
does the work pretty effectually, and the subse-

quent proceedings interest this lady no more.
Beowulf is not allowed to rest long without a
further display of prowess. But he survives a
reign of fifty years, well seasoned with valorous
deeds, before he meets with a fiery dragon that has
been having things all its own way. The dragon
is killed, but not before its venomous poison has
infected Beowulf. Knowing that hia end has

5

come, he speaks to his friend with fine stoical

resignation.
“ I have held the people fifty years ; there was

not any king of my neighbours, who dared to greet
me with warriors, to oppress me with terror. . . .

I held mine own well, I sought not treacherous
malice, nor swore unjustly many oaths ; on
account of all this, I, sick with mortal woimds,
may have joy, ... Now do thou go immediately,
to behold the hoard under the hoary stone, my dear
Wijlaf. , . . Now I have purchased with my death
a hoard of treasures ; it will not be yet of ad-
vantage at the need of the people. ... I give
thanks . . . that I might before my dying day obtain
such for my peoples . . . longer may I not here be ”

(xxxvii., xxxviii.).

The LUerary Style,—The literary method is mas-
sive and sweepmg rather than subtle and varied.

The poem is akin to the old sagas, and like them
excels in broad effects, and in impressive directness

of speech. The crude savagery of the original

legends has been transmuted through the various
minds brought to bear upon the poem, mto a fine

appraisement of Beowulf’s goodness of heart and
unselfish devotion to others. He is not merely a
man of great physical strength ; there is a moral
splendour about his character. Nor is this side

ever lost sight of.

Its Origin,—^How was the poem introduced into

English literature ?

It has been suggested that the poem is in its

basis a Scandinavian saga. The poem, however,
though Scandinavian in its settmg, contains no
Scandinavian words or phrases. Earle believes

that the story of Beowulf was a piece of the pre-

historic folk lore of which a fresh edition was made
in Herovingian Gaul. From Gaul, the story,

latinised by some Frankish scholar, passed over
here and was worked up into the epic. The subject

is still debated by scholars, by no means in agree-

ment, but this, at any rate, affords one explanation

to account for inconsistencies in the poem.
Its Histoncal Value,—^The picture of social hf©

given us in Beowulf is essentially primitive. To
fight valorously, to eat and drink well, to be soothed
by music after the day’s labour and then—to sleep.

The men described are men of few words ; brave
and loyal where their aflections are concerned, but
cruel and implacable otherwise. There is no gaiety

about them. Life to them is a sombre business ;

the melancholy of the North is about them.
Great emphasis is laid upon the splendour of

Court life, and for this reason its historical value as

a picture of aristocratic society in Saxon times has

been commented on by some of the critics.

The scenic background is well siuted for such
men. It is bleak and cold, and the rough and
rugged land is swept by storms. We realise here
“ the winds that would be howling at all hours.”

Whether on sea or land. Nature is always in her

blackest and fiercest moods. There is no senti-

ment, no tenderness, to relieve the gloom. Fierce

animal spirits dominate.
But if sombre, there is an austere s^randeur about

the poem, and a fine stoical resignation.

The scenes and people are Scandinavian, but the
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one great, vital jSgure is that of B4owul£. He
stands before us as the early English ideal of virile

courage and nobility. What Achilles is to the

Greek, Romulus to the Roman, Charlemagne to

the French, B6owulf is to the Englishman. Beside

him, King Arthur is but a shadowy figure.

Widsith and Dtor

Widsith is the earliest of the poems made by our

forefathers on the Continent. Widsith is the wide

wanderer, or far traveller. He tells of his wander-

ings, speaks of the feudal halls in which he sang,

and how men loved his song, and gave him gifts ;

so that wherever he went he found a ready welcome.

He sings of war, and not unfittmgly, for had not

he himself fought with the Huns.
At the close of his poem he praises his art, inas-

much as it has brought him joy. Adversity he has

known at times, but not so grievous that his art

could find no solace for it.

Another early poem is The Complaint of Deor.

Deor also is a minstrel, but he is no wanderer. He
belongs to the household of his chief, and is happy
in his position until he finds himself supplanted by
a rival. But the singer bids himself take heart

and endure his misfortune, and the note of stoical

resignation is the insistent note. The poem is

lyrical in form, with a definite refrain, and may be

called our first English lyric.

Deor gives the reverse side of the picture of the

gleeman painted by Widsith.
The manuscript poem dates from the eleventh

century, and, like Beowulf^ has been Christianised.

But it is clearly an old heathen saga, in origin.

In addition to these wandering songs, there are

traces of a saga about Finn, King of the North
Frisians, in the Battle of Finnshurg, a fragment of

an old pagan tale about Waldhere of Acqmtame

;

and some curious verses sung by the Teutonic
peasant, while he followed his pastoral occupations,

or sailed on some voyage of adventure. These
were called The Charms, and though, like Beowulf,
they became later infused with religious sentiment,
they are primarily heathen songs, addressed to the
Elements—^to the Valkyrie and to Woden. They
are genuine nature myths, filled with that mingled
fear and love of the ancient earth that we find

among primitive peoples.

IV. Engush Literattjbb after the Saxon
Conquest

(i) The Poetry

Hitherto the poetry, though written in the
English language is not strictly part of the literature
of England. The first native maker of English
verse is C-Edmon. He was a simple, unlettered
man, an inmate of St. Hilda’s Monastery, near
Whitby, to whom fell the task of looking after
the castle. Leaving the feast and the singers,
because he could not take part, he fell asleep among
the cattle. And while he slept he dreamed that
one came to him and commanded him to sing.
Of what am I to sing ? ” said Csedmon. “ About

the beginning of created things.” He then
fashioned a song about the Creation, and awakened
from his dream. The song he remembered, and
made many more like it. And after this he became
a monk. The Bible was read to him because he
could not read, and he would turn those passages
that appealed especially to him, into verse.

These stories m verse

—

CoedmorCs Paraphrase—
were written about 670, and became very famous.
Thus did the old paganism merge into the Christian
sentiment of the time. Of these poems only a
fragment has survived, quoted by Bede and carried

from monastery to monastery. But the infiuence

of Caedmon upon his successors was great. So
we may say of Caedmon, that he founded a new
school of religious pootry, and it is probable that
his verse served as a model for many subsequent
writers.

Cynewulf is in the line of succession from
Caedmon. It is not improbable that he was the
author of the Christ

;

possibly also of the Judith ,

and the Dream of the Rood. He was a Northum-
brian who lived at the close of the eighth century.

We know little about his outward life, save that
his youth was happy and irresponsible ; and that
he underwent suddenly a spiritual change, and
regretted the careless pleasures of his earlier years.

His view of life finds amplest expression in the
Christ. The threefold coming of Christ is dealt

with, and the last picture is that of the final Judg^
ment. He gives a glowing picture of the Christian

who has fought the good fight

:

“ A gladsome host of men ; jrouth without ago ;

The glory of the heavenly chivalry
; health without pain

For righteous workers j and for souls sublime
Rest without toil

; there is day without dark gloom.
Ever gloriously bright ; bliss without bale ;

Friendship ’twixt friends forever without feud ;

Peace without enmity for the blest in Heaven,
In the communion oi Saints.” ^

Cynewulf’s Riddles

Riddle I

robes rest silent when I roam the earth.
Still, when I stay at home, or stir tne waves ;

Anon my pinions poise mo up above
The high air o’er the homes of warriors.
Far o’er the folk the cloud-force floateth me,
Mightily whirr my wings, make melody.
Sing wondrously, when I, a wanderer.
Touch neither world nor wave.

(A Swan.)

Riddle VII

Lo, the wind wafts aloft these little wights
Over the mountain brows ; full black are they.
Swart, sable-clad, yet softly voiced m song.
They wander forth in clouds, and clearly wail.
Float o’er the forest heights, or fly above
The city dwellings of the sons of men.
Behold, they name themselves I

(A Qnat.)^

There is the note of passion in his verse, but a
note also of joy and confidence alien to the old
pagan melancholy. Like a true Saxon he sings of
“ the clashing of the sea waves,” and “ the rolling

^ Christ, translated by I. GoHancz.
® Oxford Treasury of English Literature, vol. i.
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of the waters,” and of “ foaming billows ” that

cover the earth.

During the foUowmg century the scattered poems
of the past were gathered together into collections,

and in the tenth century religious poetry is mingled
with plentiful war songs, such as the Song of

Brunanburgh (937), where the conflict between
Saxon and Dane figures prominently.

Characteristics of Anglo-Saxon Poetry

1. It resembles Hebrew poetry, indulging in

parallehsm ^ and metaphorical phrases.

2. In metre it is marked by accent and per-

sistent alhteration.

3. Rhyme is absent, and there are no definite

number of syllables. The metre undergoes a good
many variations, and responds to the nature of

the subject.

4. The poetry was sung, for in early times
poetry and music were one and indivisible, and the
minstrel was free to modify the movement of the

verse. Any modification introduced was, however,
subject to certain rules. There were always four

accented syllables and three alliterative syllables.

Many changes were wrought later in the Middle
English period through French influences, but the

trick of alliteration has become an integral part of

all Enghsh poetry ; and though no longer a struc-

tural part of English prosody, is regarded to-day
as an ornament, not an essential. 'heen

used with most remarkable effect by Swinburne.

There is h prevalence oi compound word^ by
means of which the poet sought to condense the

qualities of his subject. This characteristic also

has survived.

For instance, when Rossetti speaks of “ hoarse-

tongued fire,” or Keats of “ leaden-eyed despair,”

they are using a poetical method derived from our
earliest verse.

6. The style of this poetry is, on tne whoie,

diffuse, though when the writer is greatly moved it

becomes more simple and direct. And while there

is force and vigour, and often the austere splendour
of the Icelandic Saga about the work, there are no
graces or subtleties, and the lyric note is extremely
rare.

The form of poetry chiefly favoured by these

elder writers is the epic ; it suited both their manner
and matter, and lent itself to the treatment of

heroic deeds. William Morris’ translation of the

Scandinavian Sagas will give the modern reader a
fair idea of the trend and character of this early

poetry.

(ii) Phe Prose

The prose, unlike the verse, was not used as an
emotional stimulant

; it was for the most part

educational. What Christianity did to inspire the

maker of verse has been seen ; it was responsible

also for the creation of the monk scholar, an in-

dividual who did much to shape the literature of

^ By parallelism is meant the repetition of the same
statemmt or idea in different ways ; by alliteration the
repetition of the same letter at the beginning or in the
body of difierent words, in close juxtaposition to one
another.
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this formative period. The first Englishman to
become famous as a scholar and teacher was
Aldhelm; he did for the South what at a later

period Bede did for the North. After a while he
was made Abbot of Malmesbury, then Bishop of
Sherborne. He died m 709, after many achieve-
ments both in prose and verse. As was the custom
of the time he did much of his work in Latin, but
his Enghsh verse was esteemed highly by no less

an authority than Alfred himself. He was m-
terested more in music and architecture, and a
church at Bradford-on-Avon remains as a memorial
of his work, while of his skill as a musician and of
his power to touch the hearts of the common people,

tradition is eloquent. His is the one name of

significance in the history of Wessex, until the

time of Alfred, two hundred years later. On the

whole, the North was far more noted for mteUectual
thought and vigour.

Northumbria as an Intellectual Centre

The predominance of Northumbria in hterary
hfe was largely due to the activity of Irish mis-
sionaries, cultured and imaginative men, and to the

greater influx of Roman civilisation into the North.
The hbrary at York was famous throughout
Europe. The earher phase of this intellectual

vitality is seen in the religious verse of Cffidmon
and his successors ; the later phase in the Latm
prose of the monk scholar.

Of these, the first m importance is Bede. In
these words did the orphan scholar epitomise his

hfe at the age of fifty-five : “I wholly apphed
myself to the study of the Scripture ; and, amidst
the observance of regular discipline, and the daily

care of singing in the church, I always took delight

in learning, teaching, and writing.” He studied

eagerly every department of human thought—the

philosophies, arts, and sciences ; and to his Ecclesi-

astical History we are indebted for our knowledge
of the England of his time. He wrote in Latin for

the most part, but was quick to recognise the

possibilities of the Saxon tongue, and when dying
IS said to have repeated to himself some of these

old poems.
He owed much to the Abbot of his monastery,

Benedict, a keen and brilliant man. Bede was a
fine classical scholar, and his writings abound in

quotations from classical poets. Much of his work
was of the text-book order, and his reputation as a
teacher was as considerable as that of his scholar-

ship. He had a school at Jarrow, of European
fame.

Wessex as an Intellectual Centre

With the coming of the Danes in the tenth

century the seat of learning passed to Wessex.
The Danish invasions were catastrophic to the

progress of English literature. Attracted by the

wealth of the great monasteries, they plundered

and destroyed the finest. Worst of all, they

burned the splendid libraries, until “ there was not

one house of learning left from the Forth to the

Humber.”
Happily a man arose at this time who rescued

England from her sorry plight
; and although too
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late to save the North, yet Middle and South
England were preserved from ravage by the valorous

master mind of Alfred, “ Lord of the harp and
liberating spear.”

Alpreo, grandson of the doughty Egbert, was
born at Wantage in. Berkshire (849), and whilst a
boy, was taken by his father, Ethelwulf, to Rome.
There, Roman civilisation and eoclesiasticism im-
pressed him in the most plastic years of his life.

On his return to England, he became deeply
interested in the songs of his native land and the

love of Saxon verse, and the prowess of his ancestors

never left him.
Erom the dream of studious youth he was

roughly awakened by the onslaughts of the Danes,

and his early years as king were spent in fightmg

hard against them. Mercia, already, had been
ravaged and lost ; Wessex itself was in deadly

peril. Then did he prove that he was a great

warrior as well as a keen student ; that he could

fight like his heroes as well as sing about them.

Thus did he win peace for his people, and having
won peace he sought to nurture their mental hfe.

So, after fifteen years of incessant warfare (c. 886),

he had made peace with the foe and looked around
to repair something of their wanton work of de-

struction. He founded a monastery at Athelney,

saw to the education of his nobles, and while seeing

to the careful training of the Churchmen, was
mindful also of the common people. He is the

pioneer of popular education, for it was his wish

that “ all the youth now in England of free men
who have the wealth to be able to set themselves

to it be put to learning while they are not of use

for anything else.”

To effect this he set to work to increase the

abundance of English literature, and superintend

the translation of many Latin books for the benefit

of the people at large. He prepared a handbook
for the clergy, saw to the translation of much of

Bede’s famous history, and adapted the philosophy

of Boethius (a Roman patrician of the fifth and
sixth centuries) for common use. “ He took,”

said Mr. Frederic Harrison, “ the Meditations of

Boethius as a standard text-book of ^moral and
religious thought, and he uses it as the basis of his

own musings upon man, the world, and God.” ^

Alfred may be remembered also as the first

Englishman of letters who was not a churchman,
and the first to encourage the making of English
prose. He wanted to make it loved and known by
the people at large ; and this could not be done
while it was written in the Latin language favoured
by the Church.

During his reign the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle

came into existence ; and if not his own work, it

probably owed much to his inspiration. This is

the most important landmark of Anglo-Saxon
prose, and continued beyond the Conquest down
to the death of Stephen.

No English king ever did more for his people
than he. He had a genius for kingship, and never
abused that endowment.
This brief record of Alfred’s work may close with

a passage from Boethius :
“ To be brief, I may

say that it has ever been my desire to live honour-
ably while I was alive, and after my death to leave

to them that should come after me my memory m
good works ”

Of Alfred’s greatness, there can be no question,

but it was a greatness of personality rather than of

Art. He was not a great poet, or a great proseman
in the way that he was a great fighter and organiser.

None the less by his zeal and industry he did well

by English letters. H© had the rare merit of

clarity in his writing, and something of that naive
charm which is often as delightful to the reader as

hterary skill.

Alfred’s Sitcoessors

Wessex continued to hold its own in intellec-

tual matters until the coming of the Normans.
The North never recovered from the ravish of the
Danes. Among the most notable names are Dtjn-
STAN, Abbot of Glastonbury (909-988), Ethelwold,
Edgar, and Eleric. Elfric e^ecially concerned
himself with the work of monastic reform. His
writings were voluminous, the more important being
his famous HomiUes—excellent example of Saxon
prose, and some metrical lives of the Saints.

But the tenth century saw a decline on the whole
in literary impulse. The influence of Rome both
in religion and scholarship, had done much to
inspire the old Saxon writers. A fresh virile influ-

ence was now wanted. It came with the Norman
Invasion.

MIDDLE ENGLISH PERIOD

(1066-1400 )

Introduction-Mediaeval Scholarship and the Latin Writers : Chronicles and Histories.

INTRODUCTION

Latik was the language in which the cultured man
of Norman times wrote, and French was the
language spoken in polite society. The Saxon
tongue languished, and there is little doubt that
the Norman Conquest did for a time militate

^ The Writings of King Alfred, by Frederic Harrison.

against the development of our literal ir©. Many
Saxons wrote in French, and, with th^ exception
of the Saxon Chronicle, which went on until 1154,
the bulk of the prose was written in Latin. English
prose after the Chronicle practically slumbered
until its remarkable awakening in the sixteenth
century.

Yet, after all, the Norman Conquest was not
the conquest of England by an alien race. The
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Nonnans were originally Northmen like the Anglo-
Saxons and Danes, even though southern influences

had greatly modified their character and outlook.

And this affinity was ultimately felt by both
Saxon and Norman. Consequently there was a
real fusion of the two races. On the Saxon
side we accepted the traditions of France in matters
poetical. On the Norman side we finally chose
the Saxon tongue in place of the French in which
to express ourselves.

MEDMVAL SCHOLARSHIP AND THE
LATIN WRITERS

CHROmCLES AND HISTORIES

Scholarship even before the Conquest had
formed many links with the Continent. There was
an exchange of students between the Umversities
of Oxford and Pans, Oxford being then in its

infancy. French and Flemish ecclesiastics came
to England, and Englishmen finished their training

in French or Flemish monasteries. This inter-

course received a powerful impetus with Lanfranc
as Archbishop of Canterbury. A rich, learned

ecclesiastical literature in Latin soon arose in

'

England. There were many scholars who came to

fill hvings and stations of honour in the newly
founded monasteries. They were far superior in

many cases to the English clergy in their knowledge
of the Latin writers, and in their style. The in-

terests of the clergy were not confined to Biblical

and theological subjects. The monasteries were
great centres of hospitahty and they entertained

important statesmen and distinguished travellers.

The abbots and monks, often scholarly, cultured

men, took an interest in worldly affairs and in the

statecraft of their age. Hence it is that the most
important contribution to literature made by the

Latin writers is the series of chronicles in which
the chief aim of the writers was to give a faithful

record of contemporary events. Many of these

records breathe the charm of a personal narrative,

and “though composed in a foreign tongue are

written from a national point of view.” Before

dealing with the chroniclers we may just briefly

glance at the theological work of Lanfranc and
Anselm, and other churchmen, which preluded the

establishment of a more national literature.

Lanfranc wrote about 1080, a book defending the

doctrine of transubstantiation, called the Liher

ScintUlarum,

Anselm, who died in 1109, wrote a number of

theological tracts and treatises : De incamcUione

Verbi—Cur Deus Homo P—De Yoluntate—^and De
concordat praescxervtioe et proedestinationis et gratice

Dei cum libero arhitrio,

Osberne of Gloucester (1160) wrote a com-
mentary on the Pentateuch and the Book of

Judges. He also translated some Lives of the

native Saints from Early English into Latin.

Robert PuUus who lectured at Oxford, compiled
a manual of theology entitled L%hri Sententiarum,

Other writers who laboured in this field were
Hugo of Rouen, who died in 1164

—

Qucestiones theo*

logicce; Robert de Melun (d, 1167), whose specu-

lations were embodied in his Svmnia Sententiarum
In addition to these purely technical theological
works, there was also a mass of hterature dealing
with the lives of the Saints, especially Irish and
Welsh saints—a number of Enghsh Saints were
deposed by the more orthodox Normans.
The work of .^Elred or AEthelred of Rievaulx, is

distinguished for its spirit of mysticism. There
is in it the same note of subjective religious in-

tensity that is found later on in the works of

Richard RoUe. Aired wrote the Speculum chan^
tails, the dialogue De spirituah amicitia—^A Rule
for Nuns

—

Liber de institutione inclusarum * thirty-

three homilies—^A chronicle of the reign of Stephen,
in which he describes the Battle of the Standard.
He died m 1166 and twenty-five years later was
canonised as a Saint.

Nor was the secular side of knowledge neglected

by these Latin writers. Adelard of Bath
studied at Tours and Laon and afterwards lectured

at Laon, from whence he travelled Eastward, visiting

Greece and Asia khnor, possibly even penetrating to

Bagdad. On his return home, by his lectures and
translations of mathematical and astronomical

works he rendered the more advanced leammg of

the Arabs accessible to the West. Adelard had
a passionate love of scientific knowledge and
claimed the rights of reason as opposed to blmd
faith in authority. In his QucBStiones naturales

he discusses with his nephew, who represents

Western leammg, having been trained at Laon,

sixty-seven questions or problems in physical

science. Adelard gives solutions accordmg to

the knowledge he has gained in the East, the

nephew answering them accordmg to the wisdom
of the West. Adelard also wrote a treatise on

the Abacus and the Astrolabe

:

he translated an

Arabic work on astronomy, and introduced into

England the first translation of Euclid ;
the latter

remained a text book for generations. His treatise

De eodem et diverse (the same and different) pub
lished before 1116, consists of a dialogue between
Philosophy (Love of V/isdom) and Philocosmia

(Love of the World). These under the guise of two
women, appeared to him when he was a student

on the hanks of the Loire. They dispute as to

which of them shall have most claim on his affec-

tion. He finally chooses Philosophy. The treatise

is an allegorical expression of his passion for

learning.

In 1140 Robert de Retines, an Anglo-Norman,

and his friend Dalmation Hermann went to Evora
in Spain in order to study under Arab teachers.

During this period Robert at the desire of Peter

the Venerable, Abbot of Cluny, produced a transla-

tion of the Koran.
Alexander Neckham (1157—1217), who was bom

and educated at St. Albans, afterwards taught at

Paris, wrote a Treatise on Science, in Latin elegiac

verse, in which he deals with Creation, the ele-

ments—^fire, water, air—and the “seven arts,” a
number of other prose works and a commentary

on Aristotle.

A number of Latin poems also belong to this

period. Reginald of Canterbury (c. 1120), wrote a
long poem on the legend of St. Malchus, a poem
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rendered somewhat tedious by its rhymed hexa-

meters. He is, however, the author of a charming
song of praise to his home m Southern France

—

Fagia.

Laurence of Durham, in the middle of the twelfth

century in his Hypognostieon, tells the Bible

History in Latin verse. His Comolaiione pro

inorte amici, modelled on Boethius, combines prose

and rhythm in an artistic manner. Henry of

Huntingdon, better known as an historian, also

distinguished himself in various forms of Latin

verse.

The historical writers are, however, by far the

most important both in bulk and consequence.

Many causes contributed to the outburst of histone

writing which occurs at this time. Under Henry I,

England and Normandy were united and England
assumed the dominant position. The Normans
who settled in England adopted it as their country,

hence the national character of works written by
Anglo-Normans in an alien tongue. The Crusades
moreover were exercising the same sort of stimulus

as that afforded in later time by the Discovery of

the New World. Men’s minds were enlarged by
new geographical knowledge, by the interchange of

stories and romances. The “ wonder ” of the

East gave to the more prosaic Western mind an
element of magic to ponder over.

The Chroniclers, however, were for the most
part sober-minded historians (Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth forms a notable exception), who desired to

set down the truth as they knew it. For the
earlier part of their Chronicles they incorporated
the work of previous writers, but in their con-
temporary records they write of things they have
seen or heard related, and in many instances they
have been in personal contact with the warriors
and statesmen ; they have handled the documents
they describe, hence the value of their records.

From Bede onwards, the monasteries hadmaintained
a tradition of Chronicle-writing. Many of the mon-
asteries had rooms set apart for the writing and
copying of old books.

Two chief schools arose, one in the north—the
Northumbrian ; and one in the south, at St. Albans.
The former has been characterised as “ the most
ancient, the most fertile, longest-lived and most
widely spread.”

The first writer of this school to merit mention
is Simeon, precentor of Durham. Simeon’s work
is based on Bede up till the ninth century, when he
follows a Northumbrian Chronicle that has been
lost, and is now known to us only through Simeon’s
Chronicle. He then follows Florence of Worcester
from 1121-9. The latter part of the work is the
writer’s own contribution. This may be cited as
an example of the method adopted by the majority
of the Chroniclers. This work of Simeon’s attained
high repute and was continued down to the reign
of King Stephen by two Priors of Hexham, the
elder of whom, Richard, wrote an account of the
acts of Stephen and the Battle of the Standard.
William of Newburgh (1136-1208 ?), who has

been styled ** the father of historical criticism,”
would almost certainly have been involved in a
libel action had he lived in these days. His acute-

ness led him to describe Geoffrey of Monmouth’s
work as “ a tissue of lies ”

! William limits himself

to deahng with the events of his own times. He
declares “ that in our own times such great and
memorable events have happened that the negli-

gence of moderns would justly be reprehended
should they fail to hand them to eternal memory
in literary monuments.”
Roger of Hoveden, who also belongs to the

Northern school, wrote a history of several cen-

turies compiled from various sources.

Southern School.—^Florence of Worcester was a
brother of the monastery of Worcester, and is

notable for having produced the first attempt at

Universal History in his Chronicon ex Chromcis,

Beginning with the Creation of the World, he con-

tinues his account to 1082, with the help of the

umversal chronicle of Marianus Scotus, and for

the latter part he uses the English Annals of TFor-

cester. Florence is httle more than a compiler,

although occasionally the references to his own times

are useful.

Eadmer, a Benedictine monk of Canterbury, a

follower and intimate friend of Anselm, wrote in

six books, a history of his own times down to 1122,

entitled Historia Novorum in Anglia. Whilst con-

cerning himself mainly with ecclesiastical matters,

and aiming chiefly at giving an account of the
Investiture Dispute of Anselm with Wilham II

and Henry, he includes matters which led up to

the quarrel as well as those that followed and
incidentally throws much light on social and
political matters. His work is distinguished by
its design and sens© of proportion. Eadmer also

wrote a life of Anselm which is the best authority
on the subject.

Ordericus Vitalis was the son of a married priest

who came over to England from Orleans with Roger
de Montgomery, and settled at Atcham, near Shrews-
bury. When Ordericus was ten years of age his

mother died, and his father retired into a Bene-
dictine monastery which had been founded by
Roger. A year later Ordericus was sent to a
monastery at Ouche, afterwards known as the
Abbey St, Evroult. There in his twelfth year he
received the tonsure and his name was changed to
Vitalis. He spent the rest of his life at the Abbey
St. Evroult, which possessed a magnificent library.

His Historia Ecclesiastica, a work that occupied
many years of his life, is more ambitious in scope
than that of Eadmer, The history fills thirteen
books ; the first two books are compilations from
Church History and deal with the period extending
from the birth of Christ down to 856. They also

contain a list of the popes till 1142. The next four
books concern the foundation of the monasteries
in Normandy and in particular the history of St.

Evroult. The latter part consists of the History
of the Norman Wars, and of the Church down to
the Conquest. Eadmer is essentially a chronicler
and not an historian ; but his work is “ a rich mine
of material.” He abounds in valuable suggestions ;

he inserted many genuine copies of letters and
epitaphs, and he is on the whole an important
authority.

William of Malmesbuey (c. 1095-c. 1142 ).
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Compared with Eadmer and Ordericus, William is a
greater historian than either. Milton said of him,
“ Both for style and judgment, William is by far

the best writer of all.” William’s great inspirer

was Bede, and he desires to follow him and tell the
history of England artistically, and critically, and
especially to fill in the period occurring between the
ancient and modern history. William’s work is

in two parts ; a History of the Kings of England
(449-1127), and the Historia Novella or Modern
History (1142). The second part was written to

please his patron Robert of Gloucester, and gives

a description of the struggle between Stephen and
the Empress Matilda. William’s other works
were a History of Glastonbury, and a Life of St,

Wulfstan, A man of sound judgment, William
has also the artist’s instinct for salient and signi-

ficant features. A lover of books and a consider-

able traveller, his eager inquiring spirit earned
him beyond the prejudices and narrow standards
of the cloister. His fondness for anecdotes leads

him to include in his writmgs many errors and
fables, but he is able to invest his details with
imaginative interest and his writings have there-

fore a value especially to the student of early English
History.

As a historian, Henry of Huntingdon does not
occupy such an important place as William of

Malmesbury. Henry was a secular cleric, and lived

under the patronage of Robert Bloet, Bishop of

Lincoln, and afterwards under his successor

Alexander of Blois. By command of Alexander
he wrote his History of the English, which he ex-
tended to the year 1154. In the earlier portion he
draws from Bede and the English Annals, but he
also borrows from oral tradition and popular
poetry. He gives from the Annals a metrical
version of the Battle of Brunanburgh, Henry has
been styled “ a facile writer but a perfunctory
historian.”

“He was ambitious but not laborious, literary

but not exact, intelligent but not penetrating, he
formed large projects but was too indolent to

exercise them satisfactorily.” ^

Be contemptu Mundi, his last work, addressed to

the friend to whom he had dedicated his youthful
verses—“ A youth to a youth I dedicated juveni-

lities ; an old man to an old man I destine now the

thoughts of age ”

The Life of Thomas h Bechet, written by William
Fitz-Stephen, himself a Londoner, and a witness

of Becket’s death, contains some interesting re-

ferences to the social life of the times. He testifies

also to the popularity of the Miracles,

Benedict of Peterborough. Benedict’s name
has been associated with the most authoritative

Chronicle of the reign of Henry II (begun 1172),

but all that can be stated with any certainty is

that the MS. was transcribed by his order. Benedict
wrote the Passion and Miracles of Bechet,

Ralph of Diceto occupied an important position,

being Archdeacon of Middlesex, and from 1180-1202
he was Dean of St. Paul’s. Ralph was conse-

quently brought in contact with many of the public

men of the day. His Imagines Historiarum is

1 T. Arnold, Preface to the Rolls Series,
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therefore of interest from this point of view. Ralph
was a shrewd judge of character, and endeavours
to analyse the motives and underlying causes of
events.

Gervase of Canterbury may be mentioned as a
writer who perpetuates the Brutus legend in his
Gesta Begum,
The Chronicle of Jocelin of Brakelond, monk of

St. Edmundsbury, affords a picture of monastic
and social hfe of the twelfth century.

Giraldus Cambrensis (Gerald de Barri) (1146 ?-

1220 ?), was born in Wales of Norman parents,
and was distinguished throughout his life for his

passionate love for his country. A scholar trained
in Paris and an eminent churchman, he was twice
elected by the chapter to the Bishopric of St.

David’s, but was kept out by the opposition of the
king. A quick observer of men, with a ready
facility for aU kinds of curious knowledge, of which
he has left a record in his Topographta Hibemica,
an account of a tour in Ireland, which he under-
took with Prince John, and in limerarium Camhrice,

He also wrote an autobiography.
Walter Map (Mapes), was bom on the borders of

Wales in 1143. Map studied at the University of

Pans. An amusing sketch of the University at this

time is given in Wireker’s Brunellns, or Speculum
Siultorum (Mirror of Fools), a satirical poem con-
sisting of 3800 lines of Latin elegiac verse.

Map came to England in attendance on King
Henry II. He held many offices at various times,

being a judge, chaplain to the king
;
he also repre-

sented Henry at the court of Louis YII. He
became a canon of St. Paul’s, Precentor of Lincoln
and finally Archdeacon of Oxford. His Le Nugw
Curialium (Of Courtiers’ Trifles), the title of which
he borrowed from his learned contemporary John
of Salisbury, Bishop of Chartres (1176), who pro-

duced a work entitled Polycraticus, or On the

Trifles of Courtiers and Tracks of the Philosophers

(1166-9). Map gave the title to his commonplace
book, a medley of curious information and witty

anecdotes. He gives an account of the various

heretical sects of the twelfth century, together with

reflections on the Norman kings and current

opinions. His work might well be styled. Table

Talk at the Court of Henry II.

Matthew Paris (c. 1195-1259), the greatest of

all the medi£eval historians, was a Benedictine

monk of St. Alban’s Abbey (1217). There arose

at this Abbey an influential school of historical

writers. St. Alban’s Abbey was the chief centre of

monastic culture in the tenth century. It possessed

many advantages, it stood on the main road

(Watling Street), and was therefore in constant

intercourse with important men of the day, since

the monasteries entertained travellers of every

degree. Moreover the writing of history had been
carefully organised under Abbot Simpson (d, 1183),

who estabhshed a regular office of “ historio-

grapher.” Roger of Wendover was the first occu-

pant of the office and Matthew Paris succeeded

to the post on the death of Roger in 1236. He
revised and continued the Flores Histonarum of

Roger in his Historia Major, a work that gives a

conuorehensive and wonderfully skilful survey of
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Englisli and Continental history down to 1259.

In 1248 Matthew accepted the invitation of Hacon,
King of Norway, to undertake a mission of reform

to the monks of Holm. He was absent eighteen

months. On his return he enjoyed the favour

and intimacy of Henry III, who gave him informa-

tion concerning matters of state which form a
valuable element in his history. He also gave

him a seat near the throne during the Feast of

Edward the Confessor in 1247, in order that the

event might be accurately recorded. Matthew
was a man of wide sympathies, scholar, courtier,

monk and man of the world, and in addition a bom
historian. He took much trouble to verify his

facts and obtained information from many sources.

He had numerous correspondents both at home
and abroad. It has been said his work reads like

a stately journal of European events.” He is at

times an outspoken critic, not afraid to rebuke

the king or denounce the rapacity of the nobles.

Matthew stands at the head of the historians of

Henry’s day, and after his death the art of the
historian entered on a period of decline. The
hterary distinction which marked the writers of

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, was not con-

tinued in their successors.

Henry of Bracton (d. 1268) wrote a treatise on
the laws of England. In addition to his legal

work he left a note-book containing two thousand
cases taken from the Plea Rolls of his time with
comments “ which probably came from Bracton’s

hand and head.” Bracton was not first in the

field, for Ralph Glanville, who is said to have lent

Richard I £15,000 for the Crusades, and to have
been killed at the Siege of Acre in 1190, wrote a

Treatise on the Laws and Customs of England.

The difference between them is that whereas
Glanville regarded his subject from the practical

point of view, Bracton treated it from the stand-

point of the theorist.

CELTIC LITERATURE

The Goidels : The Beginnings of Celtic Literature—Introduction of Christianity—Mythological, Heroic,

Fenian, or Ossianic Cycles—Early Christian Literature—The Brythons : The Mabinogion.

THE GOIDELS

Thh connection between the Goidels (Irish Celts)

and the Brythons, has been the subject of much
discussion : one theory would suggest that the

Goidels were the first immigrants from the Con-

tinent ; they were followed by the Brythons, who
gradually drove the Goidels into Ireland, those

left behind being absorbed into the Brythonic race.

These transmitted their legends to their adopted

race, hence the similarity of Welsh and Irish legends

;

and although they were afterwards developed along

independent lines, yet the substratum enables us to

detect their essential identity.

Another theory maintains that the Goidels

invaded Ireland and that the Welsh borrowed the

stories from the conquerors.

A third theory, that perhaps presents fewer

difficulties, would account for the community of

ideas by supposing the stones to rest upon a
mythological basis common to the Aryan family
that have been developed along different lines by
Goidel and Brython,
The Irish did not come under Roman influence

until some two or three centuries after it had
affected Wales, consequently, the early written
literature of Ireland represents a more archaic
representation of Celtic antiquity than even the
Welsh. The fact that the Irish had no common foe
to strive against resulted in the retention of the
tribal divisions, and the glorification of the tribal

hero and freebooter rather than the national hero.

The Begienings oe Celtic Litera.tubb

TiE very recent times the wealth and extent of
Irish literature had been very vaguely realised.
Its very existence was denied by many who.

ignorant of the language and prejudiced by political

feeling, would not allow any good thing to be
enshrined in GaeEc. The great Celtic revival

stimulated and inspired by the publication of

Macpherson’s pseudo-Ossian in 1762-3, led to the
recovery and investigation, of many ancient MSS.
Although much had already perished, enough
remains to show the universal love of literature

among the Irish people and the wide distribution
of traditional songs and sagas. The studies of Euro-
pean scholars—Stokes, Wmdisch, Zimmer, Zeuss,
Jubainville, as well as those of Irish scholars:
O’Curry, Dr. Hyde; and Miss Eleanor Hull in
England—^have served to establish the close
affinity of Celtic literature with Greek and the
parent Aryan.
The dawn of Irish literature is veiled in the mists

of antiquity ; it probably arose in a period anterior
to the Bardic schools of the Druids. The Bardic
schools coEected and handed on the oral race
traditions and were the means also of their diffusion
throughout Ireland. Caesar speaks of the numbers
who frequented these schools.

The training of a bard was an arduous one. It
took from nine to twelve years to learn the 350
stories (250 greater and 100 lesser) with which
the ollamh (ollav) had to be acquainted, and a man
might spend twenty years ere he became proficient
in his art and attained the highest dignity accorded
to the bard. These stories might not be committed
to writing, although it is not supposed that the
bards actually memorised them in their entirety.
They learned the sequence of the tale, and by long
practice were able to give it poetic form, elaborating
the incidents as the individual fancy of the reciter
inclined him. In course of time this led to diver-
gencies, and different versions of the same story
became current. The Ogam, a runic alphabet
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thafc nas been found inscribed on wood and stone

of which there are about three hundred known

—

two hundred being discovered in the south-west

of Ireland—was possibly also used by the bards

to assist them in memorising their tales. The
Dialogue of the Two Sages tells that Diarmuid mac
Fergus ordered the words of Caoilt6 and Ossian to

be inscribed on “ the headless staffs of poets.”

These square staffs carried by the poets, upon
which they scratched or cut Ogam characters,

O’Curry supposed to have been in the nature of a

fan that would close up. Upon these they could

carry the history and genealogy of a race, and the

framework of their narratives.

The purely native schools of the Brehons and
the Bards continued to flourish side by side with
the monastic schools.

The most ancient poem in Ireland is attributed

to a Milesian, Amergin, brother of Eber; and is

perhaps the oldest survivingpoem in any vernacular

of any country in Europe with the exception of

Greece.

One of the oldest prose treatises in Irish is the

Instructions to a Prince, ascribed to King Cormac,
and written in the form of a dialogue between
Cormac and his son Cairbre.

These Instructions are interesting as containing

an account of pagan ethics. The language is so

ancient as to have required considerable glossing

in the Book of Ballymote,

The Introduction gjs Christianity

With the conversion of Ireland to Christianity

came the introduction of the Latin alphabet

and Latin literature, and the establishment of

monastic schools. These soon became famous.

In A.D. 664, during a time of plague, numerous
Anglo-Saxons who fled to Ireland were, according

to Bede, given food, instruction and books to read,

thus showing the extent to which books had already

multiphed.

Great numbers of foreigners—Gauls, Teutons,

Swiss, Italians—crowded to these schools in which
a wonderful standard of scholarship was maintained.

Greek, Hebrew, and Latin were taught in addition

to grammar, philosophy, theology, &c. Moreover,

this instruction was given to the foreign students

through the native language. A number of the

very oldest Irish texts are contained in the glosses

to be found written in the margins or between the

lines of a Latin Commentary on the Psalms, and a
Latin Sermon written in the eighth century,

now in the libraries of Milan and Cambray. The
margin of the MS. of St. Priscan of St. Gall in the

Milan Codex, contains these httle Gaelic poems :

A grove surrounds me,
The swift lay of the blackbird makes music to me,
I will not hide it.

Over my much-hned little book
The song of the bird makes music to me.**

“ Wild blows the wind to-night.

The wliite harvest billows rage.

The bold warriors from Norway
Fear not the path of a clear sea.” *

' The Literature of the Celtt by Magnus Maclean
(Blackie).

13

The variety of subjects dealt with in the Monastic
schools has already been mentioned, and a further
instance of this is to be found in a treatise on
Gaehc Grammar, the first four books of which are
assigned to Cennfaeladh, the poet (678), the others
to prehistoric, mythical people, one of whom,
Gennius Faisaid, composed the Gaelic tongue out
of seventy-two languages, and whose son Nial is

said to have visited Egypt to teach the language
after the confusion of Babel

!

The Continental glosses proved of the greatest
value to Zeuss, who by means of them was enabled
to establish the connection of the Celtic language
with the Aryan.

The real spirit of Celtic literature is to be found
in the sagas. These contain the story of the growth
of the race, the history of the tribe and family, the
Celtic mythology—“ the very essence of the national
hfe of Erin ” is embodied in them. There is httle

need to emphasize the considerable quantity of this

literature that has survived m spite of the ravages
of Dane, Norman, and English. O’Curry has
estimated that sufficient remains to fill something
like twelve thousand of the large pages of the Four
Masters /

Three cycles occupy a prominent position, since

a greater number of stories have gathered round
them and a larger number preserved than is the

case with the Tuathal and the Boru, or Conaire the

Great (cycles which have only one or two stories

belonging to them). These are the Mythological

Cycle, concerning the Tuatha de Banann and the

Milesians j the Heroic or Red Branch Cycle (Cuchu-

lain), and the Cycle of Finn mao Cumhail, Ossian,

and the High Kmgs of Ireland—this latter being

generally known as the Fenian or Ossianic.

These cycles are contained in four ancient MSS.

:

1. Th^ Book of the Dun Cow {Leahhar na A’ Vidhre),

so called after the original text of which this is

a copy, transcribed about 1100. St. Ciaran wrote

down, from the dictation of Fergus, the tale of the

Tain Bo Chuailgnd, in a book made from the hide

of a favourite cow (called from its colour dun ”).

2. The Booh of Leinster, transcribed by
Finn mac Gorman, Bishop of Kildare, from other

books, about 1150. This contains the famous list

of one hundred and eighty-seven romances required

of the bard ; Destructions of Fortified Places, Cow
Spoils (cattle-raiding expeditions), Courtships or

Wooings, Battles, Cave Stories, Navigations, Tragical

Deaths, Feasts, Sieges, Adventures, Elopements,

Slaughters, Water’eruptions, Expeditions, Progresses,

and Visions, “ He is no poet,” says the Book of

Leinster, " who does not synchronise and har-

monise all the stories.’*

3. The Book of Ballymote, dating from the end
of the fourteenth century.

4. The Book of Lismore, compiled in the early

years of the sixteenth century, which is specially

important for the Ossianic cycles.

The Mythological Cycle

This cycle of mythological tales is concerned with

the people who, in dimly remote times, were sup-
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posed to have first colonised Erin. An atmosphere

o£ vagueness and unreality surrounds these stones,

but they are of considerable value to the student

for the light which they throw upon the early

religious ideas of the people. Most of these stones

are found only in brief digests which have been

preserved in the Leahhar GabhAla^ or The Book of

the takings and holdings of Ireland, large portions

of which exist in the Books of Leinster and Bally-

mote. The latter were rewritten by Michael

O’Clery in 1630, who collected all the material

he could find from the most ancient sources acces-

sible to him.
The chief sagas belonging to this cycle are The

First Battle of Moytura, The Second Battle of Moy»
tura. The Death of the Children of Tutreann, The
Progress of Partholan to Erin, The Progress of Nemed
to Erin, The Progress of the Firholg, The Progress of

the Tuatha de Danann, &c.

We are told in the early history of Ireland how
Partholan made a settlement. In course of tune

he and his people died of plague. After this the

Nemedians or people of Nemed peopled the island

;

these were followed by the Firbolgs, Tuatha de
Danann, and last of all by the Milesians—thus

bringing the record down to the Christian era.

The Milesians are the ancestors of the modem
Gaels.

On the arrival of the Milesians from Spain to

Tara, they were met by the three kings and queens

of the Tuatha. They complained that they were

not ready for the battle. Their coming bemg a
surprise visit, they entreated the Milesians to re-

embark upon their ships and retire for “ nine

waves ” on the sea. This they did, but on turning

about, Ireland was not to be seen I The Tuatha
de Danann by their enchantments had made the

island “ as small as a pig’s back,” and at the same
time raised a violent storm. Many of the Milesian

ships were wrecked and were only saved by the

prayers of their leader, a Druid, ^dressed to the'

Tuatha. The storm ceased and they were able to

land in peace. After a number of battles the
Tuatha retired to the country of the Sidh, the fairy

mound-dwellers.
There are many characteristics in these stories

which point to a mythological origin. The Tuatha
de Danann are the pagan gods of the Gaelic people,

or personifications of the forces of nature; the
Formorians, the bad spirits.

The mythological character of this cycle may be
gathered from the story of the Dagda, at one time
supposed to be King of the de Dananns, who is

certainly more mythological than dignified.

The Heroic or Red Branch Cycle

This cycle deals with the Milesians during a
certain period, and the stories open to us a window
into the past, for in spite of a certain wildness and
riotous imagination, there is a considerable amount
of general and local history to be gleaned from this
XJltonian saga. Light is thrown on the manners
and customs of the people, and the stories exhibit
the peculiar literary qualities of the Celt that are so

diflS-cult to define—the keen perception, the wealth

of pictorial detail, the wonderful powers of de-

scription, and the Celtic love of colour.

The heroic cycle is sometimes known as the
XJltonian, since it deals mainly with the heroes of

the northern province of Ulster—Cuchulain, Conor
mac Nessa, Fergus mac Roy, Naoise and D^irdre,

Move and Conall Cearnach.

A number of stories concern the birth, youthful

exploits, and heroic prowess of Cuchulain, “ the

mightiest hero of the Scots,^ by Lugaid son of

Three Hounds, King of Munster, and by Ere, King
of Tara, son of Carbre Nia Fer, and by the three

sons of Calatin of Connaught. Seven years was his

age when he assumed arms, seventeen was his

age when he followed the driving of the kine of

Cualgne, but twenty-seven years was his age when
he died.” ^

It is impossible to deal at any length with the

numerous stories surroundmg this “ Irish Achilles.”

One of the longest and greatest in the cycle is the

famous Tam B6 Chuailgne, or The Cattle Patd of

Cooley, in which Cuchulain guards the Marches of

Ulster, and holds at bay, single-handed, the whole
forces of Ireland.

The T4in opens with a conversation between
M6ve, Queen of Connacht, and her husband Oilioll,

in which the question arises as to which of them is

the richer. The argument becomes so heated that

it is at last decided to bring their goods together and
actually compare them.

Accordingly they collect their worldly wealth
and find them equal in value, except for a great

bull, ” the white-horned,” that was calved by one
of Move’s cows. This bull, considering it disgrace-

ful to be under the rule of a woman, had gone over
to OilioU’s herd. M6ve has nothing to compare
with this bull, ” and because she had not a bull of
his size, it was as though she owned no pennyworth
of stock.” She discovers there is a similar bull in

the district of Chuailgne, in Louth, known as the
Dun Bull of Chuailgne, belonging to a chieftain

named Dar6.

Meve sends an embassy to Dare offering to pur-
chase the bull. This would have been successful

had not one of the men drank too freely, and
boasted that had the bull not been given it would
have been taken. Dar4 hearing of this boast
indignantly refuses to send the bull. Meve now
swears to have the bull, and collects a vast army
and determines to make the attack at a time when
the Ulster warriors are overcome by a sickness that
overtakes them at certain periods—a punishment
for a wrong done by one of Conchobar’s ancestors
upon a member of the Irish god-clan. Before
starting she consults a druid who tells her that
“ Whosoever returneth or returneth not thou
shalt return.” On her homeward way she sees a
maiden upon the pole of her chariot. M4ve in-
quires, “ How seest thou our hosts ?

”

“I see crimson over them, I see red.” is the

^ Scotti^ first iiihabited Ireland, settled in Western
Scotland in the fifth century, and gave the name to the
northern half of the island. Hence, down to the eleventh
century, Scotia means Ireland and not Scotland.

* Annals of Tig&rnach, 1088.
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answer repeated again and again to the queries of

the queen.

Finally she prophesies the coming of Cuchulain.
Meve’s army proceeds under the guidance of

Fergus, who however is secretly givmg warnmg to

the Ulster men.
Cuchulain and Sualtam, who are free from the

sickness of the Ulster men, harass the invaders

—

Cuchulain slaying them a hundred at a time.

Meve at last is driven to accept the terms of

Cuchulain whom she is disappointed to find a mere
boy. Every day Cuchulain is to meet a warrior
in simple combat. During the fight the invaders
may proceed but must stop as soon as the fight is

finished.

Combats follow in which Cuchulain is always
victorious, but in spite of his efforts the Brown
Bull IS driven into Queen Meve’s camp. Then
follows more fighting, the most interesting episode

being Cuchulain’s Fight at the Ford with Ferdia.

Finally Meve takes the Brown Bull back to Con-
nacht.

D&rdbb, or The Fate of the Children
OF USNACH

An extraordinary amount of interest has been
displayed in this saga down to quite modern times.^

It has been described as “ the finest and best con-

ceived in the whole range of Irish literature.’*

A MS. copy is in the Belfast Museum.
King Conor and his Ultonians had gone to drink

and feast in the house of Felim, Conor’s chief

story-teller, and during their stay there, Felim’s

wife has a daughter of whom Cathba, the Druid,
prophesies that much suffering and woe shall come
upon Ulster. He names her Deirdre. The Ul-

tonians are smitten with horror, and desire that she

shall be put to death at once. Kmg Conor forbids

this and commands that the child shall be brought
to him and she shall be the woman he will marry.
D6irdre is brought up in Conor’s house. No one is

allowed to see her except her nurse Lavarcam, her

tutor, and a Danish magician whom they were
afraid to keep out.

She grows up to be the handsomest maiden in

Ireland, and in spite of all the precautions taken

to keep her in seclusion she gives her affection to

Naoise, the son of Uiseneach, whom she has by an
accident seen playing games with his two brothers

on the green. The time for marriage with King
Conor draws near, and becoming desperate, Deirdre

confides in her nurse and sends for Naoise. Deirdre

entreats him to take her away, and they escape in

the night without the knowledge of the nurse or

the tutor. They go aboard a ship, and with thrice

fifty champions sail for Western Alba. “Fifty
with each of the three brothers—^Naoise, Ainle, and
Ardan.” Here, the three brothers and Deirdre

live for a long time quite happily.

It is at this point that the modem copies begin.

King Conor is feasting with his warriors in his hall.

He asks those assembled if aught is lacking to his

palace at Emania. They reply that it seems
Derfect. “ Not so to me,” answered the king

—

1 See DHrdre of the Sorrows^ by J M, Synge.

he regrets the absence of the three noble sons of

Usnach. Conor proposes to send ambassadors to
Alba to solicit their return. Fergus and his two
sons undertake the mission. On their landing in
Alba, Fergus gives the “ cry of a mighty man of

chace.” Naoise and Deirdre are playing chess in

their hunting tent. Naoise says he hears the cry
of a man of Erin. Deirdre declares it to be the cry
of a man of Alba. The cry is twice repeated

—

Deirdre persists in denying it. Naoise recognises

the cry of Fergus and sends his brother to meet
him Deirdre confesses that she had known it to
be Fergus, and tries to communicate to Naoise
her presentiment of coming evil. Her efforts are

of no avail. Fergus persuades Naoise to return

and the next morning they embark, and D4irdre
laments bitterly the “ Delightful land, yon eastern

Alba ”

The fugitives land once more in Erin, but dangers
surround them. Through the strategy of King
Conor they are separated from Fergus and left

with his two sons. Deirdre again tries to make her

husband see the coming danger.

She makes one last attempt as they come in

sight of the city. If they are lodged in King
Conor’s palace, all will be well, but if in the House
of the Red Branch they may be certain of treachery.

They are lodged in the House of the Red Branch,
and begin to realise they are caught in a trap.

Mad with drink and jealousy. King Conor sends

a man to see if Deirdre is still as beautiful.

The spy looks through a window at the two who
are playing chess. Naoise throws a chessman at

his head and breaks the eye that looks at them.
Retummg to the King the messenger declares that
“ it was worth losing an eye to behold a woman
so lovely.” King Conor is now furious and leads

his troops to attack the Red Branch House. A
desperate struggle ensues, lasting all night. The
Sons of Usnach and Deirdre are still untaken.

Conor’s Druid, Cathba, consents to work a speU

against them on condition that when Deirdre is

taken, the Sons of Usnach shall not be harmed.
Conor pledges his word, the spell is set, the Sons of

Usnach are captured, and Conor has them at once
beheaded. Whereupon the Druid cursed Emania

—

a curse that has been verified, for since the wars
with Meve, “ neither Conor nor any of his race

possessed Emania from that time to this.”

Deirdre is distracted, and wails for “the three

sons of the breast of the Ultonians.*’

After her keening she throws herself into their

grave and dies.

The Fenian or Ossianic Cycle

Yet another cycle of stories centres round Conn
of the Hundred Battles, his son Art, and his suc-

cessors.

This cycle is sometimes known as the Fenian,

since it deals to some extent with the exploits of

Finn mao Cumhail and his Fenian militia ; or,

Ossianic, sine© Ossian, Finn’s son, is supposed to

have composed many of the poems belonging to it.

Finn mac Cumhail was the leader of a band of
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professional soldiers who are supposed to have lived

in the third century. The Irish annalists record

his death as taking place in a.d. 252 or 253, but
there is possibly an historic basis for these stones

in the gradual and increasing enmity that grew up
between the High Kings of Erin and their Fenian
bands, and in the battles that ensued.

The stories are set in a romantic atmosphere;
gods and men, giants and monsters intermmgle,

transformations are frequent.

The men of the Fenian cycle lived some two
hundred years later than the men of the Cuchulain

period, but the stories of the two cycles have re-

mained quite distmct. The Fenian tales and
poems are very numerous in conception and general

characterisation, and differ from those of the Bed
Branch. They have not the same breadth and
vastness as the earlier cycle. The tone is more
modern; the heroes fought on foot or on horse-

back ; chariots have been superseded. Mention
is made of helmets and mail coats.

The Fenian stories became in later times the

most popular. They were interwoven with the

life and thought and feelings of the Gaels of both
Ireland and Scotland, and their subsequent de-

velopment for nearly fifteen hundred years is a

remarkable mstance of literary evolution.

Subject to constant redactions these stories

continued in circulation down to recent times,

many of them never having been written down.
Yet the names of Finn, Ossian, Oscar, Goll, and
Conan have lived on, cherished m the tradi-

tions of the people, giving rise to fresh stories and
new developments in the sagas. It was these

floating traditions that Macpherson used in com-
piling the Ossian. Macpherson had no original

Gaelic text, as he maintained, the version that

appeared years later being merely a translation

into Gaelic of the origin^ work. Macpherson’s
poems are of no value to the student of Celtic

literature.

The literature of this cycle may be divided into

three classes

:

1. Poems in ancient MSS. ascribed to Finn mao
Cumhail, to his sons Ossian and Fergus Finnbheoil,
and his nephew Caolite.

2. Tracts made up of prose and verse attributed
to one of the bards, but related by some one else,

e g. The Dxalogue of the Ancients, preserved m the
Booh of Lmnore,

Caolite, the poet, and Ossian, were almost the
only men to survive the Battle of Gabhra, in which
Cairbre, the High King, destroyed the power of
the Fenians. Meeting in their old age, St. Patrick
and the preachers of the new teaching, they recount
to the Saint the legends and tales connected
with the rivers and streams of Ireland. These are
written down by Brogan, Patrick’s scribe.

3. A number of miscellaneous poems attributed
to Ossian.

Ossian was the son of Finn mac Cumhail, and
was said to have lived in Tir na rCog, “ the country
of the ever-young,” for three hundred years, sur-
viving to hold converse with St. Patrick.

St. Patrick meeting the half-starved blind Ossian
forbids him to speak of Finn or the Fenians. Later

on St. Patrick, fired with curiosity, changes Lis tone
and bids Ossian tell him how many deer were slain

at Slieve-na-man-finn.

Ossian is quite ready to comply with the request,

and recites the many battles and victories taken
part in by Finn and the Fenians of Innisfail, and
their pastimes afterwards.

Eauly Christian Literature

The introduction of Christianity into Ireland
gave men new ideals not only in religion but also

in hterature.

The first figure that stands out in the dawn of

Christian literature is that of St. Patrick. A
number of Irish poems and works in Latin prose
are assigned to him. Of the poems the Faedh
Fiada, or the Cry of the Leer, is known to be
genume.

This consists of eighty lines of verse—“ Patrick
made this hymn ”—^the cause of making it was to

protect himself and his monks against his deadly
enemies. The King had sent for St. Patrick to
explain the new religion to the nobles at Tara.
On his return an ambush was laid, apparently by
the King’s orders, to kill St. Patrick and his com-
panions ; they assumed, however, the form of deer
in the eyes of the would-be murderers, and thus
escaped.

St. Patrick’s name is also associated with a

codification of the Brehon Laws, called the Cain
Phddraig—(the Great Tradition Seanchus Mor).

In this St. Patrick was assisted by a committee of

three kings, three bishops, and three brehons, who
drew up a revised code of laws, in harmony with
Christian teaching. After St. Patrick had finished.

Bos the bard “ put a thread of poetry round it,”

and rendered it into verse in order that it might be
better remembered,

ColumkiUe is another celebrated Christian poet,

who wrote a number of Irish poems and a Latin
hymn called the Altus, ColumkiUe is typically

Irish in his love for his native country, his feeling

for nature, his tenderness and impulsiveness.

In addition to poetry, a large number of lives of

the Saints—e.g. Life of St, Patrick by St. Benignus

;

Adamnan’s L%fe of ColumkiUe : a Life of St, Brigit

by St. XJltan; and the famous Voyage of St,

Brandan—^were all composed during this early
period.

The great colleges and monasteries that flourished
and carried on their missionary expeditions,
led to a wide diffusion of Celtic influence, an
influence that has perhaps always been exercised
indirectly rather than directly.

“ If I were asked,” says Matthew Arnold, “ where
English poetry got these three things : its turn for
style, its turn for melancholy, its turn for natural
magic, for catching and rendering the charm
of nature in a wonderfuUy near and vivid way,
I should answer with some doubt, that it got much
of its turn for style from a Celtic source ; with less

doubt that it got much of its melancholy from a
Celtic source , and with no doubt at aU, that from a
Celtic source it got nearly all its natural magic.” ^

* The Study of Celtuf Lit&rature, by Matthew Arnold.
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Though the influence of Celtic hterature has been
mainly indirect, the fusion of the races has led to

the qualities and characteristics of Celt and Teuton
becommg intermingled. The earliest direct influ-

ence of the Celtic spirit may have been exercised
on the Northumbrian school of poetry—^North-

umbria was Christiamsed in the seventh century
by Irish missionaries. Men from the Irish monas-
teries came to Whitby, and there is in the poetry
of the Cynewulfian school a love of colour, and a
feeling for nature, and the strong personal note
that bespeaks the Celt.

We may note the Celtic love of nature in

the beautiful poem of the King and the

Hermitf^ a colloquy between Guaire, King of Con-
nacht in the seventh century, and his brother
Marvan, a hermit.

The King, displeased at his brother’s mode of

life, remonstrates with him ; Marvan thereupon
recounts to Guaire the beauties and delights of his

simple dwelling

;

“ I have a sliieling in the wood,
None knows it save my God :

An ash-tree on the hither side, a hazel-bush beyond,
A huge old tree encompasses it.

Two heath-clad doorposts for support,
And a lintel of honeysuckle :

The forest around its narrowness sheds
Its mast upon fat swine.

The size of my shieling is tiny, not too tiny.

Many are its familiar paths :

From its gable a sweet strain sings

A she-bird in her cloak of ousel’s hue.

The stags of Oakridge leap
Into the river of clear banks ;

Thence red Roiny can be seen
Glorious Muekraw and Moinmoy.

A hiding mane of green-barked yew
Supports the sky

:

Beautiful spot ! the large green of an oak
Fronting the storm.

A tree of apples—^great its bounty !

Like a hostel, vast I

A pretty bush, thick as a fist, of tiny hazel nuts,

A green mass of branches.

A choice pure spring and princely water
To drink

;

There snring watercresses, yew-berries.
Ivy-bushes ihic^: as a man.

Around it tame swine lie down,
Goats, pigs,

Wild swine, grazing deer,

A badger’s brood.
. . • • • A

A clutch of eggs, honey, delicious mast,
God has sent it

;

Sweet apples, red whortle-berries,

And blaeberries.

Ale with herbs, a dish of strawberries
Of good taste and colour.

Haws, berries of the juniper.

Sloes, nuts.

A cup with mead of hazel-nut, blue-bells,

Quick-growing rushes.

Dun oaklets, manes of briar.

Goodly sweet tangle.

1 Translated by Kuno Meyer, Ancient Irish Poetry
(Constable).

Swarms of bees and chafers, the little musicians of the
world,

A gentle chorus

:

Wild geese and ducks, shortly before summer’s end.
The music of the dark torrent.

An active songster, a lively wren
From the hazel-bough,
Beautiful hooded birds, woodpeckers,
A vast multitude I

• •*•••
Without an hour of fighting, without the din of strife
In my house,
Grateful to the Prince who giveth every good
To me m my shieling.”

Guaire is impressed and sings :

“ I would give my glorious kinship
With the share of my father’s heritage—
To the hour of my death I v ould forfeit it
To be in thy company, my Marvan.”

The passionate love of colour we see in the curious
personal description of Cuchulam :

“ A handsome lad truly was he that stood there
then : CuchuUin son of Sualtam. Three sets of

hair he had : next to the skin of his head, brown

;

in the middle, crimson ; that which covered him
on the outside formed as it were a diadem of gold,

seemg that comparable to yellow gold was each
gUttermg long-curling splendid beauty-coloured
thread of the same, as free and loose it fell down
and himg betwixt his shoulders. About his neck
were a hundred linklets of red gold that flashed
again, with pendants hanging from them. His
headgear was adorned with a hundred mixed car-
buncle jewels, strung. On either cheek four moles
he had : a yellow, a green, a blue, a red. In either

eye seven pupils, as it were seven sparkling gems.
. . . He dons his gorgeous raiment that he wore in

great conventions ; a fair crimson tunic of five plies

and fringed, with a long pin of white silver, gold-

enchased and patterned, shining as it had been a

luminous torch which for its blazing property and
brilliance men might not endure to see. Next to

his skin, a body vest of silk . . . which came as
far as the upper edge of his russet-coloured kilt,

A trusty special shield, in hue dark crimson, and
in its circumference armed with a pure white silver

nm

.

Fmally, the purity and excellent moral tone of

Celtic hterature is especially marked ; there is no
hcence, no coarseness ; and the high ideals aimed
at by the Celt compare very favourably with all

other literature.

THE BRYTHONS
The Celtic languages form one group of the

Indo-European family of languages, occupying a
position midway between the Italic and Teutonic
branches. The various Celtic dialects may be
divided as follows

:

I. Gaulish.

II. Goidelic, which includes Irish and Scottish
Gaelic and Manx. Old Irish being the parent of

Scottish Gaelic and Manx.
III. Brythomc, which includes Welsh, Breton,

and Cornish.

1 CuchuUin Saga, Eleanor Hull (Nutt).
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It is with the third that we shall now deal. The
remains of Celtic dialects found on monuments
show a marked difference between the two groups,

i,e, the Goidelic and Brythonio dialects, the

Brythonic having gone farther in the process of

losing inEeotional endings than has the Goidelic.

The oldest Welsh literature consists of glosses

belonging to the ninth and tenth centuries. Whilst
these are of the greatest value to the philological

student, they have no intrinsic interest. With
the exception of two short verses written in Irish

characters and preserved in the Juventus MS.,
at Cambridge, all the Welsh prose and verse from
the tenth to the fourteenth century is preserved in

four important MSS.
1. The Black Book of Carmarthen,—^This is a

small quarto vellum MS. of fifty leaves, written in

Gothic letters by various hands in the reign of

Henry II. It belonged originally to the Priory

of Black Canons at Carmarthen, from whom it

passed to St. David’s.

2. The Book of Aneirin .— small quarto MS.
consisting of nineteen vellum leaves, written in

1250,

3. The Book of Taliesin.—A. quarto MS., of

thirty-eight leaves in Gothic, dating from the early

part of the fourteenth century.

4. The Bed Book of Hergest.—

A

folio of three

hundred and sixty leaves, written by different

hands, and is in the Bodleian Library at Oxford.

In this MS, are found the stories of the Mahinogion—^with the exception of Taliesin. It is from this

book Lady Charlotte Guest obtained eleven of her

stories.

The book takes its name from Hergest Court,

the seat of the Vaughans, who at one time pos-

sessed the MS, It was probably begun in 1318,

and finished in 1454. The book is a compilation

of Welsh verse and prose of all periods from the

sixth century to the middle of the fifteenth century.

These are not the only compositions which date
from a remote period. There are tliree other very
notable works

:

1. The History and IJpistle of Gildas—^a Latin
treatise on the early history of the country, written
about A.D. 560.

2. The Ancient History of the Britons, by
Nennius.

3. The Ancierd Laws and Institutes of Wales.,

The Mabinogion

The Mahinogion is a collection of Welsh stories

translated into English and published by Lady
Charlotte Guest in 1849. These tales were taken
from the fourteenth-century MS., known as the
Red Book of Hergest, with the exception of the
romance entitled Taliesin, of which the MS. dates
from the seventeenth century.

The^ Red Book, like so many mediseval MSS.,
comprises a small library in itself, containing
historical, devotional, legendary, and romantic
materials, as well as translations from the Latin
and French. In many cases the tales are tran-
scripts of stories far older than the Red Book.

‘*The very first thing that strikes one,” says

Matthew Arnold, “in reading the Mabinogion, is

how evidently the mediseval story-teUer is pillaging

an antiquity of which he does not fully possess the

secret.”

Four of these stories : Pwyll, Prince of Dyfed :

Branwen, daughter of Llyr ; Manawyddan, son of
Llyr

:

and Math, son of Mathonwy, form a series.

The story of Pwyll begins with the words “ Llyma
dechren Mabinogi” (“Here is the beginning of

the Mabmogi ”). The succeedmg stories are called

branches of the Mabinogi.

The plural form of Mabinogi is Mabinogion,
which was the title given by Lady Guest to the

whole collection, although it really belongs only to

the four tales mentioned above. The other stones

included, differ in marked fashion from the Mabin-
ogion proper. Two of them, The Dream of Maxen
Wledig and The Contention {P) of Lludd and Llevelys,

are evidently connected with material used by
Geoffrey of Monmouth in his history.

Kulhwch and Olwen, and The Dream of Bhondbwy,
are Arthurian stories not to be found in any of

the French or German romances that have come
down to us, whereas The Lady of the Fountain,
Geraint, and Peredur are closely connected with
the Arthurian romances of Chrestien des Troyes

—

Yvain, Free, and Le conte du Graal.

Taliesin has much in common with the Four
Branches of the Mabinogi, although the hero of

the story is connected with the Arthur cycle.

Professor Bhys has shown that the Mabinogi is

in reahty the term applied to the subject matter of

the Mabinog’s course—the Mabinog being a scholar

or apprentice to the bardic art. These stories, like

the Edda Snorra Sturlusonar (a collection of Ice-

landic tales), had to be memorised by the ap-

prentice bard as part of his stock m trade. The
Mabinogion may therefore be regarded as the
remains of a literature belonging in great measure
to the mythic and heroic period, since the narratives

concern people who possess at times certain super-
natural qualities. “ The Four Branches of the
Mabinogi are nothing more nor less than degraded
and adulterated mythological tales.” ^

The foundation of these stories rests upon the
old Celtic tradition of the gods. The Welsh
Children of Llyr, and Children of Don, correspond
to the Irish Tuatha de Danann, or Folk of the
goddess Danu, among whom Lir (the Irish sea
god) occupies an important position. The Caer
Sidi, where neither age nor disease affects anyone,
is the Sid of Irish mythology, the residence of the
gods.

The Irish tales, however, are far more primitive
than the Welsh. The latter have undergone many
modifications and have been profoundly influenced

by contact with the Viking invaders and the
Gumare romance cycle, so that it is no longer
possible to give them any strict mythological inter-

pretation. A comparison with the Irish tales

shows the Welsh princes, warriors, and magicians
to be the gods of the earlier tales, who have been
euhemerised.

The Welsh tales, moreover, betray in various
^ The Mahinogion, by Ivor B. John [Popular Studies

in Mythology, Romance and Folklore), David Nutt.
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mdetinable ways their contact with the culture,
manners, and customs of the Kormans. Conse-
quently, although they are not as usefial as the
Irish tales to the student of Celtic mythology, they
are of greater value as stones.

Full of mystery, magic, and fantasy, they re-
present m supreme fashion the genius of the Celtic
race, “ that has worn itself out in taking dreams
for realities and in pursuing its splendid visions.

The essential element in the Celts’ poetic hfe, is

the adventure, that is to say, the pursuit of the
unknown; an endless quest after an object ever
flying from desire.” ^

The Story of Lludd and Llevelys, and Xhe Dream
of Maxen Wled%g, whilst they still concern people
belonging to the group of tales in the Four Branches
are more definitely connected with British History
and the Roman Conquest.
The Dream of Maxen Wledig embodies the

attraction and fascmation of Imperial Rome for
the cultured Briton, and is a most delightful
example of a certain type of story-telling.

Maxen Wledig, the Roman Emperor, while out
hunting near Rome, overcome by the heat, lies

down to sleep, protected from the sun by the
shelter of his attendants. And he saw a dream ;

“ And this is the dream that he saw. He was
journeyiag along the valley of the river towards
its source ; and he came to the highest mountain
in the world. And he thought that the mountain
was as high as the sky ; and when he came over
the mountain it seemed to him that he went
through the fairest and most level regions that
man ever yet beheld on the other side of the
mountain. And he saw large and mighty rivers

descending from the mountains to the sea, and
towards the mouths of the rivers he proceeded.
And as he journeyed thus, he came to the mouth of

the largest river ever seen. And he beheld a
great city at the entrance of the river, and a vast
castle in the city, and he saw many high towers of

various colours in the castle. And he saw a fleet,

at the mouth of the river, the largest ever seen.

And he saw one ship among the fleet ; larger by
far, and fairer than all the others. Of such part
of the ship as he could see above the water, one
plank was gilded and the other silvered over. He
saw a bridge of the bone of the whale from the ship

to the land, and he thought that he went along the
bridge, and came into the ship. And a sail was
hoisted on the ship, and along the sea and the
ocean was it borne. Then it seemed that he came
to the fairest island in the whole world, and he
traversed the island from sea to sea, even to the

farthest shore of the island. Valleys he saw, and
steeps, and rocks of wondrous height, and rugged
precipices. Never yet saw he the like, .^d
thence he beheld an island in the sea, facing the

rugged land. And between him and this island was
a country of which the plain was as large as the
sea, the mountain as vast as the wood. And from
the mountain he saw a river that flowed through
the land and fell into the sea. And at the mouth
of the river he beheld a castle, the fairest that man
ever saw, and the gate of the castle was open,

1 CeUio Races Poetry (Renan), Scott Library.
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and he went into the castle. And in the castle he
saw a fair hall, of which the roof seemed to be all of
gold, the walls of the hall seemed to be entirely of
glittering precious gems, the doors all seemed to
be of gold. Golden seats he saw in the hall, and
silver tables. And on a seat opposite to him, he
beheld two auburn-haired youths playing at chess.
He saw a silver board for the chess, and gold pieces
thereon. The garments of the youths were of jet
black satin, and chaplets of ruddy gold bound their
hair, whereon were sparkling jewels of great price,
rubies and gems, alternately with imperial stones.
Buskins of new cordovan leather on their feet,

fastened by slides of red gold.
“ And beside a pillar in the hall he saw a hoary-

headed man, in a chair of ivory, with the figures
of two eagles of ruddy gold thereon. Bracelets of
gold were upon his arms, and many rings were on
his hands, and a golden torque about his neck

;

and his hair was bound with a golden diadem.
He was of powerful aspect. A chess-board of gold
was before him, and a rod of gold, and a steel file

in his hand. And he was carving out chessmen.
And he saw a maiden sitting before him m a

chair of ruddy gold. Not more easy than to gaze
upon the sun when brightest, was it to look upon
her by reason of her beautj’-. A vest of white silk

was upon the maiden, with clasps of red gold at the
breast ; and a surcoat of gold tissue upon her, and
a frontlet of red gold upon her head, and rubies
and gems were in the frontlet, alternating with
pearls and imperial stones. And a girdle of ruddy
gold was around her. She was the fairest sight

that man ever beheld.” ^

Henceforth the Emperor has no life nor spirit,

nor existence in him. The sages of Rome counsel
him to send forth messengers to seek for tidings

of the maiden. Eventually they cross the sea to
Britain. They traversed the island until they came
to Snowdon. “Behold,” said they, *‘the rugged
land that our master saw.” They go on their way
and come to the castle and find everything as the
Emperor had told them. They return to Maxen,
who immediately sets out for Britain, conquers
the Island and makes the Dream Lady his bride.

Her father being made at her request ruler of
Britain and the three adjacent islands, and three
chief castles to be made for her—“And they
brought thither earth from Rome that it might be
more healthful for the Emperor to sleep and sit and
walk upon.”
Maxen after seven years returns to Rome, and

receives assistance from the Britons in regaining

Rome from the man who in the absence of Maxen
had styled himself Emperor of Rome.

‘‘ Ejlhwch and Olwen,” and “ The Dream
OE Rhonabwy ”

These are fairy tales. The King Arthur of these

stories is not the historic Arthur nor is he “ Arthur,

the Hope of Britain ” one day to return from the
isle of Avalon, but the subduer of magical and
monstrous creatures, the prince of Faery.

Kilhweh and Rhonabwy betray the influence of

^ The Mdbinogion, by Lady Charlotte Guest.
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Irish romance upon the Welsh, The children of

Don and Llyr, Conchobar the son of Ness, are

associated with the companions of Arthur.

Three other stories dealing with Arthur ; The
Lady of the Fountain^ Geraint, and Peredur, show
the influence of chivalric ideals, and these stories

have much in common with French and German
romances, particularly those of Chrestien de
Troyes—^but as story-tellers the Welsh writers

stand far above Chrestien. “ The charm of the

Mabmogion,” says Benan, “principally resides in

the amiable serenity of the Celtic mind ;
neither

sad nor gay, ever in suspense between a smile and a
tear. We have in them the simple recital of a
child, unwitting any distinction between the noble
and the common.*’ ^

Taliesin

Taliesin is one of the most famous of early Welsh
]^oets. The existence of this poet sometime m
the sixth century is testified by a number of tales

found in Welsh medieval MSS., the most important
being the so-called Book of Talienn, which is

ascribed to him. These poems belong to various

periods, some of them dating from the ninth
century and others belong to the eleventh, twelfth,

and thirteenth centuries, the whole being a selec-

tion put together at the close of the fifteenth. In
ascribing these poems to Taliesin, the Welsh bards
were perpetuatmg the tradition of the earlier

bards.

The story of the rebirth of Taliesin is connected
with very early Celtic myths. The late form of

the story renders it of less interest as literature :

“ Primary chief bard am I to Elphin,
And my original country is the region of the summer

stars

;

Idno and Heinin call me Merddin,
At length every king will call me Taliesin.

I was with my Lord in the highest spheres.
On the fall of Lucifer into the depth of hell
I have borne a banner before Alexander

;

I know the names of the stars from north to south •,

I have been on the galaxy at the throne of the Dis-
tributor ;

I was in Canaan when Absalom was slain ;

I conveyed the Divine Spirit to the level of the vale of
Hebron ;

I was in the court of Don before the birth of Gwdion.
I was instructor to Eli and Enoc ;

I have been winged by the genius of the splendid crosier,

I have been loquacious prior to being gifted with
speech ;

I was at the place of the crucifixion of the merciful
Son of God

;

I have been three periods in the prison of Arionrod ;

I have been the chief director of the work of the tower
of Nimrod

;

I am a wonder whose origin is not known.

I have been in Asia with Noah in the ark,

I have seen the destruction of Sodom and Gomorra j

I have been in India when Roma was built

;

I am now come here to the remnant of Troia.

I have been with my Lord in the manger of the ass

;

I strengthened Moses through the water of Jordan
;

I have been in the firmament with Mary Magdalene ;

I have obtained the muse from the cauldron of

Ceridwen ;

I have been bard of the harp to Lleon of Lochlm.
I have been on the White Hdl, in the court of Cynvelyn,
For a day and a year in stocks and fetters,

I have suffered hunger for the Son of the Virgin.

I have been fostered in the land of the Deity,
I have been teacher to all intelligences,

I am able to instruct the whole universe.

I shall be until the day of doom on the face of the
earth

;

And it is not known whether my body is flesh or fish.

Then I was for nine months
In the womb of the hag Ceridwen 5

I was originally little Gwion,
And at length I am Taliesin, ” i

THE MENDICANT FRIAHS

The Religious Writers. Popular Theological Works ; Homilies—Legends—Lives of the Saints. Popular
Didactic Works : Cursor Mundi, &c, Non-Popular Devotional Works ; Eichard Rolle—Ancren Eiwle.

THE MENDICANT FRIARS

The establishment of the various orders of friars

in England that took place from 1221 onwards,
was nob without its eflect on the literature of the
times. Many of the friars were the sons of poor
men. Their early years made them familiar with
the hardships of the labouring classes ; their

education enabled them to voice the aspirations

and needs of the inarticulate crowd. Hence the
friars became not only exceedingly popular, but
also the medium whereby social grievances found
expression. In addition to the members of the
powerful preaching orders there were the Wychf
preachers, and mystics like Richard Rolle. These
itinerant clergy had understood the needs of the
people, hence the simplicity and naivete of much
of the religious writings. The introduction of the
story and fable into the pulpit, the illustration of

Oeltie Bacea Poetry, Renan.

dogma by means of the moral tale, the use of

picturesque details into their discourse invested
them with vivid dramatic power. The popularity
of the friars led to their downfall, they increased
in numbers to such an extent that it was impossible
for Pope or Ring to exercise any adequate control
over them.
The notorious laxity of the friars in following

their profession became a byword, and their

corruption receives continual illustration in the
works of Langland and Chaucer.

THE RELIGIOUS WRITERS

Intbodxjction

The religious element predominates in Anglo-
Saxon poetry. Christiamty received a warm
welcome in England in the early days and inspired

1 The Mdbinogion : Taliesin, ed. Alfred Nutt.



POPULAR THEOLOGICAL WRITINGS
the great Northumbrian poets, Caedmon and
Cynewulf. This religious bias is not checked by
Anglo-Norman influence, for it found a ready ex-
pression in a body of Latin literature largely theo-

logical, abeady passed under consideration. A
formidable rival, however, arose in the shape of

Romance. The craze for story-teUing spread
through every class, and the clerics, wise in theb
generation, found it advantageous to make use of

the tale-loving spirit, and supply the people with
stories that should point a moral and adorn a
dogma. So while among the religious writings of

the day there are certain devotional documents
that scorned this compromise with romance and
appealed frankly to the limited few, such as the
writings of Richard Rolle, and the Ancren Riwle,
much was quite as franl^ly popular in its appeal.

The clergy realised the need more and more
clearly of instructing the unlearned people in the
duties and doctrines of religion—^for the Bible was
inaccessible to the masses, and it was imperative
that they should be made acquainted with sacred
history and legend. Human nature being what it

is, they thought it expedient to sugar the piU of

didacticism, and among these sugared pills maybe
reckoned such ingenious compilations as the Cursor
Mundi,
As a rough classification of the religious writings

of the time, the following may prove serviceable

:

1. Popular Theological Writings : (a) Homilies ,

—

These flourished mostly in the North. Twelfth
and thirteenth century Homilies in English carry

on the spirit of Alfred’s earlier work, of which
Orm’s is the most considerable, (b) Legends and
Lives of the Saints, These took the place of

Homilies in the South of England.
2. Popular Didactic Writings ,—Discursive his-

tories and manuals such as the Cursor Mund% and
the Handlyng Synne,

3. Non-popular Devotional Works,—^These were
written rather with a view to a select circle of

readers, and are of a more subtle and spiritual

character, e,g, Richard Rolle, and the Ancren
Biwle,

1. Popular Theological Writings

{a )
Homilies

** Poema Morale ”—A Moral Ode {before 1200)

A sermon in verse that is interesting not only

in itself but also for the influence it exercised on
the development of English metre.

The form of the poem is the iambic septenarius

—

a Latin metre adapted by the poet to suit the native

verse. By his adaptation he introduces a new
principle of accentuation that has ever since left

its impress on the development of English metro.

The lines of the poem consist of two long lines to a
strophe with end rhymes.

“ I am older now than I was, in winters and in lore,

I wield more power than I did, were but my wisdom
more.”

The poet is lamenting his ill-spent youth and
wasted opportunities. " We shall reap as w© sow,

therefore let us sow good seed, no evil shall go un-
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punished. What shall w© do at the judgment ?

How shall we stand ? Our works shall testify

against us. In hell hunger and thirst, no sun nor
moon shin© there, but much smoke and darkness.
Let us remember the shortness of life and fortify
ourselves with fasting, alms, and prayers. Let us
go by the bright and narrow way to heaven where
there is rest and eternal peace. No man may tell

of the joys of heaven. Christ grant we may go
thither when we die.” ^

The Poema Morale is contained in the Jesus MS.
(Oxford). The fact that seven MSS. of this poem
have survived, testify to its popularity.

Om’s “ Ormulim ”

A book of homilies, similar in nature to the
Poema Morale^ was written some time in the early
part of the thbteenth century. Orm, an Augus-
tinian monk who lived in Mercia, probably near
Lincoln, wrote his Ormulum (so called “ because
Orm made it ”). Urged by his brother monk Walter
to translate and explain the Gospels for the ecclesi-

astical year, Orm threw all his energy and industry
into the task. He paraphrased the Gospel and thie

Homily (which is frequently taken from Bede) into
blank verse. In order to fill out his verse, he
adds much that is not in the original. “ A diffuse

paraphrase of the Gospel is followed by a still

more difluse commentary.” ® Although only one-
eighth of the work has come down to us, this frag-

ment contains ten thousand lines I The language
used by Orm seems to indicate that the monastery
was within the territory of the Danish -invasion

and settlements, possibly Orm himself was of

Danish descent.

French literature and culture had not as yet
penetrated to this district, and in the Ormulum,
Norman French words are very rare. Orm knows
nothing of the newer school of ecclesiastics such as

Anselm, Bernard, and Abelard. He is content to

follow the traditional school of JElfric, Bede, and
Augustine. Orm seems to have been imbued with
a good deal of the spirit of ^Elfric in his desire to

foster the mother tongue, and teach the masses.
Indeed he was an enthusiast on the correct use of

the English tongue. He was both a precisian and
a purist, and the Ormulum is immensely valuable
as an example of the East Midland dialect.

The form of the vers© is the iambic septenarius ”

or iambic vers© of fifteen syllables with a metrical
point after the eighth. It is lacking in alliteration

and rhyme and was probably written in imitation

of some mediseval Latin poem, or Orm may possibly

have used the form of the Poema Morale, written in

the reign of Henry II, of which many copies were
circulated. Orm keeps very strictly to the metre,
the line always measures fifteen syllables, and the

upbeat never fails. He aims at clearness, complete-
ness, and simplicity, and in his endeavour to attain

these qualities he is not afraid to repeat or to labour
a point. It has been imkindly though not unfairly

said, that he “ has reduced monotony to a fine art.”

^ Morris’ Warly English Miscellany,
s Ten Brink
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The ** Genesis and the “ Exodus ”

These two poems are of importance in Lterary

history, since they are the first attempt, after a
long interval, to bring the Bible home to the people.

They are, moreover, the oldest poems in which the

style of the French clerics was used successfully.

(6) Legends and Lives of the Saints

Whereas the homily primarily dealt with good-
ness in the abstract, illustrated with concrete

examples, the legendary poems deal primarily with
the concrete, and illustrate with abstract moral-
isings.

These sacred biographies varied in literary value
in proportion as they expressed real tribute to an
inspiring personality or were written to order with
the view of improving the occasion in general,

rather than particular fashion.

The legends of the Saints help us to understand
in some measure a mental attitude differing widely
from that of the present age. “ They represent
Christian mythology as it has been formed in the
course of centuries ” The earliest of these legends,

the lives of St. Juliana, St. Margaret, and St.

Katherine, are written in rhythmical, alliterative

prose. They manifest, in many respects, a return
to Old English tradition, to which has been added
richer colouring and more varied diction. These
three Saints and many others had been commemo-
rated in hterature before the Conquest. Cynewulf
has sung of St. Juliana.

The appearance of the lives of these three women
Saints at this particular juncture, is not without
significance. Ascetic ideals were being preached
and practised ; the exaltation of Divine Love in
contrast to earthly love, the cult of the Virgin
Mary, caused the ideal of virgin purity to be held
in high esteem. This theme is discussed in some-
what coarse fashion in an alliterative homily on
the text—“ Audi fdia et vide et inchna aurem tuam ”—^known as “ Hali Maidenhad (Holy Maiden-
hood), in which the writer dwells on the evils of
the married state.

There is, however, a new note in the lyrical tone,
and a new enthusiasm is found manifesting itself

in these early legendaries. “ Quite romantic in
tone and colour are the very fine early poems of
Katerine, Gregory, Mergrete, Magdalen, all of which
are unfortunately only preserved in later remodelled
forms.”

The Legend of the Assumption of the Virgin (not
entirely unknown in early English, vide BlicMing
Homilies) belongs to this period. It is written in
rhyming pairs and in the southern dialect. Other
popular religious legends were the Childhood of
Jesus, that goes back to very early times. On the
flight into Egypt, dragons and lions pay homage
to the child Jesus. The trees, beneath which the
Holy Family rest, bend their branches to give fruit
to Mary. Later on, when they return and are
settled at Nazareth, Jesus performs wonderful
miracles—^making flies from the earth, &c.
A collection of legendary lore gathers round the

Legend of the Holy Rood, a theme also dealt with

by Cynewulf in his Vision of the Holy Rood. The
Crusaders gave a new significance to the legend
that the earlier poet had dealt with from a purely
subjective point of view, and the story now begins
in Paradise and is contmued after the discovery of

the Cross by St. Helena.

The Descent of Christ into Hedl, The Visio Pauli,
and The Purgatory of St. Patr%ch (the legend of

Owan’s) were widely known. The Story of Gregory
stands out from the mass of legends by virtue of

its poetic qualities. Gregory, immediately after

his birth, is put into a boat and consigned to the
sea. He lives to become the liberator of his country
and, like (Edipus, to marry his mother, being ignor-

ant of his parentage. When the terrible truth is

discovered he does penance for seventeen years

;

he finally becomes the Pope and pronounces for-

giveness on his mother for her sin.

This story was translated from the French into

North Midland verse, about the middle of the
thirteenth century.

The well-known Vernon MS. at Oxford oontains
eight or nine Legends of the Virgin, that came
into the West Midland dialect from French sources.

It had long been the custom in France to recite

rhymed lives of the Saints either during Mass or
at the evening service. In England, during the
eleventh and twelfth centuries the alliterative

homihes prevailed, but the custom grew of reading

on the special holiday the legend and office of the

particular Saint whose festival was being kept.

In the North there already existed a collection of

Sunday Gospels—PestcB Christi (i.e. homilies), con-
sisting of exposition and narration ; to these were
added the legends. But in the South, the legendary
matter was formed into a complete Liher Festwahs^
that eventually absorbed the homilies. During the
last quarter of the fourteenth century, legendary
poetry entered the service of the Church and was
formed by the monks into great collections for the
services ; there was a considerable falhng off in the
quality and style.

“ Never again has legendary poetry reached the
same height of pathos, the same purity and beauty
of form, as in these older legends. The period
immediately following shows a decided falling off

in poetic power and in talent for form. The tone
loses in depth and warmth, the style in fulness and
swmg.” ^

The legend cycle of the South was compiled by
the monks of Gloucester during the last quarter
of the thirteenth century. They gathered their

materials from various sources. A great number
of them were translated from the Latin, French
poems were also occasionally used.
About the same time, a similar legend cycle in

Latin prose was written by an Italian, Jacobus a
Voragine, Bishop of Genoa, the famous Legenda
Aurea (Golden Legend), There is no evidence for

supposing any of the English legends to have been
derived from this work since Jacobus frequently
copied from older texts and may therefore have
used the same sources as the English writers. The

1 Horstmaim, Southern English Legendary (E.E.T S y
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scope of these legend cycles is extremely wide.

They have been gathered from the East, from
Ireland, from English ecclesiastical legend. The
collection of these stories took considerable time
and labour, they grew slowly round a nucleus,

and most likely took the joint labours of an abbey
—^probably the Abbey of Gloucester—although
attempts to make collections were made m other
places. Several very old poems were absorbed
into the collection and adapted to the metre. In
the South, the metre used consisted of Alexandrme
lines of six, seven, and sometimes eight accents

;

e.gr. The Assumption, old texts of Magdalen and
Margaret and the collections underwent more than
one phase before their completion. The style,

moreover, exhibits a corresponding diversity. In
some cases coarse and rude and adapted to the
popular taste of the times, in others, vigorous and
dramatic, occasionally displaying delicate poetic
feeling. There is abundant wit and sarcasm which
spares neither clergy, class, nor sex.

The Lives of the Saints cannot be justly appre-
ciated if judged according to modern standards.
In course of time the power of famous legends

atrophied—^the naive faith of the Middle Ages
disappeared before increased knowledge. Indeed
in the legends themselves there are not wanting
signs of an awakening criticism.

St, Margaret,—^In the life of Margaret, the devil
comes to the Saint in the form of a dragon, enters
her cell, and swallows her I St. Margaret makes
the sign of the cross and immediately the body
of the monster bursts and she steps forth unhurt.
Whereupon the poet comments, “ But I do not
teU this for true, for 1 do not find it truly authenti-
cated. If it is true or not who can know ? It
would be against nature that the devil should be
brought to death, hence I cannot believe it.”

St. Dunstan,—As an illustration of the humorous
element in the Lives may be cited the story of St.

Dunstan. The devil comes to the holy abbot in
the form of a beautiful woman, while he is at work
in his smithy. St. Dunstan talks in a friendly

manner to his visitor and in the meantime heats his

tongs in the glowing fiames of the fire. When
red hot, he suddenly seizes the devil’s nose between
them, until the fiend dances and howls with pain.
When released he rushes off, exclaiming, “ Out,
what has the bald-head done, what has the bald-
head done ?

”

St, Michael ,—^The legend of St. Michael gives a
curious account of the origin and nature of bad
spirits. This legend is connected with the shrines
on Mont St. Michel, and was of Norman origin.

There was war in heaven, and the evil one is cast
out of heaven into hell by the Archangel Michael.
A discussion on the various orders of angels follows,

and we are told how the bad spirits became the
elves that live in the woods, and are seen at night
on the hills dancing and playing. We are reminded
of Chaucer’s comment

;

“ But now kan no man se none elves mo,
For now by the grete charitee and prayers
Of Limitours and othere holy freres
That serchen every lond and streem

This maketh that there be no fairyes
For there as wont to walken was an elf,

Ther walketh now the lymytour himself.” ^

Before the birth of Christ the evil one was able
to do what he hked, but Christ has bound him and
his fury has grown hke that of a dog tied up who
growls and tries to bite everyone who comes near,
so does the devil tempt man. His fingers are named
just as ours are : the least, “ little man ”—by that
he signifies the trivial nature of the sin he would
have us do. “ Leech ”—the ring finger, so called
because physicians tested medicine with it—this
reminds man of God’s mercy and forgiveness.
Then he tries to draw us with “ Longueman ”—

a

sign of the long hfe that lies before us in which to
repent. Next the “ Techere ” points to the sins
of others, especially the saints. Finally, he uses
the thumb. “

‘ Strongue ’—thou art strong
enough to repent much greater sins than these.”
The poet next discusses the situation of hell, earth,
and heaven. The earth is, of course, “ the centre
of the Umverse.” It is much smaller than the sun
and fixed stars—165 times smaller than the sun
and mne times larger than the moon. The earth
IS suspended in the midst of the heavens which
move m eight spheres round it. Though a man
travelled forty miles a day for eight thousand years
he would not reach the highest heaven. Yet the
soul of man if it be pure goes to heaven as quickly
as a man’s thought—still more quickly does it go
to heU, if he be an evil-doer.

This legend is indeed a wonderful compendium
of knowledge on most diverse topics. A kmd of
encyclopaedia of the Middle Ages. The infiuence
of the planets on the weather, and on man, the
moon and its phases, the origin of thunder, lightning,
hail, snow, dew, frost, and rime. The various kinds
of men—choleric, melancholic, phlegmatic, and
sanguine—^and his three souls ; these are some of
the subjects dealt with by the author of what might
be termed a text-book of popular science.

St. Brandan.—^The legend of St. Brandan, with
its account of the wonders of the ocean, stimulated
the imagination of the people, and kept alive that
mysterious presentiment of an unknown world,
that in later times was fulfilled by the discovery
of Amenca.

St. Kenelm .—Historical and geographical ele-

ments are not lacking in these legends. The life of

St. Kenelm (Chaucer refers to this story in his

Nun^s Preeste*8 Tale) affords opportunity for the
introduction of a description of England at the
time of the five kingdoms, and of the relation of
the countries and bishoprics.

Kenulf died in a.d. 819, and his son Kenelm,
although only seven years old, succeeded to the
throne. By order of his sister Quendnda, Kenelm
is taken to a wood and murdered. Quendrida then
seizes the land and becomes queen of the March.
One day as the pope was singing Mass, a dove, whiter
than any snow, laid a writing on the altar with
letters of gold in English, saying that Kenelm lay
under a thorn at Conbach, bereft of his head. This
writ was kept as a rehc, and the pope sent to make
inquiries of Woldred, Archbishop of Canterbury.

Prologue Wife of BaJth, MaemiUan (Globe Ed.).
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Search was made and the Saint’s body was taken
up ; a spring of water flowed out of the place, which
was henceforth named St. Kenelm’s Well.

The men of Worcestershire and Gloucestershire

strove for Kenelm’s body, and the latter obtained

it and carried it away, A well sprang up to give

them drink, by this was built St. Kenelm's chapel.

Quendrida came to a miserable end.

St, Thomas,—^The legend of St. Thomas, by virtue

of the brief period that elapsed between the death

of Becket and the writing of the life, the mass of

material that existed for the purpose, and kis

political importance, stands apart from the other

legends. With the story of Gilbert Becket*s pil-

grimage to Palestine, and the episode of the

admiral’s daughter, the legend opens m orthodox

romantic fashion, but the legend takes on a diher-

ent spirit when the story of the relations of Becket
and the king are being told ; the examination of

the laws ; the opposition of the king and bishops

;

the approval of the people ; the disputes between
Henry and King Louis of France, who befriended

Becket ; the appeal to the Pope. The return of

Becket to England. The last sermon at Canterbury
in which all who denied the Church’s rights were
declared ** excommunicate.” The last scene in the

drama ; the entry of the four kmghts with Randolph
de Broke ; the murder in the Cathedral ; the seizure

of the papers and charters to be taken to the king.

The grief of the people and the burial of the great

bishop privately by the canons of the Cathedral.

The penance of the king and the knights. The
enshrinement of the body of Thomas in the reign

of Henry III, all this is told in the detailed manner
of the biographer who is living near enough to the

events he is describing to give them actuality.

Mediaeval touches are not wanting. The sanctity

of Becket is insisted on. When struck on the head
the blood formed a diadem. The life closes with
the reminder that Tuesday is Beoket’s Day
(29th December) and an injunction for it to be
duly observed.

The Legend Cycle is written in Alexandrine
couplets, and there is therefore a certain similarity

in style due to the employment of the same
metrical form in aU the legends, although, as we
have already noted, there is considerable diversity

in the contents. In poetic quality they fall below
the older alliterative lives of the saints. The
legends move us more by their simple, loyal ad-
herence to the truths of their religion, rather than
by any great poetic gifts.

The formation of the Legend Cycles may well
be compared with the School of English Chroniclers.

Both are the result of the co-operation of a number
of writers animated by the same spirit and working
with the same end in view.

2. Popular Didactic Writings

Cursor Mundi (1320-30)

A comprehensive Scriptural record written for
the laity—^for those unlearned in the French tongue.
This book, though intended for instruction was

deliberately made popular in character, that is to
say, the idea of amusing its readers was never lost

sight of. Then on the principle that it is a shame
to let the devil have all the best tunes, the writer

hints that as much pleasure and excitement may
be derived from his work as from those dealing
with “ love paramours.” So blithely he starts

forth with the creation of the world, and with many
fantastic flourishes continues up to the day of

doom, with a few pleasant speculations as to the
hereafter.

This poem, consisting of some 30,000 lines, is

written chiefly in rhyming octo-syllabic couplets.

The author, whose name is unknown, was most
probably a Northumbrian cleric, since no layman of

the period would have possessed the necessary
scholarship. Indeed he refers to himself in one
place as “ an unworthy pastor.”

“ Among those pastors I am one.
Wretch so unworthy know I none.”

Two impulses then animate the writer : a desire

to write in English a book for Englishmen ; and
a desire to popularise religious instruction.

“ Seldom,” he says, “ is the English tongue
praised m France ; he will give to each nation their

own language and there is no outrage m doing so.”

He wished also to instruct the ignorant masses by
making the Biblical stories and legends as enter-

taining and as accessible as the romances. To the
popularity of the latter be testifies in the opening
lines of the prologue. Men are eager to listen to
“ rimes and gestes ” and to read stories of King
Arthur and his knights; of the strifes of Greece
and Troy : of Tristram and Isoude ; of Charle-

magne and his paladins. The wise man is drawn
to wisdom, the fool to folly in these tales. He
will teach idle triflers to be wise and amend their

ways. Nowadays a man is not considered in the

fashion unless he love “paramours.” This earthly

love is but a phantom which quickly passes away.
The poet will undertake to write a work in honour
of her whose love is sweeter than “ honey from the
hive ” viz.. Our Lady :

“ Lady she is of ladies all

Mild and meek without (any) gall.”

She is ever true, loyal, and constant, and he advises
skilful rhymers to construct verses in her honour.
As for himself, he will teach men of her kindred
and relate some “ gests ” done in the Old Law.
Briefly, his intention is a fairly comprehensive one,
for he aims at giving a history of the world from
the Creation to the Day of Judgment

:

" Cursor o werld man aght it call

For almast it over-rennes all.”

The poet arranges his work in seven main
divisions, and discourses in leisurely fashion of the
fall of the Angels, the creation of man, and the
loss of Paradise. He tells of the death of Adam
and relates the history of the chief Old Testament
characters. The prophecies concerning the birth
of Jesus Christ lead him on to the New Testament,
the parentage of the Virgin Mary, and the story of

her life. Christ’s birth, life, death, resurrection,

and descent into hell is followed by an account of

the ascension into heaven, the feast of Whitsuntide,
the history of the Apostles, the description of the
Virgin, and the discovery of the Cross by St.
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Helena. Finally, the poet describes the coming of

Antichrist, the terrible signs preceding the Day of

Doom, the Day of Judgment, and the state of the

world afterwards. He concludes by describing the

agony of the Virgin iMary at the foot of the Cross

and glorifies the miraculous conception.

The Cursor Mundi is the first attempt made in

England to blend in one whole Biblical stories and
mediaeval legends. Incidents quite as marvellous

as any to be found in the romances are related with

an air of sober reality and with much circum-

stantial detail.

There is the story of the three pips—one of cedar,

cypress, and pine—^brought by Seth from Paradise,

which are placed under Adam’s tongue and from
which grow three miraculous rods (wands). These
wands stood an ell high and were always green.

They lasted to the days of Noah, Abraham, and
Moses.

David in a dream discovers the wands to be
hidden in the grave of Moses. He journeys to

this country and fetches back the wands. Their

miraculous power is shown in many ways. They
change black Saracens into shining white men

;

cure a sick hermit so that he became “ as well as

a trout ”
; and when placed in a cistern strike

roots so deep that none can pull them out. Later

the tree is enclosed within the temple and from
its wood the Cross is made. From the thirty silver

bands which enclose it come the thirty pieces of

silver which are given to Judas. A lady once came
to worship in the Temple and inadvertently sat

upon the tree, when it immediately burst into

flames. She prophesied that Jesus would hang
upon it. The Jews were angry with her and be-

headed her. An angel fetched her soul and called

her a “ Christian.”

Much curious information is given by the author
in the course of the poem. The distance between
heaven and earth is stated graphically, A man
may fall forty miles a day for seven thousand,
seven hundred years, ere he reach it. Moses dis-

covered the worshippers of the golden calf by
making the people drink of the water in which the

powdered remains had been thrown :

** All those men that had the guilt
They had their beards all over gilt.” ^

Solomon is put to learn “ clergy lore and knight-

hood,” and soon becomes proficient in the “ seven
arts.”

Herod, on account of his wickedness, is afflicted

with seven different diseases. He sends for his

doctors and threatens to hang them if they do not
cure him. The doctors order him a bath of pitch
and tar in which he is drowned.
In writing of Isaac, there is a curiously vivid

description of old age.

“When a man is old his blood grows dry and
cold—^his head shakes and his hand quakes, his

bones crack, his hair falls off and his light is dim.
His foot easily stumbles, he praises all things that
are gone and is quickly angered. Nothing can
make him glad, yet do the young yearn for age.”
The poem ends (in the Gottingen MS.) with an

^ Cursor Mundi (E. E. T. S.).
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exhortation to the readers “ to pray for me John
of Lindebergh who got this book made (i-.e. tran-
scribed). If it be lost, I will pay him who restores
it, but will curse him who withholds it.” ^

The work, although not that of a great poet, was
extremely popular. Many copies of it were made,
of which four are still in existence. It must have
exercised considerable influence on the Collective
Mystertes that were being formed about this time,
and in an indirect way led to the greater diffusion
of Biblical knowledge, which assisted the develop-
ment of the miracle plays among the people.

Robert of Brunners “ Handlyng Synne ’ (1303)

The Handlyng Synne by Robert Brunne is an
adaptation of William Wadington’s Manuel des
Pechiez, The poet treats of the twelve articles of
Faith, the Seven Deadly Sms, and the Seven
Sacraments, finally, the Twelve Requisites of Shrift,

and the Twelve Graces which flow from a Good
Confession.

In the opening lines Robert laments the popu-
larity of “ talys and rhymmgs ” amongst the un-
learned men. For these he writes m the English
tongue, that their time may be more profitably

employed. Robert’s work affords a striking

contrast to that of Richard Rolle in its appeal to
the ordinary folk. Robert is a pious ecclesiastic

who does not disdain the innocent amusements of

his day, and who possesses a ready sympathy with
the poor. He had a fund of genial humour, and
the theological discussions are enlivened and illus-

trated by stories gathered from various sources,

the Lives of the Saints, Gregory, V^tC8 Patrum,
Bede, and also some orally communicated. Robert
is no mystic living in the clouds of contemplation,

but an acute observer of the woild around him,

and his work bears the impress of his observations.

The Handlyng Synne has therefore a value for the

sidelights thrown on the social hfe and customs of

the times, a quality entirely absent from the work
of Rolle. We can only give a few indications of

these, e.g. swearmg by the Virgm is worse than
swearing by Christ, a sign of the extent to which
the cult of the Virgin had advanced at this time.

He speaks of the Saturday half-holy day, as a
special English institution to be observed in pre-

paration for Sunday, and tells the story of a man
who was struck dead for working on Saturday

afternoon. He exhorts his readers not to haunt

taverns on holy days, or to gamble before noon on
such days. Tournaments, jousts, and squire’s

games are bad, they involve the seven deadly sins.

Dances, carols, summer games, and minstrels are

denounced. There is the story of the minstrel

who was killed for disturbing a bishop ; as a set-

off. to this story there is given the tale of Robert

Grosseteste of Lincoln and why he loved the harp.

No miracle plays should be acted except the plays

of Christ’s birth and resurrection. The denuncia-

tions against the carols and games are chiefly be-

cause they took place in the churchyards—hence

those who took part in them were guilty of sacrilege.

Two stories are given as a fearful warning, the

1 Cursor Mundi (E. E. T. S.).
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Stiory of the Sacrilegiom CaroUers, and the Story of

the Gurst Dancers—the latter being compelled to

dance for twelve months (the Latin writer saith
“ for evermore ’’), and at the end of that time went
hopping about singly ever afterwards.

Another tale, calculated to impress women who
chattered in church, tells of a deacon who laughed
in a most solemn part of the service, and on being

remonstrated with by the priest, explained that

his mirth was due to having observed, during the

service, a fiend standing behind two women who
were chattering in church, writing down on parch-

ment their conversation. The tale of the Sufiolk

man released from purgatory by two masses that

his wife had sung for him, was not without point.

Lastly, the advantage of being well shriven is

driven home by the story of how the devil came to

be shriven, but it availed him nought since he came
without repentance.

Little is known concerning Mannyng’s life. He
was born at Brunne (now Bourn) near Market
Deeping in Lincolnshire. From 1288 to 1303 he
belonged to the priory of Brimwake, in the Hundred
of Kesteven, six miles from Sempnngham ; he was
afterwards, in 1327, connected with the priory of

SixhOl. He once visited Cambridge, and died

somewhere between 1340-5. Besides the Handlyng
Synne, he wrote a history of England, the main
source of this being the rhyming Chronicle of Piers

Langtoft (Peter Langtoft, Canon of Bridlmgton).

Robert had read very considerably ; he was familiar

with French and English romances, the lives of the

Saints, Bede’s Eccles%astical History, besides Latin
English and Anglo-Norman historians. His
writings were the outcome of a desire to please and
entertain people profitably rather than from any
motives of personal ambition.

Dialogues and Debates

The Owl and the Nightingale

This poem, a debate between the nightingale and
the owl, employs a device frequently used in

literature. The troubadours had debates between
one poet and another. The northern French had
their deshala, estrifs, or disputations. They were
sometimes dramatic in form, sometimes epic, and
they are not without importance in the evolution
of the drama.
From classical times, the dialogue or debate had

proved a favourite means of instructing folk in some
point of myth, ethics, philosophy, theology, and
science. On one hand we have the dialogues of
the Scandinavian Edda, such as the dispute between
Odin and Thor; on the other, various points of
doctrine discussed in this medium by the Latin
Christians. Sometimes a conclusion is reached, as
in those of a definitely dogmatic character ; at
other times, as in the poem under consideration,
the issue is left open. Among the religious dia-
logues, the most popular is the remarkable Debate
of the Body and the Soul, in which the two sides of
human nature are well opposed.

The Ovl and the Nightingale has no religious
import, but is an interesting and arresting study in

ethics. It is considered by most authorities to
have been written not later than the reign of

Henry III (1216-72), i.e, almost one hundred and
fifty years before Chaucer, and from that pomt
of view alone, is a remarkable piece of work, if we
remember that English had scarcely yet regained
its position as the medium of verse in polite society.

The poem has been attributed to Nicholas de
Guildford, the “ Maistre Nichole ” who is accepted
by the two disputants to settle the quarrel. The
name of John of Gmldford, who wrote a few poems
at this date, has also been mentioned.

This anonymous poem was evidently written by
one well trained in Latin verse, skilled in argument,
a scholar, possibly an ecclesiastic, who after much
experience of the world, settled in Dorsetshire or

a neighbouring county—the Maister Nicholas of

the poem lived at Portesham in Dorset.

The poet has been an unseen witness to the
dispute between the owl and the nightingale

:

“ ’Twas in a certain vale
In a very secret recess

I heard a great talk
An owl and a nightingale

The dispute was stiff and stark and strong.”

Each said of the other the worst that they knew.
The nightingale began the quarrel. Sitting upon a
flowering twig she is disturbed in her singing by
the sight of the owl seated on an old ivy-grown tree

trunk. She saw the owl and despised her and
abused her in unmeasured terms. The owl waited
until evening and then replied. They attack each
other in bitter speeches. Each criticises the
manner of life and the singing capacities of the
other. The owl scornfully inquires the value of

the nightingale’s song. The nightingale replies,
“ Why askest thou of my gifts ? Better is my
one than all of thine.” Man is born for the bliss

of heaven. For this reason men sing in church
and clerks make songs, so that men may remember
heavenly bliss and strive to attain it. “ Clerks,

canons, monks, rise at midnight and sing of the
light of heaven, and priests sing in the country
when the light of day springs and I help them,
what I may, I admonish men for their good, that
they may be blithe in their mood, and bid them
that they may seek the song that is eternal.” ^

The owl then replies, “Thou sayest that thou
singest to mankind and teachest them to tend to
the song that lasts for ever. It is the greatest of
all wonders that thou darest lie so openly.” Man
will not come into God’s kingdom with singing
only; he must remember his sins and repent of

them with tears. “ I sing him no follies. If

right goes forth and wrong goes back better be my
weeping than all thy singing.”

It will readily be seen the dispute resolves itself

into the eternal conflict between the aesthetic and
moral ideals. The owl represents the side of duty
and moral earnestness, of those whose one question
is ever “ Of what use ? ” The nightingale supports
the Hedonistic view, claiming that it also advances
religious and ethical aims. The nightingale finally

gathers round her a number of song birds who
declare her the victor.

^ Ten Brink.
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Her triumph irritates the owl, and the two seem

as if about to proceed to blows. The wren reminds

them of the agreement to allow Master Nicholas

to decide the dispute. All agree in praising his

wisdom, justice and prudence, and his right to

settle the quarrel.

The poem is epic in form, and is written in short

couplets. The author is one of the best lyrical

poets of the period. “ His smooth, melodious
versification, his copious and redundant language,

his frequent musical repetition of phrase and
theme, betokens a poet who well knew how to

make a strophic song.” ^

The scenes in the poem admirably depict the

country life of the time ; the poem contains much
homely proverbial wisdom, and in the 1792 lines,

the French element is exceedingly small. It is a
notable return to native verse

The psychological significance of the poem con-

sists in it being essentially a contest between the
religious type of poetry and the poetry of love, that

abounded in the South, but foimd a less congenial

soil in the sterner North.

The more purely literary interest is found in the
simpler and more natural diction, as compared
with many Saxon poems ; while there is an his-

toncal interest in the picture it gives of rural life,

especially on its more sequestered side.

The author of Gawain and many asiothev romance
of the age paints the wilder sides of nature with a
loving fidelity ; the author of this poem is drawn,
like Cowper, to the gentler aspects.

3. Non-Poptjlah Devotionaij Works

Bichard of Hampole,

Such works as the Cursor Mundi, the Cyde
of Homilies, and other similar writings, together

with the general condition of the times, pave
the way for the most forceful mystical writer

of medisBval England. Richard RoUe was born
at Thornton, near the old town of Pickering

in Yorkshire, about 1300. He was sent to

Oxford under the patronage of Thomas Neville,

Archdeacon of Durham. At the University, the
Friars, with their ideals of poverty, still exercised a
penetrating influence, that was doubtless felt by
Rolle. Contests between the Nominalists and
Realists formed the chief interest of the day.
Scriptural studies were of the greatest importance.
Rolle manifested an eager desire, not merely for

religious knowledge, but also towards personal
holiness. Fearing the dangers and temptations
to sin, he suddenly left Oxford at the age of

nineteen and returned to his father’s house. He
obtained from his sister two of her dresses, a white
and a grey, and in the solitude of a neighbouring
wood he proceeded to fashion from these a hermit’s
dress, using his father’s rain cloak for a hood.
Thus attired he attended a church near by and
occupied the seat of Lady de Dalton, who would
not allow him to be disturbed. Her sons, who
had known him at Oxford, teU her who he is. On a
second occasion he attends the church and is

1 Ten Brink, Early English Idierature (Bell).
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allowed to assist in the service and preach the
sermon. Transported by the fire of the Spirit,
he preaches a wonderful sermon, that greatly moves
his audience. He is invited by Sir John Dalton to
a banquet. Sir John is impressed with the silence
and humility of Richard, and after a private inter-
view, the knight, convinced of his sanity, gives him
hermit’s clothing and provides for his maintenance
as a henmt on the estate.

Hermits, both men and women (anchoresses),
were a common feature of mediaeval life. They
were under episcopal control and hcence. In-
dulgences were granted to those who supported
them. The hermits themselves frequently per-
formed useful services in repaving roads, or keeping
bridges. Rolle remained on Sir John’s estate for
at least four years, spending his time in meditation
and prayer and in writing a number of his books.

Rolle next went to Anderby, near Northallerton
(Richmond). Here lived Margaret Kirkby, an
anchoress, who exercised considerable influence
on RoUe’s literary activity. He wrote for her a
book entitled The boke maad of Rycharde Hampole
to an ankeresse, a book similar in purpose to
the Ancren B%wle. He also composed an English
commentary on the Psalms at her request.

From Anderby, Richard moved to Doncaster,
where he was kindly received by the Cistercian

Nuns and where finally he died on September 29,

1349 (? or 1348) in the year of the Black Death.
The place of his death attracted many pilgrims,

drawn thither by his fame and the accounts of
miracles which took place at his grave. So great
was his popularity, that the Cistercian Nuns sought
his canonisation, and an ofiSce was composed for

his festival,
—“ Officium et Legenda de Vita Ricardi

Bolle ”—still in existence in the hbrary of Lincoln
Cathedral, and which has been printed by the

Early English Text Society.^ It is from this

Office that many of the details concerning Rolle’s

life are obtained. The Nuns took much pains to
preserve his works from mutilation, and copies

of them were kept in iron chains.

The Lollards were suspected of having designs

on Richard’s works, and there was much in Richard’s

life and writings that leant towards the simpler

teaching of the Lollards and inclined to heterodoxy

rather than orthodoxy. Richard was neither a
monk, nor a priest, yet he was both a preacher and
spiritual adviser. He retired from the world, to

obtain a knowledge of God by contemplation, and
he set forth the various stages by means of which
he arrived at the heavenly sweetness. Yet this

prophet of the mystic, contemplative life, mingled

and jested with the world although his true life

was that “hid with Christ in God.” Richard has

a profound reverence for the teaching of authority.

He does not speculate about dogmas, nor does h©
feel any need to reconcile dogmas and philosophy.

His chief work, upon which his position in Eng-
lish literature depends, is The Pricke of Con^

science {Stimulus Conscientice), The book is full

of quotations from the Fathers and ecclesiastical

writers and shows the wide reading of Hampole,
in spite of the early limitation of his studies. The

1 See also Prose Treatises of Hampole,
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language of the poem is clear and vivid, Hampole
is animated by a desire to instruct and edify. He
is careless of the claims of style and he does not
always trouble himself as to the number of syllables

in a Ime. In the seven divisions of The Priche of

Conscience, Hampole considers the wretchedness

of human nature, the transitoriness of the world,

of life, death, purgatory, the last judgment, hell

and heaven. “ He vividly depicts the weakmess,

ugliness and loathsomeness of human nature, the

terrors of death and the last judgment, and the

torments awaiting the sinner beyond the grave;

while all the splendour, all the charm of the poet’s

act, are lavished upon the picture of heaven.”

The treatise De incendio amoris ; The Tire of

Love, translated into Enghsh by Richard Misyn
in 1435. He dwells on the necessity of contrition,

and two stories well exemplify the emphasis which
Hampole laid upon the rehgion of the heart, as

opposed to mere conventional rehgion. He tells

of a wicked canon of Paris who, before he died,

confessed his misdeeds, and did penance, yet was
damned because he had not in his heart truly

repented. Of another sinner who was forgiven

before he received absolution 1 A scholar of Paris

was so grieved at his sins that he was rendered
speechless. He was told to write them down, and
at once was sensible of God’s forgiveness. Hampole
insists on the paramount importance of the active

life in the case of persons with position and influence.

Altogether by the strength of his character, the

wealth of his subjective religious experiences, RoUe
exercised a wide influence and deserves a high place

among the poets of religious thought. A cycle

of mystic and practical poems centred round Rolle,

and his writings had a wide circulation, and doubt-
less many of his followers imitated his work, e,g,

Wm. Massington, Wending of Life,

The Ancren Biwle

One of the most notable works in prose produced
early in the thirteenth century, is the Ancren
Biwle, or Nun’s Rule—a treatise containing instruc-

tion and guidance to women leading the solitary

life of “ ancresses ” or recluses.”

The author of this work is now generally accepted
as being Bishop Poore, who held the See of Salisbury

from 1217-29, when he was translated by Bishop
Honorius to Durham. It is also extremely pro-
bable that the nuns for whom this rule was written
dwelt at Tarrent in Dorsetshire. A religious house
was estabhshed at Tarrent by Ralph de Kahaines
in the reign of Richard I. About a hundred years
after its foundation Bishop Poore, who was born
at Tarrent, became known as its second founder,
and in 1237, during his last illness, he came to Tarrent
and died there.

Three sisters of noble birth renounced the world,
and lived in solitude in a house close to the church,
attended by two women (out-sisters) and some lay
brothers. Bishop Poore would seem to have been
their spiritual adviser, and at their urgent request

—

and ye my dear sisters have oftentimes impor-
tuned me for a Rule ”—^he wrote this book which
deals with the outward and inward rule to be ob-

served by Ancresses. He divides the book into
eight parts. The first part treats of religious

service ; the next, of the five senses, of fleshly and
spiritual temptations, of confession, pemtence

;

finally, he considers the external rule, in which he
enters into details concerning the food, clothing,

possessions, treatment of the maids, &c., in an
emmently practical fashion. The work displays

the author’s learning and fervent piety, his generous
and benevolent attitude towards human frailty.

He exhibits within certain limits a refreshing

freedom and broadness of view. “ If any ignorant
person ask of what order you are . . . say that ye
are of the order of St. James, who has described
order and rehgion—‘Pure religion and without
stain is to visit and assist the widows and fatherless

children and to keep himself pure and unstained
from the world.’

”

Thus the writer, while not unmindful of the
usefulness of externals, insists on the p dmary
importance of the religion of the heart—^pmity of

heart and love of Christ are the central themes dwelt
upon.
The hfe of the anchoress was to be one of poverty—“ Ye shall eat no flesh nor lard except in great

sickness.” They should not take meals outside
the convent with friends. An anchoress is not to
gather alms in order to dispense them—“House-
wifery is Martha’s part, and Mary’s part is quietness
and rest from all the world’s din, that nothing may
hinder her from hearing the voice of God.” An
anchoress should have nothing that draweth her
heart outward—“ Carry ye on no traffic. An
anchoress that is a buyer and seller, selleth her
soul to the chapman of hell. Do not take charge
of other men’s property in your house, nor of their

cattle, nor their clothes, neither receive under your
care the church vestments, nor the chalice, unless
force compel you or great fear, for oftentimes much
harm has come from such caretaking.” For this

reason they are not to possess any beast “ except
only a cat ”—an anchoress that hath cattle must
think of the herdsman’s hire, of the cow’s fodder

—

“ defend herself when her cattle is shut up in the
penfold, and moreover pay the damage. Christ

knoweth it is an odious thing when people in the
town complain of anchoresses’ cattle.”

Their clothing might be black or white, their gar-
ments are to be plain, warm, and well-made. They
are to wear no iron, nor hair-cloth, nor hedgehog
skins ; their shoes are to be thick and warm.
“Have neither ring, not broach, nor ornamented
girdle, nor gloves, nor any such thing that is not
proper for you to have.” Their time is to be
occupied with their devotions and in shaping,
sewing, and mending church vestments, and poor
people’s clothes. An anchoress is enjoined never
to be idle. “ Iron that Heth still soon gathereth
rust ; and water that is not stirred soon stinketh.’*

She is not to send nor receive, nor write letters
without leave, neither may she become a school-
mistress, nor turn her house into a school for
children. Her maiden may teach any little girl
“ concerning whom it might be doubtful whether
she should learn amongst the boys.”
The dwelling of the anchorite was as a rule
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situated next the church, or near the chapel con-
nected with a religious house, with a window looking
into the church from whence it was possible to
behold the Blessed Sacrament in its place on the
Altar, or the elevation of the Host as the priest
each morning celebrated Mass. Hence the in-

junctions to the sisters not to talk out of the
church window.
The parlour window, in which they might con-

verse, was protected by a grille, inside being a black
curtain and a shutter of wood.

“ Wherefore, my dear sisters, love your windows
as little as possible ; and see that they be small

—

the parlour’s smallest and narrowest. . . . See
that your parlour windows be always fast on every
side, and likewise well shut ; and mind your eyes
there, least your heart escape and go out Hke
David’s, and your soul fall sick as soon as it is out.”

Interesting instructions are also given concernmg
the “ Out-sisters ” whose duty it was to perform
aU the commerce with the outer world rendered
necessary in the provision of food and supphes.
One of these sisters was to remain at home, the

other to go out when necessary ;
“ and—^he cau-

tions shrewdly—^let her be very plain, or of suffi-

cient age ; and, by the way, as she goeth let her
go singing her prayers ; and hold no conversation
with man or with woman : nor sit, nor stand, except
the least possible, until she come home. Let her
go nowhere else but to the place whither she is

sent. Without leave, let her neither eat nor drink
abroad. Let the other be always within, and never
go out of the gate without leave. Let both be
obedient to their dame in all things, sin only ex-

cepted, Let them possess nothing unknown to
their mistress, nor accept nor give anything without
her permission. They must not let any man in

;

nor must the younger speak with any maa without
leave ; nor go out of town without a trusty com-
panion, nor sleep out. . . . Let neither of the
women either carry to her mistress or bl'ing from

her any idle tales, or new tidings, nor sing to one
another, nor speak any worldly speeches, nor
laugh, nor play, so that any man who saw it might
turn it to evil.”

The writer of the Nun^s Rule shows the fondness
for parable and allegory characteristic of the age.
The influence of the Scriptures and of the new
school of preachers is apparent (eg, chapter on
penance follows teachmg of St. Bernard): “His
style is simple and dignified, and unites grace and
graphic picturesqueness wit hthe free movement of
that period.” ^

There is a pleasant mingling of piety, common
sense, and knowledge of human nature m the work.
There is a quiet touch of humour, moreover, that

runs through these monitions to the Sisters

:

“ God knows it would be more agreeable to me to
set out on a journey to Home than to begin to do
it again.” ®

CDhe Ayeribite of About the same time
that Hichard Rolle the Hermit was writing the
Prtcke of Conscience for the use of his countrymen
in the north of England, Dan INIichel of Northgate,
Kent, furnished the southern folk with a Manual
bearing the quaint but thoroughly English title of
the Ayenbite of Inwyt (the Kemorse of Conscience).
The Ayenbite is a very literal translation of a
French treatise entitled Le Somme dea V'lces et de
Vertue^ composed in 1279 for the use of Philip II
of France, by Frere Lorens of the Order of Friar
Preachers. Two copies of Dan Michel’s work are
preserved in the British Museum. The manuscript
states that the “ Ayeribite of Inwyt was completed
in the year of Our Lord’s birth 1340, in the eve of
the Holy Apostles Simon and Judas, by Dan
Michel of Northgate, a brother of Saint Austin,
Canterbury.”

Considerable uncertainty attaches to most early
English texts with regard to their date, authorship
and dialect, but about this there is no doubt, and it

is of great importance as a philological document.

WILLIAM LANGLAl^D

WILLIAM LANGLAJSTD

William Lanoland, or Langley (tradition is not
unanimous on this point), was bom about 1332
at Cleobury Mortimer in Shropshire. He was
educated probably at Malvern, and certainly was
familiar with the Malvern Hills. While yet a
young man he came to London, hving in Comhill,
poor and unhappy, with his wife Catherine and
daughter Nicolette. It is said that he was in

minor orders, and earned a precarious living by
singing “ the placebo, dirige, and seven psalms for

the good of men’s souls.” Be that as it may, he
was assuredly poor, and although his mental
alertness had attracted towards him a few patrons
at the outset of his career, these died, and he was
left to shift for himself. And even putting aside

his married state, it is easy to see why he never rose

in the Church. He had the stuff of the reformer
itK him ; and the reformer rarely gets promotion.

PERSONALETy AND TeMPERAMEOT?

In person tail and lank—^men dubbed him
“ Long Win ”

; in disposition proud and moody ;

Langland strode through the London streets, a
sombre, melancholy figure, with his tonsured head
and priestly robe. Sensitive and great-hearted, he
was, at the same time, slow of speech, with few
of those charms of manner which made his great
contemporary, Chaucer, so popular. Like our
own Thomas Hardy, he was more keen to note
the ironies of life, the suffering and misery that
lay about him, than to note those brighter aspects
of mediaeval life which Chaucer loved to paint.

But one solace he had, his book. One feels

that into it was poured his life-blood ; ^ jaH his

hopes and despair, sorrows and aspirations, anger

1 Abbot Gasquet in Introduction to Ancren Hiwle,
^ The Amren Biwle, King’s Classics (Chatto and

Windue).
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and compassion went into The Booh of Piers the

Plowman* In addition to this unfinished work he
wrote a poem called Richard the Redeless, i*e, devoid
of counsel, which related to the expected deposition

of Richard II in 1399. The shadow of obscurity

hangs over his later years, but he died probably
about the same time as Chaucer, in 1400,

THE BOOK OF PIERS THE PLOWMAN

This is the most correct name for the whole
poem. The Vision concerning Piers the Plowman
is the title of a portion only, and is sometimes
referred to as The Vision of Piers the Plowrmn,
suggesting that Piers is the author of the poem
rather than the subject.

The poem is extant in various forms, but the

chief forms have been called by Professor Skeat
the A-text, the B-text, and the C-text. Of these

the first version was written probably about 1362,

and contains the Vision about Piers the Plowman,
with a prologue and eight cantos ; and the Vision

of Do-wel, Do-bet, and Do-best in a prologue and
three cantos. The second version (B-text), written

about 1377 and probably in London, is of much
greater length, and includes the fable of the rats

and the cat. The third version (C-text) is the

longest of aU and the latest in date.

Characteristics of the Poem

The poem describes a series of remarkable
visions, that pass before the dreamer, and in their

general drift we are reminded of the great allegory

of Bunyan. To the sound of murmuring waters
the poet falls asleep. Maybe he was at Malvern
when he wrote, maybe the fresh, rustic summer
morn which he pictured was seen by the inward
eye alone;, in his impoverished home near St. Paul’s ;

we do not know. Anyway, like another famous
writer of allegory, he fell asleep, and in a “field

ful of folkes ” he saw the men and women of his

dream—^knights, monks, preachers, peasants, cooks
that cry out, “ Hot pies, hot,” and “ mystrelles ”

that sell “ glee.” And the object of their journey,
like that of the more famous journey from the
City of Destruction, was the search for Truth and
Good.
The poem may be considered from a threefold

aspect

:

1. As a picture of contemporary life and manners
in town and country.

2. As a satire upon ecclesiastical abuses, and the
follies and vices of the age.

3. As an allegory of Life.

1. Considered under the first aspect, it throws
interesting sidelights upon medi33val life. We
gather, for instance, how the tradesmen’s ap-
prentices stood at the shop doors shouting out
to possible customers and trying to tempt them
in, much as the showman does in the country fair.

At the tavern door could be heard, “ White wine
of Alsace !

” “ Red Gascony wine ! ” while the
cook would insinuate, “ Good dinners, come dine I

”

OomhiU, Tyburn, East Chepe, Smithfield, and

other familiar London haunts are referred to by
the poet ; he speaks of the Law Courts at West-
minster, alludes to the recent suppression of the
Templars, and deals with considerable detail upon
the habits of the clergy and merchant classes. We
hear about the “ pryvee parlour ” and the “ chamber
with a chymenie ” which was coming into fashion.

Earlier, the hall was the biding-place for the head
of the house and the members of the family.
“ Chambres ” were sleeping-places, and the “ par-
lour ” originally meant a place for private chat.

It was often used for business purposes, but none
thought of making it a living-room. In Langland’s
time, however, the haH was used less and less, and
the parlour was no longer reserved for special

parlances. All this meant less feasting and good-
fellowship in the big hall

;
and so this innovation

was looked upon as selfishness on the part of the
nch man.

“ Now hath ech riche a rule
To eten by hymselve
In the pryvee parlour.”

He reproaches

“ Brewers and bakers, and butchers and cooks ;

Such men, on this mould, can most harm work
To the poorer people, that piece-meal buy ;

For they poison the people, both privily and oft.”

Also he condemns the rich people for “regrat-
ing ”—^that was the custom of buying up pro-

visions and retailing them to the poor at great

profit.

His mention of “ breed ” (bread) from “ Strat-

forde” reminds us of the fame which Stratford-

at-Bow enjoyed in mediaeval times for supplying
bread to the city. And the bakers were important
men.
^2. Regarding it as a satire, we find Langland
bitterly upbraiding those who shirk honest work,
the drunkard and the oppressor, the tradesman
who cheats, and the preacher who counsels one
thing but follows another. Many of the sins

and frailties he decries are common to no one
age. Moralists of aU ages have dealt with them,
from Langland and the Elizabethan Puritan,

Stubbes, William Harrison, the Kingsley of Shake-
speare’s day, down to Carlyle and the still more
modern castigators of society. Some of the abuses
he speaks of, however, are necessarily connected
with the breaking up of feudalism and the corrup-
tion of the Church. Two things are clear from the
tenor of his strictures

;
^e desires better social

conditions for the people, and less corruption in the
Church. Yet, though the spokesman for the
labouring classes favoured the old class divisions

and reviled the insurgents of 1381, in these matters
he is reactionary. He wants reform, but within
the Church. He is less drastic in his proposals
for clerical reform than Wyclif. Though satirising

pardoners and friar confessors, he expresses belief

in penance and absolution, and sighs for the
obedience of an age that has passed.

Wyclif disbelieved in the doctrine of penance
and absolution

—

In this matter bemg ih accord
with the Reformers of the generation that succeeded.
In fact, he scarcely realised that in the desperate
picture which he drew of corruption in Church and
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State, and in the oppression by the rich, he had
stated a case for reform far more drastic and
thorough than those measures which he advocated.
On some points, however, Langland was thorough-

going, viz. m his dislike of Jewish bankers, and his

conviction that the great wealth of the Church
was harmful to her. The knaves who traffic m
“ pardons ; the friars who make a pretence of

religion ; knights to whom fighting was merely an
excuse to express their lust for blood ; the countless

men and women, both in town and country, whose
hves were dominated by no great principle or
ideal—all these he lashed. The brilliant insincerity

which, despite its superficial charm, makes the
flaunting fourteenth century in England compare
so unfavourably with the two centuries preceding ;

the rottenness which was breaking up all the real

strength and greatness of the Middle Ages, Langland
saw with marvellous clearness. Where can truth

be found ? This is his cry. And so the Messengers—^Reason, Repentance, and Hope—^help in the

search for Truth, guided by Piers himself. Piers

insists upon manual labour as the first ess^jfcial,

and extols this wiih the enthusiasm of a Thor^u.
The World is at hand to wheedle and bribe the

honest worker; the World in the person of Lady
Meed, attractive but heartless, whose name itself

savoursof bribery. Buton LadyMeedand herdoings,

and the revelations of the Knight’s Conscience,

there is no need to dwell in this brief sketch. We
are more concerned with the pictura of the crowd
hurrying through the streets of London, and the

vivid picture of the revellers in the City tavern.

Here we have quarrels or discussions, and heavy
drinking, and the noisy ritual of mirth for which
taverns in every age are renowned ; the hermit,

the cobbler, the clerk of the church, the hangman,
and the harlot met together.

We may note how “ Gyle ” is made welcome by
the merchants, and serves in their shops ; how that

the pardoners take pity on “ Lyer,” and send him
to church to sell pardons.
The scene shifts constantly and imexpectedly

from town to country, from London to Malvern

;

vigorous and pungent homilies break in upon the

action of the story, and the upshot of all is that

the poet bids us “ lerne to love ” as the one cure for

the ills of life.

It will be seen, therefore, that though a reformer,

he is a Conservative reformer, desiring neither^

with Wychf a radical reorganisation of the Church,

nor with John Ball a transformation of society

upon the lines of equality. He did not realise

that feudalism was a spent force, and that beneath
all the crude violence of the Insurrection of 1381

lay a perfectly just demand. Langland’s counsel

was to do your duty in whatever state of life it

pleased God to call you. Class divisions were to

remain, but the rich were to give protection ; the

poor, service. Then all would be well. But though
his moderation may not appeal to some minds, none
would dispute the earnestness and passionate

sincerity of the man. He wrote, as Bunyan did,

under compulsion to deliver his soul and to redeem
his countrymen. ^

3* In its form the poem is an allegory. The

good and bad qualities of human nature strive
for the mastery, and among them moves Piers
himself ; externally a labourer, working with his
hands ; essentially a symbol for the Christ. He
was meant to typify righteous hving—a life of

action in the world. Such places as the Field,

the Tower, the Dungeon are clearly as allegorical

as the Slough of Despond, Doubtmg Castle, or the
Valley of the Shadow. The personages atre, foiv--

the most part, abstractions, with such names as
Warren Wisdom, Witty, the fascinating Lady
Meed (i.e. Bribery), the more gracious figure of

Holy Church. Some of the names excel Bunyan’s
in length. There is Suffer-till-I-see-my-time, and
another rejoicing in the amazing appellation of Tom-
true-tongue -tell-me -no- tales-nor- lying -stories-to-
laugh-at-for-I-loved*them-never.

The Substance oe the Poem

In his sleep the poet dreams of the world as a
Field Full of Folk, each at his self-appointed task.

A motley crew assuredly—^merchants, pilgrims,

friars, ploughmen, anchorites, and spendthrifts, a
King and an Angel. The Field is situate between
the Tower of Truth (God the Father) and the
Dungeon (the Abode of Evil Spirits). Clerical

characters predominate, and for none of them has
Langland a good word save the ploughmen and
the hermits. Suddenly there comes a host of

rats and mice, bent upon “ belling the cat ”
; from

this they are dissuaded by a wise old mouse, who
warns them
“ Though we killed the old cat, yet another would come
To catch all our km. , .

Then the scene shifts to another part of the Field,

where may be heard cooks and taverners touting

for custom. And so the Prologue ends.

The Canto deals with the Vision of Holy
Church. A lovely lady approaches the dreamer,
and tells him that the Tower is the abode of the
Creator, while the Dungeon belongs to the Father
of Falseness : her name she discloses as Holy
Church, and in the course of a good vigorous

homily she instructs him upon the value of Truth
and Love to mortal men who wish to go to Heaven ?

“ Give of your goods, and to you shall be given (Luke v5

38);
’Tis the lockgate of love, that letteth out grace
To comfort the careworn encumbered with sin.

Love, next our Lord, is the leech of man’s life.

The right road that runneth directly to heaven.
So I say of the texts, as I said before.

When^ treasures are tried, then Truth is the best,

I have told thee what Truth is ; no treasure is better ;

I may linger no longer ; the Lord be thy guide i

”

The homily is, in the original text, interspersed

with Latin sentences from the Bible, far more
familiar to Langland’s readers (even though under-

stood by few) than the English version.

Canto II deals with the Lady Meed and False-

hood. Holy Church points out the gorgeously

adorned Lady Meed, who is about to wed False-

hood She then leaves the dreamer. Theology
strongly objects to the Wedding, and so all the

parties set off for London, so that the dispute may
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be heard at Westminster. There Meed is taken

prisoner, while the others make their escape.

Cantos III and IF.—^The tactful Lady Meed
tries to make her peace with both worlds. She
confesses to a friar and is duly shriven, and advises

judges to take bribes. The King, before whom she

has been brought, counsels a marriage with Con-
science. But Conscience objects, and exposes her

character. Meed leaves Westminster Hall in

disgrace and passes out of the story. Throughout
the scene the King had listened to the advice of

Reason, who agrees at the close to stay with him
always. At this point the first Vision comes to an
end.

Canto F.—^When next he falls asleep, we have
the Vision of the Seven Deadly Sins, and of Piers

the Plowman. Once more we are in the Field,

where Reason is exhorting the people, and using

recent plagues and tempests to point the moral.

The sermon impresses the hearers ; Pride vows
humility ; Luxury pledges himself to drink water ;

Envy, Wrath, Avarice, Gluttony, and Sloth also

repent. And Piers the Plowman ofiers to help

them in the Quest for Truth. In the course of this

canto the poet gives a vivid sketch of a London
alehouse and its occupants, whither Gluttony has
gone. It IS one of the social vignettes which give

the poem its historical interest.

Canto FJT.—^Piers advocates hard manual work,

for which many are disinclined. Hunger, however,
makes them submit. Then follow some passages

in which he deals with the food of the poor and of

their general condition.

Canto VII .
—^Truth gives Piers a Bull of Pardon

for almost every kind of sinner. False beggars,

however, are excepted, and the author emphasizes
what a formidable class they are. A Priest wishes

to see the Bull, and finds in it only these lines

:

“ Those who do well, shall have well ; those who
do evil, shall have evil,” Whereat he scoffs at

Piers and the dreamer awakes. The poem con*

eludes with a declaration as to the superiority of a
good life above all the Bulls of the Pope at the Day
of Judgment.
A supplementary poem to this is that of “ Do-

wel, Do-bet, Do-best,” but although Langland
gave thirty years to the writing of this, it falls far

below the earher poem in grip and vitality. Here
Love, the Good Samaritan, takes the place of Piers.

There is much religious discussion, but httle story

;

and although there are striking lines, the poem as a
whole is too diffuse and discursive. Langland is

no theologian, and he feels at times that he is wading
in water too deep for him.

The Style oe the Poem

Sincerity, dignity, and passion mark Langland’s
work throughout. He is no artist, as Chaucer was,

nor had he, save on rare occasions, Chaucer’s power
to visualise character. The bad characters are

more vitally drawn than the good. Langland gives'^

most attention to them, and paints them yjith

detailed touches, such as he does not accord to

his virtuous. A comparison of Lady Meed with
Holy Church will convince the reader on this

point.

Undoubtedly, he had remarkable powers of

observation, but he had as little self-criticism as

Wordsworth, and, like Wordsworth, will follow

up lines of elemental beauty with verse of the
dullest and most trivial kind. But he had an
arresting personality, and the task he essayed
was a task of great difficulty. M^ompared with
Chaucer, we realise his manifold limitations

; but
compared with his predecessors, he is, among the
religious poets of mediaeval England, a veritable

giant. His outlook is constricted, and his pictures

have too httle light and shade. But they have a
Rembrandt-like power, and he did a noble work
as a spiritual irritant in rousing his generation to a
sense of its shortcomings and weaknesses.

THE ROMANTIC ELEMENT (COURTLY POETRY)

Matter of Britain * Arthurian Cycle and Celtic Origin—Evolution of Arthurian Cycle—Arthurian Romance
and English Literature. Matter of Rome: (a) The Story of Troy—(b) The Story of Alexander,
&c. &c. Matter of France : The Charlemagne Romance. Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight

—

Pearl—Cleanness—Patience

THE ROMANTIC ELEMENT
" Saddle the Hippogriffs, ye muses nine.

And straight we’ll ride to the land of Old Romance.”
WiELAND.

The very word “ romance ” conjures up to the

vagrant fancy, visions of battlemented castles, of

fair ladies waving wistful adieux to the bravely

accoutred knights, ere they ride forth in search of

gloriously impossible adventures.

Reading these old romances we enter a new
world, where damsels are always beautiful, some-
times even learned, 6.gr. the Fair Felice in Quy of
Warwick

;

where the men are prodigies alike of
valour and muscular might and properly con-

temptuous of wounds that heal conveniently by
miraculous interposition ; where disappointed ladies

find consolation in ministering to the poor and
afflicted ; where men repent and found monasteries
or become hermits and pilgrims

; where true lovers
overcome insuperable obstacles, and are eventually
united to live happily or die together.

Now, mediseval English romances, like the word
romance itself, were French in origin. The
legendary tales of the Celt were told often in prose,
but both the Norman and Teuton elected verse,

and we have to pass to the time of Malory before
we find this verse form, whether of alliteration or
rh3nne, superseded by prose. It is easy to under-
stand why this preference is given to verse, inasmuch
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as most of the story-telling was done by the minstrel ; here and so profoundly influenced our literature,

romance was cradled in song ; it is literature’s there were three important story-cycles : the
lullaby for children of all ages, matter of Rome, the matter of ^France, and the
Such was the origm of English romance. What of matter of Britain,

its nature ? The first includes the story of Troy, and the
Roughly speaking, our romances were all fa- adventures of Alexander of Macedon. The Trojan

shioned from four big cycles of romance that centre story inspired Virgil, and was popular in France dur-
round Alexander, Troy, Charlemagne, Arthur ; ing the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Moie
embroidered by successive poets and minstrels, than one nation fancied descent from Pius ^neas,
with material gathered from every source of in an age when to have descended from some
popular tradition. fabulous person was looked upon as a guarantee of

The romances therefore are by no means similar national respectability. The Greeks themselves
in colour and texture. Some, like Guy of Warwick, claimed Trojan ongin, and Geoffrey of Monmouth,
immensely popular for its patriotic and religious in his History of the Britofis, described with gusto
note, are rich in extravagance ; others, hke the and particularity their descent from Brutus, great-
Song of Roland, are severe and simple in their grandson of ^Eneas.
telling. Yet the tendency, as time went on and Curiously enough this tale, which greatly took
the demand for these things grew, "was for all of the popular fancy, was translated into French, and
them to become elaborate and high-flowm ; while re-translated later on by the priest Layamon under
most of the tales that are Teutonic in origin, such the title of Le Brut (1205). A striking feature
as Havelok and Ktrig Horn, sound an msistent about Layamon’s work is the introduction of rhyme
ethical note. We are clearly shown the overthrow into Enghsh verse m parts of his work, and the use
of craft and the triumph of virtue. of similes.

''”The Romantic element has always existed in The adventures of Alexander had found an earlier

English literature from the very earliest times. It ingress, but there are very few English poems
is found in the Beowulf and in the poems of Cyne- dealmg with it, though Chaucer says that everyone
wulf ; but the term “ roman ” or romance is usually had heard of Alexander’s fortunes,

restricted to a class of hterary composition which I The matter of France is more important as a

was first written in languages derived from the
j
literary influence. It dealt with Charlemagne.

Latin, but especially the French. During the I and started in France with the Story of Roland,
twelfth and thirteenth centuries the largest and I The groimdwork of this cycle is historical, and the
most popular part of the vernacular literature con- ' struggles depicted between the feudal nobles and
sisted of adventure stones in which love and re- their over-lord are based on fact ; though such an
ligion came gradually to occupy a more and more hero as Huon de Bordeaux is a figment of the
important position. These stones were some- imagination.

times written in prose, more commonly in verse. This cycle was wonderfully popular in medisaval
After the Norman Conquest, a Norman French times, and greatly influenced European literature

literature began to spring up in England. The —^for example, the stories of Ariosto. In our own
English language fell into the background

; Nor- time William Morris drew upon its romantic trefu

man French was the language of the court and of sures.

polite society. The English tongue underwent / This cycle reached its height of development in the
changes ; it was a period of transition at the end / eleventh century. It appealed to the Southern
of which the native language began to reassert its

j
nations more than to us, because it was concerned

ascendancy. Gradually the Norman French lost I so particularly with the struggles of Christendom
its dominant position; the two nations began to and Mohammedanism.
intermingle. The growing needs of business and The matter of Britain is, for Englishmen at any
family life, court life and chivalry, new discoveries rate, by far the most important of these cycles,

in the industrial and fine arts, the clergy, the Why wsis this ?

itinerant monks and the cosmopolitan orders did It was a cycle of stories of French origin, written
much to increase this growing intercourse and ex- partly in prose, partly in verse, dealing with the
change of ideas. Of the influence of the mendi- old Celtic legend of King Arthur. We are so
cant friars we have already spoken. They came accustomed to regard Arthur as a national hero,

in close contact with the poor of the cities. But a that we do not realise readily how largely the litera-

still more important part was taken by the “ dtscours ture around him is in a foreign tongue. For the
gestoursf* or as they were called in English, the height of its popularity in the twelfth and thirteenth
“ seggers or glee-men.'^’* centuries was the height also of French influence.

It was the professional “ gleeman ” who made And it was in the form of a French Romance that

the French literature translated either by him- the stories became known in England,
self or others (clerks) accessible to the ordinary It is somewhat curious that we shoxfld have
people. Year by year the audience of the gleemen adopted as our national hero the chief of the de-

grew larger. The aristocrat still preferred French to feated Britons rather than a Saxon leader. But
English poetry, but the rich burgesses, the knights such is the fact ; other epic heroes we passed
and squires, the yeomen, and throngs of meaner aade, and took to our hearts the Celtic conqueror
folk welcomed the professional story-teller, and the of the “ Demon Cat.”
romances were easily first in popular estimation. We do not know what was precisely the char-

Now, in the French poetry, which came over aoter of the original Welsh legend, but we do know

2
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that it waD mainly concerned with fighting, and
that the Lanncelot story and the legend of the

Grail, together with other tales of King Arthur’s

hnights, were afterthoughts—^French graftings on
to the original stem.

Sir Thomas Malory finally blended the Arthurian

literature—prose and verse—into one prose version.

Differences in the Nature of the Cycles

The matter of Britain and of Rome difiered from
the matter of France in one fundamental point.

These were essentially aristocratic in origin, the

Charlemagne cycle democratic. The Arthurian cycle,

for instance, came into being as a deliberate artistic

shaping of old stones, to amuse and interest ; the

Carlovingian epic started as a piece of patriotic

propaganda, to encourage national sentiment.

This diSerence in nature and interest is refiected in

the character of the respective cycles, as will be

seen from a detailed consideration of them.
While these romantic stones came in a French

guise, they cannot be regarded as essentially the

productions of the French genius. The tendency
of the French spirit in literature is ever towards a
symmetrical and harmonious unity of form. This is

well illustrated by the Song of Roland^ which formed
the basis of later Charlemagne romances. The
national epic is inspired by two motives : the love

of France, and the struggle for the propagation of

Christianity. Roland, the true vassal of his great

uncle Charlemagne, the champion of the Christian

cause and of France, falls a victim to foul treachery,

and his own high sense of honour j but his death
is speedily avenged and the enemies of the faith

overthrown. The life-long struggle of the hero is

vindicated and the cause triumphant. The spirit

of the poem, which exhibits the union of the Teu-
tonic heroic ideal with that of a Christian knight,

may be shown by the following passage

—

“ And when the count Boland saw his dear
friend and comrade stretched upon the earth, with
his face towards the east, he could not stir for grief,

but softly to himself he began to sorrow for him

:

* Noble comrade to thy hurt wast thou so valiant.

Years and days have we been together and never
hast thou lifted hand against me, nor have I done
thee harm. And now thou art dead, what right

have I to live ? ’ And from too great grief has he
swooned upon his saddle, and the golden stirrups

hold him on his courser’s back, so that ho cannot
fall whichever way he goes.” An appeal for help

from his friend Gualter, who is sorely woimded,
arouses Roland and “ amongst the heathen once
more he plies his sword. Twenty of the foe has he
laid in the dust, and Gualter has slain seven, and
the Archbishop (Turpin) five. And the heathen
spake one to another : ® Terrible men are these.

Beware barons lest they escape alive, for such men
deserve not to be taken. Cursed be the vassal who
shrinks from fighting with them, and a vile coward
is he who lets them go unhurt.* Now has the hue
and cry begun again, and from aU parts of the field

the heathen pressed around them. . . .

** Nobly still fights Roland, though he is bathed
in sweat and his blood is all on fire. Gi?eat was the

pain he felt in his head, and his temples were red
with blood from the sounding of the horn. But he
would know for sure if Charles would come and aid
him, and once more he sounded his horn but feeble

was the noise thereof. Now as the Emperor halted
to listen to the sound, and thus he spake in anguish

:

‘ Ah God, what evil has befallen us, for surely shall

my nephew Roland fail us to-day. By the sound of

this horn can I tell that he is nigh to perish, and
quickly must he ride who would help him ere he
fall. Now let each man blow his trumpet, that the
sound thereof may be heard afar off.’ And there-

upon might one hear the sound of sixty thousand
trumpets, so that the hills resounded, and all Ihe
valleys echoed. And the heathens, too, have
heard it, and small is their desire for laughter.”

Death of Roland—“ High was the hill and very
lofty were the trees, and four steps of shining marble
were there amidst the grass, in the place whore
Roland fell. . . . And there as h© lay upon the
summit of a hill, looking o’er the land of Spain, he
beat his hand upon his breast, and thus he spake

:

‘ Ah, God I grant me thy pardon for the sake of

Thy great mercy ! Absolve my sins both small and
great which I have ever committed from the hour
that I was born till this day on which I perish.’

And he extended his right glove toward the God of

heaven. And lo, the angels from heaven de-

scended to where he lay.” ^

Compare the Song of Roland with the Charle-
magne romance which sprung up before the close

of the eleventh century, and which was falsely

attributed to Archbishop Turpin. In this poem the
Charlemagne story is associated with popular
traditions, oriental extravagances and legendary
matter of many kinds. Charlemagne visits the
Holy Sepulchre and returns from the east bringing
the Holy Graal—the chalice which Christ used at
the Last Supper. At one© we perceive that new
influences were at work, destined to entirely change
the character of the earlier romances.
The Charlemagne cycle, owing to the alienation

and subsequent rivalry of the Normans and French
after the Conquest, did not receive much attention
in England until a later period. The Celtic note
dominates the history of the romance literature
after the Conquest, and before dealing with this it is

necessary to sketch quite briefly its growth and
development.

THE MATTER OF BRITAIN

The Arthurian Cycle and its Celtic Origin

A close, if not always peaceful, connection had
existed between the Bretons (the Bretons and
Welsh both belonged to the Brythonic division of
the Celtic race) and the Normans from the tenth
century onwards. Many of the Breton lais were
sung or recited by the French ** pngleurs,*^ In
addition to this there is evidence of the trans-
mission of the Arthurian legend through the medium
of Welsh texts into Brittany. These two tributary
streams of Celtic tradition, the Welsh and the

^ The Song of Roland, trajislated by Jessie Crosland
King’s Classics.
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Breton, had found their way into Norman literature

previous to the Conquest. Afterwards they are

again united to the main stream m Biitain where
the traditions had dowed deeper and purer, and
many causes contributed to its rapid rise in volume
and power. The Norman Conquest was followed

by a Celtic revival which found expression in hterary

activities of various kinds. It is probable that the
Mabinogion^ which contains the only Welsh Ar-
thurian romance antedating French influences

{Kilhwch and Olwen and The Dream of Rhonabwy),
was redacted during the last quaiter of the eleventh

century.

Moreover, King Arthur was adopted by the
Angheised Normans in place of Charlemagne, the

French national hero. This aristocratic adoption
of Arthurian legend led to its assuming new impor-

tance. It received an infusion of courtly and
chivalric ideals in the hands of the Norman poets.

The rapid diffusion of the legend on the Continent

was possibly due to the fact that the Celtic legend

was capable of receiving the new courtly and re-

ligious elements that were drawn into the cycle,

whereas the Charlemagne cycle, as we have said, was
specially concerned with the struggles of Christianity

and Mohammedanism. This phase had passed away,
and in the Crusades new aspects came into being,

new ideals of knighthood. The patronage of htera-

ture came to be very often in the hands of women,
and to this may be attributed the increasmg regard

paid to the love interest of the story.

EvoLtrxioisr op the Arthukian Cycle

The romantic personality of Arthur is like a
composite photograph, made up of three distinct

figures. (1) There is the Historical figure. In the

Historia Bntonum by Nennius—^written about
A.D. 800, a skilful redaction of material from various

sources—we learn that Arthur was a railitary

leader of the Britons, who fought successfully

against the Saxons and became a name with

which to conjure. This led naturally to (2) the

Mythological figure. Arthur here has attracted

towards his person many myths and legends, and
become a kind of god, with heroic attributes and a
band of followers almost as wonderful as himself.

But mediaeval chivalry demanded some figure that

should symbolize its graces, its knightly achieve-

ments ;
and the legendary, mysterious figure of

Arthur seemed created for the purpose. They knew
too much about Charlemagne, with his strenuous

activities and devout temper. Arthur came from
a distant clime, only dimly perceived through the

mists of legend. Him therefore they took, so we
have (3) the Romantic Arthur, the incarnate spirit

of chivalry ; and it was from Geofirey of Mon-
mouth’s book that they took this figure. He vir-

tually created the Arthur of Romance. He re-

sumes in his person the successful leader, and the

Saga hero, adding to these, fresh qualifications as an
adventurous knight.

Among the writers who contributed to the literary

evolution of the Arthurian cycle the first place

must be assigned to Geoffrey of Monmouth. Slight

references to Arthur’s heroic deeds as “ a leader

and conqueror of the Saxons in twelve battles
*’

occur m a Latin history by Nennius, but Geoffrey

in his Historia Eegum Brttanmce brings together

materials drawn from ancient poets and prose
writers, possibly also oral traditions, and with the
aid of imagmation he welds the scattered legends
into an harmonious whole. For the first time aston-
ished historians were presented with a genealogy of

British Kangs deriving their descent, not from
Woden and Seth, but from the famous Trojan
leader, Brutus. The legends of Locrine, of Gor-
hoduc^ King Leir (Lear) and his daughters were
incorporated with much accurate chronological

and historical matter. The whole fabric was pro-

fessedly based on a British (Cymric) book which
Geoffrey was supposed to have received from Walter,
Archdeacon of Oxford—“ a man learned not only
in the art of eloquence, but in the histones of

foreign lands,” and it is this book which he fl.aunts

in the faces of historians like William of Malmes-
bury and Henry of Huntingdon, when he bids them
“be silent as to the Kings of the Britons, since

they have not that book in the British speech
which Walter, Archdeacon of Oxford brought over
from Brittany.”

Arthur is here depicted as the great king and
hero guarded by supernatural powers ; surrounded
by brave warriors; a man of marvellous life and
tragic death.

The popularity of Geoffrey’s work is due to its

being a piece of realistic fiction. Geoffrey is

essentially a story-teller and not an historian. Ho
achieves the apotheosis of the historic Arthur
in the region of romance; his work fostered the
chivalric and kingly ideals ; it ministered to the
desires for the mysterious and marvellous. More-
over, it appeared just at the right time. The
Anglicised Normans w^ere prepared to accept a
British hero in preference to the French Charle-

magne. In addition, romance was in demand and
Geoffrey made the most of it. He is the story-teller

par excellence

;

but it must be remembered that

the air of historic reality with which Geoffrey con-

trived to invest these inventions was sufficient to

deceive his own none too critical age. Two
notable exceptions must be made : William of

Newburgh, writing in 1190, says :

“ It is manifest that everything which this

person wrote about Arthur and his successors, and
his predecessors after Vortigern, was made up,
partly by himself, and partly by others, whether
from an inordinate love of lying, or for the sake of

pleasing the Britons.”

Giraldus Cambrensis tells of a Welshman at
Caerleon, named Melerius, who had dealmgs with
evil spirits and was enabled by their assistance

to foretell future events. “ He knew when anyone
spoke falsely in his presence for he saw the de^,
as it were leaping and exulting on the tongue of the

liar. ... If the evil spirit oppressed him too much,
the Gospel of St. John was placed on his bosom,
when like birds they immediately vanished ; but
when that book was removed and the History of
the Britona by Geoffrey was substituted in its

place, they instantly reappeared in greater numbers,
and remained a longer time ^han usual on his body
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and on the book.’* Since Giraldus himself was a
writer of fiction, this little story may be merely
the outcome of a piece of professional jealousy !

In spite of these criticisms, Geoffrey’s Chronicle

was accepted as a veracious history, by his own
and succeeding generations. Its importance as

an inspiration in English literature can scarcely be
estimated. The series of Bruta, or Chronicles,

which followed Geoffrey, will be dealt with in some
detail. The influence of Arthurian romance
suffered somewhat in the time of Chaucer. Malory’s

Mcrte d*Arthur gave new life to the Arthurian

stories, and in spite of the protests of grave moralists
like Ascham, the Elizabethans seized with avidity

on these legends of early Britain. One consequence

of which was, that Geoffrey’s Chronicle was one of

the many printed during the perfervid period of

patriotism that arose in this reign. Spenser in

his Faerie Queen^ Drayton in his PolyoTbion, William
Warner in Albion's Englandy drew inspiration from
these sources. In 1588, a play called The Mia*
fortunes of Ari7ii4r,L,by Thomas Hughes, was acted

before' the Queen, but ^aft from this solitary

instance, and Dryden’s opera King Arthur or the

British Worthy, Arthurian stories have made a
greater and more enduring appeal to the poet

than to the dramatist.

Milton meditated writing his great epic on the

national hero, but finally chose a more universal

theme.” Lastly, Tennyson in modem times has

once more surrounded the coming and passing of

Arthur with the mystery and magic of romance
when “ From the great deep to the great deep he
goes.”

Of Geoffrey himself all that can be definitely

said is that he was ordained a priest and almost
immediately afterwards appointed Bishop of St.

Asaph in 1152. He died at Llandaff in 1155.

The History was certainly begun in 1139, and had
attained its complete form in 1148. There is no
evidence that Geoffrey was a Welshman, although
he lived at Monmouth, and claimed the patronage
of a Norman prince, Robert, Earl of Gloucester,

who was overlord of a tract of Welsh country.

To this Robert, William of Malmesbury, the dis-

tinguished historian, dedicated his History of the

Kings of England, Geoffrey commends him as

one nurtured in the liberal arts of philosophy and
called unto the command of our armies by his own
inborn prowess of knighthood, one whom in these
days Britain haileth with heartfelt affection, as
though she had been vouchsafed another Henry.”
The popularity of Geoffrey’s work is testified by

the large number of manuscript copies that were
made—^there are, for instance, thirty-five copies
in the British Museum, and sixteen in the Bodleian

—

and by the number of translations, adaptations,
and continuations. Some of the most important
will now be dealt with.

In 1150, five years before the death of Geoffrey,
an Anglo-Norman poet named Gaimar wrote the
first French metrical chronicle. It consisted of
two parts : the Estorie des Bretons, and the Estorie
des Angles, The former has not come down to us,

but is known to have been a rhymed translation of
Geoffrey’s work. Gaimar was succeeded by Wace,

a Norman poet who produced the Bomcm de End
{Brut, i.e. Chronicle). Wace occupies an impor-
tant position not only on account of his poetic
gifts and his contribution to the Arthurian story,

but also because the metrical chronicle forms a
link between the prose chronicle and the metrical

romance. The latter had received a powerful
stimulus from Chrestien de Troies, the most distin-

guished of the trouveres. The French poet wrote
for courtly circles and the metrical romances were
a convenient method of setting forth the code of

chivalrous conduct and recoxmting adventures of

love.

Wace lived about 1100-75. He gives the

following information concerning himseK in the

Roman de Rou ;
“ If anybody asks who said this, who put this

history into the Romance language, I say and I

will say to him, that I am Wace of the isle of

Jersey, which lies in the sea, toward the west, and
is a part of the fief of Normandy In the isle of

Jersey was I born, and to Caen I was taken as a

little lad ; there I was put at the study of letters
;

afterwards I studied long in France. When I

came back from France I dwelt long at Caen. I
busied myself with making books in Romance

;

many of them I wrote, and many of them I made.”
Before 1135 Wace was a “reading clerk,” and

his writings won for him the favour of Henry II,

who advanced him to the canonry of Bayeux.
He composed a number of Lives of the Saints, but
his two most important works are the Roman de

Brut, and the Roman de Rou {i,e, Rollo)—the latter

a chronicle history of the Dukes of Normandy that

Wace had begun in obedience to Henry’s command,
but which for some reason or other he was not
allowed to finish ; Henry transferring his patronage
to “ Master Benoit ” (Benoit de Sainte More).

“ Since the king has asked him to do this work
I must leave it, and I must say no more. Of old,

the king did me many a favour, much he gave me,
more he promised me, and if he had given all that

he had promised me, it had been better for me.
Here ends the book of Master Wace, let him con-

tinue it who wiU.”
Wace had completed the Roman de Brut, or

Geste des Bretons, in 1155. The Brut can in no
sense be termed a translation of Geoffrey’s work,
for Wace has impressed upon it the stamp of his

own individuality. To begin with, the French
octosyllabic couplet with its swift movement forms
a striking contrast to Geoffrey’s stately Latin
prose. Wace teUs us he had heard tales of Arthur,

but he is not willing to give credence to many of

these fables. He will only set down that which he
believes to be true.

Wace’s narrative betrays distinct evidence of the

influence of the courtly school. He gives place to

descriptions of love, and embodies two elements
of Celtic origin when he gives us the first literary

record of the Round Table, and of Arthur as the
“ Hope of Britain.”

“ He is yet in Avalon, awaited of the Britons, for

as they say and deem he will return from whence
he went and live again.”
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“ Wace is not to be regarded as one of the great

(sontributors to our knowledge of the Arthurian
legend, but without a familiarity with his work,
later French romance can scarcely be appreciated,

so important is his place as a delicate transformer
of the story, the harsher elements of which he
veiled with the courthness familiar to him, while

he diffused throughout it the indefinable spirit of

French romance ; and this he did with the naive
simplicity and grace that were his by birth and
temperament.” ^

The SociAii Yajsub op Arthurian Romanob

It served to inspire the Welsh with an imaginative
ideal in their bitter struggle for Independence.
The Scot, at a later date, found in it similar elements
of inspiration ; for some of the legendary characters

{e.g, Mordred) symbolised Scottish rights, while the

Saxon used Arthur as a weapon to confound the
French and the alien generally.

Finally, in Caxton’s day, the Arthurian Cycle
resigns its political efiulgence, and becomes merely
a luminous literary beacon to cheer all kmds who
love to read of “ gracious knightly deeds.”

Arthurian Romance and English Literature

Layamon.—Layamon, a priest of Arley Regis, in

Worcestershire, is the first poet to smg of King
Arthur in English verse, and his poem has there-

fore a special significance. He tells us m the intro-

duction to the Brut^ which was written in the first

half of the thirteenth century, the foUowmg par-

ticulars concerning himself

;

“ There was a priest in the land who was named
Layamon ; he was son of Leovenath—may the Lord
be gracious to him !—^He dwelt at Emely, at a noble

church upon Severn’s bank—good it there seemed
to him—^near Radestone, where he books read (Le.

read the services in church). It came to him in

mind, and in his chief thought, that he would tell

the noble deeds of the English, what they were
named, and whence they came, who first possessed

the Enghsh land after the flood that came from the

Lord. . . . Layamon began to journey wide over

this land, and procured the noble books which he
took for pattern. He took the Enghsh book that

Saint Bede made ; another he took in Latin that

Saint Albin made, and the fair Austin, who brought
baptism in hither ; the third book he took and laid

there in the midst, that a French clerk made, who
was named Wace, who well could write ; and he
gave it to the noble Eleanor who was the high

Eling Henry’s queen, Layamon laid before him
these books, and turned over the leaves ; lovingly

he beheld them—may the Lord be merciful to him !

—^pen he took with fingers and wrote on book-skin,

and the true words set together, and the three

books compressed into one. Now prayeth Laya-
mon—^for love of the Almighty God, each good man
that shall read this book and learn this counsel,

that he say together these sooth fast words, for his

father’s soul, who brought him forth, and for his

1 Lucy Allen Paton, Introduction Arthurian Bomartces.

(Everyman.)
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mother’s soul, who bore him to be man, and for his

own soul that it be the better. Amen.”
Layamon lived in a district which still retained a

strong hold on the life and customs of the past
The Danes established no permanent settlement,
nor were there any great cities to open up a com-
mercial intercourse with other countries. It is

true Normans had settled here, and Ordericus
Vitalis was born not far from Arley, but there were
probably few men in Worcestershire who possessed
even Layamon’s small knowledge of French culture.

But the closest association existed between the
English of this district and the neighbouring Welsh.
In this way many of the Celtic stories found their

way into English tradition. Layamon was pro-
bably famihar with a mass of sagas and folk songs.

The past exercised a strong fascination for him and
in mind and spirit he belongs to an earlier age.

Although Layamon mentions three books which he
obtained after some trouble, he does not appear to

have made much use of either Aelfred’s Beda^ or of

St. Albin’s book which is apparently the Latin
original of Aelfred’s Beda. Wace’s poem therefore

forms the mam basis of Layamon’s work. Wace
had translated Geoflrey’s stately Latin prose into

the French short couplet ; Layamon turns to the
old national verse as he knew it from the folk songs
of Worcestershire. The Brut is written partly in

alliterative lines and partly in rhymed couplets of

unequal length. The stirrmg scenes in the hfe of a
Saxon warrior, grim battles, the hfe of the woods
and fields, have a greater attraction for Layamon
than the chivalry and romance of the Norman court.

Layamon invests the story of Arthur with an en-

tirely different atmosphere. The narrative gains

simplicity and force, and is clothed with the dignity

and splendour of the old Enghsh epic.

Layamon writes with intense interest in his sub-

ject 5 he hves and moves and has his being among
the events with which he is dealing, investing his

narrative with dramatic force, while he is at his

best in the portrayal of battle and strife, and of the
combat with the sea. Indeed hardly any metrical
clironicle approaches him in poetic worth.

His account of the death of Arthur is finely

poetical,
“ All the brave ones were slain, Arthur’s warriors

high and low, and all the Britons from Arthur’s

Table, and all his wards, from many kingdoms.
And Arthur himself was wounded by a broad
battle spear ; he had received fifteen bloody
wounds; into the smallest one might thrust two
gloves. Then there sursaved in the battle of two
hundred thousand men who lay there slaughtered

none, save Arthur alone and two of his knights. . . .

“ I Will go to Avalon, to the most beauteous of all

maidens, to the queen Argante, the splendid elf.

And she wiE heal all my wounds and make me
quite well with a healing drink. And afterwards

I will come again to my kingdom and dwell among
the Britons in great bliss.”

‘'While h© was saying this a little boat came
from the sea horn© by the waves, with women
therein of marvellous figure. And they at one© took
Arthur and brought him to the boat, laid him in ii

and sailed away.
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** Then was fulfilled what Merlin said of yore,

that there should be mighty grief at Arthur’s de-

mise. The Britons still believe that he is alive and
dwells in Avalon with the most beautiful of all elves,

and the Britons still watch for his return. Never
was the man bom or chosen by woman who could

with truth say more of Arthur. But of yore there

was a prophet named Merlin. He announced with
words— his sayings are true— that an Arthur
should yet come to the help of the Britons.” ^

The Religious Element in the Ahthueian
Cycle

The diffusion of the Arthurian story led to many
other elements being drawn towards it. Legends,

traditions, love interests, and religious mysticism,

these all group themselves round the story with
which they seem to be mysteriously connected,

although the connection is not always apparent,

and oftentimes difficult to estabhsh. In this way
the Graal saga, that seems to have been first

associated with the legend of Joseph of Arimathea,
eventually became part of the Arthurian cycle.

For testifying to the resurrection, Joseph is im-
prisoned by the Jews, but he is released by Christ

who provides the prisoner with food and light, by
bringing to him the communion chalice used at the

Last Supper—(^.6. The Graal= dish).

Robert de Borron, a knight who probably lived

in the Vosges district, wrote somewhere about
1160, a poem on the Graal called “ Le petit saint

Graal,” which was later put into prose. This
legend flourished in England in the reign of Henry
II, undergoing various modifications and additions,

embodied in a prose version called L& grand 8,

Graal. St. Joseph and his son come to England,
Joseph is consecrated a bishop by Christ himself,

and they convert the land to Christianity; both
die and are buned there. St. Joseph possesses a
marvellous shield. The dynasties founded hy the

missionaries who wedded daughters of the native

kings are carried down to Arthur. The mystery
of Transubstantiation and the Graal play an im-
portant part in this story—^the latter is kept in a
Northumbrian forest, and a “ pure youth,” Galahad,
the son of Lancelot, is at last to find it. A martial
and ohivalnc element has been added to the re-

ligious, and the Graal saga has thus linked itself

to Arthurian legend.

StiU another prose romance, La Quests del Saint
Graal, concerns the search for the Holy Graal by
King Arthur’s knights. Galahad alone succeeds
and takes the Graal to the Orient, which on the
death of Galahad is taken up to heaven.

Walter Map, who lived in the reign of Henry 11, is

credited, although on uncertain evidence, with
having translated these romances from the Latin.

Chrestien des Troyes, the French courtly poet,

wrote his Conte del Graal towards the end of the
twelfth century, which he, however, never finished.

In this, Parzifal and not Galahad, is the hero of the
story.

So much for the religious element in the Arthurian
uycle : it is now necessary to consider the intensely

^ Layamon’s Brut, iii. 140.

interesting but tragic love story of Tristan and Isold,

a Celtic story, that for a long time remained inde-

pendent of the Arthurian cycle. This is probably
one of the court romances which was composed
from ancient Breton lats.

The Love Element in the Arthubian Cyole

Tristan is conducting Isold from Ireland to
Cornwall to be the bride of Kmg Mark. Her
mother, to preserve her daughter from a loveless

marriage, has distilled a magic potion which ensures

that the two people who drink of it shall have
an enduring passion for each other. She entrusts

the golden cup containing the magic potion to

Brangwaine, Isold’s maid, who places it in a
cupboard on board the ship. Durmg the voyage,
Tristan, who has been entertaining Isold with all

the songs and stories he knew, declares he is thirsty.

Isold takes from the cupboard the magic cup and
unwittmg its power, places it first to her own lips

and then hands it to Tristan who drained it

greedily. At once there sprang up in their hearts

a passionate love destined to last as long as they
hved. After the first few hours of rapture, they
realise their guilt and resolve to perform their

compact at whatever cost.

They arrive at Tmtagel, and Isold is at once
married to King Mark. Isold is unhappy, and the
lovers, impelled by the irresistible force of fate, drift

together. Kmg Mark is warned by his knights
that Isold is false to him, and eventually Tristan

goes to Brittany. Here in a moment of weakness
he weds Isold of the White Hand, only to repent in

a short time, since he cannot conquer his unhappy
passion for Isold of Cornwall. Tristan is wounded
in one of his combats so that even Isold of the

White Hand cannot cure him. He sends his

faithful steward to beg Isold to come to him and
save him by her skill. Her presence in the ship

is to be signalled by a white sail—^her absence by a
black sail. A vessel bearing a white sail appears

;

Isold of the Whit© Hand is filled with jealousy at

the approach of her rival. Tristan inquires eagerly

of her, “For the sake of God, what sail does it

carry ?
” “ The sails are black.” Despair at the

supposed faithlessness of his beloved seizes Tristan,

and he dies with her name on his lips. Isold lands,

she is told of his death. Her agony is too great for

expression. “ Silently she steps through the crowd
gazing at her beauty, to the hall where lies the
corpse. There she flings herself on the bier and
dies in a last embrace,”
The story has been retold by Matthew Arnold

and Swinburne, and made the subject of an opera
by Wagner. Swinburne has made the wind and
the waves sing an accompaniment to the tragedy
that harmonises so well with the rooky, storm-
driven coasts of Brittany and Cornwall in which
the principal scenes are enacted.

Sir Tristrem is a translation from a French
version of the Tristan story, and is considered by
certain authorities to be the first real English
romance in the Matter of Britain : Arthur and
Merlin being later. It has been attributed to
Thomas of Ercildoune or Thomas the Rymer, a
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Scottish poet who lived about 1280, but there is

no evidence to connect the romance with this poet.
Sir Tnstrem was edited by Sir Walter Scott.
The poet of Sir Qjristrem condenses his story

owing to gaps in the French version ; the verse
moreover is experimental in character, and the
poem forms a good illustration of the manner in
w hich a ballad might arise from the metrical
romance.

“ Tristrem tok his stede.
And lepe ther on to ride

;

The quen bad him her lede,
To schip him biside ;

Tristrem did as hye bede

;

In wode he gan hir hide ;

To th* erl he seyd in that nede :

Thou hast ytent thi pride,
Thou dote

With thine harp, thou wonno hir that tide.
Thou tint 1 hir with mi rote.” ^ ^

THE ]\tATTER OF ROIVIE

(a) The Story of Troy

The Troy saga, although extremely popular, is of
least importance from the literary pomt of view.
Homer’s work was almost unknown even to the
most classically educated writers of the twelfth
century ; but there existed two Latin prose
versions of the Troy saga, one the work of the
Cretan Dictys, who fought on the Greek side in the
Trojan war; the other and shorter version was
written by the Phrygian Dares, who fought on the
Trojan side. The Ephemeria belli Troiani, of

Dictys, dates from the beginning of the third
century and is much closer to the ancient tradition

than the De excidio Troiaehistoria of Dares, which
has been characterised as a “ wretched piece of

work in bad Latin.” Dares, however, was much
preferred by the writers of the Middle Ages, pro-
bably because the shorter work could be more
readily adapted and expanded and also on account
of his association with the Trojans, especially when
popular legends sought to establish the descent of

the British people from Brutus the famous Troian
leader. Dares’ work is notable for the promin-
ence assigned to Troilus. The Story of Trodus and
Cressida was used by numerous mediaeval poets,

and finally by Chaucer and Shakespeare. Two
poetical Troy books based on Dares appeared
during the second half of the twelfth century.
One was written in Latin verse by Joseph of

Exeter in 1188, and is remarkable for its highly
cultivated and brilliant form. The other was
composed by the French poet Benoit de Sainte
More (in 1160), who had completed Wace’s Chronicle
of the Dukes of Normandy. Benoit has the usual
mediaeval fault of too great discursiveness. He
likes to begin at the very beginning of all things

;

he adds to his narrative long descriptions, and
learned geographical and mythological information.

In Benoit the Troilus episode, whilst retaining the
outlines as we find them in Dares, receives the
courtly colouring and imaginative invention of

the French poet. Benoit’s work was of great

1 Lost. 2 A stringed instrument. ^ Tristrem^
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importance in the development of the Troy saga.
It was translated into Latin prose in 1287 by Guido
de Colonna. Boccaccio then uses the story in his
Filostrato , Cressid becomes, m the hands of the
poet-novelist, a more vital and interesting figure,

Chaucej' adopte the story from Boccaccio, softening
the character of the heroine somewhat and adding
the figure of Pandarus. The Scottish poet Henryson
wrote The Tesimnent of Cressid in the fifteenth
century, Shakespeare in the sixteenth century
dramatised it. Dryden in the seventeenth century
rewrote Shakespeare’s play. Truly a remarkable
sequence in the hterary development of a story.

(6) The Alexander Romance

This saga was the first to find access to Western
literature. It seems to have assumed a defimte
form about the third century in the Greek narrative
of Callisthenes, The work of the pseudo-Callis-
thenes was in time circulated in the West in several
Latin versions which were generally based on re-

censions of the original text. Two of these texts are
important ; that of Juhus Valerius for its age, and
that of the Neapolitan arch-presbyter Leo. The
latter received poetic form at the hands of Alberic
of Besangon in the second half of the eleventh
century. Other French Alexander poems followed,
the most notable in the second half of the twelfth
century by a monk of Chateaudun, Lambert the
Crook^. To this poem the twelve-syllabled line

owes the name of Alexandrine. It was translated
and revised by Alexander de Paris of Bemay, and
it is difficult to distinguish the work of Alexander
from that of Lambert.

Alexander is presented to us as a mediaeval rather
than an ancient hero. The career of the mighty
conqueror is sketched from his marvellous birth
to his final end by poisoning. The description of

Alexander’s expeditions in the East affords oppor-
tunity for introducing all sorts of extravagant
stories.

The oldest English Alexander romance, and
also one of the best, dates from the reign of
Edward I. It probably originated in the North of
Mercia. The unknown writer followed a French
version, supplemented by a Latm text

; but he is

no mere translator, he handles his material with
great skill and renders it into “pithy verse and
forcible, ammated, and picturesque language.”
“ The spirit of chivalnc poetry breaks forth most

strongly when the writer leads us to the battle-field,

when he presents to us the picturesque advance of
the troops, the glittering weapons, the neighing
of the war-horses ; the roaring onset, the tumult
and the slaughter, the war cry of the fighters, and
the lamentations of the wounded

; or when he
describes briUiant festivals, gorgeous garments, and
beautiful women.” ^

The value of the work is enhanced by the many
details which are drawn from English common life

and by the l3n:ical passages that introduce the
separate divisions of the poem. These have no
comieetion with the narrative and may have been
inserted to arouse the attention of the audience.

^ Ten Brink.
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They illustrate the English love of nature and
tendency to reflection

;

“ Whan corn ripeth in every steode,

Mury hit is in feld and hyde
Synne hit is and schame to cliide

Knyghtis wolleth on huntynge ride

The deor galopith by wodis side

He that can his time abyde
A1 his wille him schal b3;^yde.” (457-463.)

THE MATTER OF FRANCE

The Charlemagne Romance

Jean Bodel, a French poet, writing in the twelfth

century, says there are three themes which are

worthy of the noet’s attention :
“ The matter of

France—of Britain, and of Rome the Mighty.”

“ Ne sont que trois mati^res nul home entendant
De France, ©t de Bretagne^ et da Borne le grant.”

Of The Matter of Britain (Arthurian legends), and
The Matter of Borne (Troy and Alexander romances),

we have already spoken. Something has also been

said of the early history of the Charlemagne

romance. It merely remains for us to deal with two
later products of this cycle.

The poem of Oimeh which was very popular in

the reign of Edward II, was twice translated during

this period. The story has no connection with the

older Charlemagne saga, and has very httle value.

Other romances which group themselves around
this cycle are the Bauf Goilyear, an alliterative

romance ; Huon, of Bordeaux (in prose) ; Sir

Ferumbras, The Sowdone of Babylon, The Siege of

Milan, and Boland and Otineh Lastly, the

beautiful and pathetic story of Amis and Amiloun,
made so famihar to us through the medium of

Walter Pater and Andrew Lang. This is the story

of two men so closely resembling each other that

they cannot be told apart. So great is their friend-

ship that on© assumes the place of the other in a
trial by combat, and thus incurs the guilt of

perjury For this, Amis is punished by leprosy.

He is carried to the house of Amiloun who heals

him with the blood of his own children. After

Amis is healed the children awake as from a dream.
“ And he took them in his arms and carried them
to his wife and said, ‘ Rejoice greatly, for thy
children whom I had slain by the commandment
of the angel, are alive and by their blood is Amis
healed.”

The mediaeval ideal of friendship, which does not
shun the greatest sacrifices of life and conscience

for a friend, is here embodied, and the story attained

a wide circulation.

The early English romance did not, as a whole,

reach the level of its French model. Not only
must the honour of invention be ascribed to the
French (invention in composition, not in material),

but also that of a more delicate execution and
more harmonious presentation. The frequently
abridged English versions are, as a rule, poorer,
ruder, and of a less complete logical structure

;

and their excellent qualities, a more popular tone,

a more vigorous painting within narrower compass.

do not make good these defects. But we are

charmed by the 3oy they manifest, in the green
forests, and m hunting, and w© contemplate not
without satisfaction, this rude primseval force that

does not exclude deep feelmg, even if it often

indulges in coarseness. Thus the EngUsh muse,
if less delicate and dainty than her French sister,

was less artificial ; if more passionate, was less

lascivious; and in her enthusiasm for what is

grandly colossal, her joy in the actual, she showed,
even when repeating foreign romances, many of

the features that were to characterise her in the

time of her full splendour,” ^

Legendary Accretions around the
Arthurian Romance

Not the least curious feature of the Arthurian
cycle, is the way in which it became inextricably

entangled with legends and myths quite alien in

inspiration. For instance, one of the earliest and
most intimate of these myths is the Celtic tale of

Merlin
;
a wizard bard, first associated with Arthur

by Geoffrey of Monmouth.
Passing through the fertile and inventive imagina-

tion of France, Merlin ©merges into a romantic
English romance, early in the fourteenth century.

This is the story of Arthur and Merlin translated

from the French into Saxon vers© : a more im-
portant and better known version in prose ap-
peared about a hundred years later. Another
figure associated with Arthur is the Knight Gawain.
Originally pictured as on© of his doughty com-
panions, he becomes the centre of a cycle of stories

as imposing as that of Arthur himself ; more than
any other of Arthur’s companions does he dommate
romantic legend, and the finest of English metrical

romances is that of S^r Gawayne and the Green
Knight}
The tale of Launcelot is, as w© have said, non-

Celtic in origin, and is an illustration of the influ-

ence of chivalric ideals upon these early romances

;

just as the Quest of the Grail exemplifies the in-

cursion of ascetic monasticism.
The hero of the Quest ” is the Knight Perceval.

The Grail saga, in its origin, is probably pagan and
Celtic, the Quest being on© for a magic talisman as

in certain old fairy stories ; but during the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, this pagan search becomes
transformed by religious writers into the quest for

the Cup of the Last Supper.
On© other important legend remains to be noted,

that of Tristran and IseuU, This is certainly
Celtic in origin ; it is supposed to be the oldest

of the supplemental Arthurian tales. Remarkable
for its note of sombre and tragic passion, it is one
of the great love-tales of the world, in whose magic
many of the greatest poets have sought inspiration.

ORIENTAL ROMANCES

There are certain romances that fall properly
spealdng outside the scope of the four great bodies
of romances, recently passed in review. Some of

^ Ten Brink, Early English Literature.
3 See post, p. 48.



EICHARB CCEIJE DE LION
these are legends, obviously inspired by the struggle

between Paladin and Saracen, and the spirit of the
Crusader interwoven with curious tales of magic.
In one, William of Palerne^ there is the were-wolf

Tnotif; in another, one of the most agreeable,

Bohert of Sicily, an angel for a while takes the place

of the kmg, in order to chasten his pride ;—^Long-

fellow made delightful use of this story ; another
deals with Bichard Cosur de Lion,

Eichard Cceur de Lion

The exploits of so renowned a warrior as Eichard
were not likely to be overlooked by the poets, who
saw in the national hero the counterpart of the
famous hero of antiquity, Alexander. This romance
was translated from the French, near the tune of

Edward I, and is thus introduced by the author :

“ In French books is this rhyme written. XJn-

learned men know it not ; unlearned men know no
French ; among a hundred there is not one. And
yet many of them would hear with glad cheer, of

the noble jousts, of the doughty knights of England.
In sooth now I tell of a king, doughty in deed,

King Eichard, the best warrior that one may find

in any tale.”

The future greatness of Eichard is indicated by
his mysterious birth ; he is the son of an enchantress
named Cassodorien, who becomes the wife of

Henry II but afterwards disappears in a magical
manner. Eichard, according to the legend, em-
bodied in this romance, is named “ Lion-heart ”

because he robbed the hon of his heart—a tradition

referred to by Shakespeare in his Kiny John (i. 1

and 11. 1). Eichard’s warlike expeditions to the East
give plenty of scope to the imagmation of the poet,

and he recounts numerous adventures which the
history books have omitted. The characteristics

assigned to Eichard may be readily gathered from
the following episode in his career, which is related

by the poet with evident gusto.

Saladin’s ambassadors have arrived, bearing

ransom for the prisoners. Eichard entertains

them to a banquet at which the heads of their

nearest kinsmen are served up on a dish. Enjoy-
ing their terror and dismay, Eichard helps himself

heartily. “ This is the Devil’s brother,” the

Saracens whisper among themselves, “that slays

our men and eats them.” Eichard with a threaten-

ing glance at his guests says to them, “For my
love be aU glad, and look ye be well at ease ! Why
carve ye nought from your food and eat fast as I

do ? Tell me, why glare ye so ? ” Speechless and
trembling, the ambassadors sit expectmg certain

death. Richard has other dishes served accom-
panied with good wine, and calls upon his guests to

be merry ; but appetite is wanting, mirth does not
respond. Then the king says ;

“ Friends, be not
squeamish. This is the manner of my house, that

Saracens’ heads be first served right hot. IBut I

know not your customs. As I am a king, Christian,

and true man, ye shall certainly return in safe con-

duct. For I would not for no thing that word of

me should go forth into the world that I would
misdo messengers.” ^

* Bichard Gmy/r de Lion. (Weber, Chap. IX.)
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The Richard romance consists of about seven
thousand Imes and is notable for its eiqpression of
English patriotism in spirited verse. Besides the
Alexander romance of winch we have already
spoken, there are two others which belong to this

period (Le. beginning of the fourteenth century),
viz. Arthour and Merlin, and The Seven Sages,

Other romances come from further East. There
is the old Greek story of Apollonius of Troy, dealing
with incest and strange enchantments. The most
interesting feature about this story is that Gower
took it for one of his stones m the Confessio Amaniis,
for which he was taken to task by Chaucer, and at

a later date it was used again by the author of

Pericles, More interesting as a romance, is the tale

of Fiona and Blanchefieur,

FloRIS and BLANCHEFIiEUR

The story of Floris and Blanchefieur concerns the
all-absorbing passion of two lovers who overcome
difficulties and desperate perils, and in the end are
umted. It was one of the most popular stones of

the Middle Ages. Originatmg in the East, it at-

tained a wide circulation m Western Christendom,
probably through the agency of the Crusades, and
the history of the story is imost as interesting as

the story itself. It seems to have been introduced
into France about 1160, and was connected by the
jongleurs with the French cycle (Charlemagne),
There were two versions, an “ aristocratic ” or

courtly version, and a “ popular ” In the popular
version the hero is transformed from a love sick

youth into a man of knightly courage. The English
translation made by a poet in the reign of Henry III

some hundred years later reproduces from the earlier

French version the Oriental air of softness and
luxury, but condenses the sentimental element.

The poem is written in short, well-constructed

rhymed couplets.

Blanchefieur is the foster sister of Floris, and the
two children have been brought up together. The
time has come when Floris, who is the king’s son,

must be educated, but he refuses to learn without
Blanchefieur. They are put to school together and
both make good progress. After a time the king
again desires to separate them, and he proposes to

put the maiden to death. The queen however
suggests that Floris should be sent away to stay

with his aunt at IMontargis, and that Blanchefieur

shall follow in fourteen days’ time. Floris spends
the interval in grieving over the loss of his com-
panion, and his grief is reported to the king. The
kmg IS very angry and again desires to put Blanche-
fleur to death. The queen dissuades him, and the
maiden is sold instead. She is taken to Babylon
and sold to the Admiral.
The king and queen cause a tomb to be erected for

Blanchefieur, and when Floris on his return persists

in his inquiries for her, he is conducted by the
mother to the tomb. Floris reads the inscription

and swoons seven times ! He weeps and sighs and
laments, and finally attempts to take his own life.

His parents then teU him the truth ; the grave is

opened and foimd to be empty.
Floris then declares his resolve to find Blanche-

2a
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fleur. The king gives him a retinue, and the
magnificent cup which had been, given in exchange
for Blanchefleur. Floris then sets forth on his

journey. He obtains news of Blanchefleur at an
inn, and taking ship he arrives in the country of

his beloved. Again an innkeeper is able to help

Floris, and he learns that Blanchedeur has been
sold to the Admiral. The innkeeper moreover is

able to give him a ring to introduce him to the
bridge porter of Babylon. Arriving at the gate,

Flons IS hospitably entertained, but sits with
mournful countenance. Daris inquires the reason,

and Floris hints at his trouble. Dans then enlarges

on the size of the city, the strength of the Admiral,

and tells of the forty-four maidens who are kept on
a high tower. He describes the beautiful orchard

which contains a wonderful tree and a spnng
with magic powers. Floris implores the aid of

Daris, who eventually tells him to go disguised as a
mason to the Tower and induce the porter to play

draughts. “During the game, show him the cup,

and tell him your desire, and ask his aid.” The
porter at first reproaches Floris, but at length

promises to help him. Ho conceals him in a
basket of flowers and he is borne up to the Tower.
Floris mistaking another maiden for Blanchefleur,

leaps forth too soon, but discovering his mistake,

again hides himself. The maiden goes to fetch

Blanchefleur to see “ a well fair flower.” Floris

springs forth and they embrace one another. Both
beg Claris not to betray them. She promises not
to do so and they rejoice. Each morning two of

the maidens have to go to the Admiral. Twice
does Blanchefleur fail to appear, and although
Claris makes excuses for her, the Admiral goes to

seek her himself, and discovers Floris and Blanche-
fleur together. The Admiral summons his coun-
sellors to decide their fate. One suggests that

they should be burnt. Floris begs Blanchefleur to

take the ring which should preserve her from death.

She thrusts it upon him; the ring falls to the
ground and is picked up by another counsellor.

The fairness of the children excites compassion,
and the Earl who had picked up the ring steps

forward to plead on their behalf. Floris implores
the Admiral to spare Blanchefleur. She begs for

mercy to be extended to Floris. At length the
Admiral, touched with pity, promises to pardon them
if Floris will tell how he gained admission to the
Tower. Floris tells the story after the king has
exonerated the porter. The Admiral, at the
conclusion of his story, dubs Floris a knight, and
gives permission for the faithful lovers to be married
in church with a ring. Messengers arrive, bringing
the news that Floris’ father is dead. He therefore
returns to the kingdom to reign with Blanchefleur
as his queen. The Admiral is married to Claris.

Thus ends in a truly satisfactory manner this
“ court romance ”—a story in which there is much
to remind us of the charming twelfth-century
French romance, Aucassin and Nicolette, and
Shakespeare’s Borneo and JvUet,
These Oriental romances differed from the Saxon

romances in their more fantastic and sentimental
treatment. In their inception at any rate, they
are fanciful, allusive, whimsical, tender rather

than stern, and passionate. Some of them became
Westernised, to suit the fiercer taste of the Saxon,
and the more vigorous inclmation of the Norman.
Few of them were ever so popular as the Arthurian
Romances, yet they played a part in modifying
our literature, and tmgemg with softer outline ouB

own romance.

ROMANCES OF SAXON ORIGBST

Havelok the Dane

Both Haveloh, and King Horn, although they have
been preserved through French versions, appear to

be based on stories which had their origin m
England. Both have a distinctly Teutonic spirit.

The Lay of Havelok was probably composed in

the reign of Edward I about 1280. It exists in a
unique manuscript known as the Laud MS., and
was discovered in a very curious fashiosi after

having been given up as lost.

Tyrwhitt, in an Essay on the Language and
Versification of Chaucer, laments the loss of the
“ Rime concerning Gryme the Fisher,” the founder
of Grymesby. It was found by accident bound up
with a manuscript in the Bodleian which was de-

scribed as the Vit(B Sanctorum, a large portion of it

being occupied with legends of the Saints. It was
edited in 1828, by Sir Frederick Madden, for the
Roxburgh Club.

From the fact that it is called a Lai, and also

since the poet tells us “ qe im lai en firent H Breton ’*

(“ whereof the Bretons made a lay ”), we are justified

in concluding that the story belongs to British or

Welsh tradition. An abridgment of the story

was made by Geffrei Gaimar m 1141 or 1151, and
in one place Gaimar quotes Gildas as his authority.

He mentions a feast given by Havelok after his

defeat of Hodulf “ si aim mes dit la vera estoire
”

(“ as the true history tells us ”). An account of this

feast does not appear in the fuller French versior*

but is included in the English version, whence W6
may argue that some additional source of infor-

mation was open to the poet. The poem opens
in spirited fashion :

“ Hearken to me good men.
Wives, maidens, and alle men.
Of a t^e that I you will telle,

The tale of Havelok imaked.
First fill me a cup of good ale ”

—

and we may be sure the listeners hastened to supply
his demand : his thirst quenched, the segger begins
his tale.

There was once a king who made good laws—^he

hated traitors and robbers. In his days men could
carry gold in safety and boldly buy and sell.

Then was England at peace, for the king made his

foes hide themselves. He befriended the fatherless

and punished those who wrought shame. His
name was .^thelwold—^he had but one young
daughter to succeed him on the throne. The king
feels that death is drawing near and is troubled
concerning his daughter who is not yet of age. He
summons to his bedside his lords from Roxburgh
to Dover. All come to Winchester, in great sorrow
at the ill news. The king prays them to tell him
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who can best guard his daughter. They answer,
Earl Godrich of Cornwall. The king sends for

the chalice and paten and the Earl swears a solemn
oath to the dying king to protect the interests of

his daughter and to marry her to the best and
fairest man that can be found. Shortly afterward
the king dies and the Earl takes possession of the
kingdom. He appomts justices and sheriffs, and
soon becomes so rich and powerful that he is feared

by all.

Goldborough, the king’s daughter, grows up to

be very beautiful, and Goldrich is vexed ;
“ Shall I

give England to a fool—a girl I My son shall have
the country.” He sends Goldborough to Dover
and shuts her up in a castle.

“ May Christ release Goldborough from prison !
”

interjects the segger.

The story now moves to Denmark, whose king,

Birkabeyne, is also dying. He commends his

three children to the care of Earl Godard, who
swears to take care of them and surrender the
kingdom to the boy. No sooner is the king dead
than the wicked Earl shuts up the three children

—

Havelok, Swanborough, and Helfled—^in a castle.
“ He cares not for oaths, he is a traitor, may he bo
accursed I Cursed be he by the north and south.”
Godard goes to the Tower in which the children are
imprisoned. Havelok complains that he is hungry

;

Godard cares nought; he cuts the throats of the
two little girls and Havelok, seeking to avoid the
fate which has befallen his sisters, begs Godard to
spare him and he will flee from Denmark. Godard
relents for a short space, but reflectmg that if

Havelok is dead his children will be the heirs, he
sends for Grim, a fisherman, and orders him to
throw Havelok into the sea. The frightened lad is

gagged, put into a sack and carried to the house
of Grim. His wife sees a bright light shining round
Havelok and tells her husband, who finds the mark
of kingship on his shoulder. He begs Havelok to

forgive him and promises that Godard shall know
nothing about him.
The starving boy is given bread and cheese and

butter by Dame Leve, Grim’s wife, which he eats

up greedily. He then goes to bed.

In the meanwhile. Grim goes to Godard, says he
has killed Havelok, and asks for his reward. The
Earl sends him away telling him he has done
wickedly and shall be hung. Grim, m fear for his

own safety and that of Havelok, makes preparations

for leaving the country. He sells his stocks, fits

up his ship carefully, and taking his wife, his three

sons, two daughters, and Havelok, he sets sail. A
north wind arises and they are driven to England,
they land at Lindesay, up the Humber. There
Grim built a house—‘‘ that place was called Grimsby
after Grim.”
Grim was a good fisherman, he cauirht sturgeon,

turbot, &c. He and his sons car^‘j^,d the I'.'h in

baskets round the streets. He also sold lampreys at

Lincoln and brought home simnels, meal, meat, and
hemp to supply their needs. Thus they lived for

twelve years.

Havelok having now grown to manhood, thinks

it is time for him to work, and earn what he eats.

He too will carry a pannier and sell fish. Later, a
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dearth arises, and they cannot get enough to eat.

Grim advises Havelok to go to Lincoln to seek work,
and made him a coat out of an old sail. Havelok
tramps barefooted to Lincoln where he eventually
obtains service with the Earl’s cook. Havelok draws
water and cuts wood. He is always laughing and
blithe. He becomes a general favourite and the
playmate of the children. The cook buys him s

new suit of clothes. Havelok is the tallest and
strongest man in Lincoln.

Earl Godrich has summoned a Parliament to meet
at Lincoln. There are games and sporting con-
tests. Some begin “ to put the stone,” but few are
strong enough to lift it. Havelok stands looking
at the others. His master tells him to try, and he
succeeds in putting the stone twelve feet beyond
the rest. His achievement is everywhere discussed

and at last comes to the ears of Earl Godrich.
The Earl remembers that .^thelwold had told

him to marry his daughter to the strongest man
alive. Havelok shall be the man. He thinks that
Havelok is only a thraU. The Earl sends for Gold-
borough to come to Lincoln to marry Havelok.
Goldborough declares she will marry none but a
king. Havelok also refuses, but consents when
Godrich threatens to hang him. Goldborough also

gives way and the two are married by the Arch-
bishop. They both go to Grim where they receive

much kindness. At night Goldborough retires to

rest very sorrowful. She sees a great light come
out of Havelok’s mouth and notices a red cross on
his shoulder. She hears an angel’s voice saying,
“ Goldborough, be not sad, Havelok shall be king
and thou queen.” She rejoices and kisses Havelok,
who awakes from a dream in which h© is urged to
cross the seas and win back Denmark once more.
Havelok takes Grim and his sons and they sail

across the seas to Denmark. On landing he asks

XIbb© to give him permission to buy and sell, and
presents IJbb© with a gold ring. Ubbe admires
Havelok for bis size and strength, and thinks he
ought to be a knight and not a pedlar. He invites

them to his house, where they have a great feast.

They are then sent to the house of Bernard Brown.
At supper, sixty-one thieves attack the house.

Havelok performs prodigies of valour, kills twenty
men and receives the same number of wounds. The
sixty-one thieves are slain, and in the morning Ubbe
comes to see what is the matter. They are then
taken to Ubbe’s castle. During the night Ubbe
wakes and sees a great light, “ Light enough to

choose a penny by ”—^like toy candles. The light

comes from Havelok’s mouth. They see also a
bright cross on his back—^the kingly sign. They
know he is Birkabeyne’s son and heir.

So great is their joy that Havelok is awakened,
and they do him homage. Ubbe sends for the
lords of the kingdom, tells them the story and bids

them swear fealty to the rightful king. Godard is

seized, hound to an old mar© and taken to Havelok—“ Old sin makes new shame.” He is judged by
the Earls and condemned to be flayed, drawn,
and hung. Havelok then returns to Grimsby, and
after much fierce fighting, Godrich is taken prisoner

and awarded a similar punishment by the English,

who accept Goldborough as their queen. Havelok
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rewards all who have befriended him in the days of

his adversity. The Danes return home but Have-
lok remained in England sixty years. He and
Goldborough were never apart

:

“ Such is the jeste of Havelok and Goldborough.
Each of you say a pater noster for the author.

Amen.’*

Gut? of Wabwiok

Chiy of Warwick is one of the oldest, the most
popular and at the same time one of the most tedious

of the romances. The story has three main divi-

sions and is probably a combination of two or three

romances. The first part tells the love-story of

Guy and Felice.
** Since the time that Jesus Christ was born,

many adventures as yet unknown are worth
knowing.’* This story concerns a rich and powerful

Earl of Warwick and his daughter Felice. Felice

was not only very beautiful

“ A fair visage lovely in sight

Her skiu was wlute of bright colere.

To kiss it often was grette blys.

With grey eyen and nekke white ”

:

but she was also learned in the seven arts. She
had famous teachers from Toulouse who had in-

structed her m “ Astronomy, Ars-meotrik, geo-

metry, sophistry, rhetoric, music, and clergy ” !

Dukes and earls wooed her in vain.

Guy was the son of the Earl’s faithful steward.

He is handsome, courteous, and weU taught, and
strong and proficient in woodcraft, the arts of the

chase, and chess. The Earl has a great feast and
Guy is sent to wait on Felice. He bears himself so

well that thirty maidens fail in love with him i

“ And thereof he rekked nought
For upon another was his thought,”

Guy is consumed with a passion for Felice and at

last, after much secret torment, resolves to confess

his love

Felice speaks to him quite plainly

:

“ Should I take you a mere garsoun, forsaking
earls and dukes and lords, that were dishonour.
If I should tell my father you would be hewn in

pieces for your folly. Go hence and come no.

more.”
Guy returns home, cursing his fate and longing

for death.

He goes a second time to plead with Felice and
swoons at her feet. Felice begins to pity him and
promises that if Guy becomes a knight he shall

have her love.

The Earl dubs Guy a knight, but Felice refuses

to have anything to do with him until he has
proved his valour. This forms the prelude to the
series of adventures which Guy goes through,
winning renown in many lands ; but on his return
Felice is still not satisfied, he must prove himself
the best knight under heaven. Guy almost de-
spairs, but again departs, visits Normandy, Spain,
Germany, Lombardy, everywhere winning much
love and praise. The hatred of a rival, Duke
Otoun, almost finishes Guy’s career. He is severely
wounded and his faithful companions slain. One

of them, Herhaud, is however miraculously re,

stored, and after further vicissitudes, Guy and
Herhaud meet, to their mutual joy.

It would be far too wearisome to follow the

history of the battles, sieges, and tournaments m
which Guy is involved, assisting Greek and Turks
against the Saracens. In one fierce battle the

dead bodies of the Saracens covered fifteen fur-

longs ! The Soudan is so angry at the defeat that

he ordered his gods to be brought to him. He
reproached them with ingratitude, clouted them,
broke their legs and arms, and ordered them to be
cast out

!

Moreover Guy, sent as a messenger to the Soudan,
strikes off his head and runs away with it. Another
time he kills a dragon to help a lion with whom
the dragon is fighting. Guy’s marriage with the

Emperor’s daughter is arranged, Guy and his friends

go to the church—the prmcesa is also there. The
Archbishop is ready to marry them. He then
suddenly remembers Fehce ; he would rather have
her than any other maiden with all good things I

Guy solves the difficulty by conveniently fainting

away. Recovering, he asks the Emperor to put
oS the marriage. Eventually Guy bids them all

farewell and starts on his homeward joumey. Many
adventures happen on the way, but he finally reaches

England, staying a short while with King Athel-

stan. Ere proceeding to Warwick, news reaches

the king of a terrible dragon which has come over

from Ireland and is devouring men and cattle,

Guy offers to go to Northumberland and kill the

dragon. His sword has no effect upon the dragon,

which is thirty feet long, but Guy manages to kiE

it and the head is taken to the king.
“ May God reward those who listen to my tale !

**

ejaculates the minstrel.

Guy at last reaches Warwick, and his marriage
with Felice is accomplished with much feasting and
rejoicing, which goes on for a fortnight.

One night Guy, having returned from hunting,

is standing on a turret looking at the stars. He is

suddenly filled with remorse on account of his past
life. God has given him so much ; he has done
nothing in return ; he thinks he is lost body and
soul. He thereupon determines to devote the rest

of his life to penance. He will go on a pilgrimage.

Felice takes a more practical view of the matter
and suggests that he can quite as well atone for his

sins at home, by shrift, by founding churches and
abbeys. Guy will not be turned from his purpose.

He gives Felice a ring, his sword and various in-

structions concerning the education of his son to

Herhaud, and departs.

The usual adventures follow. Guy takes part in

several fights in spite of his palmer’s weeds. In
the meantime Raynbron, Guy’s son, is stolen away,
and Felice eonsoles herself for her double loss by
acts of piety, feeding the poor, &o. Finally Guy
returns and, habited as a pilgrim, receives alms
from his wife. Unwilling to distract her in these

pious pursuits, he lives the rest of his life as a
solitary hermit.

When dying, he sends the ring by a page to
Fdfeiee, and urges her to come and give directions

for his burial. She arrives, and having received
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his last words, survives him only fifteen days and
was buried in the same grave.

Another long addition to the romance describes

the search for Raynbron, &c.

“ Now is the story brought to an end
Of Guy, the bold baron of knee
And of the fair maid Felice.

« « • • • «

And ye that have heard this story,
God give you all his blessing,

And of his grace to your ending
And joy and blisse, that ever shall be !

Amen, Amen, for charitee 1
**

Keng Horn

Tiie beginning of the thirteenth century wit-
nessed a revival of the English element. The epic
stories seem to have been lost or preserved only in

oral tradition. These earlier epic tales had been
replaced by a new set of stories imported from
France. The popular stones of Guy of Warwick and
Sir Bevia, that were supposed to contain a kernel
of genuine tradition, are, as we have seen, elaborately

embroidered with the materials of mediaeval
romances. Havelok and King Horn stand apart
from these.

The story of King Horn is known in several

versions, and the oldest and most archaic was evi-

dently intended to be sung by the gleemen. Its

origin may be traced back to the turbulent times
of the Danish invasion. The Song of King Horn is

a metrical romance, in which an old story has
received a fresh impress.

Horn is the son of King Murry or AUof of South
Daneland and Queen Godliild. He is exceedingly
beautiful and has twelve noble youths as com-
panions—among them two whom ho loved more
than the rest, Athulf and Fikenhild, who proves
a traitor. One day as King Murry is riding along
the strand he sees fifteen sliips have arrived filled

with Saracens. After a brave defence the king
and his companions are slain, and the enemy begin

to lay waste the country. The churches are de-

stroyed and the people massacred. Queen Godhild
retires to a cave, where she continues to practise the

Christian religion. Horn’s beauty arouses the pity

of the pagan king and he and his companions are

cast adrift in a boat. “ The sea began to flow and
Horn-chiid to row, the sea drove the ship so fast

that the children were afraid. They saw a sure

fate before them all day and all night, till the day-
light sprang, till Horn upon the strand saw men
walking on the land. “ Comrades,” he spoke,

youths, I will tell you tidings, I hear birds sing

and see the grass spring. Let us be blithe in life,

our ship is on the shore.” They meet King Aylmer
on the land, who asks Horn his name, and on hear-

ing it speaks thus; “Enjoy thou well thy name,
Horn, sound loud over hill and dale, resound over

valley and down.” The king entrusts Horn to

Athelbrus, his steward, to be educated. He is to

be instructed in hunting, fishii^, playing the harp,

and serving the cup. Horn learns readily and
becomes a general favourite, but most of all he is

loved by Rymenhild, the king’s daughter. Rymen-
hild bids Athelbrus to bring Horn to her bower, but
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he, fearing some evil consequence, takes Athulf in-

stead. Rymenhild in the darkness of the storm
mistakes Athulf for Horn, embraces him and de-

clares her love. Athulf declares his identity and
Rymenhild is angry with Athelbrus, who then
promises to bring Horn. He finds the latter in the
hall serving the king. He bids Horn go to the
bower of Rymenhild, bidding him be discreet.

Horn goes to R,ymenhild’s bower. She tells him
of her love and bids him plight his troth to her.

Horn refuses on account of his low estate. Rymen-
hild faints away when she hears his reply. Horn
takes her in his arms and caresses her, and pro-

mises to marry her if she will help him to become a

knight.

The nest day Athelbrus asks the king who readily

accedes to the request, and Horn and his com-
panions are knighted.
Rymenhild again sends for Horn. He comes

with Athulf to bid her farewell. Before he makes
her his wife, he must win honour and deserve her
by knightly deeds.

Rymenhild gives Horn a ring which he is to wear
for her love, which will protect him if he looks at it

and thinks of her. Horn then takes his leave and
rides forth on his black steed in search of adven-
tures. He finds at the seashore hosts of Saracens.

He slays the Saracen leader, and then looking on his

ring, a hundred more. He returns to King Aylmer
bearing the Saracen leader’s head on the point of

his sword. On going to Rymenhild he fcids her
weeping. She has had a dream which fills her

heart with fear. These fears are soon realised, for

Fikenhild tells the king that Horn is plotting to

kill him. King Aylmer angrily banishes Horn
from the kmgdom. Horn bids Rymenhild a tender
farewell, telling her not to wait for him longer than
seven years. “ Farewell, Rymenhild, longer dare I

not stay. I go to a strange country. If I come
not again at the end of seven years, or send thee no
message, take a husband and wait no longer for me.
Fold me into thine arms and kiss long.”

The seven years are filled with adventures
and combats with the Saracens. During this time
he does not communicate with Rymenhild. Athulf
sends a letter to Horn telling him that a king is

suing for the hand of Rymenhild. While Horn is

out hunting he receives a letter telling him that

Rymenhild is to be married to King Mody of

Reynes, on Sunday. Horn replies that he will

return on Sunday before Prime. The messenger
is drowned, and Rymenhild looks in vain for the

answer to her letter. Horn tells King Thurston
who he is and asks his aid in carrying out his plans.

The king consents, and Horn levies men and sets

sail for Westemesse accompanied by Irish knights.

Landing, he leaves his followers behind, and meeting
a pilgrim he learns that the wedding has already

taken place. Horn changes clothes with the pilgrim

and goes to the castle where Rymenhild dwells,

not yet having become the wife of Mody. Athulf
from the Tower awaits his coming, dreading he
will be too late. Rymenhild bears wine to the

guests. Horn asks Rymenhild to serve the beggars.

She fills a gallon bowl with brown beer and offers

it to Horn. He refuses it, saying he will have nothing
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but “ a coppe of whit© ” ; that h© is no beggar,

but a fisher. He further alludes to her dream
of the fish net, and bids her drink to “Horn of

horn©.”
Bymenhild looks at him and trembles, not under-

standing. She fills the horn with wine and bids

him drink his fill and tell her if he knows aught of

Horn. He drinks and then throws the ring into

the horn. Rymenhild finds the ring after she has

returned to her bower and sends for the pilgrim

to inquire how he got the ring. He tells her that

in his wanderings he met Horn on the strand and
goes on to say that Horn foil ill on tho ship and as

h© was dying, charged him to deliver it. Rymen-
hild raves with grief and attempts to stab herself

with a knife. Horn prevents her, and stripping

off his disguise, tells her who he is. Rymenhild
is overcome with joy. Horn tells her he has armed
men at the “ wodes ende,” who will prevent the

wedding. Later, Horn with his men break into

the haU, kill many of the guests, and R57menhild

and he are married. Horn addresses the kmg and
exposes the treachery of Fikenhild,

The story does not end here, for Horn is deter-

mined to avenge his father’s death and win back
his kingdom ere he takes Rymenhild for his wife.

With the help of his Irish followers and the faithful

Athulf he succeeds in regaining his kingdom, and
to his great joy finds his mother still ahve. He
causes churches and chapels to bo built, bells to

be rung, and masses celebrated for his father’s

soul. During his absence the traitor Fikenhild

gains a great following, seizes Rymenhild whom he
wishes to compel to be his wife, and shuts her up
in a strong castle which he has built in the sea.

Warned by a dream, Horn returns at the critical

moment. He is informed by Arnoldin, Athulf’s

nephew, of all that has happened, and hastens to

the castle which he and his companions enter,

disguised as harpers, with their swords imder their

garments.
“ They stepped over the gravel to the castle.

They began merrily to sing and play. Rymenhild
heard it, and asked who they were. They answered
that they were harpers, and some of them were
fiddlers. They let Horn in at the portal of the
hall. He seated himself upon the bench and began
to play the harp. He sang before Rymenhild and
she answered with wailings. Rymenhild fell into

a swoon; none laughed there. Bitter pain smote
Horn’s heart. He looked upon his ring, and thought
of Rymenhild ; he stepped to the board, and with
the edge of his good sword he struck off Fikenhild’s
head and he overthrew all warriors, one after

another. When they were killed he caused Fiken-
hild to be torn to pieces.” ^

He rewards his faithful followers. Horn now
takes Rymenhild to be his queen, and they live

in true love and cherish God’s law.

Many traits in this story suggest its primitive
origin. The relationship existing between Horn
and his followers

; the manner of wooing—^in the
duel scene—^in the formal challenge on the part of

^ Ten Brink, Early English Literature,

an invading host to a duel upon the result of which
shall depend the marriage of a princess or the fate

of a kingdom.

Bbvis of Hampton

Bevis of Hampton and Guy of Warwich are both
romances which professedly deal with the time of

Athelstan and Eadgar. It is possible that in

Guy of Warwich the poet used English local tradi-

tions. There are many elements in both that
suggest folk-lore material : the story of the dragon
reminds us of the slaying of Grendel and Grendel’s

mother.

Guy, Earl of Southampton, marries late in life

the beautiful daughter of the King of Scotland.

The Emperor Almain© or Devoun had desired to

marry her, but lier father refuses her hand to

Devoun and gives her to Sir Guy. They have one
son named Bevis. After his birth the lady regrets

her marriage, and resolves to encompass the death
of Guy and marry her former lover. She sends
a messenger to the Emperor requesting him to come
to England on the 1st of May and go into a forest

near the sesisid© and kill her husband whom she
will send there.

The messenger finds the Emperor and delivers

the message. Ho receives a rich present, and the
Emperor promises to perform her request. On the
1st of May, Lady Guy pretends to be ill and sends
her husband into the forest to got the flesh of a
wild boar which she hopes will cur© her.

Thither her husband rides, and is met by the
Emperor who has a large retinue with him. Guy is

slain and his head despatched to his lady, who
promises to become the Emperor’s wife the next
day.

Bevis grieves at the death of his father and re-

proaches his mother with murder. She commands
his foster-father. Saber, to murder the boy. Saber
pretends that he has done it and sends the garments
of Bevis sprinkled with pig’s blood to his mother.
He dresses the boy as a poor herdsman and sends
him to mind the sheep, intending to send him later

on to an Earl to be educated. Out in the fields

Bevis hears the sound of rejoicing. He cannot
refrain from going to the hall and demanding
admission. He strikes the Emperor three strokes

with his staff and then escapes, thinking he has
killed the Emperor. His mother sells him for a
large sum to heathen merchants who sail with
Bevis to Armenia. There he becomes the king’s
chamberlain, and in the usual way, the princess
having witnessed some of his brave deeds, falls in

love with him. Bevis becomes a brave leader in

the king’s army.
Josian presents him with a magic sword Morgelai,

and a hors© Arondel, but in consequence of jealousy
of courtiers he is forced to depart. In the mean-
time Saber sends his son Terri to search for Bevis,
When Terri makes inquiries he is told that Bevis
has been hanged by the Saracens.

Bevis now proceeds to Damascus, where he meets
with many adventures and is imprisoned for seven
years. Bevis has progressed in Christian virtue,
has received a visit from an angel who cures him
of an adder’s bite. He renews his prayers to
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heaven for deliverance, and finally escapes by
means of a miracle and rides off into the forest.

Bevis finds his way to Jerusalem and confesses

to the patriarch ; he then sets out for King Erinin’s

court. On the journey he meets a kmght who
informs him of Josian’s marriage.

Disguised as a palmer, he is received by Josian
and placed at the head of the board and requested
to say whether he has seen or heard aught of Sir

Bevis in his travels. He professes to be an mti-
mate friend of Bevis who has sent him in search of

the steed Arondel. The queen leads him to the
stabJe, and at the sound of the stranger’s voice

Arondel burst the seven chains that bound him and
can to the stable door :

“ Bevis himself in the saddle threw
And thereby Josian anon him knew.”

Boniface, Josian’s confidential chamberlain, sug-

gests a plan whereby the two can escape, unknown
to the king. The plan is successful, in spite of

pursuits, attacks by lions, and an encounter with
a formidable giant Ascapard who, after being van-
quished in fight, becomes the page of Sir Bevis.

The three proceed to Cologne in Germany—^the

bishop of Cologne quite providentially is the
brother of Sir Guy and Sir Saber, and uncle to

Bevis. He hears their story and at the desire of

Sir Bevis consents to baptize Josian and the page
Ascapard.

“ The bishop christened Josian
That was i\hite as any swan
For Ascapard was made a tun,
And when he should therein be done
He leapt out upon the brench (brink)
And said, * Churl, wilt thou me drench ? (drown)
The devil of hell mot fetche thee 1

I am too much (too big) christened to be 1
” ^

This httle scene sorely grieved the bishop, the
author tells us, although it afforded much amuse-
ment to the spectators.

Bevis now asks the bishop for assistance to
avenge his father’s death, and is readily given a
hundred kmghts.
Leaving Josian in the care of Ascapard, he sets

sail for England, landmg at Southampton. In the
meantime a powerful Earl named Sir Mile deter-

mines to make Josian his wife. By means of a
forged letter, he gets nd of Ascapard. The lady,

in great alarm, sends a message to Bevis, but
herself invents a way out of her difficulty by hanging
Sir Mile to the roof-beam with her girdle.

The Barons and workpeople wonder at the long
sleep of the Earl, and they break open the door,

Josian informs them

“ His head wol ake never more.

Yesterday he wedded mee with wrong
And at night I did him hong.”

Josian is condemned to be burnt to death. Sir

Bevis and Ascapard return in time to rescue her
from the stake. Bevis afterwards returns to
Southampton and after a fierce struggle avenges
his father’s death.

Here, one might imagine the story would end,

1 Ellis, Early English Metrical Romances*
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but no ; Bevis is involved in a further series of

adventures.

King Eadgar’s son tries to steal Arondel, receives

a sudden kick and is killed. Eadgar swears to be
revenged on Sir Bevis and he is expelled from the
country. His return with Josian and his two sons
is not accomplished without great slaughter

:

“ The blood fell on that pavement,
Right down to the Temple Bar it went.
As it IS said m French lomance,
Both in Yngelonde and m Fraunce.
So many men at once w ere never seen dead.
For the water of Thames for blood wax red.;

From S. Mary Bowe to London Stone,
That like time was housing none.” ^

Sixty thousand men were slain in this battle

ere Sir Bevis and his sons relumed to their camp at

Putney.
King Eadgar made overtures for peace and offers

his only daughter to Mile, the son of Bevis, in

marriage. Bevis with Josian and his other son go
to Ermony. Soon after Josian is seized with illness

and dies m the arms of her husband. At the same
moment he receives news that the faithful Arondel
had died m his stable—a few minutes later he
himself breathed his last. Their remains were
buried under the high altar of a church dedicated
to St. Lawrence

:

“ God on their souls have pity.

And on Arondel his good steed.

Giff men for horse shoulden smg or read !

Thus endeth Sir Bevis of Hampton
That was so noble a Baroun.”

Whereat the modern reader who attempts to wade
through the romance will heave a sigh of relief.

ENGLISH ALLITERATIVE ROMANCES

A revival of the Old English alliterative verse
occurred about the middle of the fourteenth century.

The victories of Edward III in France resulted in

a re-awakemng of the national self-consciousness

which foimd vent in a new enthusiasm for the
Enghsh tongue. English displaced French in the
schools and law courts, and in 1362 Parliament
was opened in the English language.

During the preceding period, the various dialects

had been undergoing a process of simplification.

Inflections had been disappearing, the language
was tending towards forms which could become
universal. It is not strange, therefore, that this

revival should be accompanied by a reaction on
the part of the poets to earlier and more truly

national forms of verse. Under French influence

rhymed verse had gained the ascendency in Eng-
lish poetry, although alliteration still remained
in numerous phrases and conventional formulas.

Alliterative poetry never entirely disappeared, and
in Laurence Minot, lyric or courtly verse joined

forces with the more popular forms.

This accounts in some measure for a series of

romances that arose in the district of the Welsh
Marches, and which borrowed the Old English
epic verse and invested the romances with a certain

dignity and stately splendour.

^ Ellis, Early English Metrical Romances*
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“ The archaic cast of the form, combined with the

thoroughly modern subject-matter (that is, modern
in the fourteenth century) at first has an odd and
startling effect. But this impression is soon over-

come ; one grows accustomed to the novel style

and yields voluntarily to its mysterious spell, a
spell that is, nevertheless, broken in protracted

works, or in mediocre poets by monotony.’*

Two poems of which fragments only remain are

the oldest specimens of this alliterative verse ; one
being part of a romance on the Holy Graal, or

Joseph of Arimathea, and two parts of an Alexander
romance. The first is a condensed version of a

long work in French prose. The serious style of

the writers is admirably in keeping with the

mystical character of the narrative. The Alexander
fragments contain graphic and forcible descriptions

and several bnlhanb passages. The work of this

poet is important, since it influenced “ Wilham”
the translator of a French romance, William oj

JPdleme,

The romance of William and the Werwolf has
been printed from a unique manuscript in the

library of King’s College, Cambridge. Jacob
Bryant and the Rev. Jeremiah Miles, Bean of

Exeter, in an attempt to defend the Rowley poems
by Chatterton as being genuine Old English poems,
cite portions of this romance in support of his

claims. The quotations made from this manuscript
attracted the attention ofGeorge Stevens,who desired

permission to inspect it. Br. Glynne, Senior Fellow
of the College, a strong supporter of the Rowleian
theory—(Br. Glynne bequeathed to the British

Museum the original parchments fabricated by
Chatterton)—thinking that an examination of the
book might not assist the claims of Chatterton,

had the book locked up where it remained until

1824, when they were once more brought to light.

The story of this roman d^aventures concerns
a Spanish prince who is transformed into a
werewolf through the sorcery of his wicked step-

mother. The werewolf carries off to Rome a
Sicilian prince, whose uncle seeks to kill him.
There the youth is discovered by the Emperor
who makes him a page to the Princess Melior, his

daughter. Melior and William become lovers,

and the two escape from Rome in bear-skins and
deer-skins, pursued by knights. Eventually, all

the actors in the extravaganza meet at P^ermo
—disenchantments and reconciliations take place

—and the roman concludes with the various
weddings.

William excels in his portrayal of the tender and
pathetic themes. He excuses himself for adopting
the alliterative metre—(the original was written
in short couplets)—^and in this form the poet feels

he does not possess sufficient skill.

** In this© wise hath William all his werke ended.
As fully as tho Frensc'^-r

And as his witto him i ' ,*
'

. s i were febul.”

Another alliterative poem, remarkable for its

freshness and force, that dates from the reign of

Edward HI, is A treatise and good short B^reyfe
CDispute) betwixt Winner and Waster, It is a

^ Ten Brink.

satire on the social conditions prevalent in England
at this time (c.l350). The poet in his vision sees

two rival hosts ready for angry conflict. They
agree to submit the case to the king for settlement.

Winner and Waster, the two leaders, then address

the king in turn. The kmg stops their wrangling
and tells each to live where he is loved most.
Winner is to go to Rome and dwell with tho Pope
and Cardinals; Waster to the busy streets of

London until he shall accompany the king on his

Continental wars.

The poem is incomplete, only five hundred lines

remaining, but it affords a striking commentary
on the miseries of the country at the time

; the

scarcity of labour, the result of the Black Beath. The
economic conditions are discussed, and it is possible

the poet was mfluenced by the revival of chivaby
in the institution of the Order of the Garter (1343)

—vide description of rival knights. Moreover the

concluding page of the manuscript has the motto
of the Order written in Old Enghsh :

“ Scorn have the man that any harm thinketh.”

Sir Ga-wayne and the Green Knight

** Pearl “ Cleanness and “ Patience ”

Each poem in the MSS. is preceded by four

illustrations ; those to Sir Gawayne are as follows

;

(1) Illumination of a headless knight on horse-

back, carrying his head by its hair in his

right hand and looking benignly at an odd-

eyed bill-man before him ; while from a

raised structure above, a king armed with a
knife, his queen, an attendant with a sabre,

and another bill-man looks scowling on.

Here and elsewhere the only colours used are

red, yellow, and blue and green. At the conclusion

in a later hand is written “ Hony foit q mal pencf^

which may perhaps allude to the stolen interview

between

(2) Sir Gawayne and the Wife of the Green
Knight. Above the lady’s head is writtten :

Mi mind is mukel on one that wil me noght amende.
Sum time was trew as ston and fro sehame couthe her

defends.”

(3) Gawayne is seen approaching the Green
Chapel, whilst his enemy appears above
wielding his huge axe.

(4) Sir Gawayne fuUy equipped in armour is

represented in the presence of King Arthur
and Queen Guenevere after his return to

court.

Characteristics,—^The metrical romances were in
most cases meant to supply amusement and en-

tertainment to the listeners. They performed the
part of picture palaces in the Middle Ages. With
the return of alliterative verse a more serious view
was given to the romance.
Among the many heroes of British romance,

Gawayne holds the place of honour, for attractive-
ness of personality. To those who know of him only
from Tennyson’s unpleasing picture of a false, irre-
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verent knight, it comes as a surprise to find that the
Gawayne of mediasval romance is “gay, gracious,
and good.” He was the best beloved of Arthur’s
comrades, and w© are told “ ever h© was wont to do
more than he agreed, and to give more than he
promised.” In the work of Malory, for the first
time these characteristics are presented in a less
favourable light.

True that he does not dominate any romance in
the way that Tristram and Launcelot do, but
there is scarcely a story in which he does not ap-
pear, and does not fail to grace, and one of the most
remarkable and most arresting of the romances is
that of Qawayne and the Green Knight (c. 1374)

;

a romance that has no superior save in the pages
of Chaucer.

^ ®

^

About its author, unhappily, practically nothing
IS known, save that he lived probably m Cheshire.
In his romance he uses both alliteration and rhyme.
In Sir Gawayne, the poet holds up a “ mirror of

kmghthood.” The ideal is the ideal knight “ truest
of speech and fairest of form,” in “ cleanness and
courtesy was he never found wanting ”

; a proto-
type of Chaucer’s “ verray parfait, gentii knight.”
The story is borrowed from the Perceval {Roman
de Perceval, by Chrestien de Troyes), with inter-
polated passages that are original and throw light
on the customs and manners of our ancestors.
The —Hing Arthur holds Christmas festival

that lasts fifteen days, at Camelot, surrounded by
his knights and ladies. They celebrate the Hew
Year by a religious service in chapel and the dis-
tr^ution of gifts. The king and his lords and
ladies take their seats at the Round Table, but
Arthur jumps up and down like a child, declaring
he will not eat imtil he has beheld some marvel—

•

heard some strange tale, or witnessed an encounter
of arms.
The first course is served with the noise of trum-

pets and drums. Then another sound is heard
and there rushes in at the hall door a knight of
gigantic stature,^ the greatest on earth. He is
clothed entirely in green and rides upon a green
foal. Fair wavy hair fell about his shoulders and a
beard like a bush hung upon his breast. The
kmght earned no helmet, shield, or spear, but in
on© hand he held a holly bough and in the other an
axe, the handle of which was encased in iron curi-
ously graven in green with gracious works. Thus
arrayed, he enters the hall without saluting anyone.
He casts his eye round, looking for the most re-
nowned of the knights who sat marvelling, not
daring to speak.

** Not all from fear, but some from courtesy.”

Then Arthur salutes the Green Knight, and en-
treats him to stay awhile at his court. The knight
replies that he has com© to satisfy himself respecting
the fame of Arthur’s court. He comes in peace
and has but on© request to make.
H© then challenges any among the assembled

knights to give him one stroke with the axe, pro-
vided that he come to him in a year and a day’s
time to receive the return stroke. ' The knights are
still more astounded at this speech, and sit silent.
The knight righting himself in his saddle, roUs hia
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eyes fiercely about, bends his bristly green brows
and strokes his beard awaiting a reply, but finding
none accept his challenge he exclaims, “ What I

IS this King Arthur’s house, the fame of which has
spread through so many realms ? Forsooth, the
renown of the Round Table is overturned by oneman s speech, for all tremble fordread without a blow
bemg struck.” He laughed so loud that Arthur
blushed for very shame and waxed as wroth as the
wind. Arthur himself wiU accept the challenge
and seizes the axe. Sir Gawayne, the king’s
nephew, at this steps forward and beseeches the
king to allow him to undertake the encounter.

Sir Gawayne takes the axe, the Green Knight
bends himself to the ground and bares his neck
for the^ blow. Gawayne raises the axe on high^d quickly it falls upon the neck of the Green
Kmght. The head is severed from the body and
roils near the feet of the knights who turn it aside
with their feet. The knight does not falter, but
seizmg the head, he mounts his hoi&e, and holding
the head by the long fair hair, he turns the bleeding
trunk in the saddle and the head lifted up its eyelids
and the inouth spoke to Sir Gawayne, charging him
to seek h^ out at the Green Chapel in a tw’elve-
month’s time and receive the return stroke.
With a fierce start he turns the reins, rushes out

of the hall door, his head in his hand—so that the
sparks flew out of the hoofs of his foal. King
Arthur then declares himself ready to have his
meat, for he has that day seen a wondrous adven-
ture. The axe is hung upon the wall, and conver-
sation flies quickly.
The year soon passes away,

^

After Christmas comes the “ crabbed Lenten ”
time; the spring with its soft showers, the earth
IS covered with green and the flowers begin to
blossom forth, then cometh summer “ with soft
blowmg winds ”

:

“ jyhen zephyr sighs sweetly on seeds and herbs.
Most winsome is the wort that then groweth wild.
When the damp drops drip from the dewy leaves,A blissful blush to bide of the bright beammg sun.” 1

Harvest soon approaches, and drives the dust
about. The leaves drop ofi the trees, the grass
becomes grey, and all ripens and rots. W’mter
comes round again, and it is time for Sir Gawayne
to start on his journey,

^

On All Hallows Day, Arthur makes a feast for
his nephew, and there is much sorrow at his
departure. “ Much was the warm water poured
from eyes on that day,” says the poet.

Sir Gawa^e passes from Camelot, through Glou-
cestershire into Montgomeryshire, thence through
North Wales to Holy Head adjoining the Isle of
Anglesea, from whence he passes into the narrow
peninsula of Wirral in Cheshire, where dwelt few
that loved God or man.
The knight pursues his journey by strange paths,

climbs many cliffs, crosses many fords, finding many
foes, and encountenng many adventures with ser-
pents, wolves, wild men, and boars

; but the sharp
winter troubled him more than anything. Thus
he travels until Christmas is near at hand. He

I Ten Brink, translated by H. M. Kennedy CBellV
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prays to the Virgin Mary that she will guide him
to some abode. On the morrow he finds himself

in a deep forest where there were many hundreds

of oaks. “ Many sad birds upon bare twigs piped

piteously for the cold.**

Through many a mire he goes that he may cele-

brate the birth of Christ. He beseeches the Virgin

—^He says “ Cross of Christ speed me ”—and
scarcely has he crossed himself thnoe when he saw

a dwelling set on a hill. Gawayne rides to the

gate, but the drawbridge is raised and the gates

shut. At the call of the knight the porter opens

the gate. Gawayne rides into the castle, he is

received with great honour. JEIis horse is led
* into the stable and knights and squires hasten

to relieve him of his weapons. The lord of the

castle then appears and bids Gawayne a cordial

welcome.
He is led into a chamber in which a fire is burning,

and gorgeous robes are placed ready for him to wear.

A feast IS made ready m the hall, fish cooked in a

variety of ways—^baked and broiled and seasoned

with spices. Beer and spiced wine is also served.

Trumpeters announce the entry of the courses, and
during the repast, music and carols are furnished

by minstrels.

After dinner they go to the chapel for service,

at the conclusion of which the lady leaves her seat

and approaches the knight, accompanied by an
old and withered crony. The lady herself is young
and beautiful. By permission of his host, Gawayne
goes to meet them—^he bows to the old lady and
kisses the younger. The evening quickly passes

in cheerful conversation, all rejoice that Gawayne
“ the father of nurture ” is there. Now they may
expect to see “ courtesy.” The feasting and re-

velry go on for three days.

On the evening of St. John’s Day many of the

guests depart and Gawayne also desires to go, but
his host on being informed of the object of his

journey promises that Gawayne shall reach the

chapel in time, since it is oiily two miles distant

from the castle. He begs him to stay longer.

Relieved by the assurances of his host, Gawayne
is nothing loth. The host proposes that Gawayne
shall keep his hostess company on the morrow
while he goes out hunting, and that they shall

present to each other what the day brings them.
The compact is renewed twice. Each day the
lord of the castle goes to hunt ; on the first day
deer, the second boar, the third the fox. The
hunting is described in the minutest detail, even
to the manner in which the deer and boar are cut
up and carried home to the castle. Lest these
technical matters should prove too tedious. Sir

Gawayne’s experiences are related in between.
Each morning the lady visits Sir Gawayne’s room.
Her advances are rejected by Sir Gawayne re-

spectfully and courteously, her kisses he returns
to the lord of the castle in exchange for the hunt.
The third morning, having dechned a gold ring
which the lady wishes to bestow upon he
relents so far as to accept a silken girdle that
will preserve the owner from death and woimds.
Gawayne, mindful of his coming encounter with
the Green Knight, keeps the gift a secret. Thus

withstanding sensual temptation he is a victim to

fear of death.

At last New Year’s Day dawns, the weather is

stormy, snow falls, the dales are full of drift.

Gawayne, lymg sleepless, hears each cock that

crows. He rises ere daylight, dresses himself,

buckles on his armour, placing beneath it the silken

girdle. Gringolet is led forth, and with words oi

gratitude he bids them aU farewell.

Gawayne rides forth accompanied by a servant

to show him the way. They “ chmb the clifis,

where each hill had a hat and a mist cloak.” Here
they halt and the servant tries to dissuade Gawayne
from proceeding further, since the Green Knight
kills everyone who passes the chapel. “ Therefore,

noble Gawayne, let this man alone, and go, for

God’s sake, some other way. I shall hie me home
and I shall swear by God and all his saints to keep
the secret. Never will I say thou didst fiee before

any man !
”

Gawayne answers with sternness, that if he were
to fly for fear he should be a coward knight. He
pursues his journey and reaches the valley, but
looks in vain for the chapel, being surrounded by
high rocks on aU sides.

At last he sees a smooth lull on the bank of a
stream. He dismounts, ties his steed to a bough
and proceeds to examine the hiU. He finds that

it has three entrances—the inside is hollow.
“ Can this be the Green Chapel ? ” says the

knight ;
“ the devil might say mass here at mid-

night.” While climbing the hill he hears the noise

of someone grinding an axe. He thinks the sound
may proceed from the enemy, and calls, “Who
dwells in this place to hold discourse with me ?

Now goes here the good Gawayne, if any man will

hurry hither to have his wish now or never,”
“ Abide,” is the reply, “ and thou shalt speedily

have what I once promised thee.”

With these words the Green Knight springs forth,

bearmg a new Danish axe in his hand. He tells

Gawayne to get ready for the blow he has covenanted
to receive. Gawayne bends his head and bares his

neck. The Green Knight seizes the weapon and
raises it for the blow. As the axe falls, Gawayne
shrinks slightly. The Green Knight reproaches
him with cowardice, “ I flinched once,” says
Sir Gawayne, “ but will no more ; if my head falls

on the stones I cannot restore it.”

The Green Knight raises the axe again. “Now
that thou hast thy heart whole, I must hit thee; look
to thy neck, if so be it recover from my stroke I

”

Gawayne replies angrily ; “ Thrash on, proud
man, thou dost threaten too long. I believe thine

own heart fails thee.”
“ Forsooth i thou answerest so bold I hinder thy

fate no longer.” Wrinkling his lips and brows, he
lets the axe fall on Gawayne’s neck, but only
slightly wounds him. The blood flows over the
hero’s shoulders to the earth. Gawayne at once
springs up, arms himself with helmet and shield, and
drawing his sword and speaks, “Hold now with
thy blow, offer me no more, one stroke I have taken
in this place without strife. If thou give me any
more I will readily requite it. For according to
our covenant but one falls to me.”



OHARAOTEEISTIOS
The Green Ivmght, resting on Iiis axe, surveys

the hero with a pleased look. “ Bold knight, be
not so angry, no one has done thee unmannerly
wrong here. W^e acted only according to our
agreement. I promised thee one stroke, thou hast
It, I release thee from the rest. If I had been more
wrathful, I could have dealt thee worse harm. At
first I menaced thee with one stroke, without stnk-mg thee, on account of the agreement we made the
first night; thou didst keep it faithfully, and
gavest me all thy gam. The second feint was for
the second day ; thou didst kiss my wife and gavestme the kisses again. But the third time thou
failedst, and therefore hadst thou that tap. For
mine it is, that woven girdle which thou wearest,my own wife wove it, I know it well. I know well
thy kisses and thy virtues and the woomg of mv
wife; I wrought it myself, I sent her to tempt
thee, methinks, the most faultless hero, in sooth,
that ever trod the earth. As pearls are of more
price than white peas, so is Gawayne of more price
than other gay knights. But here thou hast
smned a httie

; a httle thou brokest faith. But
that was not for amorous wooing

; it was because
thou lovedst thy life, hence I blame thee the less.’*
At these words Gawayne stands silent, and the

hot blood rushes to his face. “ Cursed be cowar-
dice and covetousness both ; cowardice taught me
to accord with covetousness, and to forsake my
nature; the generosity and loyalty that belong

^ a knight.” He throws the girdle to the Green
Knight, bitterly lamenting his failure. The knight
presents Gawayne with the girdle, saying he has
atoned for it by the wound he has received. He
invites him to return to the castle and be reconciled
to his wife. Gawayne, however, dechnes the offer

:

**
• • • deceived by a womaji !

”

Did not the same thing happen to Adam,
Solomon, Samson, and David ? Ho-w could a man
love women and not believe them ?

Gawayne then takes the girdle. He will wear it
as a sign of his guilt. In answer to his request to
know his name, the Green Kmght tells Gawayne
he is Bernlac de Hautdesert. Arthur’s half-sister,
Morgan the Fay, the pupil of Merlin, has planned
the whole affair, in order to frighten Queen Guene-
vere. She was the old dame whom Gawayne had
seen with the lady. The two knights bid each other
teeweU, and Gawayne returns to Arthur’s court.
Gawayne relates his adventures with shame and
shows the girdle. The kmg and knights comfort
Gawayne, every kmght of the Round Table resolv-mg to wear a green girdle in his honour.

Characteristics op the Romaostcb

1. Written with the alliterative measure of the
epic, and combined with a lyrical element (cf.
Pearl),

2. This romance shows close acquaintance with
the courtly life of the age, and the writer was
evidently a lovor of the chase; it has therefore
an historical value.

3. It is remarkable also for the deep and tender
love of nature displayed throughout the poem.
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tod some of its most delightful passages describe
the charms of wild scenery.

4. It displays an intimate knowledge of mediseval
craftsmanship and art.

5. It shows hterary power in its treatment of the
story, avoiding monotony and repetition with
great skill.

6. It is, in essence, didactic, being a study of
chastity. Gawayne, beset by St. Anthony’s tempta-
tions, triumphs over them.
In the romance of Gawayne and the Green Knight,

the poet for the first time breaks away from tradi-
tion, and while using a romantic tale h© teUs it with
force and mdividuahty, so that the attention of
the reader is held throughout. He avoids the be-
setting sms of the romancers

; their diffuseness and
the repetition of stock phrases and episodes. The
incidents in the story are subordinated to the main
purpose the writer has in view : viz. to produce a
work of art dominated by a high ethical ideal;
and as a piece of literary craftsmanship the romance
occupies a place m the front rank. This same
earnest moral purpose expresses itself in Pearl, andm the two less considerable poems. Cleanness, and
Paiienae,

Pearl (1360-1400).—^In its external loveliness,
and even more in its deeper spiritual beauty and
truth lies sufficient reason for most patient and
devoted study of Pearl, “The Vita Nuova of our
language.” ^

That this beautiful Middle English poem is not
more widely known is due to the difficulty of the
language in which it is written, a dialect of the
e:rtreme North-West Midland, with a large
mixture of Northern, Scandinavian, and romance
words.

The writer of Pearl also wrote Cleanness,
Faience, and the romance of Sir Gawayne and the
Grem Knight, His identity is a matter of con-
jecture ; attempts have been made to associate
the authorship of these poems with Huchown of
Awle Ryale—

“ He mad© Jie gret gest of Arthure,
And >e Awyntyn© of Gawayne ” 3

and with Ralph Strode, who is descnbed in an old
Merton College catalogue as Radulphus Strode,
nobihs poeta fuit et versificavU kbrum elsgiacum
vocatum Phantasrna Radulph%:^ The theory ad-
vanced in the latter case being that Phantasma
is identical with Pearl.
From the internal evidence of the poems, the

author would seem, from his wide reading and
clerkly lore, to have been educated at Oxford or
Paris. He has a knowledge of French and Latin,
and intimate toquaintance with the Bible ^ He is
also familiar with the Roman de la Rose, Boccaccio,
and Dante.
That he was an ecclesiastic seems doubtful,

although he has strong s^nnpathy with the religious
life. He is cultured, experienced in the ways of
the court, and in knightly breeding. The details
of life in a feudal castle, the tapestries, the knights*

1 Pearl {Belles Lettres).
2 Wjncitoun’s Chronicle.
S Note large Sonptural element in Pearl, Cleatmese,
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armour, the ©pisodos in the three days’ hunting

described in such realistic fashion in Sir Gawayne,
Seem to indicate the author’s close association

VTith such matters. The four poems, Cleanness,

Patience, Pearl, and Sir Gawayne exhibit the same
passion for purity, the same moral earnestness,

enthusiasm for beauty and goodness in man
and nature, although it is perhaps in the last poem
that the writer attains the highest expression m
art and technique.

The writer adopts the allegorical convention of

his day, laments the loss of his httle child (Margaret),

under the image of the Pearl

:

“ Pearl, pleasant to prince’s pay,
So daintily dight in gold so clear I

”

He describes the loss of his precious Pearl in an
arbour, his entry into the arbour in the “ high

season of August,” probably the Feast of the

Assumption (August 16th).

“ To that sweet spot of sad renown
I entered, to that arbour green.

In August, at the summer’s crown.
When corn is cut with sickles keen.
The earth where once my Pearl rolled down
Was shadowed with herbs full clear and sheen.
Gillyflower, ginger, and gromehon,
And peonies powdered all between.” ^

H© slid into a sleeping dream ; his spirit wandered
forth and he found himself where steep clifls gleam.

** High crown’d is all that steep hillside

With cr5rstal cliffs so steep of kind 1
”

No tongue could describe the beauty of the “ sweet
sight that God me sent.”

** This glorious sight of down and dale.

Of water, wood, and noble plain,

Stirred in me bliss, allayed my bale,

Soothed my distress, destroyed my pain ;

Beside those waves that softly steal,

1 went in bliss, with teeming brain ;

The farther I followed that watery vale.
The mightier joy did my heart constrain.

As fortune fares when she is fain.

Send she solace or sadness sore,

The wight on whom her gifts may rain
Must chance to receive aye more and more.” *

Beyond the brook he sees the glories of Paradise,

but “ the water was deep I dared not wade.” As
he walks along the bank, hoping to find a ford, he
sees at the foot of the cliff, a child :

'' A gracious maid, full debonair

:

Her dazzling robe was undefiled ;

I knew her well, I had seen her ere.

As glistening gold, pure and sincere.

So shone she on that shining shore

!

Long gazed I eagerly on her there

;

The longer, I knew her more and more.

The more I gazed on her fair face.

And saw her make so sweet a show.
The more I felt such gladdening grace
As seldom had been mine ere now.
I yearned to call her, but, alas I

Amazement dealt my heart a blow
To see her in so strange a place,
And made my reason bend and bow.

When lo ! she raised her ivory brow.
That such a look of sweetness wore.
As stung my heart with numbing woe.
And ever tne longer the more and more.” ®

^ Pearl, G. G. Coulton. 2 a

His attempts to reach her are vain. The maiden
talks with her father from the opposite banks, tellmg
him of her great joy and honour in the heavenly
kingdom. She solves his doubts and difficulties.

Finally, h© beholds her in the throng surrounding
the Lamb in the New Jerusalem. His grief is

transformed into joy and wonder ; his “ rebel

mood ” IS changed mto submission to the divine
will.

“ The Prince’s yoke is ever lic’-t

To those who love His p(N cc di\-pc.

For I have found Him, both day and night,
A God, a Lord, a Friend full fine.

Thus mused I, stretched on earth outright.
Plaining my Pearl with bitter brine,

C'"'— to God that Jewel bnght,
L- C

' ' - dear blessmg and mine.
That in the form of bread and wine
The priest us showeth every day.
Lord make us servants true of Tliine
And precious pearls unto Thy pay !

** ^

Pearl consists of one hundred and one twelve,

lined stanzas (abababab-bebe), with four stresses to

a line. This form is not found outside English

poetry, but occurs in some of the religious poems
of the fourteenth century.

The poet of the Pearl is a connecting link

between the East Midland School represented by
Chaucer and the West Midland School that later

found expression in Langland. The author of

Pearl has greater poetic power than Langland, ho
possesses moral earnestness combined with greater

artistic skill. He is the real literary predecessor of

Spenser in his use of allegory and alliteration ; and
moral seriousness united to the beauty of romance.

It has been suggested that the hnes written

above the picture of Sir Gawayne in the MSS. (see

description, p. 48) point to some domestic trouble,

and that the author after the loss of his child may
have retired to a monastery. There is no reference

to the mother throughout the poem.
Cleanness,—^A collection of Bible stories in which

the writer endeavours to enforce purity of life, by
showing how greatly God is displeased at every
kind of impurity and how sudden and severe is

the punishment meted out for offences against the

Divine Laws.
Patience,—^This poem is in reality a poetical

paraphrase of the Book of Jonah, exalting the

virtu© of patience.
“ Patience is a noble point though it displease

oft”—^The writer exhorts his readers to practise

this virtue in the introductory lines :

“ For h© that is too rash to rend his clothes
Must afterward sit with worse ones

To sew them together.”

The poem contains some fine descriptive passages
—e,g^, the storm at sea :

“Anon out of the north-east the noise begins
When both breezes did blow upon blue waters ;

Rough clouds there arose with lightning thereunder.
The sea sobbed full sore, great marvel to hear
The winds on the wan water so wrestle together
That the waves full wild rolled so high

—

And again bent to the abyss that bred fishes.” *

1 Pearl. G. G. Coulton.
2 Early English Alliterative Poems, edit. Richard

Morris, 1869.
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THE ROMANTIC ELEMENT (POPULAR POETRY)

Lyrics—Ballads-

POPULAE POETEY

The outburst of lyric song which began about
1300, and lasted for nearly two hundred years, may
be regarded in many ways as the expression of

popular feeling. Both the ballad and the lyric

arise in response to the same need, both are a^sso-

ciated in their origm with the communal dance,

but while the ballad has remained a wayside flower,

the lync gradually became an exotic product of

conscious art. Elements of genuine folk songs sur-

vive in the refrains, repetitions, and mterjections

contamed m some of these old songs.

King Oaitute’s Boat Song

“ Merrie sungen the muneckes binnen Ely
Tha Knut king rew therby :

Roweth, kmhtes, ner the land
And her we thes muneckes sang ;

’*

and The Hymns of SL Godric, the hermit of Finchale,

are generally cited as the earliest examples of

rhymed English song. Godric’s Hymn to Our Lady
and to St. Nicholas were set to music, and these

instances together with other references are useful,

since they testify to the early diffusion of song and
music amongst the people. Giraldus Cambrensis
in his Gem^na Hcclesiasticat tells the story of a
priest who, having been kept awake through the
night by the dancing and singing in the church-

yard, could not forget the refrain which the dancers

had repeated, and instead of saying “Dominus
Vobiscum said “ Sweet lemman thm ar4 (“ Sweet
heart, have mercy I ”). The Bishop henceforth

forbade the song to be sung anywhere in his diocese.

This dancing in the churchyards—a heathen sur-

vival—^was a source of much trouble to the clergy,

who frequently denounced it.

The new lyric poetry developed mainly in the

South and Midlands. Two manuscripts— the

Harleian, which is as important in the study of

songs as the Auchinleck manuscript is in the

study of the romances, and the Bodleian manu-
script are both in the Southern dialect, although

all the songs do not belong to that district. The
movement was associated at the commencement
with the expression of religious feeling. A Good
Orisoun to Our Lady, or prayer to the Virgin—^a

religious love song—appeared soon after the be-

ginning of the thirteenth century.
“ Christ’s mild mother, St. Mary light of my life,

my dear lady, to thee I vow and bend my knee,

and all my heart’s blood offer thee.”

Mary has redeemed him from the power of the

devil, she is the source of life. She dwells on her

throne high above the cherubim, the angels make
joyful music in her presence, and are never weary
of looking upon her beauty. He implores herro

have pity upon him, to shield him from sorrow and
heal his wounds, for in her is all his trust after

her dear Son.**

Folk Songs, &c.

The metre of the poem is very simple. The poet
charms by his enthusiasm rather than by any great
poetic gifts.

Several other religious songs betray the influence
of the Poema Morale. One m which the monk
laments with bitterness his former worldly life, and
confesses that he has “ often drunken wine and
rarely from the spring.”

But a new influence was beginning to act on
the religious verse ; this was the influence of the
wandering scholars—{scolares mgantes) “ the main
intermediaries between the learned and vernacular
letters of the day.”

These were men educated at the Universities,

who knew Oxford and Paris life as well as the
Schools. Some of them were men who had taken
minor orders, they were famihar with missal and
breviary. They came m contact with all classes,

and this intercourse with the people kept their

minds alert. Equally at home in cloister, haU,
market-place, or tavern, frequently careless and
dissolute, they would sing with equal spirit a hymn
to the Virgin, or a religious parody. They knew
by heart the drinking songs and love songs in

French or English and Latin.

The national lyric betraj^-s the influence of the
Latin strollers, of French love poetry and English
religion, and beneath them all ever and again peep
out remnants of the folk song.

In consequence of this, the rude folk songs were
made to conform to the metre of the Latin Hymns,
opular refrains were introduced into lyncs of all

inds. There was no hard and fast distmction

between forms.

The Luve Eoun

This poem shows how lyric form might be used
for serious experiments in verse. It was written by
Brother Thomas de Hales, a Franciscan monk, at

the request of a maiden. The request for alove song
affords opportunity for instruction

:

“ A maid of Clirist entreated me
A love song for her to mdite.
That thus she may instructed be
To choose a lover true aright.

The best to guard a woman free

Of all men born, most loyal knight,
Nor shall her wish refused be,

To teach her this be my delight.” ^

The poet enlarges on the transitoriness of earthly

affection—^worldly affection is false and fickle-

famous knights have passed away hk© the wind’s

blast—^they have fallen like the meadow grass.

He who loves this fleeting world is blind. Man
fades as a leaf on a bough—^his love is mconstant
and untrue.

“ Where is Paris ? Where Heleyne ?

That were so briglit of air of blee,

Tristara, Amadas, Ydeyne ?
” 8

1 Morris’ Old English Miscellany. 3 Md.
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It is as if they had never lived, all their heat is

turned to cold. There is a lover who offers himself,

who IS kind and true and loyal. He is the richest,

fairest, and best lover in the world. He is greater

than Henry on his throne. He will bestow all

upon her and asks no dowry in return.

** Maiden, oh hear his sweet command,
For to thee now his love he troweth.” ^

He has given her a precious jewel to guard, which
shall shine brightly in heaven’s bower. The writer

begs her to learn this song by rote and teach it to

other maidens.

This contemplative lyric, with its note of warm,
religious feeling blended with lyric fancy, exem-

plifies the gradual and imperceptible union of

various forms. Ho hard and fast line was drawn
between the various forms. The monk would
borrow from the courtier, the minstrel from the

wandering scholar. Sermons even might adopt

poetic “ form and in one the spirit of Piers, seems

already present

;

“An these deceiving chapmen, the devil yet will get

them.
The bakers and the brewers, to cheat all men do set

them.
They hold low down the gallon and then with foam

they spill,

And very poor they make their bread and eke their ale.

For if they take the silver in they never tell a tale.

Good people for God’s love, believe such tiungs are sin.

And at the last will lose you the heaven you would
win.

All the wives of priests shall then, I wot, bo most
forlorn,

And of the priests themselves, all sins shall not he
borne,

Hor of those proud young men that love their Malekin,
Nor yet those maidens bold that dote on Janekm,
At church and at the market, when they together rove
They quickly gather whispering and speak of secret

love.

When to the church they come on any holy day.
Each one but goes to see his love there if he may.
Then she beholdeth Watkm, as glad as she can be,

But home she leaves her rosary, locked up full care-

fully.

For masses and for matins she certainly cares nought

;

To Wilkin and to Watkin she gives her every
thought.” 2

Another poem, which gives an account of the

Passion, begins thus :

“ Here is a little story I will tell to you, as we
find it written in the Gospel. It is not of Charle-

magne and the twelve peers, but of Christ’s passion

which he suffered here. Now beginneth our tale

—

it’s no leasing."

The influence of the secular love poetry is seen in

the beautiful Easter Song

:

“ Summer is come and winter gone.
The days begin to grow long,
And the birdes everyone
Make joy with song.
Still strong car© bmdeth me
Despite the joys that’s found

in land
AH for a child
That is so mild

of hand.” ®

^ Morris* Old English MUcellany,
» jR»td. 3 Ibid,

The religious lyric loses nothing of its depth and
seriousness, but it gained directness in expression
The feeling for nature and joy in the singing of birds
are derived from the folk song.

Carols

The carols were brought from France, and there
are Norman carols extant which were sung in the
later part of the twelfth century. Most of the
carols are written in simple Latin metres and hence
they probably date from the thirteenth century,

when the greatest dependence was placed on the

Latin metrical system. Many of the refrains are

familiar lines taken from the hymns and canticles ;

“ Now sing we right as it is

Quod puer natus est nobis.”

“ When Christ was bom of Mary free

In Bethlehem that fair city,

Angels sang loud with mirth and glee

In exoelsis gloria.”

Another quamtly introduces the shepherd’s pipes :

“ Tyrly, Tyrlow, tyi'Iy, tyriow,

So merrily the shepherds began to blow.”

StiU another reminds us of the Mystery—
“ Whan Wat to Bedlem cum was
He swet, he had gone faster than a pace ;

Lull well Jhesu in thy lape.

And farewell Joseph with thy rownd cape.” ^

In addition to the carols treating of the Christmas,
and the Lullabies of Mary, there were secular carols

that dealt with various customs connected with
the feasting and sports of Yuletide.

The bringing in the boar’s head was accompanied
by the singing of a well-known carol

:

“ The boar’s head in hand bring I,

Caput apri difCero.”

Others concern the contest between the Holly and
the Ivy, a survival probably of heathen festival

games. The lads took the part of the Holly, the
lassies that of the Ivy ;

“ Here commys holly, that is so gent,
To please all men is his intent.”

Religious lyrics, as we have already seen, fre-

quently took the form of a Dialogue. The Com-
plaint of Mary, based on the Latin Hymn, Stdbat
Mater, and The Debate of the Body and the Soul were
favourite themes in English poetry in the thirteenth

century.

It is impossible to enumerate the many and varied
forms of lyric songs during this period. Some of

the most rollicking drinkmg songs survived as the
convivial songs that Elizabethans sang with joy
in their taverns.

Proverbial Poems

Instead of the proverbs of Alfred, a middle
English collection of proverbs appeared bearing the
name of Hendyng.

Men that wish to hear wisdom, they may learn
of the wise Hend5mg, that was Marcolf’s son, good
thoughts and many manners for the instruction of
many vicious ones, for that was ever his custom.

^ Cambridge History of English Literature
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“ The wise man holds back his words ; for he
does not begin to play ere he has tempered his

pipe A fool is a fool and that is seen ; for he will

speak green words before they are ripe. A fool’s

bolt is soon shot quoth Hendyng.”
The Cuckoo Song, which dates from the middle

of the thirteenth century, is frequently considered
an example of genuine folk song. The music to

which this song was sung has been transmitted,

having been preserved in a codex {Harl 978). It

was written m 1226 by John of Fomsete, a monk
of Reading, who was the founder of the first English
School of Music. But the music—a canon or roimd
in six parts—and the form of the poem are re-

latively advanced, yet it is probable that elements
in this and other songs are traditional, since there

is little doubt that whole forms and verses passed
from the folk song to the songs of the clerics. We
quote a verse, although the song is familiar

:

“ Summer is y-comen in—^loude sing cuekow !

Groweth seed and bloweth mead, sprmgeth the wodde
now.

Ewe bleateth after lamb, loweth after calfe cow,
Bullock starteth, buck verteth, merrye sing cuckow

!

Cuekow » Cuckow

!

Well singest thon cuckow, he swich ^ then never now.”

Another love song has the following refrain,

evidently inserted by the poet, and which he did

not invent

;

“ Blow northern wynde.
Send thou me my suetying 2

Blow northern wynd, blou, blou, blou.”

The poet tells to “ Love how this Beauty had
seized a heart that was mine, how her kmghts
Sighing, Sorrowing, and Thought had sought me.
. . . Sorrowing sore threatened that he for this

Beauty would lead me in baleful bands until the

end of my life in spite of every right.” ®

An East Mercian poet, who fashioned his love

plaints on the model of the religious lyrics in single

rhymed strophes of four long lines, has all the simple

directness and warmth of feelmg that is usually

associated with later lyric poets :

** My death I love, my life I hate, all for a lady fair,

Slie is as bright as the daylight, none can with her
compare.

I fade, I droop, as doth green leaf in summer’s sunny
air.

If all my thought me helpeth nought, what can I

but despair ?

Sorrow and sighs and dreary mood hold me enthralled

me fast.

That now meseems I shall go mad, if it much longer

last

;

My pain, my care, all with a word, she might forth

from me cast.

What helps it thee, sweetheart, to see my life thus

long harassed ’

Away thou clerk, thou art a fool, with thee I wall

not chide ;

The day I give my love to thee, thou never shalt

abide ;

If in my bower thou art caught, then shame may
thee betide,

’Tis better far on foot to go, than wiclced horse to ride !

0 sweet, relent, thou grievest me, thy pity I implore *

For now I am as sad a man as blithe I was before.

Deceive* * Sweetheart ® Ten Brink.

In wmdow’s shelter we could kiss full fifty times and
more

;

A fair behest oft makes a man forget his troubles store.

-Akick-rdp" why wakest thou old pain thus ruthlessly ?

1 lo\ f a c.t'i V once faithfully, and true he was to me

;

He was not glad on any day, until he could me see ;

I loved him better tlian my hfe ; what boots a lie to
thee ?

When I a clerk was in the school much did I know of
lore

;

From the deep wound dealt by thy love, sharp ache
I’ve felt and sore ;

Far from men’s haimt, in pilgrim’s garb I’ve roamed
the wide world o’er ;

Have pity on me, lady sweet, alas, I can no more

!

Thou seemest well to be a clerk, for so thou speakest
still.

No longer vexmg dole shalt feel from my love-wounds
nor ill

;

Not father, mother, all my kin, shall hold me from
my will.

For thou art mine, and I am thine, thy bidding to
fulfil.” 1

A contrast in tone and spirit to the above is

found in the exquisite Song of Alysoun ;

“ Between soft March and April showers
When sprays of bloom from branches sprmg.
And when the little bird ’mid flowers
D''’ .of sweetness loudly sing.

'I • I . " V, I longing love I cling.

Of all the world the fairest thing,

Whose thrall I am, who bliss can bring
And give to me life’s crown.

A gracious fate to me is sent,

Methinks it is by Heaven lent

;

FTom women all, my heart is bent
To light on Alysoun.

Her sheeny locks are fair to see,

Her lashes brown, her eyes of black.

With lovely mouth she smiles on me ;

Her waist is slim, of lissom make.
Unless as mate she will me take.

To be her own, my heart will break ;

Longer to live I will forsake.

And dead I will fall down.
A gracious fate to me is sent,

&c. Ac.

All for thy sake I restless turn.

And wakeful hours sigh through at night 5

For thee, sweet lady, do I yearn

;

My cheeks wax wan m woeful plight.

No man so wise that can aright

Her goodness tell, her beauties bright

;

Her throat is than the swan’s more white,

The fairest maid in town.
A gracious fat© to me is sent,

&c. &c.

Weary as water in the weir
With wooing I am spent and worn s

lest any reave me, much I fear.

And leave me mateless and forlorn.

A sharp, short pain is better borne
Than now and evermore to mourn.
My love, 0 fair one, do not scorn.

No longer on me frown !

A grspoua fat© to me is sent,

Methinks it is by Heaven lent.

From women all, my heart is bent.
To Kght on Alysoun.” ®

1 Ten Brink, JSarly English lAtesrature,

2 Wright’s Spedmms of Lyric Poetry, quoted in Ten
Brink, jSariji English literature.
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THE BALLAD

Meaning of the Term,—^The term ballad^ is used

now to cover a wide variety of verse, but the word
originally signified a dance song ; and many
ballads eloquent of love, youth, and the springtide

were sung by the villagers at their feasting times

to a rhythmic measure.

What we have are the product of Saxon inten-

sity of feeling, softened and lightened by Norman
sentiment and grace ; though the ballad measure
is of ancient origin, and probably dates from early

mediaeval times.

Its History .—^Thus the ballad is a narrative poem,
associated m its origin with the communal dance,

possessing no marks of authorship, and the out-

come of tradition among people free from literary

influence. As in the case of the lyric, one more
gifted member of the tribe would compose the

verses of the song, while the rest would chant the

refrain. The bard would recite the exploits of the

hero in battle or the leader himself might even do
this, and the surrounding warriors 30m in the

primitive chorus. Such is the history of the

ballad not only in England, but as recent investi-

gations have shown, it can l3e paralleled in the un-

written literature of every savage race.^

The term baUad has, however, been loosely

applied to all poems written in what is known as
“ ballad metre ”

; that is, four-lined stanzas

techmcally described as iambic tetrameter and
iambic trimeter—Whence the term often includes

poems that are really “ artificial ballads,” inasmuch
as they imitate the artless, simple, narrative form
of their original literary prototypes, but which,

since they are not the outcome of the conditions

which produced them, are not to be classed with

them. “ Conditions favourable to the makmg of

such poetry ceased to be general after the fifteenth

century.”

The charm of the ballad lies in its naive sim-

plicity and primitive feelmg. To caU it artless,

as some do, is a mistake, for it has its own rules

of diction, its tricks of phrasing, and conventional

refrains. But it has the ease and sincerity of

genuine poetry, and is deep-rooted in its love of

Earth and primal human qualities.

“And the birk and the broom blooms bonnie”—

There is poignancy in the cry of Margaret to her
dead lover in Clerh Saunders ;

“ Is there ony room at your head, Saunders ?

Is there ony room at your feet ’

Is there ony room at your side, Saundem ?

Where fain, fain I wad sleep.”

Homely pathos, old-time magic, a fierce love of

independence, and a brooding sense of tragedy

—

these are the thing® fi^at pervade such pieces as
Chevy Chase, j Earl of Murray : while
the love of outdoor life and the changing seasons

meet us in the Robin Hood Ballads, and the well-

known “ Sumer is icmnen in, Lkude sing euccu.^^

The ballad differs from the lyric in being de-

scriptive rather than impressionistic, the telling of

^ Vrom hallare, to dance.
* Vide Evolution of Literature (Mackenzie).

a tale not the expression of a mood ; while tech-

nically it is simpler, more primitive, less wrought
upon as an art form.

Ballads were current in great numbers in Early
England, but only two were written down earlier

than the fifteenth century. Judas exists in manu-
script in the handwriting of the thirteenth century,

St. Stephen and Herod, which is considered to be
quite as old, dates from 1450. Langland, in his

poem of The Vision concerning Piers the Plough-

man, mentions the ballads of Robin Hood, and of

Randulph, which shows these at any rate were
current before 1377.

“ Paternoster I know not, as priests intone it.

But rhymes of Robin Hood, or Randolph of Chester ;
” 1

The Battle of Otterburn was fought August 19,

1388, and the ballad was probably sung soon after.

It is easy to understand how popular among the

people, outlaws like Robin Hood and Hereward
the Saxon would become in the early days of the

Norman rule, the hatred of the Normans being
accentuated by the harsh forest laws,

A Latin life of Hereward was compiled from
ancient stories ; and there exists a number of

ballads deahng with the life and adventures of

Robin in the Green Wood, his encounter with the

Sheriff of Nottingham, of Robin Hood and the
Monk; finally of his death through the treachery
of a woman, and his burial by Little John. All

these in their present form are of late date, but the
Qeste of Robin Hood may have been put together

in 1400, and printed by Wynkyn de Worde possibly

as early as 1492.

It is a popular epic divided in eight fyttes. It

tells how Robin lent the knight Sir Richard Lee
money to pay his debts, and how Sir Richard in

return ran risks for Robin.
The opening verses transport us at once to the

green forest

:

** In summer when the shawes be sheen
And leaves be large and long.

It is full merry in fair forest

To hear the fowles ^ sing.

To see the deer draw to the vale
And leave the hilles high
And shadow ’em on the leavgs green
Under the greenwood tree.” ^

Tee Ballad or the Nut-Brown Maid

{About 1500 )

Be it right or wrong, these men among, on women do
complaine,

Affermyng this, how that it is a labour spent in vaine
To loue them wele ; for neuer a dele they loue a man

agayne

;

For lete a man do what he can, ther fauour to attayne,
Yet yt a newe to them pursue, ther furst trew louer than
Laboureth for nought, and from her thought he is a

hannisshed man.

I say not nay, hut that all day it is bothe writ and sayde
That womans fayth, is as who saythe, all vtterly de-

cayed ;

But neuertheles, right good witnes in this case might
be layde

1 The Vision of Piers Plowman, Professor Skeat.
® Birds. ® Bdbm Hood Ballads.
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That they loue trewe, and contynew ; record© the Nut-
browne maide.

Which© from her loue, whan, her to proue, he cam to
make his mone,

Wolde not departe, for in her herte she loued but hym
aJlone.

Than betwen© vs lete vs discusse, what was all the maner
Bo-twene them too ; we wyl also telle all the peyne

in-fere

That she was in ; now I begynne, soo that y©me answer©.
Wherefore all© ye, that present be, I pray you gene an

ear© :

—

I am the knyght, I cum be nyght, as secret as I can.

Saying :
—“ alas ; thus stondyth the case, I am a

bannisshed man.’*

And I, your wylle for to fulfylle, in this wyl not refuse,

Trusting to shew©, in words few©, that men haue an ille

vs©
To ther own© shame, wymen to blame, and causeles

them accuse ;

Therfore to you, I answer© now, all© wymen to excuse

:

“ Myn own© hert dere, with you what chiere ? I prey
you telle anoon,

For in my mynde, of all mankynde, I lou© but you
allon.”

“It stondith so, a dede is do, wherfore moche harm©
shal grow©,

My destiny is for to dey a shamful dethe, I trowe.
Or ellis to flee ; the ton must bee, non© other wey I

know©
But to withdraw©, as an outlaw, and take me to my bow©

;

Wherfore adew, my own© hert trewe ; none other rede
I can.

For I must© to the grene wode goo, alone, a bannysshed
man.”

“ O Lorde, what is this worldis blisse, that chaungeth
as the mone ?

My somers day, in lusty may, is derked before the non© ;

I here you saye ® farwel *
; nay, nay, w© departe not

soo sone

;

Why say ye so, wheder wyl ye goo, alas ! what haue ye
done ?

Alle my welfare to sorow and care shulde chaunge, yf

y© were gon

;

For in my mynde, of all mankynde, I loue but you
alone.”

“I can beleue, it shal you greue, and somewhat you
distrayn©

;

But afterwards, your paynes harde within a day or
tweyne

Shal sone a-slake, and ye shal take confort to you agayne.
Why shuld y© nought ? for to take thought your labur

were in vayne,
And thus I do, & pray you, loo ! as hertely as I can ;

For I must© too the grene wode goo, alone, a banysshed
man.”

“Now syth that y© haue shewed to me the secret of

your mynde,
I shalbe playn© to you agayne, lyke as ye shall m© fynd© ;

Syth it IS so, that y© wyll goo,* I wol not leu© behynde,
Shal neuer be sayd, the Nutbrown© mayd was to her

loue unkind ;

May© you redy, for soo am T, all-though it were anoon,
For in my mynde, of all mankymde, I lou© but you

alone.”

“Yet I you red© to take good hede, what men wyl
think© & sey

;

Of yonge and olde it shalbe told©, that ye be gone away.
Your wanton wylle for to fulfylle, m grene wood you

to play.

And that y© myght from your delyte noo longer make
delay.

Rather than ye shuld thus for me be called an ill© woman,
Yet wolde I to the grene wodd© goo, alone, a banyshed

man.”

“ Though it be songe of old© and yonge, that I shuld be
to blame,

Theirs be the charge, that speke so large in hurting of
my name ;

For I wyl proue that feythful loue, it is deuoyd of shame,
I your distress© and heuynesse, to part® wyth you the

same ;

And sure all thoo, that doo not so, trewe louers ar they
noon ;

But m my mynde, of all mankynde, I loue but you
alone.”

“ I eouncel you, remembr© how it is noo maydes law©
Nothing to dowte, but to renne out to wod with an

outlaw©

;

For y© must there in your hand© here, a bowe redy to
draw©,

And as a theef thus must ye lyue, euer in dred© and awe,
By which© to yow gret harm© myght grow, yet had I

leuer than
That I had too the grene wod goo, alone, a banysshyd

man.”

“ I think© not nay, but as ye saye, it is noo maydens
lore

;

But loue may make me, for your sake, as ye haue said
before.

To com on fote, to hunt© and shote to get vs met© and
store 5

For soo that I your company may haue, I aske noo more
;

From which© to parte, it makith myn herte as colde as
ony ston.

For in my mmde, of all mankynde, I loue but you alone.”

“For an outlaw© tins is the lawe, that men hymtake
& binde

Wythout pytee, hanged to bee, and wauer with the
wynde.

Yf I had neede, as god for-bede, what rescous coude ye
find© ?

For soth© I trowe, you and your bowe shul draw© for
fere behynde ;

And noo memeyle, for lytel auayl© were in your councel
than

;

Wherfore I too the wood© wyl goo, alone, a banysshd
man.”

“Ful wel know© ye, that wymen bee £ul febyl for to

fyght,
Noo womanhed is it in deede, to be© bold© as a kmght

;

Yet in such fere yf that ye were, among© enemys day
and nyght,

I wolde wythstonde, with bow© in hande, to greue them
as I might,

And you to saue, as wymen haue, from deth men many
one

;

For in my mynde, of all man-kynde, I lou© but you
alone.”

“Yet take good bed©, for euer I deede, that he coude
not sustem

The thomey wayes, the dep© valeis, the snow©, the
frost, the reyn.

The cold©, the hete ; for dry© or wete, we must lodge
on the playn

;

And, vs aboue, noon other roue, but a brake, bussh, or

twayne

;

Whiche sone shulde greue you, I beleue, and ye wolde
gladly than,

That I h^ too the grene wode goo, alone, a banysshyd
man.”

“ Syth I haue here ben partnyere with you of loy &
blysse,

I must© also part© of your w’oo endure, as reason is

;

Yet I am sure of one plesure, and shortly it is this.

That where y© bee, me semeth, perde, I coude not fare

a-mysse

;

Wythout more spech©, I you beseche, that w© were soon
a-gone

;

For in my mynde, of all mankynde, I loue but you
alone.”
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“Yet ye goo thidyt, ye must consider, whan ye haue

lust to dyne,

Ther shal no mete be for to gete, nor drinke, here, ale,

ne wine,

Ne shetis dene to lye betwene, made of thred and Iwyne ,

Noon other house but leuys and bowes, to keuer your bed

and myn ,

Loo » myn herte swete, this ylle dyet shuld make you
pale & wan,

, , ,

Wherfore I to the wood wyl goo, alone, a banysshid

man.”

“ Amonge the wylde dere suche an archier as men say

that ye bee
Ne may not fayle of good vitayle, where is so grete

plente

;

And watir cleere, of the ryuere, shalbe ful swete to me,
Wyth whiche in hele I shal right wele endure, as ye shal

see ;

And er we goo, a bed or twoo I can prouide a-noon.

For in my mynde, of all mankynde, I loue but you
alone.”

“ Loo yet, before, ye must doo more, yf ye wyl goo
with me.

As cutte your here up by your ere, your kirtel by the
knee,

Wyth bowe in hande, for to withstonde your enemys,
yf nede be

;

And this same nught, before day-lyght, to wood-ward
wyl I flee

;

And uf ye wyl all this fulfylle, doo it shortely as ye
can,

Ellis wil I to the grene wode goo, alone, a banysshyd
man.”

“ I shal as now do more for you than longeth to woman-
hede.

To short my here, a bowe to here, to shote m tyme of

nede.

O my swete moder, before aU other for you haue I most
drede

;

But now a-diew; I must ensue wher fortune doth me
leade

:

All this make ye j now lete vs flee, the day oumeth
fast vpon I

For in my mynde, of aU mankynde, I loue but you
alone.”

“ Nay, nay, not soo, yo shal not goo, & I shal telle you
why ;

Your appertyte is to be lyght of loue, I wele aspie ;

For right as ye haue said to me, in lyke wyse hardely
Ye wolde answere, who-so-euer it were, in way of

company.
It is sayd ot olde, *sone hote, sone colde,’ and so is a

woman

;

Wherfore I too the woode wyl goo, alone, a banysshid
man,”

“ Yef y© take hede, yet is noo nede such wordis to say
bee me ,

For ofte ye preyd, and long© assayed, or I you lomd,
perdee

;

And though that I, of auncestry, a barons doughter bee.

Yet haue you proued how 1 you loued, a squyer of low
degree,

And euer shal, what so defalle, to dey therfore a-noon

;

For in my mynde, of al mankynde, I loue but you
alone.”

“ A barons child© to be begyled, it were a cnrssed dede

;

To be felow with an out-lawe, almyghty god for-bede

!

Yet bettyr were the pore squyer alone to forest yede,
Than ye shal saye, another day, that be my wyked dede
Ye were betrayed ; wherfore, good maide, the' best rede

that I can,

Is, that I too the grene wode goo, alone, a banysshed
man,*’

“ Whatso-euer-be-falle, I neuer shal of this thing you
vpbraid.

But yf y© goo and leu© me soo, than haue y© me be-
traied

;

Remeinbr© you wel© how that y© dele, for yf ye, as
sayde,

Be so vynkynde, to leue behynde your loue, the not*
browne maide,

Trust me truly that I shal dey, sone after ye be gone.
For m my mynde, of all man-kynde, I loue but you

alone.”

“Yef that ye went, y© shuld© repent, for in the forest
now

I haue purueid me of a maide, whom I love more thari

you.
Another fayrer than euer j^e were, I dare it wel anowe

;

And of you bothe, eche shuld be wrothe with other, as
I trowe

It were myn ease to lyue in pease ; so wyl I, yf I can

;

Wherfore I to the wode wyl goo, alone, a banysshid
man.”

“ Though in the wood I vndirstoode y© had a paramour,
All this may nought remeue my thought, but that I

wil be your ;

And she shal fynde me soft© and kynde, and curteis

euery our,

Glad to fulfylle all that she wylle commaund© me, to
my power ;

For had ye, loo I an hundred moo, yet wolde I be that
one ;

For in my mynde, of all mankynde, I loue but you
alone.”

“ Myn own dere loue, I see the proue that ye be kynde
and trewe ;

Of mayd© and wyf, in al my lyf, the best that euer I
knew.

Be mery and glad, be no more sad, the case is chaunged
new©

;

For it were ruthe, that for your trouth you shuld haue
cause to rewe.

Be not dismayed ; what-soeuer I sayd to you, whan X
began,

I wyl not too the grene wod goo, I am noo banysshyd
man.”

“Theis tidingis be more glad to me, than to be made
a quene,

Yf I were sure they shuld endure ; but it is often seen.

When men wyl breke promyse, they spek© the wordis
on the splene.

Ye shape some wyle, me to begyle, and stele fro me, I
wene

;

Then were the case wurs that it was, & I more woo
begone ;

For in my mynde, of al mankynde, I loue but you alone,”

“ Y© shaf not nede further to drede, I wyl not disparage
You, god defend©, sith y© descend© of so grete a lynag© :

Now vnderstonde, to Westmorelonde, whiche is my
herytage,

I wyl you bring©, and wyth a rynge, be wey of maryage
I wyl you take, and lady make, as shortly as T can ;

Thus haue y© wone an erles eon, and not a banysshyd
man !

”

Here may ye see that wymen be in loue raeke, kind©, &
stable,

Late neuer man repreue them than, or call© them
variable

;

But rather prey god that we may to them be comfortable,
Which somtyme prouyth suche as he loueth yf they be

charitable

:

For sith men wolde that wymen sholde be meke to them
echeon,

Moche more ought they to god obey, and seru© but
hym alone.

The Nut-Brown Bride

Lord Thomas and fair Annet
Sate a’ day on a hill

;

When night was come and sun was set
They had not talked their fill.
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Lord Thomas said a word in jest.

Fair Annet took it ill

:

' Ah, I will never wed a wife
Against my am friends’ will.”

** Gif ye will never wed a wife,

A wife will ne’er wed ye ;

”

6ae he is hame to tell his mither.
And knelt upon his knee.

•* O rede, 0 rede, mither,"’ he says,
“ A gude rede gie to me ;

Oh shall I tak the nut-brown bride.
And let fair Annet be ?

”

** The nut-brown bride has gowd and gear.
Fair Annet she has gat nane ;

And the little beauty fair Annet has.
Oh it will sune be gane.”

And he has till his brother gane

;

“ Now, brother, rede ye me,
Ah, shall I marry the nut-brown bnde.
And let fair Annet be ?

”

** The nut-brown bride has oxen, brother.
The nut-brown bride has kye ;

I wad hae ye marry the nut-brown bride.

And cast fair Annet by.”

“ Her oxen may die i* the house, billie,

And her kye into the byre ;

And I shall hae nothing to mysel’
But a fat fadge by the fire.”

And he has till his sister gane

;

" Now, sister, rede ye me.
Oh, shall I marry the nut-brown bride.
And set fair Annet free ?

”

” I’se rede ye tak fair Annet, Thomas,
And let the brown bride alane.

Lest ye should sigh and say, alas ’

What is this we brought hame ?
”

** No, I will take my inither’s counsel.

And marry me out o’ hand ;

And I will take the nut-brown bride
Fair Annet may leave the land.”

Up then rose fair Annet’s father
Twa hours or it were day.

And he is gane into the bower
Wherein fair Annet lay.

“ Rise up, rise up, fair Annet,” he says,
“ Put on your silken sheen

;

Let us gae to St. Marie’s ^k
And see that rich weddin’.”

“ My maids, gae to my dressing-room,
And dress to me my hair ;

Where’er ye laid a plait before.

See ye lay ten times mair.

“ My maids, gae to my dressing-room.
And dress to me my smock ;

The one half is o’ the” holland fine.

The other o’ needle-work.”

The horse fair Annet rade upon.
He ambht like the wind

;

Wi’ siller he was shod before,

W^i’ burning gowd behind.

Four and twenty siller bells

Wore a’ tied till hLs mane.
And ae tift o’ the norland -wind

They tmkled ane by ane.

Four and twenty gay gude knichts
Rade by fair Annet’s side ;

And four and twenty fair ladies.

As gin she had been a bride.

And when she cam to Marie’s kirk.

She sat on Marie’s^ stane ;

The cleading that fair Annet had on.

It skinkled in their een.

And when she cam into the kirk,
She shimmered like the sun ;

The belt that was about her waist.
Was a’ wi’ pearls bedone.

She sat her by the nut-brown bride.

And her een they were sae clear,

Lord Thomas he clean forgat the bride
When fair Annet drew near.

He had a rose into his hand,
He ga’e it kisses three.

And reaching by the nut-brown bride.
Laid it on fair Annet’s knee.

Up then spak the nut-brown bride,

She spak wi’ meikle spite,
** And where gat ye that rose-water
That does niak ye sae white ?

”

“ Oh, I did get the rose-water
Where ye will ne’er get nane,

For I did get that very rose-water
Into my inither’s wame.”

The bride she drew a long bodkin
Frae out her gay head-gear,

And straik fair Annet unto the heart
That word she never spak mair

Lord Thomas he saw fair Annet wax palo.
And marvelit what might be ;

But when he saw her dear heart’s bluid,

A’ wod-wroth waxed he.

lie drew his dagger that was sae sharp.

That was sae"sharp and meet,
And drave it into the nut-brown bride
That fell dead at his feet.

” Now stay for me, dear Annet,” he said,
“ Now stay, my dear,” ho cried

,

Then straik the dagger intil his heart,

And fell dead by'her side.

Lord Thomas was buried without kirk-wa’,

Fair Annet withm the quire ,

And o’ the tane there grow a birk,

The other a bonnie brier.

And aye they grew, and ave they threw.
As they would fain be near

;

And by this ye may ken right weel
They were twa lovers dear.

Clebk Saxtndebs

C3erk Saunders and may Margaret
Walked ower yon garden green

;

And sad and heavy was the love
That fell thir twa between.

“A bed, a bed,” Clerk Saunders said,
“ A bed for you and me !

”
** Wye na, fye na,” said may Margaret,

Till anes we married be.

*' For in may come my seven bauld brothers,
Wi torches burmng bright

:

They’U say, * We hae but ae sister,

Arid behold she’s wi’ a knight !
”*

“ Then I’ll take the sword frae my scabbard.
And slowly lift the pm

;

And may you swear, and safe your aith.

Ye never let Clerk Saunders in.

And take a napkin in your hand,
And tie up baith your bonny een :

And you may swear, and safe your aith.

Ye saw me na since late yestreen.”

It was about the midnight hour.
When they asleep were laid,

When m and came her seven iDrothers,

WV torches burning red.
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When in and came her seven brothers,

Wi’ torches shinmg bright

;

They said, “We hae but ae sister,

And behold her lymg with a kmght I
**

Then out and spake the first o’ them,
“ I bear the sword shall gar him die !

”

And out and spake the second o’ them,
“ His father has nae mair than he I

”

And out and spake the third o’ them,
“ I wot that they are lovers dear I

”

And out and spake the fourth o’ them,
“ They hae been in love this mony a year !

”

Then out and spake the fifth o’ them,
“ It were great sin true love to twam.’*

And out and spake the sixth o’ them,
“ It were shame to slay a sleeping man.”

Then up and gat the seventh o’ them.
And never a word spake he ;

But he has striped his bright brown brand
Out through Clerk Saunders’ fair bodye.

Clerk Saunders he started, and Margaret she turned
Into his arms as asleep she lay ;

And sad and silent was the night
That was atween thir twae.

And they lay still and sleeped sound.
Until the day began to daw’

;

And kindly to him she did say,
“ It is time, true love, you -were awa*.’*

But he lay still, and sleeped sound.
Albeit the sun began to sheen ;

She looked atween her and the wa’.
And dull and drowsie were his een.

Then in and came her father dear.
Said, “ Let a’ your mourmng be

;

m carry the dead corpse to the clay.

And I’ll come back and comfort thee.’*

“ Comfort weel your seven sons

;

For comforted will I never be :

I ween ’twas neither knave nor loon
Was in the bower last night wi’ me.”

The clinking bell gaed through the town.
To carry the dead corse to the clay ;

And Clerk Saunders stood at may Margaret’s window,
I wot, an hour before the day.

“ Are ye sleeping, Margaret ’ ” he says.
Or are ye waking presentlie ?

Give me my faith and troth again,
I wot, true love, I gied to thee.”

“ Your faith and troth ye sail never get.
Nor our true love sail never twin.

Until ye come within ray bower.
And kiss me cheik and chin.”

” My mouth it is full cold, Margaret,
It has the smell, now, of the ground

;

But if I kiss thy comely mouth,
Thy days of life will not be lang.

“ 0, cocks are crowing a merry midnight,
I wot the wild fowls are bodmg day

;

Give me my faith and troth again,
And let me fare me on my way,”

** Thy faith and troth thou sail na get.
And our true love shall never twm,

Until ye tell what comes of women,
I wot, who die in strong traivellmg ?

”

Their beds are made in the heavens high,
Down at the foot of our good Lord’s Imee,

Weel set about wi’ gillyflowers

:

I wot sweet company for to see.

” 0, cocks are crowing a merrv midnight,
I wot the wild fowls are hodmg day ;

The psalnas of heaven will soon be simg.
And I, ere now, will be missed away.”

Then she has ta’en a crystal wand,
And she has stroken her troth thereon •

She has given it him out at the shot-window,
Wi* mony a sad sigh, and heavy groan.

“ I thank ye, Marg’ret ; I thank ye, Marg’ret:
^And aye I thank ye heartilie ;

Qm ever the dead comes for the quick,
Be sure, Marg’ret, I’ll come for thee.”

It’s hosen and shoon, and gown alone,
She climbed the wall, and followed him.

Until she came to the green forest,

And there she lost the sight o’ him.

” Is there ony room at your head, Saunders ?

Is there ony room at your feet ’

Or ony room at your side, Saunders,
Where fain, fain, I wad sleep ?

” There s nae room at my head, Marg’ret,
There’s nae room at my feet

;

My bed it is full lowly now.
Among the hungry worms I sleep.

“ Cauld mould it is my covenng now.
But an my winduig-sheet

;

The dew it falls nae sooner down.
Than my resting-place is weet.

” But plait a wand o* bonnie birk,

And lay it on my breast

;

And shed a tear upon my grave.
And wish my saul gude rest.

“ And fair Marg’ret, and rare Marg’ret,
And Marg’ret o’ veritie.

Gin e’er yelove another man,
Ne’er love him as ye did me.”

Then up and crew the milk-white cock.
And up and crew the gray j

Her lover vanish’d in the air.

And she gaed weeping away.

Faib Anotb

” It’s narrow, narrow, make your bed,
And learn to lie your lane ;

For I’m gaun o’er the sea, fair Annie,
A braw bride to bring hame.

Wi’ her I will get gowd and gear ;

Wi’ you I ne’er got nane.

But wha will bake my bridal bread.
Or brew my bridal ale ?

And wha wiU welcome my brisk bride
That I bring o’er the dale ?

”

” It’s I will bake your bridal bread,
And brew your bridal ale ;

And I will welcome your brisk bride.

That you bring o’er the dale ”

** But she that welcomes my brisk bride
Maun gang like maiden fair ;

She maun lace on her robe sae jimp.
And braid her yellow hair.”

“ But how can I gang maiden-like
When maiden I am nane ?

Have I not borne seven sons to thee.
And am with child again ?

”

She’s ta’en her young son in her arms.
Another in her hand ;

And she’s up to the highest tower.
To see him come to land.

“ Come up, come up, my eldest son.
And look o’er yon sea-strand,

And see your father’s new-come bride
Before she come to land.”

She’s ta’en her seven sons in her hand
I wot she didna fail I

She met Lord Thomas and his bnde,
As they came o’er the dale.



FAIR ANNIE
** You’re welcome to your house, Lord Thomas
You’re welcome to your land

;

You’re welcome, with your fair lady,

That you lead by the hand.

“ You’re welcome to your ha’s, lady.

You’re welcome to your bowers ;

You’re welcome to your hame, lady.

For a’ that’s here is yours.”

” I thank thee, Annie ; I thank thee, Annie $

Sae dearly as I thank thee !

You’re the nicest to my sister Annie,
That ever I did see.

" There came a knight out o’er the sea.

And steal’d my sister away ;

The shame seoup in his company.
And land where’er he gae !

”

She hang ae a napkin at the door.
Another m the ha’

;

And a’ to wipe the trickling tears,

Sae fast as they did fa*.

And aye she served the lang tables
With white bread and with wine

And aye she drank the wan water.
To had her colour fine.

And aye she served the lang tables
With white bread and with brown

;

And aye she turned her round about,
Sae fast the tears fell down.

And he’s ta’en down the silk napkin.
Hung on a silver pin ;

And aye he wipes the tear trickling

Adown her cheek and chin.

And aye he turned him^ round about,
And smiled amang his men ;

Says, “ Like ye best the old lady.

Or her that’s new come hame ?
”

When bells were rung, and mass was sun^
And a’ men bound to bed.

Lord Thomas and his new-como bride
To their chamber they were gaed.

Annie made her bed a little forbye,
To hear what they might say ;

“ And ever alas !
” fair Annie cried,

“ That I should see this day.

“ Gin my seven sons were seven young rats.

Running on the castle wa’,

And I were a grey cat mysel’,

I soon would worry them a’.

“ Gin my seven sons were seven young hares.
Running o’er yon lily lea.

And I were a grew-hound mysel’.
Soon worried they a’ should be.”

And wae and sad fair Annie sat.

And dreary was her sang ;

And ever as she sobbed, and grat,

‘‘Wae to the man that did thee wrang I
”

“ My gown is on,” said the new-come bride,
“ My shoes are on my feet.

And I will to fair Annie’s chamber.
And see what gars her greet.

” What ails ye, what ails ye, fair Annie,
That ye make sic a moan ?

Has your wine barrels cast the girds.

Or is your white bread gone ?

” Oh, wha’ was’t was your father, Annie,
Or wha was’t was your mother ?

And had you ony sister, Annie,
Or had you ony brother ?

”

“The Earl of Wemyss was my father.

The Countess of Wemyss my mother 3

And a* the folk about the house.
To me were sister and brother.”
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“ If the Earl of Wemyss was your father#

I wot sae was he mine ;

And it shall not be for lack o’ gowd,
That ye your love sail tyne.

“ For I have seven ships o’ mine ain,
A’ loaded to the brim ;

And I will gie them a’ to thee,
Wi* four to thine eldest son.

But thanks to a’ the powers in heaven.
That I gae maiden hame !

”

Binnobib

There was twa sisters in a bower,
Birmyrit^ O Binnorie

:

There came a knight to be their wooer,
By the bonnie mill-dams 0* Bin7iorie»

He courted the eldest wi’ glove an’ ring ;
But he loved the youngest abune a’ thing.

He courted the eldest wi’ brooch and knifaj
But loved the youngest as his hfe.

The eldest she was vexed sair.

And much envied her sister fair.

Into her bower she couldna rest j

Wi’ grief and spite she almost brast.

Upon a morning fair and clear.

She cried upon her sister dear :

“ 0 sister, come to yon sea-strand.
And see our father’s ships come to land.’*

She’s ta’en her by the milk-white hand,
And led her down to yon sea-strand.

The youngest stood upon a stane.
The eldest came and threw her in.

She took her by the middle sma’.
And dash’d her bonnieback to the jaw.
“ 0 sister, sister, tak my hand,
And I’se mak you heir to a* my land.

“ 0 sister, sister, tak my middle,
And ye’se get my gowd and my gowden girdle.

“ 0 sister, sister, save my hfe.

And I swear I’se never be nae man’s wife.”

“ Foul fa’ the hand that I should tak.

It’s twined me and my warld’s mak.
” Your cherry cheeks an’ yellow hair,

Gars me gae maiden for evermair.”

Sometimes she sank, sometimes she swam,
TiH she came down yon bonnie mill-dam.

Ob, out it came the miller’s son,

And saw the fair maid swimmin’ in.

“ 0 father, father, draw your dam

;

Here’s either a mermaid or a swan.”

The miller quickly drew the dam.
And there he found a drowned woman.

You couldna see her yellow hair.

For gold and pearl that were so rare.

You couldna see her middle sma*.
For gowden girdle that was sae braw.

You couldna see her fingers white,

For gowden rings that was sae gryte.

An* by there came a harper fine,

That harped to the king at dine.

When he looked that lady upon,
He sighed and made a heavy moan.

He’s ta’en three locks o’ her yellow hair.

And wi’ them strung his harp sae fair.

The first tune he did play and sing.

Was “ Farewell to my father the king !
*•

The nextin tune that he played syne

Was “ Farewell to my mother the queen !
^
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The lasten tune that he played then

BinnonCf 0 Binnone,^
Was “ Wae to my sister, fair Ellen »

”

By the honme mill’dams o’ Binnorie*

Waly, Waly

0 waly, waly, up the bank,
0 waly, waly, doun the brae.

And waly, waly, yon burn-side.

Where I and my love were wont to gae

!

1 loan’d my back unto an aik,

1 thocht it was a trustie tree,

But first it bow’d and syne it brak’,

Sae my true love did lichtlie me.

O waly, waly, but love be bonnie
A little time while it is new

!

But when it’s auld it waxeth cauld.

And fadeth awa’ like the morning dew.
O wherefore should I busk my heid.

Or wherefore should I kame my hair 2

For my true love has me forsook,
^

And says he’ll never lo’e me mair.

Noo Arthur’s Seat sail be my bed,
The sheets sail ne’er be pi?ess’d by me 5

Saint Anton’s weU sail be my drink ;

Since my true love’s forsaken me.
Martinmas wind, when wilt thou blaw.
And shake the green leaves off the teee ?

O gentle death, when wilt thou come 2

For of my life I am wearie.

’Tis not the frost tliat freezes fell.

Nor blawing snaw’s inclemencie,

’Tis not sic cauld that makes me cry

;

But my love’s heart grown cault to me*
When we cam’ in by Glasgow toun.

We were a comely sicht to see ;

My love was clad in the black velvet.

An’ I myself in cramasie.

But had I wist before I kiss’d

That love had been so ill to win,

I’d lock’d my heart in a case o* goud.
And pinn’d it wi’ a siller pin.

Oh, oh ! if my young babe were born.
And set upon the nurse’s knee ;

And I mysel’ were dead and gane,

And the green grass growing over me !

POLITICAL BALLADS OR LYRICS

The political lyric was fostered in the middle of

the fourteenth century, by the gleemen who took

sides with the people, and by the clergy who levelled

their satire against abuses in the church and govern-

ment.
A Song on the Battle of Lewes, 1264, pours scorn

on the court party and especially on King Henry’s
brother, Richard of Cornwall, who was hated by
the people as being a foreign kmg, and also for his

corrupt life.

The poem describes how Richard and his men,
after the battle, escaped to a mill which they de-

fended as if it had been a castle.

The refrain exults on the downfall of the traitor

:

** Richard than thou be ever tricliard

Tnohen shalt thou never more ”

(“Richard, though thou be ever a traitor, thou
shalt treason never more ”).

Another gleeman, in the reign of Edward I,

celebrates the great victory of the Flemish burghers
over the French knights at Courtrai (1302).

“ Listen, Lordmgs, both young and old, of the
Frenchmen that were so proud and bold, how the
Flemish men bought and sold them upon a Wednesday.
Better it had been for them at home in theii land,
to seek Flemmgs on the sea-strand, wherefore many a
French woman wringeth her hands and singeth, wel-a-
way.” 1

Peter de Langtoft in his Chronicle has handed
down many songs that were sung by the soldiers and
peasants, and which were inspired by the wars with
Scotland,

A long ballad tells of the capture and executioa
of Sir Simon Fraser (1306), whose head was set up
on London Bridge near that of Wallace :

“ Prot ! Scot for thy strife

Hang up thy hatchet and thy knife.
While him lasteth the life

With the long shanks.”

The social evils of the time, the corruptions in

the church, served as materials for satire ;

“ Hwon holy chirech© is onder fote.” 2

This poem bitterly laments the rule of Mammon
in the Church

;

“ Then Simon was here and now is simony, that hath
marred a great part of the clergy. ... Now holy church
is in evil hands. All war against her that live in the land

;

bishops and clerks, knights and knaves, km^s and earls

have malice towards her. And the Pope himself, who
should defend her—if he have his gifts of silver and
gold, marks and pounds, with right and wrong, he lets

them all do their will, who are so very strong.” 2

A Song of the Husbandmen voices th© grievances

of th© husbandman, who in spite of bad harvests
and dearth must pay heavy taxes and enable the
king, Edward I, to carry on his wars. He lives in

constant anxiety from th© extortions of foresters,

rangers, and bailiffs, who hunt him as th© hound
does the hare. He is forced to sell his grain while
it is as green as grass. He is compelled to lose aS
he has saved during th© year.

An illustration of th© proverbial, aphoristic style

is afforded by A Poem on the Kvng''s breaking Ms
confirmation of Magna Charta (1311).

In this poem occurs the statements of th© four
sages

:

(1) “For might is right, the land is lawless, for night
is light, the land is loreless, for fight is fli^li.

th© land is nameless.

(2) ” For one is two, th© land is strengthless, for weaJ
is woe, th© land is ruthless, for friend is foe,

th© land is loveless.

(3) “For lust hath leave, th© land is thewless, for
theef is reave, the land is penniless, for pride
hath sleeve, the land is almeless. •

(4) “ For will is red© (counsel), the land is wreakful,
for wit is quel (wicked), the land is wrongful,
for good is dead, the land is sinful.”

Still another satire, dealing in a more detailed
fashion with the sufferings of th© people, appeared
about this time (1316-17).
War, murder, famine and pestilence—^they are

th© punishments inflicted by God for th© wicked-
ness of the nation. Truth and righteousness have
fled from th© land. Deceit and treachery are rife.

Truth fears to enter th© palace of th© pope, for the

^ Thos. Wright, Political Songs.
2 Morris, Early English Metn'‘al Romance.
3 Morris, Old English Miscellany.

i
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clerks have plotted hi& destruction. Nothing can
be accomplished without gold, with it the most
evil man can attain his ends. “ Covetousness and
Simony rule the whole world.” From Archbishop
to curate the clergy are open to bribery, and many
of them lead evil hves.^

“ The monks suffer heavily for the love of God

;

they wear socks in their shoes and felt boots over
them ; they are well nourished with flesh and fish,

and when the roast is good they leave little in the
dish ;

so kill they their bodies to keep Christ’s com-
mandment.” The mendicant friars, the Knights
Templars, counts, barons, doctors, sheriffs, judges,
bakers, brewers, merchants, all come beneath the
lash of this satirist, whose heart was hot within
him as he mused on the evils of his day and
generation.

Political ballad poetry reaches its highest point
during the early part of the reign of Edward III,

in the patriotic songs of Laurence Minot.
Minot was a Northumbrian gleeman, who aspired

to the rank of minstrel ; that is, he desired the
patronage of a great nobleman. He wrote in aU
ten poems, between 1333 and 1352, commemorating
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King Edward’s wars. He afterwards collected and
arranged them m chronological order.

Minot’s songs are full of ardent patriotism for
England and of hatred of her enemies. Like Ms
predecessors among the gleemen, he pours con-
tempt upon the French and the Scots. He prays
for the welfare of his kmg and country and exults
in their victories. The victory of Halidon Hill,
the sea fight on Sluys, the siege of Toumay, the
Battle of Cr^cy, Neville’s Cross, the capture of the
Castle of Guisnes, 1352, are celebrated in songs
which combined in an original fashion the art of the
gleeman with that of the clerical lyric.

Minot uses end rhyme and alliteration, although
he does not conform quite strictly to the Old
English rules in his use of alliteration.

‘ Bot sen the time that God was bom,
Ne a hundredth yere biform,
War never men better in fight
Than Ingliss men, while thai had myght.
Bot some all maistri gan thai mis ;

God bring thaire sanies until] his blis !

And God assoyl tham of thaire sin,

For the gude will that thai war m ! Amen.”

raE AGE. i)ILCHAUCER
Chaucer ; His Writings—French, Italian, and English Periods—^Position in English Literature—^The

Canterbury Tales

:

Characterisation, <&c. Gower : His Life and Writings, &c.

THE AGE OP CHAUCER

The Age of Chaucer was essentially an age of

T^est and transition. W© usually regard -the*

discoveries of Columbus as marking the beginning
ofjbhe modern'era in history. It mush be remena*

’

bered, However, that these geographical achieve-

ments are only the culmmation of a movement
which had started more than a hundred years

earlier. Broadly speaking, the process of transition

dates back to the second half of the fourteenth

century ; then for the first time it is evident that

men are becoming dissatisfied with mediaeval ideas

and practices. But before entering into any details,

it may be well to take a brief glance at the England
of The Canterbury Tales.

In the religious world there was a serious out-

burst of unorthodoxy. Wyclif and his followers

were making an organised attack upon the Church.
In town and country alike, doctrines were being
•preached which a future age was to familiarise

under the name of Protestantism. Nor was the
Church the only mediaeval institution attacked.

The working classes were stirring and had be-

gun to display a spirit of independence hitherto

unknown. A period of economic discontent is

followed by an open revolt—a revolt which marks
the downfall of the manorial system. But there

were constructive as well as destructive forces at

work. Political and military events were con-

tributing to the growth of a National consciousness,

the former in a negative manner by minimising the
extent of Papal influence in this country, the latter,

more positively, by stimulating the pride of the

^ Vide Wright’s PoUUoal Songs, p. 210.

English peopla Yet one must not exaggerate
the change taMng place in the life and thought of
“the Age, noticeable though it is. some respects
Chaucer’s England is still characteristically medi-
eval, and nowhere is the conservative feehng
more strongly marked than in the persistence of
chivalry. ^""This strange amalgam of love, war, and
religion so far from exhibiting any signs of decay,
reached 'perhaps its fullest development at this

time. More than two centuries were to elapse
before it was finally killed by the satincal pen of
Cervantes.

Nevertheless, even when all reservations are made,
the most insistent feature of the period is an im-
patient, progressive spirit, alien to the mediseval
mind. Let us now retrace our steps to fill in the
picture thus rapidly sketched
Among the great contemporaries of Chaucer,

few deserve more attention than John Wyclif,
for he was one of the first Englishmen to challenge
the authority of the Catholic Church ; and in so
doing he anticipated Martin Luther by nearly one
hundred and fifty years. Like his famous suc-

cessor, he came to the conclusion that clerical pre-

tensions had raised a barrier between man and God ;

and both by pen and in pulpit he endeavoured to
break it down. Free access to the Bible was what
the spiritual hfe reqrdred.

This view of refigion admirably illustrates the
critical attitude which slowly coming into

existence. The Lollard movement was tho first

opposition of importance to Catholicism in England.
Ever since the memorable council of Whitby,
seven centuries distant, Roman Christianity had
received the obedience which its tenets demanded.
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Heresy there may have been, but it was confined for

the most part to individuals. Not that the Middle
Ages marked a time of intelleotual stagnation, far

from it. The schoolmen possessed great subtlety

of mind; they delighted in debating problems
such as :

“ How many Angels can stand on the
point of a needle ? ’* or “ What happens when a
mouse eats the consecrated Host ? ” These questions

may not appeal very strongly to us, but the fact

that they were seriously discussed argues a remark-
able appetite for mental gymnastics. But this

alertness of intellect was always at the service of

the Church ; it was engaged in explaining and
justifying the orthodox faith. Scholasticism, for

example, never thought of disputing the doctrine

of Transubstantiation, it was quite content to

produce philosophical reasons for believing in its

truth. With William Occam, however, the long
succession of famous schoolmen came to an end.
“ The Invincible Doctor ” died whilst Chaucer was
still a child. The next great theologian, aswe have
seen, repudiated the whole system which his pre-

decessors had so ingeniously sought to make secure.

The prestige of the Church was, in truth, begin-

ning to decline. Politically, intellectually, and
spiritually its infiuence had diminished. Until the
reign of John it was the clergy more than any
other class who ensured good government. For
they had held the balance between the despotic
inclinations of the Eling on the one hand and the
anarchical tendencies of the nobility on the other.

But for reasons which we need not here discuss,

this patriotic policy had been hindered during
the thirteenth century. Then came the birth of

Parliament, and the people began to fight their

own pohtioal battles.

Culture was spreading beyond the Church.
Hitherto she had practically monopolised the
intellectual life of the nation. Philosophy was in
the hands of the schoolmen, and they were drawn
mainly from the Dominican and Franciscan Orders.
For scientific knowledge the Middle Ages were
never conspicuous, but what little existed was
possessed by the Church. The one great Fngliah
scientist of the period—^the famous Roger Bacon

—

was a friar ; though it is true that many of his con-
temporaries held him “ to be in league with the
Devil.” The monks, too, had been the nation’s
chroniclers from the time of Bede onwards. But
their accounts were always marred by a lack of
proper perspective. It is, therefore, not surprising
to find that this literary activity was at any rate
now being shared by the layman. Froissart was
writing his memorable work. And, of course,
Chaucer himself has left us a document which is

historical in all except the technical sense of the
word.

^

But these points are, after all, only of sub-
sidiary importance. The Church was first and
foremost a spiritual body ; and it was not so much
the^ decrease in her political and intellectual utility
which angered Wyclif, as the failure in extending
her own peculiar functions. To this degeneration
many causes contributed

; and any discussion of
them would lead us too far afield. But one factor
must at least be mentioned. The clergy had been

too successful. Material prosperity long continued
had made them both arrogant and lax. For we
must remember that m mediaeval times they ex-
perienced no difficulty in amassing wealth. Gifts

to the Church obtained Masses for the souls

of the dead, procured the remission of pen-
ances, soothed the uneasy conscience and secured
her good-wiU. Wykeham, Bishop of Winchester,
stands as a type very prevalent m Wychf’s day.
He was one of those ecclesiastical pohticians who
owed their position less to spiritual than worldly
qualifications. He recommended himself to Ed-
ward III by his diplomatic abihty, and his reward
was a series of promotions which culminated in the
office by which he is remembered. Nevertheless,

though the Age of her Glory had passed, the
Cathoho Church was still a power in the land ; and
Wyclif had been in his grave a century and a half

before her pre-eminence came to an end.

The fourteenth century opened brightly for

Industrial England. There had been no repetition

of the anarchy of Stephen’s reign when so barren
was the land that—to use the words of a contem-
porary writer

—
“ you might as well have tilled the

sea.” The material prosperity of the working
classes had steadily increased. Both with regard
to food and clothing the Enghsh labourer was
better off than his fellows on the Continent. He
had, moreover, another and important reason for

self-congratulation which requires a word or so

of explanation. For one cannot follow the trend

of economic events durmg this period without re-

ferring, however briefly, to the curious medioeval
system of land tenure.

Under this system the rent which a man paid
for his land was decidedly complex in character.

This is especially true of the payments which
the peasantry made. On occasions it must have
necessitated the tenant possessing a painful sense

of mathematical accuracy when “ a hen and a half ”

was taken as a partial settlement of his obligations.

Most of the rent, however, was discharged, not in

kind, but in personal services. In return for a
holding the villein was obhged to work for a certain

number of days in the year on the land which his

lord had not chosen to sublet. The duties were
multifarious and need not be detailed. The main
point here is the fact that for a long time past they ^

had been gradually converted into money pay-
ments. This change made for greater liberty, for

the old methods had compelled a man to remain on
the manor to which he belonged. But now he was
frequently allowed to take his labour where he
could find a market for it. Such was the encourag-
ing state of affairs in 1348. Then in the August of

that year came the Black Death.
This terrible pestilence, with which the medical

science of the time was powerless to cope, carried off

no less than one-third of the population, even when
full allowance is made for the mediaeval powers
of exaggeration. A vivid account has been left us
by Henry Knighton, a canon of Leicester. In
Bristol,” he says, “almost the whole strength of

the town died.” Sometimes death ensued in the
course of a few hours.

On© result of this prodigious mortality was a
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sudden scarcity of labour and a corresponding

demand for higher wages. Nor were the men
alone in taking advantage of the changed con-

ditions. Women, who had hitherto been con-

tented with a penny for the daily work, now re-

garded double the amount as their rightful due.

Some of the new requirements, such as the desire

to have “ fresh desh or fish fried or baked,” may
not sound hopelessly audacious to modern ears,

but Edward III, and his Parliament, took a very
different view. A series of Statutes were enacted,

increasing in severity, untU at last imprisonment
was the penalty for those who refused to conform
to the old standards of payment. Many of the

labourers thought to indulge in “passive resist-

ance ” by simply deserting their masters, but when
captured they sufiered for their temerity with a
heavy fine.

Not only were the emancipated villeins pro-

hibited from asking for a rise in wages, but their

newly gained freedom was also threatened. The
landowners endeavoured to compel them to resume
the personal services from which they had been ex-

empted. Consequently, those who still remained
unfree saw little chance of ever gaining their liberty,

if it was to depend on the will of their lords. To a
people smarting under the sense of injustice came
the Kentish priest, John Ball, preaching the doc-

trine of social equality. Referring to the nobility,

he asked, “ Whereby can they say or shew that they

be greater Lords than we ? ” The spirit, if not the

letter of the answer, is contained in the witty

remark of Beaumarchais’ Figaro, they have “ taken

the trouble to be born, nothing more.”

How the peasantry were stirred by this gospel to

march on London with the purpose of redressing

their grievances, how Richard promised reform, and
how he broke his promise, are events related in every

history book.

To a superficial observer, the Peasants’ Rising

may seem to have failed in its object, but we
know, of course, that this was not the case.

The revolt had, for the first time, given significant

suggestion of the strength which the working

people in this country possessed when they took con-

certed action. It is a dim foreshadowing of those

industrial troubles that lay in the distant future.

So far as villeinage was concerned no further appeal

to force was necessary, for the governing classes

profited by the hint which had been given them ;

and whilst loudly proclaiming a poficy of “no
surrender,” in point of fact surrendered. During
the succeeding century, the system by which the

labourer was tied to the soil rapidly ceased to be of

importance in the economic life of England.

A final illustration of the progressive spirit ani-

mating society at this time may be found in the

growth of national sentiment. What were the con-

ditions which favoured this development ? It will

perhaps be remembered that in dealing with the

psychology of the Teutonic people, a prominent
trait was found to be their power of adaptation.

Since this pliability enabled them to readily ab-

sorb the characteristics of races wholly alien to

themselves, it is not surprising that this fusion was
stiU more rapid when difierent branches of the
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parent stock encountered one another as they did
at Senlac. As we have seen, the men who invaded
our shores in 1066 were foreigners not by blood
but through environment. Barely a hundred and
fifty years had elapsed since their ancestors left

a Scandinavian home. Long, therefore, before
Chaucer was bom, the men of England could say
with some trath, “ Saxon, Norman, and Dane are
we.” One must not, however, be misled by a
phrase. Unity there was both of customs and
temperament, and of language also in some degree.

But a national life requires more than this, it

requires consciousness of unity. To produce this

state no forces are more potent than a native
literature and a foreign war, for each of them in
diSering ways intensifies a nation’s individuality.

Of these two factors the former, in the fourteenth
century, was only just coming into existence, but
the latter had already begun to exert its stimulating

influence.

The Accession of Edward m marked the be-

ginning of that struggle with France always
known as “The Hundred Years’ War”— a

title which explains itself. To narrate the causes

which occasioned this mighty conflict would be
unnecessary, for we are only concerned with his-

torical events in so far as they have some direct

bearing on the literature of the period. What does

caU for notice is the brilliant start which England
made.
In the very year in which Chaucer was bom

occurred the great sea-fight off Sluys. This battle

has a twofold interest. It is the first of an almost

unbroken series of victories which lasted nearly

twenty years and included the familiar names of

Cr4cy and Poitiers ; further, it is one of the earliest

of those naval successes which in the years to

come Blake and Nelson were to make so typically

English. But in the importance of its results, Sluys

cannot, of course, compare with Cr^cy—the battle

which Froissart has described in such vivid and
picturesque language.

From the standpoint of national development,

the fight is memorable not merely for stimulating

the pride of Englishmen—this effect it shared in

common with all the great victories of the war
such as Poitiers and Agincourt—but because of the

manner in which it was won. The Archers

were chiefly responsible for our gaining the day

:

“They let fly their arrows,” says the French
Chronicler, “ so wholly together and so thick that

it seemed snow.” Hitherto our successes on the

battle-field had been achieved by the aristocracy,

by the lance of the knight ; now the humble bow-

men played the most prominent part, and in so

doing broke down the barrier of military inequality

between the upper and middle classes.

But these events on the Continent were not alone

in makmg for the growth of national consciousness.

At home, legislation was working towards the same

end. In a manner at once successful and unmis-

takable, it was displaying a long-felt resentment

at the Papal interference in the temporal affairs

of this country. To thoroughly appreciate the

significance of this policy one must remember that

throughout the Middle Ages the Pope was for ever

3
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aspiring to be not only “ World Priest ” but “ World
King.” The earthly jurisdiction of princes, he
argued, comes from the supreme spiritual authority

just as the Moon derives its light from the Sun.

Naturally enough this pretension was a great hin-

drance to the national life of England. A strong

king invariably refused to play the inferior rdle so

thoughtfully assigned him, with the result that the

clergy in particular were placed in an anomalous
position; they could not be patriotic without

being in some measure disloyal to the Head of

their Church. And when the weakness of John
induced him to hold his kingdom as a fief from the

Pope and pay an annual tribute of one thousand

marks, the element of disunion was still greater.

For this act of submission gave Rome a right of

political interference more plausible than any she

had hitherto possessed. But time was on the side

of England.
In the fourteenth century the Papacy met with a

series of misfortunes, of which the Enghsh kings

were not slow to avail themselves. The temporal

overlordship of the Pope was definitely repudiated.

Nor was this all. He lost also the important ad-

vantage of being able to fill the bishoprics with his

own nominees. By these and other measures the

Parliaments of Edward III and his successors

began that process of separation from Rome which
the work of Henry VIII completed.

Such then, briefly, are the main political and
social tendencies of the time in which Chaucer and
Langland lived and wrote—a transitional age,

with the old feudalism slowly losing its pristine

vigour and utility, with a great Church rich in its

traditions of intellectual and moral guidance, ex-

hibiting signs of decadence and enfeeblement ; yet

with no clear ideals as yet, or only dimly limned
ideals, as to what form of social reconstruction

was to take their place. But the weaknesses are

clearly enou^ perceived, and no one has assayed

them moreJm^rly than the conservative minded
Langland. moral aspects of the time touch
Chaucer more lightly sufficient for him to

see what rich material for his moralising power
lay in the newly awakened democracyK Both the

Knight and the Yeoman are numbered among his

Canterbury Pilgrims. So he paints for us, with the
joyful impartiality of the literary artist, every
class in the community ; less concerned than Lang-
land in reprimanding us, but as quick as he to

detect the frailties and imp^eotions of human
nature irrespective of class.

wv- dhaucer’s world is medissVal
; but beneath the

m&diaevali^ the leaven of the Renascence is already
at work.

'

CHAUCER
Chaucer syu^olises, as no other writer does, the

Middle Ages.\jytle stands in much the same relation
to the life of his time as Pope does to the earlier

phases of the eighteenth century, and Tennyson to
the Victorian era ; and his place in English litera-

ture is even more important than theirs, for he is

the first great English writer—^the first man to use
“ naked words ” in English ; the first to make our
composite language a thing compact and vitaL

Frank, virile, and tolerant, he is amused rather
than angry with the little kinks in human nature

;

and in his intellectual vision he has a wider sweep
than most of our writers. The poet most akin to
him in his general outlook is Robert Browning.
Certainly he would have endorsed that poet’s lane

;

“ And the need of a world of men for me.’*

Neither Browning nor Chaucer were insular

poets ; nor despite certain qualities which we look
upon as distinctively Enghsh—^blufiness, geniality,

and restless vitahty—^was he wholly English in

mould. His religious temper had nothing of the
Saxon’s narrow mtensity, and his imaginative

sympathies were clearly cosmopolitan. The name
itself it has been shown,i stands for chaufe am
(^.e. a “ chafe wax ”), and suggests a foreign lineage.

It is probable that his grandfather was one Robert
le Chaucer, collector of wine dues in the Port of

London. On his death the widow remarried
Richard le Chaucer. His stepson John was a
vintner like his stepfather, acting also as King’s

Butler to Edward III, whenever that monarch
crossed the water. John Chaucer married Agnes,

niece of Hugo de Compton ; and it is probable that

Geoffrey Chaucer was their son. The exact date

of his birth is imcortain, but most scholars fix ii

for 1340. Geoffrey’s early life was spent in London
during his most plastic years, and the impressions

of the city and its teeming life were likely to make
an ineffaceable impress upon his imagination. In

1367 Chaucer was appointed to the household of

Elizabeth, Countess of Ulster, and wife of Lionel,

third son of Edward III, and from items of her

expenditure that have survived, we gather that

she provided the youth with red and black breeches,

and shoes. Two years later he was captured by the

French, while on a military expedition to France,

and the King paid a ransom equivalent to £240 of

our present money for his release. He became
subsequently a personal attendant of the King’s

—

a “ beloved valet,” as he was called, or as we should

say to-day, a gentleman in waiting. From this

position he ascended to that of esquire, where he
was concerned with helping to entertain the Court
and any strangers that might come along. In this

way his social qualities were sharpened, a char-

acteristic that left ample impression on his later

poetry.

From 1370 to 1378 he went on diplomatic mis-

sions abroad—during the later part of the time to

Italy. These journeys, especially the Italian ones,

affected in marked fashion his literary work. Dur-
ing this period he obtained from the Corporation of

London a life lease of the Gatehouse at Aldgate,

where he lived for a number of years. Later he

became Comptroller of Customs in the Port of

London.
We pass now to the last period of Chaucer’s life.

His fortunes at this time declmed. He lost Court

favour in 1386 and became relatively poor. For
the next few years he was however more free to turn

to literary work. A slight improvement in his posi-

tion occurred in 1389 when he was made Clerk of

the Works ; looking after the repairs and altera-

^ Mr. Edward Scott in Tfie AthenoBum. February 1899.
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tions at the Palace of Westmmster, the Tower, and
St. George’s Chapel, Windsor. In 1391, however,

he was superseded m these activities, and hved on
pensions for the remaining years of his life. A
literary hint sent to Henry IV, entitled Complex

men£ to his Purse, had facilitated matters in this

direction. His great work The Canterbury Tales

was written almost entirely during the later years

of this period, when he made splendid use of his

knowledge of men and affairs. He died in 1400

and was buried in St. Benet’s Chapel in Westminster
Abbey. During the last few months of his hfe he
had taken a house in the garden of St. Mary’s,

Westminster. In 1868, a stained glass window,
symbolising his life and work, was erected by Dean
Stanley, over against his grave.

The Work op Chauoer

The writings of Chaucer may be divided for

purposes of convenience into three periods : the

French, the Italian, and the English ; though it

should always be remembered that he was nur-

tured on French hterature, and remained to a large

extent French in his literary methods to the very
end. Unlike Langland, he showed no liking for

English alliterative verse ; and despite his admira-

tion for Italian poetry, he refrained (with one
trifling exception) from following their metrical

patterns. N-one the less, there were these three

distinct influences in his literary hfe, which left

weU-deflned marks upon his work

;

(1)

The French Period

While an esquire to Edward HI, he first began to

write, and a prayer to the Virgin, A, B. <7., is de-

clared by many to be his first extant poem. He
read the famous Poznan de la Rose, and was
profoundly impressed by it. Of this voluminous

poem he made a translation, probably at a later

date.

Before 1369 he had struck out a line of graceful

and tender sentiment in the Compleynt to Pite

:

which was followed by the Booh of the Duchesse in

1369—the Duchesse being the wife of Chaucer’s

patron, John of Gaunt.

(2)

The Italian Period (c, 1372-1384)

This covered the time of his mission abroad.

upon by the ballad writers, in the same way as Guy
of Warwick; and the unhappy fortunes of this

peasant girl excited the widest interest. Like
King Cophetua, Walter, Marquis de Lelune weds a
peasant girl whom he had met while on a hunting
expedition. The marriage turns out unhappy,
the Marquis treats her with brutality

; and ulti-

mately, shorn of her rich clothes, she is sent back
to her father. The Marquis proceeds to enter into

another alhance, and with calculated cruelty, re-

quires Gnselda to help him in making the wedding
preparations. Gnselda, with native goodness and
freedom from jealousy, had praised the bride, but
pleads she should be well treated. Walter then
admits it is a trick to try her ; that this girl is no
other than Griselda’s own daughter, who had been
brought up by an uncle. Gnselda is overjoyed,

she IS taken back as Walter’s wife, and they live

happily ever after—according to the tale, despite the

psychological improbability of such a termmation.
Gnselda is somewhat of an abstraction—womanly

patience personified ; and if she does not prove a

shade “ too good for human nature’s daily food,”

it is because of the beautiful httle touches of tender-

ness and sweetness with which Chaucer embellishes

her portrait. This story of Gnselda is The ChrWs
Tale, He wrote also at this time, The Story of

Constance, The Man of Law^s Tale (from an Anglo-

Norman Chronicle of 1334) ; The Compleynt of

Mars (founded on classical legends) ; The Com*
pleynt to his Lady ; the exuberant Parlimnent of

Fowls ; To Rosamond ; Lines to Adam Scrivener ;

The House of Fame (in^ired by Dante), and Th^
Legend of Good Women, influenced also by Dante,

or derived from Boccaccio.

The Legend of Good Women deals with the poet

as wishing to make reparation for past errors. He
regrets having translated the Romance of the Rose

:

he upbraids himself for the stigma he has cast on
women in his picture of Cressida. So here he vows
he will treat of true and good women.

His choice of good women is not free from critical

exception, as he elects to lead off with Cleopatra,

who despite her charms and brilliance can scarcely

pose as “ a model of all the virtues !
” Yet perhaps

he realises this. Anyhow, he adds this whimsical

comment

;

“ Now, ere I find a man so true and stable.

And will for love his Death so freely take^

I pray God let our heades never ache.”

Two of these missions were to Italy, to Genoa,

Pisa, Florence, and Lombardy. It was the Italy

of the Early Renascence^the Italy of Petrarch, of

Boccaccio, of Giotto, just as French chivalry

had inspired his earlier work, so did the glory of

Italian literature colour his writings of this period.^

He read Petrarch, possibly met and talked with
him also, and studied the stones of Boccaccio. On
returning to England, he wrote Troilus and Creseyde,

1380-3, founded on the FUostrato of Boccaccio.

It was Boccaccio, chastened by English reticence

and religious feeling. He wrote also The Story of

Griselda {The ClerFs Tale), The story of the patient

Gnselda had fascinated Petrarch, and became
immeasuraWy popular. Indeed it had been seized

(3)

The English Period (1384-1390)

\^d^argely as his work has been affected by Italian

subjects,^"!!© had never, save with one trifling

exception, attempted to copy Italian verse. Boc-
caccio’s octave stanzas did not attract him; he
had a stanza ready to hand, which he deemed fuUy
as good.

Some of The Canterbury Tales had been written

during the earlier period, but those most character-

istically English were written at this time—those of

the Miller, the Reeve, the Cook, the "Wife of Bath,

the Merchant, the Friar, the Nun Priest, and the

Pardoner, v^e Prologue is supposed to have been
written in 1388.^
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Ghaucer^a Position in English lAteratwre

The first thing to strike the reader is the number
of translations and adaptations ma4e by Chaucer,
and from these we may infer thal;;|fce had little gift

of original creative imaginationVC^^ this point,

Emerson’s words may serve as the best comment

:

- '

^ -' “A great poet, who appears in illiterate times, absorbs
toto his sphere all the light which is anywhere radiating.
Every intellectual jewel, every flower of sentiment, it

is his fine ofiSce to bring to his people, and he comes to
value his memory equally with his invention. He is

therefore little solicitous whence his thoughts have been
derived

; whether through translation, whether through
tradition, whether by travel in distant countries, whether
by inspiration ; from whatever sources, they are equally
welcome to his uncritical audience. . . . But Chaucer
is a huge borrower. . . . He steak by this apology

—

that what he takes has no worth where he fin(fe it, and
the ^eatest where he leaves it. It has come to be
practically a sort of rule in literature, that a man, having
once shown himself capable of original writing, is en-
titled therefore to steal from the writings of others at
discretion. Thought is the property of him who can
entertain it, and of him who can adequately place it.

A certain awkwardness marks the use of borrowed
thoughts ; but, as soon as we have learned what to do
with them, they become our own.”

This is sound criticism. The supreme question
after all is, not where does the tap-root of genius
draw its nourishment, but what is the culminating
expression of that nourishment ? what blossom is

forthcoming ? Genius has an alchemy of its own
that can transmute the baser metals, it may steal

on occasion, into pure gold. Such was the way
of that other splendid borrower, Shakespeare

; and
Chaucer is less unblushing in his literary thefts

than he.

The Canterbury Tales place us in the heart of

London.
It is not many years ago since the old Tabard

Inn at Southwark could still be visited, and the
visitor taste of that London Ale of which’^^aucer
speaks, and -se© hx imagination the little band of
pilgrims.'^

Beer was found in other places than inns in the
fourteenth century. At the cross-roads of fre-

quented highways houses were erected where beer
was to be had. And the Pilgrim in the Tale dis-

mounts at a house of this kind, where the Pardoner
before starting on his story deemed it desirable

“
. . .at this Ale-stak©
Both drynke and byten cake.’^

It is to be hoped that the Pilgrims did not light

upon a house such as a fourteenth-century writer
describes ; “ The servant of a traveller, sent for-

ward to engage the rooms, utters the warm wish
that there are no fleas, nor bugs, nor other
vermin. ‘No, sir, please God,’ replies the host,
‘for I make bold that you shall be comfortably
lodged here, save that there is a good peck of
rats and mice ’ !

”

The French of “ Stratforde-atte-Bowe ” spoken
by the Prioress implied possibly no reflection on
the worthy lady

:

“ And French she spake ful fair and fetisly
After the sool© of Stratforde-atte-Bowe,
For French of Parys was to her unknowe.”

The Prioress spoke “the usual Anglo-Saxon
French of the English Law Courts, and of English
ecclesiastics of the higher rank.” Chaucer had
been to France and knew the difference between
the two dialects, but he had no special reason for
thinking more highly of the Parisian than of the
Anglo-Saxon French. This Anglo-Saxon French
was taught by the nuns at the Nunnery of St,

Leonard, Bow—an ancient Benedictine foundation.^
It seems however, that Anglo-Saxon French was
giving way even at the Court to the fashionable
Pansian French.

We can guess from the food consumed at the
Tabard hostelry how the middle classes fared ; was
not the cook accomplished in these matters ?

“ To boil the chicken and the marrow bones.
And poudre marchant tart and galingale :

He could roast and sethe and boil and fry,

Maken mortrewes and well bake a pie.”

“ Poudre marchant tart ” seems to have been a
kind of mediaeval curry powder ;

“ galingale,”

the root of the sweet cypress, was aromatic and
pungent ;

“ mortrewes ” were soups which con-
tained a variety of ingredients—afresh pork, chicken,
eggs, saffron, or sometimes fish, bread, pepper, and
ale. These ingredients were bruised first in a
mortar—^hence their name. The Londoner approved
evidently of strong seasoning.

While on the subject of dinners, it is interesting

to note that the “ goliardey ” referred to by Chaucer
in describmg the Miller was a professional diner-

out who, in return for his dinner, was supposed to
amuse the company by his jests and anecdotes.

There is a disquisition on table manners in the
Prologue. Each guest brought his own knife, but
for common use there were no forks. At the be-

ginning and end of dinner every one washed his

hands—^an obviously desirable proceeding. On
to the rush-strewn floor the guests flung the bones
and scraps of meat. The difficulties presented by
gravy were met by the meat—which was served
by a carver at a side table

—
^being laid upon thick

slices of bread which absorbed the gravy. Every
guest had a napkin, and the proper use of the napkm
was an elaborate ritual in itself.

picture of the average merchant has a
familiar ring about it

;

“ A Marchant was ther with a forked herd.
In motteleye, and hy© on hors© he sat

;

Upon his heed a Flaundryssh bevere hat j

His bootes clasped fair and fetisly ;
^

His resons he spak ful solempnely,
Sownyng© ^ alway thencrees ^ of his wynnyng.

This worthy man ful wel his wit bisett© s

Ther wist© no wight that he was in dette.”

The beaver hat still survives in the “topper,”
and the business instincts of the gentleman express
themselves with no radical difference to-day.

Chaucer accepts the current class divisions be-

tween “ gentles ” and “ churls.” Neither he nor
Langland ignore distinctions of rank ; and al-

though rich and poor, cultured and rude jostle one

1 See Not© by Professor Skeat to Chaucer.
* Neatly. s Tending.
^ To the increase. ^ Empharized.
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aaother in the procession, yet he is well aware that

some of the Tales might displease the “gentles**

among his readers as they offended the “ gentles
’*

in the poem. Yet he adds with the tolerance of the
artist

:

s/ji

*
. , . I must rehearse
Their tales all, be they better or worse.
Or elles falsen some of my matter.’*

\/Jn Chaucer’s Doctor of Physic, we have ajyex-
oellent picture of the medisevaJ. medicine man?4rith
his herbal remedies and his knowledge of astronomy
—or what we should call astrology. In common
with the physicians of the day, he was a priest, but
Chaucer indicates that his medical studies had
drawn him away from his profession :

“ His
studie was but litel on the Bibel.’*%>^haucer gives

a sly dig at him for his fee-loving propensities

:

“ For gold in physick is a cordial, « /
Therefore he lov’ede gold in special.” ^

he supposd medicinal value of the metal, so
common not only in the Middle Ages^.but a century
or so later, is here touched upon.
Such was the London in which Chaucer was

brought up.

The Form of the Cmterhury Tales

Of this work about 17,000 lines are in verse ; with
two stories—the tale of Meliheus and the FarsovCs

Tale—in prose. The verse consists of rh3rmed
couplets. It forms a compromise between the old

and new prosody. He does not care for alliteration

or doggerel rhyme, and chooses the form of “ heroic **

verse, with rhymed couplets and five accented
syllables.

The tales themselves are of astonishing variety.

Some are drawn from the romances of chivalry

—

e.g. The Knighfs Tale. Others deal with moralising

scriptural stories—e.g. The Monicas Tale. Some
are line adaptations of romantic stories of ancient

France. There are, between the stories, pro-

logues, where Chaucer’s gift of sharp and vivid

characterisation is best seen—e.g. The Discourse of

the Wife of Bath.

The wealth and variety of the Tales, give us as

in a camera obscura, not merely a faithful picture

of differing sides of mediaeval life in England, but a
vitalised epitome of all that is interesting in medi-
ae’s^ literature.

the Knight^sJTale, we have much more than a
typical romance ; we have a presentment with rare

artistic skill of all the finer elements in mediaeval

romance, avoiding, as the author of Gawayne does,

many of the vain repetitions and dull meanderings
found in so many of them, and the whole clari-

fied and sharpened by that sure sens© of character,

of which Chaucer alone of his Age possessed the
secret.

We have in Sir Thopas the baser and more foolish

kind of romances, burlesqued ; the coarse, the

pungent humour of the Fabliau ; and the wrangle
with the Summoner jostles with tales of pathos,

such as the Clerk’s.

The Characterisaiion.—When the prevailing ten-

dency of the age to deal in allegory and abstractions

is taken into consideration, it is astounding how
alive- these Chaucerian types are.

he had in the course of his life com© into
contact “with them ail. The Knight, the Squire, the

:

Merchant, the Sailor, Scholar, Doctor, Monk,
Labo-urers, Saints, and Knaves—he knew them<
intu^Mely and drew them from personal observa-l
tion. *-^6 knew the Court folk, he knew the People,

j

and he draws them for us with all their little^t^jccksj

and mannerisms and external peculiaritiesV""We-
recognise one by the raucous tone of the voice,

another by his rubicund face, another for her sensi-

tiveness—she was so “ pitous ” she wept to see a
mouse caught. We see the parchment face of the
Knave, the jolly countenance of min© host, he
became acquainted, in a word, with the mediaeval
Englishman as he moved and lived, depicted with a
breadth of vision and a rich tolerant humour un-
surpassed in our literature. The poiguai^ note
that we find in Langland is absent^. for^<5haucep

takes rather the comedy view of life"'; but this must

not be held to ^ply any lack .olsy:moathy, witli .th^
poor andsuiSe'miS. There, is a large-hearted charity
in his treatment of the labouring class, as his picture

qft1ie“Pr6u^ah;wm^^^^
^ere, is an open-air atmo^here

^ .M
P®c^pl® are alwayit^ on the mdyer^ do

they become 'shadowy or lifeless. They shout and
swear,'"'£md laugh a^^^ -Uie ^tory-

teller, pass complimergfcg;^ and^ih" general behave
themselves as we might exfect *th'em ' to' in the
dramatic circumstances of the narrative. It is

never possible to confiise the story-teller
;
each is

distinct and inimitabl©, whether it be the sermon-
ising Pardoner, the hot-tempered Miller, or the
exuberantly vivacious Wife of Bath, who has had
five husbands, but experience teaching her that

husbands are transient blessings, she has fixed her
mind on a sixth !

There are tragedies as well aa comedies in the

5 some are grave and subdued, others ablaze

with colour and merriment ; but the thread of

honest and kindly laughter runs througlTIEem afT,

semus and gay alike.

%i-There is nothing of the dreamer about Chaucer

—

nothing of the stern moralist and social reformer.

Like Shakespeare, he makes it his business, in""

\ji4jhe Canterbury Tales, to paint life as he sees it,

"and leaves others to draw the moral.

Langland’s mordant pictures of contemporary
life gave an actuality to poetical literature which
removed it far from the old heroic stories with which
the name of poet hitherto had been connected.

\yChaucer realised what those who followed him for

many years to com© were too blind to see : that the
genius of the English people did not He in high-

flown tales of sentiment, but in homely stories

deed, for all his considerable powers of pathos^hia

happy fai^y, his lucid imagination, it is as a great

humoris^hat he lingers longest in our memories,

with a humour, rich, profound and sane, devoid

of spit© and cynicism, irradiated by a genial kindli-

ness, and a consummate knowledge of humai?

life.
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The Knight’s Tale

{Palamon and Arcite first see Emelye from the
Prison Window)

This passeth yeer by yeer, and day by day.
Til it £el oones, in a morwe of May,
That Emelie, that fairer was to seen©
Than is the lilie on hir stalke grene,
And fresscher than the May with floures new©

—

For with the rose colour strof hire hewe,
I not which was the fayrere of them two

—

Er it were day, as was hire wone to do,

Sche was arisen, and al redy dight

;

For May wol han no sloggardye anight,

The sesoun priketh every gentil herte,

And maketh him out of his sleep to sterte,

And seith, “ Arys, and do thyn observaunce.”
This makede Emelye han remembrance
To don honour to May, and for to ryse,

I-clothed was sche fresshe for to devyse.
Hir yelw© here was browded in a tresse,

Byhynde hir bak, a yerde long, I gesse.

And in the gardyn at the sonne upriste

Sche walketh up and doun, and as hir list©

Sche gadereth floures, party whyt© and reede.

To make a sotil gerland for hire heed©.
And as an aungel hevenlyche sche song,

The gret© tour, that was so thikke and strong.

Which of the oastel was the cheef dongeoun,
(Ther as the knightes weren in prisoun,

Of which I tolde yow, and tellen schal)

Was even joynant to the gardyn-wal,
Ther as this Emelye hadde hire pleyynge.
Bright was the sonne, and deer that morwenynge.
And Palamon, this woful prisoner,

As was his wone, by leve of his gayler,

Was risen, and romede in a chambre on heigh.

In which he al the noble cit6 seigh.

And eek the gardyn, ful of braunches grene,

Ther as this fresshe Emely the scheen©
Was in hir walk, and romede up and doun.
This sorweful prisoner, this Palamon,
Gooth in the chamber, romyng to and fro.

And to himself compleynyng of his woo ;

That he was born, ful ofte he seyde, alas I

And so byfel, by aventure, or cas,^

That thrugh a wyndow thikke, of many a barre
Of ire-n greet, and squar as eny sparre,®

He caste his eyen upon Emelya,
And therwithal he bleynte ^ and cryede, a I

As though he stongen were unto the herte.

And with that crye Arcite anon up-sterte.

And seyde, “ Cosyn myn, what eyleth the.

That art so pale, and deedly on to see ?

Why crydestow ? Who hath the doon offence ?

For Goddes love, tak al in pacienc©
Our prisoun, for it may non other be ;

Fortune hath yeven us this adversity.

Som wikk© aspect or disposition

Of Satume, by som constellacioun,
Hath yeven us this, although we hadde it sworn

;

So stood the heven whan that we were born ;

We mote endure it : this is the schort and pl©3m.
This Palamon answerde, and seyde ageyn,

“ Cosyn, for soothe of this opynyoun
Thou hast a veyn ymaginacioun.
This prisoun caused me not for to crye.
But I was hurt right now thurghout myn eye
Into myn herte, that wol my bane be.
The fairness© of that lady that I see
Yond in the gardyn rome to and fro,

Is cause of al my crying and my wo.
I not whether sche be womman or goddesse ;

But Venus is it, sothly as I gesse.”
And therwithal on knees adoun he fil.

And seyde ;
“ Venus, if it be thy wil

Yow in this gardyn thus to transfigure.
Biform me sorweful wrecche creature,

1 Accident. 2 Bolt. ® Started.

Out of this prisoun help that w© may scape.
And if so be my destind be schape
By etern© word to deyen in prisoun,

Of our lynage have sum compassioun,
That is so lowe y-brought by tyranny©.”
And with that word Arcite gan espye
Wher as this lady romede to and tro.

And with that sight© hir beautd hurte him so»
That if that Palamon was wounded sore,

Arcite is hurt as moch© as he, or more.
And with a sigh he seyde pitously ;

“ The fressche beaut6 sleeth me sodeynly
Of hir that rometh in the yonder place ;

And but I have hir mercy and hir grace.
That I may seen hir atte leste weye,
I nam but deed ; ther nys no more to seye.”

The Nun’s Priest’s Tale

... A cock, named Chanticleer ;

Of crowing had he in the land no peer.
His voice was merrier than the organ’s tone
In church on solemn mass-days loudly blown.
His crowing more exactly told the hour
Than did the great clock in the Abbey-tower.
By nature each ascending point he view’d
Of th’ equinoctial in that latitude ;

For when degrees full fifteen had ascended.
Then crew he, that it could not be amended.
His crested comb was coral-red and tall.

Embattled as it were a castle-wall

;

His bill was black, like shining jet to view.
His legs and eke his toes w^ere azure-blue.
His talons whiter than the lily showed.
And Ilk© new-burnished gold his colour glowed.
This gentle cock had in his government
Hens seven, which were kept for his content,
That were his sisters and his lovers too.

And wondrous like to him in splendid hue.
Of which th© brightest-coloured in the throat
Was rightly named “ fair damsel Part-e-lote.”
Courteous she was, discreet, and debonair,
Companionable, and bare herself so fair

E’en since th© day that she was seven nights old.
That certainly she held the heart in hold
Of Chanticleer, fast-locked in ©very limb ;

He loved her so, that well therewith was him.
But such a joy it was to hear him sing.

When that the rising sun began to spring.
In sweet accord—“ My loved one’s far away !

”
For at that time, as I have heard men say.
Both beasts and birds could plainly smg and speak.

And so befell, that once, ere morn did break.
As Chanticleer amongst his spouses all

Sat on his perch, that stretched across the haB,
And next him sat this fair dame Part-e-lote,
This Chanticleer gan groan within his throat,
As one that in his dream is troubled sore.

And when that Part-e-lote thus heard him roar.
She was aghast, and said—

0

husband dear.
What aileth you, to groan as if in fear ?

Ye be a very sleeper 1 Fie ! for shame !
”

He answered straight, and thus he cried
—“ My dame,

I pray you, moderate your grief and dread !

Alas ! I dreamt I was so ill bestead
Right now, that yet my heart is sore with fright.

May God ”—quoth he—“ mj^ dream expound aright^
And keep my body out of prison base I

I dreamt, that up and down I walked apace
Within our yard, where that I saw a beast.
Was like a hound, who would have mad© arrest
Upon my body, and would have had me dead.
His colour was betwixt a yellow and red.
And tipped his tail was, as were both his ears,
Whth black, unlike the remnant of his hairs.
His snout was small, with eves that glowed severe.
Still, for his look, I almost die for fear ;

This caused me all my groaning, questionless.”
“ Away i ” quoth she, “fie on you ! spiritless !
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Alas I ” quoth she, “ for, by yon heav’n above,
Now have ye lost my heart and all my love ;

I cannot love a coward, by my faith.

For truly, what so any woman saith.

We all desire, if e’er it so may be,

To have our husbands handy, wise, and free.

A day or two repasts digestive make
Of worms, before your laxative ye take
Of laurel, fumatory, centaury,

Or else of hellebore, that groweth nigh.

Or spurge, perchance, or of the cornel-berry.

Or ground-pine growing in our yard so merry !

Go, peck them as they grow, and eat them in ;

Be merry, husband, for your father’s kin.

And dread no dreams ! I cannot tell you more.”
“ Madam,” quoth he, “ gramercy for your lore ! • *

We know how men in old books oft have read - , .

And have discovered by experience.

That dreams have their significations

As well of joy as tribulations.

And therefore, lady Part-e-lote so dear.

By such examples old thou seest full clear

That no man should too heedlessly dismiss
His dreams of warning ; for I tell thee this.

That many a dream is such as one should dread.”

A fox, renowned for sly iniquity.

That in the grove had dwelt for years full three.

Impelled by bold imagination’s flight.

Had broken through the hedge that very night
Into the yard, where Chanticleer the fair

Was, with his seven wives, wont to repair ;

And in a bed of pot-herbs still he lay,

Till it was passed the earlier hours of day.
Waiting his time on Chanticleer to fall . . •

From his contrairy, if he may it see.

Though ne’er before he saw him with his eye.

This Chanticleer, when he the fox did spy.

He would have fled but that the wily foe

Said, “ Gentle sir, alas I where would ye go ?

Be ye afraid of me, that am your friend ?

Now surely, worse were I than any fiend

If e’er I wished you harm or villainy ! . . .

Forsooth, ye have a voice as merry and soft

As any anger hath, that dwells aloft j . , ,

But, when men speak of singing, let me say.

As ever I hope my eyes will welcome day.
Save you, I never heard a man so sing

As did your father on a May-moming. . , .

Now sing, my friend, for sweet saint Charity !

Let’s see, can ye your father counterfeit ?
”

This Chanticleer began his wings to beat.

As one that could his treason not espy.

So was he ravished with his flattery !

Alas ! my lords, what flatt’rers oft ye keep
Within your courts, and many a traitor deep
That pleases far more surely, by my faith.

Than he who veriest truth unto you saith.

Go, read Ecclesiast on flattery

;

Beware, my lords, of all this treachery !

This Chanticleer stood high upon his toes.

Stretching his neck, and held his eyes all close.

And gan to crow out loudly, for the nonce ;

The fox—Sir Russell—started up at once.

And by the throat he caught Sir Chanticleer,

And on his back towards the wood him bare.

For no pursuit or outcry yet was made,
0 destiny, that no man may evade !

Alas ! that Chanticleer flew from the beams !

Alas ! his wife had no belief in dreams !

And on a Friday fell this sad event

!

O Venus, that art goddess of content.
Since Chanticleer had vowed to thee his faith.

Why wouldst thou suffer on thy day his death ?

Lo ! how that fortune changeth suddenly
The hope and boasting of the enemy I

This cock that lay upon the fox’s back,
In all his dread, unto the fox he spake,
And said

—“ Good sir, if that I were as ye,
I yet would say—and so may heaven help me

—

‘ Turn back again, ye churls and peasants all

A very pestilence upon you fall t

Now I am come unto this forest-side,

Despite you all, the cock shall here abide !

I’ll eat him up, in faith, and that anon 1
’

The fox repli^, ** In faith, it shall be done I

And as be spake that word, right suddenly
The cock brake from his mouth full cleverly,

And high upon a tree he flew anon.
And when the fox perceived that he was gone,
“ Alas I ” quoth he, “ alas ! good Chanticleer,

I have to you done great offence, I fear.

In so far as I made you so afeard,

When I you caught, and carried from the yard.
But sir, I did it to no ill intent

;

Come down, and let me tell you what I meant

;

I’ll teU you all the truth, God help me so !

”
“ Nay then,” quoth he, “ a curse upon us two.
And 6rst I curse myself, both blood and bones,
If you beguile me oftener than once !

Thou nevermore shalt, by thy flattery,

Cause me to sing, while winking with mine eye
For he that winketh, when he ought to see.

All wilfully, thrive nevermore may he !

”

“ Nay,” quoth the fox, “God grant he thrive amiss
Who knows so little self-command as this,

To talk aloud when he should hold his peace 1

”

Lo ! such it is to be so cautionless,

So negligent, so fain of flattery J

But ye that think this tale a mere folly.

As of a fox, or of a cock and hen,
Take the morality thereof, good men !

For saint Paul saith, that all that ys^ritten is

For our instruction written is, y-wis.

Then take the corn, and let the chaff be stiB.

Now, gracious God, if that it be Thy will,

As saith our bishop, make us all good men.
And bring us to His heavenly bliss !—Amen.

Here is ended live Nun^s Priest^s Tale?-

JOHN GOWER
His Life.—John Gower was a man of Kent, bom

of good stock during the earlier years of the four-

teenth century. He seems to have been a person

of shrewd business instincts with a large amount of

landed property in East Anglia. Some authorities

have inclined to picture him as a lawyer, but Mr.

G. C. Macaulay, his latest and most exhaustive

biographer, suggests that he made his money as a
merchant ;

judging by the way in which he speaks

of our “ City,” and the number of merchants with

whom he was in personal communication. How-
ever that may be, it is clear that about middle life

he is concerned entirely with the management of

his estates and the writing of books. His sym-
pathies were aristocratio and conservative, and the

Peasants* Revolt horrified him exceedingly, not

merely as an upholder of law and order, but as a
landlord with vested interests. It may be that the

youthful Richard’s diplomatic harangue to the mob
at Smithfield disgusted him, but it is certain that he
transferred his allegiance from Richard II to his

rival, Henry of Lancaster. Late in life there is a
record of his marriage, whether his first or second

marriage, is not quite free from doubt. In 1400

* CTiaucer, Professor Skeat (Chatto & WindusL
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he became blind, but lingered on for a few more
years and was buried in St. Mary Overies (now St.

Saviour’s), Southwark.
His Writings,—^His chief works were Speculum

Hominis, written in French ; the Vox ClamarUiSf

written in Latin ; and the Confessio Amantis, written

in English. The fii-st is a poem of some 30,000

lines, somewhat in the nature of a Morality. The
Vices and Virtues are classified, and a picture of

society is drawn. For its improvement Gower
looks to the intervention of the Blessed Virgm.
Historically, the work is of small value, but, as in

Langland and Chaucer, there are interesting side-

lights on city life.

The Vox Glamantis was occasioned by the Eising

of 1381. It consists of seven books ; the first book
describing the wilderness in which this mediaeval

Baptist cries In later books he picDures the com-
mon people as having lost their reason and being
transformed into wild beasts. Poor Tyler is sug-

gested as an elephantine boar, later on as a jay who
has just learnt to speak {Wat==a jay in A. S.).

Throughout the poem, politics and theology are
intermingled, the later books dealing with man’s
responsibility towards man. The author divides
people into three classes ; clerk, soldier, and plough-
man ; he criticises the clergy as freely as Langland
does—a significant testimony to the corruption of

the Mediseval Church. And the satirical touch
that wealth and wisdom for them are not synony-
mous, is worthy of Carlyle. On the other hand, he
has little to say for the serf. And here again his

attitude reminds one of the peasant prophet of

Ecclefeohan. Gower distrusts the people
; yet

claims to speak for them : the voice of the people
is the voice of God ! He believes in an aristocratic
government and disapproves strongly of the vacil.
lation of Richard II.

The Confessio Amantis was completed about
1390, and was written in the days when he believed
in Richard. Later on, he substitutes the name of
Henry IV for Richard II.

This book upon amendiment
I send unto mine owne lord
Which of Lancaster is Henry named ?

”

It is clear, from the drift of the poem, that the
writer is opposed to social reform. He uses a
number of stories with the definite intention of
telling the people what are the rudiments of good
morahty. In telhng the stories he is clear and
straightforward, more so than Chaucer, whose
delight in humanity causes him to dally with cer-

tain sides of his subject. Gower points the moral
“ to adorn a tale ”

; and if the result is less

satisfying, less rich in dramatic material, than with

the author of The Canterbury Tales, yet the poem
has a merit all its own—^like the merit of Pope’s

didactic verse.

His last writing, his Traite, deals with love

and marriage, and consists of a number of ballads

exhibiting many of the qualities shown in his earlier

work, with greater power of technique though per-

haps less imagination in treatment. It was written

about 1397, possibly on the occasion of his second

marriage, and is addressed to married people.



PAET II

the ENGLISH RENASCENCE

(c. 1400-c. 1660)

T < 1 naum of Esnaacence • Early English Verse 'Writera—Scottish Literature— Caxton, hia
Eei^encj^

i’4riAw-More aud the Utcp^a, &c. &c.

INTRODUCTION

Cbaxtcbb died in the dawn of the fifteenth century,

leaving behind him the reahsation that a ^great

force in Enghsh letters had passed away. “ The

master dere and fadir reverent,” as his de’^ted

friend Oocleve called him. His successors in Eng-

land did little but copy him, and we enter on an

era of mediocrity in Saxon verse that continues up

to the time of the Renascence.

Among English verse-makers of the time, there is

Thomas Occleve (c. 1368-c. 1460), a personal

friend of Chaucer and a clerk in the Exchequer.

Of a hopeful turn of mind, and a moderate amount

of brams, he was always on the look-out for some

generous dispensation by Fate, that should pro’\nde

him with less to do and more to get. Meanwhile

he apphed himself to his work of copying documents,

with as much relish as possible, and by way of

recreation went to the tavern where by his own

account he indulged in mild amorous adventures.

In order to attract attention in high quarters he

wrote a long and tedious poem on the Govemn^nt

of Princes. There is no duller dog in literature than

Occleve, but he has claims on our consideration

other than his work. He loved and rejected

Chaucer, and has perpetuated a portrait of Chauce^

which we have every reason to believe to be a good

and faithful one.

XiESTES ON CHATTCEB

Simple is my goste, and scars my letterure.

Unto youre excellence for to write

Myne inward love, and yit in aventure

Wol I me put, thogh I can but lyte ;

My dere Maister—God his soule quyte

And fader, Chaucer, fayne wold have me teugnt.

But I was duUe, and lerned lyte or naught.

AITftg ! my worthy maister honorable,

This londes verray tresour and nchesse,

Dethe by thy dethe hath harme teperable

Unto us done : hir vengeable duresse

Dispoiled liath this londe of the swetnesse

Of rethoryk, for unto Tullius

Was never man so like amonges us.

She might ban taryed hir vengeance a whyle,

Tyl sum man hadde egal to the be ;

Nay, let be that ; she wel knew that ttus yle

May never man forth brings like to the,

And hir office nedys do must she ;

God bad hir soo, I trusts as for the beste,

O maystir, maystir, God thy soule rests }

More important than Occleve is John Lydgate

(c. 1370-“1451), a scholar, and monk at the Bene-

dictme Monastery of Bury St. Edmunds, in Suffolk.

His learning overweighted his muse, and the naive

admission of Occleve, “ But I was duUe,” might

well have been uttered by Lydgate also. He
imitated with more labour than skill, Chaucer s

favourite metres, and his treatment of romantic

themes, but he floundered about disastrously in

his cadences, admittmg ruefully, “I took none

head neither of short nor long. ’ Perhaps his most

interesting piece of work is his London LacJcpennyt

an agreeable and lively set of verses describing the

woes of a poor man in Westminster Hall and about

the London Streets, where he sees much to attract

him, but can avail himself of no aUurements or

purchases for lack of funds.

London Lycpeny

(About 1460)

To Loudon once, my stepps I bent.

Where trouth in no wyse should be faynt

!

To Westmynster ward I forthwith went.

To a man of law to make complaynt.

I sayd, “ For Mary’s love, that holy^pynt F

Pity the poore that would proceede ’’

;

But for lack of mony I cold not spede.

And as I thrust the prese amonge,

By froward chaunce my hood was gone ;

Yet for an that I stayd not longe,

Tyll to the Eyngs bench I was come,

Before the judge I kneled anon.

And prayd h3nm for God’s sake to take heed©

.

But for lack of mony I myght not spedo.

Beneath them sat clarkes a great rout.

Which fast dyd wryte by one assent

;

There stoode up one and cryed about,

Rychard, Robert, and John of Kent

;

I wyst not wele what this man ment

;

He cryed so thycke there indede

;

But he that lackt mony m3’ght not spede.

Unto the common place I yode thoo,

Where sat on© with a sylken hoode •

I dyd hym reverence, for I ought to do so.

And told my case as well as I cold.

How my goods were defrauded me by falsehood.

I gat not a mum of his mouth for my meed,

And for lack of mony I myght not spede.

Unto the Rolls I gat me from thence.

Before the clarkes of the chauncerj-e.

Where many I found earnyng of pence,

But none at all once regarded mee ;

I gave them my playnt uppon my knee

;

Za73
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They lyked it well when they had it reade.

But laokyng mony I cold not be sped.

In Westmynster hall I found out one.

Which went in a long gown of raye j

T crouched and kneled before hym anon

:

For Maryes love, of help I hym praye.
“ I wat not what thou meanest,” gan he say

;

To get me thence he dyd me bede.
For lack of mony I cold not spede.

Within this hall, neithere ryche nor yett poor.
Wold do for me ought, although I shold dye

;

Which seemg, I gat me out of the doore.

Where Flemynges began on me for to cry,
** Master, what will you copen or by,
Fyne felt hatts, or spectacles to reede ?

Lay down your sylver, and here you may spede.”

Then to Westmynster gate I presently went.
When the sonn was at hyghe pryme

;

Cokes to me, they tooke good entente,

And profered me bread with ale and wyne,
Eybbs of befe both fat and ful fyne

;

A fa5rre cloth they gan for to sprede,

But wantyng mony I myght not then spede.

Then unto London I did me hye.
Of all the land it beareth the pryse ;

Hot pescods one began to crye,

Straberry rype, and cherryes in the ryse

:

One bad me come nere, and by some spyce,
Feper and sayforne, they gan me bede ;

But for lacke of mony I myght not spede.

Then to the Chepe I began me drawne.
Where mutch people I sawe for to stande ;

One offred me velvet, sylke, and lawne.
And other he taketh me by the hande,
** Here is Parys thred, the fynest in the laude,”
I never was used to such thyngs indede.
And wantyng mony I myght not spede.

Then went I forth by London stone.
Throughout all Canwyke streets ;

Drapers much cloth me offered anone :

Then comes me one, cryde hot shep-es feete.

One cryde makerell, ryshes grene, another gan greete,
One bad me by a hood to cover my head

;

Bot for want of mony I myght not be sped.

Then I hyed me into Estohepe ;

One cryes rybs of befe, and many a pye

;

Pewter potts they clattered on a heape ,

There was harpe, pype, and mynstrelsye •

** Yea by cock !
” “ nay by cock !

” some began crye.
Some songe of Jenken and Julyan for there mede
But for lack of mony I myght not spede.

Then into Comhyll anon I yode.
Where was much stolen gere amonge

;

I saw where honge myne owne hoode,
That I had lost amonge the thronge ;

To by my own hood I thought it wronge,
I knew it well as I dyd my erode ;

But for lack of mony I cold not spede.

The Taverner took me by the sieve ;

“ Sir,” sayth he, '* wyll yon our own wyne assay ?
”

I answered, that can not mutch me greve,
A peny can do no more than it may ;

I dranke a pjmt, and for it dyd pay j

Yet sore a hungerd from thence I yede,
And wantyng my mony I cold not spede.

Then hyed I me to Belynsgate ;

And one cryed “ hoo, go we hence I
”

I prayd a barge man for God’s sake,
That he wold spare me my expence.
'* Thou scapst not here,” quod he, “ under ij pence,
I lyst not yet bestow my almes dede ” :

Thus lacking mony I cold not spede.

Then I convayed me into Kent

;

For of the law wold I meddle no more.
Because no man to me tooke entent.

I dyght me do as I dyd before.

Now Jesus that in Bethlem was bore.
Save London, and send trew laywers there mede,
For who so wants mony with them shall not spede.i

Possibly, no unfair description of Lydgate would
be to call him an accomplished scholar with a fair

knack of verse-making, and a fluency that consider
ably outruns the knack.
Stephen Hawes (d. 1523 ?), was a man of cul-

ture with a taste for travel, and a remarkable
memory. He wrote loyal verse to congratulate
Henry VII on his accession. He had a gift for

phrases which lighten up his prolix muse from time
to time, for instance these lines :

“ Be the day weary, or be the day long.
At length it draweth to Evensong.”

And an aptitude for allegory, less happy in plea-

sure-conferring qualities. The French aspects of

Chaucer’s genius attracted him chiefly, and he
follows the author of the Eomaunt of the Bose rather

than that of the Canterbury Tales.

Occleve, Lydgate, Hawes, affect one all in the

same way. Their work has literary merit of a fitful

kind, but it is sadly lackmg in spontaneity, original

impulse, and sincerity.

A decided improvement is seen in the work of

that vigorous personality, John Skelton (c. 1460-

1529), a Norfolk cleric, and a remarkable scholar,

at one time tutor to Henry VIII. There is no
advance in beauty of workmanship. In fact, Skel-

ton neglects beauty quite openly, striving for

some fresh metrical form of expression to suit his

subject matter.

But at any rate we are outgrowing the imitative

period, for Skelton is an original force, albeit a
rough and undisciplined one. Beginning as most
young poets do in the conventional and imitative

vein, he soon broke away, and his later work, de-

spite all its uncouthness, has an individual flavour,

refreshing to meet with after the tameness of his

predecessors. He is a moralist, with a message for

his generation, that he determined to make as

effective as possible i

“ For tho’ my rime be ragged.
Tattered and jagged,
Eudely rain-beaten,
Busty and moth-eaten g

It hath in it some pith.”

Characteristics .—^He attacked abuses of the day,
both in the Church and Court, with an tmeom-’
promising rigour worthy of John Knox. When
Wolsey was at the height of his power, Skelton did
not hesitate to criticise him severely, as in his satire

Why Come ye not to Court ?

His most popular work was the quaint Bohe of
Philip Sparrow, celebrating the death of the pet
bird of Mistress Joan Scrope ; his most outspoken
was the Hogarthian sketch The Tunning (brewing)

of Elynor Bummynge—^recounting the brewing and
subsequent ritual of a certain broach of ale by a
rural alewife and her friends. He had a liking for
brief, jerky metres : e.g.

“ Mistress Gertrud© with womanhood endued.**'

1 John Lydgate i Minor Poenis.
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Significance and Influence of hie work,—Skelton

was a pioneer inasmuch as he broke up old

conventions of verse, suggesting new forms, and

infusing life and vigour in English poetry at a time

when it was needed. All great poetry is marked

by beauty and vitality, and no genuine poetry can

dispense with one or other of these elements.

Beauty and grace, Skelton assuredly had not. But
he had something of Butler’s gift of grotesquerie,

something also of his genius for doggerel, and his

work therefore is not without a beneficent influence

on the poetry of his age.

COLYN ClOXJ!EE

I Colsm Clout
As I go about
And wandryng as I walke
I heare the people talke ;

Men say for syluer and golde
Miters are bought and sold ;

There shall no clergy appose
A myter nor a crosse

But a full purse.

A straw for Goddes curse 1

What are they the worse ?

For a simoniake,
Is but a hermoniake.
And no more ye make
Of symony men say
But a childes play.

Over this, the forsaj d laye
Report how the pope maye
A holy anker call

Out of the stony wall.

And hym a bysshopp make
If he on him dare take
To kepe so hard a rule,

To ryde vpon a mule
Wyth golde all betrapped.
In purple and paule belapped.
Some hatted and some capped,

Rychely be wrapped.
God wot to theyr great paynes.
In rochettes of fine raynes ;

^

Whyte as morowes 2 mylke
Their taberties of fine silke.

Their stirops of mixt golde begared
There may no cost be spared.

Their moyles ® golde doth eate,

Theyr neighbours dye for meat.
What care they though Gill sweat*

Or Jacke of the Noke ?

The pore people they yoke
With sommons and citacions

And excommunications
About churches and market j

The bysshop on his carpet

At home full soft doth 33^,

This is a feareful fyt,

To heare the people iangle !

How warely they wrangle,

Alas why do ye not handle.

And them all mangle ?

Full falsly on you they lye

And shamefully you ascry.

And say as untruly.

As the butterfly

A man might say in mocko
Ware ^ the wethercocke
Of the staple of Poules,^

And thus they hurt their soules

In sclaunderyng you for truth,

Alas it is great ruthe ’

1 Linen made in Rennes. 2 Morning.
8 Mules. * Beware.
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Some say ye sit in trones
Like prynces aqmlonia.
And shryne your rotten bones-
With pearles and precious stone'aj

But now the commons grones
And the people mones
For preestes and for lones
Lent and neuer payde,
But from day to day delaid,

The commune -w^elth decayed.
Men say ye are tunge tayde.
And therof speake nothing
But dissimulmg and glosmg,
Wherfore men be supposing
That ye geue shrewd 1 counsel
Against the commune wel.

By pollyng 2 and pillage

In cities and village,

By taxyng and tollage,

Ye have monks to have the culerage
For coueryng of an old cottage.

That committed is a collage.

In the charter of dottage,
Tenure par service de sottagCt

And not par service de socage,

After old segnyours
And the learnmg of Litleton tenour^
Ye haue so ouerthwarted
That good lawes are subuerted.
And good reason peruerted.

SCOTTISH LITERATURE IN THE UTH
AND 15TH CENTURIES

Despite its quasi-barbarism and internal troubles

in the fourteenth century, Scotland had at any
rate accomplished one great thing. She had won,

hardly and desperately, her independence, and this

fact had served as trumpet call to the imaginative

minds of the age. John Barboue leads the way
with his patriotic poem—Bruce (c. 1376), a poem
recalling, in its noble apostrophe to Freedom, the

famous lines of Shelley in the Masque of Anarchy,

The rough material of poetry is there, all that is

needed is something of the fine culture that had
already made its way into England, to fashion

and grace it.

About this time James I (1394-1437) returned

from his years of captivity in England, a cul-

tured and accomplished prince, and the mfluence

he exercised on national verse was just what was
needed. His own poem. The King's Quair, is one

of no small beauty and power. Imitative, it is true,

of Chaucer and of French Romance, but animated

by genuine imagination and feeling, it is a work of

the heart and not of the head. He writes with

power because he loved Lady Jane Beaufort, not

because he fancied himself a versifier of Chaucer’s

school.

Robert Hbnryson (1430 ?-1506 ?), the “ school-

master in Dunfermline,” though like his royal pre-

decessor a faithful admirer of Chaucer, shows real

first-hand observation of nature and an insight born

of no mere literary accomplishment into the simple

and ordinary aspects of lowly life. There is a quaint

charm about his description of why he added to

Chaucer’s story of Troilus and Cressida, One
winter’s night, he tells us, he sat by the fire reading

Troises, and comforting himself with some hot
drink. But neither fire nor drink could reconcile

1 EviL 8 Plundering.
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him to the leniency of Chaucer, and so he adds his
mite to the poem with a dismal account of Cressida’s
death—^thus appeasing his sense of justice.

He is at his best, however, when dealing with
rustic scenes, whether it be to recount the eternal
(poetic) squabbles of shepherd and shepherdess, or
to deal in popiilar allegorical vein with the town
mouse and the country mouse. Perhaps there is

more human nature than mouse nature about
Henryson’s rodents, but in their way they can
hold their own with the “ wee, sleekit . • . tim’rous
beastie ” of the poet’s great successor,

Robene and Makyne
Robene sat on gude green hill,

Keepand a flock of fe

:

Merry Makyne said him till,
** Robene, thou rue on me ;

I haif thee luvit loud and still,

Thir yearis two or three ;

My dule in dern hot gif thou dill,

Doubtless but dreid I die.”

Robene answerit, “ Be the rude,
Naething of lufe I knaw,
Bot keepis my sheep under yon wud,
Lo where they raik on raw :

What was merrit thee in thy mud©,
Makyne, to me thou shaw ;

Or what is lufe, or to be lo’ed ?

Pain wald I leir that law.”
** At luvis lair gif thou will leir,

Tak there ane a b c :

Be keynd, courteous, and fair of feir.

Wise, hardy, and free ;

So that no danger do thee deir j

What dule in dern thou dree ;

Press thee with pain at all power.
Be patient and privie.”

Robene answerit her again,
“ I wait nooht what is lufe

;

Bot I haif marvel in certain
What maids the© this wanrufe 5

The weddir is fair, and I am fain «

My sheep gois hale abuf© ;

An we wald play us in this plain,
They wald us baith reprufe.”

•* Robene, tak tent unto my tale,

And work all as I rede,

And thou sail haif my hairt all haill.

Eke and my maidenheid.
Sen God sendis bute for bale,

And for murning remead.
In dem with thee bot I deal.
Doubtless I am bot deid.”

** Makyne, to-morn© this ilka tide,

An ye wiU meet me here,

Perayentur© my sheep may gang beside,
Whill w© haif hggit full near ;

Bot maugro haif I, an I bide
Era they begin to steir ;

What lyis on hairt I will nocht hide
Makyne, than mak gude cheer.”
*' Robene, thou reivis me roif and rest

;

I hufe bot thee alane.”
‘‘‘ Makyne, adieu, the sun gois west.
The day is near hand gane.”
“ Robene, in dule I am so drest,
That lufe will be my bane.”
** Ga, lufe, Makyne, wherever thou list,

Eor leman I lo’e name.”
“ Robene, I stand in sic a sty11 1

I sich, and that full sair.”
** Makyne, I haif been this while ;

At ham© God gif I were.”

“ My honey, Robene, talk ane while.
Gif thou will do na mair.”
Makyne, some other man beguile.

For hameward I will fare.”

Robene on his wayis went.
As licht as leaf of tree ;

Makyne murnit in her intent.

And trow’d him never to see.

Robene braid attour the bent j

Than Makyne cryit on hie,
“ Now may thou sing, for I am shent

!

What ailis lufe at me ?
”

Makyne went ham© withouttin fail.

Full weary eftir couth weep 3

Than Robene in a full fair dale
Assemblit all his sheep.
Be that some pairt Makynis ail

Outthrow his hairt coud creep ;

He fallowit her fast there till assail.

And till her tuk gude keep.

“ Abide, abide, thou fair Makyne,
A word for ony thing ;

For all my lufe it sail be thine,
Withouttin depairting.

All haill thy heart till haif mine
Is all my coverting ;

My sheep to-mom© whill houris nine
Will need of no keeping.”

'“Robene, thou has heard sung and say,
In gestis and storeis auld,

The man that will nocht when he may
Sail haif nocht when he wald.
I pray to Jesu ©very day
Mot eke their cares cauld,

That first presses with the© to play.
Be firth, forest, or fauld.”

“ Makyne, the nicht is soft and dry.
The weddir is warm and fair,

And the green wud richt near us by
To walk attour all where ;

There may na janglour us espy.
That is to lufe contrair

;

Therein, Makyne, baith ye and I
Unseen w© may repair.”

*' Robene, that warld is all away
And quite brocht till ane end.
And never again thereto, parfay.
Sail it be as thou wend ;

For of my pain thou made it play.
And all in vain I spend ;

As thou has done, sa sail I say,
Murne on, I think to mend.”
“ Maykne, the hop© of all my heal.
My hairt on the© Is set.

And evermair to thee be leal.

While I may lif but let

;

Never to fail, as otheris feill.

What grace that ever I get.”'
“ Robene, with thee I wiU nooht deal 5

Adieu, for thus we met.”

Makyne went ham© blyth aneuch,
Attour the holtis hair

;

Robene mumit, and Makyne leuch

;

Scho sang, he sichit sair ;

And so left him, baith wo and wreuoh,
In dolour and in care,

Keepand his herd under a heuch,
Amangis th© holtis hair.

After Henryson, comes WUiLiM Dukbab (1465 ?-

1630), a poet of striking if undisciplined power,
and one of the great names in Scottish Literature.

He is the Burns of the fifteenth century, with some-
thing of that poet’s passion for beauty, native
humour, and force of expiession. He was not unlike
Bums, moreover, in character 5 sensual and head-
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strong, with a lively and bitter appreciation of the

paltriness of hfe of the senses.

He started as a Franciscan friar, but this did not
harmonise with his pleasure-loving nature, and
being with all his family a man sincere and straight-

forward, he left the Order, and became one of the
Scottish Court.

Londok

London, thou art of townes^ A-per-se,
Sovereign of cities, seemliest in sight.

Of high renoun, riches and royaltie ;

Of lordis, barons, and many goodly knight

;

Of most delectable lusty ladies bright

;

Of famous prelatis, in habitis clerical

;

Of merchantis full of substance and might

;

London, thou art the flour of Cities all,

Gladdeth anon thou lusty Troynovant,
Citie that some time cleped was New Troy,

In all the earth, imperial as thou stant,

Princess of townes, of pleasure and of joy
A richer resteth under no Christian roy ;

For manly power, with craftis natural,
Fourmeth none fairer sith the flood of Noy

;

London, thou art the flour of Cities all.

Gem of all joy, jasper of jocunditie.
Most mighty carbuncle of vertue and valour ;

Strong Troy in vigour and in strenuitie ;

Of royal cities rose and geraflour ;

Empress of townes, exalt in honour

;

In beautie bearing the crown imperial

;

Sweet paradise precelling in pleasure

;

London, thou art the flour of Cities all.

Above all rivers thy Biver hath renoun.
Whose beriall streamis, pleasant and preclare.

Under thy lusty wallis runneth down,
Where many a swan doth swim with wingis fair

;

Where many a barge doth sail, and row with aer,

Where many a ship doth rest with top-royal.
0 ! town of townes, patron and not compare ;

London, thou art the flour of Cities all,

Upon thy lusty Brig of pillars white
Been merchantis full royal to behold ;

Upon thy streetis goeth many a seemly knight
All clad in velvet gownes and chains of gold.
By Julius Cassar thy Tour founded of old

May be the house of Mars victorial,

Whose artillery with tongue may not be told

;

London, thou art the flour of Cities all.

Strong be thy wallis that about thee standis ;

Wise be the people that within thee dwellis ;

Fresh is thy river with his lusty standis,

Blith be thy churches, well-souning be thy bellis

;

Bich be thy merchantis in substance that excellis ;

Fair be their wives, right lovesome, white, and small j

Clear be thy virgins, lusty under killis ;

London, thou art the flour of Cities all.

Thy famous Mayor, by princely governance.
With sword or justice, thee ruleth prudently.

No lord of Paris, Venice, or Florence
In dignitie or honour goeth to him nigh,
He is exemplar, lode-star, and guye ;

Principal patron and rose original.

Above all Mayors as maister most worthy

:

London, thou art the flour of Cities all.

Dunbar’s work is varied and voluminous, and
exhibits him as an amorist, a moralist, and a satirist.

Mention has been made of Bums, but it is not as a
love poet or as a moralist that he suggests the

analogy. It is rather in his rough and vigorous

humour that we find the kinship. Dimbar’s love

poetry is undistinguished ; he writes here as a
courtier, and rehes contentedly on most of the

literary conventions of the time ; nor are his moral
or religious efforts anything but experiments in the
orthodox Chaucerean School. When we examine
his satirical verse, we reaUse a breadth, a vigour,
and a vitality that clearly show the real bent of his
genius. In his spirited attack on the law courts

—

Tidings from the Sessions ; in his anathemas on the
dirty condition of the city in the Satire on Edin-
hurgh ; in his boisterous ridicule of the thirsty alewife

in the Ballad of Kynd KiUok, we reahse a genuine
force, a Rabelaisean relish for the grotesque, that
is something new in our literature. This gift it was
that made him seek out fresh prosodic forms, and
do for Scottish much what Skelton did for Enghsh
verse. He has indeed been called “the Scottish

Skelton,” and of the two he is perhaps the greater

power. He is a typical transitional writer, mediseval

in many ways, yet helping to break up the old

mediseval methods, and to pour fresh life into

English poetry. There is no breadth of the Re-
nascence m his work

,
only by his restlessness and

experimentalising does he show that a new era is

about to dawn.
Of his contemporary, Gavin Douglas, it is less

easy to speak. By some he has been claimed as a

child of the New Age, while others regard him as

essentially belonging to the Chaucerean school, and
mediaeval in his outlook. Douglas was well bom,
and rose to preferment m the Church. Letters for

him was but an episode in a busy life. First and
foremost he was a political churchman, his literary

work being done while he was a young man. Of
this, the Palace of Honour and the translation of the

JSneid of Virgil take the chief place.

In the Palace of Honour we are in the familiar

realm of mediaeval allegory. We start with the

usual dream m May time, and find ourselves in a

mixed company of Old Testament worthies and
Pagan deities. There is more moralising than art,

and it is directly inspired by Chaucer’s work. His
interest in the Latin writers, Virgil and Ovid, sug-

gest for the moment the inspiration of the new
learning ; but there is no trace of humanism in the

poem. The Boman poets serve only as moral tags.

The translation is a far more interesting piece of

work ; it is not epoch-making, it has little ment as

a rendering of a classic into English dress ; none

the less it is the first translation of a great writer

into English, and the philological import of the

writing is of no slight interest, with its strange

minglings of Chaucerean Saxon, ancient alliterativ©

verse, and snippets from alien tongues both North
and South. There is a pictonal quality about some
of the writing, that faintly adumbrates the rich

imagination of Spenser. But it is as the last of the

Medisevals. not as the child of the New Age, that we
must regard Douglas.

THE DAWN OF THE BENASCENCE

The fifteenth century dawned upon an England
that had outliv-ed the energising idealism of the

twelfth century. The vigorous vitality of that era

hswi been paralysed by the wasteful futilities of the

Hundred Years’ War with France, and divided

counsels at home. Feudalism that had been apower
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in Norman times in evolving order and solidarity

out of anarchy and confusion, survived now only as

a spent force. No longer did it suit the needs of

the nation. The plaint of Langland, the anathema
of Wycliff, bear witness to the general unrest and
disorganisation. The sterility of Enghsh literature

after Chaucer testifies to the lowered vitality of the

time. Yet one© again is the old saying justified

that it is darkest before the dawn. There has been
a stirring of fresh life, a kindling of new desires in

Italy and Germany. In each country the horizon

is aglow with promise

—

a, promise that speaks ac-

cording to the personality of each nation. In
Italy the Renascence thrills through the senses

;

in Germany it speaks through the intellect. Thus
is it that from the first the awakening assumed in

Germany a religious character ; it merged at once
into the Reformation. In Italy it was different

;

the old ecclesiasticism became paganised. “ The
Gods descend from Olympus and live once more
amongst men.” Pagan influences were needed;
though the sudden transition from a starved asceti-

cism to a rich, pulsing life could not be accomplished
without moral disasters. Perhaps no more signifi-

cant illustration of difference in outlook can be
given than in the attitude towards nudity. The
mediaeval artist at the portal of the Cathedral at

Basle had depicted the dead rising from graves and
donning hurriedly their garments, so as to appear
decently clad at the Last Judgment. After the

Renascence, as Jusserand has reminded us, a naked
woman was wrought in bronze upon the tomb of a
Pope. All that was beautiful was, through the eyes
of the Renascence, also divine. The human body,
so long despised and ill-treated, cam© into its king-

dom and was glorified

;

Beauty is Truth, Truth Beauty.”

But while Italy was on fire with the new sunrise,

it was still for England merely a streak of light

upon the horizon.

The Mediaaval Church, in place of welcoming
the cleansing changes of a Wyclif, opposed all

remedies for curing her of her sick condition. Nor
were our Kings any more farseeing. Henry IV
helped to stiffen the autocratic power of the Church
by passing the Act that heretics should be burned
to death. Henry V persecuted the Lollards with
relentless vigour But in vain did they try to prop
up the tottering edifice of mediaeval thought. They
could hold back for a while the oncoming tide

;

to give fresh life to what was monbund was beyond
their power; so England stood ;

“ Between two worlds, one dead.
The other powerless to be bom.”

Our inteUeetual centres dwindled into insignifi-

cance, and the continuous social disturbances
helped but to emphasize the mental and moral
degradation of the country. But if the Wars of

the Roses reacted unfavourably on our literary

life, they contributed to bring matters swiftly to a
crisis, by destroying the power of the great Feudal
nobles, and bringing about the inevitable reaction.

Meanwhile, Learning suffered badly. The
tragedy of John Tiptopt, Earl of Worcester, is a

case in point. He was a scholar and a traveller,

one imbued with the new culture of Italy. Oxford
was indebted to him for the gift of valuable manu-
scripts brought from the Continent. As a trans-
lator of the classics he had done a splendid work.
But the opportunist pohtics of the age had engulfed
him, and he was executed in 1470. Fuller’s tribute
to him as “ noble and virtuous ” was probably ill-

deserved ; but there was force in the hyperbole,
that “ the axe did at one blow cut off more learning
than was in the heads of all the survivmg nobihty,”
Meanwhile an agency was at work, more potent

even than the zeal of reformers, to turn the scale

in favour of the New Learning.

A Kentish man, William Caxton (c. 1422-91)
after serving his apprenticeship to a City
mercer, crossed to Flanders, and in the intervais

between business duties, dimmed his eyesight by
much writing. Later, he became copyist in the ser-

vice of Margaret of Burgundy, the sister of Edward
IV, and while groaning over the mechanical labour,

he came across a new art introduced into Bruges by
Colard Mansion a clever caligrapher (about 1473),^

Possibly, Caxton had learned the new art at
Cologne a year or so previously, but whether this

was the case or not, he gave Mansion financial

assistance. When he returned to his native
country he carried with him his precious Printing
Press (1476), and established himself in the Al-

monry at Westminster, where he advertised his

work thus ;
“ If it please any man, spiritual or

temporal, to buy any pyes of two or three com-
memorations of Salisbury all emprynted after the
form of the present letter, lot him come to West-
minster, and he shall have them chepe.” Caxton
was a man of business as well as a man of letters.

Probably the things which brought him most
money at first were the service books and sermons
which he sold to the preachers. There we see the
shrewd man of affairs. In his publication of Lyd-
gate and Gower, of Malory, and of that ” worshyp-
ful man, Geoffrey Chaucer,” we recognise theman of

letters. He had a pretty taste for literature, and as
early as 1468-69 translated into English a favourite

mediaeval romance, Le Becueil des Histoires des

Troye. Long before becoming a printer he had
been a translator, and translation occupies him stiU.

According to his own account, he translated twenty-
one books, and printed in fourteen years nearly
eighty separate volumes, some of which passed
through several editions.

Edward IV and Richard III both favoured him :

to Richard, Caxton dedicated his Order of Chivalry,

The Earl of Arundel allowed him “ a yearly fee of

a buck in summer and a doe in winter,” for trans-

lating The Golden Legend,
The Golden Legend^ printed about 1493, is

Caxton*s most important translation.

The Renascence had come with Caxton, and the
great nobles of the day no less than the monarchs
were stung with the desire of knowledge.
Thus the Renascence movement in London

1 It is possible that both Caxton and Mansion were
fellow-students in the art of printing at Cologne. Evi-
dence points to Cologne as the place of Caxton’s earliest

printing operations.
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begms with the publication of English master-

pieces, awakening in the minds of the people a
sense of their national hfe. Then, with the arrival

of the Tudors, the dawn broadened mto the sun-

rise.

The invention of the Printing Press, coupled

with the discovery some time before, of a way of

transforming hnen rags into paper, made the

multiplication and circulation of books a very

different matter from what it had been in the

Middle Ages.
Thus the Renascence, in place of becoming a

scholar’s monopoly, was rendered a far-reaching

popular movement.

(i) Art Am) Letters

Caxton deemed the Middle Ages more interest-

ing than Classical antiquity. Indeed, all that was
vital and inspiring in medisevalism he found summed
up in Sir Thomas Malory’s Morte Arthur, This

is his greatest imdertaking. It is a book of noble

proportion, written in fine flowing English, with
that simple austerity characteristic of the Saxon
genius.

Who is this unknown writer suddenly made
famous by Caxton ?

Of Sir Thomas Malory very little is definitely

known. He may have belonged to aWorcestershire

family of that name who fought with both Lan-
caster and York in the Wars of the Roses, one
member of which was named Thomas, and a member
of parliament in 1444-5 ; several families in York-
shire and also in the Midlands aspire to have him
for an ancestor, but no trace of a Thomas can be
found who hved about that time. Professor

Kitteridge in ^’Who was Sir Thomas Malory?^*

traces him to a certain Sir Thomas Malory of New-
bold Revell in Warwickshire, who succeeded to the

family estates about 1434. John Bale (1495-1563)

the historian, in his Accour\t of tho Lives of Eminent
Writers of Great Britain, says he was a Welshman.
The one thing certain is, that he wrote the Morte
d"Arthur, which comprises twenty-one books com-
piled from a variety of sources. According to Bale,

the first four books are founded on Robert de
Borron’s Romance of Merlin ; Book V from Morte
d*Arthur manuscript in Lincoln Cathedral Library ;

Book VI from the French Romance of Lancelot

;

Book VII is not identified ; Books VTII-X from
the Romance of Tristan by Luce de Gasc ; Books
XI-XXI are mainly from Lancelot, with interpola-

tions.

Of the first folio edition printed by Caxton in

1485 only one perfect copy is in existence ;
of two

subsequent editions, 1495 and 1529, printed by
Wynkyn de Worde, one copy of the latter is in the

British Museum.
Malory sings the praise of love, not with the gay

abandon of the French troubadour, but with that

seriousness of passion typical of the North.

While she loved, he says of Guenevere, she was
a true lover, and therefore she had a good end.

It is a pity if love be spent upon one who happens
to be inaccessible. Still, love, whether of maid or

wife* is good, inasmuch as all love is good. All

Malory pleads for is that Love first be given to
God, and then that the lover keep faithful to his

love.

The Death of Launcelot

“Oh ye mighty and pompous lords, winning in the
glory transitory of t^ unstable hfe, as in reigning over
great realms and mighty great countries, fortified with
strong castles and towers, edified with many a rich city :

Ye also, ye fierce and mighty knights, so valiant in
adventurous deeds of arms, behold, behold, see how this

mighty conqueror King Arthur, whom in his human
life all the world doubted, yea also the noble Queen
Guenever, which sometime sat in her chair adorned
with gold, pearls, and precious stones, now he full low
in obscure foss or pit covered with clods of earth and
clay. Behold also this mighty champion, Sir Launcelot,
peerless of all knighthood, see now how he lieth grovelling
upon the cold mould, now being so feeble and faint,

that sometime was so terrible, how and m what manner
ought ye to be so desirous of worldly honour so danger-
ous. Therefore me thinketh this present book is right
necessary often to be read, for in all ye find the most
gracious, knightly, and virtuous war of the most noble
knights of the world, whereby they got praising con-
tinually. Also me seemeth by the oft reading thereof,

ye sh^ greatly desire to accustom yourseli in the
following of those gracious knightly deeds, that is to
say, to dread God and to love righteousness, faithfully

and courageously to serve your sovereign Pnnce. And
the more that God hath given you the triumphal honour,
the meeker ye ought to be, ever fearing the unstableness
of this deceitful world, and so I pass over and turn again
unto my matter.
So within six weeks after Sir Launcelot fell sick, and

lay in his bed ; and then he sent for the bishop that
there was hermit, and all his true fellows. Then Sir
Launcelot said with dreary steven; “Sir Bishop, I
pray you that ye will give me all my rights that be-
fongeth unto a Christian man.” “It shall not need
you,” said the hermit and all his fellows, “it is but a
heaviness of the blood, ye shall be well amended by the
grace of God to-morrow.”
“My fair lords,” said Sir Launcelot, “wit ye well,

my careful body will into the earth, I have wanung
more than I will now say, therefore I pray you give mo
my rights.” So when he was houseled and enealed
and had all that a Christian man ought to have, he
prayed the bishop that his fellows might bear his body
unto Joyous Gard. Some men say Anwick and some
men’s say is Bamborow.
“ Howbeit,” said Sir Launcelot, “ me repenteth sore

but I made mine avow sometime, that in Joyous Gard
I would be buried, and because of breaking of my vow I
pray you aU lead me thither.” Then there was weeping
and wringing of hands among all his fellows. So at
the season of the night, they went all to their beds,

for they all lay in one chamber ; so after midnight
against day, the bishop that was hermit, as he lay in
his bed asleep he fell on a great laughter ; and there-

with the fellowship awoke, and came unto the bishop
and asked him what he ailed. “Ah Jesus, mercy,”
said the bishop, “ why did y© awake me, I was never
in all my life so merry and so well at ease.” “ Why,
wherefore ? ” said Sir Bors,

“Truly,” said the bishop, “here was Sir Launcelot
with me, with more angels than ever I saw men upon
one day; and I saw the angels heave Sir Launcelot
towards heaven, and the gates of heaven opened against

him.” “ It is but dretchmg of swevens,” said Sir Bors,

“for I doubt not Sir Launcelot aileth nothing but
good.” “ It may well be,” said the bishop, “ go ye to
his bed, and then shall ye prove the sooth.

So when Sir Bors and his fellows came to his bed
they found him stark dead, and he lay as he had smiled,

and the sweetest savour about him that ever they
smelled. Then was there weeping and wringing of

hands, and the greatest dole they made that ever made
men. And on the morrow the bishop sung his mass
of Requiem, and after the bishop and all those nine
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knights put Sir Launcelot in the same horse bier that
Queen Guenever was laid in before that she was buried.

And so the bishop and they altogether went with the

corpse of Sir Launcelot daily, till they came unto Joyous
Gard, and ever they had an hundred torches burning
about him.
And so within fifteen days they came to Joyous Gard.

And there they laid his corpse in the body of the choir,

and sung and read many psalters and prayers over him
and about him ; and ever his visage was laid open and
naked, that all folk might behold hun ; for such was the
custom in those days that all men of worship should so

He with open visage till that they were buried.**

Caxton’s personality is an interesting one : it

may be seen in his various prefaces. These reflect

a kindly and simple nature, with a pleasant ad-

mixture of keen humour to take off the flatness.

His style is uncertain, for he is not clear how far

to draw upon foreign tongues. But he has a ready

instinct for good Saxon prose, and his prose is far

more readable and attractive than some of the

prose written about this time. One of his pleas-

antest quahties is the confidential note which he
strikes—a note, that was later on to be the dis-

tinctive note of the English Essay. At present

English prose is still in the experimental state;

like, to a lesser extent, the verse. But poetry was
to have a glorious career, before English prose

made itself a force with which to be reckoned.

Thh Successors of Caxton

For nearly fifty years after the death of Caxton,
the book trade in England was directed for the

most part by two men, Jan Wynkyn de Worde
(d. 1534), and Richard Pynson (d. 1630) ; but the

admirable start made by Oaxton was scarcely main-
tained by his successors Classical learning took
a very low place, and until 1543 no Greek book
was printed in England. Religious literature of a
mediocre kind coudd be had in abundance, there

was a steady market for these, and contemporary
poets like Skelton and Hawes had the gratification

of finding some of their work printed. For any
advance in the development of English literature

we must look, however, not to the pnnter but to a
wealthy nobleman, Lord Berners, who did admir-
able work as a translator.

John Bourchier, 2nd Lord Beriusrs (1467-1533)
was educated at Oxford, and married Catherine,

daughter of the Duke of Norfolk. As a youth he
was intimately acquainted with Henry VIH, with
whom he travelled to Calais. After filling many
important positions in the State, he was made
Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1616, and Deputy
to Calais in 1520 with a yearly salary of £100
and £104 “ spyaU money.” In straitened circum-
stances through numerous lawsuits in connection
with his estates, he was continually borrowing
money of the King who, during Berner’s last illness,

ordered his goods to be sequestered in the interest

of his creditors.

His literary work consisted of important trans-

lations from the French and Spanish. In 1523,
at Henry’s request, he translated Froissart’s

Chronicles

f

a second volume in 1525 being printed
by Richard Pynson ; Huon of Bordeaux from the
French (1532), printed by Wynl^n de Worde;
The CasteU of Love from the Spanish ; the History

of the moost noble and valyaunt Knight, Arihour of
Lytell Brytaine

;

and in 1534 The Golden Booh of
Marcus Aurehus, translated from Guevara’s El
Belox de Pr^ncipes o Marco Aurelio, which also

inspired Lyly in his Buphues,

Among lesser literary forces may be mentioned
Robert Fabyan (d. 1513), who did useful work as a
chronicler of London history, despite his tendency
to accept all the fabulous tales of our national
origm first made by Geoffrey of Monmouth, Ed-
ward HaIiL (d. 1547), is a man of more scholarly

attainment. He chronicles the story of the Houses
of Lancaster and York, and carries the story down
to 1532. He had an eye for characterisation

; and
some of his work attracted Shakespeare, who makes
fairly generous use of it in his plays dealing with
Plantagenet England.
EDenry VII had done much to encourage the

New Learning. Mention of him usually recalls the
memory of a shrewd, sagacious, and thrifty states-

man, a man with a gemus for practicabfiity and
cautious common sense. For the rest he does not
impress himself upon us as a figure of the Renas-
cence. But there were two Henrys ; and one
of them especially marked in earher years was a
kindly, art-loving student, somewhat reserved per-

haps, but with flashes of humour, and an ardent,

romantic temperament. We may recall the de-

light which Malory’s Legends afforded him ; the
pleasure it gave him to surround himself with the
best scholars of the day ; the careful education he
bestowed upon his children. He lacked the open,

genial bearmg of his successor ; yet his tastes were
as fully with the New Learning as were those of his

son.

The hopes of cultured England were bright and
confident when young Henry succeeded his

father in 1609. Handsome, alert, artistic, with
marked scholarly tastes, yet no bookworm, he
seemed an ideal prince. He had the Englishman’s
love of outdoor exercise; a winning manner and
an all-round versatility likely to endear himself to
all sorts and conditions of men.
By his distinguished marriage with Catherine of

Aragon he had made a powerful ally in Spain. In
fact, there was no cloud on the horizon when he
came to the throne. Men were willing to put up
with the ebullience of vanity that showed itself

even thus early, especially as there was some
reason for it. What did it matter if, like Sir

Willoughby Patterne, he knew that he had
leg,” and was pleased to share that knowledge with
others ? had he not single-handed met “ that
serpent ” Luther, and confounded him in a learned
book that had met with the approbation of the
Pope himself?

Assuredly a man of the Renascence: he writes
lyrics and composes music, is an expert on various
instruments himself, and ranges over most sub-
jects in science and philosophy, with an eager in-

terest characteristic of the time. There is nothing
of his father’s parsimony about him. Erasmus is

made heartily welcome and Holbein invited to
stay, the clever foreigner is welcome at Court.
England at length is coming into line with the
Southern nations.
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We are now in a position to examine more closely

the spirit of the Benascence working in England

and helping to stir its dull stagnation into fresh

life. It was during the last few years of the

fifteenth century that the connection of English

thought with Italian scholarship began.

William Grocyn, for some time Greek Professor

at Oxford, spent two years at Florence, where the

famous Politian was lecturing, and about the same
time Linacre, a man of great sensibility and re-

finement, was selected to help in the teaching of

Lorenzo di Medici’s children. These two men be-

came saturated with the classicism of Florence, and
on their return home communicated their eager

enthusiasm to others in England, notably Colet,

afterwards Dean of St. Paul’s, and to Sir Thomas
More. “ To be in company of such men as Colet,’*

said Erasmus, who entered Oxford in 1498, “ he
would not refuse to live even in Scythia,” and he
likened his talk to the talk of Plato. Grocyn’s

varied knowledge and Linacre’s fine judgment,

received also the warm commendation of the

young scholar, while his tribute to More has be-

come one of the commonplaces of literary his-

tory :
“ When did Nature ever mould a character

more gentle, endearing, and happy than Thomas
More’s ?

”

The fire once lit spread apace. Schools and
colleges sprang up, dedicated to the cause of

the latest culture. Bichard Fox, Bishop of Dur-
ham, founded grammar schools at Grantham and
Taunton, and brought into being Corpus Christi

College at Oxford ;
while Cambridge, not to be

behind, responded with the creation of Christ’s

and St. John’s Colleges through the influence of

Bishop Fisher. In London, St. Paul’s School

sprang up at the instigation of Colet, where the

young students were to be taught “ the old Latin

speech, the very Roman tongue used in the time

of Tully and Sallust and Vergil and Terence ; the

Latin adulterate, which blind fools brought into

the world, being absolutely banished.” William

Lilly, the godson of Grocyn, was to bo the first

headmaster. He was a friend of More, and well

approved of by Erasmus as one versed in the art

of educating youth.

Among the most remarkable personalities of the

time is Sir Thomas More ; he was the son of Sir

John More, a justice of the King’s Bench, who had
his residence in the heart of the City, and it was
here, in Milk Street, that Thomas was bom in the

year 1478. As a child he attended St. Anthony’s

School in Threadneedle Street, at that time con-

sidered to bo a school of high repute. From here

he followed the usual custom in those days of

becoming attached to some great household.

Thomas More was particularly fortunate in his

patron. Cardinal Morton, the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, who quickly discovered his young retainer’s

promise, remarking ;
“ Whoever Hveth to try it,

shall see tliis child here waiting at table prove

a marvellous man.” The keen political insight

showed by More was greatly due to the stimulating

counsel of the Cardinal. This interest was con-

tinued after he left his patron, for we find it was
through his influence that More was sent to Oxford

and so came into contact with the New Learning

then being advanced by Grocyn, Linacre, and Colet.

It was here, also, he met and became the closest

friend of Erasmus, and the three were soon looked

upon as the most eager disciples of the forward
movement of the day.

More’s stay at Oxford did not last long. On his

return to London he began to study law at New
Inn and Lincoln’s Inn, and we find him steadily

working his way up to the Bar. At this time h©
was much in the society of Colet and Lilly.

At the age of twenty-one More is a Member of

Parliament, and when a proposal is made four

years later, by King Henry VII, for a subsidy for

the marriage portion of his daughter Margaret, who
was to be married to James IV of Scotland, More
openly opposes the demand of the King. As his

opposition influenced Parliament to the extent of

their refusing the subsidy, he had at once to bear

the wrath of the displeased monarch :
“ A beard-

less boy has disappointed the King’s purpose !
”

The result of this fearlessness brought More’s

father into the trouble, for the incensed king

caused him to be fined upon a legal pretext, and
Thomas More found it necessary to leave public

life. This check to his career was terribly dis

appointing, and so unsettled More, that he at this

time contemplated becoming a monk. His dis-

position had always been religious. While he was
a law student he imposed upon himself various

forms of self-mortification—fasting, praying, and

next to his skin he wore a hair shirt.

The influence of his wise teacher, Colet, now
Dean of St. Paul’s, and of his friend Erasmus pre-

vailed, and before he was twenty-five he had

determined upon a secular career.

Erasmus has said of More, “ When did Nature

ever mould a character more gentle, endearing,

and happy than Thomas More’s ? ” and it is to

thifl gentleness and kindly thought for others that

we must ascribe his curious selection of a wife. H©
married in 1605, Jane, the eldest daughter of John
Colt of New Hall, Essex, although he prefened

her younger sister—^but he did not wish to subject

the elder sister to the discredit of being passed over,

and so " of a certain pity he framed his fancy ”

towards the elder daughter.

This first wife died, and in 1511 More married

Alice Middleton, a widow. This marriage was one

of great affection, and Erasmus, his friend, was

impressed many years later by his devotion to her.

“ He loveth her as if she were a girl of fifteen.”

More’s prospects at the beginning of Henry VIII’s

reign (1509) were exceptional. Wolsey made him

known to the King and honours came thick and

fast. First appointed Dnder Sherifi of London,

1510; then became Master of Requests, 1514;

Treasurer of the Exchequer, 1521 ; and Chancel-

lor of the Duchy of Lancaster, 1526. His duties

necessitated his making various visits abroad, and

it was whilst staying in Antwerp that he wrote

the first draft of his great work on Social Reform

—

Vtopixi.

We arrive at the year of Wolsey’s fall, 1629. Not
many days after the Cardinal was dispossessed of

big office of Lord Chancellor, More, against his wish,
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but yielding to the importunities of the King,

stepped into Wolsey’s vacant place.

More was the first layman to occupy this post.

His resignation of the Chancellorship took place m
1532. His disapproval of Henry VIII’s defiance of

the Church and of his final break with Rome, left

no alternative to More.

The King was unwilling to accept harsh measures

with the statesman, and before the final steps were

taken, opportunities were given to More to re-

consider his position. But he was firm. In April

1634: he was sent to the Tower for declining the

oath of adherence which he feared would impugn
the Supremacy of the Pope, and so make it an easy

matter for King Henry to divorce his queen. He
was beheaded on Tower Hill, 6th July 1535. A
brave man of most happy disposition, he met his

fate with courage, and even on the scafiold his

sense of humour did not desert him.

His Writings.—^In 1510, Life of Pico of Mirandolaf

from the incomplete History of Richard III (written

in Latin c. 1513), has been called the first book in

classical English prose ;
it is sometimes said to have

been based on a Latin work by Archbishop Morton,

not extant.

Utopia, first printed in 1516 at Louvain; a second
edition appeared in 1517. It was then revised by
More and printed in 1518. Also reprinted in Pans
and Vienna. It did not appear in English, till

translated by Ralph Robinson, after More’s death,

1551.

More’s other Latin works include epigrams, a
translation of some of Lucian’s dialogues, and
pamphlets against the Lutherans.

Amongst his English controversial works the

most important is the Dyaloge against iMheranism
and Tyndale, in five books.

Whilst in the Tower he wrote Pyaloge of Comfort
against Tribulation.

He also wrote much English as well as Latin verse.

Utopia

:

or, to give the full title. The Discourses

of Raphael Hythloday, of the Best State of a Common-
wealth.

This satire on the social and political evils of the
age was written in Latin in two parts, the second
about 1515, the first a year later. Though printed
at Louvain, Basle, Paris, and Vienna, no IJnglish

edition appeared tdl Robinson’s translation in 1553.

Gilbert Burnet made a better translation in 1684,
and Burnet’s is the one now used.

Beginning with fact. Sir Thomas More relates how
he and Cuthbert Tunstal, Master of the Rolls, were
sent by Henry Vlll—^the unconquered King of

England and a prince adorned with aU the virtues I
”

—on a diplomatic mission to Prince Charles of
Castile, with whom he had “ some difierence of no
small consequence.” A satisfactory termination
to the mission not being imminent. More takes the
opportunity of visiting Antwerp, and is entertained
by Peter Giles, a man “ whose conversation was so
pleasant and so innocently cheerful, that his com-
pany in a great measure lessened any longings to go
back to my country, and to my wife and children,
which an absence of four months had quickened
very much.”
Through the kindness of Giles, More is supposed

to make the acquaintance of Raphael Hythloday,
a Portuguese who had travelled with the famous
explorer Amerigo Vespucci. On their fourth jour-
ney Hythloday, impressed with the newly disco-
vered country, requests to be left behind in order
to make inquiries into its social and pohtical
government.

Finding that More and his friend are anxious to
hear all he can tell them, Hythloday proceeds to
relate how he and his companions ingratiated them-
selves into the afieotions of the people, and how
“ they came to towns and cities, and common-
wealths that were both happily and well peopled
. . . and reckoned up not a few things, from which
patterns might be taken for correcting the errors

of these nations among whom we live.”

He tells them that while on a visit to England he
had heard that the dreadful punishment enacted
against thieves was hanging, “ Would it not be
better,” he says, “ that every man might be put
in a method how to live, and so be preserved from
the fatal necessity of stealing and of dying for it ?

... if you suffer your people to be ill-educated,

and their manners to be corrupted from their in-

fancy, and then punish them for those crimes to

which their first education disposed them, what
else is to be concluded from this but that you first

make thieves and then punish them ?
”

The Utopians “ do not wear themselves out with
perpetual toil from morning to night ” as is common
in most countries. “ Dividing the day and night

into twenty-four hours, they appoint six of these

for work, three of which are before dinner and
three after , . . sleep eight hours ; the rest of the

time . . . left to every man’s discretion
; yet they

are not to abuse that interval in luxury and idle-

ness, but must employ it in some proper exercise.”

All are engaged in some useful work, agriculture

so “universally understood among them that no
person, either man or woman, is ignorant of it

;

they are instructed in it from their childhood.”

No unnecessary labour is permitted, and the people

are allowed “ as much time as is necessary for the

improvement of their minds, in which they think

the happiness of life consists.”

Their towns all possess a pure water supply and
good sanitation, the streets are broad and “ gardens

behind all their houses,” which they cultivate with
great care ;

“ there is nothing belonging to the

whole that is both more useful and more pleasant.”

In choosing their Prince from among their head
magistrates, the people take an oath “ before they

proceed to an election, that they will choose him
whom they think most fit for the office ” and “ give

their voices secretly.”

They “ much more detest the folly of those who,
when they see a rich man, though they neither owe
him anything, nor are in any sort dependent on his

bounty, yet, merely because he is rich, give him
Uttle less than divine honours.”

Virtue is defined as “ living according to Nature
. . . they think we are made by God for that end

;

and believe that a man then follows the dictates of

Nature when he pursues or avoids things according

to the direction of reason.” The first dictate is “ a
love and reverence for the Divine Majesty ”...
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the second “ directs us to keep our minds as free

from passion andas cheerful as we can . • . and use
our utmost endeavours to help forward the happi-

ness of aU other persons ...”
A life of pleasure is either a real evil or a good

thing. “ What sort of pleasure is it that men can
find in throwing dice ? ” And what pleasTire can
one find in “ seeing dogs run after a hare, more than
of seeing one dog run after another ? . . - But if

the pleasure lies in seeing the hare killed and torn
by the dogs, this ought rather to stir pity, that a
weak, harmless, and fearful hare shoifid be de-,

voured by strong, fierce, and cruel dogs.”
Of true pleasures some are mental, some physical.

“ The pleasures of the mind lie in knowledge, and
in that delight which the contemplation of truth
carries with it; ... the joyful reflection on a
well-spent life, and the assured hopes of a future
happiness. ...” Physical pleasures are of two
kinds, “that which gives our senses some real

delight ... by recruiting Nature and that
which affects the senses such as “ the pleasure that
arises from music.”

Perfect health is “ the greatest of all bodily
pleasures. . . . And if any should say that sick-

ness is not really pain, but that it only carries pain
along with it, they look upon that as a fetch of
subtlety that does not much alter the matter.”

“It is thought a sign of a sluggish and sordid
mind not to preserve carefully one’s natiiral beauty ;

but it is likewise infamous among them to use
paint ... no beauty recommends a wife so much
to her husband as the probity of her life and her
obedience ; for as some few are caught and held
only by beauty, so all are attracted by the other
excellences which charm all the world.”
The Utopians have few laws, “it is an un-

reasonable thing to oblige men to obey a body of
laws that are both of such bulk, and so dark as not
to be read and understood by everyone of the sub-
jects.” Neither have they any lawyers, for “ they
consider them as a sort of people whose profession

it is to disguise matters and to wrest the laws ; and,
therefore, they think it is much better that every
man should plead his own cause, and trust it to the

judge ... by this means they both cut off many
delays and find out truth more certainly . . . with-

out those artifices which lawyers are apt to suggest.”
“ Leagues are useless things, and believe that if

the common ties of humanity do not knit men
together, the faith of promises will have no great

effect.”

War is a brutal thing, and there is “ nothing more
inglorious than the glory gained by war ; and
therefore, though they accustom themselves daily

to military exercises and the discipline of war, in

which not only their men, but their women like-

wise, are trained up, that, in cases of necessity, they
may not be quite useless, yet they may not rashly

engage in war, unless it be either to defend them-
selves or their friends from any unjust aggressors

or, out of good nature orin compassion, assist an op-

pressed nation in shaking off the yoke of tyranny.”

It is accounted a “ just cause of war for a nation

to hinder others from possessing a part of that soil

of which they make no use . « • since every man
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has, by the law of nature, a right to such a
waste portion of the earth as is necessary for his
subsistence.”

If war is forced upon them they “ make use of the
worst sort of men,” which they hire “with the
offer of vast rewards to expose themselves to all

sorts of hazards, out of which the greater part
never returns to claim their promises, yet they
make them good most religiously to such as escape.
This animates them to adventure again . . . for
the Utopians . . . reckon it a service done to
mankind if they could be a means to deliver the
world from such a lewd and vicious sort of people,
that seem to have run together, as to the drain of
human nature. . . . When they draw out troops
of their own people, they take such ... as freely

offer themselves, for none are forced to go against
their wills, since, if any man is pressed that wants
courage, he will not only act faintly, bub by his

cowardice dishearten others.”

They protect life and property in the enemy’s
country, neither do they harm any man “ unless he
is a spy.”

“ When a war is ended they do not oblige their

friends to re-imburse their expenses ; but they
obtain them of the conquered.” It is not said,

however, how they meet their expenses if they
suffer reverse.

“ However, there are many things in the common-
wealth of Utopia that I rather wish, than hope to
see fulfilled in our government.”
The Significance of the Uiopta.—This work has

been not inaptly called “ the first monument of
modem Socialism.” In its general conception and
trend it is in direct succession from Plato’s

Republic, though whereas Plato’s is an aristo-

cratic communism, More’s is on a democratic
basis. It is a People’s State, with an elective

government even though State controls. This
insistence on State control ; its advocacy of a six

hours’ day ; its concern with over-population and
what we term “ the land question ” ; its denuncia-
tion of luxury and idleness; these things it is

which give the Utopia a special interest to the
Social rsformer.

As a purely literary work it is of value as showing
how the spirit of the New Learning expressed itself

in the practical idealism of an English scholar ; yet
in the very language selected, it showed how far the

author was from realising the possibilities of our
native tongue. It was written to convert the

student rather than to impress the populace. It
was in part a scholar’s dream of what might be ;

in part a reformer’s dream of what should be.

Slore’s friend Erasmus is a man of equal ability,

but quite other in temperament and character.

More’s humour is genial, Erasmus is bitterly sati-

rical. Erasmus’ brilliance is clear-cut and cold,

More’s is softened with a kindliness of heart. His
severities as Chancellor, whatever we may think of

them, were certainly not the expression of his real

nature. The best part of More is seen in his family

life at Chelsea, and in the Utopia. His tenderness

of heart extends to animals—a trait rare indeed

in those times. ** God,” says he, “ has given them
life that they niay hve. • . . How can we find
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more pleasure in seeing a dog mn after a hare

than in seeing a dog run after another dog ?
”

It is interesting to note that both More’s Utopm
and Erasmus’ Chrishan Primer were written about
the same time, and embody the ideals of the New
Learning as applied to social and political life;

ideals defined by a modern historian as “ the art

of living together in civil society and of securing the

common weal of the people.’* Erasmus had little

of More’s fine humanity and delicacy of feeling, but
intellectually he is at one with him. He urges the

importance of the Golden Rule, and suggests that

kings should refrain from entering into any avoid-

able war. It were best for them to seek the good
of their people, not a mere section, but the good
of the whole community. A king’s claim to the

throne should rest upon the goodwill of the nation,

he should tax them as little as possible, and what
taxation there is should fall upon the wealthy, not
the poorer classes,

(ii) Beligiorh

The first complete version of the Bible in English
was made by Wyolif in 1382, though Wyclif himself

was responsible probably only for the Gospels. The
introduction of printing signalised the rapid multi-

phcation of summaries of various portions of the
Bible, and in 1525 Tyndale’s translation of the New
Testament was first issued. To Miles Coverdale,
however, belongs the privilege of rendering the
first complete English Bible in 1536, a Bible
based on the Swiss-German version. Tyndale’s
translation, however, being freely used so far as it

went.

William Tyndalb (bom c. 1484), a small, thin,

earnest man of extreme pertinacity, was educated
at Oxford and Cambridge, and later acted as tutor
in a Gloucestershire family. He was an ardent
supporter of Luther, and although he did not lack
friends in London, found it necessary to go abroad
to work at his translation of the New Testament
from Greek into English. This he completed at
Hamburg, and the translation was finally printed
at Worms, three years after Luther’s trandation
of the New Testament into German. He was
helped in his work by one William Roy, a Minorite
friar educated at Cambridge. Tyndale had no
special affection for his collaborator, about whom
he remarked drily : “As long as he had gotten no
money, somewhat I could ride him ; but as soon
as he had gotten his money he became like himself
again. Nevertheless, I suffered aU things till that
was ended which I could not do alone . . . when
that was ended I took my leave and bade him
farewell for our two lives, and as men say, a day
longer.” The translation, coming as it did from
one associated so closely with “ the arch heretic ”

Luther, was denounced by Cuthbert Tunstal at St.

Paul’s Cross, and publicly burnt.
More was selected to do battle against Tyndale.

He criticised his text, for its avoidance of certain
Cathohc terms, such as grace, confession, and
penance. Tyndale defended his exclusion of these
words, on the ground that a false meaning had be-
come attached to them. More frankly admitted.

however, that the English ought to have the Bible
in their own tongue, and disposed of the argument
that some might come to harm that way by say.
ing that “ to keep the whole commodity from
any people because of harm that by their own
folly and fault may come to some part, were as
though an unlicensed surgeon should . . , cut off

a man’s head by the shoulders to keep h\m from
toothache.”

More’s disposition was naturally gentle and
humane, and his sensibility and insight made
qmte alive to the defects of his Church. His own
pohcy would have been quietly and gradually to

have reformed from within ; and the crude, violent

methods of Luther and the uncompromising vigour
of his friends, jarred not merely on his refined and
tranquil habit of mind but thoroughly alarmed
him. It was fear for the safety of his Church that

forced him into association with the sorry ex-

ponents of persecution. It is only fair to him to

remember that toleration was quite alien to the

spirit of the tune. Neither the Reformers nor .

their opponents looked upon it as a desirable

quality. Each side was in fierce earnest ; each
thought the other heading for damnation. To
More therefore it probably seemed like the adoption
for a brief while of a policy he hated in order to

save England from destruction.

Whatever may be thought of Tyndale’s substitu-

tion of such words as congregation, elder, know-
ledge, penance, for church, priest, confession,

penance, the rhythmic grace and verbal charm of

his version has not been questioned. To it the

translation of the Authorised Version owed a great

debt, scarcely reahsed by many people.

Miles CovBRDALB (b. 1488), a Yorkshireman edu-

cated at Cambridge, had become a priest in 1514,

and had assisted Tyndale in the translation of

the Pentateuch. Less brilliant as a scholar than
Tyndale, he had no small measure of his hterary

power, and about the time of Tyndale’s martyrdom,
his friend and colleague completed his translation

of the entire Bible.

Finally, in 1540, a translation more carefully

revised, containing a prologue by Cranmer, was
appointed to the use of the churches. Of the five

men more or less associated with the translation in

England—^Tyndale, Coverdale, Rogers, Cromwell,
and Cranmer—Coverdale alone survived a violent

death ; dying quietly as an old man in 1668, after

a life of extraordinary mental activity.

Good translations from the Classics now make
their appearance, with the smiling approval of such
men as the erudite and whimsical tutor Roger
Ascham and Wolsey himself. According to an
interesting document, “ The Daybook of John Dow,”
bookseller at Oxford, we learn in what great de-

mand are the authors of antiquity. Anstotle is

greatly sought after ; Horace, Ovid, and Virgil

are all names to conjure with commercially.
Virgil especially took the fancy of the early six-

teenth century.

The custom for the scholar to write prose in

Latin still persists, but there are vigorous efforts

on the part of some—Ascham is one of the first

—

to give vitality to our own tongue. “ To pretend,”
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said More, “ that our language is barbarous is not a

fantasy . . . and if they would call it barren of

words there is no doubt that it is plenteous enough

to express our myndes in anye thing whereof one

man hath use to speke with another.” Yet, good
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Sir Thomas, for all that, wrote his famous Utopia
in Latin.

Ascham, on the other hand, insisted in his Treatise

on Shooting, “ I have written this English matter
in the English tongue for Enghsh men.**

EARLIER RENASCENCE AND POETRY

(1406-c. 1490)

Wyatt and Surrey to Sidney

THE EARLIER RENASCENCE AND
POETRY

The Poetry of the Renascence has aU the freshness

and vigour of a youthful race :

“ Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive,

But to be young was very Heaven.”

At first the poets—scholars and courtiers—

could do little but stammer with fitful grace. The
instrument is there, but they cannot as yet pipe

on it. They are embarrassed and self-conscious.

Yet this awkwardness melts away. When we reach

Spenser and Sidney, the tentative flutings are over.

The music is sweet, spontaneous, full-throated.

During the earlier years of the Renascence in

England we are stiU in the experimental period.

The bleakness of the post-Chaucerean period is over,

but from the time of Wyatt and Surrey until w©
reach Sir Philip Sidney, English poetry is interest-

ing more for its promise than for its performance.

The poetry of the age opens with the publication

of a volume known as TotteVs Miscellany (1557).^

This book contained the verse of those ill-fated

courtiers Sir Thomas Wyatt and the Earl of Surrey,

and marks the first English poetry of the Renas-

cence.

Thomas Wyatt was born in 1503, entered St.

John’s College, Cambridge, at the age of twelve, and

took his degree at fifteen.

He was at one time, like Chaucer, esquire to the

King. He travelled to Italy on several occasions,

and was the first to introduce the sonnet into

England. His friend Surrey praised his hand-

some appearance where “ force and beauty met.”

He was an accomplished swordsman, and could

bandy words as well as the rapier ; a fine linguist,

an agreeable musician, a brilliant talker, it is small

wonder that he became a favourite with Henry VIII.

His letters to his son have the weighty wisdom of

Chesterfield’s utterances. They were modelled on
Seneca’s epistles

:

” Have your friends in a reverence ; and think un-
kindness to be the greatest offence, and least punished,

among men ; but so much the more to be dread, for

God is justicer upon that alone. # • . If you will seem
honest, be honest ; or else seem as you are.”

Wyatt died of a fever in 1542, in his thirty-

ninth year.

1 Richard Tottel, a printer who, along with Grimald,

a University scholar and chaplain^ to Ridley, made a
CoHeotion of verse written by courtiers of Henry VII.

The Loves’s Appeal

And wilt thou leave me thus ?

Say nay I say nay ! for shame.
To save thee from the blame
Of all my grief and grame.
And wilt thou leave me thus ?

Say nay ! say nay !

And wilt thou leave me thus,
That hath loved thee so long
ha wealth and woe among

:

And is thy heart so strong
As for to leave me thus ?

Say nay I say nay 1

And wilt thou leave me thus,
That hath given thee my heart
Never for to depart
Neither for pain nor smart

:

And wilt thou leave me thus ?

Say nay ! say nay I

And wilt thou leave me thus.
And have no more pity
Of him that loveth thee 1

Alas 1 thy cruelty !

And wilt thou leave me thus ?

Say nay ! say nay »

His friend and disciple, Henry Howard, Earl of
Surrey, was born about 1517. More hot-blooded
than his friend, he was continually getting into

trouble as a young man, and made several visits

to the Fleet Prison. His whole career was a
chequered one ; in fighting, sonneteering, and
roystering he spent his days, and fell at last a
victim to Henry’s arbitrary power, being beheaded,
on a pretext of treason, in 1547. He was more
dashing and indiscreet than his friend, but equally

with him, had an open, ingenuous disposition,

charm of manner, and a cultured mind.
Of these two names Wyatt’s is the most impor-

tant. Modelling his work upon Italian models, h©
attempted a great variety of metrical experiments
—songs, madrigals, sonnets, elegies; occasionally

imitative, but with touches of grace and fantasy.

Surrey is seen rather as the disciple of Wyatt
than an independent force

; yet his sonnets are

more effective than those of Wyatt. Wyatt ad-

hered strictly to the Petrarcan model, used with
such fine effect at a later date by Milton, and
stiU more recently by Rossetti. Surrey modified

the form, and it was this modification that Shake-
speare seized upon in his splendid Sonnet sequence.

The Petrarcan form is perhaps the more impressive ;

the- modified English form the more expressive.

Surrey also translated the second uEneid into

blank verse. This is the first example of blank verse
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in English, Rhymed verse hitherto had held un-
disputed sway ; but one effect of the study of the
classics was to lessen the prestige of rhyme. Surrey’s
blank verse was very unlike the sonorous measure
it became in the hands of Marlowe. But it was a
step at any rate in the direction of a form of litera-

ture in which the greatest Elizabethans won their

highest triumphs. Surrey and Wyatt stand in

relation to the glory of English poetry under
Spenser and Shakespeare as Thomson and Collins

do to Wordsworth and Shelley.

Surrey excels his friend as a metrist, and shows
little of hatt awkwardness that mars much of

Wyatt’s verse. But it must be remembered that
if the disciple excelled his master in ease and assur-

ance, the master had the advantage of having
opened up the way. In the work of these men, we
mark for the first time a more personal note in

English poetry, for the great characteristic of

mediaeval verse is its impersonal character. Con-
ventional it stiU is, and often stiff in expression;
but a more individual tone is now imparted to it.

Deschiption or Spring

The soote season, that bud and bloom forth brings,
"With green hath clad the hill, and eke the vale.
The nightingale with feathers new she sings

;

The turtle to her mate hath told her tale.

Summer is come, for every spray now springs.
The hart hath hung his old head on the pale ;

The buck in brake his winter coat he slings

;

The fishes flete with new repaired scale ;

The adder all her slough away she slings ;

The swift swallow pursueth the flies smale

;

The busy bee her honey now she mmgs ;
i

Winter is worn that was the flowers’ bale.
And thus I see among these pleasant things
Each care decays, and yet my sorrow springs

!

George Gascoigne (c. 1525-1677) is an interest-

ing figure of the time and has been held responsible
for the first English prose comedy, The Supposes
(from Ariosto)

j the first regular verse satire. The
Steel Glass ; the first prose tale (from BandeHo)

;

the first translation from Greek tragedy, Jocasta ;

and the first critical essay, Notes of Instruction,

Whether this be correct or not, he was undoubtedly
a man of considerable culture, was a well-known
figure at Court and in political circles, and was, as
befitted a man of breeding and education, a fairly

extensive traveller. He is a tolerable metrist and
has a nice turn for fantasy, as may be seen by his
collection of verse, Flowers, Herts, and Weeds. His
Lullahy of a Lover is a pleasant specimen of his
original power.

Lullaby op a Loveb
Sing lullaby, as women do.
Wherewith they bring their babes to rest.
And lullaby can I sing too,
As womanly as can the best.
With lullaby they still the child

;

And if I be not much beguiled,
Full many wanton babes have I
Which must be stilled with lullaby.

First lullaby, my youthful years,
It is now time to go to bed,
For crooked age and hoary hairs
Have won the hav’n within my head t

1 Mingles.

With lullaby then, youth, be still.

With lullaby content thy will,

Since courage quails and comes behind,
Go sleep and so beguile thy mind.

Next lullaby, my gazing eyes.
Which wanton were to glance apacch
For every glass may now suffice

To show the furrows in my face.
With lullaby then wink awhile,
With lullaby your looks beguile

;

Let no fair face, nor beauty bright.
Entice you oft with vam delight.

And Inllabv, my wanton will,

Lol lei. oil,-; rule now rem thy thought.
Since all too late I find by skill

How dear I have thy fancies bought

;

With lullaby now take thine ease.
With lullaby thy doubts appease.
For trust to this, if thou be still

My body shall obey thy will.

With Gascoigne may be mentioned Turberville,
Googe, and Tusser. These men were all agreeable
verse-writers rather than genuine poets

; happy
occasionally in their phrasings and fancies, but
uninspired and mediocre on the whole. It is best
to regard them as indirectly helping the develop-
ment of English poetry by their translation work.
This indirectly served to strengthen and enrich

the language, and therefore gave the original men
of the age better material on which to exercise

their craft.

“ The green that you did wish me wear
Aye for your love,

And on my helm a branch to bear
Not to remove,

Was ever you to have in mind
Whom Cupid hath my feire assigned.
• • • • • a

As winter’s force cannot deface
This branch his hue,

So let no change of love disgrace
Your friendship true

;

You were mme own, and so be still.

So shall we live and love our fill.

Then I may think myself to be
Well recompensed.

For wearing of the tree that is

So well defensed
Against all weather that doth fall

When wayward winter spits his gall.” i

The most original of this early group is ThOiviaS

Sackvillb. He is not a cheerful writer, but he had
real imagination, with nothing of that mannered
prettiness which makes much of his contemporaries’
work so wearisome. His Mirror for Magistrates
gives a powerful picture of the underworld where
the poet describes his meeting with famous English-

men who had suffered misfortune. This work is not
aU from Sackville’s pen, but the Prologue and
design are his, and the Prologue has a Dantesque
intensity about it, and a power of allegorising,

unequaUed save in the pages of Spenser. SackviUe’s
technical skill is far superior to his predecessors’

—

superior to any but the great names of the age.

Undoubtedly he is the most original poetic force

between Chaucer and Sidney,

1 Turberville.
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Complaint op the Duke op Buckingham

So long as fortune would permit the same,

I liv’d in rule and riches with the best

:

And pass’d my time in honour and in fame.

That of mishap no fear was in my breast

;

But false fortune, when I suspected least,

Did turn the wheel, and with a doleful fall

Hath me bereft of honour, life, and all.

Lo, what avails in riches floods that flows ?

Though she so smil’d, as all the world were his

;

Even kings and kesars biden fortune’s throws.

And simple sort must bear it as it is.

Take heed by me that blith’d in baleful bliss ;

My rule, my riches, royal blood and all.

When fortune frown’d, the feller made my fall.

For hard mishaps, that happens unto such
Whose wretched state erst never felt no change,
Agrieve them not in any p^t so much
As their distress, to whom it is so strange

That all their hves, nay, passed pleasures range.

Their sudden woe, that aye wield wealth at will,

Algates their hearts more piercingly must thrill.

For of my birth, my blood was of the best.

First born an earl, then duke by due descent

:

To swing the sway in court among the rest, /

Dame Fortune me her rule most largely lent.

And kind with courage so my corpse had blent,

That lo, on whom but me did she most smile ? ’

And whom but me, lo, did she most beguile ?

Now hast thou heard the whole of my unhap.
My chance, my change, the cause of all my care 5

In wealth and woe, how fortune did me wrap.
With world at will, to win me to her snare

;

Bid kings, bid kesars, bid all states beware.
And tell them this from me that tried it true :

Who reckless rules, right soon may hap to rue.

Thence come we to the horror and the hell,

The large great kingdoms, and the dreadful reign

Of Pluto in his throne where he did dwell,

The wide waste places, and the hugy plain,

The wailings, shrieks, and sundry sorts of pain,

The sighs, the sobs, the deep and deadly groan j

Earth, air, and all, resounding plaint and moan
• ••*•«

Lo here^ quoth Sorrow, princes of renown.
That whilom sat on top of fortune’s wheel.

Now laid full low ; like wretches whirled down,
^

Ev’n with one frown, that stayed but with a smile

:

And now behold the thing that thou, erewhile.

Saw only in thought : and what thou now shalt hear,

Becount the same to kesar, king, and peer.”

Sib Philip Sidney

“If he goes on in the course he hath begun, he
will be as famous and worthy a gentleman as ever

England bred ” These were the words spoken by
the Earl of Esses, a few minutes before he died,

soon after his arrival in Ireland, where he had gone

to take high official office with Sidney in his train.

He was anxious to make Sidney his son-in-law ;

“ I wish that he might match with my daughter

. . . He is so wise, virtuous, and godly.”

Philip Sidney was born on the 30th November
1554, in the beautiful historic mansion of Pens-

hurst, in Kent—Sir Henry Sidney, his father, being

engaged at this time in the thankless task of govern-

ing Ireland. His mother. Lady Mary Dudley, was
a daughter of the Duke of Northumberland, the

nobleman whose schemes as queen-maker lost him
his head, and it was at this tragic period of their

family history that Sidney’s life began.

The accession of Queen Mary occurred fifteen

months before Sidney’s birth, and her husband,
Philip of Spain, with the widowed Duchess of
Northumberland, Sidney’s grandmother, were the
dismal sponsors at his baptism. His attendants
had come under the prevaihng gloom of that
period, and it is perhaps due to these surroimdings
that Sidney’s thoughts inchned to a serious cast.

After his early childhood, spent at Penshurst, he
was taken to Ludlow Castle, and from there was
sent to the famous Shrewsbury School. When
quite a child, he could write letters in French and
Latin, and was ever an eager pupil. At the age
of fourteen he left Shrewsbury, and went to Christ

Church, Oxford. At school he had met Fulke Gre-
ville, afterwards Lord Brooke, a friendship sprang
up which lasted through life, and afterwards GreviU©
became his biographer.

Grevdle’s deep affection and admiration for his

friend never ceased. He desired to have inscribed

on his tomb :
“ Friend to Sir Philip Sidney.” It

is also recorded that Sidney’s fascination extended
amongst many others. His tutor at Christ Church
also left directions for the following inscription to
be recorded on his tombstone :

“ Sidney has been
my pupil.”

After Oxford, Sidney found it an easy matter
to enter Queen Ehzabeth’s Court, his uncle, the

Earl of Leicester, being at that time the Queen’s
favourite ; and it was he who introduced him to the

all-powerful man of the day, Sir William Cecil,

afterwards Lord Burghley.

It was while spending a vacation at Hampton
Court with the statesman’s family, that Sidney’s

magnetism was again noticeable. His host, a man
of the world, discovers Sidney so attractive that h©
was at first anxious to secure him for a husband
for his daughter, a girl of thirteen, but Sidney was
discarded for a wealthier suitor. Subsequently a
marriage was arranged with the Earl of 0:iord, and
w© can quit© understand why these two young
rivals, who were fated to see so much of each other
at Court, could never become friends.

We now come to the time when Sidney leaves

England for a tour on the Continent, lasting three

years. A great deal of this period was spent in
Venice, where his studies extended over many sub-

jects, among them being astronomy and music.

The great Italian painters made a deep and lasting

impression on him. History and Italian literature,

added to the study of the poetry of Tasso, were
amongst themany interests that laid hold of Sidney ;

at the end of his three years’ foreign experience

Sidney returned to England an accomplished writer.

In 1576 he was staying with his uncle Leicester

at Kenilworth, where the Queen was regaled with
one of the most elaborate entertainments on record.

It is very probable that Shakespeare, who lived

only a short distance away, may have been brought
to Kenilworth to see the wonderful scenes. After

the Kenilworth festivities Sidney went with the

Queen and Court to visit the Earl of Essex at
Chartley Castle. It is her© h© feU in love with
Penelope, the Earl’s twelve-year-old daughter. As
we have seen, the Earl was most anxious for the

match, his dying words being in praise of his young
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friend. But though no marriage was to take
place, the attachment inspired Sidney to address

a series of sonnets to the lady, whom he called

Stella,” and Sidney, for the purpose of these

literary effusions, named himself “ Astrophel.”
This beautiful friendship oontmued, with the

approval of Sidney’s wife, after “ Stella’s ” mar-
riage, almost to the end of his life.

At the age of twenty-three, 1577, Sidney was
entrusted by Elizabeth to carry congratulatory

messages to the Elector Palatine at Heidelberg, and
the new Emperor Rudolph the Second, at Prague.
The Queen’s government also ordered him to visit

Antwerp to congratulate the Prince of Orange on
the birth of a son. William the Silent, who was
never known to waste words, came under the spell

of Sidney’s charm, and declared “that in Sidney
the Queen of England had one of the greatest and
ripest counsellors that could be foimd m Europe.”
Although his diplomatic missions were so great a
success, he quickly lost the ground he had gamed
with the Queen through his defence of his father’s

exertions as Lord Deputy in Ireland, and his op-
position to Elizabeth’s projected marriage with the
Duke of Anjou.
At this time the Queen heard of the secret mar-

riage of her favourite Leicester, and all Leicester’s

family, including Sidney, suffered from her anger,

Sidney was not sorry to leave the Court, and we
find him becoming an occupant in the house of his

sister, the Countess of Pembroke, with a sense of

rehef. It was here, in this house in Wiltshire, that
Sidney wrote his famous romance, Arcadia,
He now sought a reconciliation with the Queen,

not unsuccessfully, and received official promotion
—that of Steward to the Bishop of Winchester,
while he also became a Member of Parliament for
Kent. In 1583 a knighthood was bestowed, and
more promotion followed ; he was appointed joint-

Master of the Ordnance, and in the autumn of the
same year he married, at the age of twenty-nine,
the daughter, who was only fourteen, of Sir Francis
Walsingham.
Part of the ensuing three years of Sir Philip

Sidney’s short life were passed amid new scenes.
Soon after his marriage, Sidney accepted with
gratitude the Queen’s orders to accompany his
uncle Leicester to the Netherlands, to help in
checking the career of Spain. In liis one encounter,
that at Zutphen, he received a wound which (Octo-
ber 2, 1586) proved fatal. It was at Zutphen that
there occurred the famous incident of the soldier
and the cup of water. Sidney saw the man suffer-

ing, and put the cup from his own lips, saying

:

“ Thy need is greater than mine.”
Mis Writings,—^His literary work occurred be-

tween the years 1578 and 1582, though nothing
was published till after his death. The Arcadia
appeared in 1590, in an unfinished state, and ap-
peared again in 1598, complete. About 1580
Apologie for Poetrie was written. In 1591 this

work was named Defense of Poesie, The Astrophel
and Stella Sonnets appeared in 1593, numbering
one hundred and eight, and eleven songs.

Less brilliant than Marlowe, less witty than
inferior to Spenser in glamour, and excelled

by many a contemporary song-writer in deftness
of fancy, he has produced a body of work which for
its versatile excellence places him in the foremost
rank of his tune.

Of his Arcadia and its remarkable infiuence
mention is made elsewhere. Here may be noted
the discermng critique

—

The Defense of Poesie-^
where he uttered those poignant simple words that
go to the root of all poetry ;

“ I never heard the
old story of Percy and Douglas, that I foimd not my
heart moved more than with a trumpet.”^

His qmck and sensitive imagination enables him
to pluck out the very soul of song. “It is not
riming and versing that maketh a poet, no more
than a long gowne maketh an advocate, who tho’

he pleaded in armour should be an advocate and
no soldier.”

But his most remarkable literary work is to be
found in the series of sonnets, Astrophel and Stella,

first published after his death. There was un-
doubtedly a personal element in these love verses,

Sidney (Astrophel) having been in love with Pene-
lope Devereux (Stella), who afterwards made an
unhappy marriage, but allowance must be made
for a poet’s fancy, and there is no need to treat them
as entirely autobiographical.
More than most poets, Sidney has suffered at the

hands of the uncritical enthusiast and the sour
detractor. By some he has been lauded as co-

equal with Spenser, by others as cold and artificial

The open-minded student cannot fail to realise the

injustice of both these verdicts. As a many-gifted
personality, he is probably second to none ; as a
poet, he is certainly inferior to Spenser in power of

expression and in range.

A man of exquisite culture with a delicate palate

for all that is fine in literature, he knew precisely

what to say, but lacked at times the executive

power to say it in the right way. This is largely

due to want of experience in writing ; and his later

verses are greatly superior to his earlier efforts.

But, if some of his work seems more literary

in inspiration than original and first hand ; if, as

compared with Spenser, the lines on occasion drag
somewhat nervelessly, there are rare flashes of

beauty, fine notes of passion, unforgettable phrases.

We recall such lines as :

“ Fool I said my Muse, look in thy heart and write ”

;

such verses as

:

“ Doubt you, to whom my Muse, these notes intendeth
Which now my breast o’ercharged to music lendeth ?

To you, to you ! all song of praise is due

;

Only in you my song of praise is due ”

;

such melodious things as ;

“ Ring out your belb, let mourning shewes be spread.
For Love is dead ”

;

and the even more familiar ;

" My true love hath my heart, and I have his.”

The Loveb’s Litany

Ring out your bells ! let mourning shewes be spreadt
For Love is dead.

AH love is dead, infected
With the plague of deep disdain j

i See also post.
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Worth as nought worth rejected,

And faith, lair scorn doth gain.

From so ungrateful fancy.

From such a female frenzy,

From them that use men thus,

Good Lord, deliver us !

Weep, neighbours, weep I Do you not hear it said
That Love is dead ?

His deathbed, peacock’s Folly ;

His winding-sheet is Shame ;

His will, False Seeming wholly ;

His sole executor. Blame.
From so ungrateful fancy,
From such a female frenzy.

From them that use men thus.
Good Lord, deliver us !

Let dirge be sung, and trentah rightly read.
For Love is dead.

Sir Wrong his tomb ordaineth
My mistress’ marble heart

;

Which epitaph containeth
“ Her eyes were once his dart.*®

From so ungrateful fancy.
From such a female frenzy.

From them that use men thus.

Good Lord, deliver us I

Alas, I lie. Kage hath this error bred,
Licve IS not dead.

liOve js not dead, but sleepeth
In her unmatched mind :

Where she his counsel keepeth
Till due deserts she find.

Therefore from so vile fancy.
To call such wit a frenzy.
Who love can temper thus.
Good Lord, deliver us I

A Ditty

My true-love hath my heart, and I have his,

By just exchange one to the other given

:

I hold his dear, and mine he cannot miss,
There never was a better bargain driven

:

My true-love hath my heart, and I have his*

His heart in me keeps him and me in one.
My heart in him his thoughts and senses guides

:

He loves my heart, for once it was his own,
I cherish his because in me it bides :

My true-love hath my heart, and I have his.”

Taking leave of these lesser men, we may regard
Sir Philip Sidney as closing the earlier period, and
ushering m the great creative period of Renascence
verse.

EARLIER RENASCENCE AND THE DRAIVIA

Introduction. The Drama: Its General Influence—Its Origin and Influence—Stages in its Develop-
ment Miracle Plays : Chester, Towneley, York, Coventiy Cycles—Production of the Plays

—

Moralities—Interludes—Pre-Shakespearean Dramatists. Marlowe : His Life—His IVritings

—

Characteristics.

THE DRAMA
Introdtjction

(a) Its General Influence

Two points of special interest detach themselves

in connection with the drama. What was the

effect upon our literature as a whole ; how did it

affect our national life and character ?

Upon our literature the drama is incomparably
the greatest force of the time ; it inspired our

grandest poetry as well as our sweetest lyrics ; it

gave variety, flexibility, and clarity to o^r uprose.

It inspired our poetry, because the exigencfes of the

stage demanded word pictures that should conjure

up clearly and vividly the scene suggested ; be-

cause the exigences of acting demanded the elo-

quent exhibition of elemental emotions and swift

transition of mood ; because the exigences of

individualising demanded nice distinctions of

diction. Philosophic reflection, poignant intro-

spection, joyousness of heart, agony of spirit
;
aU

these things clamoured for utterance in the drama.
Elizabethan poetry voiced them all. The drama
made for intensity of expression ; it made also for

extensity.

As against the 6000 words of the Old Testament
it is computed there are about 15,000 in Shake-

speare. The racy marrow that lay in the popular
vernacular was used by the drama; the quaint

technique with which the performances abounded,
served again as grist. Sm^l wonder, then, that we
look with such pride upon the Elizabethan Age.

Last benison of all to literature, it created blank
verse and thus handed on to Milton the torch with
which he glorified our poetry.

How did it aflect our National Life f It focussed

the patriotic feeling of the nation and enabled
Englishmen to feel more clearly and intensely,

that spirit of nationahty which had been grow-
ing up ever since the battle of Bosworth. The
average man learned his history at the theatre

;

he understood as he had never done before, some-
thing of the country’s story, of its struggle in the

past, of its fight for freedom, of its weakness in

times of civil strife. He saw the evils of Court
favouritism, of kingly oppression, and of ecclesi

astical tyranny.
Such plays as Henry V stirred the playgoer

much as Chevy Chase stirred Sir Philip Sidney.

Not only in Shakespeare but m Jonson, Heywood,
Chapman, Beaumontand Fletcher, the epic of Britain

and the tale of British glory was chanted.

The Puritan may have looked askance at the

Playhouse ; and had reason for his drastic measures
in the time of Charles. But he owed a rich debt to

the drama for having stirred the conscience of the

nation in the past, and given her so clear a vision of

her corporate life.

(b) Its Nature

Drama may be defined as an articulate story fre-

sented in action.

It must be articulate—that is, spoken ; for a
pantomime is a story in action ; and the orator wha
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declaims may give us an articulate story, though
not necessarily in action. This articulate story

presented in action is intended to appeal through

the medium of another art—the art of mimicry,

which is the actor’s art. It must lend itself there-

fore to this secondary art, and in so far as it sug-

gests matter that lies beyond the range of mimicry

it fails in its intent.

The story must be articulate, it must also be

in action. This constitutes Drama—^but it does

not dificerentiate effective from ineffective drama.

That depends on the story, and for effective drama
conflict of some kind is essential. There must be

some clash between man and his surroundings.

If the conflict be a trivial one, presented with a
dash of caricature, we get a farce. If a serious

one, ending happily for hero and heroine, we have
a comedy. If a serious one with an unhappy
ending, we term it a tragedy.

Turning now from this brief consideration of the

nature of drama to its historical evolution, we are

met by the fact that drama is the earhest of aU the

imitative arts.

(c) Its Origin and History

The origins of the drama have always been deeply
rooted in the religious instincts of mankind. This
is true of the Greek. Indian. Chinese. Egyptian,

and also of the modern Christian drama. The
ancient Greek drama never lost its kinship with
the religious ceremonies of the people. Dionysus,
God of Life and Death, the God of Wine, and of the
fertile Earth, was the father of Greek Comedy and
Tragedy. The production of a play was a sacred
function that every citizen had a right to attend.

The Roman drama was an offshoot of the Greek,
but in the days of the late Empire it fell into a
degraded and corrupt state. So, when Christianity

became the state religion, the theatre was heartily

frowned upon. But it was as futile to hope to

suppress the drama as to suppress laughter and
tears, and before long the Church was found utilis-

ing the very tendencies she had endeavoured to

crush, so that it is true to say, the “ cradle of the
drama ” in Europe, and more particularly in Eng-
land, ** rested on the altar.’* The clergy were
obliged to find some method of teaching and
explaining to the ignorant masses the doctrinal
truths of religion. The services of the Church
were in Latin, and even if the Bible had been
accessible to the laity, few could read it. Hence,
in very early times, the Gospel stories were illus-

trated by a series of living pictures in which the
performers acted the story in dumb show.
In the next stage the actors spoke as well as acted

their parts. Special plays were written by the
clerics, at first in Latin and later in the vernacular
French. These early plays were known as Mys*
teries or Miracles. The very word “ mystery ’*

bespeaks its ecclesiastical origin, since the word
comes from the French Myst^re derived from
ministiref because the clergy, the ministerium or
ministri ecclesice, themselves took part in these plays.
In England the term Miracle is used indiscrimi-

nately for any kind of religious play, but strictly

speaking the term Mystery is applied to the stories

taken from the Scripture narrative, while Miracles

are plays dealing with incidents m the lives of

Saints and Martyrs.

The history of the English drama is rooted in lay

as well as in religious history. It may be well at this

point to sketch the main lines of development,

before dealing in greater detail with the early plays

that merged gradually into Ehzabethan drama.
Pausing then to consider the hnes of develop-

ment shown by the drama from Plantagenet times

down to the era of Elizabeth, we find certain dis-

tinctive stages, whilst underlying the entire move-
ment is a twofold appeal.

^The drama appeals to two instincts deeply
rooted : (1) The craving for amusement. (2) The
desire for improvement. This twofold appeal

accounts for the complex origin of the drama, and
enables us to differentiate the lay from the sacred

element.

Regarding the first—^the lay element and the

craving for amusement—we note how that in the

Middle Ages the juggler, the tumbler, and the

jester ministered to the needs of the time. They
are found in the twelfth century, and Langland tells

us how gaily and unblushingly they fl.ourished in

the fourteenth century, though the serious-minded

wished to restrain them “ to a modest hilarity.”

Much of it was very primitive fooling, but there

were dialogues and repartees of which fragments

only have survived. The Middle Ages sorely

needed a Pepys. Of these entertainers, the jester

was the best. He Hved by his wits in a very literal

manner, disgrace and death following upon an un-

successful sally, and he survived into Shakespeare’s

day, though fallen then from his high estate to play

the fool between the acts of a play. What he had
been at his zenith we may judge from the picture of

Touchstone, of Feste, and the Fool in Lear. Such
debates as The Owl and the Nightingale influenced

the development of the drama, for before Chaucer’s

time some of these were turned into story form
(the story being borrowed from the budget of some
wandering minstrel).

The most important entertainments of the

Middle Ages, however, were supplied by the

Pageants and the May Games, and by the Mys-
teries and Miracles of the Church. Roughly speak-

ing, we may say that the Juggling and Clowning
heralded the coming of Farce and Comedy,
the Pageants anticipated the Historical Drama,
whilst in the May Games we have a foretaste of

the Masques and Pastoral Plays so popular in

Elizabethan times.

Passing from the lay to the sacred element, it is

remarkable what use the Church made of the rough
humours already noted in the clownings and debates.

The Church made skilful use of these, moulding
them to her purpose and, in the parlance of a
familiar tag, “ combining instruction with amuse-
ment.’*

Drama is obviously inherent in the very ritual

of the Church, and the Mass itself was a factor in

dramatic development. The Seasons of the Year
suggested the subject matter of Plays : Christmas,
Easter, stories derived from the Bible, called
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Mysteries, stories from the lives of the Saints, called influence of the Renascence, and see the e]Kecfc of
Miracle Plays, Early in the Middle Ages the

clergy celebrated Holy Bays—Christmas, Easter,

\&c.—^by playing scenes from the Life of Christ.

\ The first positive stage m the development of tlie

^rama is marked by the peHormance of these

stories in the church. - -
~ -

I The second stage is reached when the play emerges
from the church into the market-place. This was
effected when the guilds were entrusted with the
performances in the fourteenth century. It was
customary for each craft to represent a play ac-

cording to its particular trade. For instance, the
Fishermen presented the Flood ; the Vintners, the
Marriage at Cana. The work was very seriously

taken by the guilds, lack of competence and un-
punctuality being met by heavy fines.

Performances were given on cars or scaffolds in

the open spaces of the town. There was no attempt
at scenery, but attention was given to stage pro-

perties. There was a monstrous head with movable
jaws to represent Hell ; and, in addition to a rich

costume, the actor had some symbol to denote his

part

—

e,g, St. Stephen had a stone; God was
symbolised by the Papal dress.

The play of Noah gives us some insight into the
nature of these plays, and shows the blending of

rough English humour with didactic purpose. For
though the drama had its source in sacred story, in

the method of telhng we can trace the influence of

the old English amusements—the pageants and
May games, the horse-play of the juggler, and the

quips of the jester.

Noah having finished the Ark, infornas his wife

of the fact, and begs her to enter. Bame Noah,
however, having determined to go on a jaunt with a
crony, declines the invitation with some finality

of manner. After an altercation, in which the ser-

vices of the son Jephet are enlisted, she is com-
pelled to enter. But no sooner in than in a true

shrewish spirit she boxes her husband’s ears \

And he finds, poor man, that although sheltered

from one storm he has exposed himself to another.

On the whole, IMiracle Plays proved more popu-
lar than Mysteries, probably on account of their

fresher subject-matter. Each big town had its own
cycle of plays

—

e.g, York, Chester, Coventry.
The third stage is reached when the Mystery and

Miracle Play give place to the Morality and Inter-

lude. In the Mystery and Miracle, serious and comic
elements were interwoven. Now they part; the
Morality presenting the serious and the Inter-

lude the lighter side of things. The Morality was
frankly didactic, deahng in abstractions and alle-

gory. The characters typified certain qualities

—

e,g. Sin, Grace, Repentance. The Interlude aimed
merely at amusement. Famous examples of both
types of play are found in Everyman, and the Four
P^s of Heywood.^

Moralities continued to flourish up to the end of

the sixteenth century, and were popular in the

"heyday of Shakespeare’s fame.
The fourth stage sees the beginning of gpgli^

^Jsagedy ; for Tragedy preceded Comedy, in Eng-
|land as in Greece. We have reached now the

^ A Pardoner, a Pedlar, a PaZmer, a Poticary,

classical influences. Seneca’s Tragedies, with their
earnest and strenuous atmosphere, attracted the
writers of tlie*day fmd Gorhoduc, the first English
drama, is the result. This was written by Sack-
ville and Norton, and played before Elizabeth at
Whitehall in 1562. When published it was called
Ferrex and Porrex, Its intrinsic merits are slight,

for it was frankly imitative, and its verse is stiff

and lifeless. But the classical model served to give
some form and coherence to the crude shapelessness
of the drama at the time.

Of more importance at this period was the de-
velopment of English Comedy, as exemplified by
Ralph Roister Doister (c. 1506), and Gammer GurtorCs
Needle (1575), plays rich in English humour; the
first (the better of the two) showing a keen sense of

dramatic movement.
Let us resume now our consideration of the

earlier forms of drama.
In the first place, the Miracle Plays.

One of the earliest examples of the miracle play
has been preserved in an Orleans MS., and con-
cerns St. Nicholas. It is written in Latin, with old

French refrains.

The play of St. Nicholas ^ affords a good illustra-

tion of what in the first place was merely an acted
sermon. On the Saint’s day, the image of the

Saint was removed from its shrine and a priest

dressed as the image took its place. The service

commences but a pause is made
;
another priest,

dressed as a rich heathen, comes m at the church
door, approaches the shrine where he deposits his

treasure and asks the Saint to guard it for him,
while he is on his journey. As soon as the heathen
has departed, robbers enter the church, creep up
to the shrine and steal the treasure. Soon the

heathen returns, and finding his treasure stolen

flies into a rage, beats and upbraids the Saint

who has failed to protect his property. Then the

image moves, steps down from the pedestal, goes
out and reasons with the robbers and compels them
to restore their ill-gotten goods. Terrified, the

thieves return to the church, and again place the

treasure at the feet of the Saint. The image re-

turns to its place. The heathen rejoices, and
adores the image. Another priest now appears

representing the Saint himself, and bids the heathen
to worship God alone. The play ends with the

conversion of the heathen to the true faith. The
service then proceeds to a conclusion.

The great festivals of the Church’s year afforded

opportunities for these performances which gradu-

ally became more elaborate, singing and music
being introduced ; and eventually they became no
longer mere ritualistic ceremonies but real dramas
—as in the Easter Office and the Office of the

Shepherds.

At an interval in the Easter Service three priests,

representing the three Maries, slowly and sadly

advance up the church to where a grave has been
prepared. On the way they sing a lamentation;
arriving at the grave, they see an angel arrayed in

an alb, with a mitre on his head, a palm in his left

hand, and a branch of candlesticks in his right. He
3- By Hilarius.
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asks them whom they seek, and the women reply,

Jesus of Nazareth. The gospel narrative m fol-

lowed and finally a priest, personating the Saviour,

appears, announcing his Eesurrection. The choir

then burst in joyous Alleluias and the play ends

with the singing of the Te Deum*
The Office of the Shepherds was performed on

Christmas Eve. A cradle was placed on the altar

and beside it an image of the Virgin Mary. A
number of the clergy represented the shepherds

and entered the church carrying crooks and having

with them real sheep and dogs. Some of the

shepherds pretend to go to sleep, while others

watch their fiocks. Suddenly a choir-boy, dressed

as an angel, mounts the pulpit and, preceded by
blasts from the trumpeters, announces the birth of

Christ. Immediately a choir of singers in the

clerestory sing “ Glory to God in the Highest.”

The shepherds proceed up the church to the altar

where other priests show them the child and bid

them announce his birth to the people. The shep-

herds adore the Child and his Mother and march
through the church singing a hymn of praise.

Another early Christmas play concerns the

Slaughter of the Innocents. The part of the

Innocents is taken by the choir-boys ! The other

characters by monks.
In one part of the church was erected a manger, in

another a throne for Herod, still another represented

Egypt. The story is then set forth in very few
wori, the choir singing anthems at intervals. At
the end of the play, the choir-boys (having risen

from the dead) enter the choir, the throne of Herod
is occupied by Archelaus, and an angel bids the

Holy Family return from Egypt. The performance

concludes with the de Deum.
The actors in these performances were the priests,

monks, and members of the choir, but it is very
probable that in distant towns and villages it

would not always be possible to confine the actors

to the clerical stafi, hence laymen were allowed to

take part in these representations.

An old Dutch novel called A Merye Jest of a man
that was called Howleglas {Ulenspiegle) affords an
instance of an amusing hoax by Howleglas on the
priest at the customary Easter play, in which “ iij

of the simplest persons that were in the town
played the iij Maries.”

The home of the drama was in the church, aris-

ing out of the services of the church, from the
gradual union of dumb show, action, and speech;
the dialogues at first in Latin, then in French or
Anglo-Norman, and finally in English—^the lan-

guage of the common peoifie—and at once the re-

ligious drama became exceeedingly popular. The
wandering minstrels, story-tellers, &c., quickly
added them to their repertoire, and acted scenes
from the Bible story or the legends of the Saints, to
crowds of people outside the churches. The clergy
at once proceeded to excommunicate these un-
authorised players and began to give performances
in their churches on a more extensive scale. At
once the churches became so crowded that it became
necessary to enact them in the churchyards, and
probably on account of the desecration, they were
Very soon removed to the open spaces and streets.

The members of the city companies, the trade
guilds and the wandering minstrels soon assisted

in rendering them, and very soon the Christmas
and Easter plays were brought together, and a
cycle of short plays deahng with events from the
Creation to the Last Judgment were formed.

When laymen began to act in them, comic inter-

ludes were introduced—although the clergy stiU

took part.

Nor did acting altogether cease in the churches.

The first miracle play known to have been acted
in England was the miracle play of St. Katherine,
mentioned by Matthew Pans as having been acted
at Dunstable about 1100. It was given under the
direction of one Geoffrey, a schoolmaster from
France, who borrowed from St. Albans the copes,

books, &c., for the performance. During the
night, Geoffrey’s house was burnt down, and the
costly vestments and properties wore destroyed.

The disaster led to Geoffrey forsaking the world
and entering the monastery of St. Albans as a
monk, and of which he became the Abbot in

1119.

William FitzStephen, a monk of Canterbury,
wrote an account of the City of London, in which
he mentions the miracle plays and their popu-
larity; “ Ldndon, instead of common interludes

belonging to the theatres, has plays of a more holy
subject—^representation of those miracles, w^hich

the holy confessors wrought, or of the sufferings

wherein the glorious constancy of the martyrs did
appear.” He also describes a play on the life of

Thomas Becket,

At the end of the thirteenth century, these plays
had passed into the hands of the laity, and were
rendered by the trade guilds. The observance of

the Festival of Corpus Christi came to be associated

with the performance of these plays in which each
guild or craft undertook to produce a scene. The
simple miracle play had evolved into a series of

plays that began with the Creation, covered the
chief events in Bible history, and ended with the
Day of Judgment.
Four great cycles of plays have come down to us—^viz. York, Chester, Towneloy (Wakefield), Coven-

try—^besides a few fragments of plays that were
acted in other places.

The York cycle forms one of the most interesting

that have survived. It consists of forty-eight plays
that were performed by the trade guilds from the
fourteenth to the sixteenth century. Although
only forty-eight have been preserved, the records
of the city of York show that in 1415 fifty-one plays
were acted. The number of plays varied according
to the guilds taking part. Each trade guild was
supposed to act a distinct play, and as the guilds

grew or declined in numbers and importance, a
new play was added, or one omitted when the guild
was too poor to produce the play or had perhaps
ceased to exist.

The York plays are written in the Northumbrian
dialect, and an endeavour is made, by varying the
metre and diction, to give suitable expression to
the characters in the plays. They have dramatic
life, and are on the whole reverent in tone. Even
the bad characters receive sympathetic treatment.
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Herod stands tip for one oppressed, and Pilate

rigidly observes justice.

The first play in the series deals with the Creation
of the World, and the Fall of Lucifer. Three plays
set forth the Fall of Man, and their expulsion from
Paradise. Next follows the story of Cain and Abel.
Cain refuses to obey the angel’s command and give a
tenth of his goods to God—arguing “ if he be moste
in mighte and mayne, what need has he ? ” The
eighth and ninth plays deal with the buildmg of

the Ark, and the Flood, and were acted by the
Shipwrights, Fishmongers, and Mariners, who in-

troduced touches which amuse a modern reader but
were doubtless received with becoming gravity by
the medissval audience. Indeed, such anachron-
isms are constantly occurring throughout the plays—e,g, Noah, when he wishes to find out if the Flood
has abated, casts out the lead ; the duty of paying
tithes is insisted on in Cain, The Nativity was
played by the Thatchers’ Guild and the Stable at

Bethlehem was represented by a tumble-down
building much in need of repair. The Shepherds
bring as offerings a brooch with a little tin bell

attached, a horn spoon, and some nuts threaded on
a ribbon.

A number of plays deal with different incidents

in the Life of Christ, the Passion and Crucifixion.

The thirty-seventh play is the Harrowing of Hell—
a play that always delighted the people, from its

realistic presentation. A square, embattled tower

—

the entrance to which was through a huge and
hideous dragon’s gaping mouth, glaring eyes,

enormous nose—^represented the mouth of HeU.
** An hideous hole, all vaste, withouten shape,
Of endless depth, o’erwhelmed with ragged stone.
With ougly mout^. ^aws doth gape.
And to our sight <*'> i. i -

1

- in one.”

When the mouth was open, fire and smoke issued

forth—produced by a brazier and bellows hidden
behind. Drums were beaten and horns blown, tin

cans were banged, and amidst all this din the devil

and his imps leapt in and out the fiames, dragging

the wicked characters below and stirring up the

unfortunate people consigned to Limbo. Christ

comes to deliver his Saints from torment, but the

evil-doers are left.

Other plays follow, dealing with the Resurrection,

Ascension, &c., and finally the Day of Judgment.
A full list of the plays performed in 1415, and the

parts taken by each guild, was drawn up by Roger
Burton, the Town Clerk of York, and stiH exists.

Other plays outside the cycle were also acted in

York. A play of Sb. George on Midsummer Day

;

a play on the Lord’s Prayer,^ and a Creed play.

Whilst each play was in the hands of the trade

guild, the city authorities exercised careful super-

vision and control. A proclamation was issued by
the Mayor in which men were forbidden to go
armed, with the exception of knights and squires,

and to hinder the procession. The pageants might
not be played but in the places assigned to them,
and the actors were bidden to be ready to play “ at

the mid-hour between four and five in the morning.”
Disregard of these regulations involved heavy

1 Referred to by Wyclif (d. 1384) :
“ Ye patemosi&F

in EngUoh tuvge as me segn tn ye play of YorA.”
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penalties. After a time the restriction of the
pageants to certain places was removed, and it was
ordered that “ those persons should be allowed to
have the play before their houses who could pay
the highest price for it.” In 1426 an attempt waa
made to have the plays performed on the Vigil of
Corpus Christi, by the advice of WiUiam Melton
of the Friara Minors, who commended the plays
but disapproved of the revellings, drunkenness,
shouts, songs and other insolencies ” which had
disgraced the solemn procession in which the
Sacrament was carried through the streets. The
citizens, however, refused to accede to this, and the
plays were performed on Corpus Christi Day and
the procession was postponed until the next day,

The Townbley Plays

These were acted at Woodkirk, near Wakefield,
and are sometimes known as the Wakefield Plays,

deriving their first title from the fact that the MS.
volume containing the text was discovered in the
library of Towneley Hall in Lancashire. Some of

the plays may have been acted at the two fairs

which were held annually at Woodkirk. Five of

the plays are almost identical with plays in the
York cycle, and some of them were acted by the
trade guilds of Wakefield.

The second Shepherd’s Play is prefaced by a
comic interlude that has been described as the first

farce in the English language.

The shepherds are out in the fields on Christma»s

Eve, they begin to grumble at the weather, their

heavy taxes

:

*•We are so lamed
We are made hand-tamed
With these gentlery men'^#

of the trials of matrimony

:

**We silly wed-men dree mickle woe ”
;

of their hard work and low wages. Presently they
lie down to sleep, a notorious thief “ Mac ” with
them. As soon as the shepherds are soundly snor-

ing, Mao slips off with a fat sheep on his back. He
hurries home and awakens his wife. Gill. She is

afraid he will be hung. Mac declares he can get

more by stealing than those who toil and labour,

and mentions his many escapades. His wife re-

minds him

:

** But so long goes the pot to the water
At last it comes home broken.”

They decide in the end to put the sheep into the
cradle, dressed as a babe, and protend the child

was bom that night. They succeed after a good
deal of effort in placing the sheep in the cradle,

and cover it with a blanket. Mac then returns to

the shepherds, lies down again and pretends to be
asleep. One by one the shepherds waken, and
begin to tell their dreams—^how they had seen Mac
clothed in a wolf’s skin, carry off a sheep. They
arouse the sham sleeper, who says he has dreamt
that his wife has born him a son, he must hasten

home and see if it is well. After his departure the
shepherds miss one of the sheep, and suspecting

Mac, they foUow him home and demand admission

to his house. They charge Mac with the theft.
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They search the house but find nothing. One of

the shepherds begs leave to kiss the child ere they

go:
“ Give me leave him to kiss, and hft up the clout

:

What the devil is this ? He has a long snout !
”

The shepherds recognise the sheep by the mark
on his ear, although Mac protests the child is a

changeling. As a punishment Mac is tossed in a

blanket, until the shepherds are tired. They lie

down to sleep again, an angel appears singing

“ Gloria in excelsis,’* and exhorts them to rise and
go to Bethlehem ; the usual miracle play follows.

The shepherds go to Bethlehem, with their gifts

and worship.

The Wakefield cycle consists of thirty-two plays

commencing with the Creation, which was acted

by the Barbers of the town. The second play

deals with Cain and Abel. In the character of

Garcio, Cain’s servant, appears the first clown,

that later developed into the Fool of Shakespeare’s

plays.

Garcio addresses the audience on his entry

:

“ All hayle—all hayle, both blithe and glad
For here come I a mery lad,

Be peasse your dyn (cease your noise) my master bad,
Or else the devil you spede.

Fellowes, here I you forbede.

To make nother nose, ne cry ;

Who so is so hardy to do that dede.

The deville hang hym up to dry.”

The usual series of plays foUow : Noffh

:

Ahrahmn and Isaac ; Jacoh and Esau ; the Old
Testament prophecies of Christ; Pharaoh; the

taxing of the world by Csssar Augustus; the An^
nundation. Salutation, and Nativity ; the Vurt of the

Wise Men, the Flight into Egypt, the Slaughter of

the Innocents, the Purification, Jesus among the

Doctors, John the Baptist, the Last Su/pper, three

plays on the Passion and the Crucifixion, Harrow^
ing of Hell, the Resurrection, the Appearance of

Christ to the Disciples, the Ascension, Doomsday,
the Raising of Lazarus, and the Hanging of JudoLs.

The Chester Plays

The Chester plays show a more serious and
didactic purpose than the other cycles. The plays,

of which there are twenty-five, were acted by the

trade companies of the city on the Monday, Tues-
day, and Wednesday in Whitsun week from 1268
to 1577, and again in 1600. The series commences
with the Fall of Lucifer, acted by the Tanners, next
came the Creation and the Fall. The Creation was
rendered more realistic by sending into the crowd
as many strange animals as could be obtained, and
by sending a flight of pigeons into the air.

The Deluge, again afforded opportunities for

humorous treatment. The refusal of Noah’s wife

to enter the Ark occasions wordy warfare between
the two

:

Noah. Good wyffe, doe nowe as I thee bydde—
NoaFs Wife. Be Christe, not or I see more neede

Though thoustand allthe daye and stare.”

Eventually the Ark is finished, and all enter.

Noah’s wife, in strong language, declines to enter

unless her gossips come in also. Noah may rotv

where he likes and get a new wife. At last Japhet
compels his mother to enter by main force, where-
upon she boxes Noah’s ears !

The Sacrifice of Isaac, which forms the fourth
play in the Chester series, has in it a pathetic ele-

ment. God calls to Abraham to take his son Isaac
and offer him as a sacrifice. Abraham obeys with
willingness. He tells Isaac to get ready:

“ O Isaake, my darling deare.

My blessing now I give thee hear©.
Take up tins faggot with good chear©

And on thy back© it bring.

And fier with us I will take.”

They go to the place of sacrifice, where Isaac is

frightened at seeing his father carrying a sword.
Abraham at last teUs Isaac he must kill him

:

Alas father, is that your will©

Your owne child for to spill

Upon this hiUes brink.

If I have trespassed in any degree
With a yard you may beat me ;

Put up your sword, if your will be.
For I am but a child.”

Abraham replies that he must obey God’s conamand.
Isaac then says

:

” Father seeing you must nodes doe so©
Let It pass hghtly and over go
Kneeling on my knees two

Your blessing on me spread.”

Isaac is bound and laid on the altar, but at the
critical moment the angel appears and his hand is

stayed. God appears and pronounces a blessing

on Abraham and his seed. At the close of the play
a messenger rides through the crowd to announce
the coming of the next pageant of Balaam and his

Ass, a playthat is onlyfound in the Chester collection.

This was followed by the usual series.

The Coventry Plays

A complete cycle of plays have been preserved
which are said to have been acted at Coventry on
the Festival of Corpus Christi. This, however, rests

on uncertain evidence, and if the plays belong to

Coventry it is thought probable they were acted
by the Grey Friars of the town and were not con-
nected with the trade guilds. The MS. dates from
the time of Henry VI (c. 1468), and consists of

forty-two plays which were, however, not all acted
in one year—^the custom being to perform the
first twenty-eight in on© year, and the remainder
the next jeax.

Apart from these plays, Coventry wa,s famous
for its religious dramas. The trading companies
acted Miracle Plays from a very early date unto 1680,

when the performances were suppressed for a time.

They were revived in 1684 for a brief period, but
the days of the miracle play were over, and in

the year 1691, took place the last performance in

Coventry.

Heywood (1530), in his Four P^s, refers to the
Coventry plays

:

“ For as good hap would have it chance,
This devil and I were of old acquaintance.
For oft, in the play of Corpus Christi
He hath played th© devil at Coventrie.”
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The character of Herod in the Coventry plays

offers an example of early melodrama. Herod is a
braggart

:

* I stamp, I stare, I loke all about,
Might I take them I would turn them on hot coals.

I run, I rave, and now I am mad.”

Herodwas dressed as a Saracen in a gown of gaudy
colours. He wore red gloves, and bore a sceptre

and painted wooden sword. His face was concealed

by a mask, and he wore an iron helmet on his head.

Ho rageth on the platform, he descends into the

street and rageth again.

As these plays were acted as late as 1591, it has
been thought probable that Shakespeare may have
witnessed them. In addition to these cycles of

plays, single plays were acted in various parts of

the country ; at Newcastle-on-Tyne and in Corn-
wall, where they were enacted in round enclosures

of earth and stone.

Thu Production op the Plays

The records of the cities which produced these

plays contain many entries with respect to their

production. The guild having had a play assigned

to it was bound under heavy penalties to enact the

play every year, and contributions towards the

expenses were levied upon each member. The
next step was to procure the pageant book. If a
new play was required, a learned monk or scholar

was commissioned to write it. The selection of the

players, the rehearsals, the furnishing, the pro-

perties, dresses, and simple scenery were matters
considered with care and attention. The plays, as

we have already noted, were acted upon a movable
stage or ** pageant ” scaffold upon four or six

wheels, divided into two parts or rooms, an upper
and a lower. The upper was either open at the top

or covered in with a canopy ; the lower room, en-

closed with painted cloths, served as a dressing-

room for the performers. The lower part fre-

quently represented Hell—^the stage itself the

Earth—^the upper part Heaven. On the great day
of the pageant, the narrow streets were thronged
with crowds of people, many of whom had travelled

long distances to witness the performances. Lords
and ladies, knights and squires mingle with monks
and pedlars—yeomen and their wives, palmers,

pilgrims, merchants, tradesmen, and apprentices

jostle each other.

The Heralds ride through the streets, and pre-

ceded by trumpeters read the Bans or proclama-
tions ; the plays were then acted, each in their order,

at the proper stations.

The miracle plays ceased to be acted about 1600,

but by that time the regular drama was established.

The miracle plays had performed their work, they
had spread through the land a love of acting, and
stimulated men’s minds to the comprehension of

the essentials of the drama. The common people

had already a national tradition so strong that

when attempts to conform the English drama to

the classical models were made, the native genius

asserts itself even in these, until in Shakespeare

it reaches the supreme height of the Romantic
School.

Morality Plays

Moralities began to be acted in ^he reign ol

Henry VI, and like the miracle plays continued to
flourish until the beginning of Elizabeth’s reign.

The morality is a drama in which the characters
are allegorical, symbolical, or abstract—the main
purpose of the play being ^dactic. The allegorical

characters to be found in some of the earlier

miracle plays owe their introduction to religious

sources. They are not essential to the story. One
of the earliest morality plays was The Castle of
Perseverance (c. 1400, Henry V), a drama of the old
faith. The spiritual progress of Mankind from the
day of his birth to the Day of Judgment is set

forth. The world, the flesh and the Devil enter
boasting their might. The Good and Bad Angels
strive to possess the Soul of Mankind. He for-

sakes the Good Angels and consorts with the Seven
Deadly Sins. From their power he is released by
Confession and Penance and safely lodged in the
Castle of Perseverance. The Seven Deadly Sins

attack the Castle and are repulsed by the roses

discharged by the Virtues—the symbols of the
Passion. He is lured from the Castle by Avarice,

and in spite of warnmgs he gives himself to her.

Finally Death claims him, and in terror he prays to

Misericordia. Dying, he appears before the throne
in heaven and his soul awaits judgment. “ Let
him drink as he brewed ” is the claim of Justice

;

but Mercy pleads the Passion of Chnst and the Soul

of Mankind is saved.

The Interludes dealing with the Old Faith gave
place to others that set forth the teaching of the
Reformation, e.g. Hyche Scorner, Lusty Taventres

(1550 ?), New Gtistom (1673 ?). Others concerned
the New Learning, Nature of the Four Mements
(1517-19), The Trial of Treasure (1567 7).

By far the most popular of all the Moralities is

that of Everyman^ which has been reproduced in

recent years—“by figure a moral play, showing
how the Father of heaven sendeth death to summon
every creature to come and give account of their

lives in this world.”

The Moralities with their allegorical characters

led to greater attention being paid to the plot,

whilst gradually the abstract personification began
to emerge into real people with individual idiosyn-

crasies. The Moralities, like the Miracles, were
adapted to the audience. Comic scenes were in-

troduced to relieve the seriousness of these medi-
ssval “ problem ” plays. The Vice, a character

peculiar to the Morality, was allowed to enter be-

tween the scenes and amuse the people with a
humorous interlude. The Devil was also a comic
character. A number of plays exist in which the

transition stages of the Morahty can be plainly

discerned. Comedy and Morality in Tom Tiler

and his Wife (1669), Tragedy and Morality in King
Gamhyses (1561) and Apius and Virginia (1563),

History and Morality in Bales’ King Johan (c.

1548).

The Morality approaches nearer to the actual

drama when abstract virtues and vices are re-

placed by real people.
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Mtjndtjs et Infaits

Conscience, Why, good sir knight, what is your name ?

Manhood, Manhood, mighty in mirth and game

:

All power of pride have I ta’en :

I am as gentle as a .lay on tree.

Conscience, Sir, though the world have you to manhood
brought.

To maintain manner ye were never taught.

No, conscience clear ye know right nought.

And this longeth to a knight.

Manhood, Conscience ! What the devil, man, is he ?

Conscience, Sir, a teacher of the spirituality.

Manhood, Spirit lal’+y » What the devil may that be ?

Conscience, Sir \ ull l'IPu be leaders in to hght*

Youth

Aback, fellows, and give me room

;

Or I shall make you to avoid soon !

I am goodly of person ;

I am peerless wherever I come*
My name is Youth, I tell thee,

I flourish as the vine tree :

Who may be likened unto me,
In my youth and jollity ?

My hair is royal and bushed thick

;

My body pliant as a hazel-stick ;

Mine arms be both big and strong.

My fingers be both fair and long

;

My chest big as a tun ;

My legs be full light for to run,

To hop and dance and make merry*
By the mass, I reck not a cherry
Whatsoever I do 1

I am the heir of all my father’s land.

And it is come into my hand

;

X care for no mo.

The IlSTTEBLtnDBS

The Interludes of John Heywood stand midwa.y

between the Moralities and the regular drama,

since in the Interlude the allegorical characters

have disappeared. The Morahty was a sermon in

disguise ; the Interlude aimed at amusement and
entertainment. It is possible that Interludes of

music, jesting, story-telling, had always to a greater

or lesser extent accompanied feasts and banquets,

but it was left to John Heywood, in the reign of

Henry VIII, to give the Interlude a definite place

not only in literature but in the evolution of the

drama, Heywood was born in North Mimms in

Hertfordshire, he was a Roman Catholic and a
friend of Sir Thomas More, who obtained for him
his position at Court, as a producer of entertain-

ments for the King’s pleasure. This he kept through
the reign of Edward VI and Queen Mary. On the

death of Queen Mary he is said to have fled from
the country. He died in exile sometime between
1577 and 1587.

The Mery Play between Johan Johan, the hus-^

hand, T%h his W%fe, and Sir John the Priest, printed

in 1553, has been attributed to Heywood. This
story of the intrigues of a cleric with a faithless

and shrewish wife is of value as a specimen of early

comedy and also as testimony to the licence allowed

by Roman Catholic writers in treating of the estab-

lished priesthood. The Interlude of the Four P’s

(154:0), i,e, the Palmer, the Pardoner, the Poticary,

and the Pedlar, is the best known of ah the Inter-

ludes, Four servants attired according to their

respective charaeters enter at the proper interval

during the banquet. The Palmer describes the
shrines he has -^nsited, and the wonders he has seen

;

the Pardoner replies that doubtless he has re-

turned no wiser than when he went, he extols the
gratifying benefits of his office

:

** Give me but a penny or two pence.
And as soon as the soul departeth hence.
In half an hour, or three quarters at the most,
The soul is in heaven with the Holy Ghost.”

The Poticary now enters, and joins in the con-
tention, declaring that no one enters heaven with-
out the aid of the Poticary. Finally, the Pedlar
enters and being asked what he has in his pack,
opens it and discloses his wares, invitmg the others
to buy.

The Palmer answers

:

Nay, by my troth, we be like friars ;

We are but beggars, we be no buyers.”

A lively conversation ensues, followed by some
part singing. The Pardoner renews the argument
respecting the relative value of their calhngs, re-

questing the Pedlar to be the judge. He declares

himself unfitted to judge of tlie greater matters,

but he has observed they have one gift in common,
in which he considers himself skilled enough to be
their judge, and that is in lying ! Let them each
make a trial of their skill in that direction, and see

wliich of them can tell the greatest lie.

The Poticary tells the story of a marvellous cure,

the Pardoner follows with a story of his visit to

Purgatory and to Hell to recover a lost soul. He is

allowed to enter the latter place through the friendly

offices of the devil

:

“ For as good hap would have it chance
The devil and I wore of olde acquaintance.
For oft in the play of Corpus Christ i,

He hath played the devil at Coventrie.”

Being the soul of a woman, permission is readily

accorded by Satan, since

;

“ All the devils within this den
Have more to do with two women
Than with all the charge we have beside
. . , Apply thy pardons to women so.

That unto us there come no mo I
”

The Palmer expresses great surprise and astonish-

ment that women in hell such shrews can be.”

He has travelled through many towns and cities

throughout Christendom. He has seen five hun-
dred thousand women, yet in all the places he has
been, he had never seen or heard of “ any woman
out of Patience !

”

Poticary, By the Mass, there is a great lie.

Pardoner, I never heard greater, by our ladye.
Pedlar, A greater ! Nay, know ye any so great ?

The Palmer is therefore awarded the prize.

The Palmer, I am a Palmer, as ye see,

Which of my life much part have spent
In many^ a fair and far country ;

As Pilgrims do, of good intent.
At Jerusalem have I been
Before Christ’s blessed sepulchre s

The Mount of Calvary have I seen,
A holy place, you may be sure.
To Jehosaphat and Olivet
On foot, God wot, I went right bare s

Many a salt tear did I sweat.
Before my carcase could com© there*
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yet have I been at Kome also.

And gone the stations all a-row

;

S, Peter’s shrine and many mo.
Than, if I told all, ye do know.i

The Pardoner* I say yet again my pardons are such,
That if there were a thousand souls on heap,

I would bring them to heaven as good cheap
As ye have brought yourself on pilgrimage
In the least quarter of your voyage.
Which is far aside heaven, by God I

There your labour and pardon is odd.
With small cost and without any pain.
These pardons bring them to heaven plain

:

Give me but a penny or two pence.
And as soon as the soul departeth hence.
In half an hour, or three-quarters at the most.
The soul is in heaven with the Holy Ghost.2

Ajiother Interlude by Heywood is The Mery Plcuy

between the Pardoner and the Frere, printed in 1633,

but which was written before 1521.

The demand for entertainments of this kind led to

the formation of small companies of actors being

maintained in the houses of great noblemen. Suc-

cessful Interludes were given in public when leave

was granted to the players. The freedom with
which questions of religion and politics were
handled in these entertainments led to restrictions

and penalties. Thus it came about that with the

inauguration of the regular drama—companies of

players were ready to perform in them.

Gm'hoduo

The first English tragedy was written by Thomas
Sackville and Thomas Norton, and was acted by
the Gentlemen of the Inner Temple before Eliza-

beth, on the BanquetingDay of the Grand Christmas

festival of the Inner Templars, January 18, 1661.

Sackville, who afterwards became Lord Buck-
hurst, had already attained a reputation as a poet,

by his sonnets and the Induction to the Mirror

for Magistrates.

The argument of the play is as follows

:

"Gorboduc, Eling of Britain, divided his realms in

his lifetime to his sons Ferrex and Porrex. The sons
fell to dissension. The younger killed the elder. The
mother, that more dearly loved the elder, for revenge
killed the younger. The people moved with the cruelty

of the fact, rose in rebellion, and slew both father

and mother. The nobility assembled, and most terribly

destroyed the rebels ; and afterwards for want of issue

of the Prince, whereby the succession of the crown
became uncertain, they fell to civil war, in which both
they and many of their issues were slain, and the land
for a long time almost desolate and miserably wasted.”

The story is divided into five acts. Norton wrote
the first, second, and third, and Sackville the fourth

and fifth. The action takes place behind the scenes,

and each act ends with a chorus, in imitation of the

tragedies of Seneca. It departs from the classical

model in the use of dumb show and is written in

blank verse—first used by Surrey in translating a
part of Virgil’s Mneid^ and now for the first time
applied to the drama.

Gorboduc treats of an episode in national history,

the story being taken from Geoffrey Monmouth’s
Chronicle, chosen for the specific purpose of em-
phasizing the need for “ concord and unity ” at

this particular time, and the evils that arise from

1 Four PJ’s. * Xbid*
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civil dissensions. The play pleased the "Queen so
much that it was acted again a fortnight later. A
pirated edition of the play was prmted m 1665 by
one William Griffith, who “ getting a copy thereof at

some young man’s hand that lacked a little money
and much discretion, in the last great Plague Anno
1565 about five years past, while the said lord was
out of England and T. Norton far out of London,
and neither of them both made privy put it forth exr

ceedmgly corrupted.” The authorised version, which
is thus preface^ was issued in 1570.

The following may serve as an illustration of the

metre of the play :

Videna {the Queen). (Alone.) Why should I live, and
Imger forth my time

In longer hfe to double my distress ?

O me, most woeful wight, whom no mishap
Long ere this day could have bereaved hence.
Might not these hands, by fortune or by fate.

Have pierced this breast, and life with iron reft ?

Or in this palace here, where I so long

Have spent my days, could not that happy hour
Once, once have hap;^d, in which these hugy frames
With death by fall might have oppressed me ?

Both the Misfortunes of Arthur, acted before the

Queen at Greenwich in 1587, and Tancred and
Gismunda (1568), follow Gorboduc in construction*

but the classical type of play soon died out.

Ralph Roister Doister

The first regular English comedy, based on the

model of the Latin comedy, was produced in 1541

or earlier. The play is usually attributed to

Nicholas Hdall, head master of Eton from 1634 to

1541. XJdall was born in Hampshire in 1606- He
was educated at Corpus Christi College, Oxford,

and came imder the influence of the teachings of

More, Colet, and Erasmus, Udall and a number of

other young men were arrested in 1627 by order of

Wolsey, for possessing Tyndale’s translation of the

New Testament and Luther’s Tracts. The students

saved their lives by making a public recantation.

After leaving Oxford, XJdall seems to have become
a schoolmaster in the North. In 1633 Hdall was
in London, and shortly afterwards was appointed

headmaster of Eton, where he remained until 1641.

It was the custom at large public schools to act

Latin plays on special occasions. The idea seems

to have occurred to XJdall to substitute an English

play for the usual comedy from Plautus or Terence.

Hence the production of Ralph Roister Doister,

Ralph Doister, the hero of the play, is a braggart

and a coward ; he is wealthy but foolish. Matthew
Merygreeke, a character modelled on the parasites

of the classical plays by flattery and bullying, is

able to fool Roister Doister to the top of his bent.

He imagines that he is in love with Dame Custance

who is already plighted to Gawin Goodluck, a
merchant. While Goodluck is absent on a voyage,

Ralph 'Sends love tokens and messages to Dame
Custance. The latter, although she has nothing

but contempt for Ralph and his protestations,

finding she cannot get rid of him, treats him with

humorous raillery, A servant of Goodluok’s reports

to hiTn the condition of affairs, and he returns

filled with jealous suspicion. Dame Custance is

4
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now in a difficult position. She is finally extricated

by the testimony of Tristram Trustie, and the

admissions of Ralph himself. An amusing scene

occurs when Lame Custance flouts his advances.

Ralph declares he will fire her out of the house and
destroy aE her goods. The Lame caUs forth her

servants to do battle with the enemy.

I will caU forth my folks, that without any mocks
If he come again we may give him raps and knocks.
Madge Mumblecrust, come forth and Tibet Talkapaoe
Yea and come forth too Mistress Annot Alyface.

An, Alyface, I come.
Tibet, And I am hero.

M, Mumble. And I am here too, at length.

C, Custance. Like warriors, if need be, ye must show
your strength.

The man that this day hath beguiled you.
Is Ralph Roister Bolster, whom ye know well inowe.
The most lout and dastard that ever on ground trod.

Tib, Talk. I see all folk mock him when he goeth
abroad.

C. Custance, What, pretty maid ? will ye talk when I

speak ?

Tib, Talk. No, forsooth, good mistress.

C, Custance. WiU ye my tale break ?

He threatened to come hither with all his force to fight,

I charge you if he come, on him with all your might.
M, Mumble, I with my distaff will reach him one rap.

Tib, Talk, And I with my new broom will sweep him
one swap,

And then with our great club I will reach him one rap.

A, Alyface, And I with our skimmer will fling him one
flap.

Tib, Talk, Then Trupenie’s firefork will him slirewdly
fray.

And you with the spit may drive him c^uite away.
C, Custance, Go, make all ready, that it may be even so.

Tib, Talk, For my part I shrew them tliat last about
it go.” [ExeunA,^

Edlph Bolster Doisterp whEe based on a careful

study of Plautus, is not an adaptation of any
particular play. Roister Loister may suggest the
P3n:gopolinices or the Miles Gloriosus ; and Mery-
greeke the parasite Gnatho, yet there is a distinctly

native element which shows XJdaU to have been a
shrewd observer; Eke John Heywood, he sketches
his characters from life, and his work is an impor-
tant link in the history of the drama. The classical

form has absorbed elements belonging to both
morality and interlude. Merygreeke has many
quahties common to the Vice of the MoraEties.
The dual nature of the play is marked by the title,
** Comedie or Interlude,” and UdaE is justly en-
titled to be caEed the “ Father of EngEsh Comedy.’*

Gammer QvHcmfs Needle

“ A Ryght Pithy, Pleasant and merrie Comedie

:

Intytled Gammer Gurton’s Needle : Played on
Stag© not long© ago in Christes CoEege in Cam-
bridge—^mad© by Mr, S. Mr. of Art.” Thus runs
the title-page of the earliest edition of this play,
printed by Thomas ColweE in 1575. The author-
ship has been attributed to Bishop StiE, John
Bridges, and more recently to WilEam Stevenson,®
a FeEow of Christ’s CoEege from 1559—1661. Like
Balph Bolster Doister in structure and form, it is

modeEed on Latin comedy, but the matter and
characterisation are native.

t Act iv, sc. 4,
2 Henry Bradley in BepresentaUve English Comedies,

ed, 0. Gayley.

Gcmvmer Gurton^s Needle is the second EngEsh
comedy, and one of the few remaining examples of
the coEeg© plays, that were probably very numerous
m the sixteenth century. In this we see the Inter-

lude of John Heywood expanded and developed
under the influence of the foreign classical school.

The play affords a picture of English viEage life m
Tudor times.

Gammer Gurton loses her needle—at that time
an article of value; Liccon the Bedlam accuses
Lame Chat the Alewife of stealing it. This upsets
the whole vElag© ; the parson, the baEey, the con-
stable, Loct-or Rat—are aE called in to assist in the
emergency. The tumult and confusion increases,

eventuaEy the needle is found sticking in the
breeches of Hodge, the Gammer’s farm servant.

The humour is heavy-handed and coarse, but the
characterisation is vivid and skilful. Hodge has
become a generic title for the farm labourer.

Liccon represents a type common enough both
before and after Shakespeare, but which has dis-

appeared with the altered social conditions of

modern days. Like “ Poor Tom ” (King Lear),

Liccon is a half-witted wanderer, incapable of

useful work and responsible for a good deal of

mischief.

Gammer Gurton and Lame Chat are prototypes of

generations of village gossips, who have, however,
become more refined in the course of the centuries.

On the whole, general opinion considers Gammer
Qurton^s Needle in merit to faE below that of Bal/ph

Bolster Doister,

Both plays foEow the classical school in the

division of the play into five acts, in beginning

each new scene with the introduction of a new
actor, in limiting the action to a single day, and
the scene to a single street—^before a row of houses.

Bolster Doister is stiffer and more formal in

character than Qa^nmer Gurton, The atmosphere
of the latter is weE iEustrated by the famous
drinking song, included in the play

:

** Back and syde goo bare, goo bare,

Both hand and foot goo cold© ;

But BeUy, God send thee good ale inoughe
Whether hyt be new© or olde.

1 cannot eat but lytyll meate

;

My stomach© ys not goode,
But sure I thynke that I coude drink©
With hym that weryth© an hoode.
Brynke ys my lyfe ; although my wyf©
Sometyme do ohyde and scolde.

Yet spar© I not to ply© th© potto
Of jolly good ale and old©.

Back and syde goo bare, goo bare,
&c. &c.

I love no rost© but a brown© tost©
Or a crabb© in the fyer
A lytell bread shall do me stead©
Mooch bread© I never desyer.
Nor frost©, nor snow©, nor wynd© I trow
Can hurt me y£ hyt wold© ;

I am so wrapped within and lapped
With joEy good ale and old©.”

On© thing is clear from these works, and that is

the gradual approximation of the drama to the life

of the day—especiaEy the comedy side. There is real

vitaEty, but so far little literary grace or power.
This gift, however, was now to be bestowed.
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The initial stages of this glorijaoation are due to a

new school that had arisen, called “ The University

Wits ”—a professional set of literary men. Of this

little constellation, Marlowe is the central sun, and
round him revolved as minor stars, Lyly, Greene,

Peele, Lodge, and Nash.
John Lyly was born c. 1654, and at the age of

fifteen was sent to Magdalen College, Oxford, where
he matriculated in 1671. At the time of taking his

degree two years later, he was in some trouble with
the college authorities, and known as a noted wit
“ averse to crabbed studies of logic and philosophy

. • . and bent to the pleasant paths of poetry.*’ His
endeavour to procure a Fellowship through Lord
Burghley being a failure, he then finished his arts

course at Oxford in 1575, meanwhile studying at

Cambridge, and was incorporated M.A. in 1579, dur-

ing which time he was writing his noted Euphuea,
said by Charles Kingsley to be “ as brave, righteous,

and pious a book as man need look into.”

Euphuea was printed by Gabriel Cawood and
published early in 1579. It at once made its author
famous; a second edition was issued in August
the same year, and eight subsequent editions ap-

peared within seven years as well as a Dutch trans-

lation. The fame of Euphues brought Lyly into

touch with Lord Burghley, who offered him em-
ployment, and always ambitious to get into Court
circles, he at once accepted the post of Vice Master
of St*«»Paul*s and Savoy companies of child actors,

for whom he composed several light dramatic
pieces. He hoped that this post might lead to the
important post of Master of Revels at the Court of

Ehzabeth, but in this he was disappointed, and on
the St. Paul’s company being disbanded in 1691,

Lyly was out of employment.
Turning his attention to poHtics, he became

several times Member of Parliament, and as a
champion of the cause of the bishops in the Mar-
prelate controversy wrote his celebrated tract,

Fappe with an Raichet, that is a sound hoxe on the

eare for the idiot Martin to hold his peace This
was privately printed in September 1689 xmder the

pseudonym “ Double V.”
Little is known of Lyly after 1597, when he wrote

some Latin verses in praise of the Queen. He died on
November 30, 1606, and lies buried in the Church
of St. Bartholomew-the-Less in the City of London.
His best known dramas include Alexander and

Oampaspe, probably played for the first time on
New Year’s Eve 1581 ; Sapho and Phao, 1584

;

Endymion (written round the friendship existing

between the Queen and the Earl of Leicester),

1591 ; and Midas, 1592.

The plays of Lyly were written after the publica-

tion of Euphues (see post, p. 105), and were acted by
*‘the children of Paul’s before her Majesty.” In
character they were mythological or pastoral, and
approximated to the Masque rather than to the
narrative drama of Marlowe. They were written

in prose intermingled with verse, and whereas the

verse is almost wholly charming, the prose is often

marred by the fantastic conceits that weary the
reader of Euphues* Nor had Lyly that sense of the
theatre displayed by many of his contemporaries,

who lacked his sense of hterary form and polished
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wit. Among his plays are The Woman in the Moon,
Campaspe, Midas, and Lovers Metamorphosis*
But if his plays are less rich in concrete humanity,

and in stage effectiveness, than those of Greene,
Peele, and Lodge, his superior culture and finer

sense of style provided compensations not to be
despised. Perhaps the plays approximate more to
the masques than the drama, and undoubtedly
they gain by the interpolation of those delightfifi

songs for which he was such an adept; yet his

dialogue is really admirable at times, happy in
clear-cut phrases and allusiveness. Finally, if not
a born dramatist, he was a bnlhant man, who
did good service for the drama, on its more purely
literary side.

George Peele, of Devonshire origin, the son of
James Peele, citizen and salter of London, was born
about 1658, and as a free scholar was educated at
Christ’s Hospital from 1565-70. In March of the
following year he went to Broadgate Hall (now
Pembroke College), Oxford, and completed his

degree in arts in 1579.

On leaving Oxford he came to London, where, in
company with Marlowe, Greene, and Nash, he
formed one of that band of dissolute young men
endeavouring to earn a livelihood by literary work.

Peele was an actor as well as a writer of plays,

for in 1689 we find him a member of the Lord
Admiral’s company, and two years later, when
Queen Ehzabeth visited Lord Burghley at “ Theo-
balds,” Peele was also present in his professional

capacity.

Notwithstanding his profligate and irregular life,

Peele was a hard worker ; he not only wrote plays
and poems but three pageants for ceremonial occa-
sions in London!
The Arraignment of Paris, 1584 ;

Edward J, 1593

;

The Battle of Alcazar, 1594 ; The Old Wwes^ Tale,
1595—^the only known copies of this are one in the
British Museum, and one in the library at Bridge-
water House ; David and Pair Bathsheba, 1599 ; and
an earlier play now lost, entitled The Hunting of
Cupid, supposed to have been written about 1691.

Among other works may be mentioned Polyhymnia,
1590, a poem in blank verse ; The Honour of the

Garter, 1593; The Fall of Troy, published with
A Parewdl to Norris and Drake, 1589 ; and a thumb
book IJ'^x 1", with two lines on a page.

George Peele left behind him some half dozen
plays, richer in poetic beauty than any of his group
save Marlowe. His earliest work is The Arraign^
merit of Paris ; his most notable, perhaps, Dmid
and Bathsheba,

The Arraignment, which contains an elaborate

tribute to the Queen, is really a Court Play of the
Masque order ; something akin to Lyly’s work, but
of a much higher dramatic power. It is essentially

a Pastoral or Masque, shows great skill in the varia-

tion of metre, and if less musical on the whole than
David and Bathsheba, has some striking passages

of melodious beauty.

Dmid and Bathsheba contains many lines ol

great beauty—^not the rare sweeping beauty of

Marlowe, but a gentler and more insinuating

charm. Certainly, he shares with Marlowe the

honour of informing blank verse with that musical
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quality that, in the later hand of Shakespeare, was

to be one of its most remarkable characteristics.

Here is a passage :

BathsKeha. Come, gentle Zephyr, trick’d with those

perfumes
That erst in Eden sweeten’d Adam’s love.

And stroke my bosom with thy silken fan :

This shade, sun-proof, is yet no proof for thoe ;

Thy body, smoother than this waveless spring.

And purer than the substance of the same.

Can creep through that his lances cannot pierce

:

Thou, and thy sister, soft and sacred Air,

Goddess of life, and governess of health.

Keep every fountain fresh and arbour sweet

}

No brazen gate her passage can repulse.

Nor bushy thicket bar thy subtle breath

;

Then deck thee with thy loose delightsome robes.

And on thy wings bring delicate perfumes.

To play the wanton with us through the leaves.

Thomas Kyd (1558-95) was the son of a London
notary, and received his education at Merchant

Taylor’s School. A dramatist and translator, h©
achieved great popularity with his first work The
Spanish Tragedy, winch was translated into German
and Dutch, and in which Jonson is supposed by
some to have been his collaborator. The record

of his life and works is uncertain. H© appears to

have lived in straitened circumstances and suffered

imprisonment ** for treasonable and atheistical

views.” Cornelia, Jeroninio, The Bare Triumphs

of Love and Fortune^ Solyman and Perseda, and
the Ur Hamlet are supposed to have emanated
from his pen.

“ Sporting Kyd,” as Jonson called him, must b©
mentioned for his adherence to the Sonecan
School ; and for popularising the “ blood and
thunder ” element that proved one of the attractive

features of the Pre-Shakespearean drama. Violent

and extravagant he is always, but at any rate he
helped to break away from the nerveless monotony
of Gorhoduc,

Putting aside his translation of Cornelia, The
Spanish Tragedy is his only known play; and
although its ranting style roused the contempt
of Shakespeare, yet there are touches of genuine
force behind the extravagances ; and even extra-

vagance is better than lifelessness.

Ghost* When this eternal substance of my soul
Did live imprison’d in my wanton flesh.

Each m their function serving other’s need,
I was a courtier in the Spanish court

;

My name was Don Andrea ; my descent,
Though not ignoble, yet inferior far

To gracious fortunes of my tender youth.
For there in prime and pride of all my years,
By duteous service and deserving love.

In secret I possess’d a worthy dame,
Which hight sweet Belhmperia by name.
But, in the harvest of my summer joys.
Death’s winter nipp’d the blossoms of my bliss.

Forcing divorce betwixt my love and me.
For in the late conflict with Portingal
My valour drew me into danger’s mouth,
Tul life to death made passage through my wounds.
When I was slain, my soul descended straight
To pass the flowing stream of Acheron ;

But churlish Charon, only boatman there,
Said that, my rites of burial not perform’d,
I might not sit amongst his passengers.
Ere Sol had slept three nights in Thetis’ lap,
And slak’d his smoking chariot in her flood.
By Don Horatio, our knight marshal’s son.

My funerals and cbseqmes were done.
Then was the ferryman of hell content
To pass me over to the slimy strand.

That leads to fell Avernus’ ugly waves.
There, pleasing Cerberus with honey’d speech.
I pass’d the penis of the foremost porch.
Not far from hence, amidst ten thousand souls,

Sat Mmos, Aeacus, and R-hadamanth ;

To whom no sooner ’gan I make approach,
To crave a passport for my wand’ring ghost.
But Minos, in graven leaves of lottery,

Drew forth the manner of my life and death.
“ This knight,” quoth he, “ both hv’d and died in love •

And for his love tried fortune of the wars

;

And by war’s fortune lost both love and life.” i

Robert Greene, born about 1560, came from
Norwich, and was educated at St. John’s College,

Cambridge, which he entered at fifteen, and also at
Oxford. He made an unfortunate choice of com-
panionship, “ amongst wags as lewde as my selfe.”

which followed him throughout his life.

Following the fashion of the day, he travelled

abroad to the advantage of his literary power if not
to his morals. On liis return he lived hard and
furiously ; however, a fit of industry overtakmg him
lie returns to Cambridge, this time to Clare Hall,

and on taking his M A. in 1583, left for London.
In 1580, while at Cambridge, he wrote his first

work, Mamillia* On its publication in 1583 the
heartiness with which it was received gave him
fresh energy, and with a largo number of adven-
turous talcs and romantic stories, written usually

at great pressure, sprang into fame.

“Easy come, easy go,” soon found his purse
“ the bottome ” of which “ returned him a writt of

non est inventus, and circumstance turns his hand
to the drama, his patrons including Essex, Leicester,

and Arundel.

In nature quarrelsome, he was seldom for any
length of time on good terms with liis friends, and
his jealousy, especially of the young Shakespeare,
took the form of a violent attack on him in his

Epilogue to the Groat’s Worth of Wit.

During one of his many fits of repentance, which
were unfortunately neither deep nor lasting, he fell

in love with “ a gentleman’s daughter of good
account,” whom he married in 1586, spent her
fortune, and deserted her and his child a year later

;

she returned to her home and they never mot again.

A few more years of work, riotous living, and re-

pentances, his health gives way. After a surfeit

of pickled herrings and Rhenish wine from which
he never recovered, he died on November 2, 1592,
in abject poverty, owing £10 to a poor shoemaker
in whose house he lived.

The day before his death he wrote a pathetic
letter begging his “sweet wife, as ever there was any
good will or friendship between thee and me© ” to
“ see my host satisfied of his debt ” and to “ Forget
and forgive my wrongs done unto thee. . • • Fare-
well.”

His plays comprise Orlando Furioso, Friar
Bacon and Friar Bungay, Alphonsus King of
Ar^on, Looking Glass for London and England
(with Lodge), and George-a^Greene, the Pinner of
Wakefield. Among his other works the most im-
portant are Pandosto, from which Shakespeare

1 The Spemish Tragedy.
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took the plot for The WinZer^a Tale: Penelo'pe^s

Weh, and his partly autobiographical GroaPs Worth

of W^i hov^ght with a MiUzon of Bepentance,

Greene was a story-teller and pamphleteer who
turned his attention to drama, chiefly because
drama was a paying thing. Yet in so far as he is a
story-teller, he manages to hold the reader’s atten-

tion despite irrelevances and prolixities. But al-

though he relies on some of the old devices of the
Miracle and Morality, and does not disdain the
mechanical funniments of the Interlude, he con-
tributes to the development of the drama by his

sincerity and real insight into character.

Let us take as an example his most effective

play. Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay^ This deals

partly with the tricks of the Friar (based on a legend
of the famous Franciscan) and partly with a straight-

forward romantic love-story— though not too
straightforward to admit of those complications

between two men in love with one maid, that give

variety and interest to the tale. There is comic
relief of a kind, that doubtless pleased the more
unsophisticated. But the chief merit of the play
lies in the hvely method of presenting the story.

It is not unmstructive to compare Greene’s necro-

mancer—^Baoou—with a similar character treated

by Marlowe in Faustus. Greene’s magician is

merely an ingenious conjuror; Marlowe’s a man
of mystery. The one character shows merely a
lively fancy, the other a vivid imagination.

Where Lyly excels in literary polish, and Peele

in melodic charm, Greene achieves distinction in

the vigorous humanity of his characterisation ; and
if Peele could write more charming love lyrics,

Greene could handle better a love story.

Greene’s dying exhortation to his brethren in the

craft, has a curious interest for the historian as well

as the student of character.
“ To those gentlemen his quondam acquaintance,

that spend their wits in making plays, R. G. wisheth
a better exercise and wisdom to prevent his ex-

tremities.” Marlowe, “ famous gracer of tragedians,”

is requested “ to abandon his blasphemies and atheis®

tical opinions.” Nash is required to moderate his

satire. Peele is singled out for encomium, “ no less

deserving than the other two, in some things rarer,

in nothing inferior.”

The theatre is execrated. “ Base-minded men all

three of you, if by my misery ye be not warned ; for

unto none of you, like me, sought those burrs to

cleave—^those puppets, I mean, that speak from
our mouths, those antics garnished in our colours.”

Finally, he points derisively to the “upstart
crow beautified with our feathers, that, with his
* Tiger Heart wrapt in a Player’s Hide,’ supposes

he is as well able to bombast out a blank verse as the

best of you ; and being an absolute Johannes-fac-
totum, is in his own conceit the only Shake-scene in

the country.” What vexes him is that one of the

actors for whom he wrote should be the means of

taking the bread out of the mouths of scholars.

The fact is that Greene, a vain and irritable man,
is incessantly seeing the youthful genius Shake-
speare sweeping aU before him. The cry is compre-
hensible enough, for one of Greene’s temperament,
and some excuse may be made for him. But no
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utterance of that time more clearly shows the im-
perious power of the master dramatist of the age.

The dramatic work of Lodge and Nash is almost
negligible ; certainly they are inferior to their con-

temporaries, remarkable though they be in the

domain of Betion.

We pass to the greatest of the band, to the great
protagonist of Elizabethan drama— Cheistopher

"
~ln l^Bmary 1564, in the parish church of St,

George the Martyr, at Canterbury, the register

bears witness that a certain small child, “the sonne
of John Marlowe, a shoemaker,” was christened

Christopher.

Kit Marlowe’s early years were spent in that
quiet cathedral city ; once the busy Mecca of devout
ilgnms, now a resting-place for courtiers and am-
assadors on their way to and from the Continent.

Educated at the King’s School, Canterbury, through
the help of a patron he went up to Cambridge in

1581, and obtained his degree m 1583. Of his life

after 1583, httle is known. In 1687 his first play,

Tamhurlaine^ was produced, and took the pubhc ear

at once, by reason of its impetuous force, its splendid

command of blank verse, and its sensitiveness to

beauty.

Tamburlaine is a Scythian shepherd obsessed

with the idea that his mission in life is to be
“ the scourge of God ” and a terror to the world till

“ Immortal Jove says, Cease, Tamburlaine I
” He

pursues and overcomes the mightiest monarchs
of the Eastern world with the bloodthirstiness of a
savage beast ; captive kings drag his chariot to the

field of battle for further conquest, and with their

queens imprisoned in cages ; at length dashing out

their brains rather than exist for further indigmty.

Yet Tamb'urlaine is possessed of a personal mag-
netism that cannot be withstood ;

“ Sooner shall the sun fall from his sphere
Than Tamburlaine be slam or overcome’*

says the Persian warrior sent to queU him.

Cowardice is an abomination for which he slays

one of his sons ; and to teach them endurance he
does not hesitate to lacerate his own flesh. Smitten
with pam and sickness, “ the ugly monster Death,”
though he follow, cannot instil terror into him

—

“ Let us march,” he says, “ and weary Death with
bearing souls to hell ”—^but even Tumburlaine the

mighty conqueror must yield place to a mightier.

Tamburlaine was succeeded by The Tragical

History of Doctor Faustus, in which the dramatist

gives an old mediaeval legend a glo-wing Renascence
setting. The story of the alchemist who sells his

soul to the Devil never lost its fascination, and in

late years Faustus became more of the heartless

sensualist than the headstrong magician. It was
in this form that Goethe found the story and turned

it to his own use. In the ancient legend the Faustus
barters his soul in return for some years of gaiety

and pleasure. Marlowe’s Faustus desires pleasure

also, but incidentally only, it is every form of joy

that he would drink of freely. He is a genuine

incarnation of the Renascence spirit, and has
nothing of that calculating, introspective nature
peculiar to Goethe’s gentleman. Following Faustus
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<>n.TYiB Th& Jm of MaUa, a play rich in fine episode,

and with a glorious opening, but lacking the gry

and imaginative appeal of the earlier plays. Ed--

ward II, his last play, is from the technical point of

view also his best. Lacking the intensity and

rhythmic beauty of the earlier plays, it shows rare

skill of construction, while the characterisation^ is

wholly admirable. To some extent no doubt it in-

spired Shakespeare’s Eichard II, and the^abdication

scene is obviously modelled on Marlowe’s.

Marlowe’s other work for the stage is almost

negligible. The Massacre of Pans survives, it is

true, in a fragmentary and corrupt condition, but

this dramatisation of contemporary French History

is strangely lacking in power and interest. The

Tragedy of Dido, written in conjunction with Nash

and published after Marlowe’s death, has a certain

lyric sweetness, but bears little impress of Marlowe s

greatness, and is supposed to be an early work,

greatly altered and added to by his collaborator.

A great portion of Henry VI is from Marlowe’s pen,

and more happily reminiscent. But the outstand-

ing work, putting aside the four plays above dis-

cussed, is the fragmentary Hero and Lcander, a

poem of singular freshness and beauty.

In 1593 Marlowe, probably retreating from the

plague then raging at London, stayed in the little

village of Deptford, and was here slain in a drunken

brawl by a “ bawdy serving man, and a rival of his

lewd love.” He was then twenty-nine years of age,

and his brief, strong life, albeit its tragic close, had

done much to renovateand glorifythe Enghsh drama.

A rebel in thought as well as in imagination, Mar-

lowe reminds us of his own Paxistvs, His genius

had serious limitations. Deficient as it was in

humour, sympathetic insight, and subtlety, along

its own lines it was supremely great.

Marlowe had dreamed his early dreams in the

great cathedral city. And a dreamer he always

remained. For despite his roving life and dissipa-

tion, despite his full-blooded vitality and love of

the world, his real compelling life was the life of

the imagination.

His ’Writings

What did he do 2 {!) He raised the subject matter

of the drama to a higher level. He provided big

heroic subjects that appealed to the imagination.

Tamburlaine—a world conqueror
;
Faust in pursuit

of universal knowledge ;
Barabas with fabulous

dreams of wealth ;
Edward II with his mingling

nobility and worthlessness, sounding the heights

and depths of human nature.

The insatiable spirit of adventure ; the master

passions of love and hate j ideals of beauty; the

greatness and littleness of human life : these were

his subjects. That he had the knowledge and
power to deal with them adequately, could not be

said; but it is sufficient that he interested his

fellow-men in them, and recalling his brief, meteoric,

and unhappy life, it is marvellous, not that he
made so many mistakes, but that his achievements

were so high.

(2) He gave life and reality to his characters.

They were no longer puppets pulled by a string

;

but living and breathing realities. You can feel

the fierce exaltation of the conqueror, Tambur-

lame ;
the vibrant passion and rapturous longing

of his Faust ;
the fierce selfishness of his Barabas.

(3) He took the blank verse of the Classical

School, hard and unfiinchmg as a rook, and struck

it with his rod till the waters of human emotion

gushed forth. The old rhyming lines of Eomantio

drama he put aside ;
blank verso had little grip,

when he took it in hand, but he fathomed its im-

mense possibilities, and saw liow it could be made
the expression of the finest wit cr the most delicate

fancy.

Its infinite variety ” was beyond his power to

express ;
that remained for his successors to show

;

but its colour and energy he revealed. He ” taught

successors to play upon its hundred stops ” if he

could not play upon them himself.

How did he do it ? He found blank verse con-

sisting of lines, each ending with an accented

monosyllable ;
each hne standing by itself ; a thing

of nerveless monotone. He varied the rhythmic

pauses, altered the accents, made the metre to suit

the subject, instead of fitting the subject to the

metre ; and bade farewell to the “ jigging veins of

rhyming mother wits ;
and such conceits as clownage

keeps in pay.”

(4) He gave a unity to the drama, hitherto

lacking.

Plays before had been formless : a succession of

isolated scenes often with no proper connecting

link. And although, compared with Shakespeare,

the work of Marlowe seems often turgid and un-

wieldy, yet it shows quite sufficient promise to

show us the extent of Shakespeare’s indebtedness.

Indeed it was many years before Shakespeare

could rise to Marlowe’s height ; and fine and in-

teresting as is Bichard II—^it was not merely

modelled on Edward II, but falls short of that play

in its characterisation and imaginative power.

Of Marlowe’s influence on Shakespeare, more wiU

be said later. It is sufficient to note it and em-

phasize here the direction in which the influence lay.

Reviewing the trend of Marlowe’s work, these

points then have to be borne in mind :

(1) He glorified the matter of the drama—^by his sweep
of imagination {vide Stories).

(2) He vitalised the manner and matter of the drama

—

by his energising power {inde Characterisation).

(3) He clarified and gave coherence to the drama
{vide Verse).

Marlow© saw clearly enough that the Romantic
drama was suited to the needs of the nation, and

that therefore no other form of drama could express

so well its abundant, concrete life. But he saw

also that for the Romantic drama to be a thing of

beauty as well as a force, the medium of blank

vers© must b© chosen. No finer tribute was pa-id

him than that given by Michael Drayton, in

Epistles of Poets and Poesy (1627)

;

“ Neat 1 Marlowe, bathed in the Thespian springs

Had in him those brave translunary things

That the first poets had : his raptures were
All air and fire which mad© his verses clear ?

For that fair madness still he did retain
Which rightly should possess a poet’s brain.**'

1 Ingenuous.
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“ Pair -madness is a satisf5dng phrase fit to

rank beside the noble suggestion of Keats, that
“ Poetry should please by a fine excess.”

Marlowe’s work has three marked character-

istics :

(1) Its pictorial quality

;

(2) Its ecstatic quality

;

(3) Its vitalising energy.

(1) Its 'pictorial quality,—^Marlowe has been
called the Father of English Dramatic Poetry

;

just as Defoe is termed the Father of English
Fiction, and Chaucer the Father of English Narra-
tive Poetry.

There were, of course, pictorial possibilities in the
disjointed efforts precediing, but the effect on the
imagination may be compared with that of a cheap
magic lantern to a fine dissolving one. We are

given occasional flashes of life with much that

was blurred and chaotic. The old chronicle plays
meandered on with no sharp visualising power;
the imitations of Seneca, the comedy ventures
d la Plautus, lack not only life, but charm of pre-

sentation.

Sackville’s lines drag ; Lyly’s affectations worry ;

but Marlowe with his instinct for selecting those

scenes that best impress the imagination and those

similes that strike home most effectively, made of

the drama a thing of beauty.
With Keats and Morris, Marlowe shares an intense

appreciation of colour effects ;
there is the glitter

of gold and scarlet about his verse ;

** The pavement underneath thy chariot wheels
With Turkey carpet shall be covered,
And cloth of arras hung about the walls

;

Fit objects for thy princely eye to pierce ;

A hundred bassoes clothed in crimson silk.

Shall ride before thee on Barbarian steeds.

And when thou goest, a golden canopy
Enchas’d with precious stones. ...”

In reading these lines we think of the rich ornament
in Ths Eve of St, Agnes,

The magic of old-world names holds him. He
treats them like jewels to give warmth and colour

to his verse.

“ Is it not passing brave to be a king
And ride in triumph thro* Persepolis ?

”

Here indeed is the poet’s joy in words.

And there is reason for it. It has been well said

that Tawburlaine was the work of the first great

poet who uses our modern English speech. And
superb was the use he made of it.

Compare the dragging and toneless lines of

Gorboduc with Tamburiaine, and note how the verse

glittters and sparkles.

** 0 hard and cruel hap, that thus assigned
Unto so worthy a wight so wretched end ;

But most hard, cruel heart, that could consent
To lend the hateful destinies that hand
By which, alas, so heinous crime was wrought.” ^

Tamburlaine’s eager and feverish search across

the world for some vision to satisfy his dreams re-

minds us of

“ The desire of the moth for the star

;

Of the night for the morrow :

The devotion to something afar

From the sphere of our sorrow.**

1 Gorboduc,

But the pictorial quality is no mere visualising of

a dreamer’s fancy ; it shows the inspiration of that
spirit of adventure which was in the air.

Tamburlaine is a kind of monstrous Drake. His
thirst for conquest, his passion for discovery, is the
passion of Drake, of Hawkins, and of Frobisher. In
Tamburlaine’s last speech he speaks of what may
yet be discovered, and it is a speech which would
flush the cheeks of the swarthy sailors in the
audience. We have always to remember that
Columbus is the pioneer of the age no less than
More; and that many poets of the time, like

Raleigh, were also voyagers.

(2) Its ecstatic quality,—^This is well exemplified
in the speech of Faustus

:

“ Sweet Helen, make me immortal with a kiss.

[kisaes her.

Her lips suck forth my soul I See, where it flies !

Come Helen, come give me my soul again-

—

Here will I dwell, for Heaven is in these lips s

And all is dross that is not Helen 1
”

It is indeed a fire that bums through his verse,

and gives it glow and radiance, mellowing the

harsh crudities and coarse outlines

:

• Ah, my good Lord, be patient, she is dead
And all this raging cannot make her live ?

If words might serve, our voice hath rent the air

;

If tears, our eyes have watered all the Earth ?

If grief, our murdered hearts hath streamed forth blood *

Nothing prevails, for she is dead, my Lord.

Had I as many souls as there be stars—
I*d give them all for Mephistopheles.”

Here is the thirst for beauty expressed

:

** What is beauty, sayeth my sufferings, then f

If all the pens that ever poets held
Had fed the feeling of their masters* thoughts.
And every sweetness that inspired their hearts^

Their minds and muses on. admirdd themes

}

If aU the heavenly quintessences they still

From their immortal flowers of poesy.

Wherein, as in a mirror, we perceive
The highest reaches of a human wit

;

If these had made one poem’s period,

And all combined in beauty’s worthiness.

Yet should there hover in their restless heads
One thought, one grace, one wonder, at the least,

Which into words no virtue can digest.”

What matter for drama the Northern Sagas
would have yielded him ; Lohengrin, Tannhauser,
the story of Sigurd ?

The ecstatic note in his verse is seen also in

Barabas ;

Barabas is waiting for his daughter, who has

tricked his foes of their treasure ; simulating love

and religion to further her father’s base projects.

Thus, Barabas

:

“ . . . Like the sad-presaging raven, that tolls

The siok man’s passport in her hollo-w beak.
And in the shadow of the silent night

Doth shake contagion from her sable wings.
Vex’d and tormented runs poor Barabas
With fatal curses towards these Christians.

The incertain pleasures of swift-footed time
Have ta’en their flight, and left me in despair 5

And of my former riches rests no more
But bare remembrance ; like a soldier’s scar.

That has no further comfort for his maim.
O Thou, that with a fiery pillar ledd’st

The sons of Israel through the dismal shades,
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Tiikfl Abraham’s offspring ; and direct the hand
Of Abigail this night ! or let the day
Turn to eternal darkness alter this !

No sleep can fasten on my watoliful eyes.

Nor quiet enter my distemper’d tlioughts

Till I have answer of my Abigail.”

Then the treasure is found and thrown down to him
“ 0 my girl.

My gold, my fortune, my felicity.

Strength to my soul, death to mine enemy j

Welcome the first beginner of my bliss !

0 Abigail, Abigail, that I had thee here too I

Then my desires were fully satisfied ;

But I will practise thy enlargement thence

:

0 girl ! 0 gold ! 0 beauty 1 0 my bliss !
”

[Hugs the hags.

In his joy he forgets danger, until reminded of it

by his daughter. He, softened and excited, kisses

her, and rises into sentimental raptures :

“ Farewell my joy, and by my fingers take
A kiss from Inm that sends it from his soul.”

A cursory examination of Marlowe’s work might
inehne the reader to think that his nature was highly

passionate. Of passion, however, in the r-.'— 1 f

blooded sense of the word, there is i j
^

I

in Marlowe’s writings. He is rather excitable and
ecstatic, moved to exuberant expression by certain

appeals to the imagination, such as the appeal of

beauty
; but not profoundly emotional as were

Shakespeare, or Beaumont and Fletcher, or Webster.
Ho never suggests the man of the world, the student
of human nature ; always the wistful visionary

;

living in a world of his own, a world of beauty and
wonder.

(3) Its vitalising energy.—Culminating proof of

his originality and artistic instinct—^he discarded
the classic convention for the romantic. He saw
clearly enough that the Romantic drama was better

suited to the exigences of insular gemus.

This vitalising energy redeemed the Tamhurlaine
from absurdity, and gave a beauty and lifting

power to the Faust legends which won the praise of

Goethe.

He is not content with vague description, but
actualises his subject—as in the pageant of the
Seven Deadly Sins in Faustus. ]\Iany a mediaeval
poet had sung of thorn. Marlowe gives them life

and reality.

To the modem reader, the gruesome physical
touches strike as distasteful and jarring, where
they do not merely amuse. But childish as some
of the theatrical effects seem, these are but the
overflowings of a strong and vital imagination.

One moment we think of Pyramus—this is “ Erclea

vein, the tyrant’s vein,” and are remmded of the

‘‘Raging shocks and shivering shocks.”

At the next moment we pass from the ridiculous to

the sublime, and the vibrant music of his eloquence

takes us by the throat and compels our admiration.
Marlowe’s genius did not incline him much to the

lyiic, though his famous Passionate Shepherd shows
what he could do in this direction. But his frag%

montary narrative poem, Hero and Leander^ has a
fresh, sensitive beauty transcendmg the coarser

magnificence of young Shakespeare’s Venus and
Adonis. The haunting hne i

“ Who ever loved that loved not at first sight ?
**

lingered long in Shakespeare’s memory.
He had, of course, the defects of the temperament

of Ms agei a frequent, over-luxuriance of imagina-
tion, a lack of restraint, an extravagance bordering

on the ridiculous. But no criticism can obscure
the greatness of Ms genius. He found the drama
crude and chaotic ; he left it a great force in English
literature.

EARLIER RENASCENCE AND PROSE

The Novel : Lyly—Greene—Lodge—Sidney—Nash, &c.

THE ENGLISH NOVEL

Thb eager, inquisitive spirit that flamed up at the
Renascence could not exhaust itself entirely in the
expansion of our poetry, or even in the creation of

the romantic drama ; for in achieving this it realised

also the compelling interest of everyday actualities.

The favourite story-teller of Chaucer’s time had
been the minstrel. He it was, as we have seen, who
first familiarised the common folk with the legends
of Arthur and his Knights, of Charlemagne, with
such verse tales as Gawain and the Green Knight,
and the popular Guy of Warwick. Needless to say,
the art of story-telling in the minstrels’ hands was
of a rough and crude kind. They broadened and
coarsened the Arthurian Romances to suit the taste
of their primitive-minded hearers ; but in so doing
they introduced a contemporary note, interlarding
their tales with ridicule of the decadent mediaeval
church, and thus giving that flavour of actuality,
which paved the way for the Novel of Elizabeth’s
time.

While they were doing this, our first great realistic

poet, Chaucer, was helping with finer artistry to
create a distaste for tho high-fain tin mediaeval
romance. He effected this directly in Troilus and
Gressidff,^ an ancient romance treated lis a genuine
cHaractOT study ; indirectly in his epic of contem-
porary life, ThQj2(miediury Tales.

Here, then, in Chaucer’s time is the first stage in
the development of the Novel from the old Romance
that had its inspiration in tho songs of tho minstrel.

The next stage is marked by the publication of

Malory’s Morte Arthur. With the matter of this

remarkable book I have dealt elsewhere; it is

sufficient to emphasize the fact that while osten-
sibly a great prose romance garnered from the
romantic treasures of the Middle Ages, yet, by
virtue of the simple directness of its language, it

proved an admirable model to the prose story-teller
of Renascence England. Tha copfusing intricacies,

„9i. ^the legendary tale.g

which it is based, are swept aside. Giving us
the cream of mediseval romance, it yet awoke a
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desire for stories more in touch with the life of the

quite true that for many years to come,

throughout the first half of the sixteenth century,

Romance held a foremost place in the popular

imagination, largely owing to the energy and
enterprise of Caxton, who printed romantic stories

from Spain, Germany, and Italy, to the infinite

disgust of sober-minded Ascham. They ceased, how-
ever, to dominate the educated classes as they had
done formerly. Even Malory’s work was actoired

less for its matter than for its style. Romanti-
cism survived, not the old romance. The Tales are

still there, but the attitude towards them is difierent.

The old romantic themes are yet familiar enough,

but they are either regarded as picturesque relics

of a bygone age, or else serve the Ehzabethan
dramatist as material to be woven into the concrete

actualities of the drama.
Had it not been for Italy, the Novel might have

tarried for another hundred years. Rhetoric and
song were indigenous to the race : Spenser, Mar-
lowe, Sha]S(^peafe'"would have found articulate

speech, Italy or no Italy. But it may reasonably

be doubted whether we should have had the Eliza-

bethan novelist.

Why was the influence of Italy so suddenly and
imperatively felt ?

Largely because of the newly awakened rage of

the day for foreign travel, which helped to spread
Italian fashions both of dress and literature.

Moreover, Italy was the home of the Novel. It

was here that Boccaccio, m 1350, first attempted

those prose tales of amorous adventure. The De-

cameron—” Novella^Jtoia.’* The term originally

meant but soon Novel was appIiedJiP

any story in frost as distinct, from a storv m verse,

which retained ita old annellation of Romance.,-

Travel stimulated also the translation of Italian

literature. So that those who could not afford to

travel could at least learn somethmg of this hterary

El^pprado through translations.

The mediaeval Romance dealt with a legendary

past. The Novel dealt with the realities of every-

day life. In this lay_its compelling .attraction.
There was no*more popular book than WilHam

Painter’s collection of Italian Stories. He was the

Clerk of the Ordnance in the Tower, and his trans-

lation not merely inspired the Romantic drama
but interested English readers in Italian fiction

.gpec^eally, and the art form of the Novel gener-

allyr Thus he p^ed Jihe^^w^y- for the English

novel as well as providing a background for the

English drama.
In his preface he says :

“ Pleasant they be for that they recreate and refresh

wearied minds defatigated either with painful travail or

with continual care, occasioning them to slnin and^ to
avoid heaviness of mind, vain fantasies and idle cogita-

tions. Pleasant so well abroad as at home, to avoid
the grief of winter’s night and length of summer’s day,
which the traveller on foot may use for a staye to ease
the wearied body, and the joumeyes on horseback, for

a chariot or less painful means of travail in steade of a
merry companion to shorten the tedius toil of weary
ways.”

Stephen Gosson declared rightly enough, that

JPamter’s volume had been ransacked to furnish

the playhouses of London. Shakespeare borrowed
from him generously m Romeo and Juhett and The
Merchant of Venice ; and Beaumont and Fletcher,

Peele, Marlowe, Webster, and others availed them-
selves only less liberally of his stones.

The Ehzabethan prose writers who distinguished

themselves in prose fiction were John Lyly, Robert
Greene, Thomas Lodge, Sir Philip Sidney, and
Thomas Nash.
John Lyly (see ante, p. 99) is the pioneer of the

Enghsh novel, the first stylist in prose, and the
most popular writer of his age. A young Kentish
man, with slender financial resources and very few
friends, he had the good fortune to attract the

attention of Lord Burghley, who became his patron.

In 1579 Lyly published the first part of his

famous fiction, Euphues, the Anatomy of Wit,

which was received with general delight and ap-
probation, s/It was written designedly for ladies,

'and in his quaint preface he modestly prefers his

claim ! “ It resteth, ladies,” he declared, “ that

you take the pams to read it but at such times, as

you spend in playing with your dogges, and yet I
will not pinch you of that pastime for I am content

that your dogges lie in your laps, so Euphue may
b© in your hands, that when you shall be weary m
.reading the one, you may...be jeady tq^^ortjvith
the other. Finally h© adds slyly that if

they desire to slumber after dinner, it will bring

them to sleep far better than beginning to sew and
pricking their fingers when they begin to nod.”f

Such insidious courtesy and modesty were not
without result. The ladies were duly fiattered

;

the Euphuee was to be seen everywhere in the

boudoirs of ladies, and the author became as much
sought after and petted as is a popular actor to-day.

Perhaps the great dames were touched by his diffi-

dence m not seeking to take a first place in their

hearts, but content to share attention with the
lapdog.

The language of the Euphues did not, however,
with its involved artifices of speech, emanate from
Lyly. Derived from Ovid, Plutarch, and Pliny,

originally it was imported from Spain, and one of

its exponents, Guevara, became extremely popular.

The Golden Booh of Marcus Aurelius was written

by this gentleman and translated by Lord Berners

(1532) and by Sir Thomas North (1572). Here we
find the same mons&bus profusion of similes that

we see in Euphues, the same combination of sen-

tentious reflection and fanciful conceits, that proved
so much to the taste of many readers.

In the structure of his work, Lyly is Spanish, but
there is much more moralising in Lyly than in

Guevara, and more sentiment. That no doubt is

another reason for his popularity. From Lyly to

the present day, the most popular writers of fiction

have always been sentimental and didactic.

Euphues was a good-looking, nimble-minded
Athenian youth who goes first to Naples, then to

England to study men and governments. His
volubility is remarkable, and he uses his friend

Philautus as a kind of conversational Aunt Sally

against whom to hurl his sententious wisdom.
Once indeed, during the voyage to England, Phil-

ya
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autus does rebel :
“ In faith, Euphues, thou hast

told a long tale, the beginning I have forgotten, the

middle I understand nob, and the end hangeth not

together. ... In the meantime it were best for me
to take a nap, for I cannot brook these seas, which
provoke my stomach sore.”

The name itself is explained by Ascham thus

{Schoolmaster, 1570) ;
“ is he that is apt

l>y goodness of witte and applicable by readiness of

will, to learning, having all other quahtics of the

mind and parts of the bodie that must another day
serve learning, not troubled, mangled or halfed,

but sound, whole, full, and able to do their office.”

There is plenty of abuse, quite in the vem of

modern denouncers of the “ Smart Set ” and “ The
Sins of Society,” of the superfluities of Elizabethan

dress, and of feminine charms. “ When they be
robbed of their robes, then will they appear so

odious, so ugly, so monstrous, that thou wilt rather

think them serpents than saints, and so like hags,

that thou wilt fear rather to be enchanted than
enamoured.”

Obviously, the ladies of the time were flattered

than otherwise at the appellation of serpent ; and
the word “ hag ” of course here is synonymous with
witch. No woman objects to be called a witch.

Bub through all the seeming bitterness about
women, there runs a delicate compliment to their

fascination and power, and though setting out to

cure love and to distract the lover’s attention from
matters of the heart, he really seeks only to show
how to retain the lady’s affection, and how to dis-

semble anger and grief with her inconsistencies.

There was a sequel to this romance which ap-
peared in 1680, in which England and English ways
are held up in terms of the highest praise. And if

before, Lyly has said hard things about women,
he makes rich amends in his glowing panegyric
of English gentlewomen. Indeed, he excuses his

tirades unnecessarily—since women never objected
to being abused for their fascination and wiles—on
the ground that he had referred to Italian women.
As he knew nothing whatever of Itahan women,
this explanation carries small conviction ; but as
very few of his readers knew anything about them
also, save through the highly-coloured medium of
Boccaccio, it mattered little.

English women are so beautiful, he says, that the
traveller cannot help exclaiming, “There is no
beauty but in England.” In other countries, he
remarks witheringly, “ they all have lovers and
spend their time painting their faces ; but in this
Island they are in prayer devout, in bravery humble,
in beauty chaste, in feasting temperate, in affection
wise, in mirth modest, in all their actions though
courtly, became women, yet Angels became vir-
tuous.” After this magnificent tribute Philautus
is naturally advised to take an English wife

; whilst
Euphues, picturesquely unsociable to the last, retires
to his native Greece, carrying with him recollections
of a country not inferior to a Paradise.
But with aU this idealising, it is clear that we

have parted from the novel of picturesque abstrac-
tions and vague mythology, and are dealing with
present-day manners. Lyly does his best, more-
over, to give a realistio atmosphere to his conversa-

tion, and in his reflections he dexterously deals with
matters that concern everyday hfe. The mixture
of frivolity and fantasy—^with solid moralising

—

was quite agreeable to the taste of his readers.

On the surface there was a great deal of hght-
heartedness and trifling in English Society, but
deep down the seriousness of the Briton, not per-
ceived at first sight, existed and kept England from
the vices and excesses that weakened at that time
such nations as Spain.

There are witty turns of speech in Lyly worth
remembering

:

“It is a blind Goose that cometh to the Fox’s
sermon. ”

“ Thou must halt cunningly to beguile a cripple.”
“ The best charm for an aching tooth is to pull it out,

and the best remedy for love is to wear it out.”

Sayings hke these recall the modern apothegms of

George Eliot.

The style is marked by the constant use of

antithesis and alliteration, which at times becomes
mannered to a wearisome extent, but often gives

agreeable force and pungency to the matter :

“
. . . Whore salt doth grow nothing else can breed.
Where friendship is built no offence can harbour.”

A defect in Lyly’s prose stylo is his excessive

fondness for classical authorities—a fondness that

ovoiburdens his prose with a torrent of allusions,

comical rather than impressive. Fickleness and
constancy, when mentioned, bring with them in-

terminable lists of mythological ladies and gentle-

men remarkable for these characteristics. He is

not content with an illustration : an allusion with
him is synonymous with cataloguing.

In the hands of a great literary artist such as

Buxton, this characteristic is used with a deliberate

quamtness that amuses us, just as Lamb could turn
the involutions of Elizabethan prose to deliciously

humorous account. Less interesting even than this

mythological weakness, is the habit of Lyly to em-
ploy references to fictitious natural history, largely

derived from the legends of animal and plane lore in

the old Bestiaries that preceded genuine biological

studies.

How far Lyly regards these things as scientific

truths, we do not Imow, nor does it much matter

;

but using them as literary decorations suggests how
grievously he mistook the art of adornment.
Take for instance this passage :

“ I have read that the bull being tied to the fig-tree

loseth his strength, that the whole herd of deer stand at
the gaze if they smell a sweet apple, that the dolphin
by the sound of music is brought to the shore. And
then no marvel it is that if the fierce bull be tamed with
the fig-tree, that women, being as weak as sheep, be
overcome with a fig j if the wild deer be caught with an
apple, that the tame damosel is won with a blossom ; if

the fleet dolphin be allured with harmony, that women
be entangled with the melody of men’s speech, fair

promises, and solemn protestations.”

Small wonder that Shakespeare poured ridicule

on it in his early plays.

While there is much that is interesting in Lyly’s
work, his prose style suffers from the serious defect
of ignoring the distinction between prose and verse.

It is the prose of an age that found its most efleotive

medium in verse.
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feoBBE-T Geebnb, who Succeeded Lyly, if less

brilliant, attains a greater simplicity in his later

writings He was a happy-go-lucky Bohenuan, who
had no patron, and lived on his wits. His first

novel is poor and imitative, but in Pandosto (1589),

from which Shakespeare took his W^nier^s Pale, he
showed real originality. The most considerable

factor mado by Greene to the development of the

novel is to be found in his pamphlets rather than
in his conventional fiction, for here he writes from
ij^rsonal knowledge of the **,underworld ” of his^
&y.' Especially vivid is hisvt^f.e and Death of NedT
mowne, a-notorious cut-purse, wherein he antici-

pates the„!‘ low hfe ” scenes of Defoe and Smollett.

\jHe has a happy touch of individualising his

characters,, as may be seen from the following, from
A Quip for an Upstart Courtier :

“ I espied afar ofi a certain kind of an overworn gentle-
man attired in velvet and satin, but it was somewhat
dropped and greasy, and boots on his legs, whose soles

waxed thin and seemed to complain of their master,
which treading thrift under his feet had brought them
unto that consumption. He walked not as other men
in the common beaten way, but came compassing circum^
circa, as if we had been devils, and ho would draw a
circle about us, and at every third step he looked back
as if he were afraid of a bailey or a sergeant. . . .

“A poet is a waste-good and an unthrift, that he is

born to make the taverns rich and himself a beggar.
If he have forty pounds in his purse together, he puts
it not to usury, neither buys land nor merchandise with
it, but a month’s commodity of wenches and capons.
Ten pounds a supper, why ’tis nothing, if his plough
goes and his ink-horn be clear. Take one of them with
twenty thousand pounds and hang him. He is a king
of his pleasure, and counts all other boors and peasants
that, though they have money at command, yet know
not like hun how to domineer with it to any purpose
as they should. But to speak plainly, I thiiik him an
honest man, if he would but live within his compass, and
generally no man’s foe but his own.”

Another writer of fiction to be noted is Thomas
Lodge, the studious friend of Greene. He travelled

much in the earlier years of his life, and while

journeying he wrote several romances ; one entitled

Bosalynde (1590), which inspired Shakespeare’s As
Like It,

^Thomas Lodge, the son of a rich London mer-
ishant who had also been Lord Mayor, was born in

1557, and educated at Merchant Taylor’s School
and Oxford, where he was the friend of Lyly.

Choosing law as a profession, he studied for a
time at Lincoln’s Inn, but the craze for travel

seized him ; he abandons the law and sets out first

to the Canary Islands and then to Sou^ America,
During this time he wrote his i^lJao^Jwlko8alyrlde’-^

"Euphues’ golden legacie , . • fetcht from the
Canaries ”—published in 1590 ; Bobert the Devil,

1591 ; Euphues* Shadow, “ the battaile of the

sences wherein youthful folly is set down”—^pub-

lished under the editorship of Greene in 1592,

while Lodge was travelling ; and The Margarite of

America, 1596. His principal dramatic works are

The Wounds of Civil War, and A Looking Glass for

London and England, neither of which were very
popular. He also wrote many poems and was a
voluminous translator.

Having, as we suppose, tired of travel as a re-

creation, and literature as a profession, he settled

down to make a livelihood in another direction.

Studying medicme at Oxford, he took his degree of

M.D. in 1603, and built up a large practice, followed
his profession for twenty-two years, and died in
affluence m 1625.

Lodge also derived from Lyly, but not in the
same way as did Greene. Lodge had travelled,

as did many young men of that time, over distant
seas, looking for opportumties abroad rather than
at home to advance him. These did not come, but
during the long journeys by sea he wrote several

romances ; one entitled Bosalynde being of special

mterest to us, for from it Shakespeare, with a quick
eye for a good story, evolved the plot of As Ym
Like It,

Par removed are his prefaces from the simpering,

deprecating prefaces of Lyly. He has his own little

way with the Critics. If they do not like his

books, let them hold their peace, otherwise he wiU
throw them overboard to feed cods. This is

swashbuckhng with a vengeance.
Bosalynde is itself a remodelled version of an old

mediaeval tale. In the Middle Ages it was called

The Tcde of Qamelyn, and Chaucer had intended
weaving it into his Canterbury Tales, but died before

effecting this. Originally it was merely a story of

valour with no love mterest whatever. Lodge
remedied the deficiency, and mvented Bosalynde ;

he also gave us the fair she-page, and her friend

Phoebe, the hard-hearted shepherdess.

Rosalynde, daughter of the deposed king, who
leads a forester’s life in the woods of Arden, is exiled

from Court, and departs with Alinda her friend,

daughter of the Usurper—Rosalynde being dressed

as a page.

“I thou seest,” says Rosalynde, quite in the spirit of
Shakespeare’s heroine, ** am of a tall stature, and would
very well become the person and apparel of a page;
thou shalt be my mistress, and I will play the man so
properly, that trust me in what company so ever 1 come,
1 will not be discovered. I will bring me a suit and have
my rapier very handsomely at my side, and if any knave
offer wrong, your page will show him the pomt of Ms
weapon.”

The Forest of Arden in Lodge’s story would have
amazed the Royal Geographical Society, It is

placed near the vineyards of Gascony, and is full of

those bewildering shrubs usually confined to cheap
provincial theatres. Pine trees, fig trees, and
lemon trees grew amicably together, with con-

venient strips of pasture for sheep, and animals
from aU parts of the globe. Shepherds and shep-
herdesses abounded, who embodied not only the

domestic virtues but scholarly attainments. Sonnet
writing was as child’s play to them ; and French
and Latin tags abounded. Here, too, is the shep-
herdess Phoebe, “ as fair as the wanton that brought
Troy to rum.” Rosalynde’s page-name is Gani-

mede, and in the novel she shows qualities fully as
attractive as she does in the play, though not
possessed of so pretty a wit. Phoebe, deceived as

in Shakespeare by Rosalynde’s doublet and hose,

falls in love with her, and in the novel Rosalynde
treats her more kindly than does her more brilliant

counterpart in As You Like It,

Ever3rthing turns out happily, and although

there is much brave fighting, none gets killed for
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whom one cares a jot j and there is a triple marriage

to conclude the tale.

Here is a passage from Rosalynde’s advice to

Phcsbe;
” Such my fair shepherdess as disdain in youth, desire

in age, and then are they hated in the winter, that might
have been loved in the prime. A wrinkled maid is like

a parched rose, that is cast up in coffers to please the
smell, not worn in the hand to content the eye. Love
while thou art young, lest thou be disdained when thou
art old, and if thou love, love like that of Montanus,
for if his desires are many, so his desires are great.”

Lodge never did anything better than Eosalynde*

He was not a prolific writer like Greene, nor,

despite his boastful valour, a dare-deviL

The fourth important name in the fiction of the^
time is Thomas Nash. “ Ingenuous,^ingenious,

fiuent, facetious Thomas Nash,” as his friend Lodge
called him. The emphatic quahty was the facetious-

ness. There was a strain of humour in Lyly, and
fitful outbursts of gaiety in Greene, but both Lodge
and Sidney showed rather a contemplative wit

than humour or mirthfulness. It is otherwise with

Nash ; he has a rich fund of humour that partakes

somewhat of Rabelais* uproarious quahty.

Nash, like Greene, took the rogue in hand and
painted with skill and fidelity the needy adven-
turer of the time ; The Unfortunate TraveUer, or

The Life of Jack Wilton (1594), but unlike his con-

temporary, he did so with a smile on his lips. He
found the English novel suffering from too much
sentiment, and promptly freshened it with his

light-hearted humour.
He died at the age of thirty-three, having short-

ened his days, says his friend Dekker, “ by keeping
company with pickled herrings.’*

The chief point, then, that distinguishes Nash
from his contemporaries is his “ comedy ** attitude

towards life. There is another point worth notice.

His style is neither Euphuistic nor Arcadian.
Eschewing the literary affectations and manners of

his day, he did his best to cultivate an individual

style, vigorous, easy, and vital, which was well

suited to his subject-matter.

The Unfortunate Traveller, or The Life of

Jack Wilton (1594)

The hero is a lively young page with less money
than wit, who has a smattering of Latin with which
he embellishes bombastic conversation and succeeds
in persuading casual acquaintances that he is of
more importance than his position would imply.

Travelling in France on one occasion, attached
to the Court of Henry YHI, he is present at the
siege of Tournay, to which “ a number of my credi-

tors that I coosned can testifie.”

Jack, on the look-out for fresh adventure, fixes
as one of his victims at this time mine host of the
canteen, who was “ an olde servitor, a cavalier of an
ancient house as it might appears by the armes of his
ancestrie, drawen very amiably in chalk on the
inside of his tent doore,*'’ but who is always boast-
ing- of his ancient pedigree.

One day, finding the old man “counting his
barrels, and setting the price in chalke on the head
of everie one of theiaa” Jack approaches with

politeness and requests to be allowed a private
talk with him, as he has important matter to com*
municate.
“ * With me, young Wilton ? * quoth he, * marie and

shalt. Bring us a pmt of syder of a fresh tap into the
Three Cups ” here ; wash the pot I

’

“ So into a backe roome he lead mee, where ... he
badde me declare my minde, and there upon he dranke
to me on the same.”

Beating about the bush in order to gain time, our
hero starts by flattering his man ; he tdls him he has
always admired liim, “ partly for the high discent and
linage from whence he sprung, and partly for the tender
care and provident respect he had of poore soldiers,”
and amazement that he should condescend “ in his own
person to be a victualer to the campe ; a rare example
of magnificence and courtesie ; and diligently provided,
that without farre travel, every man might have for
his money syder and cheese his bellyful!. Nor did he
sell his cheese by the way onely, or his syder by the great,
but abast himselfe with his own hands to take a shoe-
makers knife ; a homely instrument for such a high
personage to touch, and cut it out pni’fi’ly like a true
justiciarie in little pennyworthes i> o’. il v.oi.M doo a
man good for to looke upon. So lil^ewise of his syder,
the pore man have his moderate draught of it

(as there is mCvio’t'‘!0« in all things) as well for his

doit or his dandiprat as the rich man for his halfe souse
or his denier.” The old man swallows the bait, and
Jack proceeds :

“
* Why, you are everie childs felow

;

any man that comes under the name of a soldier and a
good fellowe, you will sitte and bear companie to the
last pot, yea, and you take in as good part the homely
phrase of, “ Mine host heeres to you,” as if one saluted

you by all the titles of your baronie. Theso considera-

tions, I saie, which the world suffers to slip by in the
channell of carelessness, have moved mo in ardent zeale

for your welfare, to forewarne you of some dangers
that have beset you and your barrels.’

“At the name of dangers hee start up, and bounst
with his fist on the board so hard, that his tapster over-
hearing him, cried ; * Anon, anon, Sir !

* and entering
with a bow askt him what he wanted.”

Irate at the interruption, but “ for feare of displeasing

me he moderated his furie, and onely sending him for

the other fresh pint ” and bids him look to the bar
and “ come when he is cald with a devilles name.”

By this time Jack and his host are beginning to

show signs of the “ syder ” they have consumed
and both “ fall to weeping.” This is, Jack thinks,

the “ psychological moment,” and forthwith tells

his tale; how he heard that the innkeeper, by
letters secreted in empty barrels, is giving valu-

able information to the enemy. The man protests.

Jack will not listen, and hints at high treason.

Still further details on the part of the man which
Jack ignores, and declares there is only one way
of setting aside the dangerous rumours. He must
make himself very popular with the soldiers. How
can it be done ? Jack suggests, after due con-
sideration, that the best way would be by supply-
ing free drinks to the army.
The host in great fright eventually agrees to

follow Jack’s advice, which is earned on for a time,

but the trick is discovered soon after, and Jack is

well whipped, but not hard enough to make him
sufficiently repentant to forsake his evil ways, or
damp his spirits :

“ Here let me triumph awhile,’*

says he, “ and ruminate a line or two on the ex-

cellence of my wit I
”

Many more like adventures take place before Jack
leaves France. He gives an amusing description
of his fine clothes on his return to London.
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“ I had my feather in my cap as big as a flag in the
fore-top . . . my cape cloake of blacke cloth over-

spreading my back like ... an elephantes eares • . •

and my hands without gloves, all a mode French.**

Jack W%ltonf written as was customary in the form
of memoirs, is dedicated to the Earl of Southamp-
ton, the patron, it will be remembered, of Shake-
speare’s Venus and Adorns.

Like others of its class, right down to Pickwick,

it has but slight coherence, and consists of a series

of episodes lightly strung together, and is bewflder-

ingly incoherent at times. But there is some capi-

tal characterisation, and one or two strong scenes

of real dramatic value,

Wilton, hke Gil Bias, has little money, but plenty
of wit and resource and a smattering of scholarship.

He careers over the Continent, deceivmg everyone
he can, getting into aU manner of difiiculties. He
has some excellent gibes at contemporary acting,

in a manner that remmds one of Hamlet’s caustic

advice. Says he

;

“ One as if he had been playing on clay floore, stamp-
ingly troade the stage so harde with his feete, that I
thought verily he had resolved to doe the carpenter that
sette it uppe some utter shame. Another flung his

armes hke cudgelles at a peare tree, insomuch as it was
mightily dreaded that hee would strike the candles that
hung above their heades, out of their sockets and leave
them all darke.”

In a third characteristic of Nash, his Italian

temperament, he resembles Benvenuto Cellini. A
lover of poetry, gaiety, and passion, he hated the
Puritan, and those who chronicle things.

Here is a sample from his varied wares, in the
picture of a merchant’s wife, from Fierce Fenilesse :

“ Mistress Minx, a merchant’s wife, that will eat no
cherries, forsooth, but when they are at twenty shillings

a pound, that looks as simperingly as if she were be-
smeared, and jets it as gingerly as if she were dancing
the canaries : she is so finical in her speech, as though
she spake nothing but what she had first sewed over
before in her samplers, and the puling accent of her
voice is like a fei^ed treble, or one’s voice that inter-

prets to the puppets. What should I tell how squeamish
she is m her diet, what toil she puts her poor servants
unto, to make her looking-glasses in the pavement ?

how she will not go into the fields, to cower on the
green grass, but she must have a couch for her convoy ;

and spends half a day in pranking herself if she be m-
vited to any strange place ? Is not this the excess of
pride, signior Satan ? Go to, you are unwise, if you
make her not a chief saint in your calendar.”

SiDJffET’s “ Arcadia ”

Of Sidney’s work as a poet mention has been
made. His Arcadia remains to be noticed, for it

marks a well-defined stage in the history of the

novel.

Preceding writers had been more or less disciples

of Lyly and imitators of Euphuism. Sidney in-

vented a new style. And for a while Arcadianism
displaced Euphuism. This book, written in 1580,

appeared after Sidney’s death. It was written

primarily to please his sister, the Countess of

Pembroke. In essence it is a romance with a
pastoral flavouring. There is more characterisation

and more movement, though less humomi than we

find in Lyly ; more passion than in Greene, if less

actuality ; and a finer vein of poetry than in Lodge,
though more inequality in interest. The style,

despite of artificialities, rises at times to a level of

high beauty. With Lyly’s Ewphues it may take
its place as one of the dommant infiuences of the
time, ^

Professor Raleigh has well said that the “ Arcadia
is in some sort a halfway house between the older

romances of chivalry and the long-wmded * heroic ’

romances of the seventeenth century. Action and
adventure are already giving way to the description

of sentiment, or are remainmg merely as a frame on
which the diverse-coloured flowers of sentiment
may be broidered.”

French influences more considerably affect Sid-

ney than his predecessors. Perhaps he is of all

of them the least touched by the magic of Italy,

though he was a great admirer of Spanish literature.

Pamela’s Prayer, from *^Arcadia^^

“ Kneeling down, even where she stood, she thus said

;

0 All-seeing Light, and eternall Life of all things, to
whom nothing is either so great, that it may resist, or
so small that it is contemned ; looke upon my misery
with thine eye of mercy, and let thine infimte power
vouclisafe to limit out some proportion of deliverance
unto mee, as to thee shall seeme most convement. Let
not injurie, O Lord, triumph over mee, and let my
faults by thy hand bee corrected and make not mine
unjust enemy the minister of thy Justice. But yet,

my God, if, in thy wisedome, this be the aptest chastise-

ment for my inexcusable folly • if this low bondage
be fittest for my over-high desires j if the pride of my
not enough humble heart, be thus to be broken, O Lord,

1 yeeld unto thy will, and joyfully embrace what sorrow
thou wilt have me suffer. Onely thus much let me
crave of thee ... let calamity be the exercise, but not
the overthrow of my vertue ; let their power prevails,

but not prevails to destruction s let my greatnesse be
their prey; let my pains be the sweetnesse of their

revenge : let them, if so it seem good unto thee, vexe
me with more and more punishment. But, O Lord,
let never their wickednesse have such a hand, but that

I may carry a pure minde in a pure body. And pausing
a while; And, O most gracious Lord, said shee, what
ever become of me, preserve the vertuous Musidoras.” ^

Dekker, whose dramatic work has already been
noticed, also essayed fiction. But although he
has shown some measure of Nash’s gaiety and
slirewdness of observation in the “Picaresque”
stories which he essayed, it is as a dramatist and
writer of prose, other than fiction, that he is most
entitled to remembrance. With the close of the

Elizabethan period, the first period of the English

novel came to an end. During the next century
French romance, of the extravagant and artificial

order, came into fashion for the class who eared

about fiction. But, as we shall see, if the seven-

teenth century produced no great novelist, it pro-

duced many writers who contributed indirectly to
the amazing development of the Novel which took
place in the eighteenth century.

1 Pamela’s Prayer, from Arcadia, Book lit. Also
in the BasiUke, the portraiture of his sacred
majestyinhis solitudeand sufferings,

’
’ ainong the “praiers

used by his majestie in the time of his sufferings, de-

livered to Dr. Juxon, Bishop of London, linm<^t03y
before his death* . # -
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THE EARLIER RENASCENCE AND PROSE

Introduction—^Prose other than Fiction
;

(i) The Development of Style
;

(li) The Art of Criticism.

INTRODUCTION

During the fifteenth century Latin was the vehicle

of prose, and works of importance were almost

entirely written in that tongue. Three names
alone stand out before the tune of Caxton, as

makers of English—Reginald Pecook, Sir John
Fortescue, and the Paston Family.

Pecock’s personality was a remarkable one. He
was a Welshman by birth, and an Oxoman by
training. Having taken Orders, he soon distin-

guished himself as an opponent of Lollardy. His

zeal brought in his wake numerous foes, and as the

most effective attack against an enemy was the

charge of heresy, this heresy hunter was charged

himself by his political foes of heretical tendencies.

He escaped death by recantation, of errors he had
never held, and died finally in imprisomnent. One
of his offences was that he wrote in English, another

that he urged the use of reason in confuting argu-

ments. This is the line he adopted in the Eepres-

8or, but his learning excited both jealousy and
suspicion ; and the one argument in strong favour

was to suppress by merely citing adverse authori-

ties. That Peoock abjured at this time was suffi-

cient to damn him, in an age when the faintest sKow
of tolerance towards a heretic, even if it took the

innocent form of quietly pointing out his errors

and trying to dissuade him by the method of what
Arnold called “ sweet reasonableness.”

The language in which he wrote is fairly clear,

but the English is often stiff and formal. Yet
there is something of the vigour and colloquial ease

that began to show themselves later in Ascham.
In Sir John Fortescue, we see the politician, as

in Pecock we see the theologian. He was a con-

stitutional lawyer, a traveller, and conversant with
other modes of government. His treatise. The
Difference between an Absolute and a Limited Mon-
archy^ is a critical approval of English rule. The
book was completed about 1470, and it is supposed
that the book was intended for Henry VI. It is an
interestmg piece of controversial writing.

The Paston Letters

The interest of the Paston Letters is historical

rather than literary.

This collection of the papers and correspondence
of a well-to-do Norfolk family, give us considerable
insight into the domestic life of the time. We
realise the anarchy that prevailed and the friction

between the nobles and the business class, the
necessity for seeking royal favour, the practice
of the manorial courts, and the various domestic
embroilments that occur in large families. The
problem of the daughter is especially emphasized.
Sons were more easily managed ; but daughters,
unless speedily married, were apt to be looked on as
mere encumbrances. They were denied any voli-

tion of their own, and indeed the patria protestas is

strongly in evidence as regards both boys and girls,

even when they had grown up.

Altogether, this collection of letters is a docu-
ment rich in human interest ; and as a picture of

the social life of the age is unequalled for its pleni-

tude of curious and informing detail.

Sir John affects literature, but it is the hterature
of the Middle Ages.

A Paston Letter

Margaret Paston to John Paston

A.I). 1462, 7 Jan,

To my ryth worchepfuU husbond, John Paston, be
thys delyveryed m hast.

Ryth worchepfuU husbond, I recomand me to yow.
Plesyt yow to wet that I sent yow a lettyr by my cosyn
Barneys man of Wychyngham wyche was wrotyn on
Seynt Thamas Day in Crystmas, and I had no tydynngys
nor lettyr of yow sene the wek befor Crystmas

; wher of
I mervayle sore. I fere me it is not well witli yow be
cawse ye cam© not home or sent er thys tyme. I
hopyd verily ye schold have bon at home by Twelthe
at the ferthest. I pray yow hertly that ye wole
wychosave to send me word ye do as hastly as ye may,
for my hort schall nevyr be in eso tyll I have tydyngys
fro yow. Pepyll of this centre bogynyth to wax wyld,
and it is seyd her that my Lord of Clarans and the
Dwek of Suthfolk and sertoyn jwgj^s with hom schold
come down© and syt on sych© pepyll as be noysyd .

otous m thys contre. And also it is seyd here, that
ore is retornyd a new© resewe up on that that was

do at the scher. I suppose swyche talkynge comyth of
false schrewys that wold mak a rwmor in this contre.
The pepyll seyth here that they had levyr go up hole to
the Kynge and compleyne of siche false screwys as they
have be wrongyd by a fore, than they schold be com-
pleynyd of with owt cause and be hangyd at ther owne
dorys. In good feyth men fere sore here of a comone
rysyng, but if (i.e, unless) a bettyr remedy may be had
to a pese the pepyll in hast, and that ther be sent swyche
downe to tak a rewyll as the pepyU hathe a fantsy in,

that wole be indeferent. They love not m no wyse the
Dwke of Sowthfolk nor his modyr. They say that all

the tretourys and ©xtorsyonerys of thys contre be
meynteynyd by them and by sych© as they get to them
with her goodys, to that intent to meynten suche ex-
torsyon style as hath© bo do by suche as hathe had the
rewyll undyr them be fore tyme. Men wene, and the
Dwke of Sowthfolk come ther scholl be a schrewd
reuellbut if (unless) ther com© ndyr that be bottyr
belovyd than he is here. The pepyll feryth hem myche
the more to be hurt, because that ye and my cosyn
Barney come not home ; they sey they wot welle it is

not well with yow, and if it be not weU with yow, they
sey they wot weU, they that wole do yow wrong wol©
son© do them wronge, and that makyth them all most,
mad. God for Hys mersy geve grace that ther may be
set a good rewyll and a sad in this contre in hast, for I
herd nevyr sey of so myche robry and manslawter in
thys contre as is now within a lytyU t3nne. And as
for gadyryng of mony, I sey nevyr a werse seson, for
Rychard Call© seyth he can get but lytyU in substans
of that is owyng, nowthyr of yowyr lyvelod nor of
Pastolfys th’eyr. And John Paston seyth, they that
may pay best they pay werst ; they fare as thou they
hopyd to have a newe werd (world). And the blyssyd
Trinit© have yow in Hys kepyng ans send us good
tydyngys of yow.
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Yelverton is a good thredbare frend for yow and for

odyr in thys contre, as it is told me.
Wretyn in hast on the Thorsday nex aftyr Twelthe,—

By yowyr, Mabgabet Paston.

PROSE OTHER THAN FICTIOH

From Ascham to Hooker

(i) Thh Development oe Style

The shopkeeper of the day, whether he be fish-

monger or bookseller, was not content to await in

the shadow of his shop for the welcome customer.

He stood on the threshold and hailed him cheerfully

:

“ What lack ye, gentles ? ” . . . then followed a
description of the commodity the lack of which he
was prepared to supply.
* Ever since the Middle Ages, shops had been
arranged in groups like at a fair, and hard by St.

Paul’s or Westminster Hall, the booksellers flocked

together.
“ I pray ye : see any fresh new bookes ? Look

I beseech you for your love, and buy for your
money !

’

A sign of the times is the prevalence of books
dealing with England and English customs. The
novelists of the day laud their country and decry

the foreigner, and even that worthy Elizabethan

divine, William Harrison, who took the English to

task for their extravagance, is none the less

possessed of the new national spirit that animates
everyone.

“ If we have weaknesses, these be nought to the

vices of our neighbours.” Stubbes in his Anatomie

of Ahusesy Lyly in his Muphues, each congratulate

themselves that they are English.

Shakespeare of course, in his chronicle plays, was
to do much to foster this feeling ; but he ^d not

kindle it. It was there ready to break out at the

least encouragment.
Stow, Holinshed, and Camden embark on the

history of their country. Holinshed dives into the

past ; Stow deals methodically with the present

;

Camden discusses religious afiairs ; Hakluyt gives

espression to the maritime adventures of the age.

Elizabethan prose falls into two main periods

:

the first culminating in Hooker; the second in

Bacon,
The translation of the New Testament by Tyn-

dale had given a potent impulse to the study of

English, and although the influence of tho classical

writers unduly prolonged the habit of writing in

Latin—^note More’s Utopia—^yet the use of our own
vernacular found many advocates, and towards
the end of the century proved a fairly established

custom.
Roqee Ascham (1516-1568) may be taken as a

starting point.

Roger Ascham is known as a distinguished

writer, a fine classical scholar, and an entertaining

correspondent. He was born at Kirby Wiske, near

Thirsk in Yorkshire, in the year 1516, and died in

1568. He became a'student of St. John’s College,

Cambridge, in 1530 and soon obtained his fellow-

ship, notwithstanding his weU-known sympathy
with the Reformed doctrines. Later, he was ap-
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pointed University Reader in Greek, and in 1546
Umversity orator. Amongst “ past-times ” for

gentlemen he gives cock fighting an important place,

but Ascham’s chief mterests were music, writing,

and archery.

His first work to attract attention, Towphilua—
devoted to archery, one of his favourite recrea-

tions—^he published in 1646, and dedicated it to
Henry VIII. In 1548 his reputation gained for

him the position of tutor to the Lady Elizabeth at
Cheshunt.
The years 1550-63 were lived on the Continent,

chiefly at Augsburg; he was then secretary to Sir

Richard Morysin or Morison, who held the post
of ambassador to Charles V. When he returned
to England he obtained the Latin secretaryship to

Queen Mary. This prominent post being given to
a Protestant, has occasioned great surprise. His
extreme care and tact helped him to escape sufier-

ing in any way for his opinions.

On the accession of Elizabeth, who was once his

pupil, he remained at Court and became the Queen’s
tutor as well as secretary. These posts were held by
Ascham until the end of his life*

Publications

ToicophiluSf published 1645.

^choolmast&r, published 1670, after his death.
Feport of G&rmany,
Two hundred and ninety^five letters, Latin and English,

partly ofSciaJ and partly personal.

Ascham, a sturdy old scholar of the more formal

type, was a Puritan in his tastes, and opposed to

the new taste for Romance, but an undoubted
pioneer of good, direct English prose.

His treatise on Cock F%ghting—for which he had
a weakness—is unhappily lost. But his Toxophilusi

and Schoolmaster published after his death, furnish

us with good examples of his strenuous efforts as a
formative force in English prose. Even his letters

are not negligible. Begun in Latin, he passes

gradually to his mother tongue, and the ultimate

rejection of Latin as a literary form of expression

is due to his dehberate intention to write in “ the

English speech for English men.”
Of his two considerable works, ToxophiJm, the

paean on archery is the more pleasing discursion

;

the Schoolmaster, the more important in its bearing

on English prose. Both illustrate agreeably not

merely the worth and excellence of the old scholar,

with his ingrained suspicion of Itahan romances, but
also the characteristics of the typical Saxon teacher

who never fails to combine praise of bodily culture

with that of the mind, and who, for aU his love of

books, is a keen sportsman at heart.

The use of alliteration and antithesis he retains,

seeing no more clearly than did his successor Lyly,

how these mediaeval tricks, never very effective

in verse, are still more out of place in prose. On
the other hand, following good classical models, he
wrought out a clear, concise, and yet not over con-

cise, style.

In an age so saturated with rhetoric and ornate

conceits, it is a great tribute to Ascham that he
should have achieved a prose at once simple and
straightforward, yet never bald nor unmusical.
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“I can teach you to shoot fair, even as Socrates

taught a man once to know God. For when he asked

him what was God ? ‘ Nay,’ saith ho, * I can tell you
better what God is not, as God is not ill, God is un*
speakable, unsearchable, and so forth.’

^

Even likewpe

can I say of fair shooting, it hath not this discommodity
with it nor that discommodity, and at last a man may
so shift all the discommodities from shooting that there

shall be left nothing behind but fair shooting. And to

do this the better you must remember how that I told

you when I described generally the whole nature of

shooting, that fair shooting came of these things, of

standing, nocking, drawing, holding and loosing: the

which I will go over as shortly as I can, describing the

discommodities that men commonly use in all parts of

their bodies, that you, if you fault in any such, may
Imow it, and go about to amend it. Faults in archers

do exceed the number of archers, which come with use

of shooting without teaching. Use and custom separated

from knowledge and learning, doth not only hurt

shooting, but the most weighty things in the world
beside. And, therefore, I marvel much at those people

which be the maintainers of uses without knowledge,

having no other word in their mouth but this use, use,

custom, custom. Such men, more wilful than wise,

beside other discommodities, take all place and occasion

from all amendment. And this I speak generally of

use and custom.”

Professor Saintsbury calls his prose “ a go-cart

to habituate the infant limbs of English prose to

orderly movement.” It is no unfair description.

The prose of Lyly has already been discussed in

relation to the novel. A few general remarks may
still be made, however, with reference to its place m
the development of English Letters.

Ascham’s prose, clear, forcible, and serviceable

as it was, did not lend itself readily to the liter-

ary graces demanded of the story-teller ; and
** Euphuism,” with all its grave defects, did im-

part a colour and individuality to prose of distinct

value; it carried the revolt against simphoity too

far. Lyty erred in confounding often mere glitter

with splendour, and artificiality for distinction;

but it is easier to depreciate him than to appreciate

him rightly ; and he did much to establish the

point that “Manner is as worthy of study as
Matter.’ He is the first English stylist.

Sir Philip Sidney brought forward our prose
another stage. Considermg him here as a stylist,

he put aside the elaborate affectations of Lyly, and
while not free from mannerism, struck a happy
comparison between the straightforward simplicity

of Ascham and the highly-coloured complexity of

Euphuism. His prose at its best is both simple
and melodious, strong and sweet, and he achieves
for prose much what Spenser did for verse.

“ The Poet doth not only show the way, but giveth
so sweet a prospect into the way as will entice any man
to enter into it. Nay, he doth, as if your journey should
he thro* a fair vineyard, at the very first give you a
cluster of grapes, that full of that taste you may long to
pass further.” i

The Dbpenob ow Pobst

*‘Our tragedies and comedies, not without cause, are
cried out against, observing rules neither of honest
civility nor skiKul poetry. Excepting ‘ Gorboduc ’ (again
I say of those that I have seen), which notwithstandmg,
as it is full of stately speeches, and weH-sounding
phrases, climbing to the height of Seneca his style, and
as full of notable morality, which it doth most delight-

1 Apohgie for Foetrie,

fully teach, and to obtam the very end of poesy
;

yet,
in truth, it is very defectuous m the circumstances*,
which grieves me, because it might not remam as an
exact model of all tragedies. For it is faulty both in
place and time, the two necessary companions of all

corporal actions. For where the stage should always
represent but one place ; and the uttermost time pre-
supposed in it, should bo, both by Aristotle’s precept,
and common reason, but one day ; there is both many
days and many places i— imagined.

“ But if it be so in ‘ ( . - . »*, how much more in ali

the rest ? where you shall have Asia of the one side,

and Afric of the other, and so many other under kmg.
doms, that the player, when he comes in, must ever
begin with telling where he is, or else the tale will not
be conceived. Now shall you have three ladies walk
to gather flowers, and then we must believe the stage to
be a garden. By and by, we hear news of shipwreck
in the same place, then we are to blame if we accept it

not for a rock. Upon the back of that comes out a
hideous monster with fire and smoke, and then the
miserable beholders are bound to take it for a cave

;

while, in the meantime, two armies fly in, represented
with four swords and bucklers, and then, what hard
heart will not receive it for a pitched field ?

“Now of time they are much more liberal; for
ordinary it is, that two young princes fell in love

; after
many traverses she is got with child ; delivered of a
fair boy ; he is lost, growoth a man, falleth in love, and
is ready to get another child ; and all tliis in two hours’
space ; winch, how absurd it is in sense, even sense may
imagine ; and art hath taught and all ancient examples
justified, and at this day the ordinary players in Italy
will not err in. Yet will some bring m rn of

the Eunuch in Terence, that contameth tmi.h'I’ 6x lwo
days, yet far short of twenty years. True it is, and so
was it to be played in two days, and so fitted to the
time it set forth. And though Plautus have in one
place done amiss, let us hit it with him, and not miss
with him. But they will say, How then shall we set

forth a story winch contains both many places and
many times ? And do they not know, that a tragedy
is tied to the laws of poesy, and not of history ; not
bound to follow the story, but having liberty either to
feign a quite new matter, or to frame the history to the
most tragical convenience ? Again, many things may
be told, which cannot be shewed ; if they know the
difference betwixt reporting and representing. As for

example, I may spealc, though I am here, of Peru, and
in speech digress from that to the description of Cali-

cut ; but in action I cannot represent it without
Pacolet’s horse. And so was the manner the ancients
took by some ‘Nuntius,’ to recoimt tilings done in
former time, or other place.

“ Lastly, if they will represent an liistory, they must
not, as Horace saith, begin *ab ovo,’ but they must
come to the principal pomt of that one action which
they will represent. By example this will bo best ex-
pressed ; I have a story of young Polydorus, delivered,
for safety’s sake, with great riches, by his father Priamus
to Polymnestor, Kang of Thrace, in the Trojan War
time. He, after some years, hearing of the overthrow
of Priamus, for to make the treasure his own, murdereth
the child ; the body of the child is taken up ; Hecuba,
she, the same day, findeth a sleight to be revenged most
cruelly of the tyrant. Where, now, would one of our
tragedy-writers begin, but with the delivery of the
child ? Then should he sail over into Thrace, and so
spend I know not how many years, and travel numbers
of places. But where doth Euripides ? Even with the
finding of the body ; leaving the rest to be told by the
spirit of Polydorus. This needs no farther to be en-
larged ; the dullest wit may conceive it.

“But, besides these gross absurdities, how aU their
plays be neither right tragedies nor right comedies,
mingling kings and clowns, not because the matter so
carrieth it, but thrust in the clown by head and shoulders
to play a part in majestical matters, with neither de-
cency nor discretion ; so as neither the admiration and
commiseration, nor the right sportfulness, is by theip
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mongrel tragi-comedy obtained. I know Apuleius did
Bomewhat so, but that is a thing recounted with space
of time, not represented m one moment : and I Imow
the ancients have one or two examples of tragi-comedies

as Plautus hath Amphytrio. But, if we mark them
well, we shall find, that they never, or very daintily,

match hornpipes and funerals. So falleth it out, that
having mdeed no right comedy m that comical part of

our tragedy, we have nothing but scumhty unworthy
of our chaste ears ; or some extreme show of doltish-

ness, indeed fit to lift up a loud laughter, and nothing
else : where the whole tract of a comedy should be full

of delight; as the tragedy should be still mamtamed
in a well-raised admiration.’*

Even more successful was Richaud Hooker,
“ Judicious Hooker,” as his epitaph styles him,

A Devonshire man, born in 1553, of good,
industrious, middle-class stock, as a boy he was
unusually earnest and grave. A desire for infor-

mation—“ Why this was, and that was not to be
remembered ?—^Why this was granted and that

demed ?
**—combined with _ his general demeanour,

attracted the attention of his schoolmaster, who
persuaded a well-to-do relative to assist in furthering

the boy’s studies. Later, he was brought to the

notice of Bishop Jewel, who was so impressed by the

lad’s earnestness and learning, though but fifteen,

that he procured his admission to Corpus Christi

College, Oxford, and supplemented the income
allowed Hooker by his uncle.

Completing his arts course in 1576, he was elected

a Fellow of his College ; three years later, lecturer

in Hebrew.
While at Oxford a particular friendship was

formed with Edwin Sandys, author of Speculvm
Europce, and George Cranmer, a descendant of the

celebrated Archbishop. For some reason not quite

clear, Hooker and others, among them his old tutor

Dr. Reynolds, were expelled, but were reinstated

almost immediately.
Ordained in 1582, he was shortly afterwards

appointed to preach a Sermon at St. Paul’s Cross

—

an unfortunate incident as it transpired, for on this

occasion he met his future wife, Joan Churchman,
a woman most unfitted both by temperament and
education to be the helpmeet for this grave, studious

man, and he left the quietude of Oxford to be-

come rector of Drayton-Beauchamp and a life of

domestic unrest.

On the death of Alvey, in 1585, Hooker was
appointed Master of the Temple, but difierences of

religious opinion arose with his Puritan colleague,

Walter Travers, who was suspended by the Arch-
bishop. Hooker, grieved at this, asked to be
allowed to retire from the Mastership. He was
then presented to the living of Boscombe, and
made sub-Dean of Salisbury. Here he finished the

first four books of his famous Laws of Ecclesiastical

Polity, entered in Stationers’ Register, March 9,

1592, and published in 1594, the fifth in 1597, the

sixth and eighth in 1648, the seventh not appearmg
till 1662.

In July 1595 he was presented to the living of

Bishop’s Bourne in Kent, where he remained till his

death in 1600.

Hooker is described by his biographer, Izaak
Walton, as “ an obscure, harmless man, in poor

clothes, of a mean stature • # . his body worn out.
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not with age, but with study and holy mortifi-

cation.”

The aim of Hooker was to give us a prose that
should be at once simple and impressive. Sidney
had combmed simphcity with cadence. Hooker
gave to the cadence a finer and more sustained
rhythm. In pomt of tune he is the forerunner of
Lyly, but he certainly carried prose style to a
higher stage of development, and if less powerful
an influence in his day than either Lyly or Sidney,
exerted in the long run a more potent one.

Theological literature very rarely lends itself to
literary excellences. Of how few modern theo-
logians can it be said that they had the art of saymg
well what they had to say. But Hooker will be
remembered not merely as the first vernacular
defender of the English Church, but as a writer of
fine, eloquent prose.

Its distinguishing quality is its sustained dignity

and sobriety. Judicious in his argument, he is

equally self-restrained and moderate in style.

Lacking the poetic genius of Sidney and the richer

eloquence of Jeremy Taylor, he is a safer model.
And with him must be mentioned Johk Flobio,

the first translator of Montaigne; and Richard
Knolles, who materially helped to build up an
orderly and systematic school of historical writings.

Contemporary with Hooker is Sir Walter Raleigh,

a striking personality of the Elizabethan type, and
a remarkable though unequal proseman of the
ornate school.

Sir WAiTER Raleigh, one of the most versatile,

brilliant, and daring spirits of his time, whose
achievements give a colour to the period in which
he lived, was born near Budleigh Salterton in 1552.

His father had married the widow of Otho Gilbert,

thus Walter Raleigh was the half-brother of Sir

Humphrey Gilbert, the explorer, whotookpossession
of Newfoundland, our oldest colony, in 1583.

A youth of exceptional intelligence, from the

first fond of out-door life, and addicted to books,

Raleigh was for a time a student at Oriel College,

Oxford, afterwards reading law in London. Of
ardent, impetuous disposition, the study of law was
soon abandoned. He was not eighteen when he
became a soldier, fighting for the Huguenots’ cause

in France. His first encounter with the Spaniards

was in 1578, when he went with Humphrey Gilbert

to the West Indies. There was some little fighting,

but the expedition was not a success. Two years

afterwards he was in Ireland fighting against the

rebels. H© gave material help in suppressing the
rebellion, acting with boldness, determination, and
seventy. He was rewarded with a grant of forty

thousand acres of land in the counties of Waterford
and Cork. By this time he had become known to

Queen Elizabeth. Being a man of good appear-

ance, and witty and sparkling conversation, it was
not long before he was a favourite at Court.

Knighted in 1584, and in 1585 appointed Lord
Warden of the Stannaries and Vice-Admiral of

Devon and Cornwall, he entered the House of

Commons as Member for his native county.

The death of Humphrey Gilbert was an oppor-

tunity upon which he built the highest hopes. Gil-

bert had been given the right to take possession of
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an enormous areci in North America, but his death

prevented him from exercising this right. The
Queen transferred the privilege to Ealeigh. Aided
by friends, he fitted out two ships. He had mtended
accompanying the expedition, but the Queen inter-

posed. She was so pleased with his flatteries and
protestations of devotion that she ordered him to

remain in England, and he had to take up his resi-

dence at the Court. The expedition was so far

successful that the following year Sir Walter and
his friends sent out another. This time there were
seven vessels—Sir Eichard Grenville, Ealeigh’s

cousin, being in command. It is said that to this

second expedition we owe the introduction of

tobacco and the potato to this country. These
expeditions were part of Ealeigh’s scheme to colonise

America. They cost him £40,000, or in our cur-

rency a quarter of a million, but were unsuccessful.

The potato was first cultivated in these regions on
Ealeigh’s Irish estate. On one of his visits to

Ireland he came to know Edmund Spenser, whom
he introduced to Elizabeth. A plan to seize

Spanish treasure-ships was formed in 1592—^but

again he was thwarted by the Queen in his desire to

accompany it. One of Elizabeth’s maids of honour
was Bessie Throgmorton ; Raleigh fell in love with
her (he afterwards married her). The jealous

Queen discovered what was going on, and was so

angry that she sent Raleigh and his sweetheart to

the Tower. They wore detained there for some
time.

Very characteristic of the time is the next ex-

pedition with which the name of Raleigh was
associated. With a thirst for knowledge, a hatred
of Spain, there was combined a desire for gain
which infected all classes. Marvellous stories were
abroad of fabulous wealth awaiting the bold and
courageous in South America. To secure this gold
would be at once to enrich one’s self and to strike

a blow at the Spaniard. This cupidity and patriot-
ism inspired the wild spirits of Elizabeth’s day.
The project took hold of Raleigh’s imagination. He
sent agents to investigate, they returned able to tell

him little or nothing. He decided to go himself.
With an authority from the Queen and the aid of
her chief ministers, ho set out in search of El Dorado
in 1595. There was fighting at Trinidad and the
Spanish Governor was taken prisoner. Raleigh
was cheered by hearing from him of an explorer
who had told a wonderful story of the gold to be
found near the banks of the river Orinoco. Ten
boats containing one hundred men bore the ex-
pedition up the river. From the first immense
difficulties were met, and terrible hardships were
sufiered. The boats were not fitted for their pur-
pose. The heat was almost intolerable. The food
supply was bad, and every night they had to sleep
in the open air. Raleigh describes the journey in
his Discovery of Guiana, They went up the river
for four hundred and forty miles, and had to turn
back, bringing with them only some tons of white
spa (obtained from the nver bank) in which ap-
peared to be traces of gold. El Dorado was not
discovered. It is of the irony of events that long
after, gold in abundance was found at a spot not
far from the point to which Raleigh travelled.

Raleigh was indomitable. Back in England, he
was soon again fighting the Spamards. He joined
the fleet which made an attack on Cadiz, and took
part m the expedition to capture Spanish treasure,

ships in 1597. In both enterprises he showed great
bravery and skill, James I came to the throne
in 1603, and his succession marked the beginmng
of misfortunes which led Raleigh at last to the
scaffold. Stripped of his official appointments,
dismissed from the Court, an accusation was
brought against him that he was attempting to
place James’ cousin, Arabella Steuart, on the
throne and was plotting to seize the King. Ral-
eigh’s independence and freedom of utterance had
made him many enemies. Cecil, the all-powerful

minister, was not his friend. Elizabeth, though
capricious in her treatment of him, had stood
between Raleigh and his foes. She removed, he
was now without a protector. There was no evi-

dence that could be called evidence against him, but
he was arrested; unmanned for the moment, he
attempted to commit suicide. He was tried at
Winchester, and on November 17, 1603, he was
condemned to death as a traitor. All his property
was confiscated. A month later he wa,s reprieved,

James would not pardon him or fix any period of
imprisonment, but kept him a prisoner in the Tower.
There he remained for twelve and a halt years.

During six of these years his wife bore him com-
pany. In the Tower he wrote his famous History

of the World, and interested himself in chemical
experiments. The high courago of Raleigh did
not fail in the dreary confinement of the Tower.
Ever hoping that he would bo released, his mind
was full of new schemes and plans for the realisation

of his old ambitions. Among his friends were
James’ queen, and his heir Prince Henry. They
regarded him as imprisoned unjustly. He unfolded

to them his idea of a second expedition to Guiana,

and petitioned the King many times to allow him
to go. There was a chance of profit to the King in

the scheme, and at length Raleigh was hberated.

In 1617 he sailed in command of twelve vessels

!

One of the conditions on which he had been

set free was that he should not take offensive

operations against the Spaniards, but Guiana was
claimed by Spain, and conflict was inevitable.

Misfortune and defeat overtook the expedition

almost at once. In an attack on a Spanish settle-

ment at the mouth of the Orinoco his son Walter
was killed, and the hostility of the settlers pre-

vented him from going up the river. Broken-
hearted he returned to England, attempted to

escape to France, was caught and agam became
an inmate of the Tower. James was at this time
negotiatmg a marriage between his son Charles and
the Infanta of Spam, and it was necessary to show
friendship to Spam. Raleigh had broken his

promise not to molest Spanish dominions, and the

King seized upon this. It was decided to carry

out the sentence of death passed in 1603. Raleigh

was beheaded at White Hall on October 29, 1618.

On the scaffold he thanked God that he was allowed
“ to die in the light.” I have a long journey to

take and must bid the company farewell.” Feel-

ing the axe’s edge, he remarked with a smile, “ This
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gives me no fear, this is a sharp medicine, but is a
certain cure for all diseases I He himself gave
the signal to the executioner, bidding him, “ Strike,

man i

Works

Fight about the Isles of the Azores, appeared in 1691.

A Discovery of the Empire of Guiana, 1696.

History of the World, written during his imprisonment,
1612.

Verses found in his Bible in the Gatehouse in West-
minster, 1618.

Cynthia, lost until part of it was published by Dr.
Hannah in 1886.

The Pilgnmajge, supposed to be written in 1603.

Poems on Sir Philip Sidney, 1591, without his signature.

The Lie first appeared in prmt in 1608.

NympEs Reply, The Prerogatives of Parliaments, The
Cabinet Council, published by Milton in 1668.

The Discoveries—“ Perfect piece of writing.**

Admoe to his Son,

Remarkable as was Raleigh’s physical activity,

no less restless was his mind. When imprisonment
gave enforced leisure to the one, the other part
of him went a-rovmg.

He was a verse-writer of distinction—does not
Gabriel Harvey speak of his “fine and sweet in-

vention ” ?—and wrote a fine sonnet that was
appended to the first edition of the Faerie Queene
and many poems signed “ Ignoto,” pubhshed in

England's Helicon,

As to his prose, perhaps his most notable achieve-

ment was the History of the World, a serious,

discursive review of the past and present—^very

popular for its treatment of Biblical history and
early times, but disliked by James, “ for being too

saucy in censuring Princes.” It is rich in fine

passages of eloquent prose, and is also an interest-

ing piece of self-revelation. Its chief defect, an
entire lack of humour, is felt at times, but is largely

counterbalanced by the picture it presents of a
restless, adventurous, and ambitious spirit, with a
rich sense of the fullness of hfe and a tragic apprecia-

tion of its ironies.

“ Even such is time that takes on trust

Our youth, our joys, our all we have.
And pays us but with rust and dust.”

(ii) The Art oe Criticism

So far, English prose has been considered either

for its imaginative qualities, as in dealing with the

fiction, or with its technique, as in the foregoing

remarks on prose style. Necessarily, the manner
of saying the thing rather than the matter has

engaged our attention. There is, however, another

aspect of our literature than the artistic, and to

this side we shall now turn. Here the matter is

the thing of paramount importance. Not how the

thing is said, but what kind of thing is said.

Once again, however, a start may conveniently

be made with Roger Ascham, and his general

attitude will best be gathered from The School-

master,

The first thing to strike us is his depreciation of

the faculty of imagination. He had little care for

poetry, still less for prose romance. Malory’s

Morte Arthur is singled out for special blame,

seeing in it only “ open man’s laughter and bold

bawdy.” As a critical force, therefore, while valu-
able in simplifying and encouragmg an English
prose style, he was in active opposition to the
general trend of the age as regards purely imagi-
native work. In itself, this was a sign of intellec-

tual limitations; but it was no misfortune in an
age when the imagination was encouraged to an
unbridled extent, to have the matter-of-fact, con-
servative tendencies of Ascham.
In Gascoigne’s Notes of Instruction, we have

really valuable criticism on the important subject
of prosody. He warns against the misuse of accents
and the warning was a needful one, as not only the
minor poets of the time but even so great a master
as Spenser, proved careless in this respect. Eor
instance he pomts out, we must say understand- not
understand

;

makes a highly seasonable caution
against excessive alliteration, and uses a phrase that
Lyly and his school might well have taken to heart.

We must be careful not to “ hunt a letter to death.”
Passing to Stephen Gosson (1564-1624), we come

into touch agam with the Puritan onslaught on
by Ascham.

Gosson himself was no mean scholar and versifier.

At one time with a taste for dramatic writing, he
suddenly forswore the delights of literature and
denounced the art he had followed as a poisonous
one. The poetry of the classical poet he finds

tainted with loose paganism ; and this moral laxity

he detects in the theatre of the day as well as in the

verse-making. The taint is not inherent m poetry,

but as poetry exists is almost inseparable from it.

His argumentative methods may be gathered
from the following quotation :

* The best play you can pick out, is but a mixture of
good and evil, how can it be then the schoolmistress of
hfe ? The beholding of troubles and miserable slaughters
that are in tragedies drive us to immoderate sorrow,
heaviness, womanish weeping and mourning, whereby
we become lovers of dumps and lamentations, both
enemies to fortitude. Comedies so tickle our senses

with a pleasanter vein, that they make us lovers of
laughter and pleasure, without any mean, both foes to
temperance. What schooling is this ? Sometime you
shall see nothing but the adventures of an amorous
knight, passing from country to country for the love of
his lady, encountering many a terrible monster made
of brown paper, and at his return is so wonderfully
changed, that he cannot be known but by some posy
in his tablet, or by a broken ring, or a handkerchief, or
a piece of cockle shell. What leam ye by that ? "When
the soul of your plays is either mere trifles, or Italian

bawdry, or wooing of gentlewomen, what are ye taught ?

Peradventure you will say, that by these kmd of plays
the authors mstruct us how to love with constancy,
to sue with modesty, and to loath whatsoever is contrary
unto us. In my opinion, the disciplme we get by plays

is like to the justice that a certain schoolmaster taught
in Persia, which taught his scholars to lie and not to

lie, to deceive and not to deceive, with a distinction

how they might do it to their friends, and how to their

enemies to their friends, for exercise
;

to their foes,

in earnest. Wherein many of his scholars became so
skilful by practice, by custom so bold, that their dearest

friends paid more for their learning than their enemies.

I would wish the players to beware of this kind of

schooling, lest that whilst they teach youthful gentle-

men how to love and not to love, how to woo and not
to woo, their scholars grow as cunning as the Persians.” t

To this vigorous attack Lodge essayed a reply,

^ Plays confuted in five actions, 1582*
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but though he certainly had the better case, he

scarcely made the best of it. As Professor Samts-

bury acutely says ;
“ The assailants, in England

at least, had for the time an unfair advantage, be-

cause the defence could pomt to no great poet but

Chaucer. The real answer was being provided by
one of themselves in the shape of the Facne Qweene.”

Of far greater importance is Sir Philip Sidney’s

Apologie for Poetries by which he includes all forms

of Romance, whether in verse or prose. He reminds

his readers that aU the greatest authors were really

poets. Homer, Hesiod, Ennius, Dante, Petrarch,

Boccaccio, Chaucer ; that the Roman called the

poet vales (a prophet), and that we by using the

Greek poet signify he is a maker ; in fact a creator.

Then comes the famous reminder that “ it is not

rhyming and versing that maketh a poet,” and the

more famous confession, “ I never heard the old

song of Percy and Douglas that I found notmy heart

moved more than with a trumpet.” The abuses of

poetry do not nullify its use ; theymay be corrected.

The significance of Spenser’s tribute is that it re-

presents the dominant feeling of the Elizabethan

for verse ; it reveals its hold upon the age, and
encourages its high note of laudation.

The Rules to he observed in Scottish Poetry

(1686), by James the First, is a book of not much
importance, but William Webbe’s Discourse of

English Poesie (1686) is of greater value.

Webbe was an enthusiastic admirer of Spenser

—

** the mightiest English poet that ever lived.”

With the poetry of Chaucer’s age, however, he is

not closely acquainted, and in his excursion into

the poetry of the past, he displays no particular

acumen.
Webbe’s value lies less in his argumentative dis-

quisition than in his power of appreciation. He
has a natural taste for fine verse, and it is on the
appreciative side of criticism, not the judicial, that
he claims recognition.

A Discourse of English Poesie

**Thls place have I purposely reserved for one, who
if not only, yet m my judgment principally deserveth
the title of the lightest English Poet, that ever I read

;

that is, the author of the Shepherd^s Kalendar, intituled
to the worthy gentleman Master Philip Sidney, whether
it was Master Sp. or what rare scholar in Pembroke
Hall soever, because himself and his friends, for what
respect I know not, would not reveal it, I force not
greatly to set down ; sorry I am that I cannot find none
other with whom I might couple liim in this Catalogue
in his rare gift of Poetry : although one there is, though
now long since, seriously occupied in graver studies
(Master Gabriel Harvey) yet, as he was once his most
special friend and fellow poet, so because he hath taken
such pains, not only in his Latin Poetry (for which he
^joyed great commendations of the best both in
jud^ent and dignity in this Realm) but also to reform
our English verse, and to beautify the same with brave
devices, of which I think the chief lie in hateful ob-
scurity : therefore will I adventure to set them together,
as two of the rarest wits and learnedst masters of Poetry
in England. Whose worthy and notable skiU in this
faculty, I would wish if their high dignities and serious
businesses would permit, they would still grant to be
a furtherance to that reformed kind of Poetry, which
Master Harvey did once begm to ratify; and surely
in mine opinion, if he had chosen some graver matter,
and hand&d but with half that skiU, which I know he

could have done, and not poured it forth at a venture,
as a thing between jest and earnest, it had taken greater
eftoct than it did.”

Another volume about this time. The Art of
English Poesie (1589), is usually attributed to
George Puttenliam (1530 ?-l590),

Puttenham, unhke Webbe, does not excel in
appreciation, but shows a wide knowledge of
European literature, and a wise feeling for the
relative merits of writers.

On Styubj

Style is a constant and continual phrase of speaking
and writing, extending to the whole tale or process oi
the poem or history, and not properly to any piece or
member of a tale ; but is of words, speeches, and sen-
tences together ; a certam contrived form and quality,
many times natural to the writer, many times his
peculiar bye-election and art, and such as either he
keepeth by skill or holdeth on by ignorance, and will
not or peradventure cannot easily alter into any other.
So we say that Cicero’s style and Sallust’s were not one,
nor Caesar’s and Livy’s, nor Homer’s and Hesiodus’, nor
Herodotus’ and Thucydides’, nor Euripides’ and Aristo-
phanes’, nor Erasmus’ and Budeus’ styles. And be-
cause this continual coui’se and manner of writing or
speech sheweth the matter and disposition of the writer’s
mind more than on© or two instances can show, therefore
there be that have called style the image of man {mentis
character). For man is but his mind, and as his mind
is tempered and qualified, so are his speeches and
language at laigo ; and his inward conceits to the metal
of his mind, and his manner of utterance the very warp
and woof of his conceits, more plain or busy and intricate

or otherwise affected after the rate.”

Of Poets and Poesy

“ Wherefore, the nobility and dignity of the Art con-
sidered, as well by universality as antiquity and the
natural excellence of itself. Poesy ought not to be abased
and employed upon any unworthy matter and subject,

nor used to vain purposes, which nevertheless is daily

seen, and that is to utter conceits infamous and vicious
or ridiculous and foolish, or of no good example and
doctrine. Albeit in merry matters (not unhonest) being
used for man’s solace and recreation it may be well
allowed, for as I said before. Poesy is a pleasant manner
of utterance, varying from the ordinary of purpose to
refresh the mind hF the ears* delight.

Poesy also is not only laudable because I said it was
a metrical speech used by the first men, but because it

is a metrical speech corrected and reformed by discreet

judgment and with no less cunning and curiosity than
the Greek and Latin Poesy, and by Art beautified and
adorned and brought far from the primitive rudeness
of the first inventors j otherwise it may be said to me
that Adam and Eve’s aprons wore the gayest garments
because they were the first, and the sheiMierd’s tent or
pavilion the best housing because it was the most
ancient and most universal. Which I would not have
so taken, for it is not my meaning ; but that Art and
cunning, concurring with nature, antiquity and univer-
sality, in things indifferent, and not evil, do make them
more laudable. And right so our vulgar rhyming Poesy,
being by good wits brought to that perfection, we see
is worthily to be preferred before any other manner of
utterc,nce in prose, for such use and to such purpose as
it is ordained and shall hereafter be set down more
particularly.” i

The next contribution of note to critical litera-

ture, is the volume Observations in the Art of English
Poesy (1602), by Thomas Campion. A poet of much
beauty and musical rhyming, he tilts laboriously

-—having in this matter the spirit of the Renas-

^ The Art of English ^oesie.
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ceno0 with him—against rhyme. Perhaps the best takes up the strong position that arbitrary laws
argument against Campion is one of his own superimposed upon the verse of a people are ab-
poems, most of these being written after his critical surd, and that the verse of a language is such as
exercise. best harmonises with the matter of that language.
Daniers Defense came about five years later. It Rhyme “ gives to the ear an echo of a delightful

is pleasantly and graciously written, with due right,” and to- the memory “ a deeper impression of
acknowledgment of Campion’s abilities, and he what is delivered.”

EARLIER RENASCENCE

The Call of the Sea in Renascence Literature : Mandeville—Hakluyt—Purchas, &c.

THE CALL OF THE SEA IN RENASCENCE
LITERATURE

Michelet summed up the Renascence in *' the
discovery of the world and the discovery of man.”
With the latter aspect, the culture and art of the

movement are necessarily concerned. The richly

veined humanity of the Italian Renascence suffi-

ciently emphasized this side ; on the other, the
revolution wrought in astronomy and the art of

navigation introduced a new world as dazzling and
surprising in its vast possibilities as the imagina-

tive world opened by Michael Angelo and Shake-
speare.

The sense of curiosity and the craving for ad-
venture, indigenous to man and so long restricted

to the tortuous word-spinning and Crusading zeal

of the Middle Ages, received a tremendous stimulus

that soon found expression in maritime discovery

and commercial enterprise. The adventurous sea-

man was to open up not merely new countries

but a new literature. Yet, the Call of the Sea was
no new note in our literature ; the white surf

thunders grimly through Biowulf, and carries its

salt stmg and desolatmg grandeur throughout the

whole of Saxon poetry.

After the Norman Conquest, when the English

were becoming more civilised, and the seaman
adventurer was merged into the Icartering merchant,
the Call of the Sea is lost in other cries, and even
Chaucer’s Shipman fails to carry conviction. But
with the Renascence, once again we can hear the

roar of the ocean and can taste the salt brine.

The adventurous spirit in our literature, hither-

to, had been practically confined to that extra-

ordinary mixture of outrageous fable and genuine
travel entitled the Travels of Sir John Mandeville ;

that had sufficed during the late Middle Ages to

satisfy the craving for wonders beyond our narrow
seas. It really mattered very little that there was
“ no such person ”—^indeed it took several ventures

to find that out, so distinct is its impress of a genial,

curious, broad-minded personality revealed in this

mosaic of many men’s wanderings, for its enormous
popularity testified not merely to the love of the

marvellous but to the passion for knowledge about
the other countries, which is characteristically

English.

The serious recording of voyagers, however, was
a thing not begotten in England. It came, as might
be expected, from Spain and Italy. Peter Martyr
of Aughina catechised the navigators of the time.

being commanded to write a history of Spanish
explorations. This he did with a thoroughness and
enthusiasm that soon communicated itself to others.

His great work De Orhe Novo, written between 1511
and 15325 translated into several languages.
An Italian, Pigafelta, told the story of Magellan’s
voyage ; other works followed in quick succession,

inspirmg Enghshmen once again, after many years,

to challenge the mysteries of the ocean. It is true
that the Age of Discovery nominally opened with
the voyages of Cabot, but there is no hterary im-
pulse to set these down, and when later on Hakluyt
essayed to tell the story, he found the slenderest of
material.

One of the earliest names m the new literamre
of the sea is that of Richard Eden, an industrious

compiler of Spanish achievements with the laudable
object of inspirmg his country to go on and do
likewise. He further published a book on the Art
of Navigation, 1581. In his style he is clear and
unpretentious, and as an interpreter of maritime
discovery, he is worthy of a place of honour.

Meanwhile, in 1553, Sir Hugh Willoughby had
perished in his voyage to the North-East, an account
of which was written in Latin by Clement Adams
and translated later by Hakluyt.

After this came the remarkable voyages of Sir

John Hawkins in 1562, 1564, 1567 On the third

occasion he wrote an account of his experiences

in a brisk and forcible style, made none the less

attractive by the occasional vein of philosophic

meditation.

In 1576 George Gascoigne wrote a preface to a
Discourse of a Discoverie, for a new passage to Cathay,

attributed to Sir Humphrey Gilbert. The tract

was written primarily to convince Gilbert’s brother,

who looked upon the project as a wild and foolish

thing. Gilbert was prepared to admit its hazardous
character, not, however, that it was impossible to
** common capacities,” as his brother alleged. For
himself, he declared, “ He is not worthy to live at
aU who, for fear of danger or death shunneth his

country’s service . . . since death is inevitable and
the fame of virtue immortal.”
Martin Frobisher found a literary sponsor in hia

friend Captain George Best, who described in vigor-

ous and direct speech Frobisher’s struggles in the
North-West (1577). Meanwhile Eden’s industry in
dealing with the general literature of discovery,

both at home and abroad, is supplemented by
Richard Willey. While during the last few years

of the century Sir Richard Hawkins adds the exist
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ing information on the lives and theories of the

early explorers. The great hterary exponent of this

spirit of adventure, however, is Kichard Hakluyt

;

who summarised and co-ordinated much previous

work on the subject, and is the greatest contem-

porary authority on all pertaining to the sea ex-

ploits of the age.

Biohabd Hakluyt was born about 1553, in Here-

fordshire, of good British stock notwithstanding

his name, and educated at Westminster School and

Oxford, where he graduated B.A. in 1674, and M.A
in 1577, leaving Oxford with a special enthusiasm

for the study of geography and travels, first im-

planted by his cousin Richard Hakluyt of the

Middle Temple.
With all his love for voyaging, he does not appear

to have travelled further than Pans, where he

became Chaplain to the British Embassy shortly

after his ordination in 1583, although he had pub-

Lshed Divers Voyages touching the Discovery of

Ajmerica anA the Lands adjacent • • •, his first

volume, in 1582.

During a short visit to England in 1584, Hakluyt

submitted to Queen Elizabeth, a treatise recom-

mending the plantation of certain uncultivated

parts of America, written at the request of Sir

Walter Raleigh, who was very keen on the colonisa-

tion of America by the English. (This paper being

lost for some considerable time, was not printed

till 1877, when it was published at Cambridge,

Massachusetts, among the Collections of the Maine

Historical Society.) However, the authorities wore

so impressed with it at the time that the author

was promised the next vacant prebend at Bristol,

to which in 1586 he was admitted.

Remaining in Paris for five years longer, Hakluyt
translated and published an aocoimt by Laudon-
nidre of voyages in Florida. In 1698 he returned

to England, and a year later published in one folio

volume The Principal Navigations, Voyages, and
Discoveries of the English Nation, In April 1660

he became rector of Witheringsett-cum-Brockford

in Suffolk, prebendary in 1602, and archdeacon of

Westminster in 1603.

Hakluyt was twice married. He died on Novem-
ber 26, 1616, and is buried in Westminster Abbey.
To Hakluyt we are indebted for a translation of

Adam’s account of Willoughby’s adventures ; for a
record of Gilbert’s best voyage, with its memorable
pen picture of the last scene in which the doughty
old seaman figured.

Frobisher’s voyages were given by him for the
first time connectedly, and the thoroughness and
zeal with which he threw himself into the work of a
chronicler, is sufficiently illustrated by the profound
influence which his many volumes exercised upon
the poets and dramatists of the age.

This infiuence was due to two things ; due in the
first place to the imaginative stimulus of the sub-

ject matter, to the compeUing magic encompassing
those that go down to the sea in ships ; due in the
second place to the simple, unaffected directness of

the writers—men unversed in literary artifice, and
in the affectations of the day, conscious only that
they had something to tell that was worth the
telling.

ELakluyt’s Voyages

“ Whoso maketh navigation to these countries hath
not only extreme winds and funous seas to enoountei
withal, but also many monstrous and great islands of

ice: a thing both rare, wondertul, and greatly to be
regarded.
“We were forced sundry times, while the ship did

ride here at anchor, to have continual watch, with boats
and men ready with hawsers, to kmt fast unto such
ice wliich with the ebb and flood were tossed to and fro

in the harbour, and with force of oars to hail them away,
for endangermg the ships.

“ Our general on certam days searched this supposed
continent with America, and not finding the commodity
to answer his expectations, after he had made trial

thereof, he departed thence, with two little barques,

and men sufficient, to the east shore, being the supposed
continent of Asia, and left the ship, with most of the

gentlemen, soldiers and sailors, until such time as he
either thought good to send or come for them.

“ The stones on this supposed continent with America
be altogether sparkled and glister in the sun like gold

;

so likewise doth the sand in the bright water, yet they
verify the old proverb, ‘ All is not gold that gli<=tereth.’

“ On this v/est shore we found a dead i>h floating,

which had in his nose a horn, straight and torquet, of

length two yards lacking two inches, being broken in

the top, whore we might perceive it hollow, into w'hich

some of our sailors putting spiders they presently died.

I saw not the trial hereof, but it was reported unto me
of a truth, by the virtue whereof we supposed it to be
the sea unicorn.

“After our general had found out good harbour for

the ship and barques to anchor in, and also such store

of gold ore as he thought himself satisfied withal, he
returned to the Michae% whereof Master Yorke afore-

said was captain, accompanied with our master and his

mate, who coasting along the west shore, not far from

whence the ship rode, they perceived a fair harbour,

and willing to sound the same, at the entrance thereof

they espied two tents of seal skins, unto which the

captain, our said master, and other company resorted.

At the sight of our men the people fled into the moun-
tains ; nevertheless, they went to their tents, where,

leaving certain trifles of ours as glasses, bells, knives, and
such like things, they departed, not taking anything of

theirs except one dog. They did in lilte manner leave

behind them a letter, pen, ink, and paper, whereby our

men whom the captain lost the year before, and in that

people’s custody, might (if any of them were alive) be
advertised of our presence and being there.

On the same day, after consultation, all the gentle-

men, and others likewise that could bo spared from

the ship, under the conduct and leading of Master

Philpot (under whom, in our general’s absence, and his

heutenant. Master Beast, all the rest were obedient),

went ashore, determining to see if by fair means we could

either allure them to familiarity, or othorwiso take some
of them, and so attain to some knowledge of those men
whom our general lost the year before.

®*At our coming back again to the place where their

tents were before, they had removed their tents farther

into the said bay or sound, where they might, if they were
driven from the land, flee with their boats into the sea.

We, parting ourselves into two companies, and com-
passing a mountain, came suddenly upon them by land,

who, espying us, without any tarrying fled
^

to their

boats, leaving the most part of their oars behind them
for haste, and rowed down the bay, where our two
pinnaces met them and drove them to shore. But if

they had had all their oars, so swift are they in rowing,

it had been lost time to have chased them.”

The successor of Haklu3rt was Samuel Ptjeohas

(c. 1575-1626), whose literary executor he became.

Bom at Thaxton, and educated at Cambridge, he was
also a cleric and held various benefices, including that

of the important rectorship of St. Martin’s, Ludgate
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Hill, in the City of Londoru He is known by his

three compilations : Purchas his Ptlgrimage, or

Relations of the World and the Religions observed m
all Ages and Places . 5 Purchas h%s P%lgrim^ or

the History of Man ; Hakluyt Posthvmus^ a History

of the World in Sea Voyages and Land Travels^ Sc.
Inferior to Hakluyt as a writer, and less inter

esting as a man, he is none the less notable for the
addition he made to sea records of the time ; espe-

cially true in the earlier years of the seventeenth
century. He reflects the same keen spirit of

nationality, and his abridgments of the writings

of Spanish and Portuguese discovery, enlivened by
his own notable imagination, make good reading.

He is less simple and direct than Hakluyt, and
succeeds more by the interest of his matter, than
by his manner, which is touched too often by the
literary mannerism of the age. From the time of

Purchas the literature of discovery began to merge
into the more prosaic literature of travel and colossal

history.

But the Call of the Sea, if less insistent, never
fails to find some expression in our literature, when-
ever romanticism wells to the surface, as it does

from time to time, and despite changing fortunes

;

the glamour of the salt ocean re-asserts again its

ancient power.
The freshening influence of Hakluyt and his

comrades upon contemporary English prose was a
matter, therefore, of real moment. His imagina-

tive influence was even more remarkable, and Pro-
fessor Walter Raleigh in a fine essay dealing with

Hakluyt’s Voyages^ has shown how many-sided
and pervading was the inspiration of this quest for
adventure.

In Marlowe, we find it perhaps at its height.
Marlowe’s restless imagination and insatiable
curiosity seized hungrily on the stuff o’ travel for
his plays, and did not Stow declare that Brake was
“ as famous in Europe and America as Tamburlaine
was in Asia and Africa ” ?

Assuredly, then, there is the spirit of Hawkins
and of Brake in Tamburlaine and Faust , it is hard
to imagine The Tempest and Pencles of Shake-
speare, with their vivid descriptions, without the
sea chronicler of the time ; or the stirring speeches
of Othello, with no Hakluyt to give colour and
substance to the romantic visions of the poet.

Throughout this great era of the drama and of

poetry, the Call of the Sea persists, and from
Spenser’s Paerie Queene to the Hew Atlantis of

Bacon, and the Paradise Lost of Milton, we may
trace its spell. With the decline of the Renas-
cence, it dies down as a stimulus to our literature ;

and the matter-of-fact, common-sense attitude of
the eighteenth century found its plenary inspiration

elsewhere. None the less the spirit of adventure
had its own triumph even in that age, and the
stirring exploits that had stirred into flame the
genius of Marlowe, descended on that brilliant,

home -loving journalist, Befoe. So a literature

that started with Tamburlaine endedjBsitfotji^^

Crusoe,
'V

THE HEIGHT OF THE RENASCEN

Spenser and his Contemporaries—Earlier Song Writers and Si

SPENSER AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES
“ An* over-faint quietness,” wrote Sir Philip Sidney
in 1581, “ should seem to strew the house for poets.”

Hitherto the scholar and courtier had ruled the

domain of fantasy with pleasing and graceful

though not very vital results. But the words were
no sooner uttered than a force came into poetry

that speedily dispersed the “ over-faint quietness.”

Spenser came at a crucial moment in English

Poetry, The spell of Italy had taken hold of our
senses, without gripping the heart and conscience.

Ascham’s suspicion of the novel, and his hostile

attitude towards Itahan influence, did at any rate

represent one side of national feeling The re-

vival of letters had merged into the Protestant

Revolution ; but the influence of Germany and
Italy were hitherto antagonistic forces in our
literature. It is impossible not to feel that the

verse of Surrey, and of Gascoigne, reflect only in

part national character and temperament. Now in

Spenser, the Puritan sic^and the artistic side are

merged and reconciled. i^Spenser is at once^e child

of the Renascence and the Reformation, one
side we may regard him with Milton as “ ttie sage

and serious Spenser,” on the other he is the Human-
ist, alive to the finger-tips with the sensuous beauty
of Southern Romance, \J

Edmund

In ” Merry London, my most l^ifi

his own words, Edmund Spenser was born about
1552. His father (of a Lancashire family related

to the noble house of Spencer) was a journeyman
cloth-maker, and was living in London before 1550.

Of his mother, Elizabeth, nothing is known. His
education began as a “poor scholar” under the
“ spending of the money of Robert Nowell,” and at

Merchant Taylor’s School opened in 1561. In 1569
he matriculated at Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, and
in 1576 took his degree of M.A. There is little

doubt, judging from work he did at this time, that

he showed remarkable ability. His Miscellany pub-
lished by Br, Jan van der Noodt, called “A Theatre
for Worldlings,” showed considerable promise, but
was only later acknowledged by Spenser. At Pem-
broke College he matriculated as a sizar- which
indicates his poverty. A sizar’s duties consisted of

menial work for which bread and lodgings were
returned as payment. It was here he met Harvey
and Edward Kirke, the latter a fellow-sizar. They
both became stimulating and sympathetic friends

to Spenser. Harvey, who was a Fellow of the

College, deeply interested himself in Spenser, and
being himself a student of literature, there is no
doubt his good influence was considerable. It was
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at a later period that this power was to be feared,

Harvey’s pedantic suggestions being deleterious to

the free growth of Spenser’s powers.

After obtaining his degree,Spenser left Cambridge,

and despite the poor social position occupied there,

his affection lasted until the end of his life for “ my
mother Cambridge.” From there he went on a visit

to his kinsfolk in Lancashire. At this time Spenser

was in poor health, possessing very little money,
and With no plans for the future. During this visit,

it is supposed he met a woman of higher social pre-

tensions than his own, with whom he fell in love,

and who figures as Rosalind in much of his future

work. She disdained the poor poet, but instead

of this disappointment driving him to despair, it

aroused him to make fresh efforts. Harvey writes

to him to “ forsake his shire ” and come to London
where he will present him to the Earl of Leicester.

Spenser followed Harvey’s advice, and on his arri-

val an introduction takes place. Leicester is im-

pressed and offers him secretarial employment and
his abode in Leicester House. Sir Phihp Sidney,

the Earl’s relative, became acquainted with Spenser

here, and a friendship which was deep and life-

lasting began between the two poets, Spenser

soon felt the influence of the culture he was sur-

rounded by. Leicester House gave him the oppor-

tunity of meeting the great in every walk of life.

His ambitions were stirred and he seriously began
his literary career. The ShephearTs Calendar was
published in 1579, and although it placed Spenser

immediately in the highest rank of living writers,

Drayton declared “ Master Edmund Spenser had
.
done enough for the immortality of his name had
he only given us his The Shepheard^s Calendar, a
masterpiece if any.”
The poet was suffering from pecuniary embar-

rassment. His great hope when he entered Leicester

House was that it was the gateway to a substantial

ofidcial position. Just as he was feeling that
Leicester wa.s disappointmg in this respect, a
position was offered which for a time quietened
Spenser’s uneasiness.

In 1580 Spenser secured the post of secretary
to Lord Grey de Wilton, who had just been made
Lord Deputy of Ireland. Had he been able to
exercise his own wishes he would never have left

Merry London.” He loved his native town,
and only accepted the office in Ireland thinking
it would lead him home again to a permanent
ofifleial post. He went to Dublin with the
Queen’s Deputy and no doubt wits present at the
Desmond Rebellion. His View of Ireland tells

of the terrible scenes in the Munster province, and
no doubt shocked his gentle poetic nature and
made him long more than ever for England. As
there seemed no prospect of his being able to re-

turn, he apphed himself to his duties and prefer-
ments qmckly came to him. He obtained many
good positions which he held with his secretaryship.
Much laud was given him, he had many congenial
companions who thoroughly appreciated his genius
and stirred him to give the world more proofs of his
poetic genius. At Kiloolman, an old castle of the
Desmonds, in the beautiful coimtry of the Galtee
Hills, County Cork, Spenser began to reside in

1588. Among other visitors came Sir Walter
Raleigh, and listened with wonder and admiration
to Spenser’s reading of the beginning of the great
poem the Faerie Queene, Raleigh, himself a poet,
read to Spenser his poem Cynthia. Through the
sympathetic understanding and appreciation of
Spenser’s work the two writers soon became close

friends. For an interesting account of their connec-
tion, see Cohn Clout^s Come Home Again, Spenser’s
autobiographical poem. Raleigh was anxious that
the Faene Queene, even in the incomplete poem,
should at once be published. It was owing to
his persuasion that Spenser accompanied him to
Court in order that Queen Elizabeth might see their

writings. Spenser was quite willing to rush away
to his beloved London, ever hoping that he might
have the good fortune to meet with the official

appointment which would keep him there. The
three completed books were published and dedi-

cated to the Queen. Their reception was all that
could be desired, and their success immediate. The
Queen granted him a pension of fifty pounds a year.

We must remember how much greater a sum that
represented then compared to the present day. It
would have been larger but for Lord Burghley’s
interference. Foets seeking lucrative positions
were not looked upon with much favour by the great
statesman. Spenser never forgave Lord Burghley.
The smallness of the pension would not allow him
to give up his post in Ireland, so once more he had
to return. Late in the year 1591, he is again attend-
ing Ins duties as Clerk of the Council and working
at the Faerie Queene. Wo may presume the fol-

lowing two years were passed in this way, until we
come to the great change which took place in his

private life. This was his marriage on June 11,

1594, to Elizabeth Boyle, daughter of James Boyle,

and a relation of Richard Boyle, who was later Earl
of Cork. Little is known of the bride except what
can be gathered from his Amoretti and Epithalamion.
There were four if not five children born. 1695
sees him once again in London, but in 1597 he re-

turned with his wife and children to Kilcolman.
Having previously resigned his Clerkship to Sir

Richard Boyle, a relation of his wife’s, he was
appointed in 1598 Sheriff of Cork. In this year
Tyrone’s rebellion arose. The Castle Kilcolman
was set on fire and Spenser had only just time to

escape with his household. It was thought for

some time that his youngest child had perished in

the flames.

In 1599, on January 16, Spenser died in a tavern
in King Street, Westminster. There is a tradition
that he was in extreme poverty at the end, even
wanting bread. To Jonson we owe the statement
that " he refused twenty pieces sent him by my
Lord Essex, saying he was sure he had no time to
spend them.”
The poet died at the early age of forty-seven and

lies in the Foots’ Corner of Westminster Abbey, the
funeral expenses being borne by the Earl of Essex.
It was the Queen’s wish that the responsibility of a
monument above his grave should be due to her,

but her purpose was frustrated by a dishonest
royal servant, who stole the money given him for

the work. TTie grave was left unhonoured for
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twenty-on© years, when Aim Clifford, Countess of

Dorset, raised a monument on which was inscribed

:

Her© lyes expecting the second comminge of our
Saviour Christ Jesus, the body of Edmund Spenser,

the Prince of Poets m his Tyme, whose divm© spirit

needs noe other witness© than the workes which he
left behind.”

PUBIIOATIONS

Tlie ShepheareVs Calendar, entered at Stationers’ Hall,
December 5, 1579.

Colin Clout^s Come Home Again, published 1695.

Faerie Queene, first three books published, 1690.

Faex^e Queens, second three books published, 1596.

Two Cantos of some following books of the Faerie
Queene, 1609.

Complaints, nine miscellaneous poems appeared early in
1591. One of these, Minopotmos, or the Fate of the

Butterfly, had already been issued in 1590.

Prospopoia, or more often called Mother Hubhard^a Tale,
a satire. This is amongst the collection.

Daphnaida, an elegy, 1592.

Amoretti, and Epithalamion, 1695,

Prothalamion, a “ Spousal ” Ode, privately printed in
1596.

Four Hymns, now lost, in 1696.

Astrophel, an Arcadian elegy on Sir Phihp Sidney’s
death, 1596. This same year he wrote his pros©
treatise, View of Ireland,

The Shepherd*8 Calendar is modelled on the arti-

ficial pastoral popularised by the Benascence, and
inspired by Virgd and Theocritus. Technically it

is a poem of considerable merit, and shows great

adroitness in dealing with various old-time metres
in a fresh and masterly way. While his love

of allegory leads him to pretty pieces of word
painting such as the delightful Oah and the Bnar,
Comparing the poem with the vers© preceding it,

on© realises the richness, the warm pictorial beauty,

and sens© of amplitude hitherto alien to our poetry.

But The 8hepherd‘s Calendar pales in significance

be^e the Faerie Queene,

-v^-his poem was neither written in England nor
in^ired by England. Ireland is the inspiration

;

Ireland is the scenic background ; Ireland supplies

the stuff of adventure ; Ireland—the tro^lous,
storm-tossed Ireland of Elizabeth’s reign.

The enemies of Gloriana were flesh aM blood
enemies ; the knights came from Elizabeth’s Court—^were not Baleigh, Ormonde, and Grey of their

number ? And for this reason, perhaps, this poem
has been called the Epic of the English Wars in

Ireland under Elizabeth.

The poem reveals a sober, chaste, and sensitive

spirit ; on© keenly alive to sensuous beauty, but
kept from the grossness and coarseness of some of

his brilliant contemporaries by a mind of singular

refinement ; and beauty is for him of the supremest
value in life.v^mall wonder that Keats was fired

by his verse, for certainly his famous phrase, “ A
thing of beauty is a for ever,” is entirely Spen-
serian in sentiment,

The poem set out to be a story with twelve
knights of Elizabeth who undertake various enter-

prises in her honour. But the poet had, unlike

Chaucer, little gift of lucidity, and soon wanders
off the main road into the flowery meads of fancy.

Starting in the imddle of one of the adventure, hes
never completes his initial design, and the poem
is merely a lovely mosaic into which are woven

deeds of chivalry and pictorial fantasies, and grave
moralising. From the pleasaunces and excitements
of chivalry Spenser takes his ideas

; yet he is not
content merely to teU an entertaining story as Tasso
and Ariosto had done, but to present his visions in
a framework of high and noble purpose. Indeed,
in a letter to Baleigh he avows his purpose is “to
fashion a gentleman ... in virtuous and gentle
discipline.”

What differentiates Spenser from, say, Shake-
speare the poet is the equable calm that pervades
even his fervour. Sensitoe to every phase of
imagination and beauty,^iere is always a dreamy
atmosphere about his vers^ The sharp, vivid
intensity of Shakespeare is not his

; but he has
bis own particular charm.
X/Sfiis genii^ is epic, not lyric

; he is a story-teller,

not a singer, 1^®'® something of Homer’s ancient
simplicity, though not the poignancy. Bub the
similes are primal and direct.

A wounded hero falls

“ ... as an aged tree.

High growmg on the top of rocky clift.’* -

His is a rich ornate imagination
;

yet it rarely

becomes turbid and oppressive. If it lacks Mar-
lowe’s thrill, it certainly also lacks his violence. It

is a thing of prismatic coiouimg, refracting the
white hght of common day in delicate rainbow hues.

The S3rmboiism behind his faerie music need not
trouble us ; and we may enjoy the adventures of his

Knight of the Cross defending his beloved Una,
almost without realising that it is a battle between
truth and falsehood with which he is concerned.

The AmoreUi—^love sonnets, fall far below the

level of Shakespeare’s splendid series; and that

curious undertone of melancholy that sounds
through most J^nascence poetry is blended here

delicately with frank and sensitive delight in the

beauty and splendour of things.'^ntenser in its

passion, and therefor© more arresting in its hold
upon the reader is the Epithalamion, There is no
relatively short poem that exhibits more happily

the sensuous sweetness, and the rapture of Spenser’s

best work, than this poem.
The manuscript of Cohn Clout was sent to his

friend Sir Walter Baleigh on his arrival back in

England in 1591, but was not published till 1695.

It is liveher than most of Spenser’s work ; the

dreamy languor that hangs like a silver mist over
his pictures is here thrown aside for a space. It is

a brilliant piece of vigorous retrospect, and a happy
and affectionate tribute to Baleigh’s protection.

His prose work on Ireland is an able and thought-

ful contribution to the Irish problem from the

English point of view. Granting the point of view—^that could scarcely have been otherwise with on©
in Spenser’s position—^it shows an insight into the

causes of disaffection, and a frank criticism of

English rule, in advance of the time. The book
displays a side of Spenser’s powers not illustrated

in his poetry ; a shrewdness of insight, and on the

whole a fair and judicious spirit.

vSpenser has been happily called the “ poet’s

poet.” In his own day he influenced a la^e number
of vers© writers, of more or less power.'v^wley and
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Dryden at a lawir period testified to his inspiring “
^®}f’

'*

• a . iv,f^Ur.T^ -rvoifl And ovof all a blacke stolo shoG did throw,
mauence as a literary artist ,

Mdton paid ^ mournd, so was she sad,
warm, tribute ; and even

^

Pope, whose poetic heavie sate upon hor palfrey slow ;

faculty is so different in kind from that of the Seemed m heart some hidden care she had,

Elizabethan, admitted to his compelling magic. ^/And by her, in a Ime, a milkowhite lambe she lad.

The mdebtednoss of Keats and Temiyson is easily v

comprehensible ; but the most significant testi-

mony to the greatness of this romantic Puritan lies

in the power he wields over versifiers so alien m
imaginative vision as Dryden and Pope. The
height of a mountain can never be fairly gauged

till the looker-on is at a distance and can measure

the relative importance of the hiUs before him.

Lesser heights dwindle and melt int^the horizon

as we pass through the centuries.*’'^penser like

Shakespeare still stands up sharply and distinctly

against the skies ; intervening hills of minor im-

portance may have shut him off from those of us

in the plain, but ascend any of our own heights

—

Browning, Tenny^n, and William Morris—^and we
see him at once.^;^nd even those who have never

read a line of the Faerie Queene have met him un-

known and unrecognised in The Earthly Paradise,

Limitations he had, of course; the splendour of

Shakespeare is beyond his grasp, and the fine

austerity of Milton, no poet in any age or

clime had a richer and fuller sense of sensuous
loveliness than he, or a more masterly command
of the resources of rhythmic music and pictorial

phrasing, such as would reveal this loveliness in

words.
^ Faerie Queens

So pure and innocent, as that same lambe.
She was in life and every vertuous lore ;

And by descent from Koyal lynage came
Of ancient Kmges and Queenes, that had of yore
Their scepters stretcht from East to Westerns shore.
And all the world in their subjection held ;

Till that infernall feend with foule uprore
Forwasted all their land, and them expeld ;

Whom to avenge she had this Knight from far compeld

VI

Behind her farre away a Dwarfe did lag,

That lasie seemed, in being ever last.

Or wearied with bearing of her bag
Of needments at his backe. Thus as they past.

The day with cloudes was suddeine overcast,

And angry Jove an hideous storme of raine
Did poure into his Lemans lap so fast,

That everie wight to shrowd it did constrain ;

And this faire couple eke to shroud themselves were fain,

VII

Enforst to seeke some covert nigh at hand,
A shadie grove not farr away they spide,

That promist aydo the tempest to withstand ;

Whose loftie trees, yclad with sommers pride,

Did spred so broad, that heavens light did hide.

Not perceable with power of any starr

:

And all within wore pathes and alleies wide,
With footing worno, and leading inward farr.

Faire liarbour that them seems, so in they entered ar.

VIII

The Patrone of true Holinesse
Foule Errour doth defeate j

Hypocrisie, him to entrappe.
Doth to his home entreate.

I

A gentle Knight was pricking on the plaine,
Ycladd in raightie armes and silver shieldo.

Wherein old dints of deepe woundcs did remaine,
The cruell markes of many a bloody fielde ;

Yet armes till that time did he never wield.
His angry steede did elude his foming bitt.

As much disdaynmg to the curbe to yield ;

Full jolly knight he seemed, and faire did sitt,

As one for knightly giusts and fierce encounters fitt.

n
And on his brest a bloodie Crosse he bore.
The deare remembrance of his dying Lord,
For whose sweete sake that glorious badge he wore.
And dead, as living, ever him adorM :

Upon his shield the like was also scor’d,
For soveraine hope which in his helpe he had.
Right faithfull true he was in deede and word,
But of his cheers did seeme too solemne sad ;

Yet nothing did he dread, but ever was ydrad.

in
Upon a great adventure ho was bond.
That greatest Gloriana to him gave,
(That greatest Glorious Queene of Faery lond)
To winne him worshippe, and her grace to have.
Which of all earthly thinges he most did crave

:

And ever as he rode his hart did earns
To prove his puissance in battell brave
Upon his foe, and his new force to leame,
Upon his foe, a Dragon horrible and stearne.

IV

A lovely Ladie rode him faire beside.
Upon a lowly Asse more white than snow,
Yet she much whiter ; but the same did hide

And foorth they passe, with pleasure forward led.

Joying to hears the birdes sweete harmony,
Which, therein shrouded from the tempest dred,
Seemd in their song to scorns the cruell sky.
Much can they praise the trees so straight and hy,
The sayling Pine ; the Cedar proud and tall

;

The vine-propp Elme ; the Poplar never dry ;

The builder Oake, sole king of forrestg all

;

The Aspine good for staves ; the Cypresse funerall

;

IX

The Laurell, meed of mightie Conquerours
And Poets sage ; the Fine that weepeth still

;

The Willow, worne of forlorno Paramours ;

The Eugh, obedient to the benders will

;

The Birch for shaftes ; the Sallow for the mill

;

Tho Mirrhe sweete-bleeding in the bitter wound ;

The warlike Beech ; the Ash for nothing ill

;

The fruitful! Olive ; and the Platans round ;

The carver Holme ; tho Maple seeldom inward sound.

X
Led with delight, they thus beguile the way.
Until the blustering storme is overblowno ;

When, weening to returne whence they did stray.
They cannot finde that path, which first was showne.
But wander too and fro in waies unknowns,
Furthest from end then, when they nearest weene,
That makes them doubt their wits be not their owns

:

So many^ pathes, so many turnings seene,
That which of them to take in diverse doubt they been«

Booh II Canto I
XXXII

** Joy may you have, and everlasting fame,
Of late most hard atchiev’ment by you donne.
For which enrolled is your glorious name
In heavenly Regesters above the Sunne,
Where you a Saint with Saints your seat have wonne i

But wretched we, where ye have left your marke.
Must now anew begin like race to ronne.
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God guide thee, Guyon, well to end thy warke.
And to the wished haven bring thy weary barke !

’*

xxxni
** Palmer,” him answered the Redorosse knight,
“ His be the praise that this atchiev’ment wrought.
Who made my hand the organ of his might

:

More then goodwill to me attribute nought

;

For all I did, I did but as I ought.
But you, faire Sir, whose pageant next ensewes.
Well mote yee thee, as well can wish your thought.
That home ye may report thrise happy newes ;

For well ye worthy bene for worth and gentle thewea"

XXXIV
So courteous conge both did give and take,
With right hands phghted, pledges of good wilL
Then Guyon forward gan his voyage make
With his blacke Palmer, that him guided still

;

Still he him guided over dale and hiU,

And with his steedy staSe did point his way ;

His race with reason, and with words his will.

From fowle intemperaunce he ofte did stay.

And suffred not in wrath his hasty steps to stray.

XXXV
In this faire wize they traveild long yfere,

^

Through many hard assayes which did betide

;

Of which he honour still away did beare.
And spred his glory through all countryes wide.
At last, as chaunst them by a forest side
To passe, for succour from the scorching ray.
They l^eard a ruefull voice, that dearnly cride

With piercing shreikes and many a dolefull lay

;

Which to attend awhile their forward steps they stay.

XXXVI
“ But if that carelesse hevens,” (quoth she) “ despise

The doome of just revenge, and take delight

To see sad pageaunts of mens miseries,

As bownd by them to live in lives despight

;

Yet can they not wame death from wretched wight.
Come, then ; come soone ; come, sweetest death, to me.
And take away this long lent loathed light

Sharpe be thy wounds, but sweete the medicines be.

That long captived soules from weary thraldome free.

Epithalamion

Open the temple gates unto my love.

Open them wide that she may enter in.

And all the postes adorne as doth behove,
And all the pillours deck with garlands trim,

For to receive this Saynt with honour dew.
That cometh in to you.

With trembling steps, and humble reverence
She cometh in before th’ Almighty’s view ;

Of her ye virgins leame obedience.
When so ye come into those holy places.

To humble your proud faces

;

Bring her up to th’ high altar, that she may
The sacred ceremonies there partake.
The which do endless matrimony make

;

And let the ronng Organs loudly play
The praises of the Lord in lively notes ;

The whiles, with hollow throates.

The Choristers the joyous Anthems sing.

That all the woods may answere, and their eccho ring.

Behold, whiles she before the altar stands.
Hearing the holy priest that to her speakes.

And blesseth her with his two happy hands.
How the red roses flush up in her cheekes.

And the pure snow, with goodly vermill stayne,

Like crimsin dyde in grayne.
That even th* Angels, which continually

About the sacred Altare doe remaine.
Forget their service and about her fly.

Oft peeping in her face, that seems more fayre
The more they on it stare.

But her sad eyes, still fastened on the ground.
Are govemid with goodly modesty.
That suffers not one looke to glaunoe awry.

SPENSEE
Which may let in a little thought unsownd.
Why blush ye, love, to give to me your hand,

The pledge of all our band ?

Sing, ye sweet Angels, Alleluya sing.

That ail the woods may answere, and your eccho ring

Pbothalamion
Calm was the day, and through the trembling ayxe
Sweete-breathing Zephyrus did softly play . . .

Along the shoare of silver streaming Themmes ;

Whose rutty Baneke, the which his River hemmes
Was pajmted all with variable flowers.

And all the meades adorned with damtie gemmes.

There, in a Meadow, by the Rivers side,

A Flocke of Nymphes I chaunced to espy,
AU lovely Daughters of the Flood thereby.
With goodly greenish locks, ail loose untyde,
As each had bene a Bryde ;

And each one had a little wicker basket.
Made of fine twigs, entrayled curiously.
In which they gathered flowers to fill their flasket,

And with fine Fingers crept full feateously
The tender stalkes on hye.
Of every sort, which in that Meadow grew.
They gathered some ; the Violet, pallid blew.
The little Dazie, that at evenmg closes.

The virgin Lillie, and the Primrose trew.
With store of vermeil Roses,
To decke their Bridegromes posies

Agamst the Brydale day, wmch was not long

:

Sweete Themmes I runne softly, till I end my Song.

With that I saw two Swannes of goodly hewe
Come softly swimming downe along the Lee .

Two fairer Birds I yet did never see j

The snow, which doth the top of Pmdus strew.

Did never whiter shew.
Nor Jove himselfe, when he a Swan would be.

For love of Leda, whiter did appear ;

Yet Leda was (they say) as white as he,

Yet not so white as these, nor nothing noare

;

So purely white they were.
That even the gentle streame, the which them bare,
Seem’d foule to them, and bad his billowes spare
To wet their silken feathers, lest they might
Soyle their fayre plumes with water not so fayre,

That shone as heavens light,

Against their Brydale day, which was not long

:

Sweete Themmes I runne softly, till I end my Song.

Then forth they all out of their baskets drew*

(Jreat store of Flowers, the honour of the field.

That to the sense did fragrant odours yield,

All which upon these goodly Birds they threw
And all the Waves did strew.
That like old Peneus Waters they did seeme.
When downe along by pleasant Tempes shore.

Scattered with Flowers, through Thessaly they streame,
That they appear, through Lillies plenteous store.

Like a Brydes Chamber lore.
Two of those Nymphes, meane while, two Garlands

bound
Of freshest Flowers which in that Mead they found,

The which presenting all in trim Array,
Their snowy Foreheads therewithal they crowned.
Whilst one did smg this Lay,
Prepar’d against that Day,
Against their Brydale day, which was not long

;

Sweete Themmes ! runne softly, tiU I end my Song,

Ye gentle Birdes ! the worlds fayre ornament,
And heavens glorie, whom this happie hower
Doth leade unto your lovers hhssful hWer,
Joy may you have, and gentle hearts content
Of your loves complement

;

And let fair Venus, that is Queene of love,

With her heart-quelling Sonne upon you smile.

Whose smile, they say, hath vertue to remove
All Loves dislike, and friendships faultie guile

For ever to assoile.
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Let endless Peace your steadfast hearts accord.

And blessed Plentie wayt upon your bord

;

And let your bed with pleasures chast abound.
That fruitful issue may to you afford.

Which may your foes confound.
And make your joyes redound
Upon your Brydale day, which is not long

:

Sweete Themmes I runne softly, till I end my Song.

Above the rest were goodly to bee seene
Two gentle Knights of lovely face and feature,

Beseeming well the bower of anie Queene,
With gifts of wit, and ornaments of nature.

Fit for so goodly stature.

That like the twms of Jove they seem’d in sight.

Which decke the Bauldncke of the Heavens bright

;

They two, forth pacing to the Rivers side.

Received these two fayre Brides, their lioves dehght 5

Which, at th’ appointed tyde,
Each one did make his Bryde
Against their Brydale day, which is not long

;

Sweete Themmes I runne softly, till I end my Song.

EAHLIER SONG WRITERS AND
SONNETEERS

Spenser’s allegorical and descriptive vein of

poesy inspired a number of his contemporaries and
successors to work tliis vein much further. Some,
however, there were who were caught more par-

ticularly by the passion for sonneteering, whilst

others inaugurated that lilting school of song
writers that flourished from Elizabethan times down
to the close of the Restoration period.

First, concerning the Sonneteers, At an earlier

period Surrey and Wyatt had shown some skiU m
this direction, but between 1693 and 1600 there was
an amazing outburst of this form of poetry, and
scarcely less remarkable than the fertility is the
quality attained by a few names otherwise obscure
in our literature.

Putting aside the work of the greater men, of
Sidney, Spenser, and Shakespeare, there are the
names of Barnes, Fletcher, Lodge, Daniel, Drayton,
Constable, and Fulke Greville, and uncertain and
varying as was the excellence of their craftsman-
ship, their work is at times equal to that of the great
master himself.

The word “ sonnet ” is probably an abbreviation
of the Italian sonetto (a little sound), and was a
short poem recited originally to a musical accom-
paniment. Like the lyric, it was a single emotion
or idea expressed in rhythmic melody ; and it

differed from the ordinary lyric less in conception
than in form—as anyone may see for himself by
comparing, say, one of Shakespeare’s Sonnets on
Love with one of his Songs on Love. The hit and
abandonment of the lyric are replaced by a more
deliberate manner, a more austere treatment. There
may be th© same intensity of feeling, and an equal
scope for fancy, but in on© case it affects one like
the scent of a wayside flower, in the other hke the
fragrance of a well-ordered garden.
The sonnet began to take shape as a fecial

metrical form under Fra Guittone d’Arezzo, in the
thirteenth century. He perfected the mechanism ;

Petrarch and Dante crowned it with beauty and
power. The sweetness of its music at length at-
tracted the early poets of th© Renascence, but they

lacked th© cunning to make it yield up its magici
Then came Sidney with his caressing sweetness, who
showed what might be don© with it ; and from
his time the sonnet swiftly passes from a metrical
experiment into poetry.

Without discussing here the various divergences
from the Italian form of sonnet, made by English
verse writers, we must not overlook th© fact that
the formal modifications characterising th© Shake-
spearean form wore first of all introduced by Daniel
and Drayton. Drayton’s sonnet, A Parting^ is a
magnificent piece of verse, sure in its handling, at
once strong and restrained in its expression of

passion.
A PABTma

Since there’s no help, come let us kiss and part,

—

Nay I have done, you get no more of me

;

And I am glad, yea glad with all my heart.

That thus so cleanly I myself can free ;

Shake hands for ever, cancel all our vows.
And when we meet at any time again.
Be it not seen in either of our brows
That we on© jot of former love retain.

Now at the last gasp of love’s latest breath.
When his pulse failing, passion speechless lies.

When faith is kneeling by his bed of death.
And innocence is closing up his eyes,

—Now if thou would’st, when all have given him over,

From death to life thou might’st him yet recover !

Daniel’s work, though less masterly, is skilful

and pleasing always, occasionally touching great

heights ; but Daniel, no less than Drayton, did for

Shakespeare’s sonneteering, much what Marlowe
did for his blank verse. They showed the way

;

his genius did the rest.

Around Spenser are a number of verse writers,

who, while influenced largely by him and to a less

extent by Sidney in their choice of subject, have
yet sufficient creative power of their own to make
us realise the richness of th© poetic wealth now to

our hand. There is Giles Fletcheb, graceful and
fantastic ; the many sided Thomas Lodge, whose
madrigals are unexcelled for dainty sweetness

;

William Percy, to whose scholarly gifts might be
added the more dubious accomplishment of copious
ale-drinking, and whose work is suggestive of

contemporary French as well as the usual Italian

influences ; the mysterious “ J. C.” with his pretty
aphoristic gift displayed in six-lino stanzas.

There are also Nicholas Breton, versatile in

moods and methods, but at his happiest in senti-

mental conceits; and Henry Constable, whose
sonnets have no small measure of Spenser’s sen-

suous charm.

“My Lady’s presence makes th© Roses red,
Because to see her bps they blush for shame.
The Lily’s leaves, for envy, pale became ;

And her white hands in them this envy bred.
The Marigold th© leaves abroad doth spread ;

Because the sun’s and her power is the same.
The Violet of purple colour came.
Dyed in the blood she mad© my heart to shed.
In bnef all flowers from her their virtu© take ;

From her sweet breath, their sweet smells do proceed
The living heat which her eyebeams doth make
Warmeth th© ground, and quickeneth the seed.
The ram, wherewith she watereth the flowers,
Falls from mine ©yes, which she dissolves in showers.”
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Some of these writers belong to the group of
song-writers that constitute a special side of Ee-
nascence poetry. These will be more conveniently
considered later, as they extend well into Jacobean
times and merge almost imperceptibly into the
lyricists of the Restoration period.

Descriptive poetry, whether purely narrative, or
satirical in object, belongs more pecuharly to the
Spenserian provmce. Some consideration of this

may well round ofE this chapter.

Five noteworthy names here are Daitiel and
Deayton, Lodge, Hall, and Donne.
Of the first two, something already has been

said ; but these two men were more than sonne-
teers. Daniel was a proseman as well as a poet,

witness his spirited Defense of Rhyme. He was a
west country man with an ardent imagination
and an admirable technique. Art laid restraining

hands upon him, and checked, as she often failed in

doing, the tendency of the day to extravagance and
audacity. Yet he is in no way dull ; and has the
gift—rare enough at any time, especially in Eliza-

bethan—of moralising agreeably and pleasantly.

His historical poem Rosamund is perhaps his best
descriptive piece

;
quiet, restrained, yet full of

pathos.

Michael Drayton is one of the most astonishing

writers of his time. His versatility was amazing,
and there is scarcely any side of poetic craftsman-
ship which he could not tackle with success. His
literary life opens in 1591, with the Harmony of the

Church ; his sacred verse not pleasing, he reappears
in 1593 with the Shepherd*s Garland^ an experiment
in pastoral verse. Then came the Barons* War,
and England*8 Eeroical Epistles, while in later life

the colossal PolyoTbion, inspired by patriotic senti-

ment. As an historical poet he may be regarded
as the Scott of his age, and his Ballad of Agincourt
is a splendid specimen of its kind. Quite in another
key is the quaint and fantastic Nymphidia ; while
his satirical gift is well illustrated in short poems
like The Owl and The Man in the Moon.

From ** PolyoXbion**

Of Albion’s glorious isle the wonders whilst I write.
The sundry varying soils, the pleasures infinite,

(Where heat kills not the cold, nor cold expels the heat.
The Calms too mildly small, nor winds too roughly great,
Nor night doth hinder day, nor day the night doth wrong.
The summer not too short, the winter not too long ;)

What help shall I invoke to aid my Muse the while ?

Thou genius of the place (this most renownM isle),

Which liv’st long before the all-earth-drowning flood,

Whilst yet the world did swarm with her gigantic brood.
Go thou before me still thy circling shores about.
And in this wand’ring maze help to conduct me out

;

Direct my course so right, as with thy hand to show
Which way thy forests range, which way thy rivers flow ;

Wise genius, by thy help that so I may descry
How thy feiir mountains stand, and how thy valleys lie.

Pigwiggin’s ABMOina

From Nymphidia^*

And quickly arms him for the field,

A little cockle shell his shield.

Which he could very bravely wield j

Yet could it not be pierced.
His spear a bent both stifi and strongs

And well near of two inches long.
The pike was of a horse-fly’s tongue.
Whose sharpness nought reversed.

And puts him on a coat of mail
Which was of a fish’s scale.

That when his foe should him assail*

No point should be prevailing :

His rapier was a hornet’s stmg ;

It was a very dangerous thing,
For if he chanc’d to hurt the King,

It would be long in healing.

His helmet was a beetle’s head,
Most horrible and full of dread,
That able was to strike one dead.
Yet did it well become hum.

And for a plume a horse’s hair
Which, being tossed with the air.

Had force to strike his foe with fear*
And turn his weapon upon him.

Himself he on an earwig set,

Yet scarce he on his back could get.
So oft and high he did curv5t,
Ere he himself could settle ;

He made him turn, and stop, and bounA
To gallop and to trot around,
He scarce could stand on any ground.
He was so full of mettle.

To ms Coy Love

I pray thee, leave 1 Love me no more t

Call home the heart you gave me

!

I but m vain, that Saint adore ;

That can, but will not, save me

!

These poor half-kisses kill me qmte I

Was ever man thus servdd I

Amidst an ocean of delight.

For pleasure to be starved !

Show m© no more those snowy breasts.

With azure riverets branched !

Where whilst mine ©ye with plenty feasts:

Yet is my thirst not stanchid !

O Tantalus, thy pains ne’er tell

»

By me thou art prevented I

’Tis nothing ! to be plagued in Hell

;

But this, in Heaven tormented !

C3ip me no more in those dear arms ;

Nor thy “ life’s comfort !
” call me I

Oh, these are but too powerful charms
And do but more intliral me !

But see, how patient I am grown

;

In all this coil about thee !

Come, nice thing I let thy heart alone I

I cannot live without thee 1

Satire in English verse had made its first orthodox
appearance in Skelton. There is satirical fancy, of
course, to be found in our poetry from Saxon times
onwards ; but the first definite satirist is Skelton.

Gascoigne’s Steel Glass is less clumsy ; and he is

followed by Joseph Hall with his V^rgulem^ar^lm ;

Lodge’s satires are not equal to his romantic work,
but Hall, though far inferior in general literary

power, is a better artist in the domain of satire ;

and is interesting as a social historian. Donne is

so much more than a satirist, and his writings

have so many striking points of interest that he is

best considered in dealing with the late Renascence
period.

So far, the poetry passed under notice has been
of the satiric, descriptive, or formally sentimental

kind. To find a livelier mood we must turn to a
school of poetry that sprung up about the time of
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Spenser—the lyiic school—and gave expression to

the more sensitive and more capricious moods of

the Elizabethan.

The lyric was already a literary force both in

Italy and France ;
but until 1680 it did not impress

itself upon English unagination. What brought

about the sudden dowering of the lyric ? To some
extent the persistent study of foreign poetry, but

chiefly the growing popularity of music.

Such brilliant musicians as Byrd, Taudis, and
Dowland needed articulate expression for their

sweet lute melodies. The gift of song no doubt

was dormant in many an Elizabethan verse-writer.

It needed some outside stimulus to call it forth,

and assuredly at no time in our history has there

been so rich a company of singers ;
some already

famous in ether directions as dramatists or novelists,

many quite unknown save for their “ daort swallow

flights of song.”

William Byrd is the earliest of these singers, but
his verse is characterised by its quaint moralising

rather than by any flight of fancy. Lighter in

texture are the Songs of John Dowland, famed for

his “ heavenly touch upon the lute.” In the last

years of the sixteenth century he published two
volumes of “ Songs and Airs.” Take this charming
snatch from the first volume (1597)

;

“ Dear, if you change. I’ll never choose again ;

Sweet, if you shrink, I’ll never think of love ;

Fair, if you fail. I’ll judge all beauty vain ;

Wise, if too weak, more wits I’ll never prove.
Dear, sweet, fair, wise! Change, shrink, nor be not

weak

;

And, on my faith, my faith shall never break.”

Campioit distinguished himself in three capacities,

putting aside his fame as a musician. He wrote
masques, among the best of their kind ; di^layed
his nimble wit and scholarship in Latin verse, and
discussed in pros© form the values of music and
poetry.

Campion’s songs are light as thistledown, and
float away in the air. Of his sonneteering we have
already spoken.

Following these came John Daniel, Egbert
Jones, Thomas Morley, and in the early years of

the seventeenth century a crowd of names, about
whom in many cases little is known save for the
gay and tender lyrics ascribed to them.

SHAKESPEARE’S ENGLAOT)

Were w© to fall asleep like the man in the Dream
of John, BaUt in this grey, noisy, bewildering London
of ours, and then awake, not in the thirteenth cen-

tury, but in the age of Shakespeare, what should
we see ? W© should find ourselves in a quaint,

picturesque city, about the size of Hyde Park, of

narrow, tortuous streets, high-gable^ red-roofed

wooden houses, and pleasant flower gardens, flanked
about with green meadows, and windmills. Ko
turbid, dingy river then, but what Spenser rightly
called the silver streaming Thames,” busy
with merchandise and gay with silk-covered tilt-

boats, and merry-makers. For the river is the
great highway of the time, and country cousins up
to see the eights aad young gallants bent on roy

storing, favour it alike, in preference to the crowded,
cobbled streets.

Piccadilly is a country lane lush with flowers.

King’s Cross and Whitechapel are quiet, rural

spots. At Holborn, w© are skirting the meadows,
and Regent Street is in Arcadia. Southwark is a
pleasure-making village with its old Tabard Inn
and rustic surroundings. From Temple Bar to
Westminster, the way is gorgeous with spacious
mansions, and formal gardens that run down to the
water side.

Westminster, of course, was a city in itself, with
its Palace, its Great HaU, its Almonry, its noble
Abbey. But the traveller who struck up north-
wards would find himself among the buttercups
where now curves Shaftesbury Avenue. From aU
parts of England, men turned towards London,
dazzled by its pictorial splendour and material

comforts.

Certainly she was attractive enough to the eye,

both of the pleasure-seeker and the man of business.

The latter saw in her black-fronted taverns, places

where he could hire seamen for adventuring on the

Spanish Main, while he gauged the trading possi-

bilities of the new craze for literature under the

shadow of Westminster. The pleasure-seeker,

after enjoying the fashionable promenade down
the great aisle of St. Paul’s, or the bazaar-like ex-

citement of the Royal Exchange, could elect be-

tween the Bear Gardens across the water or on© of

those strange novel entertainments without the City,

at “ The Curtain ” in Shoreditch or The Glob© ’ in

Southwark. The countryman would note with
wonder the ancient walls that firmg their grey

protecting arms around the city, and would gaze,

in mingled horror and fascination at the grim
battlements of the Tower, dark with years, sinister

with secrets ; the symbol of despotic power and
princely munificence. On the grassy plain of

Spitalfields he could watch the artillery exercise;

could appraise the city archers on the marshy
ground of Finsbury, and duly admire the roy^
huntmg ground, afterwards known as Hyde Park.

The streets are ill-lighted and roughly paved,

with no footpatlis for the cautious pedestrian ; the

houses are nameless and unnumbered, known by
the flapping signs that projected from their door-

ways. The traffic is not considerable, happily

enough ; as it is, it requires no small skill to avoid

the splashing from those on horseback and from
the few cumbrous chariots that ground their way
along.

Let us turn aside for a moment from the rou^h
street^nSTmt^ an Elizabethan wtnits

garden^LiOc^ing in at the front^gate,

we may se©~t&© %id© terraces and broad straight

walk, the geometrical flower beds, the trimmed
yew hedges and intertwining willows, the inevitable

fountain and florid Renascence sculpture.

More imposing is the interior with its spacious

gal[^ies“ and huge bedrooms, rich embroideri^
t^estrie^ but poor STwhat we to-day should

caff comIorti[ ^r th^re ^e rush^ tor caj^ets and
benches tor cJbairs.
^ Back again irito the streets. What a medley of

colour and costumes I The men end women seem
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to be living in a perpetual fancy dress ball. There
is little to differentiate the sexes in the matter of

gorgeous ornament. William Harrison, household

chaplain to Lord Cobham, sternly reproves the

extravagance of the time. “ Oh how much cost is

bestowed nowadays upon our and howTittb '

upon our souls ; how many suits of apparel hath
tEe^one, and how little furniture the other.”

Portia!s remarks upon one of her .loverfi-hii-._ off

happily the fashion of the d'av

;

He is a proper
mai^s pictureribut aIas7^wE5nMr^^
^mb, show ^ntedTT think
^bmiSit his "Soublet in ItalyTTSs round hose In

"

Pranced hS~~bonne1;‘ih~Germany, and Jais behavioS
everywherS^

False hair was greatly in request ; and a curious

and ghastly touch is given to a contemporary
account of Mary Stuart’s death by the description

of how the beautiful, glossy tresses fell away, dis-

closing short grey hair, as “ one of three score and
ten years old.”

I do not know that the Elizabethan lady was
more artificial than many society women to-day.

She has been taken to task severely—one cannot
say unfairly—^for her gorgeous apparel, her in-

numerable costumes, her dyes, her perfumes, her
“ magic ” for preserving the complexion ; but
after all, are not these things to be found in Bond
Street and Regent Street to day ? Stiffly starched
ruffs (starch was introduced about this time) and
jewel-embroidered stomachers are no longer popu-
lar ; but that is merely by a freak of fashion.

The difference in costume is best seen by com-
paring the modern nobleman or city man with the
Elizabethan gentleman.

declared Harrison roundly. “ are trans-

formed into monsters. Some lusty courtiers and
gentlemen of courage doTwear either rin^^^g^,
stones, or peaji in tneir ears, whereby they imagme
the workmanship of God to be no little amended.
But (he concludes) they rather disgrace than adorn
their persons, as by thoir niceness in apparel, for

which I say most nations not unjustly deride us,

also for that we do seem to imitate all nations

round about us, wherein we be like to the polypus
or chameleon.” Ribbons and roses adorned the

locks of the exquisites ; the waists were pinched

ml gSe hands artificisSly whitened; Errors
^eped foom their girdles ; high-he^d boots im-

proved the stature; whilst the hair was treateTin
the most fantastic wa^lQ
What would be the daily ritual of a typical

Londoner, not engaged in commerce ? He would
rise at daybreak and partake of a heavy breakfast

of meat, fish, and ale—^for tea was still a thing of

the future. After breakfast, he might go to the
apothecary’s shop, where tobacco could be bought,
and maybe look in at the bookseller’s if of a studious
turn of mind, and look at the latest novel by Lyly
or Lodge, with a view to giving such to one of his

women folk. Afterwards, at eleven, he would go
to “ Paul’s Walke,” inside the great city Cathedral,

a place fitly summarised as " the meeting place of
friends, the resort of poets, actors, gallants, traders

and cheats; a club, a promenade, a sanctuary, a
mart. There can you see your tailor, chat with
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your friends, hear the latest news about Drake, and
dodge your creditors.” Thus did a contemporary,
John Earle, describe it s “A heape of stones and
men, with a vast confusion of Languages, and, were
the Steeple not sanctified, nothmg liker Babel.
The noyse in it is hke that of Bees, a strange hum-
ming or buzzie,—^mixt of walking, tongues and
feet : it is a kind of still roare or loud whisper. It

is the great Exchange of all discourse, and no busi-

ness whatsoever but is here stirring and afoot.”

From St. Paul’s, back for the midday dinner,

along the anstooratio Strand, and by the big shops
of King Street, Westminster, with the cry of “ What
d’ye lack, gentles, what d’ye lack ? ” in your ears.

Itinerant hawkers throng the roadway, ready to

oblige with anything, from lace to apples After

another big meal with more ale and meat, the
drama, at three o’clock, may well serve to while

away the afternoon.

V^ait was the th^to^^feg ?

TESe”iarly'”tEeatres were primitive concerns,

large wooden sheds, partly thatched with rushes.

"aT'fijgstafi on the roof, and surrounded by a^fPSHChr

They clustered round the swampy groundTIBeside

the Thames, and gave rise to a good deal of vexa-
tion to quiet citizens in the neighbourhood. For
around these playhouses in the afternoons the
narrow, tortuous streets were so crowded by a noisy,

frivolous concourse that “ business suffered in the
shops, processions and funerals were obstructed,

and perpetual causes of complaint arose.”

Despite objections by the residents, and bitter

criticism by the Puritans, now beginning to be a

force in the social life, theatres multiplied rapidly,

and we gather from the H'latrio-Mastix of Prynne
that in 1633 there were nineteen peimai^nt theatres

sufficiently^ indicates the intense interest taken^liT
the dra^^
"“"

Tlhe <M^noe between the -private and public
th^trea did not lie, as might be ima.^ed. in the
fact that admission was by invitation in the one,

by payment in the other, but in the construction.

The -private theatres were designed on the model

of the „ Guild^Hall^ ; the public theatres on those
of the Inn Yard, Tlie'"private theatres were the
moreTuxuflou5,''Semg fully rooieiLand seated. ICn

torium, as in Ancient Greece, was open to the sky.

only, the-stage being roofed. Thus the pleasure of

sight-seeing was of a doubtful kind in bad weather.

Close to the Globe Theatre was the famous Bear
Garden, and the propinquity of the illustrious hear-

seekers was sufiBlciently evident to the noses of the
audience.

There were no tickets^ A penny (about five-

penoe In our monevY adiStted to standing room in

the yard. Rich spectators watched
ance from boxes on each side of the stage, paying
about twelve shillings in modem reckoning for the
privilege of a seat. In the upper proscenium box
were the orchestra of “ The Globe,” the largest in

London, composed .of, ten' pertomeSTwith drum
_tiLumpets for the martial . stoaneg, oboes and

^utes to suggest sentimental passages.

'T?he fashionable part of the house was on the
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stage itself. There sat the Royal patrons of the

theatre, Essex and Southampton, with their

friends. Failing seats, these gentlemen sprawled

upon the rush-strewn boards, over which they

spread their rich cloaks. Here also sat the dra-

matic poets of the time, to whom were accorded a
free pass. Most important of aU to us were the

shorthand writers, commissioned by piratical

booksellers, who took down the dialogue, under

pretence of criticising it, and thus preserved for

posterity many plays that otherwise would have

been lost.

If we complain to-day of Society people who
chatter in the stalls and boxes and annoy the

players, what would have been thought of the

ceaseless hum of conversation between the fashion-

ables on the stage, interspersed with calls for drinks

and lights for their pipes ? For smoking went on,

as in our music halls, throughout the performance.

No very strenuous objection, however, seems to

have been raised either by the actors or the audi-

ence. They accepted the interruption just as they

accepted the primitive scenery, as in no way dis-

turbing the theatrical illusion.

Certainly a great deal was left to the imagination

of the spectator, which was not so disastrous a

thing as many may think in an age when scarcely

anything is left to the imagination.

A trumpet blast started the performance. Then
came the Prologu^ spoken bv an actor in a long

t)lao£^oat. The giving ot a tragedy was signalised

Fy lirapmg the stage with black j for a comedy,
blue hangings were substituted. A placard hung
upon one of the stage doors bore the legend of

Venice or Verona, as the case might be ; no other

indication was there of the mise-en-scene. In the

the battle scenes an entire army scurried in and out

through a single door. One can understand the

apology of the Prologue in Henry V

:

“
. , . Pardon, gentles all.

The flat unraised spirits that have dared
On this unworthy scaffold to bring forth
So great an object : can this cockpit hold
The vasty fields of Franc© ? or may we cram
Within this wooden 0 the very casques
That did affright the air at Agmcourt ?

”

To keep up the spirits of the audience (occasion-

aliy damped by unfowarSTitbrins ofl*ain), there

was a jester to dance between the acts.

No women ever appeared on the stage, .and very
few"att^ded thFtEeatre' at IlIL If'was far too
rough a place. The Queen summoned the players
to Court on special festivals—Twelfth Night, and so
on ; and Shakespeare’s Company often gave a
“ Command performance. Hence in some of the
plays, notably A Midsummer Night^s Dream and
The Merchant of Venice, flattering allusions are
made for the benefit of the Queen.

After the performance, if you came on horse-

back, you looked out for your boy (there is a tradi-

tion that Shakespeare once took charge of the
horses), then mounted your steed and clattered

homeward, taking perhaps on the way one of the
many taverns. The tavern played an important
part in the life of the day. “ It is,” says a contem-
porary, " the busie man’s recreation, the idle man’s

business, the melancholy man’s sanctuary, the
stranger’s welcome, the Innes a Court man’s
entertainment, the scholar’s kindliness and the
citizen’s curtesie. It is the studie of sparkling wits

and a cup of Canary their booke where we leave

them.”
The concourse at “ The Mermaid ” had been

largely brought together by Sir Walter Raleigh.

The kindred souls who met there constituted a kind
of Club in days when Clubland was not thought of.

Truly a noble gallery, that included Shakespeare,

Jonson, Beaumont, Fletcher, Seldon, Carew, Donne,
and many others of note. No more convivial

spirit amongst them than Jonson, whose “ par-

ticular vanity ” was “ a pure cup of rich canary
wine,” of which he says, “ we will sup free but
moderately.” A pious aspiration which at tunes,

perhaps, remained merely a pious aspiration.

Fuller’s description of the two great poets is well

known, but it bears repetition :
“ Many were the

wit combats between him (Shakespeare) and Ben
Jonson, which two I behold like a Spanish great

galleon, and an English man of war. Master
Jonson (like the former) was built far higher in

learning ;
solid but slow in her performances.

Shakesx^eare, with the English man of war, lesser

in bulk but lighter in sailing, could turn with ail

tides, tack about and take advantage of all winds,

by the quickness of his wit and invention.”

Yes ; this quickness, the quality which enabled

him to paint so supremely the many-sided life of

his age.

In this age. Society could be divided broadly

into two main divisions—the Gentry and the Citi-

zens. Country squires came up at certain seasons

when suits were heard at Westminster, to get their

disputes settled, and sometimes spent what was
intended for legal business on the pleasures of the

town. Jonson suggests rules for making a town
gallant out of a country clown

:

“ ’Twer© good you turned four or five acres of your
best land into two or three trunks of apparel—^you may
do it without going to a conjuror , . , learn to play at

primero and passage, and even (when you lose) have
two or three peculiar oaths to swear by that no man
else swears ; . . . when you com© to play be humorous,
look with a good starched tace, and ruffle your brow
Lke a new boot, laugh at nothing but your own jests,

or els© as the noblemen laugh . . . and even when you
are to dme or sup m any strange presence, hire a iollow

with a great chain (though it be copper its no matter),

to bring your letters feigned from such a nobleman, oi

such a knight, or such alady.”

Bob Sawyer would have rejoiced at the last

suggestioa ; it is worthy to rank with his Church
strategy.

After that it may be dark. If on horseback you
may get home safely, but if on foot, the wise man
takes a link-boy to light him home ; and arms
himself with one of those ash-tree cudgels, in which
sturdy Dr. Johnson placed such confidence as a
protection against injuries.

What about country life in these times 1

The initial thing that strikes us is the unsanitary
condition of the country towns. Brick and stone

were gradually coming into use ; but wooden
houses abounded, with windows of horn (glass was
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a iuxiiry) and lattice-work. The streets were for

the most part narrow^ tortuous, and full of refuse.

It was hard to go a dozen paces without falling over
a pig ; while there seemed to be mass meetings
of poultry at every turn. It was considered quite
“ Progressive when some of the corporations for-

bade live stock in the streets without attendants.

Every pig must have a keeper.

Leaden pipes for water were not invented till

1538, the water supply coming from wells and run-

ning along the streets in open conduits or wooden
pipes to the market cross or public fountain.

The villages were built higgledy-piggledy aroimd
jgJ]glarge green, with its Maypole" and open pool,

and contrasted significantly with the snug, trim
estates of the country squires, with comfortable,
well-arranged gardens, and picturesque, timbered
houses.

The village churches, with their well-kept grave-
yards, made a good second so far as orderly ap-
pearance went, and they abounded in picturesque
monuments to eminent crusaders and local worthies.

The heavy handle of the church door—still a feature

of old Norman churches—^was for the benefit of

fugitive criminals. The wrong-doer could cling to
this door till it be opened, an^ obtain sanctuary for

forty days, with leave to embark for some foreign

country in case of murder.
The high roads, the pride and glory of Roman

Britain, were in a grievous state. They were
supposed to be maintained at the expense of the
Crown. But the Crown, as a rule, found other
more congenial means of spending money. This
gave point to Gratiano’s sarcastic joke, in The
Merchant of Venice :

** Why this is hke the mending of highways in Summer,
When the roads are fair enough.”

«

The age was emphatically an unscientific one,

and its crudely superstitious character is refiected

in the literature of the time. Nor was this primi-

tive imagining peculiar to the common people,

though with them of course it was most manifest.

The great Lord Bacon could refer to Copernicus as

a “man who thinks nothing of introducmg fiction

of any kind into nature, provided his calculations

turn out well.” And he so far shared in the pre-

valent belief in charms that he maintained that

precious stones “ may work by consent upon the

^irits of men to comfort and exliilarate them.”
The medicine man of the day was no whit more

satisfactory than Chaucer’s Doctor of Physic.

Should you wish to be bled, there was the barber-

surgeon, for bleeding and teeth drawing. Should
you desire a medicine, the apothecary could be
consulted. But this gentleman “ in tattered

weeds with overwhelming brows ” had little to offer

besides love philtres and charms. Should you
wish to send an inconvenient acquaintance hastily

to the “ bourne from which no traveller returns,”

you might rely upon him with a measure of

confidence ; but if you were merely anxious to
postpone your own visit there, the apothecary’s
treatment was less satisfactory.

A special magic of healing attached to the dead
a draught of spring water from the skuU of a mur«
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dered man
;

pills compounded from the skull of a
man that had been hanged ; the touch of a dead
man’s hand— all of these much virtue was sup-
posed to lie.

There were two famous physicians of Shake-
speare’s time. Dr. Andrew Boorde and Dr. Dee.
Dr. Boorde insisted on the therapeutic value of

washmg your face only once a week, and wiping it

with a scarlet cloth. Dr. Dee, the Mortlake astro-

loger, consulted the stars as to the best date for
Elizabeth’s coronation. She retained him always
as her special physician, and made him ChanceUoi
of St. Paul’s. Like many of his age, he was an
alchemist, and declared that his intercourse with
“ good ” spirits in visions had shown him how to

transmute gold from baser metals.

Here, in matters that the science of to-day has
made clear and orderly for us, we see the Eliza-

bethan mind at its worst. "We see the futilities of

the riotous fancy, not the riches. In its imaginative
hterature we see the riches. The Renascence of

classical learning, the stimulus of maritime dis-

covery, the moral problems raised by the Reforma-
tion, above all the physical zest for life—and the
oneness of beauty and truth ; all these influences

now bearing upon the social and intellectual life of

the day.

Men realised for the first time, the richness and
melody of their native tongue. The pageantry of

words succeeds the pageantry of the streets. Men
gloried in the beauty of language and became word-
intoxicated.

Yes, it was an age pre-eminently when England
realised

“ The world

—

The beauty and the wonder and the power.
The shapes of things, their colours, fights, and shade?.
Changes, surprises. , . .”

The psychological legacy of the Renascence and
Reformation movement was twofold : a splendid

access of self-confidence, and an irrepressible faculty

for self-expression whether in action or in literature.

Man believed in himself, trusted in his powers, dared
the Fates as he had never done before. In Shake-
speare’s time just as in Chaucer’s, the gay and jocund
crowds stand out against the dark, mysterious back-

ground of the Unknown. Chaucer’s “ privy thief ”

called Death remains yet a gaunt, sinister figure.

But in Shakespeare’s day there is one difference.

The helplessness of man in the hands of the inscrut-

able Fates which was strongly and constantly pre-

sent to the mediaeval mind, carries no longer the

same appeal. Chaucer faced the tragic issues of

life with a kind of stoical reticence, as if to say,
“ The less said of these things the better. Accept
them we must, we can’t help ourselves, why dwell

on them ? ” This was not the way of Shakespeare,

he faced them boldly, and although he had too

tenacious a grasp of the concrete facts of life to cry
“ Peace ” where therewas no peace, yet throughout
his plays there breathes a sturdy self-reliance and
sense of human responsibility.

“ Men at some time are masters of their fates

,

The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars.

But in ourselves, that we are underlings.”^

1 Julivs Caesar*

5
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“ Our remedies oft in ourselves do Ue,
Which we ascribe to heaven.’* ^

Self-reliance, 1 have said, was a characteristic of

the age. Self-eaqpression was another.

Just as a man rehed on himself; believed in his

own powers, and buoyed with hope, thought no
enterprise too perilous to attempt; so did the

Elizabethan give amplest expression to passion

and instinct.

After the self-repression and austerity of the

Middle Ages, they exulted in their new-foimd free-

dom, like men let out of the Old Bastille.

In literature and life alike, they were impatient of

rule and convention, oaring only to give expression

to their own special characteristics. To be Afferent
from your neighbour ; to borrow whatever style in

dress or in letters seemed best to suit your dispo-

sition. That was the aim. Naturally this led to

some excess.

But the wheat and tares grow together, and
happily the wheat has more vitality than the tares.

Alongside of the coarseness, the violence, the
brutality, may be found splendid endurance, ex-

alted passion, and a broad and tolerant humanity.
The people who loved the crude delights of the cock-
fight and the bear garden, delight none the less in
the self-questioning of a Hamlet and the senti-

mental refinements of a Faerie Queene.
It was an age of intense curiosity, and exuberant

joy of life.

The aggrandisement of wealth, the discovery of
other worlds, the acquisition of knowledge ; these
matters which our more prosaic age seeks after

with cooler calculation, and more scientific precision,

were sought after by the Elizabethans in the eager,

idealising, adventurous spirit of youth. Life was
a glorious adventure ; and knowledge itself a fan-

tastic game. “ Men are fools that wish to die ”

—

that was the burden of Elizabethan song. To suck
the marrow out of life ; to find out all that was
worth knowing ; to realise all that was worth the
feeling such was the ideal of Shakespeare’s age.

SHAKESPEARE : His Life—His Work—Nature of the Shakepeareaix Drama—In relation to modem
life and thought—The Plays of doubtful authorship—Shakespeare in his Plays,

SHAKESPEARE

His Life

" These plays have had their trial and stood out all

appeals.” “ The applause, delight, and wonder of

our stage.” These remarks were written in his life-

time by his brother playwrights. Their comments
were not all so dulcet and flattering, yet even the,

perhaps pardonable, envy of Greene testified to the

power of this new dramatic force.

Queen Elizabeth had been reigning nearly six

years when William Shakespeare was born, and of

no literary genius whose work is universal in its

appeal, is so little definitely known as a man and
private citizen.

We move in an atmosphere of guesswork, illu-

mined by a few occasional flashes of history. Out
of these legends and rumours a fair-seeming and
probable story has been constructed, and to avoid
the irrita!ting iteration of “ perhaps,” and “ pos-

.
sibly,” ' the account of Shakespeare’s life has been

I giv^ in simple straightforward fashion. But much
' of^is only conjecture.
^^*-*^ohn Shakespeare, his father^ was the

Shakespeare, a small famer living in

The son
J'ohn was described as a glover "&r a lawsuit in the ''

_year 165BrTCrhides;‘i30Tn7-and generahagriculfural

"

products were also includ-'d in his appa"cri:lv muhi- ~
farious busiiuiss conrjociions. ITo mnrri''cl Mary
Arden in 1557, whose people were also farmers but
in a better position than her husband’s kinsfolk.

Some small landed property was inherited through
Mary Arden. There were born to John and Mary,
four sons and two daughters ; Joan in 1558 and
Margret in 1562—^both d3ring in infancy. The
third child was William Shakespeare. His father’s
affairs for the first thirteen years of William’s life

^ Airs Well that Ends Well,

were in a prosperous condition, for during that time
John Shakespeare was elected an alderman (1565),
and threeyears later hewas mayor or bailiff. Dimin-
ishing business in 1577, when he was still an aider-

man, necessitated him paying only half his rate-
three shillings and fourpence, instead of six shillings

and eightpence, our police rate, in those days called

“pike and bill rate,” and in the next year, through
business losses, he was obliged to mortgage some
of his property. It was then that William Shake-
speare was removed from school and an attempt was
made to initiate him in the business of buying and
selling the goods his father was concerned in. At
the age of eighteen he was pressed, it is believed,

into a hasty marriage with Anne Hathaway, by her
friends. She was a daughter of Richard Hathaway,
who farmed in the close-lying village of Shottery.

Anne at the time of their marriage was eight years
older than her boy-husband. The date of the mar-
riage contract is November 28, 1582, and in the fol-

lowing May a daughter was born, whom they named
Susanna. Twins followed, and were baptized
(Hamnet and Judith) on the 2nd February 1595,
taking their names probably from Hamnet and
Judith Sadler, who were friends and neighbours of

Shakespeare. It is recorded that thirty-six shillings

and eightpence was left by Hamnet Sadler, at his

death, to Shakespeare, to buy a ring. There is no
evidence to show how Shakespeare was supporting
his growing family. His father’s position had been
steadily going down, and his family had increased to
five. In 1585, having no goods to distrain on, he
was arrested. William Shakespeare could have had
no assistance from his father. A tradition referring

to this period assumes that a short time before 1586,
Shakespeare lived the life of a schoolmaster in a
village near Stratford. A more likely tale tells us
of an escapade in Sir Thomas Lucy’s Park, Charle-
cote. The story goes that a deer was stolen ; Sir

Thomas ordered Shakespeare to be whipped and
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Imprisoned. I£ this be so, we may accept the state-

ment that Shakespeare revenged himself by carica-

turing Sir Thomas Lucy in presenting him as Justice

Shallow in The Merry Wives of Windsor, and in the
Second Part of Henry IF.

Shakespeare had been married four years when
he made up his mind he would leave his native town
and try his fortune in the great City. He had seen

the players at Stratford, and instinct must have led

him to seek them out when he arrived in London.
Bidding good-bye to his wife and three children,

he started his long walk to the capital, calling at

Oxford on the way. London continued to be his

home until the year 1609. Six years of hard work
had to pass before he seemed to have made much
headway, and in those six years, the most obscure
in his whole career, there is a legend of him tending
visitors* horses outside the playhouse. However
that may be, his abilities soon brought him into

notice, and he then became a member of one of the
best acting companies. These performances doubt-
less took place in the first theatre known in England.
This house was known as The Theatre, and was
situated in Shoreditch. Later they moved to the
Rose, a playhouse on the Bankside, Southwark, built

in 1592. Before his connection with the Globe
Theatre, Shakespeare had acted and written plays
for a theatre in Newington Butts ( 1594),The Curtain
and The Theatre in Southwark. The famous Globe
Theatre—“ The Wooden O ”—^was the scene of
Shakespeare’s greatest successes. With this theatre
and the Blackfriars’ Theatre, Shakespeare identified

himself until the end of his professional hfe. It is

conjectured he never left England. Occasional
tours in the provinces formed the extent of his

travelhng. Other companies of English actors are
known to have toured on the Continent, but there
is no evidence that he did so. It is a pity that we
have no reliable record of the characters Shake-
speare portrayed ; though report assigns the Ghost
in Hamlet, and Adam in As You Like It, to their

creator.

In 1594 we hear of him acting with William,
Kemn^and Richard Burbage, gie two leading aotn^g^

^ their time, before Queen ]BEza1beth at Greenwich
Palace. The Lord Chamberlain paid them for their

services £13, 65. 8d. The Queen, wishing to express
her delight with the performances, in an -unusually

expansive mood added a further sum of £6, 135. 4d.

The two amounts would equal in our currency the
sum of £160, Lovers Labour's Lost and The Comedy
of Errors were probably the plays thus favoured,
these two plays being the most popular at the Court.

During the remaining nine years of Elizabeth’s life,

many performances were given at her palaces.

When the Earl of Southampton was sentenced to
imprisonment for life as a punishment for his asso-

ciation -with the Earl of Essex in a rebellion (1601),

Shakespeare, fortunately, had little need of his

always generous patron. He was now at the height
of his dramatic career, and in a position to help
many of his younger struggling contemporaries,
whom he was wont to meet in Bread Street, at the
famous Mermaid Tavern. Playwriting and other
literary work probably brought him in three hun-
dred pounds a year. This, with his salary as an
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actor, would give him an income of over one thou-
sand pounds a year, without adding his share in

the profits of the Globe Theatre, and after, at the
Blackfriars* Theatre. At the same time he did not
forget his native town. He made efforts to raise

the family name and fortune ; discharging parental
debts, at the same time also making himself re-

sponsible for their future. In 1599 the College of

Heralds gave them their grant of arms. Earlier

than this he had purchased the largest house in

Stratford, called New Place. After Queen Eliza-

beth’s death Q603>^ Shakespeare’s successes con-
tinued, and under the reign of James the First, his

popularity became even greater. No great Court
festivities were complete without Shakespeare and
his company, and there was a constant demand
for the great writer’s plays.

At, what we account, the early age of fifty-two,

Shakespeare’s health began to fail. His home was
now in Stratford, and thither came Ben Jonson
and Michael Drayton to cheer their friend. But
perhaps these “ merry meetings ” proved too merry
for an indifferent constitution. It is certain that
Shakespeare contracted a fever which hastened his

death. On Tuesday, April 23, 1616, he died. His
burial, two days afterwards, took place inside Strat-

ford church.
In a sonnet by William Basse, after commenting

on the fact of Shakespeare not being buried in

Westminster Abbey, he exclaims

:

“ ITnder this carved marble of thine own,
Sleep, brave tragedian, Shakespeare, sleep alone.**

At Shakespeare’s death, his wife and two daugh-
ters were living. Judith, the younger, married
Thomas Quiney, a son of a neighbour, only two
months before her father’s death. John Hall, a
physician, had married Susanna in 1608, and her
tombstone inscription gives the opinion that she
had inherited some of her father’s wisdom and wit.

This daughter became possessor of New Place and
most of her father’s property. To Judith a silver

and gilt bowl, also a tenement in Chapel Lane (in

remainder to the elder daughter) and £300. To his

wife, “his second best bed and its furniture.”

Three of his friends, who were fellow-actors, received

265. 8d. to buy memorial rings. Sic transit gloria

mundi.

His Woke
The period of Shakespeare’s literary activity

extends over twenty-four years (1588-1612), and
this may be broken up into four sub-periods.

The First Period (1588-94). Here historical

plays predominate. He continues the .work' bf
Marlowe, and essays to mirror the broad national
features of Plantagenet life. The one tragedy,
Romeo and Jvl%et (1692), is essentially a young man’s
tragedy, strong in lyric beauty though lacking the
grandeur and breadth of the later tragedies ; while

The Merchant of Venice (1594), though in form a
comedy, is in a sombre framework of tragic irony,

relieved by a golden thread of romance.
For the rest, he writes in buoyant ^irit-s a

social extravaganza. Love's Labour's Lost (1591);
a rollicking farce, The Comedy of Errors (1592) ; a
sentimental romance, Two Gentlemen of Verom
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(1591) ; and a fantastic romance, A Midsummer
NigMs Dream (1594-5).

Marlowe probably had a share in the Henry VI
plays ; he frankly inspired Richard III and Richard
II ; King John being the first of the historical plays

which shows an emergence from the dommation of

Marlowe.
To this period belongs also his earlier verse.

The Early Poetry

While Shakespeare was winning his first successes

as a dramatist (1591-4), he appeared suddenly

before the pubhc in a fresh capacity. To his patron,

the handsome, gallant Earl of Southampton (Henry
Wriothesley), he dedicates the “ first heire of my
invention ”

—

Venus and Adonis, It has all the pre-

cocity of youth, and is written in an exuberant,

unrestrained vein, different from the disciplined

power and passion that he so soon attained.

It may well be, that he imagined this literary

“ wild oat ” would interest a man of Southampton’s
pleasure-loving taste, and was anxious to gratify

so infl.uential a man. Burdened as the poem is with

the excessive heats of youth and an over-luxuriant

fancy, there are the insignia of sweet and melodious

poetry about it. When, moreover, in conjunction

with this we take the nobler poem Tarquin and
Lucrece, with its finer restraint and more exalted

imagery, none could deny the incursion into litera-

ture of a fresh and original force.

Luorece,” declared Michael Drayton, “ was
revived to live another age,” and the reference to

Colin Clout, to one “ full of high thoughts and in-

vention,” was probably intended for Shakespeare.

The Sbcond Period {1694r-1600). Shakespeare
has now found himself. There are three historical

plays here, finer in quality than those precedmg,
the two plays of Henry IV (1597) and Henry V
(1598). Henry V is the more showy, and has been
wen described as a “ National Anthem in five acts ”

;

but the Henry IV plays are far richer in humour
and psychological power. Of the comedies. The
Taming of the Shrew (1595) and The Merry Wives
of Windsor (1598) are cast in the early farcical vein,

though the handling is easier and stronger ; Much
Ado about Nothing (1599) is on a higher plane of

wit ; while in As You Like It (1600) and Twelfth
Night (1600) humour and romance blend in perfect
proportion.

Meanwhile, in 1594, a fresh essay in poetry is

signalised.

The Sonnets

The majority of the sonnets were written pro-
bably in 1594, when Shakespeare had gained the
patronage of the Earl of Southampton. The popu-
larity of the sonnet was then at its height, and
already we have seen what men like Daniel and
Drayton, Spenser and Sidney made of it. The form
he chose was not the Italian form, and consisted
of three decasyllabic quatrains, each rh3nning alter-
nately, and rhyming couplet to conclude. Although
unequal in power and beauty, they show a far
Elaturer touch than that displayed in the ^lendid
though undisciplined Venus and Adonis, and Tar-
guin and Lucrece* How far they express personal

experience and voice the emotions of the man
rather than the fancy of, the artist, it is impossible
for us to detoimine. ,

Among the commentators will always be two
rival schools ; the one claiming that here “ Shake-
speare unlocked his heart ”

; the other denying
that the Sonnets were more than literary exercises.

At a first reading the unprejudiced, and one may
add unsophisticated reader would imagine certainly
that he was listening to some intimate person^
confession, and that no flash of real emotion, no
gleam of memory lights up these verses, is highly
improbable. At the same time we have to re-

member that love-sickness with all its reproaches,
its plaints and its entreaties, was one of the literary

conventions of the age. The poet of the time
might take some incident in his own career or in
that of some contemporary, and concentrate his

literary fancies upon that. Sidney did this in his

Sonnet cycle, and Shakespeare often illustrates,

from contemporary hfe, some aspect of his dramas.
But these are merely spring-boards for the poet’s

imagination to leap from into the Unknown. There
is no need to regard them as autobiographical

confessions.

In fact Sidney himself frankly referred to thosf

who
“ ... do dictionarys method bring
Into their rhymes running in rattling rows

—

. . . that poor Petrarch’s long^ deceased woes
With new-born sighs and demised wit do sing.”

On the other hand, just as Shakespeare borrowed
with royal and genial unconcern, a plot or a char-

acter that might strike his fancy (though rarely

without glorifying it), so here the student may find

palpable par^lels between many Shakespearean
conceits and those that deck the verse of Daniel
and Drayton. As many of Drayton’s sonnets were
written and available before the date assigned to
Shakespeare’s, it is not unreasonable to regard the

greater man as the borrower here. He is saturated,

moreover, with the stock illustrations of Renas-
cence poetry in the description of the seasons or of

a lover’s emotion, and though he gave to these

ingenious turns and charming touches of his own,
he is obviously indebted to the many English dis-

ciples of such masters as Petrarch and Ronsard.
But if not affording necessarily a clue to his heart,

these sonnets afford, as all genuine literary work
does, a clue to his personality and temperament,
while there are occasional touches of autobiography
that no reasonable critic could confute.

Roughly speaking, the impression we have of

Shakespeare the Man from the plays is confirmed
by the Sonnets. Making all allowance for the

dramatic mask that enables the writer to identify

himself sympathetically with a particular emotion,
wo find it quite poas;iblo to detach certain vital

chnracLC'vhiio? That showed us a man of an eager,

sensitive nature—one intensely alive to the pleasure

of the senses, and to the beauty of the physical

world.

The most vivid impression of the man derived

from his wealth of dramatic imagination, is the in-

sistent sanity of outlook. This is less apparent in

the Sonnets, not merely because they cover only his
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earlier years, but because probably some love affair

had troubled him, because also he was begirming to

find out something of the tricks of friendship and
comradeship, in the Court circle to which he was a
new comer. There is a lack of emotional balance at

times in the Sonnets, whatever allowances may be
made for literary convention. And into all the

conventional sighs and tears of love, that are the

common stock of every contemporary sonneteer,

there is suddenly projected a story of intrigue very
different in colour and complexion.

Sonnet cxhv starts the tale ;
“ Two loves I have

of comfort and despair,” and we hear of a man and
a woman both of whom the poet had loved dearly.

The man had been his dear friend, but the woman
suddenly becoming enamoured of him, had drawn
him from his allegiance to the poet. Shakespeare
makes every allowance for the man ; his youth and
attraction and inexperience. He feels more bitterly

towards the woman. She, he feels, had turned
from him towards his friend in sheer wantonness of

spirit. But he yields up his mistress rather than
lose the comradeship of his friend.

It is possible that the young and brilliant friend

is Southampton, his patron ; and without assigning

any paltry prudential motive to Shakespeare for

surrendering his love so readily, we can understand
the feeling of the young dramatist, who feels he is

no match in bearing and accomplishment for the

Earl.

The young poet is responsive to the aesthetic

influences at Court, his dawning genius has at-

tracted the attention of the cultured and witty
circle that revolves round the Queen. Shake-
speare, with all his fastidious sensibilities aroused

—

for had he not always been an alien to the coarse

minds of his own class no less than to the ignorance

and crudeness of the mob?-—finds himself for the first

time amid surroundings that appeal irresistibly to

his sense of beauty and refinement, no less than to

his literary ambitions. The brilliant young nobleman
has taken note of him, and Shakespeare is trans-

ported into a heaven of delight. To find a patron
is the ambition of every contemporary man of

letters, and we need not construe the rapturous
compliments of Shakespeare to Southampton, as

the fulsome flattery of a snobbish spirit.

In any case—for the reproach of snobbishness

hurled against the dramatist may be disregarded

for the moment—^there is no reason to doubt the
sincerity of his attachment, and it is easy to under-
stand how that a temporary lack of balance may
have arisen in the poet’s mind. The surroundings
are all so new ; every cultured courtier who greets

him with a friendly word, is a Solon ; every pretty,

soft-eyed woman who coquettes in the fashion of

the day with the new comer, is an angel of light.

One of them—^it may be that the “ black-eyed
wanton ” beauty, Mary Fitton, is the woman in

question—stakes a fancy to him which he in his in-

experience construes as love. Upon her he empties
all the passionate devotion of his nature, to find out
later something of the capriciousness of the sex.

He realises he has been fooled ; sees also that it is

madness for him to compete with such men as

Southampton, The patron is not to blame ; the
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poet is anxious to find every excuse for him. The
woman has deliberately entangled him. What
could he do ? He realises her fascination and
cannot blame his friend. The woman he has lost

;

but he will not forego the friendship of his brilliant

rival.

Other than love matters rouse his jealousy ; and
these also he meets in the same spirit. His friend
is interested in other writers. Instinctively he
resents the interest, fearing perhaps he may be
passed on one side. Yet he strives hard, and not
imsuocessfully, to argue down this natural resent-
ment, and does full justice to their work ; compar-
ing one as a worthier pen, and comparing him to a
vessel of “ tail building and goodly pride.’*

Who these rival poets are and who the woman,
there is insuffioient data to determine. Various
have been the conjectures ; but where evidence is

so slender, it seems superfluous here to enter into
battle with the myriads of Shakespeare’s commen-
tators on the point. What does seem established,

and what after all matters most, is the fact that
these intrigues are genuine personal experiences
woven into a fabric, that abounds in the fictitious

agonies and loves of every aspiring poet.

One other point of psychological interest re«

mains.

Throughout Shakespeare’s plays there is a

curious emphasis upon a special physical type,

black-eyed and pale-faced. Such is always the
type of inconstancy and depravity. Romeo is

stabbed by ** a white wench’s black eye **
; Biron

is infatuated by “ a whitely wanton with a velvet

brow.” Becalling these allusions by the light of

the fickle “ dark ladie ” of the Sonnets, it is not un-
reasonable to imagine that here we have memories
of this capricious love that serve the dramatist in

his studies. Dramatic imagination may do much,
but the astounding creation of Cleopatra, with her
“ infinite variety ” of moods, her stormy sensuality,

yet compelhng power, becomes only explicable if

we see in it a bitter experience of the man trans-

formed by poetic genius and dramatic splendoul
into an imperishable picture—“ Wretched men ”

are “ cradled into poetry ” by wrong and learn
in suffermg what they teach in song.”

The Third Period (1600-1608). In the third

period Tragedy predominates, and w© reach iiere

the culminating point of Shakespeare’s power as a
dramatist. The romances of the period, AlVa WeU
that Ends Well (1695), Measv/re for Measure (160<t),

and Troilus and Cressida (1603), are essentially

tragedies set in a key of forced comedy ; they are

rich in poetry, but leave a confused and unpleasant
impression upon the mind.
Incomparably greater are the tragedies. Start-

ing in grave measured style with Julius Ccesar

(1601), he rises to greater heights of drama and
reflective poetry in Hamlet (1602) ; while in Othello

(1604), King Lear (1605), and Macbeth (1606)

—

that superb trilogy of plays—imaginative subtlety
and passionate intensity make of these dramas the
most superb and compelling in our literature.

The Fourth Period (1608-12). The last period
opens with Tragedy ; Antony and Cleopatra (1608),
with weai?:6r dramatic grip than its immediate
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predecessors, but fully as ripe in the strength of

its characterisation. Coriolanus (1609), Timon of

Athens (1608), Henry VIII (1612), and Pericles (1608)

are only fitfully great, the three latter, perhaps only

Shakespearean in part ; but when in the eventide

of his career he turned again to his first love, Ro-
mance, we get Cymbeline (1610), Th^ Tempest (1611),

and The Tale (1611).

The tragic period has left behind it a legacy of

spiritual power and imaginative subtlety that make
the last works of the ^amatist a fittmg psaan of

farewell.

Nature of the Shakespearean Drama

In Shakespearean drama almost every phase of

the life of the age is mirrored, from the particular

craze and fashion of the moment to the broad,

general characteristics of the national life.

Shakespeare was fully alive to the necessity of

dealing with familiar themes. Much of the topic-

ality we miss to-day, for its interest was a transient

one, and Shakespeare’s fame does not depend on it

;

but for an intimate understanding of the dramatist,

we must take this element into consideration.

Travelling was the rage of the day, and Italy the

goal of those finishing their education. Rosalind

makes fun of Jaques :
“ Wear strange suits, dis-

able all the benefits of your own. country ; be out of

love with your nativity ; or I will scarce think you
have swam in a gondola !

”

Thus Lovers Labour''s Lost (1691) was in its in-

cepkon a social satire dealmg with the fashions and
fads of the day. Euphuism ^ and extravagance in

dress are derided with as much topicality of allu-

sion as a play of Mr. Bernard Shaw’s would show
to-day. The Elizabethan pedant figures amusingly
in Holofernes, who has been “ at a great feast

of languages and stolen the scraps.” Hotspur’s

speeches abound in reference to current fashions

—

e.gf. he speaks of velvet guards on the dress of

fashionable city ladies, and there are many refer-

ences in the plays to favourite games and sports

—

e.<7. the mention of tennis in Henry F.

The historical plays are admirably true to life,

but to Elizabethan rather than to Plantagenet life.

Eastcheap, the haunts of Prince Hal and Ealstafi,

abounds in taverns in Shakespeare’s day. There
was no “ Boar’s Head ” in the time of Henry IV.
The Merry Wives depicts accurately middle-class

provincial life, and the fashions in dress for men
and women are commented on and described in

The Merchant of Venice^ A Midsummer NighPs
Dream, and Richard II*

And just as he deals with ephemeral fads and
crazes and some passing event, so does he deal on a
much larger scale with the broad phases of Eliza-

bethan national life. The dull-witted country
constable is held up for ridicule in Lovers Labour^s
Lost and Much Adk> dbovJt Nothing, The elaborate
ritual of Court life is depicted in A Midsummer
NighPs Dream and Antony and Cleopatra; its

trickeries and pretentiousness in Hamlet, Timon of
Athens, and Cymbeline.

literature of the time exhales this belief to a re«

markable extent. Preaching to Elizabeth in 1688,
Bishop Jewel appealed to her to take extreme
measures against witches and wizards.
^ It was in vain that Reginald Scott, in 1584, tried

to stem the tide of current opinion in his Disco*
verie of Witchcrafts : men and women, particularly

women, had only to evince some eccentricity of
manner to be accounted guilty of witchcraft and
forthwith to be burned. How far Shakespeare him-
self believed in these influences we do not know

;

what we do know is the impressive dramatic use he
made of the spirit world in Hanlet and Macbeth :

the apparition at Elsinore, the witches on the deso-
late heath, the ghostly visitor at the banquet. The
last instance, where the vision (unlike the two
others) is plainly subjective, not being perceived
by Lady Macbeth or the other guests, tends to show
that Shakespeare well appreciated the “ tricks

”

played by “ strong imagination.” But in other
' cases he frankly voices the popular belief in sorcery
and witchcraft. Joan of Arc is depicted as a witch
in Henry VI. Hamlet asks the Ghost

:

“ Be thou a spirit of health or goblin damn’d.
Bring with thee airs from heaven or blasts from hell ?

”

We hear of portents before the death of Julius

Osesar

:

“ Ghosts did shriek and squeal about the street !

”

-J The disgusting potions supposed to be brewed by
witches, and possessing magical qualities, are par-

ticularised by Shakespeare in the scenes with the
witches, v-/

We look upon A Midsummer Night’s Dream and
The Tempest merely as charming fantasies

; but the
fairy world in the Wood near Athens, the Spirits

that obey the behest of Prospero, were as real to

many of Shakespeare’s audience as Helena and
Lysander, Miranda and Ferdinand. And I feel sure

that it was not Prospero the philosophic recluse,

but Prospero the magician, who appealed primarily

tor the Elizabethans. 0
Min short, sunerstitioa was everywhere, and the

London hoSd no leS than the wayk(m inn, the
merchant’s palace as well as the shepherd’s hut,

resound with tales of wonders, omens, and portents
of “ iire3ap[6g- q.pd topgues of heaven.”

In all of these matters Shakespeare was of his age.

That is, the Elizabethan side of him. An astute

borrower, with a ready eye for a good plot wher-
ever he might chance to find it ; a skilful reader of

the pulse of the public ; a gentle, sensitive, sensuous
and somewhat melancholy man ; often called upon
against the grain, we may conjecture, to satisfy Jbha

roughJaste of thr^rom^m^
But there is the universal side of the man.

was of his age ; but he was also of the ages. And
thSTby^virtue^n^^ of his dramatic power.

WJtiioh otten su&ers~through the loose texture of his

work, ^t of ^his incomparable_pQetry, and insight

.

into tmman nature. He is. the supreme poet in an
age of"^at -poetry. ^ecauseTris poetrvTs widS^
mnge’‘lSid deeper ofYuscdn-
l^empdraries. touches every mood ; of graceful

sentiment, as in the romantic comedies ; of delicate

fantasy, as in the fairy plays ; of philosophic medi
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tation, as in the tragedies of the mid-period ; and of

poignant passion, as in the later tragedies. In the

verse that bodies forth such primal things as love,

hate, hope, despair, courage, endurance, Shake-

speare towers above his fellows, ^/when we think of

Lear in his desolation, of Othello in his last anguish,

of Macbeth in his soul agony, and the despair of

Cleopatra—^we think of English hterature at its

grandest,

Yet it is precisely here, on Shakespeare’s dra-

matic genius, that the criticism of to-day is the

least favourable.

Among modern critics are to be found several

stalwart heretics who attack, point-blank, Shake-
speare’s power of characterisation, sneer at what
they call the “ emptiness ” of his philosophy and
“ ready-made morality,” and accuse him of arrant

snobbery.

No serious attempt has been made—^the task

indeed were futile—^to question his genius as a poet

;

but a number otmodi^rn writers fTolstov being the
most famous.'Lhave done their best to detach him
from h^ niche among the great-cmfi itivpi

the worlcTand to place Mm “ in the second order

« . \)^th DicKens, acott. ^d Dupas.” C,

The tnree points especially singled for criticism,

his outlook on life^ his powigiLto^poitoy chajcacter,

ahctfiiii“ou5Aok on so^ty—so far as we can construe

it from his writings, these things may well be con-

sidered more fully. Not that Shakespeare’s reputa-

tion is in any grave danger from the attack of the

heretic ; since one who has compelled the homage
of men so divergent in critical taste as Ben Jonson,
Samuel Johnson, Hazlitt, Lamb, Coleridge, Shelley,

Arnold, Rossetti, Swinburne, Victor Hugo, Lessing,

Schlegel, Goethe, Heine, has little to fear from a
few reactionary spirits, however able.^

Some may question even, whether it is worth
while to raise the point ; and if it were merely a
matter of dealing with a few wilful paradoxes, then
it would certainly be idle. But there are, I think,

a number of earnest and thoughtful students to-

day, who are in fundamental accord with the
heretic’s position, and to whom the sociological

test is the one great test of a writer’s power. More-
over, one cannot deny to the heretic’s negations a
certain substratum of truth, that has been obscured
by indiscriminate Shakespearean idolatry.

The heretic’s position is by no means wholly to

be deprecated. He has certainly done a good work
in dispelling the “ good strong stupefying incense

smoke ” that is apt to collect about every idol ; and
in obliging the enthusiast to account intelligently

for the faith that is in him.
Let us examine first of all, the charge of “ empty

philosophy ” urged against Shakespeare. The
taunt is flung out in opposition to the claim of

philosopher maintained by some on his behalf.

The taunt is an idle one, but not more idle than
the philosophic credentials. The truth is that in
any clear and definite sense of the term there is

no philosophy in Shakespeare’s writings, nor any
pretence at a philbsophy. To a generation nur-
tured on essayists like Carlyle and Ruskin, novelists

like George Eliot and George Meredith, poets like

Wordsworth, Shelley, and Browning, it seems the
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proper thing to expect from the man of letters a
more or less explicit theory of life—religion, ethics,

social politics—and we fail to realise that this notion
of a “ message ” upon life and its meaning, is essen-

tially modern and utterly alien to the Elizabethan
spirit.

“ Snakes in Iceland. There are no snakes in

Iceland !
” We may apply that old story to

Shakespeare’s philosophy. There is no philosophy,
Shakespeare was an artist and concerned primarily
not with postulating theories of life, but with the
stuff of fife itself. You have a dozen different

points of view, but no definite conclusion,

“ Others abide our question
—

^Thou art free f

We ask and ask—Thou smilest and art stilL”

This may irritate the modern reader who is ac-

customed to the artist preacher, but it is absurd to

urge it as an intellectual disqualification.

The vital point at issue is how far has the artist

succeeded in dealing with the raw material of

humanity ? He cannot be blamed for not doing
what he never undertook to do. The attempts
made by some of his admirers to squeeze a phUb-
Sophy of life out of the utterances of his charac-
ters, seem as unfair as it is foolish. Let us take
them as we find them : the fatalism of Kent, the
meliorism of Edmund, the despairing, cry of Mac-
beth where life is “ a tale told by an idiot full of

sound and fury signifying nothing ”
5 the serene

melancholy of Prospero to whom “ we are such stuff

as dreams are made on ”
;

cynical Jaques, and
idealistic Bratus ; each has his value as a human
document, each perhaps falls in with some mood of

its creator, but none are to be taken as other than
the expression of one content to live life to the full,

in place of weaving theories about life.

The artist has his place in the scheme of things,

'

quite as much as the philosopher. But I shall be
reminded that the greatness of the artist has been
called into questioiat^especially in his power to

portray live men and women.
This to me is the strangest and most unaccount-

able charge of aU, for surely no writer ever main-
tains his hold upon the imagination of successive

ages, without a profound and searching knowledge
of human nature. Mere popularity is no test of

greatness. The idol of one age is often relegated to

the lumber-room of the next. But a man who
appeals to the many not merely in his own time, but
in other times—that man must appeal to the uni.

versal instincts of human nature. In other words,
he must have the root of the matter in him. If

Shakespeare be superficial as a reader of men, then
indeed it were vain to call him great. Knowledge
of human nature is the touchstone alike of great
poetry and great prose. All that is needed here is

the fiat of the creative imagination. ** Let there

be Light . . . and there was Light I
”

To illustrate this aspect of Shakespeare’s art

there is no need to dwell on even the great
characterisations such as Hamlet, Macbeth, lago,

Othello, Desdemona, Rosalind, Juliet. One may
take studies less complex in delineation and note
the same subtlety and searching insight.

What could be finer than the closing scene of
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Antony’s life, when after his frailties have illumined

scene after scene, there breaks out a certain great-

ness in him that has never been subdued ?

Antonif, She hath beti'ayed me, and shall die the death.
Mardian, Death of one person can be paid but once.

And that she has diseharged. . • .

Antony. Dead then ?

Mardtan. Dead.
Antony, Unarm Eros } the long day’s task is done.

And we must sleep.

Probing the criticism of Shakespeare’s psych-

ology, it seems to me that it is due, at bottom, to a
dislike of the form of the Ehzabethan drama, and
the belief that it blurs the presentment of character.

This point is certainly worth consideration, for it

may be urged, with some show of reason, that blank

verse serves to encourage unnatural dialogue, and to

make for stilted phraseology. Is, then, this con-

vention of blank verse inimical to the presentation

of the finer shades of characterisation ? It may be
admitted that verse drama is a convention; but

all art presupposes some convention. No stage

dialogue is wholly natural. Ourmost realistic plays

to-day are, in their way, quite as conventional as

the Elizabethan drama. It is not the business of

art to imitate life
;

but to produce the illusion of

life. Words must be, just as incidents must be,

selected. Admitting this, the objector may still

urge that the illusion of life is far less possible imder
the conditions of the Elizabethan drama. Humour
expresses itself in quite another way from the

emotion of anger, love, or jealousy. Certain emo-
tions may well find expression in sonorous hnes;
with others, such a convention is ludicrous. Most
certainly; and surely no one realised this more
clearly than Shakespeare. Borneo talks in verse,

Falstaff in prose ; indeed the same character ^eaks
alternately in verse and prose, according to the

mood. When Bosalind is in holiday humour she

drops into prose ; when Othello’s greatness is ob-

scured by sheer animal passion, he speaks prose

;

and the simple, comic character talks in prose all

the time.

The question further reduces itself to this. When
Shakespeare confines himself to verse, can he in

this medium only, achieve intricate psychological

effects ? For a reply, we have but to consider such
speeches as Shylock’s scenes with Antonio, tingling

with fine irony ; Hamlet’s soliloquy, charged with
subtle alternations of mood ; the amazingly clever

presentment of nervous irritability in the later

scenes of Bichard III, when the man’s nervous
system is breaking down under the strain of mis-
fortune ; the famous duologue between Macbeth
and his wife after the murder, where the passages
of verse reveal most wonderfully the workings of

the soul ; and one of Lear’s long speeches, where
the reader can feel the speaker struggling hard
against the insidious oncoming of madness. Many
more instances could be adduced. Surely these
suffice.

Limitation of space precludes my quoting these,

so I win rely upon the very play that Tolstoy
singled out for scorn—King Lear. Mark how well

the oncoming madness of the distraught king is

suggested in this tirade

:

** Darkness and Devils f

Saddle my horses ; call my tram together—
Degenerate bastard I I’ll not trouble thee.”^

0 let me not be mad, not mad, sweet heaven

—

Keep me in temper i I would not be mad.

1 prithee, daughter, do not make me mad

;

I will not trouble thee, my child, farewell

:

But yet thou art my flesh, my blood, my daughter,
Or rather a disease that’s in my flesh,

Wluch I must needs call mine ; thou art a boil—
• • . But I’ll not chide thee.

• • • * « ^

You think I’ll weep

;

No, I’ll not weep

:

I have full cause for weeping ; but this heart
Shall break into a hundred thousand flaws.
Or ere I’ll weep. O fool, I shall go mad I

”

V-^lFurther, of his insight into character, it may be
said that a ready test of the actuality of his char-
acters is the impression they make on the modern
reader.'^Portia, Bosalind, Beatrice, Cleopatra,
Juliet, are startlingly modem. Placed beside the
women of Sheridan or Goldsmith, and you realise

how the latter are dated and how alive and fresh

are the former. Beside them even the women of

Dickens and Thackeray seem old-fashioned. And
the reason is that Shakespeare’s women have the
primal qualities of womanhood common to every
age, and therefore can never be dated.

And there is subtlety no less than actuality.

With what masterly touches the figure of rash,

hot-tempered Harry Percy is drawn I How im-
patient he is about the medical advice on the field

of battle

:

“
. • , He made me mad

To see him shin© so brisk and smell so sweet.
And talk so like a waiting gentlewoman

:

Of guns and drums and wounds—God save the mark I

—

And telling me, the sovereign’st thing on earth
Was parmaceti for an inward bruise !”

Prince Henry characterises him in pleasantly
humorous fashion

:

“ I am not yet of Percy’s mind, the Hotspur of the
North ; h© that kills me some six or seven dozen of Scots
at a breakfast, washes his hands and says to his wife,
* Fie upon this quiet life ! I want work I

’ *0 my sweet
Henry,’ says she, * how many hast thou killed to-day ?

*

* Give my roan hors© a drench,’ says he, and answers,
* Some fourteen,’ an hour after : * a trifle—a trifle.’

”

He is a born fighter; intrepid, independent,
honourable ; he has humour and geniality. But
he is not the great warrior. Superficially only is

he a romantic figure. Place him beside Othello
and mark the difference. There is no deep imagina-
tion, no fine artistic feeling, no largeness of heart
about Percy. He hates music, is jealous of others’

merits, and although his famous utterance “ Tell

truth and shame the devil ” is a fine one, yet it is

inspired no little by his want of feeling with the
mysterious side of things. But there is an honest
rationalism about the man which commands re-

spect.

Qlmdower, I can call spirits from the vasty deep.
Hotspur, Why, so can I, or so can any man ;

But will they come when you do call for
them ?

Olendower, Why, I can teach you, oousm, to command
the devil
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Hotspur, And I can teach thee, coz, to shame the devil*

By telling truth : tell truth and shame the
devil.

While with unerring insight Shakespeare differ-

entiates such vital rogues as Palstaff, the tavern

haunter, and Autolyeus, the vagabond of the

fields.

Two points remain for consideration ; they are

both implied in the sociological criticism at present

so rife. According to this, Shakespeare is to be
condemned for his poor, ready-made morahty, and
for his egregious snobbery.

The ethical criticism is largely inspired by the

modern tendency to look at the literary artist as

a potential teacher. Many artists are teachers.

Browning was one, so was Meredith, so was Ibsen,

so was Tolstoy. But no Elizabethan dramatist
ever dreamed of assuming the teacher’s role. “ Our
true intent is aU for your delight ”—to amuse and
entertain, that was the sole ambition of the writer

of plays. When he happened to be a man of gemus
he could not help doing more than this, but it was
incidental and accidental. There is no definite

moral teaching in Shakespeare’s plays
;
but being

a great artist of wide range, he necessarily presented

ethical problems as a part of human life, not with a
view to discussing their rightness or wrongness.

What we have to ask ourselves therefore is what
kind of man do the plays reflect ? Do they picture

one above or below the average moral standard of

his day ?

Let us present a test.

A characteristic of the Elizabethan was intoler-

ance. Toleration indeed, in Tudor times, was
quite an unknown quantity. Not only was it rare

to find, but it was regarded not as a virtue but as a
lamentable weakness.
In some of the fine souls. Sir Thomas More for

instance, we find it advocated ; but More’s own
sentiments could not withstand the pressure of

public sentiment ; and his own career as Chan-
cellor is certainly not remarkable for tolerance, or

even bare justice.

The current feeling about the Jew is expressed
in Marlowe’s Bardbas. To put it briefly, he was a
monster outside the pale of consideration. What
did Shakespeare do for him ? Without any senti-

mentahty, he pictured him as a man

:

“Hath not a Jew eyes ? Hath not a Jew hands,
organs, dimensions, affections, passions ? Fed with the
same food, hurt with the same weapons, subject to the
same diseases, healed by the same means, warmed and
cooled by the same winter and summer, as a Christian ?

If you prick us, do we not bleed ? If you tickle us, do
we not laugh ? If you poison us, do we not die ?—And
if you wrong us, shall we not revenge ? If we are like

you in the rest, we will resemble you in that. If a Jew
wrong a Christian, what is his humility ? Revenge, If

a Christian wrong a Jew, what should his sufferance be
by Christian example ? Why, revenge. The villany
you teach me I will execute ; and it shall go hard but I
will better the instruction.”

Another test of a writer’s moral attitude, using the
word in a large sense, is his treatment of the cour-

tesaj^ You may glorify her with the immorahsts,
or condemn her with the pietists j either attitude
is common enough in literature. What is uncomA
mon is the broad, generous outlook that without in
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any way construing black as white, seeks to show
the “ soul of goodness ” in things evil. Now, surely

no man of superficial “ ready-made ” morality could
have pamted that splendid sinner, Cleopatra, not
splendid as some French writers would have made
her because of her sinning, but despite it—^great in

spite of her viciousness and folly. Is it possible
not to keep a place in one’s sympathies and liking

for that arch rogue, braggart, and coward Falstaff,

or that careless, irresponsible vagabond, Autolyeus ?

Is ready-made morality accountable for this ? Not
that Shakespeare’s moral attitude is impeccable.
During those gloomy years, when it seemed for

a time as if his faith in human nature had been
shaken, during the writing of AlVs Well that Ends
Well, Measurefor Measure, and Troilus and Gressida,

there is much that is no better—^if no worse—than
the conventional morality of the day. The issue

of AlVs Well is certainly anything but well. But
the writer is so obviously sick at heart and cynical

in mood during this time, that it is unfair to take it

as a worthy sample of his art. Compare these plays
with the cycle of great tragedies which follow, and
how different the atmosphere. I take at random a
snatch of dialogue between Hamlet and Polonius

—

Polonius the man of maxims, whose morality is

certainly of the ready-made order :

Polonius, My lord, I will use them according to their

desert.

Hamlet, God’s bodykins, man, much better ; use every
man after his desert, and who shall ’scape whipping 2

Use them after your own honour and dignity 5 the less

they deserve, the more merit is m your bounty.

A suggestive passage surely, not merely for his

own, but for our own age, a hint that the statesman
who has to deal with subject races might weD. take

as a hint.

One point remains for consideration. A number
of modern writers on Shakespeare have insisted

strongly on his snobbery, hinting that he was
essentially undemocratic, hating the mob. Ac-
cording to one critic, Cor%olanus is a “ mine
of insults ” against the people. Even Dr. Fur-

nivaU admits, “ Shakespeare used the poor rather

as material for fun to amuse his richer patrons

with, than as folk with whom he felt. He doesn’t

show much sympathy with them—^not so much as

Chaucer, I think—^but his representations of them
are all in good part, and like those of Chaucer and
Dickens, make his hearers think kindly of the men
they laugh at.”

Now, Shakespeare certainly had no liking for the

rough, uneducated mob , he was a man of sensitive

feeling, acutely responsive to breeding and culture,

and had nothing of that demagogue spirit that

leads men to play down to the “ groundlings ” for

personal aggrandisement and popularity. Brutality

and ignorance he hates heartily with Elizabethan

frankness, and states it without equivocation in

forcible language. Coriolanus is a plain unvar-
nished picture of mob fickleness and brutality. To
call it a “ mine of insults to the people ” is ridicu-

lous. No reader of Henry IV can say that Shake-

speare was blind to the virtues and merits of the

people at large. His pictures of moral worth are

far less partisan than Dickens’. Want of sympathy

5CI
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with the poor in their sufferings I find nowhere.

On the contrary, there is a passage in K%ng Lear

remarkable for its poignant sympathy.
“ Take physic, pomp ;

Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel.

That thou may’st shake the superflux to them
And show the heavens more just.”

Or take a comedy

—

As You Like It—^and note how
admirably the rustic spirits hold their own with the

aristocrat.

Shakespeare no more spurned the poorer classes

than he spurned the middle classes. It were quite

as easy to make out a case from The Merry Wives

of Windsor^ showing how meanly he thought of the

burgher class, or from Macbeth^ and Othello, to show
how meanly he thought of soldiers, as to see in

Coriolanus “ a mine of insults to the people ”

It is quite probable that in those days when the

man of letters was dependent on a patron, and
when it was the custom to heap meaningless adula-

tion on the Sovereign, Shakespeare was no better

than his fellows. The fulsome compliments poured
upon Elizabeth not merely by her courtiers but by
the foreign ambassadors who wished to retain her
regard, make dismal reading. Unhappily, snobbery
and sycophancy are not peculiar to Shakespeare’s

time, and if Shakespeare was neither better nor
worse than many of his contemporaries in this re-

spect, there is reason to suppose that he accepted it

carelessly, as a convention to be observed, and that
it was not due to real littleness of mind and dwarfed
sympathies. He was not a paragon of the virtues

;

he had his weaknesses both as a man and artist.

But the marvel is that, typifying as he does the
greatness and the defects of his age and generation,

he should so far transcend his time as to speak to us
to-day—at any rate to those of us who have ears to
hear, despite our changes of thought and shifting

of ideals—with an even greater compelling power
than in his day and generation.

Plays of Doubtful Authorship attributed to

Shakespeare

(1) Certain plays were published during Shake-
speare’s lifetime with his name or initials attached
to them. Locrine (1595), Sir John OldcasUe (1600),
Tho^Tbos Lord Cromwell (1602), The London Prodigal

(1605), The Purttan (1607), A Yorkshire Tragedy
(1608), Pericles (1609).

(2) Certain plays were published after Shake-
speare’s death in association with his name. The
Troublesome Reign of John (1622), and circulated
anonymously in 1591 ; Two Noble Kinsmen (1634),
by Fletcher and Shakespeare; and The Birth of
Merlin, Shakespeare and Knowles (1662).

(3) Certain plays have been assigned to him on
internal evidence in more modern times, for ex-
ample, Edward III, Arden of Peversham, and Sir
Thomas More,
This classification does not exhaust the number

of plays imputed to him at some time or another,
but it covers the most important, from the point of
view of evidence.

On what grounds then do we exclude or include
them ? The answer is, almost entirely on internal
grounds. External avidenee helps us very little.

So contemptuously careless was Shakespeare of his
plays that he allowed piratical booksellers to foist

plays of inferior merit on the public with his name
attached. Of his poetry he was jealous and took
care ; the dramas were written for the stage, what
happened to them after, or what else was attributed

to him he ignored.

Dealing with (1) ; the only plays sufficiently

remarkable to demand consideration are Locrine,

A Yorkshire Tragedy, and Pericles, There is the
slenderest evidence in the case of the others, evi-

dence of no moment ; nor indeed have the plays
themselves any intrinsic value.

Locrine is in no better plight as regards evidence,

but it is an interesting piece of work. Modelled on
the lines of Senecan tragedy, its blood and thunder
style approximates more to the work of Kyd than
that of any other known contemporary

; though
there is more tenderness and grace in certain pas«

sages than we find in plays by the author of The
Spanish Tragedy, and a livelier sense of comedy.
On account of the two latter characteristics, per-

haps, the play has been attributed in turn to Peele

and Greene, while the rhetorical splendour of

passages has suggested to some minds Marlowe.
Neither in its treatment of character nor in its

phraseology does it suggest Shakespeare’s method
at any point in his career. That is the most certain

thing that we can advance about the play. The
rest is an open question.

A Yorkshire Tragedy is a play of domestic life

and deals with an actual occurrence, recorded by
Stow and others. It is the tale of a profligate and
his unhappy wife. The profligate is drawn with
power and subtlety ; and the temperament of the

man is admirably suggested in the lines

:

“O would virtue had been forbidden ; we should then
have proved all virtuous, for ’tis our blood to love what
we are forbidden,”

The whole play is remarkable in its sordid and
unflinching tragedy ; but written as it was in the
first decade of the seventeenth century, its treat-

ment of blank verse is markedly different from
Shakespeare’s at that time.

Pericles, though not mentioned in the first folio

edition, is generally credited to Shakespeare ; but
whereas it was once thought to be one of his early

writings, it is now found to be in accordance with
his latest style, and is presumed to have been
written about the time of Antony and Cleopatra,

The subject was a popular one. First treated

in a Greek romance, it was often translated in the

Middle Ages, and Gower deals with it in his Cow-
fessio Amantis, The story is a repulsive one, in

many ways, dealing with an incestuous love, and
when not repulsive is meandering and undramatio,
but it certainly has been embroidered with some
beautiful scenes and with some striking pieces of

characterisation; that of Pericles himself for in-

stance—one of those sensitive, introspective souls

that Shakespeare excelled especially in depicting.

That it may not be wholly Shakespeare’s is not
improbable, but outside of Shakespeare it would
be hard to match some of the scenes for beauty
of diction and masterly handling ; for instance, the
shipwreck passages.
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Coming to the second category, the only play

that need detam us is the Two Noble Kinsmen, It

is modelled largely upon the old romance treated

by Chaucer in The Kmghfs Tale ; to which is added
that element of Elizabethan realism for which the
novel had already given men a taste. So we have
two plots, set in a discursive background of masque-
like splendour.

The play is extremely uneven in merit, but there
can be no question of imaginative grasp attained at
times. It is agreed that Fletcher had a hand in

the work, but who the other collaborator is, has
not been settled. Some have argued in favour of

Massinger, and as Massmger’s diction has a certain

Shakespearean quality at times, it is possible that
Massinger is the part author. The probabilities,

however, are in favour of Shakespeare ; for putting
aside Acts II, III, and IV, assigned by most critics

to Fletcher, the character of the diction and the
method of treatment is far less like Massinger
than Shakespeare. This has been ably pointed out
by a writer in the Cambridge History of English
IMeraiure

:

In the mechanical elements of poetic rhythm, Mas-
singer comes very near to Shakespeare ; but, when we
look deeper, and come to the consideration of those
features of style which do not admit of tabular analysis,
we find the widest difference. The diction of Massmger
is, above all things, orderly and lucid. He shows, at
times, passion and imagination; but he never allows
these to cheek the stately decorum and even flow of
his verse. Now, the diction of The Two Noble Kinsmen
is of a peculiar nature, and Spalding, in his famous
Letter^ with others after him, naturally directed his
attention to this, above all other things, in attnbuting
these non-Fletoherian scenes to Shakespeare. In the
profusion of striking metaphors, the copious outpouring
of profound thoughts, and the extreme concision, often
involving harshness and obscurity, of the utterance,
these scenes bear a marked resemblance to the plays of
Shakespeare’s final period, and to nothing else in litera-

ture. Moreover, the very defects of these scenes are
the same defects which we meet with in Shakespeare’s
so-called romances.”

In the third category are a number of plays
that, independently of the problem of their Shake-
spearean inspiration, merit our attention.

The play of Edward HI, based on a story of

Bandello’s, is a remarkable piece of work. There is

no external evidence in favour of Shakespearean
authorship, though the play is often remarkably
Shakespearean in style. The most plausible con-
jecture is that it is an old play touched up by the
Master’s hand. Frankly, I do not think too much
must be made of what we may call the Shake-
spearean touch. Many had caught the trick of

phrase—^many of no mean power either as poets or
playwrights—and because of this, plays have been
assigned to Shakespeare. Just as surely as Mr.
Stephen Phillips’ poems might be ascribed—^were

their authorship doubtful—to Tennyson.
In default of external evidence, nothing short of

very strong and precise internal evidence should
convince us as to Shakespeare’s authorship in the
case of these plays.

The play of Sir Thomas More is another illustra-

tion in point of this. There are touches of the
Shakespearean manner, but nothing of the Shake-
spearean spirit. It is cleverly devised from

materials supplied by Hall’s Chronicle and Roper’s
biography

; the characterisation of More, a de-
lightful and congenial subject, is treated well,

but many a contemporary dramatist might have
written the play.

Arden of Feversham remains to be noted. Swin-
burne ascribes it unhesitatingly to Shakespeare.
“ It seems to me not pardonable merely, nor per-
missible, but simply logical and reasonable—to
set down this poem as the possible work of no
man’s youthful hand but Shakespeare’s.”
Of the play’s power there can be no question.

Like A Yorkshire Tragedy, it is a grim, realistic

study of domestic life, and like it also, the play is

founded on fact. A dissolute wife kills her for-

bearing husband.
The subject is treated with psychological insight ;

but pace Mr. Swinburne, it is hard to find in its

pedestrian verse more than a fleeting suggestion,

here and there, of Shakespeare’s magic. Perhaps
pedestrian is too reproachful a term ; the verse is

bare and austere, seldom touched by beauty of

thought or grace of diction, yet with a simple
dignity and distinction of its own in its grim situa-

tions. But the universal simplicity of style, the
unromantic treatment of the theme is not in har-

mony with Shakespeare’s ardent and often over-

rich imagination.

The play was first claimed for Shakespeare in

1770 ; it was published as early as 1692, a year in

which Shakespeare was at work upon the earlier

draft of Romeo and Juliet,

What a difierence in the two plays, in order of

imagination

!

Whoever be the author, Arden is a splendid piece

of work, and if Shakespeare be not the writer, as is

a matter of considerable doubt, it is not unworthy
of his genius, alien though it may be to the mani-
festations that we know,

Shakespeare in his Plays

I believe that all Shakespeare’s great tragedies are

the outcome of some profound personal experience,

though not necessarily the actual experience related

in the play. The invention of the dramatist has
given them an habitat ; the poet’s insight has
impressed the crude facts with a poignancy and
passion that the man himself need not have
necessarily experienced. But the underlying in-

spiration has been founded upon experience of life.

Shakespeare has known what it was to feel the
intellectual paralysis that comes from sensitive,

probing introspection; he has been tom by the
cruel devastation of jealousy ; has tasted the
bitterness of ingratitude among those he had
reckoned his friends ; has been brought face to face

with those obstinate questionings of the Why and
Whither that meet us in Hamlet. The form and
texture of the plays reflect the creative imagination

of the dramatic artist ; but the spirit that animates
the great utterances is surely something born of

experience.

His life was a full, rich, and varied one ; it is idle

to suppose, then, that it contributed no fuel to

kindle his powers into intense expression.
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The great man of letters is always the stronger

for being a great man of the world. The men of

any age who have touched our hearts are the men
that have faced the facts of life, looked the world

straight in the face, and wrung from its harshest

moments, inspirations for future travellers.

For some of them, weaker in purpose, less stable

in endurance, the world proved too strong. Mar-

lowe’s brilliant career was cut short in a dnmken
brawl; while Greene and Nash wore away their

powers of body and soul in reckless hving.

Shakespeare as a man, though not immune from
the weaknesses of his time and the infirmities of

full and sensuous natures, soon realised, to use

Shelley’s words, that “ Man who man would be

must rule the Empire of himself.” Had he not

fashioned his life so well, this record he has left

behind would have been impossible. Moreover,

his compelling greatness lies in that he sounded
sorrow and despair yet preserved to the end a

brave front, a courageous confidence.

His work shows a gradual development of his

genius. Beginning with high-spirited farce, he

passes to fantastic romance, thence after a spell of

English chronicle plays that help to strengthen his

power of characterisation, gave him a firm grip on
concrete realities, he turns to the higher comedy
note of The Merchant of Venice, and the mellower
romanticism of Aa You Like it. In his earlier work
there is only one tragedy

—

Borneo and Juliet—and
that is essentially a young man’s tragedy ; beautiful

in its lyric poignancy, yet far inferior in imaginative

intensity to the group of great tragedies. Before
he came to these, his plays show a passing mood of

bitterness and misanthropy, and abounding in fine

poetry as are such plays as Troilus and Creaaida,

and AlVs Well that Ends Well, they lack the in-

tensity and sanity of outlook that mark his best

work. They are succeeded, however, by the tra-

gedies, and while the earlier ones are more deliberate

and analytical in treatment, the later ones are

marked by swiftness and vehemence of thought
and expression.

Yet, deeply as they stir the springs of pity and
terror within us, they do not depress our vitality,

as do many modem tragedies. Why is this ?

Largely, I think, because at bottom Shakespeare
never loses faith in human nature

;
physical and

moral horrors you may get, never the paralysing
horrors of fatalism.

Finally, after the storm comes the calm of the
first period. Once again, romance and comedy
join hands, but there is no harking back. DeHght-
Eul as the earlier romances are, the later ones are
finer. There is a deeper and fuUer interpretation
of the possibilities of human life. Who would ex-
change Ariel for Puck, Prospero for Hippolyta,
Caliban for Bottom ?

There is no need for us to take all that Shake-
speare gives us, with the indisoriminating idolatry
that marked an elder generation of Shakespearean
critics ; that would do him as great disservice as
to accept the cramped and petty criticisms of the
eighteenth-century commentators. Scholars like

Dowden, Bradley, Brandes, and Swinburne have
done much to give us a truer insight into the funda-

mental greatness of the writer ; while the unwhole-
some pall of adulation has been effectively dispelled
by the useful, if exaggerated strictures of such men
as Shaw and Ernest Crosby. The reader may safely
be left with these various mentors at liis elbow, to
discriminate the dross from the gold, so long as
he allows no critic, however great to stand ulti-

mately between himself and his subject. He cannot
then fail to realise that the work of Shakespeare at
his best, belongs to the great race utterances of
literature, and like them we have come to look on it

as a portion of our intellectual and spiritual heritage.

The Poethv or Sentevcent

Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day ?
Thou art more lovely and more temperate g

Bough winds do shake the -2: ^i::ds of May,
And summer’s lease hath , »

> • a date 5

Sometimes too hot the eye of heaven shines,
And often is his gold .

And every fair from f > i
('

By chance or nature’s changing course untrimm’d $
But thy eternal summer shah not fade.
Nor lose possession of that fair thou owest

;

Nor shall Death brag thou wandcr’st in his shade.
When in eternal lines to time thou grow’st ^

So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see,

So long hves this, and tins gives life to thee.
o o • • • o

When to the sessions of sweet silent thought
I summon up remembrance of things past,
I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought.
And with old woes new wail my dear time’s waste

;

Then can I drown an eye, unused to flow,
For precious friends hid iii death’s dateless night,
And weep afresh love’s long since cancell’d woe,
And moan the expense of many a vanish’d sight

:

Then can I grieve at grievances foregone.
And heavily from woe to woe tell o’er

The sad account of fore-bemoaned moan,
Which I new pay as if not paid before.

But if the while I think on thee, dear friend.
All losses are restored and sorrows end.

Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Love is not love
Which alters when it alteration finds.

Or bends with the remover to remove

;

O, no I it is an ever-fixed mark,
That looks on tempests and is never shaken

;

It is the star to every wandering bark.
Whose worth’s unknown, although his height be taken.
Love’s not Time’s fool, though rosy lips and cheeks
Within his bending sickle’s compass come :

Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks.
But bears it out even to the edge of doom.

If this be error and upon me proved,
I never writ, nor no man ever lov ed.^

Take, O, take thy lips away.
That so sweetly were forsworn ;

And those eyes, the break of day.
Lights that do mislead the morn „

But my kisses bring again, bring again ;

Seals of love, but seal’d in vain, seal’d in vainj
** O mistress mine, where are you roaming^ ?

O, stay and hear ; your true love’s coming.
That can sing both high and low

;

Trip no further, pretty sweeting 3

Journeys end in lovers meeting

;

Every wise man’s son doth know.

What is love ? ’tis not hereafter

;

Present mirth hath present langhter

;

What’s to come is still unsure

:

1 Sonnets xviii., xxx,, cxvh a Meamre for Measure
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In delay there lies no plenty.
Then come kiss me, sweet and twenty.

Youth’s a stuff will not endui’e.” ^

The Poetry oe Fantasy

Where the bee sucks, there suck I s

In a cowslip’s boll I lie ;

There I couch when owls do cry.

On the bat’s back I do fly

After summer merrily.
Merrily, merrily shall I live now
Under the blossom that hangs on the bough.

Come unto these yellow sands.
And then take hands

:

Courtsied when you have and kiss’d

The wild waves whist

;

Foot it featly here and there j

And, sweet sprites, the burthen bear

Full fathom five thy father lies ;

Of his bones are coral made ;

Those are pearls that were his eyes 3

Nothing of him that doth fade.

But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.

Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell

:

Ding-dong.2

The Poetry oe Passion

Othello, Soft you ; a word or two before you go
I have done the state some service, and they know’t.
No more of that. I pray you, in your letters,

When you shall these unlucky deeds relate.

Speak of me as I am ; nothing extenuate,
Nor set down aught in mahce * then must you speak
Of one that loved not wisely but too well 1

Of one not easily jealous, but, being wrought,
Perplex’d in the extreme j of one whose hand,
Like the base Indian, threw a pearl away
Richer than all his tribe $ of one whose subdued eyes.

Albeit unused to the melting mood.
Drop tears as fast as the Arabian trees

Their medicinal gum. Set you down this §

And say besides, that in Aleppo once,
W^here a malignant and a turban’d Turk
Beat a Venetian and traduced the state,

I took by the throat the circumcised dogs
And smote him, thus.® (/Stabs h.inadf,)

The Poetry oe Meditation

Claudio. Ay, but to die, and go we know not where *

To he in cold obstruction, and to rot i

This sensible warm motion to become
A kneaded clod s and the delighted spirit

To bathe in fiery floods, or to reside

In thrilling regions of thick ribbed ice 5

To be imprison’d in the viewless winds.
And blown with restless violence round about
The pendent world , or to be worse than worst
Of those, that lawless and ineertain thoughts
Imagine howling •

—
’tis too horrible !

The weariest and most loathed worldly life.

That age, ache, penury, and imprisonment
Can lay on nature, is a paradise
To what we fear of death,^

The Psychologist

Servant. O master ! if you did but hear the pedlar
at the door, you would never dance again after a tabor
and pipe ; no, the bagpipe could not move you. He
sings several tunes faster than you’ll tell money ; he
utters them as he had eaten ballads and all men’s ears
grew to his tunes. . . .

Why, he sings ’em over as they were gods and god-
desses. You would think a smock were a she-angel,

1 Twelfth Night. ® The Tempest.
® Othello Act V. so. 2. * Measure for Measure.
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he so chants to the sleeve-hand and the work about
the square on’t.

• o o • «

Auio. rU be with you at your sheep-shearing toOo HI
make not this cheat brmg out another, and the shearers
prove sheep, let me be unrolled, and my name put in
the book of virtue.

o a o • o *

“ Jog on, jog on, the foot-path way.
And merrily hent the stiie-a

;

A merry heart goes all the day.
Your sad tires in a mile-a.”

• do • a •

Beating and hanging are terrors to mes for the life

to come, I sleep out the thought of it. ^

The Dramatist

Enter Lady Macbeth

Lady M. That which hath made them drunk hath
made me bold ;

What hath quench'd them hath given me fire. Hark

!

Peace I

It was the owl that shriek’d, the fatal bellman,
Which giveb the stern’st good-night. He is about it ?

The doom are open, and the surfeited grooms
Do mock their charge with snores - I have drugg’d

their possets.

That death and nature do contend about them,
Whether they hve or die.

Mach (’W'hthtn.) Who’s there ? What, ho 1

Lady M. Alack, I am afraid they have awaked
And ’tis not done : the attempt and not the deed
Confounds us. Hark I I laid their daggers ready j

He could not miss ’em. Had he not resembled
My father as he slept, I had done’t. {Enter Macbeth

)

My husband !

Macb. I have done the deed. Didst thou not hear a

noise ?

Lady M. I heard the owl scream and the crickets cry.

Did not you speak ?

Madf. When ?

Lady M. Now.
Macb. As I descended ?

Lady M. Ay.
Mam. Hark {

Who lies i’ the second chamber t

Lady M. Donalbain.
Macb. This is a sorry sight. (Looking on his hands.)
Lady M. A foolish thought, to say a sorry sight,

Macb. There’s one did laugh in s sleep, and one cried

Murder I
*

That they did wake each other : I stood and heard them *

But they did say their prayers, and addressed them
Again to sleep

Lady M. There are two lodged together.

Mach. One cried “ God bless us ! " and “ Amen " the

other.

As they had seen me with these hangman’s hands

;

Listening their fear, I could not say Amen,”
When they did say ‘ God bless us I

”

Lady M. Consider it not so deeply.

Maim. But wherefore could not I pronounce ” Amen ” ?

I had most need of blessing, and ** Amen ”

Stuck in my throat.

Lady M. These deeds must not be thought
After these ways ; so, it will make us mad.
Macb. Methought I heard a voice cry i

“ Sleep no more*

Macbeth does murder sleep—the innocent sleep,

Sleep that knits up the ravell’d sleave of care.

The death of each day’s life, sore labour’s bath.

Balm of hurt minds, great nature’s second course.

Chief nourisher in life’s feast,
—

”

Lady M. What do you mean ?

Macb. Still it cried *'* Sleep no more !
” to all the house

“ Glamis hath murder’d sleep, and therefore Cawdor
Shall sleep no more , Macbeth shall sleep no more.”

The Winterns Tale.
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Lady M. Who was it that thus cried ? Why, worthy

thane,
You do unbend your noble strength, to think

So bramsickly of things. Go get some water.

And wash this filthy witness from your hand.
Why did you bring these daggers from the place ?

They must lie there : go carry them, and smear
The sleepy grooms with blood.

Mach, I’ll go no more

:

I am afraid to think what I have done ;

Look on’t again 1 dare not.

Lady M, Infirm of purpose I

Give me the daggers ; the sleeping and the dead
Are but as pictures : tis the eye of childhood
That fears a painted devil. If he do bleed,

ril gild the faces of the grooms withal.

For it must seem their guilt. {Ecdt, Knocking within.)

Mad>, Whence is that knocking ?

How is’t with me, when every noise appals me ?

What hands are here ? ha ! they pluck out mme eyes I

Will all great Neptune’s ocean wash this blood
Clean from my hand ? No ; this my hand will rather

The multitudinous seas incarnadine,
Making the green one red.

Re-enter Lady Macbeth

Lady M. My hands are of your colour, but I shame
To wear a heart so white. {Knocking within.) I hear a

knocking
At the south entry : retire we to our chamber j

A little water clears us of this deed s

How easy is it then I Your constancy

Hath left you unattended. {Knockii^ within.) Hark \

more knocking

;

Get on your nightgown, lest occasion call us
And show us to be watchers z be not lost

So poorly in your thoughts.
Macb. To know my deed, ’twere best not know my^

self. (Knocking within.)

Wake Duncan with thy knocking I I would thou
couldst I

^

The HuaiouEiST

FaUtaff. Hal, if thou see me down in the battle, and
bestride me, so ; ’tis a point of friendship.

Prince. Nothing but a colossus can do thee that
friendship. Say thy prayers, and farewell

Falataff. I would ’twere bed-time, Hal, and all well.
Prince. Why, thou owest God a death.
Falstaff. ’Tis not due yet ; I would be loath to pay

Mm before his day. What need I be so forward with
him that calls not on me ? Well, *tis no matter ; honour
pricks me on. Yea, but how if honour pricks me oS
when I come on ? how then ? Can honour set to a
leg ’ no ; or an arm ? nos or take away the grief of
a wound ? no. Honour hath no skill in surgery, then ?

no. What is honour ? a word. What is in that word
honour ? What is that honour ? air, A trim reckon-
ing ! Who hath it ? he that died o’ Wednesday. Doth
he feel it ? no. Doth he hear it ’ no. ’Tis insensible,

then ? yea, to the dead. But will it not live with the
living ? no. Why ? detraction will not suffer it.

Therefore I’ll none of it. Honour is a mere scutcheon

:

and so ends my catechism.^

1 Macbetht Act h sc. 2. a i Benry IV, Act v. so. 1.

FRANCIS BACON : His Life. His Work : Es$ays--New Atlantis^Eenry VIL

FRANCIS BACON
w^HESE are few names that shine with greater

'brilliance than Francis Bacon’s (or to give him his

full title. Lord Verulam or Viscount St, Albans) in

the literary and scientific world at this day, nearly

three hundred years after his death.l{ips will con-

tained the following : “For my name SSid memory,
I leave it to men’s charitable speeches, and to

foreign nations and the next ages.”v^*
London was the birthplace of this writer, philo -

sopher, and statesman, the capital which claims

^ be tne native place of so many of the great men
of the sixteenth century. At York House in the
Strand, on the 22nd January 1661, in the official

residence of his father, Sir Nicholas Bacon, Lord
Keeper of the Great Seal, Francis Bacon was bom.
He was the younger son of his father’s second
marriage. His mother, Anne Cooke, was a daugh-
ter of Sir Anthony Cooke, a sister-in-law to Lord
Burghley. She was a woman of strong character,
highly educated, deeply religious, and interested

herself in the Church’s reformation. Her strong
will and narrow Calvinistic beliefs, combined with
her great classical knowledge, without doubt
coloured and influenced her son’s life from a very
early age. When a very young boy, his serious
mind and self-confidence attracted Queen Eliza-
beth’s attention. Her “ young Lord Keeper ” was
a title she merrily gave him. There were six
children born of the first marriage of Sir Nicholas
Bacon, and of the second, two, Francis and his
brother Anthony, who was two years older.

At the early age of twelve years, Francis with
his brother were entered as feUow-commoners at
Triiuty College, Cambridge, and at the end of two

years Francis returned to London and began to
study law. In 1576 he went to the English Em-
bassy in Paris, as a Junior Secretary to Sir Amyas

Paulet, who had just taken up the position of

English Ambassador. Bacon, who was then six-

teen, remained in France with Sir Amyas Paulet a
little over two years. He was not nineteen when
his father suddenly died, without providing for

this son of his second marriage. This necessitated

Bacon leaving France and at once deciding on his

future profession. He went into the law, much
against his inclination, and began his studies at

once at Gray’s Inn, whilst his whole nature was
craving for the attraction of literature and philo-

sophy. Being possessed of a very small income
and the knowledge that he must make his own
fortune before he had the necessary leisure to de-

vote himself to his favourite studies, helped him to

give his mind to his work. In 1582 Bacon was
“ called,” and in four years afterwards was elected

a bencher of his inn. He had looked in vain to his

uncle, Lord Burghley, to assist him to obtain one of

the many lucrative posts which the profession he
had adopted held. When Bacon was twenty-three
he turned his thoughts to Parliament. In political

affairs, of course, Burghley’s infiuenee was para-

mount, and he exerted it to secure for Bacon a seat

in the House of Commons as member for Melcomb©
Regis. Subsequently he sat for Taunton, and in

1693 he represented Middlesex. He soon became
a prominent member of the House. On one occa-

sion he managed to give offence to the Queen by
opposing a grant demanded by the Government.
Disappointed in his hopes of promotion, he detached
himself from Burghley and strongly supported the

policy of Lord Essex, who presented him with
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property at Twickenham, which Bacon was able

to sell for eighteen hundred pounds, equal to about
£12,000 at the value of money to-day. This gift

was largely in the nature of a consolation for

Essex’s failure to obtain for him, high legal office,

It was due to Bacon’s advice that Essex under-

took the difficult problem of Ireland’s government.
Bacon never tired of pointing out to Essex that he,

and he alone was fitted to successfully undertake
the suppression of Tyrone’s rebellion (1598) and then
return to Court covered with glory. Bacon stood to

gain whether his friend was triumphant or a failure.

He could be of infinite service to him on his return

if his mission proved successful, and if Essex re-

turned disgraced. Bacon decided he could put him
on one side, and the field would once more be clear.

Essex, as a means to Bacon’s greater advancement
in the pursuit of position was certainly doubtful, so
the sooner he was out of the way the better. The
following year proved Essex’s downfall. At his

trial it was Bacon who pressed the evidence into

a course which meant certain conviction of the
prisoner, quite in opposition to the favourable
conducting of the evidence by Sir Edward Coke.
This trickery and meanness of Bacon’s is hard to
understand and harder to forgive. His whole mind
was given up to self-advancement, and anyone
standing in the way of this realisation must go.

Whilst Bacon had been giving much attention

to his profession and politics, his literary activities

had been considerable. In 1597 he published a
volume of essays which at once showed the author
to be a man of diverse talents. Bacon had dis-

covered by the time James the First ascended the

throne, that flattery and lies appeared to “ bring ”

success.

He was knighted in 1603,became Solicitor-General

in 1607, and in 1613 Attorney-General. The follow-

ing instance proves that nothing would deter him
from the carrying out of any purpose that might
assist him in his duties : it is known he helped in the
torturing of an old clergyman named Peachman, in
order to force a confession of treason from this

victim. The yearbeforehe becameSolicitor-General,

at the age of forty-five. Bacon married Alice Barn-
ham,whosefather had been a rich London merchant,
and at his death had left his daughter two hundred
pounds a year. This fortune represented a much
larger sum than two himdred pounds represents

to-day. It is to be remembered that it was eight

times higher than the value of our currency. From
his office as Clerk of the Star Chamber, Bacon drew
an income of about two thousand pounds a year

;

this, with his other posts, must have brought in

yearly a large amount of money.
His love of show and lawlessness with regard to

expenditure caused him to be always in debt. After

his marriage he spent enormous sums on Verulam
House, near St, Albans. The completion of tliis

vast mansion, the magnificent furniture and de-

corations, together with an army of servants, far

exceeded the amount of his income, and he was ever

spending more than he received.

Bacon had no children. We may believe that he
and his wife lived happily together for a considerable

time. In his will he left her generously provided

for, but at the close of his life he cancelled this

provision “for just and grave causes, utterly re-

voked and made void, leaving her to her right only.”
As he died owing twenty-two thousand pounds,
perhaps his wife had no great cause for annoyance.
His flatteries to the King and his favourite, Buck-
ingham, and his assiduous searching for prosperity,
still continued. Buckingham used his great influ-

ence in endeavouring to secure the highest appoint-
ments for Bacon, with the fuB determination of

using him afterwards for his own purposes. As
soon as the office of Lord Keeper became vacant in

1617, Buckingham saw to it that Bacon should fiJl

it. In January of the next year he became Lord
Chancellor. Honoiu quickly followed. In six

months he was made Baron Verulam and Viscount
St. Albans in 1821. The year that placed him on
the pinnacle of his ambitions, was the year in which
his rapid downfall began. His great position as
Lord Chancellor was terribly misused. Bucking-
ham constantly required him to favour his friends.

Baoon accepted bribes and presents and was ob-
viously dealing unjustly. No longer could a par-

liamentary inquiry be put off. He was accused
and admitted he was guilty of corruption, and
threw himself on the mercy of his judges. “ My
lords, I beseech you to be merciful to a broken
reed.” As a punishment he was ordered to give up
all offices of State, a life imprisonment in the Tower,
and to pay a fine of forty thousand pounds. The
King gave him his freedom the next day, and
allowed the fine to go unpaid. He retired in dis-

grace to his country residence near St. Albans. His
small private fortune, together with a pension of

one thousand two hundred a year, which James
had only a short time before given him, still re-

mained to him. From this time until the end of his

days, literature and science held him. Despite his

busy life, his studies had never been neglected.

Five years afterwards, on April 9, 1626, Bacon died
at the age of sixty-five. In pursuit of his scientific

researches when out driving, he alighted from his

carriage one snowy day, and bought a fowl from a
cottager, and had it killed, then stuffed the body
with snow, intending to discover if the stuffing

would preserve the flesh. The experiment cost him
his life. Seized with a sudden illness, he was carried

into the house of his friend. Lord Arundel, and put
intoa damp bed prepared bya servant in his master’s
absence. He became rapidly ill with bronchitis.

His age, and weakness from his strenuous life, made
recovery impossible. At St. Michael’s Church, St.

Albans, over his grave a monument may stiU be
seen, which was erected by an admirer.

His Woke
\A|rcnough Bacon had no great respect for the
English language, holding that these modem
languages will at one time play the bankrupt with
books,” yet no man individually did more to give
strength and simplicity to our tongue than he. So
far, the great defect in Ej^sh prose had been its

prolixity and diffuseness.'- Bacon put an end to

this. His scientific training helped him here, it sug-

gested clarity. With his philosophical and scientific

treatises, such as the Novum Organum, we need not
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concern ourselves here. From our point of view
the chief writings to notice are the Essays, the
Advancement of Learning, the History of Henry Yll,
and the New Atlantis,

The Essays, ten in number, were issued first in

1597, again augmented in 1612, and finally just

before his death.

The genesis of these is interesting. He jotted

down in talking, any brilliant or suggestive thing

he heard, or any illuminating thought that struck

him. These he put together into a book—con-

stantly augmenting the stock.

Emerson is the one modern writer with whom
Bacon may be fairly compared, for their method
is much the same>:lJn each ease you have a series

of trenchant and apparently disconnected sayings,

where the writer endeavours to reach the reader’s

mind by a series of aphoristic attacks.

Comparing Bacon with his predecessors, Hooker,
Sidney, Lyly, Ascham, it will be seen how widely

he departs from the prolix methods of the day. In
rhetorical power, musical cadence, quaint turns of

speech, he is equalled by many of his contemporaries,

excelled by a few, but for a clear, terse, easy writing,

he has no peer save Bon Jonson, and even to-day

hi^Essays are models of succinct, lucid prose.

man of the ago had greater foresight than
het^^j' for clear-headed, prudential considerations he
was^unequalled. ^ Material success and services to

humanity were his objects in lifeT^ These aims
were sometimes in conflict ; though he did his best

to blend them, and when the^tussle came, personal

considerations won the day. vjfte had a great brain

;

not a great soul.y He was too fine a man to play for

self-aggrandisement only, too sagacious a thioker

to truckle to the shallow heads of the day ; but he
was not great enough to resist temptation.y^e^s
both too great and too little to succeed in ufe.

Yet his faults are obvious enough to the cursory
student of history. It is more profitable to de^
with his finer qualities.

His Aims

It has been well said that “nothing throws so
clear a light on the career of any great man as a
knowledge of his character and airps when he made
the first step into the world.”v^5?^on has stated his

aims clearly. It was primarily to be of uselfo^^he
human race ; secondly, to serve his countr^
The aims were big sounding but were conceived

in all sinc^ity, and were no mere grandiloquent
notions. was conscious of his power and felt

justly that his type of mind was of a serviceable
character,

Clear foHsight, as I have said, was the pre-

dominating characteristic. Combined with this was
a cautious, judicial spirit, an untiring industry, and
an even, amiable disposition.

^;/^e whole aim of science in Bacon’s view was
to endow the condition and lif^f man with new
powers and works. Truth utility were ulti-

mately one and the sameT^AT*ain abstractions
Bacon abhorred. His was to be the method of
induction—^the new meth^—arguing from ascer-
tained facts to principles, v^he first stop, obviously,
was to collect the factsj J

The collection of facts 1—that is his insistent

point. To keep the eye fixed on Nature, and so

revive her images as they are.

main significance of Bacon’s philosophic
position lies in this, that he emphasi^^ the necessity
for a critical analysis of experience.

“ Man, the servant and interpreter of Nature, can do
and understand so much and so much only as he has
observed in fact or in tliought, of the course of Nature,
beyond them he neither knows anything nor can do
anything.”

Experience and observation ! How valuable a
lesson for an age in which the crudest superstition

and the most childish fancies did service for scien-

tific investigation. One has only to recall the
medical theories and practices of the day, to see how
badly Bacon’s method w^ needed.

This may be added. N^acon has been called the
parent of Modern Science.*^*‘^£J^e phrase is only trua^
of him if we look at Bacon’s ideas, not his methods, v*

v^is methods contributed nothing ; his ideas every-

fiiing.tvWhat he himself said of himself is truer

than he perhaps imagined : “I only sound the
clarion ; but I enter not into the battle.” He
lacked the genius of investigator and inventor

; he
was a prophet rather than a general. He knew
what ought to be done; but his ways of setting

about it were faulty.

Said Voltaire :
“ The Chancellor Bacon did not

yet know nature, but he knew all the roads that led

to her.”

But his ideas were true and right enough ; and
time has only confirmed their essential rightness;

and they all lay in the systematic and wide exami-
nation of facts ; as the primary step in Science

;

and the postponement of generalisation until data
had been collected.

As an illustration of Bacon’s prose style, we may
take the followmg passage s

Of Studies

“Bead not to contradict and confute, nor to believe
and take for granted, nor to find talk and discourse, but
to weigh and consider. Some books are to be tasted,

others to be swallowed, and some few to be chewed
and digested ; that is, some books are to be read only
in parts ; others to be read, but not curiously ; and
some few to be read wholly, and with diligence and
attention. Some books also may be read by deputy,
and extracts made of them by others ; but that would
be only in the less important arguments and the meaner
sort of books ; else distilled books are like common
distilled waters, flashy things. Reading maketh a fuU
man, conference a ready man, and writing an exact
man. And therefore if a man write little, he had
need have a great memory ; if he confer little, he
had need have a present wit ; and if he read httle,

he had need have much cunning to seem to know that
he doth not.

‘“Histones make men wise, poets witty, the mathe-
matics subtile, natural philosophy deep, moral, grave,

logic and rhetonc able to contend.”

“Henby VII ”

“ As for the disposition of his subjects in general to-

wards him, it stood thus with him
;

that of the three
affections which naturally tie the hearts of the subjects
to their sovereign, love, fear, and reverence ; he had
the last in height, the second in good measure, and so
little of the first, as he was beholden to the oth^r two
“He was a Prince, sad, serious, and of Lho.igi is
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and secret observations, and full of notes and memorials
of his own hand, especially touching persons. As,

•whom to employ, whom to reward, whom to enquire of,

whom to beware of, what were the dependencies, what
were the factions, and the like ; keeping, as it were, a
journal of his thoughts. There is to this day a merry
tale ; that liis monkey, set on as it was thought by one
of his chamber, tore his principal note-book all to pieces,

when by chance it lay forth ; whereat the court, which
liked not these pensive accounts, was almost tickled

with sport.”

If the Essays reflect Bacon’s lucidity of method,
and the History of Henry VII his eloquence, to

the New Atlantis we may turn for some taste of his

imaginative ideals.

y The ‘‘New Atlantis”

^^e key-note of the New Atlantis is the pursuit

of knowledge, which in Bacon’s view is a religious

duty. Many of the scientific hints thrown out by
Bacon as Utopian possibilities have now become
everyday realities. Certainly we may claim to

have “ some Degrees of Flying in the Ayre . . .

Ships and Boates for going under water.” Modem
medical science is familiar with “ Chambers of

Health where we qualify the Aire . , . for the cure

of divers diseases.” These are but a few illustra-

tions of the way in which Bacon foreshadowed the

trend of scientific research.

The style of the book is clear and direct. Com-
paring it as a Utopian picture with that of More, a
few points of interest detach themselves.

(1) More emphasizes the social; Bacon the

intellectual well-being of the community.

(2) The chief note in More’s Utopia is simplicity

of life, whereas the chief feature of the citizens of

Atlantis is orderliness of life.

(3) More is Puritan in his ideas of dress ; Bacon
favours a certain external splendour.

(4) The tone of More’s mind is democratic ; of

Bacon’s aristocratic.

Bacon’s fragment, equally with More’s more con-

siderable work, has inspired future generations no
less by its fertile suggestions than by its simple

charm of narrative.
“ Wee sayled from Peru, (wher wee had continued

by the space of on© whole yeare), for China and Japan,
by the South Sea ; taking with us Victuals for twelve
Moneths ; And had erood Windes from the East, though
soft and weak©, for uve Moneths space, and more. But
then the Wind© came about, and setled m the West for

many dayes, so as we could make little or no way, and
were sometimes m purpose to turne back. But then
againo ther arose Strong and Great W^indes from the
South, with a Point East ; which earned us up, (for

all that w© could doe) towards the North ; By which
time our Viotualls failed us, though we had made good
spare of them. So that finding our selves, in the Midst
of the greatest Wilderness© of Waters in the World,
without Victuall, we gave our Selves for lost Men, and
prepared for Death. Yet we did lift up our Harts and
Voices to God above, who sheweth Ms Wonders in the

Deepe

;

Beseeching him of his Mercy, that as in the
Beginning He discovered the Face of the Deepe, and
brought forth Dry-Land ; So he would now discover
Land to us, that w© mought not perish.”

“W© have also certain© Chambers, which wee call

Chambers of Health, wher we© qualifi© the Air© as w©
think© good and proper for the Cure of divers© Diseases,
and Preservation of Health,
“Wee have also fair© and largo Baths, of several!

Mixtures, for the Cur© of Diseases, and the Eestoring
of Mans Body from Arefaction ; And Others for the
Confirming of it in Strength of Sinnewes, Vitall Parts,
and the very luyeo and Substance of the Body.

“ W© have also largo and various Orchards, and
Gardens ; Wherin w© do not so much respect Beauty,
as Variety of Ground and Soyle, proper for divers©
Trees, and Herbs ; And some very spatious, wher Trees,
and Berries are set, wherof w© make divers© Kmds of
Drinks, besides the Vmeyards. In these we© practise
likewise all Conclusions of Grafting, and Inoculating, as
well as of Wilde-Trees, as Fruit-Trees, which produceth
many Effects. And we make (by Art) in the same
Orchards, and Gardens, Trees and Flowers, to come
earlier, or later, then their Seasons

,
And to come up

and bear© more speedily then by their Naturall Course
they doe. W© make them also by Art greater much
then their Nature ; and their Fruit greater and sweeter
and of diflenng Tast, Smell, Colour, and Figure, from
their Nature, And many of them w© so Order as they
become of Medicmall Use.
“Wee have also Meanes to make diverse Plants rise

by Mixtures of Earths without Seedes ; And likewise
to make diverae New Plants, differing from the Vulgar ;

and to make one Tree or Plant turne into another.
“ W© have also Parks, and Enclosures of all Sorts, of

Beasts, and Birds ; which we© use not onely for View
or Raren^e, but hkewis© for Dissections, and Trialls ;

That thereby we may take hght, what may be wrought
upon the Body of Man. Whenn we finde many strange
Effects ; As Continuing Life in them, though diverse
Parts, which you account Vitall, be perished, and taken
forth ; Resussitating of some that seeme Dead m Ap-
pearance ; And the like W© try also all Poysons, and
other Mediemes upon them, as well of Chyi'urgery, as
Phisicke. By Art lilcewise, we make them Greater, or
Taller than their Kmd© is ; And contrary-wise Dwarfe
them and stay their Grouth : Wee make them more
Fruitfull, and Bearing then their Kmd is ;

and contrary-
wise Barren and not Generative. Also w© make them
differ in Colour, Shape, Activity, many wayes. We
finde Meanes to make Commixtures and Copulations of
diverse Kindes ; which have produced many New Kindes,
and them not Barren, as the generall Opinion is. We
make a Number of Kindes, of Serpents, Wormes, Flies,

Fishes, of Putrefaction ; Wherof some are advanced (in

effect) to be Perfect Creatures, like Beastes or Birds

;

And have Sexes, and do© Propagate. Neither doe we
this by Chance, but we© know before hand, of what
Matter and Commixture, what Kind© of those Creatures
will arise.”

Significance of His Work

Of Bacon’s contribution to critical thought men-
tion is mad© elsewhere, ^'•^egarding here his work
as a whole, we may say tSat the best summing up is

expressed in his own words : “A bell ringer who
is up first to call others to church. In his Ad-
vancement to Learning, he is one of the earliest to

seek to consolidate and unify his knowledge ; in his

Essays he is the pioneer of clear sententious English,

that suggests rather than expounds, and blends

dignity with familiarity, in that pleased and attrac-

tive manner which is the secret of the power of all

our great essayists. Again, in his Henry VII he
shows the possibilities of a flowing, orderly, and
picturesque narrative that shall compel attention

without recourse to strained conceits.^*^4haIly,

in his New Atlantis, with its plea for a College of

Scientific Research, he started a movement that led

to the foundation of our Royal Society, and inspired

in a later era^^hat stupendous undertaking the

French Encycloped»e, Despite the marks of philo

sophy, with which it is customary to adorn Bacon*
it may be questioned whether he will be seriously
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regarded as a great thinker. Here again he is

the “ bell ringer to thought, rather than the pro-

found reasoner. His literary methods are then of

the orator, not the dialectician
; he is not good in

argument ; not reliable even in exposition. He
saw the value of scientific precision, and the careful

accumulation of facts, but his own cast of mind is

not adapted to the carrying out of his own admirable
precepts.

In fact he is a valuable, intellectual irritant

rather than a constructive force ; an intellectual

irritant with fine rich literary resources at his com-
mand ; fertile in illustration, luminous in sugges-
tion, and with considerable power to challenge and
arrest the attention. Cowley well compared hiTu
with Moses on Pisgah, surveying the Promised
Land, but not entering into possession. That
dictum goes to the root of the matter.

THE DECLINE OF THE RENASCENCE

Introduction : The England of Milton and Bunyan : Puritanism and its Significance.

INTRODUCTION

The England of Milton and Bunyan

Milton was born on December 9, 1608, at Black
Spread Eagle Court, in Bread Street. Thus was
Puritanism nourished in the very bosom of the

Renascence, for was not the famous Mermaid
Tavern hard by, where the great Elizabethan
poets and wits foregathered and caroused. Yet
what a change of atmosphere in passing from the

England of Shakespeare to the England of Milton.

Shakespeare stands first and foremost for the

concrete realities of life ; his words and phrases

tingle with vitality and thrill with warmth. Milton
is concerned rather with theorising about life ; his

Imes roll over the mind with sonorous majesty, now
and again thrilling us as Shakespeare did with the

fine excess ” of creative genius, but more often

impressing us with their stateliness and power, than
moving us by their tenderness and passion.

There is a stern inflexibility here also that be-

speaks the growing Puritanism of the age. A
goodly leaven of Puritanism is a heritage of our
Saxon nature. For a while the exhilaration of the
Renascence swept the Englishman of£ his feet, but
the excesses that every tidal movement brings
along with it soon sobered him. The fanatic who
had so long denounced the drama to deaf ears, at
last found an uneasy listener, for the baser elements
in the drama were triumphing now that Shake-
speare’s voice had been stilled. There were fine

souls yet, but the glory of the drama was assuredly
on the decline.

Jonson, with shrewd insight, saw the marks of
moral deterioration about him, and though there
was abundant talent in many of his brilliant con-
temporaries, realised that that would not save the
drama. So he brings to the fore that theory of

literature which makes of it a fitting instrument
of moral education. Shakespeare interpreted life,

Jonson, and after him Milton, satirised it and
moralised it. Such a course was less popular than
Shakespeare’s, but the needs of the age were its

justification.

Puritanism began with Ben Jonson, though it

found its greatest poetical exponent in Milton, its

greatest prose exponent in Bunyan.
Two influences contributed especially to the

moulding of the England now under consideration.
The first is the influence of the great dramatists and

poets of Elizabeth’s reign. They had helped to
make the people realise their sohdarity as a nation
by their chronicle plays. They had given them
high ideals, a hatred of tyranny, and a spirit of
independence that was to fit them for conflict with
the Stuarts. Such was the legacy of great Eliza-
bethan drama.
The drama that awaits our notice has many

claims upon our admiration, some on our affection

;

but it lacks that griphold of the national conscience
of which Marlowe and Shakespeare knew the secret.

The second influence is that of the Bible. The
Scriptures, hitherto reserved for the select few, are
now spread broadcast for men and women to con-
sider and expound for themselves. The Bible is to
be seen everywhere, heard of everywhere ; it points
an argument in the House of Commons ; inspires

the soldier on the field of battle; leavens the
official despatches ; the barber quotes it to his

customer; the Puritan critic cites it against his

enemies; and even those who foregathered at the
tavern intersperse the news of the day with dis-

cussion of doctrines.

The term “ Puritan ” usually calls up the picture
of an austere figure, garbed in black, with lank hair,

a man with no feeling for art, no sympathy with the
graces and amenities of life, a sour, crabbed, and
gloomy personage.

That such Puritans existed is quite true ; that
such a picture is an absurd travesty of the best type
of Puritan is equally true. Unfortunately, Puri-

tanism has been associated in the popular mind
with the extravagances of extremists. This, no
doubt, is partly due to the fact that the stage, which
the Puritan never regarded with favour, has re-

venged itself by perpetuating a caricature whenever
it dealt with Puritanism. Even our own generation
has witnessed Sir Henry Irving in a play where every
artifice is used to idealise the portrait of Charles and
to belittle the portrait of Cromwell.

In literature, not till Carlyle wrote his famous
History did any adequate picture exist of the great

political Puritan, and Macaulay was only expressing
wittily the thought of his tiihe when he wrote of the

Puritan, that he disliked bear-baiting not because
it gave pain to the bear, but because it gave pleasure
to the spectator.

Anyone who wished to “ purify ” the usages of

the church was called a Puritan, and it is a mistake
to associate the term entirely with Nonconformity,
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Many, of course, found it better to worship separ-

ately, as they could not get their forms sufficiently

purified ; but others were content to pursue the

work of purification from within the Church.

Puritanism had its Mores as well as its Luthers.

Ineffectual as Monasticism had proved in its

declining years, it had supplied an ideal which the

serious and devout sorely missed now that it had
been uprooted. To such, largely men of intense if

narrow imaginations, moral fervour, and tenacity

of purpose, Puritanism supphed the necessary in-

spiration. They seized upon its principles with
eager enthusiasm, and found in it the wherewithal

to combat the shallow and light-hearted.

The artist owes Puritanism a grudge for the

ruthless destruction of so much that was beautiful

in the art treasures of London. But the extremist

is to be blamed largely for this. The finer type of

Puritan was by no means insensible either to the

beauty of art or to the innocent joys of life. Milton
wrote Masques ; Colonel Hutchison was an expert

dancer ; Cromwell delighted in music and en-

couraged musicians. In fact, the representative

Puritan was by no means the duH dog he is painted,

and Cromwell had less in common with some of

the violent sectaries of his day than with some of

the finer spirits among the Royalists.

If we turn from Milton, to regard for a moment
Cromwell, the secret of Puritan dynamics is more
fuUy disclosed. There was little about Cromwell
of that hardness and austere reserve, common to

many Puritans, and characteristic certainly of

Milton. Milton triumphed because of his fiery

sincerity and high imagination ; Cromwell because
of his genuine kindliness of heart and his rare sense

of justice. Prom the days when he was an obscure
member of the House to the time when he held
the destinies of the country in his hand, no one of

his contemporaries equalled him for the dogged
consistency and unselfish bravery with which he
championed the cause of the poor against the rich.

There was none to plead for them, and he stepped
forward despite the danger then attaching to any
sympathisers with the people.

And just as his zeal on their behalf and his kind-
ness of manner attached the poorer classes to him,
so did his unpretentious directness and “ familiar

rustic carriage ” endear him to the soldiers whom
he led.

There was nothing here of that genuine “ Kill-

joy ” attitude which made the Presbyterian so
unpopular. Cromwell could relax on occasion, as
his friends well knew, and that the more gracious

elements of his character were not oftener forth-

coming we may attribute to the seriousness of the
work he had to do.

Yet no man courted popularity less than he did,

or felt more acutely lack of sympathy. But there
was something Titanic about his resolution ; never
did he flinch from any course of which his conscience
approved. We may criticise the wisdom and the
humanity of certain aspects of his policy ; its sin-

cerity and patriotism or—considering his age and
generation—^its tolerance, we cannot. “ See what
a multitude of people come to attend your
triumph ? was said to him on one occasion.
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“ More would come to see me hanged,” was the grim
reply. No doubt it was perfectly true. To be well

hated and misunderstood is both the privilege and
tragedy of the strong man.
Admirable as a destructive force, Cromwell

found the work of construction too hard ; nor can
we wonder at this, realising the stupendous diffi-

culties that faced him. But he left a fruitful legacy

of ideas behind him, none more fruitful than his

insistence on liberty of thought in the teeth of the
extremists of the day. This it was that attracted

Milton towards him, and the saintly George Pox.
It is quite true that the toleration he preached,
moderate as it may seem to us to-day, was swept
aside at the Restoration, yet it was not destroyed.

It is also true that Puritanism had proved itself

unfitted to be the sole inspiration of national state-

craft. But I believe that it supplied the leaven of

the far-reaching Benthamite reforms in the earlier

half of the nineteenth century. “ And if,” as Mr.
Gardiner has said, “ his Puritanism descended from
the proud position to which he had raised it,” we
may at any rate add, adapting the dictum on
Charles, that it was greater in its fall than ever it

had been in its days of power.
Yet with the glory of Puritanism as a dominant

political force, it entered for yet a third time into

our literature in the work of Bunyan. Of the

Bedford tinker’s work as hterature, something will

be said in its proper place. Here it may be affirmed

that for sheer power over the hearts of men, Bunyan
is unrivalled save by Shakespeare himself.

I. THE DRAMA
Ben Jonson

No one of the great vital personalities of the Eliza-

bethan age is so well known to us as Ben Jonson.
Prom his early precocious days when at Westminster
School he attracted the attention of the historian

Camden, down to the time when he was leading

spirit of the Mermaid Tavern, numbering among his

friends all the great men of the day, we seem to see

the man as he was, sincere, brave, quarrelsome, and
versatile; a good hater, an equally good lover,

copious in speech, keenly critical in insight ; a

careful scholar, with a fine touch of poetry in his

composition ; the “ huge galleon ” of Fuller’s

famous account, notable for his wit combats with

the “ Enghsh man of war ” Shakespeare. In
physique big and imwieldy, with the uproarious

egotism of his famous namesake ; in intellect clear-

headed, thoroughgoing, though often amazingly
pedantic; in disposition, rough and satiric, yet

essentially good at heart. Such was “ Rare Ben
Jonson ” ; literature has never had a more inde-

fatigable servant ; nor life a more omnivorous taster.

Born about the year 1573, a month after the death
of his father, Ben Jonson was the son of a gentleman
from the Border Counties, who for his zeal on
behalf of the religion of the Reformers was im-

prisoned, and his estates sequestered, when Queen
Mary came to the throne. Forced to leave his

home, he came to London and became a minis-

ter in Westminster. Little, however, is definitely

known of Jonson’s antecedents.
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When Jonson was two years old his mother
married a tradesman who did the utmost for his

httle stepson ;
though “ brought up poorly,” his

education was not neglected ; he was sent first

to the parish school of St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields,

Charing Cross, afterwards to Westminster School

through the kindness of Camden, the scholarly

historian, then second master. Here it was the

foundations were laid that afterwards enabled the

poet to build up his monumental fame as a poet

and dramatist.

Camden took an intense interest in the lad and
his work, of which Jonson was not unmindful ; it

was to Camden he dedicated his finest comedy,
Mvery Man in His Humour^ in 1596, and also

acknowledged the debt he owed his old master in a
poem

:

“ Camden 1 most reverend head, to whom I owe
All that I am in arts, all that I know !

”

On leaving Westminster School he was appren-
ticed by his stepfather to his own trade, that of a
builder, and it is not surprising to hear that Jonson
“ could not endure ” the work. How could such
work—whether it were in the office among estimates,

specifications, and endless columns of figures, or in

the more manual labour of piling up bricks and
mortar—^be congenial to a youth who had spent his

school days among the classics of Greece and Rome !

Can we wonder that he broke with the home ties

and enlisted as a private soldier, and that many
legendary stories are the outcome of this time spent
with the army in the Low Countries.

On returning to London about the year 1592,
though but twenty, he married; his wife he de-

scribes as “a shrew, yet honest ”—^perhaps with
good reason for her shrewishness, if we take into

account Jonson’s own references to his early life ;

—

and for some years they lived apart. Of several

cliildren not one outhved their father ; an infant

daughter who died in 1594, and a son, seven years of

age, who died of the Plague in 1603, are both com-
memorated in his poems.
About the time of his marriage Jonson turned to

the stage for employment, both as actor and play-
wright. He made his first appearance at a third-

rate theatre in Clerkenwell, and afterwards joined
Philip Henslowe’s company ; he was not a success-
ful actor, and a duel with Gabriel Spencer of the
same company, in which Spencer lost his life, ended
Jenson’s career in that branch of the profession.

On his trial for the deed Jonson barely escaped
paying the extreme penalty, and was branded in
the thumb with the letter T. (^.e. Tyburn). While
in prison he changed his religion and, " on trust ”

he says, became a Romanist ; twelve years later he
abjured the Roman faith and returned to the
Anglican.

After the trial a temporary breach took place
between Henslowe and Jonson, and a play that was
being written by Jonson for Henslowe’s company
was passed on to George Chapman to complete.
At this the poet showed considerable annoyance,
and considering himself slighted, he sought re-

venge by offering his new comedy, JEvery Man in
Hta Humour, to the Lord Chamberlain’s company
of players, who were only too delighted to score

against a rival manager; they produced it with
much success m 1598, with Shakespeare in the cast.
The feud between Henslowe and Jonson did not
last ; the poet was too valuable an adjunct to the
company to ignore for long, and the following year
he was asked to write for them again. Jonson bore
no malice, and gave them Hvery Man out of His
Humour.

J onson’s self-esteem, arrogance, and independent
character led hun into many squabbles with his
feUow-playwriglits, who took the usual means of
retaliation by caricaturing and ridiculing each other
in their plays. Dekker and Marston for some
reason fell under the lash of Jonson in The Poetaster

(1601), and Jonson is made their butt in Satiro-

mastix, or the Untrussing of the Humorous Poet. As
Marston dedicated The MalcoMent to Jonson in 1604,
and the three are found collaborating in The Pho&nix
and the Turtle, we may hope that the quarrel was
just the outcome of a httle passing professional

jealousy. Cynthia^s Revels (1600), another satirical

play, roused society against him.
While living in the house of Lord D’Aubigny,

Jonson was writing his first tragedy, Sqanus, which
he dedicated to his noble patron. It was acted at
the Globe Theatre in 1603, but not printed till the
following year with a preface declaring that “ It is

not the same with that acted on the public stage

;

wherein a second hand had a good share.”

Two years later the poet again suffers imprison-

ment. In company with Chapman and Marston,
Eastward Ho was produced, and in it, as the Scots

thought, some uncomplimentary remarks wore made
on them and their country. The authors were
threatened with the loss of their oars and noses,

but this mdignity was spared them, and on their

release, without trial, Jonson gave a supper party.

So few allusions to Jonson’s parents are made
throughout his life that it may be interesting to

quote a passage from the Conversations

:

“ At
the midst of the feasfc his old Mother dranke to him,

and shew him a paper which she had (if the sentence

had taken execution) to have mixed in the prison

among his drinke, which was full of lustie strong

poison, and that as she was no churl©, she told, she

minded first to have drunk of it herself.”

With the accession of James I began a long series

of Court entertainments, and the poet was m great

request by the Royal Family and various noblemen
and others in their pageants to welcome the new
Sovereign. The Satyr was given at Althorp on
June 3, 1603, before the Queen and Prince Henry

;

The Pirates, at the Highgate residence of Sir William
Cornwallis, and the first masque, Blachnesse, at

Whitehall o’". 1605. The manuscript
of which, u ‘J. <* ‘d lO . »' Queen and signed by
Jonson, is now in the British Museum.
A quarrel with Inigo Jones, the famous Court

architect, who was also responsible for the stage

properties and scenery for the Court masques,
resulted in the temporary withdrawal of Royal
patronage from Jonson, Both these men were
masters and masterful, each wanted his own way,
and the result seems to have been a fulfilment of the

old adage that “ a little dog at home can keep a big

dog out.”
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Nevertheless Jonson’s fame reached its height

ehout the year 1611. With aU his activity m
Court circles he had been equally busy on behalf of

the playgoing public, and his more lasting work

was produced about this period : Volpone, or the

Fox was staged at the Globe in 1605 ;
Epicoene, or

the Silent Woman in 1609, by the Children of Her
Majesty’s Revels ; The Alchemist (1610), Gataline

(1611), and The Devil is an Ass (1616), by the King’s

Men; Bartholomew Fair in 1614. Then came a

break ; necessity compelled Jonson to return to

the stage in 1625, with the Staple of News, and again

in 1629 with The New Inn, the latter did not survive

a first performance—“not acted,” Jonson says,

“ but negligently played ” and “ most squeamishly

beheld and censured ”—so he relieved his feelings

in the celebrated Ode to Himself,
“ Come leave the loathed stage,

And the more loathsome age ;

Where pride and m faction knit.

Usurp tl ‘ ' 57it ’

Indicting and arraigning every day.
Something they call a play.

Let their fastidious, vain
Commission of the brain

Run on and rage, sweat, censure, and condemn ;

They were not made for thee, less thou for them.”

For a time Jonson had acted as secretary to Sir

Walter Raleigh and tutor to his son, journeying

with them to Paris in 1612, where, according to

Drummond, there were occasions when tutor and
pupil might have been more profitably employed.
In 1618 Jonson started upon his famous pedes-

trian feat from London to Scotland, and on reaching

Edinburgh was given a hearty welcome by the

Literary Society of that city; on he went to

Hawthornden and remained as the guest of William
Drummond for three weeks. Drummond kept
some notes of their conversations with remarks not
always flattering to his guest, which he published
later. On January 25, 1619, he left Scotland for

London, where he arrived about the end of April.

While in Scotland the Universityof Oxford honoured
him by offering him an M.A. degree—formaUy con-

ferred upon him on July 19, 1620 ; while at Oxford
Jonson was the guest of Richard Corbet of Christ

Church, and one of his finest epitaphs is that On
Vincent Oorhet, the father of his host. The follow-

ing year the King promised him the reversion of

Master of the Revels after the deaths of Sir George
Buo and Sir John Astley. This post had always been
the poet’s ambition to occupy, but it is “ ill luck

waiting for dead men’s shoes,” and Sir John out-

lived him. King James, however, appointed him
Laureate, but Jonson refused a knighthood.
One of the disasters of his life occurred between

the years 1621-23, in the burning of his library,

even at this time said to be one of the richest in

England—a large number of his own works were lost

in the conflagration—and brought forth his Execra*
tion against Vulcan,

Jonson’s health began to decline in 1626 ; at-

tacks of palsy and dropsy became frequent, but on
the death of Middleton in 1628 he was appointed
Chronologer to the City with a salary of 100 marks,
but it does not appear that he did any serious work
in this direction. The salary was withdrawn in

1631, but restored in 1634 by wish of the King. A
poem to King Charles in 1630, in which he suggests
that his salary as Laureate should be raised from
marks to pounds had the desired effect, with the
addition of a tierce of canary wme, of which Jonson
was very fond.

During the suspension of his salary as Chronolo-
ger, the poet was in very needy circumstances,
and a piteous letter was sent to the Duke of New-
castle in which he asked his patron to “ succour
my present necessities ”—“ I have neither fortune
to repay,” wrote Jonson, “ nor security to engage
that wiU be taken ” Many friends came to his

assistance, among whom he numbered the Earl of

Pembroke, who had been in the habit of sending him
£20 annually “to buy books,” the Sidneys of

Penshurst, Lord D’Aubigny, with whom he had
resided for some years, and Sir Walter Raleigh, who
is said to have founded the famous club at the

Mermaid Tavern.
How regularly could the portly figure of Jonson,

laughmgly referred to as the “ Tun of Heidelberg,”

be seen wending his way along Fleet Street to

Cheapside, then rounding the corner into Bread
Street where the famous Mermaid was situated,

there to join that Bohemian company of play-

wrights and statesmen, bishops and nobles, poets

and prosemen, who were proud to be “ sealed of

the tribe of Ben,” and the younger among them
whom he called his “ sons ”—how he loved and
commemorates them !

Shakespeare, “ Soul of the age . . . thou art a
monument without a tomb.” Beaumont, “ How
I do love thee ” and “ am not worthy the least

indulgent thought thy pen drops forth I
” Donne,

“ the dehght of Phoebus and each Muse, Who, to

thy one, all other brains refuse.” Then there is

Herrick’s commendation of the master where each

verse of his “ out-did the froho wine ;
” and Beau-

mont’s well-known lines

:

“ What things have we seen
Done at the Mermaid ! heard words that have been
So nimble and so full of subtle flame
As if that every one from whom they came
Had meant to put his whole wit into a jest,

And had resolved to hve a fool the rest

Of his dull life.”

During the last few years of his life he was con-
fined to the house with ever recurring attacks of

palsy and dropsy that made it difficult for him to

move about, and death must have come as a relief

to the tired body as it did on August 6, 1637, and a
final resting-place found for it in the Poets’ Cor-

ner of Westminster Abbey. By some misfortime,

though money had been given to raise a monument
to his memory, this was not done, and it was left

for a stranger to inscribe “ 0 Rare Ben Jonson ”

on the bas-relief placed upon the Abbey Wall.

His Writings

The first thing to realise about his work is that
in his sharp and incisive cri^jsn^of famous con-
temporaries, he was actuate? entirely by a well-

considered theory of the drama, quite opposed to
the methods of Shakespeare and other exponents
of the romantic drama. There was never any petty
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spite OP jealousy in his criticisms ; sharply as he
chided the great Master on occasion, no other has

left a more splendid or more memorable tribute to

his genius than he, in declaring that iiis works were
“ not of an age, but for all time.”

There is, despite all the natural contentiousness

of the man, an invincible honesty, a fine generosity,

that make his criticism especially valuable.

With his non-dramatio writings we are concerned

elsewhere. It is sufificien there to emphasize the

strength and clarity of his prose, the charm and
grace of much of Ms verse. Unlike Marlowe, he
leanedtowards classic rather than romanticmethods.
Unlike Shakespeare, he deals with human life in

sections rather than as a whole ; being content to

satirise manners rather than to paint men and
women. In his drama, he is a moralist first and
foremost, afterwards the artist. But his scope is

very wide, comprising tragedies, comedies, masques,
and farces.

His masques, replete in folk-lore learning, and
classical imagery, are enlivened with gay interludes

and pretty flights of fancy, for which he has less

scope in the orthodox drama. If some of his con-

temporaries excelled him, as certainly they did in

lyric sweetness and abandon, or displayed a more
delicate invention on the purely imaginative side,

no other writer of the time equalled, much less ex-

celled him, in the all-round excellence of the

masques, in the piquant blend of scholastic learning

and fantastic frippery
; indeed the famous Court

masque of Jacobean times owes its form and come-
liness largely to his indefatigable labours. Akin to

the Masques, is the unfinished Pastoral, The Sad
Shepherd, written with a lightness of touch, and
delightful abandonment, that comes on the reader

as a surprise.

We may regard the comedies and tragedies under
three aspects, especially characteristic of Jonson.

(1) His Technical Skill as a PlaywrigM

When first he threw in his lot with the play-
wrights, he frankly followed the current demand for

romantic drama, showing no small skill in adopting
the full-blooded romantic manner. Even here, in
the early years of apprenticeship, he displayed
vigorous power of imagination ; but romantic
drama was not characteristically expressive of the
man’s personality. After his dismissal by the
theatrical manager, Henslowe, a rival manager

—

William Shakespeare—came forward and helped
him to put on his comedy. Every Man in His
Himour* Here Jonson for the first time struck
the anti-romantic note, and sought to establish a
satirical comedy of manners framed in a definite

plan. He saw clearly enough that despite the
splendid, exuberant power of the Shakespearean
drama, there was no underlying theory or conven-
tion, and that its tendency to become formless and
chaotic would be a serious matter without the
genius of such men as Shakespeare to guide and
control.

In the prologue to Every Man in His Humour,
Jonson puts forward his plan of reform, electing to
** sport with human follies, not with crimes.” The

word “ humour,” as used by Jonson, implied some
oddity of disposition, especially with regard to the
manners of the day.

The invention of Bobadil is one of his happiest •

and the whole play, while clear and coherent in its

framework, is alive with cosmic power, happy and
not too heavily underlined.

Jonson made quite clear how he disapproved of
the happy-go-lucky selection of plots. He would
have none of those who “ waylay all the old books
they can hear of, in print or otherwise, to farce their
scenes withal ... as if their imagination lived
wholly upon another man’s trencher.” He came to
the making of comedies with a fine knowledge oi

Old English Literature, and of the classics, and with
an intimate acquaintance of London life in all its

guises.

In the comedies that follow Every Man out of His
Humour, and Cynthia^s Revels, the same care for

clearness and definition are observed; but the
moral aim of the satirist is somewhat too obvious

;

and the machinery creaks at times rather painfully.

His next ventures are in the direction of tragedy
—of these Sejanus and Catihne aro the most note-

worthy. Here he tried to carry out the same plan
previously attempted in comedy. He wished to re-

vert to the severe conventions of the classic drama.
But the scholar trips up the artist this time, just as

the moralist did before. In his endeavour to be
genuinely historical, and to avoid all irrelevance,

he becomes dull and pedantic.

Not that Sejanus and Catiline are complete
failures. If the endeavour to preserve, so far

as practicable, the dramatic unities (in Sejanus he
gives up unity of Time) leads to dullness, and if

his avoidance of comic contrasts found no com-
pensating advantage in eloquent diction, yet the

characterisation is always thoughtful and well con-

sidered, and at times arresting. But whatever the

merits of these plays may be, they pale beside the

rich power of the comedies that followed : Volpone,

The Silent Woman, and The Alchemist.

Volpone, or the Fox, is a study in avarice.

Volpone is no common miser, he glories less in

the hoarding of his treasure than in its acquisition

;

and he revels in the hypocrisies of those who are

ever ready to fawn upon the rich man, fooling them
to the top of their bent. The play is extraordi-

narily clever, and brilliantly constructed. Its

defects lie in a certain hardness, and in lack of

humanity. It deals relentlessly with the most
contemptible qualities in human nature, and the

bitterness of its cynical humour leaves an un-

pleasant taste in the mouth.
The Silent Woman is written in more genial vein.

Here is comedy, with a dash of farce, and Coleridge

considered it the most entertaining of the author’s

comedies. It is certainly highly amusing, and in

point of construction fully as admirable as Volpone.

The story deals with a disagreeable old man,
Morose, who has a special hatred of noise. Upon
him is played a trick by his nephew, who introduces

a boy dressed up as a woman, with a special gift for

silence. This trait naturally commends itself to

Morose, who marries Epicoene and finds, after the

wedding, that his wife is a perfect tornado of noise.
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That “ she ” is also a boy, is speedily disclosed by
the nephew, and the farcical denouement is accom-

plished with many ingenious turns and boundless

vivacity. The characters one and all are vigorously

and amusingly drawn.

The Alchemist gives us another and less farcical

study in trickery, though there is abimdant merri-

ment in it ;
while there are excellent sketches of

humbugs and gulls of every variety ; one of the most
successful being Sir Epicure Mammon. This play,

like Volpone, is written in blank verse—uprose being

used in The Silent Woman—and the style through-

out is animated a.nd flexible, well suited to the

subject matter.

For sheer fun and high spirits, however, Bar-

tholomew Fair must take the first place. Inferior

to the other comedies in constructive skill, and
overdrawn in parts, it is an amazingly vivid and
many-sided presentment of contemporary manners.

The stage is crowded with amusing figures, the

mountebank, the fussy politician, the “ Ebenezer
Stiggins ” of the day, and many others.

After an interval of nine years, came The Staple

of Newest modelled on Aristophanic lines, but lack-

ing in the constructive power and comic invention

of the earlier work, and those that followed show
even a greater falling off ;

“ mere dialogues ”

Bryden called them not unfairly. Indeed, Jonson
was played out.

(2) His Gift of Detailed Observation

In treating of Jonson’s craftsmanship, something
has been said of this visualising power. Here is the

most remarkable side of his power as a writer for the

stage. Whether he is dealing with clear-cut char-

acters or clear-cut repartee, he is equally happy. He
has an eye for external peculiarities, unequalled by
any of our men of letters save Smollett and Dickens.

He points to the men of his day full of whims and
cranks

:

“ When some one peculiar quality
Doth so possess a man that it doth draw
All his affects, his spirits and his power
In their conflixions all to run one way ;

This may be truly said to be a humour.” ^

Note the touches with which he builds up Vol-

pone’s character

:

” I gain
No common way ; I use no trade, no venture ;

Wound no Earth with ploughshares, fat no beasts
To feed the shambles ; have no mills for iron,

Oil, corn, or men to grind them into powder.”

There is something of Dickens’ enjoyment in the
comic invention with which he overlays his figures.

One recalls Zeal of the Land Busy in Bartholomew
Fair, who pretended to be so greatly shocked by
the gaieties, yet is discovered “ fast by the teeth

in the cold turmey pie . . . with a great white loaf

on his left hand and a glass of Malmsey on his

right.” Later on he moralises (d la Pecksniff at

Todgers’) about his food, “We may be religious in

the minds of the profane, so it be eaten with a
reformed mouth.” He calls the fair “ the shop of

Satan,” yet is surprisingly familiar with its devious

ways. Ultimately he gets put in the stocks.

1 Every Man in his Humour (Prologue.)

There is no more elaborate painter of London life

than Jonson. Shakespeare paints with a bigger
brush, but for detailed effects Jonson is supreme.
He satirises vice with the vigour of Molidre, but not
with his adroitness. Had he lashed less furiously
he might have kept a better edge on his rapier.

Truly did a friend once say to him, “ You write with
a porcupine qmll dipped into too much gall.”
Yet this over emphasis was certainly not due to

any blunted observation. His similes are neat and
happy. For instance, this of an ill-bred man

:

“ He minds
A curtsey no more than London Bridge
Which ajfch was mended last.”

And when he keeps his didacticism in check, as
in that amusing farce, Bartholomew Fair, his obser-
vant humour finds abundant scope.

(3) His Graceful Fancy

In imaginative intensity Jonson is inferior not
only to Shakespeare, but to Marlowe, Webster,
Beaumont and Fletcher, and other contemporaries.

But he had a graceful fancy which showed to rich

advantage in the Masques ; and here and there it

lightens up the Comedies with luminous flashes.

His last work. The Sad Shepherd, contains some of

his pleasantest conceits. The Shepherd laments
his charming Earine ; spring had died with her, and
since then earth has borne but thorns

;

“ Here she was wont to go, and here, and here.

Just where those daisies, pinks, and violets grow

;

The world may find the spring by following her. . .

His lyrics have sweetness and abundant grace.

As instances, there are the songs, “ 0 do not wanton
with those eyes,” the “ Celia ” cycle, and the

familiar paraphrase from Phihstrates, “Drink to

me only. . .
.”

Yet -with all these qualities, with an exuberant

and graceful fancy, with his ripe scholarship, his

clear visualising power, his satiric faculty, the plays

of Jonson leave in the reader’s mind a certain cold-

ness. We feel something is lackmg. We admire,

but are not carried away ;
our minds are stimulated

but the emotions are rarely gripped. We reahse

the greatness of the man, but—^What then is the

matter ? The matter seems to be that his mind
and imagination never fused with the white heat of

creative passion as was the case with Shakespeare,

His intellect t37Tannised over his art. He was too

intent on proving some moral thesis, and admirable

as his satire is, he was ever forgetting the artist in

the moralist and riding a foUy to death ;
spoiling

a humorous character by a multiplying of comic

minutiae. None the less, many of the fibres, de-

spite the touch of caricature, are alive. His vitality

and observant power endow them with life; and

make us believe in them—anyhow for the time

being—even if they do not enshrine themselves in

our memories, as do the characters of Shakespeare.

But if there are very definite limitations to

Jonson’s attractiveness as a dramatist, it would be

hard to exaggerate the remarkable influence he

exercised on the drama. His jealousy for form

and coherence, his scrupulous avoidance of the

weaknesses of the Romantic drama, his shrewd
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penetrating observation of manners, these things

may be traced in the work of Beaumont and
Fletcher, of Chapman, Marston, and Middleton, of

Randolph and May, to mention some who profited

by Jonson’s methods. After the Restoration his

popularity increased, and although his serious

efforts failed to attract, yet his comedies held the

stage for many years, and proved more to the taste

of the Court than the pastoral comedies of Shake-

speare.

As an influence on other forms of literature, the

“humours” of Jonson are not without hterary

descendants in the novel of the eighteenth and early

mneteenth century. They can be met in the pages
of Fielding ; they crowd the stories of Smollett ;

and Dickens, who was certainly influenced by
Smollett in his earlier work, was as certainly in-

debted to the comic mventiveness of Jonson.

There seems a fine appropriateness about his

taking the part of Bobadil in Jonson’s familiar

comedy.

VoLPONE, OB The Fox

Mosca, introducing Voltobe, with a piece of plate

Mosca. You still are what you were, sir. Only you
Of all the rest, are ho commands his love.

And you do wisely to preserve it thus,

With early visitation, and kind notes
Of your good moaning to him, which, I know.
Cannot but come most grateful. Patron I sir !

Here’s sigmor Voltore, is come . . .

Volpone. {Faintly^ What say you ?

Mos. Sir, signior Voltore is come this morning
To visit you.

Volp, I thank him.
Mos. And hath brought

A piece of antique plate, bought of St. Mark,
With which he here presents you.

Volp. He is welcome.
Pray him to come more often.

Mos, Yes.
Volt. What says he %

Mos. He thanks you, and desires you see him often.
Volp. Mosca.
Mos. My patron !

Volp. Bring him near, where is he ?

I long to feel his hand.
Mos. The plate is here, sir.

Volt. How fare you, sir ?

Volp. I thank you, signior Voltore ;

Where is the plate ? mine eyes are bad.
Volt. {Pushing it into Ms hands). I’m sorry

To see you still thus weak.
Mos, That he’s not weaker. {Aside.)
Volp. You're too munificent.
Volt. No, sir, would to heaven,

I could as well give health to you, as that plate !

Volp. You give, sir, what you can ; I tliank you.
YoUr love
Hath taste in this, and shall not be unanswer’d

;

I pray you see me often.
Volt. Yes, I shall, sir.

Volp, Be not far from me.
Mos. Do you observe that, sir !

Volp. Hearken unto me still ; it will concern you.
Mos. You are a happy man, sir ; know your good.
Volp. I cannot now last long
Mos. You are his heir, sir.

Volt. Am I ?

Volp. I feel me going ; TJh I uh ! uh ! uh !

I’m sailing to my port, Uhl uh ! uh 1 uh I

And I am glad I am so near my haven.
Mos. Alas, kind gentleman ! Well, we must all

Mosca

—

Mos. Age will conquer.
Volt. Pray thee, hear me ;

Am I inscribed his heir for certain ?

Mos. Are you

!

I do beseech you, sir, you will vouchsafe
To write me in your family. All my hopes
Depend upon your worship ; I am lost.

Except the rising sun do shine on mo.
Volt. It shall both shine, and warm thee, Mosca
Mos. Sir,

I am a man, that hath not done your love
All the worst ofiSces

;
here I wear your keys,

See all your coflers and your caskets lock’d.
Keep the poor inventory of your jewels,

Your plate and monies ; am your steward, sir.

Husband your goods here.

Volt. But am I sole heir ?

Mos. Without a partner, sir ; confirm’d this mom
ing

:

The wax is warm yet, and the ink scarce dry
Upon the parchment.

Volt. Happy, happy, me !

By what good chance, sweet Mosca ?

Mos. Your desert, sir :

I know no second cause.
Volt. Thy modesty

Is not to know it ; well, we shall requite it.

Mos. He ever liked your course, sir ; that first took
him,

I oft have hoard him say, how he admired
Men of your large profession, that could speak
To every cause, and things mere contraries.

Till they were hoarse again, yet all the law ;

That, with most quick agility, could turn,
And (re-) return

;
(could) make knots, and undo them s

Give forked counsel ; take provoking gold
On either hand, and put it up ; those men,
He knew, would thrive with their humility.
And, for his part, he thought he should be blest

To have his heir of such a suffering spirit,

So wise, so grave, of so perplex’d a tongue,
And loud withal, that would not wag, nor scarce
Lie still, without a fee ; when every word
Your worship but lets falls, is a chequin !

[Knocking without.

Who’s that ? one knocks ; I would not have you seen,

sir.

And yet—pretend you came, and went in haste

:

I’ll fashion an excuse—and, gentle sir,

When you do come to swim in golden lard.

Up to the arms in honey, that your chin
Is borne up stiff, with fatness of the flood.

Think on your vassal ; but remember me

;

I have not been your worst of clients.

Volt. Mosca I

Mos. When will you have your inventory brought,
sir ?

Or see a copy of the will ?—Anon »

I’ll bring them to you, sir. Away, be gone.
Put business in your face.

{Exit Voltobe.

Volp. {Springing up). Excellent Mosca !

Come hither, lot mo kiss thee.
Mos. Keep you still, sir.

Here is Corbaccio.
Volp. Set the plate away :

The vulture’s gone, and the old raven’s come !

Mos. Betake you to your silence, and your sleep.

Stand there and multiply.
{Putting the plate to the rest.

Now, shall we see
A wretch who is indeed more impotent
Than this can feign to be ; yet hopes to hop
Over his grave

Enter Coebaccio.
Signior Corbaccio !

You’re very welcome, sir.i

^ Volpone, or The Fox, Act
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Bartholomew Fair

Rabbi Busy rusJies in

Busy, Down with Dagori ! down with Dagon ! ’tis .1^

I will no longer endure your profanations.

Leath, What mean you, sir ?

Busy, I will remove Dagon there, I say, that idol,

that heathenish idol that remains, as I may say, a

beam, a very beam—not a beam of the sun, nor a beam
of the moon, nor the beam of a balance, neither a

house-beam, nor a weaver’s beam, but a beam in the

eye, in the eye of the brethren ; a very great beam, an
exceeding great beam ;

such as are your stage players,

rimers, and morrice-dancers who have walked hand in

hand, in contempt of the brethren, and the cause ; and
been born out by instruments of no mean countenance.

Leath. Sir, I present nothing but what is licensed by
authority.

, .

Busy. Thou art all licence, even licentiousness itself,

Shimei

!

Leath, I have the master of the revels’ hand for’t, sir.

Busy, The master of the rebels’ hand thou hast.

Satan’s ! hold thy peace, thy scurrility, shut up thy

mouth, thy profession is damnable, and in pleading for

it thou dost plead for Baal. I have long opened my
mouth wide, and gaped ; I hav© gaped as the oyster

for the tide, after thy destruction ; but cannot compass
it by suit or dispute ; so that I look for a bickering ere

long, and then a battle.

Knock. Good Banbury vapours !

Cokes, Friend, you’d have an ill match on’t, if you
bicker with him here ;

though he be no man of the

fist, he has friends that will to cuffs for him. Numps,
will not you take our side ?

Edg, Sir, it shall not need j in my niind he offers

him a fairer course, to end it by disputation s hast thou
nothing to say for thyself, in defence of thy quality ?

Leath. Faith, sir, I am not well-studied in these

controversies, between the hypocrites^ and us. But
here’s one of my motion, puppet Dionysius, shall under-

take him, and I’ll venture the cause on’t.

Cokes, Who, my hobby-horse 1 will he dispute with

him ?

Leath, Yes, sir, and make a hobby-ass of him, I hope.

Cokes, That’s excellent ! indeed
^
he looks like the

best scholar of them all. Come, sir, you must be as

good as your word now.
Busy, I will not fear to make my spirit and gifts

known ; assist me zeal, fill me, fill me, that is, make me
full!

Winw, What a desperate, profane wretch is this ! Is

there any ignorance or impudence like his, to call his

zeal to fill him against a puppet ?

Quar, I know no fitter match than a puppet to commit
with an hypocrite !

Busy. First, I say unto thee, idol, thou hast no calling.

Dion. You lie^ 1 am called Dionysius,
Leath, The motion says, you lie, he is call’d Dionysius

in the matter, and to that calling he answers.

Busy, I mean no vocation, idol, no present lawful

calling.

Dion, Is yours a lawful calling ?

Leaih, The motion asketh if yours be a lawful calling ?

Bttsy, Yes, mine is of the spirit.

Dion. Then idol is a lawful calling.

Leath. He says, then idol is a lawful calling ; for you
call’d him idol, and your calling is of the spirit.

Cokes. Well disputed, hobby-horse.
Busy. Take not part with the wicked, young gallant

:

he neigheth and hinnieth ; all is but hinnying sophistry.

I call him idol again
;

yet, I say, his calling, his pro-

fession is profane, it is profane, idol.

Dion. It is not profane /

Leath. It is not profane, he says.
Busy. It is profane.
Dion. It is not profane.
Busy, It is profane
Dion. It is not profane.
Leath, Well said, confute him with No% still. Y<ni

cannot bear him down with your base noise, sir.

Busy. Nor he me, with his treble oreeking, though he
creek like the chariot wheels of Satan; i am zealous
for the cause

Leath. As a dog for a bone.
Busy, And I say, it is profane, as being the page of

Pride, and the waiting-woman of Vanity.
Dion. Yea / what say you to your iire-woment then ?
Leath. Good.
Dion, Or feather-makers in the Friers^ that are of your

faction of faith P are not they with their perukes^ and their

puffSf their fans, and their huffs, as much pages of Bride,
and waiters upon Vanity ? What say you, what say you,
what say you ?

Busy, I will not answer for them.
Dion. Because you cannot, hecause you cannot. Is a

bugle-maker a lawful calling ? Or the confect-makers P

such you have there ; or your French fashioner P you
would have all the sin within yourselves, would you not,

would you not P

Busy. No, Dagon.
Dion, What then, Dagonet P is a puppet worse than

these P

Busy, Yes, and my main argument against you is,

that you are an abomination ; for the male, among you,
putteth on the apparel of the female, and the female
of the male.

Dion, You lie, you lie, you lie abominably.
Cokes, Good, by my troth, he has given him the lie

thrice.

Dion, It is your old stale argument against the players,

hut it will not hold against the puppets ,* for we have
neither male nor female amongst us. And that thou may^st

see, if thou wilt, like a malicious purblind zeal as thou art.

Edg, By my faith, there he has answered you, friend,

a plain demonstration.
Dion. Nay, Bll prove, against e'er a Bobbin of them

all, that my standing is as lawful as his ; that I speak by

inspiration, as well as he ; that I have as little to do with

learning as he ; and do scorn her helps as much as he.

Busy. I am confuted, the cause hath failed me.
Dion, Then be converted, be converted,

Leath, Be converted, I pray you, and let the play go on.

Busy. Let it go on; for I am changed, and will

become a beholder with you.^

To Ceiia

Come, my Celia, let us prove.

While we may, the sports of love J

Time will not be ours for ever ;

He at length our good will sever.

Spend not then his gifts in vain.

Suns that set, may rise again s

But if once we lose this light,

’Tis with us perpetual night.

Why should we defer our joys !

Fame and rumour are hut toys.

Cannot we delude the eyes
_

Of a few poor household spies ;

Or his easier ears beguile.

So removM by our wile ?

’Tis no sin love’s fruit to steal.

But the sweet theft to reveal

;

To be taken, to be seen,

These have crimes accounted beeru

Kiss me, sweet ; the wary lover

Can your favours keep, and cover.

When the common courting iay

All your bounties will betray.

Kiss again ; no creature comes.
Kiss, and score up wealthy sums
On my lips thus hardly sundred,

While you breathe. First give a hundradi.

Then a thousand, then another
Hundred, then unto the other

Add a thousand, and so more j

Till you equal with the store,

AU the grass that Rumney yields,

Cic the sands in Chelsea fields.

I Bartholomew Fair, Act iv. SKS. 3-
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Or the drops in silver Thames,
Or the stars that gild his streams,

In the silent surnmer-mgbts,
When youths ply their stol’n delights 3

That the curious may not know
How to tell ’em as they flow.

And the envious, when they find

What their number is, be pmed.

Echo’s Song

Slow, slow, fresh fount, keep time with my salt tears 3

Yet, slower, yet ; 0 faintly, gentle springs

:

List to the heavy part the music bears,

Woe weeps out her division, when she sings.

Droop herbs and flowers,

Fall grief in showers.
Our beauties are not ours

0, 1 could still,

Like melting snow upon some craggy hill.

Drop, drop, drop, drop,

Since nature’s pride is now a wither’d daflodiLi

A Song

Oh do not wanton with those eyes.
Lest I be sick with seeing 5

Nor cast them down, but let them rise^

Lest shame destroy their being.
Oh be not angry with those fires.

For then their threats will kill me ;

Nor look too kind on my desires.

For then my hopes will spill me.
Oh do not steep them in thy tears.

For so will sorrow stay me ;

Nor spread them as distract with fears ;

Mine own enough betray me.

(6) POST-SHAKESPEAREAN DRAMATISTS (from Chapman to Shirley): Chapman—Marston—
Dekker—Randolph—Rowley—Oockaine—Glapthorne—Davenant—Nahbes—Webster—^Middleton

—Heywood—Day—Tourneur—Massmger—Ford—Shirley.

POST-SHAKESPBABEAN DRAMA
Contemporary with Jonson is George Chapman,
a native of Hertfordshire, born near Hitchin in

1559, and educated at both Oxford and Cambridge ;

after which it is said he joined some theatrical com-
pany touring Germany. On his return he became
the protege of Prince Henry, eldest son of James I,

his patrons also includmg Somerset, and the Earl

of Essex, to whom he dedicated some of his plays.

His principal dramatic works are The Blind

Beggar of Alexandria (1596); two comedies. All

Bools* (1599) and The Gentleman Usher; two
French tragedies, Bussy D^Ambois (1613) and The
Admiral of France ; was a great collaborator with
the well-known dramatists of his day, including

Jonson, and the scholarly translator of the Iliad

(1611), the Odyssey (1616), the Hymns (1624), and
contributions from Hesiod, Juvenal, and Petrarch.

He died in 1634.

Chapman is best known to the general reader by
the striking tribute of Keats, while Swinburne’s
eloquent eulogy did much to call attention to his

outstanding merit as a writer. Certainly, he is

among the great men. of the time, and whether as
translator, as a writer of comedies, or as a verse

maker, he claims our admiration. He is one of the
collaborators in one of the very best comedies of the
time, Eastward Ho, Jonson and Marston being also

concerned in it. Judging from what we know of

Marston’s strongly coloured work, we should not
rate his intervention as at all considerable; and
despite Jonson’s satirical strength, there is an
alertness and gaiety about it which is certainly not
characteristic of “ Rare Ben.” On the other hand
it shows considerable aflinity with his own comedy,
All Fools'*^ and the inference that the capital merits
of Eastward Ho are Chapman’s, would not seem to
be unfair.

His work, however, is distinctly uneven, and
though his comedies are better than his tragedies,
and remarkably able in many respects, it is as a
translator that he will probably be best remembered.

His translation of Homer is recognised by scholars
to be one of the very best in the language ; this is

especially so as regards the Iliad, where he uses
the fourteener, a prosodic form far closer to the
rhythmic sweep of the original than the somewhat
uninspirmg heroic couplet used in the Odyssey.
Like Jonson, Chapman is sometimes embarrassed

as an artist by his learning, and he has none of that
play of fancy which is one of Jonson’s most agree-

able attributes as a writer. For this reason he is

unable often—to use Swinburne’s expressive phrase—“ To clear his mouth of pebbles and his brow of

fog.” Yet when he did get rid of the pebbles and
the mist, there were few stronger and more original

forces with which to reckon.

JOHN Marston was born at Coventry about the

year 1575, and took his degree at Brasenose
College, Oxford, in 1594. His mother was the

daughter of an Italian surgeon, his father a lawyer
who wished his son to follow the same profession

;

Marston, however, not finding legal studies par-

ticularly to his bkmg, turned to literature and pub-
lished a number of satires in 1598, among them
The Scourge of Villainy, and The Metamorphosis of

Pygmalion*s Image being so distasteful to the church
people that they were publicly burned by order of

Archbishop Whitgift in 1599, and as there is in the

same year an entry in Henslowe’s Diary of a loan

on September 28, “ of forty shillings to the new
poet Mr. Maxton ” (probably Marston), we may
infer that things were not very prosperous with him,

at the beginning of his career at all events.

For about eight years Marston followed play-

writing as a profession, and in 1607 decided that

he would change it for a more serious occupation,

took Orders and was preferred to the living of

Christchurch, Hampshire, where he remained fifteen

years. Previous to this Marston had married the

daughter of the Rev. William Wilkes, chaplain to

James I, and Jonson used to jestingly remark that
** Marston wrote his father in-law’s preachings, and
his father-in-law the comedies.”
Three years after he resigned the livixig of Christ-

church he died in London, and is buried in the

Temple Church, beside his father.

Marston is essentially a tragic writer, though he
1 Cynthia^s Bevels^
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made a reputation in his day as a writer of vigorous
satires. Some of his modem critics find insincerity

in his work, and it is probable that his heart was not
in much that he wrote ; but he was a man of bril-

hant parts and real poetic power, marred by an un-
fortunate taste for “ Ercles vem . . . the tyrant’s

vein,” so nicely hit off in Shakespeare’s lines. He
is a writer who lends himself readily to efiectiv©

extracts I for his work, though unequal, rises at

times to heights of striking pathos, and illuminating

irony.

Of his plays, ^n^omo cmd Mellida is perhaps the

best, while The Revenge of Antonio, Antx>nio and
Mdlida, and The Malcontent, will furnish capital

illustrations of his satirical and tragic powers.

W© come now to Thomas Dekker, of whom we
know less as a man than of any other remarkable
man of the time, but whose genius, so highly praised

by Lamb, few would be disposed to question.

Dekker was on© of the hand-to-mouth writers of

the age, on© of the company of brilliant vagabonds
who lived literally on their wits, and who wrought
their comedies and tragedies out of the stufi of their

own fives.

Of his prose, mention has been mad© elsewhere.

He was a frequent collaborator—^mor© from need
than from inclination one would wager—^but his

individual characterisations are clearly marked,
and unmistakable. He was first and foremost a
poet, with a poet’s intuition of life, and in neither

comedy nor tragedy is there that objective realism
w© find in Jonson and his followers. In his lighter

plays he interprets the frailties and weaknesses of

mankind with something of Shakespeare’s imagi
native observation, not with the incisive satire of

Jonson; in his more serious plays, he shows the
poet’s insight into character, and his women are
vital and ©s^iressive. Last, but not least, he was
a singer of rare sweetness and delicacy, “ Poetry
enough for anything,” as Lamb significantly and
truly said of him.
Thomas Randolph, also a follower ofBen Jonson,

was born at Newnham-cum Badby in Nortfiants,

in 1605, and educated at Westminster and Cam-
bridge; after a life of dissipation in London, his

health failed, as did his pecuniary resources, and
at the age of thirty he died of small-pox.
Notwithstanding his comparatively early death,

Randolph had written six plays, Anstippvs (1629)
and The Conceited Pedlar, published in 1630, The
Jealotcs Lovers in 1632, The Miises* Looking Glass,

and Amyntas appearing after his death is 1638, in

company with a volume of Poems.
Randolph was a clever and showy writer, with a

taste for verse as well as for the drama, and had
a distmct gift for comedy writing. His best work,
probably, is The Mv>ses'* Looking Glass, which is a
brilliant and spirited comedy set in the framework of
the Morality Play.

Good also, in its way, is the pleasant pastoral,

Amyntas.
It is less as an original force than as a talented

and well-read adaptor and imitator, that Randolph
will be remembered. Jonson ’s infiuenc© in his work
is strong, and his special abilities lay certainly in
the direction of the Jonsonian drama.
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The last name of particular note is William
Rowley. He is best known as the collaborator
of Fletcher, Middleton, Massinger, Webster, and
Dekker, having a special knack of comic construc-
tion. He was in great request for arrynging sub-
plots, and excelled in depictmg the humours of low
life. In the work for which he is supposed to be
solely responsible, such as A Match at Midnight,
he shows the same comic power, together with a
certain constructive neatness and homeliness of
situation.

William Rowley (c. 1585-c. 1642) was a member
of the Queen’s company of players in 1610, as well
as playwright. In addition to the comedies

—

A
New Wonder (1632), AlVs Lost hy Lust, and A Match
at Midnight (1633), A Shoemaker is a Gentleman
(1638)—he also wrote an amusing picture of London
life, A Search for Money, published in 1709.
Among the lesser lights of the day are Sir Aston

CocKAiNE, a follower in the Jonsonian train, with a
faculty for farcical situations. Henry Glapthorne,
the friend of Lovelace, enjoyed some vogue as a
writer of tragedy and comedy, and was passably
good in both, without excelling in either. One of
his plays which caught the ear of the public was a
dramatised version of the Arcadia : Argalus and
Parthenia. Davenant helped to produce a re-

markable change in the nature of the English
drama, of which mention is made elsewhere ; this

fact is of more importance than the actual dramatic
work accomplished by him—^work, fair in quality of

workmanship, though marred by the haltmg verse.

Thomas Nabbes, and Davenport, both of whom
belong to the Jonsoman school, did good work in
comedy ; th.e Microcosmus (1634) of Thomas Nabbes
(a semi-masque), and the City^s Night Cap of Daven-
port, may be particularised. A notable point
about the work of Nabbes, is that he rises above the
dirty humour that too often served for hght relief

in the drama of the day. There is a wholesome
freshness about his work ; and had his powers as
an artist been higher, he would undoubtedly have
taken a distinguished position among the play-
wrights of the day.

Beaumont and Fletcher

From 1607 to 1613, these “ twin souls of the
drama” lived together a bachelor life in an old

house on the Bankside, within easy reach of the
theatres 3 they possessed all things in common,
and shared even ‘ their cloathes and cloaks be-

tween them.” This happy state of affairs lasted

until Beaumont married an heiress and set up an
establishment of his own.
We are told by a contemporary that there was
a wonderful consimility of phansy ” between

Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher, which
caused that dearness of friendship between
them ”

; and also that ^
it was Mr. Beaumont’s

business to correct the superflewings of Mr.
Fletcher’s wit.”

Francis Beaumont, bom at Grace Dieu in

Leicestershire (c. 1684), was the son of a Judge of

Common Pleas, and educated at Pembroke College

(then known as Broadgates Hall), Oxford; here
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he remained till the death of his father in 1598,

when he left suddenly without taking a degree.

With the intention of following his father’s pro-

fession he was entered at the Inner Temple in 1600,

but the hilarious circle that frequented The Mer-
maid, The Sun, or the Triple Tun, had greater

attractions for him than the dusty tomes of the

Temple Library and the solemn company of the

Common Room.
In 1602 he appears as the author of a poem, The

Metamorphosis of Tobacco, which certainly reeks

more of the Mermaid than the Temple ; and in the

following year with Salamacis and Hermaphroditns,

though Beaumont’s authorship of the latter has

been questioned. After this he commenced writ-

ing for the stage in collaboration with Fletcher

and other weU-known dramatists. Several of

Jonson’s plays were produced with commendatory
poems by Beaumont, notably Volpone, The Silent

Woman, and Gataline, and it is thought that Beau-
mont’s may have been the “second hand” that

Jonson speaks of in the preface to Sejanus.

His last work was a masque for the Benchers of

Gray’s Inn on the occasion of the marriage of the

Princess Ehzabeth to the Elector Palatine 5 about
the same time his own marriage took place to

Ursula, daughter and co-hoiross of Henry Isley, of

Sundridge, Kent; unfortunately their happiness
was of short duration. In 1616, at the age of

twenty-eight, Beaumont died and was buried in

Westminster Abbey. He loft one baby daughter
Elizabeth, and another, Frances, was bom after his

death.

John Fletcher, who was five years Beaumont’s
senior, was born at Rye in Sussex in 1679, and the
son of the Dr. Richard Fletcher, afterwards Bishop
of London, who thrust his unwelcome religious

ministrations upon the ill-fated Mary Stuart. As
a pensioner student he entered Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge, whore his father had formerly
been president, and though showing signs of great
scholarship and brilliance, there is no record of his

taking a degree. In 1693 his father died, somewhat
embarrassed in circumstances, and had but a few
books to leave to be divided between his two sons,

Nathaniel and John.
After his brilliant career as a dramatist, whether

alone or in company with Beaumont and others,

he was taken suddenly ill and died, it is said of the
Plague, and was buried on August 29, 1626, in St.

Saviour’s Church, Southwark, close to the Bank-
side where he and his friend had lived their early
life together.

In all, about fifty-two plays are assigned to these
dramatists, alone and in collaboration. Of these
it has been somewhat difficult to define those that
can be said with certainty to have been their in-

dividual work ; the latest division of the principle
plays, after much research by scholarly critics,^ is

given as follows

:

Beaumont.—TAe Woman Hater (1607) ; The Mashe
of the Qer^lemen of Qrayes-Inne, and the Inner-Temple,
1613.
Fletcher.—The Taithfull Shepheardesse, printed

before May 1610
; Wit without Money, 1614; ; The

^ See Cambridge Hwtory of English lAterature,

Loyal Suh'ject, 1618; The Mad Lover, before March
1619 ; The Humorous Lieutenant, 1619 s Women PUas>d
1619 or 1620 ; The Pilgnm, 1621 ; ''The Wild Goose
Chase, acted 1621, printed 1652 ; The Island Princess
1621; A Wife for a Month, licensed May 27, 1624 •

Rule a Wife arwL have a Wife, hcensed October 19 1624
printed 1640.
Beaumont and Fletcher.—The Knight of the Burning

Pestle, acted about 1609, printed 1613 : The Scornful
Ladie, acted 1609 or 1610, printed 1616 The Coxcomb
acted about 1610 ; Philaster, acted about 1610, pnnted
1620; The Maides Tragedy, acted about 1611, printed
1619 ; A King and no King, hcensed 1611, pnnted 1619 ^

Cupid^s Revenge, acted about 1612, printed 1615,
’

It is generally supposed that, in the work of
collaboration, Fletcher represented the creative
force, Beaumont the critical. These men have
left behind a large output of dramatic work, larger
than that allocated to any other dramatist.
Fletcher survived Beaumont for several years, and
his own work is marked by grace and charm, and
a wonderful fluency that borders on prolixity.

He was particularly fond of an irregularity of
metre, that whilst it gives the impression often of

carelessness, and lack of art, seems to have been
used designedly to give flexibility and ease to the
style.

Examining the joint plays, we find abundance of
prose (Fletcher never favoured prose) and a bright
quality of humour, quite different from the bois-

terous fun with which Fletcher’s own plays often

abound. It is quite possible that Beaumont had
more imaginative power than he is often credited

with, but we have insufficient data to decide the

mere question of respective qualities of genius. At
the most, we can but guess from internal evidence
at the share of each poet in the work of collabora-

tion. One thing is certain, they blend in their best

work in the happiest way, giving the impression of

a single mind—and a mind of singular breadth and
intensity.

One of the finest, if not the finest of the series,

is The Madd’s Tragedy, The scene is placed at

Rhodes. The King has made one of the Court
ladies, Evadne, his mistress, though this is un-
known, and he contrives a marriage between her

and a young courtier, Amintor. Amintor is loath

to fall in with this arrangement, as he is in love with
Aspatia and she with him, but he holds it his duty
to obey the King’s commands. So he makes the

best of it, and is impressed at any rate by the beauty
and charm of his bride, not guessing at her awM
secret. No sooner is she wedded than with brutal

directness she informs her husband of her liaison

with the King, and warns him it must continue.

Amintor, with an abjeotness inconceivable to

modern minds, acquiesces in this hateful arrange-

ment, But when Bvadne’s brother learns of the

dishonour, he vows vengeance against the King.

Evadne, stirred by his anger, vows she will take the

matter into her own hands, and be her own avenger.

Then one night when the King has visited her, she

murders him in a scene of tragic horror. Melantus
seizes the palace, and is subsequently pardoned by
the King’s successor, but Evadne and Aspatia die.

The repentance of Evadne is not very convinc-
ing, nor is the passive futility of the virtuous

A^atia attractive. Indeed, none of the characters.
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save that of the brother, Melantus, hold our sym-
pathies; and the real grip of the play lies in the
poignant writing of the big situations. There is

certainly astounding force and passion in the dread-

lul murder scene, as well as in the even more horrible

scene of Ammtor’s disillusionment.

PhiLaster also strikes the tragic note, and pre-

sents a fine study in jealousy ; there is passion

relieved by comedy in A King and No King ; but
for modem readers the attractiveness of these
dramatists lies in their high spirits and the good,
straightforward fim which we find in such comedies
as The Scornful Lady, The Spanish Curate, The
Wild Goose Chase—a kind of Elizabethan version of

Shaw’s Man and Supermcm—and The Knight of

the Burning Pestle, with its delightful touches of

middle-class life.

Mention must be made of The Two Noble Kinsmen,
in which it is supposed Shakespeare had a hand

;

probably not in the characterisation but in the

writing, which here and there has certainly the
authentic flavour. If it be not Shakespeare’s, it is

a wonderful imitation.

Regarding the distinctive merits of the two dra-

matists, it may be said that, so far as we can
judge, Beaumont excels in tragic dignity, pro-
bably also in constructive power : also he shows
more delicacy, more insight in his characterisa-

tion ; Fletcher, on the other hand, has greater

flexibility, more variety and movement, and a
greater sense perhaps of stage effects. If not a
great artist, he was an extremely able craftsman,
and if his imagination sounds no profound depths,

runs frequently into charming fancies. As a Ijn^ist,

he is among the best of his kind ; with a wide
range of mood, from graceful erotics, “ Tell me,
dearest, what is love ? ” to the boisterous con-
viviality of “ Sit, soldier, sit and sing.”

The Knight or the Bttbning Pestle

Enter Speakbb op the Pbologue
Speaker of the Prologue^ From all that’s near the

court, from all that’s great, within the compass of the
city-walls, we now have brought our scene

Citizen leaps on the Stage,,

Citizen. Hold your peace, goodman boy I

S. of Prol. What do you mean, sir ?

Cit. That you have no good meaning • this seven
years there hath been plays at this house, I have ob«>

served it, you have still girds at citizens 5 and now you
call your play “ The London Merchanto” Down with
your title, boy ! down with your title !

S. of Prol. Are you a member of the noble city ?

Cit. I am.
S. of Prol. And a freeman ?

Cit. Yea, and a grocer.
S. of Prol, So, grocer, then, by your sweet favour, wo

intend no abuse to the city,
Cit, No, sir I yes, sir I if you were not resolved to

play the Jacks, what need you study for new subjects,
purposely to abuse your betters ? why could not you
be contented, as well as others, with * The Legend of
Whittington,” or “ The Life and Death of Sir Thomas
Gresham, with the building of the Royal Exchange,”
or ** The Story of Queen Eleanor, with the rearing of
London Bridge upon woolsacks ?

”

S, of Prol. You seem to be an understanding man

;

what would you have us do, sir ?

Cit, Why, present something notably in honour of
the commons of the city.

S. of Prol. Why, what do you say to " The Life and
Death of Fat Drake, or the Repairing of Fleet-Privies ” ?

Cit. I do not hke that , but I will have a citizen, and
he shall be of my own trade.

S, of Prol. Oh, you should have told us your mind
a month since ; our play is ready to begm now.

Cit. ’Tis all one for that ; I will have a grocer, and
he shall do admirable thmgs.

S. of Prol. What will you have him do ?

Cit. Marry, I will have him
Wife. {Bdow.) Husband, husband I

Ralph. {Below.) Peace, mistress.

Wife. (Below.) Hold thy peace, Ralph
^ I know what

I do, I warrant ye.> Husband, husband 1

Cit. What sayest thou, cony ?

Wife. (Below.) Let him kill a lion with a pestle,
husband ! let him kill a hon with a pestle I

Git. So he shad—I’ll have him kill a lion with a
pestle

Wife. (Below.) Husband 2 shall I come up, husband ?

Cit. Ay, cony.—^Ralph, help your mistress this way.

—

Pray, gentlemen, make her a little room.- I pray you,
sir, lend me yourhand to help upmy wife s I thank you,
sir.—So.

Wipe comes on the Stage.

Wife. By your leave, gentlemen all • I’m something
troublesome - I’m a stranger here ' I was ne’er at one
of these plays, as they say before ; but I should have
seen Jane Shore once and my husband hath promised
me, any time this twelvemonth, to carry me to “The
Bold Beauchamp,” but in truth he did note I pray you,
bear with me.

Cit. Boy, let my wife and I have a couple of stools
and then begin; and let the grocer do rare things.

are brought.

S. of Prol. But, sir, we have never a boy to play him 3

every one hath a part already.
Wife. Husband, husband, for God’s sake, let Ralph

play him I Beshrew me, if I do not think he will go
beyond them all.

Cit. Well remembered, wife—Come up, Ralph.—I’ll

teii you, gentlemen ; let them hut lend him a suit of
reparel and necessaries, and, by gad, if any of them all

blow wind in the tail on him, I’ll bo hanged.

Ralph comes on the Stager

Wife. I pray you, youth, let him have a suit of
reparel !—^Tll be sworn, gentlemen, my husband tells

you true he will act you sometimes at our house, that
all the neighbours cry out on him he will fetch you up
a couragmg part so in the garret, that we are all as
feared, I warrant you, that we quake again ; we’ll fear

our children with him ; if they b© never so unruly, do
but cry, Ralph comes, Ralph comes !

” to them, and
they’ll be as quiet as lambs,—^Hold up thy head, Ralph ;

show the gentlemen what thou canst do ;
speak a huff-

ing part ; I warrant you, the gentlemen will accept
of it.

Cit. Do, Ralph, do.
Ralph. By Heaven, methinks, it were an easy leap

To pluck bright honour from the pale-faced moon ;

Or dive into the bottom of the sea.

Where never fathom-line touched any ground.
And pluck up drowned honour from the lake of heU,

Cit. How say you, gentlemen, is it not as I told you ?

Wife. Nay, gentlemen, he hath played before, my
husband says, Mucedorus, before the wardens of our
company.

Cit. Ay, and he should have played Jeronimo with a
shoemaker for a wager.

S. of Prol. He shall have a suit of apparel, if he will

go in.

Cit. In, Ralph, in, Ralph ; and set out the grocery
in their kind, if thou lovest me.

[Exit Ralph.
Wife. I warrant, our Ralph will look finely when he’s

dressed.
S. of Prol. But what will you have it called ?

Cit. “ The Grocer’s Honour.”
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S, of Prol, Methinlcs “The Knight of the Burning

Pestle ” were better.

Wife, I’ll be sworn, liusband, that’s as good a name
as can be.

Cit. Let it be so.—Begin, begin ; my wife and I will

sit down.
8. of Prol, I pray you, do.
Cit, What stately music have you ? you have shawms?
8, of Prol, Shawms ! no.

Cit, No ! I’m a thief, if my mind did not give me so.

Ralph plays a stately part, and he must needs have
shawms

:

I’ll be at the charge of them myself, rather than we’ll

be without them.
8. of Prol, So you are lilse to be.

Cit. Why, and so I will be : there’s two shilhngs ;

—

{gives money)—let’s have the waits of Southwark ; they
are as rare fellows as any are in England ; and that

will fetch them all o’er the water with a vengeance, as

if they were mad.
8, of Prol, You shah have them. Will you sit down,

then ?

Cit, Ay.—Come, wife.

Wife. Sit you merry all, gentlemen ; I’m bold to sit

amongst you for my ease.

[Citizen and Wife sit down.
8, of Prol. “ From all that’s near the court, from all

that’s great
Within the compass of the city walls.

We now have brought our scene. Fly far from hence
All private taxes, immodest phrases,

Whatever may but show like vicious 1

For wicked mirth never true pleasure brings.

But honest minds are pleased with honest things ”

—

Thus much for what we do ; but for Ralph’s part you
must answer for yourself.

Cit. Take you no care for Ralph j ho’ll discharge
himself, I warrant you.

{Exit Speaker op Prologue.
Wife. I’faith, gentlemen. I’ll give my word for Ralph.^-

Thierry and Theodoret

Scene s Before the Temple of Diana.

Enter Thierry and Martell.

Mart. Your grace is early stirring.

Thi. How can he sleep,

Whose happiness is laid up in an hour
He knows comes stealing toward him ?

Oh, Martell,

Is’t possible the longing bride, whose wishes
Out-run her fears, can, on that day she’s married.
Consume in slumbers ? or his arms rust in ease.

That hears the charge, and see the honoured purchase
Ready to gild his valour ? Mine is more,
A power above these passions ; this day France
(France, that in want of issue withers with us.
And, lilm an agdd rive, runs his head
Into forgotten ways) again I ransom.
And his fair course turn right .* this day, Thierry,
The son of France, whose manly powers like prisoners
Have been tied up and fettered, by one death.
Gives hfe to thousand ages ; this day beauty.
The envy of the world, the pleasure, glory.

Content above the world, desire beyond it.

Are made mine own, and useful.

Mart. Happy woman.
That dies to do these things !

Thi. But ten times happier
That lives to do the greater ! Oh, Martell,
The gods have heard me now I and those that scorned me,
Mothers of many children, and blest fathers.
That see their issues like the stars unnumbered.
Their comforts more than them, shall in my praises
Now teach their infant songs ; and tell their ages
From such a son of mine, or such a queen.
That chaste Ordelia brings me. Blessed marriage.
The chain that hnks two holy loves together I

The Knight of the Burmng Pestle.

And in the marriage more than blest Ordelia,
That comes so near the sacrament itself.

The priests doubt whether purer !

Mart. Sir, you are lost.

Thi. I prithee, let me be so.

Mart. I'he day wears 3

And those that have been offering early prayers
Are now retiring homeward.

Thi. Stand, and mark then.
Mart. Is it the first must suffer ?

Thi. The first woman.
Mart. What hand shall do it, sir ?

Thi. This hand, Martell

,

For who less dare presume to give the gods
An incense of this offering ?

Mart. Would I were she I

For such a way to die, and such a blessing.
Can never crown my parting,

[Two Men pass over the Stage.
Thi. What are those ?

Mart. Men, men, sir, men.
Thi. The plagues of men light on ’em t

They cross my hopes like hares ’

[A Priest from the Temple passes over Stage.
Who’s that ?

Mart. A priest, sir.

Thi. Would he were gelt

!

Ma<>tc May not these rascals serve, sir.

Well hanged and quartered ?

Thi. No.
Mart. Here comes a woman.

Enter Ordelia, veiled.

Thi. Stand, and behold her then.
Mart. I think, a fair one.
Thi. Move not, whilst I prepare her. May her peace,

(Like his whose innocence the gods are pleased with,
And offering at their altars gives his soul
Far purer than those fires), pull Heaven upon her !

You holy powers, no human spot dwell m her 1

No love of any thing but you and goodness
Tie her to earth 1 fear be a stranger to her,
And all weak blood’s affections but thy hope
Let her bequeath to women I Hear me, Heaven !

Give her a spirit masculine and noble,
Fit for yourselves to ask and me to offer I

Oh, let her meet mjr blow, dote on her death

;

And, as a wanton vine bows to the pniner,
That by his cutting off more may increase.
So let her fall to raise me fruit 1—^Hail, woman.
The happiest and the best (if thy dull will

Do not abuse thy fortune) France e’er found yet

!

Ord. She’s more than dull, sir, less and worse than
woman,

That may inherit such an infinite

As you propound, a greatness so near goodness.
And brings a will to rob her,

Thi. Tell me this, then ;

Was there e’er woman yet, or may be found
That for fair fame, unspotted memory.
For virtue’s sake, and only for itself-sake.

Has or dare make a story ?

Ord. Many dead, sir ;

living, I think, as many.
Thio Say, the kingdom

May from a woman’s will receive a blessing.
The king and kingdom, not a private safety,
A general blessing, lady ?

Ord. A general curse
Light on her heart denies it I

Thi. Full of honour.
And such examples as the former ages
Were but dim shadows of and empty figures ?

Ord. You strangely stir me, sir 5 and were my weak
ness

In any other flesh but modest woman’s.
You should not ask more questions. May I do it ?

Thi. You may ; and, what is more, you must.
Ord. I joy in’t

Above a moderate gladness. Sir, you promise
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It shall be honest ?

ThL As ever time discovered.
Ordo Let it be what it may then, what it dare,

I have a mind will hazard it.

TU, But, hark you ?

What may that woman merit makes this blessing ?

Ofd, Only her duty, sir.

Thi, ’Tis terrible !

Ord. *Tis so much the more noble.

ThL ’Tis full of fearful shadows.
Ord, So is sleep, sir.

Or any thing that’s merely ours and mortal s

We were begotten gods else but those fears.

Feeling but once the fires of nobler thoughts,
Fly, hke the shapes of clouds we form, to nothing.

Thi. Suppose it death !

Ord. I do.

Thi, And endless parting
With all we can call ours, with all our sweetness,
With youth, strength, pleasure, people, time, nay,

reason ?

For in the silent grave, no conversation.

No joyful tread of friends, no voice of lovers.

No careful father’s counsel ; nothing’s heard
Nor nothing is, but all obhvion,
Dust and an endless darkness ; and dare you, woman.
Desire this place ?

Ord, Tis of all sleeps the sweetest

;

Children begin it to us, strong men seek it.

And kings from height of all their painted glories

Fall hke spent exhalations to this centre ;

And those are fools that fear it, or imagine
A few unhandsome pleasures or life’s profits

Can recompense this place ; and mad that say it,

Till age blow out their lights, or rotten humours
Bring them dispersed to the earth.

Thi, Then you can suffer ?

Ord, As willingly as say it.

Thi, Martell, a wonder !

Here is a woman that dares die.—^Yet, tell me,
Afe you a wife ?

Ord, I am, sir.

Th%, And have children ?

<She sighs and weeps.
Ord, Oh, none, sir !

Thi, Dare you venture.
For a poor barren praise you ne’er shall hear.
To part with these sweet hopes ?

Ord, With all but Heaven,
And yet die full of children s he that reads me,
When I am ashes, is my son in wishes.
And those chaste dames that keep my memory.
Singing my yearly requiems, are my daughters.

Th%, Then there is nothing wanting but my knowledge.
And what I must do, lady.

Ord, You are the King, sir.

And what you do I’ll suffer ; and that blessing
That you desire, the gods shower on the kingdom !

Thi. Thus much before I strike, then ; for I must
kill you.

The gods have willed it so ? they’ve made the blessing
Must make France young again and me a man,
Keep up your strength still nobly.

Ord, Fear me not.
Thi, And meet death hke a measure.
Ord, I am steadfast.
Thi, Thou shalt be sainted, woman ; and thy tomb

Cut out in crystal, pure and good as thou art

;

And on it shall be graven, every age.
Succeeding peers of France that rise by thy fall.

Till thou hest there hke old and fruitful Nature.
Dar’st thou behold thy happiness ?

Ord, I dare, sir. {Pulls off her veil.)

Thi, Ha I {Lets fall his sword.)
Ord, Oh, sir, you must not do it I

Thi, No, I dare not I

There is an angel keeps that paradise,
A fiery angel, fnend. Oh, virtue, virtue*
Ever and endless virtue I

Ord, Strike, sir, strike I {Kneels,)

And if in my poor death fair France may merit*
Give me a thousand blows 1 be killing me
A thousand days !

Thu First, let the earth be barren,
And man no more remembered I Rise, Ordelia,

{Baises h&t.
The nearer to thy Maker ; and the purest
That ever dull flesh showed us I—Oh, my heartstrings !

Mart I see you full of wonder ; therefore noblest
And truest among women, I will teU you
The end of tins strange accident.

Ord, Amazement
Has so much won upon my heart, that truly
I feel myself unfit to hear. Oh, sir.

My lord has shghted me I

Mart. Oh, no, sweet lady i

Ord, Robbed me of such a glory by his pity
And most improvident respect

—

Mart, Dear lady.
It was not meant to you.
Ord, Else where the day is.

And hours distinguish time, time runs to ages.
And ages end the world, I had been spoken.

Mart, I’ll teU you what it was if but your patience
Will give me hearing.

Ord, If I have transgressed.
Forgive me, sir J

Mart Your noble lord was counselled
(Grieving the barrenness between you both.
And all the kingdom with him) to seek out
A man that knew the secrets of the gods s

He went, found such an one, and had this answer *

That, if he would have issue, on this morning,
(For this hour was prefixed Mm), he should kill

The first he met, being female, from the temple,
And then he should have children. The mistake
Is now too perfect, lady.

Ord. Still, *tis I, sir ;

For may this work be done by common women ?

Durst any but myself, that knew the blessing
And felt the benefit, assume this dymg ?

In any other *t had been lost and nothing,
A curse and not a blessing : I was figured ;

And shall a httle fondness bar my purchase ?

Mart, Where should he then seek children ?

Ord, Where they are ;

In wombs ordained for issues 5 in those beauties
That bless a marriage-bed, and make it proud
With kisses that conceive and fruitful pleasures 3

Mine, hke a grave, buries those loyal hopes.
And to a ^ave it covets.

Jfart, You are too good.
Too excellent, too honest. Rob not us,

And those that shall hereafter seek example.
Of such inestimable worths in woman.
Your lord of such obedience, all of honour.
In coveting a cruelty is not yours,
A will short of your wisdom ! make not error
A tombstone of your virtues, whose fair hfe
Deserves a constellation ! Your lord dare nob.

He cannot, ought not, must not rim this hazard 3

He mak^ a separation Nature shakes at.

The gods deny, and everlasting Justice
Shrill back and sheathes her sword at.

Ord, All’s but talk, sir

;

I find to what I am, reserved and needful

;

And though my lord’s compassion makes me poor.
And leaves me in my best use, yet a strength
Above mine own, or his dull fondness, finds me

;

The gods have given it to me. [Draws a dagger.

Mart, Self-destruction ? {Holds her,)

Now all good angels bless thee ! Oh, sweet lady.

You are abused ! this is a way to shame you.
And with you all that know you, all that love you j

To ruin all you build ! Would you be famous ?

Is that your end ?

Ord, I would be what I should be.

Mart, live, and confirm the gods then ! live, and be
loaden
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With more than olives bear or fruitful autumn !

This way you kill your merit, kill your cause.

And him you would raise life to. Where or how
Got you these bloody thoughts ? what devil durst

Look on that angel-face, and tempt ? do you know
What ’tis to die thus ? how you strike the stars

And all good things above ? do you feel

What follows a self-blood ? whither you venture.

And to what punishment ? Excellent lady.

Be not thus cozened, do not fool yourself I

The priest was never his own sacrifice.

But he that thought his hell here.

Ord, I am counselled.

Mart. And I am glad on’t ; he, I know, you dare not.

Ord, I never have done yet.

Mart, Pray, take my comfort,

Was this a soul to lose ? two more such women
Would save their sex. See, she repents and prays !

Oh hear her, hear her I if there be a faith

Able to reach your mercies, she hath sent it.

Ord, Now, good Martell, confirm me.
Mart, I will, lady.

And every hour advise you ; for I doubt
Whether this plot be Heaven’s, or hell’s your mother.
And I will find it, if it be in manldnd
To search the centre of it. In the mean time.

I’ll give you out for dead, and by yourself.

And show the instrument ; so shall I find

A joy that will betray her.

Ord, Do what’s fittest.

And I will follow you.
Mart, Then ever live

Both able to engross all love and give

!

[Exeunt ^

John Webster (c. 1580-c. 1625). Of Webster’s
parentage and early life we have little record. He
probably followed the trade of a tailor as a means
of livelihood, for we find he was made a freeman of

their Company in 1603. Previous to this, however,
in 1601, he began to write for the stage, collaborat-

ing with Marston in The Malcontent^ and pro-

bably with Dekker for Philip Henslowe. Of his

four plays

—

The White Devil (1612), The Duchess of
Malfi (c. 1614), The DeviVs Law Case (1623),

and Appius and Virginia (1654)

—

The Duchess of
Malfi has been the only one of his plays presented
on the modem stage : by Samuel Phelps in 1861..

and Mr. William Pool, who has done so much for the
Elizabethan drama, in 1892.

Webster, like Beaumont, was partial to collabora-

tion, but there is a sufficient body of single-handed
work from his pen, and it is not hard to estimate
his characteristics. These plays are The Duchess
of Malfi, The White Devil, The DeviVs Law Case,

and Appius and Virginia, Webster’s reputation
rests on the first two of these, the two latter being
poor and negligible. Opinions differ as to which
is the better. The Duchess of Malfi would pro-
bably win on a suffrage ; but for freshness and in-

tensity of passion, it seems to me, The White Devil
is Webster’s masterpiece.

In passionate vigour, Webster is inferior to
Beaumont and Fletcher, but for downright imagi-
native beauty and pathos, Webster is unapproach-
able, save by Shakespeare. Take for instance this 5

I have liv’d
Riotously ill, Kke some that live in Court,
And sometimes when my face was full of smiles
Have felt the maze of conscience in my heart j

Oft gay and honoured robes their tortures try ;

We think cag’d birds sing when indeed they cry.’®

^ Thierry and Theodor^, Act iv. so. 1,

There is much pathos and beauty also in The
Duchess of Malfi, especially in the scene of the
murder ; though the play as a whole strikes one as
less fresh in conception and more obvious in its

claim upon our S3nnpathies. Yet there are memor-
able lines such as

;

« Cover her face - mine eyes dazzle ; she died young.’*

And one at least excellent sketch in the villainous

Bosola.

Both these plays present a study in Eovenge

—

e,

subject dear to the heart of the Elizabethan dra-

matist. In Shakespeare’s hands, there is a high
note of duty that often ranges our sympathies, as in

the case of Hamlet, with the avenger. But with
Webster as with Tourneur, revenge is rather a
fever of the blood than an impulse for justice

; and
in The Duchess of Malfi, our sympathies are entirely

on the side of the unfortunate victim.

The story of The Duchess of Malfi is drawn, as so

many of Shakespeare’s were, from Painter’s Palace

of Pleasure, and it is probable that Sidney’s Arcadia,

so fruitful an inspiration to many contemporaries,

infiuenced the style and treatment of the subject.

Webster’s strength as a dramatist lay in his in-

sight into character, and his sensitive poetic imagi-

nation. In these two tragedies, he reveals himself

as in no other of his work, a great dramatist, with
all the great dramatist’s economy of effort, and his

power to grip the imagination by subtle suggestions.

The White Devil

Reenter Giovanni

Monticelso, Your son, the Prince Giovanni, See, my
lords.

What hopes you store in him ; this is a casket
For both your crowns, and should be held like deaXc
Now is he apt for knowledge ; therefore know,
It is a more direct and even way
To train to virtue those of prmcely blood
By examples than by precepts if by examples.
Whom should he rather stave to imitate
Than his own father ? be his pattern, then ;

Leave him a stock of virtue that may last.

Should fortune rend his sails and split his mast.
Branchiano, Your hand, boy : growing to a soldier ?

Giovanni, Give me a pike.
Francisco, What, practising your pike so young, faSf

cuz ?

Qiov, Suppose me one of Homer’s frogs, my lord.

Tossing my bullrush thus. Pray, sir, teU me.
Might not a child of good discretion

Be leader to an army ?

Franc, Yes, cousin, a young prinoe
Of good discretion might.

Giov, Say you so ?

Indeed, I have heard, ’tis fit a general
Should not endanger his own person oft

;

So that he make a noise when he’s o’ horseback
Like a Dansk drummer,—O, *tis excellent »

—

He need not fight :—methinks his horse as well
Might lead an army for him. If I live,

ril charge the French foe in the very front
Of all my troops, the foremost man.

Franc, What, what

!

Qiov, And will not bid my soldiers up and follow*
But bid them follow me.

Branch, Forward, lapwing

!

He files with the shell on’s head.
Franc, Pretty cousin

!

Qiov, The first year, uncle, that I go to waar>

All prisoners that I take I will set free

Without their ransom.
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Franc, Ha, without their ransom !

B.OW, then, will you reward your soldiers

That took those prisoners for you ?

Giov, Thus, my lord ;

I’ll marry them to all the wealthy widows
That fall that year.

Fran, Why, then, the next year following,

You’ll have no men to go with you to war.

Otov, Why, then, I’ll press the women to the war.

And then the men will follow.

Mont. Witty prince ’

Franc, See, a good habit makes a child a man.
Whereas a bad one makes a man a beast.

Come, you and I are friends.

Branch. Most wishedly ;

Like bones which, broke m sunder, and well set.

Knit the more strongly.

Franc. Call CamiUo hither.

[Exit Mahobixo.
You have received the rumour, how Count Lodowiok
Is turned a pirate ?

Branch, Yes.
Franc. We are now preparing

Some ships to fetch him in. Behold your duche^ss.

We now will leave you, and expect from you
Nothing but kind entreaty.

Branch, You have charmed me.i

Thomas Middleton, of gentle birth and good
education, was born in London about 1570. In
conjunction with William Rowley he began to write

for the stage in 1599 ; he collaborated also with

Webster, Munday, and Drayton, in Gcesar^s Fall,

for which they received the not very munificent

sum of £5 paid in advance by Philip Henslowe.

For a time Middleton held the post of City

Chronologer, and was in great request as a composer

of speeches for special public occasions ; one of his

most famous being on the occasion of the opening

of the New River in 1613—^probably the dramatist

was related to Hugh Myddelton of New River fame.
' In 1624 he got into serious trouble with his play

A Gome of Chess, in which he used as characters

several well-known public people, both Spanish and
English. The Spanish Ambassador, Gondomar,
complained to King James concerning “ a very
scandalous comedy ’’ that was being acted by the

King’s players. James, who was in no wise anxious

to incur a breach with Spain, took immediate
action, and commanded both author and actors to

be punished. However, as they were able to prove
that the play had been ** seen and allowed ” by the

Master of the Revels, they escaped any further

punishment than a severe reprimanding. The
Game of Chess was only running for nine days but
was presented to crowded houses, and brought the

sum of £1500 to the author, so we may be sure it

was with regret that he was forced to withdraw it.

In 1627 Middleton died in needy circumstances,

and his wife, a Miss Morbeck, daughter of a Clerk in

Chancery, shortly after his death was compelled to

apply to the corporation of the City for relief.

Middleton’s first play was The Mayor of Quin*
borough (c. 1596), printed in 1661 ; A Faire Quarrell

(1617) ; A Mad World, my Masters (1608) ; The
Boaring Girl (with Dekker) 1611 j The Old Law
(with Massinger and Rowley) ; The Changeling

(1623).

Middleton stands on the same level as Webster, as

a dramatist of high though spasmodic, imaginative

1 The White Demi, Act ii. so. 1.

power. He has less play of fancy than Webster,
less power of pathos ; but on the other hand he has
a rich comedy vein, quite out of the range of
Webster. Of his serious plays, the finest is The
Chmigeling. It has that displeasing piling up of
horrors that we can rarely escape from in post-
Shakespearean writers, but the picture of the
stormy and guilty Beatrice and of her diabolical
accomplice De Flores, is drawn with extraordinary
force.

On the other side, he is an admirable painter oi
manners, a vigorous forerunner of the Restoration
comedies; he has a hvely humour, skill m con-
ducting an intrigue, and an agreeable knack of
easy dialogue. As a rule, he eschews any romantic
flavouring, though that he could give this, and give
it weU, he showed in the comedy The Spanish
Gipsy, and frankly aims at amusing the spectator
without troubling himself much about probabilities

of plot or characterisation. Among his successful
efforts are A Mad World, my Masters, 1608 ; Any-
thing for a Quiet lAfe, A Trick to Catch the Old One,
and a satire on the Puritans, The Family of Love.

Middleton did best when collaborating
; Rowley’s

help in The Changeling seems to have called forth

Middleton’s finest work. The opening of the play
with the characters of Beatrice and of De Flores,

sketched in outline, is by Rowley ; Middleton,
taking up the thread of the story in Act II, subse-
quently makes of these characters splendid studies.

The character of De Flores, the success of which is

due to the mmghng imagination of the two drama-
tists, is a masterpiece in its way of insistent horror,

Middleton never reached so high a poetic level in

other of his work, any more than he produced
finer comedy than is afforded by certain scenes in

Women beware Women,
Regarding his work as a whole, one is struck by

its great inequality, both technically and intellec-

tually, But there is scarcely anything of his without
some redeeming feature; and at times he shows
astonishing powers of tragic force and ironic por-

traiture, while his boundless energy gives life and
ease to his style, even when it may be lacking in

grace and dignity.

Thomas Heywood is certainly one of the most
prolific writers of the day, if not the most prolific,

and boasted to having a finger in two hundred and
twenty plays. Perhaps, from the fragments of his

work tho.t have come down to us, it is impossible to

place him so high as Beaumont and Fletcher,

Webster and Middleton at their best. But many
will find him a more generally attractive writer, and
he had no inconsiderable power in the domain of

both comedy and tragedy.

His most remarkable work is The Woman KUled
with Kindness, where the injured husband by his

tolerance and tenderness strikes compunction and
remorse into the heart of his successful rival, and
of the wife false to her vows. The character of the
husband is somewhat too weak to impress, as

Heywood meant it should, but despite this flaw,

the pathos of the play is undeniable, and is achieved

by simple and unforced methods. His chronicle

plays are frankly written to appeal to the ground*
lings, but when he comes to his own times as in The

6
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Fair Maid of the West, and The English Traveller,

he shows as keen an appreciation as Middleton of

contemporary manners.
Heywood, if not a great dramatist, is certainly

an extremely versatile one, and did weU both in the

chronicle play, the comedy of manners, the romantic

drama, and the mythological fantasy. Where he

left the most individual impress of his abilities,

however, was in the play of simple domestic emo-
tions. This side of the drama is rarely touched by
other contemporary writers, and the simpheity he
achieved here was a quality not sought after in

an age where flamboyant quahties and coarsely

flavoured humour were so greatly in request. The
domestic note, however, lies impheit where not

explicit in many Elizabethan dramas ; its appeal

was sure to a certain class ; and when the racketing

of the Restoration was over, the novelists of the

next age found how deeply it attracted the middle

class, tired and sated with the extravagances of

romanticism and the salacities of the comedy of

manners.
Meanwhile, it is well to remember that in the

sentimental domesticities where the genius of Rich-

ardson found such ample expression, Heywood had
been undoubtedly a pioneer. Steele was in the

theatrical line of descent ; but the sentimental

drama of the eighteenth century fell far below, both
in popularity and excellence, the sentimental novel.

The Drama, so long in the ascendant, fell then to a
secondary position.

In A Woman Killed with Kindness, Heywood
definitely sounded this domestic note. The drama
of the home has its roots in some of the old mediaeval

baUads j it finds its eaily flowering in Arden of

Feveraham (1592), and A Yorkshire Tragedy (1608),

where it is blended with the crude horror of the old

drama of blood. Shakespeare rarely touched it;

if he does so it is rather for farcical purposes as in

The Taming of the Shrew, or The Merry Wives ; or
to illustrate the elemental passions, as in King Lear,

The phrase ** to kill a wife with kindness ” that
gives Heywood’s play its title, is taken from a
well-known proverb, quoted, by the way, in The
Taming of the Shrew, produced only a few years
previous to Heywood’s drama.
The picture of the pemtent woman is drawn with

power and intensity, and here, rather than in the
character of the magnanimous husband, much of
the compelling strength of the play may be found.
The whole story is set in a vivid background of

contemporary English country life, with hawking
in the morning and cards at night.

Here, indeed, lay his best claim to remembrance.
Elsewhere he is the skilful playwright, here the
dramatist of power.

The Woman Killed with Kindness
Anne, O with what face of brass, what brow of steel.

Can you unblushing speak this to the face
Of the espoused wife of so dear a friend ?

It is my husband that maintains your state,
Will you dishonour him that in your power
Hath left his whole affairs ? I am his wife.
Is lb to me you speak ?

Wendolt O speak no more

:

Kop more than this I know and have recorded

Within the red-leaved table of my heart.

Fair and of all beloved, I was not fearM
Bluntly to give my life unto your hand.
And at one hazaid all my worldly means.
Go, tell your husband j he will turn me off

And I am then undone ; I care not, I,

*Twas for your sake. Perchance in rage he’ll kill met
I care not, ’twas for you. Say I incur

The general name of villain through the world.
Of traitor to my friend. I care not, I,

Beggary, shame, death, scandal, and reproach
For you I’ll hazard all—^why, what care I ?

For you I’ll hve and in your love I’ll die.

John Day, bom in 1574, the son of a Norfolk
farmer, was educated at Gains College, Cambridge.
Little, however, is known of him. Henslowe’s
Diary mentions him as collaborating with Chettle,

Dekker, and Haughton, at the close of the sixteenth
century. His own plays include The Isle of Gulls

(1606), Law Trickes and Humour out of Breath
(1608), and his more famous Parliament of Bees
(1641).

Day is a writer of considerable wit and fancy,
with nothing of the tragic qualities of other con-
temporaries discussed previously, and with no
special faculty for depicting the manners of the
age. His imagination is lively and romantic, and
he finds the happiest expression in such quaint
satirical allegories as The Farliamertt of Bees, TTia

work shows some afflmty with the poetical temper
of Sidney’s mind, and with the fantastic side of

Jonson’s work.
There is little deep imaginative power in his work,

for he had not the courage to break away from the
tradition of his time

; yet there are traces of fresh-

ness of treatment, that in bolder hands might have
led to much.
For instance, his dialogue displays a taste for

neat turns of speech, foreshadowing the brilliance

of the Restoration comedy. It is sufficiently de-
veloped to give an agreeable quality to the work,
but lacks the force and vitality that distinguished
primanly the Shakespearean and Jonsonian schools.

There is merit in The Isle of Gulls, suggested pro-
bably by Nash’s Isle of Dogs, but The Parliament of
Bees gives Day at his best; alert, fanciful, and
agreeably bitter-sweet.

Httmoub out of Bbeath
O early sorrow art got up so soon ?

What, ere the sun ascendeth in the east ?

O what an early waker art thou grown I

But cease discourse and close unto thy work.
Under this drooping myrtle will I sit.

And work awhile upon my corded net

;

And eis I work, record my sorrows past.
Asking old Time how long my woes shall last.
And first—^but stay 1 alas ! what do I see ?

Moist gum-like tears drop from this mournful tree
And see, it sticks like birdhme ; ’twill not part.
Sorrow is even such birdhme at my heart.
Alas ! poor tree, dost thou want company ?

Thou dost, I see’t, and I will weep with thee ;

Thy sorrows make me dumb, and so shall mine.
It shall be tongueless, and so seem like thine.
Thus will I rest my head unto thy bark,
Whilst my sighs ease my sorrows.

Ctbil Toitrneur (c. 1575-1626) is best known
as the author of The Atheists Tragedy (1611), but
also served the King. On December 23, 1613, he
was “ granted 41a. for his charges and paines in
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carrying letters for his Majestie’s service to Bnis-

sells.” He accompanied the lU-fated expedition to

Cadiz as secretary to Sir Edward Cecil, on board his

flagship the Queen Anne, but was taken ill on the

return journey, landed at Kinsale in the south of

Ireland with one hundred and sixty others who
were sick, and died there.

His work is more akin to Webster’s, though less

artistic, perhaps, and assuredly overweighted with

frantic ferocities of the “ blood and thunder ”

school introduced by Kyd. At his best, as in The
Atheisfa Tragedy, and The Revenger^s Tragedy, he
has passages of fine force—^but a good deal of his

work lacks the vivid intensity achieved by Webster
and Massinger, by reason of its crude extravagance

of violence, and lack of subtlety.

When we tear aside much of the fustian with

which these tragedies are decked, we realise a
genuine poetic power at work—a power embittered

and darkened by an unwholesome outlook on lifo,

yet a power none the less. Webster also took a
sombre view of human life ; but there was a great-

ness about his conception and a high beauty of

vision, that places him far above Tourneur.

The Atheist’s Tragedy

Scene s In the Grounds of D’Amville’s Mansion

Enter D’Amville, Borachio, and Attendants.

D'Am. I saw my nephew Charlemont bub now
Part from his father. Tell him I desire

To speak with him. \Exit Servant.
Borachio, thou art read
In nature and her large philosophy.
Observ’st thou not the very self-same course

Of revolution, both in man and beast ?

Bor. The same, for birth, growth, state, decay and
death

;

Only a man’s beholding to his nature
For the better composition o’ the two.
DAm, But where that favour of his nature is

Not full and free, you see a man becomes
A fool, as little-knowing as a beast.

Bor. That shows there’s nothing in a man above
His nature ; if there were, considering ’tis

His being’s excellency, ’twould not yield

To nature’s weakness.
D Am. Then, if Death casts up

Our total sum of joy and happiness
Let me have all my senses feasted in

The abundant fulness of delight at once.
And, with a sweet insensible increase

Of pleasing surfeit, melt into my dust.

Bor, That revolution is too short, methinks.
If this life comprehends our happiness.
How foohsh to desire to die so soon »

And if our time runs home unto the length
Of nature, how improvident it were
To spend our substance on a minute’s pleasure.

And after, live an age in misery !

DAm. So thou conclud’st that pleasure only flows
Upon the stream of riches ?

Bor. Wealth is lord
Of all felicity.

DAm. ’Tis, oracle.

For what’s a man that’s honest without wealth ?

Bor, Both miserable and contemptible.
D*Am. He’s worse, Borachio. For if charity

Be an essential part of honesty.
And should be practised first upon ourselves.

Which must be granted, then your honest man
That’s poor, is most dishonest, for he is

Uncharitable to the man whom he
Should most respect. But what doth this touch me
That seem to have enou^fh 1—^thanks industry.

’Tis true, had not my body spread itself

Into posterity, perhaps I should
Desire no more mcrease of substance, than
Would hold proportion with mine own dimensioas»
Yet even in that sufficiency of state,
A man has reason to provide and add.
For what is he hath such a present eye,
And so prepared a strength, that can foresee.
And fortify his substance and himself
Agamst those accidents, the least whereof
May rob him of an age’s husbandry ?

And for my children, they are as near to me
As branches to the tree whereon they grow

;

And may as numerously be multiplied.
As they increase, so should my providence

;

For from my substance they receive the sap.
Whereby they live and flourish.

Bor. Sir, enough.
I understand the mark whereat you aim.^

Three other dramatists of distinction, and more or
less genius, remain to be noted, before closmg this

account of Shakespeare’s immediate successors

—

Massinger, Ford, and Shirley.

Massinger continues the comedy of manners,
started by Middleton, and contributed to it some
remarkable pieces of vigorous characterisation

;

Ford, following in the wake of Webster, shows that

the Elizabethan inspiration for tragic passion is on
the decline. His work, though not devoid of poetic

beauty and passion, can show nothing equal to the

best scenes in Webster and Beaumont and Fletcher.

Shirley, successful both in comedy and tragedy,

excelled m tragedy. He is, perhaps, the best all

round of the dramatists now under consideration;

but the whole trend of the drama shows not merely

a marked and gradual decline in power and beauty,

but where it does shine out, it pomts to the emer-
gence of a new school altogether.

Jonson’s influence has persisted rather than
Shakespeare’s. His followers help to inaugurate

the Restoration Drama ; the followers of Shake-

speare straggle aimlessly along, with no guiding

ideal, imitating their Master’s worst faults, and
with little of his genius to give them insight and
grip.

Philip Massinger was born in 1583, his father

being a member of an old Wiltshire family. Ah
was customary he became, while a boy, page to the

Earl of Pembroke and Wilton, and is said to have
been Queen Elizabeth’s messenger on several occa-

sions.

Educated at St. Alban’s Hall, Oxford, where “ he
applied his mind more to poetry and romances than

to logic and philosophy,” it is not surprising that he
left without taking a degree.

Unfortunate throughout life, death came very

suddenly on March 16, 1640 ; the register of his

burial in St. Saviour’s, Southwark, merely records

the fact that he was “ a stranger.”

Massinger is believed to have had a part in pre-

paring both Henry VIII and Two Noble Kinsmen.

His principal works are The Virgin Martyr (1622),

with Dekker; The City Madam (1632); A New
Way to pay Old Debts (1633) ; The Unnatural Com*
hat (1639); The Maid of Honour (1628); Empire

of the East (1631) ; and with Field wrote The Fatal

Dowry in 1^32.

Like many of his contemporaries, Massinger did

^ The AHheist'a Tragedy, Act i so. i
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a good deal of collaboration, as, for instance, The
Virgin Martyr, written by Massinger and Dekker.

In such early work as The Unnatural Combat, he

shows nearly all the weaknesses of the Shake-

spearean school, though the versification is spirited

and at times dignified. Better than this is The
Duhe of Milan, especially if we regard the matter

rather than the manner. Best of all is The New
Way to pay Old Debts.

Plot, never a strong point with these dramatists,

is at its weakest in Massinger, and this play is no
exception ; but the force and ingenuity with which
certain situations are here devised, and the char-

acterisation of Sir Giles Overreach—^based on the

extortioner, Mompesson—^is wholly admirable.

The City Madam also is rich in comedy, and
despite some strong passages in the more serious

writings of his later years—e.g. The Eoman Actor—
he is at his best in dramatic comedy. In addition

to this he will be remembered for the skill and
plastic ease of his blank verse, which, if rarely

rising to any great heights of beauty or strength, is

frequently musical and agreeably smooth, and at

times forceful and digmfied.

One cannot leave Massinger without pa3ring a
tribute to the excellence of his technique as a
dramatist. There is progressive excellence in his

workmanship, and The Eoman Actor affords a good
example of later neatness and dexterity with which
he manipulated the raw material of his work.

Unlike many of his contemporaries, Massinger
was happier in his male than his female character-

isations, strongly and vigorously drawn as they are.

Paris, the Koman actor, and among the women
the repentant Donasa, are fine presentations of

widely different temperaments.
Subtlety is a term one would not apply to Mas-

singer’s psychology at any time. He paints boldly
and firmly, but there is httle light and shade. But
within certain defined limits, he was an admirable
dramatist, with an astonishing level excellence,

when the prodigality of his output is considered.

Of JOHisr Ford little is known except that he was
a shy, reserved, melancholy man, bom about 1586
at Islington in Devonshire, who came of good
stock, his mother being a daughter of Lord Chief
Justice Popham.

Leaving Devonshire for London in 1602, he was
admitted at the Middle Temple, and wrote the
plays by which he is known. He collaborated with
Rowley and Dekker and saw their joint plays pro-
duced, but was over forty before he had the gratifica-

tion of seeing one of his own

—

The Lover^s Melan-
clwly (1628)—staged at the Blackfriars and Globe.
About the time of Massinger’s death in 1639, Ford
returned to his native county to end his days, and
during the Civil Wars, being a strong Royalist,
suffered hardly at the hands of the Parliamen-
tarians. The date of his death is uncertain.

Ford, like his comrades of the pen, was a ready
collaborator, but his claim to remembrance rests
practically on two plays : ^Tis Eity She^s a Whore
(1627), and The Broken Heart (1629) His other
work calls for no special comment, being fifth-rate
and imitative, but ui these two plays he displays a
fine vein of poetical imagination, and has had the

good fortune to find enthusiastic champions in
Charles Lamb and Swmburne, but the student who
reads their laudations may well take as a corrective
the caustic criticism of Hazlitt, a captious, erratic,

but rarely negligible critic.

Of these two plays, the more interesting is the
first, though it may well be, as Hazhtt said, “ It
has been lamented that the play had a less excep-
tionable subject. I do not know, but I suspect that
the exceptionableness of the subject is that which
constitutes the chief merit of the play.”

There is no question, however, about the spas-
modic power of Ford m both plays, whether in the
flamboyant death scene of Calantha, the more
sternly tragic one of Orgilus in The Broken Heart,
or the fierce intensity of the Annabella and Giovanni
scenes of ^Tia Pity She^s a Whore.

Ford, unlike many of his needy comrades, was
always in affluent circumstances, and his choice of

tragedy was certainly not the art expression of any
tumultuous soul expression. But he was of a
melancholy cast of mind—^west countrymen not
unfrequently are—and Suckling, in his Sermons of
the Poets, speaks thus of him

:

^ In the dumps John Ford alone by himself sat
With folded arms and melancholy hat,”

Of humour he has no trace, and he has no faculty

for painting contemporary life, such as Middleton,
Beaumont and Fletcher, and Massinger have. But
he could write good, occasionally fine verse, shows
great cleverness, and flashes of genius, in his treat-

ment of crucial situations, and has a gift of song
which, had it been equalled by insight into life and
character, would have put him among the great

dramatists of the age.

The Broxen Heart
Enter Tecnious, and Orgilus dwguised like one

of his Scholars.

Tec. Tempt not the stars
;
young man, thou can’st

not play
With the severity of fate ; this change
Of habit and disguise in outward view
Hides not the secrets of thy soul within thee
From their quick-piercing eyes, which dive at all times
Down to thy thoughts : in thy aspect I note
A consequence of danger.

Org. Give me leave,
Grave Tecnicus, without foredooming destiny.
Under thy roof to ease my silent griefs.

By applying to my hidden wounds the balm
Of thy oraculous lectures. If my fortune
Run such a crooked by-way as to wrest
My steps to rmn, yet thy learnM precepts
Shall call me back and set my footings straight.
I will not court the world.

Tec. Ah, Orgilus,
Neglects in young men of delights and Hfe
Run often to extremities ; they care not
For harms to others who contemn their own.

Org. But I, most learned artist, am not so much
At odds with nature that I grudge the thrift

Of any true deserver ; nor doth malice
Of present hopes so check them with despair
As that I yield to thought of more affliction

Than what is incident to frailty ; wherefore
Impute not this retired course of living
Some httle time to any other cause
Than what I justly render—^the information
Of an imsettled mind ; as the effect

Must clearly witness.
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^00, Spirit of truth inspire thee !

On these conditions I conceal thy change,

And willingly admit thee for an auditor,

—

1*11 to my study.

Org, I to contemplations

In these delightful walks. Teonicus.
Thus metamorphosed

I may without suspicion hearken after

Penthea’s usage and Euphranea’s faith.

Love, thou art full of mystery I the deities

Themselves are not secure m searching out

The secrets of those flames, winch, hidden, waste

A breast made tributary to the laws

Of beauty physic yet hath never found

A remedy to cure a lover’s wound,

—

Ha ! who are those that cross yon private walk
Into the shadowing grove m amorous foldmgs ? i

James Shirley was bom in London, 1596, and
educated at Merchant Taylor’s School and Oxford.

In 1623 he was appointed master of St. Alban’s

Grammar School, and two years later began his

work as a dramatist, but having joined the Roman
Church and gained the patronage of the Queen,

Henrietta Maria, he threw in his lot with the

Royahsts and served with them during the Civil

War. In 1636 he settled in Dublin, where he

wrote The Gamester and The Lady of Pleasure (1637)

for a newly opened theatre. Singularly fortunate

and prosperous during his early career as a play-

wright, he fell on evil times when the drama was
banned by Parliament in 1642, and for twenty

years seems to have hved a precarious existence;

his home was burnt in the Great Eire of London,

and he and his wife died on the same day in 1666.

Of his plays, the best known is The MaitPa
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Revenge (1626), others are The Wedding (1626), The
Grateful Servant (1629), The Witty Fair One (1628),
The Traitor (1631), and among his masques are

A Contention for Honour and Riches (1633), The
Triumph of Beauty (1646), and Cupid and Death
(1653).

Shirley’s work constituted a respectable table-

land of merit. There are no peaks, but neither are
there any dismal abysses of dullness and repulsive

violence. He is versatile and could adapt his work
to the prevalent requirements of the day. His
serious dramas, such as The Traitor^ contain fine

lines and striking scenes ; and his lighter plays

have a mercurial gaiety and nimbleness of treat-

ment, such as we rarely find outside of Wycherley
and Congreve. In some ways he is the most pro-

ficient dramatist of manners before the Restoration,

lighter in his touch than Massinger, with a pleasant

extravagance, that suggests the first-rate writer of

farces. He was alsa skilled in the writing of masques,
e,g. The Duhe^s Mistress, the Contention for Honour
and Riches, and coiald hold his own with some of the

best lyrists of his time.

The Traitor

Let me look upon my sister now %

StiU she retains her beauty.
Death has been kind to leave her all this sweetness.

Thus in a morning have I oft saluted

My sister in her chamber : sat upon
Her bed and talked of mary harmless passages.

But now ’tis night, and a long night with her .•

I shall ne*er see these curtains drawn again
Until we meet in heaven^

n. PEOSE: (a) The Bible and the English Divines
:

(i) The Bible and its Literary Influence—

(ii) The English Divines.

(a) THE BIBLE ACID THE ENGLISH DIVINES

(i) The Bible aitd its Literary Influence

The literary influence of the Bible is twofold.

There is the rhetorical influence of the Old Testa-

ment, and the conversational influence of the New.
The Hebrew language had, from the time of

Caedmon’s hymns and Alfred’s prose, proved a shap-

ing force upon our literature. The reason for this

may be found in the fact that much of the Old

Testament is sheer poetry, and it was poetry of

such a kind as found a peculiarly fitting expres-

sion in English prose. English verse is indebted to

Hebrew song, for dignity and richness ; but the two
characteristics peculiar to Hebrew poetry, rhythm
and parallelism, find ampler expression in prose.

To understand this, we must realise clearly, in the

first place, the nature of the Hebrew language.

Hebrew is notably deficient in abstract terms.

It is amazingly concrete ; and its intensely lyrical

quality precludes any marked divergence between
its verse and prose. Elemental, definitely simple,

pictorial—^we have in it the very stufi of which
poetry is made

:

“ Who shall ascend unto the hill of the Lord ?

And who shall stand in his holy place ?

He that hath clean hands and a pure heart. • . •

1 The Broken Heart, Act. i. so. 3.

Saxon verse proved a more favourable medium
than Saxon prose for exhibiting these Hebraic

qualities; but as French and classical influences

were brought to bear upon our tongue, even the

distinctive beauty of Hebrew poetry was more
clearly and conventionally expressed in English

prose.
" The Bible,” said Selden, “ is rather translated

into Engli^ words, than into English phrase. The
Hebraisms are kept and the phrase of that language

is kept.”

There were special circumstances that made our

prose so peculiarly adapted for the puipose. These

need some consideration.

The prose of the Elizabethan age had in it a cer-

tain poetic quality characteristic of the age. This

was all in its favour when the trandators began the

task of fashioning the Bible for English readers.

There is beauty ir> Wyclif’s translation ; hut the

Authorised Version isfllbasedsdmost entirely on that

of Tjmdal© and Coverdale ; for the prose of that

time is free of mediaeval cumbrousness. In addition

to this poetic quality, there is something in the

temper of the Elizabethan age, its exaltation, its

high seriousness, that put it in spiritual touch with

the Hebrew writers. Happily, moreover, in the

Septuagint and Vulgate, the translators possessed

versions of natural literary excellences. Availing

themselves of these,theyfound to their hand a native
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prose, just ready for the shaping faculty that should

make full use of the stark and simple grace of the

Saxon tongue, recently enriched by the sonorous

music of the ancient classics. The effect of this

glorification of our prose may easily be seen in the

writers of the succeeding age.

Bacon owed little to the Bible; his style was
framed ohiefiy on classical models ; but Milton’s

debt is a considerable one, inasmuch as whenever he

achieves distinction in prose, it is by means of the

Hebraic cadences. The historians, Clarendon and
Fuller, catch some measure of the stately rhetoric

of the Old Testament ; while Sir Thomas Browne
in his quaint JReligio Medici, Eobert Burton with

his discursive Anatomy of Melancholy, and Jeremy
Taylor, in varying ways, testify to its influence.

Nor is the Old Testament the only literary force.

Mention has been made of the conversational

element in the New Testament. Both Old and New
are seen in John Bunyan, whose style owes more to

the Bible, probably more than does any other man
of letters. The simple, flowing narrative of the

Evangelists, the colloquial ease and force of the

parabolic teaching, meet us in almost every page of

The Pilgrim^s Progress, Addison’s conversational

essay is certainly influenced by them ; just as Swift

reflects the sterner qualities of the prophetic books.

While in our own day, it is sufficient to recall the

stormy vigour of Carlyle, and the iromc eloquence

of Euskin, to realise the spell of Hebraism over our
masters of prose.

Nor has the austere simplicity of the Bible failed

to touch our poetry. If it did little to touch the
artificial verse of the eighteenth century, it did

much for the pioneers of the Eomantic Eevival,

and the naked power of Wordsworth, the subtle

suggestiveness of Coleridge, the fine restraint (even
more than the fine excess) of Keats’ best work, find

their ultimate homely diction

and elevated no . o: .1 Authorised Version.

(ii) The Eitglish Divines (from: Fisheb to
Jeremy Taylor)

One of the reasons for the decaying power of the
mediaeval Church lay in the neglect of the art of

Preaching. In an age when printing was stiH a
thing of the future, and letters a solace and delight
to the cultured few, the appeal to the mass of the
people lay necessarily in spectacle and the spoken
word.

Of the part played by the Religious drama in the
life of the people, much has already been said.

With the advent of the Reformation it is obvious
why religious teaching by means of the drama should
seem a perilous matter ; and the Church sought to
regain its pristine power through the more direct
and unequivocal medium of the homily.

Preaching revived with John Fisher, son of a
wealthy landowner in Yorkshire. Bom about
1459 at Beverley, he was educated at York and
Cambridge, taking his degree in 1487, and suc-
cessively became Fellow, Senior Proctor, Master of
his college in 1497, Vice-Chancellor of the University
1501, Bishop of Rochester 1604, and Cardinal 1536,
just before his death.

Appointed chaplain in 1497, to Margaret Coun-

tess of Richmond, mother of Henry VII, he im-
mediately interested her in the New Learning, and
set to work to raise the standard of study and the
financial condition of the University, just then at a
very low ebb. A Chair of Divinity, and lecture-
ships in Greek and Hebrew were endowed, and
later Christ’s College and St. John’s mainly founded
by his exertions.

A man of strict life and “ grete and singular
virtue,” he had no sympathy with the divorce
principles of Henry VIII ; suspected of this, he was
imprisoned and his goods sequestered. As a church-
man and supporter of the Papal cause he was
strongly opposed to the King’s supremacy, and for

refusing, in company with Sir Thomas More, to
subscribe to the Act of Succession in its entirety,

was committed to the Tower ; a calm, digmfied,

feeble old man, he was executed on June 22, 1535.

Fisher was an effective rhetorician with a gift for

homely simile, and an unremitting zeal that enabled
him to do a vast amount of speaking throughout his

long and active life, and his eloquent account of

the Lady Margaret, Countess of Richmond, whose
Confessor he was, did more to enshrine the memory
of that patroness of learning, than even the sculp-

ture of Torrigiano.

Colet, his successor, was more of the scholar than
Fisher ; as an exponent of the Renascence learning

he had already made a name in Oxford lecture-

rooms, and he carried his systematic exploration of

the Scriptures into his work at St. Paul’s.

As one of the Progressive clergy Colet, like More,
preludes, rather than belongs to, the Reformation
Movement. But he attacked the lethargy and
loose living of the clergy with as much vigour as

did Latimer himself, nor did he hesitate to speak
of the Pope as “ wickedly distilling poison to the

destruction of the Church.” “ O Jesus Christ,”

he exclaimed, “ wash for us not our feet only, but
also our hands and our head ! Otherwise our dis-

ordered church cannot be far from death.” Preach-

ing to Convocation in 1511, he urged the clergy to

reform themselves. But they neglected his ex-

hortation, and Parliament shortly took the matter
out of their hands.

Less rhetorical than Fisher, he is fully as earnest

and direct, and courageous to a degree, never
hesitating to reprove Wolsey or censure Henry VIII,

when occasion arose.

The next man of note is Hugh Latimer, far less

literary than his predecessors, yet unequalled for

racy directness and pungent force.

Hugh Latimer, the son of a fanner, an ecclesi-

astic unspoiled by success, was born at Thurcaston,
Leicestershire, about 1486, educated at Cambridge,
elected a Fellow of Clare Hall 1510, and ordained
1522. For not paying the customary fees, the

Bachelor of Divinity degree conferred upon him by
his University was cancelled in 1524.

His fearless defence of a woman unjustly im-
prisoned at Cambridge, combined with hds support
of the King’s supremacy, brought him under the

notice of Henry VTII, who appointed him chaplain

to Anne Boleyn. In 1535 he became Bishop of Wor-
cester, but on his committal to the Tower he ra»

signed his see.
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A sturdy upholder of the doctrines of the Re-

formers, and a strong advocate of freedom m
preaohmg, he seems to have caused some contention

among the congregation at St. Margaret’s, West-
imnster, as an item appears in the church accounts
“ for mending divers pews that were broken when
Dr. Latimer did preach.’’

Having given an evasive answer to the Bishop

of Ely’s request for a sermon to confute the doc-

trines of Luther, which, as the Bishop said, “ smelt

of the pan,” Latimer, in 1626, was inhibited in

the Ely diocese.

From 1532 to 1654—according to the pleasure

of the reigning powers—^Latimer was continually

in and out of prison for the straightforward ex-

pression of his opinions, and in company with
Cranmer and Ridley met death with fortitude on
October 16, 1556.

While at Cambridge, he gave promise of vigor-

ous individuahty, amply fulfilled in the sermons
preached before Edward VI. No man gained the

ear of the populace more effectually than he, or
wielded a wider influence, till we come to the
age of Wesley and Whitfield. His humour, his

fiery impetuosity, his easy colloquial manner, are

strangely at variance with the stately, ornate

methods of the age. At times we are more re-

minded of our latter-day Spurgeon than of the
Ehzabethan divine, for he has an eye for a dramatic
story and a witty anecdote, when he can best fix

attention that way. He made the Bible stories

living realities because he related them so closely

with the history of the time. There is no more
original figure in the ecclesiastical world, and if we
miss the imaginative grace of Fisher and the ripe

erudition of Colet, we get compensating qualities

of special value in those troublous times.

Latimer girded with great freedom and audacity

at the lethargy of the clergy, and once, in a sermon
at Paul’s Cross, declared “ There is one that , • .

is the most diligent prelate in all England. And
will ye know who it is ? I will tell you ! It is the
Devfi I Among all the pack of them that have cure,

the Devil shall go for my money, for he appHest
his business. Therefore, ye imprecating prelates,

learn of the Devil to be diligent in your office. If

ye will not learn of God, for shame learn of the
Devil.”

Frequently also he reprimanded the King him-
self, and to the King’s face. Henry received these

homilies with good-humoured tolerance, and went
his own way again.

A fine and noble-hearted soul, Hooper, who
succeeded, has some of Latimer’s qualities, but is far

less rich in sympathetic insight. Ridley, a shrewd
and able man, interests us more as a personality

than a preacher. John Bradford and Thomas
Lever carry on the Latimer tradition, Lever especi-

ally excelling in homely humour and fervent power.
Thomas Cranmer : classical and biblical scholar,

lawyer, courtier, sportsman, and accomplished
gentleman, came of an old Norman family, was
bom at Aslacton, Notts, in 1489, and educated
under a “marvellous, severe, and cruel school-

master.” Entering Jesus College, Cambridge, at
the age of fourteen, he became Fellow at twenty-
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one. After a further study of philosophy, logic,

and the classics, he was appointed lecturer and
tutor at Buckingham Hall, now Magdalen College,
and took Orders m 1523.

An ardent supporter of the divorce between
Henry VHI and Queen Catherine, promotion was
rapid; he was appointed Royal Chaplain, sent on
embassies to the Pope and Emperor of Germany,
and, though hesitating at first on account of his mar-
riage to accept “ the high and chargeable office of
primate and archbishop ” offered him by the King,
he afterwards accepted the see of Canterbury, and
was consecrated March 30, 1533, “albeit a poor
wretch and most unworthy.”
A tool used by Henry to further his own ends,

he at length receives the measure meted out to all

that monarch’s whilom favourites. For the courage
of his opinions and with bitter repentance for the
past, the gentle, vacillatmg Cranmer mot death
fearlessly at Oxford in 1556.

The Reformation Preachers

The era of the great preachers at Paul’s Cross
begins in the reign of Henry VIII, the previous
preachers were all court officials. Not that under
Henry there was a lack of engineered doctrine, but
there were also, now and later, many vigorous m-
dependent preachers, both Catholic and Protestant.

There was at the east end of St. Paul’s Cathedral
an open piece of ground, where the citizens in
mediaeval times assembled for the folk-moot, and
for making parade of arms for keeping the King’s
peace. Here it was that Paul’s Cross was situate

;

here also was the huge clangorous bell which bade
the citizens attend folk-moot, or called them to the
muster of arms.
In the earlier years of Stow the Bell Tower was

still standing, and he refers to it thus

:

“Near unto the school (St. Paul’s) on the north
side thereof, was of old time a great and high Clochier
or Bell House, with four bells, the greatest that I have
heard ; these were called Jesus bells, and belonged to
Jesus Chapel, but I know not by whose gift. The same
had a great spire of timber, covered with lead, with the
image of St. Paul on the top ; but it was pulled down by
Sir Miles Partridge, Knight, in the reign of Henry VIH.
The common speech then was, that he did set one hundred
pounds upon a cast at dice against it, and so won the
said Clochier and bells of the Kmg ; and then causing
the bells to be broken as they hung, the rest was pulled
down.”

Sir Miles subsequently lost his head on Tower
HiU, for matter “ concerning the Duke of Somerset,”
and Stow records the fact with a certain amount of

complacency.
In the time of Richard the First, the place had

served a purpose, much as the Marble Arch does
to-day, as a rallying-ground for Reformers of aU
kmds ; and here did the craftsmen inveigh against

the governing classes.

A Proclamation had been issued at Paul’s Cross

in the reign of Edward the Fourth, by Bishop
Braybrooke, against barbers shaving on Sundays

;

forbidding the sale of merchandise in the Cathedral,

and among other things, against the plapng of ball

either within or without the church, which had led

to the breaking of the stained-glass windows.
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Stow tells UB that “ time out of mind it hath been
a laudable custom on Good Friday in the after-

noon ” for “ some special learned man “ to preach

a sermon at Paul’s Cross dealing with the Passion.
“ On the three Easter holidays, on Monday,

Tuesday, and Wednesday, other learned men should

preach in the forenoon at the Spital Cross on the

Resurrection ; and then on Low Sunday, one other

learned man is to make rehearsal on those four

former sermons, either commending or reproving

them as to him is thought convenient.” What
would be thought, I wonder, if one cleric to-day was
called upon to criticise publicly the sermons of his

brother clerics ?

The sermons of Archbishop Morton were pointed

in the most practical way. In 14S7 he dehvered

a discourse on “ Cease to do evil, learn to do good,”

the moral being, “ Vote hberal supphes to the

King.” In 1489, when he wanted £100,000 for

his royal master, he gave out his text, “ The eyes

of the Lord are over all the righteous ”—^which

was a pleasing way of putting the matter.

During the closing years of the fifteenth century,

it became the custom for penances to be performed
at Paul’s Cross. “ Upon Passion Sunday (1497),”

relates Fox, “ one Hugh Glover bare a fagot before

the Procession of Pali’s and after with the fagot

stood before the preacher aU the sermon whale at

Paul’s Cross.” The fagot symbolised, of course,

the death which the bearer had merited, and escaped
only through undergoing the penance.

The story of James Baynliam, Lawyer and Martyr

p

illustrates the fate of those who persisted in heresy.

According to Fox, Sir Thomas More took a pio-

minent part in the persecution of this unfortunate
man. It is to be hoped that all he alleges agamst
the author of the Utopia is not true ; though it is

to be feared that, however misinformed he may be
in details, there is sufficient circumstantial evi-

dence in other directions to show More’s attitude

at times to have been hard and intolerant. After
suffering torture in the Tower, Baynham abjured
at Paul’s Cross in the customary manner, but
subsequently repented his weakness, and publicly

confessed the same. He had stamped himself now
as a heretic beyond recall ; but, before his death,

and in order to “ save his soul,” the authorities

tortured him in various ways, and, failing to break
his spirit, burned him at Smithfield.

Another case where penance was followed by
death, is that of Elizabeth Barton, “ The Holy
Maid of Kent.” She seems to have been a poor,
hysterical creature, whose ravings were utilised

by others for sensational purposes. She was
brought before the Star Chamber ; but although
she and her companions abjured at Paul’s Cross,

they were put to death—“hanged and headed,’*

as Stow puts it.^

Penance was prescribed for matters other than
heretical. In 1506 a priest did penance for having
two wives—a double offence. And in the same
year we hear that “ a man did penance for trans-
gressing Lent, holding two pigs ready drest, whereof

1 More looked upon the whole matter after penance
as “ a determined hypocrisy,” previous to that he had
been favourably impressed by the girl’s good faith.

one was upon his head, having Drought them to
sell.” How far the man himself was significantly

impressed by the ceremony, or the spectators
edified, is not related.

Hardy as our ancestors were, even they found
these raUyings at Paiol’s Cross no pleasurable
matter. Latimer himself says in one of his ser-

mons :

“I do much marvel that London, being so rich a
city, hath not a burying place without ; for, no doubt,
it IS an unwholesome thing to bury within the City,
especially at such a time when there is great sickness

—

so that many die together. I think verily that many
a man taketh his death in Paul’s Churchyard ; and tins

I speak of experience, for I myself when I have been
there in some morning to hear the sermons, have felt

such an ill-favoured, unwholesome savour, that I was
the worse for it a great while after. And I think no
less but it be the occasion of much sickness and disease.”

In the earlier years of Elizabeth’s reign, how-
ever, we look vainly for great preachers. The
noblest among the Protestants had perished at the
stake : the Catholics were not m authority. The
new clergy, as yet ill-educated, are represented as
ignorant and riotous. If the clergy of the old
Faith had fallen into evil ways, there is not much
to be said in favour of these earlier Protestants.

The charges against them are too imiform, too
constant, to b^e dismissed as prejudiced, even
while making allowances for exaggeration here and
there.

The destruction of ancient forms and rites had
led to a great deal of irreverence. Some churches
were used for stabling horses. Pedlars plied their

business during service times, and moms dancers
lounged about in costume, “so as to be ready for

the frolics which generally followed prayers.”

Then again, some of the Catholics attended
services only to laugh and talk, and show their

contempt generally for the New Rehgion.
When we come to the time of Jewel and Sakdys,

things are different. Jewel has learning and imagi-
nation ; Sandys that charm and simplicity often

allied with culture and historical knowledge ; and
no doubt they helped to form the eloquent and
lucid style of a greater than themselves

—

^Richard
Hooker. Hooker’s work has been dealt with else-

where, and it is sufficient to say here that in addi-

tion to his literary power, he was one of the first

of the Elizabethan controversialists to show how
it is possible to argue with an enemy without being
scurrilous and abusive. It is a pity his example
was not taken to heart by many of the Pamphle-
teers.

Hooker addressed himself to the few; another
contemporary, Henry Smith, to the many. Smith
has something of Latimer’shomelyforce and humour.
Some of the preachers, the pious Bishop Andrewes
for instance, yielded too freely to the literary

affectations of the day, and an undue affection

for far-fetched metaphors and confused conceits

obscured the work of such brilliant men of the
Andrewes school as John Donne.

But, making allowance for this, there is extra-

ordinary beauty of thought and expression in such
men as Donne, that have given their sermons a
vitality long outHviog their day and generation.
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With me deepening seriousness of public life

that we meet with in the earher years of the Caroline

period, it is not surprismg to encounter a goodly

number of great preachers. There are Thomas
Tbahebnb, rich in spiritual intensity and poetic

imagery; Richabd Baxteb, whose Saints* Ever^

lasting Best has become a classic of its kind, and

whose grave and tender piety, and easy clarity,

profoundly impressed his contemporaries. Hehby
Hammonb, sometimes called “The Father of

English Biblical criticism,” and Jambs Dssheb, the

Irishman ;
both men of large erudition and demo-

cratic sympathy. Of Robebt Sandebson, later on

one of the Restoration Bishops, one recalls the

testimony of Charles I, “ I carry my ease to other

preachers, but I carry my conscience to hear Dr.

Sanderson.” It might have been better for the

unfortunate monarch had he left his conscience in

this resting-place.

William Chillinqwobth, godson of Laud, ex-

celled in dialects. He has few literary graces ; but

has the virtues of the greater Puritan spirits of tne

time ; intense moral earnestness, and a tolerant

charity. Liberty is his watchword, Liberty and
free inquiry. Of his style we may take this illus-

tration: “The difference between a Papist and
a Protestant is this, that the one judges his gmae
to be infallible, the other his way to be mamfest.”

His chief work is his Beligion of Protestantism ; a

safer Way to Salvation ; and Chillingworth’s safe

way is certainly beset by no narrow dogmatic

restrictions.

Equally charitable, and cast in a more subdued
and peaceful mould, is the gentle recluse, John
Hales. Starting as a Calvinist, he forsook the

great theologians, and in the even tenor of his

thought and the reposeful piety of his spirit had
much in common with Geobge Hebbbbt, Herbert’s

verse has received mention elsewhere
; scarcely

less notable was his prose as exhibited in A Country
Parson, of which book Izaak Walton said it was
“so full of plam, prudent and useful rules, that
that country parson, that can spare twelve pence,
and yet wants it, is scarce excusable.” For us
perhaps the “ useful rules ” appeal less than the
tranquil sweetness of atmosphere and the fragrant
charm of a benign personality.

Very difierent is the great figure of William
Laud ; one who carried on the policy of the Tudors
into an ahen age that would ill brook it. Vigorous,
keen as a controversialist, he has little personal
magic, and many men of lesser note and mferior
mental powers are more attractive than he.

Nearing the close of our era is the name of John
Gauden, a somewhat Machiavellian ecclesiastic,

with undoubted power as a debater, and a remark^
able skin in gliding skilfuUy over awkward topics.

To him is attributed that notable historical work
Eihon BasihJce, asserted by some to have been
written by Charles I. As a skilful ex parte state-

ment of Charles’ theory of kingship sentimentalised,

it makes an efiective document for the Stuart cause.

Written in direct and simple language, it produced
a powerful impression, and ran through many
editions.

Not more interesting than Gauden, as a man,
though undoubtedly more gracious and attractive,

is Jebemy Taylob, the last of the Caroline divines.

A prolific writer and a great controversiaHst, he
will survive in literature by virtue of his rich, im-
pressive style and stately rhetoric. A man of

catholic sympathies and of wide culture, we read

him to-day neither for his learning nor for his

divinity, but for his happy allusiveness, his mellow
temper, and his musical phrasing.

II. PROSE : (h) Art of Criticism (Bacon to Dryden).

(6) THE ART OF CRITICISM (FROM BACON
TO DRYDEN)

“ It is not good to stay too long in the theatre,”

observes Bacon drily, and this remark may serve

as a text for his critical work. He has no great

respect for literature as such ; and although as a
maker of literature the author of the Essays and
the stylist of the New Atlantis has claims upon all

lovers of hterature, his contribution to the inter-

pretation of literature is of the slightest.

The Essays furnish us with no hints of any
value, and we must turn to the Advancement of
Learning for any real consideration of criticism.

Here there are some sane judicial comments, aswhen
he accuses the Renascence writers of hunting “ more
after words than matter, more after the choiceness

of phrase, and the round and clear composition of

the sentence, and the sweet falling of the clauses

. . . than after the weight of matter, worth of

subject, soundness of argument, life of invention, or
depth of judgment.” But he is unwillinor to admit
that form or manner is of any pa '-lieu hi r merit
(his own style the whole time giving the lie to
his attitude). Science is the be-all of all things.

Poetry is a pleasant solace, a comforting drug, that

is the gist of his reflections. Quite clearly, form
interests him merely because it makes his favourite

philosophy more palatable. That is probably how
he woxdd have justified his own style, and his arid

imagination puts us in mind of Newton’s reference

to poetry as “ ingenious nonsense.”

Undoubtedly the greatest critic of the age before

Dryden is Ben Jonson. It were more debateable

to question his greatness as a dramatist than his

greatness as a critic. Of course, even Jonson was
not proof against the spirit of the age, but allowing

for this, no writer of the time did more to draw
attention to points of form and style. The burden

of his exegesis may be found in the Discoveries^

which were never published until after the author’s

death, in 1641. He lauds the art of blotting, and
regrets Shakespeare’s parsimony in this respect.

He criticises Spenser for his hnguistic afiectations,

he “ would have him read for his matter,” and in his

phrase “ Language most shows a man,” he comes

near to Carlyle’s epigram, “ The style is not the coat

but the skin of a man.” In the matter of his

criticism, Jonson was probably indebted to the

ancients and to contemporary Italian critics ; but

6c5
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there is no need to slight his work on that account.

It was a borrowing age, and a frankly borrowing

one ; the significance hes not in the absolute origi-

nality of this or that remark, but the tact and
judgment shown in his selection of what was wise

and pertinent, and an additional value is given to

these dicta by Jonson’s own shrewd brain and
clear and apposite style. His own ordered reason-

ableness of method leads him naturally to come
down rather severely on the Essays of Montaigne,

His own temperament impelled him naturally,

moreover, to see the defects of Montaigne’s dis-

cursiveness, without appreciating the corresponding

good qualities.

Likewise his censure of Marlowe is comprehen-

sible enough ;
while his tribute to Shakespeare is the

more weighty when we realise how entirely opposed

he was in theory to his great contemporary’s dra-

matic methods. Bacon, whose literary style is not

unlike Jonson’s, with its faculty for fine compres-

sion and its range of powers, is warmly praised.

Jonson is the precursor of Dryden and the new
age of English prose. He sounds the reaction
from Romanticism and prepared the way for
Dryden. Between Jonson and Dryden there is

little to recount. Milton takes up again Daniel’s
creed against rhyme, confuting his own arguments,
as Daniel did, in his own poetry. Sir William
Davenant in his preface to Goudibert—taking the
form of a letter to his friend Hobbes—reminds
us in substance of Sidney’s eloquent defence of
Romance. Hobbes, in his reply, narrows down
poetry to that which should treat of the manner
of men.” No one would quarrel with his dictum
against those who “ take for poesy whatsoever is

writ in verse ”
;

yet when he excludes not only
didactic verse, but sonnets and eclogues, obviously,
critical ideals were in process of transition, and
flattering as Hobbes may be to his friend’s work,
it is clear that by poetry he means something other
than the pleasure-giving music of the Elizabethan
age and the Renascence.

n. PROSE : (c) Miscellaneous Prose Writers (Robert Burton to James Harrington),

(c) mSCELLANEOHS PROSE WRITERS
OF THE LATE RENASCENCE

There are a number of writers in the earlier years

of the seventeenth century, who exemplify in

their work the transitional influence of the period

;

some,like the ingenious Robert Burton,retaimng the

ornate prolixity of the Elizabethan in style, while

reflecting often in matter the graver and austerer

spirit of the succeeding age ; others, like Sir

Thomas Overbury, presenting a strange medley
of the literary affectations of the past, and the

concrete “ humours ” that developed into the char-

acter study of the eighteenth-century essayist.

Robert BtiRTOisr, born at Lindley in Leicester-

shire in 1577, entered Christ Church, Oxford, as a
student in 1599. After taking Orders he became
successively vicar of the College hving of St.

Thomas’, Oxford, in 1616, and rector of Segrave,
Leicestershire, in 1630. His most popular work.
The Anaiomy of Melancholy

,

published 1621, in
which he appears in the character of Democritus
Junior, was the only book, says Johnson, “ that
ever took me out of bed two hours sooner than I
wished to rise.” In 1606 he published Philoso-

phaster, a Latin comedy acted in the college hall of

Christ Church in 1618.

Though afflicted with depression of spirits

throughout his life, he was, when free from this

trouble, an amusing companion, “most learned,
and full of sterling good sense.” He died in 1640,

Burton’s great, and only, literary achievement.
The Anatomy of Melancholy^ is highly character-
istic of the time. It is as characteristic indeed as
is Lyly’s Anatomy of^ Wit, and Stubbes’ Anatomy of
Abuses, characteristic of an earlier period. It is

essentially a Jacobean inspiration.

Burton in prose is not unlike Donne in verse

;

elaborate and fantastic conceits give place suddenly
to sombre meditation ; and no sooner is the serious
note struck, than a curious sardonic humour takes

its place. The book is a wilderness of varied
learning, a masterpiece of ingenious discursiveness

;

often amazingly involved in style, yet with none of

that windy vagueness belonging to many of his

predecessors. Burton has full command over his

matter ; if he will he can be as terse and pithy as
Bacon himself

j as succinct and lucid as Jonson;
or as rhetorical as Sir Thomas Browne.
Here is a passage of The Anatomy dealing with

**The Cause of Religious Melancholy ”

:

“ What power of Prince, or poenal law, be it never
BO strict, could enforce men to do that which for
conscience sake they will voluntarily undergo ? As to
fast from all flesh, abstain from marriage, rise to their
prayers at midnight, whip themselves, with stupend
fastmg and pennance, abandon the world, wilfull
poverty, perform canonical and bhnd obedience, to
prostrate their goods, fortunes, bodies, lives, and offer

up themselves at their superior’s feet, at his command ?

What so powerful an engine as superstition ? which
they right well perceiving, are of no religion at all

themselves : Primum emm (as Calvin rightly suspects,
the tenor and practice of their life proves) arcana %lhus
Theologie, quod apud eos regna, caput est, nullum esse

deum, they hold there is no God, as Leo 10 did, Hilde-
brand the Magician, Alexander 6, Julius 2, meer
Atheists, and which the common proverb amongst them
approves. ‘The worst Christians of Italy are the
Romans, of the Romans the Priests are wildest, the
lewdest Pnests are preferred to be Cardinals, and the
baddest man amongst the Cardmals is chosen to be
Pope,’ ^ that is an Epicure, as most part the Popes are,

Infidels and Lucianists, for so they think and believe :

and what is said of Christ to be fables and impostures,
of heaven and hell, day of judgment, paradise, im-
mortality of the soul, are all

* Rumores vacui, verbaque inania,
Et par soUicito fabula somnio.’ ^

Dreams, toys, and old wives’ tales. Yet as so many
whetstones to make other tools cut, but cut not them-
selves, though they be of no religion at all, they will

make others most devout and superstitious, by pro-
mises and threats, compel, enforce from, and lead them
by the nose like so many bears in a line ; When as
their end is not to propagate the Church, advance

^ S. Ed. Sands in his Belcdion, ^ Senecar
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God’s Kingdom, seek his glory or common good, bnt
to enrich themselves, to enlarge their territories, to

domineer and compel them to stand in awe, to hve in

subjection to the See of Rome. For what otherwise

care they ?
”

John Sblden, son of a Sussex farmer, was born

at Worthing in 1584, educated at Chichester and
Oxford, studied law at Clifford’s Inn and the Inner

Temple, and has been called the “ Champion of

Human Law.” In 1621, for disputing the King’s

doctrines with regard to the privileges of Parlia-

ment, he suffered a short term of imprisonment,

and again in 1630 was sent to the Tower for the

part he took against the levying of tonnage and
poundage. A politician of moderate views, he was
elected member for Lancaster, and represented his

University in the Long Parliament. For many
years Selden was a member of the household of the

Earl of Kent, and it was popularly believed that

he married the Earl’s widow; he, however, died

in her house in 1654, and is buried in the Temple
Church.

Selden’s biggest English work is Titles of Honour

,

1614; his most important, Table Talk, published in

1689. In the History of Tithes (1618), he denied

the divine right of kings and incurred the dis-

pleasure of both king and clergy.

Selden lives in literature by the Tcible Talk,

collected by his secretaries, and published long

after his death. These abound in sharp, some-
what aoid-natured aphorisms, exhibiting rough
common-sense though little imagination, and fore-

shadowing the later Essay. Neither his legal

learning nor historical and religious dicta appeal

greatly to the modern reader ; but his gnomic
wisdom will always delight.

These for instance :

*‘We cry down a rotten pear and approve a rotten
medlar, and yet I warrant you, the pear thinks as well

of itself as the medlar does.*’
“ Commonly, we say, a judgment falls upon a man for

something in him we cannot abide.”
“ Syllables govern the world.”
“ Take a straw and throw it up into the air, you may

see by that wliioh way the wind is.”
“ Equity is a roguish thing " for law we have a

measure, know what to trust 'to ; equity is according
to the conscience of him that is Chancellor, and as that
is larger or narrower, so is equity. ’Tis all one as if

they should make the standard for the measure we call

a foot, a Chancellor’s foot ; what an uncertain measure
would this be ! One Chancellor has a long foot, another
a short foot, a third an indifferent foot : ’tis the same
thing in the Chancellor’s conscience.

** That saying, * Do as you would be done to,’ is often
misunderstood, for ’tis not thus meant that I, a private
man, should do to you, a private man, as I would have
you do to me, but do as we have agreed to do one to
another by public agreement. If the prisoner should
ask the judge whether he would be content to be hanged
were he in his case, he would answer ‘ No.’ Then,
says the prisoner, ‘ Do as you would be done to.’ Neither
of them must do as private men, but the jud^e must
do by him as they have publicly agreed : that is, both
judge and prisoner have consented to a law that if

either of them steal they shall be hanged.” ^

Sir Thomas Bbowne, bom in 1605, was the son
of a London merchant, and educated at Winchester
and Oxford, after which he studied on the Conti*

1 Tabh Toth.

nent, receiving the M.D. of Leyden University in

1633, and of Oxford in 1637. Settling in Norwich,
Browne practised there as a physician up to the
time of his death m 1682, and is buried in St. Peter
Mancroft. Durmg the Civil Wars he favoured the
King’s party and was knighted by Charles II on his

visit to Norwich in 1671.

Of his writings, Heligio Medici^ Pseudodoxia,
Urn Burial, and The Garden of Cyrus, have each in
its way claims upon the attention of the literary

student.

Heligio Medici is an excellent prose companion
to the metaphysical verse of the age. In each
case we have an ardent fancy, a tinge of melan-
choly, a quaint pietism, and a tangled growth of
erudition. The tangle is not so overgrown and
bewildering as in Burton’s case, being balanced by
a sense of practicality ; the pietism is more tempered
than we find it in Vaughan and Crashaw, by a genial

worldliness. In short, Browne mirrors in little

most of the characteristics of his time, without
developing any to excess. But it is as a styhst
of modulated, harmonious English prose that we
most esteem him.

Peligio Medici, written about 1635, was printed
in 1642. It is ostensibly a defence of himself from
the charge of irreligion ; and in the broadest sense

of the word there is no doubt he makes out an ex-

cellent case. How far his temper of mind agreed
with any well-defined theological position is, how-
ever, another matter.

Pseudodoxia, or Vulgar Errors, is less wide in its

appeal ; its style is less attractive, and its desul-

tory, ambiguous character far more marked. His
sceptical habit of mind, decorously veiled before,

has here full expression, and nowhere perhaps has

his gift of delicate irony more abundant illustration

than when dealing with the heterogeneous collec-

tion of legends and behefs, scientific and otherwise,

brought together in this discursive medley.

Um Bumod gives us of the meditatives melan^

choly of the man, and is written in a loftier and
more poetical style. It is a wonderful prose-fugue

on Death and Decay.
The Garden of Cyrus is an antiquarian fantasy,

remoter in its appeal than Um Bur^al, but is rich

in quaint conceits and rhetorical effects.

**In vain do individuals hope for immortality, or
any patent from oblivion, in preservations below the
moon s men have been deceived even in theii* flatteries,

above the sun, and studied conceits to perpetuate their

names in heaven. The vanous cosmograph;^ of that

part hath already varied the names of contrived con-

stellations ; Nimrod is lost in Orion, and Osyris in the
dog-star. While we look for incorruption in the heavens,

we find they are but like the earth ; durable in their

main bodies, alterable in their parts ; whereof, beside

comets and new stars, perspectives begin to tell tales,

and the spots that wander about the sun, with Phsethon’s

favour, would make clear conviction.
“ There is nothing strictly immortal, hut immortality.

Whatever hath no beginning, may be confident of no
end ; which is, the peculiar of that necessary essence

that cannot destroy itself ; and the highest strain of

omnipotenoy, to be so powerfully constituted as not to

suffer even from the power of itself : all others have a
dependent being and within the reach of destruction.

But the sufficiency of Christian immortality frustrates

all earthly glory, and the quality of either state after
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death makes a folly of posthumous memory. God, who
can only destroy our souls, and hath assured our resur-

rection, either of our bodies or names, hath directly

promised no duration. Wherein there is so much of

chance, that the boldest expectants have found unhappy
frustration ; and to hold long subsistence, seems but a

scape in oblivion ; But man is a noble ammal, splendid

in ashes, and pompous in the grave, solemnizing nativities

and deaths with equal lustre, not omitting ceremonies

of bravery in the infamy of his nature.*’ ^

Another interesting antiquary was Thomas
FcjIiLER, born in 1608 at Aldwinkle, Northampton
(also the birthplace of Dryden), the son of a clergy-

man and educated at Cambridge. After taking

Orders he was successively rector of Broadwinsor,

Dorset, Lecturer at the Savoy, and Chaplain to

Charles I£, and won fame as a preacher. He was

an ardent Royalist and refused to subscribe to the

Solemn League and Covenant in 1643 ; in 1644 he

was in Basing House siege. In 1648 he was made
perpetual curate of Waltham Abbey by the Earl

of Carlisle. During the Commonwealth he was
deprived of his various preferments, but on the

Restoration these were restored. On August 12,

1661 while preaching at the Savoy, he was taken ill,

and died four days later.

As a writer of popular Church history, not pain-

fully addicted to accuracy, he obtained a consider-

able vogue. He had a witty sententiousness of

speech that appealed to many, and this quality,

indeed, constitutes his best claim upon the modem
reader, and is amply illustrated in his most con-

siderable work, Th& Worthies of JEnglartd, published

in 1662 by hia son.

His dry antithetical humour appealed strongly

to Coleridge and Lamb, and the peculiarities of bis

stylewere indeed thoroughlyesteemed bythose latter

Elizabethan enthusiasts. We can imderstand the

delight of Eha in reading concerning short prayers

that “ the soldier may at the same time shout out

his prayer to God and aim his pistol at the enemy,
the one better hitting the mark for the other.”

Laclcing the splendour of Browne and the opulent

variety of Burton, he is, none the less, no inconsider-

able ornament to the prose writers of the time.

Brake’s Voyage

'•On the 9th of January following (1579) his ship,

having a large wind and a smooth sea, ran aground on a
dangerous shoal and struck twice on it, knocking twice
at the door of death which no doubt had opened the
third time. Here they stuck from eight o’clock at

night till four the next afternoon, having ground too
much, and yet too little to land on, and water too much,
and yet too little to sail in. Had God, who as the wise
man saith (Prov. xxx. 4) koldeth the winds in his fist,

but opened his little finger, and let out the small^t
blast, they had undoubtedly been cast away, but there
blew not any wind all the while. Then they conceiving
aright that the best way to lighten the ship was first

to ease it of the burthen of their sins by true repentance,
humbled themselves by fasting under the hand of God.
Afterwards they received the communion, dining on
Christ in the sacrament, expecting no other than to
sup with him in heaven. Then they cast out of their
ship six great pieces of ordnance, threw overboard as
much wealth as would break the heart of a miser to
think on it, with much sugar, and packs of spice, making
a caudle of the sea round about. Then they betook
themselves to their prayers, the best lever at such a

i Um Buried.

dead lift indeed, and it pleased God that the wind,
formally their mortal enemy, became their friend,
which, changing from the starboard to the larboard of
the ship, and rising by degrees, cleared them off to the
sea again, for which they returned unfeigned thanks to
Almighty God.” ^

IzAAK Walton was bom at Stafford in 1693, of

yeoman stock. In early life he migrated to London,
where he made a modest fortune in business, from
which he retired in 1643. He was twice married,

first to Rachel Floud, a descendant of Archbishop
Cranmer, his second wife being half-sister to Thomas
Ken, Bishop of Bath and Wells.

Sir Henry Wotton having collected material for

a life of Donne which he did not live to write,

formed the nucleus of the Lives afterwards pub-
lished by Walton between 1640 and 1678. His
most famous work. The Compleat Angler^ was pub-
lished in 1653.

Walton’s later years were spent at Winchester,

where he died at the age of ninety, in the house

of his son-in-law, Prebendary Hawkins, and lies

buried in Wmchester Cathedral.

His works are slight in bulk but admirable in

quality. The Compleat Angler is, in its way, a
little masterpiece, while the Lives abound in de-

lightfully happy touches. As with many another

writer of the age, the subject matter is of secondary

importance. One may love The Compleat Angler

without being in any sense a sportsman, and as for

the Lives, there is little of real note that he tells us

of his men, but the vital and intimate manner in

which he pictures Donne, Hooker, Herbert, for us

is beyond praise. The sober brevity and simplicity

of style to some extent remmd us of Bunyan ; the

Elizabethan arabesque of divers colours is absent

here, and the mellow, unobtrusive learning, and
pensive Quakerlike atmosphere, exercise a re-

markable charm upon the student of letters.

“But turn out of the way a little, good scholar,

towards yonder high hedge : we will sit whilst this

shower falls so gently upon the teeming earth, and gives

a sweeter smell to the lovely flowers that adorn the

verdant meadows.
“ Look, under that broad beech-tree I sat down when

I was last this way a-fishing, and the birds in the adjoin-

ing grove seemea to have a friendly contention with
an echo whose dead voice seemed to hve in a hollow

cave near to the brow of that pnmrose-hill. There I

sat, viewing the silver streams glide silently towards
their centre, the tempestuous sea, yet sometimes opposed
by rugged roots and pebble-stones, which broke their

waves and turned them into foam : and sometimes
viewing the harmless lambs, some leaping securely m
the cool shade, whilst others sported themselves in the

cheerful sun, and others were craving comfort from the

swollen udders of their bleating dams. As thus I sat,

these and other sights had so fully possessed my^ soul

that I thought—as the poet has happily expressed it

:

* I was for that time lifted above earth ;

And possessed joys not promised in my birth.*

“ As I left this place, and entered into the next field,

a second pleasure entertained me ; *twas a handsome
milkmaid that had cast away all care, and sung like a
nightingale. Her voice was good, and the ditty fitted

for it ; ’twas that smooth song which was made by
Kit Marlow, now at least fifty years ago ; and the

milkmaid’s mother sung an answer to it, which was
made by Sir Walter Raleigh in his younger days.” ®

1 The Holy State,
8 The Compleat Angler, Part I, chap. iv.
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Along with Walton may be noted Sir Thomas

Urqithart, born in 1611, and educated at King’s

College, Aberdeen. He fought against the Cove-

nanters m 1639. Had travelled in France, Spam,
and Italy, and is said to have died from uncon-

trollable laughter at the news of the Restoration

in 1660. Among his eccentric writings was a genea-

logy of his family traced to Adam and Eve, with

himseK as the one hundred and fifty-third in the

hne of succession ; in 1653 he published the first

part of his translation of Rabelais, a second portion

in conjunction with a Frenchman, Peter Anthony
Motteux, appearing in 1693.

An original figure, with a taste for fantasy that

outran even Browne’s. His translation of Rabe-
lais is written in an elaborately whimsical style

that will attract the admirers of Burton, but as

Professor Saintsbury has humorously said ; “It
must be admitted that it was well he left no school.”

Finally, there is James Harrington- (1611-1677)

(not to be confused with Sir John Harrington,

godson of Queen Elizabeth, who translated Ariosto)

the companion of Charles I in his captivity, and the

author of the Utopian picture Oceana (1656). The
Oceana is a distinct addition to the literature of

IL PROSE;

(d)JOHN BUNYAN
If Puritanism has Milton as its singer, in John
Bunyan is found its storyteller.

Born in 1 628 at Elstow, near Bedford, the world-

famed author of The Pilgnm^a Progress came of

“low and inconsiderable generation,” and assures

us that his “ father’s house ” was of that “ rank
that is meanest and most despised in the land.”

An elementary education at the village free school

was the best he could hope to receive, for at an
early age poverty forced him to foUow his father’s

calling, that of a tinker or brazier.

All through his life Bunyan had been peculiarly

afflicted by a strange spiritual conflict ever taking

place within him ; a continual struggle with doubts
and temptations ; and possessed, moreover, with a
sense of sin that to his introspective mind became
magnified out of all proportion. As a child he had
been subject to the most abject fits of despair,

even during his play hours, and the few innocent
sports he indulged in were eventually put aside,

one by one, in response to an inward call for renun-
ciation.

When sixteen he was called upon to mourn the
loss of a beloved mother, and on his father marrying
again only two months later, the lad left home and
enlisted in the army. For two years he served with
the Parliamentarians in the Low Countries. On
one occasion being chosen by lot to take part in a
siege, he, fortunately both for himself and for pos-
terity, exchanged places with a comrade who was
“ shot in the head and died.”

With characteristic self-abasement he acknow-
ledges to have led a careless life, and to have been
“ the ungodliest fellow for swearing they ever
heard ”

; whether or no we are to credit him with
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ideal republics, and is wrought with much of the
quaint whimsicality and fantastic learning of the
later Ehzabethan writers. But it is something
more than this. It is at once a picture and a
criticism of Cromwell’s England in thin romantic
guise. As compared with More’s Utopia, and
Bacon’s New Atlantis, it is greatly inferior in literary
power, lackmg the grace of More and the lucidity of
Bacon. There are also other differences. More is

preoccupied with social and ethical considerations.
Bacon’s mind is teeming with scientific suggestions.
Harrington’s Oceana is more strictly a study in
pobtical theory, and his main thesis is that the
form of government should follow the distribution
of property. Equality should be the keystone of
the situation. “ Where there is inequality of
estates there must be inequality of power, and
whex'e there is inequality of power there can be no
commonwealth. ’ ’

Equality cannot be obtained by means of a
solatium to the chief magistracy secured by the
suffrage of the people given by the ballot.

Incidentally, Harrington’s work contained a
vigorous criticism of Hobbes’ theory of political

absolutism.

John Bunyan.

all the dreadful doings of these youthful days, re-

mains doubtful. However, on his leaving the
army a fresh interest came into his life. He fell in

love with a young woman whose sole fortune con-
sisted of two pious books given to her by her father,

and her companionship was to have a marked in-

fluence for the future. Though but nmeteen, they
married, notwithstanding they were “ as poor as
poor might be, not having so much as a dish or spoon
bet-wixt them ”

; but this union, that might have
been considered so improvident in most cases, was
contracted by them in simple faith and trust, and
with the happiest domestic results; unfortunately
it was only too brief. Bunyan’s good help-meet
died about seven years later, leaving to their father’s

care two boys and two girls, one of whom was blind.

Three years after his marriage John Bunyan
wrote his first work—Sighs from Hell, or the Cnea
of a Damned Soul—and about the same time was
baptized and received into “ full Church privileges

”

by the Baptists of Bedford ; his life henceforward

to be dedicated to the delivering of his spiritual

message, by word of mouth as well as pen.

Forceful and popular as a village preacher, he
exercised a tremendous influence upon his hearers ;

but his fearless denunciation of vice and Puritan

doctrines caused considerable friction among the

Church people, so that it was not long before those

in authority found an opportunity to thrust him
into prison. On November 12, 1660, he was com-
mitted to prison for three months as “ a common
upholder of several unlawful meetings,” and until

1672 was continually in and out of Bedford Gaol.

At first he was treated with much leniency and
indulgence by his gaolers, being allowed out secretly

to preach and conduct meetings ; however, this

unusual proceeding coming under the notice of the
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authorities, he was subject to a more rigid sur-

veillance and forbidden “ even to look out at the

door,”
In 1661, during one of his terms of freedom, finding

it expedient for the sake of his motherless children,

Bunyan married again, his choice falling on a strong,

noble, good-hearted woman, who did all in her power
to procure his release when he was again imprisoned.

Having petitioned the judges three times without

success, she journeyed to London and pleaded his

cause before the House of Peers, but much as they

sympathised with her, no action was taken in the

matter. Indeed, it seemed of httle use to give

Bunyan his freedom, for immediately he was re-

leased, he qualified for prison again.

But during these twelve years of life in Bedford

Gaol, Bunyan was by no means idle. His family

had to be supported, so he earned a small pittance

by making “ tagged laces,” and imable to preach he
began to write. Four of his famous works are as-

signed to this period

—

The Roly G%iy^ or the New
Jerusalem (1665), Grace Abounding (1666), Justifi-

cation by Jesus Christ (1671), and Defence of the

Doctrine of Justification (1672).

In 1671, notwithstanding that Bunyan was stiU

a prisoner, the Baptists of Bedford appointed him
as their minister, and on his release in 1672, he re-

ceived one of the first licences to preach under the

new Act of Declaration of Indulgence, that granted

hberty of conscience to Roman Catholic and Non-
conformist alike—a concession that was withdrawn
by the repeal of the Act three years later.

Act or no Act, it was not in the nature of honest

John Bunyan to refrain from giving forth his mes-
sage to the world, and for his temerity in doing so he
again sneered : however, if a ban is placed upon his

speech, he can still use his pen, and it was during
this period that he wrote his most popular work.
The Pilgrim’s Progress, the first part of which was
published in a cheap form in 1678, The Life and
Death of Mr. Badman in 1680, The Holy War (1682),

and two years later appeared the second part of

Th^ Pilgrim’s Progress.

Not only did the fame of “ the inspired tinker ”

as an author reach London, but also his fame as a
preacher, and “ Bishop Bunyan,” as he was fre-

quently styled, received many calls to preach Ms
doctrines in the great city. On one of these memor-
able occasions we are told that, in Southwark, on a
cold week-day morning in winter, he preached to
twelve hundred people, and on Sundays to a con-
gregation of over three thousand, and to reach
the pulpit he was “ pulled across the heads of the
people.”

Ever ready to do his best for aU men, his well-
known kind-heartedness cost Mm dear. Asked to
intercede in some difference between a father and
son, he journeyed to Beading for the purpose, but
whiie passing through London on Ms return home
caught a chill, which resulted in Ms death after a
few days’ illness at the house of his friend John
Strudwick, at the sign of the Star, Snow Hill, Hol-
bom, on August 31, 1688 ; and all that is mortal of
the great John Bunyan was laid to rest in Bunhill
Fields. His wife survived him, as did six of his
children, and Ms life’s savings amoimted to £100-

But Ms legacy to posterity in Ms marvellous out-
put of sixty books and tracts cannot be estimated
in figures, for surely no man with so few worldly ad-
vantages, and in the face of so many difficulties, left

so great an infiuence to be carried down to future
generations.

English Puritanism foxmd its first allegorist in

Spenser ;
but the abstractions of Spenser pale into

phantasmal figures beside the concrete embodi-
ments of Bunyan. The literary significance of

Bunyan’s work

—

The Pilgrim’s Progress and The
Life and Death of Mr. Badman in particular—^lies

in his concrete vitality and narrative power. It

would be overstating the matter to call him founder
of the modern novel ; that distinction must be
shared by Daniel Defoe. But it is quite true to

call him the pioneer of the modern novel. Bunyan
had the qualities of the great story-teller ; he had
insight into character, humour, pathos, and the
visualising imagination of the dramatic artist.

Despite all its moralising and theological passion,

the greatness of the Pilgrim’s Progress is the great-

ness of every genuine work of art. It was not
written primarily to convert the unbeliever, or to

express a school of religious experience ; it was
written to please its author,

“ I did not think
To shew to all the world my pen and ink,

. . . nor did I undertake
Ttoeby to please my neighbour ; no, not I

;

I did it mine own self to gratifie.”

Bunyan’s cMef writings are : Grace Abounding
to the Chief of Sinners (1666), a kind of spiritual

autobiography, not unhke the Confessions of St.

Augustine ; The Pilgrim’s Progress from this World
to that which is to Come (1678-1679) ; The Holy
War (1682) ; and The Life and Death of Mr. Bad-
man (1680).

Of these The Pilgrim’s Progress is unquestionably

the most important. The idea of a Heavenly City

inspiring the earthly pilgrim was not peculiar to

Bunyan, for another writer, De Guileville, in his

Pilgrimage of the Soul, had already pictured it.

But there is no need on this account to question

Bunyan’s originality. Even had he known of this

other book, the differences of treatment are wide
enough, and, as Dr. Brown says in Ms estimate

of Bunyan, “ The looking for a city with eternal

foundations was a New Testament idea as accessible

to Bunyan as to the Monk of Chaliz ; while the

house of Grace Dieu and the Palace Beautiful, like

the house of Mercy in the Faerie Queene, may well

have been suggested by the old houses of Entertain-

ment prepared for pilgrims and travellers on their

way.”
The scenic setting of the book is obviously in-

spired by the country around Bedford.
The infiuence of the Bible upon Bunyan’s style

has already been noted. In the Pilgrim’s Progress

it is seen at its best 5 the style is terse, simple,

vivid, 8tnd its appeal is at once to the unlettered

and to the cultured. “ This is the great merit of

the book,” said Dr. Johnson, ** that the most
cultivated man cannot find anything to praise

more higMy, and the child knows nothing more
amusing.”
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The Holy Wa/f is also an allegory
^
but the char-

acters are far less alive, and there is httle of that

variety and salt of humanity that give The PiU

qnm^s Progress its compelling appeal. On the other

hand, there is no small measure of descriptive vigour,

and the account of the first Siege of Mansoul is in

Bunyan’s happiest vein.

Mr* Badman is a work of another type, and is

second in value and literary significance to the great

allegory. It is a realistic novel, a picture of low

hfe, such as Nash had first essayed in English

fiction, and Defoe carried to a high level of excel-

lence. As a picture of the shadier side of country

life in Stuart times, it has considerable historic^

interest, especially to the student of the develop-

ment of Enghsh fiction. Christian is converted;

Mr. Badman lives and dies in his “ City of Destruc-

tion,” or, m the author’s words, he “ went to school

with the Devil, from his childhood to the end of his

life.”

Bunyan seems to breathe a different air from

that enjoyed by most of the great writers of the

Renascence. Anythmg less like the Elizabethan

spirit of a Spenser, a Shakespeare, a Jonson, we can

scarcely imagine than this intensely earnest, un-

lettered, brooding tinl^er. Milton’s austere Puri-

tanism could not conceal his varied scholarship

and love of beauty. But Bunyan seems to belong

to another age. Yet Bunyan was, deep down,

a cliild of the Renascence, and had far more affinity

with the poets and dramatists of Elizabeth’s day
than with the era of satire and good sense that

followed it.

His prose is in lineal descent from Jonson and
Raleigh ; and if in its simple clarity and directness

it reminds us rather of the age of Dryden than of

Shakespeare, that is really due to the happy acci

dent of Bunyan’s limited education. It shows
precisely how much the translation of the Bible

had done for unlettered folk. Weighted by no
scholarship, troubled by no school of style, he de-

rived straight from the English Bible. Plad it been
for nothing else, his link with the Renascence and
Reformation would be clear enough. But there

something more.

Bunyan’s nature was elemental, passionate,

swinging violently from one emotional extreme to

another. An interesting, vital man, he threw all

the energising power, the whole-hearted rapture,

that the Elizabethans gave to the world of sense,

into the world of religious experience. What beauty
was to Spenser, and power to Marlowe, righteous-

ness was to Bunyan. Yet he was no fanatic, no
hysterical extremist. A large-boned, sturdily built,

red-faced country tinker, he did not suggest the stufi

of which the world’s great dreamers are made. Nor
was his environment such as to inspire the imagina-
tion of the religious enthusiast. Nature came to the

help of a John Knox, and a Calvin ; but the placid

meadow-land and lazily winding Ouse, the broad,

flat spaces near Elstow, seem more likely to nurse
a Jane Austen than a Bunyan. Yet, in this country,

lapped round with all the dull, commonplace routine

of the country life, he found himself in a hell of

^irituai conflict.

Beneath the placid exterior of the man there

burned a fierce fire. Violence of imagination had
been his from early days ; and as he grew older,
the fire burned more fiercely, turning to ashes all

the amusements of youth, however harmless, tor-
turmg him with dreams of his own worldlmess, and
urging him to find peace for his racked spirit.

Let us regard him, therefore, as a genuine child of
the Renascence, in a Puritan framework. A greater
moral contrast with Marlowe it would be hard to
imagme, while Pope in his pulpit moments would
have seemed a congenial spirit. Yet he had a
strikmg temperamental affinity with Marlowe

;

and a whole world of feeling and experience divided
the author of the Holy War from the author of The
Essay on Man,

The Ptlobim’s Pboobess

Now, I beheld in my dream that they had not
journeyed far, but the nver and the way for a time
parted, at which they were not a little sorry

; yet they
durst not go out of the way. Now the way mom the
nver was rough, and their feet tender by reason of
their travel ; so the souls of the pilgrims were much
discouraged because of the way. (Num. xxi. 4.) Where-
fore, still as they went on, they wished for a better way.
Now, a little before them, there was on the left hand of
the road a meadow, and a stile to go over into it, and
that meadow is called By-path Meadow. Then said
Christian to his fellow. If t]^s meadow heth along by
our wayside, let us go over into ito Then he went to
the stile to see, and behold a path lay along by the
way on the other side of the fence. *Tis according to
my wish, said Christian. Here is the easiest going

;

come, good Hopeful, and let us go over.
Heyper But how if this path should lead us out of the

way ?

Chr, That is not likely, said the other. Look, doth
it not go along by the wayside ? So Hopeful, being

rsuaded by ms fellow, went after him over the stile,

hen they were gone over, and were got mto the path,
they found it very easy for their feet ; and withal
they, looking before them, espied a man walking as
they did, and his name was Vam-confidence s so they
called after him, and asked hiTm whither that way led.

He said. To the Celestial Gate. Look, said Christian,
did not I tell you so ? By this you may see we are
right. So they followed, and he went before them.
But, behold, the night came on, and it grew very dark ;

so that they that were behind lost sight of him that
went before.

He therefore that went before (Vain-confidence by
name), not seeing the way before him, fell into a deep
pit (Isa. ix, 16), which was on purpose there made by
the prince of those grounds, to catch vain-glorious fools

withal, and was dashed to pieces with his fall.

Now Christian and his fellow heard him fall, so they
called to know the matter ; but there was none to
answer, only they heard a groaning. Then said Hopeful,
Where are we now ? Then was his fellow silent, as
mistrusting that he had led him out of the way ; and
now it began to rain, and thunder, and lighten, in a
most dreadful manner, and the water rose amain.
Then Hopeful groaned withm himself, saying. Oh

that I had kept on my way !

Chr, Who could have thought that this path should
have led us out of the way ?

Hope, I was afraid on’t at the very first, and there-

fore gave you that gentle caution. I would have
spoken plainer, but that you are older than I.

Chr. Good brother, be not offended. I am sorry I
have brought thee out of the way, and that I have
put thee into such imminent danger. Pray, my brother,

forgive me ; I did not do it of an evil intent.

Hope, Be comforted, my brother, for I forgive thee

;

and believe, too, that this shall be for our good.

Ch^, I am glad I have with me a merciful brother.
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But we must not stand here ; let us try to go back
again.

Hope, But, good brother, lot me go before.

Chr. No, if you please, lot me go first, that, if there

bo any danger, 1 may be first therein ; because by my
means we are both gone out of the way.

Hope, No, said Hopeful, you shall not go first; for

your mind being troubled, may lead you out of the

way again.—^Then for their encouragement they heard

the voice of one saying, “Let thine heart be towards

the highway, even the way that thou wentest : turn

again.*’ {Jer. xxxi. 21.) But by this time the waters
were greatly risen, by reason of which the way of going

back was very dangerous. (Then I thought that it is

easier going out of the way when we are in, than going

in when we are out.) Yet they adventured to go back

;

but it was so dark, and the flood so high, that in their

going back they had like to have been drowned nine or

ten times.
Neither could they, with all the skill they had, get

again to the stile that night. Wherefore at last, lighting

under a little shelter, they sat down there until day-
break ; but being weary, they fell asleep. Now there

was, not far from the place where they lay, a castle,

called Doubting Castle, the owner whereof was Giant
Despair ; and it was in his grounds they now were
sleeping. Wherefore he, getting up in the morning
early, and walking up and down in his fields, caught
Ciiristian and Hopeful asleep in his grounds. Then
with a grim and surly voice he bid them awake,^ and
asked them whence they were, and what they did in

his grounds. They told him they were pilgrims,
_

and
that they had lost their way. Then said the giant.

You have this night trespassed on me, by trampling

in and lying on my grounds, and therefore you must
go along with me. So they were forced to go, because

he was stronger than they. They also had but little

to say, for they knew themselves in a fault. The giant,

therefore, drove them before him, and put them in his

castle, in a very dark dungeon, nasty and stinking to

the spirits of these two men. Here, then, they lay from
Wednesday morning till Saturday night, without one
bit of bread, or drop of drink, or light, or any to ask
how they did s they were, therefore, here in evil case,

and were far from friends and acquaintance. (Ps. Ixxxviii.

8.) Now in this place Christian had double sorrow,

because it was through his unadvised counsel that they
were brought into this distress.

Now Giant Despair had a wife, and her name was
DifiSdence: so, when he was gone to bed, he told his

wife what he had done ; to wit, that he had taken a
couple of prisoners, and oast them into his dungeon
for trespassing on his grounds. Then he asked her also

what he had best do further to them. So she asked
him what they were, whence they came, and whither
they were bound ; and he told her. Then she coun-
selled him that when he arose in the morning he should
beat them without mercy. So when he arose he getteth
him a grievous crab-tree cudgel, and goes down into
the dungeon to them, and there first falls to rating of
them as if they were dogs, although they never gave
him a word of distaste ; then he fell upon them and
beat them fearfully, in such sort that they were not
able to help themselves, or to turn them upon the floor.

This done he withdraws, and leaves them there to condole
their misery, and to mourn under their distress : so
all that day they spent their time in nothing but sighs
and bitter lamentations. The next night she, talking
with her husband further about them, and understand-
ing that they were yet alive, did advise him to counsel
them to make away with themselves. So, when morning
was come, he goes to them in a surly manner as before,
and perceiving them to be very sore with the stripes
that he had given them the day before, he told them
that, since they were never like to come out of that
place, their only way would be forthwith to make an
end of themselves, either with knife, halter, or poison.
Por why, said he, should you choose life, seeing it
is attended with so much bitterness ? But they de-
^ed him to let them go. With that he looked ugly

upon them, and rushing to them, had doubtless made an
end of them himself, but that he fell into one of his
fits (for he sometimes, in sunshiny weather, fell into
fits), and lost for a time the use of his hands. Where-
fore he withdrew, and left them, as before, to consider
w^hat to do. Then did the prisoners consult between
themselves whether it was best to take his counsel or
no ; and thus they began to discourse :

Chr, Brother, said Christian, what shall we do ?

The life that we now live is miserable. Por my part,
I know not whether it is best to Hve thus or to die out
of hand. “ My soul chooseth strangling rather than
life ” (Job vii. 15) ; and the grave is more easy for me
than this dungeon ! Shall we be ruled by the giant ?

Hope, Indeed our present condition is dreadful, and
death would be far more welcome to me than thus for
ever to abide. But yet, let us consider, the Lord of
the country to which we are going hath said, “ Thou
shalt do no murder,”—no, not to another man’s person

;

much more then are we forbidden to take his counsel
to kill ourselves. Besides, he that kills another can
but commit murder upon his body ; but for one to
kill himself, is to kill body and soul at once. And,
moreover, my brother, thou talkest of ease in the grave

;

but hast thou forgotten the heU whither for certain
murderers go ? for “ no murderer hath eternal life,” &c.
And let us consider, again, that all the law is not in the
hand of Giant Despair ; others, so far as I can under-
stand, have been taken by him as well as we, and yet
have escaped out of his hands. Who knows but that
God, who made the world, may cause that Giant Despair
may die, or that, at some time or other, he may forget
to lock us in ; or that he may in a short time have
another of his fits before us, and may lose the use of
his limbs ? And if ever that should come to pass again,
for my part, I am resolved to pluck up the heart of a
man, and to try my utmost to get from under his hand.
I was a fool that I did not try to do it before ; but, how-
ever, my brother, let us be patient, and endure awhile.
The time may come that may give us a happy release ;

but let us not be our own murderers. With these words
Hopeful at present did moderate the mind of his brother ;

so they continued together in the dark that day, in their
sad and doleful condition.

Well, towards evening, the Giant goes down into the
dungeon again, to see if his prisoners had taken his
counsel j but when he came there, he found them alive.

And, truly, alive was all ; for now, what for want of

bread and water, and by reason of the wounds they
received when he beat them, they could do little but
breathe. But, I say, he found them alive ; at which
he fell into a grievous rage, and told them that, seeing
they had disobeyed his counsel, it should be worse
with them than if they had never been born.
At tliis they trembled greatly, and I think that

Christian fell into a swoon ; but coming a little to him-
self again, they renewed their discourse about the giant’s

counsel, and whether yet they had best take it or no.
Now Christian again seemed for doing it ; but Hopeful
made his second reply as followeth

;

Hope, My brother, said he, rememberest thou not
how valiant thou hast been heretofore ? Apollyon could
not crush thee, nor could all that thou didst hear,
or see, or feel in the Valley of the Shadow of Death.
Wliat hardship, terror, and amazement hast thou already
gone through, and art thou now nothing but fears ?

Thou seest that I am in the dungeon with thee, a far

weaker man by nature than thou art ; also this giant
has wounded me as well as thee, and hath also cut off

the bread and water from my mouth ; and with thee I
mourn without the light. But let us exercise a little

more patience ; remember how thou playedst the man
at Vanity Fair, and wast neither afraid of the chains
nor cage, nor yet of bloody death. Wherefore let us
(at least to avoid the shame that becomes not a Christian
to be found in) bear up with patience as well as we can.
Now, night being come again, and the giant and Ms

wife being in bed, she asked Mm concerning the prisoners,
and if they had taken his counsel. To which he re-

plied, They are sturdy rogues ; they choose rather
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/to beaf all hardships than to make away with them-
selves, Then, said she, Take them into the castle-

yard to-morrow, and show them the bones and skulls

of those that thou hast already dispatched, and make
them believe, ere a week comes to an end, thou also

wilt tear them in pieces, as thou hast done their fellows

before them.
So when the morning was come, the giant goes to them

again, and takes them into the castle-yard, and shows
them as his wife had bidden him. These, said he,

were pilgrims, as you are, once, and they trespassed

on my grounds, as you have done ; and when I thought

fit, I tore them in pieces ; and so within ten days I

will do you. Get you down to your den again ; and
with that he beat them all the way thither. They lay,

therefore, all day on Saturday in a lamentable case,

as before. Now, when night was come, and when Mrs.

DijBSidence and her husband the giant were got to bed,

they began to renew their discourse of the prisoners : and,

withal, the old giant wondered that he could neither

by his blows nor counsel bring them to an end. And
with that his wife replied,—I fear, said she. that they
five in hopes that some will come to reheve them, or

that they have picklocks about them, by the means of

which they hope to escape. And sayest thou so, my
dear ? said the giant ; I will therefore search them
in the morning.

Well, on Saturday, about midnight, they began to

, and continued in prayer till almost break of

Now, a little before it was day, good Christian, as one
half amazed, brake out into this passionate speech ;

—

What a fool, quoth he, am I, thus to lie in a stinking

dungeon, when I may as well walk at hberty ! I have
a key in my bosom, called Promise, that will, I am
persuaded, open any look in Doubtmg Castle. Then
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said Hopeful, That’s good news, good brother
}
pluck

it out of thy bosom and try.
Then Chi^tian pulled it out of his bosom, and began

to try at the dungeon-door, whose bolt, as he turned the
key, gave back, and the door flew open with ease, and
Christian and Hopeful both came out. Then he went
to the outward door that leads into the castle-yard,
and with his key opened that door also. After that, he
went to the iron gate, for that must be opened too.
But that lock went desperately hard

;
yet the key did

open it. Then they thrust open the gate to make their
escape with speed ; but that gat© as it opened mad©
such a creaking that it waked Giant Despair, who,
hastily nsing to pursue his prisoners, felt his limbs to
fail, for his fits took hint agam, so that he could by no
means go after them. Then they went on, and came to
the King’s highway again, and so were safe, because
they were out of his jurisdiction.
Now, when they were gone over the stile, they began to

contnve with themselves what they should do at that
stile, to prevent those that should come after from
falling into the hands of Giant Despair. So they con-
sented to erect there a pillar, and to engrave upon the
side thereof this sentence : “ Over this stile is the way
to Doubting Castle, which is kept by Giant Despair,
who despiseth the King of the Celestial Country, and
seeks to destroy his holy pilgrims.” Many, therefore,
that followed after, read what was written, and escaped
the danger. This done they sang as follows

:

Out of the way we went, and then we found
What ’twas to tread upon forbidden ground

:

And let them that come after have a care
X/est heedlessness makes them as we to fare *

Lest they, for trespassmg, his pris’ners are
Whose Castle’s Doubtmg, and whose name’s Despair.^

ni, POETRY
;
(a) John Milton and the Puritan Note.

{a) MILTON AND THE PURITAN NOTE

Thh father of Milton was a man of culture, a clas-

sical scholar, and a musician of no mean abflity,

who, having cast in his lot with the Reformers, was
disinherited by an irate parent and compelled to

work for his living, choosing the profession of a

scrivener, which he practised at the sign of The
Spread Eagle in Bread Street, Cheapside, in the City

of London ; his mother, the daughter of a Welsh
gentleman named Gaston. Their son John, who
was born on December 9, 1608, thus speaks of his

childhood

:

“My father,” he says, “destined me from my in-

fancy to the study of polite literature, which I embraced
with such avidity, that from the age of twelve, I hardly

ever retired from my books before midnight. This

proved the first source of injury to my eyes, whose
natural weakness was attended with frequent pains in

the head; but as all these disadvantages could not

repress my ardour for learning, my father took care to

have me instructed by various preceptors, both at home
and at school.”

Milton’s first instructor was Thomas Young, an
Essex clerg3nnan, who, when his pupil was fifteen,

became a voluntary exile on account of religious

persecution. In 1623 h© was sent to St. Paul’s

School, under Alexander Gill, the following year

being admitted a pensioner at Christ’s College,

Cambridge, where he composed most of his Latin

poems, and made the acquaintance of Edward
King, whose death he laments in Lycidas,

^

As a youth, Milton was possessed of a singularly

pleasing appearance, for which he was nicknamed
the “ Lady ” by his college ; in later life he always
looked much younger than his years, and his beauti-

ful grey ©yea never betrayed their sad secret.

The young Milton, as we have seen, soon showed
signs of remarkable hterary promise. It seems
fitting that one who became such a master of

sonorous rhythm should have shaped well as an
organist, but his whole-hearted allegiance was given

to literature. Proud and austere even at college,

he conceived as lofty a view of the poet’s calling

as did Wordsworth two centuries later, and, like

Wordsworth, felt himself to be a consecrated spirit.

Nor was this a mere idle boast. In an age of con-

siderable licence and loose manners, Milton set a
fine example by his sobriety of life. It was said

of him by a contemporary, that when travelling

abroad he offended the Italians by his strict moral-

ity and outspoken attacks on Popery.

In 1638 he lodged at a tailor’s house in St. Bride’s

Churchyard, which he changed later on fora “ pretty

garden house ” in Aldersgate Street, at that time

a quiet neighbourhood. With him lived two young
nephews, who foimd in their uncle a kindly though

Spartan mentor.

In 1640 the Long Parliament met, and Epis-

copal government was violently attacked. Milton’s

religious sympathies were at once aroused, and
with aE alacrity he plunges into the fray.

Three pamphlets issued from his pen Of Befor*

mcUwn touching Church Dwcipline in England

^ The Filgrirrds Progress^ Part I,
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(May-June 1641), PreMical Episcopacy (June-

Jaly), AJyli*l^flc^veT8io'n upon the Memonstrance

DefcTice. In the last he attacks Joseph Hall, the

champion of the Episcopal cause. These pam-
phlets were not signed, though no mystery was

made of their authorsliip. Also, in 1641 Milton

wrote under his own name a pamphlet, The Reason

of Church Government urged against Prelacy,

In 1641 Milton married Mary Powell, the seven-

teen-year-old daughter of a Cavalier gentleman

residing in Oxfordshire. This marriage was not a

happy one from the first ;
the change from a life

of youthful gaiety to that of the companionship

of an austere Puritan student so many years her

senior was not congenial to this young girl, and

on visiting her father’s house shortly after their

marriage she refused to rejoin her husband. Milton,

urging “ unfitness and contrariety of mind,”

thought of suing for a divorce ; however, in 1645 a
reconciliation took place, and seven years later his

wife died, leaving him with three small daughters.

In 1656 he married Katharine Woodcock, who
died the following year. His third wife, Elizabeth

MinshuU, chosen for him by his friend Dr. Paget,

was but twenty-five when she linked her life with

that of the blind poet in 1663, and lived for fifty-

three years after his death.

In 1645 Milton found a more spacious dwelling in

Barbican, which two years later he leaves for a
small house in High Holborn, near Lincoln’s Inn
Fields. During the whole of the period from 1639
to 1649 he devoted himself almost entirely to

politics, and what he believed to be the call of duty
to his country. Then, in 1649, came the offer of

the Latin Secretaryship. Hitherto he had been a
pohtioal free lance ; now he was offered an official

post in a government, many of whose leaders

—

Hutchinson, Fairfax, Cromwell—^had long stirred

his enthusiasm and admiration.

It was an important step for a student to take,

for it brought him for the first time into the very
thick of the fight. It gave him an insight into the
actualities of the day, which otherwise he would not
have got. His worldly experiences are not turned
to much poetical use, but there is certainly a re-

miniscence of Whitehall in the celestial description
in Paradise Lost, His chief duty was to translate

foreign despatches into “ dignified Latin.” At
first he had rooms in Wliitehall, but subsequently
moved to another “pretty garden house ” in West-
minster. This house became No. 19 York Street,

and is associated also with the names of Bentham,
James Mill, and Hazlitt. It no longer exists,

having been demolished in 1877.

Blindness made his duties difficult, and rendered
assistance imperative. Among those who helped
him in the ffisoharge of his duties was Andrew
Marvell.

Milton served through the Protectorate. The
persecution of the Yaudois, which he had officiaJlj^

to protest against on behalf of his country, called
forth from the poet one of his finest sonnets.
At the Restoration he was arrested, but subse-

quently released on “paying his fees.” He lived
quietly and frugally at Artillery Walk, Bunhffl
Fields—blind, infirm, and weary, but unchanged

in resolution formed years before. The resolution
found expression in Paradise Lost, begun in 1638
finished in 1664, and published three years later!

Milton was offered by his publisher the munificent
sum of “ five pounds down, five pounds more upon
the sale of each of the first three editions.” Ten
pounds in all came into the poet’s hands in 1669.
After his death the copyright was sold by his
widow for about eight pounds more. This agree-
ment is now in the British Museum, to which it was
given by Samuel Rogers, the banker-poet.

The Epic was published in “ Little Britain,” the
booksellers’ quarter, which stretched from Botolph
Church, Aldersgate, to Bartholomew’s Hospital,
and for a while lay unnoticed on the bookstalls.

The story goes that the Earl of Dorset was in Little

Britain, beating about for books to his taste.

There was Paradise Lost, He was surprised by
some passages he struck upon, dippmg here and
there, and bought it. The bookseller begged hirn

to speak in its favour if he hked it, for that they
lay on his hands as waste paper. My lord took it

home, read it and sent it to Dryden, who in a short
time returned it, with the comment, “ This man
cuts us all out, and the Ancients too.”

Perhaps the poem in which the man, if not the
poet, found fullest utterance is Samson Agonistes,

1671 ; Paradise Regained was published also the
same year. Among his many other v/orks may be
mentioned those relating to The Doctrine and Dis-

cipline of Divorce, 1643 ; The Four Chief Places of
Scripture which treat of Marriage, 1645 ; in 1644,

his great prose work, A Speech for the Liberty of
Unlicensed Printing : previous to this, while living

at Horton, near Winclior, he wrote LAllegro and
II Penseroso, 1632; Arcades, 1633; Comus, 1634;
and Lycidas, 1637.

In addition to his blindness he was a sufferer

from chronic gout. After months of ill-health,

“ the gout struck in.” He died on November 8,

1674, and lies buried in St. Giles’, Cripplegate,

beside his father.

His Wobk
'^n his literary parentage Milton owes somewhat
to both Donne and Spenser, and in a slight degree

to Ben Jonson>'tBut his debts were slight as com-
pared with the rich legacy he gave to English

poetry; and it has been justly said that he
represented the fourth great influence in English

prosody. Chaucer had transformed Middle English

into a robust force ; and Spenser and Shakespeare
gave—the one to narrative, the other to dramatic
poetry—a sweetness and variety impossible to

overrate. Then there came a period largely of

imitation and elaboration, rather than of any great

originality. English poetry between the time of

Shakespeare and Milton has many gifts and graces,

but the quality of greatness is denied it, and it was
left for IMilton to restore this quality to our poetry.

;

xJ^e is the last word in the English Renascence.

Gradually but surely its splendour had been fading

away, but in Milton it flames up into a glorious

sunset, and, like the sunset, is touched by a grave

and pensive beauty peculiarly its own.
The serious and meditative spirit infused by
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Puritanism into the poetry of the time tnmed Mil-

ton’s thoughts from such subjects as the Arthurian

Legend (once considered by him), and-4ns epic

genius found perfect expression in the Biblical

story of the Fall of Man.t Nothing is more char-

acteristic of the poet than the arduous mental
development he deliberately set before himself in

order to grapple with his task. MFhe earlier years of

so little by his own generation as Milton. But his
greatness was not for long undiscovered.
The modern reader may regard with but languid

interest the celestial pageant that Milton unrolls
before him in his lengthy epics, but the merits of
Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained do not de-
pend upon the reader’s taste in theology, but upon
the stark grandeur of many descriptive passages.

his life were spent in hard study and preparation and the passionate love of Nature which glows
then for a while he plunged into fierce political con-

.
throughout the poet’s work. It meets us first in

troversy in the cause of civil and religious liberty fresh sweetness of VAllegro and Jl Penseroso :

fln^y in the last years of his life he gavem as the « leaves and fallows grey,
fruit of his mature gemus, Paradise LtOstfjParadise Where the nibbling flocks do stray

Regained, and Samson Agonistes, Mountains on whose barren breast

Sense of Beauty.—^Possessing a sense of beauty, The labouring clouds do often rest

though lessim^faained th^ that possessed

by the Ehzabethans, Milton s devotion to form and
, . . . .

'

“ Russet leaves and fallows grey.
Where the nibbling flocks do stray
Mountains on whose barren breast
The labouring clouds do often rest
Meadows trim with daisies pied,
Shallow brooks and rivers wide ”

;

coherence separates him from the great Romantics,

and gives to the beauty of his verse a delicacy and
gravity all its own. Like Jonson, he favoured the

classical conventions rather than the happy-go-lucky

methods of romanticism; but unlike Jonson he

gains strength and dignity in Lycidas

:

While the still mom went out with sandals grey ”

;

and thrills us with sublime splendour in Paradise
Lost and Samson Agonistes :

never allowed his scholarship to chill his creative

imagination. Nowhere is this quality of beauty
better displayed than in the early poems, in Allegro,

Penseroso, Comus, and Lycidas, They have all the

freshness and charm of youth, and exhibit the

lighter and more fanciful side of Milton’s genius.

As an illustration, take the image in his address

to Melancholy

;

“ Come, pensive nun, devout and pure.”

A Stateliness of ikfanwer.-^^^With this sense of

beauty is combined a stateliness of manner which
gives a high dignity to Milton’s poetry, that has
never been surpassed, and rarely equalled in our
literature,

The dramarfic possibilities of blank verse had been
developed to a wonderful degree by Marlowe and
Shakespeare, but in their successors it had to some
extent deteriorated, Jonson’s classical severity was
not combined with any considerable beauty or dis-

tinction; and the increasing looseness of texture

in the plays favoured a slovenly tendency in the

blank verse of the day. In the lighter form of verse,

and in the lyric, there was no such falling off ; but

the more ambitious and elaborate forms of non-

dramatic poetry stood in need of some influence at

once chastening and inspiring. In his great epic,

Milton is extraordinarily fertfle in the methods he
adopts to avoid monotony. He strengthens blank
verse without cramping it ; he gives it grace without
making it vapid, and rounds off with finished care

the single line without ever sacrificing the organic

unity of the entire poem. He is like a great organist

who, while never losing sight of the original melody,

adorns it with every conceivable variation which
serves to exhibit, in place of obscuring, the freshness

and sweetness of the simple theme.
The decadence of the drama was in itself a suffi-

cient testimony to the disintegrating forces of the

day. Austerity was needed by any man of letters

who would raise our literature again to a noble level.

And none used this quality with more unflinching

purpose than Milton, No doubt it made him un-

popular. Perhaps no great poet was ever accounted

“ • . . airs, vernal airs

Breathing the smell of field and grove, attune
The trembling leaves while Universal Pan,
Knit with the Graces and the Hours in dance.
Led on the Eternal Spring.”

Of Mton’s prose writings it may be said that
uncompromising directness and passionate vehe*
mence characterise all these documents. His
avowed object had been, he says, “ to wnte plainly

and roundly,” for he had resolved “ to vindicate

the spotless truth from an ignominious bondage
whose native worth is now become of such low
esteem that she is like to find small credit with us

for what she can say . .

The last pamphlet diflers from those preceding,

for in place of dealmg with the question historically

he approaches it from a philosophic standpoint.

His method is discursive and speculative, and he

certainly adopts a larger point of view than before.

What interests us here is the extraordinary dis-

play in the pamphlets of Milton’s passion for Inde-

pendence. He feels far too strongly to writ© and
reason temperately : fierce and bitter denunciation,

tempestuous personalities are hurled against his

opponents. That acute sens© of the righteousness

of his own cause, which has always characterised

the Puritan, and mad© of him so merciless an
opponent, animates Milton’s political writings.

And these tracts are the more remarkable when w©
recall the fact that they came from a quarter where

Puritanism was seldom found. The scholar of the

time, saturated with academic traditions, sensitive

to the romantic appeal of Shake^eare and his school,

had more in common with the Cavaliers tha«n with

the party of the Roundheads. Yet this admirer of

Shakespeare, this writer of masques, this precise

scholar, chooses to side with the party which

frowned on amusements and despised profane

letters. And although the literary student will

miss in his prose nearly all those qualities which

give desirability and distinction to his poetry, the

pamphlets indicate the man even more fully than

the epics. One is not accustomed to think of

Milton as one thinks of Sir Thomas More and
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Shelley, and yet there is as much of the Utopian
dreamer about him. I did but prompt the age

to quit their clogs,” he said. And assuredly, it was
the aspiration for a cleaner, juster, sweeter world
that fed the fire of his passion for liberty. Behind
the violent, scurrilous pamphleteer was the idealist.

Always is he on the side of liberty, whether it be
religious or civil, and although I could quite imagine

Charles Stuart would have proved a more congenial

companion for Milton than Cromwell, yet he ap-

proves the fate of the Kmg and welcomes Cromwell
warmly.
The least ephemeral of the tracts, and the best

known, is the Areopagitica—a speech for the liberty

of unlicensed Printing. This was published in 1644,

and was cast in the form of a speech addressed

to the Parliament. After complimenting them, he
declares so highly does he esteem their wisdom that

he will pay them the “ supreme compliment ” of

questioning one of their ordinances. Forthwith

he quotes the Printing Ordinance, June 14, 1643,

enacting that no book, pamphlet, or paper should

henceforth be printed unless it had previously been
approved and licensed by the ofiSeial censors or one
of them.

Books, he says, were things of which a Common-
wealth ought to take no less vigilant charge than of

their living subjects. “ For books do contain a
potency of life in them, to be as active as that soul

whose progeny they are. ... As good almost
kill a man as kill a good book ; who kills a man
kills a reasonable creature, God’s image; but he
who destroys a good book kills reason itself. . . •

A good book is the precious life-blood of a master-
spirit, embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a
life beyond life . . . What if the principle of State
licensing were carried out ? ” he asks. “ Shall the
State regulate singing, dancing, looking out at
windows, standing on balconies, eating, drinking,

dressing, love-making ? ” Even, he argues, if the
end were honestly the suppression of bad books, and
that were practicable, all would depend on the quali-

fication of the licensers. As to these gentlemen,
Milton expresses himself with his usual frankness.

Milton sympathised as little with the Presby-
terian party as he did with the Episcopal, which
indeed logically he could scarce help doing. And
there is a passage where he shows clearly how
comical a notion the idea of an official “ minister of
religion ” has become. He calls it “being rehgious
by deputy ... or the use of a Popular London
Clergyman.” It is certainly extremely interestmg
from the light it throws on the psychology of the
Puritan, and in its mocking humour will remind the
modem reader of certain passages in Fora Clavigera.
Here is an extract

:

*'A wealthy man, addicted to his pleasure and profits,
finds Beligion to be a traffic so entangled, and of so
many peddling accounts, that of all mysteries he cannot
skill to keep a stock going on that trade. What should
he do ? Fain would he have the name to be religious ;
fain would he bear up with his neighbours in that.
What does he therefore but resolves to give over toiling
and to find himself out some factor to whose care and
credit he may commit the whole managing of his religious
affairs. . . , To him he adheres ; resigns the whole
WBacehouse of his religion, with all the locks and keys.

into his study, and indeed makes the very person of
that man his religion, esteeming his associating with
him a sufficient evidence and commendation of his own
piety. So that a man may say his Religion is now
no more withm himself but . . , goes and comes near
him according as that good man frequents the house.
He entertains him . , . lodges him . . . and after the
Malmsey or some well-spiced beverage, and better
breakfasted than He whose appetite would have gladly
fed on green figs between Bethany and Jerusalem, his
Rehgion walks abroad at eight, and leaves his kind
entertainer in the shop, trading all day without his
religion.”

It is quite true that in the theory of toleration

advocated by the Areopagitica, Milton is not inclined

to go so far as some of his contemporaries, but here,

as in many other cases, the principle advocated
carries its exponent far iDeyond that of which he
wots in its advocacy.
And nothing could be fuller or more explicit than

his demand—“ Give me the liberty to know and to
argue freely according to my conscience, above all

liberties.”

The Influence of Milton,—^Variety, flexibility,

lyric passion; these are qualities for which we
may search Milton in vain ; and in these matters
Shakespeare is supremely great. But in loftiness of

thought, splendid digmty of expression, and rhyth-
mic felicities, Milton has few peers, no superior.

Wordsworth owed much, Landor and Tennyson
something, to his prosodic genius. The matter of

his work is necessarily limited in its interest and
significance, but there has been no finer exponent of

the “ grand manner,” and it is impossible to ex-

aggerate the influence of his wonderful diction upon
the history of poetry from his own day down to the
day of William Watson.

Il Penseroso

Thus night oft see me in thy pale career,

TiU oivil-suitM Morn appear,
Not trick’d and frounced as she was wont
With the Attic boy to hunt,
But kerchief’d in a comely cloud.
While rocking winds are piping loud.
Or usher’d with a shower still,

When the gust hath blown his fill.

Ending on the rustling leaves,
With minute drops from off the eaves.
And when the sun begins to fling

His flaring beams, me. Goddess, bring
To arched walks of twilight groves.
And shadows brown that Sylvan loves
Of pine, or monumental oak.
Where the rude axe with heaved stroke
Was never heard the N3^phs to daunt,
Or fright them from their hallow’d haunt.
There in close covert by some brook.
Where no profaner eye may look.
Hide me from day’s garish eye,
While the bee with honied thigh.
That at her flow’ry work doth sing.

And the waters murmuring
With such consort as they keep.
Entice the dewy-feather’d sleep ;

And let some strange mysterious dream
Wave at his wings in airy stream
Of lively portraiture display’d.
Softly on my eyelids laid.

And as I wake, sweet music breathe
Above, about, or underneath,
Sent by some Spint to mortals good.
Or the unseen Genius of the wooA
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But let my due feet never fail

To walk the studious cloisters pale.

And love the high embowM roof,

With antic pillars massy proof,

And storied windows richly dight.

Casting a dim religious hght

;

There let the pealing organ blow.

To the full voiced quire below.

In service high, and anthems clear.

As may with sweetness, through mine ear*

Dissolve me into ecstasies.

And bring all heav’n before mine eyes.

And may at last my weary age

Find out the peaceful hermitage,

The hairy gown and mossy cell.

Where I may sit and rightly spell

Of every star that heav’n doth show.
And every herb that sips the dew ;

Till old experience do attain

To something like prophetic strain.

These pleasures Melancholy give.

And I with thee will choose to live.

Samson Agonxstes

, , . But chief of all,

0 loss of sight, of thee I most complain !

Blind among enemies ! 0 worse than chains.

Dungeon or beggary, or decrepit age I

Light, the prime work of God, to me is extinct.

And all her various objects of delight

Annulled, which might in part my grief have eased.

Inferior to the vilest now become
Of man or worm, the vilest here excel me :

They creep, yet see ; I, dark in hght, exposed
To daily fraud, contempt, abuse, and wrong.
Within doors or without, still as a fool.

In power of others, never in my own

—

Scarce half I seem to live, dead more than half.

0 dark, dark, dark, amid the blaze of noon,
Irrecoverably dark, total echpse
Without all hope of day !

0 first-created beam, and thou great Word,
Let there be light, and hght was over all.

Why am I thus bereaved thy prime decree ?

The Sun to me is dark
And silent as the Moon,
When she deserts the night.

Hid in her vacant interlunar cave.
Since light so necessary is to hfe,

POETRY
And almost life itself s if it he true
That hght is in the soul.
She all in every part, why was the sight
To such a tender ball as the eye confined.
So obvious and so easy to be quenched.
And not, as feehng, through ail parts diffused.
That she might look at will through every pore I
Then had I not been thus exiled from light j
As in the land of darkness, yet in hght
To hve a hfe half dead, a Hving death,
And buned ; but, O yet more miserable I

Myself my sepulchre, a moving grave s

Buried, yet not exempt
By privilege of death and burial
From worst of other evils, pains, and wrongs
But made hereby obnoxious more
To all the miseries of hfe,
Life in captivity
Among human foes.

Sabhina nses, attended hy Watek-nymphs, and singsn>

By the rushy-fringed hank.
Where grows the willow and the osier dank.
My sliding chariot stays ;

Thick set with agate, and the azure sheen
Of turkis blue, and emerald green
That in the channel strays ;

Whilst from oft the waters fleet.

Thus I set my printless feet
O’er the cowslip’s velvet head.
That bends not as I tread ;

Gentle swam, at thy request I am here. ^

On his Blindness

When I consider how my light is spent,
Ere half my days, in this dark world and wide.
And that one talent which is death to hide.

Lodged with me useless, though my soul more bent
To serve therewith my Maker, and present
My true account, lest he returning chide •

** Doth God exact day-labour, light denied ?
”

I fondly ask : But Patience, to prevent
That murmur, soon replies, “ God doth not need

Either man’s work, or his own gifts ; who best

Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best : his state

Is kingly j thousands at his bidding speed.
And post o’er land and ocean without rest 5

They also serve who only stand and wait.’*

IIL POETRY: (h) Jacobean Poetry—(i) The School of Spenser (Allegorical and Descriptive)
;

(ii) The
School ot Donne (Metaphysical and Lyric)

;
(iii) Other Jacobean and Caroline Lyrists.

(6) JACOBEAN POETRY
(i) The Schooi. of Spenser—^AiiLEGORiOAL

AND Descriptive

Spenser’s immediate influence is shown in the
work of Giles and Phineas Fletcher and William
Browne,

Giles Fletcher was vicar of Alderton in Suffolk,

1623, and is the author of a poem in four cantos
entitled Christas Victory and Triumph. The alle-

gorical vein of Spenser is adopted, and some mea-
sure of his faculty for rich imagery is displayed,

for instance, “White and red roses for her face

were placed, and for her tresses marigolds were
spilt.”

Phineas Fletcher, a clergyman in East Anglia,
also favoured the allegory, but his most consider-

able work The Purple Islandy though picturesque
at times, is less happy in its imagery, on the whole,
than the work of Giles.

The third follower, William Browne, was a man
of more generous literary sympathies than the two
Fletchers. He was a student of Chaucer, and on

friendly personal terms with, as well as an admirer

of, Drayton, Jonson, and Chapman. A native of

Devon, he was educated at Oxford, and probably

did scholastic work there for a number of years.

His first work, Britannia^s Pastorals, was published

in 1613, a pleasantly discursive narrative poem,
written in couplets and interspersed, according to

the convention of the time, with lyrics He is not

a good story-teller, but his fluent style, and gift

of scenic painting, impart an agreeable quality to

his work. After this poem came The Shepherd^s

Pipe, and here something of Chaucer’s ease as well

as Spenser’s sweetness may be traced. Though
a follower on the whole of Spenser, he was a fol-

lower by temperament rather than by literary

imitativeness, as the Fletchers are for the mosis

I Comus
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part, aud if not a great creative power, is a poet of

considerable originality, technical skill, and genuine

charm.
Henry More and Joseph Bbatjmont are less

well known than the foregoing, not without good
reason. Spenser’s spaciousness is carried by them
to a merciless extent. In an age when long-winded

romances were accepted without demur, their philo-

sophical poems The Song of the Soul and Psycho-

zoia may have found appreciative readers with a
genius for patience. But they are the least favour-

able specimens of their school.

(ii) The School op Donne—^Metaphysical
AND Lyric

John Donne,^ son of a wealthy merchant, a

descendant of John Hesrwood of epigrammatic

fame, and also of Sir Thomas More, was bom in

London 1537, and educated at home till he was
eleven, then sent to Oxford, aud at fourteen to Cam-
bridge. Of a Roman Catholic family who were

unwilling that he should subscribe to the oath

required, he did not take a degree at either univer-

sity though a most diligent student and eventually

a learned theologian. While studymg law at

Lincoln’s Inn, he abjured the old religion for the

doctrines of the Reformers, and travelled in Spain

and Italy. On his return to England he was ap-

pointed secretary to the Earl of Ellesmere, but a
secret marriage with the Countess’ mece procured his

ignominious dismissal—with reluctance, it must be
admitted, on the part of the Earl, who regrets losing

”a friend, and such a secretary as was fitter to

serve a king than a subject.” For his clandestine

marriage he was imprisoned, and on writing to his

wife subscribed his letter “John Donne, Anne
Donne, Un-done t

”

After a career of many vicissitudes the couple

were eventually forgiven by Sir George More, who
presented his daughter with a belated though wel-

come marriage portion of £800.

The Pseudo Martyr (1610) being brought to the
notice of James I, is highly approved by that

monarch as a contribution to anti-Catholic con-

troversy, and it is suggested that Donne shall be
ordained. Reluctant at first, considering himself

unworthy, he however applies himself to further

studies in Greek and Hebrew, and eventually con-
senting, is at once appointed Chaplain to the King,
and divinity lecturer to Lincoln’s Inn, with rapid
preferment to livings in Huntingdonshire and Kent

;

subsequently he was sent on a diplomatic mission
to Germany with Lord Doncaster in 1619.

In 1621, on the removal of Dr. Carey, then Dean
of St. Paul’s, to the see of Exeter, Donne is com-
manded to attend on the King at dinner, the King
explaining why he is thus honoured

:

“ Dr, Donne, I have invited you to dinner z and though
you sit not down with me, yet I will carve to you of a dish
that I knowyou love well ; for, knowingyou love London,
I do therefore make you Dean of St. Paul’s ; and, when
I have dined, then do you take your beloved dish home
to your study, say grace there to yourself, and much
good may it do you.”

Soon after his appointment to the deanery the

I Pronounced Dun,

advowson of St. Dunstan-in-the-West fell to him*
which enabled him to show much charity to the
poor and generosity towards his friends. ‘‘ Always
preaching to himself,” as his biographer, Izaak
Walton, says, “ as if in a cloud, but in none.”

Eloquent and popular, he was appointed by the
King to preach many sermons, and also chosen
Prolocutor to the Convocation in Parliament.

Busybodies were to the fore, no doubt through
jealousy, who endeavoured to poison the King’s
mind against the Dean by insinuating that Donne in

one of his sermons had accused the King of a leaning

towards Popery, and of a dislike to his method of

government. His Majesty took offence at this,

and it almost proved the severance of their friend-

ship. The Dean was, however, able to set matters
right, and the King “ was right glad he rested no
longer under suspicion.”

A few years later Donne fell into ill-health, and
in 1631 died of a fever at his daughter’s house m
Essex, and is buried in St. Paul’s Cathedral.

Beside the Pseudo-Martyr his best known works
are The Progress of the Soul^ 1601 ; An Anatomy of
the Worldf&a elegy, 1611 ; and Epithalamium, 1613.

Pis Work

In many ways it is not unfair to summarise
Donne’s remarkable genius by saying that he
was an Elizabethan Browning, and placed beside
Spenser, the two poets shine somewhat in the

same fashion as Tennyson and Browning did in

the Victorian age. His metrical roughness, his ob-

scurities of method, his bewildering allusxveness,

his ardent imagination, his taste for metaphysics,
and his unexpected divergence into sweet and de-

lightful music, all these things may remind the
modern reader of the author of Sordello, and Men
and Women. Nor is this comparison without
foundation in fact, for Browning was an emphatic
admirer of Donne’s work, put the Mandrake Song
to music, and was influenced by him to no incon-

siderable extent. He has a far keener wit than
Browning, though in the excessive voluptuousness
of his early work there is no parallel with the virile

though reticent passion of the Victorian. One of

the most interesting things about him is his em-
phatic revolt from the smooth sweetness of most
Elizabethan verse ; and although he had the power
to utter dulcet and harmonious sounds, he seems to

have deliberately adopted a harsh and often staccato

method in order to break away from contemporary
tradition. It is not surprising to find that while

an admirer of Jonson, he is more interested m
Shakespeare and the song writers generally. His
great originality precluded any pronounced literary

formative influences ; but of the two countries that

influenced English literary methods at the time,

Italy and Spain, he certainly owed far more to

Spain. His work was pretty widely circulated in

literary circles, and exercised a great and not very
happy influence ; for imitators found it far easier

to assume his harshness and obscurity, than to
display the thought and imagination that render
these things tolerable. Jonson, who admired him
heartily and not uncritically, predicted he would
perish from not being understood.
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His poetry falls naturally into three divisions:

(i) Amorous, (2 ) Metaphysical, (3 ) Satirical. The
amorous work includes his earliest work, and the
Tnmgiincr at times of sensuahty and cynical wit

reminds one of Byron. His metaphysical and
satirical work bulks the most largely, and to-

wards the end of his life he wrote little verse,

devoting his powers entirely to homiletical litera-

ture. An illustration of the metaphysical may be
found in his curious poems The Progress of the

Soul and Metempsychosis, in which he pursues the

vital spark through various transmigrations, in-

cluding those of a bird and a fish. As an illus-

tration of his satires may be instanced his fourth

satire detailing the character of a Bore. These

were framed m rhyming couplets on the Latin

model, and influenced both Dryden and Pope.

His faults as a writer are the defects of his virtues,

and characteristic of the time ; the graceful and
subtle fancies are worked occasionally to death,

and like Browning he has no respect for the reader

who cannot follow his keen and incisive thought

;

while his poetry is the more difficult to construe

because of its careless versification and excessive

terseness.

It will be seen by the foregoing that Donne,
unlike most of his contemporaries, excelled in

reflective imagination. The Ehzabethan imagina-

tion was on the whole a richly observant one ; there

were scores of writers overflowing with a wealth

of perceptive life ; but, save in Shakespeare, there

is singularly little metaphysical power in the men
of the age.

With Donne it may be said Elizabethan poetry

closes, and the Caroline poetry begins. With
certam marked characteristics in common, the

poetry of the late Renascence differs from that

preceding it by its more philosophic tone. To say

that it is more serious would be inaccurate. There

is a great sobriety about the bigger minds such as

Donne (save in his early years) and Milton ; but
the prevalent note is less that of sobriety than of

meditation, varying from the quietly pensive to

the inquisitively fantastic. The note of meditation

marks even the song writers of the time. The in-

fluence of Shakespeare and of Spenser is clear

enough in certain directions, but it is less powerful

than that of Jonson and Donne.

The Message

Send home my long-strayed Eyes to me

!

Which, O, too long have dwelt on thee.

Yet since there they have learnt such ill.

Such forced fashions
And false Passions,
That they be
Made by thee

Fit for no good sight s keep them still ?

Send home my harmless Heart again I

Which no unworthy thought could stain.

But if it be taught by thine
To make jestings

Of protesting^.

And break both
Word and oath

;

Keep it ! Eor then, ’tis none of mine ^

Yet send me back my Heart and Eyes I

That I may know and see thy hes

:

And may laugh and joy, when thou
Art in anguish 5

And doth languish
For some one,
That will none !

Or prove as false as thou art now I

The Funebai.

Whoever comes to shroud me 5 do not harm.
Nor question much.

That subtle wreath of hair which crowns my arm !

The mystery, the sign, you must not touch I

For ’tis my outward Soul *

Viceroy to that which, unto Heaven being gone,
Will leave this to control

And keep these hmbs, her provmces, from dissolution.

For if the sinewy thread, my brain lets fall

Through every part,
Can tie those parts, and make me one of all

;

The hairs, which upward grew, and strength and Art
Have from a better brain,

Can better do*t I except She meant that I

By thus, should know my pain ;

As prisoners then are manacled, then they’re
Condemned to die.

Whatever She meant by’t 5 bury it with me I

For since I am
Love’s Martyr, it might breed idolatry.
If into other hands these rehcs came I

As ’twas humility
To afford to it, all that a soul can do

;

So *tis some bravery,
That, since you would have none of me, I bury some of

you I

She, whose fair body no such prison was
But that a soul might well be pleased to pass
An age in her ; she, whose rich beauty lent

Mintage to other beauties, for they went
But for so much as they were like to her $

She, in whose body (if we dare prefer

This low world to so high a mark as she).

The western treasure, eastern spicery,

Europe and Afric, and the unknown rest

Were easily found, or what in them was best g

And when we’ve made this large discovery
Of all, in her some one part then will be.

Twenty such parts, whose plenty and riches is

Enough to make twenty such worlds as this ;

She, whom had they known, who did first betroth
The tutelar angels and assigned one both
To nations, cities, and to companies.
To functions, offices, and dignities

And to each several man, to him and him.
They would have giv’n her one for every Hmb

:

She, of whose soul if we may say ’twas gold.

Her body was th’ electrum and did hold
Many degrees of that ; we understood
Her by her sight ; her pure and eloquent blood
Spoke in her cheeks, and so distinctly wrought
That one might almost say, her body thought j

She, she thus richly and largely hous’d is gone
And chides us, slow-paced snails who crawl upon
Our prison’s prison earth, nor think us well

Longer than whilst we bear our brittle shelL

Dear love, for nothing less than thee
Would I have broke this happy dream.

It was a theme
For reason, much too strong for fantasy :

Therefore thou wak’dst me wisely ; yet

My dream thou brok’st not, but continued’st it s

Thou art so true, that thoughts of thee suffice

To make dreams true, and fables histories

;

Enter these arms, for since thou thought’st it best

Not to dream all my dream, let’s act the rest.
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As lightning or a taper’s light

Thine eyes, and not thy noise, wak’d me ;

Yet I thought thee
(For thou lov’sl truth) an angel at first sight.

But when I saw thou saw’st my heart
And knew’st my thoughts beyond an angel’s art.

When thou knew’st what I dreamt, then thou knew’st
when

Excess of joy would wake me, and cam’st then ;

I must confess, it would not choose but be
Profane to think thee anything but thee.

Commg and staying snow’d thee thee,

But rising makes me doubt that now
Thou art not thou.

That love is weak where fears are strong as he ;

’Tis not all spirit, pure and brave.
If mixture it of fear, shame, honour, have.
Perchance as torches which must ready be
Men light, and put out, so thou deal’st with me.
Thou cam’st to kindle, goest to come ; then I
Will dream that hope again, or else would die.

Of his more remarkable followers may be men-
tioned, Robert Herrick, Thomas Carew, Crashaw,

Henry Vaughan, George Herbert, and Lord Herbert
of Cherbury.
Robert Herrick (1591-1674) also supported

the Royalist cause. After serving an apprentice-

ship as a goldsmith he went to Cambridge, took
Orders, and in 1629 became Rector of Dean Prior

in Devonshire. This hving being in the gift of the

King, Herrick was ejected in 1647, and after living

a more or less free hfe supported by the charity of

wealthy Royahsts, was reinstated at Dean Prior in

1662. His principal poems are collected in the

volumes Hespendes and Wifa Becreation,

His work, like that of Donne, falls into three

divisions : the amatory, the religious verse, and a

number of epigrams. The epigrams are negligible

;

Herrick was no wit, and his inventive fancy found
no suitable medium in this form of literature. The
religious poems show a lively if not deep piety,

more remarkable perhaps for awe and fear in pre-

sence of the inscrutable than for trust and hope.

The happiest expression of Herrick’s powersmay
be found in the love poems, abounding in quaint
and charming fancies, set in a lively west-country
atmosphere. He is certainly more at home in

celebrating the great God Pan, than any other
Deity.

Many of the numbers in the Hesperides have
found their way, and deservedly, into the best an-
thologies of our verse, such as the well-known lines

To Anthea, and the delightful Corinna Maying, He
has much in common with the Elizabethan song-
writers, but there is about even his exquisite trifling,

a touch of pensive fantasy, and in his religious

verse a meditative flavour, that makes for his in-

clusion in the school of Donne.

To Dapfodils

Fair Daffodils, we weep to see
You haste away so soon

;

As yet the early-rising Sun
Has not attain’d his noon

Stay, stay,

TJntil the hasting day
Has run

But to the even-song

;

And, having pra^r’d together, we
Will go with you along.

We have short time to stay, as you.
We have as short a Spring |

As quick a growth to meet decay
As you, or any thmg.

We die.

As your hours do, and dry
Away

Like to the Summer’s rain ;

Or as the pearls of morning’s dew,
Ne’er to be found again.

More strongly influenced by Donne, however,
was Herrick’s contemporary Thomas Carew. He
also belonged to the West of England.

Born at West Wickham about 1594, Thomas was
the son of Sir Matthew Carew, of Cornish blood.

After a tour in Italy with his kinsman Sir Dudley
Carleton, he accompanied Lord Herbert of Cher-
bury to France in 1619, and on his return received

an appointment in the Royal Household, where he
hved the careless life of the courtiers at that time,

and died in 1639.

As a lyric writer he is among the finest of his age,

and if lackmg the spontaneity and freshness of

Herrick, is his superior in fine workmanship. His
amatory verse is less fanciful and more fiercely

sensual than the languorous eroticism of Herrick,

and his best work is less considerable in bulk. His
indebtedness to Donne lies in the flexibility of his

style and in a certain strength, but he was a wise

disciple who eschewed his master’s infirmities, and
he is never obscure nor uncouth.

A good idea of his metrical ability may be
gained from the study of his Persuasions to Love^ a
clever piece of rhythmic cadence, artfully devised,

and happily successful. He is far from being

the mere “ elegant Court trifler ” that the brilliant

and capricious Hazlitt dubs him*

Mediocrity in Love rejected

Give me more love, or more disdain !

The Torrid, or the Frozen, Zone
Bring ^ual ease unto my pain 5

The Temperate affords me none !

Either extreme of love, or hate.

Is sweeter than a calm estate !

Give me a storm ! If it be love

;

Like Dana^, in that golden shower,
I’ll swim in pleasure ! If it prove

Disdain ; that torrent will devour
My vulture hopes I and he’s possessed
Of Heaven, that’s but from Hell released l

Then crown my joys ; or cure my pain !

Give me more love, or more disdain !

Coming to Crashaw, we approach a writer of

quite another temperament from those preceding.

Herrick had religious sensibilities, without being
really religious. Carew was an accomplished cour-

tier with a fine taste for the more serious prob-

lems of life ; but to Crashaw religion meant every-

thing. He has less intellectual breadth than
Carew, less imaginative by-play than Herrick, but
his work, though extremely uneven, rises at times
to heights of rare excellence.

Richard Crashaw (1613-1649), an eloquent
Puritan divine, was educated at Charterhouse and
Cambridge, but for refusing to sign the Solemn
League and Covenant was expelled from his Fellow-

ship, went to Paris and joined the Roman Catholic

Church. He fell into great poverty, but through
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the influence o£ the Queen, Henrietta Maria, received

the appointment of Secretary to Cardinal Palotta.

He died a sub-canon of the Roman Church in 1649,

His secular poems were called Delights of the

Muse ; his sacred, Steps to the Temple, though the

latter title was apparently the choice of his editors.

He is at his best in religious verse ; his best work
lies undoubtedly in The Flaming Heart, though
some of his lighter things have a pleasant grace

about them, notably, Wishes, to his Unknown
Mistress*

Wishes eob the Supposed Mistress

Whoe’er she be,

That not impossible She
That shall command my heart and me 5

Where’er she lie,

Lock’d up from mortal eye
Li shady leaves of destiny ;

Till that ripe birth
Of studied Fate stand forth.

And teach her fair steps to our earth ;

Till that divine
Idea take a shrine
Of crystal flesh, through which to shine

:

—^Meet you her, my Wishes,
Bespeak her to my blisses.

And be ye call’d, my absent kisses.

I wish her beauty
That owes not all its duty
To gaudy tire, or glist’ring shoe-tie

;

Something more than
Taflata or tissue can,

Or rampant feather, or rich fan.

A face that’s best
By its own beauty drest,

And can alone command the rest

;

A face made up
Out of no other shop
Than what Nature’s white hand sets ope.

Sydneian showers
Of sweet discourse, whose powers
Can crown old Winter’s head with flowers.

Whate’er delight
Can make day’s forehead bright
Or give down to the wings of night.

Soft silken hours.
Open suns, shady bowers ;

’Bove all, nothing within that lowers.

Days, that need borrow
No part of their good morrow
From a fore-spent night of sorrow

:

Days, that in spite
Of darkness, by the light

Of a clear mind are day all night.

Life, that dares send
A challenge to his end.
And when it comes, say, ” Welcome, friend.**

I wish her store
Of worth may leave her poor
Of wishes ; and I wish—^no more,

—Now, if Time knows
That Her, whose radiant brows
Weave them a garland of my vows 3

Her that dares be
What these lines wish to see $

I seek no further, it is She.

POETRY
*Tis She, and here
Lo ! I unclothe and clear
My wishes’ cloudy character.

Such worth as this is

Shall fix my flying wishes.
And determine them to kisses*

Let her full glory,
My fancies, fly before ye ;

Be ye my fictions ;—^but her story.

Hbnry Vaughan, a Welsliman, who styled him-
self “ Silurist,” was born in 1622, educated at

Oxford, studied law, and finally became a physician,
practising in his native Wales. A staunch Royalist,

he, with his twin brother Thomas, suffered imprison-
ment. A serious illness in 1651 led to deep re-

ligious fervour, which thereafter appeared in his

poems. His first work, Poems, with the Tenth
Satire of Juvenal Englished, appeared in 1649, and
a collection of poems and translations published
anonymously in 1651. Silex Scintillans (Sparks
from the Flint) is his best known work and con-
tains The Retreat, and Beyond the Veil, Ho died

in 1695.

Vaughan, like Crashaw, was at heart a mystic,

but more at home in sacred than in secular verse.

His work never rises to the heights reached by
Crashaw, but he had a considerable gift of fantasy

and used it to decorate his serious muse, rather than
to weave garlands for his pagan love. He was a
man of good intellectual power, and some origin-

ality. As compared with Crashaw, he is like a
gentle stream beside an impetuous waterfall.

Lacking the force and vigour of his contemporary,
he has a more uniform clarity and the waters are

less remarkable to contemplate, but they are never
muddy as is the fiercer torrent, while their tranquil

windings bear with them a crystalline ehaam of

their own.
The Retreat

Happy those early days, when I
Shined in my Angel-infancy 1

Before 1 understood this place
Appointed for my second race.

Or taught my soul to fancy aught
But a white, celestial thought

;

When yet I had not walk’d above
A mile or two from my first love,

And looking back, at that short space
Could see a glimpse of his bright face 5

When on some gilded cloud or flower
My gazing soul would dwell an hour.
And in those weaker glories spy
Some shadows of eternity ;

Before I taught my ton^e to wound
My conscience with a sinful sound.
Or had the black art to dispense,

A several sin to every sense.

But felt through all this fleshly dress
Bright shoots of overlastingness.

0 how I long to travel back.
And tread again that ancient track S

That I might once more reach that plain,

Where first I left my glorious train ;

From whence th’ enlighten’d spirit sees

That shady City of Palm trees !

But ah ! my soul xrith too much stay
Is drunk, and staggers in the way
Some men a forward motion love.

But I by backward steps would move'
And when this dust falls to the um,
Sn that state I came, return.
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“ The model of a man, a gentleman, and a clergy-

cnan.” Such was the encomium passed by Coleridge

on George Herbert, brother of Lord Herbert of

Cherbury. Educated at Westminster School and
Trinity College, Cambridge, where he was pubhc
orator 161d-27. A Court favourite during the

reign of James I, he eventually became acquainted

with Nicholas Ferrar of Little Giddmg, took Orders

in 1626, was prebend of Leighton Bromswold, and
in 1630 Rector of Bemerton, near Salisbury, where
he died at the early age of forty. Before his death

he sent all his manuscripts to Nicholas Ferrar to

publish or destroy as he thought fit.

Herbert’s chief claim upon us lies in his volume
The Temple^ which has always held the popular

imagination. Of all the school of Donne be is the

most widely read, by reason of his clearness of

presentment and his happy knack for using con-

ceits sufficiently obvious to most people. His
treatment of religious themes has the simple, un-

studied earnestness of Longfellow ; for devout as

he is, it is the devotion rather of the gentle moralist

than of the genuine mystic. Along with tliis delicate

didactic vein, he shows a quaintness and daintiness

characteristic of the time. The discerning reader

wiU note also a welcome salt of humour in his work
that preserved him from the extravagance into

which so many of his contemporaries fell. His
earlier work was bright and witty. Later on, his

art served as handmaid to his piety. His brother.

Lord Herbert of Cherbury, is inferior in sweetness

and power, as a verse writer, and is best remembered
as the author of an autobiography, and as a poet

who first used the metre, long after made famous
by Tennyson in In Memoriam,

The World
Love built a stately House ; where Fortune came.
And spinning fancies, she was heard to say.

That her fine cobwebs did support the frame I
”

Whereas they were supported by the same.
But Wisdom quickly swept them all away.

Then Pleasure came : who (liking not the fashion)
Began to make balconies, terraces,

Till she had weakened all by alteration

;

But rev’rend Laws, and many a Proclamation,
Reformed all, at length, with menaces.

Then entered Sin ; and with that sycamore
(Whose leaves first sheltered Man from drought and

dew),
Working, and winding slily, evermore.
The inward walls and summers cleft and tore

:

But grace shored these and cut that, as it grew.

Then Sin combined with Death in a firm hand.
To raze the building to the very floor

:

Which they effected. None could them withstand !

But Love and Grace took Glory by the hand.
And built a braver Palace than before.

Henry King, born 1592, a son of the Bishop
of London, was also a Westminster boy. Taking
his degree at Oxford, he was ordained in 1616, and
received rapid preferment; was Dean of Rochester
in 1639, and Bishop of Chichester in 1642. H©
wrote many elegies in Latin and English on Royal
persons, and was the friend of Ben Jonson, Donne^
and Izaak Walton. He died in 1669.
As a poet he has no slight share of Donne’s

subtlety, though little of his strength. He wrote

several exquisite love-songs, among them Tdl me
no more how Tair She ts

;

was very popular in his
day, and certainly deserved and has achieved what
many popular stars did not, anthological fame.
Some Reflections on the School of Donne,—^It may

be gathered from these brief comments on a small
but interesting group of writers, that they stand
somewhat apart from the crowd of song writers
that follow hard upon Elizabethan times, extending
into the light-hearted transports of the Restoration
writers. The spiritual fervour that gave its im-
pelling power to Puritanism, and vitality to the
Catholic reaction, is traceable in nearly all its

adherents, though necessarily in varying intensity.

The frank eroticism of the Elizabethan, however,
in many oases still persists, but coexists with super-

sensual rapture. The love of a man for a maid,
that fans the fire of most lyricism, is blended here
with an acute perception of the mutability of life

and the transient character of pleasure. Some,
like Herrick and Carew, are stirred by these pre-

monitions to dwell with even greater intensity on
the physical joys and raptures of existence. Let
us make the best of them while they are here, is

their burden, Gather ye Rosebuds while ye may

;

others, like Crashaw and Herbert, seek more per-

manent comfort in the delights of spiritual experi-

ence. We have now to consider a contemporary
group, differing remarkably in temperament and
spirit from these, though akin to them in lyric grace,

(ii) Other Jacobean and Carounb Lyrists

Despite the glowing eulogy of Charles Lamb, it is

hard to believe that George Wither will be remem-
bered save for a few short pieces of verse. He was
a writer of great fertility and variety, but unlike

Drayton, did not excel in many directions. His
satires are laboured, his religious musings dull and
flat, and it is chiefly when he writes love songs that

the lamp of his muse burns brightly and steadily.

Chiefly, I say, because here and there he shows a
gift of description—^as in Fhilarele—^and Spenserian

sweetness.

Born in 1588, near Alton, Hampshire, George
Wither was a student of law. In 1613 he was im-
prisoned for his satire Abuses Stript and Whipt,

during which time he wrote a large number of

poems, which he collected and published in 1622

as Juvenilia, In 1639 he took arms against the

Scots, but during the Civil War turned his coat

and raised a troop of horse for the Parliamentarians
and was taken prisoner by the Royalists, He died

in 1667, the last years of his life being full of trouble.

As a writer of amatory lyrics, he has little of that

fantastic vein and sudden moods of pensive reflec-

tion peculiar to the little band recently considered.

He is frank and fervent, and surprisingly respectable

for his age, in his amatory enthusiasms, while his

famous song Shall 1, wasting in Despair^ is an ex-

cellent example of his lyrical power.

The Manly Heart
Shall I, wasting in despair.
Die because a woman’s fair ?

Or my cheeks make pale with car©
’Cause another’s rosy are ?
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Be she fairer than the day
Or the flowery meads in May

—

If she be not so to me.
What care I how fair she be ?

Shall my ioolish heart be pined
’Cause I see a woman kind ;

Or a well disposed nature
Joindd with a lovely feature ?

Be she meeker, kinder, than
Turtle-dove or Pelican,

If she be not so to me.
What care I how kind she be ?

Shall a woman’s virtues move
Me to perish for her love ?

Or her merit’s value known
Make me quite forget mine own ?

Be she with that goodness blest

Which may gain her name of Best 3

If she seem not such to me.
What care I how good she be ?

’Cause her fortune seems too high.
Shall I play the fool and die ?

Those that bear a noble mind
Where they want of riches find.

Think what with them they would do
Who without them dare to woo 5

And unless that mind I see.

What care I though great she be ?

Great or good, or kind or fair,

I will ne’er the more despair

;

If she love me, this believe,

I will die ere she shall grieve s

If she slight me when I woo,
I can scorn and let her go ;

For if she be not for me.
What care I for whom she be ?

Edmttkd Wauqbr led a most adventurous life •

born 1605 at Coleshill, Bucks, he was admitted at

Lincoln’s Inn in 1622, and in 1647 was one of the

commission who sat at Oxford to meet the King, and
nearly lost his life for complicity in a plot to hold

London for King Charles. Exiled in 1644, and
fined £10,000, the sentence of banishment was re-

voked in 1651, and four years later he received a
political appointment.

A contemporary says he was the delight of the

house ; and even at eighty he said the livehest things

of any amongst them.” He died in 1687.

His reputation, as in so many cases, rests upon his

songs ; though he showed skill in the couplet after-

wards used with such power by Dryden.
^

He is

graceful and accomplished always, on occasion fer-

vent ; and once at any rate, in his later years, highly

imaginative, as in this fine image ;

**The soul’s dark cottage, battered and decayed.

Lets in new light thro’ chinks that time hath made.”

Among his Ijrric verses, such pretty pieces as Go,

Lovely Hose, and On a Girdle may be instanced.

Opportunistic as a man, his opportunism is equally

clear in the readiness with which he adopts every

new literary fashion. Sincerity and single-hearted-

ness are jewels he has no wish to wear. One recalls

his reply to Charles TI, who considered his loyal

compliments less remarkable than those he had
so readily bestowed on Cromwell :

“ Poets, sir,”

replied Waller, with greater wit than integrity,

succeed better in fiction than in truth.’*

On a GrsDiB

That which her slender waist confined
Shall now my joyful temples bind

.

No monarch but would give his crown
Hia arms might do what this has done.

It was my Heaven’s extremest sphere,
The pale which held that lovely deer

:

My Joy, my grief, my hope, my love
Bid all within this circle move.

A narrow compass i and yet there
Bwelt ail that’s good, and all that’s falri
Give me but what this ribband bound,
Take all the rest the Sun goes round.

Go, Lovely Rose I

Go, lovely Rose I

Tell her, that wastes her time and me.
That now she knows.

When I resemble her to thee.
How sweet and fair she seems to be.

Tell her that’s young
And shuns to have her graces spied.

That hadst thou sprung
In deserts, where no men abide.
Thou must have nnoommended died.

Small is the worth
Of beauty from the light retired s

Bid her come forth,

Suffer herself to be desired.
And not blush so to be admired*

Then die ! that she
The common fate of ali things rai©

May read in thee :

How small a part of time they share
That are so wondrous sweet and fair I

Abraham Cowley is more interesting gna pioneer

than gm poet. He stands midway between, the

metaphysical vers© writers and the common-sens©
school of Brydeno His prose, more remarkable on

the whole than his verse, will b© considered else-

where.
The son of a London tradesman, Cowley was bom

in 1618, educated at Westminster School and Cam-
bridge, and during the Civil War was expelled for

his championship of the Royal cause. Fearing to

remain in London, he crossed over to Paris in 1646,

and gave all the assistance h© could to the Queen in

exile, by acting as the medium of correspondence

between her and the King. Returning to England

in 1656, he brought out a collected edition of his

poems, was arrested as a spy and placed under bail.

At the Restoration, not receiving the Mastership of

the Savoy as he had hoped, and receiving a grant of

land from the Crown, he retired to Chertsey, where

he died of a fever in 1667, and is buried near Spenser

in Westminster Abbey.
His couplet pieces are ingenious and clever, fore-

shadowing the eighteenth-century methods, but are

not inspiring reading. His lyrics are often sweet and

graceful, but here, as in most of his work, a corioim

irresolution of attitude chills the reader. He is

neither wholly with the song writers, nor with the

clear and vigorous satirists of the new age. But as

the harbinger of Bryden and Pope, his work has an

historical importance that must not be overlooked.
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A Supplication

Awake, awake, my Lyre !

And tell thy silent master’s humble tale

In sounds that may prevail

;

Sounds that gentle thoughts inspire 5

Though so exalted she
And I so lowly be

Tell her, such different notes make all thy harmony.

Hark ! how the strings awake :

And, though the moving hand approach not near
Themselves with awful fear

A kind of numerous trembling make.
Now all thy forces try ;

Now all thy charms apply ;

Bevenge upon her ear the conquest of her eye

Weak L3rr6 I thy virtue sure
Is useless here, since thou art only found

To cure, but not to wound,
And she to wound, but not to cure.

Too weak too wilt thou prove
My passion to remove ;

Physio to other ills, thou’rt nourishment to love.

Sleep, sleep again, my Lyre !

For thou can’st never tell my humble tale

In sounds that will prevail,

Nor gentle thoughts in her inspire ;

All thy vain mirth lay by.
Bid thy strings silent he,

Sleep, sleep again, my Lyre, and let thy master die.

Lovelace and Suckling are inseparably connected

in popular imagination, by reason of their common
misfortunes as men, and of their equal charm as

Caroline lyrists.

John Suckt^inq (1609-1642) was educated at

Cambridge. On inheriting a large fortune from his

father in 1629, he travelled abroad. Witty and
generous, he was a great favourite at the Court of

Charles the First, but plotting to rescue StraSord
from the Tower obliged him to seek safety out of

England, and he died in Paris, it is thought by his

own hand.
Suckling has a pretty wit, and there are few

situations in life in which he cannot find food for

laughter. Nor is the laughter coarse and cynical

as with many of his successors ; it is a plea-

sant, mercurial quality, that disarms the most
captious.

Take such an agreeable illustration as

** Out upon it ! I have loved.”

Or the more widely known
** Why so pale and wan, fond lover ?

** Out upon it ! I have loved
Three whole days together I

And am like to love three more.
If xt prove fair weather.

Time shall moult away his wings.
Ere it shall discover

In the whole wide world again
Such a constant lover !

But the spite on’t is, No praise
Is due at aU to me !

Iiove with me had made no stays,
Bfe.d it any been but She I

3EEad it any been hut She,
And that very face

;

There had been, at least, ere this,

A dozen in her place I
”

Encouragement to a Loves
Why so pale and wan, fond lover ?

Prithee, why so pale ?

Will, if looking well can’t move her,
Looking ill prevail ?

Prithee, why so pale ?

Why so dull and mute, young sinner ?
* Prithee, why so mute ?

Will, when speaking well can’t win her.
Saying nothing do’t ?

Pnthee, why so mute ?

Quit, quit, for shame I this will not move.
This cannot take her ;

If of herself she will not love.

Nothing can make her ;

The D ^1 take her I

Richard Lovelace, “ the most amiable and
beautiful person that ever was beheld,” was bom
in 1 6 1 8, and educated at Oxford. In his enthusiasm
for the Royalist cause he impoverished himself and
twice suffered imprisonment, during which he wrote
Lucasta and some of his most famous lyrics, and at
the age of forty died in poverty,

Lovelace strikes a more serious note, as witness
the poignant l3n:ics especially associated with him :

To Althea from Prison, and On Going to the Wars,
His work is less sustained in merit than that of

Suckling, but if only for the verses above quoted,
he would deserve immortality.

To Althea from Prison

When Love with nnconfindd wings
Hovers within my gates,

And my divine Althea brings
To whisper at the grates ;

When I he tangled in her hair
And fetter’d to her eye,

The birds that wanton in the air
Know no such liberty.

When flowing cups run swiftly round
With no allaying Thames,

Our careless heads with roses crown’d.
Our hearts with loyal flames j

When thirsty grief in wine we steep,
When healths and draughts go free—

Fishes that tipple in the deep
Know no such liberty.

When, linnet-like, confined, I
With shriller throat shall sing

The sweetness, mercy, majesty
And glories of my king ;

When I shall voice aloud how good
He is, how mat should be,

Enlarge winds, that curl the flood.

Know no such liberty.

Stone walls do not a prison make.
Nor iron bars a cage ;

Minds innocent and quiet take
That for an hermitage ;

If I have freedom in my love
And in my soul am free,

Angels alone, that soar above^
Enjoy such liberty.

To Lucasta

If to be absent were to be
Away from thee ;

Or that when I am gone
You or I were alone ;

Then, my Lucasta, might I crave
Pity from blustering wind, or swallowing waveu

Though seas and land betwixt us both.
Our faith cuad troth.
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like separated souls.

All tune and space controls !

Above the highest sphere we meet
Unseen, unknown, and greet as Angels greet*

So then we do anticipate
Our after-fate,

And are alive i’ the skies.

If thus our lips and eyes
Can speak like spirits unconfined

Xu Heaven, their earthy bodies left behind*

Another Ijrrio writer of fine power is Andrew
Marveld, son of a Yorkshire clergyman. Born in

1621, educated at Cambridge, he became tutor to

the daughter of Lord Fairfax, and afterwards acted
in the same capacity to the nephew of Cromwell.
Notwithstanding a strong republican tendency he
was a great favourite of Charles II, who offered him
an appointment at Court which was refused. In
1657 he became Latin secretary to Milton, and
Member of Parliament for Hull three years later,

retaining his seat until his death in 1678. The town
of Hun wished to perpetuate his memory by the
erection of a monument which, however, was for-

bidden by the Court. After the Eestoration he
wrote a contemptuous work on the Groioih of Popery
and Arbitrary Government in England (1677). A
collection of his poems appeared in 1680-1, and a
second collection on Affairs of State in 1689.

Puritanism is at once the source of his best and
worst inspiration. It gives power and sustenance
to his early work, and generated into scurrilous

violence in his latest. In technique he was admir-
able, and while displaying no small measure of the
charm and grace of the Cavalier lyrists, he unites

with them a sobriety and restraint that are rarely

found outside of Mfiton. Perhaps his finest poem
ss the noble Horatian Ode to Cromwell ; while such
verses as The Nymph, regretting the loss of her Faun,
show him no less favourably in a lighter mood.

Thoughts in a Garden
How vainly men themselves amaze
To win the palm, the oak, or bays.
And their incessant labours see
Crown’d from some single herb or tree,

Whose short and narrow-verged shade
Does prudently their toils upbraid ;

While all the flowers and trees do close

To weave the garlands of Repose.

Fair Quiet, have I found thee here.

And Innocence thy sister dear ?

Mistaken long, I sought you then
In busy companies of men

;

Your sacred plants, if here below.
Only among the plants will grow s

Society is all but rude
To this delicious solitude.

No white nor red was ever seen
So amorous as this lovely green.
Fond lovers, cruel as their flame,
Cut in these trees their mistress’ name

:

Little, alas, they know or heed
How far these beauties her exceed 1

Fair trees ! where’er your barks I wound.
No name shall but your own be found.

When we have run our passion’s heat
Love hither makes his best retreat

:

The gods who mortal beauty chase
Still in a tree did end their race

:

Apollo hunted Daphne so
Only that she might laurel grow

:

And Pan did after Syrinx speed
Not as a nymph, but for a reed.

What wondrous life is this I lead f
Ripe apples drop about my head f
The luscious clusters of the vine
Upon my mouth do crush their wine |
The nectarine and cunous peach
Into m;^ hands themselves do reach $
StumbBng on melons, as I pass,
Fnsnared with flowers, I fall on grass*

Meanwhile the mind from pleasure less
Withdraws into its happiness a
The mind, that ocean where each kind
Does straight its own resemblance find ;

Yet it creates, transcending these.
Far other worlds, and other seas ;

Annihilating all that’s made
To a green thought in a green shade*

Here at the fountam’s sliding foot
Or at some fruit-tree’s mossy root,
Castmg the body’s vest aside
My soul into the boughs does glide 3
There, like a bird, ib sits and sings.
Then whete and claps its silver wings.
And, till |>repared for longer flight.

Waves in its plumes the various light.

Such was that happy Garden-state
While man there walk’d without a mate

!

After a place so pure and sweet,
What other help could yet be meet I

But ’twas beyond a mortal’s shars
To wander sohtary there :

Two paradises are in one.
To live in Paradise alone.

How well the skilful gardener drew
Of flowem and herbs this dial new I

Where, from above, the milder sun
Does through a fragrant zodiac run s

And, as it works, th* industrious bee
Computes its time as well as we.
How could such sweet and wholesome hours
Be reckon’d, but with herbs and flowers I

Francis Quarles was certainly one of the most
prolific versifiers of the time. A Kentish man,
bom in 1592, he studied at Cambridge and later at

Lincoln’s Inn. He was appointed cup-bearer to
Elizabeth of Bohemia in 1613, and on returning
to England became secretary to Archbishop Ussher
of Ireland. Ten years later h© is Chronologer to

the City of London.
He supported the Royalists during the Civil W^ar,

and grief at th© loss of his library, which contained
some rare manuscripts stolen by the Parliamen-
tarians, brought about his death in 1664.

His most popular work, Eniblems, was published
in 1635, before which he had written A Feast for
Worms, 1620; Eadassa, 1621; and Sion^s Elegies,

1625.

He had a fatal facility for vers© making that has
given his commentators some trouble in sifting

&om his work the precious ore.

The WoRin’s Emptiness 1

She’s empty j hark, she sounds ; there’s nothing there
But noise to fill thy ear.

Thy vain enquiry can at length but find
A blast of murmuring wind,

It is a cask that seems as full as fair

But merely tunned with air.

1 An illustration to Emblem x. Bk. ii. shows the figure

of a small child striking a hollow globe, while an angel
stands by watching.
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Fond youth, go build thy hopes on better grounds ;

The soul that vainly founds
Her joys upon this world but feeds on empty sounds.

She’s empty : hark, she sounds ; there’s nothing in’t.

The spark-ingendnng flint

Shall sooner melt, and hardest raunce shall first

Dissolve and quench thy thirst

Ere this false world shall still thy stormy breast
With smooth-faced calms of rest.

Thou mayst as well expect meredian light

From shades of black-mouthed night
As in this empty world to find a full delight.

She’s empty ; hark, she sounds ; ’tis void and vast.

What if some flattering blast

Of flatuous honour should perchance be there

And whisper in thine ear.

It is but wind, and blows but where it list.

And vanishes hke a mist.

Poor honour earth can give. 'S^at generous mind
Would be so base to bind

Her heaven-bred soul a slave to serve a blast of wind ?

She’s empty : hark, she sounds ; *tis but a ball

For fools to play withal.

The painted film but of a stronger bubble.
That’s lined with silken trouble.

It is a world whose work and recreation

Is vanity and vexation.
A hag repaired with vice-complexion, paint,

A quest-house of complaint.
It is a saint, a fiend—worse fiend when most a saint-

She’s empty : hark, she sounds ; *tis vain and void.

What’s here to be enjoyed
But grief and sickness, and large bills of sorrow.

Drawn now and crossed to-morrow ?

Or what are men but puffs of dying breath
Revived with living death ?

Fond lad > 0 build thy hopes on surer grounds
Than what dull flesh propounds.

Trust not this hollow world ; she’s empty ; hark, she
sounds.

WiLTiTAM Davenant, the son of an innkeeper,

succeeded Jonson as Laureate, and was a playhouse
manager during early Stuart Falling foul

of the Puritan party he was cast into prison, and
was saved from peril by no less a man than Milton,
This kindness he repayed later on by helping Milton
at a critical period. Report associates him with the
three greatest men of the age. In his youth he
seems to have some connection with Shakespeare,
later on he was on cordial terms with Milton, and
late in life enjoyed the friendship of Dryden. Un-
like most of the poets of the time, Davenant favoured
descriptive romance, that however bore little re-

semblance to the allegorical romances of Spenser.
At this period French influences were beginning
to affect our literature, and the spell of Spain and
the lure of Italy were on the wane. Sir William,
together with William Chamberlayne, based their

weighty poems Qondibert and Pharonnida on the
Gallic form of romance. It was a distinct departure,
much fresher and more interesting than the ordin-

ary Spenserean imitation, more popular than the
classical epic, and a change from the inexhaustible

fount of lyric verse. Qondibert is laid in Lombardy,
and deals with those indispensable ingredients of

romance, fighting and love making. Pharonnida
has for its setting the near East, and if infenor in

narrative interest to Qondihert, is more than its equal
in poetic beauty.

Daybbeak
The lark now leaves his watery nest.

And, climbing, shakes his dewy wings t

He takes this window for the East,
And to implore your light, he sings.

Awake ! awake ! the morn will never rise

Till she can dress your beauty at her eyes.

The merchant bows unto the seaman’s star 5

The ploughman from the sun his season takes

;

But stiU the lover wonders what they are

Who looks for day before his mistress wakes.
Awake ! awake I break through your veils of lawn
Then draw your curtains and begin the dawn I



PART III

THE AGE OF DRYDEN AND POPE

Introductory—New Literary Ideals—Decline of Romanticism—Social Aspects of the Age—The Plague—
The Fire—The Coffee-house and its Influence—Rise of Journalism.

INTRODUCTION
'* You that deUght in wit and mirth

And love to hear such news
As comes from all parts of the earth,

Dutch, Danes, and Turks and Jews j

1*11 send ye to a rendezvous
Where it is smoking new

:

Go, hear it at a Ooflee House,
It cannot but be true.”

Thomas Jordan ( 1675 ).

,
,Abottt the middle of the seventeenth century a
Change began to come over the spirit of English

literature. This change is due to no mere fluctua-

tion of literary fashion, but is deeply rooted in the

life of the time. The age of the Renas^nce was
an age of spiritual and material e2:pansion^.C English-

men realised for the first time their solidarity as a
nation; and released suddenly from Continental

struggles, especially from the dread of Spanish
supremacy, they found an outlet for their excited

emotions in drama and song. Loyalty to Elizabeth

became an article of faith
;
pride and delight in

their country’s past a religious creed. This spirit

is reflected in the Faerie Queene, and in the his-

torical plays of Marlowe and Shakespeare,

But the emotional fervour was too high-pitched

to last. Already in the early years of the seven-

teenth century its splendid exuberance had de-

generated into extravagance and violence. The
lofty idealism that had steadied the venturesome
bark of Elizabethan poesy was gro’v^g ^tenuated,
and the great minds in the closing years of the age,

like Bacon and Milton, reflect in their writings the
dawn of fresh interests. The purification’ of civic

and political life emerges more and more 'into

the forefront. Shakespeare and Ben Jonson stand
aloof from the political problems of the hour.

Bacon and Milton are active politicians no less

than great -writers ; but until the Restoration the

full significance of this change is not realised. It

meets us first of all in the later poems of Abraham
Cowley, and in the polished verse of Edmund
Waller and Sir John Denham, it frankly and un-
mistakably proclaims itself a new note in our
literature with the coming of Dryden.

Increasingly during the seventeenth century were
men’s thoughts directed to problems of ci-vic and
national life. The wild speculative interests and
imaginative fervour of the Renascence, gave place

to a practical application of these ideals to actual
1Q1

existence ; and naturally enough literature itself

became involved with the problems of practical
politics. France no less than England shared in

this reaction from Romanticism, this enthusiasm
for affairs rather than ideas, and at this juncture
political conditions connected with the Restoration
brought the influence of France into special con-
tact with Enghsh life and letters.

One may speak therefore of three features in the
literature of the new age. The triumph of the
classical ideal was, after all, a natural result of the
Renascence. The Romantic spirit had been aroused
among other things by a study of Greek and Roman
classics, and while it was the evbstance that excited
men at first, when the early exhilaration had worn
off, the methods of the old writers attracted more
and more attention. It was seen even in Elizabeth’s
day that the weaknesses of Romanticism lay in its

lack of form, its variability, its proneness to ex-

travagance and turgidity.

None saw this more clearly than Jonson, and his

influence was, as we have noted, thrown entirely on
the classical side.

This classicism was fostered and encouraged by
the political needs of the age ; but even then the
change might have been more gradual, less de-

cisive, had it not been for the fact that a brilliant

set of -writers had arisen in France, actuated by
classical methods, who excited a profound influence

upon the literature of Europe. The influence upon
England was especially marked, for Court reasons.

Much of Charles’ exile had been spent in France

;

he had been attracted towards its literature, and did

his best to enforce the ideals he saw there, actuating

English literature. Psychologically, the new spirit

involved the substitution of the critical for the

imaginative ^irit.

Such a change is inevitable when literature is

mede the vehicle of attacking the political life of

the day. The creative imagination moves on the

plane of primal human qualities ; it is concerned with

the inierpretation of human nature, and although

passing movements may give “ a local habitation

and a name ” to some of its dioramic pictures, the

main object is not to criticise the life of the day, but

to interpret it.

The new spirit, however, is above all critical and
analytic, not creative and sympathetic; it brings

the intellect rather than the poetic imagination into

play. And the merits of the new school are to be
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foimd in its intellectual force and actuality

;
just

as its demerits he in its lack of deep imagination

and tendency to deal with manners and superfici-

alities, rather than with elemental things and the

larger issues of life.

Obviously then, this change was better adapted

for a kind of literature which aimed especially at

clearness, conciseness, and concentrated force. The
less attractive aspect of this ideal is seen in the

verse of the day; the finer and more valuable

aspects in its prose.

The object of the leading writers of the time was
to avoid extravagance and emotionalism. This in

many oases they did so successfully as to suppress

altogether the emotional and basic qualities of great

poetry, though their method found congenial ex-

pression in the satire.

Poetry, starved of emotional sustenance, had to

fall back on epigram, but the ** good sense ” ideal

formulated in 1673 by Boileau was an admirable

one for prose that had suffered from Romantic
extravagances. For if we examine the aims of the

prose writers of the day, we shall find that their

supreme object is to be simple in style and natural

in manner.
“ The Royal Society,” declared the Bishop of

Rochester, “ have exacted from all their members a
close, marked, natural way of speakmg

;
positive

expressions, clear sense, a native easiness, bringing

all things as near the mathematical plainness as

they can ; and preferring the language of artisans,

countrymen, and merchants, before that of wits and
scholars.”

This is unequivocal enough, and as we shall see,

when we consider the prose of the age, vhe ideal here

enunciated was triumphantly put into practice. In
the drama alone, which had come to be a courtier’s

game, is artificiality of prose upheld. There, for the

sake of amusement, lucidity and directness are made
subsidiary to brilliance of wit and stylic graces.

Summing up, therefore, the aspects of the change,

we may say 3 There was (1) the academic aspect—

•

the substitution of Classicism for Romanticism;

(2) the political aspect, due (a) to the general in-

fluence of France at this time, and (&) the par-

ticular influence through the medium of the King
and his Court ; (3) the psychological aspect that

underlay these, signifying surely more than a change
of fashion, a change of attitude. While influencing

all of them was the general drift of the age, towards
matters of civil and national interest.

Before noting how far this literary revolution is

expressed in the literature of the time, it may be well
to review the external changes that took place in
the life of the new age.

The horrors of the Blague that darkened the care-

less gaiety of Restoration London, and the Great
Fire that led to the transformation of its archi-

tecture under Wren, are reflected in the literature of

the time. The Blague was no new scourge. From
mediaeval times it had exacted its grim toll ever
and anon. The Black Death of 1349, the Sweat-
ing Sickness of 1607, were not soon forgotten.

Worst of all was the Blague that broke out first in
Tudor times, with repeated visits durmg the seven-
teenth centuiy.

The peculiar virulence of the visitation in 1665
has been commentedupon by more than one writer,

Bepys touched upon it lightly, and Thomas Vincent,
in his Ood^s Temhle Voice 'in the City (1667), pictured
its horrors in impressive language

;

“ Most of the rich,” said the Rev. Thomas Vincent
** are now gone and the middle sort will not stay behind

;

but the poor are forced through poverty to atay and abide
the storm. The very sinking fears they have had of the
Blague hath brought the plague and death upon many
souls, by the sight of a coffin in the streets have fallen
into a shivering, and immediately the disease has as-
saulted them ; and the Sergeant Death hath arrested
them, and clapt to the doors of their houses upon them,
from whence they have come forth no more till they
have been brought to their graves,”

* People fall as thick as the leaves in Autumn when
they are shaken by a mighty wind.”

Dr. Hodges’ Locmologia (translated in 1720) deals
graphically with it, but its sinister terrors find best
expression in Daniel Defoe’s masterly History of the

Plague (1722).

After the Blague—the Fire !

Perhaps the horrors of the Great Blague had
numbed the public imagination. Certainly, London
folk could have been forgiven for believing that they
could be freed from either of their dread visitants

for a while. Be that as it may, the disaster of 1666
came unheralded. There was not even a lightning

flash of warning to prelude the fiery storm. Note
how Bepys introduces the episode ;

September 2 (Lords day).—Some of our maids sitting

up late last night to get things ready against our feast

to»day, Jane called us up about three in the morning to
tell us of a great fire they saw in the City. So I rose and
slipped on my night-gown and went to the window

;

and thought it to be on the back-side of Marke lane at
the farthest, hut being unused to such fires as followed,

I thought it far enough ofl ; and so went to bed again
and to sleep.”

To bed again and to sleep !

By morning, the Diarist was able to gain a clearer

idea of the immensity of the fire. But still he seems
to have had no idea of a visitation which was to entail

the destruction of five sixths of the City within the

walls, as well as a great space beyond. His first

guess as to the place of origin had been fairly accur-

ate. The fire began at the house of the King’s

baker, who had a shop in Buddmg Lane, close

by Fish Street Hill. Wren’s Monument, of course,

marks the spot to-day.

The first district devastated was Lower Thames
Street, where the houses happened to be chiefly

composed of timber, lath, and plaster. The fir©

had reached this spot when the irrepressible Jane
finally persuaded Bepys that it would be worth
while strolling towards the City in order to see what
was happening.

*® So I made myself ready presently and walked to
the Tower, and there got up upon one of the high places.”

Once in the neighbourhood of the conflagration,

even the easy-going Samuel was impressed. He
took note of the men who flung their household
goods into the lighters upon the river ; of the poor
folk who stayed by hearth and home until the very
fire touched them and drove them to the boats

;

even of the poor pigeons ” who were loth to

leave their houses but hovered about the windows
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and baloonys, until they burned their wings and fell

down.”
If Pepys was slow to realise the disastrous natizre

of the fire, many other Londoners were even slower.

No organised effort was made to stay the burning,

everyone being fully occupied in removing their

goods first to a neighbouring house and then farther

on and farther on still, imtil in most cases the all-

embracing flames had their way at last. It was not

until after Pepys had taken boat for White Hal
and reported to the King and the Duke of York,

that the Diarist’s obviously sensible suggestion—^to

pull down the houses before the fire—^was adopted.

However, probably nothmg would have been of real

avail. The houses were too “ full of matter for

burning, as pitch and tar, in Thames Street ; and
warehouses of oyle, and wines and brandy and other

things.”

By this time it was twelve o’clock and dinner

time. Directly the meal was over, Pepys and his

friend Moone walked into the City, to find the streets

packed with horses and carts laden with goods “ ready

to run over one another and removing goods from
one burned house to another. They now removing
out of Canning Street (which received goods in the

morning) into Lumbard Street and further.”

From that time, the disaster increased in im-
mensity. When Pepys, his wife and a few friends

met in St. James’s Park in the afternoon and went
on to the river, it was easy enough to see why so

little could be done to stop the progress of the fiLre.

“ All over the Thames, with one’s faces in the wind,

you were almost burned with a shower of fire drops.”

By night-tide the thing had become “ a most horrid,

malicious, bloody flame.”

“We staid till, it being darkish, we saw the fire as

only one entire arch of fire from this to the other side of

the bridge, and in a bow up the hill for an arch of above
a mile long. It made me weep to see it. The churches,

houses and all on hre, and flaming at once ; and a horrid
noise the flames made, and the cracking of the houses
at their ruine. So home with a sad heart.”

Seftemher 3.—^About four o’clock in the morning
my Lady Batten sent me a cart to carry away all my
money and plate and best thmgs to Sir W. Rider’s at

Bednallgreene.”

During the whole of the 4th of September the fire

blazed on. “ Now begins the practice of blowing

up houses in Tower Street, those next the Tower,
which at first did frighten people more than any-

thing.” On the 5th, the destruction had reached

Barking Church, “ which is the bottom of our lane.”

So Pepys collected his £2350 worth of gold-pieces

;

and carried his good dame away to Woolwich. As
it turned out, the precaution was unnecessary, for at

the porch of Barking Church the flames were stayed.

So much for East London.
Unfortunately, the City and the district reaching

towards Westminster were faring even worse. The
Exchange was in ruins, Cheapside and Newgate
Market aH burned. Throughout the day and night

of the 6th of September, the same tale of utter deso-

lation was being told everywhere. On the 7th the

progress of the fire had been stayed, and Pepys
ventured to eaplore as far as the Strand.

“ A miserable sight of Paul’s Church, with ail the roofs

fallen, and the body of the quire fallen into St. Fayth’s *
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Paul’s School also, Ludgateand Fleet-street. My father’s
house, and the church and a good part of the Temple, all

in rums.”

The Great Fire of London had entailed a loss of

upwards of ten millions sterling. Four City gates,
eighty-nine churches, four hundred streets, and thir-

teen thousand two hundred houses were destroyed.
There was nothing for it but to rebuild the town
upon the hot ashes.

The opportunity made the man

—

Christopheb
When.
The task which Wren set himself was to endow

the Gothic pile with the vesture of its old-time
sanctity. He had earlier made recommendations
about the reconstruction of St Paul’s, but before

anything was done the Great Plague had over-

taken London. Wren chose to leave England
and live in Pans, until the earlier conditions

in his own country were restored. He was
still known as “The Astronomy Professor,” but
during the visits to the French capital the essential

features of Wren’s architectural style were de-

veloped.

A letter from Christopher Wren to his friend Dr,

Bateman, proves clearly what a great part the

Palace of the Louvre must have played in this

respect.

I have bu^ed myself,” he writes, “ in surveying the
most esteemed Fabricks of Paris and the Country round ;

the Louvre for a while was my daily object, where no
less than a thousand Hands are constantly employed in
the Works, some in laying mighty Foundations, some in
raising the Stones, Ciolumns, Entablements, &c., with
vast Stones by great and useful Engines ; others m
Carving, Inlaymg of Marbles, Plaistenng, Painting, Gild-
ing, &c., which altogether make a School of Architecture
the best, probably of this day in Europe.”

It was with the memory of Perrault’s great

building ever before him that Wren came to the

task of rebuilding the Cathedral Church of St. Paul
after the Great Fire.

It is, however, typical of the philosophic breadth
of vision of Wren that he was by no means content

to merely suggest the building of a new St. Paul’s.

Both Evelyn and Wren set to work upon plans for

the rebuilding of a new London directly the extent

of the damage was realised. Evelyn mentions that

Wren was the quicker in placing a scheme before

Charles 11.

Unfortunately, Wren’s scheme for the rebuilding

of London upon a definite plan fared less well than
his refashioned cathedral. Lack of sufficient funds,

the innate conservatism of the citizens of London,
and the anxiety to “ get something done,” proved
obstacles which even Wren’s level-headed enthu-

siasm could not overcome. Nevertheless, bymeans
of his wonderful series of City churches, the archi-

tect of St. Paul’s left almost as definite an impression

upon London as if he had, in truth, designed the

whole.

Imagine London without the steeples of St.

Bride’s, Fleet Street ; of St. Mary-le-Bow, Cheap-

side ; and the spire of St. Margaret Pattens—^to

mention only three of the fifty churches which Wren
rebuilt after the Fire. Seventeen have since been

taken down, but the rest form as enduring a

7
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monttnaent to the memory of Christopher Wren as

St. Paul’s itself.

Wren died on February 26, 1723. It had been
his custom to drive to the Cathedral once a year,

and sit for a while within the great pile. After one

of these visits he returned to his home at Hampton
Court. A short while after he was found by his

servant dead in his chair. He had passed away in

his sleep. The body was laid in the crypt of St.

Paul’s.

** Si monumentum requiris, ciroumspice.”

The characteristics of an age are more faithfully

reflected in its imaginative literature than in its

formal histones and chronicles. Pope reflects the

hard brilhanoe, the somewhat facile optimism of his

generation in much the same way as Tennyson
mirrors in his work the religious perplexities and
social ideals of the Victorian England ; and Addison
is the Thackeray of his age, in his pictures of the

tastes, the fashions, and the follies of the “ Town.”
We are approaching now the existence in London

of a definite literary class. The poet, the dramatist

of the ages preceding, depended for his livelihood

upon a patron.

Patronage stiU exists, and Pope made his fortune

by what has been called “ a kind of joint-stock

patronage,” where the aristocratic patron found it

convenient to induce his friend to subscribe to-

wards the maintenance of the poet. But the older

^stem was dying out.

At first the poet or the pamphleteer attaches

himself to some influential Minister, using his pen
on behalf of this gentleman’s cause. Afterwards,

when the Minister found he could get his work done
more cheaply than by hiring men of taste, the

literary man was thrown upon the suffrages of a
public then rising into existence.

The coffee-house, and later the clubs, were
centres around which radiated the thoughtful and
intelligent. What Addison did to systematise the

fluctuating sentiments and opinions of these will be
seen hereafter. It is sufficient to note here that

politicians, lawyers, clerg3niien, hterary men, met
at these places and discussed the problems of the

hour. Thus the author and his public were forced

into intimate proximity. If you admired a man’s
writings, you hastened to his coffee-house, where
you might hear him holding forth to his own special

friends. Perhaps you brought with you a com-
panion. And thus the circle of discipleship grew.
What of the coffee-house, which plays so impor-

tant a share in the life of the day ?

It arose in this fashion.

The coffee-house was the lineal descendant of

the barbers’ shops (monastic or lay), the •university

dining and debating halls, and the taverns of the
Middle Ages, Here had been the home of the idea

;

the “ baifing-place of wit,” the forge where the
rough -thought was welded into policy. Here the
political philosopher could hob-nob -with the de-
magogue—as in the days when Jack Cade and
his rebel crew took possession of the ** Wfa3d; Harte,
in Whyt Harte-yard,” Southwark, on July 1, 1450.
The inn boasted the largest sign-board in London
except the Castle,” in Fleet Street, so Cade’s

followers found their leader readily enough. The
natural disinclination on the part of the citizen of
the to-wn to welcome the firebrand explains Cade’s
speech to his rebel friends :

Will you needs be hanged with your pardons about
your necks ? Hath my sword therefore broke through
London Gates, that you should leave me at the * Whyt
Harte ’ in Southwark ?

”

It will be remembered that two days of experi-
ence of Jack Cade and his ways were sufficient to
prove to the citizens of London that they would
have been wiser to have left the rebel on the south
side of London Bridge,

Nor was this all. In earlier times, not a few
notable taverns had been weU-known marrying
houses. The Cock ” and the “ Hand and Pen,”
near old Fleet Bridge, were two inns provided with
chapels and chaplains ready to solemnise a marriage
at any time of the day or night.

Cofiee was introduced into London in 1657 by a
Turkish merchant who set up his coffee-house in

Lombard Street, with a portrait of himself as a sign

over the door. “ That excellent, and by aU physi-

cians approved, China drink . . , Tea ” was to be
had, as well as “ Cophee,” but the former was a very
expensive luxury as yet, and was regarded, much
as tobacco was on its introduction, as a medicine.

Tea, or Tee, was pronounced as Ta/y» Pope refers

to

» Gentle Anna, whom three realms obey,
Does sometimes counsel take, and sometimes Tea.”

Coffee-houses now multiplied rapidly, and soon
each house had its distinctive clientele—^lawyers

favo'unng one, politicians another, and so forth.

The famous “ Wills’ ” in Covent Garden (the west
comer of Bow Street) was patronised by Pepys and
Dryden. This place was termed the “ Wits’

Cofiee-house.” It was a home for scandal and
lampoons. Dryden was an agreeable, good-natured,

somewhat self-opinionated man. He enjoyed a
great reputation as a conversationalist, in much the

same way as did Addison who succeeded him.
The host of the coffee-house hears all the town

gossip, and to him naturally the visitor turns upon
his entrance : “ What news have you, master ?

”

Here is a contemporary picture of West End life

(1722)

:

« We rise at nine, and those that frequent great men’s
levies found entertainment at them till eleven ; or, as

in Holland, go to tea tables. About t-vrelve the beau
ino7\de assembles in several ooflee- or chocolate-houses,
the best of which are the ‘ Cocoa Tree " and * White’s ’

Chocolate-House, St, James’,’ ‘The Smyrna,’ . . .

Cofiee-houses, and all these so near to one another that
in less than an hour you see the company of them all.

We are carried to these places in chairs, which are here
very cheap, a guinea a week, or one shilling per hour,

ana your chairman serves you as porter to run on errands,

o . o If it is fine weather we take a turn in the park till

two, when we go to dinner. . - , The general way here
is to make a party at the Coffee-house to go to dine at

the Tavern, where we sit till six, when we go to the play,

unless you are invited to the table of some great man,”

Swift also came to “ Buttons’,” and one evening,

Addison and his friends being present, ** the mad
Doctor,” as he was called, accosted a countryman
who had just come m.
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Excuse me, sir, have you ever seen such good
weather in this world ?

*

“ ‘ Yes, sir,* was the wondering reply. ' Thank God,

I have seen many good d^s.’
“ ‘ That is more than I can say,’ retorted Swift, * I

cannot remember any weather which was neither too

hot, too wet, nor too dry - but God Almighty manages
to arrange it so that it all comes to the same thing at

the end of the year.*
”

Politicians met here, but they had little circles

or clubs of their own, and these met often in taverns.

The Tory “ October Club ” met in a tavern at

Westminster ; the Whig “ Kitoat Club ” in a
Strand tavern,^

Theologians and scientists did not disdain the

coffee-house. Sir Isaac Newton repaired of an
evening to the “ Grecian ”

; and Laurence Sterne

preached lay sermons there—^probably more in-

teresting than his formal discourses. On one
occasion, it is said, he gave out as his text :

“ It

is better to go into the house of mourning than into

the house of feasting,” and continued : I dispute

that I
” Which we may well believe.

Here is a handbill which extoUed the virtue of

coffee

:

A simple, innocent thing, and makes the heart light-

some ; it IS good against sore eyes, and the better if you
hold your head over it and take in the steam that way.
It is good for a cough. It is excellent to prevent and
cure the dropsy, gout, and scurvy. ... It keeps the
skin white and clear.”

The satirists of the day did not spare coffee. One
of them “ calls on Ben Jonson’s manly ghost, and
the noble phantoms of Beaumont and Fletcher, who
drank pure nectar, with * rich canary ennobled,’

while these coffee men, these * sons of nought,’ gave
up the pure blood of the grape for a filthy drink

—

‘ syrup of soot, essence of old shoes.’
”

A good number objected to the smeU of this new
beverage. In December 1657 some of the burghers

complain of a barber, Farr, who sold coffee and
offended them by the " stink ” while it was being

manufactured. But the popularity of the drink grew
apace, despite these objections.

The influence of the coffee-house as a centre for

politics is well illustrated by the attempt of Charles

to suppress them in 1675, “ because the multitude

of eofiee-houses lately set up and kept within this

kingdom, and the great resort of the idle and dis-

sipated persons in them, have produced very evil

and dangerous efiects, whilst they especially tended
to spread disunion, and to tempt tradespeople to

neglect their business, and that this idle waste of

time and money was becoming an injury to the

commonwealth.” But the regulation was not en-

forced, so strong was the feeling against it.

The coffee-house of the time was, as we see, the

school of wit and dialectic. What the tavern had
been to the sixteenth century, the coffee-house was
to the seventeenth and eighteenth. It reached the

height of its popularity in the eighteenth, but before

its close had passed into practical oblivion.

At one time, it is said, there were no less than
three thousand coffee-houses in London ; and these

resorts were for all sorts and conditions of men.

i The ** Cat and Fiddle,” the shop of a pastry-cook
named Christopher Kat.

Each profession, almost each business, had its par-
ticular rendezvous. In the better class smoking
was allowed; but conversation was compulsory.
You paid your twopence for a cup of coffee or tea,

and then chatted to a neighbour.
The well-known writers of the day congregated

at these places and talked to their friends—^not un-
frequently at them. It was at a coffee-house that
Pope found Dryden ; and here it was that Addison
discoursed to a select circle ; and Johnson delivered
many of his sententious periods.
Defoe declared that

:

“ The best company (after the play) generally go to
' Tom’s ’ or Wills’s ’ Coffee-houses, near adjoining,
where there is playing at picquet and the best of con-
versation till midnight. According to a contemporary, a
man is sooner asked about his Coffee-house than about
his Lodging. . . . They smoak Tobacco, game, and read
papers of intelligence ; here they treat of matters of
state, make Leagues with Foreign Princes, break them
again, and transact affairs of the last consequence to
the whole world.”

Snuff-taking was a favourite practice at this

time. It came in towards the end of the sixteenth
century, and enjoyed a great vogue during the
eighteenth. Women took snuff freely; and the
modish lady of the day never travelled without her
box. Women of the poorer classes, whom one
may see nowadays with a clay pipe, refreshed them-
selves with snuff. It was an age of snuff ; tobacco
took a second place.

The TaUer recommended everyone to prepare

himself before entering the coffee-house, with
“ three dishes of bohea ”

; and two pinches of

snuff completed the prescription
—

^thus to “ purge
his brains.”

Here is the Spectator discussing among the coffee-

house politicians his own treatment of political

questions

:

' I was yesterday in a Coffee-house not far from the
Royal Exchange, where I observed three Persons in close

Conference over a Pipe of Tobacco ; upon which, having
filled one for my own use, I lighted it at a little Wax-
Candle that stood before them ; and after having thrown
in two or three whiffs amongst them, sat down and made
one of the Company. I need not tell my Readers that
lighting a Man’s Pipe at the same Candle is looked upon
among Brother smokers as an Overture to Conversation
and feendship. As we here laid our Heads together

in a very amicable manner, being intrenched under a
Cloud of our own raising, I took up the last Spectator^

and casting an Eye over it, the Spectator, says I, is very
witty to-day s upon which a lusty lethargick old gentle-

man, who sat at the Upper-end of the table, having
gradually blown out of his Mouth a great deal of Smoke,
which he had been collecting for some time before, Ay,
says he, more witty than wise, I am afraid. His Neigh-

bour, who sat at his right Hand, immediately coloured,

and being an angry Politician, laid down his Pipe with

so much Wrath that he broke it in the Middle, and by
that Means furnished me with a Tobacco stopper. I

took it up very sedately, and looking him full in the face,

made use of it from time to time all the while he was
speaking ; This Fellow, says he, can’t for his Life keep
out of Politiks. Do you see how he abuses four great

Men here ? I fixed my eye very attentively on the

Paper, id asked him if he meant those who were repre-

sented by Asterisks. Asterisks, says he, do you call

them ? they are all of them Stars. He might as well

have put Garters to ’em. Then pray do not mind the

two or three next Lines s Ch rch and P-dd-ng in the

same Sentence r Our Clergy are very much beholden
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to him. Upon this the third Gentleman, who was of a
mild Disposition, and, as I found, a Whig at Heart,

desired him not to be too severe upon the Spectator

neither ; For, says he, you find he is very cautious of

giving Offence, and has therefore put two Dashes mto
his Pudding. A Fig for his Dash, says the angry Poli-

tician. In his next Sentence he gives a plain Inuendo,
that our Posterity will be in a sweet P-ckle. What does
the Fool mean by his Pickle ? Why does he not write

it at length, if he means honestly ? I have read over

the whole Sentence, says I ; but I look upon the Par-
enthesis in the Belly of it to be the most dangerous part,

and as full of Insinuations as it can hold. . . .

** At my leaving the Cofiee-house, I could not forbear

reflecting with myself upon that gross Tribe of Fools
who may be termed the Over-wise, and upon the Diffi-

culty of writing anything in this censonous Age, which
a weak Head may not construe into private Satire and
personal Reflexion.”

So opinions were formed and oirculated. But
potent as were the semi-public meetings in the

tavern and the coffee-house for the distribution of

news and opinions, they were insufficient for the

general needs. A debating agency of an even more
public sort was required. During the seventeenth

century London folk came slowly to understand
that none was more promising than the newspaper,
**an open Forum where all mortals vent their

opinions, state their grievance ; a Forum free to

every citizen who has three fingers and a smattering
of grammar,” as Carlyle put it in an oft-quoted
passage.

The earliest London “ newspapers ” were the
Corantos,” which were mainly concerned with

foreign affairs. Indeed, as Mr. .T. R. Williams
points out in his History of JSnglish Journalism, the
first newspaper circulating in London was in reality

a news book. It was the Mercurim Qalldbelgicus,

a bound book, written in Latin and printed at
Cologne. It was concerned with the story of the
German Wars. The first number, a thick quarto
octavo of 625 pages, was published in March 1594,
and contained a chronicle of events from 1588. It
was the Mercurius Gallohelgicus, by the way, which
suggested the title of many later London periodicals.

In 1622 came a weekly pamphlet^translated

from the Dutch, and issued by two London book-
sellers, Thomas Archer and Nicholas Bourne. Its
purpose is sufficiently indicated by the general title

of the second number, which runs j

“ The 23 of May. Weekely Newes from Italy, Ger-
mame, Hungaria, Bohemia, the Palatinate, France, and
the Low Countries, &o.”

The Weehely Newes was the precursor of many
similar pamphlets. These Corantos ” were fol-

lowed by a series of ^eets concerned with the dis-

semination of news, dictated for the most part by
the needs of one or other of the greatpolitical parties.
When it is added that the first advertisement ap-
peared in the Mercurius Britannicus coranto on
February 1, 1625, it will be seen that the modern
newspaper was already in a fair way towards estab-

lishment. It is interesting to note that the first

traders to realise the advantage of the new method
of selling their goods were the booksellers.

Still the slow evolution went on. The years of

the Long Parliament saw the coming and going of

many news sheets, Mercury and Diurnal being the
titles generally preferred.

Unfortunately the reputation of the writers of

the various pamphlets did not progress so rapidly as

the popularity of the institution they were seeking
to found. “ Liar ” was the term ordinarily apphed
to the newspaper writer. When a critic permitted
himself a little more latitude, the results were
startling. Here is the view of a Royalist upon the

press of the day

:

*• They call him a Mercury, but he becomes the Epithet
like a little negro mounted on the elephant, just such
another blot rampant. He defames a good title as
much as most of our modem noblemen, those Wens of

greatness, the body politics most peccant humours
blistered into Lords, To call him an historian is to
knight a mandrake, ’tis to view him through a perspec-
tive, and by that glass hyperbole to give the reputation
of an engineer to a maker of mouse traps.”

The purloining of newspaper titles being no longer

customary, the identification of a particular sheet

with a definite political or social philosophy was
possible.

L POETRY :
(from Dryden to Prior).

JOHN DRYDEN ^
^ Every age has a kind of universal Genius,” ^ and
••-lierhaps in no poet are his own words more truly
verified than are these of John Dryden.
Bom in 1631, in the little village of Aldwinkle in

Northamptonshire, John was the son of its rector,

the Rev. Erasmus Dryden, and Mary Pickering his
wife, both of whom belonged to old county families
with strong Puritan tendencies. There is scant
x^ord of his boyhood ; his early schooling appears
to have been more solid than that usually imparted
in country villages, for in writing to a friend a few
years before his death he speaks of the pleasure with
which he had read an English translation of the
works of the Greek historian Polybius “ before he
was ten years of age,” and that “ even then he had
some dark notions of the prudence with which he

^ Mssay on Dramaiie Poetry*

conducted his design.” On proceeding to West-
minster School, then under the famous headmaster-
ship of Dr. Busby, the boy was thus able to appre-

ciate and benefit by the excellent classical education
he there received, which is continually in evidence
throughout his literary work. At Westminster he
made his first attempt at verse-making in an elegy

to the memory of a schoolfellow, Lord Hastings,

and translated the third satire of Perseus as a
school task.

Trinity College, Cambridge, has the honour of

being his Alma Mater, which he entered in 1650,
but two years later came into conflict with the Vice-
Master for “ disobedience and contumacy in taking
his punishment ”—of the form of punishment we
are left in ignorance. At Cambridge he also wrote
some not very memorable verse.

On leaving Cambridge in 1667, he came to London
as secretary to Sir Gilbert Pickering, a kinsman of
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his mother’s and chamberlain to Oliver Cromwell,

and we may imagine the young man was glad of the

opportunity of adding somewhat to the small in-

come of £40 a year which came to him on the death

of his father three years before. His marriage in

1664 to Lady Elizabeth Howard, daughter of the

Earl of Berkshire, brought another £100 a year to

the family exchequer, but not a corresponding

amount of happiness, the Lady Elizabeth lacking

that strong and purposeful character so character-

istic of her husband.

Up to this time Dryden had done little to establish

the great reputation that was subsequently to be

his. He had written some purely official verses in

1659, on the death of the Protector, which contrast

oddly with his eulogy of Charles the Second on his

coronation, in Astrcea Redux, the followmg year.

His best efforts are shown unmistakably in his

early verses addressed to Dr. Charlton in 1663.

From 1663-1681 Dryden courted the dramatic

muser^e knew his genius was not towards the

drama,' *^t it was the most lucrative branch of the

literary profession at that time, and he essayed it,

not always with success, it must be told. “ I con-

fess,” he said, “ my chief endeavours are to delight

the age in which I hve. . . . ’‘J^-dcnow I am not so

fitted by nature to write comedy.''

.

Reputation

in them is the last thing in which I shall pretend.”

His first effort, The Wild GallaM (1663), was a

failure ; Pepys said it was ‘‘ so poor a thing as I

never saw m my life almost.” Dryden himself

confessed that having made the town his judges,

the greater part condemned it.”

The Rival Ladies (1664) was more successful;

but The Indian Emperor in 1667 established his

reputation as a playwright. About twenty plays

came from his pen, all more or less coarse, one

according to Pepys being “very smutty”; and

even that’ not over particular playgoer said, “I
was troubled at it . , . nothing so good a^ TOe

Maiden Queen or The Indian Emperor
^

t

The (Edipus (1679), written in collaboration with

Nathaniel Lee, gave rise some years later to one of

Dryden’s trenchant remarks to a cynical acquaint-

ance who said that it was “ easy enough to write

like a madman.” “No,” remarked Dryden, “it

is hard enough to write like a madman, but eagy

enough to write like a fool.”

In 1665, while the Great Plague was raging,

Dryden thought well to give London a wide berth,

and retired to his father-in-law’s house at Charlton

with his wife. Here he wrote his first great poem,

AnniLs MwdbiMs (1667), which he chose to write, as

he explained to Sir Robert Howard, “ in quatrains

or stanzas ot four in alternate rhyme, because I have

ever judged them more noble and of greater dignity,

both for sound and number, than any other verse

in use amongst us.’* This poem, dealing with the

Great Fire and the war with Holland, was dedi-

cated to the City of London, and contains one of

those pithy sentences which fell so easily from his

pen ; “I have heard, indeed, of some virtuous

persons who have ended unfortunately, but never

of any virtuous nation ; Providence is engaged too

deeply when the cause becomes so general.”

Two years later appeared the critical Essay on

Dramatic Poesy

^

a prose work written in the form of

a dialogue, and in 1670 the first political recognition

of his work came to him when he was asked to accept

the appointments of Poet Laureate and Historio-

grapher Royal, with their accompanying pensions

of £200 a year. This placed Dryden in affluent cir-

cumstances ; good profits were coming in from his

literary work, and he had also no inconsiderable

share in the I^g’s playhouse.
Jealousy soon sprang up among the literary men

of the day at the public notice taken of Dryden and
his work, and the following year George Villiers,

Duke of Buckingham, in company with Samuel
Butler Sprat, and others, produced The Rehearsal^

that celebrated satire on the heroics of the existing

drama, making a special point of ridiculing Dryden.

However, the poet could afford to wait, so he took

no notice of this insult at the time ; he could see

the trend of political affairs, and wisely waited his

opportunity. Later, when the Earl of Shaftesbury

was scheming to secure the succession of the Duke
of Monmouth, Dryden took advantage of the pohti-

cal struggle between Shaftesbury and the Crown to

write his bnlhant satire Absalom and AchitopTiel^

in wliich the King, Shaftesbury, Monmouth, and

Buckingham are all attacked, and in the notice

taken of this masterpiece of briUiant characterisa-

tion, Dryden considered himself amply avenged.

The acquittal of Shaftesbury on the charge of

high treason preferred against him, was made the

occasion of issuing a medal to commemorate the

event. Dryden also commemorated it by another

Medal (1682), a brilliant piece of satirical work.

The jealousy of his literary rivals took the form of

violent abuse and caricatures of Dryden’s works.

Elkanah Settle wrote an amusing parody, Absalom

and Achitophel Transposedt which was of no moment
compared to the brutal and repulsive attack made
in The Medal of John Bayes, written by Shadwell,

who was the principal poet of the Whig party. This

naturally provoked bitter enmity between the rival

poets, and Dryden fully revenged himself by the

pubhcation of MacFlecknoe in October 1682 (the

model for Pope’s Dunciad), that gave Dryden’s

enemies an unenviable reputation for some consider-

able time. However, these jealousies of literary men
are not pleasant reading, so we will pass on.

In 1686 Dryden announced his allegiance to the

Church of Rome, whether from conscientious con-

viction or time-serving instincts it is^ difficfflt to

say ; but the change in his rebgion in^ired his next

work. The Hind and the Pardher, a Defence of the

Roman Church (16871, which, if it accorded the poet

some fame, it is certain he received no pecuniary

gain from its publication.

The following year, when Williatn and Mary came

to the throne, and Protestantism was in the as-

cendant, Dryden feU on evil days; the pensions

accompanying his public appointments were with-

drawn, and worst of all he had the chagrin of semng

Shadwell appointed to the Laureateship that had

been his for eighteen years.

A feeling that arose about this time for the study

of classical literature in translations inspired him

to undertake several from the Latin of Juvenal

Perseus, and his Virgil^ published in 1697, openedup
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a new source of income which he did not live long

to enjoy.

Of the Ode to St. Cecilia’s Day, written three years

before his death, there is given by a contemporary
a striking instance of the vitality of the man. Lord
Bolingbroke, a great admirer of the poet, was paying
him a morning visit, and finding him unusually

agitated, inquired the cause :
“ I have been up all

night,” replied Dryden; “my musical friends made
me promise to write them an ode for the feast of

St. Cecilia ; I have been so struck with the subject

which occurred to me, that I could not leave it till

I had completed it ; here it is, fimshed at one
sitting.”

The Fables, his last work, consisting of a collection

adapted from the works of Chaucer and Boccaccio,

were published the year he died, in 1700.

In appearance, Dryden is said to have been hand-
some, and of a manly bearing in his youth ; in old

age, ruddy-faced and portly, and according to Pope
“ not very conversible ”—^but he was the idol of the
young literary men who frequented Wills’ coffee-

house, where they always accorded him the warmest
seat by the fire in winter and the shadiest comer of

the balcony in summer.
“ Time-server ” he has been called

;
perhaps he

was in youth ; it is to his credit, however, that in old

age he remained steadfast to his principles, and even
when “ struggling with want,” as he tells us, and
oppressed with sickness,” was “ not dispinted ”

by his adversities. Could a more fitting resting-

place be found for him than at the feet of Chaucer,
where he lies in Westminster Abbey ?

His Wriecngs

'^^)ryden’s literary significance is threefold, and
is expressed in his prose, his dramas, and his verse."^

In this section we are dealing exclusively with
Dryden the poet.

The early verse of Dryden scarcely calls for ^t-

tention. It was unoriginal and uninspired. ’’'^^e

did not start movements ; but he had a ^gular
power of taking advantage of a movemen^^nd of

phel, directed against Shaftesbury, in 1681 ; The
Medal, deahng also with Shaftesbury, in 1682 ; Jfac-
Flecknoe, aimed at the Whig poet Shadwell, later in
1682 ; and some weeks later stiU, the second part of
Absalom and Achitophel. Of these the finest is the
Absalom (Monmouth) and Achitophel (Shaftesbury)
satire. Part I.

c^nglish poetical hfe is pictured in a vigorous and
keen manne^-^ery little disguised by its shght
Hebrew setting. The Whig leaders of the day are
satirised freely and trenchantly, Monmouth alone
(for Court reasons) being treated in friendly fashion.

Some of the portraits are etched in with admirable
precision and point. Never before had the heroic

couplet been used with such telling effect.

In The Medal, we miss the tart flavour of the per-

sonalities that give piquancy to the earlier work,
and despite Dr. Johnson’s encomium, it is certainly

inferior in interest, though in workmanship it is no
whit less able, and in one passage at any rate, that

sarcastically comments on the mstability of public

opinion, it can hold its own with his best work.

The religious controversies of the time, the dis-

putes between the Catholics and Anglicans, and the

fierce dissensions of the Nonconformists, are de-

picted in Rehgio Laic% (1683), an argumentative

poem coloured by Catholic sympathies
; and The

Hind and the Panther (1687), a clever and curious

piece of work, with a very elaborate allegorical

framework—the Panther being the English Church
and the Hind the Church of Rome. The Presby-

terian fared the worst in the poem, described as a
wolf with “belly gaunt, and famished face.”

Dryden’s sympathies, as has been said, were
Catholic ; but his attitude was remote enough for

the mystics. Man must have some authority, he
contended in the Rehgio Laid, and the only in-

' lallible authority is the Ancient Church of Christen-

“^dom. Better, he argues, leave other matters alone

;

** For points obscure are of small use to learn.

But common quiet is the world’s concern.”

With the coming of the Revolution of 1688—one
of the smoothest revolutions ever accomplished,

stamping his vigorous and keen intellect upon though none the less effectual on that account—the

experimental forms that lesser and more courageous taste for classical literature became even more pro-

m^ had initiated. nounced than heretofore,^"^ryden, with Ms watch-
,^^^;^he change from the romantic to the classical ful fingers on the public ]pulsc, feirih^with the

manner was already in evidence before Dryden was fashion, and did a great deal oftranslation work,
born. Dryden saw which way the literary wind was from the Latin and Greek poets^yThe most remark,-

blowing, ^d set his craft cheerfully in the same able of these was his translation* qi:~v irprii. that

direction, Waller, already, had done creditable bccupied'three years, being publishedhi 1697.

things with the couplet. Dryde^gauged its possi- The grace and finish of the original were qualities

bilities and did brilliant things.^^t^e, saw what kind _ Dryden was not competent to impart, but his

of verse the people of his day wanted, and made it splendid force and vigour give power and colour to

his busmess"to“give it it is quite clear from many passages.

a study of hi-i how I
'O luis doveloping Already he had written an Ode on St. Cecilia’s

thequaliiif's cf ea^c, flexViniTy, nsul 1uci3Tl> ihal he’ Day, and once again that festival inspired him to
brought; into English vor-:', pariiculorly fhc another ingenious effort

—

Alexander's Feast, on the
'Uhcn, ai t.h,‘ agt' of fiiiy, aiior a i^ro-pcrous carciir power of music (1697). It is hard to find a more

as a serious poet, and a dramatist, he suddenly be- suitable description of these poems than is conveyed
came famous in the direction where, after all, lies by the term “ ingenious.” Clever and skilful they
his especial claim on future generations—^the field certainly were, yet the attempt made to wed music
of satire. and poetry in the lines cannot be called successful.

His four remarkable satires were fired off in rapid It demanded the lyric faculty of a Shelley or a
succession, ^he first part of Abaahm and Achito- Swinburne. Perhaps Swmburne alone of aU our
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poets has had the power to make one art the medium

of conveying the aesthetic content of another.

As a lyric writer, he is judged better by the songs

with which his plays are mterspersed, and a number

of hsnnns that are attributed to him. As compared

with the great lyric writers of the previous age,

Dryden must occupy a modest place in the second

rank.

Significance and Trend of His Poetic Work *—^At

the end of his life, Dryden described himself as one
“ who had done his best to improve the language,

and especially the poetry,” of his country. To a
considerable extent he was justified in saying this

:

for even putting aside his really great activities

in English prose, he had clarified and freshened

English verse, brushing awaymuchof thepicturesque

yet confusing tangle of ornamental undergrowth,

an(^iving it point and actuality.

-.^is dramatic verse at its best is eloquent and
s^rited; his non-dramatic verse extraordinarily

variedy^^If not achieving special excellence in his

lyrics or his narrative verse, he is rarely banal,

always easy and dexterous, whilst in didactic verse

be is a master. He raised it from an indifferent form
of workmanship into the front rank, and whether in

long flights as in Absalom and AcJntophel, or in the

shorter flights, illustrated in his Prologues,Epilogues,

and Fables, he is amazingly alive and original. The __

term “ original ” as applied to Drvden needs"

qualifioali6n.‘"“^3Srt{ie sense in which it is applied to

the creative shapings of high imagination^fDryden
was not original. In other words, originality of

biaS- Knt. in thft n-| mmmiP.Yif.

he is uniformly original. He invented nothing, but
the crude inventions of other men he perfected, and
what he said of his countrymen might well be applied

to himself. “ The genius of our countrymen [is]

rather to improve an invention than to invent them-
selves.” /

Absalom and Achitophel

Great wits are sure to madness near allied,

And thin partitions do their bounds divide ;

Else, why should he, with wealth and honour blest.

Refuse lus age the needful hours of rest ?

Punish a body which he could not please,

Bankrupt of life, yet prodigal of ease ?

And all to leave what with his toil he won
To that unfeathered two-legged thing, a son.

Got, while his soul did huddled notions try.

And born a shapeless lump, like anarchy.
In friendship false, implacable in hate.

Resolved to ruin or to rule the state ;

To compass this the triple bond he broke.
The pillars of the public safety shook.
And fitted Israel for a foreign yoke j

Then, seized with fear, yet still aflectmg fame.
Usurped a patriot’s all-atoning name.
So easy still it proves in factious times
With public zeal to cancel private crimes.
How safe is treason and how sacred ill.

Where none can sin against the people’s will.

Where crowds can wink and no offence be known,
Since in another’s guilt they find their own !

Yet fame deserved no enemy can grudge ;

The statesman we abhor, but praise the judge.
In Israel’s courts ne’er sat an Abbethdin
With more discerning eyes or hands more clean.

Unbribed, rmsought, the wretched to redress.

Swift of despatch and easy of access.

Oh 1 had he been content to serve the crown
With virtues only proper to the gown,

Or had the rankness of the soil been freed
From cockle that oppressed the noble seed,
David for him his tuneful harp had strung.
And Heaven had wanted one immortal song.
But wild ambition loves to slide, not stand.
And fortune’s ice prefers to virtue’s lqT>d .

Achitophel, grown weary to possess
A lawful fame and lazy happiness,
Disdamed the golden fruit to gather free
And lent the crowd his arm to shake the tree.
Now, mamfest of crimes contrived long since.
He stood at bold defiance with his Prince,
Held up the buckler of the people’s cause
Against the crown, and skulked behind the laws^
The wished occasion of the Plot he takes ;

Some circumstances find, but more he makes *

By buzzing emissaries fill the ears
Of hstening crowds with jealousies and fears
Of arbitrary counsels brought to light,

And proves the King himself a Jebusite.
Weak arguments ! which yet he knew full well
Were strong with people easy to rebel.

For governed by the moon, the giddy Jews
Tread the same track when she the prime renews

!

And once m twenty years their scribes record,
By natural instinct they change their lord.

Achitophel still wants a chief, and none
Was found so fit as warlike Absalom,
Not that he wished his greatness to create,

For pohticians neither love nor hate ;

But, for he knew his title not allowed
Would keep him still depending on the crowd.
That kingly power, thus ebbing out, might be
Drawn to the dregs of a democracy.

JEIim he attempts with studied arts to please

And sheds his venom in such words as these.

Ode to St. Cecilia’s Day

From harmony, from heavenly harmony
This universal frame began ;

When Nature underneath a heap
Of jarring atoms lay,

And could not heave her head,

The tuneful voice was heard from high.

Arise, ye more than dead.

Then cold and hot and moist and dry
In order to their stations leap,

And Music’s power obey.

From harmony, from heavenly harmony
This universal frame began s

From harmony to harmony
Through all the compass of the notes it ran.

The diapason closing full in man.

What passion cannot Music raise and quell ?

When Jubal struck the chorded shell,

EGs Kstening brethren stood around.
And, wondering, on their faces fell

To worship that celestial sound :

Dess than a god they thought there could not dwell

Within the hollow of that shell,

That spoke so sweetly and so well.

What passion cannot Music raise and quell ?

The trumpet’s loud clangor
Excites us to arms

With shrill notes of anger
And mortal alarms.

The double double double beat
Of the thundering drum
Cries, hark I the foes come j

Charge, charge, ’tis too late to retreat.

The soft complaining flute

In dying notes discovers

The woes of hopeless lovers.

Whose dirge is whispered by the warbling lute.
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Sharp violins proclaim
Their jealous pangs and desperation,

!Fury, frantic indignation,

Depth of pains and height of passion.

For the fair, disdainful dame.

But oh ! what art can teach.

What human voice can reach
The sacred organ’s praise ?

Notes inspiring holy love,

Notes that wing their heavenly ways
To mend the choirs above.

Orpheus could lead the savage race.

And trees uprooted left their place.

Sequacious of the lyre ;

But bright Cecilia raised the wonder higher

:

When to her organ vocal breath was given.

And angel heard, and straight appeared.

Mistaking the earth for heaven.

Grwnd Chorus

As from the power of sacred lays

The spheres began to move.
And sung the great Creator’s praise

To all the blessed above i

So when the last and dreadful hour
This crumbling pageant shall devour.
The trumpet shall be heard on high.

The dead shall live, the living die.

And Music shall untune the sky.

Contemporary with Dryden was Samxtbl Bxttlbr,

his senior by twenty years, and he died just twenty
years before him. The son of a Worcestershire

farmer, Butler was born at Strensham in 1612 and
educated at Worcester Cathedral School. After
acting as secretary to Mr. Jefferies at Earl’s Croome,
he was appointed in 1628 a page to the Countess of

Kent, at Wrest in Bedfordshire, where he was also

the companion of John Selden. On the Restoration,

as secretary to the Lord President of Wales, he was
appointed Steward of Ludlow Castle (1660), and
about this time married Mrs. Herbert, a widow who
was possessed of a small fortune. During these
years he had made the acquamtance of all the pro-

minent men of his day, most of whom he satirised

in his famous HvdibraSf the first part of which was
published in 1663, the second in 1664, and the
third in 1678. This work was immensely popular,

though Pepys, after paying two shilhngs and six-

pence for it, said ;
“ When I came to read it, it is so

silly an abuse of the Presbyter knight going to the
warrs, that I am ashamed of it ; and by and by
meeting a Mir. Townsend at dinner, I sold it to him
for 18d.”

Notwithstanding his popularity and influential

friends, Butler died in poverty in 1680.

*’ While Butler, needy wretch, was yet alive,

No generous patron would a dinner give.

See him, when starv’d to death and turn’d to dust.
Presented with a monumental bust

;

The poet’s fate is here in emblem shown :

He ask’d for bread, and he receiv’d a stone,” ^

Butler was by temperament a lover of sober
common-sense and the sworn foe of enthusiasm.
Equally with Dryden is he an expression of the new
mood that had seized the nation as a whole. In-
ferior to Dryden in craftsmanship and versatility, he
is richer in sarcastic humour ; indeed there is more
than a touch of savagery in it; but it is a mistake
to regard it as-^merely spiteful fun indulged in for

I 0. Wesley.

personal reasons. Less splendid in his scorn than
Swift, inferior to Pope in polish, his humour has
undeniable breadth and power.

His most important work was a long octosyUabic
poem, which we know as Hudibras ; and indeed it

is as the author of Hudibras that Butler is for the
most part known. It was a long, savage attack
upon the Parliamentary party and pleased the fancy
of the time ; though some, who loved not the Puri-
tan, like Pepys, were repelled by its sustained note
of scorn.

Hudibras is in lineal descent from the comic
doggerel of Skelton, who, indeed, paved the way for

the Restoration satirists. None before, and few
after, ever used this particular metre with such
happy eflect as Butler.

It is probable that he modelled his style very
largely upon his contemporary Scarron, who satir-

ised his own day in his travesty of Virgil ; Scarron’s

methods and Skelton’s spirit contributed much to-

wards the making of Hudibras,

The name “ Hudibras ” comes from the Faerie
Queene. In Butler’s poem he is a blusterous, ignor-

ant, repulsive-looking Presbyterian knight, with a
squire in keeping with his master. They set out
in pseudo romantic fashion, and are soon engaging
in an anti-bear-baiting crusade. Bear-baiting, of

course, was a popular pastime, and Butler more than
amplifies Macaulay’s well-known jibe on the Puritan
objection to it ; from the artistic point of view the

poem certainly fails in the unqualified contempti-
bility of the objects of its attack.

The poem, however, with its echoes of Rabelais

and Cervantes, and its wild burlesque and prepos-

terous bufloonery, is rich in genuine flashes of comie
insight.

For instance

:

He that complies against his will

Is of his own opimon still.”

The Presbyterians who
Compound for sins they are inclined to
By damning those they have no mind to ;

”

and by their unloveliness in disposition, are

Still so perverse and opposite
As if they worshipped God for spite.”

Such absurd comparisons as

:

And like a lobster boiled, the Mom
From black to red began to turn.*”

And the consolations of Hudibras :

"Who
Cheered himself with the ends of verse
And sayings of Philosophers,”

Such felicitously ridiculous rhymes as “ duty ”

for “ shoe-tie,” give eflect and variety to the mono-
tony of the metre ; and in this respect Byron and
Calverley, in our own day, owe no small debt to him.
Limited in his gifts and certainly not squeamish

in his methods, Butler is a remarkable figure in the
poetic development of his time ; and is one of our
best exponents of satirical verse.

Hudebras

Friend Ralph, thou hast
Outrun the constable at Isbst.
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Some force whole regions, in despite

O’ geography, to change their site •

Make former times shake hands with latter.

And that which was before, come after ;

But those who write in rhyme still make
The one verse for the other’s sake :

For one for sense, and one for rhyme,
I think’s sufficient at one time.

Doubtless the pleasure is as great

Of being cheated, as to cheat.

With crosses, relics, crucifixes.

Beads, pictures, rosaries and pixes *•

The tools o£ working out Salvation

By mere mechanic operation.

The social condition of Restoration life, its arti-

ficial gaiety, the growing importance of London as

a pleasure resort for the courtier poet, the increasing

vogue of the coffee-house and park, to which refer-

ence has been made in our introductory sketch, the

growth of the political pamphlet and the journal,

aU these things favoured the development of satirical

verse.

To the social conditions may be added also the

classical taste of the day, favouring a type of litera-

ture which should be clear, concise, and topical

above all things. Denham dealt with the politics

of the hour in his four Instructions to a Puritan ;

Andrew Marvell, a much greater literary figure and
a lyrist of sweetness and power, fell in with the

fashion, and was astonishingly successful in his Last

Instructions to a Puritan ; Advice to a Puritan ; and
Britannia and Raleigh.

John Oldham,a more powerful satirist than either

of the others, wrote an ironical poem

—

Satire against

Virtue—and was even more successful in his Satire

upon a Woman who hy her falsehood and scorn was
the death of my friend. His last work was his

Satire upon the Jesuits, perhaps the richest and most
telling of his poems.
Oldham is less of the pamphleteer in verse than

Marvell or Denham; he takes his subject far more
seriously, as a literary artist. But he has neither

Dryden’s masterly technique, nor Butler’s ingenious

humour. He writes persistently with the loud
pedal on ; and some of his work is like a prolonged

hoarse scream. On the other hand he had the

merits of these defects ; plenty of native force, and
an exuberance of imagination, expressing itself for

his time in some striking, vital phrase, as when
he speaks of Charles IX, in connection with St.

Bartholomew’s Day, saying

:

**.... he scorned retail

I’ th’ trade of Death

and of the victims ;

, . so quick their fate

Their very prayers and wishes came too late.”

The ballad was a popular vehicle for satire ; and
was in great request in town and country taverns,

while literary art is at its lowest here. The humour
IS rough and ready, and scurrility seems to be the

great thing aimed at. To these ballads were fitted

well-known tunes that had already caught the public
ear in opera and play. Among these tunes the

Ktany was a favourite, with its three lines of verse

and Libera nos Domine ” refrain. Another tune
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boasted the catch phrase, *' Hey boys, up go we,”
which occurred about the end of the eighth line.

Among the known ballad composers of the time
(many ballads were anonymous for obvious reasons),
Purcell was the most famous. In general popularity
Thomas D’Urfey, courier and playwright, with his
Now the Fighfs done * Sa/rmny will never he my Love
again, was no doubt his superior. But Purcell’s
Lilli hurlero achieved a fame accorded to no similar
efiusion. It conferred distinction on Thomas, Lord
Wharton’s doggerel stuff, and was used afterwards
again and again, for even still worse matter.
With the coming of Pope a new school of satire

Mose, lighter than the older one, and if less sincere
in some respects, certainly far more agreeable. Of
this something will be said in a later chapter.

THE COURT POETS OF THE
RESTORATION

The drama when it recovered from the crushing
blow dealt it by Puritanism, used all its resources to
lampoon its late enemy. Similarly in the Court
poetry of the Restoration we may trace the violent

Puritan reaction of the time.

Satire, as we shall see, usurped the place once
taken by the descriptive verse of Spenser and his

school ; the political squib displaced the amorous
sonnet and although the lyric could still claim

votaries, it shared in the general change of atmos-
phere. Wit was esteemed above fervency ; salacity

above fantasy; for the song“writerwasno longer, save

rarely, a man of adventurous Me, with a deep vein

of seriousness in his nature, but a gay, irresponsible,

and flippant courtier. “ Every Fop wrote songs,”

said Sedley, one of the most brilliant of the verse

writers ; the fop element was certainly very obvious

in the lyric making, for no longer did the poet

rely on mascuhn© virtues, and woo his lady with

hints of prowess. He wooed as Grammont did,

with *' pocket looking-glass • . • essences and other

small wares of love.”

Love, indeed, is scarcely the word for th© amorous
ditties of the time ; the witty, gay, licentious vers©

of the Restoration could boast no sincerity of feel-

ing, no tinge of passion. It was a game for cour-

tiers ; a gam© skilfully and amusingly conducted by
a few, but at its best a clever pose, with none of

those flashes of deep feeling and charming fancy

that fllumin© th© hot, full-blooded music of the

Elizabethans.

Among these triflers in song, th© names of Ro-
chester, Buckhurst, and Sedley are conspicuous

;

but unlike many of their fellows, they were men of

action as well as men of letters, with deeds of daring

to their credit.

Rochester is the most interesting personality

of this band ; bom in 1648 near Woodstock, he had

a good education and proved an exceedingly apt

scholar. After the usual travels, he returned to

Court an accomplished personage, with abundant

personal charm, stiU more abundant impudence.

His Mstrionie sense was strongly developed, and to

figure as the hero of some strange out-of-the-way

adventure is what he loved above everything. On©

7a
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of his most diverting roles was that of a foreign

astrologer, and as such he set up in Tower Street

and scattered abroad wild promises of cures for aU

manner of diseases. Perhaps his most popular ciy

was his recipe for youth and beauty.

Middle-aged women had best submit to his treat-

ment and they should look like young girls. So

well did he play his part that none penetrated his

disguise for a long while. Often as Charles quar-

relled with him because of his boundless insolence,

he speedily made it up • for wit Charles esteemed

highly, and none were wittier than Rochester.

The nearest approach to genuine feeling in this

little coterie is made by the writer in some of his

lyrics ; as for instance, “ I cannot change as others

do ”
; but the mood of mockery somehow suits him

better, and many will prefer such songs as Lovq and
Life, with its delightful finish :

“ Then talk not of inconstancy.
False hearts and broken vows.
If I by miracle can be.

This hvelong minute true to thee
*Twas all that Heav’n allows.'*

Scarcely inferior to him in wit and accomplish-

ment, though less versatile as a personality, is Sir

Charles Sbdley. When James TI took his daughter

for a mistress and made her Countess of Dorchester,

he observed, “ I hate ingratitude ; the King has

made my daughter a Countess, I can do no less than
try to make his daughter a Queen.”
Although he essays various forms of poetry, he is

essentially a song writer. Less careful than Ro-
chester in his art, he had a happy knack of agreeable

song, as IS proved by the weU-known Phyllis is my
ordy joy.

Lord Buckhxtrst (Earl of Dorset) was largely

esteemed by his contemporaries, but to us to‘day

he seems on a decidedly lower level than either Ro-
chester or Sedley—as surely as his character ranks
above theirs.

His most attractive song is the familiar ditty.

To all you Ladies now on Land, written at
sea, in the first Dutch War, says the poet gravely.

The specific statement may be valued in the same
way as we value Defoe’s Mermirs of a Cavalier-.

Less distinguished writers are ^ the Earl of Mul-
grave, fluent, facile, and commonplace for the most
part; and the Earl of Roscommon, a somewhat
austere gentleman for those times, with but one
weakness—^gambling. He was a decent scholar and
critic, and won occasional success in epigrammatic
lines. But he was too earnestly desirous of writing
good sense, to achieve good poetry

ALEXANDER POPE
The influence of the French literature of the day,

considerable in Dryden’s time, became even more
marked in the age of his successor—^Pope. This
meant that increasing attention would be giy^ to
lucidity of expression and elegance of form. ''^fresh-
ness of utterance was of less moment than perfection
of manner ; or as Pop© himself said :

True wit is TSfature to advantage dressed. ^What oft was thought but ne’er so well expressed.”

Literature had now become quite frankly ®
literature of the Town; we can tell, even more
accurately than in Shakespeare’s age, the manners
of the day, for in Pope’s own vers© the social hfe of
the time is reflected as in a camera dbscura. We
wander in the pleasure gardens where quality **

caroused and flirted : we note the frivolous ritual

of the boudoir, hear the tapping of the inevitable
snufl-box, from gallants resplendent in lace ruffles

;

we learn the drab story of Grub Street and its

denizens ; the jealousies and bickerings of authors,
and throughout it all there sounds the smug, com-
placent Deism which was as much a fashion of the
time as the fluttering fan of the ladies.

At the house of a linen-draper in Lombard Street
was bom, in 1688, a sickly and delicate child

—

Alexander Pope. His talent was of the precocious
order ; fashioned for a life of study, he knew no
other pleasure than that which comes from the
poring over books. Epics and tragedy he knocks
ofl readily while in his early teens, and throughout
his youth he reads, reads, reads—^Horner, Tasso,
Ariosto, Virgil, Ovid—classical and modern writers,

poetry, criticism, drama, either in the original or
in translation, until almost he dies of overmuch
study.

His great search is not the search of Paracelsus
for Truth ; it is for style. Wycherley, now in his

old age, acts as mentor to the ambitious young
man ; Pope smarts under his frank criticism, and
finally breaks with him.
But his promise has attracted Dryden—and

when yet on the threshold of manhood he com-
pleted his Essay on Criticism, the reading public

felt that a new star had arrived. What kind of

radiance the star would shed was another matter.

In appearance he was singularly unimpressive.

A body of miserable weakness was a heritage from
birth—^headaches from his mother and a crooked
figure from his father. In a moment of bitter in-

sight, Pope once spoke of “ that long disease, my
life,” while Swift said of him that “ two bites and
a sup more than your stint will cost you more than
others pay for a regular debauch.”
By middle hfe. Pope’s physical weakness was so

constant that he could not dress without aid. Cold
affected him so greatly that he was compelled to

wear a fur doublet under his coarse linen shirt.

When h© rose,” writes Johnson, he was invested
in boddices made of stiff canvas, being scarcely able to
hold himself erect till they were laced, and he then put
on a flannel waistcoat. One side was contracted. His
legs were so slender that he enlarged their bulk with
three pairs of stockings, which were drawn on and off

by the maid.”

Nor did disabilities end here. He came of Papist
stock in days when English Catholics were con-

demned to pay double taxation. His lather was
no more than a minor London merchant. The
boy’s education was of the most misceUsneous
description. “ Small Latin and less Greek ” seems
an odd description to apply to so famous a trans-

lator of Homer—^yet it was true.

What fate did not deny to the man, Alexander

f
Pope, was an all-dommating love for the craft of

poetry. According to the light which was given
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him, Pope was never content with less than the

polished best.

came of a Roman Catholic family, and
^ring his early years there was no Faith that

stood more in the way of a man’s worldly advance^

ment than that. His education was fragmentary

and superficial, and aU of it that mattered he imbibed

for himself, not from the seminary near Winchester,

whither for a time he had gone.V:^|^rown on hia

resource's sickly in tKidy and lonely^ in spirit,

fouriil^ri^ 'nifiCTlcTight in books ; and these he, read,«-

as he tells us, “ like “a boy gathering flowers in the

fields just-a&ihey-felt Hs way."” He was'extrem^y
precocious, and “ hsped in numbers from an early

age,” «^is earliest work, a set of Pastorals, was
quite m^the fashion of the day^With the usual con-

ventional Strephons and Daphnes, and orthodox
Pagan deities in an English religious setting of tho

most artificial type The verse is uninspired but
carefully modulated. There was never anything

slipshod about Pope’s work, and the book attracted

favourable notice. In his next publication, the

Essay on CrUicism, he found himself, his public,

and fame, ^^his was followed in 1712 by The Rape
of the Lock. The artificial tone of the age, the
frivolous aspect of femininity, is nowhej^ more ex-

quisitely pictured than in this poeim^ It is the

epic of triflings ; a page torn from the petty,

pleasure seeking life of a fashionable beauty ; the

mise-en-seSne the toilet chamber and the card table.

In short, the veritable apotheosis in literary guise

of scent, patches, and powder.
From The Rape of Hie Loch to Windsor Forest^ is

from Pope at his happiest to Pope at his worst.

Pope’s rhapsody on scenic charm is a melancholy
thing. Far more interesting is his translation of

the lhad of Homer.
Quite apart from its literary merits, this transla-

tion, the fruit of ten years’ arduous labour, is a
remarkable achievement for one of Pope’s delicate

health and limited knowledge of Greek. Bentley’s

caustic criticism of it as “ a very pretty poem, Mr.

Pope, but not Homer,” is one hard to traverse, for

the Homeric breadth and vigour was ill-suited to

the fastidious niceties of Pope’s muse, but it has
never militated against its popular success. For
“ a pretty poem ” it certainly is ; rich in fehcities

of the eighteenth-century pattern.

The Iliad was published in six volumes, for which
Lintot, the publisher, paid £200 a volume, in addi •

tion to furnishing a large number of free copies for

the subscribers. These numbered five hundred
and seventy-five, and they took six hundred and
fifty-four sets at a guinea a volume. The Odyssey
brought Pope in £3500, after considerable sums
had been paid to assistants. So that rather more
than £9000 was netted by tho author alone In
addition, Lintot made a fortune.

By the year 1718 Pope was in a position of inde
pendence, and was able to take the house at Twick •

enham which is always so closely associated with
his memory. The spot had much to recommend it.

Both by road and river it was within easy reach of

London. The poet’s friends could readily come
down for a chat. The plot of land around the

house was large enough to secure absolute peace.

Within a few years the ideal of graceful symmetry,
which is so characteristic alike of Pope and his age,
pervaded every part of the garden. Some well-
known hnes by Pope himself suggest a lively picture
of the place where half of the witty wisdom of the
early eighteenth century was born.

His garden next your admiration all

On every side you look, behold the wall-
No pleasing intricacies intervene,
No artful wildness to perplex the Scene
Grove nods at grove, each alley has a brother,
And half the platform just reflects the other.**

If a less ordered picture is preferred, there is a
little sketch by Horace Walpole which may be
quoted

;

* Pope had twisted and twirled and harmonised this, till

it appeared two or three sweet little lawns, opening and
opening one beyond another, and the whole surrounded
with Unpenetrable woods.**

Here Swift, Bolingbroke, Congreve, and Gay were
wont to exchange wit and wisdom and, perchance,

to forge the weapons which were to be used in the

war with the Dunces—the war which was waged
on behalf of a single valueless Truth

:

Out with it, Dunciad : let the secret pass.
That secret to each fool—^that he's an ass,’

Here strange schemes were proposed and dis-

cussed for the launching of these literary shafts

upon the wandering world. The early spurious

editions of the Dunciad, for instance ; the simul-

taneous publication in Dublin and London, and the

like. Here it was that Bolingbroke sketched the

first rough philosophical propositions eventually

polished into the Essay on Man. And here it was
that Pope, with only the silence for company, wove
the tiny slips of paper upon which he was wont to

jot his disjointed ideas into an harmonious whole.

** Now backs of letters, though design’d

For those who more will need ’em.

Are fill’d with hints and interlin’d

Himself will scarcely read ’em.

Each atom by some other struck

All turns and motions tries.

Till in a lump together stuck
Behold a poem rise.”

Lastly, it was at Twickenham, on May 30, 1744,

that the restless spirit of the poet finally quitted

the world which it had never loved. The bruised

body was buried in Twickenham church. The
better part of the man—^his work—^is with us still

in the form of the pithy couplets in which Alexander

Pope embodied the crystal-hard w'isdom of his age

and The Rape of Che Loch

ttts Work Inklubncb and Signieioance

IN Literatubb

""S^llthe three poems in which Pope is emphatically

the spokesman of his age are The Rape of the

Loch, picturing its frivolities; the Dunciad, un-

veiling its squitlor ; the Essay on Man, echoing its

philosophyi^His own attitude towards literature

is nicely expressed in the Essay on Criticism, where

the merits and limitations of the eighteenth-cen-

tury school of poetry are clearly exhibited. What
they admire, what they dislike, is patent to themost

casual reader The neatness of bis rapier wit is
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barppifer shown Eh^e pacing aUnsion to the churlish 3> I -the poor Indian, whose untutored mfiidr

old eritio John Dennis (1667-1734), author of a Sees God m clouds, and hears Hun m the wind.” i

tragedy, Appius and Virginia :

But Appius reddens at each word you speak.**

Of his work as a whole it may he said that he was
a master of literary mosaic. There is nothing of

the easy breadth and vigour of Oryden in his satiric

cal verse ; on the other hand, he excelled his pre-

decessor in exquisite finish and in detailed touches^

His poems have no solidarity or homogeneity, with

the exception, perhaps, of The Rape of the Lock,

Rather may they be likened to polished fragments,

cunningly fitted in to form a whole, and remarkable

for workmanship rather than integral beauty.

Using the Brydenean couplet, he imparted to it

a gossamerlike delicacy of touch, that more than

compensated for the lack of strength. If at times

the glitter and sparkle fade into dullness, the occa-

sions are comparatively rare, and the amazing thing

is that he sustained his mercurial smartness and
aptness for so long. There are^Jew graces of style

beyond crispness and lightness. The ^l^uties,

though abundant, are of the obvious kind.'^^o one
can dress up a commonplace sentiment or humdrum
thought in finer clothes than he ; but there is no
hint in his work of high imagination, of subtle fancy,

no sense of mystery, no romance, no depth of feel-

ing, no greatness of impulse. In the era that fol-

lowed, the deficiencies of Pope in this respect were
so glaring as to call down on him undeserved con-

tempt. With Jane Austen, we must grant him the
“ two inches of ivory,” and within these limitations

there is no more sklful artist. If he is not to be
reckoned with the master-spirits of English litera-

ture, he was at any ra^ an incomparable craftsman
and a delightful wit.'^JAnd that is no small matter

Avoid extremes ; and shun the fault of such
Who still are pleased too little or too much.
At every trifle acorn tq take offence,

That always shows great pride, or little sense
Those heads, as stomachs, are not sure the best.
Which nauseate all, and nothing can digest.

Yet let not each gay turn thy rapture move 3

For fools admire, but men of sense approve -

As things seem large which we through mists descry.
Dullness is ever apt to magnify.
Some foreign writers, some our own despise 5

The ancients only, or the moderns prize.

Thus wit, like faith, by each man is applied
To one small sect, and all are damned beside.
Meanly they seek the blessing to confine.
And force that sun but on a part to shine,
Which not alone the southern wit sublimes,
But ripens spirits in cold northern climes

;

Which from the first has shone on ages past,
Enlights the present, and shall warm the last j
Though each may feel increases and decays,
And see now clearer and now darker days.
Regard not, then, if wit be old or new.
But blame the false, and value still the true.”^

Eye Nature’s walks, shoot folly as it flies.

And catch the manners living as they rise

;

Laugh where we must, be candid where we can.
But vindicate the ways of God to man.”

* Hope spring eternal in the human breast

;

Man never is, but always to be blest.
The soul, uneasy, and confin’d from home,
R^ts and expatiates in a life to come.

Basag on Oritieism^

Pretty ! in amber to observe the forms
Of hairs, or straws, or dirt, or grubs, or worms I

The things we know, are neither rich nor rare.
But wonder how the devil they got there.**^

‘® Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer.

And without sneering teach the rest to sneer g

Willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike.

Just hmt a fault, and hesitate dislikeo”

Eternal smiles his emptiness betray.

As shallow streams run dimpling all the way.’*

While pensive poets painful vigils keep.
Sleepless themselves to give their readers sleep.**

And gentle Dullness ever loves a joke.”

The right divine of kings to govern wrong.” 3

Among minor verse writers of the age are the
sturdy Whig, Samuel Garth (1661-1719), the physi-

cian whose Dispensary (1699) is an amusing de-

scription of a doctor’s quarrel, written in the versifi-

cation of Dryden, with a fair amount of the master’s
skill

;
unfortunate Sir Richard Blacemore, also a

physician, with a taste for rhetonc which brought
him continual ridicule from the wits of the time.

His piety and Whiggery pleased Addison, and one
of his poems, GreaZion, is a respectable piece of

work but his talents were not such as to procure
the approbation of his fellows, and they were in-

sufficient to please those who came after. Con-
greve was a song writer of the Restoration t3q)e,

and could hold his own with craftsmen like Sedley

and Dorset. Ambrose Philips, rejoicing in the

nickname of ** Namby-Pamby,” sufficiently indi-

cates thereby the character of his muse. Tickell,
an Oxford man, and, like Philips, a friend of Addison,
wrote two good elegies on his friend, and had the

gift of sonorous verse. John Byrom, a North of

England physician, was a vigorous and dexterous

versifier, though perhaps posterity will more grate-

fully acclaim him as the first teacher of a good
system of shorthand.
From these men we may turn to two of greater

weight and power—^Matthew Prior, the father of

English “ light verse,” and John Gay, a whimsical
and delightful versifier of Town and its ways.
Matthew Prior, “ beloved by every Muse,” was

a Dorset man, born near Wimborne in 1664, who by
the generosity of an uncle was educated at West-
minster School, and at St. John’s College, Cam.
bridge, under the patronage of the Earl of Dorset.

During this period he collaborated with Charles

Montagu, in The Town Mouse and the Country
Mouse, a burlesque on The Hind and the Panther of

Dryden. On leaving Cambridge several diplomatic

appointments were conferred upon him, including

that of Secretary of State in Ireland (1697), and
Under-Secretary of State in England (1699). Two
years later he was elected member for East Grin-

stead, at this time changing his political coat from
Whig to Tory. The Tories made him Commissioner
of Customs (1711-14), during which time he took
some part in formulating the Peace of Utrecht,

and was Queen Anne’s ambassador at Paris until

^ Bssay on Man, 3 Epistle to Dr, Afbuthnot,
s TheDunoiad*
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filer death. In 1715 he was impeached and for two
years imprisoned.

Having made £4000 by the publication of a folio

edition of his works in 1719, Lord Harley added a

similar sum in order to make some provision for

Prior’s old age ;
unfortunately. Prior only lived

two years to enjoy his good fortune, dying in 1721.

Prior wrote two long poems : Solomon on the

Vanity of the World, and Alma, or the Progress of the

Mind,
Alma is Hudibrastio in method, but is far from

successful, and gives little impression of the real

strength of the writer as a maker of verse.

Solomon follows Dryden in its use of the heroic

couplet f it is agreeable in parts, but the subject is

not in reality congenial with the pleasant, super-

ficial, whimsical attitude most characteristic of

Prior.

Prior’s reputation rests almost entirely upon his

slighter efforts. He is an expert in the making of

literary souffli, and no one better than he could

fiing off some audacious trifle, or dainty sentimen-

tality. The airy deftness of his touch is dehcious,

and deludes the reader at times into rating him as

merely a light-hearted jester. But he is more than

a professional jester, he is a true humorist, with a

sense of tears as well as of laughter, as witness

the “ Lines written in the beginning of Mezeray’s

H%story of Francef^ and throughout aU his bright

and tender whimsicalities there runs a cheerful,

tolerant outlook on life.

Solomon, oa the Vanity or- Human Wishes

If the great master will descend to hear

The humble series of his handmaid’s care ;

O I while she tells it, let him not put on
The look that awes the nations from the throne

!

0 ! let not death severe in glory lie

In the king’s frown and terror of his eye !

Mine to obey, thy part is to ordain ;

And, though to mention be to suffer pain.

If the king smile whilst I my woe recite.

If weeping, I find favour in his sight.

Flow fast my tears, full rising his delight,

0 ’ witness earth beneath, and heaven above !

For can I hide it ? I am sick of love ;

If madness may the name of passion bear.

Or love be called what is indeed despair.

Thou Sovereign Power, whose secret will controls

The inward bent and motion of our souls '

Why hast thou placed such infinite degrees

Between the cause and cure of my disease ?

The mighty object of that raging fire

La which unpitied, Abra must expire.

To Chloe

What I ^eak, my fair Chloe, and what I write, shows
The difference there is betwixt Nature and Art

;

1 court others in verse, but I love thee in pros© ;

And they have my whimsies, but thou hast my heart.

The god of us verse-men—you know, Child—the Sun,
How after his journeys he set up his rest

;

If at morning o’er earth ’tis his fancy to run.

At night he reclines on his Thetis’s breast.

So when I am weary -with wandering all day.
To thee, my dehght, in the evening I come

;

No matter what beauties I saw in my way,
They were but my visits, but thou art my home.

John Gay was bom in 1685 at Barnstaple in

Devon, and lost both his parents when ten years

old. Coming oi an impoverished family, he tried
his fortune as apprentice to a London silk mercer,
and later on drifted (by one of those lucky tides
that carried him, despite his lazy self, into comfort-
able harbours) into a secretaryship to the Duchess
of Monmouth. He had a rich gift for vivid descrip-
tion

—

a> rural scene or the dehghts of the town, it

mattered not to Gay ; he could do either equally
well.

Lacking the originality of Prior, he had a goodly
share of humour, considerable technical skill,

whether in turning out the favourite couplet of the
time, or evolving a lyric. In fact, his good, all-

round power and attractive mamier compensated
for his singular ineptitude in turning his fortune to
better account. Among his best works may be
noted Rural Sports ; Trivia, or the Art of Walking
the Streets of London ; the famous Black-Eyed
Susan ; the equally agreeable if less well known
lyrics

—

PhiUeda, and ^Twas when the Seas were
Roaring ; and some capital Fables,

“ A soft and civil companion,” said Johnson of

him, truly enough. Easy good humour marks
both Prior and Gay. They are typical products of

their age, genuine artists in their way
; and modest

as that way might be, rarely dull save when they
tried to be serious, taking life in the spirit of

Horace’s carpe diem philosophy.

The Strand

Thro* the long Strand together let us stray

:

With thee conversing I forget the way.
Behold that narrow street which steep descends.
Whose bmlding to the shmy shore extends ;

Here ArundeVa fam’d structure rear’d its fame.
The street alone retains an empty name

;

Where Titian’s glowing paint the canvas warm’d.
And RaphaeVs fair design, with judgment, charm’d.
Now hangs the bellman’s song, and pasted here
The colour’d prints of Overton appear.
Where statues breath’d, the works of Phidias* hands,
A wooden pump, or lonely watch-hoas© stands.

There Essex' stately pile adorn’d the shore,

There CedVs, Bedford^ ^ Vilhers', now no more.
Yet Burlington's fair palace still remains j/
Beauty within, without proportion reigns.

Beneath his eye declining art revives.

The wall with animated picture lives ;

There Handel stnkes the string?, the melting strain

Transports the soul, and tliiilL thro' every vein

;

There oft I enter (but with cleaner shoes),

For BurUngiorCs belov’d by ev’ry Muse. -

St. Clement’s

Where the fair columns of St. Clement stand.

Whose straiten’d bounds encroach upon the Strand ;

Where the low penthouse bows the walker’s head.

And the rough pavement wounds the yielding tread

Where not a post protects the narrow space.

And strung in twines, combs dangle in thy face s

Summon afc once thy courage, rouse thy care.

Stand firm, look back, be resolute, beware.

Forth issuing from steep lanes, the collier’s steeds

Drag the black load ; another cart succeeds,

Team follows team, crouds heap’d on crouds appear

And wait impatient till the road grow clearr

Now all the pavement sounds with tramping feet,

And the mixt hurry barricades the street.

Entangled here, the waggon’s lengthen’d team
Cracks the tough harness ; here a pond’rous beam
Lies overturn’d athwart for slaughter fed

Here lowing buiioeks raise their homM head.
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Now oaths grow loud, with coaches coaches jar,

And the smart blow provokes the sturdy war ;

From the high box they whirl the thong around.

And with the twining lash their shins resound

;

Their rage ferments, more dangerous wounds they try.

And the blood gushes down their painful eye.

And now on foot the frowning warriors light.

And with their ponderous fists renew the fight

;

Blow answers blow, their cheeks are smear’d with blood.

Till down they fell, and grapplmg roll in mud.

’Tis woman that seduces all mankind

'

By her we first were taught the wheedling arts.'**

*• If the heart of a man is depress’d with cares.

The mist is dispell’d when a woman appears,’®

The fly that sips treacle is lost in the sweets,” ^

’’ When yet was ever found a mother
Who’d give her booby for another ? ” 2

With Prior to reflect the careless urbanities and
semi-cynical moods of the day, Gay to mirror its

manners and outward show, we have two excellent

guides, after Pope, to the life of eighteenth-century

London.
Three poets of the time stand apart from their

fellows, as marking the transitional spirit between
the school of Dryden and Pope and the Romantic
movement in verse that started with Thomson’s
Seasons. Edward Young, Thomas Parnell, and
Lady Winchelsea stood to some extent for the new
spirit ; in their treatment of external nature they

belonged more to the Romantic than to the Critical

movement. Lady Winchelsea, for instance, was
singled out for commendation by Wordsworth be^

cause of her Nocturnal Reverie. Parnell made a
notable break away from the eternal couplet of the

time, and Young, for all his pretentiousness, showed
a gloomy gravity quite different from the easy-going

sententiousness of Pope and his school.

It is probable, however, that none of these were
conscious of any innovating tendencies. The dif-

ference in tone is due rather to temperamental

pecuharities than to any deliberate change of
literary attitude. Young, in his Universal Passion
(1725-8), proved almost as skilful a satirist as
Pope himself. His most characteristic work is the
Night Thov^ghtSf a lengthy poem of sententious re-

flection, showing considerable technical skill in his
management of blank verse, but is handicapped by
a stilted, theatrical phraseology.

Parnell, like Young, suffered vicissitudes and
disappointments, that are found reflected in his
verse. More varied than Young, he achieved some
excellent translations, and showed freshness and
observation as well as metrical power, in The
Night-piece on Death and Hymn to Contentment.

Lady Winchelsea (1660-1725) was closely in

touch with the literary wits of the age—indeed
she is Pope’s Ardelia—and presents a curious and
sometimes piquant mixture of the old and the new
in her methods. While not sufficiently original to
break away from the literary conventions of her
time, she none the less had a more genuine feeling

for nature, and was far truer and more sincere in

her pictures of natural scenery than any of her
contemporaries. In some respects The Nocturnal
Reverie is better entitled to be regarded as the
pioneer of the Nature poetry of the new age than
even Thomson’s Seasons ; it is less rhapsodical,

less conventional in its phraseology. If we give

Thomson the preference, it is because of a greater

ambition in his effort, a more conscious effort to

leave the methods of the day.

It is quite evident that we have come to the
parting of the ways. Before leaving it, let us recall

the solid merits of the school that were undervalued
and slighted rather unfairly by the brilliant critics

of the Romantic period ; these in particular, the
finished art of its satire ; the creation of a delight-

ful type of butterfly poetry in the vers de sociite;

above all, the clarity and succinctness introduced
into English verse.

II. PROSE : (a) The Pioneers of the Essay. (6) The Great Essayists (Addison—Steele—Defoe—Swift).

(c) Lesser Prose Writers.

(a) THE PIONEERS OE THE ENGLISH ESSAY

Among the great Elizabethan writers there are
suggestions here and there of a plainer, simpler,

more straightforward prose. Bacon in his Essays,
and Jonson in his Discoveries, diverge certainly at
times from the elaborate Elizabethan pattern,

wrought to such cunning perfection by men like

Browne, and Burton, and Sir Walter Raleigh.

None the less, the prose as a whole is the prose of

an age of poetry, and even in the plainer writers,

rhetoric is never far away ; but the prose of the
new age is far better adapted to an age richer in
political and philosophic speculation than to poetry

;

in the art of critical exposition and journalistic

realism than in work of creative imagination.
Cowley may be regarded as the initial pioneer of

the new movement. He is a pioneer by no means
certain of his medium, nor even constant to it

;
yet,

^ Beggar's Opera.
2 The Mother, the Nurse, and the Fairy,

both in his essays and his Discourse concerning the

Government of Oliver Cromwell (1661), the change of

literary attitude is clearly apparent.

There is no saying shocks me so much as that which
I hear very often, ‘ that a man does not know how to
pass his time.' It would have been but ill spoken by
Methuselah in the nine hundred and sixty-ninth year of
his life, so far it is from us, who have not time enough
to attain to the utmost perfection of any part of any
science, to have cause to complain that we are forced
to be idle for want of work. But this, you will say, is

working for the learned others are not capable either
of the employment or divertisements that arrive from
letters. I know they are not i and therefore cannot
much recommend solitude to a man totally illiterate.

But, if any man be so unlearned as to want entertain-
ment of the little intervals of accidental solitude which
frequently occur in almost all conditions (except the
very meanest of the people, who have business enough
in the necessary provisions of life), it is truly a great
shame both to ms parents and himself ; for a very small
portion of any ingenious art will stop up all those gaps
of our time { either music, or painting, or designing, or
chemistry, or history, or gardening, or twenty other
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ehingSp will do it useMly and pleasantly -i and if he
happen to set his affections upon poetry (which I do
not advise him too immoderately)’ that will over-do it

'

no wood will be thick enough to hide him from the
importunities of company or busmess, which would
ab&ract him from his beioved=” ^

Dryden’s importance in the domain of prose is

even more remarkable than in that of verse, and
this for reasons which will be quite obvious to all

students of his work*. His peculiar gifts—^his ease,

his force, his clearness, his intellectual vigour—are

quahties more serviceable in prose, and especially

serviceable at this stage in the history of our litera-

ture, when prose had suffered from over-riotous

living.

His well-known Essay on Dramatic Poesy was
begun about 1665, and quite apart from its brilliant

analysis of dramatic principles, it is ‘'a model of

the new prose,” without which we should fail to

appreciate those qualities that went to build up
the English Essay of the eighteenth century.

Of this Essay there are thiee editions, all clearly

showing the pains taken by the critic in the direction

of clarity and correctness.

In his early prose Com4ille probably was the

dominant formative influence some critics have
seen in his later work the influence of Montaigne.

However this may be, the essay model of Mon-
taigne seems persistent, and he certainly did much
to rouse general interest in the Essay as a form of

literary production.

Dryden*s prose is nearly always strong, flexible,

and delightfully straightforward. The epithet
** Glorious ”—^so long attached to him—^may seem to

some as somewhat curious, for great as his powers
were, they lacked that touch of high imagination

which would reconcile us to the term. But in

granting the phrase in terms of breadth rather than

depth, we may assuredly say “ Amen ” to it. If

he does not range from heaven to earth, from earth

to heaven, his terrestrial range is one of extra-

ordinary variety.

* I will not excuse, but Justify myself for one pre-

tended crime for which I am liable to be charged by
false critics, not only in this translation, but in many
of my original poems, that I Latinise too much. It

is true that when I 6nd an English word significant and
sounding. I neither borrow from the Latin or any other

language ; but when I want at home I must seek abroad.

If sounding words are not of our growth and manu
facture, who shaU hinder me to import them from a
foreign country ? I carry not out the treasure of >the

nation which is never to return ; but what I bring from
Italy I spend in England ; here it remains, and here it

circulates ; for if the coin be good, it will pa^ from one
hand to another I trade both with the living and the

dead for the enrichment of our native language. We
have enough in England to supply our necessity , but
if we will have thhigs of magnificence and splendour, we
must get them by commerce. . . * But every man cannot
distinguish betwixt pedantry and poetry ; every man,
therefore, is not fit to innovate.” *

Sir WiLiiiAM Temple, son of Sir John Temple,

Master of the Rolls in Ireland, was born in 1628,

educated at Cambridge, and became a member of

the Irish Barliament in 1660 He travelled con

siderabiy on the Continent and was British Ambas
sador at the Hague for many years, during which

^ Essay on tSoUtude.- " Essay on Dramatic Poesyr
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he negotiated the marriage of William of Orange
and the Princess Maryc On his return to England
in 1679, Charles II took him into his confidence in
diplomatic arrangements, but Temple, not feeling
that he could agree on all points with his Sovereign,
thought it wiser to retire to his house at Sheen, and
afterwards toMoor Park, with Swift as his secretary,
and occupy his leisure in essay writing and garden-
ing. His wife, the famous Dorothy Osborne, that
most delightfiil and natural of letter writers, pre-
deceased him. Sir William died in 1699.

His Essays on various subjects—^Health, Gout,
Gardening, and Poetry—are written in a clear, agree-
able, unaflected style, rising at times to a rhythmic
beauty, as in the Essay on Poetry, They certainly
show that the ease and intimacy of the new school
need not be divorced from dignity and chanuc

Op Poetry

I know very well that many who pretend to be wise
by the forms of being grave are apt to despise both
poetry and music as toys and trifles too light for the use
or entertainment of serious men : but whoever And
themselves wholly insensible to these charms, would, I
think, do well to keep their own counsel, for fear of re-
proaching their own temper, and bringing the goodness of
their natures, if not of their understandmgs into question

;

it may be thought at least an ill sign, if not an ill consti-
tution. since some of the fathers went so far as to esteem
the love of music a sign of predestination ; as a thing
divine and reserved for the felicities of heaven itself.

While thisworld lasts, I doubt not but the pleasures and
requests of these two entertainments will do so too ; and
happy those that content themselves with these, and
any other so easy and innocent ; and do not trouble
the world, or other men, because they cannot be quite
themselves, though nobody hurts them I When all is

done, human life is at the greatest and the best but
like a froward child that must be played with and
humoured a httle to keep it quiet till it falls asleep and
then the care is over.

Temple’s contemporary, Lord BLa-LITax (George

Savile), was a Yorkshireman, bom at Thornhill in

1633. For his share in the Restoration he was
created Baron Savile and Viscount Halifax in 1668,

and was the chief dissentient to the bill for exclud-

ing the Duke of York from the succession. Twice
made Lord Privy Seal, he was forced to resign in

1690, and died in 1696.

Halifax was a political force as well as a man of

letters; achieved fame with his pamphlet The
Character of a Trimmer

y

which indicates accurately

his own political attitude • became famous as a
parliamentary speaker; and in a volume of Mis^
cellanies (c. 1688), which contained essays on various

subjects and a few notable pamphlets, showed
grace, lucidity- and terseness. He writes more like

the man of the world than Temple, and his aphor-

isms have a pleasant, satirical flavour, as that on
An Empty Woman

:

“ Such an on© is seldom

serious but with her tailor
;
” or this, ** You may

love your children without living in the nursery.”^

In all these writers the influence of Montaigne is

very marked, none more so perhaps than in Halifax,

who had no small measure of Montaigne’s happy
faculty for metaphor.

Of other famous contemporaries, forerunners of

the great prose age, Tillotson and Bunyan, I speak

elsewhere. Bunyan really stands by himsel-f fiiero
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are no traces of foreign models and classical influ-

ences in He is the child of Puritanism, and
the Bible and his own native genius are the only-

outstanding factors. That is why he was treated in

the last phase of the Renascence, rather than in

the flrst phase of the classical reaction.

(6) THE GREAT ESSAYISTS

Joseph Addison (1672-1719)

Speaking of the statue set up to Addison in

Westminster Abbey, Macaulay has said s

** Such a mark of national respect was due to the un-
sullied statesman, to the accomplished scholar, to the
man of pure English eloqu^ce, to the consummate

vb&inter of life and mamiers>yIt was due, above all, to

'-^he great satirist who alone knew how to use ridicule

without abusing it; who, without inflicting a wound,
efleeted a great social reform, and who reconciled wit
with virtue after a long and disastrous separation,

during which wit had been led astray by profligacy and
virtue by fanaticism.”

The eulogy is remarkable, but few would deny
its essential justice.

Long after feudalism had perished as a political

force, it lingered on as a social and literary influ-

ence. Intensely individualistic as was the spirit

of the Renascence, it left untouched by its anti-

feudal tendencies, many old customs. Sentiment
at the Restoration favoured the continuance and
vitality of these survivals—ancient habits of thought
and life. So looking at the hfe of the period, we
can detect two contrary currents of opinion, the

one fed by puritanism, the other by feudalism. At
a later period, the trends of thought which we
designate Liberalism and Conservatism arose from
these. But there have always existed, ever since

mediaeval times, the two camps. Neither has con-

quered its enemy. Each has modified the other.

And the greatest masters of our literature have
been those who have wrung from both their measure
of fruitfulness. The best instincts of the nation
had recoiled alike from the narrow rigidity of the
Puritan ideal and the shallow self-indulgence of

the Restoration hedonists. In religious matters
they had found a via media ; they now sought one
in their social and political life. In this work of

reconciliation it is hard to overestimate the influence

of Joseph Addison.
Born May 1, 1672, he went to school at the

Charterhouse, leaving that in 1687 for Queen’s
College, Oxford. Later on he was associated with
Magdalen College; and the picturesque walk by
the Cherwell, with its formal line of elm-trees and
air of serene repose, remains as a reminder of the
quiet, studious scholar. His scholastic reputation
became considerable, and Johnson warmly praised
his Latin poem.
The star of Congreve was rising, that of Dryden

declining, at this time ; and Congreve, it is said,

introduced Addison to Montague, Chancellor of the
Exchequer. Addison wrote a poem to the King in
1695, and dedicated a Latin poem on the Peace
of Ryswick (1697) to Montague himself. This was
pleasantly acknowledged by a pension of £300
obtained for the youthful poet by Montague. This
enabled him to travel abroad and enrich his educa-

tion. From the account of his wanderings through
France and Italy, it is clear that he is mom
interested in classic associations than in scenic
beauties, and that he views Catholic practices with
an impatience and austerity almost Miltonic.
Clearly this cultured loyalist has something of the
Puritan in his constitution. On his return to
England, he remained for a considerable time with-
out employment, but when the Whigs came into
favour, Addison’s lot became happier. Then came
a period of preferments and of official poetry which
need not concern us here. His poetry was never
great at any time, though graceful, scholarly, and
facile. He had the gift of friendship, and by his

social qualities attracted towards himself many
illustrious men, veryj divergent in temperament.
Among them were Steele and Swift. Of Swift he
thought very highly, and to him dedicated a copy
of his Italian Travels :

To the most agreeable companion, the truest friend,
and the greatest genius of his age.^^

Pope has declared that Addison spent much of

his time at coffee-houses with his friends, a habit
which Pope hunself found mjurious to health. It

is probable that Addison’s social proclivities led

him into habits of intemperance, which probably
shortened his life. But there is no doubt that
“ Canary wine and Barbadoes water ” frequently

unlocked a flood of rich eloquence and fine sugges-

tion. One recalls the witty saying of Coleridge,

that some men are like musical glasses
; you offiy

get the finest tones from them when they are wet.’*

He was an excellent talker ; scarcely an effective

conversationalist. He belonged to the genus of

Coleridge and Carlyle rather than that of Hazlitt

and Macaulay.
Steele and Addison were educated at the same

school, and were friends at Oxford. But while

Addison shaped as the good httle boy,” Steele’s

career suggested a collegiate Harry Sandford.

Throughout life he reminds one rather of Thomas
Nash or Robert Greene, those famous Elizabethan
Bohemians, for, like them, “ sinning and repent-

ing,” he spent most of his days. But he is a shade
less impetuous than those worthies, and the puritan

element which showed up unexpectedly in Greene
was very clearly discernible in Steele’s work. A
fine portrait is given of him in Esmond,
In April 1709 Steele started the Tatler, Addison

contributed a few papers to the earlier numbers,
but not till the eighty-first number did he become
a frequent contributor.

Of Addison’s help, Steele remarked : When I

hafi once called him in I could not subsist without
dependence on him.”
The Taller started by detailing news mingled

with essays and stories and dramatic criticism. It

was through the influence of Addison that the essay

became the most important constituent,

January 2, 1711, saw the death of the Taller^

and the following March 1, the birth of the Spectator,

It ran for 555 numbers, continuing until December 6,

1712. The essay, which had proved so great a
success in the Toiler^ became the one ingredient of

the Spectator, The sobriety and moderation dis-
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played by the writers, the humour, the genial

moralising, these qualities made for the stupendous

success of the journal. It has been well said that

“ the Spectator made a mark in English literature,

and fixed a form which was adopted with servile

fidelity by many periodicals till the end of the

centuryo”

In his supreme characterisation—the mellow Sir

Roger de Coverley—all that is finest in the old

feudalism finds expression.

Steele sketches him in the second Spectator;

but he is most richly embroidered in the fifteen

Spectators by Addison, where Sir Roger is intro-

duced in his own country house.

After journalism came playwriting. Cato was
produced at Drury Lane, and despite its dramatic

tameness, scored a great success. Pope had
written an elegant prologue for it, and Swift, it is

said, attended one of the rehearsals.

Then came another period of essay writing, this

time for the Guard/ian^ the successor to the Spec-‘

tator^ In August 1716 he married the Countess of

Warwick. The marriage was not a happy one,

and, according to Johnson, resembled the marriage

in which a Sultan gives his daughter a man to be

her slave ; and it has been said, “ Holland House,

although a large house, could not contam Addison,

the Countess of Warwick, and one guest—^Peaoe.”

In 1718 his health began to break, and he retired

on a good pension, with literary work on hand
(though apparently of no great interest) which he
never completed. A quarrel with his old friend

Steele—^largely due to the fact that another had
supplanted him in Addison’s estimation—em-
bittered his remaining months. The quarrel was
never made up.

In June 1719 asthma, which had plagued him all

his life, returned; then dropsy supervened. He
died on the 17th, at Holland House, at the age of

forty-seven.

His Work

character and genius of Addison are best

e^mplified in the pages of the Spectator, It

is hard to better the comment of his latest biog-

rapher, Mr. Courthope, that he “may be said to

have almost created and wholly perfected English

prose as an instrument for the expression of social

thought.” If we compare Addison’s prose with the

prose of Milton or Hooker or Bacon, we shall

realise the delightful plasticity, the delightful

nuances of m^d and fancy for which Addison finds

expression.^^he earlier stylists were rich in elo-

quence, and in the gift of noble declamation ; but
they speak in full dress from, as it were, a rostrum.

-

In the Toiler and Spectator^ we have the bepnning
j

of that genial intimacy of the writer with the I

reader, which was to find so rare a following at a j

later time in Elia, in Hazlitt, and in Thackeray. 1

Indebted to the great writers who preceded him,

Addison, none the less, has a manner quite his

own; and it is obvious how deep are the obliga-

tions of the modem generation of essayists, in

whom the personal note is predominant.
With all this flexibility and ease there is no

dipshod writing. So fastidious is his workmanship.

that, according to Warton, he would stop the pressi,

on occasion, to alter a preposition or conjunction.
Thus for the manner. For the matter, the happy
blend of the Puritan spirit and the Renascence
spirit proved greatly to the taste of his country-
men. There had been moralists before in plenty a

the stately moralist in Hooker ; the quaint moralist
in Sir Francis Bacon ; the fiery moralistin Milton.
Addison exemplified the happy moralist.>i^ I have,”
he said truly enough, “ brought philosophy out
of closet and libraries, schools and colleges, to
dwell at clubs and assembhes, at tea-tables and
im coffee-houses.’Vy
V^owhere is Addison more delightful than in
illustratin|; the contrast between the country and
town life^the clash of rural feudalism with urban
mannerS^An excellent commentary on the London
life of the day is furmshed by Sir Roger’s opinions
on matters theatrical, on Westminster Abbey,
on town fashions, where this fine old fellow leaves
the country house where he is seen to such ad-
vantage among his friends and retainer^ He
wishes to see the Prince “ Eugenio,” as he persists

in calling Prince Eugene • and he accompanies
the Spectator on the water to Spring Gardens, or to

the theatre to see The Distressed Mother played.
The Spectator was probably a picture of Addison

himself. He is a gentleman who, after studying
soberly and well at the University, betakes himself

to London, and there notes all the phases of life

to be observed; he listens to the wits at Wills’s;

smokes with “the philosopher of the Grecian,’^

maybe with the politician at the “ St. James’s,’*

aniwith the merchants in the “ Exchange.”
^^re in its picture of the town and country are

atmie materials for the modern novel of social life. \

Small wonder that, at a time when Richardson
was quietly performing his work as compositor,

and Fielding indulging in schoolboy exploits ; when
Smollett and Goldsmith and Sterne were yet un-

born, a public should be found for this picture of

con^^porary life and manners,
ya^n Pope, his bitter rival, said of him i

** His
conversation had something m it more charming
than I have foimd in any other man.”

The “ Spectator ” and its Social and
Literary Importance\^

The trend of the essays in the Spectator is thus

characterised by their author :
“ The great and

only end of these speculations is to banish vice and

iterance out of the territories of Great Britain.”

is the first attempt made by journalism to

give form and consistency to public opinion ; the

first serious effort made, in fact, to organise public

opinion by clarifying and systematising the infinite

discussimas that went on at the dubs and coffee-

hou^.
the outset Addison’s face is set against the

shameless licence and shallowness of Restoration

manners; he attacks the fashionable youths and
cynical men about town who are “ knight-errants

**

of vice.^o him they are “ a sort of vermin.” When
he wishes he can smite hard ; but his favourite mood
is a mood of delicate and playful satire, and here
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he is at his happiest. Swift is his superior at the

sledge'hammer work.

' The toilet,” he writes. is their great scene of

business, and the right enjoyment of their hair the
principal employment of their hves. The sortmg of a
suit of ribands is reckoned a very good morning’s work 3

q.nrl if they make an excursion to a mercer’s or a toy
shop, so great a fatigue makes them unfit for anything
else all the day after. Their more serious occupations
are sewing and embroidering, and their greatest drudgery
the preparation of jellies and sweetmeats. This, I say,

is the state of ordinary woman . though I know there are
multitudes of those of a more elevated life and con-
versation that move in an exalted sphere of knowledge
and virtue, that join all the beauties of mind to the
ornaments of dress, and inspire a kind of awe and respect,

as well as of love into their male beholders. I hope to
increase the number of these by pubhshmg this daily

paper . . . and divert the mmds of my female readers

feom greater trifles.”

Of Addison’s verse there is less to say. There is

little here that has survived the exacting criticism

of posterity. The Latm poems €ire brilliant exer-

cises—^nothing more ; while of the others, the

hymns alone impress the reader as work out of

the ordinary. Lacking the dehcate charm of a
Herbert, and the fine fervour of a Wesley, they
have a graciousness, a distinction, a sober beauty
of their own singularly pleasing. His plays have
no lasting quality about them. Neither he nor
Steele had the dramatic gift. Sentiment and
humour there is—especially in the opera of JBoso-

mond (1707) j
but his faculty of characterisation,

so happily displayed in the essays, finds no congenial

outlook in terms of the theatre. Cato, so famous
in his day, is one of the dullest plays ever written
by a great writer.

Richard STBEiiS (1672-1729)

Genial, impulsive, good-natured, improvident
** Dick ” Steele was the son of a Dublin attorney
who died when his son was five years old. Educated
at the Charterhouse with Addison, he proceeded to
Christ Church, and afterwards to Merton College,

Oxford, which he left without taking a degree.

Without counting the cost, Steele always did
that which appealed most strongly to his own
inclinations. The Battle of the Boyne was in the
air, and the fever of war fired his blood ; failing

to obtain a commission in the army, he enlisted as
a private in the Coldstream Guards, to the disgust
of his uncle, who disinherited him. He, however,
soon rose from the ranks and became the favourite
and secretary of his colonel. Lord Cutts, to whom
he dedicated The Procession (1695), some elegiac
verses written on the death of Queen Mary.

In 1701 he wrote The Christian Hero, ‘^to fix

upon my own mind a strong impression of virtue
and religion in opposition to a stronger propensity
towards unwarrantable pleasure.” The following
year, as a counterblast to his sermon, appeared
The Funeral; in 1704 The hying Lover, which
Steele said was damned for its piety ” ; The
Tender Hmhand in 1705, and after a lapse of
seventeen years. The Conscious Lovers, in which
3S4rs. Oldfield and Colley Cibber took parts.

Steele was twice married; his first wife died
shortly after their marriage, and left him an estate

in the West Indies. His second wife, his “dear
dear Prue,” appears to have been “ gey ill to live
with,” but as her brilliant husband was incorrigibly
extravagant and hopelessly erratic in his domestic
movements, she had perhaps some cause for her
irritable and peevish nature.

In 1707 Steele was appointed editor to the official

organ of the Government, the London Gazette, In
1709 he started, as we have seen, the Taller, and
later the Spectator and the Guardian, all of which
added to his fame as an essayist.

Steele also took an active part in the politics of
the day, and was twice chosen Member of Parlia-

ment ; an ardent supporter of the Hanoverian suc-
cession, he was knighted in 1715, the year in which
he received the patent for Drury Lane.
The last five years of his hfe were spent in retire-

ment on the borders of Wales. He had played
various parts on the stage of life, and had suffered

many vicissitudes, but he was hopeful and brave
to the end, and when paralysis seized him, although
unable to speak, we are told that he retained his

cheerful sweetness of temper to the last ; and would
often be carried out in a summer’s evening, when
the country lads and lasses were assembled at their

rural sports, and with his pencil, give an order on
his agent, the mercer, for a new gown for the best

dancer.” Thus he died at Carmarthen on Sep-

tember 1, 1729, and by his own wish was buried in

St. Peter’s church.

Steele’s journalistic work on the Tatler and
Spectator has been discussed already, when dealing

with Addison. He was too conscientious a moralist

in his writing to be a good playwright, and his

attempt to redeem the drama from the grossness

and licence of the Restoration drama, led him into

many sentimental ineptitudes. There is more
vitality in his plays than in those of Addison, but
he has nq^nae of construction, and as with Addison,
it is to his MJs^CCp's we'mus^ look for the rich expres-

sion of his genius.

Addison and Steele were admirably suited as

co-craftsmen, for each could give what the other

lacked. Steele brought to his work a wide experi-

ence of life, generous sympathies, and a sunny
humour; Addison brought a wide experience of

literature, a polished style, and just a pleasant

tang of acidity in his humour. Bogj^ggcajaaemlists

at heart, with much the same outlook on the society

o£. thoir day. Yet there were sufficient differences

in temperament and in gifts to be of real service,

in giving breadth and diversity to the work they
accomplished.

The Tatler

I went to visit Florimel, the vainest thing in town,
where I knew would drop in Colonel Picket, just come
from the camp, her professed admirer. He is of that
order of men who have much honour and merit, but
withal a coxcomb ; the other of that set of females,

who has innocence and wit, but the first of coquets. It

is easy to believe these must be admirers of each other.

She says the colonel rides the best of any man in England

;

the colonel says she talks the best of any woman. At
the same time, he understands wit just as she does
horsemanship. You are to know, these extraordinary
persons see each other daily ; and they themselves, as

well as the town, think it will be a match : but it can
never happen that they can come to the point 5 for.
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instead of addressing each other, they spend their whole

time in the reports of themselves he is satisfied if he

can convince her he is a fine gentleman, and a man of

consequence ;
and she in appearmg to him an accom-

plished lady and a wit, without further design. Thus

he tells her of his manner of posting his men at such a

pass with the numbers he commanded on that detach-

ment : she tells him how she was dressed on such a day

at court, and what offers were made her the week follow-

ing. She seems to hear the repetition of his men*s

names with admiration, and waits only to answer him
with as false a muster of lovers. They talk to each

other, not to be informed, but approved. Thus they are

so hke that they are to be ever distant, and the parallel

imes may run together for ever, but never meet.

Daniel Dbeoe (c. 1660-1—1731)

To many people Defoe is chiefly known as the

author of Bohinson Crusoe (1719), and a few other

tales dealing with low life. And yet, fiction was
merely an incident in Defoe’s astoundingly varied

career. He was fifty-eight when he wrote Bohinson

Crusoe^ and before that time he had been a mer-

chant, a manufacturer, a satirist, a public official,

and an editor.

Defoe was born in London at St. Giles’, Cripple-

gate (c. 1660-1). His father was a butcher, his

grandfather a Northamptonshire yeoman. In-

tended for the ministry, like many another hterary

man, he spent five years in a training academy,
and then found himself unsuited for it, decid-

ing ehar€W5teristically it was not for him—“ being

neither honourable, agreeable, nor profitable- ’ So,

apprenticed to a hose factor, he took to writing

political tracts instead, against the King, Charles II.

He, however, was careful not to sign them, and
was astute enough td keep in the background
whenever prudence suggested it, for although he
took part (he tells us) in Monmouth’s rising, none
knew anything about it till years after, when it

was safe to mention the fact.

He started a hosiery business in Comhill, but
greatly disliked being referred to as a “ shop-

keeper,” in later years explaining that he had
merely been a ' trader in hosiery.” In connection
with his business he travelled to Spain, and varied

these trips abroad by escaping from his creditors

to some other part of England.
Defoe uses his business experiences in The Com^

plete English Tradesman for the Instruction of Young
Beginners ; and advises the young tradesman to

stick to his work and not fancy himself a politician

cr a man of letters, by running ofi to the cofiee-

house. He is not to go too fast, but to "‘keep

wagging and always go on,” like the carrier’s

waggon.
His first known pamphlet was written in verse,

and published during the Revolution of 1688, and
was exuberantly loyal. Here he declares he had
never written before, and would never write again
unless his pamphlet took effect. Either this is a
rhetorical exuberance, or else he justified early the
reputation he was afterwards to gain, of being the
most practised liar of his age.

Everything that Defoe says about himself must
be taken with reservation, and when possible, sub-

stantiated elsewhere, for from his earliest years he
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seemed constitutionally unable to tell the truth,
and even his name is an experiment in fiction, his
father’s name being Eoe.
In 1692, rumour has it that he fled to Bristol

for the same reasons that drove Dick Swiveller to
indirect methods of reaching his house, and was
known there as the Sunday Gentleman ”—^be-

cause he appeared on that day and that day only,
remaining indoors for the rest of the week through
fear of the bailiffs.

But this did not greatly worry him. Like
another of Dickens’ famous experimentalists in life,

he remained cheerful, waiting for something else to

turn up , he was sure it would, and it usually did.

Certainly Defoe was wise in remaining in England,
for he made himself useful to the Government

—

quality not unrecognised by them. We are told

that from 1694 until the end of the reign of

William III, was the most prosperous and honour-
able period of Defoe’s life.

When affluence arrived, it should always be re-

membered that he paid many of his debtors in full,

ignoring the arrangement for a composition. Pro-
bably he would have paid all, but another business—e, pantile factory—^proving a failure, checked his

laudable mtent.

He served William in good stead by his pamphlet
in defence of a standing army and by some in-

genious lines on The True Bom Englishman. These
verses, coming at a time when popular feeling

was against the King and his Dutch followers, are

a tribute, moreover, to Defoe’s courage. He re-

minded Englishmen that when they boasted of

their descent, they forgot those creative elements

that had contributed to their makmg

:

“A true bom Englishman’s a contradiction.

In speech an irony, in fact a fiction.”

With William’s death in 1702, Defoe’s era of

prosperity closed. Under Anne the High Church

party became dominant, and bitterness towards

Dissenters was the order of the day. This evoked

one of the most remarkable of Defoe’s pamphlets,

and one that established him beyond doubt as an

artist in fiction. In 1702 appeared anonymously

The Shortest Way with Dissenters, in which, with

ironic skill, he reduced to absurdity the High
Church position. If these Dissenters are so bad,

such is the drift of the pamphlet, the best way is to

kill them. Unhappily, the irony was too subtle

to be appreciated, and both Churchmen and Dis-

senters were furious. To use his own words, “ The

world flew at him like a dog with a broom at his

tail.”

As a matter of fact, he had merely put plai^y

and forcibly the sentiments of an extreme High
Tory Churchman. Suppress Dissent with the hang-

man’s rope. Fines are useless. “ Crucify the

thieves.”

As he urged later, this he intended as an exposure

of the cant of the non jurors ;
and he looked to

the Dissenters to applaud his humour. But they

failed to see the joke 5 so did the Churchmen. To
one churchman, however, the brutal extremity of

the plea appealed like a message from above, and he

solemnly ranked Defoe’s jeu olfesprit “ as next to
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the Bible.” All the same he was tried, foimd

guilty of seditious libel, fLued, and subjected to the

pillory.

He stood before the Royal Exchange in Corn-

hill, on the three last days of July, 1703 ; but had
no bad time of it, for admirers clustered roimd and
threw flowers in place of garbage, since he was a

popular favourite.

A Hymn to the Pilloby

The first lutent of Laws
Was to correct the Effect, and check the Cause 3

And all the Ends of Punishment,
Were only future mischiefs to prevent.

But justice is inverted when
Those Engines of the Law,

Instead of pinching vicious men.
Keep honest ones in awe

Thy business is, as all men know.
To punish villains, not to make men so.

Whenever then, thou art prepared
To prompt that vice, thou should’st reward,

And by the terrors of thy gnsly Face
Make men turn rogues to shun disgrace 3

The End of thy Creation is destroyed

;

Justice expires of course, and Law’s made void.

What are thy terrors ? that, for fear of thee.

Mankind should dare to sink their honesty ?

He’s bold to impudence that dare turn knave.
The scandal of thy company to save -

He that will crimes he never knew confess,

Does, more than if he know those cnraes, transgress s

And he that fears thee, more than to be base .

May want a heart, but does not want a face.

Thou, like the Devil, dost appear,
Blacker than really thou art, by far i

A wild ohimerio notion of Reproach s

Too little for a crime, for none too much.
Let none th’ indignity resent

;

For Crime is all the shame of Pumshment.
Thou Bugbear of the Law stand up and speak.

Thy long misconstrued silence break,
Tell us, who *tis, upon thy Ridge stands there.

So full of fault, and yet so void of fear ;

And from the Paper in his hat.
Let all mankind be told for what

Tell them it was because he was too bold,
And told those truths which should not have been told.

Extol the justice of the land.
Who punish what they will not understand.

Tell them he stands exalted there
For speaking what we would not hear s

And yet he might have been secure,

Had he said less, or would he have said more.
Tell them that this is his reward.
And worse is yet for him prepared.

Because his foolish virtue was so nice.

As not to sell his friends, according to his friends’ advice.

And thus he’s an example made.
To make men of their honesty afraid ;

That for the Time to come, they may
More willingly, their friends betray s

Tell them, the men that placed him here.
Are sc(anda)ls to the Times,

Are at a loss to find bis guilt.

And can’t commit his crunes.

While in. prison at Newgate, he was treated with
leniency, but had to consort with the usual Newgate
company. This did not disturb him, for he saw a
way of turning his imprisonment into a profitable
adventure.

In 1704 there emanated from Newgate the first

number of a written by Defoe. It was a

political newspaper, and he showed in this “ weekly
history of Nonsense, Impertinence, Vice, and Da.
bauchery,” of domestic and foreign politics, that
power of arresting attention, while using an appa-
rently matter-of -fact, circumstantial manner, that
was to stand him in good stead when he essayed
the novel.

In this paper he showed, moreover, some of the
qualities of Cobbett : incision and independence,
and a command of vigorous, flexible English. When
rebuked for his sharply-expressed opinions, and
asked what business it was of his to meddle in public
affairs, he says

:

^ I saw a parcel of people caballing together to ruin
property, corrupt the laws, invade the Government . , .

and in short, enslave and embroil the Nation, and I
cned-; ’Fire,’ or rather I cried Water"—for the fire
was begun already. I see all the nation running into
confusions and directly flying in the face of one another
and cried out, ^ Peace.* . . And what had I to do with
this ? Why yes, gentlemen, I had the same right as
every man that has a footing In his country, or that has
a posterity to possess liberty and claim right, must have,
to preserve the laws, liberty and government of that
country to which he belongs ; and he that charges me
with meddling in what does not concern me, meddles
himself with what ’tis plain he does not understand.”

But he was not really an independent critic. He
could not afford to be. The Government, he knew,
would pounce down on him at the first attack on
them. So on some matters he was “ reticent ” as
he afterwards explained, distinguishing between
reticence and falsehood.

In July 1706 appeared The True Relation of
the Apparition of one Mrs. Feo?, that gave further

proof of his power to create that illusion of truth
which is the very life force of fiction.

When Godolphin was dismissed, and Harley came
back to office, the Eemew changed politics. This
is one of the evils of ‘‘ patronage.” Defoe was not
squeamish .3 neither better nor worse than the
majority of his day. In his heart Defoe was
Whig, and when he could do so safely, he served
the 'TOigs with his pen.
About 1718 politics became more humdrum, and

Defoe, after another visit to prison (for hbel), looked
for fresh worlds to conquer.
On April 25, 1719, appeared the first volume of

Robinson Crusoe, founded on the four years’ resi-

dence of Alexander Selkirk in the Island of Juan
Fernandez. Captain Roger, who released Selkirk,

had told the story^ so also had Steele in the

Englishrmn.
Defoe sold his book to William Taylor, a publisher,

who made a fortune by it. Owing to its enormous
success, a second volume was written, and a book
of Orusoe^s Serious Reflections foUowecL
Then came Captain Singleton (1720), MoU

Flanders (1721), Colonel Jctck (1721), Journid of the

Plague Year (1722), Roxana (1724), A Tour through

Creed Britain (1724-6), A New Voyage round the

World (1725), The Complete English Tradesman^
(1725-7), The Political History of the Devil (1726),
System of Magic (1726), and the Essay on the Reality

of Apparitions (1727).

During his later years, Defoe lived at Stoke
Newington, with stables and pleasure grounds,
and kept a coach. We have a picture of him by a
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contemporary, referring to his gardening hobbies

and his profitable exertions, who also mentions that

he “met usually at the tea table, his (Defoe’s)

three lovely daughters, who were admired for their

beauty, their education, and their prudent conduot«®’

This contemporary—^Mr. Baker, a naturalist

—

subsequently took more interest in the daughters

than in the father, settled his mind on one- and,

doubtless inspired by her prudence, started a
businesshke discussion with the father for her hand.

In short, he wanted Sophia Defoe and a dowry

;

nor would he conclude matters till the dowry was
arranged according to his satisfaction.

The last few years of Defoe’s life are enveloped

in some mystery. He was writing a book—The
GompUte English GenUeman—^when he broke it oS
in September 1729, and fled. Why, is not clear.

He wrote incoherently about it, accusing his son of

infamous conduct. The son had certainly behaved

badly to his mother and sister, but not so badly as

the letter implies. He, however, never returned

home, but ^ed at a lodging in 1731, in Moorfields 5

possibly the avoidance of his creditors in the interest

of his xamily was the reason for his disappearance

;

anyhow he ^d not die in distress ; and his aflection

for his daughters is shown to the last*

Charactebistics oe his Work
(a) The Realishc Imagimxbion,^^^ Lies are not

worth a farthing if not calculated for the effectual

deceiving of the people they are designed to de-

ceive.”

Defoe’s imagination was realistic in the sense

that it imparted to the reader the illusion of reality,

that the storyteller hitherto had despised—“Fact
... I can assure you ’’—he is always whispering

to the reader.

Everybody likes the air of verisimilitude. The
novel reader asks to be “ taken in,” and he likes it

to be done well. Defoe managed it in style. If he
could amuse the public and at the same time induce
them to think his stories were founded on fact, as

indeed to an extent some were, so much the better.

He always identified himself thoroughly with his

subject, asking himself what he shoifid have done
in his character’s place, and Crusoe is an idealised

portrait of himself. The contingency of shipwreck
was no unlikely one for him, and he always had
a horror of the sea and its ways.
The elaborate Diary, the refiections of Crusoe,

are highly tjrpical of the eighteenth-century Eng-
lishman. Here we see his practical genius assert-

ing itself. These things were bound to appeal to
the English mind, so his readers were spellbound
by his air of veracity and ready inventions, and
not willing to cavil at occasional inconsistencies, as
when the Spaniards gave Friday’s father an agree-

ment, although they had neither paper nor ink;
or when the hero stufled his pockets with biscuits,

although he had flung ofl his clothes before swim-
ming to the wreck.

In short, Defoe proved himself an accomplished
liar; and since aU good story-telling is the art of
lying brilliantly, his success as a novelist is quite

comprehensible.
Let us look* for instance, at the Mre^ Vecd story.
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Defoe gives circumstantial evidence in favour of
the apparition. He does not try to hide the flaws

;

he dwells on them. This is effective.

Mrs. Veal appears the day after her death in a
dress of scoured silk. Why scoured silk ? When
Mrs. Bargrase is telling Mrs. Watson of this she
says, “ Scoured silk I

’—^Mrs. Veal and I alone
knew that • I helped her to make it up .

”

How does she talk 1 She talks of trivial things

;

jewels ; annuity ; of her own looks.

(6) Hia Power of Detail.—^The entire fascination
of Robinson Crusoe lies in its details. Children love
details. They want to know how many biscuits he
ate, and how often the parrot spoke. That all this

is wildly unessential does not matter. Defoe knew
its eflectiveness and told them.
The detail is lucidly given ; it is not flung in an

undigested heap at the reader ; it is not oppres-
sively technical. It is clear, orderly, and sufB.-

cient. The style of Defoe is admirably suited to

this method, Ho one could make an inventory
or catalogue more appetismg than he, and his

instinct for reality usually kept him reticent at the
right moment. He never overdoes his detail, or
exceeds his power.
For instance in Roxanot he stops short in his

narrative and observes artfully, she “fell into

well-deserved misery,” without further specification.

Nowhere is the power of detail better used than
in the History of the Plague Year. At the time of

the Plague, Defoe was only six years old ; it is

obvious, therefore, that beyond a few childish

impressions he could not draw upon personal ex-

perience for his detailed and vivid account. But
he had heard, no doubt from friends and relations,

about the visitation, and in any case there were
many books dealing with the event in his library

upon which he could draw. For the rest, there was
the literary genius of the man—

&

genius that

achieved its effects by the apparent simplicity of

its means.

A Journal of the Plague Year ; being observations
or memorials of the most remarkable occurrences as well

public as private, which happened in London during
the last visitation in 1666, written by a Citizen who con-

tinued all the while in London, never made public before.”

Here, at the outset, is struck the note of matter-

of-fact realism, and never throughout the work is

the illusion removed that you are reading the

strictly veracious account of an eye-witness; as

for instance, the ghastly scene in Tokenhouse Yard,

Lothbury, where a woman looking out of window
‘‘gave three frightful screeches, and then cried,

‘ Oh ! death, death, death ! ’ in a most inimitable

tone, and which struck me with horror and a chilli-

ness in my very blood.”

(c) His Interest in Contempora/ry Life.—Defoe

had a thorough knowledge of men and women, not

of the noblest souls perhaps, but of good average

humanity. He knew the infirmities of our nature,

realising that there was something of a rogue in

most men, and no little of the rake in most women,
and that even the most virtuous and straitlaced

like to read about the shady side of life.

So he gavenis public—pirates and pickpockets,and
loose women, and even threw in a few backslidmgs
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in the case of Crusoe ; and the public read, en-

joyed, and thanked Heaven they were not as these

creatures were.

Defoe might have treated the flotsam and jetsam

of life very differently. He might have shed a
humanitarian glow around them as Dickens would ;

he might have shocked us by pamting in real colours

all the depravity, and hopelessness, and animahsm,
as Gorky would. He might have taken them with

the tolerant humour and easy good-nature of

Thomas Nash ; but he was not built like that, and
though no doubt he could have made them much
more alive than he did, he had to suit his public.

We must not be too hard on him for that.

His interest in contemporary life made him realise

exactly what the Englishman is ; what his likes and
dislikes are ; and he reproduces these in Cruaoe,

He meets a savage and preaches at him with true

missionary zeal. He earned his prejudices into

other countries. They must give way to him, for he
is an Englishman* But if he has the limitations of

the Saxon, he has also his finer qualities 5 a sense of

justice, and a dislike of humbug.
What does this mean ?

It means that he eschewed the sentimental

appeal ; he let the facts of his story carry with
them their own implication.

To the general reader this is somewhat of a
disadvantage, especially when we recall Defoe’s

avowedly moral aim. Dotting the i’s, crossing the

t’s are not always necessary to dnve home a point

of view} but it established a kind of personal

sympathy with the reader, and precludes mis
understanding. On the other hand, English writers

are so prone to excess of sentimentalism, and to

so much underlining, that the restraint and bald
impersonality of Defoe are not without compensa-
tion ; and in his pamphlets he can be as unequivocal
and as ad captandunif as his famous predecessor in

the art of pamphleteering—^Milton.

In The Poor Man^s Plea (c. 1698) he had at-

tacked, with uncompromising directness, the in-

justice of the laws against immorality, of the dis-

tinction between the law for the rich and the poor.

Mr. Blatchford himself could not have written
with greater force and ardour. It made him many
enemies, but Defoe loved a fight (boxing was an
early delight), and he had aU Cobbett’s intense
indignation with anything that smacked of social

injustice. He was an accomplished journalist par
excellence : but a journalist with a mission. It
was the kind of journalism we may find to-day
in such papers as Justice and the Clarion; and
class criticism in those days was a far different

matter. To-day it involves little discomfort beyond
reduced advertisement. It meant, then, often im -

prisonment and punishment.
As a writer he helped to kill the high-falutin

romance, so long a favourite and while his lack of
imaginative depth and tenderness give pronounced
limitations to his work, and his didacticism is often
oppressive, yet with obvious failings he combines
considerable and often underrated merits. He was
fair-minded and good-hearted, no small matter in
those days ; a good fighter, who fought honestly in
the open, and if his ideals were not very inspiring.

he never pretended they were : in short, a sincerq
just, kindly, unaffected man,

JoiTATHAN Swift (1667-1745)

Of Enghsh parentage, Jonathan Swift was bom
in Dublin November 30, 1667. After a brief school
career at Kilkenny, he went to Trinity College,
Dublin } and despite conflict with the college
authorities, and no very studious turn of TninH he
took his degree in 1686. From his earliest days he
grumbled at his position, and abused his uncle who
had given him a good education. The maligned
relative died in 1688, and Swift was left to rely on
his own exertions. Coming to England, he became
secretary to Sir William Temple, then living in
retirement near Famham. Lady Temple had been
related by kindred to Swift s mother, Abigail Enoch,
and Temple took a kind and indulgent interest in
his yoimg protege. Swift’s supersensitive nature
rebelled gainst the dependency of his position. He
considered he was “ treated as a schoolboy,” and
took no account of the disparity between his age
and that of Temple, only too ready to construe
every passing humour of his patron as a deep slight.

Temple seems to have done all he could for the
young man, but was unable to secure him any
definite position, beyond obtaining for him, through
Lord Capel, the prebend of Kilroot, near Belfast in

Ireland, shortly after he had taken priest’s orders

in 1694. There he stayed for two years, returning to

Temple in 1696.

At Kilroot we hear of Swift’s first love affair with
Miss Waring, an heiress, known to us as ** Varina,”
to whom he proposed by letter in 1696, a definite

answer to which was left in abeyance by the lady.

He, however, corresponded with her till 1700, when
a final letter of Swift’s, by no means to his credit,

ended the matter between them
Greatly as Swift had grumbled at his position, he

seems to have preferred secretarial work for his

patron in England to immolation in Ireland. He
was certainly of service to Temple, and in turn had
opportunity of studying both men and books that

served him in excellent stead at a later period.

During this time he acted as tutor to Esther John-
son, a humble dependant of Temple’s, a child when
Swift first met her, who grew up to be a beautiful

woman, destined as “ Stella ” to play a big part in

Swift’s emotional life.

Sir William Temple died in 1699, and made Swift

his Hterary executor. Up to this time Swift had
published nothing of his own work, but had “ writ

and burnt,’" as he wrote to a brother cleric, “ and
writ again upon all manner of subjects, more than
perhaps any man in England.” The Battle of the

Books was written in 1697, but did not appear till

it was published with The Tale of A Tub in 1704.

The year following Temple’s death. Swift re-

turned to Ireland with Lord Berkeley, then Deputy,
as his secretary and chaplain * in addition to this he
was also appointed to a group of small livings near
Dublin that brought him an income of £200 a year.

Lady Berkeley had “ a pious love of sermons,” and
Swift was called upon to read Boyle’s Discourses to

her. The chaplain, beginning to find Boyle rather
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wearisome, wrote his famous Meditation on a
Broomstick, imposed it on the credulous lady as

genuine Boyle, and had the gratification of hearing

her praise it to her visitorsc Another practical

joke perpetrated by him was the well-known one on
Partridge the astrologer, who also took it seriously.

Returning to England with Lord Berkeley in

1701, Swift was soon in the midst of a political

crisis, throwing all his energies into the cause of the

Whigs, and writing on their behalf his pamphlet

On Dissensions in Athens and Rome, notwith-

standing that, as a churchman, his sympathies were

on the whole more in accordance with the policy of

the Tories. Neither party, however, realismg his

hopes, he threw up politics for the time being, and
in disgust returned to Ireland in 1709.

All Swift’s ambitions were for the Church, he was
never a self seeking man, and his change of politics

and final adherence to the Tories arose from their

eventually allowmg his claim for “Eirst Fruits,”

after which he aided their cause to the utmost of

his power with pen and personal influence. His
Tory pamphlet. The Conduct of the Allies, appeared
on November 27, 1711 ; a few days later a second
edition was printed and sold out m a few hours,

and 1 1,000 were in circulation by the end of January

.

While he was in the hey-day of his triumphs m
political circles and, as Dr. Johnson has said, pre-

.

dominating over his companions with very high|

ascendancy, and probably would bear none over
whom he could not predominate,” there was another
side of the man shown to us in his Journal to Stella,

a series of letters written to Esther Johnson, whom
he had known intimately as a child.

On April 23, 1713, Swift was appointed Dean of

St. Patrick’s, Dublin j this was the first personal
recogmtion of his political work, but as it involved
a payment of £1000 for house and fees, was perhaps
not so great a reward as it appeared.

Swift seems to have felt acutely the change from
the rush of politics and congenial companionship
to the loneliness and comparative obscurity of his

life in Dublin. “ The best and greatest part of my
life I spent in England,” he wrote about this time ;

there I made my friendships and there I left my
desires.” However this may be, Ireland was in
the throes of famine and crime consequent upon the
passing of an Act in 1696 restricting trade with the
Colonies, and prohibiting the export of woollen
manufactures. Swift’s sense of justice rebelled at
this, and in 1720 he wrote the Proposal for the

Universal Use of Irish Manufactures, wherein he
begs every man and woman to make an earnest
resolution ** never to appear with one single shred
that comes from England.” Four years later ap-
peared the fmnous Drapier Letters, which were
published anonymously • on their author’s identity

being disclosed. Swift became the idol of the poor
in Ireland, and so greatly did they believe in him
that a crowd, having assembled to witness an
eclipse, dispersed immediately when some wag said

that it had been postponed by order of the Dean.
In 1708 Swift had made the acquaintance of

“Vanessa”—^Hester Vanhomrigh—^an intellectual

and accomplished woman whose love for him was
the tragedy of her life ; ids rage at a letter she had
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written Stella” brought their” feiendship of
fifteen years to an abrupt conclusion, and caused
her death from grief and jealousy, in 1723. Leaving
directions in her will that Swift’s poems and letters
to her should be published, the poems appeared in
1726 under the title of Gadenus and Vanessa, but
the letters were not published till after his death.

Gulliver's Travels was published in 1726. Two
years later (1728) Swift’s beloved -‘Stella ” died—
“ the truest, most virtuous, and valuable friend that
I, or any other person, was ever blessed with.”
The loss of his friend Sheridan in 1738, and the

gradual passing away of all those great intellects
with whom he had fraternised, combined with the
shadow of insanity that was overclouding his brain,
made his last years more and more lonely and help-
less,and at lengthhe lost all means of communication
with the world. Death came and released him on
October 19, 1746, and he lies buried with “ Stella ”

in his own cathedral of St. Patrick’s, Dublin,

. His Work
/'^•^iJ^wift was a wild beast who worried and baiteq

I allmankind almost, because his intolerable arro\
Usance, vanity,, pride, and ambition were dis-

appointed.’^;^'!33^;^s’ Horace Walpole. Here is

/another verdict in a very different key ;
“ By far

the greatest man of that time, I think
, was Jonathan

Swift. . • He saw himself in a world of con-
tusion and falsehood, no eyes were clearer to see it

Bhan his.^(/1Such are the words of Thomas CarlyleV
un the^ varying tributes we may read thef

judgment of the eighteenth century and the judg-
ment of the Victorian age, on this great prose

'

^ticist.

Each errs on the side of exaggeration
; Walpole’s

coolly clever and languidly brilliant gifts, his easy-

going nature and dilettante cast of mind, were so

remote from Swift’s powers in quality and char-

acter, as to make appreciation a mental impossi-

bility. Carlyle’s intense earnestness and his eye
for forceful personality, certainly gave him far

greater insight into Swift’s character and genius,

but made him unduly tolerant of those faults and
weaknesses, that assuredly must be considered if

we wish to deal fairly with the man in relation to

his age.

Some clue may be found, perhaps, if we consider

what the special quality was of Swift’s satire.'

v^En certain respects Swift resembles DefoeVf There

is direct y^ur and matter-of-factness about his

satire, an^ike Defoe, he uses irony to drive home
a pointy^t^ wide in his range than Defoe, and
more savag^n his methods, he sounds profouhder

depths, and exhib^ a more cosmic humour than

ins contemporary.-^Thft finmonr is oft^n as bitter

as yafl, but its power and appositeness are beyond
question. Tragedy is written across. Swift’s, Hfe.

His intenectuaTauciacitv stoodyhis own pat^ay.

^here^ could be no preferment for tfie eliSrofiman

who so mercilessly ridiculed theology in The TaZe of

a Tub ; no happiness for a lover so capricious and
incalculable as he ; no content for a man who, in

an age when the emotional life was kept so sternly

subjected, looked out upon life ^^h such fierce and
passionate intensity of feeling, fifee is like a man
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;

Jlap^gV^e ^luaSs^fiSlone^

|&no^-®s:^"'‘meii of his age^^mable to endiire the
-6§Isy cynicism of men like Gay, who held life to be
a 3est> or to follow the genial humanity of Steele and
the graceful urbamties of Addison, ^t he was not
OTeat^ough to rise above them, '^n the critical

rs supremely great ; none could despise the

^cild and mankind with such brilliant fury'!4^Bjat

he had no alternative ; nothing to put in the place

of material ambition. He is at heart as worlchy as

Defoe ; and it is part of his tragedy that he recog-

nises the faet,‘y^

The interest of The Battle of the Boohs—^Swift’s

first important work—^for the literary student to-day
lies^entirelv in the flashes of satiric fancy with which
he lights upT5&~Wbjeet; TEe"acad^ic cohfcfovei^
ofImbdern i^ers^jy-mECtent which excited so many of

Swift’s contemporaries seems to us both foolish and
futile. Yet, however indiflerent we may be to the

controversial merits of the essay, it is worth reading

for its amusing apologue of the bee and the spider.

The inconclusive finish to the battle is a good touch.

Literary combatants are never slam.

To an extent also the musty flavour of ancient

controversies hangs over The Tale of a T^.; but

the work stands on a much higher level, "y^here is

no fiercer satire in the language than this attack

on the churches. Wntteolrom the point ofSie^rsf

an Anglican who wis^d^Jo^sEo^nip^heToIl^^d
wickecSxess^ of other religious conmauifl’ons^’wift

pfactioally riddles his own church with the shot in«*

tended only for the enemy—and the end of the

onslaught sees aU theologies in ruin. As an ironic

exposure of human infirmities, The Tale of a Ttib

is a masterpiece, though its unrelieved cynicism

makes it oppressive reading. Beside Swift’s phil-

osophy of life, ev^n^hopenhauer’s seems compara-
tively eheerful.\ij^JFhere is a far^^^^^per pessimism in

Swift’s description of happiness “^s a perpetual pos-

session of being well deceived than the German
thinker’s de^ition of it being a condition of nega-

tive pain;^iAfter aU, why not be well deceived,

says Swift in effect ^ even the madman has his

advantages, andUlusions are essential to our well-

being in li£e>i/0o let us be fools among knaves, if

we would ffero any regard for our comfort. Less

elaborate, though very little inferior ha. inteHeetual

power, is Swift’s brilliant “ argument to prove that

the abolishing of Christian England may, as things

now stand, be attended with some inconvenience.’*

Swift’s profound contempt for the average man is

tremendous. Beside the cold fury of his sarcasm,

Carlyle’s dictum, “ Thirty millions—mostly fools,”

reads like a mere flash of petulance. Swift disbe-

lieved absolutely in freedom of discussion and joined

issue with the Deists who held that Religion, being

based on reason, would be strengthened by free in-

quiry. “Free inquiry !
” sneered the Dean; ‘‘why,

the bulk of the people are ‘ as well qualified for flying

as for thinking.* ” Free thought must inevitably

lead to anarchy and immorality.‘*!^This is the ration-

ale of Swift’s religious standpoint. We need religion

as the one security for social order, ^
But Swift is not always using heavy artillery, and

there are some agreeable specimens of his fancy
footing in the to Servants, and his hurlesquei

'^etU^ of'‘^Frances Sarris : better^stiU in his Lines
on the Death of Dr, Swifty which are not disfigured by
the foulness that besmirches so much of his satire b

“ See, how the dean begins to break I

Poor gentleman I he droops apace I

You plamly find it in his face.
That old vertigo in his head
Will never leave him till he’s dead.
Besides his memory decays

:

He recollects not what he says *

He cannot call his friends to mind

;

Forgets the place where last he dined 3

Phes you with stories o’er and o’er

—

He told them fifty times before.
How does he fancy we can sit

To hear his out-of-fashion wit ?

But he takes up with younger folks.

Who for his wine will bear his jokes.
Faith, he must make his stories shorter,
Or change his comrades once a quarter

:

In hah the time he talks them round.
There must another set be found.

For poetry he’s past his prime,
He takes an hour to find a rhyme

;

His fire is out, his wit decayed.
His fancy sunk, his Muse a jade.
I’d have him throw away his pen—
But there’s no talking to some men.

And then their tenderness appears
By adding largely to my years :

® He’s older than he would be reckoned.
And well remembers Charles the Second.
He hardly drinks a pint of wine j

And that, I doubt, is no good sign.

His stomach, too, begins to fail

Last year we thought him strong and hale b

But now he’s quite another thing

;

I wish he may hold out till spring,’

They hug themselves and reason thus

;

‘ It is nob yet so bad with us.’

In such a case they talk in tropes.
And by their fears express their hopes.
Some great misfortune to portend
No enemy can match a friend.

With all the kindness they profess.
The merit of a lucky guess.
(When daily How-d’ye’s come of course.
And servants answer ; Worse and worse
Would please them better than to tell.

That, ‘ God be praised ! the dean is well.’

Then he who prophesied the best,

Approves his +-> t'-^e rest

;

* You know If! - 1 i
-« 'i the worst.

And often told you so at first.’

He’d rather choose that I should die.

Than his prediction prove a lie.

Not one foretells I shall recover.
But all agree to give me over.

My good companions, never fear 5

For, though you may mistake a year.
Though your prognostics run too fast.

They must be verified at last.

Behold the fatal day arrive !

How is the dean ? * He’s just alive.*

Now the departing prayer is read ^

* He hardly breathes.’ ‘ The dean is dead.’

Before the passing-bell begun.
The news through half the town is run

;

® Oh ! may we all for death prepare ’

What has he left ? and who’s his heir ?
*

* I know no more than what the news is i

’Tis all bequeathed to public uses.’

*To public uses ! there’s a whim 1

What had the pubho done for him ?
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Mere envy, avarice and pride

:

He gave it all—but first he died.

And had the dean in all the nation
No worthy friend, no poor relation ?

So ready to do strangers good,
Forgetting his own flesh and blood I ’

. , •

Now Curll his shop from rubbish drains

;

Three genuine tomes of Swift’s Remains /

And then to make them pass the glibber.

Revised by Tibbalds, Moore, and Cibber.
He’ll treat me as he does my betters,

Publish my will, my life, my letters ;

Revive the libels born to die,

Wlnoh Pope must bear, as well as I.

Here shift the scene, to represent
How those I love my death lament.
Poor Pope will grieve a month, and Gay
A week, and Arbuthnot a day.
St. John himself will scarce forbear
To bite his pen, and drop a tear.

The rest will give a shrug, and cry :

‘ I’m sorry—^but we all must die I
’

. . o

One year is past ; a different scene !

No further mention of the dean,
Who now, alas ! no more is missed.
Than if he never did exist.

Where’s now the favourite of Apollo ?

Departed ; and his works must follow

;

Must undergo the common fate ;

Has kind of wit is out of date.

Some country squire to Lintot ^ goes,

Inquires for Swift m verse and prose.

Says Lintot :
‘ I have heard the name ;

He died a year ago.’ ‘ The same.*
He searches all the shop in vam ;

* Sir, you may find them in Duck-lane.
I sent them, with a load of books,
Last Monday to the pastry-cook’s,*

No understandiag of Swift’s undoubted fascina-

tion for women is possible, however, without study-

ing his Journal to Stella and the verses to Vanessa.

The first is especially important,for it reveals beneath
the harsh violence of the man, a vein of curious

tenderness and whimsicality. The Journal is written

in a kind of sentimental shorthand, the writer using
queer abbreviations for his caressing endearments

;

“ And now let us come and see what this saucy dear
letter of M.D. (my dear) says. Come out letter, come out
from between the sheets ; here it is underneath and it

will not come out. Come out again, I say. . . . Here
it IS. . . . Hold up your head then like a good letter,

. . . Farewell M.D. M.D. M.D.”

Of all ^^wift’s,books, QuUJmr^s Travels (1726-7)
has pfoved the most popular. The reason is not
hard to'^eek, for the earlier portions appeal both to
the child and to the grown-up, and the parable he
tells is thrown into the form of a pseudo-realistic
narrative, whose secret he had learned from Defoe.
There is playfulness of fancy, a lightness of touch
about the early books, a simplicity of treatment,
that gives it a readier access of appeal. The later

books are clouded by the insanity of Swift’s last days,
and the pleasant fantasy degenerates into nauseous
bitterness. Yet, while allowing the superior attrac-
tiveness of Gulliver, the greater originality and
intellectual power of The Tale of a Tub is equally
incontestable. That work exhibits best. Swift’s
genius as a satirist.

As a force in leb^rs, Swift has impressed our own;

ESSAYISTS

time more than he did his own. No ironist save
Defoe, or Fielding in Jonathan WHd, proved as clear
and unequivocal as he ; and Swift’s irony, unlike
theirs, glows with consuming intensity of feeling.
The words are hke molten lead. Like other great
stylists of thetime—Rope and Addison—he achieves
a triumphant clarity

; but unlike Pope he is never
epigrammatic, unlike Addison he has little plasticity
of form. He is plainly and forcefully clear, with a
greater strength than theirs j all the more striking
and cogent for his lack of ornament. There is no
contemporarywho impresses one more by his marked
sincerity and concentrated passion.

Swift’s great value as a writer lies in his challenge
to an easy, complacent optimism, and yet even here
the man is greater than his work. He remains a
tra^c and sombre figure, reviling his age and crushed
by it

; ^

an Ajax defying the lightning and smitten
with blindness. Yet we realise his underlying great-
ness of genius the more clearly as we place him beside
other writers of the time—Pope, Addison, Steele
and see how they dwindle in importance. For the
issues he touched upon and the imagination he
brought to bear upon them, vastly transcended
theirs. No finer thing has been said of his tragic
life than was said by Thackeray : “ To thmk of hiTY^

is like thinking of the ruin of a great Empire.”

Pbevace to “The Tale oe a Tub”
But to return : I am sufficiently instructed in the

principal duty of a preface, if my genius were capable
of arriving at it. Thrice have I forced my imagination
to make the tour of my invention, and thrice it has re-
turned empty ; the latter having been wholly drained
by the following treatise. Not so my more successful
brethren the moderns j who will by no means let slip

a preface or dedication, without some notable distin-
guishing stroke to surprise the reader at the entry, and
kindle a wonderful expectation of what is to ensue.
Such was that of a most ingenious poet, who, soliciting
his brain for something new, compared himself to the
hangman, and his patron to the patient : this was
insigne, recens, indicium ore alio. When I went through
that necessary and noble course of study, I had the hap-
piness to observe many such egregious touches, which I
shall not injure the authors by transplanting : because
I have remarked, that nothing is so very tender as a
modern piece of wit, and which is apt to suffer so much
in the carriage. Some things are extremely witty to-

day, or fasting, or in this place, or at eight o’clock,

or over a bottle, or spoke by Mr. What’d’y’call’m, or
in a summer’s morning ; any of the which, by the
smallest tranposal or misapplication, is utterly annihilate.

Thus wit has its walks and purlieus, out of whioh it may
not stray the breadth of a hair, upon peril of being lost.

The moderns have artfully fixed this mercury, and re-

duced it to the circumstances of time, place, and person.

Such a jest there is, that will not pass out of Covent
Garden ; and such a one that is nowhere intelli^ble

but at Hyde Park Comer, Now, though it sometimes
tenderly affects me to consider, that all the towardly
passages I shall dehver in the following tmatise, will

grow quite out of date and relish with the first shifting

of the present scene, yet I must needs subscribe to the
justice of this proceeding: because, I cannot imagine
why we should be at the expense to furnish wit for

succeeding ages, when the former have made no sort of
provision for ours: wherein I speak the sentiment of

the very newest, and consequently the most orthodox
refiners, as well as my own. However, being extremely
solicitous that every accomplished person, who has
got into the taste of wit calculated for the present month
of August, 1697, should descend to the very bottom of
all the sublime, throughout this treatise $ I hold fit to
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lay down this general maxim : whatever reader

to have a thorough comprehension of an authors

thoughts, cannot take a better method than by putting

Mtnself into the circumstances and postures oi hie, that

the writer was in upon every im^rtant passage, as it

flowed from his pen. for this will introduce a pan^y.

and strict correspondence of ideas, between the reader

and the author. Now, to assist the diligent reader in

so delicate an aflair, as far as brevity will Permit. I ^ye
recollected, that the shrewdest pieces of,

were conceived in bed in a garret ;
at other tin^s, for

a reason best known to myself, I thought fit to shaken

my invention with hunger j and, m general, the whole

work was begun, continued, and ended, under a long

course of physic, and a great want of Now, i

do affirm, it will be absolutely impossible for the

neruser to go along with me in a great many bright

passages, unless, upon the several difficulties emergent,

he will please to capacitate and prepare himself by

these directions. And this I lay down as my prmcipal

^^Beoai^r* I have professed to be a most devoted

servant of all modern forms, I apprehend some cunoi^

wit may object against me, for proceeding ^us far m
a preface, without declaiming, according to the custom,

against the multitude of writers, whereof the whole

multitude of writers most reasonably complain. I am
just come from perusing some hundreds of prefaces

wherein the authors do, at the very beginmng, address

the gentle reader concerning this enormous

Of these I have preserved a few examples, and shall set

them down as near as my memory has been able to

One begins thus :—For a man to set up for a writer,

when the press swarms with, &c.

Another :—^The tax upon paper does not lessen the

number of scribblers, who daily pester, &c.

Another t
—^When every little would-be wit takes

pen in haui ’tis in vain to enter the lists, &c.
^ Another To observe what trash the press swarms

'^AnothW Sir. It is merely in obe^enoe U> yom
commands that I venture mto the pubUo j for who

Upon a less consideration would be of a party with

such a rabble of scribblers, &c.

Now I have two words m my own defence against

this objection. First, I am far from granting the number

of writers a nuisance to our nation, having strenuoi^ly

maintained the contrary, in several parts of the follow-

ing discourse. Secondly, I do not well understand the

justice of this proceeding ;
because I observe many of

these polite prefaces to be not only from the same hand,

but from those who are mo^ ^
productions. Upon which I shall tell the reader a short

^*^A mountebank, in Leicester Fields, had drawn a

huge assembly about him. Among the rest, a fat u^
wi&dy fellow, half stifled in the pr^, would be v^
fit ci^ng out, « Lord ! what a filthy crowd is here 1

pray, good people, give way a Httle. Bless me. what

a devil has raked this rabble together I z ds ? what

squeezing is this« honest friend, remove yo^
At last a weaver, that stood next him, could hold no

longer. A plague confound you (said he) for an over-

srown sloven ; and who, in the devil’s name, I wonder,

helps to make up the crowd half so much as yourself ?

Don’t you consider, with a pox, that you take up

room with that carcass than any five here ? Is not the

place as free for us as for you ? Bring your own guts

to a reasonable compass, and be d ^n d, and then 1 11

engage we shall have room enough for us all

There are certain common privileges of a writer,

the benefit whereof, I hope, there will be no reason to

doubt ;
particularly, that where I am not understootL

it shall be concluded, that something very useful and

profound is couched underneath : and again, that

whatever word or sentence is printed in a different

character, shall be judged to contain something extra-

ordinaay either of wit or subUme.
, ,

As for the liberty I have thought to take of praising

myself, upon some occasions or none, 1 am sure it will

need no excuse, if a multitude of great examples be

allowed sufficient authority : for it is here to be noted,

that praise was originally a pension paid by the world
;

but the moderns, finding the trouble and charge toe

great m collecting it, have lately bought out the fee-

simple ; since which time the right of presentation is

wholly in ourselves. For this reason it is, that when ap

author makes his own eulogy, he uses a certain form to

declare and insist upon his title, which is commonly in

these or the like words, “ I speak without vanity ;
” which

I think plainly shows it to be a matter of right and

justice. Now I do here once for all declare, that in

every encounter of this nature through the following

treatise, the form aforesaid is implied ; which I men-

tion, to save the trouble of repeating it on so many
occasions. . .r. a t t.

It is a great ease to my conscience, that 1 have

written so elaborate and useful a discourse, without one

grain of satire intermixed j which is the sole pomt

wherein I have taken leave to dissent from the famous

oririnals of our age and country. I have observed some

satirists to use the public much at the rate that the

pedants do a naughty boy, ready horsed for discipline:

first, expostulate the case, then plead the necessity of

the rod from great provocations, and conclude eyeiy

period with a lash. Now, if I know anything of mankind,

these gentlemen might very well spare them reproof

and cSrection ; for there is not, through all natme,

another so callous and insensible a member as the

world’s posteriors, whether you apply to it the toe or

the birch. Besides, most of our late satirists seem to

he under a sort of mistake ; that because nettles have

the prerogative to sting, therefore all other weeds miMt

do so too. I make not this comparison out of the

least design to detract from these worthy writers;

for it is well known among mythologists, that weeds

have the pre-eminence over all other vegetables ; and

therefore the first monarch of this island, whose taste

and judgment were so acute and refined, did very wisely

root out the roses from the collar of the order, and plant

the thistles in their stead, as the nobler flower of the

two. For which reason it is conjectured by profounto

antiquaries, that the satirical itch, so prevalent this

part of our island, was first brought among us from

hevoTid the Tweed. Here may it long flourish and

abound ; may it survive and neglect the scorn of the

world, with as much ease and contempt as the world

is insensible to the lashes of it. May their own dffilness,

or that of their party, be no discouragement for the

authors to proceed ;
but let them remember, it is mth

wits as with razors, which are never so apt to cut those

they are employed on ^ when they have

edge. Besides, those whose teeth are too rotten to

bite, are best, of all others, qualified to revenge that

defect with their breath.

// Preface to “ The Battle of the Books ”

J^atire is a sort of glass wherein beholders

ally discover everybody’s face but their own , "'^hicn

is the chief reason for that kind reception m®®ts

with in the world, and that so very few s-^® ®“®^“®“

with it. But, if it should happen otherwise, the danger

is not great ; and I have learned from long experience

never to apprehend mischief from those understandings

I have been able to provoke for

they add strength to the smews of the body, a^®

found to relax those of the mind, and to render all its

efforts feeble and impotent.
.

There is a brain that will endure but ^ -

let the owner gather it with ® ,'1
* '

‘ j;
\

“

Uttle stock mth husbandry ! but, of all thi^, 1®*^
beware of bringing it under the lash of^ his .^ettOTS,

because that -mU make it all bubble up^
nence, and he will find no new supply. Wit wi^o^
knowledge being a sort of orearo, which gathersm »

to the top, andV a skilful hand may be soon whipp^

into froth; but once scummed awy, what i^sM
underneath wiU be fit for nothmg hut to be thrown to

the hogs.
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On Genteel and Ingenious Conversation

Perhaps the critics may accuse me of a defect in

mv followmg system of polite conversation ; but there

is one great ornament of discourse, whereof I have not

produced a single example ; which indeed I purposely

omitted, for some reasons that I shall immediately

offer; and, if those reasons will not satisfy the male

part of my gentle readers, the defect may be applied

to some manner by an appendix to the second edition j

which appendix shall be printed by itself, and sold for

six-pence, stitched, and with a marble cover, that my
readers may have no occasion to complain of being

defrauded
, . .

Tlie defect I mean is, my not having inserted into

the body of my book all the oaths now most in fashion

for embellishmg discourse, especially smce it could give

no offence to the clergy, who are seldom or never

admitted to these pohte assemblies. And it must be

allowed, that oaths well chosen are not only very useful

expletives to matter, but great ornaments of style.

What I shall offer here in my own defence upon
this important article, will, I hope, be some extenuation

of my fault.

I^rst, I reasoned with myself, that a just collection

of oaths, repeated as often as the fasluon requires, must
have enlarged this volume at least to double the bulk,

whereby it would not only double the charge, but hke-
wise make the volume less commodious for pocket
carriage.

Secondly, I have been assured by some judicious

fnends, that themselves have known certain ladies to

tie offence (whether seriously or not) at too great a
profusion of cursing and swearing, even when that kmd
of ornament was not improperly introduced, which, I
confess, did startle me not a httle, having never observed
the like in the compass of my own several acquaintance,
at least for twenty years past. However, I was forced
to submit to wiser judgments than my own.

Thirdly, as this most useful treatise is calculated
for all future times, I consider, in this matunty of my
age, how great a variety of oaths I have heard since 1
began to study the world, and to know men and manners.
And here I found it to be true, what I have read in an
ancient poet

;

“ For, now-a-days, men change their oaths
As often as they change their clothes.”

In short, oaths are the children of fashion ; they are in
some sense almost annuals, like what I observed before
of cant words ; and I myself can remember about forty
different sets. The old stock oaths, I am confident, do
not amount to above forty-five, or fifty at most ; but
the way of minghng and compoundins^-^iSmtis almost
as various as that of the alphabet.

(o) LESSER PROSE WrI^RS
Among the lesser prose writers of the time is

Dr. John Arbuthnot, the great-hearted friend of

Swift, of whom Swift said : “If the world had but
a dozen Arbuthnots in it, I would bum my travels.”

Bom in 1667, a student at Aberdeen and
Oxford, Arbuthnot graduated M.E>. at the Scotch
university of St. Andrews. Called upon to attend

Prince George during a sudden attack of illness

while at Epsom, he gieedily became a favourite with
the royal family, and in 1705 was appomted physi-
cian to Queen Anne. At her death came reverses
which he bore with equanimity, and after twelve
years of lE-health, died in 1735. Jle was a noted
physician, a npe scholar, a wit who could hold his
own with the best of his contemporaries, a col-

laborator with Pope and the friend of John Gay.
As a writer he lacked the originality of the great

prose men; followed frankly the literary methods
of Swift, avoiding the bitterness, and did much to

popularise his master by drawmg attention to his
genius.

Arbuthnot’s most characteristic work is his

History of John Bull (1712). It gives an amusing
picture of the social history of the age, somewhat
m the vein of Swift. The political and rehgious
trickery of the times, the disloyalty of the Whigs,
and the methods of the various Church parties, are

dealt with in a spirit of raillery, that held abundant
good sense in solution. More easily followed to-day
by the modem reader, is the amusmg jeu d^espnt.

The Art of Political, Lying,

Of his medical writings, his Essay concerning the

Nature of Aliments (1731), pioneers the hterature

of dietetics, so popular at the present time, and his

Essay concerning the Effect of Air on the Human
Body showed how advanced he was for his times in

scientific research.

Literary cnticism, stimulated by such Frenca
models as Boileau, had become a thing of vital

influence in the hands of Dryden. Thomas Rymer,
to whom Dryden refers, was a writer of vigour and
ability, but with little of Dryden’s insight and sane

judgment. “ Dryden’s criticism,” as Johnson said,

has “ the majesty of a queen ; Rymer’s has the

ferocity of a tyrant.”

Neither Bymer nor his successor, John Dennis,

another critic of the tmculent school, showed any
real appreciation of the greatness of Shakespeare.

He applied the moral standard to literature with a
narrow rigour that sounds strange in modern ears.

“ Every tragedy ought to be a very solemn

lecture, inculcatmg a particular providence, and
showing it plainly protecting the good, and chastis-

ing the bad, or at least the violent !
” After this it

IS not surpnsing to find that he preferred the

(Edipus to Julius CcBsar, since " the (Edipus is very

religious and Julius Caesar is irreligious.”

More agreeable and informing than Dennis’

lucubrations, is Colley Cibber’s Apology for the Life

of Mr, Colley CibbeTy Comedian (1740) ; for with

all his excessive vanity and sentimentalism, Cibber

was a Hvely writer and no mean critic of the drama.

n. PROSE : (d) Diarists and Letter Writers (Pepys and Evelyn, &c.).

‘ (d) DIARISTS AND LETTER WRITERS
An important department of English prose in

this period is furnished by the Diarists and Letter

Writers. Their influence—especially that of the

supreme diarist Pepys—^was considerable, both
upon the development of style and the broadening
of subject matter. They gave colloquial ease and

familiarity to the mamier, actuality to the matter |

and helped to prepare the way for the rich blossom-

ing of fiction that took place durmg the later years

of the era.

Of diarists there were many; we may note the

political diary of Narcissus Luttrel {Brief Historical

Belation of State Affairs 1678-1714) ; the lAvea of

Roger North—memoirs of himself and his brothers.
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of little historical importance, but naively amusing
in style ; the more historical and less amusing
Diary of John Evelyn ; the Memoirea de la Vte du
Comte de Qramont, a remarkable piece of French
literature, praised by Voltaire for its admirable style,

yet curiously enough written by an Englishman,
Anthony Hamilton, with the Court of Charles II as
its chief subject matter. Then there is the Diary of

Henry Sidney, a diplomat at The Hague, dealing

with some important negotiations of William III,

and including some letters of considerable interest

from Sir William Temple and others.

The Diary of the Countess of Warwick (1666-

1677), the only part of which is now extant, exhibits

a writer with a well-marked note of reflective piety

in her work. Finally, we have the buoyant, lucid,

and high-spirited Memoirs of Lady Fanshawe ; the

tranquil, high-toned Letters of Rachel, Lady Russell,

the widow of the unfortunate Lord Russell; and
the pathetic Memoirs of Queen Mary II,

Even among these, only two are of special hterary

importance, the Countess of Warwick and Lady
Fanshawe. North’s interest lies in his audacious
use of slang ; while Evelyn’s importance is almost
entirely historical.

But the master diarist is Samuel Pepys.
To his contemporaries Samuel Pepys was little

more than a Government ofiicial—connected with
the Navy Office ; to us he is the author of the most
fascinating Diary in the language. Born in London,
February 23, 1633, son of John Pepys, tailor,

Samuel spent his early childhood in Kingsland and
Hackney— Thence to Kingsland, by my nurse’s

house. Goody Lawrence, where my brother Tom and
I were kept when young.” He went to school at

Huntingdon, moving afterwards to St. Paul’s. At
this time he was Cromwellian in his S3mipathies,

and he records in his Diary how alarmed he was
(December 1660), lest an old school friend should
recollect a saying of his on the day of Charles’

execution

:

“Here dined with us . . . Mr. Christmas, my old
schoolfellow, with whom I had much talk. He did
remember that I was a Roundhead when I was a boy,
and I was much afraid that he would have remembered
the words that I said the day the Kang was beheaded
(that, were I to preach upon him my text would be,
* The memory of the wicked shall rot

Perhaps this “ deadly drinker ” (as Pepys terms
him) did not think the exuberance of a Huntingdon
schoolboy of special moment.
From St. Paul’s to Cambridge (1651), where he

was oft “scandalously overserved with drink,”
among other matters of a more dignified and aca-

demic order. After that we know nothing of his

doings until his marriage in 1653 to the pretty and
penniless fifteen-year-old daughter of an exiled

Huguenot. As he had no money of his own at this

time, things would have gone ill had it not been for

Sir Edward Montague (afterwards Lord Sandwich),
who took the young couple into his own house and
looked after them.
A small clerkship to one of the Exchequer Tellers

seemed to Pepys quite a notable affair after this.

The salary was £50, but the amount seemed princely
to Pepys, who writes in exultant strain about his

“ private condition ” being “ very handsome,” and
revels in the sense of luxury afforded by the house
in Axe Yard, Westminster, and a maid-servant of
their own ; after the small room in his kinsman’s
house, no doubt it seemed quite palatial. And
from this time forward his financial fortunes,
faithfully recorded, rise steadily. The Diary was
started in 1660, and in the same year he obtains
a position on the Navy Board worth to him about
£250, exclusive of extras. He soon showed con-
siderable abihty in the discharge of his duties,

which were certainly not light at that critical

period. Axe Yard is exchanged for Seething Lane,
and here lived man and wife for the whole time
during which the Diary was written—that is to say,

for nine years.

His ambition was to become the historian of the
Navy, but although he held such a task “sorts
mightily with my genius,” he published nothing
but some dry Memoirs, though he made a great

array of material, as the Pepysian Collection shows.
During the time of the Plague, he and his clerks

lodged at Greenwich, though he went up to town
for the meetings at the Navy Office ; his wife he
had sent to Woolwich. His pluck in sticking to

his work during the Plague, and his demeanour
during the Great Fire, reflect great credit upon him.
The Navy Board had a bad time in 1667, for the

famous insult of De Ruyter in the Medway had
angered the Parliament, and when peace was con-

cluded Pepys and his colleagues were called to

account. It fell upon him to prepare the defence,

which he did with many misgivings, but fortified

by mulled sack and neat brandy, “ whereby he did

find himself in better order as to courage truly,” he
acquits himself well before a crowded House, and
gleefully records with amusing vanity the pleasant

things said to him. “ All the world that was
within hearing did congratulate me, and cry up my
speech as the best thing they ever heard.”

At any rate we feel that he is honestly entitled

to the inevitable dinner party and theatre at the

close of the day.

In the autumn of 1669 his wife died of a fever,

shortly after returning from a tour in France and
Holland. Before this sad event in his life his own
bad health, chiefiy failing eyesight, compelled him
to close his unique Diary,

In 1673 he is appointed Secretary for the Affairs

of the Navy, and in the same year his Parliamentary

longings saw fruition. In 1676 he became Master

of the Trinity House, and in the following year of the

Clothworkers’ Company, to whom he gave a silver

cup, still preserved. He sat in the Short Parlia-

ment of 1679 as Member for Harwich, and the same
year got involved in the Popish Plot. Though
committed to the Tower, he was subsequently dis-

charged (1 680). Evelyn firmly believed in his inno-

cence, and has recorded his opinion in his Diary,

After his retirement in 1690 he lived chiefly at

Clapham with his clerk, William Hewer, where he

kept up a friendly correspondence with most of the

notable men of the day, including his old comrades

Evelyn, Sir Isaac Newton, and Sir Christopher

Wren. It is said that Dryden imitated Chaucer’s
“ Good Parson ” at his request-
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He died on May 26, 1703, after months of failing

health due to kidney disease, and was buried at

St. Olave’s, Hart Street, in the same vault as his

wife and brother.

His Diary remained in the library of Magdalen

College, Cambridge, until 1825, when it was printed

in part by Lord Braybrooke. Various editions

followed, more or less translated ; the final and

most complete being published in 1893 by Mr.

Henry Wheatley, F.S.A.

It is not easy to read Pepys’ character aright. On
the one hand we have the panegyric of his worthy,

serious-minded friend Evelyn, who speaks of his

“ great integrity,” and refers to him as “ universally

beloved, hospitable, generous, learned in many
things, skilled in music, a very great cherisher of

learned men.” Then there is the frank and ingenu-

ous picture, presented by the Diarist himself, of

a man, inquisitive, childish, clear-headed, vain,

ambitious, quarrelsome ; one who worked faith-

fully at his post, yet could abandon himself with

zest to the pleasure of the moment. Brave in

many respects; cowardly in others. In short, a

strange mingling of good and indifferent qualities-;

sometimes contemptible, never entirely odious.

But the zest for life, or rather for living, is his most
remarkable characteristic. There is scarcely any-

thing which does not interest him in the varied life

of the time. It is not the main thoroughfares of

life, but the side-issues and curious byways that

enchain him. London is to him as a box of toys,

and he is for ever examining her assorted trea-

sures with the gleefulness of a child. Out-of-the-

way taverns, new fashions in wearing apparel, the

mechanism of a watch, the problems of physiology,

cake feasts, shipbuilding, a new dish, an old book,

a pretty face—one and all never fail to attract him,

and one and a.ll he treats with the same childish

inquisitiveness and naive delight.

He reminds the reader sometimes of Hazlitt,

sometimes of George Borrow, in the gusto and
exuberant garrulity with which he writes. Yet it

is not as a work of art, but as a human document
that his Diary must make its appeal.

One can see by a glance at the portrait of Pepys
that we are dealing with a pleasure-loving, con-

tented, good-hearted man of the world. What the

portrait does not suggest is the mental versatility

of the man ; the complexity of his interests. He
was no mere hon viveur. Fond of music always, he
could play four instruments and compose songs.

If a supper party awakens in him the anticipation

of a “glut of pleasure,” he records the “great
pleasure ” with which he listens to the nightingale.

AH his delights are violent ones : his emotional
sensibility knows no repose ; it is always tremu-
lous with some pleasure, whether it be the “ infinite

delight ” of Boyle’s Hydrostatics, or the “ warming ”

comfort of mulled wine. Even the naval stores

are to him a great delight, and the sight of a pretty
face provides matter for cheerful recollection during
the remainder of the day. He is always respect-

able, as the average Londoner is respectable in

his vices, and in his virtues. Late supper parties

and other “ alarums and excursions ” are duly
expiated for by rigid church attendances. One
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cannot imagine him listening with comfort to the
eloquence of Bimyan at Southwark. Mr. Gifford
is more to his taste, who shows, “ like a wise man,
that righteousness is a surer moral way of being
rich than sin and villainy.” Yet there is no trace
of hypocrisy about Pepys, and he is genuinely
touched by simple piety, as in his account of Aunt
James—“a poor, religious, well-meaning, good
soul, talking of nothing but God Almighty, and
that with so much innocence that mightily pleased
me.”
Somewhat circumspect when he starts his Diary,

and with a conscience sensitive even to wandering
thoughts about other women than his wife, it is

manifest that in the circle where he moved, and the
tone of the time being what it was, he should soon
adopt the loose living of the day, until suddenly
he awakes to the bitter upbraidings of his wife, to
find himself plunged into an acrimonious domestic
scandal.

It is hard to sum up Pepys more compendiously
and happily than in the phrase of Coleridge—“ a
pollard man without the top . . . but on this

account more broadly branching out from the
upper trunk.”

Pepys as an Historian

If Pepys may be taken as a good specimen of the
intelligent playgoer, Shakespeare was in no great

favour at this time. Pepys has little to say, except
by way of disparagement, for any of his plays. He
admired greatly Betterton the actor, and notices

the attempts made to improve the character of the
scenery. Plays at Court took place at night, but
afternoon performances were still in vogue for the
general public. Some of the new theatres, e.g, the

Drury Lane Theatre, had skylights, but these were
of scant value, as witness this entry (1664, June 1)

;

“ Before the play was done it fell such a storm of hail,

that we in the middle of the pit were fain to rise, and all

the house in a disorder.”

Messenger boys were not yet invented to retain

a place in a queue, but they had their equivalent

:

** To the Duke of York’s playhouse at a little past
twelve, to get a good place in the pit, and there setting

a poor man to keep my place, I out and spent an hour at

Martin’s my bookseller’s, and so back again, when I
foxmd the house quite full. But I had my place.”

The witty, salacious comedies of the day were

nearly always, in Pepys’ view, “ mightily pleasant,**

but for the more romantic order of play he has

little to say.

“ 1662.—To the King’s Theatre, where we saw
mmmer Nighfs Dream, which I had never seen before,

nor shall ever again, for it is the most insipid, ridiculous

play that ever I saw in my life.”

The following gives us an insight into the Pit

manners of the day

;

«< 1666-67.—^To the King’s House to The Mayd*s
Tragedy, but vexed all the while with two talking ladies

and Sir Charles Sedley ; ^ yet pleased to hear the dis-

course, he being a stranger. And one of the ladies would
and did sit with her mask on all through the play, and
being exceedingly witty as ever I heard a woman, did

talk most pleasantly with him. ; but was, I believe, a

1 A famous wit and man about town.
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virtuous woman and of quality. . . . He was mighty
witty, and she also making sport with him mighty in-

offensively, that more pleasant rencontre I never heard.

By that means lost the pleasure of the play wholly, to

which both now and then Sir Charles Sedley’s excep-
tions against both words and pronouncing were very
pretty.”

John Evelyn, the lifelong friend of Pepys, was
a man of quite another temperament. He was
learned, pedantically careful about his work

;

scrupulously methodical in his arrangements ; an
excellent t3^e of the best sort of country gentleman

;

shrewd and capable in public affairs ; large-hearted

and loyal as a friend ; ready, as Bishop Burnet says,
“ to contribute everything in his power to perfect

other men’s endeavours ”

Yet despite his learning and his love of the arts,

he is a somewhat colourless writer ;
when com-

pared with Pepys, his prose, though simple and
clear, is easily excelled by other notable prosemen
of the time.

Born in 1620, at Wotton, of an old Surrey family,

John Evelyn received his education at Lewes and
Oxford ; his antecedents had always been strong

supporters of King and Constitution, so on leaving

the university in 1642, he joined the King’s party

at EdgehiU as a volunteer, and later in the year he
crossed over to Holland, where he stayed for three

mouths. He has been spoken of as “ a patriot who
kept his loyalty in the most dangerous times ; and
a Christian who preserved his integrity in the most
immoral ”—and “ a philosopher who viewed every

object with a desire to extract from it all the beauty
and goodness it contained.”

When the Civil War broke out in England,
Evelyn took advantage of the opportunity to travel

extensively on the Continent, and his famous Diary,

which he kept from 1642 up to the year 1706, owes
much to this period in the many rich and graphic

descriptions of the public and private collections

that he visited. In 1652 he settled down at Sayes

Court, near Deptford, and took such an intense

interest in his gardens that they were brought almost

to the point of perfection ; he wrote Sylva, a
treatise on arboriculture, in 1664, and Sculptura two
years earlier, on architecture and the prevention of

smoke in London. When the Royal Society took

definite form in 1660 he was one of its first members,
and for some time acted as secretary.

From 1685-87 Evelyn was Commissioner of the

Privy Seal, and Treasurer of Greenwich Hospital
from 1695-1703.

Hot so boisterous, perhaps, in his outlook upon
life as his friend Pepys, he was none the less happy ;

“ For my part,” he wrote on one occasion, “ I
profess that I delight m a cheerful gaiety

; ^ect
and cultivate variety ; the universe itself were not
beautiful without it.”

After spending forty-two years among the sylvan
beauties of Sayes Court, he returned to his birth-
place at Wotton, where he died in 1706.

Here is an example of his work :

June 8, 1667.—To London, alarmed by the Dutch,
who were fallen on our fleet at Chatham, by a most
audacious enterprise, entering the very river with part
of their fleet, doing us not only disgrace, but increcfible
misoluef in burning several of our best men-of-war lying
at anchor and moored there, and all this through om
most unaccountable negligence in not setting out our
fleet in due time. This alarm caused me, fearing the
enemy might venture up the Thames even to London
(which they might have done with ease, and fired all the
vessels in the river, too), to send away my best goods,
plate, &c

,
from my house to another place. The alarm

was so great that it put both country and city mto fear,

a pamc and consternation such as I hope I shall never
see more ; everybody was flying, none knew why or
whither.”

Although known to most as the Diarist, he was
a volummous and varied writer

; gardening, archi-

tecture, engraving, painting, navigation
; one and

all he discoursed upon in his grave and erudite way.
He was never a man of the town, as was Pepys.
He was as much interested in the makmg of

cider as Pepys was in drinking it. The Arundel
Marbles moved him to the same admiration as a
pretty face in the street did his more susceptible

friend, and he found the heresy of the Jesuits a more
exciting topic than the behaviour of Lady Betty
at the playhouse.

Yet we must not regard Evelyn and Pepys as
Restoration editions of the young gentlemen in

Sandford and Merton, Evel5m was by no means
a prig, nor, what is equally repellent, a dull dog.

Pepys bears testimony to that- Without Pepys’
tribute, we might perhaps have had our fears about
the social charms of Mr. Evelyn. But when Pepys
records the mirthfulness of Evelyn at a party at

Greenwich, and how much he contnbuted to the

brightness of the company, we feel assured.

III. THE DRAMA (from Davenant to Sheridan).

THE DRAMA
In September 1642, Puritan sentiment, that had
opposed the drama from the time of Roger Ascham
and William Stubbes, persistently though without
avail, at last triumphed. The triumph lay rather

in the lowered vitality of the drama than in the

strength of its opponents ; for during early Caroline

times, less and less had it come to voice the spirit

of the nation, more and more had it become an
entertainment to pander to the dissolute few.

Puritanism, now in the political ascendant, put
forth its power to crush the obnoxious theatre.

and the Ordinance of September 2 commanded the
closing of the theatres and the complete suppression

of stage plays. Some attempt was made to defy

this mandate, and met with the prompt reprisi
of imprisonment for the actors concerned. Now
and again indeed, during the Commonwealth, a
blind eye was turned to private performances “ in

noblemen’s houses,” or amid the multifarious fes-

tivities of a fair ; but the actor’s business became
too perilous a one to pursue, for aU save a few
intrepid, adventurous souls.

With the exception therefore of farcical enter-

tainments of the most popular and boisterous
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character, known as droll humours ; and the

performance of semi-dramatio pieces with a strong

didactic motive to appease the sentiment of the

hour, during the later days of the Commonwealth

when the embargo was somewhat relaxed, there is

nothing m the shape of drama until the Restoration.

Sir William Davenant and James Shirley, sur-

vivals from the palmy days of the theatre, saw to

the wants of the Court in the early days of its

Renascence. Even in their work, we can trace

clearly the vicissitudes the theatre had suffered.

Bound up as it had been with the vicissitudes of

Royalty, and suffering, like Royalty, from puritan

anathemas, it had become a Court function, and

was violently anti-puritan in feeling.

The influence of France, dominant in the hterary

ideals of the new age, is clearly discernible in the

drama. Comedy became the fashion, and although

there are tragedies in this era, they are very differ-

ent in cahbre from the Elizabethan tragedy, and
far inferior in literary and dramatic value. It is

essentially the age of comedy, and a comedy that

owed much to Gallic inspiration. Davenant,

Dryden, Shadwell, Wycherley, Vanbrugh, were

indebted to the French comedy of the day for

both matter of plot and witty dialogue, and without

the great names of Moli^re, Racine, and Corneille,

little would be left of account in the Restoration

drama. As in comedy, so in opera, that now
became popular in England, French influence is

also paramount—^witness Dryden’s work in this

direction.

Passing from general consideration to the con-

sideration of individual names, Dbyden’s is the flrst

to note. His early attempts at playwritmg were
made in his thirtieth year ; although he never

achieved any flrst-rate work in this direction, his

productivity was extraordinarily fertile, about
thirty plays being placed to his credit. These
plays were written, of course, at a time when the

first object of the dramatist was to please the Kmg,
and to cater for those French tastes that had now
become so prominent.

Starting in The Wild Qcdlani (1663) with a
comedy of humour, Jonsonian in pattern, he
essayed higher flights in The Maiden Queen (1667),

Marriage a la Mode (1672), and Amphitryon (1691).

His comedy scenes are better than his tragic efforts,

but his wit was not deft enough, nor his humour
sufficiently based on first-hand observation of char-

acter, to succeed in the theatre. A notable, even
remarkable humorist along his own lines, his was
not of the quality to tell on the stage.

More successful was his contemporary, " gentle ”

George Ethebbgb, the companion of Buckhurst.
Three plays of merit bear his signature ; of these,

the first. The Comical Revenge, or Love in a Tub
(1664), is the least interesting, but it has the merit
of being amusing without descending to those ob-

scenities too rife in the drama of the time. The
second. She Would if She Gould (1667), is a bright

and ingenious play of manners ;
and the third, Sir

Fopling Flutter (1676)—decidedly the best—^written

on similar lines, has something of that dexterous wit
carried to so superlative an excellence by Congreve.
Thomas Shadwell (1640), a man of good family
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and an out-and-out Whig, succeeded Dryden m the
Laureateship and enjoyed a fine vogue as a witty
talker as well as an amusing writer. He wrote
nearly twenty plays, and unlike Etherege was the
reverse of squeamish in his treatment. His merits as
a dramatist lie less in his wit, which is never better
than Etherege’s, often inferior, than in his local
colour. With small gift of characterisation, with
climsy technique, he is surprisingly ahve in his
m^se-ew-aclne.

His Sqmre of Alsatia {16Q9), Epsom Wells (1676),
and Bury Fair (1686), are vigorously vital pictures
of well-^own seventeenth-century localities. He
is at once one of the worst and one of the best of
contemporary writers for the stage.

William Wycherley, born m 1640, came of
good Shropshire stock, and his residence in France,
as a young man, stood him in good stead when he
began to write.

His first play. Love in a Wood (1672) attracted
the attention of the Duchess of Cleveland.

A man of agreeable parts, he impressed his per-

sonality upon his contemporaries, and his plays
enjoyed considerable popularity. In his old age he
made the acquamtance of Pope, and died in 1716.

Love in a Wood and The Gentleman Dancing
Master (1673) are scarcely above the average
reached by many undistinguished writers of the

time ; but The Country Wife (1675) and The Plain
Dealer (1677), obviously inspired by Moli^re’s La
Misartthrope, are, with all their coarseness and occa-

sional prolixities, extremely witty, while the latter

play, Wycherley’s finest achievement, has the

satirical power of Jonson at his best. With much
of Shadwell’s pictorial skill, he is infinitely superior

to him, Etherege, or Dryden, in the bright and
vivacious quality of his dialogue.

William Congbevb, born 1670, came of a good
Staffordshire family and was educated at Trinity

College, Dublin. His first play. The Old Bachelor,

written to amuse himself, had the good fortune to

be highly praised by Dryden, and was acted in

1693. Love for Love followed in 1695 ; The Moum^
ing Bride in 1697 ; and The Way of the World
ushered in the new century. The last, perhaps the

most highly esteemed of his plays to-day, was un-

successful at the time, and smarting with disap-

pointment Congreve abruptly gave up his dramatic

writing, if we except an occasional masque pro-

duced during the last few months of his life. He
died in 1729.

Of his plays, The Double Dealer, Love for Love,

and The Way of the World are masterpieces within

the limits of the brilliant artificial comedy of the

time. Skilful and apt in intrigue, lively and arrest-

ing in charactensation, brilliant in verbal felicities,

they reveal at once the weakness and strength of

their school.

In The Way of the World there are touches, more-

over, of emotional power ; and The Mourning

Bride reveals, amid much fustian, some measure of

tragic force. But Congreve is, of course, above all

things a master of comedy.

In construction and grasp of character, Congreve

steadily improved with each succeeding play. But

from the very first he exhibited himself as a master
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of light and witty dialogue. Therein lay his great

strength. He has the easy gaiety of Etherege and
the satirical force of Wycherley, and speedily he
showed how well he could excel these dramatists on
their own lines.

The construction of The Dovble Dealer is greatly

superior to The Old Bachelort and the dialogue is

rich in happy conceits, but the characterisation is

of small account. It is merely a peg for the author’s

wit.

Love for Love is on a higher plane. Here, within

well-defined limits, many of the characters have
vitality and distinctiveness. The surly-tempered

Sir Samson Legend, the fine-natured youthful

Valentine, the pretentious impostor, astrologer, and
palmist, Foresight, are acutely observed and ad-

mirably portrayed. There is a farcical strain in

the story less happy in invention, but the play as

a whole deserves much of the tremendous praise

poured upon it by Dryden.
In The Way of the World we have Congreve at

his happiest. Construction, characterisation, dia-

logue are alike brilliant. The story scarcely mat-
ters. There is never much resemblance to real life

in the plots and machinations of the Restoration

drama. This play is no exception in this respect.

But such scenes as those where reputations are

murdered by gossip, such characters as Mrs. Milla-

mant and Mirabell, such flashes of wit in the talk

between Mrs. Marwood and Mrs. Millamant—or for

the matter of that any scene where Mrs. Millamant
is to the fore—reveal the Restoration drama at its

highest point.

The Way oe the Wobld
Scene : A Chocolate Bouse.

Mibabbll and Fainall rising from cards^
Betty waiting.

Mir. You are a fortunate man, Mr. Fainall

!

Fain. Have we done ?

Mir. What you please ! I’ll play on to entertain you.
Fain. No, I’ll give you your revenge another time,

when you are not so indifferent
;
you are thinking of

something else now, and play too negligently ; the cold-

ness of a losing gamester lessens the pleasure of the
winner. I’d no more play with a man that slighted his

ill fortune than I’d make love to a woman who under-
valued the loss of her reputation.

Mir. You have a taste extremely delicate, and are
for refining on your pleasures.

Fain. Prithee why so reserved ? Something has put
you out of humour.

Mir, Not at all: I happen to be grave to-day, and
you are gay ; that’s all.

Fain. Confess, Millamant and you quarrelled last

night after I left you ; my fair cousm has some humours
that would tempt the patience of a Stoic. What, some
coxcomb came m, and was well received by her, while
you were by ?

Mir. Witwood and Petulant ; and what was worse,
her aunt, your wife’s mother, my evil genius ; or to sum
up all in her own name, my old Lady Wishfort came in.

Fain. O there it is then ! She has a lasting passion
for you, and with reason.—^What, then my wife was
there ?

Mir, Yes, and Mrs. Marwood, and three or four more,
whom I never saw before. Seeing me, they all put on
their grave faces, whispered one another ; then com-
plained aloud of the vapours, and after fell into a pro-
found silence.

Fain. They had a mind to be rid of you.
Mir. For which reason 1 resolved not to stir. At

last the good old lady broke through her painful taci-
turnity with an invective agamst long visits. I would
not have understood her, but Millamant joining in the
argument, I rose, and, with a constrained smile, told her
I thought nothing was so easy as to know when a viqit
began to be troublesome. She reddened, and I with-
drew, without expecting her reply.

Fain. You were to blame to resent what she spoke
only in compliance with her aunt.

Mtr. She is more mistress of herself than to be under
the necessity of such a resignation.

Fain. What ! though half her fortune depends upon
her marrying with my lady’s approbation ?

^

Mir. 1 was then in such a humour, that I should have
been better pleased if she had been less discreet.

Fain. Now, I remember, I wonder not they were
weary of you ; last night was one of their cabal nights

;

they have them three times a-week, and meet by turns
at one another’s apartments, where they come together
like the coroner’s inquest, to sit upon the murdered
reputations of the week. You and I are excluded

j and
it was once proposed that all the male sex should be
excepted ; but somebody moved that, to avoid scandal,
there might be one man of the community ; upon which
motion Witwood and Petulant were enrolled members.

Mir. And who may have been the foundress of this
sect ? My Lady Wishfort, I warrant, who publishes
her detestation of mankind ; and full of the vigour of
fifty-five, declares for a friend and ratafia ,* and let pos-
terity shift for itself, she’ll breed no more.

Fain. The discovery of your sham addraiises to her,

to conceal your love to her niece, has provoked this

separation ; had you dissembled better, things might
have continued in the state of nature.

Mir. I did as much as man could, with any reasonable
conscience ; I proceeded to the very last act of flattery

with her, and was guilty of a song in her commendation.
Nay, I got a fnend to put her into a lampoon, and com-
pliment her with the imputation of an affair with a young
fellow, which I carried so far, that I told her the mali-
cious town took notice that she was grown fat of a sudden

;

and when she la;^ in of a dropsy, persuaded her she was
reported to be in labour. The devil’s in’t, if an old
woman is to be flattered further, unless a man should
endeavour personally to debauch her j and that my
virtue forbade me. But for the discovery of this amour
I am indebted to your friend, or your wife’s friend,

Mrs. Majwood.
Fain. What should provoke her to be your enemy,

unless she has made you advances which you have
Blighted ? Women do not easily forgive omissions of

that nature.
Mir. She was always civil to me till of late—^I confess

I am not one of those coxcombs who are apt to interpret

a woman’s good manners to her prejudice, and think

that she who does not refuse ’em everything, can refuse

’em nothing.
Fain. You are a gallant man, Mirabell ; and though

you may have cruelty enough not to satisfy a lady’s

longing, you have too much generosity not to be tender
of her honour. Yet you speak with an indifference which
seems to be affected» and confesses you are conscious of

a negligence.

Mir. You pursue an argument with a distrust that

seems to be unaffected, and confe.sses you are conscious

of a concern for which the lady is more indebted to you
than is your wife.

Fain. Fy, fy, friend I if you grow censorious I must
leave jmu. I’ll look upon the gamesters in the next room.

2Iir. WTio are they ?

Fain. Petulant and Witwood. {To Betty.) Bring
me some chocolate. {Exit.

Mir. Betty, what says your clock ?

Betty. Turned of the last canonical hour, sir. [Exit.

Mir. How pertinently the jade answers me I (Look-

ing on his watch.)—^Ha'' almost one o’clock !—O, y’are

come I

Enter Footman.
Well, is the grand affair over ? You have been some-

thing tedious.
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Foot. Sir, there’s such coupling at Paiicras, that they

stand behind one another, as ’twere in a country dance.
Ours was the last couple to lead up , and no hopes ap-
pearing of despatch ; besides the parson growing hoarse,

we were afraid his lungs would have failed before it came
to our turn ; so we drove round to Duke’s-place ; and
there they were rivetted in a trice.

M%r. So, so, you are sure they are married.

Foot. Married and bedded, sir, I am witness.

Mtr. Have you the certificate ?

Foot. Here it is, sir.

Mir. Has the tailor brought Waitwell’s clothes home,
and the new hveries ?

Foot. Yes, sir.

Mtr. That’s well. Do you go home again, d’ye hear,

and adiourn the consummation till further orders. Bid
Waitwell shake his ears, and Dame Partlet rustle up her
feathers, and meet me at one o’clock by Rosamond’s
Pond,^ that I may see her before she returns to her lady

;

and as you tender your ears be secret. lExeuni.^

Sir John Vanbrtjg-h was born about 1666, and
had a varied career, being in turn soldier, herald,

and architect. His first play. The Relapse, was
performed in 1697. This was followed in the next
year by The Provoked Wife, while The Confederacy

was not produced until 1735. With the exception

of these three plays, there are no writmgs of any
note to his credit. In character he was forceful,

energetic, and rugged ; a contrast to the less solid

if more brilliantly equipped Congreve. He was
knighted in 1734, and died twelve years later.

In Vanbrugh’s first two plays, we have all the
familiar puppets of Restoration comedy, the fops and
the fools being treated with more naturalness if less

wit than by Congreve, and with far less coarseness.

The Relapse is remarkable in being the sequel to

another man’s play (Colley Cibber’s), with a slight

reshuffling of the characters. In The Confederacy,

the dramatist breaks fresh ground, and we have a
hark back in subject matter to the middle-class plays
of Shakespeare’s age. There is no better all-round

play in this period than The Confederacy ; in con-
struction, characterisation, and dialogue, it is admir-
able; never once does the action halt.

In sheer intellectual force, Vanbrugh’s work is on
a lower plane than Congreve’s ; but by way of com-
pensation he has a more genial humour, and a
genius for farcical development denied to Congreve,
who excelled in satire. This gift is most agreeably
displayed in The Relapse,

Slost interesting point of all perhaps, to the
modern reader, his plays show a fresher handling
of the life of the day than we find usually in the
Restoration drama, and the eighteenth-century
novelists are certainly indebted to him in their

characterisation.

The CoNrEDEHACY

Enter Brass, solus.

Brass. Well, surely thro’ the world’s wide extent, there
never appear’d so impudent a fellow as my school-
fellow Dick, pass himself upon the town for a gentleman,
drop into edl the best company with an esisy air, as if

his natural element were in the sphere of quality

;

when the rogue had a kettle-drum to his father, who
was hang’d for robbing a church, and has a pedlar to

^ Rosamond’s Pond, St. James’s Park, “long conse-
crated to disastrous love,” was filled up in 1770.

2 The Way of the World, Act i. sc. 1.

his inother, who carried her shop under her aim. But
here he comes.

Enter Dick.
Pick, Well, Brass, what news ? Hast thou given mV

letter to Flippanta ?
e

Brass. I’m but just come ; I havn’t knock’d at the
aoOT.yet. But I have a damn’d piece of news for you.

Dick. As how ?

Brass. We must quit this country.
Dick. We’ll be hang’d first.

Brass. So you will if you stay.
Dick. Why, what’s the matter ?
Brass. There’s a storm coming.
Dick. From whence ?
Rraws. From the worst point in the compass, the law.
Dick. The law ! Why, what have I to do with the

law ?

Brass. Nothing; and therefore it has something to
do with you.

*

Dick. Explain.
Brass. You know you cheated a young fellow at

picquet t’other day, of the money he had to raise his
company.

Dick. Well, what then ?

Brass. Why, he’s sorry he lost it.

Dick. Who doubts that ?

Brass. Ay, but that’s not all; he’s such a fool to
think of complammg on’t.

Dick. Then I must be so wise to stop his mouth.
Brass. How ?

Dick. Give Mm a little back; if that won’t do,
strangle him.

Brass. You are very quick in your methods.
Dick. Men must be so that will dispatch business.
Brass. Hark you, colonel, your father dy’d m’s bed ?
Dick, He might have done, if he had not been a fool.
Brass. Why, he robb’d a church.
Dick. Ay, but he forgot to make sure of the sexton.
Brass. Are not you a great rogue ?

Dick. Or I should wear worse clothes.

^

Brass. Hark you, I would advise you to change your
life.

Dick, And turn ballad-singer.
Brass. Not so neither.
Dick. What then ?

Brass. Why, if you can get this young wench, reform,
and live honest.

Dick. That’s the way to he starv’d.
Brass. No, she has money enough to buy you a good

place, and pay me into the bargain for helping her to
so good a match. You have but this throw left to save
you, for you are not ignorant, youngster, that your
morals begin to be pretty well known about townj
have^ a care your noble birth and your honourable
relations are not discover’d too : there needs hut that
to have you toss’d in a blanket, for the entertainment
of the first company of ladies you intrude into ; and then
like a dutiful son, you may daggle about with your
mother, and sell paint. She’s old and weak, and wants
somebody to carry her goods after her. How like a
dog will you look, with a pair of plod shoes, your hair
crop’d up to your ears, and a band-box under your arm !

Dick. Why faith. Brass, I think thou art in the right
on’t ; I must fix my affairs quickly, or Madame Fortune
will be pla3ring some of her bitch-tricks with me : There-
fore I’ll tell thee what we’ll do ; we’ll pursue this old
rogue’s daughter heartily ; we’ll cheat his family to
purpose, and they shall atone for the rest of mankind.

Brass. Have at her then; I’ll about your business
presently.

Dick. One Mss—and success attend thee.

{Exit Dick.
Brass. A great rogue. Well, I say nothing. But

when I have got the thing into a good posture, he shall

sign and seal, or T’ll have him tumbled out of tlie house,
like a cheese. Now for Flippanta. {He knocks.

Enter Fuppanta.
Mi/p. Who’s that ? Brass I

Brass, Flippanta!

8
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What want you, rogue’s-face ?

Brass. Is your mistress dress’d ?

Flip. What, already ? Is the fellow drunk ?

Brass. Why, with respect to her looking-glass, it*s

almost two.
Fhp. What then, fool ?

Brass. Why then, it’s time for the mistress of the
house to come down, and look after her family.

Flip, Pr’ythee don’t be an owl. Those that go to

bed at night may rise in the morning ; we that go to

bed in the morning rise in the afternoon.

Brass. When does she make her visits, then ?

Flip, By candle-light ; it helps olf a muddy com*
plejaon 5 we women hate inquisitive sunshine : But do
you know that my lady is going to turn good house-
wife ?

Brass. What, is she going to die ?

Flip. Die !

Brass. Why, that’s the only way to save money for

her family.
Flip. No ; but she has thought of a project to save

chair-hire.

Brass. As how ?

Flip. Why, all the company she us’d to keep abroad
she now intends shall meet at her own house. Your
master has advis’d her to set up a basset-table.

Brass. Nay, if he advis’d her to it, it’s right ; but has
she acquainted her husband with it yet ?

Flip. What to do ? When the company meet, he’ll

see them.
Brass. Nay, that’s true; as you say, he’ll know it

soon enough.
Flip. Well, I must be gone ; have you any business

with my lady ?

Brass. Yes, as ambassador from Araminta, I have a
letter from her.

Flip. Give it me.
Brass. Hold—and as first minister of state to the

colonel, I have an aSair to commumcate to thee.

Flip. What is’t ? Quick.
Brass. Why—^he’s in love.

Flip. With what ?

Brass, A woman—and her money together.
Flip. Who is she ?

Brass. Corinna.
Flip. What would he be at ?

Brass. At her—^if she’s at leisure.

Flip. Which way ?

Brass. Honourably—^he has ordered me to demand
her of thee in mainage.

Flip. Of me ?

Brass. Why, when a man of quality has a mind to a
City-fortune, would’st have him apply to her father and
mother ?

Flip. No.
Brass, No, so I think. Men of our end of the town

are better bred than to use ceremony. With a long
periwig we strike the lady, with a you-know-what we
soften the maid

; and when the parson has done his

job, we open the affair to the family. Will you slip

this letter into her prayer-book, my little queen ? It’s

a very passionate one—^it’s seal’d wnth a heart and a
dagger

; you may see by that what he intends to do
with himself.

Flip. Are there any verses in it ? If not, I won’t
touch it.

Brass. Not one word in prose, it’s dated in rhyme.
Flip. Well, but have you brought nothing else ?

[She takes if.

Brass. Gad forgive me ; I’m the for^etfullest dog

—

I have a letter for you too—^here
—

’tis in a purse, but
it’s in prose ; you won’t touch it.

Flip, Yes, hang it, it is not good to be too dainty.
Brass. How useful a virtue is humility » Well, child,

we shall have an answer to-morrow, shan’t we ?

Flip. I can’t promise you that ; for our young gentle-
woman is not so often in my way as she would be.
Her father (who is a citizen from the foot to the forehead
of him) lets her seldom converse with her mother-in-law
and me, for fear she should leam the airs of a woman of

quality. But I’ll take the first occasion : See, there's
my lady ; go in, and deliver your letter to her.

IFxeuTU.'^

Gboroe Fabquhar was born at Londonderry in
1678. Like Congreve he went to Trinity College,

Dublin, and afterwards tried “ the boards ” himself,
subsequently joining the army. In personality he
is the most volatile and inconsequential of the three
later dramatists, as is shown in amorous intrigue, or
military adventure, loving the good thmgs of life,

yet meeting misfortune with an excellent front. He
died in 1707.

His plays are Love and a Bottle^ amusing but thi>
^

The Constant Couple, and Sir Harry Wildair, two
plays in sequence, in the fashion of Cibber and Van-
brugh, where Peg Woffington had a part than suited

her admirably as cheeky Sir Harry. The Incon-
stant (1703), and The Way to Win Him, have ad-
mirably devised scenes; while in The Becruitmg

Officer (1706) and The Beaux^ Stratagem (1707) he
reached his highest point as a dramatist. The last

play especially is unfiagging in its humour, and
there is an open-air atmosphere about his work
(as well as an open-bottle one) that gives it a dis-

tinctive place in the Restoration drama.
Vanbrugh broke away to some extent from the

pure comedy of manners, wrought to such perfection

by Congreve, broadening its boundaries, and sweet-

ening its humours. With Farquhar, the rupture is

more thoroughgoing. The artificial note lingers m
the earlier plays, but in the later ones he leaves the

gallant to his ways, dealing with humbler folk and
a more diversified life.

From 1700 a change began to be discernible in

stage productions. It was felt perhaps that the

appeal was too restricted, and with the spread of

coffee-houses, the more general interest in political

and social problems, and a change in the manners
of the Court, it seemed necessary to strike a more
human note.

The drama was soon to feel the rivalry of the

Hovel and the Newspaper.
To attract the general public, especially the

steadily growing middle class, some modification

was required in the nature of the drama. Colley
Cibber (1671), actor, playwright, Laureate, and
Manager of Drury Lane, to some extent met this

demand, though of his sixteen surviving plays there

is little to be said from the point of view of wit and
insight, lively and agreeable as they are in part,

for instance The Careless Husband and The Non-
Juror. More interesting work may be found in the

budget of SuSA3srNAH Centlivrb (c. 1667-1723), more
especially The Busybody (1709) / and A Bold Stroke

for a Wife (1717).

Steele essayed to sentimentalise the drama, with
no enduring success. Lillo, pursuing the didactic

methods of Steele, achieved some popularity with

the ** lesson to apprentices ”

—

George Barnwell, a
melodramatic morality (recently reproduced by
the picture palaces). Henry FiBLOiNa, before he
found his mitier in the novel, burlesqued tragedy

amusingly in Tom Thumb.
George Colman (1732-1794), Manager of Covent

Garden, wrote one play at least that has been acted

^ The Confederacy, Act i. sc. 2.
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in the present generation

—

The Clandestine Mar-
riage, Farce and comic opera flourisheds and some

of the best illustrations of this kmd of work survive

in Mrs. Cowley’s (1743-1809) Belle's Stratagem;

Maoklin’s Man of theWorld (1784); Samuel Foote’s

Minor (1760); Townbley’s High JLife below Stairs

(1759); Gay’s Beggar's Opera (1727); while the

sentimental drama persisted in Cumberland’s West

Indian (1771) ; and Holcroft’s Rood to Bum (1792).

Then towards the end of the century two great

names again stand out in relation to the drama,

those of Oliver Goldsmith and Richard Brinsley

Sheridan.

Goldsmith’s Good Manured Man (1768) is excel-

lent in parts ; She Stoops to Conquer (1773) ex-

cellent throughout, with a bright, whimsical humour
and fresh charm of dialogue not attained since the

days of Congreve. Less witty than the great Re-
storation dramatists. Goldsmith is greatly superior

in his humamty and taste.

Sheridan, born in Dublin 1751, was the grand-

son of a witty and brilliant cleric, Dr. Sheridan, the

friend of Swift. In 1773 young Sheridan eloped

from Bath with the beautiful, accomplished, and
short-lived Elizabeth Linley ; and his Rivals, pro-

duced when he was under four-and-twenty, scored

an immediate success. Entering Parliament in

1780, he made a reputation on the Whig side as a
brilliant speaker, and his speeches against Warren
Hastings attracted special attention. He married

a second time in 1795, dymg in 1816, with bailiffs

in the house.

In the first two of his three great plays

—

The
'Rivals and The School for Scandal—he combmes
the comedy of manners with a sentimental admix-
ture only partially successful. Constructively, both
plays are remarkably skilful pieces of work, and of

their wit it need only be said that they may chal-

lenge equality with Congreve and Vanbrugh, with
little of their coarseness.

The Critic is written on more broadly farcical

lines, but within its limitations it is a rarely delight-

ful piece of extravaganza, displaying a gift of bur-

lesque of the highest order.

With Shendan, the great age of artificial comedy
closes.

The Critic

Scene : Tilbury Fort,

Two Sentinels discovered asleep^

Dang, Tilbury Fort !—^very fine indeed !

Puf, Now, what do you tmnk I open with 1

Sneer, Faith, I can’t guess. . . .

Puff. A clock.—Hark !

—

{Clock strikes,) I open with
a clock striking, to beget an awful attention in the
audience : it also marks the time, which is four o’clock

in the morning, and saves a description of the rising

sun, and a great deal about gilding the eastern hemi-
sphere.

Dang, But pray, are the sentinels to be asleep ?

Puff, Fast as watchmen.
Sneer. Isn’t that odd though at such an alarming

cnsis ?

Puff. To be sure it is,—^but smaller things must give
way to a striking scene at the opening : that’s a rule.

And the case is, that two great men are coming to this

very spot to begin the piece : now, it is not to be sup-
posed they would open their lips, if these fellows were
watching them ; so, egad, I must either have sent them
off their posts, or set them asleep.

Sneer, Oh, that accounts for it.—^But tell us, who are
these coming ?

Puff, These are they—Sir Walter Raleigh and Sir
Christopher Hatton. You’ll know Sir Christopher by
his turning out his toes—famous, you know, for his
dancing. I like to preserve all the little traits of char-
acter.—^Now attend.

Enter Sir Walter Raleigh and Sir Christopher
Hatton

“ Sir Christ. True, gallant Raleigh J ”
Dang, What, they have been talking before ?

Puff. Oh yes; all the way as they came along.—{To
the Actors. J I beg pardon, gentlemen, but these are
particular friends of mine, whose remarks may be of
great service to us.—{To Sneer and Dangle.) Don’t
mind interrupting them whenever anything strikes you.

“ Sir Christ, True, gallant Raleigh J

But ohf thou champion of thy country’*s fame.
There ia^ a question which 1 yet must ask :

A question which I never asked before—
What mean these mighty armaments ?
This general muster ? and this throng of chiefs ? ”

Sneer, Pray, Mr. Puff, how came Sir Christopher
Hatton never to ask that question before ’

Puff, What, before the play began ?—^how the plague
could he ?

Dang. That’s true, i’ faitn »

Puff, But you will hear what he thinks of the matter.
“ Sir ChnsL Alas / my noble friend, when I behold
Yon tented plains in martial symmetry
Arrayed ; when I count o'er yon glittering lines

Of crested warriors, where the proud steed's neigh.
And valour-breathing trumpets' shnll appeal.
Responsive vibrate on my listening ear ;

When virgin majesty herself J view,

Like her protecting Pallas, veiled in steel.

With graceful confidence exhort to arms !

When, briefly, all I hear or see bear stamp
Of martial vigilance and stem defence,

I cannot but surmise—forgive, my friend.

If the coniecture's rash—I cannot but
Surmise the state some danger apprehends I ”

Sneer. A very cautious con
3
ecture that.

Puff. Yes, that’s his character ; not to give an opinion
but to secure grounds—Now then.

“ Sir Walt. 0 most accomplished Christopher /.,.**
Puff. He calls him by his Christian name, to show that

they are on the most familiar terms.
“ Sir Walt. 0 most accomplished Christopher I 1 find
Thy staunch sagacity still tracks the future
In the fresh print of the o'ertaken past,"

Puff. Figurative

!

“ Sir Walt. Thy fears are just.

Sir Christ. But where ? whence ? when ? and what
The danger is,—meihinks I fain would learn.

Sir Walt, You know, my fnend, scarce two revolving

suns.

And three revolving moons, have closed their course,

Since haughty Philip, in despite of peace,

Wi^ hostile hand hath struck at England's trade.

Sir Christ. I know it well.

Sir Walt. Philip, you know, is proud Iberia's king I

Sir Christ, He is.

Sir Walt. His subjects in base bigotry

And Catholic oppression held ,—while we.

You know, the Protestant persuasion hold.

Sir Christ. We do.

Sir Walt. You know, beside, his boasted armament,
The famed Armada, by the Pope baptized.

With purpose to invade these realms . . .

Sir Christ. Is sailed.

Our last advices so report.

Sir Walt. While the Iberian admirals chief hope.

His darling son . . ,

Sir Christ. Ferolo Whiskerandos hight . .

,

Sir WaU. The same'~-l>y chance a prisoner hath been

Ui'en,

And in this fort of Tilbury , , -

Sir Christ. la now
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Confined

—
'tia and oft from yon tall turret^a top

Pve marked the youthful Spamard^a haughty mten—
Unoonquer'^d though in chains^

Sir Walt. You also know. . ,

Dang. Mr, Puff, as he knows all this, why does Sir

Walter go on telling him ?

Fuff. But the audience are not supposed to know
anything of the matter, are they ?

Sneer. True ; but I think you manage iU ; for there

certainly appears no reason why Sir Walter should be
so oommumcative.

Fuff. *Fore Gad, now, that is one of the most un.

grateful observations I ever heard •—for the less induce-

ment he has to tell all this, the more, I think, you ought

to be obliged to him ; for I am sure you’d know nothing

of the matter without it.

Daruf. That’s very true, upon my word.

Fuff. But you will find he was not going on.
« Sir Christ. Enough, enough— plain—and J no

more
Am in amazement lost / . . .

Fuff. Here, now, you see, Sir Christopher did not in

fact ask any one question for his own information.

Sneer. No, indeed : his has been a most disinterested

curiosity I

Dang. Really,' I find, we are very much obhged to

them both.
Fuff. To be sure you are. Now then for the com-

mander-m-chief, the Earl of Leicester, who, you know,
was no favourite but of the Queen’s.—We left off • • •

in amazement lost.

In concluding this sketch of the drama during the

era of Dryden and Pope, we may look at the tragic

writings of the time. These, though far inferior

both in literary and dramatic importance, are by
no means negligible.

Dryden, for instance, proved more happily suited

in his “ heroic *’ moods than in his comedy exploits,

and The Maiden Queen (1667), Tyrannic Love (1669),

and The Conquest of Granada (1670) contain fine

passages of rhetoric and impressive scenes. “ Jolly

John Crowne,” as Rochester dubbed him, enjoyed

a vogue for his tragic play

—

Caligula (1698)—^less

well founded than Dryden’s. Thomas Otway, a
scholar of no mean repute, wrote several indiffer-

ent plays; and two plays

—

The Orphan (1680)

and Venice Freserved (1682)—that, if not precisely

great, are remarkably rich in effective declamation.
“ Nat ” Lee, sometimes collaborator with Dryden,
and a Cambridge man, was an actor first and play-

wright after, dying in 1692 in a drunken brawl.

Most of his work was very unequal in execution, but
among his contributions to the stage

—

Mithridatea,

CoBsar Borgia, (Edipua, and The Duke of Quiae
(jointly with Dryden), and Constantine the Great
are passages of pathos, and scenes of genuine if

undisoiphned power. Certainly he had good poetic
feeling, as for instance in the lines ;

* Oh pity that so fair a star should be
The child of Night.”

The chief tragic writer of Queen Anne’s reign is

Thomas Southebnb, an accomplished man with a
good eye to the main chance. He was well liked by
the hterarymen of his tune, and died at an advanced
age in 1746. But he is less remarkable for his
dramatic power than either Otway or Lee, though
superior to his contemporary Nicholas Rowe, He
wrote The Fatal Marriage (1694) and Oroonoho
(1696).

Nicholas Rowe, born 1674, a Devonshire man,
was trained for a lawyer, but was drawn towards
playwriting, and having independent means was
able to indulge his hobby. He was an agreeable
and polished writer, but none of his serious plays,
from The Ambitious Stepmother down to Jane
Shore, show any real tragic power. Probably owmg
to his facility for making smooth verses, he was
made Poet Laureate, on the accession of George I,

and later on did better stiU (financially) with
Government appointments. He died in 1718.

There are no tragedies of any importance during
the eighteenth century. Young’s Revenge has its

admirers, and Johnson’s Irene is certainly not
without literary value. But of the others who
essayed the tragic muse, Thomson and Mason, foi

instance, the less said the better.

The reason for this marked decadence of the tragic

drama is not hard to find. The whole spirit of the

century, the entire trend of literary expression, was
against the tragic muse. With its essentially arti-

ficial style of poetry, its love of smooth versification,

and its hatred of emotionalism in verse (emotional-

ism in prose was another matter), it was impossible
for tragedy to make any headway.

Sensibility and passion can never be wholly
repressed, whatever be the literary conventions,

and some outlet was found for these in the Novel.
There, however, it ran to sentimentality rather than
tragedy, a direction far more in accordance with
English tastes.



PART IV

THE AGE OF JOHNSON AND FIELDING

(c. 1740-c. 1780)

Introduction—Grub Street—Tbe Theatre—Eeoreations: serious and otherwise—The Status of
Women—Public Executions.

INTRODUCTION
** The city’s fine show . . .

Such jostling and bustling.”

David Garrick.

“ A populous and a smoky city

Small justice shown and still less pity.”

Shelley.

If certain aspects of social life in the eighteenth

century are reflected in the writings of Addison,

Steele, and Pope, we must consider men hke John-

son, Fieldmg, and Hogarth if we would learn some-

thing of the sterner matter of the times. For there

was another world outside the leisurely and urbane

visitation of the Spectator ; a dark underworld of

want and misery, of fleroe primal passions and des-

perate resolves. Fielding and Smollett had tarried

there for a while; the tragic figure of Eichard

Savage never emerges from the gloom ; one recalls

the gaunt wretchedness of scribblers like Boyes

and Derrick, whom Johnson befriended ; the hack

work to which Defoe’s genius had perforce to stoop,

in order that he might live ; of those political jour-

nalists about whom Pendennis has much to say.

Finally, for we might mulitiply instances galore,

there is that quaint, delightfifl, impecunious Irish-

man, Oliver Goldsmith. But the great, uncouth,

burly, lovable figure of Johnson will serve our pur-

pose. He survived where many fell by the way

:

like the pilgrim in the Allegory, ho struggled through
the Valley into the sunlight beyond, with deep

thankfulness. But no one knew the underworld
better than Johnson, or sympathised more practi-

cally with its dwellers, “ He has nothing in him
of the bear but the skin,” as Goldsmith gratefully

and truly said—^and his views of authorship were

expressed in Dryden’s translation of the Entrance
to Hell described by Virgil

:

** Just in the Gate and in the jaws of Hell
Bevengeful cares and sullen sorrows dwell—
And pale diseases and repining age,

Want, fear and famine, unresisting rage :

Here toils Death and Death’s half-brother Sleep-
Forms terrible to view, their sentry keep,”

“ All these apply exactly to an author,” was the

Doctor’s comment. Humour and Tragedy are in-

separable bedfellows in the life of Grub Street, and
the story is told of an impoverished author, Floyd
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by name, who in his weary night wanderings came
across a brother unfortunate sleeping soundly by
the wayside. When Floyd roused him, this gentle-
man, With a manner suggesting the immortal Dick
Swiveller, exclaimed, “ My dear Floyd, I am sorry
to see you in this destitute state ; will you go home
with me to my lodgings ? ” Perhaps the tattered
and impecumous scribbler alone could perambulate
safely through the City at these times.

Johnson’s neighbourhood of Covent Garden was
especially rife in thieves and disreputables. He
discovered that the best guard agamst a street

robber was a stout cudgel. It may be doubted
whether there were more or as many criminals in

London as to-day ; but the inefficient police system
made detection and punishment a much more diffi-

cult matter.

Henry Fielding in his JEJnquiry into the Causes of

the late Increase of Bobbers, dbc., with some pro*

posals for remedying the Growing Evil, gives a clear

picture of the plague of dangerous ne’er-do-wells.

After a concise picture of evils arising from gam-
bling and drmk, especially from that “ new kind of

drunkenness ... by that poison called gin,” and
matters which lead into crime in every age, he lights

upon the peculiar weakness of his time—the corrup-

tion of justice. Bribery was everywhere ; in poli-

tics it was, of course, the recognised thing; and

when the watchmen and constables were bribed,

and the magistrate was too often incapable, it was
small wonder that roguery should be so great a
curse ; and as is always the ease, the Government,

being inefficient, made up for its weakness by gro-

tesque cruelties when by chance anyone was found

out.

The London of Johnson was a noisy, turbulent,

high-spirited London. But the old j^ety, the

picturesque festivals of the City before Puritanism

had frowned over its pleasures, were no longer to

be seen. Ma3q)oles had disappeared, and with them

the genuine music and poetry of the open-air life

had also gone. Domesticity and the tavern, rivals

in one way, yet conspired together to give a blow

to the old social life of the streets. The festivals

that survived—like Guy Fawkes Day—^were less

occasions of innocent merriment at first than ex-

pressions of the national hatred of Catholicism.

Violence indeed is the key-note of the social life.^
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It permeates every grade of society, and people be-

come, as might be expected, rougher and grimmer
as we descend in the social scale. With such an
example as was set by the boisterous spirits of cer-

tain notorious clubs, and with the system of juns-

diction so grossly inefficient, it is no wonder that

the eighteenth century is a century of mob rioting,

culminating in the appalling Gordon Riots of 1780.

In these riots—the last popular expression of religious

fanaticism, for political feeling takes its place in the

next century—the whole city was paralysed for two
days by the behaviour of a huge clamorous mob.
Prisons were broken open, churches and houses

burned and looted, and there was no safety for the

peaceful citizen until the military came upon the

scene.

Grub Street had existed before Johnson’s time

;

there was a Grub Street in the time of Robert
Greene, sinner and moralist, and of happy-go-lucky

Nash ; ever since the age of Marlowe the hterary

vagabonds of the age had foregathered at the

tavern, and the author of The Jew of Malta was
not the only one to perish in a drunlten brawl.

During the Civil Wars, when the pamphleteer
sprang into being, Grub Street numbered its de-

votees. Want and Necessity, those hungry wolves
which have followed the poor artist in every age,

claimed among their victims the sweet singer Ed-
mund Spenser, and the brilliant Otway. Spenser,

flying from a dismantled home in Ireland, had
perished miserably in Westminster, forsaken and
an outcast ; Otway, it is said, “ languished in

adversity unpitied, and dy’d in an alehouse

unlamented.”
As a rule, the man who enters the monastery of

letters, takes of necessity the Vow of Poverty.

Popularity carried with it for many a generation no
respite here. True, there were exceptions—Shake-
speare, for example. But Shakespeare was a
pauper beside men like Whittmgton and Crosby.

And although patronage improved the lot of men
such as Ben Jonson and Dryden, of Congreve,

Addison, and Pope, these were few indeed to set be-

side the vast army to whom comfort was an alien,

and prosperity an unknown god.

However, it must be admitted that the lot of the
writer was improving during the century. When
one remembers the few pounds that came from
Paradise Lost, seven hundred pounds for Tom Jones
seems quite an impressive sum.
The impecuniosity of men of letters was not due

entirely to public indifference ; extravagance and
improvidence played their share in the tale of mean
streets. Samuel Boyse, whose clothes had been got
out of pawn owing to the generous exertions of

Johnson, would spend his last few shillings to buy
truffles and mushrooms for his bit of meat ; then,

when all his money was spent he would take to his

bed, cover himseK with a blanket, and through
holes made in this covering, he would cheerfully

continue to write.

Johnson never forgot those who helped him in
his days of hardship. When as a young married
man he was desperately striving to eke out a living

on a meagre purse, there was one Henry Hervey,
a considerable rogue, even on Johnson’s showing;

but he had helped Johnson, so the grateful Doctor
said of him—“ You call a dog, Hervey, I shall love
him.”
One of the most remarkable of Johnson’s early

companions was Richard Savage, poet and vagg^^
bond. Johnson describes him as “of middle
stature, of a thin habit of body, of long visage,
coarse features, and melancholy aspect.” He made
his acquaintance in 1737, and they would often
roam the streets together i on one occasion they
walked up and down St. James’s Square for several
hours, denouncing Sir Robert Walpole and makmg
resolutions to “ stand by their country.”

Savage, far inferior to Johnson both in char-
acter and intellect, had acquired, through knocking
about the world, a goodish knowledge of men and
things, which naturally impressed the young, re-

sponsive Johnson.
It is typical of Johnson that he should try so

desperately hard to paint an attractive picture of
his old companion ; the best thing to be recorded
of Savage is his friendliness for Johnson. Many
men had befriended Savage, including Steele, but
he ill repaid his friends ; and few could have
lamented when he died at last in a debtor’s prison.

Garrick did much to raise the tone of the drama,
and a noticeable feature of the age was the increasing

interest in the theatre by the middle classes. The
Shakespearean revivals brought forward a number
of notable actresses. Then, as now, the young ex-

quisite and lady of fashion went as much to be seen
as to see. Roderick Random declared that he
rose and sat down, covered and uncovered ” his

head “ twenty times between the acts,” affected to

take snufl, wiped his nose with a perfumed hand-
kerchief, dangled his cane, and adjusted his sword-
knot “ m order to attract attention.”

The play started later than formerly—at five in

the afternoon. Quite late enough for a dark and
dangerous London, when home-going would be
almost as risky as in Pepys’ day.

If audiences were less noisy than they had been
in Elizabethan and Stuart times, there was still

much room for improvement. Between 1697 and
1737 the practice prevailed of giving footmen free

access to the gallery. This originated in the desire

to free the lobbies of these quarrelsome and noisy

fellows, but it only signified a transference of

the noise to a more objectionable quarter. The
managers put an end to it at last, but not without

much rioting and protest.

Garrick endeavoured to clear the stage of all

except the actors. He also much improved the

lighting effects by introducing footlights in place

of the circular chandelier hitherto suspended over

the stage.

The glorious pageant of the Lord Mayor’s Show
had become a paltry business, but was as popular

as ever, though it was as different from that of

Whittington’s day as was Cinderella’s gorgeous

coach from the pumpkin.
A notable addition to the serious recreation of

Londoners was the British Museum. The British

Museum was once situate in a “noble suburb.”

Bloomsbury had at this time very fine houses and
large gardens, flanked by country lanes and pretty
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cottages. It was then Montague House and the

repository of Sir Hans Sloane’s famous collection.

This was in 1753.

It is curious to recall the fact that we owe the

British Museum, the centre of modern London’s

intellectual life, to a lottery. What is more, no

less a triumvirate than the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, the Lord Chancellor, and the Speaker of the

House of Commons consented to act as managers

and trustees of the lottery. It came about in this

manner.

The library and collection which Sir Hans
Sloane, the well-known doctor, had got together

was o6ered to the country for a nominal £20,000.

The Treasury at the time did not care to advance

the money, and the House of Commons chose to

order the issue of a State Lottery (26 Geo. II, c. 22).

100,000 tickets at £3 each were issued, £200,000

being spent in prizes, varying from £10,000 to £10.

The remaining £100,000 was placed to the credit of

the British Museum Purchase Fund. Not only was
the Sloane Collection bought, but the Harleian

and Cotton manuscripts were acquired. Moreover,

MontagueHouse was purchased, so that the Museum
was thrown open to the public in 1759.

The purchase of the Harleian MSS., the gift by
George IV of a library of nearly 30,000 volumes,

and the acquisition (early in the late century) of

the Elgin Marbles, increased the importance of the

Museum in national estimation.

The new buildings were begun about the same
time, and among the early rules was the following

gem:

“ The visitors must be conducted in regular order

t

and
the whole inspection is not to last more than three hours,**

For the less seriously inclined there was the sorry

sport of cock-fighting, which was as popular in

Johnson’s day as in FitzStephen’s. It occupied

the same place in popular estimation as horse-

racing does to-day. And it had the advantage of

being in season all the year round. As a set-ofi to

the excitement of the cockpit there was the Sunday
concert, where Dr. Blow’s anthems were given, and
poems recited by the Poet Laureate “ in praise of

religion and virtue.”

There was a decided change for the worse in the
manners of the early eighteenth century ; the polish

of the Restoration period had worn off, and now
manners and morals were fairly well balanced. The
early Georges, with their, boorish tastes, set no grand
standard of courtesy and refinement ; and Ministers

like Walpole harmonised uncommonly well with the
general atmosphere of the Court. Walpole, indeed,
was like a foul-mouthed country squire, and he
and George II vied with one another in coarse in-

vective.

Then came a swing in the other direction with
the advent of Chesterfield, his Turveydrop notions
of deportment, and his amazing involution of speech.
It is said that according to him, ” One should say,

in condoling with a friend, not ‘ I am sorry for your
loss,’ but ' I hope, sir, you will do me the justice to
be persuaded that I am not insensible of your un-
happiness, that I take part in your distress, and
shall ever be affected when you are so.*

**

What Chesterfield was in speech, Horace Walpole
was in dress.

Masquerades, an extremely popular and rois-

terous relaxation, were first held at the King’s
Theatre in the Haymarket, and the “ quality ” as-
sembled in Ranelagh Gardens, Chelsea, or in Vaux-
hall. Horace Walpole pronounced in favour of
Vauxhall, for “the garden is pleasanter and one
goes by water.”

We have seen something of the estimate of
womenkind by men like Addison and Pope. In
the earlier years of the century woman is re-

garded, when not as a plaything, at any rate as
little better than a housekeeper. But about the
year 1760 a change took place in the status of

women.
Mrs. Montague, a friend of the Duchess of

Portland, attempted a reform of manners by in-

augurating parties “where cards could not be
thought of, ” but “ where the fair sex might par-

ticipate in conversation with literary and ingenious

men. ”

Benjamin Stillingfleet appeared there in morning
dress, wearing grey worsted stockings in place of

the conventional black silk, and the term “blue
stocking,” flung by Admiral Boscawen at these

gatherings, had a very literal significance.

The ladies regarded the term with complacency,

averring that no gathering was complete without

Stillingfleet’s blue stockings. Other ladies had
their special groups, and in this way the literary

women of the day met and fraternised together

—

Hannah More, Mrs. Thrale, Hannah Cowley (author

of The BeUe*8 Stratagem)^ and Frances Burney.

The latter had no relish for the bookishness of cer-

tain circles, and many of the women were far happier

in circles where Johnson and Burke declaimed to

their admirers.

Breakfast parties sprang into vogue during the

eighteenth century, and were somewhat formidable

affairs. In the earlier years of the nineteenth cen-

tury many famous literary gatherings took place

at these, as we may learn from Crabb Robinson’s

Diary,

It has been estimated that between 1196 and 1753

fifty thousand people were executed at Tyburn.

It was only when the Tyburn district commenced
to become a fashionable quarter that an agitation

against the publicity of executions, and the equally

public processions before execution, was started.

An old Tory like Dr. Johnson thundered against

the proposal—“The age is running after innova-

tion ; all the business of the world is to be done in

a new way. Tyburn itself is not safe from the fury

of innovation ! No, sir ! It is not an improve-

ment ; they object that the old method drew to-

gether a number of spectators. Sir, executions are

intended to draw the spectators.”

Strange that the kindly Doctor could not realise

the degrading and brutalising effect of these shows

upon the popular mind. Perhaps nothing marks

the transition from eighteenth to nineteenth and

twentieth century London more clearly than the

realisation of this coarse brutality. The darker

side of Hogarthian and Johnsonian London is

painfully apparent ; we must, however, beware of
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exaggerating the blackness. The real difference may
he in the fact that our ancestors did not fear to

display everything. To-day there are many thmgs
we prefer to hide.

There is less brutality in modem London. But
there are worse things than physical violence.
After all, is there less vice and hardship in the life

of to-day ? I wonder.

I, POETRY (from James Thomson to the coming of Bums).

FROM JAMES THOMSON TO THE COMING
OF BURNS

The eighteenth century is an age of great prose, and
until its close, of second-rate poetry. In the olosmg

years, a change took place in the character of its

verse, that gradually became more and more pro-

nounced, and finally led to the splendid outburst of

Romantic poetry in the dawn of the new century.

The change is mamfest so far back as Thomson’s
Winter in 1726, and although many verse writers

of the time elected to follow the school of Pope, and
continued to eschew passion and naturalism in

verse, from Thomson onwards there is a steady out-

put of verso that reflects a more intimate relation

with Nature.
James Thomson was born in 1700, at Ednam in

Roxburghshire, and went at the age of fifteen to

Edinburgh University, with the idea of becoming
a minister like his father. The idea never took

practical shape, and in 1725 he came to London
and became tutor in Lord Binning’s family. His

poem cycle. The Seasons, begun in 1726, was
finished in 1730, with Autumn. These poems met
with considerable appraisement, and despite hds

indifferent success in other directions, he had made a
sufficient number of influential friends to hne his

nest for the rest of his days. He was a kindly and
agreeable man, with poor initiation, so it is fortu-

nate for him that he was looked after in the way of

appointments and pensions. He died in 1748.

As a writer he signalised the departure from the

town to the country, chose the Spenserian stanza

and blank verse as his medium, and eschewed the

stopped couplet that was ubiquitous in the realm of

poetry at the time. Although a copious producer,

his best work lies in Winter, Spring, Summer, and
Autumn (The Seasons), and in The Castle of In^

dol&nce. His long poem on Liberty is flat and
uninspired, and his plays, though fairly successful,

are insignificant from the literary point of view.

In his masque Alfred, written in conjunction with
Mallet, the lyric of Buie Britannia occurs, after-

wards republished with Thoncison’s initials; its

vigorous swashbucklering note scarcely suggests the
fat and indolent poet.

He was undoubtedly a man of vivid imagination,

and his early life, amid the romantic scenery of

Roxburghshire, had proved a happy source of in-

spiration. Although the conventional phraseology
of the age proved irresistible from time to time,

and gives a stilted air to much of his work, yet
there are many fine descriptive passages, where he
is content to rely on his own feelings and observa-
tions, eschewing the set terms of the imitator.

There is greater ease, and a more plastic imagina-
tion, in The Castle of Indolence (1748), a fantastic

poem that reproduces happily an atmosphere of

dreamy melancholy, enlivened now and again by
mirthful passages.

The Castle oe Indolence
Joined in the prattle of the purling rills

Were heard the lowing herds along the vale.
And flocks loud bleating from the distant hills.

And vacant shepherds pipmg in the dale :

And, now and then, sweet Philomel would wail.
Or stock-doves plain amid the forest deep.
That drowsy rustled to the sighing gale ;

And still a coil the grasshopper did keep ;

Yet all these sounds yblent, inclined all to sleep.

Full in the passage of the vale, above,
A sable, silent, solemn forest stood ;

Where nought but shadowy forms was seen to move,
As Idlesse fancied in her dreammg mood ;

And up the hills, on either side, a wood
Of Blackening pines, ay waving to and fro.

Sent forth a sleepy horror through the blood
And where this valley winded out, below,

The murmuring main was heard, and scarcely heard, to
flow.

A pleasing land of drowsy-hed it was,
Of dreams that wane before the half-shut eye

;

And of gay castles in the clouds that pass,

Forever flushing round a summer-sky :

There eke the soft delights, that witchingly
Instil a wanton sweetness through the breast.

And the calm pleasures always hovered nigh ;

But whatever smacked of noyance, or unrest.

Was far, far off expelled from this delicious nest.

One has but to compare, say, Pope’s Windsor
Forest, with a passage from The Seasons, to appre-

ciate the fresh, open-air atmosphere that Thomson
brought into his verse.

Here is Pope, with his stock phrases, trying hard

to be impressive in a subject iU suited to his town
muse :

** There, interspers’d in lawns and op’ning glades.

Thin trees arise that shun each other’s shades,

Here in full light the russet plains extend :

There wrapt in clouds the bluish hills ascend.
Ev’n the wild heath displays her purple dyes.

And midst the desert fruitful hills arise,

That crowned with tufted trees and springing com.
Like verdant isles the sable waste adorn.” ^

And here is Thomson :

“ For now the day
O’er heaven and earth diffused, grows warm and high.

Infinite splendour ! wide investing all.

How still the breeze I save what the filmy threads
Of dew evaporate brushes from the plain.

^How clear the cloudless sky, how deeply tinged
With a peculiar blue I The ethereal arch
How swelled immense, amid whose azure throned
The radiant sun how gay—^how calm below
The gilded earth I

” ®

Thomson, as I have said, is not guiltless of stock

phrases, he does not spare us such terms as “ the

gilded earth,” but how different the spirit that

informs his lines. In his own line supreme and

1 Windsor Forest. * The Seasons.
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delightful, Pope is no cheery companion when he

steps beyond his gate at Twickenham, or leaves

Behnda’s boudoir. The lover of polished for-

mahties was scarcely likely to take kindly to the

-fpild extravagances of Nature. Thomson loved

Nature, and his verse gives expression to what he

called the “recollected love.” Pope was frankly

bored by it. Compared with his successors, Thom-
son’s love may seem chilly and perfunctory, but the

is due to lack of power to express, rather than

to any real indifference. Certainly, English Nature

poetry owes a substantial debt to “ our old-time,

amiable, open, and truest-hearted Thomson.”
Among Thomson’s disciples may be mentioned

John Armstrong (1709-1779), also a Roxburghshire

man, and the pohtical versifier, Richard Glover
(1712-1785).

Armstrong was a physician, and made strenuous

attempts to treat dietetics and hygiene from the

poet’s standpoint, in his Art of Preserving Health

(1744). The prolixity and latinistic tendencies of

Thomson are exaggerated in his follower, some of

whose verses remind one of Oliver Wendell Holmes’
amusing absurdity, Lines by a Latin Tvtor. He
was certainly never blessed with a sense of humour,
or he would not have spoken of a cold bath as “ a
gelid cistern.” In his favour it may be said that

his blank verse is agreeable, and sometimes im-

pressive, and even his medical stanzas—^like those

added to The Castle of Indolence—^have some
felicities of diction.

If Armstrong is prolix, Glover’s fatal fluency is

overwhelming. It would be interesting to know
how many modem readers have waded through

the thirty books of The Athenaid (1787), or even
the comparative trifle, Leomdas (1737), (in nine

books).

His best claim to remembrance lies in his breezy

and efieotive ballad, Admiral Hosier’s Ghost.

John Dyer, painter and cleric (c. 1688-1750), is

remembered for his Orongar Hill and Country

Walk, poems faulty in technique but fresh and
observant in character.

Robert Blair (1699-1746), with The Grave, is

akin to Young in his portentous gravity; and
Matthew Green (1698-1733), a custom-house
clerk, follows in the wake of Swift, though The
Spleen is certainly more genial in its satire than
that of the sardonic creator of Gulhver.
William Shenstonb calls for moredetailed notice.

Bom in Worcestershire (1714^1763), he spent most
of his life in his native country, trying to improve
his estate. A shy, delicate man tolerably well ofl,

he mixed with many notabilities of his time. An
agreeable prose writer with some critical faculty,

and a dexterous and fluent maker of verse, he de-

serves notice here as a characteristic man of the
transitional period, breaking away in certain direc-

tions from eighteenth-century poetic conventions

;

yet with insufficient force to strike out a really

original line. But he is quite inoffensive, and some-
times reminds the reader of the sentimental side of

Goldsmith.

Passing to William Collins (1721-1759), we
find another step in the transitional movement has
been gained. The departure made by Thomson

has been echoed rather than improved upon by
his followers, and Shenstone carries us no further
in the direction of naturalism.

It is otherwise with Collins. Bom at Chichester,
he was educated at Westminster and Oxford, then
coming to London at the age of twenty-five, he
published a few Odes (1746-1747) that failed to
attract attention, despite their very rich merit.
His friendship with the kindly Thomson was a
pleasant interlude for his sensitive, ill-balanced
temperament, and on Thomson’s death, Collins
wrote one of his best Odes m praise of his viend.
An^ opportune legacy enabled him to retreat to
Chichester, but has health gradually grew worse,
and in 1754 the young poet’s mmd gave way
altogether. His death, therefore, in 1759 came as
a merciful release.

His slender output of verse contrasts oddly with
the volummousness of his contemporaries; but
the quality is high, especially in the briefer Odes.
Here, as in the case of Thomson, we have to note
the combination of an often artificial and pedantic
style with a delicate and intimate poetic vision.

In such pieces as How Sleep the Brave, he exhibits a
gift of rhythmic music refreshing to meet after so
much merely clever verse; while in the Ode to

JEvening there is a power of portraying land-
scape in a simple, direct fashion, that shows a more
delicate art if no greater imagination than we find

in Thomson.
The real power pourtrayed in his work makes

his mental collapse the more melancholy, and it is

to be regretted that two of his latest Odes have
not been preserved.

An Ode
How sleep the brave who sink to rest,

By all their country’s wishes blest

!

When Spring, with dewy fingers cold.

Returns to deck their hallowed mould.
She there shall dress a sweeter sod
Than fancy’s feet have ever trod.

By fairy hands their knell is rung ;

By forms imseen their dirge is sung

;

There honour comes, a pilgrim gray,

To ble^ the turf that wraps their ckiy j

And freedom shall awhile repair.

To dwell, a weeping hermit, there !
^

Popular Superstitions

Unbounded is thy range ; with varied style

Thy muse may, hke those feathery tribes which
spring

From their rude rocks, extend her skirting wmg
Round the moist marge of each cold Hebnd isle.

To that hoar pile, which still its rum shows

;

In whose small vaults a pigmy-folk is found,

T^ose bones the delver with his spade upthrows.

And culls them, wondering, from the hallowed ground I

Or thither, where, beneath the showery west.

The mighty Idn^ of three fair realms are laid

;

Once foes, perhaps, together now they rest,

No slaves revere them and no wars inv^e

;

Yet frequent now, at midnight’s solemn hour.

The rifted mounds their yawning cells unfold,

And forth the monarch stalks with sovereign power.

In pageant robos, and wreathed crold,

And oh their twilight tombs aerial ccj’ ( 1 o' 1

In Thomas Gray (1716-1771) we have a poet

who presents many superficial similarities with

X Ode written in 1746.

8a
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Collins. Like Collins, he was a scholar, and a
careful literary artist; like Collins, moreover, his

output is slender, and there is something of the

same pensive charm and feeling for nature about
his work. But in creative faculty, Collins is cer-

tainly his superior, though Gray’s position, his

longer life, his intellectual vigour, have given him
a more prominent place in the history of our
literature.

A Cockney by birth, he was sent to Eton and
Cambridge, where he made friends with Horace
Walpole, After some years of wide and careful

reading he travelled abroad, and finally (1741)

settled at Cambridge. Refusing the Laureateship

in 1767, he obtained the Professorship of History

(after one rebuff) in 1768 ; but died in 1771, with-

out having given a lecture.

The majority of his poems were written early in

life, both the Eton Ode and the famous Elegy
being written in 1747, though the latter was not
printed until 1750. Beside his verse, he wrote
some thoughtful and scholarly essays, planned a
History of English Poetry, and proved an accom-
plished and imaginative letter-writer. Gray is the

most accomplished craftsman of the transition

period, and there is a steady progress in his work
from the sometimes colourless and often conven-
tional Odes of his youth, e.g. On Spring, and On
Adversity, to the striking felicities of the famous
Elegy, and the brilhant manipulation of the later

Pindaric poems. His last efforts, resulting from
his study of Icelandic and Celtic verse, exhibit

him as a true pioneer of Romanticism.
Gray’s special contribution to poetry lies in the

fastidious accuracy of his natural descriptions.

Collins is as observant, Thomson as warm in his

regard for nature, and both these poets are in their

best moments less unstudied, more spontaneous
than Gray. But for fastidiousness in detail that
depends not merely on imaginative observation
but on a nice and delicate feeling for the right
word. Gray certainly surpasses them.

It is interesting to place side by side some de-
scriptive passage in prose from his letters and
one of his cameos in verso ;

“ The bosom of the mountains spreading here into a
broad bason, discovers in the midst Grassmere-Water

;

its margin is hollowed into small bays with bold emi-
nences, some of them rocks, some of them turf, that half
conceal and vary the figure of the little lake they com-
mand. From the shore a low promontory pushes itself
far into the water, and on it stands a white village with
the parish church rising in the midst of it ; hanging
enclosures, corn-fields, and meadows green as an emerald,
with their trees, hedges, and cattle, fill up the whole
space from the edge of the water. Just opposite to
you is a large farm-house at the bottom of a steep,
smooth lawn, embosomed in old woods, which climb
half-way up the mountain side, and discover above them
a broken line of crags, that crown the scene.” ^

Ode on the Pieasure arisinq ebom Vicissitube

Now the golden Mom aloft
Waves her dew-bespangled wing,

With vermeil cheek and whisper soft
She WOOS the tardy Spring

:

Till April starts, and calls around
The sleeping fragrance from the ground,

^ LeUer to i?r. Wharton,

And lightly o’er the living scene
Scatters his freshest, tenderest green.

Newborn fiocks, m rustic dance.
Frisking ply their feeble feet

;

Forgetful of their wintry trance
The birds his presence greet

:

But chief, the sky-lark warbles high
His trembling thrilling eestacy

;

And lessening from the dazzled sight.
Melts into air and liquid light.

See the wretch that long has tost
On the thorny bed of pain.

At length repair his vigour lost
And breathe and walk again

:

The meanest floweret of the vale,
The simplest note that swells the gale.
The common sun, the air, the skies,
To him are opemng Paradise.

It is quite true that this sensitive groping after

words gives a studied art to some of his work,
robbing it of spontaneity and flexibility. But
where so many contemporary versifiers were pain-
fully prolix and wilfully vague and conventional
in their poetic locality, it is grateful to turn to the
admirable art and fine scholarly imagination of

Thomas Gray.
David Malloch (who later changed his name to

Mallet), was a pleasant writer of light verse and a
faithful disciple alternately of his friend Thomson
and of Pope.
Mark Akenside (1721-1770), like John Arm-

strong, was a physician. The son of a butcher,

and originally intended for the ministry, he became
interested in physic, and his Pleasures of the

Imagination appeared about the same time as

Armstrong’s Art of Preserving Health, He was an
ardent Whig, and the Whiggism coloured his writ-

ings. In many ways an oddity, he none the less

took a high place among the physicians of the

day, being accorded reluctant admiration from
Johnson, who naturally disliked his principles. In
1770 he died, it is supposed, of typhoid fever.

As a writer, he is neither pronouncedly of the

school of Thomson or of Pope, inclining perhaps to

that of Dryden. His abilities are only mediocre,

but he has been often underestimated as a writer,

and if his verse lacks the polish of Pope and the

easy force of Dryden, there are touches in his muse,

in the Odes and The Epistle to Curio especially, of

genuine feeling and sincerity.

WRITERS OF DEVOTIONAL VERSE
Something at this point may be said of a number

of writers ^during the century, who found particular

expression in devotional verse.

Isaac Watts (1674-1748) has come down to

posterity as the author of “ Let Dogs Delight
”

and *‘The Busy Bee,” and these moral songs for

children have survived even Watts’ considerable

contributions to hymnology, and his more con-

siderable but often grotesquely poor contributions

to secular poetry. As a maker of secular verse,

dull and bombastic as some of it may be, it is to

Watts’ credit that he broke away from the mono-
tony of the favourite couplet and proved himself

at times an able if unequal metrist.

Too early to feel the reaction against the school
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of Pope, his work is properly looked upon as

transitional, and had he been born later, it is far

more probable he would by temperament and
feeling have belonged to the new school of romantio

naturalism.

Greater than Watts in imaginative power, and
more advantageously placed in point of time, is

ChabIiBS Wesley (1708-1788). To find his equal

as a writer of sacred song, one has to turn to the

religious poetry of the seventeenth century, and
not even in Vaughan and Herbert do we find such

intensity of personal feeling and experience as

meets us in the verse of Wesley. Moreover, there

is more lyrical fire in “ Jesus, Lover of my Soul ”

than in all of Watts’ hymns ; but from the purely

poetical point of view Wesley’s highest reach is

made in the verses on “ Wrestlmg Jacob ”

:

Weestling Jacob

Come, O thou traveller unknown.
Whom still I hold,^ but cannot see s

My company before is gone,
And I am left alone with thee ;

With thee all night I mean to stay.

And wrestle till the break of day.

I need not tell thee who I am.
My misery and sin declare ;

Thyself hast called me by thy name.
Look on thy hands, and read it there !

But who, I ask thee, who art thou ?

Tell me thy name, and tell me now.

Christopher Smart (1722-1771), the author of

a few excellent pieces of light verse, is best re-

membered now for his Song to David, in which he
escapes from the verse conventions of his age, and
in a tumult of fervid imagery, pours forth a rhap-

sody that has no equal for intensity save in Wesley.

Smart was only fitfully sane, and this poem,
written in a serious, lucid interval (1763), owes
something perhaps to the emotional lack of balance

in its author. There are quaint touches of natural

imagery in the song, for instance ;

Song to David

For adoration ripening canes
^

And cocoa’s purest milk detains

The western pilgrim’s staff

;

Where rain in clasping boughs inclos’d

And vines with oranges dispos’d.

Embower the social laugh.

Now labour his reward receives,

For adoration counts his sheaves
To peace, her bounteous prince ;

The nectarine his strong tint imbibes.

And apples of ten thousand tribes,

^d quick peculiar quince.

For adoration, beyond match.
The scholar bullfinch aims to catch

The soft lute’s ivory touch ;

And, careless on the hazel spray.

The daring redbreast keeps at bay
The damsel’s greedy touch.

A deserved tribute to Smart’s glowing fancy was
paid by Browning in his Parleyings with Certain

People, and has contributed to the recent revival

of interest in this song, neglected in his own day.

Of the mfl.-n himself, despite his erratic and
violent youth that we can well understand in view

of his neurosis, it is pleasant to recall the tribute
of Johnson, after seeing the unfortunate man in
an asylum : “ I did not think that he ought to be
shut up. His infirmities were not noxious to
society. He insisted on people praying with him,
and I’d as lief pray with Kit Smart as with anyone
else. Another charge was that he did not love
clean hnen, and I have no passion for it.”

Returning to secular poetry, nothing need be
said of Gray’s friend, William Mason, who copied
most of Gray’s weaknesses, with scarcely a touch
of his power, and of Willum Falconer, who wrote
the Shipwreck, except that they broke away from
the couplet form, and from the conventional sub-
ject-matter of their times. The brothers Warton,
Thomas and Joseph, were more remarkable as
critics than as verse writers, for they showed real

appreciation of Elizabethan poetry. Thomas was
Laureate from 1785 until his death, and his poetry
belongs largely to the school of Pope, though not
without suggestions of Gray.
His most memorable contributions to literature

are his Ohservahons on Spenser (1754), and his

valuable History of English Poetry (1777-1781).
Charles Churchill, bom in 1731, at West-

minster, took Orders in 1756, but soon realised his

unsuitability for the clerical profession. Reckless
in spirit, and dissolute m character, he proved
himself a vigorous satirist in the Rosciad, on the

actors of the day, and a vitriolic one as weE, as his

epistle to WiUiam Hogarth testifies

;

An Epistle to William Hogarth

Virtue, with due contempt, saw Hogarth stand,
The murderous pencil in his palsied hand ;

What was the cause of Liberty to him,
Or what was honour ? Let them sink or swim,
So he may gratify, without control,

The mean resentments of his selfish soul.

Thy body shrivell’d up, thy dim eyes sunk
Within their sockets deep, thy weak hands shrunk,

The body’s weight unable to sustain.

The stream of life scarce trembling thro’ the vein.

More than half-kiU’d by honest truths, which fell.

Thro’ thy own fault, from men who wish’d thee well,

Can’st thou, e’en thus, thy thoughts to vengeance give.

And, dead to all things else, to malice live ?

Hence, Dotard, to thy closet ! Shut thee in,

By deep repentance wash away thy sin ;

From haunts of men to shame and sorrow fly.

And, on the verge of death, learn how to die.

Hogarth, who was, as a matter of fact, dying at

this time, took the lampoon acutely to heart.

In ChurchiE the fires of the school of Dryden and
Butler once again leap up for the last time. His

vigour and power are as obvious as his violence

and savagery.

Jambs Beattie (1735-1803), bom in Kincardine-

shire and educated at Aberdeen, is another iEus-

tration of the mediocre writer whose work, though

possessing little intrinsic value, interests us as

Eterary students for its genuine attempt to bring

emotion back into poetry, to find inspiration in

the romantic past, and to eschew the school of

epigrammatic cleverness and artifice. Neither The

Minstrel nor The Progress of Genius can afford us
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much sasthetio pleasure. But his work is a step

further towards romanticism away from classicism,

and shows renewed interest in the Spenserean
stanza.

On the same plane are Jomr Langhorne and
William Mickle. Both men were fair scholars,

the first a north countryman, the second a Scot.

Langhorne’s Gauntry Justice deals with rural life

in a way that reminds us of Crabbe rather than
of any contemporary. He shows unmistakably the
trend of the new movement. Mickle’s Songs and
Ballads stimulated the taste for the ballad, more
strikingly effected in Percy’s Rehgues, Among
these reclothed old songs and modern imitations

is the well-known There is nae Luck ahoot the

Hoose* His poem Gumnor Hall is a pleasant,

sentimental piece that inspired Scott to write

Kenilworth.

Last relies of the school of Pope, who succeeded
in bringing about its downfall, even more quickly

than the pioneers of romanticism, are Erasmus
Darwin (1731-1802) and William Hayley (1745-
1820). Darwin was a physician who lived at

Lichfield. He was an able scientist, and in his

Zoonomia (1794) wrote a thoughtful treatise on
the laws of organic Hfe, that played no small part
probably in influencing his famous descendant.

Unhappily he tried to popularise science by puttmg
it into verse form, and in The Botanic Garden and
The Economy of Vegetation (a lively title for a poem !)

he gave the public a bombastic and absurd piece

of work, that in place of making science attractive,

made poetry ridiculous.

Hayley had no more imagination, nor as a poet
had he Darwin’s genuine value as a scientist.

His dull artificiality is only equalled by his dismal
fluency. These men are said to have brought
about the final downfall of the older school of verse.

The future was with the Romantics.
In contrast with them stands Thomas Chat-

TERTON. Born at Bristol in 1752, the son of a
schoolmaster and cathedral singer, he had a fitful

education and was bound to an attorney in 1764.

Brought up in the atmosphere of St. Mary Red-
cliffe, he haunted the building, and soon began to

imitate certain mediasval documents he found
"therein. Thus started the series of forgeries known
as the Bowley Poems. Hinting that he had dis-

covered valuable old MSS., he soon found some to
believe that the ballads, interludes, and the like

that he gave out, belonged to a certain Rowley of

Bristol. He attracted the notice of Horace Walpole
and came to London, April 1770. For a time he
eked out a pittance by his work, but the demand
fell ofl, and, too proud to beg, he poisoned himself

with arsenic in his Holbom lodgings in August
1770.

For a while a controversy existed as to the author-
ship of these poems, though Gray pronounced
against them from the first. It is now established

beyond question that they were forgeries, and the
method of the forgery has been made clear by the
labours of Professor Skeat.

He was a skilful metrist, with a clever gift of imi-
tatiou and touches of real romantic feeling, some-
times expressed with delicate spontaneity, at others

in purely conventional language. The inequality of
his work, however, is a youthful quality that need
not be dwelt upon ; the imaginative power dis-
played m the Bowley Poems is sufficiently remark-
able, and his influence upon the poets of the
Romantic revival, though exaggerated by some
critics, was no doubt considerable. But his youth
his tragic circumstances, have created around him
an atmosphere of romance that makes us somewhat
inclined to overestimate the precise actual value of
his work. Its promise .is certainly great, its actual
accomplishment interesting and remarkable, but
more from potentiality than performance. TTia tm-
timely death was undoubtedly a serious loss to
poetry.

Before the death of Johnson, two great poets
had appeared, who very definitely ushered in the
new era—Cowper and Crabbe. They are best
studied as pioneers rather than as representatives

of Romanticism, for in each of them the conven-
tions of the eighteenth century hngered, and their

work, to an extent, still participates of the char-

acter of the transitional period.

William Cowper (1731-1800)

There is, perhaps, no more pathetic life-story in

the history of our hterature, than that of William
Cowper.
In November 1731, at the Rectory of Great

Berkhampstead, where his father was rector, he
started his voyage in the world with every possible

material advantage. Was he not the great-nephew
of a Lord Chancellor, the grandson of a Judge, the
son of a King’s Chaplain, his mother akin to the
poet Donne, tracing her family back to Henry III ?

As a particularly shy and sensitive child, he was
the constant companion of a tender and indulgent

mother ; and after her death in 1737, it was a
heart-broken little boy of six years old who arrived

at Dr. Pitman’s boarding school in Market Street,

Hertfordshire, to encounter the bullying of a brutal

schoolfellow of fifteen, of whom, he says :
“ I was

so afraid that I knew him better by his shoe-

buckles than any other part of his dress ”—^pre-

sumably being too nervous to raise his eyes—adding
the pious ejaculation :

“ May the Lord pardon
him, and may we meet in glory.”

Two years later, eye trouble appeared, so he was
sent to live in the house of an oculist, and in 1741

to Westminster School, where he seems to have
been happy in his surroundings.

" Be it a weakness, it deserves some praise,

We love the play place of our early days,”

he wrote later. " Excellent at cricket, at football
”

also “ an adept in the infernal art of lying ”—though
the latter lament surely may be ranked with John
Bunyan’s introspective self-condemnation.

Among his contemporaries at Westminster were
Warren Hastings, who became Governor of India

;

Great Churchill ” the poet, “ for he well deserved

the name,” says Cowper ; and Colman ; among the

masters was Vincent Bourne, the Latin poet who,

said Cowper, “ was such a sloven, as if he trusted

to his genius as a cloak for everything that could

disgust you in his person.”
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A good writer of Latin verse, Cowper gained

many “ silver pence ” for this distinction, and
took an all-round interest in literature and literary

people.

On leaving Westminster the law was chosen as

a profession—^possibly by his father, with the Wool-
sack in view. He was placed with Mr. Chapman
for three years, with Thurlow, afterwards Lord
Chancellor, as fellow-pupil. Much time, however,

that should have been spent in legal studies, was
used by these young men “ in giggling and making
giggle

** with his cousins, Theodora and Harriet

Cowper. Theodora and Cowper fell in love, but
their marriage was regarded with so much disfavour

by her parents, that they were forced to part;

neither of them married, nor did they ever meet
again.

Called to the Bar in 1754, he does not seem to

have made much headway in the profession, spend-

ing his time in literature and making one of a
small circle of “ Westminsters ” who composed the
“Nonsense Club.’*

His father’s death in 1756 threw Cowper on his

own resources, and the loss of the home at the
parsonage was a real grief to him ;

“ ’Tis now become a history little known.
That once we call’d the pastoral house our own.”

In 1763 a nomination to the post of Clerk of the
Journals of the House of Commons was secured,

but his nominee’s right to appoint being disputed,

Cowper was summoned to an examination ; but,

magmfying this simple ordeal to such an extent

—

“ mortal poison ” he called it—so unhinged his

bram that he attempted self-destruction. After this

—suffering from religious melancholia that troubled

him more or less throughout his life—he resided for

eighteen months with Dr. Cotton at St. Albans.

On leaving St. Albans he made the acquaintance
of the Rev. Morley Unwin, his wife and their son
and daughter ; and thus, induced to make one of

their family party, he gained once more the advan-
tages of home life. The following year, however,
Mr. Unwin died, but his death made no difference

to Cowper ; he merely removed with Mrs. Unwin
and her daughter to Olney on the banks of the
Ouse, where his friend John Newton was curate,

and here he wrote about seventy of the Olney
Hymns.
In 1773 a second period of darkness clouded

his life for three years, but again he recovered
and began to make poetry the business of his

life.

In 1782 he published a volume of poems, and the
delightful ballad, John Gilpin, the latter the result

of a story told him by the vivacious Lady Austen,
also the instigator of his more ambitious work.
The Tash, published in 1785. From this time
Cowper takes his place among our finest English
poets.

His library was very small, under two hundred
volumes at the time of his death, and most of

these were gifts from friends ; though he did not
spend money on books, he did not think half a
guinea to a guinea too much for a genteelish

toothpick-ease ”—^and once wrote to a friend to

procure him “a handsome stock buckle” which
he thought “for twenty to twenty-five shillings

—

perhaps a second-hand affaii^-may be purchased
that will make a figure at Olney,”

In 1786 his cousin. Lady Hesketh, persuaded
hto and Mrs. Unwin to remove to Weston. They
did so. Cowper was now in easy circumstances by
the grant of a pension of £300, and began trans-
lating at the rate of “forty lines a day” the
Homer he published in 1791. Notwithstanding the
relief and distractions found in many directions

—

his taming three young hares is well known—and
the kindness of his friends, another awful night
time darkened his life, and from this time, 1794,
up to the time of his death on April 25, 1800, very
few glimpses of light were vouchsafed him, the
poem On the Receipt of my JMother^s Picture being
written during a lucid interval.

In the technique of his work, Cowper belongs to
the old rather than to the new. He shows neither
the power nor the wish to break away from old
metrical forms. Some of the good qualities of the
old school are his : clarity, pamstakmg care of
expression, and on the whole an easy tranquillity
of atmosphere. We shall find in his work neither
the passion nor the strangeness of the Romantic
school. Much in his nature disposed to shape him
as a poet of Classicism, and with occasional re-

serves he is far more of a classical poet than a
romantic. Yet throughout Cowper’s work we feel

from time to time a note of something that is

certainly not the note of Pope or Dryden, some-
thing deeper in feeling than meets us even in

Thomson, Collins, or Gray.
There is a tenderness in poems like My Mother*^

Picture, that not even Goldsmith in his verse can
quite equal; while his fresh and intimate nature
pictures point to a stage in the development
of poetic naturalism, more considerable than we
find in Thomson and his immediate successors.

Matters such as these make it impossible to
place Cowper as the adherent of any distinct

school. He is a blend of the old and the new,
with much of the form of the old and something
of the spirit of the new.

Turning from comparative criticism, what are

the positive qualities in Cowper’s work ? He ex-

celled in the delineation of the quiet backwaters
of life, in investing the commonplace with tender-

ness and grace, in rendering with fresh unpretenti-

ous beauty the familiar scenes of everyday existence.

The restraint, the easy lucidity of his best work
are xmdeniable.

** No noise is here, or none that hinders thought,

The redbreast warbles still, but is content
With slender notes, and more than half suppress’d

Pleased with his solitude, and flitting hght
From spray to spray, where’er he rests he shakes
From many a twig the pendent drops of ice.

That tinkle in the wither’d leaves below.
Stillness, accompanied with sounds so soft.

Charms more than silence.”

In its own way, the way of careful observation

and sensitive poetic feeling, it would be hard to

better such a passage. Certainly in his nature

pictures there is a large measure of that healing
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power, that John Stuart Mill found in Wordsworth.
Lacking the vision of Wordsworth and the imagina-

tive height, he is singularly like him in cool, peace-

ful, unforced magic.

Another side of the man discovers a vein of

whimsical humour and pleasant fancy, best shown
in the letters and the wholly delicioxis John Qil'pin,

The melancholia that affected his life gave a
tinge of sadness, sometimes of terror, to his beautiful

hymns, but could not darken the brightness of his

human sympathies, and when at times the cloud

lifted, there was a joyousness and light-heartedness

about the man that found happy expression in his

work.
His best poetry in The Taahi and The Winter

Wcdh reflects the quiet, deliberate charm of “ old

haunted meadows ” amid which he lived. He
seemed to have absorbed into his being the homely
charms of these rural parts, and his verse goes on
its way with the leisurely rhythm of the slow-

moving Ouse, neither grand nor varied, but gently

persuasive and soothing.

On the Receipt op my Mother’s Picture

Oh that those lips had language ! Life has pass’d

With me but roughly since I heard thee last.

Those lips aro thine—thy own sweet smiles I see,

The same that oft in childhood solaced me ;

Voice only fails, else, how distinct they say,
** Grieve not, my child, chase all thy fears away I

”

The meek intelligence of those dear eyes
(Blest be the art that can immortalize,
The art that baffles time’s tyrannic claim
To quench it) here shines on me still the same.
Faithful remembrancer of one so dear,

Oh welcome guest, though unexpected, here I

Who bidd’st me honour with an artless song.
Affectionate, a mother lost so long,

I will obey, not willingly alone.

But gladly, as the precept were her own ;

And, while that face renews my filial grief.

Fancy shall weave a charm for my relief

—

Shall steep me in Elysian reverie,

A momentary dream, that thou art she.

The Winter Wai;k at Noon

The night was winter in his roughest mood ;

The morning sharp and clear. But now at noon
TJpon the southern side of the slant hills.

And where the woods fence off the northern blast,

The season smiles, resigning all its rage.

And has the warmth of May. The vault is blue
Without a cloud, and without a speck
The dazzling splendour of the scene below.
Again the harmony comes o’er the vale ;

And through the trees I view th’ embattled tow’r
Whence all the music. I again perceive
The soothing influence of the wafted strains.

And settle in sweet musings as I tread
The walk, still verdant, under oaks and elms.
Whose outspread branches overarch the glade.

The roof, though moveable through all its length
As the wind sways it, has yet well suffic’d.

And, intercepting in their silent fall

The frequent flakes, has kept a path for me.

. . . Meditation here
May think down hours to moments. Here the heart
May give a useful lesson to the head.
And learning wiser grow without his books.
Knowledge and wisdom, far from being one.

Have oft-times no connection. Knowledge dwells
In heads replete with thoughts of other men

;

Wisdom in minds attentive to their own.
Knowledge, a rude unprofitable mass,
The mere materials with which wisdom builds
Till smooth’d and squar’d and fitted to its place.
Does but encumber whom it seems t’ ennoh.

Report op an Adjudged Case

Between Nose and Eyes a strange contest arose,-—
The spectacles set them unhappily wrong

;

The point in dispute was, as all the world knows.
To which the said spectacles ought to belong.

So Tongue was the lawyer, and argued the cause
With a great deal of skill, and a wig full of learning

;

While chief baron Ear sat to balance the laws.
So fam’d for his talent in nicely discerning.

In behalf of the Nose, it will quickly appear.
And your lordship, he said, will undoubtedly find.

That the Nose has had spectacles always in wear,
Which amounts to possession time out of mind.

Then holding the spectacles up in the court,—
Your lordship observes they are made with a straddle,

As wide as the ridge of the Nose is ; in short.

Design’d to sit close to it, just like a saddle.

Again, would your lordship a moment suppose,
(*Tis a case that has happen’d, and may do again)

That the visage or countenance had not a Nose 1

Pray who would, or who could, wear spectacles then ?

On the whole, it appears—and my argument shows.
With a reasoning the court will never condemn.

That the spectacles plainly were made for the Nose,
And the Nose was as plainly intended for them.

Then, shifting his side, (as a lawyer knows how)
He pleaded again in behalf of the Eyes ;

But what were his arguments few people knew,
For the court did not think they were equally wise.

So his lordship decreed, with a grave solemn tone.
Decisive and clear, without one if or but

—

That whenever the Nose put his spectacles on.

By day-light or candle-light—Eyes should be shut I

Extracts ebom Letters

“ Your question, at what time your coming to us will

be most agreeable, is a knotty one, and such as, had I

the wisdom of Solomon, I should be puzzled to answer.

I will therefore leave it still a question, and refer the
time of your journey Westonward entirely to your own
election : adding tms one limitation, however, that I

do not wish to see you exactly at present, on account of

the unfinished state of my study, the wainscot of which
still smells of paint, and which is not yet papered. But
to return ; as I have insinuated, thy pleasant company
is the thing which I always wish, and as much at one time
as at another. I believe, if I examine myself minutely
since I despair of ever having it in the height of summer,
which for jrour sake I should desire most, the depth of

the winter is the season which would be most eligible to

me. For then it is, that in general I have most need
of a cordial, and particularly in the month of January.
I am sorry, however, that I have departed so far from
my first purpose, and am answering a question which
I declared myself unable to answer. Choose thy own
time, secure of this, that whatever time that be, it will

always be to us a welcome one.
“I thank you for your pleasant extract of Miss

Fanshaw’s letter,

“ Her pen drops eloquence as sweet
As any muse’s ton^e can speak

;

Nor need a scribe, like her, regret
Her want of Latin or of Greek.

And now, my dear, adieu I I have done more than
I expected, and begin to feel myself exhausted with so
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much scribbling at the end of four hours’ close appli-

cation to study.
** Apnl 5, 1784.

“My dbak William,—^The hat which I desired you to

procure for me, I now write to desire that you will not

procure. Do not hastily infer that I mean to go about

bareheaded ;
the whole of the matter is, that a readier

method of supply has presented itself since I wrote.
“ I thanked you in my last for Johnson ; I now thank

you, with more emphasis, for Beattie, the most agreeable

and’ amiable writer I ever met with ; the only author I

have seen whose critical and philosojihical researches

are diversified and embellished by a poetical imagination,

that makes even the driest subject, and the leanest,

a feast for an epicure in books. He is so much at his

ease, too, that his own character appears in every page,

and which is very rare, we see not only the writer but

the man ; and that man so gentle, so well-tempered, so

happy m his religion, and so humane in his philosophy,

that it is necessary to love him, if one has the least sense

of what is lovely. If you have not his poem called The
Minstrel, and cannot borrow it, I mufst beg you to buy
it for me ; for though I cannot afford to deal largely

in so expensive a commodity as books, I must afiord

to purchase at least the poetical works of Beattie.
“ I have read six of Blair’s Lectures, and what do I

say of Blair ? That he is a sensible man, master of his

subject, and excepting here and there a Scotticism, a good
writer, so far at least as perspicuity of expression, and
method, contribute to make one. But oh, the sterihty

of that man’s fancy I if indeed he has any such faculty

belonging to him. Perhaps philosophers, or men de-

signed for such, are sometimes born without one ; or

perhaps it withers for want of exercise. However that

may be. Doctor Blair has such a brain as Shakespeare
somewhere describes as ‘ dry as the remainder biscuit

after a voyage.’ ” ^

Gboege Crabbe—of whom Thomas Moore, the

Irish poet, wrote

True bard 1 and simple as the race
Of true-born poets ever are ”

—

was born m 1754, and brought up among the simple

fisher-folk of the village of Aldborough in Suffolk,

his father, a by no means gentle parent, being a
collector of salt dues.

During his apprenticeship to a surgeon, he won
a magazine prize for his poem Hope, which turned

him towards literature as a profession. Coming
to London, he was nearer starvation than fame,

when Edmund Burke acted the part of good
Samaritan, and succeeded in getting his poem The
Library published by Dodsley in 1781, which was
favourably noticed. Acting also on Burke’s advice,

he took Orders in 1783, his first curacy being in

his native village ; several livings were then offered

to the man who was making a name for himself.

Eventually he settled at Trowbridge, where he
wrote Tales of the Hall (1818-1819) for which
Murray the publisher gave him £3000, to include

also the unexpired copyrights of his other poems.
In 1822 he journeyed to Edinburgh to visit Sir

Walter Scott, and shortly after his return he fell

into ill-health and died in 1832.

Beloved by the poor wherever he went, it is said

that he “ would put off a meditated journey rather

than leave a poor parishioner who required his

services no sympathy was like h%s,^^

The Village was published in 1783, The Parish
Begister in 1803, and The Borough in 1810.

^ Extract from letter to Lady Hesketh.
® From a letter to Rev. William Unwin.

Horace Smith’s well-known epithet concerning
Crabbe, “ A Pope in worsted stockings,” is no bad
label ; always presuming that dicta of that kind
are never more than rough-and-ready criticisms.
His frequent excursions with the couplet of Pope,
his predilection for the epigrammatic line, in which
he si^s up neatly a place, character, or person,
certainly savours of the Twickenham wit. But with
f^ less polish and dexterity of phrase, he transcends
him immeasurably in passion and smcenty.
His own early hardships never embittered

but they give his pictures of rural life a stern
realism, a grnn unloveliness, that while they occa-
sionally depre^ and sometimes fatigue, never lack
in interest. Whether in painting English life or
EngHsh scenery, his method is the same, neither
sentimental nor picturesque, but always interesting
from its sincerity and minute accuracy. There is

no conventional Arcadia of Strephons and Chloes,
with their unreal sentimental vagaries, not even
the idealised Arcadia of his greater contemporary,
Wordsworth ; but a kind of Arcadian Underworld,
full of sordid tragedies and ugly passions, yet
lifted by the mored enthusiasm and humanity of

the poet into a moving and arrestmg tale. There
is, moreover, nothing of the pensive sweetness and
soothing beauty of Cowper’s natural descriptions,

but a marked preference for the imcouth side of

Nature ; just as, when treating human nature, he
is more concerned with briars than roses, with
weeds than blossoms, with barren waste than
fertile meadows, yet investing them with an
original force of minute description that compels
our admiration.

In an era when poets were hotly in love with
Nature, he keeps a cool affection, yet none could

describe the outer show of things more truthfully

and intimately; and while shrinking from the

French Revolution as emphatically as Burke, and
as surely as Cowper, no poet has a wider sympathy
with his kind than he, or more stuff of humanity
in his writings.

Gipsies

On either side

Is level fen, a prospect wild and wide,

With dikes on either hand by ocean’s self supplied s

Far on the right the distant sea is seen.

And salt the springs that feed the marsh between

;

Beneath an ancient bridge the straitened flood

Rolls through its sloping banks of slimy mud ;

Near it a sunken boat resists the tide,

That frets and hurries to th’ opposing side ;

The rushes sharp, that on the borders grow,

Bend their brown flow’rets to the stream below,

Impure in all its course, in all its progress slow

:

Here a grave Flora scarcely deigns to bloom.

Nor wears a rosy blush, nor sheds perfume : ,

The few dull flowers that o’er the place are spread

Partake the nature of their fenny bed ;

Here on its wiry stem, in rigid bloom,

Grows the salt lavender that lacks perfume ;

Here the dwarf sallows creep, the septfoil harsh.

And the soft slimy mallow of the marsh ;

Low on the ear the distant billows sound,

And just in view appears their stonjr bound ;

No hedge nor tree conceals the glowing sim ;

Birds, save a wat’ry tribe, the district shun.

Nor chirp among the reeds where bitter waters nm • « «

Again, the country was enclosed, a wide

And sandy road has banks on either side -•
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Where, lo ! a hollow on the left appeared,
And there a gipsy tribe their tent had reared

;

’Twa^ ^ to catch the morning sun.

And ;
• i

• <» their early meal begun.
When two brown boys just left their grassy seat.

The early traveller with their prayers to greet

:

While yet Orlando held lus pence in hand,
He saw their sister on her duty stand :

Some twelve years old, demure, aflEeoted, sly.

Prepared the force of early powers to try :

Sudden a look of languor he descries,

And well-feigned apprehension in her eyes ;

Trained but yet savage, in her speaking face

He marked the features of her vagrant race :

When a hght laugh and roguish leer expressed
The vice implanted in her youthful breast

:

Forth from the tent her elder brother came.
Who seemed offended, yet forbore to blame
The young designer, but could only trace

The looks of pity in the traveller’s face

:

Within, the father, who from fences nigh
Had brought the fuel for the fire’s supply.

Watched now the feeble blaze, and stood dejected by.
On ragged rug, just borrowed from the bed,

And by the hand of coarse indulgence fed,

In dirty patchwork negligently dressed,

Beclined the wife, an infant at her breast

;

In her wild face some touch of grace remained.
Of vigour palsied and of beauty stained ;

Her bloodshot eyes on her unheeding mate
Were wrathful turned, and seemed her wants to state.

Cursing his tardy aid—her mother there
With gipsy state engrossed the only chair ;

Solemn and dull her look ; with such she stands.
And reads the railk-maid’s fortune in her hands.
Tracing the lines of life j assumed through years,
Bach feature now the steady falsehood wears

:

With hard and savage eye she views the food.

And grudging pinches their intruding brood

:

Last m the group, the worn-out grandsire sits

Neglected, lost, and living but by fits :

Useless, despised, his worthless labours done.
And half protected by the vicious son,
Who half supports him ; he with heavy glance
Views the young ruffians who around him dance ;

And, by the sadness in his face, appears
To trace the progress of their future years ;

Through what strange course of misery, vice, deceit.
Must -^dly wander each unpractised cheat I

What shame and grief, what punishment and pain.
Sport of fierce passions, must each child sustain—
Ere they hke Inm approach their latter end.
Without a hope, a comfort, or a friend !

^

Sketches oe Autumn

It was a fair and mild Autumnal sky.

And earth’s ripe treasures met th* admiring eye.
As a rich beauty, when her bloom is lost,

Appears with more magnificence and cost

;

The wet and heavy grass, where feet had strayed.
Not yet erect, the wanderer’s way betrayed ;

Showers of the night had swelled the deepening rill.

The morning breeze had urged the quickening mill

;

A^embled rooks had winged their seaward flight,

By the same passage to return at night,

While proudly o’er them hung the steady kite,

Then turned him back, and left the noisy throng.
Nor deigned to know them as he sailed along
Long yellow leaves, from osiers, strewed around.
Choked the small stream, and hushed the feeble sound :

While the dotid ^c^'ac:? dropped from loftier trees j

Our squire be'.o’d no: with his wonted ease ;

But to his own reflections made reply,

And said aloud, “ Yes I doubtless we must die.”
“ We must,” said Richard

;
“ and we would not live

To feel what dotage and decay will give ;

But we yet taste whatever we behold,
The morn is lovely, though the air is cold ;

There is delicious quiet in this scene.

At once so nch, so varied, so serene ;

Sounds to delight us—each discordant tone
Thus mingled please, that fail to please alone

;

This hollow wind, this rustling of the brook,
The farm-yard noise, the woodman at yon oak—
See, the axe falls »—now listen to the stroke !

That gun itself, that murders all this peace,
Adds to the charm, because it soon must cease.” ^

” Cold grew the foggy mom, the day was brief,

Loose on the cherry hung the crimson leaf ;

The dew dwelt ever on the herb ; the woods
Beared with strong blasts, with mighty showers the

floods

:

All green was vanished, save of pine and yew.
That still displayed their melancholy hue ;

Save the green holly with its berries red,

And the green moss that o’er th© gravel spread.” ®

II. PROSE ;
(a) Hr. Johnson and Oliver Goldsmith.

(a) HR. JOHNSON ANH OLIVER GOLHSMITH
Samtjbl Johnson (1709-1784)

For nearly fifty years after the death of Pope,
Johnson was the dominant figure in the literary

life of the day. In his person he seemed at once
an expression and a criticism of current social and
ethical ideals. There is scarcely any phase of the
life of his times, which he does not touch with his

forceful personality.

The son of a poor bookseller in Lichfield, he came
up to London with twopence halfpenny in his

pocket and a fragment of a play—^little to aid him
in his literary ambition, but fortunately he brought
also an indomitable wiH and great power of en-
durance.

The Johnson who lives for us to-day in the pages
of Boswell is the successful Johnson, the literary

dictator upon whose words everybody hung; the
man who puts aside the author’s craft with un-
mistakable satisfaction, now that poverty could
no more dog his footsteps. But it is hard to read

aright the greatness or the weakness of the man
unless we recall his early agonies in Grub Street.

Suffering hardens some natures, drying up the
fount of pity and compassion. It intensified, in
Johnson’s case, the man’s amazing tenderness of
heart and deep-grained humanity ; here it is that
Johnson so far excels men like Addison and Pope.
Addison’s nature was sweeter and sounder than
his rival’s—^graciousness, kindliness, and urbanity
are certainly to be found in him. What one misses
is that divine discontent,” that riotous goodness
of heart, that prodigal tenderness, which remain
in our memories long after the roughnesses of

Johnson are forgotten.

Hickens could never recall his youthful hardships
save with fierce indignation ; indelibly had his

early sufferings seared his imagination ; and John-
son would burst into tears when reminded of his

dark days. One can well understand the meaning
of his outburst : “No man but a blockhead ever

1 s The Tales of the Hall,
® Tc^les—The Patron,
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wrote except for money ”

; and the intense relief

with which he relinquished his pen. Boswell once
expressed his wonder that Johnson had not more
pleasure in writing than in not writing. “ Sir,”
replied the irascible idol, “You may wonder.
Johnson started by writmg for the GentiLeman^s

Magazine^ essays and reviews and a kind of parlia-
mentary letter, where he took care “ that the Whig
dogs should not have the best of it.”

What first attracted attention to him was hi«

poem of London, published in 1738, written in the
vein of Juvenal. This brought him ten guineas
and the commendation of men like Pope, but httle
change in his general financial condition.
In 1744 appeared the hfe of his friend Richard

Savage, a fine piece of biographical writmg, despite
of its occasional unreliability. The success of thjp

led to his being commissioned to prepare a Dic-
tionary of the English Langvuge, a work that
occupied seven years. Johnson had httle philo-
logical knowledge, but he had a rich endowment of
humour and sententious wisdom, and some of his
definitions it would be hard to better from this
standpoint. Occasionally his pet prejudices fiaunt
themselves rather freely, as in the unkmd definition

of oats as “ a grain which in England is generally
given to horses, but in Scotland supports the
people.”

While he was plodding through this formidable
task, he sought distraction in other matters. In
1749 appeared the Vanity of Human Wishes, 4 la

Juvenal, while Garrick brought out the tragedy
of Irene, which was partly written before he had
com© up to London.
The play, though not successful, filled his im-

poverished exchequer by nearly £300.
Having essayed verse, dictionary making, and

the drama, Johnson turned to the essay, which
was so popular a literary vehicle in his time.

The Rambler started its wanderings in the spring
of 1750, and ran for two years. With the excep-
tion of a few contributions from Richardson, every-
thing came freshly minted from the Doctor’s mind.
The uniformity of style would have mattered

less had Johnson not assumed so heavy and pedantic
a manner. His later venture. The Idler, certainly

drags its wheels less cumbrously, but in neither of
these periodicals is Johnson seen at his best.

Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia (1759) proved
vastly more to the public taste. Although rarely

read to-day, it is a curious and interesting book,
tedious at times in Johnson’s most elephantine
style, but with flashes of happy description, and a
good deal of sound moralising on a variety of

subjects.

After 1762 Johnson’s skies cleared. A pension
of £300 relieved him from the constant fear of

poverty that had haunted him all these years, and
his mind ripened and brightened under this sunnier
fortune. The famous “ Literaiy Club ” was estab-

lished in 1764, to which Burke, Goldsmith, Garrick,

Gibbon, and Reynolds belonged. Here Johnson
reigned as dictator ; but glad and relieved as h©
was to relinquish the pen for the tongue, yet the
glamour of Fleet Street and Covent Garden held

him, as it held Lamb and Leigh Hunt a generation
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later, and neither of the latter had the same reason
to shrink from their mistress as he had. Yet the
worse she ill-treated him the more he loved her.
Boswell was soon as orthodox as his master ;

discipleship was no hard matter with him. “Is
not this very fine ? ” inquired the sag© as they
promenaded m Greenwich Park. “Yes, sir,” re-
plied Boswell, “ but not equal to Fleet Street ”

—

then added xmblushingly that a baronet from
Rydal (assuredly no progemtor of Wordsworth)
had declared the “ fragrance of a May evening in
the country to be all very well, but that he pre-
ferred the smell of a flambeau at the playhouse.’*
On another occasion Boswell praised the cheerful-
ness of Fleet Street. “ Why, sir,” said Johnson,
“ Fleet Street has a very animated appearance, but
I think that the full tide of human existence is at
Charing Cross.” An amusing story then followed
of a tallow-chandler who had mad© a fortune in
London, and was foolish enough to retire to the
country. He grew so weary of his sylvan retreat
that he begged to know the melting days of his
successor, that he might be present at the operation.

Johnson’s associations with Fleet Street were
many ; first living in Fetter Lane, then in Boswell
Court, in Gough Square ; after that, in the Inner
Temple Lane, in Jolmson Lane ; finally in Bolt
Court.

When first he came to town he lodged at the
house of Mr. Morris, a staymaker in Exeter Street

;

dining at the “ Pin© Apple ” in New Street, “ for

eightpence, with very good company.” “ I had,”
said Johnson, “a cut of meat for sixpence, and
bread for a penny, and gave the waiter a penny.”
On clean shirt days, remarked his biographer
significantly, he went abroad and paid visits.

At twelve o’clock, we are told (this would apply
to the prosperous years of literary dictatorship),

he received a l©v4© of morning visitors m his bed-
room—Goldsmith and others, chiefly men of letters,

and to them he would declaim over a two ve-o’clock
dish of tea. He then went to dinner at a tavern,
most frequently the Mitre Tavern, where he com-
monly stayed late, and afterwards drank his tea at a
friend’s house, over which he loitered a great deal,

but seldom took supper. He frequently gave all

the silver in his pocket to the poor, who watched
him between his house and the tavern where he
dined.

Johnson had not eschewed altogether the author’s

craft ; indeed his best work was yet to come ; but
his literary output at no time ever gave a com-
mensurate idea of the greatness of the man. His
Shakespearean criticism reveals more of the author’s

limitations than the greatness of its subject. The
Journey to the Western Isles of Scotland is certainly

amusing, though largely as a piece of self-revelation.

His most considerable production. The Lives of the

Poets (1779-1781), despite its incompleteness and
occasionally glaring insensibilities, as in his treat-

ment of Gray and Milton, contains some admirable
critical appreciations.

In 1775 he had received his doctor’s degree

from Oxford, and was at the height of his popularity

and influence. But the indifferent health that had
dogged him all his life now began to make more.
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eacroaohments. When, during the last year or so,

he was without the society of his friend Mrs.

Thrale, his spirits declined and his health grew

rapidly worse.

But he had many faithful friends, including

Burke and Reynolds, who tried to make his last

days easy ;
and irascible and impatient as Johnson

had been during his life, he showed sin^lar endur-

ance and resignation during his fatal illness. On
December 13, 1784, he died, and was buried in

Westminster Abbey.
James Boswell (1740-1795), was born at Edin-

burgh, his father being an able advocate at the

Scottish bar and an uncompromising Presbyterian

Whig. James we hear was “a fine boy, wore a

white cockade, and prayed for King James until his

TJncle Cochrane gave him a shilling to pray for King

George, which he accordingly did.” This accommo-

dating youth studied law for a while, somewhat

reluctantly, philosophy and rhetoric perhaps less

reluctantly, and the mild Bohemian life of Edin-

burgh, with no reluctance whatever. Coming up
to London in 1760, he found even pleasanter distrac-

tions to legal studies than he had done in Scotland

;

and despite an excursion into verse. The Qvb at

Newmarhett showed no marked propensity for either

the letters or law. Then, happily both for himself

and posterity, “ Tom Davies,” in Goldsmith’s words,

flung him at Johnson in sport,” and he found his

true vocation. “Who is this Scotch cur at John-

son’s heels ? ” asked someone of Goldsmith. “He is

not a cur ;
he is only a bur,” was the happy response.

Indeed, had it not been for the “ bur,” how httle we
might know of the man Johnson to-day I

The Doctor did not take kindly to his enthusiastic

worshipper at first, but very soon they became great

friends and remained so for life, despite the natural

irascibility of the idol at times. “ Sir, you appear

to have only two subjects
;
yourself and m©, and I

am sick of both.”

No man of letters was ever more naive than
Boswell ; here he transcends even Pepys, yet his

naivety, his stupidities, drew out the gruff Doctor
as no intellectual cunning could have done. And
if Boswell stands revealed as a somewhat contempt-
ible and certainly foolish personage in the pages of

the biography, yet he cannot be written down as

a fool. He had a wonderful memory, and a natural

instinct for presenting his material dramatically and
vividly. No mere fool could have written the Life

of Samitel Johnson.

:

he was a fool of genius, for the
biography is one of the great biographies of litera-

ture.

Johnson’s Worh and Influence

Johnson never wrote better than when under the
influence of some powerful human emotion. When
his inspiration is wholly literary, he is apt to grow
pompous and pedantic with alarming speed j when,
however, some human concern projects itself into
his work, then he shakes off his stiffness and writes
with force and dignity.

Take, for instance, his notable letter to Lord
Chesterfield, in 1765

:

My Loud,

—

have been lately informed by the pro-
prietor of the Worldi that two papers, in which my

Dictionary is recommended to the public, were written
by your lordship. To be so distinguished is an honour,
which, being very little accustomed to favours from the
great, I know not well how to receive, or in what terms
to acknowledge.
When, upon some slight encouragement, I first visited

your lordslnp, I was overpowered, like the rest of man-
kind, by the enchantment of your address, and could
not forbear to wish that I might boast myself le va%nqueur
du vainqueur de la terre—that I might obtain that regard
for which I saw the world contendmg

; but I found my
attendance so little encouraged, that neither pride nor
modesty would suffer me to continue it. When I had
once addressed your lordship m pubho, I had exhausted
all the art of pleasing which a retired and uncourtly
scholar can possess. I had done all that I could ; and
no man is pleased to have his all neglected, be it ever
60 little.

Seven years, my lord, have now passed since I waited
in your outward rooms, or was repulsed from your door

;

dunng which time I have been pushing on my work
through difficulties, of which it is useless to complain,
and have brought it at last to the verge of publication,
without one act of assistance, one word of encourage-
ment, or one smile of favour. Such treatment I did not
expect, for I never had a patron before.
The shepherd in Virgil grew at last acquainted with

Love, and found him a native of the rocks.
Is not a patron, my lord, one who looks with unconcern

on a man struggling for life m the water, and when he
has^ reached ground, encumbers him with help ? The
notice which you have been pleased to take of my labours,
had it been early, had been kind

; but it has been delayed
till I am indifferent, and cannot enjoy it ; till I am soli-

tary, and cannot impart it ; till I am known, and do
not want it. I hope it is no very cynical asperity not
to confess obligations where no benefit has been received,
or to be unwilling that tk'' ’'.ub’ '* e’ consider me as
owing that to a patron • Jbo c has enabled
me to do for myself.
Having earned on my work thus far with so little

obligation to any favour of learning, I shall not be
disappointed though I should conclude it, if less be
possible, with less ; for I have been long wakened from
that dream of hope, in which I once boasted myself
with so much exultation, my lord,—^Your lordship’s most
humble, most obedient servant, Sam. Johnson.

In his Life of Savage^ his criticism of Pop© and
Drydeu, his picture of Life in the Happy Valley
in Rasselas, Johnson touches on some chord of

memory or peculiar mental afifimty, that bares him
for us at his best and finest.

Johnson, however, lives for most of us in the
pages of Boswell, rather than in his own writings;

and for this reason. Clearly as some of his char-

acteristics reveal themselves to us in his work, he
found the freest self-expression in talk. He had a
craggy mind that kept in admirable condition when
rubbed against other minds. And no mind was
better calculated to educe its sharp and solid

qualities of cragginess so well as Boswell’s. Bos-
well’s pages exhibit the splendid inconsistencies of

the man, his elephantine prejudices and conven-
tionalities, and the equally colossal breadth of his

moral sympathies; his dense stupidity on some
points, such as the value.of public executions, and
his amazing good sense on others ; his mingled
melancholy and cheerfulness, his intellectual

timidity and unconquerable courage. Give him a
pen and he tried to strike a compromise between
them, to be judicial, which Nature had taken good
car© he should never be ; hear him talk, and you
found the tonic of his fundamental common-sense
behind his most monstrous extravagances.
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This, however, does not mean that his writings

are negligible. It only means that they are of
secondary accoimt and are best studied after
Boswell. By interpreting him first of all through
Boswell’s pages, we shall best value the sturdy
humour and sagacity that he embedded in the
Dictionary, the flashes of insight that illummate
the prolix Lives of the Poets, and the touches of

tenderness and poetry that hght up the often
dismal moralisings of Basselas,

“ Every man,” said Imlac, “ may, by examining his
own mind, gness what passes in the minds of others

;

when you feel that your own gaiety is counterfeit, it

may justly lead you to suspect that of your companions
not to be sincere. Envy is commonly reciprocal. We
are long before we are convinced that happiness is never
to be found, and each believes it possessed by others,
to keep alive the hope of obtaining it for himself. In
the assembly, where you passed the last night, there
appeared such spnghtliness of air, and volatility of
fancy, as might have suited beings of a higher order,
formed to inhabit serener regions, inaccessible to care
or sorrow

:
yet, believe me, prince, there was not one

who did not dread the moment when solitude should
deliver him to^ the tyranny of reflection.”

“This,” said the prince, “may be true of others
since it is true of me

;
yet, whatever be the general

infelicity of man, one condition is more happy than
another, and wisdom surely directs us to take the least
evil in the choice of lifeP

“ The causes of good and evil,” answered Imlac, “ are
so various and uncertain, so often entangled with each
other, so diversified by various relations, and so much
subject to accidents which cannot be foreseen, that he
who would fix his condition upon incontestable reasons
of preference must hve and die inquiring and deliber-
ating.”
“But surely,” said Rasselas, “ the wise men, to whom

we listen with reverence and wonder, chose that mode of
life for themselves which they thought most likely to
make them happy.”

“ Very few,” said the poet, “ live by choice.” ^

That affluence and power, advantages extrinsic and
adventitious, and therefore easily separable from those
by whom they are possessed, should ve^ often flatter

the mind with expectations of felicity which they cannot
give, raises no astonishment ; but it seems rational to
hope that intellectual greatness should produce better
effects ; that minds qualified for great attainments should
first endeavour their own benefit ; and that they who
are most able to teach others the way to happiness,
should with most certainty follow it themselves.
“But this expectation, however plausible, has been

very frequently disappointed. The heroes of literary

as well as civil history have been very often no less

remarkable for what they have suffered, than for what
they have achieved ; and volumes have been written
only to enumerate the miseries of the learned, and relate

their unhappy lives and untimely deaths.” 2

Vanity op Human Wishes

Let Observation, with extensive view.
Survey mankind from China to Peru ;

Remark each anxious toil, each eager strife.

And watch the busy scenes of crowded life

;

Then say, how hope and fear, desire and hate,

O’erspread with snares the clouded maze of fate.

Where wavering man, betray’d by vent’rous pride
To tread the dreary paths without a guide.

As treacherous phantoms in the mist delude.
Shuns fancied ills, or chases airy good ;

How rarely reason guides the stubborn choice.

Rules the bold hand, or prompts the suppliant voice

;

^ Rasselas.
2 The Life of Bichard Savage.
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How nations sink, by darling schemes oppress’d.
When Vengeance listens to the fool’s request

;

Fate wings with every wish th’ afflictive dart.
Each gift of nature, and each grace of art ;

With fatal heat impetuous courage glows.
With fatal sweetness elocution flows ;

Impeachment stops the speaker’s powerful breath.
And restless fire precipitates on death.

But, scarce observed, the knowing and the bold
Fall in the general massacre of gold ;

Wide wasting pest ! that rages unconfined,
And crowds with enmes the records of mankind :

For gold his sword the hireling ruffian draws.
For gold the hireling judge distorts the laws ;

Wealth heap’d on wealth nor truth nor safety buys.
The dangers father as the treasures rise.

Let history ^11, where rival kings command.
And dubious title shakes the madded land.
When statutes glean the refuse of the sword.
How much more safe the vassal than the lord ;

Low skulks the hmd beneath the rage of power.
And leaves the wealthy traitor in the Tower,
Untoueh’d his cottage, and his slumbers sound,
Though Confiscation’s vultures hover round.
The needy traveller, serene and gay.

Walks the wild heath, and sings his toil away.
Does envy seize thee ? crush th’ upbraiding joy 5

Increase his riches, and his peace destroy !

Now fears in dire vicissitude invade.
The rustling brake alarms, and quivering shade ;

Nor light nor darkness brings his pain relief.

One shows the plunder, and one hides the thief.

Yet still one general cry the skies assails,

And ’gain the grandeur load the tainted gales ;

Few know the toiling statesman’s fear or care,

Th’ insidious rival and the gaping heir.

Once more, Democritus, arise on earth,
With cheerful wisdom and instructive mirth.
See motley life in modern trappings dress’d.

And feed with varied fools th’ eternal jest

:

Tliou who could’st laugh where want enchained caprice^
Toil crush’d conceit, and man was of a piece ;

Where wealth, unloved, without a mourner died.

And scarce a sycophant was fed by pride ;

Where ne’er was known the form of mock debate.
Or seen a new-made mayor’s unwieldy state ;

Where change of favourites made no change of laws.
And senates heard before they judged a cause ;

How wouldst thou shake at Britam’s modish tribe.

Dart the quick taunt, and edge the piercing gibe I

Attentive truth and nature to descry.

And pierce each scene with philosophic eye,

To thee were solemn toys, or empty show.
The robes of pleasure and the veils of woe :

All aid the farce, and all thy mirth maintain,
Whose joys are causeless, and whose griefs are vain.
Such was the scorn that filled the sage’s mind.

Renew’d at every glance on human kind ;

How just that scorn ere yet thy voice declare.

Search every state, and canvass every prayer.

XJnnumber’d suppliants crowd Preferment’s gate.
Athirst for wealth, and burning to be great

;

Delusive Fortune hears th’ incessant call

;

They mount, they shine, evaporate, and fall.

On every stage the foes of peace attend,

Hate dogs their flight, and insult mocks their end.
Love ends with hope, the sinking statesman’s door
Pours in the morning worshipper no more ;

For growing names the weekly scribbler lies.

To growing wealth the dedicator flies.

From every room descends the painted face,

That hung the bright palladium of the place 5

And, smoked, in Idtchens, or in auctions sold.

To better features yields the frame of gold ;

For now no more we trace in every line

Heroic worth, benevolence divine ;

The form distorted justifies the fall.

And detestation rids th’ indignant wall.

But will not Britain hear the last appeal.

Sign her foes’ doom, or guard her favourites’ zeal ?
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Through Freedom’s sons no more remonstrance rings,

Degrading nobles and controlling kings ;

Our supple tribes repress their patriot throats.

And ask no questions but the price of votes

;

With weekly libels and septennial ale.

Their wish is full to riot and to rail.

In full-blown dignity, see Wolsey stand,

Daw in voice, and fortune in his hand :

To him the church, the realm, their powers consign,

Through him the rays of regal bounty shine.

Turn'd by his nod the stream of honour flows.

His smile alone security bestows :

Still to new heights his restless wishes tower.

Claim leads to claim, and power advances power

Till conquest unresisted ceased to please.

And rights, submitted, left him none to seize.

At length his sovereign frowns—the train of state

Mark the keen glance, and watch the sign to hate.

Lives oe the Poets

In acquired knowledge, the superiority must be

allowed to Dryden, whose education was more scholastic,

and who, before he became an author, had been allowed

more time for study, with better means of information.

Hig mind has a larger range, and he collects his images

and illustrations from a more extensive circumstance

of science. Dryden knew more of man in his general

nature, and Pope in his local manners. The notions

of Dryden were formed by comprehensive speculation

;

and those of Pope by minute attention. There is more
dignity in the knowledge of Dryden, and more certainty

in that of Pope.
Poetry was not the sole praise of either ; for both

excelled hkewise in prose ; but Pope did not borrow his

prose from his predecessor. The style of Dryden is

capricious and varied ; that of Pope is cautious and
uniform. Dryden observes the motions of his own rnind §

Pope constrains his mind to his own rules of composition,

Dryden is sometimes vehement and rapid ; Pope is

always smooth, uniform, and gentle. Dryden’s page w
a natural field, rising into inequalities, and diversi-.

fled by the varied exuberance of abundant vegetation ;

Pope’s is a velvet lawn, shaven by the scythe, and levelled

by the roller.

Of genius, that power which constitutes a poet j that
quahty without which judgment is cold, and knowledge
is inert ; that energy which collects, combines, amplifies,

and animates ; the superiority must, with some hesita-

tion, be allowed to Dryden. It is not to be inferred, that
of this poetical vigour Pope had only a little, because
Dryden had more ; for every other writer since Milton
must give place to Pope ; and even of Dryden it must
be said, that, if he has brighter paragraphs, he has not
better poems. Dryden’s performances were very hasty,
either excited by some external occasion, or extorted
by domestic necessity ; ho composed without considera-
tion, and published without correction. What liis mind
could supply at call, or gather in one excursion, -was all

that^ he sought, and all that he gave. The dilatory
caution of Pope enabled him to condense his sentiments,
to multiply his images, and to accumulate all that study
might produce, or chance might supply. If the flights
of Dryden, therefore, are higher, Pope continues longer
on the wing. If of Dryden’s fire the blaze is brighter,
of Pope’s the heat is more regular and constant. Dryden
often surpasses expectation, and Pope never falls below
it. Dryden is read with frequent astonishment, and Pope
with perpetual delight. . . .

Extracts ebom Mbs. Thralb’s Collection
OF Letters

Those who have loved longest love best, A sudden
blaze of kindness may by a single blast of coldness be
extinguished, but that fondness which length of time
has connected with many circumstances and occasions,
thoTg^-' it "or a while be suppressed by disgust or
To=c‘ uner; wi -i or without a cause, is hourly revived
by accidental recollection. To those that have lived
long together, every thing heard and every thing seen

recalls some pleasure communicated, or some benefit
conferred, some petty quarrel, or some slight endear-
ment. Esteem of great powers, or amiable qualities
newly discovered, may embroider a day or a week, but
a friendship of twenty years is interwoven with the
texture of hfe. A friend may be often found and lost,
but an old friend never can be found, and nature has
provided that he cannot easily be lost.”
“ Life, to be worthy of a rational being, must be always

in progression ; we must always purpose to do more
or better than in time past. The mind is enlarged and
elevated by mere purposes, though they end as they
began, by airy contemplation. We compare and judge
though we do not practise.”
“ Of whatsoever we see we always wish to know 5

always congratulate ourselves when we know that of
which we perceive another to be ignorant. Take there-
for© all opportunities of learning that offer themselves,
however remote the matter may be from common life

or common conversation. Look in Herschel’s telescope,
go into a chemist’s laboratory ; if you see a manu-
facturer at work, remark his operations. By this activity
of attention you will find in ©very place diversion and
improvement.”

OLIVER GOLDSMITH (1728-1774)

Oliver Goldsmith was born in County Longford,
Ireland, in 1728, of Saxon stock, his father being a
“ Curate farmer,*’ the Bev. Charles Goldsmith, and
his mother the schoolmaster’s daughter. The Bev.
Charles received £40 a year, “ a fortune which he
brought five clnldren into the world to share.” A
good picture of the father is given in The Citizen

of the World :

“ My father, the younger son of a good family, was
possessed of a small living in the Church. His education
was above his fortune, and his generosity —

*

his education. Poor as he was, he had - j

poorer than, himself
; for every dmner he gave them they

returned equivalent in praise, and this was all he wanted.
The same ambition that actuates a monarch at the head
of an army, influenced my father at the head of his
table. He told the story of the ivy-tree, and that was
laughed at ; he repeated the jest of the two scholars
and the one pair of breeches, and the company laughed
at that ; but the story of Taffy and the sedan chair
was sure to set the table in a roar. Thus his pleasures
increased in proportion to the pleasure he gave ; he
loved all the world, and he fancied all the world loved
him. As his fortune was but small, he lived up to the
very extent of it. He had no intention of leaving his

children money, for that was dross ; he resolved they
should have learning, for learning, he used to observe,
was better than silver and gold. For this purpose he
undertook to instruct us himself, and took as much
pains to form our morals as to improve our under-
standing. We were told that universal benevolence was
what first cemented society ; we were taught to consider
all the wants of mankind as our own ; to regard * the
human face divine* with affection and esteem. He
wound us up to be mere machines of pity and rendered
us incapable of withstanding the slightest impulse
made either by real or fictitious distress. In a word,
we wore perfectly instructed in the arts of giving away
thousands, before we were taught the more necessary

qualifications of getting a farthing.”

Oliver was the fifth child, a slow, ugly, and
ungaiiily boy. At the village school he learned a

good deal about ghosts and fairies—^httle else.

Later on (1744), at Trinity College, Dublin, he was
still unconcerned with learning, though he just

managed to take his degree, and his earlier years

may be epitomised in one word—failure.

With light-hearted exuberance he tried the
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Ohiirch, the Bar, Medicine, in rapid succession, and
showed brilliant incompetence in each. His only-

real success, perhaps, was his mvention of street

ballads at five shillings each, and his most poignant
dehght at tliis time, hearmg them sung under an
oil lamp.
His father had died in 1749, and Oliver was cast

on his own resources, which were uncommonly
tenuous. He started to emigrate to America with
thirty pounds, but never sailed, as he was “ at a
pleasure party ” at the time, where he lost all his

money—as well as the boat. Then he essayed the
Law, and his uncle encouraged him with £50, a
sum that was promptly wasted in a Dublin gaming-
house. Afterwards, at Edinburgh, he applied him-
self for a while to chemistry and natural history,

then the vagrant spirit seizing him again, he went
abroad with a smattering of medical knowledge,
twenty pounds, and a flute.

Borrowing money for his journey, he character-
istically spent it at the start on a preposterous gift

of tulip bulbs for his kindly uncle, then footed it

through Flanders, France, and Switzerland, relymg
on his flute to provide him with supper and bed.
Yet he was never really down-hearted, and observed
significantly “ that he found people sprightly in
proportion to their wants, and the poorer, often the
sprightlier.”

For to tell the truth, he was a genuine vagabond
at heart, with that itch of restlessness in the blood
that made him an alien to the comfortable jog-

trot conventions of civilised life. He was really

predestined for poverty, not merely because he
found it so hard to make money, but because even
having made it he was quite unable to keep it.

His kindliness of heart was as great as his im-
providence, and one cold night he was found sleep-

ing in the ticking of the bed because he had given
his bedclothes to a destitute woman.
On his return from abroad in 1756, he became

an usher, a printer’s reader (proof reader to

Richardson), a reviewer, and a bookseller’s hack;
and at the age of thirty was living in miserable
rooms at Ludgate Lane, “ near Break Heck Steps,”

writing social sketches, making translations, and
trying his hand at a history of England. Un-
reliable and ignorant as he often was in his miscel-

laneous hack-writing, he was never dull, and very
soon the fine originality of the man and his native

grace of style showed itself.

But the grinding sordidness of his position is

revealed in the grimly humorous lines he wrote of

an old friend

:

“ Here lies poor Ned Purdon from misery freed.

Who long was a book-seller’s hack ;

He had such a damnable life in this world
I don’t think he’ll wish to come back.”

He started The Bee, a short-lived paper, with a
good deal of excellent essay work in it, and wrote
The Citizen of the World. The Traveller appeared
in 1764, and at this time he was on intimate terms
with Johnson’s circle.

When in one of his chronic financial crises,

Johnson rescued him with a guinea, finding the

sheriff’s officer in possession. Naturally, Gold-

smith spent the guinea on Madeira. Johnson “ put

the cork into the bottle, desiring he would be
calm,” Goldsmith then showed him a manuscript—
The Vicar of Wakefield. Johnson was struck by
its merits, and according to his own acco-unt, sold
it to a bookseller for £60. The Vicar ” brought
him fame—^more important than money, for money
was never his for long. Following The Vicar of
Wakefield came The Good Matured Man^ his first
play ; The Deserted Village^ that showed him as, a
poet of no mean order ; and his best comedy. She
Stoops to Goryiuer. Then in 1774 he died, worn out,
of a fever, in material squalor and mental misery,
but mourned and beloved by many friends.

His Writings

Characteristics

(a) Whimsicality.—^In Goldsmith’s temperament,
melancholy and mirth lay cheek by jowl, antagon-
istic comrades, one would think, but no unusual
ones in the spiritual composition of imaginative
men. Melancholy was for ever trying to drag bi-m

down, and did succeed in making him tongue-tied
often and wistful, but careless, happy-go-lucky
gaiety broke through all the barriers from time to
time, unexpectedly, disconcertingly, the more wild
and ebullient for the repression. Often we are re-

minded of Elia’s extravagant jesting, and suspect
the extravagance to be due to the same cause

—

the physical necessity for ridding himself of the
gloomy vapours that threaten to darken the mind.
Certainly this absurdity might well have been
uttered by Lamb ;

“ Every young fellow should
love gravy—a glutton once disinherited his nephew
because he disliked gravy.”

Indeed, his quaint whimsicality, passing unex-
pectedly from delicate fancy to elfish merriment,
anticipates in many ways the methods of Elia and
Leigh Hunt. His prose writing, therefore, is of
special interest to the modern student of the
Essay. He was a poet of talent, a proseman of
genius—^a proseman, moreover, of distinctive and
original genius. With no scholarly equipment,
with little opportunity to indulge his fanciful

imagination to the full, working always under
heavy disabilities, he has none the less a native
instinct for the sweet and gracious things of life,

and a clear, limpid, delicate style for expressing
this.

Take, for instance, this passage from one of his

early Essays

;

“ It was a fine saying of Nangfu, the emperor, who,
being told that his enemies had raised an insurrection
in one of his distant pro-vinces, ‘ Come, then, my friends,’

said he, ‘follow me and I promise you that we shall

quickly destroy them.’ He marched forward and the
rebels submitted upon his approach. All now thought
that he would take the most signal revenge, but were
surprised to see the captives treated with mildness and
humanity. ‘How,’ cried his first minister, ‘is this the
manner in which you fulfil your promise ? Your royal
word was given that your enemies should be destroyed,
and, behold ! you have pardoned all and even caressed
some,* ‘ I promised,’ replied the emperorwith a generous
air, * to destroy my enemies, I have fulfilled my word,
for see, they are enemies no longer. I have made friends

of them.’
” This, could it always succeed, were the true method

of destroying the enemies of the state. Well it were if
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r©wards and mercy alone could regulate the common-
wealth ; but since punishments are sometimes necessary,

let them at least be rendered terrible by being executed

but seldom , and let Justice lift her sword rather to

terrify than revenge.*’

Consider, moreover, those inimitable touches that

make of The Vicar of Wakefield—a thm, unsatis-

factory story, judged strictly as a piece of fiction

—

one of the classics. When we think of this book,

memory lingers less upon the artless plot, or even

the central figure of the genial, kind-hearted Vicar

than upon the cousins “ even to the fourteenth

remove ” who came to eat his dinners and borrow
his books ; of the wife who had made of pickles

and preserving a fine art and discourses at dinner on
the history of every dish ; of Moses disposing of

the pony for a gross of green spectacles. The moral
qualities of Primrose attract us far less than do
his foibles, his peculiar method of cheering his wife

by writing her epitaph and putting it up over the

mantelpiece.

How admirable are such descriptive passages as

these

:

**Our little habitation was situated at the foot of a
sloping hill, sheltered with a beautiful underwood behmd,
and a prattling river before ; on one side a meadow, on
the other a green. . . . One storey covered with thatch,

which gave it an air of great snugness ; the walls on
the inside were mcely whitewashed . . . though the
same room served for parlour and kitchen . . . that

only made it the warmer. Besides, as it was kept with
the utmost neatness, the dishes, plates and copper,

being well scoured, all disposed in bright rows on the
shelves, the eye was agreeably relieved, and did not
want richer furniture.”

(b) Hie Tenderness,—Allied with the whimsicality

is a tenderness of heart that found also fine expres-

sion in his work. Has sentimentality is equal to

the best m Richardson and Sterne, and is cleaner

and saner. For his sense of humour never allows

him to become mawkish.

” I remember,” says George Colraan, in his Eandom
Records,

** when I was a child of five, Goldsmith taking
me on his knee to amuse me, when I rewarded him with
a spiteful blow given with all my force in his face. Mj?
father for punishment locked me up in a dark room,
where 1 howled and kicked the door—^till it opened, and
Goldsmith entered, smiling, with a candle, which showed
the mark of the spiteful blow still in his face. Setting
the candle down, he took me in his arms and kissed and
soothed and fondled me while I sulked and sobbed.
When at last the sobs ceased. Goldsmith seized the pro-
pitious moment ; he went down on all fours, and placing
three hats, which happened to be in the room, upon the
carpet, and putting a shilling under each, he began to
conjure all three under a ?:rcrlo ba'^ to my utter amaze-
ment. Henceforth, wboriu'^cr GolJ-mi li called 1 rushed
to him for a romp, and we became the merriest and most
loving play-fellows.”

It has been well said of him that Charity was his

one luxury. Nor with all the buffetings he suffered

from Fat© was he ever spiteful—this, too, in an
age when bitter things were flung about so readily

by the humorist of the day. Did not Sam Rogers
say : “I have a very weak voice, and if I did not
say ill-natured things, no one would hear me.”
Yet he was fully alive to the defects of his com-

panions and friends, but when he touches on them,
does so lightly, gracefully, tenderly, with no particle

of malice. “Dr, Johnson, if you were to make
little fishes talk they would talk like whales.”

Here is his estimate of Edmund Burke, the

famous politician

:

“ Here lies our good Edmund, whose genius was such.

We scarcely can praise it or blame it too much ;

Who, born for the umverse, narrowed his mmd,
And to party gave up what was meant for mankind.
Though fraught with all learning, still straimng his

throat
To persuade Tommy Townsend to give him the vote,

Who, too deep for his hearers, still went on refining.

And thought of convincmg, while they thought of

dining.

Though equal to all things, for all things unfit.

Too mce for a statesman, too proud for a wit

;

For a patriot too cool ; for a drudge disobedient

;

And too fond of the right to pursue the expedient.

In short ’twas his fate, unemployed or in place, sir,

To eat mutton cold and cut blocks with a razor.”

His tenderness invades his verse, which, if never

great, rarely fails in charm and humanity :

“ His ready smile a parent’s warmth expressed,

Their welfare pleased him and their cares distressed.

To them his heart, his love, his griefs were given.

But all his serious thoughts had rest in heaven

;

As some tall cliff that lifts its awful form.

Swells from the vale and midway leaves the storm ;

Though round its breast the rolling clouds are spread,

Eternal sunshine settles on its head.”

Easy-going and good-hearted to a fault as he
was, he could be inflexible as steel where principles

were concerned.

Parson Scott offered to pay him handsomely if

he would write up the Government of the day.

Goldsmith refused ; he was content to do without,

and so, said Scott in a phrase that lit up the grit

of the needy “ Noll,” “ I left him in his garret.”

And this is the man who was the ready dupe of

knaves, yet despite their meannesses remained un-

soured, unspoiled, wilfully generous to the last.

What Goldsmith did for Literature, whether in

prose, verse, or drama, was to sweeten and purify

it from its violence, coarseness, and bitter wit. If

he has not the great driving force of Swift and Defoe,

the exquisite polish of Pope, the dominating per-

sonality of Johnson, or the grasp of character and
ebullient diversity of some of his great contempo-
raries of fiction, he has qualities especially his own,
a tranquil magic, a tender homeliness, a light

iridescent humour that will ever endear him to

posterity.

The Vioae. op Waxepield

The temporal concerns of our family were chiefiy com-
mitted to my wife’s management ; as to the spiritual,

I took them entirely under my own direction. The
profits of my Uving, which amounted to about thirty-five

pounds a year, I made over to the orphans and widows
of the clergy of our diocese ; for, having a sujfficient

fortune of my own, I was careless of temporalities, and
felt a secret pleasure in doing my duty without reward.
I also set a resolution of keeping no curate, and of being
acquainted with every man in the parish, exhorting the
married men to temperance and the bachelors to matri-
mony ; so that in a few years it was a common saying,

that there were three strange wants in Wakefield

—

a parson wanting pnde, young men wanting wives, and
alehouses wanting customers.
Matrimony was always one of my favourite topics, and

I wrote several sermons to prove its happiness j
but

there was a peculiar tenet which I made a point of sup-
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porting: for I maintained, with Whiston, that it was
unlawful for a priest of the Church of England, after

the death of his first wife, to take a second ; or, to
express it in one word, I valued myself upon being a
stnot monogamist.

I was early initiated into this important dispute, on
which so many laborious volumes have been written.

I pubhslied some tracts upon the subject myself, which,
as they never sold, I have the consolation of thinking
were read only by a happy few. Some of my friends
called this my weak side ; but, alas ! they had not, like

me, made it the subject of long contemplation. The

more I reflected upon it, the more important it appeared.
I even went a step beyond Whiston in displaying my
pnnciples : as he had engraven upon his wife’s tomb that
she was the only wife of William Whiston ; so I wrote a
amilar epitaph for my wife, though still livmg, in which
I extolled her prudence, economy, and obedience till
death ; and, having got it copied fair, with an elegant
frame, it was placed over the chimney-piece, where it
answered several very useful purposes. It admonishedmy wife of her duty to me, and my fidelity to her ; it
inspired her with a passion for fame, and constantly
put her in mind of her end.

n. PEOSE: (6) The Great Novelists—

(

i) Samuel Richardson.

SAMUEL RICBABDSOH (1689-1761)

A B>AT, tubby, mild-looking, smooth-choeked, ruddy-
faced, little man, guiltless of any external graces

;

this is the man who became the idol of his

day, during the earlier years of the eighteenth

century—one who moved in a little crowd of female
worshippers, eager to render him the constant

tribute of their tears.

Nor was it merely in the matter of an unexciting

exterior ; his qualities of disposition wore assuredly

not those that capture the fancy ; a rigid moralist

in a day when loose living was the rule rather than
the exception ; a loyal abstainer in an age when it

was considered almost a point of etiquette to roimd
off your dinner on the floor; a vegetarian when
dietary reform was looked on as a dangerous form
of mental affection. If we turn from this general

view of his personality and recall his history, we
shall see how entirely it harmonises with the man
as we know him.
Born in 1689, in Derbyshire, the son of a London

joiner, he was at first destined for Holy Orders, but
not obtaining the necessary advantages of a good
education, he was apprenticed at the age of seven-

teen to an Aldersgate printer, John Wilde. Earnest
and plodding from his early years, he applied him-
self to his work like one of the good little boys
in his own didactic fictions, and like Hogarth’s
Industrious Apprentice” married his master’s

daughter, becommg a master printer himself in

1719.

The exciting diversion of making indices and
writing dedications, varied his professional work.

He wrote a few novels, made money, took to him-
self a country house ” at Fulham, became printer

of the Journals of the House of Commons, Master
of the Stationers’ Company, and Law Printer to

the King. Then, in the odour of respectability, he
died July 4, 1761, being buried in St. Bride’s

Church, Fleet Street, close to his old shop (no

longer existent). No. 11 Salisbury Court.

Such a tranquil, matter-of-fact career is singu-

larly unlike what we should expect from the

inaugurator of tho sentimental novel, and is in

striking contrast with that of his predecessor,

Defoe, and from the roving spirits who sowed the

seeds of the novel in the days of Elizabeth.

Yet a closer inspection of the man reveals the

possession of just those qualities as made his work
so amazingly compelling in its appeal.

When a boy at school he was dubbed Serious

and Gravity,” and was renowned for his moral
stories concerning serving men wildly loved by the
young ladies of the house, and preferred by them
to bold, bad aristocrats. “ Let us be moral,” said
Mr. Pecksmff—“ Let us contemplate existence.”
Mr. Pecksniff made not the faintest effort to live
up to his principles ; Richardson did. Otherwise
moral tags were meat and drink to both these
gentlemen.

Apparently his serious demeanour impressed
three young girls, who asked him to write some
love-letters for them. We may be sure that the
youthful Richardson was most circumspect and
thoroughly enjoyed himself over the transaction.
It afforded him a good introduction into the ways
of femininity.

His wife died in 1731, before he had achieved any
literary fame ; then came Pamela, or Virtite

Eewarded, in 1740, his first fiction and one that
scored an instant and signal success. Encouraged
by its reception, he issued a volume of FamtUar
Letters in 1741, the nature of which may be gauged
by the following extracts.

This to a young lady on her riding-habit

:

** I have been particularly offended at your new riding
habit which is made so extravagantly that one cannot
easily distinraish your sex by it. You look neither like

a modest girl nor an agreeable boy.”

Again, on music

:

**Much music enervates the mind. What grace is

it to sing with the grace of a hired musician ?
”

Brevity was not characteristic of Richardson,
and the full title of Pamela ran thus

:

“ Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded. In a series of familiar
letters from a beautiful young damsel to her parents ;

now first published in order to cultivate the pnnciples
o-f Virtue and Religion in the minds of the youth of
both Sexes, A narrative which has its foundations in
Truth and Nature and at tho same time that it agreeably
entertains by a variety of curious and affecting incidents
is entirely divested of all those images, which in too
many pieces calculated by Amusement only tend to
inflame the minds they should Instruct.”

The volume sold well from the start, and Pope
said of it that it would do more good than many
volumes of sermons. At Slough, the blacksmith

read the story to the villagers by the forge fire,

and so pleased were his audiences by the marriage
of the heroine that they insisted on ringing the

church bells. The book evoked a stream of corre-

spondence. Richardson’s letter bag was always

overflowing, and of his letters there are nearly a
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thousand extant. The interest excited by Pamela
was fully sustained by Clanssa Harlowe, Both
books had one element in common. Each deals

with a matter that has never faded to attract

readers of fiction or spectators of melodrama/—the

picture of a girl struggling against adverse fate.

Pamela gives us a young girl in lowly life, pressed

by the dishonourable attentions of her employer’s

son, Clarissa with a girl in better material cir-

cumstance, in love with a scapegrace. In neither

case is there anything to be said in favour of the

gentlemen, but whereas Pamela’s afiection seems
largely a matter of shrewd calculation and worldly

wisdom, that of Clarissa, however misguided, is

genuine enough.
In both cases we are faced by much the

same problem—the struggle between environment
and character. Circumstances say—“ Do this !

”

Morality says—“ Do that 1
” Which will prevail ?

Will the woman succumb to temptation, or prove
mistress of her fate.

Pamela solves the problem by insisting on mar-
riage with her good-for-nothmg but well-to-do

lover. He marries her : thus is Virtue Bewarded.
Clarissa holds out against the worthless Lovelace,

finally dying of grief, and shaming him by her
death into some sense of his blackguardly conduct,

Clarissa is not merely a more attractive char-

acter than Pamela, she is more carefully and subtly

drawn, and her appeal to the reader’s sympathies
more comprehensible. The end to Pamela is—
bathos; there is real pathos in Clarissa’s death.

Pamela’s lover is a dull lay figure. Lovelace, per-

haps, is also a lay figure, but he is not a dull one.

If not alive, the puppet, at any rate, is smartly
dressed.

So firm an affection did Clarissa rouse in her
readers that the veteran Colley Cibber swore “if
she should die he would no longer believe in
Providence.”
But for fulsome compliment, there is nothing to

cap the flattery of the “ minister of the Gospel ”

who thought that if some of Clarissa’s letters had
been found in the Bible they would have been
regarded as manifest proofs of divine inspiration.

Bichardson’s friend, Lady Bradshaw, besought
him to reform Lovelace and marry him to Clarissa.

The novelist was obdurate. Moralist as he is, he
had, happily, some artistic conscience. So poor
Lady Bradshaw sobbed piteously over the last

harrowing chapters, to the discomfort and annoy-
ance of her husband. What is the meaning, she
had asked on one occasion, of the word—Senti-

ment ? Certainly, she ought to have known.
Clarissa was followed by Sir Charles Grandison,

Hitherto his chief characters had been women.
Someone had persuaded him to try his hand at a
model gentleman, and Grandison is the result.

Placed beside that admirable picture of the
eighteenth-century courtly knight, Sir Roger de
Coverley, his limitations are obvious enough.
Coverley is lovable, with his ripe geniality and
quaint tenderness. Grandison, eschewing human
frailties, succeeds merely in shaping as a dreadful
prig. Yet for all that he is no lay figure. He
strikes one as the stiff eighteenth-century prototype

of the redoubtable Sir Willoughby Patterne.

Meredith drew his man in the spirit of mocking
irony ;

Richardson in the spirit of admirmg didacti-

cism. The result is not wholly dissimilar. Each is

profoundly self-centred, artificial, and prosy to the
core, with many external graces and accomplish-

ments. For this reason probably, he may mterest
the modern reader, despite his exasperating “ up-
rightness,” certainly not m the way intended by
Richardson, but because he does, in his way, give

us a certain type of man.
Richardson’s house in the North End Road,

Fulham, was crowded by worshippers at this time,

and we have a picture of the plump little author
wearing a velvet cap and dressing-gown, with one
hand on his heart, the other holding a copy of

Qrandisorb, reading aloud to his admirers in the
garden.

Characteristics

(1) The Sentimental Note.—Sentimentality is one
of the big stage properties of romance, and because
of its almost universal appeal, romance was so
dearly loved for many centuries. With the advent
of realism into fiction, sentimentality bulked far

less prominently. Neither Greene nor Nash dis-

carded it, but the effort to infuse actuality into

fiction led necessarily to a method that considered
other matters than a constant appeal to the
emotions. In Defoe it is at a mimmum. He was
by temperament neither fanciful nor emotional,
and tho absence of sentiment in his writings is,

from the point of view of the popular novehst, his

most notable defect.

Richardson’s enormous popularity is due to the
fact that he recognised the part played in everyday
life by sentiment, and he gave his readers senti-

ment enough to please the most emotional of them.
His deliberate, minute, detailed method enabled
him to give the utmost effect to this sentimental
note. To-day we are not moved by discursive

sentimentalising to a like extent, though even now
the sentimental writer may always reckon on a
large audience ; but in those days when sentiment
was tabooed in verse, a generous supply of it in

fiction proved especially acceptable. It is a mis-
take to speak as we sometimes do of the formal,

unemotional eighteenth century ; it is an estimate
based entirely on its leading school of poetry.

People at large were fully as prone to sentiment,
as fond of sentment, then as now. Literary fashions

may change, but human nature remains pretty
constant from century to century ; and the absence
of sentiment and passion in the verse of the day,
merely served to exaggerate its expression in the
fiction of the time.

Richardson’s method is cumulative. For in-

stance, in Pamela, each letter is rather more
harrowing than the one preceding ; in Clarissa,

each scene more poignant until the climax is

reached.

(2) The Characterisation.—Some writers, like

Defoe, paint their characters with an economy
of touches (for Defoe’s power of detail is exerted
to elucidate his incidents, and the probabilities of

his stories, not his ^rsomges and their fidelity
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to life). Others, such as Richardson, build up
their characters slowly— touch by touch and
line by line, so that they gradually assume a
stereoscopic substantiality. We learn about them
from their own speeches and behaviour, and from
what others say about them. Thus it is that

despite the astoundmg prolixity of the author,

he does achieve his purpose, in impressing upon
the imagination a story with some real character

in it. No doubt there is a good deal that might
be spared, trivialities of gossip that do not further

any valuable pui^ose, such as the names of the
persons who went in the separate coaches on the

occasion of Grandison’s wedding, or the exact
amount of money that Sir Charles gave to the
village girls who decked the pathway with flowers,

but he leaves out no detail of importance in filling

up the full-length portraits.

This does not imply, of course, that Richard-

son is uniformly successful in his characterisation.

On the contrary, he is remarkably circumscribed.

But when he knows his character, he has the art

of making us know the character also. Women,
with their subtleties and inconsistencies, he can
depict with extraordinary skill, and for the first

time in the history of English fiction, we have the

woman’s point of view. This power of portraying

women is often seen among the dramatists, espe-

cially the Elizabethan ones ; but no Elizabethan
novelist showed any special faculty in this direction,

and Defoe was great enough to realise his limita-

tions here.

Richardson, therefore, is not only our first novelist

of character, but our first novelist of feminine

character. Pamela may not be the sweet and
virtuous maiden Richardson tried to make us think

she is, but that is because the conventional moralist

in him blinds the author to the significance of those

masterly touches by which he himself places the

character of this crafty little minx before us.

Clarissa also, seen through the prismatic glory of

her creator’s tears, fails to convince us of her

supreme claims to moral excellence, but she cer-

tainly does convince us of her reality as a certain

type of woman, with her lifelike vacillations, her

mingled obstinacy and weakness, and such de-

lightful touches as the tearing of Lovelace’s ruffles.

In his third novel, Grandison takes the central

place, and the women are more sketchily drawn,

yet the two girls, Harriet Byron and dementi,
are cleverly differentiated, and are by no means
puppets.

Of the men, one must speak with greater re-

serve. Lovelace has found vigorous defenders, and
it may well be true, as Mr. Dobson maintains,

that Richardson knew the male villain pretty

intimately ; but intimacy wdth a scoundrel gives no
guarantee of artistic power to depict that scoundrel.

My own view is that Richardson’s temperament
was largely feminine, his standpoint on life almost

entirely feminine, and that where he did succeed

with his male characters, it was in those feminine

aspects that are to be found in men no less than in

women.
Lovelace is really a woman’s rake tempered by

the moralist ;
Grandison is a woman’s “ gentle-
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man.” Virile humanity was quite beyond Richard-
son’s reach, but the fenainine element in man
Richardson could always suggest.

(3) Morality,—“ There is always something,”
remarked Dr, Johnson, “ which darissa preferred
to truth.” Johnson was a great, though dis-
concerting, admirer of the novelist, and here he
certainly strikes on the real weakness of Richard-
son’s moral outlook. He valued himself upon the
morality of his pieces ; never relinquished the
pulpit attitude, yet the morality when analysed is

found to be often little better than discreet oppor-
tumsm. Pamela, as we have seen, was a designing
little madam, and darissa, certainly his finest
creation, has no vital strength of character or
nobility of soul. She is chaste, sensitive, and
sympathetic; when we have said that we have
said all. She does not belong to the highest type
of womanhood.
Yet Richardson not only took himself seriously

as a novelist and classed his fictions with such
books as Taylor’s Holy Living and The Whole Duty
of Man, but was esteemed by most of his con-
temporaries as a profound teacher.

The morality of Richardson is the morality of
his age ; not salted by a tolerant humour as in
Pielding’s case, but sentimentalised often to an
unhealthy extent. “ If you were to read Richard-
son for the story,” said Johnson m an oft-quoted
passage, “ your impatience would be so much fretted,

you would hang yourself.” It might well be said

to-day that if you read him for his morality you
deserved someone else to hang you.

Johnson counselled us to read him for his senti-

ment. The modern reader would prefer, no doubt,
and with good reason, to read him for his power
of dehneation, and for a literary style that, despite

its prolixity, and involutions, is yet singularly

effective. Given leisure and determination, there

is still much pleasure to be derived from Richard-
son’s fictions, and we may comprehend, even if

we do not absolutely endorse, Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu’s tribute : “ I heartily despise him, and
eagerly read him, nay, sob over his work in a most
scand^ous measure.”

His Histoeical Sigitiiicancib and lOTLtrENCB

Richardson introduced sentimentality into Eng-
lish fiction and popularised it for ever. Without
his influence we might never have had Tristram

Shandy

;

we certainly should have been without

Joseph Andrews ; and ill could we have afforded to

lose both these novels. Then the feminine standpoint

taken in his writings stirred many able women to

continue and amplify the feminine tradition. Fanny
Burney and Jane Austen are indebted to him, and
a host of lesser names. In France, Rousseau’s

La Nouvelle Heloise is frankly inspired by Clarissa^

while Diderot grew hysterical in his praise, and
in Germany, the sentimental vogue aroused by
Richardson culminated in Goethe’s Sorrows of

Werther.

These things must be remembered when we
shudder at his moralising, laugh at his absurdities,

and yawn over his interminable length. He is the
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firsb novelist to show a real and vital knowledge
of the human heart, its perversities and contra-

dictions—^the first to analyse the woman’s point

of view ; and the man who did that deserves some
measure of praise from posterity*

Letter prom Miss Howe to Clarissa

My cousin, Jenny Fynnet, is here ; she is all prate,

you know, and loves to set me a prating
;

yet comes
upon a very grave occasion—to procure my mother to

go to her grandmother Larkin, who is bed-ridden ; and
has taken it into her head that she is mortal and should

make her will, but on condition that my mother who is

her relation will go and advise as to the particulars of

it, for she has a high opinion of my mother’s judgment
in all notable affairs.

Mrs. Larkin lives seventeen miles off, and as my
mother cannot endure to he out of her own house she

proposes to set out in the morning, and get back at

night. So to-morrow I shall be at your service ; nor

will I be at home to anybody.
As to the impertinent Hickman, I have put him upon

escorting the two ladies, in order to attend my mother
home at mght. Such expeditions as these, and to give

us women a little air at public places, is all I know
these dangling follows are good for.

Here I was interrupted on the honest man’s account.

He has been here these two hours, and was now going.

TTig horses at the door. My mother sent for me down,
pretending to want to say something to me

^

Something she said when I came that signified nothing
—evidently for no reason called me—but she wished to

give me an opportunity to see what a fine bow her man
could make. She knows I am not over-ready to oblige

him with my company, if I happen to be otherwise

engaged. I could not help showung a fretful air when
I saw her intention.

She smiled off the visible fretfulne^, that the man
might go away in good humour with himself.

He bowed to the ground, and would have taken my
hand, his whip in the other, but I would not have it,

and withdrew my hand.
“ A mad girl,” said my mother.
He was quite put out, took his horse’s bridle, bowing

back till he ran against his servant. He mounted his

horse— mounted up-stairs, after a lecture.

Hickman is a sort of fiddling, busy, yet, to borrow a
word from you, unbuay man, has a great deal to do, and
seems to me to dispatch nothing. Irresolute and change-
able in everything but in teazing me.
The man however is honest, has a good estate, and

may one day be a baronet, an’t so please you. He is

humane, benevolent, and, people say, generous. I
cannot but confess that now I like anybody better,

whatever I did once.

He is no fox-hunter. He keeps a pack, indeed, but
prefers not his hounds to his fellow-creatures. No bad
sign for a wife, I own. He loves his horse, but dislikes

racing in a gaming way, as well as all sorts of gaming.
Then he is sober, modest, they say virtuous—^in short,

has qualities that mothers would be fond of in a hus-

band for their daughters, and for which perhaps their

daughters would be the happier could they judge for

themselves.
Strange that these sober fellows cannot have a decent

sprightliness, a modest assurance with them. Something
debonnaire, which need not be separated from their

awe and reverence, when they address a woman. You
and I have often retrospeoted the faces and minds of

grown people, that is, have formed images, from their
present appearances, as far as they would justify us,

what sort of figures they made when boy^ and girls.

And I’ll tell you the lights in which Hickman, Solmes,
and Lovelace, our three heroes, have appeared to me,
supposing them boys at school.

Solmes 1 have imagined to be a little sordid rogue,
who would puiloin and beg every boy’s bread and butter
from him.

Hickman, an overgrown, lank-haired, chubby boy,
who would be punched by everybody, and go home and
tell his mother.

Lovelace, a curl-pated villain, full of fire, fancy, and
mischief ; an orchard robber, a wall climber, a horse
rider without saddle or bridle—^neck or nothing. A
sturdy rogue, who would kick and cufi, and do no
nght, and take no wrong to anybody, would get his head
broke, then a plaster for it, while he went on to do more
mischief. And the same dispositions have grown up
with them, and distingmshed them as men.

Extract erom a Letter op Miss Byron to
Miss Lucy Selby

“ I thank you, sir, for your good opinion of me, but
I cannot encourage your addresses.”

“ You cannot, madam, encourage my addresses I And
express yourself so seriously. Good Heaven ! I have
been assured, madam,” recovering from his surprise,
“ that your affections are not engaged. But surely it

must be a mistake. Some happy man ”

“ Is it,” interrupted I, “ a necessary consequence that
the woman who cannot receive the addresses of Sir Har-
grave Pollexfen must be engaged ?

”

“ Why, madam, as to that—I know not what to say.

But a man of my fortune, and I hope not absolutely dis-

agreeable either in person or temper ; of some rank in

He paused ; then resuming,—“ What, madam, if you
are as much in earnest as you seem, can be your objec-
tion ? Be so good as to name it, that I mayknowwhether
I can be so happy as to get over it ?

”

“We do not, we cannot, all kke the same person.
Women, I have heard say, are very capricious. Perhaps
I am so. But there is a something (we cannot always
say what) that attracts or disgusts us.”

“ Disgusts / madam. Disgusts / Miss Byron.”
“ I spoke in general, sir. I daresay nineteen women

out of twenfy would think themselves favoured in the
addresses of Sir Hargrave Pollexfen.”
“But you, madam, are the twentieth that I must

love ; and bo so good as to let me know ”

“ Pray, sir, ask me not a reason for a •peculiarity.

Do you not yourself show a peculiarity in making me
the twentieth ?

“ Your merit, madam ”

“ It would be vanity in me, sir,” interrupted I, “ to
allow a force to that plea. You, sir, may have more
merit than perhaps the man I may happen to approve
of better. But—

I

say ?—(pardon me, sir)—^you
do not—^you do not,” hesitated I, “hit my fancy.
Pardon me, sir.”

“If pardon depends upon my breath, let me die if

1 do I Not hit your fancy, madam ! ” (And then he
looked upon himself all round.) “ Not hit your fancy,
madam *

”

“ I told you, sir, that you must not expect anything
from me but the simplest truth. You do me an honour
in your good opinion ; and if my own heart were not
in this case a very determined one, I would answer
you with more politeness. But, sir, on such an occasion
as this I think it would not be honourable, it would not
be just, to keep a man in an hour’s suspense when I am
in none myself.”

« Confound me !—and yet I am enough confounded !

—

but I will not take an answer so contrary to my hopes.
Tell me, madam, by the sincerity which you boast,
are you engaged in your affections ?

”
** I am a free person, Sir Hargrave. It is no impeach-

ment of sincerity if a free person answers not every
question that may be put to her by those to whom she
is not accountable.”

** Very true, madam. But as it is no impeachment of
your freedom to answer this question either negatively
or affirmatively, and as you glory in your frankness,
let me beseech you to answer it. Are you, madam, or
are you not, disengaged in your affections ?

”

“Excuse me. Sir Hargrave. I don’t think you are
entitled to an answer to this question. Nor, perhaps.
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would you be determined by the answer I should make
to it, whether negative or affirmative.”

« Give me leave to say, madam, that I have some little

knowledge of Mr. Fenwick and Mr. Greville, and of their
addresses. They have both owned that no hopes have
you given them, yet declare that they will hope. Have
you, madam, been as explicit to them as you are to
me ?

”
** I have, sir.”
“ Then they are not the men I have to fear

—

Mr .

Orme, madam ”

“ Is a good man, sir.”
** Ah, madam ! But why then will you not say that

you are engaged ?
”

“If I own I am, perhaps it will not avail me. It
will still much less if I say I am nof.”

“ Avail you ! dear Miss Byron » I have pride, madam.
If I had not I should not aspire to your favour. But
give me leave to say ” (and he reddened with anger)
“ that my fortune, my descent, and my ardent affection
for you considered, it may not dis-avail you. Your
relations will at least think so, if I may have the honour
of your consent for applying to them.”

“ May your fortune. Sir Hargrave, be a blessing to
you. It wilU in proportion as you do good with it.

But were it twice as much, that alone would have no
charm for me. My duties would be increased with my
power. My fortune is an humble one ; but were it

less it would satisfy my ambition while I am single

;

and if I marry I shall not desire to live beyond the
estate of the man I choose.”

“ Upon my soul, madam, you must be mine. Every
word you speak adds a rivet to my chains.”

“ Thent sir, let us say no more upon the subject.”
“But you will allow of my visits to your cousin,

madam ?

“ Not on my account, sir.”
“ You will not withdraw if I come ? You will not

refuse seeing me ?
”

“ As you will be no visitor of mine, I must be allowed
to act accordingly. Had I the least thought of encour-

your addresses, I would deal with you as openly
as is consistent with my notions of modesty and de-
corum.”

T>
madam, from my gay behaviour at Lady

Betty Williams’s, you think me too airy a man. You
have doubts of my sincerity. You question my honour.”

“ That, sir, would be to injure myself.’*
“ Your objections^ then, dear madam ? Give me, I

beseech you, some one material objection.”
“ Why, sir, should you urge me thus ? When I have

no doubu it is unnecessary to look into my own mind for
the particular reasons that move me to disapprove of
the addresses of a gentleman whose professions of re-
gard for me, notwithstanding, entitle him to civility and
acknowledgment.

“ By my soul, madam, this is very comical,—
‘ I do not like thee. Dr. Fell

:

The reason why, I cannot tell—
But I don’t like thee. Dr. Fell.’

Such, madam, seem to me to be your reasons.”
“You are very pleasant, sir. But let me say, that

if you are in earnest in your professions, you could not
have quoted anything more against you than these
humorous lines.”

“ I was not aware of that,” replied he.
“ Excuse me, cousin,” said I, turning to Mrs. Reeves ;

** but I believe I have talked away the tea-time.
“The devil fly away with the tea-kettle,” said Sir

Hargrave.i
1 Sir Charles Qravdison,

IL PROSE : (5) The Great Novelists—

(

ii) Henry Fielding.

HENRY FIELDING (1707-1764:)

In person, disposition, and pedigree, Henry
Fielding presents a remarkable contrast with his

famous contemporary. In the first place, he was
an aristocrat, the “ House of Fielding ” claiming

kinship with that of Hapsburg, and dating from
the twelfth century. His great-grandfather was
the first Earl of Desmond, his grandfather Canon
of Salisbury, his father one of Marlborough’s

generals. On the mother’s side, his grandfather

was a Justice of the King’s Bench, and Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu was his cousin.

Fielding was good-looking, tall, and well made,
with abundant animal spirits, a fine wit, and an
open, genial disposition, one well calculated to

attract a host of friends. One thing only, and
that no unusual one, tempered the young man’s
sunny satisfaction with life—the poverty of his

patrimony.
Born at Sharpham Park, near Glastonbury, in

1707, he was educated for Eton by a Mr. Oliver,

who “ could have acted the part of Falstaff without

stuffing,” and was noted for “ a stateliness in his

gait when he walked not unlike that of a goose,

only he stalked the slower.”

After leaving Eton, in reaction against book-
study maybe, he planned an elopement with a
Miss Sarah Andrew, but this, owing to her guardian’s

care, remained merely a pious aspiration. After

journeying to Leyden to study law, he became
embarrassed by his father’s forgetfulness in the

matter of an allowance, so he came back to London,
resolved to see what his own wits could do for him.
The most obviously lucrative business in those

days for a young man of parts was playwriting,
and the young wit wasted little time in getting to
work.

Love in Several Masques was produced in 1728,
and a host of others quickly followed ; the majority
fairly successful, but none of them having much
merit save the amusing Tragedy of Tragedtes ; or
The Life and Death of Tom Thumb the Great (1731),
in which he parodied agreeably the mannerisms of
Lee and Rowe. Another of them, Don Quixote in
England, is worth recording since it contained that
typical English song, “The Roast Beef of Old
England.”
The playwright then made drama on his own

accoimt; he fell in love with a JMiss Charlotte
Craddock, a beautiful, wealthy, and accomplished
lady who hved at Salisbury. For her he waited
four years, during which time the course of true

love underwent many exciting vicissitudes. Then,
in 1735, he tired of playwriting, not because of

financial failure in that direction, for he had done
well from a material point of view, but because he
realised that the drama gave him no proper scope

for his own literary gifts. Political satire interested

him for a while, then he turned to the Bar, and
while there was attracted by the sensational success

of Pamela. In 1742 he planned and executed what
was, in inception and form, a parody of Richard-
son’s book, but was in essence a fresh stage in the
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developmenfc of the novel. Fielding was then

thirty-five.

Encouraged by its success he published, in 1743,

three volumes of Miscellaniea^ including one of the

finest pieces of ironical fiction in the language

—

Jonathan Wild. Then for a while he devot^ him-

self to Whig journalism, writing the True Patriot

and the Jacobite Journal

;

and in 1749 pubhshed

his most popular novel, Tom Jones, Meanwhile

his wife had died, and the author had become a

Bow Street Magistrate. While performing his

duties here, which he did with vigour and ad-

mirable sense, he found time to produce Amelia

in 1751, and to conduct for some time the Covent

Garden Journal. His health broke down and he

travelled abroad, hoping to restore it. Fielding’s

vitality, however, haid been sapped, and he died in

October 1754, at Lisbon. After his death, his last

book, A Voyage to Lisbon^ was published.

His Woek

When Fielding planned out Joseph Andrews, on
the modest lines of a burlesque, he had not reckoned

on his creative imagination and on Parson Adams,
In chapter xi. the worthy parson appears and
takes the story into his own hands. It ceases to

become a satire on the novel of morals and becomes
the pioneer of the novel of manners Here we
have the dividing line between Richardson and
Fielding as novelists. Not that Fielding in his

own way is not also a pronounced moralist. But
he is a painter of manners first, and Richardson

was first a moralist.

Jonathan Wild (1743) reveals Fielding in another

light. There is nothing here of the robust satirical

humour of the novels, nothing of the discursive

moralising, little of the social historian. It is a
grim and powerful piece of ironic portraiture,

showing on an heroic scale the villainies of the

highwayman, and wrought with an artistic skill

and clarity of purpose that it would be hard to

overpraise. The underlying thesis, indeed, is a
" kind of anticipation of De Quincey’s brilliant

Murder as One of the Fine Arts. The feature that

unites Jonathan Wild with the novels is the vitality

of the characterisation, great and small.

But the flavour of Jonathan Wild is too subtle,

too bitter for some palates, and Tom Jones is cer-

tainly more to the taste of most people. Certainly,

like Kipling’s Tommy, Tom Jones “ain’t no
bloomin’ ’ero,” and in his anxiety to emphasize
his humanity, Fielding seems—to themodem reader
at any rate—to have drawn rather a too ordinary
“young man about town.” But if Tom himself

is not a particularly attractive scapegrace, there
are many characters who are attractive. Good-
natured AUworthy is by no means insipid as he
might easily have been ; Black George is a vigor-

ously vital rascal ; Partridge is amusing company,
and Squire Western an irresistible picture of the
“ three-bottle ” country gentleman. The real vil-

lains and humbugs (hot-blooded villainy Fielding
can always condone), are somewhat too villainous

to convince us j but if we find Blifil too monstrous
to stomach, there is the breezy exuberance and

Hvehness of the stoiy-teUing by way of com*
pensation.

Amelia, his third novel, is the fruit of his later
years, and reflects Fielding as the critic of legal
admmistration and our social machmery. The
buoyancy of his earlier method is replaced by a
graver, maturer style, as befitted one who had
learned much of contemporary life on its seamy
side while a magistrate. There is less humour,
less gaiety, less diversity than before, but in the
more serious passages. Fielding is at his happiest.
Hone of his women characters have the grace and
sweetness of Ameha. She is drawn from life, and
in her the novelist paints, with tender fidelity and
with the delicate insight born of love and know-
ledge, the charms of a womanly woman, devoid
of the sugary namby-pambyism that Richardson
could never resist, and of the conventional touches
that make Sophia Western never anything more
than a pretty shadow.

Chaeacteeistios

(1) His Satiric Humour.—^The society that Field-

ing painted was a coarse and noisy one, but
Fielding draws attention to the fact that “its
bark is worse than its bite,” that it is more frivolous

and thoughtless than deliberately bad. His genial

humour playing over its rough surface, easily and
spaciously irradiates everyone who is not a hypo-
crite or a muff. The essential humanity of his

characters is their most attractive asset, and this

it is that gives such astonishing vitality to his

work. His treatment of hypocrisy is the least

satisfactory illustration of his art, for his hearty
detestation of it prevents him even from making
his hypocrites plausible. Minor affectations he
can deal with tolerantly and pleasantly enough,
and one recalls Parson Adams urging Joseph
Andrews to resign his Fanny “ peaceably, quietly,

and contentedly,” by philosophic considerations

conveniently deduced from the Bible and from
Seneca, then being suddenly faced with a calamity
of his own, the supposed loss of his child, when
straightway the affectation of philosophy slips

from him. On the whole this humour of Fielding

is nowhere more pleasantly expressed than in

the picture of the lovable parson—^good-hearted,

absurd, and most impractical of men ; like a full-

blooded Bon Quixote.

One can well understand how his rich humour
delighted Dickens and stimulated him to create

like portraits of his own, portraits often more
ludicrous, but not more actual. Certainly, the

character of Parson Adams alone justified John
Forster’s comment on Fielding’s habit of “ dis-

cerning what was good and beautiful in the home-
liest aspects of humanity.”
The precise value of Fielding’s moral attitude

towards life may be disregarded for the moment.
Even apart from that, it is quite easy to understand

the feud between him and Richardson. Richard-

son’s immense solemnity precludes the faintest ray

of humour. The modem reader may often smile

in reading his pages, but it is at the author, not

with him. Fieldhig, with a more diverse esperi-
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ence of human life, and with a gaiety of tempera-

ment that even m mellower years never quite lost

its buoyancy, treats his story and his characters

always from the point of view of the humorist;
not in the least anxious to hide the weaknesses

and idiosyncrasies, rejoicing in them rather, and
feehng decidedly more comfortable when he can
have a good laugh at his hero.

As a rule, Fielding’s humour has the roots of

geniality about it; unlike Swift’s, it is sunny,
kindly, and for aU its keenness never barbed with
poison.

Rarely has it that ironic quality which belongs

rather to the philosophic and reflective humorist,

a quality near akin to tragedy.

But there is a great and notable exception to the

general run of Fielding’s humour. That exception

is found in Jonathan Wild, As an imaginative

picture of ordinary human life, the book is inferior

to its predecessor and successor, but as an intel-

lectual presentment in the guise of fiction of a
genus of the human species, it stands easily first,

as a masterly essay in ironic humour, claiming

kinship with the mordant genius of A Tale of

a Tub and Candide. Perhaps it is Fielding’s

greatest achievement in literature ; certainly it is

one of the great books of the century.

If Parson Adams illustrated the sympathetic
quality of Fielding’s humour, and Jonathan Wild
its intellectual power, Squire Western affords us
one of the happiest examples of its moral sensi-

bility. Western is a coarse, violent, domineering
man, astonislnngly actual, and for all his grossness,

never wholly repulsive. Deep down in his sensual

nature, and below his fierce intolerance, there is a
strain of tenderness and good-heartedness. “

I’ll

turn her out of doors,” he screams when he hears

of his daughter’s affection for Tom. ” She shall

beg, starve, rot in the street. . . , Not one half-

penny o’ mine ... I Httle thought what puss he
was looking after. . . . She shall be no better than
carrion.” For all that he is quite easily led by
Allworthy, to his own astonishment. “ You make
me do what you please, and yet I have as good an
estate as you and am in the Commission of the

Peace.” A raging fury when he apostrophises the

lover, vowing to “ spoil his caterwauls ”

;

yet

almost an amiable grandfather at the close of the

story when the baby’s “yawling” delights him,

and he declares the sound to be better than the

finest cry of dogs in England,” a tribute to the

baby’s lungs no less than to his own good nature.

(2) Hia Common-aense Morality .—From the very
first it is clear that Fielding is resolved to tilt

against the cloying sentimentality brought into

vogue by Richardson’s Pamela, In Joaeph Andrewa
he burlesqued this mawkish ideal, giving us in

Abraham Adams a picture of the genuine senti-

ment for which he cared. This pursuit of current

heroics he carries into Jonathan Wildy stripping the

picturesque trappings off the popular ” rogue,

and displaying him in all his ugliness and brutality.

It is quite clear, therefore, that Fielding’s attitude

was not merely a negative one ; his object was
to replace a morbid by a healthy, common-sense
morahty.

The moral intent indeed is obvious in his plays,
where he first began to satirise the follies of the
day ; and this is coupled with an equally vigorous
intention of enjoying life to the full. He frowns
on all attempts to wave away the “ cakes and ale,”
merely postulating that the cakes should be well
baked and the ale sound and wholesome.

If you sup too freely of them, then you must put
up with the consequences, Fielding seems to say.
If he regards intemperance of living with too in-
dulgent an eye, we must recollect the general tone
of his day. The “wild oats ’’theory was accepted
as a necessary step in life. Fielding’s coarseness,
however, is all above-board. It may be rank, but
it is quite honest and straightforward. Hemay toler-
ate it ; but he makes no attempt to gloss it. This
morality does not strike a high note, it is largely
a prudential one. Richardson recognised the
animalism and called it high-falutm names

;

Fielding frankly accepted it; man is an animal,
according to him, and there is no use disguising
the animalism ; but he is something more.
This common-sense morality, combined with his

satiric humour, gave him a shrewd insight into the
weaknesses of his characters. Admirable, for in-

stance, is the sketch of Mrs. James in Amelia,
Here she is writing about the heroine :

“ In the first place her eyes are too large and she hath
a look with them that I don’t know how to describe

;

but I know I don’t like it. Then her eyebrows are too
large, indeed she doth all in her power to remedy this
with the pincers, for if it was not for those her eyebrows
would be preposterous. Then her nose , . . scar on
one side. Neck too protuberant for the genteel size,

especially as she laces herself. , . . Lastly, both too
short and too tall. Well, you may laugh, Mr. James,
I know what I mean though I cannot well express it. I
mean she is too tall for a pretty woman, and too short
for a fine woman. • • .”

In sheer artistry, Richardson is the subtler,

Fielding the fresher and more vigorous. Taken
together, they give us a remarkable picture of the
life and ideals of the time, and if Richardson ex-

celled in portraying the complexities of femininity,

Fielding just as surely excelled in drawing men.
His range is far wider than Richardson’s, his out-

look more wholesome, and as a novelist of con-
temporary manners he is unequalled by any of his

contemporaries.

Jonathan Wim
The day now drew nigh when our great man was to

exemplify the last and noblest act of greatness by wMch
any hero can signalise himself. This was the day of
execution, or consummation, or apotheosis (for it is

called by different names), which was to give our hero
an opportunity of facing death and damnation, without
any fear in his heart, or, at least, without betraying any
symptoms of it in his countenance. A completion of

greatness which is heartily to be wished to every great
man ; nothing being more worthy of lamentation than
when Fortune, Ulce a lazy poet, winds up her catastrophe
awkwardly, and, bestowing too little care on her fifth

act, dismisses the hero with a sneaking and private
exit, who had in the former part of the drama per-

formed such notable exploits as must promise to every
good judge amongst the spectators a noble, public, and
exalted end.
But she was resolved to commit no such error in this

instance. Our hero was too much and too deservedly
her favourite to be neglected by her in his last moments

;

accordingly afi efforts for a reprieve were vain, and the
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name of Wild stood at the head of those who were
ordered for execution.
From the time he gave over all hopes of life, his

conduct was truly great and admirable. Instead of

shewing any marks of dejection or contrition, he rather

infused more confidence and assurance into his looks.

He spent most of his hours in drinking with his friends

and with the good man above commemorated. In one
of these compotations, being asked whether he was afraid

to die, he answered, “ D ^n me, it is only a dance
without music.” Another time, when one expressed some
sorrow for his misfortune, as he termed it, he said with
great fierceness

—“A man can die but once,” Again,
when one of his intimate acquaintance hinted his hopes,

that he would die like a man, he cocked his hat in de-

fiance, and cried out greatly
—

“ Zounds ! who’s afraid ?
”

Happy would it have been for posterity, could we have
retrieved any entire conversation which passed at this

season, especially between our hero and his learned
comforter ; but we have searched many pasteboard
records in vain.

On the eve of his apotheosis, Wild’s lady desired to
see him, to which he consented. This meeting was at
first very tender on both sides ; but it could not continue
so, for unluckily, some hints of former miscarriages
Intervening, as particularly when she asked him how he
could have used her so barbarously once as calling her
b , and whether such language became a man, much
less a gentleman. Wild flew into a violent passion, and
swore she was the vilest of b—s to upbraid him at such
a season with an unguarded word spoke long ago. She
replied, with many tears, she weis well enough served
for her folly in visiting such a brute ; but she had one
comfort, however, that it would be the last time he could
ever treat her so ; that indeed she had some obligation
to him, for that his cruelty to her would reconcile her
to the fate he was to-morrow to suffer ; and, indeed,
nothing but such brutality could have made the conside-
ration of his shameful death (so this weak woman called
hanging), which was now inevitable, to be borne even
without madness. She then proceeded to a recapitu-
lation of his faults in an exaoter order, and with more
perfect memory, than one would have imagined her
capable of ; and it is probable would have rehearsed
a complete catalogue had not our hero’s patience failed
him, so that with the utmost fury and violence he caught
her by the hair and kicked her, as heartily as his chains
would suffer him, out of the room.
At length the morning came which Fortune at his

birth had resolutely ordained for the consummation of
our hero’s Greatness ; he had himself indeed modestly
declined the public honour she intended him, and had
taken a quantity of laudanum, in order to refipe quietly
off the stage ; but we have already observed, in the
course of our wonderful history, that to struggle against
this lady’s decrees is vain and impotent ; and whether
she had determined you shall be hanged or be a prime
minister, it is in either case lost labour to resist. Lau-
danum, therefore, being unable to stop the breath of
our hero, which the fruit of hemp-seed, and not the
spirit of poppy-seed, was to overcome, he was at the
usual hour attended by the proper gentleman appointed
for that purpose, and acquainted that the cart was ready.
On this occasion he exerted that greatness of courage
which hath been so much celebrated in other heroes

;

and, knowing it was impossible to resist, he gravely
declared he would attend them. He then descended
to that room where the fetters of great men are knocked
off in a most solemn and ceremonious manner. Then
shaking hands with his friends (to wit, those who were

conducting him to the tree), and drinking their healtha
in a bumper of brandy, he ascended the cart, where he
was no sooner seated than he received the acclamations
of the multitude, who were highly ravished with hia

Greatness.
The cart now moved slowly on, being preceded by a

troop of horse-guards bearing javelins in their hands,
through streets lined with crowds all admiring the great
behaviour of our hero, who rode on, sometimes sighing,

sometimes swearing, sometimes singing or whistling, as
his humour varied.

When he came to the tree of glory, he was welcomed
with an universal shout of the people, who were there
assembled in prodigious numbers to behold a sight much
more rare in populous cities than one would reasonably
imagine it should be, viz., the proper catastrophe of a
great man.
But though envy was, through fear, obliged to join

the general voice in applause on this occasion, there
were not wanting some who maligned this completion
of glory, which was now about to be fulfilled to our hero,

and endeavoured to prevent it by knocking him on the
head as he stood under the tree, while the ordinary
was performing his last office. They therefore began
to batter the cart with stones, brick-bats, dirt, and
all manner of mischievous weapons, some of which
erroneously playing on the robes of the ecclesiastic, made
him so expeditious in his repetition, that with wonderful
alacrity he had ended almost in an instant, and con-
veyed himself into a place of safety in a hackney-coach,
where he waited the conclusion with a temper of mind
described in these verses

:

“ Suave mari magno, turbantibus asquora ventis,

E terra alterius magnum spectare laborem.”

We must not, however, omit one circumstance, as it

serves to shew the most admirable conservation of

character in our hero to his last moment, which was,
that, whilst the ordinary was busy in his ejaculations.
Wild, in the midst of the shower of stones, &o , which
played upon him, applied his hands to the parson’s
pocket, and emptied it of his bottle-screw, which he
carried out of the world in his hand.
The ordinary being now descended from the cart.

Wild had just opportunity to cast his eyes around the
crowd, and to give them a hearty curse, when immediately
the horses moved on, and with universal applause our
hero swung out of this world.
Thus fell Jonathan Wild the Great, by a death as

glorious as his life had been, and which was so truly
agreeable to it, that the latter must have been deplor-
ably maimed and imperfect without the former ; a
death which hath been alone wanting to complete the
characters of several ancient and modern heroes, whose
histories would then have been read with much greater
pleasure by the wisest in all ages. Indeed we could
almost^ wish that whenever Fortune seems wantonly
to deviate from her purpose, and leaves her work im-
perfect in this particular, the historian would indulge
himself in the license of poetry and romance, and even
do a violence to truth, to oblige his reader with a page
which must be the most delightful in all his history,
and which could never fail of producing an instructive
moral.
Narrow minds may possibly have some reason to be

ashamed of going this way out of the world, if their
consciences can fly in their faces and assure them they
have not merited such an honour ; but he must be a
fool who is ashamed of being hanged, who is not weak
enough to be ashamed of having deserved it.

n. PBOSE
: (6) The Great Novelists—

(

iii) Tobias George Smollett,

TOBIAS GEOBGE SMOLLETT (1721-1771)

His Life

Born in 1721, at Balquhurn House in the West
of Scotland, of good stock, young Smollett could

boast no better patrimony than had his contem-
porary Fielding. Like him he received a good
education, and was then apprenticed to a surgeon
in Glasgow. But his heart lay in books, not in
bottles, and 1739 sees him in London with a drama
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on James I of Scotland in his pocket, and all sorts

of wild dreams in his head. Fortune failed to

smile on him, however, and so he found employ-

ment for five years as a surgeon’s mate on board

a king’s ship, during the war with Spain.

His experiences there stood him in good stead,

for during these five years he may be said to have
served his apprenticeship to literature. On his

return, with Scottish shrewdness he married a
woman with money, but being (as Fielding was not)

very extravagant, he speedily ran through it. Once
again he tried fortune as a surgeon, but his volatile,

impetuous temperament did not inspire patients

with confidence. No one had seemed anxious to

encourage him as a writer of tragedy, so he turned

now to satire. Advice and The Reproof (1746).

These faring little better, he bethought him of fiction,

made use of his youthful experiences, and offered

the public The Adventures of Roderick Random.

This novel, if frankly an imitation of the picar-

esque Spanish fiction Gil Bias, caught the public

taste by its liveliness and freshness. Peregrine

Pickle followed in 1751, The Adventures of Ferdi-

nand Count Fathom (1753), a poor and ineffective

satire on the lines of Jonathan Wild. His last

novel. The Expedition of Humphry Clinker^ was
finished in Leghorn and published a few days
before his death in 1771.

His Work

As a writer Smollett could boast a lively and
vivid st3rle:“’-1Els;¥55nera^^

is abuhfent“'**"go ’’ iH'themr^andvHshough 'very un-
equal in characterisation, this gift of telling a good
yarn prevents him from being dull. Of his three

novels. Peregrine Pickle is the freshest and most
diversified, Humphry Clinker the mellowest.

But the greatest claim that Smollett has upon
our consideration is his genius for depicting oddities.

Generally speaking, he is on a lower level as a
literary "artist'^aaa-'eitfeer-RTchaxdson'oriB^^

lie 'Eas not "a ’tithe "'Of^Bichardsen’s psyehologicfir^

about them, and are a real and valuable contri*
bution to the portrait gallery of fiction. Here he
draws upon his own experiences ; he can paint the
sea-rover, for he himself has been a sea-rover

i

and the reader can visualise easily every hole and
cranny on board HM.S, Thunder; while that
remarkable decoction “ bumbo ”—^rum, sugar,
water, and nutmeg—^is not easily forgotten. Hatch-
way and Pipes are other humorous and vital
figures, who impress the memory. That they
lapse into caricature from time to time is equally
true. But, as with many of Dickens’ characters,
they are described with such infinite zest, with
such huge and obvious enjoyment, that the hilarious
contagion spreads to the reader.

Personally Smollett was a man of fiery temner
aM'strbhg prBjtidlegs;"-'With""ardecIdCT
Qfn^h'a^dter i^nd an^aggresslye goodness of""^a^
-ijhar“Sbem^‘yo‘'s^ sii;*tiihes, “ If you won’t let me
do''you' a” service T’H^ punch your head !

”

There is in his work much of that fresh exuberance
that we find in Fielding, with greater coarseness
and less urbanity. But to the reader with a relish

for farce, there is certainly much enjoyment to
be found in the rollicking extravagances so abun-
dant in the novels.

v^n experience of life Fielding and Smollett are
about equal.^^oth knew the vagabond pretty
thoroughly, whether as swaggering adventurer or
as a “ lady without reputation ” j^hile as against
Fielding’s superior knowledge of b^er-class society

in town and country may be placed Smollett’s

knowledge of the sea-rover and his more extensive
experience of other countriesJ-^''

Very popular in his day, with both the women
and the men—(did not Lady Mary Montagu call

him “ dear Smollett,” and Johnson warmly com-
mend him ?)—^his reputation has during the present
century declined. If Scott’s enthusiastic eulogy
errs on the side of over-praise, the verdict of the

present generation seems to err on the other side.

— He had serious limitations as a story-teller, but
when defects'“are*’fiiE^EdimtIed,'”ffi

subtlety, nor has his vision the sanity and diversity may be said for him \ he invented a new type of
of Fielding’s. But in the creation of oddities he character, made possible the creation of Captain
is certainly easily first. Cuttle, inspired Marryat, and Thackeray probably

His seamen are the real thing: Tom Bowling in his Barry Lyndon; while his influence lingers

(in Roderick Random) and Hawser Trunnion (in yet in the drolleries of Mr. W. W. Jacobs. And this

Peregrine Pickle) have the salt savour of the sea is no poor recommendation.

n. PROSE: (6) The Great Novelists—

(

iv) Laurence Sterne.

LAURENCE STERNE (1713-1768)

Born in 1713 at Clonmel, Ireland, Laurence was
the son of a poor lieutenant, Roger Steme, His
early days were spent at York, Dublin, Liverpool,

and Plymouth, and his vicissitudes then, especially

the memory of his good-hearted, easy-going father,

served him in good stead when he started to write.

After taking his degree at Cambridge he became
a priest, and obtained by avuncular patronage a
living at Stillington, near Sutton, Yorkshire.

His spiritual qualifications were slight, but these

were not looked for at that time. Of his preaching

powers there is a legend that, when occasionally he
ascended the pulpit at York Minster, “ half the
congregation left the church, as deliveiy and voice
proved so disagreeable.”

However, if his clerical gifts were inconsiderable,

he had other qualifications not amiss in a coimtry
gentleman. He was a good shot, read, fiddled, and
painted, to use his own phrase, “ as the fly stung ”

;

and as he had taken the precaution to marry " a
homely woman with a fortune,” one may judge
that he passed his time pleasantly enough. How
far he satisfied his flock is another matter.

A rector who would, when going to church, sud-
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denly return home for his gun on espying a covey

of partridges must have proved somewhat trymg.

The even tenor of his rural life was suddenly

interrupted by the amazing success of the Life and
Opinions of Tristram Shandy^ the first two volumes
of which were published in 1760. Garrick liked it.

Bishop Warburton also, while Horace Walpole
declared it was the talk of the town.” So Sterne

came up to London, and soon settled down as a
fashionable gentleman with a penchant for senti-

mental gallantry. Naturally “ the town ” was by
no means unanimous in its verdict, Richardson
denounced it as execrable, Dr. Johnson took ex-

ception to its indecency, and both Goldsmith and
Smollett ranged themselves among the hostile

critics.

Meanwhile the book, despite denunciation and
partly because of it, enjoyed a wide circulation,

and when the ninth and final volume was published

in 1767, Sterne was quite a public character, on
visiting terms with all the notable men of the day,

both literary and political.

But the excitement of this life proved too much
for his delicate health, and he went to the south

of France, after borrowing £20 from Garrick (which

he never repaid). Needless to say the gay life

of Pans attracted him, and ultimately he settled

there for a time with his wife and daughter. The
fruit of his sojourn abroad appeared m A Senti-

menial Journey (1768). If it did not increase his

reputation, it added to his admirers. Horace
Walpole, who had been bored by Tristram^ ap-

proved of his new volume.
But the end was near. His health had never

been robust, and his life abroad did not tend to

restore it. Soon after his return to London he
died of pleurisy in lodgings at Bond Street (1768),

and was buried at St. George’s in the Bayswater
Road, his last words being, “ Now it has come.”

His Work

What is Sterne’s contribution to the develop-

m^t of the English novel ?

X^ichardson had given s^timentality, Fielding

humour, SmoUett liveliness^s^l^ne blends humour
and sentiment in a way peculiarly Ms own^^nd
although structurally he defies every convention

of the novel, yet develops still further the art of

characterisation.

Incident is non-existent in Sterne’s fiction ; there

is neither chronology nor progression. His novels

are one long parenthesis—a colossal aside to the

reader. Yet despite the chaotic incoherence of his

method of story-telling, his effects are made with
consummate ease.

'x4ie is sentimental and humorouSj^'Lut in a way
quite alien to the way of h’s contemporaries. He
makes no attempt, with Richard-on, at oh-borato

analysis, does not vie with Fielding in rolling his

jest about with genial mirth, or emulate the up-
roarious glee of Smollett, Everything is done by
the art of insidious suggestion : he never cries, he
merely flutters his eyelids ; never laughs, merely
sniggers. TMs is due to no consideration of deli-

cacy for the indecency of Sterne is as flagrant as

any of the time, but because he relished leering

innuendo.
He arrests attention by what he leaves unsaid.

Yet disagreeable as his indecency is, insufferable as
some of Ms sentiment is, distractedly bewildering

as his method may be, of his fine literary crafts-

manship there can be no question.

A more careful consideration of his qualities as

a writer will reveal tMs.

Characteristics

(1 )
Subtlety of Humour,—Sterne’s involved, ram-

bling style and inconsequential manner owes no
little to Rabelais and Robert Burton. Stylists,

however, have a way of pilfering pleasantly from
one another. Elia Mmself has many echoes of Sir

Thomas Browne ; and in our own time Stevenson,

one of the most delightful of modem prosemen,
frankly owned to being the “ sedulous ape ” to such
men as Hazlitt.

Too much, therefore, must not be made of

Sterne’s indebtedness to others, since after all the

real question is not what he took from others, but
what he added to his ^rrowmgs. Sterne certainly

repaid his creditors. ';;^e had a fine artistic sense,

and developed a style that he^^ade his own, by
virtue of the peculiar humoiir^which has little in

common with Rabelais’ uproarious, full-blooded

mirth, or Burton’s dry, scholarly wit.

'^ere are two illustrations of Sterne’s humorous
method, the first bearing upon character, pther

giving a whimsical turn to the narrative

:

“ It was a consuming vexation to my father that my
mother never asked the meaning of a tMng she did not
understand. That she is not a woman of science, my
father would say, is her misfortune ; but she might ask
a question,

“ My mother never did. In short, she went out of

the world at last without knowing whether it turned
round or stood still—^My father had ofidciously told her
above a thousand times which way it was, but she always
forgot.”

All you need say of Fontainebleau (in case you are
asked) is, that it standu about forty miles (south some-
thing) from Paris, in the middle of a large forest. That
there is something great in it—That the King goes there
once every two or three years, and that during that
Carnival of Sporting, any English gentleman of fashion
(you needn’t forget yourself) may be accommodated
with a nag or two to partake of the sport, taking care
only not to out-gallop the king. Though there are two
reasons why you need not talk loud of this to anyone.
First, Because ’twill make the said nag the harder to
be got. Secondly, ’Tis not a word of it true—^Alas !

”

These brief quotations cannot do justice to the

subtlety of Sterne’s humour, but they serve at any
rate to refute the absurd suggestions made in some
quarters that his humour lies in its pruriency.

Sterne’s indecency is obvious enough, and on a first

reading it will seem more insistent than it really is

—

it will distract our attention from the exquisite art

by wMch Sterne will delicately construct his char-

acterisation, or atmospherically suggest his scenes.

It is here that his humour plays with the swift

illumination of summer lightning over his subject,

delighting the reader, who has learnt to ignore the

indecencies of behaviour in favour of the scrupulous
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decencies of art—^which Sterne rarely fails to respect.

To better appreciate tbe humour, we may turn more
especially to the characterisation.

(2) Subtlety of Char(xcteri8(Uion,—^That sensitive,

highly self-conscious temperament characteristic of

both Richardson and Sterne undoubtedly helped
them in niceties of characterisation. Its drawbacks
are that it leads too easily into hysterical emotion,
its advantages that it enables its possessor to dis-

tinguish shades of feeling and sensibility, over-
looked by heartier, stronger-fibred natures.

To illustrate at once the merits and defects of

Sterne’s sentimentalism we have but to turn to
the picture of his live Ass of Lyons in Tnstrcm
Shandy, then compare that with the scene of Le
Fevre’s death.

** *Twas but a poor ass, who had just turned in with a
couple of large panniers upon his back, to collect elee-

mosynary turnip tops and cabbage leaves ; and stood
dubious, with his two forefeet on the inside of the thres-
hold, and with his two hinder feet towards the street,

as not knowing very well whether he was to go in or no.
“ Now, *tis an animal (be in what hurry I may) I

cannot bear to strike—^there is a patient endurance of
Bufferings, wrote so unaffectedly in his looks and carriage,
which pleads so mightily for him, that always disarms
me ; and to that degree, that I do not like to speak
unkindly to him ; on the contrary, meet him where I
will—^whether in town or country—^in cart or under
panniera—^whether in liberty or bondage—I have ever
something civil to say to him on my part ; and as one
word begets another (if he has as little to do as I)

—

generally fall into conversation with him 5 and surely
never is my imagination so busy as in framing his
responses from the etchings of his countenance—and
where those carpy me not deep enough—^in flying from
my own heart into his, and seeing what is natural for
an ass to think—as well as a man, upon the occasion. In
truth, it is the only creature of all the classes of beings
below me, with whom I can do this ; for parrots, jack-
daws, &o.,—I never exchange a word with them—^nor

with the apes, &c., for pretty near the same reason

;

they act by rote, as the others speak by it, and equally
make me silent : nay my dog and my cat, though I
value them both—(and for my dog he would speak if

he could)

—

yet somehow or other, they neither of them
possess the talents for conversation—I can make nothing
of a discourse with them, beyond the proposition, the
reply, and the rejoinder, (which termmated my father’s

and my mother’s conversations, in his beds of justice—)
and those utter’d—^there’s an end of the dialogue—But
with an ass, I can commune for ever.

“Come, Honesty/ said I,—seeing it was imprac-
ticable to pass betwixt him and the gate—art thou
coming in, or going out ?

“ The ass twisted his head round to look up the street.

“Well—^replied I—^we’ll wait a minute for thy driver;

•—He turned his head thoughtful about, and looked wist-

fully the opposite way

—

“I understand thee perfectly, answered I—If thou
takest a wrong step in this affair, he will cudgel thee
to death

—

"Well ! a minute is but a minute, and if it saves
a fellow creature a drubbing, it shall not be set down as
ill spent.

*^He was eating the stem of an artichoke as this

discourse went on, and in the little peevish contentions
of nature betwixt hunger and unsavourmess, had dropt
it out of his mouth half a dozen times, and pick’d it up
again—God help thee. Jack ! said I, thou hast a bitter

breakfast on’t—and many a bitter day’s labour,—and
many a bitter blow, I fear, for its wages—’tis all—all

bitterness to thee, whatever hfe is to others,—^And now
thy mouth, if one knew the truth of it, is as bitter, I
daresay, as soot—(for he had oast aside the stem)—and
thou b^t not a friend perhaps in all this world, that will

give thee a macaroon.—^In saying this, I pull’d out a

paper of ’em, which I had just purchased, and gave hiTw
one—and at this moment that I am telling it, my heart
smites me, that there was more of pleasantry in the
conceit, of seemg how an ass would eat a macaroon

—

than of benevolence in giving him one, which presided
in the act.

“When the ass had eaten his macaroon, I press’d
hm to come in—^the poor beast was heavy loaded

—

his legs seemed to tremble under him—he hung rather
backwards, and as I pull’d at his halter, it broke short
in my hand—^he looked up pensive m my face

—
* Don’t

thrash me with it—^but if you will, you may ’—^If I do,
saidI,I’Ubed d.”

That is frankly sentimental, but the senti-

mentality is not overdrawn, it is quaintly and subtly
suggested.

Could anything be worse, however, than such a
passage as this ?

“The pulse fluttered—stopped—^went on—^fluttered

-^to^ped again—amoved—^stopped. Shall I go on ?

The reader is certainly inclined to endorse the last

exclamation.

Now apply this gift of sentimentality, with its

strength and weakness, to characterisation. The
visualismg power exerts some repression on the
prolixity of the writer, and this is all to its

advantage ; and the sensibility that is always
vacillating between humour and pathos helps its

possessor to vitahse his creations. Sterne’s supreme
invention is his invention of Uncle Toby. In some
ways Uncle Toby is like Parson Adams ; he is

eccentric, and has beneath his grotesqueries sim-
plicity, charm, soundness of heart But if the
framework is not dissimilar, the detailed effects by
which the character is built up are far subtler.

There is a curious intimacy about Sterne’s button-
holing methods that impress the reader with a
greater sense of actuality at times, than he ever
feels in turning over the pages of Sterne’s contem-
poraries.

The characterisation is less diverse than ia
Fielding, less uniformly interesting. But in a few
cases it is of the finest quality. None but Sterne
could have drawn that delightful kitchen scene at

the inn, with the Reverend Mr. Yorick’s curate

smoking by the fire, and suggesting all manner of

things by his flashes of silence.

In the province of characterisation Sterne has
his own particular niche of fame. No one who is

interested in this fascinating aspect of fiction can
neglect him on that account.

A Sentimental Journey

It must have been observed by many a peripatetic
philosopher. That nature has set up by her unques-
tionable authority certain boundaries and fences to cir-

cumscribe the discontent of man : she has effected her
purpose in the quietest and easiest manner, by laying
him under almost insuperable obligations to work out
his ease, and to sustain his ^fferin^ at home. It is

there only that she has provided hnn with the most
suitable objects to partake of his happiness and bear a
art of that burthen, which, in all countries and ages,

as ever been too heavy for one pair of shoulders. ’Tis

true, we are endued with an imperfect power of spreading
our happiness sometimes beyond h&r limits, but *tis so
ordered, that, from the want of languages, connections,
and dependencies, and from the difference in education,
customs, and habits, we lie under so many impediments

d
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in comiminicating our sensations out of our own sphere,

as often amount to a total impossibility.

It will always follow from hence, that the balance
of sentimental commerce is always against the expatriated
adventurer : he must buy what he has httle occasion for,

at their own price—^his conversation will seldom be
taken in exchange for theirs without a large discount

—

and this, by the bye, eternally driving him into the hands
of more equitable brokers, for such conversation as he
can find, it requires no great spirit of divination to guess
at his party

—

This brings me to my point ; and naturally leads me
(if the see-saw of tliis DesohUgeant will but let me get
on) into the efficient as well as final causes of travelling

—

Your idle people that leave their native country, and
go abroad for some reason or reasons which may be
derived from one of these general causes

—

Infirmity of body.
Imbecility of the mind, or
Inevitable necessity.

The first two include all those who travel by land or
by water, labouring with pride, curiosity, vanity, or
spleen, subdivided and combined in infinitum*
The third includes the whole army of peregrine

maxtsTTS ; more especially those travellers who set out
upon their travels with the benefit of the clergy, either

as delinquents travelling under the direction of governors
recommended by the magistrate—or young gentlemen
transported by the cruelty of parents and guardians,
and traveUmg under the direction of governors recom-
mended by Oxford, Aberdeen, and Glasgow.

There is a fourth class, but their number is so small,
that they would not deserve a distinction, was it not
necessary in a work of this nature to observe the greatest
precision and nicety, to avoid a confusion of character.
And these men I speak of, are such as cross the sea
and sojourn in a land of strangers, with a view of saving
money for various reasons and upon various pretences

;

but as they might also save themselves and others a
great deal of unnecessary trouble by saving their money
at home—and as their reasons for travellmg are the least

complex of any other species of emiOTants, I shall dis-

tinguishthese gentlemen by thename of Simple Travellers.
Thus the whole circle of travellers may be reduced

to the following heads :

Idle Travellers,

Inquisitive Travellers,

Lying Travellers,

Proud Travellers,

Vain Travellers,

Splenetic Travellers,

Then follow
The Travellers of Necessity,
The delinquent and felonious Traveller,
The unfortunate and innocent Traveller,
The simple Traveller,
And last of all (if you please) The Sentimental Trav-

eller (meaning thereby myself), who have travell’d, and
of which I am now sitting down to give an account-—as
much out of Necessity

f

and the hesoin de Voyager

,

as
any one in the class.

I am well aware, at the same time, as both my travels
and observations will be altogether of a different cast
from any of my fore-runners ; that I might have insisted
upon a whole nitch entirely to myseK—^but I should
break in upon the confines of the Vain TraveUert in wish-
ing to draw attention towards me, till I have some better
grounds for it, than the mere Novelty of my Vehicle* It

is sufficient for my reader, if he has been a Traveller
himself, and with study and reflection hereupon he may
be able to determine his own place and rank in the
catalogue—^it will be one step towards knowing himself,
as it is great odds but he retains some tincture and
resemblance of what he imbibed or carried out, to the
present hour.
The man who first transplanted the grape of Burgundy

to the Cape of Good Hope (observe he was a Dutchman)
never dreamt of drinking the same wine at the Cape
that the same grape produced upon the French moun-
tains—he was too phlegmatic for that—^but imdoubtedly
he expected to dnnk some sort of vinous liquor ; but
whether good, bad, or indifferent, he knew enough of this

world to know, that it did not depend upon his choice,
but that what is generally called chance was to decide
his success ; however, he hoped for the best ; and in
these hopes, by an intemperate confidence in the forti-

tude of hiis head, and the depth of his discretion. Mynheer
might possibly overset both in his new vineyard ; and
by discovering his nakedness, become a laughing-stock
to his people.
Even so it fares with the poor Traveller, sailing and

posting through the politer kingdoms of the globe, in
pursuit of knowledge and improvements.
Knowledge and improvements are to be got by sailing

and posting for that purpose ; but whether useful
knowledge and real improvements, is all a lottery—and
even where the adventurer is successful, the acquired
stock must be used with caufcion and sobriety, to turn to
any profit—^but as the chances run prodigiously the other
way, both as to the acquisition and application, I am of
opinion,That aman would act as wisely, if he could prevail
upon himself to live contented without foreign knowledge
or foreign improvements, especially if he lives in a country
that has no absolute want of either—and indeed much
grief of heart has it oft and many a time cost me, when
I have observed how many a foul step the inquisitive
Traveller has measured to see sights and look into dis-

coveries ; all which, as Sancho Pan^a said to Don
Quixote, they might have seen drjr-shod at home. It is

an age so full of light, that there is scarce a country or
corner of Europe, whose beams are not crossed and inter-

changed with others—Knowledge in most of its branches
and m most affairs, is like music in an Italian street,

whereof those may partake, who pay nothing—^But there
is no nation under heaven—and God is my record
(before whose tribunal I must one day come and give
an account of this work)—^that I do not speak it vaunt-
ingly—^But there is no nation under heaven abounding
with more variety of learning—^where the sciences may
be more fitly woo’d, or more surely won, than here

—

where art is encouraged, and will soon rise high—^where
Nature (take her altogether) has so little to answer for

t«T-and, to close all, where there is more wit and variety
of character to feed the mind with—^Where then, my
dear countrymen, are you going

—

—^We are only looking at this chaise, said they

—

Your most obedient servant, said I, skipping out of it

and pulling off my hat—We were wondering, said one
of them, who, I found, was an inquisitive Traveller^—^
what could occasion this motion.—’Twas the agitation,
said I coolly, of writing a preface—^I never heard, said
the other, who was a simple Traveller

^

of a preface wrote
in a desdbligeant,—^It would have been better, said I,

in a V%8 d Vis,
As an Englishman does not travel to see Englishmen,

I retire to my room.

n. PROSE—(c) The Rise of the Woman Novelist (from Afhra Behn to Jane Austen).

THE RISE OP THE WOMAN NOVELIST
Sex is not merely a simple matter of physical
differentiation, as some imagine it. Indeed in
its ultimate analysis it is a psychical problem;
and it this fact tliat lends so great an interest

to the contributions made by women to litera-

ture.
“ Woman is not undeveloped man but diverse.”

Her outlook is essentially different from that of a
man, and her work, therefore, is complementary
and supplementary to the man’s.
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Partly through the exigencies of their historical

development, partly because of their psychological

characteristics, women have, with certain reser-

vations, proved literary artists of the secondary
order only. As poets, philosophers, historians, they
have proved on the whole inferior to men ; but in

the arib of fiction they can certainly claim equality,

and they can do so not because they rival men on
their own special masculine ground, but because

by virtue of their femininity they bring into prose

certain qualities in which they excel, and in which
men are as a rule deficient.

As a rule, I say, for we have to recognise that

sexual difierences are not bound by physical de-

terminations. Every man has something of the

woman in him, every woman something of the man

;

and this psychical element fiuctuates so remarkably
that some men are more feminine than masculine,

some women more masculine than feminine.

What results from this ? From the literary

point of view we find that where the two dements
are proportionately mingled we get the happiest

results. Among the men our greatest writers have
been those who have a good share of what we call

feminine qualities; among the women, those who
have achieved the highest triumphs have been those

who with their own feminine gifts have combined a

measure also of the masculine. Genius is bi-sexual.

The masculine qualities comprehend a broad
grasp of general principles, a logical constructive

power, and a faculty for dealing largely and sanely

with the big issues of life. The feminine qualities,

on the other hand, lie in subtlety rather than vigour

of perception, an intuitive insight into the dehcate

complexities of character, and an intensity and
tenacity of passion.

^As illustrations of the masculine and feminine

methods of approaching the social life of the late

eighteenth century we have Fielding and Jane
Austen, each of them essentially a painter of

manners, concerned in the differences between town
and country, satirical in tr^ment, eschewing

sentiment as far as possible>>^M>^etween them we
have a wonderful picture of the time, and the one
complements the other, for the differences a^^

rather sexual than purely literary—^the one, bold,

dashing, painting in strong, vivid colours ; the

other, delicate, subtle, avoiding violent contrasts,

and dealing rather in nuances.

But the feminine note in fiction, the woman’s
psychical point of view, only gradually found

artistic expression, as we shall see if we briefly

review the earlier phases of novel-writers.

One of the earliest Englishwomen to write fiction

was Mrs. Aphba Behit, who had lived her early life

in India, and later on at Antwerp, before she settled

in England.
Writing at a time when the old-fashioned romance

was in favour, and the romance at its worst, its

most prolix and tawdriest days, she is notewothy

for the use she made of everyday facts and experi-

ence, thus anticipating the method of Befoe. But
she had nothing of Defoe’s genius for actualising

her material, and could not escape the “high-

falutin ” style of the elder Romanticism.
But the fact that in Oroono^ she made use of
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her acquaintance with Eastern races, and that in
The Fair JiU she paints a modern adventuress,
distinctly Continental in type, is certainly to her
credit. Her technique is imperfect and imitative.
She has little idea of putting the woman’s point of
view. Had she done this she would have stood
on a far higher level, for she was a woman of

intelligence. As it is, she follows in the wake of
the male story-teller.

When we come to the early years of the eighteenth
century, it is manifest that women are beginning
to realise their aptitude for novel-writing.

Immediate successors to Mrs. Behn, and con-
temporaries of Defoe, were Mrs. Maisxey with her
New Atlantis (1709), and Mrs. Haywood with her
Utopian Memoirs, These two ladies were prolific

writers, and Mrs. Haywood dealt largely with the
short story.

Theie early work is extremely artificial, and Mrs.
Manley died before the great era of the novel
inaugurated by Richardson and Fielding. But
some idea of the influence of these writers can be
gained by comparing the earlier work of Mrs.
Haywood with her later novels, written about the
mid-century. All of these show that the imitative

faculty is largely in the ascendant still. Yet the
woman writer of the day did exhibit from time to

time traces of that aptitude for detailed effects,

and little subtleties of observation, in which she
was to score so remarkably later on.

The awakening was at hand, and Richardson
was the dumpy Fairy Prince. His extraordinary
knowledge of women and women’s ways showed
clearly in what direction the woman writer could

hope to shine.

The little trivialities that go to make up life

were actualised by women with a fineness which
had escaped man’s more blundering touch, and
which man could not hope to equal. His knowledge
might be more varied, his experience wider, but
certain complexities of existence, light and shade
effects of character, women on the whole were far

more suited to portray.

Miss Fielding—^Henry Fielding’s sister—owed
more to Richardson than to the author of Tom
Jones, Selecting an environment of adventure ill

suited to her powers, she none the less showed in

David Simple (1744) a gift of painting character

greatly in excess of previous writers. The book
was praised by Richardson, who seized this oppor-

tunity to disparage her brother.

Later on we have a certain imaginative power
shown by Feances Shebidan—smother of the

dramatist—^in her Mermirs of Miss Sidney Biddulph

(1761).

Then towards the dose of the age come yet greater

signs of promise. Of Mrs. Radcliffe mention is

made elsewhere. Her influence on her generation

and on her successors is indubitable, despite her

crudeness and absurdities.

But most of the feminine pioneers in fiction had
seriously handicapped themselves by choosing for

their medium the romantic type of fiction, and
despite Mrs. Radcliffe’s success, this is not to her

advantage. Romanticism to be effective demands
a broad, massive treatment rather than a subtle.
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detailed one. It was not in romance that woman
was to gain her laurels, but in her own particular

realm of esperience—at the fireside.

The Robertsonian School of Drama has been
dubbed the “ Cup-and-Saucer School ” ; the term

Is equally apphcable to the fiction of Miss Burney
and Miss Austen.

What helped women like Fanny Burney and
Maria Edgeworth, Susan Ferrier, and above all

Jane Austen, to realise the real extent of their

powers and to give us the fruit of their own ex-

periences of life, rather than imitations of the man’s
point of view, was the change of manners that took

place at the close of the eighteenth century. The
coarse brutality of Fielding and Smollett’s day,

gives way to an era when a greater refinement and
a quieter taste of life became fashionable. This

was dearly advantageous to the woman writer;

and four women in particular—^three women of

considerable talent, one woman of genius—occupy
an important place in the development of the Eng-
lish novel.

Haistnah More (1745-1833) was the daughter of

a Gloucestershire schoolmaster, and the friend of

Garrick, by whom she was introduced to the Johnson
circle. Her smgle novel, Codehs in Search of a

Wife (1809), shows the satirical bent that was to

find such lively expression in the feminine fiction

of the near future. But Fanny Burney’s Evelina

is the first book of distinctive literary power in this

direction.

Fanny Burney (1752-1840) came of a Norfolk

family, being born at King’s Ljmn, where her

father was an organist. Her girlhood was spent in

London, and from an early age she showed a passion

for writing, greatly to the dismay of her stepmother,

who thought such pursuits were unladylike. Im-
pressed, no doubt, by this unfavourable opinion,

the sensitive story-teller solemnly burnt her first

novel. The History of Caroline Evelyn ; but stories

have a strange vitality of their own that defies

material destruction, and it was not long before

the history of Caroline becomes incarnate again in

Evelina, or the History of a Young Lady^s Entrance
into the World, published anonymously. The suc-

cess of the book was instantaneous, and the author’s

name soon leaked out, Fanny Burney found her-

self famous, approved of by the great, gruff Doctor
himself, and warmly praised by such men as Burke
and Sir Joshua Reynolds. The book is an ad-
mirable picture of the manners of the time, from
the woman’s point of view. Of humour there is a
pleasant spice, though it is subdued ; of character-

isation there is singularly little ; and there is next
to no sentiment. In fact, the book lives by its

spirited and delicate extemalisation of the life of
her age, Evelina herself is not interesting ; her con-
ventionality and shy self-effacement make of her a
colourless young woman ; but some of the coarser

feminine types are excellently handled, and the
pictures of the eighteenth-century “blood,” from
the feminine standpoint, is undeniably effective.

The motif of the story, that of a young lady of
good family and slender fortune, ignorant of
the world, trying to make her way in the London

^,,life of the time, was perhaps suggested by a

novel by Mrs. Frances Brooke, entitled The Ex^
cursion (1777). Certainly Fanny Burney knew of

the novel and was acquainted with the writer, whom
she describes as possessing an “ agreeable ugliness.”

Mrs. Brooke’s novel is devoid of merit ; and in treat-

ment and method Miss Burney owed nothing to her
friend.

The success of Evelina encouraged her to write a
successor, and in 1782 Cecilia, or the Memoirs of an
Heiress, was published ; a story of family pride,

that lacked the freshness of its predecessor ; while
her two last tales, Camilla (1796) and The Wam^derer

(1814), were very feeble productions, largely due to

the fact that she attempted to depict sides of hfe of

which she had no experience, and partly also to her
departing from the simplicity of her early manner
in order to copy the Johnsonian period.

At her best in Evelina, her delightful Diary, and
in parts of Cecilia, she showed a delicacy of satire

and a faithful observation, above all a genuinely
distinctive point of view, assuredly not without
their influence on her similar though greater suc-

cessor—Jane Austen.
Before dealing with Jane Austen, the most famous

exponent of the novel of manners, something must
be said of Maria Edgeworth and Susan Ferrier.

Maria Edgeworth, the daughter of a gentleman
who owned some property m Co. Longford, Ireland,

was born at Black Bourton, near Reading, in 1767,
and until the age of fifteen resided in England,
eventually migrating to the family estate of Edge-
worthstown; her father, himself a keen educationist,

taking considerable interest in her training. Literary

power early showed itself, and her first work, when
but fifteen, was a translation of Madame de Genlis’

AdBe et Theodore, a collection of letters on educa-
tion ;

later, she was called upon to assist her father

in a book on Practical Education, his own large

family of twenty-one children giving him ample
scope for putting his theories to the test, Maria
Edgeworth was also a prolific writer on educational
matters, and published The Parent’s Assistant, in six

volumes, in 1800 ; but her real power lay in the
domain of fiction, and particularly in her delineation

of Irish peasant characters. Her first novel was
written before she was twenty, though it did not
appear tiU 1814, under the title of Pcdronage, In
1800 the famous Castle RacJcrent was published, and
Belinda a year later. She also wrote a large number
of tales for the young, some comic dramas published
in 1817, and in 1820 the Memoirs of her father. She
died in 1849.

Maria Edgeworth shows greater vivacity, and a
more genial breadth than Fanny Burney, but less

delicacy of touch, though her education theories,

largely inspired by Thomas Day and by her father,

hindered her as a literary artist. “ It has been my
daughter’s aim,” said Richard Lovell Edgeworth,
“ to promote by all her writings, the progress of

education from the cradle to the grave. . .

Unhappily, this is too true, yet despite the strenu-
ous didacticism and moral aim in her earlier tales

for children, her shrewd sense of character and her
liveliness often triumph over the moralist in her.
Her Irishmen are real Irishmen, and her success as
a writer of Irish life inspired Scott, so he assures
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calls them—^inhere. His objections to this theory
seem to be twofold. In the first place he maintains
that it is tinnecessary ; ideas do not require a
spiritual substance for their support, each of them
may be regarded as self-subsxsting. Secondly, he
finds no evidence in favour of the hypothesis.
“For my part,” says Hume in an oft-quoted
passage, “ when I enter most intimately into what
I call myself, I always stumble on some particular
perception or other, of heat or cold, light or shade,
love or hatred, pain or pleasure. I never can
catch myself at any time without a perception,
and never can observe anything but the perception.”
It is evident, then, that this ideahsm is of a peculiar
kind ; the universe, as he sees it, is composed only
of mental phenomena, of impressions and ideas
which are continually changing.
Another highly important characteristic of

Hume’s thought is his criticism of the popular
notion of causality. To call A the cause and B
the effect means, according to this view, that A
produces B by “ some power ” residing in it.

Now Hume maintains that there is no proof of
such a connecting power as is here supposed ; we
observe merely a sequence of events. To begin
with, it is impossible to discover this causal force
in external objects. We only perceive, for instance,
that light attends the striking of a match—one
event succeeds the other, that is aU. Nor does our
inner experience show that it exists. It is indeed
asserted that we are conscious of exerting “ in-

ternal power ”—^that volition, for example, causes
bodily movement. But this is a fallacy. Careful
introspection simply shows that “ the motion of
our body follows upon the command of our wiH.**

But if we observe nothing more than succession of
events, from whence, it wiU be asked, is our notion
of the causal relation derived ? From custom,
and custom alone, replies Hume. After constantly
finding two objects in conjunction, he says “ the
mind is carried by habit, upon the appearance of
one event, to expect its usual attendant and to
believe that it will exist. This connection, there-
fore, which we feel in the mind, this customary
transition of the imagination from one object to
its usual attendant, is the sentiment or impres-
sion from which we form the idea of power or
necessary connection. Nothing farther is in the
case.”

Probably no part of Hume’s writings has at-

tracted more general attention than his Essay on
Miracles, for he was here attacking a belief which
to many people was the very basis of Christianity.

The publication of the Essay S3mchronised with
the appearance of another inquiry into super-
natural occurrences which came from the pen of

the Rev. Conyers Middleton, and according to
Hume, “ eclipsed ” his own production. Middleton,
however, merely challenged the credibility of the
Patristic Miracles ; Hume’s criticism, on the other
hand, was comprehensive in its scope. A miracle,
as he defined it, is “ a violation of the laws of
nature.” Now “ no testimony is sufficient to
establish a miracle unless the testimony be of
such a kind that its falsehood would be more
miraculous than the fact which it endeavours to

establish, and even iS^at c^e thejfe’dE^h, mutual
destruction of arguments, an^x'ffciuperior only
gives an assurance stable^ degree of
force which remains after deducting the inferior.”
But this e^ential requirement is not forthcoming.
For there is good reason to beheve that the fal-
laciousness of human testimony in this matter is
less miraculous than a transgression of the laws
of nature.

^
And since miracles, according to Hume,

form m integral part of Christianity, “mere
reason, he concludes, cannot establish the truthm this rebgion. Kor does “mere reason ” renderHime unqualified assistance in establishing the
p^ciples of natural religion. True, he a-ffirma
the existence of a Superhuman Being, fin/ling in
the argument from design a rational basis for this
belief : the adjustment of all the different parts of
nature ma^est an “ Intelligent Author.” But
beyond this obviously imperfect sort of TheismHume does not appear to venture. He maintains
^at we can offiy ascertain the nature of such aBemg as a Deity from the character of his pro-
cmctions, and that we cannot infer qualities other
toan those which are displayed in his workmanship.We may endow him with wisdom and goodness in
so far as the Universe exhibits these traits, but it
IS not legitimate to infer “ further attributes op
further degrees of attributes.” On the whole, it
xs not altogether unlikely that the sceptical Philo
of the Dialogues expressed Hume’s own intellectual
position m resolving all natural theology “into
one simple . , . proposition, that the cause or
causes of order in the Universe, probably bear
some remote analogy to human intelligence.”
Of all his writings, Hume considered his Enquiry

concerning the Principles of Morals to be “ incom-
parably the best,” and, as it may be surmised, he
approached the subject from an empirical stand-
pomt. In order “to reach the foundation of
ethics and find those universal principles from
which ^ censure and approbation is ultimately
derived, we must “observe that particular in
which the estimable qualities agree on the one
hand,^ and the blamable on the other.” Now an
examination of meritorious qualities show that
they are all alike in this respect—they are “ useful
or agreeable. This beneficent characteristic pro-
duces a feeling of pleasure in the spectator whichM approbation. We applaud the useful actions.
But to whom are they useful ? Not merely to our-
sel'^s, fOT we praise conduct that is unconnected
^th,^ and even actually opposed to, self-interest.
For instance, we often commend actions which
have occurred in past ages, or in distant lands, and
cannot have any possible relation to our own well-
being.^ Such being the case, it is obvious that
qualities or acts that contribute to the happiness
of others merit our approval. In this sympathetic
regard for human welfare lies “one great source
of mor^ distinctions.” Amongst the virtues he
distmguishes those which are (a) useful to others,
(6) usefffi to the person himself, (c) immediately
agreeable to others, (d) ^immediately agreeable to
the person himself. Humanity, for example,
benefits our fellow-men, prudence especially serves
the mterests of the individual; wit again gives
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direct social pleasure, whilst philosophic serenity

is a satisfaction to its possessor.

Hume’s influence was profound. Not only has
he been called the “Father of Modem Agnos-
ticism,” but his work, by arousing opposition, gave
rise to fresh systems of thought. However we may
view his opinions, there can be no doubt that he
is a most arresting thinker, and philosophy owes
much to his exceecHngly acute intellect.

In Scotland, Hume’s thought had a stimulat-

ing effect upon Thomas Reid (1710-1796), whose
name is associated with the “ Common-sense ”

school of philosophy. This sober critic of scepticism

was a native of Kincardineshire, and as a boy “ of

good and well-wearing parts ” was sent to complete
his education at Aberdeen, where he subsequently

became a Regent of Philosophy in King’s College.

In 1763 he succeeded Adam Smith in the Profes-

sorial Chair at Grlasgow, and retired only to busy
himself in vigorous old age with the production of

his Essays on tho IntdlectuoH and Active Powers of

Man* His earlier work on Inquiry into the Hvman
Mind on the Principles of Common Sense had
appeared in 1764, and evoked the friendly if not
wholly unambiguous appreciation of Hume, to

whom Reid had sent it in manuscript ; he politely

informed the author that “it is certainly very

rare that a piece so deeply philosophical is wrote
with so much spirit, and affords so much enter-

tainment to the reader.” By the principles of

Common Sense, Reid means “origin^ and natu-

ral judgments,” which are “the inspiration of

the Almighty,” and cannot be rejected without
“ metaphysical lunacy.” We have, for example, an
immediate assurance that external objects exist.

The basis of scepticism, in his opinion, was the

belief common to ancient and modern phEosophers
alike—^that what we directly perceive “must be
some image present to the mind.” Reid main-
tained, on the contrary, that material things, be-

sides our own sensations or ideas, are self-evident.

This he regarded as his main achievement.

ETHICAL THINKERS

To thoroughly appreciate the work of any thinker

an understanding of his mental environment is

necessary. In the case of Butler such consideration

is particularly useful, because his religious phEo-
sophy is, to a large extent, a criticism of prevalent

opinions. Even his ethical position, which comes
first in order, wiU be elucidated by briefly noticing

the achievements of some of his immediate pre-

decessors and contemporaries.

In the region of ethical theory the early part of

the eighteenth century witnessed an attack upon
the views promulgated by Hobbes. This provo-
cative phEosopher, it wEl be remembered, had
reduced all morality to enlightened self-interest

which was the outcome of experience and reflection.

Now practically aE the important moralists in the
period with which we are dealing are at one in
denying this doctrine. In direct opposition they
maintained that right conduct is recognised as such
intuitively. The precise nature of the intuitive

faculty, however, is somewhat variouriy conceived.

With some, it is purely rational, with others it is

more a matter of feeling ; whilst Butler differs in a
measure from both these schools in identifying it

with the conscience.

JOSEPH BUTLER (1692-1762)

With Bittlbb our ethical guide becomes the con-
science. A cultivated taste may make us appre-
ciate what is good and dislike what is bad, but con-
science informs us what ought to be done. “ There
is,” says Butler, “ a principle of reflection in men,
by which they distinguish between, approve and
disapprove their own actions.” It is, in short,
“ the voice of God within us.”

Virtue, then, is acting according to the dictates of

conscience. But what is the nature of the conduct
that conscience would have us pursue ? Briefly

stated, it is exercising various fundamental feelings

in human nature so that they accomplish the ends
for which they were designed, and thus form a
harmonious combination. Of these feelings bene-
volence is one ; self-love is another ; whEst there

is a third class, that comprise instincts having for

their immediate objects neither the happiness of

self nor the happiness of others, but which never-
theless are capable indirectly of promoting both
these ends—as for example the desire for social

companionship. But does the virtuous man’s obedi-

ence to duty conform to his own personal happi-

ness ? Butler answers in the affirmative. “ Duty
and interest,” he says, “ are perfectly comcident for

the most part in this world, but entirely and in

every instance, if we take in the future and the
whole ; for this is implied in the notion of a good
and perfect administration of things.” This reply

is noteworthy for bringing out another difference

between his ethics and those of Shaftesbury. The
latter moralist dispenses with Butler’s qualification.

With unflinching optimism he seems to find a com-
plete harmony existing between virtue and the

happiness of the individual even in this life. In his

view apparently one can safely affirm that “ to be
wicked and vicious is to be miserable and imhappy,”
without taking into consideration any future state

of existence.

As regards the inteUectual difficulties of Christi-

anity, Butler thinks that these may form part of the

trial which we are undergoing here. Besides, our
general experience should warn us to anticipate their

existence, for much which occurs in the natural world
appears mysterious to our limited faculties. “ How
capricious and irregular, by way of information,

would it be said, is that of invention, by means of

which nature instructs us in the matter of science,

and in many things upon which the affairs of the
world greatly depend, that a man should by this

faculty be made acquainted with a thing in an in-

stant, when perhaps he is thinking of somewhat
else, which he has been in vain searching after it

may be for years.” Perhaps, if Butler had been
conversant with the theory of the subconscious

mind, this mental process might possibly have
seemed less “ capricious ” and “ irregular.”

We are also reminded that with regard to Chris-

tianity men expect absolute certainty, which they
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do not require before deciding other questions of

great importance. Indeed, such complete assurance

is not forthcoming ;
“ to us Probability is the very

Guide of Life.”

Moreover, Butler insists in his writings on the
practical advantages of belief, an argument which
was reiterated by another celebrated divine

—

Bishop Blougram, the hero of Browning’s poem

—

and is a decided favourite with many pragmatic
Christians at the present day. Even if the truth

of Christianity were a matter of" doubt, “ would it

not,” asks Butler, “ be madness for a man to for-

sake a safe road, and prefer to it one in which he
acknowledges there is an even chance he should

lose his life, though there was an even chance like-

wise of his getting safe through it ?
” “A mistake

on the one side is much more dangerous than a mis-

take on the other.”

The Analogy enjoyed a great popularity despite

its logical shortcomings, not only with its own but
also with later generations. Indeed, for over one
hundred years, so one of his biographers tells us, it

was considered to be one “ of the best manuals upon
the evidence of revelation.” To-day it is read pro-

bably more from curiosity than with expectations

of theological profit. If its past success seems some-
what surprising, it must be remembered that the
endeavour to justify religion by an empirical logic

always makes a strong appeal to the English in-

tellect, especially when the argument assumes a
utilitarian aspect.

But in justice to Butler one must add that,

however inadequate the Analogy may be regarded
as a religious Apologia, it certairiJy exposed a grave
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weakness in the Deistic position. For in this book
the author repeatedly calls attention to the de-
ficiencies in nature of which his opponents appar-
ently took but little account. Consequently, even
when criticism has had its say, we must pay a tribute
to Butler’s candour. It can never be said that he
is one of those theologians who dwell lightly upon
life’s evils in the hope of minimising the magnitude
of this eternal problem in philosophy.

“Personswho speak of the evidence of religion as doubt-
ful, and of supposed doubtfulness as a positive
argument against it, should be put upon considering
what that evidence indeed is which they act upon with
regard to their temporal interests

; for it is not only
extremely difficult, but in many c^es absolutely im-
possible, to balance pleasure and pain, satisfaction and
uneasiness, so as to be able to say on which side the over-
plus is. There are the like difficulties and impossibilities
in making the due allowance for a change of temper
and taste, for satiety, disgusts, ill health, any of wmoh
render men incapable of enjoying, after they have ob-
tained, what they most eagerly desired. Numberless,
too, are the accidents, besides that one of untimely death,
which may even probably disappoint the best-concerted
schemes, and strong objections are often seen to lie

against them, not to be removed or answered, but which
seem overbalanced by reasons on the other side, so
that the certain difficulties and dangers of the pursuit
are by everyone thought justly disregarded, upon ac-
count of the appearing greater advantages in case of
success, though there be but little probability of it.

Lastly, every one observes our liableness, if we be not
upon our guard, to be deceived by the falsehood of men,
and the false appearance of things ; and this danger
must be greatly mcreased if there be a strong bias within,
supposed from indulged passion, to favour the deceit.

Hence arises that great uncertainty and doubtfulness of
proof, wherein our temporal interests really consist.” ^

THE PROGRESS OF SCIENCE FROM THE SIXTEENTH TO
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Roger Bacon— Grosseteste— Bartholomew—^Vincent— Copernicus— Bruno— Galileo— Francis Bacon
—John Evelyn—Lord Heibert of Cherbury—John Napier—^The Royal Society—Isaac Newton

—

William Harvey—Priestley—James Hutton—William Smith—Lyell—Herschell—Mrs. Somerville

—

Sir Charles Bell—Berkeley—Sir Humphry Davy.

PROGRESS OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

The early history of scientific knowledge is asso-

ciated with much that to us, in these days of en-

lightenment, savours of sheer madness. Men spent

long years of their lives in the vain hope of discover-

ing the elixir of life, or in endeavouring to transmute
base metals into gold. It is difficult for us to

realise that these men were frequently gifted with
mathematical skill and scientific imagination. They
desired to penetrate the mysteries of nature, to gain

a knowledge of hidden things—whence in the eyes of

the common people, their researches gained for them
a reputation as magicians, and they were looked

upon as being in league with the powers of evil.

Their extravagant dreams, untempered by sober

research and experiment, resulted in the crude

medley of astrology, alchemy, and necromancy, out
of which the sciences gradually emerged.

Roger Bacon heralds the dawn of the true scien-

tific spirit in England. Bacon as a young man had
come under the influence of Grosseteste, a scholar

at Oxford, who occupied a position eqtdvalent to

that of Chancellor. Bacon in his Ofus Majm has
many passages in which he speaks with gratitude of

his master, and he espeoiaEy emphasizes two points

:

Grosseteste’s knowledge of science, and the impor-
tance attached by him to a study of Gieek and
Hebrew writings, since they formed two chief

avenues to a knowledge of the scientific works of

Aristotle and of the mathematicians and natur-

alists who succeeded him.
Bacon tells us that in 1266 he had been a student

for forty years. They were years spent in patient

experiment and investigation, in observing the
stars, the correction of the Calendar, in astro-

nomical studies, learning Hebrew from Jews and
1 Butler’s Analogy,
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Greek from foreigners visiting this country. It is

probable that Bacon was in Paris about 1240, and
that he joined the Franciscan Order shortly after-

wards. In 1273 a new Superior of the Order was
appointed. Bacon’s orthodoxy was suspected, and
he was removed from Oxford to Paris for the next

ten years. In 1266 a letter was sent to him from
Pope Clement IV, requiring him to make a copy of

his writings, and it is to this command that we owe
the Ofus Majus, Bacon having no money, could

only write when supplied with parchment.
The O^us Majus reveals Bacon as an ardent

Catholic who desires to see the Pope become the

spiritual ruler of the world ; and unites with his

dreams for the Church, an intensely practical spirit.

The Pope should have a complete survey of his

domains, hence part of the Opus Majus is devoted

to this ; this, however, cannot be accurately done
until astronomical surveys have been made of the

world.

Bacon insisted that the habitable portion of the

globe extended farther to the east and to the south

than was commonly supposed. This is the passage

quoted by Columbus in a letter written in 1498 to

Ferdinand and Isabella.

In 1274, Jerome of Ascoli became General of the

Order; Bacon was tried and condemned for his

doctrines that “ contained certain suspicions,”

suffered imprisonment for fourteen years, and died

in 1292, two years after his release.

Bacon desired to see established, under papal

authority, a school of Greek and Oriental philology,

in order that the culture of the East might be
accessible to the Western nations. He realised the

importance of mathematics and the experimental

sciences, and dreamed of the papal power becoming
supreme through the possession of both earthly and
spiritual knowledge. His dreams were doomed to

meet with disappointment ; the downfall of the

Papacy and the Hundred Years’ War caused the

progress of scientific thought to be arrested for two
hundred years, and the man who was generations

ahead of his own day lived on in the popular imagi-

nation as a magician.

Two hundred years later there was bom in

Prussia a German named CopERNicras, who was
destined to revolutionise the history of thought, by
giving to the world a new conception of “ Man’s
place in the Universe.” The author of De Bevolu-

tiombus Orbium Codestum was a quiet, Studious,

orthodox monk who compiled tables of the motions
of the planets, and by application of these calcula-

tions to each of the bodies in the solar system he
proved the earth to be a planet that revolved round
the sun.

This great work, dedicated to the Pope and pub-
lished at the expense of a cardinal, was issued in

1543, as its author lay dying. The full significance

of the discovery was not appreciated by the Church
until some years later, when Bruno and Gauleo
began to publicly expound the Copemican theory.

Bruno, refusing to recant, was burnt to death in

1600. Galileo was bom in 1664. He very early

became acquainted with the writings of Bruno and
the Copemican system.

Galileo publicly demonstrated to the Aristo*

telians their error concerning falling bodies. He
invented a thermometer, a calculating compass,
and in 1609, after hearing an account of a Dutch
optician’s telescope, he set to work and made one ^
for himself, improved it, and began to make obser- ^

vations.

For the first time (January 8, 1610) the satellites '

of Jupiter were seen ; the moimtains of the moon

;

innumerable new stars, the phases of Venus and
spots on the sun ! Withal, his main glory lies in

that he “ first laid the foundation of mechanics on
a firm basis. He first discovered the true Laws of

Motion.” ^

The iron hand of dogmatic belief was stretched

out to crush the exponents of teaching that
threatened to undermine the authority of the
Church. Galileo was summoned to Home to de-

fend his scientific beliefs. He was forced to recant,

and finally forbidden to teach, or to publish any-
thing more, or receive friends.

In 1637 he became blind. The regulations were
then not so strictly enforced, and during this time he
was visited by John Milton. He died in 1642.

The effect of the Reformation in England was to

set men’s minds free from the “ dead hand ” of

authority. Scientific inquiry began in the reign of

Elizabeth. Francis Bacon—^like his namesake
Roger—once more proclaimed the necessity for

experiment and investigation in order to discover

truth, and the Novum Organum heralds a new era.

Under the Stuarts, who were great patrons of

learning, rapid -advance was made in many direc-

tions. A spirit of eager inquiry was abroad that is

reflected in much of the literature of the seventeenth
century. The new interest taken in medicine, ana-
tomy, and agriculture is indicated in many ways in

the diaries of Pepys and John Evelyn, in the writ-

ings of Sir Thomas Browne, and in the poetry of

Cowley. Various minor inventions paved the way
for later discoveries. The introduction of the deci-

mal system, the invention of a slide rule, the publi-

cation of tables of logarithms, were indications of

the new interests.

John Evelyn studied medicine in Padua in 1646,

and a few years later attended a course of chemistry
lectures in Paris given by Le Telure. Evelyn after-

wards presented his rare tables of veins and nerves

to the Royal Society.

Evelyn devoted himself to horticulture. He
wrote a book on Forest Trees, Sylva, that remained
for many years the standard work on the subject.

Evelyn in his travels abroad made a point of visit-

ing the cabinets ” of collectors (the equivalent of

the modern museum), and recording the curiosities

he saw.

Loro Herbert of Cherbury prided himself on his

knowledge of medicine, studied Paracelsus and con-

sidered it part of a gentleman’s education to know
how to make medicines. Milton advocated the

teaching of medicine and horticulture.

Yet something of the old distrust of science

lingered during the earlier years of the century. Sir

Walter Raleigh’s encouragement of chemistry was
deemed “ atheistical ” ; and while Hobbes was at

Oxford “ geometry made no part of any student’s

^ Sir Oliver Lodge.
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training.” Indeed, those who taught mathematics
were regarded as “ limbs of the devil ” ; while even
at the mid-century Hobbes tells us that the univer-

sities had only just given over thinking geometry to

be “ art diabolical.”

So much suspicion of science having emanated
from theological quarters, it is interesting to note

that John Napier (1550-1617), the discoverer of

logarithms, made his early reputation through a
theological treatise that achieved the distinction of

being translated into several languages.

The Royal Society, founded about 1660 in order

to promote scientific research, is a significant sign of

the times. It showed that the all-absorbing interest

in theological matters was giving place to fresh aims
and interests ; it portended, too, a change of atti-

tude that would make for toleration. For bigotry

and science do not harmonise. Further, the ideals

of its members favoured a dear, concise, literary

style, and thus literary methods, already afiected

by French influences, were greatly helped by this

stimulus to scientific research.

The Royal Society originated in London in 1645,

when a few philosophers met together each week
to discuss scientific questions. Afterwards their

meeting place was at Oxford, then Gresham College,

until political excitements put an end to academic
discussion, and the house of learning became a
Puritan barrack. But after the Restoration, the

King, partly because he was interested in these

subjects, partly because he wished to distract atten-

tion from current controversy, gave the Society the

name of the Royal Society.

In 1710 the Society moved to a house in Fleet

Street (that had formerly belonged to “ Praise-God
Barebones” but had been rebuilt by Wren in 1670

after its destruction in the fire), and here the Society

stayed for over seventy years. Pepys and Wren,
former presidents, now gave way to the energetic

and dominating personality of Newton. After its

long sojourn in Fleet Street, the Society was moved
to rooms in Somerset House (1780), and from thence

to Burlington House. Several interesting relics of

Newton are still in the possession of the Society,

the sundial which he cut when a lad on the wall of

his father’s house, the first reflecting telescope made
by him in 1671, and the original mask of his face.

That this Society at the outset of its long and dis-

tinguished career was not pedantic in its scientific

investigations may be judged from the first cata-

logue of its museum. Here are a few items

:

** A stag beetle, whose horns worn in a ring are good
against the cramp.”

A bone—said to be taken out of a mermaid’s head.”
“ The quills of a porcupine, which on certain occasions

the creature can shoot at the pursuing enemy. . .

But barring a few little weaknesses like the fore-

going, the legacy of years of-superstitions, the Royal
Society from its very inception achieved a fine work
in cutting down the rank weeds of ignorance.

In 1642, the year Gahleo died, Isaac Newton
was born at Woolsthorpe, some six miles south of

Grantham. Destined for a farmer and grazier,

Newton very early displayed tendencies that were

hardly likely to produce a good agriculturist. He
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would often be found sitting under the hedges
working out mathematical problems, or busily
engaged in constructing a model when he shoifld

have been buying or selling at the market. Com-
plaints were made to his uncle, the rector of

Burton Goggles, concerning his behaviour ; who
advised that he should be sent to school and then
to Cambridge.
At Trinity College, Newton devoted hims^ to

the study of mathematics, discovered the binomial
theorem,” and a little later, at the age of twenty-two,
the “ diflerential calculus.” In 1665-6, during his

enforced retirement into the country owing to the
plague, sitting in his garden meditating on the

problem as to why the planets go round the sun, he

saw ‘‘ the apple ” fall. In a moment it occurred to

Newton that the force of gravity might be the cause
of the movement of the planets. He at once en-

deavoured to prove his theory, but his calculations

were thrown out by an error then made in estimat-
ing the size of the earth. Sixteen years later, with
correct data, Newton was able to vindicate his

theory.

Newton next turned his attention to the study o£
Optics. He bought prisms and lenses and tried to
improve telescopes. Whilst occupied thus he dis-

covered the nature of white light, the doctrine of
colour, and invented the first refiecting telescope,

now in the library of the Royal Society, London.
But Newton’s greatest work was yet to come, The
Pnndpia, in which he gave to the world the dis-

covery made many years earlier, and which had
been laid aside until he became acquainted with the
measurements of the degree made by Picard, when
the length of a degree was found to be nearly seventy
miles instead of sixty.

For two years Newton was absorbed body and
soul in working out his theory once more in the light

of this new knowledge.

Mathematicians regard the achievement now as men
might stare at the work of some demigod of a bygone
age, wondering what manner of man this was, able
to wield such ponderous implements with such apparent
ease.” ^

Having written the first part of The Princi/pia^

Newton, not wishing to be involved in controversy,

locked it up in his desk, and it was only through
the instrumentality of Halley that Newton was
induced to complete and publish this transcendent

work.

Newton died at the age of eighty-five, honoured
and respected ; the greatest scientific philosophe®

England has ever had.

An interesting illustration of the bearing ofscience

upon literature is seen in Newton’s Obeervc^iom

upon the. Prophecies of Holy Writ. This work does

not, as may be imagined, signify an incuraon by a

scientist into the domain of literature, but a key to

a literary problem from a scientific standpoint. For
he showed that the interpretation of figures of pro-

phecy is essentially mathematical, and the symbols

of such books as Danid and The Apocalypse can

only be properly understood by one learned in the

character of astronomical S3nnbols,

1 Pioneers of Science^ by Sir Oliver Lodge.
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Newton’s genius was such that men for the next

century felt that the “ Universe had been explored,’’

and that nothing more was left to be done

:

Nature and Nature’s laws lay hid in Night

;

God said, * Let Newton be,* and all was light.”

WiiiLiAM Harvey, the discoverer of the “ circu-

lation of the blood,” was born at Folkestone in

1578. He was educated at King’s School, Canter-

bury, and entered Caius College, Cambridge, in 1693.

The choice of Caius College seems to indicate that

Harvey already intended to be a doctor, for the

study of practical anatomy had been introduced by
Dr. Caius, who obtained from Queen Elizabeth a
charter allowing the college the bodies of two
criminals annually, for the purpose of dissection.

Harvey then travelled through France and Ger-

many to Italy, and became a student at the Uni-

versity of Padua—^then specially renowned for its

anatomical school, owing to the labours of Vesalius

and his successor Fabricius.

Padua, being the university town of Venice,

offered greater safety to Protestant students than

most foreign universities at this time. Here Harvey,
under the direction of Fabricius, his master and
friend, engaged in a study of the valves of the veins.

He became a Doctor of Medicine in 1602 and re-

turned to England, obtained a degree from Cam-
bridge, and soon after settled in London, where he
became physician to St. Bartholomew’s Hospital.

In 1616 he was appointed Lumleian Lecturer, and
lectured upon Surgery.

** At this time Harvey was thirty-seven years of age.

A man of the lowest stature, round faced, with a com-
plexion like the wainscot j his eyes small, and full of

spirit ; his hair as black as a raven and curling ; rapid
in his utterance, choleric, given to gesture, and used
when in discourse with any one, to ]^ay unconsciously
with the handle of the small dagger he wore by his side.” ^

The notes of these lectures show that Harvey had
already discovered the circulation, although his

treatise was not published until 1621, and after he
had spent much time in verifying and illustrating

his theory.

Harvey was formany years physician to Charles I.

He became a personal friend of the King’s, and
accompanied him on many journeys. The King’s
interest in Art and Science is testified by the

numerous occasions on which Harvey directed the

attention of his royal master to things curious and
unusual.

Harvey’s Treatise on Development affords testi-

mony to the slow emergence of the most original

thinkers from the bondage of the Schoolmen. Har-
vey died in 1657 ; three years later the Boyal
Society was founded ; among the earlier members
were Sir Christopher Wren, and the Hon. Robert
Boyle. A notable exclusion from the list of mem-

was the learned Sir Thomas Browne, probably
owing to his literary style, since the Society insisted

on its members adhering to a plain, matter-of-fact

language that could be understood by the ordi-

nary artisan. Newton was made amember in 1 671,

and became President in 1703, holding the ojB&ce for

twenty-four years.

During the eighteenth century, science does little

^ WWiam Darvey, by D’Aroy Power.

more than mark time, the great periods of progress
being the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries.

Progress was made, however, in chemistry and elec-

tricity, and the name of Priestley is one of the links

between the literature and science of the time. As
a philosophic writer he belongs to the Deistic school,

was a determinist and tried to square a materialistic

philosophy with a belief in the Christian Revelation.

But his “ doctrine of philosophical necessity ” is of

far less moment than his discovery of oxygen ; i^

other words, he will be remembered rather as

scientist than as a philosopher. ^

Scientific geology became an actuality toward^
the close of the century, and is associated with th^
names of James Hutton and William Smith ; and
wider biological speculation began to be put forth,

thus preparing the way for Darwin and Spencer.

Such is the record of the progress of Science in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, for a parallel

in rapid development it is necessary to turn to the

nineteenth.

The Victorian era has been remarkable for the

manner in which the scientific spirit has entered
into the life, and consequently the literature, of the
period. Not only has it been distinguished for its

multifarious mechanical inventions, but it has seen
the reign of scientific law bringing order out of chaos.

The idea of “ chance ” as entering largely into men’s
lives has been eliminated by the new conceptions of

causation.

This change in thought was in great measure
brought about by the publication of Lyell’s Pnn-
ciples of Geology in 1830-33. The Principles ran
into eleven editions, and did more to stimulate
the study of geology than any other work. Lyell

demonstrated “ the immense superiority ” of the
uniformitarian theory of the earth’s formation, as
opposed to the “ catastrophic.” The latter explained
the changes in the earth’s surface to be the result

of earthquakes, volcanoes, and floods, whilst the
former accounted for these changes by the slow and
long-continued action of glaciers, rivers, and land
subsidence. Lyell made use of the important dis-

coveries that had been made by Werner, Hutton,
and William Smith, and used them to prove that
earth-changes were subject to xmiform laws, and
thus geology became a science in the strict sense qf

the word. \
The influence of modem scientific thought upon

our literature is clear as noonday ; the influence of

earlier scientific investigation upon letters is less

clear at first sight, but none the less indisputable.

This may be regarded from a twofold standpoint.

We may consider such of our men of science as had
power of literary expression, and we may observe
the indirect influence of scientific thought upon our
poets and prosemen. The first is the least impor-
tant, but must not be overlooked.

Sir John Hebscheii (1792-1871) and Mrs.

SoMERVULB (1780-1872) had considerable literary

power and exhibited it in Familiar Studies on Scien-

tific Subjects, and the Mechanism of the Heavens ;

while WiLUAM Smith (1769-1836), by his geological

writings, inspired Sir Charles Lyeel (1797-1876),

a clear and capable writer, with his far-reaching

explanation of the geological past by uniformity of
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Powers of Darkness are abroad ; whatever light

there is shrinks and dwindles ; the firelight in the

haU dies down, while in the chamber of Christabel
“ the silver lamp bums dead and dim.”
The first part of the poem is flawless ; the second

part, for all its passages of beauty and tenderness,

is in another key. The earlier mood has been for

gotten ; time has elapsed since the unfinished poem
was put aside. Other interests have crowded upon
th) poet’s mind, and it is obvious that he cannot
rc '•apture the elusive charm of the midnight scene.

Yot the second part of Christabel abounds in noble

lines and lovely images ; and one could ill spare it

on this account.

The fine passage

:

‘ Alas ! they had been friends in youth 5

But whispering tongues can poison truth 5

And constancy lives in realms above ;

aa^d life is thorny ; and youth is vain $

AnSKto be wroth with one we love
DothVork like madness in the brain.
And tli^s it chanced, as I divine,

With Roland and Sir Leoline,
Each spake words of high disdain
And insult to his heart's best brother

:

They parted—ne’er to meet again !

But never either found another
To free the hollow heart from paining—
They stood aloof, the scars remaining.
Like cliffs which had been rent asunder

;

A dreary sea now flows between ”

—

touches a note of poignant personal emotion rare

in the work of Coleridge.

’^Individual as his Naturejpoetry i% with a subtlety

and delicacY^J^r^^ in Wordsworth, yet uh-"
doubtediy he was influenced by his friend, and a
comparison'of the scenic touches in his narlier work’

-and'Jn "his work after 'he had' known Wordsworth,
shows” an intensity of afiection and an accuracy of

f
tion not to be explained away merely in

of poetic development. Wordsworth’s po'v^er

tlising the commonplace had impressed him.

worth had -shown "the wonder 'of' ordinary'

and sounds ; it" reihained for Coleridge to
^

^
e^ibit their mystery.

^ His supreme strengthlayimhiainarvellous dreaaip

faeul^^^one might add that the dream faculty lay
' iiTlhe" root of his greatness as a poet and his weak-

.

ness as a man. But there is no finer dreamer iQ_
Bnghsh verse ; this quality it is that gives distinc- .

tion to The Ancient Mariner and ChristabeL and
makes of Kvbla Khan so superb a triumph.V His
plays'are not interesting, and despite the -flashes of"

"beauty in Remorse and Zapolya, it is quite clear

that the medium is uncongenial to his powers.

Several of his briefer poems

—

Love, and The Dark
\Xadie, Youth and Age—^have grace and tenderness,

and touches of personal emotion ; but his reputation
' as a poet will rest on The Ancient Mariner, Chris^

I
ibel, and Kubla Khan : to have written these is to

Ptouch the heights of poetry, and to mingle with the

great immortals.

Youth ajstd Age

Verse, a breeze mid blossoms straying.

Where Hope clung feeding, like a bee—
Both were mine ! Life went a-maying

With Nature, Hope and Poesy,
When I was young

!

When I was young ’—Ah, woeful When I

Ah ! for the change ’twixt Now and Then !

This breathing house not built with hands.
This body that does me grievous wrong.
O’er aery cliffs and glittering sands.
How lightly then it flashed along :

—

Like those trim skiffs, unknown of yore.
On winding lakes and rivers wide.
That ask no aid of saL or oar.
That fear no spite of wind or tide !

Nought cared this body for wind or weather
When Youth and I lived in’t together.

Flowers are lovely : Love s flowftr.like •

"Friendship 13 a snelt^ng tree ;

u ! the 10V8. that came oown shower-like.
Of Frienc^EpTLove, ahd Libef^v7

Ere I was old ? Ah! woeful Ere,
Which tells me. Youth’s no longer here I

0 Youth 1 for years sd many and sweet,
’Tis known, that Thou and I were one,
I’ll think it but a fond conceit

—

It cannot be that Thou art gone !

Thy vesper-bell hath not yet toll’d ;

—

And thou wert aye a masker bold !

What strange disguise hast now put on,
To make beheve, that thou art gone ?

1 see these locks in silvery slips,

This drooping gait, this altered size

;

But Spring-tide blossoms on thy lips,

And tears take sunshine from thine eyes S

Life is but thought : so think I will

That Youth and I are house-mates stilL

Dew-drops are the gems of morning.
But the tears of mournful eve !

Where no hope is, life’s a warning
That only serves to make us grieve.

When we are old :

That only serves to make us grieve

With oft and tedious taking-leave.

Like some poor nigh-related guest.

That may not rudely be dismist.5

Yet hath outstay’d his welcome while
And tells the jest without the smile.

Kubla Ksah

Iq Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree

;

Where Alph, the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea.

So twice five miles of fertile ground
With walls and towers were girdled round :

And there were gardens bright with sinuous rillSt

Where blossomed many an incense-beanng tree

;

And here were forests ancient as the hills.

Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.

But oh I that deep romantic chasm which slanted

Down the green hill athwart a cedam cover J

A savage place ! as holy and enchanted
As e’er beneath a waning moon was haunted
By woman wailing for her demon-lover 1

And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething,

As if thfe earth in fast thick pants were breathing,

A mighty fountain momently was forced

:

Amid whose swift half-intermitted burst

Huge fragments vaulted like rebounding hail.

Or chaffy grain beneath the thresher’s flail

:

And ’mid these dancing rocks at once and ever

It flung up momently the sacred river.

Five miles meandering with a mazy motion
Through wood and dale the sacred river ran,

Then reached the caverns measureless to mao.
And sank in tumult to a lifeless ocean •

And ’mid this tumult Kubla heard from far

Ancestral voices prophesying war I
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The shadow of the dome of pleasure

Floated midway on the waves ;

Where was heard the mingled measure

From the fountain and the caves.

It was a miracle of rare device,

A sunny pleasure-dome with oaves of Ice I

A damsel with a dulcimer

In a vision once I saw s

It was an Abyssmian maid,

And on her dulcimer she played,

Singing of Mount Abora.

Could I revive within me
Her symphony and song,

To such a deep delight twould win me,

That with music loud and long,

I would build that dome in air.

That sunny dome ! those caves oi ice I

And all who heard should see them there,

And aU should cry. Beware ! Bewe^e I

His flashing eyes, his floating hair I

Weave a circle round him thrice.

And close your eyes with boly dread.

For he on honey-dew hath fed.

And drunk the milk of Paradise,

BOBERT SOUTHEY (1774^-1843)

Robert Southey, at one time

both in friendship and reputation -with Wor^worto

and Coleridge, is now practic^y a, spent force m
literature. Wordsworth and Colendge hve on aa

an inspiration, but Southey’s writings have no

following. Yet he played no small part » the

literary history of the Romantic Revival, and a

portion of his work at any rate merits the considera-

tion of the literary student.

Bom at Bristol of good nuddle-elaffl stoo^

Southey was educated at Westminster and Balhoi,

Oxford. TTifl earliest adventure was to marry with-

out any prospect of a livelihood, and it was

fortunate for him that his friend Charles Wynn

made him an annuity of £160. A ^ort sojourn m
Portugal as a young man gave him a taste for the

literature of the South, and he devoted his hie to

the pursuit of letters.

A thrifty and careful man, he lived for forty yearn

at Greta Hall, near Keswick, and not only maimged

to live in tolerable comfort hut to bring together a

fine library, support a large family, and look after

the children of his more briUiant and far more

erratic brother-in-law, “ S. T. C.”

been mad© Poet Laureate, and he did good, swid

work, poorly paid, for the Quarterly Bev%ew. For

some time before his death, like Scott, his mmd
had been deranged.

Hts Wobk

TTia best verse was written in early life, ar^ in

the last few years of the eighteenth century. True

to the fashion of the times, he turned his hand to

ballad work, and his contribution here, if less

tractive than Scott’s, is certainly distinctive and

original. The grotesqueries of German romance

he could achieve with success ;
and he had the

genuine gift of comic exaggeration that gave nse

to a form of writing which probably inspired

Barham’s Ingoldsby Legends. His irregular nietres

had freshness and raciness ;
there is plenty of lit©,

if little beauty, about such pieces as The Old Woman

of Berkeley, there is humour and character about

such ballads as St. MichaeVs Chair, whil© The BeviVs

Walk (originally published in the Morning Post as

The DeviVs Thoughts) is a breezy, ©Seotive, “ ding-

dong chime.’*
x. j j

He had a turn for comedy of a rough and ready

kind, and it is a pity that in his long epic narrative

he kept it so severely in check. Of the Epics,

Thataba, the Destroyer (1801), The Curse of Kehamt

(1810), there is little to say. It is not that they

are ill written, but they are lifeless. There is no

transforming touch of high imagination about them.

Scott, Byron, Shelley, and Keats, one and aU have

written cruder verse, but their worst verse has

some redeeming touch that Southey’s lacks;

Thalaha is a good journeyman’s work, and that is

all that on© can say about it. No doubt the

methodical and too temperate soul of Southey was

ill suited to an Eastern subject. No amount of

iadustry can take the place of passion ; nor scholarly

care the ofiflce of the imagination. Yet the poem

impressed his contemporaries, and from it Shelley

borrowed his irregular blank metre in Queen Mob.

Better than this is The Curse of Kehama, where

there is rhyme that falls more graciously on the ear

did the unrhvmed Pindarics of Thaldba. But

the story, for all its occasional picturesque strength,

has little grip. Nor is the reason far to seek, for

Southey is but following a Uterary convention of

the time in thus trafficking with Orientalism, and

has little temperamental sympathy with^ it. There

was more Orientalism in Beckford’s little finger

tbftfn 5n Southey’s whole body.

Don Eoderick is the best of the epics, from the

standpoint of the humanities, for Southey h^
really seized hold of the poetical spirit of toe

Peninsula, or at any rate an appreciable part of it.

His Protestantism revolted against the theology

of the South, with which he had as little sympathy

as with to© quietism of the East ;
but toe chlo-

rous romance did touch his imagination.
^

cycle of Spanish songs. The Chronicle of the Ctd, i3

a spirited piece of work, while in Don Bodenck

(1814) he told a stirring story not merely with ex-

ceUent zest, but with a power and sense of actuahty

too seldom found m his longer poems.^

prig early travels in Spain had impressed^ toe

scenery and Spanish ways of living upon his

gination, so that he had not to rely, as in his other

epics, on merely bookish inspiration.
x j j

Southey’s prose is better than his verse. Indeea

the weaknesses of his verse became positive merits

in the prose. The clear, even, business-like, m-
obtrusive style gives value to such subjects as The

Life of Wesley, or that of Nelson. In many ways

it is like the great prose of the eighteenth century

yet it falls below toe level of the work of such

prosemen as Addison, Defoe, or Swift, in its mdi-

vidual flavour : there is personality behmd toe^;

there is little personality in Southey’s prose. E©

is at his best when purely objective. As soon as

he comes forward himself he brings with him

literary tricks culled from a score of somees—an

affectation of Sterne, a flourish of Rabelais; and we

sigh for the clear, straightforward manner m which,

as a rule, his biographical studies were written.
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Regarding his work as a whole, it may be said

that it is like a vast stretch of tame-lookmg land-

scape with unexpected tracts here and there of

sylvan charm and beauty, that the painstaking

pedestrian will hght upon and the casual traveller

overlook. The real failure of Southey’s staying

power, despite his scholarship, industry, good
sense, and wholesome feeling, lies in the stenhty
of his imagination. It can send forth picturesque

grafts, but it has no fructifying power, no depth,

no reserve. His mind is stiS and unyieldmg, and
if we compare his inveterate conservatism with
that of Scott, or Wordsworth, we shall appreciate

this lack of plasticity.

Southey’s Toryism springs from a preference

for jog-trot methods of perception ; Wordsworth’s
from a repugnance of lawlessness. There is always
strong, elemental passion at the back of Words-
worth’s mind, though sternly kept in check. He is

cool and cautious by self-discipline ; Southey by
temperament. ' Again, Scott’s Toryism is su£Eused‘

with a warm humanitarianism and a mellow geni-'»

ality ; Southey was not ungenial, but his sym-^
pathies are narrow in range and he had little insights

into character. Yet, with all his imperfection and
J

limitations, he upheld worthily the dignity of
|

letters, left behind him some good verse and better
\

prose, and proved, as his correspondence shows,
)

an amiable, wise, and agreeable friend to such men
,

as Wordsworth, Lamb, and Landor. To have held
^

their friendship is no slight tribute to any man.

His Books

My days among the Dead are past j

Around me I behold,
Where’er these casual eyes are oast.

The mighty minds of old

:

My never-failing friends are they,
With whom I converse day by day.

With them I take delight in weal
And seek relief in woe

;

And while I understand and feel

How much to them I owe,
My cheeks have often been bedew’d
With tears of thoughtful gratitude.

My thoughts are with the Dead ; with them
I live in long-past years.

Their virtues love, their faults condemn,
Partake their hopes and fears ;

And from their lessons seek and find
Instruction with an humble mind.

My hopes are with the Dead ; anon
My place with them will be.

And I with them will travel on
Through all Futurity

;

Yet leaving here a name, I trust.

That will not perish in the dust.

Axxeb Blenheim

It was a summer evening,
Old Kaspar’s work was done,

And he before his cottage door
Was sitting in the sun

:

And by him sported on the gmen
His httle grandchild Wilhelmine,

She saw her brother Peterkin
Roll something large and round

Which he beside the rivulet

In pla5dng there had found ;

He came to ask what he had found
That was so large and smooth and round.

Old Kaspar took it from the boy
Who stood expectant by ;

And then the old man shook his head,
And with a natural sigh,
*Tis some poor fellow’s skull,” said he,

“ Who fell m the great victory.

“ I find them in the garden,
For there’s many here about ;

And often when I go to plough
The ploughshare turns them out.

For many thousand men,” said he.
Were slain in that great victory.”

** Now tell us what ’twas all about,’*
Yoimg Peterkm he cries ;

And little Wilhelmine looks up
With wonder-waiting eyes

:

** Now tell us all about the war.
And what they fought each other for ?

** It was the English,” Kaspar cried,
** Who put the French to rout

:

But what they fought each other for
I could not well make out.

But everybody said,” quoth he,
** That ’twas a famous victory.

“ My father lived at Blenheim then.
Yon httle stream hard by

:

They burnt his dwelling to the ground.
And he was forced to fly ;

So with his wife and child he fled,

Nor had he where to rest his head.

“ With fir© and sword the country round
Was wasted far and wide,

And many a childing mother then
And newborn baby died :

But thmgs like that, you know, must b©
At every famous victory.

** They say it was a shocking sight
After the field was won

;

For many thousand bodies her©
Lay rottmg in the sun

:

But things like that, you know, must be
After a famous victory.

** Great praise the Duke of Marlboro’ won
And our good Prince Eugene !

”

•* Why, ’twas a very wicked thing !
”

Said little Wilhelmine

;

•* Nay . . . nay . . . my little girl,” quoth he,
“ It was a famous victory.

*• And everybody praised the Duke
Who this great fight did win.”

“ But what good came of it at last ?
”

Quoth little Peterkin s

—

** Why, that I cannot tell,” said he,
** But ’twas a famous victory.”

Wesley and Old Age
** Lord, let me not live to be useless !

” was the
prayer which Wesley uttered after seeing one whom he
had long known as an active and useful Magistrate,
reduced by age to be “a picture of human nature in

disgrace, feeble in body and mind, slow of speech and
understanding.” He was favoured with a constitution

vigorous beyond that of ordinary men, and with an
activity of spirit which is even rarer than his singular

felicity of health and strength. Ten thousand cares of

various kinds, he said, were no mor© weight or burden
to his mind, than ten thousand hairs were to his head.
3But in truth his only cares were those of superintending
the work of his ambition, which continually prospered
under his hands. Real cares he had none ; no anxieties,

no sorrows, no grief which touched him to the quick.

His manner of life was the most favourable that could
have been devised for longevity. He rose early, and lay

down at night withnothingtokeep him waking, or trouble

him in sleep. His mind was always in a pleasurable and

11
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wholesome state of activity, he was i"®

diet, and lived in perpetual locomotio' : »
' '

change of air is perhaps, of all things, that which most
conduces to joyous health and long life.

The time which Mr. Wesley spent in travelling was
not lost. History, poetry, and philosophy,” said he,
** I commonly read on horseback, having other employ-
ment at other times.” He used to throw the reins on
his horse*s neck ; and in this way he rode, in the course

of his life, above a hundred thousand miles, without
any accident of sufficient magnitude to make him sensible

of the danger which he incurred. His friends, however,
saw the danger ; and in the sixty-mnth j^ear of his age
they prevailed upon him to travel in a carriage, in con-

sequence of a hurt which had produced a hydrocele.

The ablest practitioners in Edinburgh were consulted
upon his case, and assured him there was but one method
of cure. Perhaps but one natural one,” says he, “ but
I think God has made more than one method of healing

either the soul or the body.” He read upon the subject

a treatise which recommends a seton or a caustic, “ but
I am not inclined,” said he, to try either of them • I
know a physician that has a shorter cure than either one
or the other.” After two years, however, he submitted
to an operation, and obtained a cure.

^
A httle before

this, he notices in his Journal the first night that he had
ever lain awake ; I believe,” he adds, ” few can say this ^

in seventy years I never lost one night’s sleep.”

He lived to preach at Kingswood under the shade of

trees which he had planted ; and he outlived the lease

of the Foundry, the place which had been the cradle of

Methodism.^

SAMUEL ROGEBS
Samttel Rogers (1763--1855), like Southey and

Tom Moore, occupied an important position among
the men of letters of his day, and, like them, his.

literary influence was a transient one. He is in-

ferior even to them as a creative force, but he had
a sharp and caustic wit which made him an acquisi-

tion at social gatherings, and sufficient susceptibility

to the romanticism of his time to give his verse

the cachet of popularity. Original he certainly

was not, and in poetry he shapes as a versatile and
clever imitator of the various literary fashions

which had taken the literary world by storm. He
could be Byronic in mild fashion, as his narrative

poem, Italy

f

testifies, just as earlier he could repro-

duce the tricks of the didactic eighteenth-century

poet in his Pleasures of Memory.
A wealthy man and a generous host, he played

no small part as patron of literary genius.

The Sleeping Beauty

Sleep on, and dream of Heaven awhile-—
Tho’ shut so close thy laughing eyes,

Thy rosy lips still wear a smile
And move, and breathe delicious sighs I

Ah, now soft blushes tinge her cheeks
And mantle o’er her neck of snow

:

Ah, now she murmurs, now she speaks
What most I wish—and fear to Imow I

She starts, she trembles, and she weeps J

Her fair hands folded on her breast—^And now, how like a saint she sleeps I

A seraph in the realms of rest \

Sleep on secure ! Above controul
Thy thoughts belong to Heaven and thee ®

And may the secret of thy soul
Remain within its sanctuary I

A Wish

Mine be a cot beside the hill

A bee-hive’s hum shall soothe my ear

:

A willowy brook that turns a mill,

With many a fall shall linger near.

The swallow, oft, beneath my thatch
Shall twitter from her clav built rest

}

Oft shall the pilgrim li;. liu' liiioh.

And share my meal, a welcome guest.

Around my ivied porch shell spring
Each fragrant fior^or r’.ai nnnk- the dow

:

And Lucy, at her wheel, shall sing
In russet gown and apron blue.

The village-church among the trees.

Where first our marriage-vows were given.
With merry peals shall swell the breeze
And point with taper spire to Heaven.

The Pleasuees oe Memoby
Down by yon hazel copse, at evening, blazed

The gipsy’s fagot—^there we stood and gazed ;

Gazed on her sunburnt face with silent awe.
Her tattered mantle and her hood of straw

;

Her moving lips, her cauldron brimming o’er

;

The drowsy brood that on her back she bore.

Imps in the barn with mousing owlets bred,

From rifled roost at nightly revel fed •;

Whose dark eyes flashed through locks of blackest shade
When in the breeze the distant watch-dog bayed

:

And hero’s fled the sibyl’s muttered call,

Whose elfin prowess scaled the orchard wall.

As o’er my palm the silver piece she drew,
And traced the line of life with searching view.

How throbbed my fluttering pulse with hopes and fears,

To learn the colour of my future years.

An Italian Song

Dear is my little native vale.

The ring-dove builds and murmurs there t

Close by my cot she tells her tale

To every passing villager.

The squirrel leaps from tree to tree,

And shells his nuts at liberty.

In orange groves and myrtle bowers.
That breathe a gale of fragrance round,

I charm the fairy-footed hours
With my loved lute’s romantic sound

;

Or crown of living laurel weave
For those that win the race at eve.

The shepherd’s horn at break of day.
The ballet danced in twilight glade,

The canzonet and roundelay
Sung in the silent greenwood shade

;

These simple joys that never fail,

Shall bind me to my native vale.

Among the crowd of minor and for the most part

imitative romanticists are Mrs. Hemans (1793-

1835), picturesque, melodious, and facile, and the

two MoNTGOjycBRYs, Jambs (1771-1854), andRobert
(1807-1855). Robert is perhaps the better known
name, thanks to the notoriety he attained through
Macaulay’s slashing attack ; but James was the

better poet, with many of Mrs. Hemans’ qualities

set in a more sober, humanitarian framework.* Southey’s Life of Wesley,
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I. POETRY
:

(c) Sir Walter Scott and the Ballad Makers. Sir Walter Scott—Percy^s Eeliques-^
James Hogg (^‘Ettrick Shepherd”)—Leyden—Taniiahill—^Allan Cunningham—Thomas Campbell

—

Thomas Moore.

SIR WALTER SCOTT
The magic of the North, its rough tenderness, its

elemental passion, its simple homeliness, its throb-

bing humanity, rich in laughter no less thanm tears

;

these thmgs had been revealed to Englishmen by
the peasant poet, Burns. The intimate, everyday
life of the poor Scot is seen through the strong and
intense imagination of a great poet. It remained
for Scott to exhibit the heroism and daring of the
romantic past, thus completing the work of Burns,
by tracing the sources and confluence of this pulsing

Ifle, and dwelling upon its rich heritage of legendary
lore, and the splendour of glen and loch that had
nursed its people, feeding the Scot with their own
wild beauty.

Bom on August 15, 1771, at Edinburgh, Walter
Scott had as his birthplace a city alive with associa-

tions of Scottish greatness and glory. His father

was a Writer to the Signet, his mother the daughter
of a well-known physician ; while his ancestry

was intimately connected with Border warfare.

As a child he was delicate and ailing, the result of

an illness while still an infant, but his fragile

physique at this time lent a more vivid life to his

imaginative sensibilities.

At the age of three he was sent to his grand-
father’s farm in the valley of the Tweed, where he
was lapped round with many romantic associations,

and, while lying on the grass, he would eagerly

absorb any tale told him by the shepherds of the

Kfe of the Border, and drink in the songs and legends

taught him by his grandmother. Indeed, even at

this early age, he is said to have sung so loudly a

ballad of Hardicnut as to prevent the village

minister from “being heard or hearing himself.”

On the improvement of his health he went to school

at Edinburgh, where he became, he teUs us, “ an
incorrigibly idle imp,” good at Latin but excelling

chiefly in climbing and fighting. When he was
thirteen he became familiar with Percy’s Rehquea,

while the romances of Tasso, and Spenser’s Faerie

Queene proved more congenial than ordinary book
learning. Any old song that came in his way he
would seize upon “ like a tiger ”

; and from boy-

hood upwards he never tired of telling stories to

his companions, with an aptitude only equalled

by another great popular writer, Charles Dickens.

Even when called to the Bar, in 1792, he proved a

more promising story-teller than a lawyer, was a

delightful, high-spirited companion, by no means
averse to a skirmish with the authorities, and the

first to begin a row, the last to end it. He was as a

young man handsome, tall, and vigorous, and if

more interested in literature than in law books,

gained an experience in his father-in-law’s office

that served him in good stead in Bedgaurvtlet,

During his youth, while he travelled from one

farmhouse to another, he had gained an intimate

knowledge of the by-ways of Scottish life ; while

his retentive memory seized upon every association.

treasuring it up till he could make use of it as a
literary artist. In 1802 we have the earliest results

of his enthusiastic indulgence in the two volumes
of Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border ; but before
that time he had been attracted to German romantic
literature (1788), and had taken to translating

German ballads. The influence of “ Monk ” Lewis
must also be noted ; while the friendship with that
erratic but brilhant, gifted poet, James Hogg,
began in 1799, and proved a lively inspiration for

many years to come.
The Lay of the Last Minstrel^ his first original

work, appeared in 1805, and was followed by
Marmion in 1808 and The Lady of the Lake (1810).

Scott did not take his verse seriously, and upon
someone asking his daughter if she had read the

Lay, came the unexpected reply : “No, papa says

there is nothmg so bad for young people as reading

bad poetry.”

About this time Byron sprang into sudden fame
with his Ghtlde Harold, displaying in his poem many
of the gifts which had made popular Scott’s own
verse. With his usual good sense and geniality,

Scott recognised the superiority of his rival, and
decided to give up verse-making since Byron had
beaten him at his own game.
Money difficulties supervening, he harked round

for another source of hvehhood, and while looking

for fishmg tackle one day came across the manu-
script of a half-finished story, Waverley, Better

bait he had never lighted upon for tempting fish.

The change of hterary expression was by no means
so maiked as it seemed. He had always been a
story-teller in verse rather than a lyric poet, he
now became a story-teller in prose, using the same
foimt of inspiration ; and it was quite clear that

the new medium suited him better than the old,

giving him greater elbow-room, and an opportunity
for exhibiting his rich sense of broad imagery, that

had found no outlet in verse. Waverley, first pub-
lished anonymously in 1814, was followed by other

stories of Scottish life : Guy Mannering, Bob Boy,
The Ardiquary, and Old Mortality. Indeed for the

next sixteen years he held the stage of fiction,

publishing twenty-nine stories in all. No other

novelist, save Dickens, appealed to so wide a circle

or more entirely captured the fancy of the day.

When asked for his opinion of Waverley, Lord
Holland said, “ We did not one of us go to bed last

night—^nothing slept but my gout.” Meanwhile,
in 1812, he had built himself a characteristic

dwelling-place, Abbotsford, in imitation of an old

baronial castle, on the Tweed, near Melrose.

For the next few years he was successful both in

life and letters, and Abbotsford became a Scottish

Mecca. Happy in his friendships and his life,

famous in his work, his existence seemed ideally

satisfying, when, with tragic suddenness, came the

collapse of his publisher and of his own fortune.

With fine manliness of spirit, and splendid industry,

he set to work to repair his fortune, but now he
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•was no longer young, and his health was failing,

so, although he managed to satisfy most of his

creditors, the efEort proved too great for his en-

feebled body, and in 1832 he died, with the sound

of the beloved Tweed in his ears, tho music he

loved best in all the world. At no time of his life

were his great qualities of heart so manifest as in

these last few years of struggle with adverse fate

;

we realise this in reading his pathetic Journal,

Characteristics of his Work
(a) Hia Genius for Vitalising the Past .—^The qua-

lity most obvious in Scott’s work, whether in prose

or verse, is his genius for vitalising the past. His
feudal home at Abbotsford was no Hterary affecta-

tion, as was Walpole’s gimcrack affair at Straw-
berry Hill, but a genuine expression of the man’s
romantic mediaeval spirit. He was bom a story-

teller, and had that delightful knack of improvisa-
tion which is the secret of all good story-telling.

Thus his best work has the spontaneity and ease

of gossip by the fireside, for he was so saturated

with old-time legends and his own associations

that he exhaled them as inevitably as did his

heather-clad hills exhale their fragrance.

Never did he see an old tower or a stream without
instantly conjuring up its old-world associations.

For him every common bush burned with the fire

of romance. Dowered with this creative energy
of imagination, he made the reader also feel the

glamour of places and the actuality of the past.

He could effect with an old legend what a great

composer could with some folk-song. He could
improvise round it a host of fantastic variations,

A fiuent and ready writer, his work suffered few
corrections.

He compels our interest by no literary trick,/

but by making us feel that men and women of a
pa^t age were real live human beings. How does
he manage this ? By reason of his intuitive per-i

ception that the Scot of his own day was the product
of the past, and organically connected with that
past. Knowing his own peasantry with as intimate
a knowledge as Burns, he makes the reader feel that
his Dandie Dinmont, his Jeanie Deans, his Bailie,'

his Covenanters were no creations of other times,

but might be found in modem dress in the Scotland
of his own day.

Thus he welded together the past and present
in a homogeneous whole, and shows us the spiritual

continuity of history. Thus he makes manifest
how the national type of character is the vital
embodiment of centuries, and is evolved from
countless customs and traditions. With this power,
wherein we see the finer aspects of the conserva-
tive attitude of mind, he reconstructed Scottish
Society, and looked with jealousy and fearful eye
upon anything that threatened to sweep away
some relic of the past. Hence his opposition to the
French Revolution is readily understood, and is

akin to Burke’s,lEhough Burke’s was philosophically
expressed.

Both men held that the ** starch of tradition,” to
use one of George Eliot’s phrases, was necessary
to keep society together, and to ensure its well-
being. Neither man saw through the merely de-

structive side of the Revolutionary movement, a
wholesome and cleansing infiuence, that, despite

incidental damage, would m the long run renovate

society upon a saner and firmer basis.

If Scott exhibited something of the narrowness
of the old Tory spirit, he had none of its exclusive-

ness and supercihousness. None loved the common
people more than he ; no man was tenderer to their

weaknesses, more charitable in his sympathies.

The great failmg of the eighteenth century, in its

attitude towards the past, was its self-sufficiency.

The chief idea of its great writers, when criticising

the past, had been to compare it with the standard
of the age, and if it did not conform with them to

condemn.' Little attempt was made to understand

the standard of other times, and a ludicrous ex-

ample of this spirit may be seen in dramatic per-

formances, where Lady Macbeth appeared in hoops
and the Greeks in crinolines. Abstract formulas

interested them, not concrete embodiment of life.

They were curious about theories of life, singularly

incurious as to the drama of hfe. History for them
was largely a peg for rhetorical generalities. What
Scott did for history has been admirably expressed

by Carlyle.

** These historical novels,” testifies he, have taught
all men this truth, which looks like a truism, and yet
was as good as unknown to the writers of history and
others, till so taught , that the bygone ages of the world
were actually filled by living men, not by state papers,
controversies, and abstractions of men. . . . It is a
great service, fertile in consequence, this that Scott has
done ; a great truth laid open by him.”

Leaving aside for the most part the mystical
aspects of medisevalism that attracted the German
romancers and our own Coleridge, he fastened upon
its showy and picturesque externals. He is a kind

of mediaeval reporter, fancifully detailing the spec-

tacular effects of the time, and concerned chiefly

with the colour, the variety, the bustling vigour

of mediaeval times. The inner life of the Middle
Ages, as fashioned by the austere mystical soul of

Dante, was alien to his vision. The ecclesiastics of

Scott are no living symbols of strange, passionate

faiths, but picturesque people, jolly or evil-natured

as the case might be, but with little demoniac or

saintly about them. It is quite true that he
genuinely admired Gothic architecture, and the

ritual of Catholicism, but he did so for its external

impressiveness. He revelled in their possibilities of

local colour ; he was touched by the part they played

in moulding human lives. But he viewed them
always from the outside ; they never seized upon his

inner life as they did that of the German romancers.

So he remained a staunch adherent of the English
Church to the end of his life, and stoutly opposed
Catholic Emancipation.

(b) Hia Love of the Earth,—Scott’s passionate ;

attachment for the past of his country is blended
|

with his equally passionate attachment to its soil,
j

Critics have spoken of his love of Nature, but the
j

phrase suggests the transcendental affection felt by
j

Wordsworth or Shelley, rather than the hearty con-

1

Crete attachment of Scott. It was with him Earth I

worship, not Nature worship ; and the Earth in par- I

tioular of special localities, endeared to him by a hun- i
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dred associations. This qualification differentiates

his Earth worship from that of Meredith, which was
general, cosmic, not specific and humanised. He
loved his country’s soil as a child loves, for its

associations, and he told Washington Irving that if

he did not see the heather once a year he thought he--

would die. Yet a beautiful landscape to him meant \

little without the human touch in it. Sanctify it 1

with some legend or personal association, and he t

took it to his heart. '

0 Caledonia i stem and wild.
Meet nurse for a poetic child,

Land of brown heath and shaggy wood.
Land of the mountain and the flood.

Land of my sires ! What mortal hand
Can e’er untie the filial band
That knits me to thy rugged strand.”

His sense of beauty was sufficient to make him ]

kindle at any fine scene ; but when to this beauty
was superadded some historical association, then
the liking became a passion, ** Show me,” he
said, “ an old castle and a field of battle, and I was
at home at once.”
The names of places had a natural magic for him

as they had for Lamb. Hence the definite concrete

character of his romances. Most of his legendary

stories he connects with particular names and
places. That nebulous atmosphere of dateless

climes loved by some romancers, Coleridge for

instance, in his Christahel, and Keats in his La Belle

Dame, was alien to Scott’s nature. He was never
*

happy till he could give his fantasies a geo-

graphical label. It is here that the individuality

of Scott’s romances, be they in prose or verse,

differentiates him so clearly from other great

names in the Revival of Romance. Wordsworth’s
romantic leanings, for instance, were entirely

diffused and spiritual. He had small historical

sense, and certainly no faculty for externalising a
legend or a story. Given some historical associa-

tion, Scott will revitalise the entire scene, using

his power of scenic description to visualise more
clearly the drama he is presenting. Wordsworth,
on the other hand, as in his Incident of the Wars

of the JRosee, moralises and spiritualises the matter,

caring little for the actual scene, much for what it

symbolised.

To Wordsworth the pageant of the Middle Ages
was a dream of ancient strivings that stirred the

imagination and touched him as another chord of

that “stiU sad music of humanity,” which came
to him from a distance, as it were, sitting in philo-

sophic aloofness. He would ruminate gently over
“ old, unhappy, far-off things and battles long ago,”

but to Scott the unhappiness concerned him far

less than the variety and excitement, and battles

for him were never “ long ago,” but exhilarating

actualities near at hand.

(o) His Hearty Humanity,—The fictions of Scott

are the inevitable expression of his temperament

;

they are genuinely romantic, not subtly so, not

deeply so, but alive with the colour and movement
of bygone times. Charles Reade worked up his

subject with the patience and enterprise of a con-

scientious and imaginative journalist. George Ehot
reconstructed the past with the laborious zeal of the

scholar ; the past and the present were as one to

Scott ; he had no need of research or working up his

subject. He breathed the past ; it was part of him-
self, not a masquerade garb but bone of his bone and
fiesh of his fiesh.

Yet Scott does not owe his superiority as an
historical romancer to his greater store of knowledge
but to his greater enthusiasm. In the long run,
no doubt, the assimilation of years of antiquarian
study gave him an advantage over novelists to
whom an historical novel was whoUy a tour de force.

But there is no one of Scott’s novels that shows a
greater mastery over its material than, for instance,

Thackeray’s Esmond, while m sheer artistry he is,

through carelessness, often inferior.

In historical enthusiasm, however, he is supreme
among writers of fiction. It is no one particular

century, no passing phase of social life that moved
him, but the past as a whole. His antiquarian
interests are so wide, so minute, that at times they
overburden the narrative and make for tedium,
but so sure is the man, so sure is his instinct for

what is picturesque and dramatic, that we forget

the antiquarian in the story-teller ; and the lasting

impression upon our minds is the impression of

vitality.

And what gives his historical pictures their vital

significance is the hearty humanity with which he
endows them. Scott was no psychologist, in the

sense that we apply the term to literary artists hke
George Eliot, Meredith, or Hardy. He was not
given to analysis of any kind and was notoriously

careless m giving reality to his heroes and heroines,

whom he is quite content to leave as picturesque

accessories to the stones. But whenever he has

to deal with humble folk, he shows a lively sense

of their virtues and foibles, and is as warm in his

democratic sympathies as is Bums himself.

The essential kmdiiness and generous sympathies

of the man exhale from his romances. Dealing as

he often does with gross and barbarous times, he
humanised their fiercer and more repellent elements.

His simple direct nature, while impelling him to

overlook much that was fascinating and mysterious,

acted like a moral antiseptic when dealing with

dubious and morbid subjects. That much abused
word “ wholesome ” is peculiarly applicable to

Scott’s work. It is full of good sense, manly feeling,

and a rich if not subtle humour. As a humorist

his great divergence from the great humorists of

the eighteenth century lies in his distaste for satire.

Satire presupposes the moralist. Scott was not
a moralist, he was content to tell a good story in

verse or prose, to dash off a situation, to light up
an oddity, without ulterior comment. Yet, if no
moralist by intent, he was a moralist in effect.

After reading one of his romances, the tribute of

Byron rises to our memory ; Walter Scott is as

nearly a thoroughly good man as a man can be,

because I know it by experience to be the case.”

Scoter’s Influence and Signifioancb m
English Liteuatuke

Coleridge said of Schiller that he was “ Master
not of the intense drama of passion but the diffused
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drama of history.” The same imght be said of

Scott ; and his greatness lies in the breadth and
range of his romantic sympathies. Take his work
piecemeal, and his limitations are soon perceived.

In his verse the elements of awe, mystery, and
wonder are seldom touched. His muse is robust,

facile, theatrical ; not subtle, profound, inevitable.

His intimate acquaintance with mediasval rom-
ance is, in itself, a positive bar to high distinction

of phrase. If he had captured the opulent variety

of the old romances, he had carried away no little

of their fluent redundancy, while his conservatism

led him to retain something of the stilted phrase-

ology of the age in which he had been cradled.

His metrical inferiority to such a consummate
master as Coleridge is made evident at once by
comparing the Lay of the Last Minstrel with Chris-

tdbel. It was on hearing the recital of Ghristdbel,

while thatpoem was still in manuscript, that inspired

the “ light horseman stanza,” which he favoured so

greatly. But the variety, the delicacy, the easy

charm of Coleridge as a metrist were beyond his

more vigorous, straightforward methods.
In his fiction the same defects are apparent,

though less obtrusive, because of the fecundity of

concrete life that crowds the pages. It is most
distinctly felt in the bluntness of his characterisa-

tion, and the careless manipulation of his plots.

Beside Dumas his awkwardness as a story-teller

is realised again and again ; beside the great

novelists of the Victorian era, his characterisation

is often insipid and superficial.

Let these failings and limitations be frankly

acknowledged. It remains for us to say wherein,

despite of these, lies his unassailable greatness.

In the nrst place, he is great because he links up
most of/the various phases of romanticism that

me^ vJ in his predecessors ; the elemental charm
of ti?KA}ld English ballad, the diablerie of German
romanticism, a love of the picturesque and sublime

in nature, enthusiasm for the pomp and ritual of

mediseval social life. These had already been
heralded in Percy’s Reliques, in Burger’s Lenore
and Goethe’s Goetz, in Mrs. Radclifle’s novels, the
verse of Collins, Gray, and Cowper, and in the

fiction of Horace Walpole. Scott brings them
together, focussing their power, in both verse and
prose. What is morbid and exotic he puts aside,

and if he lacked the subtlety and delicacy of some
of these exponents, there is no mistaking the big,

massive effects of his large and varied canvases.

Thus romanticism is no longer the literary inspira-

tion of a few detached artists; it has become apower
to move the many.

It has been often pointed out how that Scott’s

work falls into a threefold division ; in the form of
the popular ballad, of the metrical romance, of the
historical novel ; what has been less seldom em-
phasized is the fact that his greatness lies in all-

round exceUenoe, by the vigorous breadth and ease
shown in each of these departments, rather than in
his supreme technical mastery of any particular

one. He succeeds by reason of his versatility and
unerring popular appeal.

Critically considered, his ballads, with all their

verve and swing and attractive charm, never attain

the imaginative heights of such pieces as The
Ancient Mariner, nor the exquisite workmanship
of Rose Mary and Sister Helen. But, taken as a
whole, there is no collection of ballads to equal,

much less rival, Scott’s, for he has not only greater
knowledge but, what is more important, a saner
taste than Percy. Mention of his ballad work
must not pass without reference to his exception-
ally fine ballad Proud Maisie, where he comes nearer
than anywhere else to Coleridge and Keats.
Compared with his splendid work as a ballad

writer, his metrical romances seem of less enduring
fame. But it is easier to see their defects, perhaps,
than appreciate their merits to-day. Despite their

limitations and inequalities of workmanship, their

narrative power is of the first order ; and not only
Macaulay and Browning, but more modem tellers

of tales in verse, owe much to the vivid and graphic
force displayedmMarrmon and The Lady of the Lake.
Most important of all is Scott’s significance as

a novehst. Here he was both an innovator and
a conserver.

He brought to converge upon the novel the same
scattered influences of romanticism that he did in

his poetry ; enriching its thin, and founts of in-

spiration with his wealth of antiquarian lore, his

open-air enthusiasm, his delight in the colour

and movement of bygone times, and his intimate
knowledge of Scottish life.

And while doing this he retained many of those

great qualities that had distinguished the masters
of eighteenth-century fiction ; humour, shrewd
common-sense, actuality. Hitherto Romance and
Realism had been sworn foes. It was the realism

of Nash and Green that had given the first blow
to mediaeval romance ; a more eflective blow had
been struck by the artistry of Defoe, and now,
when the hterary tide was flowing strongly for

romance once more, Scott, instead of placing them
in violent opposition as medisevalists like Wal-
pole and Mrs. Radchffe were doing, blended them
together.

The union did not prove a permanent one, for

the romantic tendency and the realistic tendency
urge of necessity in opposite ways j but both
realism and romance were the better for this tem-
porary partnership.

Thus the historical novel as created by Scott was
an entirely fresh departure in fiction. One has
only to compare the Waverley Novels with the his-

torical fiction preceding these to realise the origin-

ality of his formula. Strictly considered, every
historical novel is a romantic speculation. With
the adroit use of material that has come down to
us we may be able to reconstruct a picture of

twelfth, fifteenth, or sixteenth century life ; but,

frankly, we have not the data for knowing exactly

how the various classes of society spoke and acted
in those times. The earlier historical story-teller

had tried to surmount the difficulty by discon-

necting the past from the present and by enclosing
his tale in a strange and alien setting, to create

the necessary illusion. Scott saw with his keen
common-sense that this was entirely wrong. It is

quite true that he possessed exceptional know-
ledge of the past, but his success did not lie in this.

k
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Twice holy was the Sabbath 4>ell»

The silent streets were crowded well

With staid and pious companies,
Warm from their fire-side oratories 5

And moving, with demurest air.

To even-song, and vesper prayer.

Each arched porch, and entry low.

Was fiird with patient folk and slow.

With whispers hush, and shuffling feet,

While play’d the organ loud and sweet.

.The bells had ceas’d, the prayers begun,

(And Bertha had not yet half done
A curious volume, patch’d and torn.

That all day long, from earliest morn,
fiad taken captive her two eyes.

Among its golden broideries -

Perplexed her with a thousand things,

—

The stars of Heaven, and angels’ wmgs.
Martyrs in a fiery blaze.

Azure saints and silver rays,

Moses’ breastplate, and the seven
Candlesticks John saw in Heaven,
The winged Lion of Saint Mark,
And the Covenantal Ark,
With its many mysteries.

Cherubim and golden mice.

Bertha was a maiden fair.

Dwelling m th’ old Minster Square 5

From her fire-side she could see.

Sidelong, its rich antiquity.

Far as the Bishop’s garden-wall

;

Where sycamores and elm-trees taU,

j^ll-leav’d, the forest had outstnpt.

By no sharp north wmd ever nipt.

So shelter’d by the mighty pile,

Bertha arose, and read awhile.

With forehead ’gainst the window-pane
Again she try’d, and then again.

Until the dusk eve left her dark.

Upon the legend of St. Mark.
From plaited lawn-frill, fine and thin.

She lifted up her soft warm chin.

With aching neck and swimming eyes.

And daz’d with samtly imageries.

All was gloom, and silent all,

Save now and then the still foot-fall

Of one returning homewards late,

Past the echoing mmster-gate.
The clamorous daws, that all the day
Above tree-tops and towers play.

Pair by pair had gone to rest.

Each in its ancient belfry-nest.

Where asleep they fall betimes,

To music and the drowsy chimes.

All was silent, all was gloom.

Abroad and in the homely room ^

Down she sat, poor cheated soul

And struck a lamp from the dismal coa3 <

Lean’d forward, with bright drooping hair

And slant book, full against the glare.

Her shadow, in uneasy ^ise.
Hover’d about, a giant size,

On ceiling-beam and old oak chair.

The parrot’s cage, and panel square ;

And the warm angled winter-screen.

On which were many monsters seen.

Call’d doves of Siam, Lima mice.

And legless birds of Paradise,

Macaw, and tender Avadavat,
And silken-furr’d Angora cat.

Untir’d she read, her shadow still

Glower’d about, as it would fill

T^e room with wildest forms and shades.

As though some ghostly queen of spades

Had come to mock behind her back.

And dance, and ruffie her garments black.

Untir’d she read the legend page,

Of holy Mark, from youth to age.

On land, on sea, in pagan chains.
Rejoicing for his many pains.

Sometimes the learned eremite.
With golden star, or dagger bright,
Referr’d to pious poesies
Written in smallest crow-quill size

Beneath the text ; and thus the rhyme
Was parcell’d out from time to time ;

Als writith he of swevems,
Men ban beforne they wake in bliss,

Whanne that hir friendes thinke him bound
In crimped shroude farre under grounde ;

And how a lithng child mote be
A saint er its nativitie,

Gif that the modre (God her blesse !)

Kepen in solitarinesse,

And kissen devoute the holy croce.

Of Goddes love, and Sathan’s force,—
He writith ; and thinges many mo
Of swiche things I may not show
Bot I must tellen verilie

Somdel of Saints Cicilie,

And chieflie what he auctorethe
Of Saint6 Markis life and dethe :

”

At length her constant eyelids come
Upon the fervent martyrdom ;

Then lastly to his holy shrine.

Exalt amid the tapers’ shine

At Venice, . . .

La Belle Dame sans Mebci

Ah, what can ail thee, wretched wight,
Alone and palely loitering ;

The sedge is wither’d from the lake,

And no birds sing.

Ah, what can ail thee, wretched wight.

So haggard and so woe-begone ?

The squirrel’s granary is full.

And the harvest’s done.

I see a lily on thy brow,
With anguish moist and fever dew t

And on thy cheek a fading rose

Fast withereth too.

I met a lady in the meads
Full beautiful, a faery’s child

5^

Her hair was long, her foot was lighf^,

And her eyes were wild.

T set her on ray pacing steed,

And nothing else saw all day long 5

For sideways would she lean, and sing

A faery’s song.

I made a garland for her head.

And bracelets too, and fragrant zone ?

She look’d at me as she did love,

And made sweet moan.

She found me roots of relish sweet.

And honey wild, and manna dew

;

And sure in language strange she said,

I love thee true.

She took me to her elfin grot.

And there she gaz’d and sighed deep.

And there I shut her wild sad eyes

—

So kiss’d to sleep.

there we slumber’d on the mo^.
And there I dream’d, ah woe betide.

The latest dream I ever dream’d
On the cold hillside.

I saw pale kings, and princes too,

Pale warriors, death-pale were they all “

Who cry’d
—“ La belle Dame sans merd

Hath thee in thrall >
”

T saw their starv’d Kps in the gloom.

With horrid warning gaped wide,

And I awoke, and found me her©

On the cold hillside.
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And this is why I sojourn here

Alone and palely loitering,

Though the sedge is wither’d from the lake,

And no birds sing.

LEIGH HUNT (1784.-1869)

Closely connected with the great triumvirate of

poets, is that agreeable and versatile man of letters,

Leigh Hunt, His career and his prose work have
been dealt with elsewhere ; here it remains to touch

on his share in the Romantic movement of the time

so far as poetry is concerned ; and of his influence

upon Keats in particular.

It would be hard to overestimate the work done
by Hunt in reviving the interest of the reading public

in Italian literature. While yet a lad in Christ’s

Hospital, he had been drawn to Ariosto, bemg at-

tracted by a picture in a studio of Angelica and
Medoro ; and when in 1822 he came to Itiy to stay

with Byron and Shelley, he pursued his Italian

studies with a livelier zest than ever, and obtained a
firmer mastery of the Italian tongue. Some years be-

fore this, in 1816, he had published what the critical

wags of Blachwood^e^csJled “ Mr. Hunt’s smutty story

of Bimini ”—^it would have been more to the point

to have called it “sugary.” The story itself is a
grim study of primal passion of the Paolo and Fran-
cesca drama, but Hunt sweetened and sentimenta-

lised this tale of Dante’s, making of its tragedy
melodrama, turning its passion into a “pretty-
pretty ” amorousness. The poem has good points

;

it exhibits Hunt’s undoubted skill in picturesque

description, daintiness of phrasing, and an intimate
ease that is pleasant enough when it does not descend
(as it has a way of doing) into mere vulgar loquacity.

But Hunt’s strength lay realty in interpretative

rather than in creative work. He was a fine scholar,

an excellent “ taster,” and is acknowledged imiver-

sally as an admirable translator. More important
than his Bimini, therefore, was the volume of Stories

from the Italian Boets, published in 1846, where he
paraphrases freely The Divine Comedy, and passages

from Ariosto, Tasso, and other Italian poets. With
Ariosto and Tasso he had some temperamental kin-

ship ; a nature more opposed to Dante’s at every
point one could not imagine | with his almost perky
optimism, and carpet-slipper attitude towarde life.

Notwithstanding this, his catholicity of taste made
him a just and fair critic in many ways of Dante’s
greatness, and it is certainly true to say of him that
“ in his view of the sacred art of the Itahan Middle
Ages, he anticipated the Pre-Raphaelite and the
modern interpreter of Dante.”

Hunt’s influence on Keats was on the whole cer.

tainly for good. If Keats owed to him many of his

cumbrous rhymes and his early lapses from good
taste, he owed also his introduction into the rich

pasturage of medissval romance. Hunt was a better
mentor than his verse sometimes suggested, and his

critical acumen and wide reading did a good deal to

inspire the eager imaginative fife of the youthful
genius.

On the whole, Hunt’s chief merit as a poet lies in

his short pieces. His Sonnet on the Nile is one of

remarkable beauty, and was written in amicable

rivalry between himself and his friends, Keats and
Shelley.

Competition, however friendly, is not congenial to
genius, and there is little reason for surprise that
Hunt’s poem should excel those of his greater

friends. The most surprising part is the intrinsic

excellence of Hunt’s work under these conditions.

Here are the three sonnets, and the readermay judge
for himself of their merits

:

Leigh Hunt
It flows through old hushed Egypt and its sands,
Like some grave mighty thought treading a dream,
And times and things, as in that vision, seem

—

Keeping along it their eternal stands,

—

Oaves, pillars, p3n:amids, the shepherd bands
That roamed through the young world, the glory extreme
Of high Sesostris, and that southern beam.
The laughing queen that caught the world’s great hands.

Then came a mightier silence, stem and strong.

As of a world left empty of its throng,
And the void weighs on us ; and then we wake.
And hear the fruitful stream lapsing along
’Twixt villages, and think how we shall take
Our own calm journey on for human sake.

Kjeats
"

Son of the old moon-mountains African I

Chief of the Pjnramid and Crocodile I

We call thee fruitful, and, that very while
A desert fills our seeing’s inward span s

Nurse of swart nations since the world began.
Art thou so fruitful ? or dost thou beguile

Such men to honour thee, who, worn with toil.

Best for a space ’twixt Cairo and Decan ?

O may dark fancies err ! They surely do j

’Tis ignorance that makes a barren waste
Of all beyond itself. Thou dost bedew
Green rushes like our rivers, and dost taste

The pleasant sun-rise. Green isles hast thou too,

Amd to the sea as happily dost haste.

SSBliLEY

Month after month the ga,thered rains descend.
Drenching yon secret Ethiopian dells.

And from the desert’s ice-girt pinnacles

Where frost and heat in strange embraces blend
On Atlas, fields of moist snow half depend.
Girt there with blasts and meteors Tempest dwells

By Nile’s aerial um ; with rapid spells

Urging those waters to their mighty end.

O’er Egypt’s land of memory floods are level

And they are thine, 0 Nile,—and well thou knowest
That soul-sustaining airs and blasts of evil

And fruits and poisons spring where’er thou flowest.

Beware, 0 Man—for knowledge must to thee
Like the great flood to Egypt, ever be.

With the exception of the line “ their eternal

stands,” which illustrates Hunt’s unhappy tendency

to plunge into bathos, with disconcerting unexpect-

edness, the poena is wholly admirable. In another

bout of rivalry, this time dealing with the Grass'^

hopper and Cricket, Hunt was worsted, if not badly.

This sonnet is a lively and genial piece of verse,

though undistinguished. Keats keeps less to the

subject at hand, but achieves a beauty of phrasing

here and there, far excelling Hunt’s. Cowden Clarke

thus records the incident

:

No one but myself was present, and they accord-

ingly set to.” Keats was the first to finish his task.

“ The after scrutiny . . . was one of many such
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occasions which have riveted the memory of Leigh
Hunt in my affectionate regard and admiration for

unaffected generosity and perfectly unpretentious

encouragement.’’ On reading Keats’ poem “ a sm«
cere look of pleasure ” came into his face, and he
read out the first line

—
“ The poetry of earth is

never dead.” “ Such a prosperous opening !
” ex-

claimed Hunt. Later, when he came to the tenth

and eleventh lines

;

“ On a lone winter evening, when the frost

Has wrought a silence . . •”

** Ah, that’s perfect ! Bravo, Keats I ” And then,

says Clarke, “ he went on in a dilatation on the
dumbness of nature during the season’s suspension

and torpidity.”

Here is Hunt in one of his blithe and graceful

fancies

;

Jeotty Kiss’d Mb
Jenny kiss’d me when we met.
Jumping from the chair she sat in ;

Time, you thief, who love to get
Sweets into your list, put that in 1

Say I’m weary, say I’m sad,
Say that health and wealth have miss’d mo,

Say I’m growing old, but add,
Jenny kiss’d me.

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR (1775-1864)

Very different in temperament and craftsmanship
was Walter Savage Landor, who lived through the
Romantic movement, witnessed its glorious achieve-

ments and decline, and saw the rise and meridian
of the greatest Victorians.

Born at Warwick, January 30, 1775, he signalised

early his characteristic tempestuousness by expul-

sion from Rugby at the age of ten. Later on at

Oxford, he took an encore, and “ the mad Jacobin,”

as he was called, suffered rustication for firing a gun
in the room of a Tory undergraduate and declinmg

to explain his conduct. Shortly after this there was
a fresh explosion of Landor’s “ life-force,” a quarrel

with his father which led to a temporary separation.

Fortunately, a reconciliation was patched up, but
the young firebrand found it better to retreat to

South Wales with £150 a year, “ one servant and a

chest of books.”

His first volume of poems had been published in

1795 and in 1798 came Gebir, the fruits of studying

Milton and Pindar. Qebir is an Oriental tale, told

with an artistic reserve that signalised his lack of

sympathy with the prodigal exuberance of his great

contemporaries.

In 1802 and 1804 came Ghrysaor and Qunlaug and
Helga, The first is a classic legend congenial to the

poet’s methods. Ghrysaor is “ wielder of the golden

sword,” defies the Titan, and pays for his temerity

by the summary vengeance of Neptune. The second

poem, Norse in inspiration, is less happily suited to

Landor’s style and spirit. In 1806, on his father’s

death, the poet settled in Bath, but he did not treat

his material means wifch the same reserve as he did

his artistic. After an experiment in mihtary ad-

venture (1806), when with a few volunteers raised

at his own expense he went to Spain in order to

help to emancipate the Spaniards from the tyranny
of Buonaparte, he returned to England, bought an
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estate in South Wales, and soon managed, despite
his more laudable intentions, to alienate all his
neighbours and bring himself to the verge of financial
ruin. His marriage in the meantime (1811) with a
lady whom he had met at a ball and knew nothing
about, proved equally disastrous. But troubles
notwithstanding, his literary ardour never abated,
and his tragedy of Don Jvlian, published at this
period, found an enthusiastic adinirer in De Quincey.
A stay in France was followed by a wander journey

to Italy. He lived successively at Como, Pisa, and
Florence, and wrote under a southern sky his
Imaginary Conversations, the most notable of his
writmgs.

Critical and creative work in prose and verse came
rapidly from his pen during the ensuing years,
natur^y varied by some external excitement, this

time in the shape of an action for libel, at home.
Finally, he made his home at Florence, where his

rooms were constantly visited by the most eminent
men of the day, and here, the “ unsubduable old
Roman,” as Carlyle called him, died in September
1864.

His PEESONAIilTY MSTD WOEK
Handsome and impressive in appearance, pas-

sionate and self-willed, yet lovable, irrational

with a strain of admirable sense, Landor is one
of the most striking and original figures of his

age. The external history of his life exhibits him
at the least favourable pomt of view; for there
was something noble and great about the man deep
down, as his many friends were quick to recognise.

Dickens’ portrait of Boythom, in Bleak Mouse, is

no unkindly sketch, making allowances for the usual
Dickensian extravagances, but does not indicate the
intellectual vigour of Landor.
Yet despite the ardent admiration and homage of

a few, his work appeals but shghtly to the many.
Splendid in patches, his work as a whole is too
eclectic and circumscribed, and lacks the universal

appeal that gives durability to the work of men like

Shelley and Keats, Coleridge and Wordsworth.
As a literary artist he stands rather by himself,

though intellectually he had much in common with
the Hellenistic sympathies of Keats and Shelley,

There is no mistaking his Revolutionary ardour : he
is with Freedom wherever he finds it, whether in

Ancient Greece or Republican Rome, or in the dusty
arena of modern politics. With no little of Byron’s
contempt for the crowd, but with a surer instinct

for the true aristocrat, he admired heartily such
democrats as Mazzini. Yet in his presentation of

Greek ideals he is closer to the bare splendour

of Wordsworth’s style than to the rich colouring

of Keats ; and though like Byron in his scorn of

conventions, and resembhng SheUey in his belief in

liberty, his fastidious and measured workmanship
has neither the careless ease of the one, nor the

lyrical ^ontaneity of the other.

His earlier work is almost wholly poetical, and for

the most part in heroic blank verse, excelling in de-

tailed efiect and isolated passages, and lacking

organic unity and homogeneity of style. Then
came the Imaginary Conversations, planned on the

principle of the De Consolatione FhilosophU of
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Boethius, though unlike him in method. If he has

any master here it is Plato, against whom he ever

harboured one of his inexcusable critical perver-

sities. These Conversations are, in substance, vavy^

ing heroic and idyllic episodes, strong in primal

passion and tender grace, and recounted with a

noble beauty of style and a subtle appreciation of
** the sense of tears in mortal things.” Occasionally

the strength degenerates into weakness as in the

dialogue of Peter the Great and Alexis, but it is more
often immensely effective, with a throbbing, full-

blooded vitality, more Elizabethan than modern,

yet with nothing of the Elizabethan extravagance

and coarse profusion. Marcellus and Hannibal is

an example m point, with its poignant pathos, and
Tiberius and V^psania, with its dramatic intensity.

The idyllic dialogues present another side of Landor,

that of the gracious and kindly companion of women.
JEsop and Ahodope is exquisite in its tender pathos

;

Euthymedas and Thelymmia is delightful in its

light gaiety. Bosauet and the Duchess de Fontanges,

Mugeniua IV and Lippi, show a rich sense of ironic

humour, that remind one of Browning’s full-length

portraits.

The more argumentative Converaationa are less

interesting, not because of any intellectual weakness

in the writer—Landor’s level is uniformly high—but
because of a certain monotony of style and lack of

plasticity in treatment. He is at his best when
illustrating some phase of human nature, where
a more generous call is made on his power of fancy
and emotion.

Alike in his prose and verse, Landor is sculptural

in method, with all the merits of the sculptured

style, and with its concomitant weakness in litera-

ture. That is to say, he excels in epigrammatic
power, fine distinctions of phrase, delicately wrought
embellishments of fancy, and suffers from a certain

stiS restraint and monotony pf effect.

In the early work the defects are more obvious
than the merits, and Gebir, for aU its occasional

magnificence, has too chilly a beauty to capture the

reader’s imagination. There is the same chill though
rather more beauty about the rough-hewn drama
of Gourd Julian, Here the blank verse rises to a
height of gracious dignity and force that is only

equalled by Wordsworth’s finest work; yet the
cumulative effect is not happy. We are constantly

led to the verge of some great moment, some splendid

scene that shall take us by the throat, and it never
comes. The exquisite marble needs to be kissed

into life.

With his lyric poems and briefer excursions in

verse, this chariness of praise is no longer needed

;

nowhere is he more original or distinctive ; no-
where is he less affected by the literary influences

of his age, or of any other age. There is nothing
of B3iTon, Shelley, Keats,

^
or Scott in his lyrics ; he

belongs far more by spiritual affinity to the late

Elizabethans, and his kinship with Ben Jonson has
been noticed by many critics.

His love poems are suffused with stately chivalry
rather than with passion ; clear and sweet they
always are, thrilling never. But they exhibit deep
feeling none the less, and are strong in epigram-
matic newer.

** Stand close around yet Stygian set

With Dirce in one boat convey’d
Or Charon, seeing may forget

That he is old, and she a shade.”

He is equally happy in the mood of pensive

reminiscences. It is impossible to overpraise the

mellow beauty of those well-known lines

:

" I strove with none, for none was worth my strife

:

Nature and I loved and, next to Nature, Art:
I warmed both hands before the fire of life;

It sinks, and I am ready to depart ;
”

or the delicate charm of his poetic compliment to

E. ArundeUa

Nature ! thou may’st fume and fret

:

There’s but one white violet
Scatter’d o’er the vernal ground,
Eaint resemblances around.
Nature I I will tell thee yet
There’s but on© white violet.”

Sometimes in his “ invocations and reminiscences ”

he strikes a gay and playful note, but it is not the
playfulness of the Romantics, it is of the gay and
pohshed verse of such men as Prior that we are
reminded. He never forsakes classical traditions.

Shelley’s lyrics embody the very spirit of incarnate
youth ; and Landor expresses the spirit of middle age.

For this reason if for no other, their popularity and
appeal is necessarily limited. There is not and
cannot be the same glamour and magic round
maturity ; though to the few, and in certain moods
perhaps to all, the philosophic calm and gemal
breadth of Landor has a fascination all its own.
Yet the last word on Landor must always concern
his prose. He is a striking and scholarly poet, with
occasional flashes of greatness ; he is a noble master
of prose, with occasional tracts of cultured dullness.

He was sufficiently imbued with the romanticism
of his time to endow prose with the glow and colour

of a poetic imagination ; while his self-critical and
classical S3mipathies gave it body and dignity. If

he lacked Be Quincey’s touch of mystery, the tender

whimsicality of Lamb, the brilliant incisiveness of

Hazlitt,—his prose could rise to greater heights

of sonorous and chastened beauty, and enjoyed a
wider range of artistic effects, from the calm and
stately to the tender and playful.

To Ianthb

Away, my verse ; and never fear.

As men before such beauty do ;

On you she will not look severe.

She will not turn her eyes from you.
Some happier graces could I lend
That in her memory you should live.

Some little blemishes might blend,

For it would please her to forgive.

On the smooth brow and clustering hair
Myrtle and rose ! your wreath combine.

The duller olive I would wear,
Its constancy, its peace, be mine.

There is a flower I wish to wear,
But not until first worn by you

—

Heartsease—of all earth’s flowers most rare ^

Bring it ; and bring enough for two.

It often comes into my head
That we may dream when we are dead*

But I am far from sure we do.
0 that it were so ’ then my rest

Would be indeed among the blest

;

1 should for ever dream of you.
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All tender thoughts that e’er possess’d
The human brain or human breast.

Centre m mine for thee

—

Hlxoepting one—and that must thou
Contribute : come, confer it now

Grateful I fain would be.

Pleasure I why thus desert the heart
In its spring-tide ?

I could have seen her, I could part.
And but have sigh’d !

O’er every youthful charm to stray.
To gaze, to touch

—

Pleasure ! why take so much away.
Or give so much ?

Marcellos and Hannibal
Marcellos, the Commander of the Roman army, lies

before Hannibal, mortally wounded,

Hannibal, Could a Numidian horseman ride no
faster ? Marcellus ! oh ! Marcellus 1 He moves not—
he is dead. Did he not stir his fingers ? Stand wide,
soldiers—^wide, forty paces—^give him air—^bring water

—

halt ! Gather those broad leaves, and all the rest,

growing under the brushwood—^unbrace his armour.
Loose the helmet first—^his breast rises. I fancied his

eyes were fixed on me—^they have rolled back agam.
Who presumed to touch my shoulder ? This horse ?

It was surely the horse of Marcellus ' Let no man
mount him. Ha ! ha ! the Romans, too, sink into

luxury : here is gold about the charger.

Gaulish Chieftain, Execrable thief I The golden chain
of our king under a beast’s grinders ! The vengeance of

the gods hath overtaken the impure
Hannibal. We will talk about vengeance when we

have entered Rome, and about purity among the priests,

if they will hear us. Sound for the surgeon. That
arrow may be extracted from the side, deep as it is.—
The conqueror of Syracuse lies before me.—Send a
vessel off to Carthage. Say Hannibal is at the gates of
Rome.—Marcellus, who stood alone between us, fallen.

Brave man ! I would rejoice and cannot.—^How awfully
serene a countenance I Such as we hear are in the
islands of the blessed. And how glorious a form and
stature I Such too was theirs I They also once lay
thus upon the earth wet with their blood—^few other
enter there. And what plain armour !

Gaulish Chieftain, My party slew him—^indeed I think
I slew him myself. l" claim the chain : it belongs to
my king ; the glory of Gaul requires it. Never will

die endure to see another take it.

Hannibal. My friend, the glory of Marcellus did not
require him to wear it. When he suspended the arms
of your brave king in the temple, he thought such a
trii^et unworthy of himself and of Jupiter. The shield

he battered down, the breast-plate he pierced with his

sword—these he showed to the people and to the gods ;

hardly his wife and little children saw this, ere his horse
wore it.

Gaulish Chieftain, Hear me, 0 Hannibal

!

Hannibal, What ! when Marcellus lies before me ?

when his life may perhaps be recalled ? when I may lead
him in triumph to Carthage ? when Italy, Sicily, Greece,
Asia, wait to obey me ? Content thee ! I will give thee
mine own bridle, worth ten such.

Gaulish Chieftain, For myself ?

Hannibal, For thyself.

Gaulish Chieftain, And these rubies and emeralds, and
that scarlet

Hannibal, Yes, yes.

Gaulish Chieftain. 0 glorious Hannibal! unconquer-
able hero ! 0 my happy country I to have such an
ally and defender. I swear eternal gratitude—^yes,

gratitude, love, devotion, beyond eternity.

Hannibal. In all treaties we fix the time ; I could
hardly ask a longer. Go back to thy station.— would
see what the surgeon is about, and hear what he thinks.

The life of Marcellus ! the triumph of Hannibal ! what
else has the world in it ? Only Rome and Carthage i

these foUowr

Marcellus, I must die then? The gods be praised!
The commander of a Roman army is no captive.

Hannibal, (To the Surgeon.) Could not he bear a
sea-voyage ? Extract the arrow.

Surgeon, He expires that moment.
Marcellus, It pains me ; extract it.

Hannibal, Marcellus, I see no expression of pain on
your countenance, and never will I consent to hasten
the death of an enemy in my power. Since your re-
covery is hopeless, you say truly you are no captive.
(To the Surgeon.) Is there nothing, man, that can
assuage the mortal pain ? for, suppress the signs of
it as he may, he must feel it. Is there nothing to
alleviate and allay it ?

Marcellus, Hannibal, give me thy hand—^thou hast
found it and brought it me, compassion. (To the
Surgeon.} Go, fnend, others want thy aid ; several
fell around me.

Hannibal, Recommend to your country, O Marcellus,
while t^e permits it, reconciliation and peace with me,
informing the Senate of my superiority in force, and the
impossibility of resistance. The tablet is ready : let

me take oS this ring—try to wiite, to sign it at least.

Oh, what satisfaction I feel at seeing you able to rest

upon the elbow, and even to smile !

Marcellus, Within an hour or less, with how severe
a brow would Minos say to me, “ Marcellus, is this thy
writing ? ” Rome loses one man ; she hath lost many
such, and she still hath many left.

Hannibal, Afraid as you are of falsehood, say you
this ? I confess in shame the ferocity of my country-
men. Unfortunately, too, the nearer posts are occupied
by Gauls, infinitely more cruel. The Numidians are
so in revenge : the Gauls both in revenge and in sport.

My presence is required at a distance, and I apprehend
the barbarity of one or other, learning, as they must do,
your refusal to execute my wishes for the common good,
and feeling that by this refusal you deprive them of

their country, after so long an absence.

MarceRus, Hannibal, thou art not dying,
Hannibal, What then ? What mean you ?

Marcellus, That thou mayest, and very justly, have
many things yet to apprehend s I can have none. The
barbarity of thy soldiers is nothing to me ; mine would
not dare be cruel. Hannibal is forced to be absent ; and
his authority goes away with his horse. On this turf

lies defaced the semblance of a general, but Marcellus
is yet the regulator of his army. Dost thou abdicate

a power conferred on thee by thy nation ? Or wouldst
thou acknowledge it to have become, by thy own sole

fault, less plenary than thy adversary’s ? I have spoken
too much : let me rest ; this mantle oppresses me.
Hann^al. I placed my mantle on your head when the

helmet was first removed, and while you were lying in the
sun. Let me fold it under, and then replace the ring.

Marcellus. Take it, Hannibal. It was given me by a
poor woman who flew to me at Syracuse, and who
covered it with her hair, torn off in desperation that she
had no other gift to offer. Little thought I that her
gift and her words should be mine. How suddenly
may the most powerful be in the situation of the most
helpless ! Let that ring and the mantle under my head
be the exchange of guests at parting. The time may
come, Hannibal, when thou (and the gods alone know
whether as conqueror or conquered) mayest sit under the
roof of my children, and in either case it shall serve

thee. In thy adverse fortune, they will remember on
whose pillow their father breathed his last ; in thy
prosperous (Heaven grant it may shine upon thee in

some other country !) it will rejoice thee to protect them.
We feel ourselves the most exempt from affliction when
we relieve it, although we are then the most conscious

that it may befall us. There is one thing here that is

not at the disposal of either.

Hannibal, What ?

MarceUus, This body.
Hannibal, Whither would you be lifted ? Men are

ready.
Marcellus, I meant not so. My strength is failing.

J seem to hear rather what is within than what is with-
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out. My sight and my other senses are in confusion.
I would have said—^This body, when a few bubbles of
air shall have left it, is no more worthy of thy notice
than of mine ; but thy glory will not let thee refuse it

to the piety of my family.

Hannibal, You would ask something else. I perceive
an inquietude not visible till now.

Marcellus, Duty and Death make us think of home
sometimes.

Hannibal, Thitherward the thoughts of the conqueror
and of the conquered fly together.

Marcellus, Hast thou any prisoners from my escort ?

Hannibal, A few dying lie about-^nd let them He—
they are Tuscans. The remainder I saw at a distance,

flying, and but one brave man among them—he appeared
a Roman—a youth who turned back, though wounded.
They surrounded and dragged him away, spurring his

horse with their swords. These Etrurians measure their

courage carefully, and tack it well together before they
put it on, but throw it off again with lordly ease. Mar-
cellus, why think about them ? or does aught else dis-

quiet your thoughts ?

Marcellus, I have suppressed it long enough. My
eon—^my beloved son 1

Hannibal, Where is he ? Can it be ? Was he with you ?

Marcellus, He would have shared my fate—^and has
not. Gods of my country 1 beneficent ; throughout
life to me, in death surpassingly beneficent: I render
you, for the last time, thanks.^

Fame, aotj True and Faxse Greatness

Dante

Greatness is to goodness what gravel is to porphyry ?

the one is a moveable accumulation, swept along the
surface of the earth ; the other stands fixed, and solid,

and alone, above the violence of war and of the tempest j

above all that is residuous of a wasted world. Little

men build up great ones ; but the snow colossus soon
melts; the good stand under the eye of God; and
therefore stand.

Diogenes and Plato

Diogenes, The great man is he who hath nothing to
fear and to hope from another. It is he who,
while ho doo o’H.rrio- the iniquity of the laws, and is

able to correct them, obeys them peaceably. It is he who
looks on the ambitious both as weak and fraudulent.

^
It

is he who hath no disposition or occasion for any kind
of deceit, no reason for being or for appearing different

from what he is. It is he who can call together the most
select company when it pleases him.

Flato, There are great men of various kinds.
Diogenes, No, hy my beard, are there not.
Flato, WTiat! are there not great captains, great

geometricians, great dialecticians ?

Diogenes, Who denied it ? A great man was the pos-
tulate. Try thy hand now at the powerful one.

FToLto, On seeing the exercise of power, a child cannot
doubt who is powerful, more or less ; for power is reki-
tive. All men are weak, not only if compared to the
Demiurgos, but if compared to the sea or the earth, or
certain things upon each of them, such as elephants and
whales. So placid and tranquil is the scene around us,
we can hardly bring to mind the images of strength and
force, the precipices, the abysses

—

Diogenes, Prythee hold thy loose tongue, twinkling
and ghttering like a serpent’s in the midst of luxuriance
and rankness. Did never this reflection of thine warn
thee that, in human life, the precipices and abysses
would be much farther from our admiration, if we were
less inconsiderate, selfish, and vile ? I will not however
stop thee long, for thou wert going on quite consistently.
As thy great men are fighters and -wranglers, so thy
mighty things upon the earth and sea are troublesome
and intractable incumbrances. Thou perceivest not

^ Imaginary Comersations.

what was greater in the former case, neither art thou
aware what is greater in this. Didst thou feel the gentle
air that passed us ?

Plato, I did not just then.
Diogenes, That air, so gentle, so imperceptible to thee,

is more powerful not only than all the creatures that
breathe and live by it ; not only than all the oaks of the
forest, which it rears in an age and shatters in a mo-
ment ; not only than all the monsters of the sea, but
than the sea itself, which it tosses up into foam and
breaks against every rook in its vast circumference

;

for it carries in its bosom, with perfect calm and com-
osure, the incontrollable ocean and the peopled earth,

ke an atom of a feather.

To the world’s turmoils and pageantries is attracted,

not only the admiration of the populace, but the zeal

of the orator, the enthusiasm of the poet, the investi-

gation of the historian, and the contemplation of the
philosopher: yet how silent and invisible are they ia
the depths of air! Do I say in those depths and
deserts ? No ; I say at the distance of a swallow’s
flight ; at the distance she rises above us, ere a sentence
brief as this could be uttered.

What are its mines and mountains ? Fragments
welded up and dislocated by the expansion of water
from below ; the most part reduced to mud, the rest to
splinters. Afterwards sprang up fire in many places,

and again tore and mangled the mutilated carcase, and
still growls over it. What are its cities and ramparts,
and moles and monuments ? Segments of a fragment,
which one man puts together and another throws down.
Here we stumble upon thy great ones at their work.
Show me now, if thou canst, in history, three great
warriors, or three great statesmen, who have acted
otherwise than spiteful children.

Anaoiagoras, It will appear wonderful and perhaps
incredible to future generations, that what are now con-
sidered the two highest gifts of man, oratory and poetry,
should be employed, the one chiefly in exciting, the other
in emblazoning, deeds of slaughter and devastation. If
we could see, in the nature of things, a child capable
of forming a Hve tiger, and found him exercising his

power of doing it, I think we should say to him, “ You
might employ your time better, child I

”

Charles Jeremiah Wells (1800-1879) was an
early companion of Keats, and like Keats, went to
mediaeval Italian romance for his more youthful
inspiration. But his most important work, the

drama Joseph and his Brethren^ suggests the influence

ofMarlowe and Peele, rather than any Italian source.

This lengthy drama was published in 1824, under
another name, and attracted little attention. Years
after it was discovered by Rossetti, who was much
impressed by its magnificence of diction, and beside

this distinguished admirer it enjoyed further the

enthusiastic commendation of Swinburne, The
poem was re-written, and has recently been pub-
Kshed in the ‘‘ World’s Classics ” with Swinburne’s
eulogy and an interesting note on Rossetti and
Charles Wells by Mr. Theodore Watts-Dunton.
The following fine passage is certainly not un*

worthy of the creator of Tmkburlaine :

” Within the oar
Sat Pharaoh, whose bare head was girt around
By a crown of iron ; and his sable hair.

Like strakey as a mane, fell where it would.
And somewhat hid his glossy sun-brent neck
And carcanet of precious sardonyx.
His jewell’d armlets, weighty as a sword.
Clasp’d his brown naked arms—a crimson robe
Deep edg’d with silver, and with golden thread.
Upon a bear-skin kirtle deeply blush’d.
Whose broad resplendent braid and shield-like clasps
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Were boss’d with diamonds large, by rubies fir’d.

Like beauty’s eye in rage, or roses white
Lit by the glowmg red. Beside him lay
A bunch of poppied corn ; and at his feet

A tamdd lion as his footstool crouch’d.
Cas’d o’er in burnish’d plates I, hors’d, did bear
A snow-white eagle on a silver shaft,

From whence great Pharaoh’s royal banner stream’d.
An emblem of his might and dignity. . o

The love scenes centring round Potiphar’s wife,

are less in the Marlowe vein than in that of some of

the post-Shakespearean dramatists. There is some-

thing of Webster’s full-blooded intensity in the love

passages ; though little of his vivid dramatic power.

Indeed, the Elizabethan and Jacobean analogy must
not be pressed too tar, and relates to the poetical

substance rather than to the dramatic imagination.

For, as Mr. Watts-Dunton points out, Joseph and
his Brethren does not pretend to be a play. It is

the precursor of those dramatic poems such as Festus^

<&c., which were once the fashion.”

The Elizabethan drama came into its own again

in the age of Wordsworth. Lamb, Hazlitt, Cole-

ridge, De Quincey, had rediscovered not merely the

greatness of Shakespeare but, as we have seen, the

greatness of many a fugitive dramatist, and in the

years that followed, this enthusiasm exhibited itself

in many dramatic experiments. As dramas, none
of these experiments are of much value ; but they
exemplify the Romantic tendencies of the time and
the legacy of the Romantics to the age succeeding.

Along with Wells may be mentioned Thomas
Wade (1805-1876), also a narrative and dramatic
poet of power. Wade’s imagination is less rich and
concrete than Wells’, and whereas Wells and Keats
may be associated together, Wade has more spiritual

affinity with Shelley. His drama. Woman's Love, or

the Trivmph of Patience, met with success at Covent
Garden. His lyrics and sonnets are more agreeably

typical of his gifts. A collection of these, Mundi et

Cordis Carmina, was published in 1836.

The Half-asIiBEP

O for the mighty wakening that aroused
The old-time prophets to their missions high j

And to blind Homer’s inward sunlike eye
Show’d the heart’s universe where he caroused
Radiantly ; the Fishers poor unhoused.
And sent them forth to preach divinity 5

And made our Milton his great dark defy,

To the light of one immortal theme espoused I

But half-asleep are those now most awake

;

And save calm-thoughted Wordsworth, we have none
Who for eternity put time at stake.

And hold a constant course as doth the sun

:

We yield but drops that no deep thirstings slake |

And feebly cease ere we have well begun.

Two other poets of distinction are Bryan Waiter
Procter (1787-1874), known as “ Barry Cornwall,”

and George Barley (1795-1846). Procter enjoyed

the greater popularity, and much of his verse ap-

peared before the great Romantic singers had de-

parted. Mediaeval and Elizabethan inspiration is

once more to be noted ; it may be traced in the

Dramatic Scenes (1819), that won the praise of Lamb.
In later volumes, the influence of his great contem-
poraries is too overpowering for the modest creative

impulse of the Tvriter. The most interesting is the

volume of EngUsh Songs (1832), where he makes a
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not unsuccessful attempt to give the public popular
lyncs on familiar themes, agreeable and musical in

quality. These show little originality or sense of

style, but are frankly unpretentious, and in the
opimon of the not over-fastidious, supplied a genuine
want.

“ Barry Cornwall ” was also a playwright, whose
tragedy Miranda made a mark at Covent Garden.
But Miranda has no vitality as a drama, and Corn-
wall is best remembered as a writer of pleasant verse,

and as a staunch friend of the unhappy Beddoes.
Less facile and more individual is George Barley.

Like many a greater writer, his dramas are more re-

markable for their incidental songs than for their

dramatic texture. Sylvia, or the May Queen (1827),

is a medley of fairy fantasy ; and he has steeped
himself to good purpose in his Shakespeare here, for

both the fantasy proper and incidental songs abound
in charming fancies and sweet melodies.

But though his indebtedness to the Elizabethans
is obvious, he is by no means so imitative as Procter.

He is a talented disciple, derivative rather than
imitative. His lyric, It is not beauty I demand,
is a case in point. One cannot imagine it being
written without the Elizabethan model ; but con-

ceding the framework and turn of speech, the shaping
imagmation is distinctive and happy. It is an in-

spiration from, not an echo of the past.

In fact there is real brainwork in Barley’s writings,

and even whon the poetic fancy runs thm as it does

in some of his songs, he never quite loses this distinc-

tive and origmal touch.

As a prose writer he is bright and informing, very
often more readable than in his verse. But there is

less distinction here. In style he is a blend (con-

siderably diluted) of Lamb and Hazlitt. He has a
share of Elia’s whimsicality, a larger share of Haz-
litt’s incisive humour. But his vigorous intellect is

always to the fore, and he has that saving quality-—

a real delight in literature and a contagious zest and
relish in dealing with his enthusiasms. With the
exception of Hazlitt, no contemporary wrote more
luminously about Fletcher than he.

To Helene

I sent a ring—a little band
Of emerald and ruby stone,

And bade it, sparkling on thy hand.
Tell thee sweet tales of one
Whose constant memory
Was full of loveliness, and thee.

A shell was graven on its gold,

—

*Twas Cupid fix’d without his wings—
To Helene once it would have told
More than was ever told by rings ;

But now all’s past and gone.
Her love is buried with that stone.

Thou Shalt not see the tears that start

From eyes by thoughts like these beguiled
1

Thou shalt not know the beating heart.
Ever a victim and a child

:

Yet Helene, love, believe
The heart that never could deceive

I’ll hear thy voice of melody
In the sweet whispers of the air

;

I’ll see the brightness of thine eye
In the blue evening’s dewy star

;

In crystal streams thy purity ;

And look on Heaven to look on the0.>

12
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A Song

Sweet in her green dell the flower of beauty slumbers,

Lull’d by the faint breezes sigliing through her hair ;

Sleeps she and hears not the melancholy numbers
Breathed to my sad lute ’mid the lonely air.

Down from the high cliffs the rivulet is teeming
To wind round the willow banks that lure him from

above

;

O that in tears, from my rooky prison streaming,

I too could glide to the bower of my love

!

Ab 1 where the woodbines with sleepy arms have wound
her.

Opes she her eyelids at the dream of my lay.

Listening, like the dove, while the fountains echo round
her.

To her lost mate’s call in the forest far away.

Come then, my bird 1 For the peace thou ever bearest.

Still Heaven’s messenger of comfort to me-^
' Come—this fond bosom, O faithfullest and fairest,

Bleeds with its death-wound, its wound of love for

thee

!

The Fallen Stab

A star is gone ! a star is gone I

There is a blank in Heaven ;

One of the cherub choir has done
His airy course this even.

He sat upon the orb of fire

That hung for ages there,

And lent his music to the choir
That haunts the nightly air.

But when his thousand years are pass’d,

With a cherubic sigh

He vanish’d with his car at last.

For even cherubs die 1

Hear how his angel brothers mourn

—

The minstrels of the spheres

—

Each chiming sadly in his turn
And dropping splendid tears.

The planetary sisters all

Join in the fatal song,
And weep this hapless brother’s fall.

Who sang with them so long.

But deepest of the choral band
The Lunar Spirit sings.

And with a bass-according hand
Sweeps all her sullen strings.

From the deep chambers of the dome
Where sleepless Uriel lies,

His rude harmonic thunders come
Mingled with mighty sighs.

The thousand car-borne cherubim.
The wandering eleven,

All join to chant the dirge of him
Who fell just now from Heaven.

Among all these derivative forces of Bomanticism,
there is no figure, excepting Landor’s, so consider-

able as that of Thomas Lovell Beddoes (1803-

1849), Profoundly afiected by bis great contempo-

raries Keats and Shelley, he yet retains an individu-

ality of his own. At Oxford he had saturated

himself with the Elizabethans ; later in Germany
he felt the magic of Goethe at a tune when the great

man was yet unknown to the majority of English-

men. But he was too exclusively romantic m
temperament and outlook to be a whole-hearted

admirer of Goethe, and his admiration fell short of

that of Carlyle. Death’s Jest Book (1826) is the
title of his most charaoteristio work, and abounds in

aU the extravagance of Gothic fancy. Beddoes is

richer indeed in fancy than in imagination, and shows
a quick sense of the picturesque and bizarre. But
there is more than fancy and grotesquerie in his

work ; there is real if fitful emotional power ; and
in his rapid transition of mood one is reminded often

of Heine.
He died by his own hand, of poison, in 1849.

Death always fascinated him ;
finally, from a literary

inspiration it became an obsession.

He is an admirable song writer, and his best lyrics

have a magic all their own. As a literary critic he
is often excellent, if not wholly reliable; and his

opinions are never echoed but are alwayswell thought
out, while as a letter writer he ranks high.

Wolfram’s Dirge

If thou wilt ease thine heart
Of love and all its smart.
Then sleep, dear, sleep ;

And not a sorrow
Hang any tear on your eyelashes 5

Lie still and deep,
Sad soul, until the sea-wave washes

The rim o* the sun to-morrow.
In eastern sky.

But wilt thou cure thine heart
Of love and all its smart.
Then die, dear, die ;

’Tis deeper, sweeter,
Than on a rose-bank to lie dreaming

With folded eye

;

And there alone, amid the beaming
Of Love’s stars, thou’lt meet her

In eastern sky.

A Song

How many times do I love thee, dear ?

Tell me how many thoughts there be
In the atmosphere
Of a new-fall’n year,

Whose white and sable hours appear
The latest flake of Eternity

;

So many times do I love thee, dear.

How many times do I love again ?

Tell me how many beads there are
In a silver chain
Of evening rain,

Unravell’d from the tumbling rain,

And threading the eye of a yellow star
So many times do I love again.
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II. PROSE : (a) Romanticism in English Fiction. Horace Walpole—Clara Reeve—Thomas Leland

—

Anne Raacliffe—William Beckford—Matthew Lewis—Mary Shelley—William Godwin—Mrs. Opie

—

Mrs. Inchbald—Sophia Lee—James White—Jane Porter—Joseph Strutt.

(a) ROMANTICISM IN ENGLISH FICTION

Just as Bishop Percy’s Rdtques and Macpherson’s
Ossia/n heralded in the romantic revival in poetry, so
did Horace Walpole’s GaatU of Otranto (1764) pro^

claim its entrance into fiction. The story is placed
in medisaval Italy (about the twelfth century), but
an historical background was no integral part of
Walpole’s plan of fiction. He merely wished to
remove his characters from a present-day environ-
ment ; and a mediaeval castle, with its sombre tower
and secret passages, seemed the best way of efiecting

this. The actual tale need not detain us, for its

puerility is extreme, and its interest to-day is merely
an historical one, as the pioneer of the so-called
Gothic romance.

Distressed ladies, and spectral appearances, set

in a background of mediaeval upholstery, no longer
appeal to our taste, but the sudden change from the
boisterous realism of much contemporary fiction

was significant. That the change was welcome to
many, whose imaginations had been starved on
“ common-sense ” fare, is quite clear from Gray’s
letter to Walpole i

“ It makes some of us cry a little,

and all in general, afraid to go to bed o’ nights” To-
day it would serve more likely as a safe“Eypnotic.

None the less, it produced a considerable stir, and
seemed to have inspired many talented imitators.

Walpole was a virtuoso and collector of no slight

knowledge, but he knew more about mediaeval art

than literature, and even the mediaevalism of The
Castle of Otranto is a very indifferent matter.

The Castle op Otranto

The lower part of the castle was hollowed into several
intricate cloisters ; and it was not easy for one under so
much anxiety to find the door that opened into the
cavern. An awful silence reigned throughout those
subterraneous regions, except now and then some blasts
of wind that shook the doors she had passed, and which,
grating on the rusty hinges, were re-echoed through the
king labyrinth of darkness. Every murmur struck her
with new terror

;
yet more she dreaded to hear the

wrathful voice of Manfred urging his domestics to pursue
her.

She trod as softly as impatience would give her leave,

yet frequently stopped and listened to hear if she was
followed. In one of those moments she thought she
heard a sigh. She shuddered and recoiled a few paces.

In a moment she thought she heard the step of some
person. Her blood curdlocl ; she concluded it was
Manfred. Every suggestion that horror could inspire

rushed into her mind. She condemned her rash flight,

which had thus exposed her to his rage in a place where
her cries were not likely to draw anybody to her assist-

ance. Yet the sound seemed not to come from behind.
If Manfred knew where she was he must have followed
her. She was still in one of the cloisters, and the steps

she had heard were too distinct to proceed from the
way she had come. Cheered with this reflection, and
hoping to find a friend in whoever was not the Prince,

she was going to advance, when a door that stood ajar,

at some distance to the left, was opened gently: but
ere her lamp, which she held up, could discover who
opened it, the person retreated precipitately on seeing

the light.

Isabella, whom every incident was sufficient to dismay,
hesitated whether she should proceed. Her dread of
Manfred soon outweighed every other terror. The very
circumstance of the person avoiding her gave her a sort
of courage. It could only be, she thought, some domestic
belonging to the castle. Her gentleness had never raised
her an enemy, and conscious innocence made her hope
that, unless sent by the Prince’s order to seek her, his

servants would rather assist than prevent her flight.

Fortifying herself with these reflections, and believing

by wiiat she could observe that she was near the mouth
of the subterraneous cavern, she approached the door
that had been opened ; but a sudden gust of wind that
met her at the door extinguished her lamp, and left her
in total darkness.
Words cannot paint the horror of the Princess’s situa-

tion. Alone in so dismal a place, her mind imprinted
with all the terrible events of the day, hopeless of escap-
ing, expecting every moment the arrival of Manfred, and
far from tranquil on knowing she was within reach of
somebody, she knew not whom, who for some cause
seemed concealed thereabouts ; all these thoughts
crowded on her distracted mind, and she was ready to
sink under her apprehensions. She addressed herself

to every saint in heaven, and inwardly implored their

assistance. For a considerable time she remained in
an agony of despair.

At last, as softly as was possible, she felt for the door,
and having found it, entered trembhng into the vault
from whence she had heard the sigh and steps. It gave
her a kind of momentary joy to perceive an imperfect
ray of clouded moonshine gleam from the roof of the
vault, which seemed to be fallen in, and from whence
hung a fragment of earth or building, she could not
distinguish which, that appeared to have been crushed
inwards. She advanced eagerly towards this chasm,
when she discerned a human form standmg close against
the wall.

In 1777, Clara Reeve (1729-1807) published her
Champion of Virtues, afterwards called The Old
English Baron, obviously inspired by Walpole’s
story.

Miss Reeve thought to improve upon the original

and economised with her supernatural effects ; but
she only succeeded in exceeding Walpole’s tale in its

tedium, repeating most of his absurdities and show-
ing even less acquaintance with mediaeval life.

A more interesting romance than either Walpole’s
or dara Reeve’s had been published in 1762. This
was Longsword, Earl of Sedisbury, and is really the
first historical romance in our fiction. It was written

by an Irish cleric, Thomas Leland, and despite the

inability to reproduce the language and customs of

the time, there is a genuine attempt at historical

detail, the period being the reign of Henry HI,
A more remarkable force in romantic fiction ap-

peared in the pen of Anne Radcliffe (1764-1823),
the lonely wife of a busy journalist. To wile away
the time, she wrote five romances, that displayed
a lively if undisciplined imagination, and a skilful

faculty of depicting wild scenery. Her stories were
published between 1789 and 1797. The elements of

medisevaJism are all here : monks, inquisition, dis-

guises, intrigues, escapes, gloomy castles, fierce

banditti—^with scenery and language to match.
Despite wild improbabilities and conventional
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fieviews and inaga25mes, including Bentley’s (which
he helped to start) and Fraser’s. B3n*on admired
his work, especially Melincowrt, and his literary

eclogue exhibits traces of Peacock’s influence.

Bobert Buchanan admitted frankly to his influ-

ence, while a modem writer like Dr. Garnett shows
unmistakably the Peacock touch in his Twilight of
the Gods, Thackeray and Frederick Locker ad-

mired his verse and have recorded their admiration

;

while, putting aside his son-in-law’s appreciation

and probable indebtedness, the majority of the best

critics to-day are unanimous in their praise of

Peacock’s power.
In fact, we shall find that the farther we move

from Peacock’s time, the more considerably has
Peacock’s reputation advanced. With a few excep-
tions he was practically disregarded when at the
height of his powers, and never received the critical

meed of praise that was his due. The reason for

this may be found in the character of the satirist’s

work. Writing in the full flush of the Bomantic
revival, Peacock is far too eclectic in his tastes to

catch the ear of the lover of Bomanticism.
Kor did he fit in any better with the literary ten-

dencies of the succeeding age; neither with the
democratic ideals of the early Victorian Era, nor the
scientific tendencies of the Mid-Victorian, had he
anything especially in common. He declines to be
placed. No label fits him. The friend of Shelley, he
mocks at romanticism. A lover of the Classics, he
is far too idiosyncratic a writer to observe the clas-

sical conventions ; a writer of fiction, he flouts aU
those points over which the novelist usually expends
his art ; there is the roughest characterisation, next
to no plot, scarcely any action and no passion. As
a witty controversialist he is no more likely to attract

those who care for didactic writing ; for he plays

with rather than advocates opinions, and makes
merry at everyone’s expense. Life for Peacock
was a pleasant holiday where everything was fit food

for laughter. Yet to the few who are attracted by
the cynic’s attitude, once again Peacock proves dis-

concerting. He is for ever railing at men and
women, but there is no bitterness in his mockery.
Yet there is not, as there was with men like Hood,
warm democratic feeling at the back of his jesting.

He is kindly enough, but an intellectual aristocrat

to the core. “I am more afraid of deference to

public clamour,” he said, “ than I am of anything
under heaven.”
Here then one may think to fix Peacock—among

the Tory thinkers of his day ; and his abuse of the

present, his praise of the past, would tend to suggest

that view. Yet once again he eludes. With a
strong Conservative bias in his nature there existed

a contradictory strain of Liberalism. Most of his

friends were Badicals, and his own seal bore the

Horatian tag, “I neither follow in the rear, nor
pursue those who go before me.” He loved the past,

not with the Tory love of tradition, but for certain

harmonious elements which he found lacking in the
present.

In short, this paradoxical personality, with its

many contradictions, must be taken as an indepen-
dent force in letters and not bound over to any
school* The one thing about him that is clear.

straightforward and indisputable, is that he was an
artist in irony, who loved to depict human frailties

from sheer high spirits. And so he made of farcical

extravagance a fine art. He is serious about nothing
save his work as an artist. As Fnar Tuck said,
“ The worst thing is good enough to be laughed at,

though it be good for nothing else ; and the best
thing, though it be good for something else, is good
for nothing better.”

It is this point that divides Peacock from the con-
temporary satirists of his day. Dickens, Thackeray,
Disraeli, were moralists as well as satirists ; humour
with them subserved a serious purpose. Peacock
is as guiltless of preaching as was Jane Austen. He
did not laugh at the world to improve its morals, but
merely to improve his own digestion. It pleased

him to do so, and he would laugh at his best friends

or himself with the same zest as he laughed at those

whom he disliked.

His style is admirable ; lucid, harmonious, ap-
posite. In his care for achieving his efiects, in his

fastidious sensibility for the precise phrase and
proper emphasis, he reminds one rather of the
great eighteenth-century humorists than of his

contemporaries. We think of Congreve rather than
Hood ; of Sterne rather than Thackeray. Bomantic,
satirical, tender, sardonic, reactionary, liberal; a
cynic to outward appearance, a sensitive and affec-

tionate man beneath the cold exterior. Let us not
be misled by his ironic detachment, and devotion to

the comic spirit ; it was an artist’s pose to conceal
from the world a proud and over delicately respon-
sive nature. He jested wildly often as Lamb did,

to conceal some inner ache. And he pays the
penalty as a writer for thus concealing his finer

qualities as a man. But aU who care for ironic

humour, flecked with flashes of poetic feeling, will

hold Peacock in affectionate remembrance.

A Discussion ax Headlono TTatt.

The Beverend Doctor Gaster seated himself in the
comer of a sofa near Miss Philomela Poppyseed. Miss
Philomela detailed to him the plan of a very moral and
aristocratical novel she was preparing for the press, and
continued holding forth, with her eyes half shut, till

a long-drawn nasal tone from the reverend divine com-
pelled her suddenly to open them in all the indignation
of surprise. The cessation of the hum of her voice
awakened the reverend gentleman, who, lifting up first

one eyelid, then the other, articulated, or rather mur-
mured, “ Admirably planned, indeed !

”

“ I have not quite finished, sir,” said Miss Philomela,
bridling. Will you have the goodness to inform me
where I left off ?

”

The doctor hummed awhile, and at length answered,
“ I think you had just laid it down at a position, that
a thousand a year is an indispensable ingredient in the
passion of love, and that no man who is not so far gifted

by nature, can reasonably presume to feel that passion
homself, or be correctly the object of it with a well-

educated female.”
“That, sir,” said Miss Philomela, highly incensed,

“ is the fundamental principle which I lay down in the
first chapter, and which the whole four volumes, of which
I detailed to you the outline, are intended to set in a
strong practical light.”

“ Bless me t
” said the doctor, “ what a nap I must

have had !
”

Miss Philomela flung away to the side of her dear
friends Gall and Treacle, under whose fostering patronage
she had been puffed into an extensive reputation, much
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characterisation, there is power and charm in the
writing. Mrs. Radoliffe makes greater nse of the
prevalent sentimentalism than her contemporaries,

weaving it skilfully into her sensational melodrama.
Her heromes are generally affected by their scenic

surroundings ; shudder at the whistli^ winds, dis-

solve into tears when the moon shines upon them

;

though they would have been more acceptable

yoimg women had they been blest with a sense of

humour.
It is interesting to note the influence upon Mrs.

Radelifle of the Thomsonian school of verse, with
its increased sensibihty to Nature, and the way she

combines this with the influence of Richardson.

The heroines are true sisters of Clarissa, both in

emotional expression and in moral impeccability.

Her best stories were The Mysteries of Vdolpho

(1794) and The Italian (1797), these being the two
latest. The former is a taleof the sixteenth century,

and the latter of the eighteenth century. There are

some spirited and vivid passages describing the

ritual of the Roman Church in The Italian, and the

scenic effects in Vdolpho, though highly coloured,

show real appreciation of the sublime in nature.

Certainly they influenced Scott, just as Mrs. Rad-
cliffe’s picturesque, dark-browed villains reappeared

later in Byron’s Lara and Manfred, That sense of

mystery which was so noted a characteristic of

romance, is certainly better exemplified in these

fictions than those with which we have dealt. She
could create an atmosphere of suspense and dread.

As an illustration of her style

;

Mystebies OS’ XJnoupHO

The sun at length set behind the western mountains j

his fiery beams faded from the clouds, and then a dun,
melancholy purple drew over them, and gradually in-

volved the features of the country below. Soon after,

the sentinels passed on the rampart to commence the
watch.

Twilight had now spread its gloom over every object

;

the dismal obscurity of her chamber recalled fearful

thoughts, but she remembered that to procure light she
must pass through a great extent of the castle, and, above
aU, tmough the halls, where she had already experienced
so much horror. Darkness, indeed, in the present state
of her spirits, made silence and solitude terrible to her j

it would also prevent the possibility of her finding her
way to the turret, and condemn her to remain in suspense
concerning the fate of her aunt : yet she dared not to
venture forth for a lamp. • • .

Daylight dispelled from Emily’s mind the glooms of
superstition, but not those of apprehension. The Count
Morano was the first image that occurred to her waking
thoughts, and then came a train of anticipated evils^

which she could neither conquer nor avoid. She rose,

and to relieve her mind from the busy ideas that tor-

mented it, compelled herself to notice external objects.

From her casement she looked out upon the wild grandeur
of the scene, closed nearly on all sides by Alpine steeps,

whose tops, peeping over each other, faded from the eye
in misty hues, whfle the promontories below were dark
with woods, that swept down to their base, and stretched
along the narrow valley Tbo rich po^^p of these woods
was particularly delighiful lo Emiiv ; and she viewed
with astonishment the foTLifirnixons of ilio castle spread-
ing along a vast extent of rock, and now partly in decay,
the grandeur of the ramparts below, and the towers and
battlements and various features of the fabric above.
From these her sight wandered over the cliffs and woods
into the valley, along which foamed a broad and rapid
Btieam, seen falling among the crags of an opposite

mountain, now flashing in the sunbeams, and now
shadowed by overarching pines, till it was entirely con-
cealed by their thick foliage. Again it burst from be-
neath this darkness in one broad sheet of foam, and fell

thundering into the vale. Nearer, towards the west,
opened the mountain vista, which Emily had viewed
with such sublime emotion on her approach to the
castle ; a thin, dusky vapour, that rose from the valley,

overspread its features with a sweet obscurity. As
this ascended and caught the sunbeams it kindled into
a crimson tmt, and touched with exquisite beauty the
woods and cliffs, over which it passed to the summit of
the mountains ; then, as the veil drew up, it was de-
Kghtful to watch the gleaming objects that progres-
sively disclosed themselves in the valley—^the green
turf—dark woods—^little rocky recesses—a few peasants’
huts—the foaming stream—a herd of cattle, and various
images of pastoral beauty. Then, the pine forests

brightened, and then the broad breast of the moun-
tains, till, at length, the mist settled round their summit,
touching them with a ruddy glow. The features of the
vista now appeared distinctly, and the broad, deep
shadows, that fell from the lower cliffs, gave strong effect

to the streaming splendour above ; while the moun-
tains, gradually sinlang in the perspective, appeared to
shelve into the Adriatic Sea, for such Emily imagined to
be the gleam of bluish light that terminated the view.

Another romancer is William Bbckford (1760-

1844) a wealthy dilettante whose imagination sought

in the fables of the East the inspiration others had
found nearer home. In 1782, he wrote in French an
“ Arabian tale,” Vathek, which was translated and
published without his consent in England, before

its publication abroad. Satire mingles with sen-

sation in Beckford’s fiction; but the horrors of

Beckford are drawn with greater power than those

of Walpole or Mrs. Radoliffe. Beckford was cer-

tainly a man of considerable force of intellect and
brilliant though hectic imagination.

He was influenced to an extent by the satirical

romances of Voltaire, and stands somewhat apart

from other fantastic writers of the time.

The Palaces or the Caliph Vathek
He (the Caliph Vathek) surpassed in magnificence all

his predecessors. The palace of Alkoremmi, which his

father, Motassem, had erected on the hill of Pied Horses,
and which commanded the whole city of Saraarah, was
in his idea far too scanty ; he added, therefore, five

wings, or rather other palaces, which he destined for

the particular gratification of each of his senses. In
the first of these were tables continually covered with
the most exquisite dainties, which were supplied both
by night and by day, according to their constant con-
sumption, whilst the most delicious wines and the
choicest cordials flowed forth from a hundred foun-

tains that were never exhausted. This palace was called

the Eternal, or Unsatiating Banquet. The second was
styled the Temple of Melody, or -^e Nectar of the Soul.

It was inhabited by the most skilful musicians and ad-
mired poets of the time, who not only displayed their

talents within, but dispersing in bands without, caused
every surrounding scene to reverberate their songs,

which were continually varied in the most delightful

succession.

The palace named the Delight of the Eyes, or the
Support of Memory, was one entire enchantment.
Rarities collected from every corner of the earth were
there found in such profusion as to dazzle and confound,
but for the order in which they were arranged. One
gallery exhibited the pictures of the celebrated Mani
(the founder of the Manichseans, who was famed as a
magician and painter), and statues that seemed to be
alive. Here a well-managed perspective attracted the
sight ; there the magic of optics agreeably deceived it g
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whilst the natiiralist, on his part, exhibited in their

several classes the various gifts that Heaven had be-

stowed on our globe. In a word, Vathek omitted nothing
in thig palace that might gratify the curiosity of those

who resorted to it, although he was not able to satisfy

his own, for he was of all men the most curious.

The Palace of Perfumes, which was termed likewise

the Incentive to Pleasure, consisted of various halls,

where the different perfumes which the earth produces
were kept perpetually burning in censers of gold.^ Flam-
beaux and aromatic lamps were here lighted in open
day. But the too powerful effects of this agreeable

delirium might be alleviated by descending into an im-
mense garden, where an assemblage of every fragrant

flower diffused through the air the purest odours.
The fifth palace, denominated the Retreat of Mirth,

or the Dangerous, was frequented by troops of young
females, beautiful as the Houris and not less seducing,
who never failed to receive with caresses all whom the
caliph allowed to approach them and enjoy a few hours
of their company. For he was by no means jealous, as
his own women were secluded within the palace he in-

habited himself.

The lineal descendant of Mrs. BadeliSe “was

Matthew Lewis (1775-1818), who tried his best to

excel her in mystery and sensation.

In 1795 he published The Monk^ and was after-

wards known as “ Monk ” Lewis. Byron’s lines

describe him neatly and humorously

:

“ O wonder-working Lewis, Monk or Bard,
Who fain would’st make Parnassus a churchyard

;

Lo I wreaths of yew, not laurel, bind thy brow j

Thy muse a sprite, Apollo’s sexton thou ;

Whether on ancient tombs thou tak’st thy stand,

By gibbering spectres hailed, thy kindred band.
Or tracest chaste descriptions on thy page,

To please the females of our modest age

—

All hail, M.P.,^ from whose infernal brain
Thin-sheeted phantoms glide, a grisly train.”

Magic and witchcraft were to him congenial

matters for the business of fiction. ** A ghost or a
witch,” he says, “ is a sine qua non ingredient in all

the dishes of widch I mean to composemy hobgoblin

repast.”

Lewis’s acquaintance with Shelley was not with-

out literary results ; these may be seen in Mrs.

Shelley’s extraordinary romance, FranJcenstein,

Contemporary with this Gothic romance, where
“ horrors on horror’s head accumulate,” and the

main idea seems to be the reproduction of ancient

sorceries and superstitions, is a type of fiction, where

romance is only an ingredient and the didactic note

is especially emphasized.

Among makers of fiction, William Godwin (1756-

1836) takes the most important place. He had ab-

sorbed the principles underlying the French Revolu-

tion, and aimed at reconstructing a new society.

Godwin’s social writings are so matter-of-fact, that

it comes as a surprise in The Adventures of Caleb

Williams to find a writer of such genuine imagin-

ative power. Caleb Williams is a good sensational

story that may be read with no little enjoyment, if

one skips the didactic discussions interwoven with

it. In his subsequent novels, St, Leon (1799) and
Fleetwood (1804), Godwin’s skill as a story-teller is

even better exemplified. The supematuralism of

St, Leon, if not wholly convincing, is certainly a tour

de force for one with Godwin’s materialistic views

;

^ Lewis sat as Member of Paorliament for Bandon,
Wilts (1796-1802),
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while in Fleetwood, it would really seem as if Godwin
the novelist has to some extent triumphed over
Godwinthe matter-of-fact philosopher and champion
of reason.

St. Leon gains the Elixib or Lire

Months, years, cycles, centuries ! To me all these are
but as indivisible moments. I shall never become old

;

I shall always be, as it were, in the porch and infancy of
existence ; no lapse of years shall subtract anything
from my future duration, I was bom under Liouis the
Twelfth ; the life of Francis the First now threatens
a speedy termination ; he will be gathered to his fathers,

and Henry his son will succeed him. But what are
prmces and kmgs and generations of men to me ? I
shall become familiar with the nse and fall of empires

;

in a little while the very name of France, my country,
will perish from off the face of the earth, and men will

dilute about the situation of Paris, as they dispute
about the site of ancient Nineveh and Babylon and
Troy. Yet I shall still be young. I shall talse my most
distant posterity by the hand ; I shall accompany
them in their career ; and when they are worn out and
exhausted shall shut up the tomb over them, and set

forward, ... I could have been well contented to be
partaker with a race of immortals, but I was not satisfied

to be smgle m this respect. I was not pleased to recollect

how trivial would appear to me those concerns of a few
years, about which the passions of men are so eagerly
occupied. I did not like the deadness of heart that
seemed to threaten to seize me. I began to be afraid

of vacancy and torpor, and that my life would become
too uniformly quiet. Nor did it sufficiently console
me, to recollect that, as one set of friends died off the
stage, another race would arise to be substituted in their

stead. I felt that human affections and passions are
not made of this transferable stuff, and that we can
love nothing truly, unless we devote ourselves to it heart
and soul, and our life, as it were, bound up in the object
of our attachment.

It was worse when I recollected my wife and children.

When I considered for the first time that they were now
in a manner nothing to me, I felt a sensation that mght
be said to amount to anguish. How can a man atcficli

himself to anything, when he comes to consider it as the
mere plaything and amusement of the moment ! . . .

Past times had attached me deeply, irrevocably, to all

the members of my family. But I felt that I should
survive them all. They would die one by one, and leave

me alone. I should drop into their graves the still

renewing tear of anguish. In that tomb would my
heart be buried. Never, never, through the countless

ages of eternity, should I form another attachment.
In the happy age of delusion, happy and auspicious at

least to the cultivation of the passions, when I felt that
I also was a mortal, I was capable of a community of

sentiments and a going forth of the heart. But how
could I, an immortal, hope ever hereafter to feel a serious,

an elevating and expansive passion for the ephemeron
of an hour

!

The didactic note persists through the tales of

Mrs. Opie (1769-1863), who wrote Adeline Mowbray,
or the Mother and Daughter (1804), and Mrs. Inch-
bald’s more artistic work, A Simple Story (1791),

and Nature and Art (1796) ; while the sudden pas-

sion for educational fiction aroused by Rousseau’s

BmUe found expression in a number of decorous and
extremely dull stories for children, including Thomas
Lay’s Sandford and Merton,

Finally, there remains for us to note the imme-
diate predecessors of Scott in historical fiction.

Longsword for a time found no successor ; though

it gave a vogue to historical background in romance,

more or less successfully introduced by Mrs.

Radoliffe.
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Thea in 1783, Sophia Lee wrote the first part of

a tale dealing with the days of Queen Elizabeth,

published later in parts in 1786. Here the senti-

mentalism of Richardson and Sterne is notice-

able.

More adventurous, and in the Smollett vein, are

James White’s Adventures of John of Gaunt, and
Earl Stronghow, But none of these writers of fiction

equal in power and knowledge Jane Poster (
1776-

1850), whose Scottish Chiefs (1810) is an excellent

melodramatic romance dealing with the time of

Wallace, and Thaddeus of Warsaw (1803), concerned

with the partition of Poland, an earlier and well-

written story.

Joseph Strutt’s Queenhoo Hall brings us to Scott
himself.

Struttwas an antiquarywho leftbehind him a half-

finished romance. The story, completed by Scott
and published in 1808, exhibits more knowledge of

mediaeval England than previous writers had shown,
and his picture of the manners and customs of the
time—the pageants, the May games, and the social

life of the streets and taverns—is admirably well in-

formed. Unhappily, there is no lifting power of

imagination to fuse the ambiguous knowledge, and
Jane Porter with her more limited historical know-
ledge remains the most able historical romancer
previous to Scott.

II. PROSE : Thomas Love Peacock

THOMAS LOVE PEACOCK, 1785-1866

His Life

Thomas Love Peacock, born on October 18, 1785,

at Weymouth, was the only son of a glass merchant.

His boyhood was spent chiefly at Chertsey, and from
his seventh to his thirteenth year he was educated

at a private school in Englefield Green. He proved

an apt and industrious student, took instinctively to

literature and broke out into verse-writing as most
book-loving boys do at an early age.

In 1 808 he was employed on a man-of-war, being

assistant secretary to Admiral Popham, but found
his duties on this floating inferno ” did not conduce
to literary study, so gave up the appointment within

the year. Soon after this he found employment at

the I3€bSt India House, but never took kindly to any
business occupation. During a tramp in North
Wales he fell in love with a pretty Welsh girl, and
when his finances were in a more settled condition,

wooed and won her. She was the “ Caernarvonshire

nymph ” whom he mentions in a letter to a friend

as having “pleased him by talking of Scipio and
Hannibal and the Emperor Otho.” Evidently the

interest felt in this young lady was not so entirely

academic as he wished to make out. Certainly

Jane Gryfiyd was much more than a Cymric edi-

tion of Cornelia Blimber. The marriage, in 1820,

proved a long and happy one despite the delicate

health of Mrs. Peacock.
Previous to his marriage. Peacock had published

a volume of verse, and three of his satires and ro-

mantic novels : Headlong Hall (1816), Melincourt

(1817), Nightmare Ahbey (1818). In the year of his

marriage he published his Fmr Ages of Poeky, In
1822, his most romantic and least satirical fiction.

Maid Marian t his Arthurian fantasy The Misfortune

if Elphin (1829), Crotchet Castle (1831), then after a
long interval, GryU Grange in 1860, written when he
was an old man.

After he had married, Peacock lived in the country

near Shepperton. He was not a sociable man, though
kindly in his own household, but he was much at-

iDached to a few friends such as Hobhouse (Lord
Broughton), and the poet Shelleys and though a
quick-tempered man and something of a crank, was
essentially lovable. He was passionately fond of

wild scenery, a fact obvious to readers of his fiction,

where he never loses an opportunity of satirising

landscape gardening. His acquaintance with Shelley

started in 1812, and in 1813 we find Peacock, Shelley,

and Harriet living together at Edinburgh. Peacock
introduced Shelley to Greek Literature and read
Greek with him during the next five years. He
tried to wean the poet, moreover, from his vegetarian
fare and monotonous round of lemonade, tea, and
bread and butter, so dieted him for a while with
well-peppered chops. Thus, in his own words, he
“gave him one week of thorough enjoyment.”
His friendship with Shelley may have predisposed

him to regard with disfavour the so-called Lake
Poets. In any case he never did justice to the genius

of Wordsworth and Coleridge, and some of his poorest

humour is seen in his satires of these poets. Though
his enthusiasm was focussed upon literature he was
an able business man, often helped Shelley in his

affairs, and looked after the interests of Harriet on
Shelley’s behalf, when the two had separated.

Apart from literature, music was his only other

relaxation, and for some years he attended the opera

and wrote criticisms for the Glohe and Examiner.

He had no little of Landor’s independence and self-

sufficiency, as well as his fiery nature.

Both writers are acquired tastes; and both
appeal very strongly to the select few, but have no
universality of appeal. An interesting link between
the age of Shelley and the age of Meredith is found
in the first marriage of the Victorian novelist with

the eldest daughter of Peacock. Meredith’s first

volume of verse is dedicated to his father-in-law

with “affectionate respects,” and the influence of

Peacock as a writer may be traced in some of Mere-

dith’s scenes and characterisation, such for instance

as the interview between Sir Willoughby Patteme
and Dr. Middleton over the old port.

Peacock died in January 1866.

His Work

Peacock’s association with the literary history of

the earlier years of the nineteenth century were
many and interesting. He was the friend and ad-

viser of Shelley, knew most of the Benthamite
Radicals, and had written for many of the important
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ceviews and magazines, including Bentley’s (which
he helped to start) and Fraser’s. Byron admired
his work, especially Melincowrt, and his literary

eclogue exhibits traces of Peacock’s influence.

Robert Buchanan admitted frankly to his influ-

ence, while a modem writer like Dr. Garnett shows
unmistakably the Peacock touch in his Twilight of
the Gods. Thackeray and Frederick Locker ad-
mired his verse and have recorded their admiration

;

while, putting aside his son-m-law’s appreciation
and probable indebtedness, the majority of the best

critics to-day are unanimous in their praise of

Peacock’s power.
In fact, we shall find that the further we move

from Peacock’s time, the more considerably has
Peacock’s reputation advanced. With a few excep-
tions he was practically disregarded when at the
height of his powers, and never received the critical

meed of praise that was his due. The reason for

this may be found in the character of the satirist’s

work. Writing in the full flush of the Romantic
revival, Peacock is far too eclectic in his tastes to
catch the ear of the lover of Romanticism.
Kor did he fit in any better with the literary ten-

dencies of the succeeding age; neither with the
democratic ideals of the early Victorian Era, nor the
scientific tendencies of the Mid-Victorian, had he
anything especially in common. He declines to be
placed. No label fits him. The friend of Shelley, he
mocks at romanticism. A lover of the Classics, he
is far too idiosyncratic a writer to observe the clas-

sical conventions ; a writer of fiction, he flouts all

those points over which the novelist usually expends
his art ; there is the roughest characterisation, next
to no plot, scarcely any action and no passion. As
a witty controversialist he is no more likely to attract

those who care for didactic writing; for he plays

with rather than advocates opinions, and makes
merry at everyone’s expense. Life for Peacock
was a pleasant holiday where everything was fit food
for laughter. Yet to the few who are attracted by
the cynic’s attitude, once again Peacock proves dis-

concerting. He is for ever railing at men and
women, but there is no bitterness in his mockery.
Yet there is not, as there was with men like Hood,
warm democratic feeling at the back of his jesting.

He is kindly enough, but an intellectual aristocrat

to the core. “I am more afraid of deference to

public clamour,” he said, ” than I am of anything
under heaven.”
Here then one may think to fix Peacock—among

the Tory thinkers of his day ; and his abuse of the
present, his praise of the past, would tend to suggest

that view. Yet once again he eludes. With a
strong Conservative bias in his nature there existed

a contradictory strain of Liberalism. Most of his

friends were Radicals, and his own seal bore the
Horatian tag, “I neither follow in the rear, nor
pursue those who go before me.” He loved the past,

not with the Tory love of tradition, but for certain

harmonious elements which he found lacking in the
present.

In short, this paradoxical personality, with its

many contradictions, must be taken as an indepen-
dent force in letters and not bound over to any
school. The one thing about him that is clear.

straightforward and indisputable, is that he was an
artist in irony, who loved to depict human frailties

from sheer high spirits. And so he made of farcical

extravagance a fine art. He is serious about nothing
save his work as an artist. As Friar Tuck said,
“ The worst thing is good enough to be laughed at,

though it be good for nothing else ; and the best
thing, though it be good for something else, is good
for nothing better.”

It is this point that divides Peacock from the con-
temporary satirists of his day. Dickens, Thackeray,
Disraeli, were moralists as well as satirists ; humour
with them subserved a serious purpose. Peacock
is as guiltless of preaching as was Jane Austen. He
did not laugh at the world to improve its morals, but
merely to improve his own digestion. It pleased
him to do so, and he would laugh at his best friends

or himself with the same zest as he laughed at those
whom he disliked.

His style is admirable : lucid, harmonious, ap-
posite. In his care for achieving his effects, in his

fastidious sensibility for the precise phrase and
proper emphasis, he reminds one rather of the
great eighteenth-century humorists than of his

contemporaries. We think of Congreve rather than
Hood ; of Sterne rather than Thackeray. Romantic,
satirical, tender, sardonic, reactionary, liberal; a
C3mic to outward appearance, a sensitive and affec-

tionate man beneath the cold exterior. Let us not
be misled by his ironic detachment, and devotion to

the comic spirit ; it was an artist’s pose to conceal
from the world a proud and over delicately respon-
sive nature. He jested wildly often as Lamb did,

to conceal some inner ache. And he pays the
penalty as a writer for thus concealing his fiiner

qualities as a man. But all who care for ironic

humour, flecked with flashes of poetic feeling, will

hold Peacock in affectionate remembrance.

A Discussioit at Headlong Hall

The Reverend Doctor Gaster seated himself in the
corner of a sofa near Miss Philomela Poppyseed. Miss
Philomela detailed to him the plan of a very moral and
aristocratical novel she was preparing for the press, and
continued holding forth, with her eyes half shut, till

a long-drawn nasal tone from the reverend divme com-
pelled her suddenly to open them in all the indignation
of surprise. The cessation of the hum of her voice
awakened the reverend gentleman, who, lifting up fibrst

one eyelid, then the other, articulated, or rather mur-
mured, ** Admirably planned, indeed !

**

“ I have not quite finished, sir,” said Miss Philomela,
bridling. “Will you have the goodness to inform me
where I left off ?

”

The doctor hummed awhile, and at length answered,
“ I think you had just laid it down at a position, that
a thousand a year is an indispensable ingredient in the
passion of love, and that no man who is not so far gifted

by nature^ can reasonably presume to feel that passion
himself, or be correctly the object of it with a well-
educated female.”

“That, sir,” said Miss Philomela, highly incensed,
“ is the fundamental principle which I lay down in the
first chapter, and which the whole four volumes, of wHoh
I detailed to you the outline, are ihtended to set in a
strong practical light.”

“ Bless me 1
” said the doctor, “ what a nap I must

have had !

”

Miss Philomela flung away to the side of her dear
friends Gall and Treacle, under whose fostering patronage
she had been puffed into an extensive reputation, much
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to the advantage of th© yoang ladies of the age, whom
she taught to consider themselves as a sort of commodity,
to be put up at public auction, and knocked down to the
highest bidder. Mr, Nightshade and Mr. MaoLaurel
joined the tno ;

and it was secretly resolved, that Miss
Philomela should furnish them with a portion of her
manuscripts, and that Messieurs Gall and Co. should
devote the following morning to cutting and drying a
criticme on a work calculated to prove so extensively

beneficial, that Mr. Gall protested he really mvied the
writer.

While this amiable and enlightened quintette were
busily employed in flattering one another, Mr. Cranium
retired to complete the preparations he had begun in

the morning for a lecture, with which he intended, on
some future evening, to favour the company: Sir

Patrick O’Prism walked out into the grounds to study
the effect of moonlight on the snow-clad mountains

;

Mr. Poster and Mr. Escot continued to make love, and
Mr. Panscope to digest his plan of attack on the heart
of Miss Cephalis : Mr. Jenkison sate by the fire, reading
Mv.dh Ado About Nothing • the Reverend Doctor Gaster
was still enjoying the benefit of Miss Philomela’s opiate,

and serenading the company from his solitary corner

;

Mr, Chromatic was reading music, and occasionally

humming a note : and Mr. Milestone had produced his

?
ortfolio for the edification and amusement of Miss
‘enorina. Miss Graziosa, and Squire Headlong, to whom

he was pointing out the various beauties of ms plan for

Lord Littlebrain’s park.
Mr, Milestone, This, you perceive, is the natural state

of one part of the grounds. Here is a wood, never yet
touched by the finger of taste ; thick, intricate, and
gloomy. Here is a little stream, dashing from stone
to stone, and overshadowed with these untrimmed
boughs.
Miss Tenorina, The sweet romantic spot ! How

beautifully the birds must sing there on a summer
evening I

Miss Oraziosa, Dear sister ! how can you endure the
horrid thicket ?

Mr. Milestone, You are right, Miss Graziosa: your
taste is correct—^perfectljr en rhgle. Now, here is the
same place corrected—^trimmed—polished-decorated

—

adorned. Here sweeps a plantation, in that beautiful
regular curve : there win^ a gravel walk : here are
parts of the old wood, left in these majestic circular

clumps, disposed at equal distances with wonderful
symmetry : there are some single shrubs scattered in
elegant profusion : here a Portugal laurel, there’s a
juniper ; here a lauristinus, there a spruce fir ; here a
larch, there a lilac ; here a rhododendron, there an
arbutus. The stream, you see, is become a canal : the
banks are perfectly smooth and green, sloping to the
water’s edge : and there is Lord Littlebrain, rowing in
an elegant boat.

Squire Headlong. Madoal, faith I

Mr, Milestone. Here w another part of the grounds in
its natural state. Here is a large rook, with the moun-
tain-ash rooted in its fissures, overgrown, as you see,

with ivy and moss : and from this part of it bursts
a little fountain, that runs bubbling down its rugged
sides.

Miss Tenorina. 0 how beautiful I How I should love
the melody of that miniature cascade !

Mr. MUestone. Beautiful, Miss Tenorina I Hideous.
Base, common, and popular. Such a thing as you may
see anywhere, in wild and mountainous districts. Now,
observe the metamorphosis. Here is the same rook,
cut into the shape of a giant. In one hand he holds a
horn, through which that little fountain is thrown to
a prodigious elevation. In the other is a ponderous stone,
so exactly balanced as to be apparently ready to fall
on the head of any person who may happen to be be-
neath : and there is Lord Littlebrain walk^g under it.

Squire Headlong. Miraculous, by Mahomet I

Mr. Milestone. This is the summit of a hill, covered,
as :5rou perceive, with wood, and with those mossy stones
scatter^ at random under the trees.

Miss Tmorina, What a delightM spot to read in, on

a summer’s day 1 The air must be so pure, and the
wind must sound so divinely in the tops of those old
pines !

Mr. Milestone. Bad taste. Miss Tenorina. Bad
taste, I assure you. Here is the spot improved. The
trees are cut down : the stones are cleared away : this
is an octagonal pavilion, exactly on the centre of the
summit : and there you see Lord Littlebrain, on the
top of the pavihon, enjoying the prospect with a tele-

scope.
Squire Headlong. Glorious, egad ?

Mr. Milestone. Here is a rugged mountainous road,
leading through impervious shades : the ass and the
four goats characterise a wild uncultured scene. Here,
as you perceive, it is totally changed into a beautiful
gravel road, gracefully curving through a belt of limes:
and there is Lord Littlebrain driving four-in-hand.

Squire Headlong. Egregious, by Jupiter !

Mr. Milestone, Here is Littlebrain Castle, a Gothic,
moss-grown structure, half-bosomed in trees. Near the
casement of that turret is an owl peeping from the ivy.

Sgutre Headlong. And devilish wise he looks.

Mr. Milestone. Here is the new house, without a tree
near it, standing in the midst of an undulating lawn

:

a white, polished, angular building, reflected to a nicety
in this waveless lake ; and there you see Lord little-

brain looking out of the window.
Squire Headlong. And devilish wise he looks too.

You shall cut me a giant before you go.

Mr. Milestone, Good. I’ll order down my little

corps of pioneers.

During this conversation, a hot dispute had arisen
between Messieurs Gall and Nightshade 5 the latter

pertinaciously insisted on having his new poem reviewed
by Treacle, who he knew would extol it most loftily,

and not by Gall, whose sarcastic commendation he held
in superlative horror. The remonstrances of Squire
Headlong silenced the disputants, but did not mollify
the inflexible Gall, nor appease the irritated Nightshade,
who secretly resolved that, on his return to London,
he would beat his drum in Grub Street, form a masti-
ophoric corps of his own, and hoist the standard of

etermined opposition against this critical Napoleon.

Ak Episode m Maid Mabian *’

Matilda, not dreaming of visitors, tripped into the
apartment in a dress of forest green, with a small quiver
by her side, and a bow and arrow in her hand. Her hair,

black and glossy as the raven’s wing, curled like wander-
ing clusters of dark ripe grapes under the edge of her
round bonnet ; and a plume of black feathers fell back
neghgently above it, with an almost horizontal inclina-

tion, that seemed the habitual effect of rapid motion
against the wind. Her black eyes sparkled like sun-
beams on a river 5 a clear, deep, liquid radiance, the
reflection of ethereal fire—tempered, not subdued, in

the medium of its living and gentle mirror. Her lips

were half opened to speak as she entered the apartment

;

and with a smile of recognition to the friar, and a courtesy
to the stranger knight, she approached the baron and
said, You are late at your breakfast, father.”

I am not at breakfast,” said the baron. I have
been at supper; my last night’s supper: for I had
none.”

I am sorry,” said Matilda, " you should have gone
to bed supperless.**

‘*I did not go to bed supperless,” said the barons
** I did not go to bed at all : and what are you doing
with that green dress and that bow and arrow ?

”

I am going a-hunting,” said Matilda.
“ A-hunting I

” said the baron. “ What, I warrant
you, to meet with the earl, and slip your neck into the
same noose ?

”
” No,*’ said Matilda : I am not going out of our own

woods to-day.”
How do I know that ? ” said the baron. What

surety have I of that ?
”

“Here is the friar,” said Matilda. *°He will be
surety.”
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** Not he,*' said the baron : “ he will undertake no-

thing but where the devil is a party ooncemed,’*
‘ Yes, I will,** said the friar :

** I will undertake any-
thing for the lady Matilda,**

“ No matter for that,*’ said the baron : she Rhfl.ll

not go hunting to-day.”
‘
‘ Why, father,” said Matilda, ” if you coop me up

here in this odious castle, I shall pine and die like a
lonely swan on a pool.”

** No,” said the baron, “ the lonely swan does not
die on the pool. If there be a river at hand, she flies to
the river, and finds her a mate ; and so shall not you,”

** But,” said Matilda, “ you may send with me any,
or as many, of your grooms as you will.”

“ M^ grooms,” said the baron, are all false knaves.
There is not a rascal among them but loves you better
than me. Villains that I feed and clothe.”

“ Surely,” said Matilda, “ it is not villainy to love
me ; if it be, I should be sorry my father were an honest
man.” The baron relaxed his muscles mto a smile.
“ Or my lover either,” added Matilda. The baron
looked again.
“For your lover,” said the baron, “you may give

God thanks of him. He is as arrant a kaave as ever
poached.”

“ What, for hunting the king’s deer ? ” said Matilda.
“ Have I not heard you rail at the forest laws by the
hour ?

”
“ Did you ever hear me,” said the baron, “ rail myself

out of house and land ? If I had done that, then were
I a knave.”

“ My lover,” said Matilda, “ is a brave man, and a
true man, and a generous man, and a young man, and
a handsome man ; aye, and an honest man too.”
“How can he be an honest man,” said the baron,

“when he has neither house nor land, which are the
better part of a man ?

”

“They are but the husk of a man,” said Matilda,
“ the worthless coat of the chestnut ; the man himself
is the kernel.”

“ The man is the grape stone,” said the baron, “ and
the pulp of the melon. The house and land are the true
substantial fruit, and all that give him savour and
value.”
“He will never want house or land,” said Matilda,

“while the meeting boughs weave a green roof in the
wood, and the free range of the hart marks out the
bounds of the forest.”

“ Vert and venison 1 vert and venison I
” exclaimed

the baron. “ Treason and flat rebellion. Confound
your smiling face ! what makes you look so good-
humoured f What

!
you think I can’t look at you,

and be in a passion ? You think so, do you ? We shall

see. Have you no fear in taking thus, when here is the
king’s liegeman come to take us all into custody, and
confiscate our goods and chattels ?

”

“ Nay, Lord Fitzwater,” said Sir Ralph, “ you wrong
me in your report. My visit is one of courtesy and excuse,
not of menace and authority.”

“ There it is,” said the baron : " every one takes a
pleasure in contradicting me. Here is this courteous
knight, who has not opened his mouth three times since

he has been in my house except to take in provision, cuts
me short in my story with a flat denial.’’

“ Oh, I cry you mercy, sir knight,” said Matilda 5

“ I did not mark you before. I am your debtor for no
slight favour, and so is my liege lord.”

“ Her liege lord !
” exclaimed the baron, taking large

strides across the chamber.
“ Pardon me, gentle lady,” said Sir Ralph. “ Had I

known you before yesterday, I would have cut off my
right hand ere it should have been raised to do you
displeasure.”

“ Oh, sir,” said Matilda, “ a good man may be forced

on an ill office ; but I can distinguish the man from his

duty.” She presented to him her hand which he kissed

respectfully, and simultaneously with the contact
thirty-two invisible arrows plunged at once into his

heart, one from every point of the compass of his peri-

eardia.

“Well, father,” added Matilda, “I must go to the
woods.”

“ Must you ? ” said the baron. “ I say you must
not.”

“ But I am going,” said Matilda.
“ But I will have up the drawbridge,” said the baron.
“ But I will swim the moat,” said Matilda.
“ But I will secure the gates,” said the baron.
“But I will leap from the battlement,” said Matilda,
“ But I will lock you in an upper chamber,” said the

baron.
“ But I will shred the tapestry,” said Matilda, “ and

let myself down.”
“But I will lock you in a turret,” said the baron,

“ where you shall only see light through a loophole.”
“ But through that loophole,” said Matilda, “ will I

take my flight, like a young eagle from its aerie : and,
father, while I go out freely, I will return willmgly ; but
if once I slip out through a loophole ” She paused
a moment, and then added, singing

:

** * The love that follows fain
Will never its faith betray :

But the faith that is held in a chain
Will never be found again,

If a single link give way.* ”

The melody acted irresistibly on the harmonious pro-
pensities of the friar, who accordingly sang in his turn

:

“ * For hark I hark I hark !

The dog doth bark.
That watches the wild deer’s lair.

The hunter awakes at the peep of the dawn.
But the lair is empty, the deer it is gone,
And the hunter knows not where.”*

Matilda and the friar then sang together

:

“ * Then follow, oh follow I the hounds do cry

:

The red sun flames in the eastern sky :

The stag bounds over the hollow.
He that lingers m spirit, or loiters in hall,

Shall see us no more till the evening faU,

And no voice but the echo shall answer his call

:

Then follow, oh follow, follow

:

Follow, oh follow, follow !
’ ”

During the process of this harmony, the baron’s eyes
wandered from his daughter to the friar, and from the
friar to his daughter again, with an alternate expression
of an^er differently modified : when he looked on the
friar, it was anger without qualification ; when he looked
on 1]^ daughter it was still anger, but tempered by an
expression of involuntary admiration and pleasure.

These rapid fluctuations of the baron’s physiognomy,
the habitual, reckless, resolute merriment in the jovial

face of the iriar,—and the cheerful, elastic spirits that
played on the bps and sparkled in the eyes of Matilda,

—

would have presented a very amusing combination to
Sir Ralph if one of the three images in the group had
not absorbed his total attention with feelings of intense
delight very nearly allied to pain. The baron’s wrath
was somewhat counteracted by the reflection that his

daughter’s ^ood spirits seemed to show that they would
naturally rise triumphant over all disappointments:
and he had had sufficient experience of her humour to
know that she might sometimes be led, but never could
be driven. Then, too, he was always delighted to hear
her sing, though he was not at all pleased in this instance
with the subject of her song. Still he would have en-
dured the subject for the sake of the melody of the
treble, hut his mind was not sufficiently attuned to
unison to relish the harmony of the bass. The friar’s

accompaniment put him out of all patience, and “ So,”
he exclmmed, “ this is the way you teach m^ daughter
ti) renounce the devil, is it ’ A hunting friar, truly I

Who ever heard before of a hunting friar ? A profane,

roaring, bawHng, bumper-bibhing, neck-breaking, catch-
singing friar ?

”

“Under favour, bold baron,” said the friar ; but the
friar was warm with canary, and in his singing veins

12a
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and he oould not go on in plain unmusical prose,

therefore sang in a new tune

:

“
* Though I he now a grey, grey friar.

Yet I was once a hale young knight

:

The cry of my do^s was the only choir

In which my spirit did take delight.

Little I recked of matin bell.

But drowned its toll with my clanging horn

;

And the only beads I loved to tell

Were the beads of dew on the spangled thorn/**

“Over, Over!**

A damsel came in midnight rain,

And called across the terry :

The weary wight she called in vain,

Whose senses sleep did bury.

At evening, from her father’s door
She turned to meet her lover

:

At midnight on the lonely shore.

She shouted, “ Over, over 1
**

She had not met him by the tree

Of their accustomed meeting,
And sad and sick at heart was she.

Her heart all wildly beating.

In chill suspense the hours went by.
The wild storm burst above her

:

She turned her to the river nigh.

And shouted, “ Over, over !
’*

A dim, discoloured, doubtful light

The moon’s dark veil permitted.

And thick before her troubled sight

Fantastic shadows flitted.

Her lover’s form appeared to glide,

And beckon o’er the water :

Alas I his blood that mom had dyed
Her brother’s sword with slaughter.

Upon a little rook she stood.
To make her invocation

;

She marked not that the rain-swoll*n flood

Was islanding her station.

The tempest mocked her feeble cry

:

No saint his aid would mve her

:

The flood swelled high and yet more high.

And swept her down the river.

Yet oft beneath the pale moonlight.
When hollow winds are blowing,

The shadow of that maiden bright
Glides by the dark stream’s flowing.

And when the storms of midnight rave,
While clouds the broad moon cover.

The wild gusts waft across the wave
The cry of Over, over I

” ^

He Love and Age

I played with you ’mid cowslips blowing.
When I was six and you were four ;

When garlands weaving, flower-balls throwing.
Were pleasures soon to please no more.

Through groves and meads, o’er grass and heather^
With httle playmates, to and fro,

We wandered hand m hand together ;

But that was sixty years ago.

You grew a lovely roseate maiden.
And still our early love was strong ;

Still with no care our days were laden.

They glided joyously along ,*

And I did love you very dearly.

How dearly words want power to show
;

I thought your heart was touched as nearly ;

But that was fifty years ago.

Then other lovers came around you.
Your beauty grew from year to year.

And many a splendid circle found you
The centre of its glittering sphere.

I saw you then, first vows forsaking,

On rank and wealth your hand bestow ,*

Oh, then I thought my heart was breaking—
Bub that was forty years ago.

Amd I lived on to wed another

;

No cause she gave me to repine ;

And when I heard you were a mother,
I did not wish the children mine.

My own young flock, in fair progression
Made up a pleasant Christmas row

:

My joy in them was past expression

—

But that was thirty years ago.
,

You grew a matron, plump and comely.
You dwelt in fashion’s brightest blaze ;

My earthly lot was far more homely ;

But I too had my festal days.

No merrier eyes have ever glistened

Around the hearthstone’s wintry glow,

Than when my youngest child was christened—
But that was twenty years ago.

Tune passed. My eldest girl was married,
And I am now a grandsire grey ;

One pet of four years old I’ve carried

Among the wild-flowered meads to play.

In our old field of childish pleasure.

Where now, as then, the cowslips blow.
She fills her basket’s ample measure

—

And that is not ten years ago.

But though first love’s impassioned blindness
Has passed away in colder light,

I still have thought of you with kindness,

And shall do, till our last good-night,
The ever-rolling silent hours

Will bring a time we shall not know.
When our young days of gathering flowers

Will be an hundred years ago.^

II. PROSE
: (6) Criticism and the Essay, Charles Lamb—^William Hazlitt—^S. T. Coleridge

—

Thomas de Quincey—Leigh Hunt.

CHARLES LAMB (177S-1834)

TTra LlFH

ChabIiES Lamb was cradled in the quiet cloisters of

the Temple, and the old-world atmosphere of the
Temple clung about him all his life. Like the medi-
BBval retreat that nestles in the very heart of Fleet
Street, lapped by its ceaseless flow of life, so did
Lamb, hugging always the concrete actualities and

^ Maid Marian.

humanities of the great City, keep none the less a
cloistral recess in his nature, redolent of old-time

ways and fashions.

The first seven years of his impressionable youth
were passed within the precincts of Crown Office

Row (1775-1782), and in one of his many introspec-

tive musings he has pictured for us with finely s;^-
pathetio touch his father, ** a man of an incorrigible

and losing honesty,” once “ the liveliest little fellow

^ ChryU Grange,
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breathing . . . brimful of rogueries and inventions ”

;

later, “ in the last sad stage of human weakness, a
remnant most forlorn of what he was.”
John Lamb was a barrister’s clerk, with seven

children, and had to fight hard against the encroach-
ments of poverty. Little money could be spared
for educational purposes, and it might have fared
ill with Charles had not Samuel Salt, his father’s

patron, obtained for him, when he was seven, a
presentation to Christ’s Hospital. He could thus
bid farewell to his earlier mentor, “Mr. William
Bird, eminent writer and teacher of languages,”
whose readiness with the birch was more obvious
than his readiness with learning.

At Christ’s Hospital he stayed for another seven
years. Here he made the acquaintance of the
youthful Coleridge, three years his senior, and the
acquaintance soon ripened into a friendship that
was to last a lifetime. Lamb proved a fairly good
scholar, and when he left in November 1789, ob-
tained a post in the South Sea House, where the
friendly Salt was a Deputy Governor. His family
had left the Temple, the father by reason of increas-

ing infirmities having retired on a small pension,

and we find them in Little Queen Street, Holborn.
In his scanty leisure. Lamb threw himself with

keen zest into the joys of reading, a joy he shared
with his sister Mary. This was varied by occasional

visits to the theatre, a brief excursion to Hertford-
shire—^where some of his happiest moments were
spent, and where the one romance of his life budded
and faded. His home life was wearisome and
gloomy. His father was growing childish and
querulous ; his mother was an invalid, and the

strain of insanity in the family suddenly showed
itself in poor Mary, upon whom all the household
cares had devolved. In a fit of frenzy she pursued
a girl apprentice, and upon her mother interfering

turned upon her with a knife that she had snatched

up. It seemed as if Mary’s only future lay within

the walls of a public asylum, but her brother

Charles offered to be her guardian, and this alterna-

tive was accepted ; but it involved the sacrifice of

Lamb’s romantic dreams, and of many other am-
bitions, for Charles would have realised full weE the

probable strain upon his care and attention, and
the necessary elimination of many congenial ties

and distractions ; but he neither hesitated at the

time, nor complained afterwards, accepting the duty
cheerfully and courageously. In her lucid intervals

Mary was an interesting if trying companion—^what

these were, has not “ Elia ” pictured for us with

tender charity and humorous toleration; but as

time went on the intervals of mental obscurity be-

came more frequent, and the life of “dual loneliness
”

must have proved more and more irksome.

While brother and sister moved from lodging to

lodging, the incessant change of place being a painful

necessity, Charles started in his literary careen His

early verse was inspired, with that of his friend

Coleridge, by the quiet charm and pensive delicacy

of W. L. Bowles. It served well to enshrine some
of these memories, that always formed the staple of

Lamb’s original work.

Financial necessities urged Lamb to try his hand

at a farce, though his previous Elizabethan experi-

ment, John Woodvil (1802) was much more to his

taste. He had, however, little dramatic power, and
Mr, H proved no more successful than the
poetic play. It was characteristic of Lamb that
with critical detachment and unfailing humour he
should have seen the weakness of Mr, H , and
jomed heartily in the hisses that greeted the per-
formance.
Writing about the farce to Hazlitt, he said : “ I

know you’ll be sorry, but never mind. We are de-

termmed not to be cast down ; I am going to leave
ofi tobacco and then we must thrive. A smoky man
must write smoky farces.” His friendship at this

time with that eccentric philosopher, William God-
win, provided the opportunity for Lamb’s first

literary success. In 1807, he and Mary wrote the
familiar Tales from Shakespeare^ Mary undertaking
the comedies, Charles the harder task of making the
tragedies acceptable and understandable by chil-

dren. The result was sixty guineas—and fame.
Between 1807 and 1817, Lamb’s contributions to

literature were frequent and important, though we
must think of him during this time as the critic

rather than as the intimate essayist.

In 1817 the Lambs left the Temple for Covent
Garden, and an interesting chapter m his life was
closed, for it was at the Temple where the famous
Wednesday evening gatherings took place—at the

Temple moreover, where he made so many of his

lasting friendships.

The most interesting chapter in his literary life

was to start, however, in 1820, when Hazlitt intro-

duced him to the editor of the London Magazine, and
the famous Elia essays came into existence.

In the summer of 1823 the Lambs once again
migrated yet further north, this time to Islington.

Fafling health made Lamb consider the question of

retirement, and he was delighted when in the spring

of 1826 a pension—^practically three-quarters of his

salary—^was awarded him. “ After thirty-three

years’ slavery, here am I a freed man.” Thus he
wrote to Wordsworth. But the change did not
carry with it all the delight he had hoped for. The
routine had been irksome, but to an extent with one
of his habits, had proved not unsalutary ; his uncon-
ditional hberty bewildered and confounded him.

Perhaps the loss of some of his best friends

weighed upon him also. The fact remains that

neither brother nor sister got so much pleasure from
this retirement as had been anticipated.

He found the folk at Enfield slow, and too prone
to talk about cattle. To relieve his boredom ho
would indulge in farcically extravagant letters

—

such as the following to Coventry Patmore :

“ Excuse my anxiety, but how is Dash ? Are his in-

tellects sound, or does he wander a little in his conversa-
tion 7 All the dogs here are going mad, if you believe

the overseers, but 1 protest they seem to me very rational

and collected. Nothing is so deceitful as mad people
to those who are not used to them. Try him with hot
water ; if he won’t lick it up it'is a sign he doesn’t like

it. Does his tail wag horizontally or jierpendicularly ?

That has decided the fate of many dogs in Enfield. Has
he bit any of the children yet 7 If he has, have them
shot, and keep him as a curiosity ”

—

and so on in the same ridiculous strain.

Mary’s health grew worse* the country life that
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was best for her did not suit Charles. He was 01 at

ease away from Fleet Street and the ready touch of

people for whom he eared,

“ The lighted shops of the Strand and Fleet Street

}

hfe, awake, if you awake at all, at aU hours of the night,

the impossibility of being dull in Fleet Street, the crowds,
the print shops, the old book-stalls, the pantomime,
London itself a pantomime and a masquerade, all these
things work themselves into my mind, and feed me without
the power of satiating me. The wonder of these nights

compels me into night walks about her crowded streets,

and I often shed tears for fulness of joy at so much life.’*

In a letter to another friend, he says :

** Aren’t you mightily moped on the banks of the 0am ?

Had you not better come and set up here ? You can’t

think what a difference ; all the streets and pavements
are pure gold, I warrant you, at least I know an alchemy
that turns her mud into that metal, a mind that loves to
be at home in crowds**

The death of Coleridge depressed him ; the friend-

ship had been so long and precious a one ; and when
owing to an accident he fell ill of erysipelas, the dis-

ease easily mastered his devitalised body. He passed

away painlessly on December 27, 1834, his sister

surviving him nearly thirteen years.

His Work:

Lamb started as a writer about 1795, when Burke
and Gibbon were at the height of their glory, and
some years before Scott had given romantic narra-

tive verse its astonishing vogue. He experimented
both in prose and verse ; soxmet-making, play-

writing, with a mild excursion into fiction

—

Eosa*
mund Gray. Here one may see traces cf his as yet

undeveloped literary gifts, but the most notable

characteristic of this early work is its Blizabethan
inspiration, and its power of literary mhniory.
Then, in the pot-boiler written by Mary and himself,

the TaUs from Shakespeare (1807), his Elizabethan
affinities are exhibited more fully, and prepare the

way for the specimens of English Dramatic Poets

who lived about the time of Shakespeare (1808).

The tenderness of Lamb, and his genius for

reminiscence, find expression in Mrs. Leicester's

School and Poetry for GhUdren (1809)—works written

also in collaboration and designed for Mrs. Godwin’s
Juvenile Library,”

For some years he wrote little, but his literary

friendships helped to stimulate his slowly maturing
powers, and in 1820 he finds in the person of
“ Elia ” the medium best fitted to display his

peculiar qualities.

Beginning as a writer, therefore, in the days before
the Romantic Revival, he “found himself ” in its last

phase, when Wordsworth and Coleridge had done
their best work, and Keats and Shelley were the great
stars in the firmament of poesy.

His verse owes nothing to modem romantic in-

^iratiou; it has something of Cowper’s tender
homeliness, but is more m tune with the wistful
Jacobean singers, and has a distinct if not very
strong individuality in its gravity and delicacy of

touch.

The same gift of pathos, the same delicacy of touch
we find in Eosamund Gray, but this little tale, written
in Lamb’s twenty-third year, is on the whole too
timid and conventional in treatment to arouse more

than a mild interest. The Tales from Shakespeare,

written one year later, show the rapid development
of the writer’s powers, and testify to the waym which
he had steeped himself in Elizabethan literature

until he could teU the stories of Shakespeare’s plays

in childlike language without making them childish

—

a

distinction of the first importance in juvenile

literature. Mary Lamb must share with her brother

the praise due to this memorable and difficult effort j

though it was naturally easier to deal with the

comedies than with the tragedies.

Lamb thus explains the principles of his diction 3

“ Diligent care has been taken to select such words as
might least interrupt the effect of the beautiful English
tongue in which he wrote ; those few words introduced
into our language since his time have been as far as
possible avoided.”

Shakespeare’s speech, clarified and simplified, is

msed with admirable effect. The tales themselves are

laot sentimentalised, but the passion is presented
^ with the strength and dignity of the old fairy stories,

yet with a reticence that keeps back anything that

might shock or disturb a child’s mind.
' * Scarcely less excellent, though less popular, is the
Adventures of Ulysses. Lamb, like Keats, had been
stirred by the voice of Chapman “ loud and bold,”

and his version of the Homeric story is therefore

Elizabethan in its dress, rather than Greek. But here

again he adheres rigidly to the note of simplicity,

and leaves necessarily Chapman’s method again and
again. It is assuredly not merely a prose version of

Chapman, any more than it is a prose version of

Homer ; but an original and charming blend.

Mrs. Leicester's School was written conjointly with
his sister. It consists of various tales told by the
girls themselves, tender, graceful little things, some-
what conventional in theme, but abounding in that

happy gift of reminiscence to be employed amply
later on with such inspiring results.

To turn to Lamb’s dramatic experiments. John
Woodvil, written in 1802, and called originally

Pride’s Cure, exhibits his power of reproducing the

Elizabethan diction, and was sufficiently happy to

deceive Godwin, who imagined it to be a genuine old

play. But if the dramatic verse has power and
beauty, there is little trace of dramatic imagination

in the telling of the story.

Of the farce Mr. H , little can be said. It had
next to no story, while the form was of the thinnest,

and though the play was well acted, nothing could

save it. Lamb the playwright deplored the failure

;

Lamb the critic knew the failure was deserved.

And Lamb’s quality as a critic of the first order,

was soon after this to make an undeniable appeal.

.
As a result of a commission he produced the famous
Specimens of English Dramatic Poets contemporary
with Shakespeare, The principle on which these

Specimens were selected,is made clear in the preface:

** The kind of extracts which I have sought after have
been, not so much passages of wit and humour—^though
the old plays are rich in such—^as scenes of passion, some-
times of the deepest quality, interesting situations,

serious descriptions, that which is more nearly allied to
poetrythan to wit, and to tragic ratherthan comic poetry.
The plays which I made choice of have been with few ex-
ceptions those which treat of human life and manners,
rather than masques and Arcadian Pastorals, with thdr
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tradn of abstractions, unimpassioned deities, passionate
mortals, Clains, and Medorus, and Amintas, and Ama-
ryllis, My leading design has been to illustrate what
may be called the moral sense of our ancestors. To show
in what manner they felt when they placed themselves
by the power of imagination in trying situations, in the
conflicts of duty and passion, or the strife of contending
duties ; what sort of loves and enmities theirs were ;

how their griefs were tempered, and their full-swoln joys
abated ; how much of Shalcespeare shines in the great
men his contemporaries, and how far in his divine mind
and manners he surpassed them and all mankind.’’

Shakespeare is taken as the standard by which his

contemporaries were to be measured, and this stan-

dard was faithfully kept in view and was provocative
of some illuminative comparisons. The importance
of this volume cannot be over-estimated. When it

was published, the Elizabethan dramatists were
little known to the public at large, and Lamb was
jbhe first to sound the note of high prai^. "Coleridge

did not lecture on the Shakespearean drama until

three years later,andHazlitt was still an Elizabethan
critic of the future. So we may fairly regard Laihb
as the pioneer of the New Criticism.

Together with the Specimens mth their notes
may be placed Lamb’s Essay on the Tragedies of
Shakespeare, and that On the Qenivs and Character of
Hogarth,^' Lamb’s qualities as critic are, his gift of

' luminous enthusiasm, his faculty for distinguishing

the human qualities from the academic. But he has
‘ neither Hazlitt’s breadth of range, nor Coleridge’s

subtlety of analysis, and he is happier in noting the
mountain tops than in estimating the sweep of table-

dand.
Lamb’s work as a critic precedes his work as an

essayist, though the essays no less than the letters

scintillate in brilliant fiashes of criticism. His
earlier essay work, between 1811 and 1820, is

scarcely up to the level of Leigh Hunt’s. The
flowering time came in 1820 when “Elia” entered

upon his own and started with the Sovih Sea House,
rich in observant humour and reminiscent charm.
In 1833, the final fruits of Lamb were gathered

together in The Last Essays of Elm,
The genius of Lamb lay in his power of visualising

memories. ^As a stylist does he walk in the past,^

gathering to hunseirthe pleasant tricks and manner-
isms of bygone writers, just as a girl plucks flowers

instinctively that blend with her looks and carriage.

The blossoms are culled from other men’s gardens, ^

but their blending is aU Lamb’s own. Passing

through Lamb’s imagination, they become some-
thing fresh and individual. His style is a mixture
certainly of many styles, but a chemical not &
mechanical mixture.

The matter harmonises with the manner. It also

belongs to the past ; its charm, too, is a retro^ective

one. In his dearly loved haunts it is the shadow of

bygone times that he sees, rather than present

actualities ; a vanished face, a hushed voice, a
recollected gesture, some familiar friend from book-

land, the memory of some treasured joyance. Butl
Lamb’s memories are not like Wordsworth’s, ** emo-

*

tions recollected in tranquillity,” He recalls them
not to wring from them some spiritual rapture, or

ethical significance, but merely as material for his

intellect and fancy to play upon. He plays with his

'thoughts as the wind plays with the leaves, tossing

them hither and thither, circling them round in
strange eddies, scattering, combining, in all manner
'of queer ways. Dearly did he love “ to chew the
cud of a bygone vision,” to dally with his dreams,
to reinvest the common streets of Loudon, and her
well-worn sights, with a glamour of retrospective

fantasy.

AU the conventional approaches of the Essay are
^

quietly ignored by him. Never was any man more
intimate in print than he. He has made of chatter
a fine art, for he is enchantingly easy with no sus-

picion of vulgarity, simple in his choice of subjects,

never trite in his treatment, and he can trifle deli-

cately without being trivial.

A visualiser of memories ! Yes, it is this faculty

for haunting the past in the familiar habiliments of

to-day,of suggesting a shadowcitybeyond the actual

London he sketches with such caressing zest, that
gives Lamb’s method its compelling appeal.

If we analyse their appeal still further we shall see

how admirably the atmosphere of his mind reflects

the pictures that he conjures up.
“ Some things are of that nature as to make one’s

fancy chuckle while his heart doth ache,” wrote
Bunyan. The nature of things mostly appealed to

Lamb in that way. Humour with him is never far

from tragedy ; through his tears' you may see-Ttlie

rainbow in the sky ; for his humour and pathos are

really "inseparable from one another, they are dif-

ferent facets of the same gem ; or to change the
simile, one may say that Lamb’s moods, whether
grave or gay, are equally the natural efiervescence

of an exquisitely mobile imagination : whether you
call it humour or pathos depends entirely upon
where the hght may strike the bubbles.

Some, like Carlyle, who did not understand the
man, were puzzled and offended by the wildness

of some of his verbal extravagances. They looked
on them as the irresponsible fooling of a shallow

nature, never realising that these absurd antics were
but safety-valves for a hypersensitive mind, that had
to fight hard for its sanity, on occasion.

It is characteristic of the Bomantic writer that he
should be confidential. As a rule he tells the world
more about himself than he tells his friend. This is

due to no morbid egotism, no mere loquacity, it is a
necessity of his nature to express himself. In fiction

it is the least apparent, because of the exigencies of

this particular art form. A novehst may dramatise
his moods and experiences, and this to an extent
disguises his self-revelation ; but in the essay form
the intimate confidential note is the most obtrusive,

and the disregard for classical standards and rigidity

of form that is peculiar to romantic literature of all

kinds, necessarily helps this self-revealing process.

For this reason the Essays of Elm especially, and
the critical essays to a less extent, are practically

autobiographical fragments, from which we may
reconstruct with little difficulty the inner life and
no little of the outer life of Lamb.
We may learn of the boyish Charles in NigM

Fears, and in Chrises Hospital

;

be introduced to

his family in The Old Benchers of the Inner Temple
and in My Belations ; read of his youthful experi-

ences in Mackery End in Hertfordshire ; get a vivid
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glimpse of his long intimacy with Mary in Mra^
BaitU^s Opinions ; of his official work in The South
Sea House ; of his sentimental memories in Dream
Children; of hisprejudicesand temptations in Imper-
fect Sympathies and The Confessions of a Drunkard.
Even in his most irresponsible dallyings there

are flashes of self-revelation, and his Popular Pal-
lacies might be described as personal idiosyncrasies

in terms of farcical humour.
There is no touch of vulgarity in these intimacies ;

for alltheir frank unreservewe feelthe delicate refine-

ment of the man’s spiritual nature, and—paradoad-

cal though it may sound—^the continual presence of

a fine reticence. If we wish to compare Lamb with
another garrulous self-revealer who lacks that fine

reticence, we have but to turn to the Confessions of
Rousseau. Lamb omits no essentialj he jioes not^

sentimentalise, and he does not brutalise his memo^
rles, “ He poetises them, preserving them for us in an
"aft "that can differentiate between genuine reality

and crude realism.

Lamb’s Essay work is so individual in its cumula-
tive effect, despite the borrowed ornaments of style,

that we cannot place him in any particular school of

prose. '*^he formal quality of his work approximates
often to the eighteenth-century essay or “ Character

Sketch ” of Addison and Steele, especially Steele.

Yet no sooner do we think we detect the hand of

Steele, than we find the voice is the voice of Sir

Thomas Browne, and no sooner have we caught the

echoes of Browne than a richer and intenser music
hurries us through the years to the prose utterances

of Keats. /
Nor is tnis due in any way to a merely versatile

gift of imitativeness. Lamb’s reminiscences of

style are really due to the fact that he is a poet
at heart and unconscious suits his naaniTertd'his"*

EvCYy^essay is in essence a tone poem, se£^

in- the-proper key and never transgressing it ; the^

variations are many, but never away from the cen-*,

trai theme ; and its apparent discord resolves itself^

to a higher harmony. Or to vary the metaphor,
we may describe Lamb’s discursive papers as ara-

besques, observing geometrical patterns, seemingly
careless but following out cunningly preconceived
designs ; seemingly digressive but with every by-
path leading back into the high road.

Within the boundaries of his temperament^ Lamb
waTa'Erfoat'crff^c. ^"His Elizabethan af^ties made
him a fine interpreter of the beauties of that age

;

while his insight into the merits of the Jacobean and
Caroline dramatists was even more remarkable, even
allowing for certain extravagances of praise into

which his enthusiasm led him. It was sufficient for

him that many Jacobean dramatists were cold-

shouldered and ignored ; and with the warmth of the
partisan he is led to over-emphasize the undoubted
beauty and strength scattered over their work.
Comparing his work here with HazHtt’s brilliant

and more astringent criticism, one must admit to
a preference for the saner perspective of Hazlitt.

Lamb’s defence of the Restoration dramatists, on
the other hand, is not merely the masterpiece of
special pleading that at first sight it appears. It
indicates the best possible way for a modem reader
to appreciate the mingled wit and indecency of such

men as Wycherley and Congreve—and that is not to

judge the plays by ordinary human standards at

all, nor to measure their trend by the foot-rule of

conventional morality ; but to look upon the world
of the Restoration dramatists as an unreal fantastic

world, where the only thing that matters is the m-
tellectual delight of the flash of repartee, or wdtty
illumination of character.

In short, they must be appraised not as emo-
tional human bemgs but as unmoral puppets. Such
an attitude is scarcely possible to the average reader,

who is far more likely to endorse the verdict of

Macaulay upon these writers ; but the mood it

postulates for a right enjoyment, is one that has a
real and solid value in the realm of literary criticism.

Indeed it lies at the root of the difference between
comedy and tragedy. Tragedy must be adjudged
on the plane of the human passions ; it lies at the

very heart of life, and is or should be a vital and ele-

mental thing- Comedy is of the head rather than the

heart ; it plays with ideas, sports with intellectual

fancies. If you deny Lamb’s way of approach you
will miss much of the provocative brilliance in Mr.
Bernard Shaw’s plays and entirely elude (as many
people do) the peculiar genius of Oscar Wilde.

Lamb’s appreciation of verse is more limited, less„

catholic than his appreciation of prose. Lq dealing^

with prose, two sides of his nature are brought into

“operation; the warmlyimaginative concrete side that’
loves the human quality in things, and the cool in-^

tellectual relish for mcongruities and extravagances^
In his own creative work these sides blend and amal-
gamate, while his basic material is ever the concrete

aspect of life ; and over the concrete picture tingling

with tender emotions and extravagant sympathies
he weaves his fantasies, with the deliberate joy of

the inventive logician. But when as a critic he
turns to poetry, this intellectual, fantastic Lamb
disappears ; strength and passion, nobility of

thought, are the qualities that chiefly move him
here. He can admire the austere dignity of Words-
worth and the vigorous sledge-hammer satire of

Bryden, but Byron disgusts him and Shelley leaves

him cold. It seems strange that he should have
found nothing to admire or take pleasure in as re-

gards Byron’s work except, as Talfourd tells us, “ the

apostrophe to Parnassus ”
; but his attitude to

both Byron and Shelley helps us to understand the

man’s attitude towards poetry and his limitations

as a critic. It shows quite clearly that the fantastic

dreamer in Mia is not an imaginative or po„etio^

dreamer but an intellectual and logical dreamer,

otherwise he would have fellr otherwise towards the

viBiohary Shelley and the fanciful mythology of

Southey, and would not have welcomed with a shouf
Df -Joy the~ihtellectually brilliant but coldly imagi
native work of the*Restoration dramatist.

Keeping this view of Lamb in mind, the whimsical
quality of his work and its apparently inconsequen-
tial ramblings assume a rather different complexion
from that popularly assigned them. The reiterated

apostrophes to the “ gentle Charles,” the references

to Lamb as a writer that suggest him as a quaint,

soft-hearted prattler, or irresponsible jester, con-

vey a wrong impression of the man’s personality.

Tender he was, inasmuch as his intense humanity
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made tolerant and charitable to those aroimd
him ;

but there was behind the tenderness a stem
inflexibility of character. The man who could
deliberately put aside his youthful dreams of love,

who could set himself to watch over and guard,

unjemittmgly and uncomplainingly, a mentally
afflicted sister not for a brief space but for a lifetime,

and who could fight so grimly and persistently his

own weaknesses, handicapped as he was by some-
thing of the same darkness that was always obscurmg
his sister’s hfe—such a man was not the mild senti-

mentalist of popular estimation. There is a strain

of iron in a nature that could shape his destiny along
these lines of self-discipline and disinterested aflec-

tion, and compel the love and admiration of fiery,

impatient souls hke Hazlitt.

His very extravagances are not the ebulKtions of

an irresponsible personahty but the distractions of a
strong and afflicted one. The jester does not frolic

out of lightness of heart, but to escape from the
gloom that might otherwise crush.

Thus may we leave him, reserved beneath all his

confidences, serious behind all his whimsical gaieties;

true and steadfast at the back of his wilful caprices

—

a strong, lovable, human soul.

The Om Fajsjiliab Faces

I have had playmates, I have had companions.
In my days of childhood, in my joyful school-days

—

All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I have been laughing, I have been carousing,
Drinking late, sitting late, with my bosom cronies—
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I loved a Love once, fairest among women :

Closed are her doors to me, I must not see her—
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I have a friend, a kinder friend has no man ;

Like an ingrate, I left my friend abruptly ;

Left him, to muse on the old familiar faces.

Ghost-like I paced round the haunts of my childhood.
Earth seem’d a desert I was bound to traverse.

Seeking to find the old familiar faces.

Friend of my bosom, thou more than a brother,

Why wert not thou born in my father’s dwelling ?

So might we talk of the old familiar faces

—

How some they have died, and some they have left me.
And some are taken from me ; all are departed

—

AJl, ail are gone, the old familiar faces.

Geace befoeb Meat

I own that I am disposed to say grace upon twenty
other occasions in the course of the day besides my dinner.

I want a form for setting out upon a pleasant walk, for

a moonlight ramble, for a fnendly meeting, or a solved

problem. Why have we none for books, those spiritual

repasts—a grace before Milton—a grace before Shake-
speare—a devotional exercise proper to be said before

reading the Fairy Queen ?—^butjihe received ritual having
prescribed these forms to the solitary ceremony of

manducation, I shall confine my observations to the

experience which I have had of the grace,
^

properly so

called. . . . The form, then, of the benediction before

eating has its beauty at a poor man’s table, or at the

simple and unprovooative repast of children. It is here

that the grace becomes exceedingly graceful. The in-

digent man, who hardly knows whether he shall have a
meal the next day or not, sits down to his fare with a
present sense of the blessing, which can be but feebly

acted by the rich, into whose minds the conception of

wanting a dinner could never, but by some extreme
theory, have entered. The proper end of food—the

animal sustenance—is barely contemplated by them*
The poor man’s bread is his daily bread, literally his
bread for the day. . . .

When I have sate (a rarua hospes) at rich men’s
tables, with the savoury soup and messes steaming up
the nostrils, and moistening the lips of the guests with
desire and a distracted choice, I have felt the introduction
of that ceremony to be unseasonable. With the ravenous
orgasm upon you, it seems impertment to interpose a re-

hgious sentiment. It is a confusion of purpose to mutter
out praises from a mouth that waters. The heat of
epicurism puts out the gentle flame of devotion. . . .

I hear somebody exclaim,—^Would you have Chris-
tians sit down at table like hogs to their troughs, withotit
remembering the Giver ?—No—^I would have them sit

down as Christians, remembering the Giver, and less like

hogs.
A Qttaxees’ Meeting

Header, would’st thou know what true peace and quiet
mean ; would’st thou find a refuge from the noises and
clamours of the multitude ; would’st thou enjoy at once
solitude and society; would’st thou possess the depth
of thme own spirit in stillness, without being shut out
from the consolatory faces of thy species ; would’st thou
be alone and yet accompanied ; sohtary, yet not deso-
late; singular, yet not without some to keep thee m
countenance ; a unit in aggregate ; a simple in com-
posite :—come with me into a Quakers* Meeting.
Dost thou love silence deep as that “ before the winds

were made ” ? go not out into the wilderness, descend
not into the profundities of the earth ; shut not up thy
casements ; nor pour wax into the little cells of thy ears,

with little-faith’d self-mistrusting Ulysses. Retire with
me into a Quakers’ Meeting.
For a man to refrain even from good words, and to

hold his peace, it is commendable ; but for a multitude
it is great mastery.
Wl^t is the stillness of the desert compared with this

place ? what the uncommunicating muteness of fishes ?—^here the goddess reigns and revels .
—** Boreas, and

Cesias, and Argestes loud,” do not with their intercon-
founding uproars more augment the brawl, nor the waves
of the blown Baltic with th^eir clubbed sounds—^than their
opposite (Silenceher sacred self ) is multiplied andrendered
more intense by numbers, and by sympathy. She too
hath her deeps, that call unto deeps. Negation itself

hath a positive more or less ; and closed eyes would
seem to obscure the great obscurity of midnight.

There are wounds which an imperfect solitude cannot
heal. By imperfect I mean that which a man enjoyeth
by himself. The perfect is that which he can sometimes
attam in crowds, but nowhere so absolutely as in a
Quakers’ Meeting.—^Those first hermits did certainly
understand this principle, when they retired into Egyptian
solitudes, not singly, but in shoals, to enjoy one another’s
want of conversation. The Carthusian is bound to his

brethren by this agreeing spirit of incommunicativeness.
Li secular occasions, what so pleasant as to be reading
a book through a long winter evening, with a friend

dtting by—say, a wife—he, or she, too, (if that be pro-
bable), reading another without interruption, or oral

communication ?—can there be no sympathy without
the gabble of words ?—away with this inhuman, shy,
single, shade-and-cavern-haunting solitariness. Give me.
Master Zimmerman, a sympathetic solitude.

Witches, and otheb Night Feaes

From my childhood I was extremely inquisitive about
witches and witch-stories. My maid, and more legendary
aunt, supplied me with good store. But I shall men-
tion the accident which directed my curiosity originally

into this channel. In my father’s book-closet the his-

tory of the Bible by Stackhouse occupied a distinguished

station. * The pictures with which it abounds—one of the
ark, in particular, and another of Solomon’s Temple,
delineated with all the fidelity of ocular admeasurement,
as if the artist had been upon the spot—attracted my
childish attention. There was a picture, too, of the
Witch raising up Samuel, which I wish that I had never
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seen. We sh^ come to that hereafter. Stackhouse is

in two huge tomes ; and there was a pleasure in removing
folios of that magnitude, which, with infinite straining,

was as much as I could manage, from the situation which
they occupied upon an upper shelf. I have not met with
the work from that time to this, but I remember it

consisted of Old Testament stones, orderly set down,
with the objection appended to each story, and the
solution of the objection regularly tacked to it. The
objection was a summary of whatever difficulties had been
opposed to the credibility of the history by the shrewdness
of ancient or modern infidelity, drawn up with an almost
complimentary excess of candour. The solution waa
brief, modest, and satisfactory. The bane and antidote

were both before you. To doubts so put, and so quashed,
there seemed to be an end for ever. The dragon lay

dead, for the foot of the veriest babe to trample on.

But—like as was rather feared than realised from that

slain monster in Spenser—^from the womb of those crushed
errors young dragonets would creep, exceeding the prow-
ess of so tender a Saint George as myself to vanquish.
The habit of expecting objections to every passage set

me upon starting more objections, for the glory of finding

a solution of my own to them. I became staggered and
perplexed, a sceptic in long-coats. The pretty Bible

stories which I had read, or heard read in church, lost

their purity and sincerity of impression, and were turned
into so many historic or chronologic theses to be defended
against whatever impugners. I was not to disbelieve

them, but—the next thing to that—I was to be quite

sure that some one or other would or had disbelieved

them. Next to making a child an infidel is the letting

him know that there are infidels at all. Credulity is the

man’s weakness, but the child’s strength. O, how ugly
sound doubts from the mouth of a babe and a
suckling J I have lost myself in these mazes, and
have pined away, I think, with such unfit sustenance as

these husks afforded, but for a fortunate piece of ill-fortune

which about this time befell me. Turning over the pic-

ture of the ark with too much haste, I unhappily made a
breach in its ingenious fabric—driving my inconsiderate

fingers right through the two larger quadrupeds, the
elephant and the camel, that stare (as well they might)
out of the two last windows next the steerage in that
nnivuo p'opp of naval architecture. Stackhouse was
hen'Vfo'-Lh bcki'J up, and became an interdicted treasure.

With the book, the objectwns and solutions gradually

cleared out of my head, and have seldom retiraed since

in any force to trouble me. But there was an impression
which I had imbibed from Stackhouse which no lock or
bar could shut out, and which was destined to try my
childish nerves rather more seriously—That detestable

picture I

I was dreadfully alive to nervous terrors. The night-

time. folitudo, and the dark, were my hell. The sufferings

I pndiiicd m th.s riSfire would justify the expression. I
never laid my head on my pillow, I suppose, from the
fourth to the seventh or eighth year of my life—so far as
memory serves in things so long ago—^without an assur-

ance, which realised its own prophecy, of seeing some
frightful spectre. Be old Stackhouse then acquitted in

part, if I say, that to the picture of the Witch raising up
Samuel—(0 that old man covered with a mantle !)--

I owe—^not my midnight terrors, the hell of my infancy-—
but the shape and manner of their visitation. It was he
who dressed up for me a hag that nightly sate upon my
pillow—a sure bedfellow, when my aunt or my maid was
far from me. All day long, while the book was permitted
me, I dreamed waking over his delineation, and at night
(if I may use so bold an expression) awoke into sleep, and
found the vision true, I durst not, even in the daylight,

once enter the chamber where I slept, without my face
turned to the window, aversely from the bed where my
witch-ridden pillow was. Parents do not know what
they do when they leave tender babes alone to go to sleep

in the dark. The feeling about for a friendly arm—^the

hoping for a familiar voice—^when they awake screaming
—and find none to soothe them—^what a terrible shalang
it is to their poor nerves ' The keeping them up till mid-
night, through candle-light and the unwholesome hours.

as they are called, would, 1 am satisfied, in a medical
point of view, prove the better caution.

That we shoxtld Lie Down with the Lams

We could never qmte understand the philosophy of
this arrangement, or the wisdom of our ancestors in
sending us for instruction to these woolly bedfellows. A
sheep, when it is dark, has nothing to do but to shut his

silly eyes and sleep if he can. Man found out long sixes—^Hail, candle-light ! without disparagement to sun or
moon, the kindliest luminary of the three—^if we may not
rather style thee their radiant deputy, mild viceroy of the
moon »—We live to read, talk, sit silent, eat, drink, sleep,

by candle-light. They are everybody’s sun and moon.
This is our peculiar and household planet. Wanting it,

what savage unsocial nights must our ancestors have
spent, wintering in caves and unillumined fastnesses !

They must have lain about and grumbled at one another
in the dark. What repartees could have passed, when
you must have felt about for a smile, and handled a
neighbour’s cheek to be sure that he understood it ? . . .

Jokes came in with candles. We wonder how they saw
to pick up a pin, if they had any. How did they sup ?

what a milange of chance carving they must have made
of it ?—^here one had got a leg of a goat when he wanted
a horse’s shoulder—^there another had dipped his scooped
palm in a kid-skin of wild honey, when he meditated
right mare’s milk. There is neither good eating nor
drinking in fresco. Who, even in these civilised times,
has never experienced this, when at some economic table
he has commenced dining after dusk, and waited for the
flavour till the lights came ? The senses absolutely
give and take reciprocally. Can you tell pork from veal
in the dark ? Take away the candle from the smoking
man

;
by the glimmering of the left ashes, he knows that

he is still smoking, but he knows it only by an inference ;

till the restored light, coming in aid of the olfactories,

reveals to both senses the full aroma.

WILLIAM HAZLITT (1778-1830)

William Hazlitt, sbn of a Unitarian minister of

Irish blood, was bom at Maidstone in 1778, and
nurtured in the keen atmosphere of progressive

thought. Social and political problems preoccupied
him as a youth, and he paid more attention to these

matters than to theology, which annoyed his tutors

at the Unitarian College. It was soon quite obvious

that the ministry for which he had been intended

exercised no compelling interest upon his energies,

and he gave up the idea of becoming a minister.

From Eadieal politics he plunged into philosophy

and studied the philosophic thinkers of the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries.

Hitherto the intellectual life had been fostered

somewhat at the espense of the imaginative, but in

1796 Burke’s Letter to a Noble Lord arrested his

attention, and the rich eloquence fascinated him.

The influence of Burke was reinforced by the yet

greater influence of Coleridge in 1798, and Hazlitt’s

account of their first meeting is written in his

happiest vein. Clearly it was a spiritual crisis in

his life.

“ I was at that time dumb, inarticulate,’’ he wrote,
“ but now my ideas float on winged words.” He
had little thought of earning a livelihood by litera-

ture, however, at this time, despite his ambition to

write an essay on the Principles of Human Action,

and tried to earn a living as a portrait painter.

In 1807 he published some political essays, includ-

ing a reply to Malthus, and in 1808 married Miss
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Stoddart, and went to live at Winter Stow in Wilt-
shire.

Meanwhile portrait painting had chiefly occupied
him. In 1 802 he had gone to Paris to study art, and
despite the fact that financial straits and imusually
cold weather made this sojourn a trying and exact-
ing one, his tremendous enthusiasm, and youthful
capacity for extracting joy out of life, made the stay
a happy and agreeable one.

On his return he became an itinerant portrait
painter, which suited his tastes, if it did not fill his
pocket. He loved tramping over the roads, and he
had plenty of self-confidence and sufficient abihty to
get work of a kind. He was more fortunate with his

rich manufacturers than with his poets. Southey
compared his picture of Coleridge with a “ horse-
dealer on his trial, evidently guilty, but clever enough
to have a chance of getting off,” while Wordsworth’s
portrait was stated by another critic to be like “ a
criminal on the gallows deeply aflected by a fate he
held to be deserved.”

Hazlitt bore these criticisms with good humour,
perhaps he did not take his art very seriously, and
was only too delighted when after receiving a small
commission he could dine on sausages and mashed
potatoes, “ a noble dish for strong stomachs.”
Hazhtt certainly loved his work, and his Essay on

the Pleasures of Painting lets us into his state of

mind at this period.

“ The first head I ever tried to paint was an old woman
with the upper part of the face shaded by her bonnet, and
I certainly laboured at it with great perseverance. It
took me numberless sittings to do it. I have it by me
still, and sometimes look at it with surprise, to think how
much pains were thrown away to httle purpose ; yet
not altogether in vain if it taught me to see goodm every-
thing, and to know that there is nothing vulgar in Nature
seen with the eye of science or of true art. Refinement
creates beauty everywhere ; it is the grossness of the
spectator that discovers nothing but grossness in the
object. Be this as it may, I spared no pains to do
my best. If art was long, I thought that life was so too
at that moment.”

His last portrait, and one of his best, was that of

Charles Lamb,now to be seen inthe NationalPortrait

Gallery.

In 1805 he abandoned painting as a profession, and
for the time gave his best energies to literature.

Previous to his marriage with Jane Stoddart, he
had figured in various rural love affairs, in one of

which he narrowly escaped ducking in the village

pond. Amorous by nature and susceptible to femi-

nine charms, he was continually falling m and out of

love, and his marriage with Miss Stoddart was not
such a love match as to absorb all of Hazhtt’s emo-
tional nature.

In 1812 Hazlitt came up from Wiltshire and
settled in London, first of all in 19 York Street,

Westminster, where Milton had lived for some years

;

he gave lectures on philosophy at the RusseU Insti-

tution in Bloomsbury, and wrote for the Morning
Chronicle and Examiner, He was Parliamentary

reporter at first, and then became dramatic reporter.

Both experiences enriched his position as a writer

;

the House of Commons with its flights of oratory and
ad capiandum appeals; the theatre, by stimulating

ius liking for dramatic literature. But he was less of
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a theatrical critic than a dramatic critic ; he judged
a play rather by its literary qualities than its stage
eflectiveness.

Meanwhile his married life was no smooth one.
His wife was matter-of-fact and angular in character,
and a poor housewife. Hazlitt found no congenial
^e at home, sought for it elsewhere, and found it

in the friendship of Lamb. Lamb understood Him
better than most men, and discerned sterling quali-
ties beneath his moodiness and capricious temper-
Hazlitt’s tastes were simple and inexpensive, and it

was chiefly due to this rather than to any domestic
economy on the part of Mrs. Hazlitt, that he got
along so tolerably as he did, for his finances were
never otherwise than modest.
He lectured m 1818 at the Surrey Institution on

the English Poets, and these lectures met with better
success than his previous ones. Talfourd’s account
of the lectures gives us an excellent idea of Hazhtt’s
method and reception.

“ Mr. Hazhtt delivered three courses of lectures at the
Surrey Institution, to the matter of which we have re-

peatedly alluded—on ‘The English Poets,’ on ‘The
English Comic Writers,’ and on ‘ The Age of Elizabeth ’

—

before audiences with whom he had but ‘ an imperfect
sympathy.* They consisted chiefy of Dissenters, who
agreed with him in his hatred of Lord Castlereagh, but
who ‘ loved no plays *

; of Quaker':’, -rho apn-ov^d him
as the opponent of Slavery and Cap.tal J’ij erl, but
who ‘ heard no music *

;

of citizens, devoted to the mam
chance, who had a hankering after ‘ the improvement of
themind,* but to whom his favourite doctrme of its natural
disinterestedness was a riddle ; of a few enemies, who came
to sneer ; and a few friends, who were eager to learn and
to admire. The comparative insensibility of the bulk of
his audience to his finest passages sometimes provoked
him to awaken their attention by points which broke the
train of his discourse, after which he could make himself

amends by some abrupt paradox which might set their

prejudices on edge, and make them fancy they were
shocked. He startled many of them at the onset by
observing that since Jacob’s dream ‘the heavens have
gone further off and become astronomical,’ a fine extra-

vagance, which the ladies and gentlemen who had grown
astronomical themselves under the preceding lecturer

felt called on to resent as an attack on their severer

studies. When he read a well-known extract from
Cowper, comparing a poor cottager with Voltaire, and
had pronounced the line ‘ a truth the brilhant Frenchman
never knew,’ they broke into a joyous shout of

^
self-

gratulation, and they were so much wiser than a wicked
Frenchman, When he passed by Mrs. Hannah More
with observing that ‘ she had written a great deal which
he had never read,’ a voice gave expression to the general

commiseration and surprise by calling out ‘ More pity for

you »
’ They were confounded at his reading, with more

emphasis perhaps than discretion. Gay’s epigrammatic
hnes on Sir Richard Blackmore, m which scriptural

persons are freely hitched into rhyme ; but he went
doggedly on to the end, and, by his perseverance, baffled

those who, if he acknowledged himself wrong by stopping,

would have hissed him witl'or.t mercy. He once had an
edifying advantage ove^ iltir. He was enumerating
the humanities which endeared Dr. Johnson to h^ mind ;

and at the close of an agreeable catalogue mentioned, as

last and noblest, his ‘ carrying the poor victim of disease

and dissipation on his back through Fleet Street,’ at

which a titter arose from some, who were struck by the

picture as ludicrous, and a murmur from others, who
deemed the allusion unfit for ears polite. He paused for

an mstant, and then added in his sturdiest and most im-
pressive manner, ‘ an act which realises the parable of

the Good Samaritan,’ at which his moral and delicate

hearers shrank rebuked into deep silenep. He was not
eloquent in the true sense of the term ; for his thoughts
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were too weighty to bemoved alongby the shallow stream
of feeling which an evening’s excitement can arouse. He
wrote aUhis lectures, and read them as they were written ;

but his deep voice and earnest manner suited his matter
well. He seemed to dig into his subject—^and not in

vain. In delivering his longer quotations, hehad scarcely

continuity enough mr his versification of Shakespeare and
Milton, ‘with linkM sweetness long drawn out’; but
he gave Pope’s brilliant satire and divine compliments,

which are usually complete within the couplet, with an
elegance and point which the poet himself would have felt

as their highest praise.”

In 1819 his wife and he had separated, and in

1823 they were divorced. Between this period came
the episode of the “ cold and sullen ** Miss Walker
and Hazlitt’s mad infatuation for her. This episode

he afterwards turned to literary account in the lAber

Amoria ; a brilliant though morbid piece of work.

Undeterred by his unhappy matrimonial experience

and by his chronic iU success as a peripatetic lover,

Hazlitt married in 1824 a widow lady whom he had
met for the first time in a stage coach. With her

Hazlitt travelled abroad, and seems to have enjoyed
his travels more than he^dhis wife’s companionship,

judging by the negative part she plays in his literary

record. In Florence, Hazlitt made the acquaintance

of Landor, and the two men, who had nc little in

oommon, got on excellently weU.
During the return journey the second Mrs.

Hazlitt left her husband, and they never lived to-

gether again.

During the next few years some of his finest essay

work was published. But about 1828 his health,

that had been always indifferent, became worse, and
his last few years were darkened by physical dis-

abilities and money troubles. But he continued
writing gamely up to the very end, despite aU the

miseries of gastric inflammation. His mind was
clear and vigorous despite his enfeebled body, and
when dying he remarked to his friend Proctor,

Well, I’ve had a very happy life.’*

His Work
Hazlitt’s intellectual awakening came on that

eventful morning when he listened to the talk of

Coleridge :
“ The light of his genius shone into my

soul, like the sun’s rays glittering in the puddles of

the road.” This was in 1798. His earlier literary

labour had been chiefly philosophical ; and formal
at that. He had not, as yet, found individuality

of style, nor the kind of work in which he could
amply and characteristically express himself. The
first taste of the real Hazlitt is not to be found in his

political pamphleteering {Free ThougMa in Public

Affaire, 1806), nor in his Principlea of Human
Action, nor his Reply to Malthua, but in the vivid
portraits of Walpole and others that served to in-

troduce ** the eloquence of the British Senate ”

;

while his work as a dramatic critic, even his ex-
perience in art, served as a valuable apprenticeship
to the Hazlitt of the Table Talk and The Charactera

of Shakespeare^a Plays,

Between 1815 and 1822 Hazlitt had passed
through the experimental stage and reached to
maturity. His Shakespearean criticism, rich in

incisive vigour and freshness of imagination, his

English Poets (1818) and English Comic Writera

(1819), caustic in wit yet with the salt of true criti-

cal wisdom, his Dramatic iMerature of the Age of

Ehzdbeth, with its fine catholicity of taste—all these

are memorable additions to English critical litera-

ture. Captious at times (it would not otherwise be
Hazlitt), they none the less exhibit an astonishing

vitality of thought, a pungency of expression, un-
excelled even among the great names of English
criticism. With a large measure of Dryden’s fresh-

ness and acumen he combines the romantic fervour

of Coleridge.

As a critic of Elizabethan literature he is more
reliable but less eclectic than Lamb. The Round
Table (1817), and Table Talk (1821—22), exhibit more
particularly his aphoristic power. He forgets his

domestic troubles, his infirmities of health, and
plunges with keen and warm delight into the sea

of literature, relishing the bufieting of the billows,

contending hilariously with the cross currents, pur-

suing, with the joy of the discursive mind, every

vagrant eddy and tributary stream.

In 1823 came the Liber Amoria, Despite its

psychological power, this record of his violently

morbid attachment for Sarah Walker is unworthy
of his great reputation. But great things were still

before him. If in his book of maxims, Character^

iatics, he does but mark time, in his Notes of a
Journey through France and Italy (1820) he gives us

some of his best thmgs on the Fine Arts ; wliile

The Plain Speaker (1826) shows him at his mellowest

as a discursive essayist. Then came the Spirit of

the Agf6(l 825), where his scintillating humourreaches
its highest point of ironical invective. As a piece of

brilliant literary portraiture, the book is a master-

piece. After this he did nothing of the first order,

for his Life of Na/poleon is a dull and lifeless thing.

But when he died at fifty-two he might well look

back with a certain fierce complacency at what he
had achieved. Whether as a discursive essayist,

a critic of the arts, or a taster of books, he is

supremely excellent.

Wordsworth claimed for imaginative vision an
inner veracity, a power of penetrating to the root

of things, but it was Coleridge who first appropriated

this faculty of the imagination for critical purposes.

Thus he made criticism, no less than poetry, a
creative art. Hazlitt was his lineal successor in

criticism, and if less penetrating in insight he yet

transcended his master in lucidity and incisive

vigour. Hazhtt’s personality was a complex one.

There are two strongly marked opposing tendencies

in his nature that called for no ordinary power of

co-ordination. On one side we have the austere,

individualistic Puritan strain that came from his

Presbyterian forefatners, on the other a sensuous,

voluptuous strain that often ran athwart his Puri-

tanism and occasioned him many a mental struggle.

The general efiect of these two elements in his

nature was this : in matters of the intellect the

Puritan was uppermost ; in the realm of the

emotions you felt the dominant presence of the

opposing element.

In his finest essays one feels the presence at

once of the Calvinist and the Epicurean, not as

two incompatibles, but as opposing elements that

have blent together into a noble unity, would-be
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rivals that have co-ordinated so that from each the
good has been extracted, and the less worthy sides

eliminated. Thus the sweetness of the one and the
strength of the other have combined to give more
distinction and power to the utterance.

Take this passage from one of his lectures s

“ The poet of nature is one who, from the elements of
beauty, of power, and of passion in his own breast,
sympathises with whatever is beautiful, and grand, and
impassioned in nature, m its simple majesty, in its im-
mediate appeal to the senses, to the thoughts and hearts
of all men ; so that the poet of nature, by the truth, and
depth, and harmony of his mind, may be said to hold
communion with the very soul of nature ; to be identified

with, and to foreknow, and to record, the feehngs of all

men, at all times and places, as they are liable to the same
impressions ; and to exert the samepower over the minds
of his readers that nature does. He sees things in their

eternal beauty, for he sees them as they are ; he feels

them in their universal interest, for he feels them as they
affect the first principles of his and our common nature.

Such was Homer, such was Shakespeare, whose works
will last as long as nature, because they are a copy of the
indestructible forms and everlasting impulses of nature,

welling out from the bosom as from a perennial spring,

or stamped upon the senses by the hand of their Maker.
The power of the imagination in them is the representa-

tive power of all nature. It has its centre in the human
soul, and makes the circuit of the universe.”

And this ;

** The child is a poet, in fact, when he first plays at
hide-and-seek, or repeats the story of Jack the Giant-
killer ; the shepherd boy is a poet when he first crowns
his mistress with a garland of fiowers

j
the countryman

when he stops to look at the rainbow ; the city appren-
tice when he gazes after the Lord Mayor’s show ; the
miser when he hugs his gold ; the courtier who builds

his hopes upon a smile ; the savage who paints his idol

with blood ; the slave who worships a tyrant, or the
tyrant who fancies himself a god ; the vain, the ambi-
tious, the proud, the choleric man, the hero and the
coward, the beggar and the king:, the rich and the poor,

the young and the old, all live in a world of their own
making ; and the poet does no more than describe what
all the others think and act.”

“ Poetry is not a branch of authorship ; it is the stuff

of which our life is made.”

The artist is speaking in Hazlitt, but beneath the

full, rich exuberance of the artist you can detect

an undemote of austerity.

Then, again, his memorable utterance about the

Dissenting minister from one of his essays on Court

Influence ;

“A Dissenting minister is a character not so easily

to be dispensed with, and whose place cannot be well

supplied. It is a pity that this character has worn itself

out ; that that pulse of thought and feeling has ceased
almost to beat in the heart of the nation, who, if not re-

markable for sincerity and plain downright well-meaning,
are remarkable for nothing. But we have known some
such, in happier days, who had been brought up and lived

from youth to age in the one constant belief in God and
of His Christ, andwho thought * all other things but dross

compared with the glory to be hereafter revealed.’ Their
youthful hopes and vanity had been mortified in them
even in their boyish days, by the neglect and supercilious

regards of the world ; and they turned to look into their

own minds for something else to build their hopes and
confidence upon. They were true priests. They set

up an image in their own minds-—it was truth ; they
worshipped an idol there—^it was j'ustice. They looked
on man as their brother, and only bowed the knee to the
Hichc«t. Separate from the world, they walked humbly
with their God, and lived in thought with those who had
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borne testimony of a good conscience, with the spirits
of just men in all ages. . . . Their sympathy was not
with the oppressors, but the oppressed. They cherished
in their thoughts—and wished to transmit to their pos-
terity—those rights and privileges for asserting which
their ancestors had bled on scaffolds, or had pined m
dungeons, or in foreign climes. Their creed, too, was
* Glory to God, peace on earth, goodwill to man.’ This
creed, since profaned and rendered vile> they kept fast
through good report and evil report. This belief they
had, that looks at something out of itself, fixed as the
stars, deep as the firmament; that makes of its own
heart an altar to truth, a place of worship for what is
right, at which it does reverence with praise and prayer
like a holy thin^, apart and content ; that feels that the
greatest Being in the universe is always near it ; and
that all things work together for the good of His creatures,
under His guiding hand. This covenant they kept, as the
stars keep their courses

; this principle they stuck by,
for want of knowing better, as it sticks by them to the
last. It grows with their growth, it does not wither in
their decay. It lives when the almond tree flourishes,
and is not bowed down with the tottering knees. It
glimmers with the last feeble eyesight, smiles in the faded
cheek like infancy, and lights a path before them to the
grave 1

**

Here is a man of Puritan lineage speaking, but
is it the voice of Puritanism only ? Surely it is

a Puritanism softened and refined, a Puritanism
winch is free of those harsh and unpleasing elements
that have too often obscured its finer aspects. I
know of no passage in his writings which for

spacious eloquence, nobleness of thought, beauty of

expression can rival this. It was written in 1818,
when Hazlitt was forty years old, and in the
plenitude of his powers.

But the power of co-ordination was not always
exerted, perhaps not always possible. There are

times when the Puritan element disappears
; and

it is Hazlitt the eager, curious taster of life that
is presented to us. For there was the restless in-

quisitiveness of the literary vagabond about him.
This gives such delightful piquancy to many of his

utterances. He wanders far and wide, and is

willing to go anywhere for a fresh sensation that

may add to the flavour of his intellectual life. He
has no patience with readers who will not quit

their own small back gardens. He is for ranging
“ over the hills and far away.”
No sympathy he with the readers who take timid

constitutionals in literature, choosing only the weH-
wom paths. He is a true son of the road ; the

world is before him, and high roads and bjrways,

rough paths and smooth paths, are equally accept-

able, provided they add to his zest and enjoyment.

Not that he cares for the new merely because it

is new. The essay On Beading Old Boohs is proof

enough of that. A literary ramble must not merely

be novel ; it must have some element of beauty

about it, or he will revisit the old haunts of whose

beauty he has full cognizance.

Appreciative as he is of primal qualities, of

sincerity and simplicity, he has not the patience of

Wordsworth to disengage these things from the

unattractive aspects of rural life. He cannot for-

give dullness, and is far more alive to the failings

of country people than to their solid merits.

“All country people hate one another,” he says.
“ They have so little comfort that they envy their neigh-

bours the smallest pleasure and advantage, and nearly
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grudge themselves the necessaries of life. From not
being accustomed to enjoyment, they become hardened
and averse to it—stupid, for want of thought, selfish, for

want of society,”

No ; it is the sheer joy of being in the open,

and learning what Whitman called the profound
lesson of reception ” that attracted Hazlitt. “ What
I like best,” he declares, “ is to lie whole mornings
on a sunny bank on Salisbury Plain without any
object before me, neither knowing nor caring how
time passes, and thus with light-winged toys and
feathered idleness, to melt down hours to moments.”
A genuine vagabond mood this.

Hazlitt, like De Quincey, had felt the glamour of

the city as well as the glamour of the country, not

with the irresistibility of Lamb, but for all that

potently. Yet an instinct for the open, the craving

for pleasant spaces, and the longing of the hard-

driven journalist for the gracious leisure of the

country, these things were paramount with both
Hazlitt and De Quincey.

In Hazlitt’s case there is a touch of wildness, a
more primal delight in the roughness and sohtude

of country places than we find in De Quincey.
“ One of the pleasantest things,” says Hazlitt,

in true vagabond spirit, is going on a journey,

but I like to go by myself.”

He justifies his feeling thus with an engaging

frankness

;

“ The soul of a journey is liberty, perfect liberty to
think, feel. Do just as one pleases. We go a journey
chiefly to be free of all impediments, and of all incon-

veniences ; to leave ourselves behind j much more to

get rid of others. ... It is hard if I cannot start some
game on these lone heaths. I laugh, I run, I leap, I sing

for joy. From the point of yonder rolling cloud I plunge
into mypast being and revel there, as the sunburnt Indian
plunges headlong into the wave that wafts him to his

native shore. Then, long-forgotten things like * sunken
wrack and sunless treasures * burst upon my eager sight,

and I begin to feel, think, and be myself again.”

Moody as ho was at times, sour-tempered and
whimsical as ho could be, yet there was a fine

quality of joy about Hazlitt. It is this quality of

joy that gives the sparkle and relish to his essays.

He took the same joy in his books as in his walks,

and he communicates this joy to the reader. He
appears misanthropic at times, and rages violently

at the world ; but it is merely a passing gust of

feeling, and when over, it is easy to see how super-

ficial it was, so little is his general attitude affected

by it.

Trying beyond doubt as was the wayward element
in Hazlitt’s disposition to his friends, it is not
without its charm, as a literary characteristic. His
bitterness against Coleridge in his later years leads

him to dwell the longer upon the earlier meetings,

upon the Coleridge of Wem and Nether Stowey,
and thus his very prejudices leave his readers

frequently as gainers.

A passing whim, a transient resentment, will be
the occasion of some finely discursive essay on
abstract virtues and vices. And, after all, there is

at bottom such noble enthusiasm in the man, and
where his subjects were not living people, and his

judgment is not blinded by some small prejudices,

how fair, how just, how large and admirable his

view. His faults and failings were of such a char-
acter as to bring upon the owner their own retri-

bution, He paid heavily for his mistakes. His
splenetic moods and his violent dislikes arose not
from a want of sensibility, but from an excess of
sensibility. So I do not think they need seriously

disturb us. After all, the dagger he uses as a critic

is uncommonly like a stage weapon, and does no
serious damage.

Better even than his brilliant, suggestive, if

capricious criticisms, are his discursive essays on
men and things. These abound in a tonic wisdom,
a breadth of imagination as welcome as they are
rare.

Although Hazlitt gave up the brush, he never gave
up painting, and his brilliant audacities in prose have
survived his experiments in pigment.

Shy and reserved as he was, no on© could be more
confidential with a pen in hand. Every essay is a
fragment of autobiography and every sentence a
confession. There is something of Rousseau’s senti-

mental garrulousness about Hazlitt, and this in-

creases the human interest of his wntmgs. We
may dissent from his conclusions, or take exception
to certain moods, but he never bores us.

As examples of his powers of portraiture a passage
or so from his papers on Wordsworth and Tom
Moore will suffice. Here w© shall find mingled
honey and gall.

What could be better than the eulogium of

Wordsworth

:

“ He gathers manna in the wilderness, he strikes the
barren rock for the gushing moisture. He elevates the
mean by the strength of his own aspirations ; he clothes

the naked with beauty and grandeur from the stores of

hxs own recollections. No cypress grove loads his verse
with funeral song, but his imagination lends a sense of joy

* To the bare trees and mountains bare,

And grass in the green fields.*

No storm, no shipwreck startles us by its horrors, but the
rainbow lifts its head in the clouds and the breeze sighs
through the withered fern. No sad vicissitude of Fate,
no overwhelming catastrophe in Nature deforms his pages
but the dewdrop glitters on the bending flower, the tear
collects in the glistening eye. As the lark ascends from
its low bed and salutes the morning skies, so Mr. Words-
worth’s unpretending muse in russet guise scales the
summit of reflection, while it makes the round earth its

footstool and its home.”

But the man who wrote these honeyed words
could write also words of gall, as that genial but
certainly second-rate poet, Tom Moore, found to

his cost. It would be hard to deny the truth of

the criticism, despite its almost brutal frankness.

“ Mr. Moore has a little mistaken the art of poetry for

the cosmetic art. He makes out an inventory of beauty,
the smile on the lips, the dimple on the cheeks, item
golden locks, item a pair of and thinks it a
character and story. This c fulsome, painted
patchwork style may succeed m the levity and languor of

the boudoir, "but it”is not the style of Parnassus nor a
passport to immortality. We cannot except the Irish

melodies from the same criticism. If these national airs

do indeed express the soul of impassioned feeling in his

countrymen, the case of Ireland is hopeless. There are
no tones to waken liberty, to console humanity, Mr.
Moore converts the wild harp of Erin into a musical
snuff-box.”

More interesting, however, than these clever por-
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traits, are his Miscdlamous Essays and Table Talk,

as they enable the writer better to display his wit,

fancy, and originality of thought. How profoundly

suggestive is his essay on Cant and Hypocrtsy.

The following fragment may convey some idea of

the Ime of thought, but the essay must be read in

its entirety to be fully appreciated.

“ We often see that a person condemns in another the

very thing he is guilty of himself. Is this hypocrisy ?

Not necessarily (is Hazhtt’s reply). If he really feels

none of the disgust and abhorrence he expresses, this is

quackery and unpudence. But if he really expresses

what he feels then this is not hypocrisy, but want of

strength in the moral sense. All morality consists in

squaring one’s actions and sentiments to one’s ideas of

Ti^at is fit and proper, and it is the incessant struggle and
alternate triumph of the two principles that is one great

source of all the good and evil in the world. The mind of

man is like a clock that is always running down and re-

quires to be as constantl;^ wound up. The ideal principle

is the master key that winds it up, and without which it

will come to a stand. A man is only a thorough h3rpoorite

when he has not even the wish to be what he appeeus.

Anyone may yield to temptation and yet feel a sincere

love and aspiration after virtue. The hypocrisy of priests

has been a butt for ridicule in all ages, but I am not
sure that there has not been more wit than philosophy in

it. I cannot admit that though he may exaggerate or
even make an ostentatious display of religion and virtue
through habit and spiritual pride, that this is a proof he
has not those sentiments in his heart, or that his whole
behaviour is the mere acting of a part. One of the finest

remarks that has been made in modern times is that of

Lord Shaftesbury, that there is no such thing as a perfect

Theist or an absolute Atheist, that whatever may be the

eneral conviction entertained on the subject, the evi-

ence is not, and cannot be at all times equally present to

the mind ; that, even if it were, we are not in the same
humour to perceive it ; a fit of gout, a shower of rain,

shake our best established conclusions. The grossness of

religion and its stickling for mere forms as its essence have

f
Lven a handle, and a just one, to impugners. At the
east of Ramadan, says Voltaire, the Mussulmans wash

and pray five times a day, and then fall to cutting one
another’s throats again with the greatest deliberation and
goodwill. The two things, I grant, are sufficiently at
variance, but they are, I contend, equally sincere in both.
Thus, though I think there is very little downright
hypocrisy in the world, I do think there is a good deal of

cant. Though few people have the face to set up for the
very thing they in their hearts despise, we almost alf

want to be thought better than we are, and affect a
greater admiration or abhorrence of certain things than
we really feel. Cant is the voluntary overcharging or
prolongation of a real sentiment, hypocrisy is the setting

up a pretension to a feeling you never had and have no
wish for. There are peopte who are made up of cant,

but who have not sincerity enough to be hypocrites, that
is, have not hearty dislike or contempt enough of anything
to give the lie to their puling profession of admiration and
esteem for it.”

Again: what could be truer in substance and
more striking in treatment than this, from another

essay On Vulgarity and Affectatwn ?

“ A thing is not vulgar merely because it is common.
• . . Nothing is vulgar that is natural, spontaneous, un-
avoidable. Grossness is not vulgarity ; ignorance is not
vulgarity ; awkwardness is not vulgarity; but all these be-

come vulgar when they are affected and shown off on the
authority of others, or to fall in with the fashion or the
company we keep. Caliban is coarse enough, but surely

he is not vulgar. We might as well spurn the oloa

under our feet and call it vulgar. Cobbett is ^arse
enough, but he is not vulgar. . . . Nothing original,

nothing real can be vulgar. The upper are not wiser

than the lower orders because they resolve to differ from
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them. The fashionable have the advantage of the un-
fashionable m nothing but the fashion. The truly vulgar
are the herd of pretenders to what they do not feel, and
to what is not natural to them, whether in high or low
life.”

His habit of introducing personal matter into his
essays gives frequently a pleasant intimate flavour
to his writing, and your interest in the written
matter is none the less because of the interesting
glimpses afforded of the writer’s personality.
He wiU tell you with gleeful particularity of

detail the exact circumstances in which he first

made the acquaintance of certain books. He will
recall how he sat up half the night to read Pond and
Virignia, which he picked up at an inn at Bridge-
water, after being drenched in the rain all day;
he mentions how he sat down to read Rousseau at
the inn at Llangollen, over a bottle of sherry and
cold chicken. In a beautiful passage he describes
the time when he walked between Wrexham and
Llangollen, his imagination aglow with some lines

of Coleridge, and says that ever after the beauty
of the hill-girt valley was inseparably connected in
his mmd with the glamour of Coleridge’s verse and
his own tumultuous, revolutionary sympathies.
This walk in North Wales seems to have been to
him what that Cumbrian walk was to Wordsworth
—a time of rapture and consecration.

In his essay On the Conversation of Authors, he
takes a look out of a window first, tells us what
he sees, and uses his comments as tags to morahse
on, or as fresh illustrations for some theory he is

elaborating. In another essay the sight of a spider

crawling along the floor furnishes the preamble.

In another a thunderstorm suggests an analogy

with his own explosive moods. At another time

he tells you he is looking forward to pastry for

dinner. At another time he changes from one
place to another whilst writing an essay. The new
environment suggests a flow of fresh ideas, ideas

that frankly bear little relation to the matter pre-

ceding. So we get a big digression, fascinating

but discursive to a degree.

With all his love of philosophy and serious

thought he hated the man who never relaxes.

There is no starch in Hazlitt’s writings. Says he

:

I hate to be always wise or aiming at wisdom, I do
not desire to be always posing myself and others with the

questions of fate, free-will, fore-knowledge absolute, &o.

I must occasionally he fallow. Give a man a tongue in

his head, a throb of pleasure in his heart, and he will be
glad to share it with the first person he meets.”

There was something of Mrs. Gnmmidge about
bjm. His friends were many, but he liked to feel

he was unbefriended. It gave a relish to his solitary

moods. Yet he was good and modest at heart,

and when on one occasion the urbane Leigh Hunt
gave him a piece of his own mind quite in the

Hazlitt vein, all he said was :
“ By Gad, there^s

a great deal in what you say !

”

With all his infinnities of temperament, Hazlitt

had a singularly open mind. The reader is never

worried by those notice boards, dear to the hearts

of some critics, warning ofl wnters of a certain tjqie,

and obliging all wayfarers to comply with some
fissthetie formula before they can be welcomed.
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Hazlitt does not mind who you are, so long as you
have something to express and know how to express

it. He will delight equally in the vigorous, racy

vernacular of Cobbett, and the splendid rhetoric of

Burke ; can appraise with fine discrimination the

wit of Congreve, without losing any appreciation

for the subtler aroma of Cervantes’ humour.
Admiration for Titian does not prevent him doing

the amplest justice to the genre work of Hogarth

;

and he can appreciate the genius of Wordsworth
without being blind to the merits of Pope. Natur-
ally his waywardness of disposition shows itself in

some of his estimates ; he is not always a sure

guide in matters of purely literary taste, as in his

treatment of some of the Jacobean dramatists,

and personal prejudices confound his judgment on
occasion in dealing with his contemporaries. But,

on the whole, there is no finer critic of all that

pertains to “ life and manners.” He may miss the

merits of a writer ; never those of a man ; and the

inspiring enthusiasm with which he speaks, gives

an incomparable gusto to his writings that is their

endearing charm.

SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE (1772-1834)

His PaosE

Coleridge has no substantial and connected body
of prose to his credit as have Hazlitt, Lamb, and
De Quincey. His prose is a collection of brilliantly

discursive fragments
; and this, less on account of

many-sided intellectual interests—though that was
a factor—as because of the author’s lack of concen-
trativeness, and his constitutional tendency to fly

of£ at a tangent. Yet allowing for this fragmen-
tary character of his prose, it must be admitted
the fragments were extremely valuable. For his

critical faculty was second to none, and in purely
literary subjects he is easily first in an age of great

critics- In addition to a fine literary palate, he
had a natural bent for metaphysics, that was fed

and nourished by his German studies, and thus
there was a vigorous intellectual groundwork for

his literary preferences. His aesthetic judgments
were regulated and clarified by his philosophical

speculations ; and he was the first to show, though
Wordsworth realised it as well as he, that criticism

in the highest sense is a creative fiat of the imagina-
tion. The difference between this view and that
of the elder school of critics need scarcely be pressed.

It is obviously fundamental ; for to Coleridge, and
those who followed him, criticism connotes inter-

pretation ; it is less a vehicle for finding faults than
for discovering beauties.

There is much sound sense in many of the ohiter

dicta of the eighteenth-century critics, but it is

accidental, and necessarily lacks illuminating power
when we remember that men like Pope and Johnson
made no attempt to understand the point of view
of the writers criticised, or the standards of their
time, but merely assized them by eighteenth-
century ideals. Thus we have Dr. Johnson sen-
tentiously disposing of Lycidas as “easy, vulgar,
and therefore disgusting,” and Pope taking Shake-
speare to task for his “ wrong choice of subjects.”
Germany had led the way in this revolution of

criticism, in the person of Lessing. Lessing was
one of the early big influences in Coleridge’s intel-

lectual life ;
and the rediscovery of Shakespeare

by Coleridge is the outcome.

In dealing with the general aspects of German
romanticism, it was pointed out how that from the

first it had a defiboite metaphysic of its own. This
metaphysio prompts Lessing, and was further

elaborated by Kant, Schiller, and Schelling, and
these men in turn further influenced Coleridge.

In the view of these men, genius is organic, not
mechanical as mere talent is

;
genius arrives there-

fore by instinct at that harmonious blend of things

which we call Art. Genius, like Nature, is self-

organising ; and Art is the self-expression of the

creative power of Nature.

Various subsidiary doctrines attach themselves

to this central conception ,* such as the distinction

between Imagination and Fancy, formulated by
Richter and developed by Coleridge ; "while Schlegel,

the great Shakespearean critic, held as the basic

formula of romantic art—^the blending of opposites,

the union, for instance, of Passion and Humour.
While admitting that in both the great German

critics and in Coleridge there is a tendency to over-

elaborate exegesis, yet the main result is finely

illuminating.

The imaginative greatness of Shakespeare was
realised as it had never been realised before.

The conditions under which he wrote, how far he
was of his age, how far of the ages, the transcen-

dent power of his characterisation ; all these

matters were brought before the attention and
impressed on the imagination of the ordinary

reader. In much the same way he deals with the

poetry of Wordsworth, reveals its defects and
exhibits its strength. Criticism, therefore, in the

hands of Coleridge, ceases to be a merely arbitrary

bundle of whims and prejudices, and in such papers
as An Essay on Taste, on Beauty, and on Poesy or

Art, the nature of artistic pleasure is analysed with
clarity and subtlety.

Poetry is not the unaccountable fever in the

blood, held by so many, but has a logic of its own
no less than philosophy, which it is the critic’s

business to unfold.

In political thought he parted early with the
creed of revolutionary radicalism, and became a

philosophic Tory. From this standpoint he wrote
vigorously and acutely. With Burke he empha-
sized expediency as the touchstone of legislation,

distrusting “ universal principles.” The State for

him was an organic body, with a definite life of

its own, that must be materialised through its

institutions. He would have endorsed Comte’s
aphorism that “ Progress is the development of

order ”
; and his attempt to reconcile Progress and

Permanence delighted John Stuart Mill. In fact,

Coleridge anticipated the evolutionary idea of

Progress that came into vogue with the writings

of Spencer and Darwin ; and replaced the utih-

tarianism of Bentham with its mechanical totting

up of Pleasure and Pain in estimating the value
of any particular measure. But his suggestions are

more valuable as seminal ideas, than for any actual

practicality ; and we can appreciate the fascination
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with which the youthful minds of his age caught

hold of the reconciliation “ m a higher umty ” of

bhe contending forces of Progress and Order.

The most profound influence exerted by Coleridge

upon his generation and the generation that suc-

ceeded, lay in the domain of rehgious thought.

In his Aids to Beflectwrif Coleridge attempts to

harmonise the reason with spiritual experience.

He adopts and elaborates here the Kantian distmc-

tion between the reason and the understanding.

The reason was defined as the inward vision, the

spiritual intuition to be found in every man;
whereas the understanding being merely sensuous,

varied with the individued. Thus he parts abso-

lutely with the prudential utihtanamsm of the

eighteenth-century divines. On the other hand, his

religious philosophy is not pure mysticism. Re-
ligion to him, as to Erskine and Thomas Arnold,

was a life, not a creed ; and toucliing life it must
be a rational, not an irrational thing. He rejects

literal inspiration, and is averse from pietistic

extravagances. In short, the religious philosophy

outlined in this little book proved a fount of refresh-

ment to the impoverished Anglicans of the time

;

that practical mystic Frederic Denison Maurice
avowed his indebtedness to Coleridge ; Thomas
Arnold, a churchman of another type, sang his

praises ; while Cardinal Wiseman expressed his

admiration for the spiritual philosophy he pro-

pounded.
He touched, therefore, both the High and Broad

Church movements ; the Broad by his attempt to

reconcile faith and reason ; the High, by his con-

ception of the National Church

—

On the ConsMution

of Church and State—and by the way he blended
historical feeling and spiritual experience.

Even apart from his specific contribution to

religious, political, or literary thought, Coleridge is

full of good things, sharp, pungent saymgs, illu-

minating apothegms.
As for instance, these stray examples from his

Table Talk

:

** A man of maxims only, is like a Cyclops with one eye,

and that eye placed in the back of his head.”
*‘A poem is that species of composition which is

opposed to works of science, by proposing for its imme-
i,ate object pleasure not truth. . . . Good sense is the

body of poetic genius, fancy its drapery, motion its life,

and imagination the soul that is everywhere and forms
all into one graceful and intelligent whole.”

** In the treatment of nervous cases, he is the best

physician who is the most ingenious inspirer of hope.”
** Really the metre of some of the modem poems I have

read bears about the same relation to metre properly

understood, that dumb-bells do to music, both are for

exercise and pretty severe too, I think.”

Insufficient justice is often done to his fine sense

of humour. One can imagine that it was one of

the traits that endeared him most to Lamb.
When in the early days of his political enthusiasm

he meditated bringing out a weekly journal called

The Watchmant which was intended to register the

political atmosphere of the time, he relates how,

whilst canvassing for subscribers, he endeavoured

to persuade a tallow chandler at Birmingham what
a magnificent production his paper would be. He
argued, he prophesied, and beginning with the

captivity of nations he ended with the near approach
of the MiUenmum. The man of tallow listened with
noble patience and then said, after a pause :

“ And what, sir, might the cost be ?
”

Only fourpence.”

Another pause.

“ That comes to a deal of money at the end of the year.
How much did you say there would be for the money ?
Thirty-two pages ? Bless me, why, except what I does
in the family way on the Sabbath, that’s more than I ever
read, sir, all the year round. I am as great a man as any
one for hberty and truth, and all them sort of things, but
asto this, no ofience, I hope, sir, I must beg to be excused.”

Coleridge would relate this story with great relish.

While there can be no question as to the immense
influence of Coleridge upon English thought, the
extent of his originality as a thinker is debatable.
That he learned much and borrowed much from
Shakespearean critics hke Schlegel, and philosophers
such as Schelling and Kant, is admitted on all sides.

But his plagiarisms are really less formidable than
at jfirst sight they appeared. His easy-going
method of lifting whole passages from these writers

without the faintest acknowledgment, has led

some to look upon him as merely a pur\eyor
of other men’s thoughts. But if he stole from
other men, he certainly paid handsome tribute for

his thefts.

The greatness of Wordsworth lay in his work,
not his personality. Coleridge, like Dante Gabriel

Rossetti, seems to have been more remarkable as

a personality than as a writer. His personal mag-
netism seems to have been extraordinary ; and
even Wordsworth, always chary m praise even
of friends, has said that though “ he had seen

many men do wonderful things, Coleridge was
the only wonderful man he had ever met.” This

power of personahty in itself is allied to genius,

for it implies a unique quality of imagination,

and enables its fortunate possessor to influence

other minds in an extraordinary manner. It is true

that it perishes with the man ; but the fertilising

power goes on through other men, and so it is that

his very limitations as a thinker, his immense
discursiveness, his fragmentary brilliance, prove an
advantage rather than a drawback. For the subtle

suggestiveness of his versatile and wide-ranging

mind stimulated others in a variety of directions

that would have been impossible had he concen-

trated more and elaborated with fuller completeness.

Like Bacon before him, he pointed the way he was
constitutionally unable to travel ; he opened up
lines of thought he had neither the patience nor

constructive power to pursue. But no man did

more to give a philosophical background to creative

art, and an aesthetic value to intellectual processes,

such as made of literature a fresher and more vital

power.

On Poesy oe Aet

In every work of art there is a reconcilement of the

external with the internal ; the conscious is so impressed

on the unconscious as to appear m it ; as compare mere
letters inscribed on a tomb with figures themselves con-

stituting the tomb. He who combines the two is the

man of genius ; and for that reason he must partake of

both. Hence there is m genius itself an unconscious
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nay, that is the genius in the man of genius.

And this is the true exposition of the rule that the artist

must first eloign himself from nature in order to return

to her with full effect. Why this ? Because if he were
to begin bymere painful copying, he would produce masks
only, not forms breathing life. He must out of his own
mind create forms aocordmg to the severe laws of the

intellect, in order to generatem himself that co-ordination

of freedom and law, that involution of obedience m the

prescript, and of the prescript in the impulse to obey,

which assimilates him to nature, and enables him to

understand her. He merely absents himself for a season

from her, that his own spirit, which has the same ground
with nature, may learn her unspoken language in its mam
radicals, before he approaches to her endless composi-
tions of them. Yes, not to acquire cold notions—^lifeless

technical rules—^but living and life-producing ideas,

which shall contain their own evidence, the certainty

that they are essentially one with the germinal causes m
nature—^his consciousness being the focus and mirror of

both—^for this does the artist for a time abandon the
external real in order to return to it with a complete
sympathy with its internal and actual. For of all we see,

hear, feel, and touch, the substance is and must be m
ourselves ; and therefore there is no alternative in reason
between the dreary (and thank heaven ’ almost impos-
sible) belief that everything around us is but a phantom,
or that the hfe which is in us is in them likewise ; and
that to know is to resemble, when we speak of objects out
of ourselves, even as within ourselves to learn is, according
to Plato, only to recollect ; the only effective answer to
wliich, that I have been fortunate enough to meet with,

is that wluoh Pope has consecrated for future use in the
line—

And coxcombs vanquish Berkeley with a grin I

The artist must imitate that which is within the tHng,
that which is active through form and figure, and disi

courses to us by symbols-^the Natur-geistf or spirit of
nature, as we unconsciously imitate those whom we love

;

for so only can he hope to produce any work truly natural
in the object andtruly human in the enect. The idea which
puts the form together cannot itself be the form. It is

above form, and is its essence, the universal in the
individual, or the individuality itself—^the glance and the
exponent of the indwelling power.

THOMAS DE QUINOEY (1785-1859)

His Lieu

Thomas De Quincey was bom at Greenhay, Man-
chester, in August 1786 j his father was a well-to-do

merchant, and Thomas was the fifth of a family of

eight—^a shy, sensitive lad greatly under the influ-

ence of an elder brother—and from earliest days
lived half his time in a dream world of his own.

Quick and responsive intellectually, he took a
delight in his school work ; first at the Bath Gram-
mar School, where he excelled in Greek, At thir-

teen I wrote Greek with ease,” he says, “ and at
fifteen . . . could converse in Greek fluently, and
without embarrassment.” One of his tutors, “ a
pipe and good one,” once remarked to a friend that
the boy “ could harangue an Athenian mob better
than you or I could address an English one.”
An illness necessitated his removal from Bath,

after which for about a year he wa-s at Dr. Spencer’s
school at Winkfield, Wiltshire ; here, the pupil was
found to be in advance of hi master in classical

knowledge, and the boy conceived a dislike for pri-

vate schools in consequence. had no one to
praise me, to spur me on, or to help me.” A stiH
later educational experiment at Manchester Gram-

mar School was also an unhappy one. He hsid

been sent there in 1800, with a view to getting a
school exhibition that might help his expenses at
Oxford ; but the youth was anxious to proceed
earlier to the University than his guardians had
intended, and showed his displeasure by running
away from the school to his mother’s house at
Chester. He was then given a weekly allowance of

one guinea and began his wanderings among the
hillsides of Wales, sleeping in rural inns when the
money held out, but more often under a hedge or in

a field, making friends with the labourers and writing
love-letters for the girls.

De Quincey soon grew weary of this nomadic life,

and the restricted library at his disposal ; so ran
away once more, this time to London ; but he was
soon to realise the loneliness of a great city, his

slender means failed him, and he was reduced to the
direst poverty.

At this juncture h© made some strange acquaint-

ances. A Jewish money-lender’s agent, a disreput-

able attorney who kept a lodging-house in Greek
Street, Soho, gave him a shelter; while here for

a time his companion was a poor, forlorn, half-

starved child of ten years old with whom he shared
a “ bundle of law papers for a pillow and a tattered

horseman’s cloak for a covering,” where in the empty
rooms the noise of the rats “made a prodigious

echoing.” “ I loved this child,” he says, “ because
she was my partner in wretchedness.” The kind-

hearted Arm, who spent her last sixpence in order

to restore him when he had fainted on a doorstep

from exhaustion, and his unavailing efforts to trace

and reward her later, is well known to aU his

readers.

Inexperienced and unpractical, it had never oc-

curred to him to utilise his classical knowledge in

order to gain a livelihood, and seek relief from home
he would not, for fear he should be forced to return

to school. After a fruitless endeavour to see the
young Lord Westport, with whom he had spent some
time in Ireland, an unexpected reconciliation took
place with his guardians, and he was sent to Wor-
cester College, Oxford, in 1803.

In 1804, in order to fight the neuralgic pains from
which he suffered, he had recourse to opium that not
only lulled the pain, but unfortunately became a
“minister of celestial happiness,” and for a few
coppers h© found “ portable ecstasies might be had
corked up in a pint bottle, but,” he added, “ the
reader will think I am laughing ;

and I can assure

him, that no one will laugh long who deals much in

opium.”
At theexaminationforhis degree,Dr.Goodenough,

one of the examiners, declared him to be “ the
cleverest man I ever met with ”

; and, “ if his viva

voce examination to-morrow corresponds with what
he has done to-day, he will carry everything before

him.” For some reason De Quincey failed to appear
the following day, and disappeared from OxSord
forthwith.

An enthusiastic admirer of Coleridge and The
Ancieni Mariner^ D© Quincey, while on a visit to
Bristol in 1807, mad© the acquaintance of the poet.

The two soon became close friends, and later, when
Coleridge went to London to lecture, De Quincey
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offered himself as escort to Mrs. Coleridge and her

three children on their journey North ; the pleasure

was doubly enhanced by the longdooked-for meeting

with Wordsworth and his sister Dorothy. Shortly

after his sudden disappearance from Oxford in 1808,

he made his way to that little band of “ Lakists,’*

where he enjoyed the hospitality of the Wordsworths
till February 1809, making several visits to London
in order to keep terms with a view to being called to

the Bar, seeing much of Lamb, whose acquaintance

he had made in 1804. In the facetious conversation

of Charles Lamb he took no interest at first, in fact

he was greatly irritated by it, and it was some years

before a real andclosefriendship existed between the

two men.
In 1809 De Quinoey acquired the lease of Dove

Cottage, just vacated by the Wordsworths, The
poet’s sister, Dorothy, had undertaken to set the

cottage in order, and showed the keenest interest in

the choice of suitable furniture and drapings ; for in-

stance, knowing the tenant’s restlessness, mahogany
was chosen for the bookshelves as “ should he leave

the country, and have a sale, no sort of wood sells so

well at second-hand.” Here, says De Quincey, in

this “ cottage immortal in my remembrance,” the

sceneof many happyfriendships, also bitterstruggles

and much despondency, we find him a migratory

inmate for twenty-seven years, many days of which
were “ set . . . and insulated in the gloom and
cloudy melancholy of opium.”
In 1816 De Quincey married Margaret Simpson,

the young daughter of a Westmorland farmer.

Delicate in health, she had a wonderful fascination

of manner, and it was said by a much-travelled friend

of the family, that “he had never seen a more
gracious or a more beautiful lady ” than Mrs. De
Quincey.

A decreasing patrimony and an increasing family

made De Quincey look about him for ways and
means to augment his income ; brave efforts were
also made to restrict his use of the opium that were
partially successful. In 1819 he became editor of

the Westmorland Gazette, and began writing for most
of the important magazines and reviews. The
Confessions of an English Opium-Eater were pub-
lished in the London Magazine in 1821, and from
this year until 1849, when The English Mail Coach
and The Vision of Sudden Death appeared, was the

most important period of his literary career.

In 1830 De Quincey removed with his wife and
family to Edinburgh, constantly changing his place

of abode there ; in 1837 his wife died, and his chil-

dren then found a permanent home at Lasswade,
near Edinburgh, he living a solitary life in out-of-

the-way lodgings, till his death in 1869.

Small, and insignificant in appearance, De Quin-
cey’s manner was peculiarly fascinating ; his voice,

said Harriet Martineau, “so clear, so soft, so sweet.”

He had a great love for children and music, loving

the “ silvery tinkle of sheep bells ” no less than the

beautiful strains of his favourite Beethoven. If

solitary and simple in his habits he was not un-

social ; visitors from aU parts who came to see him
were always made welcome, and wherever he went,

people of all classes were happy in his society. His
liberality was unbounded, even to the impoverish-
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ment of himself ; loans made in large sums being
Sometimes repaid but more often ignored. A good
man, a true gentleman, a cultivated scholar, and
one of the most remarkable figures among our
literary personalities, with but one real enemy—
the Opium.

His Work
3pe Quincey, like Wordsworth, was a voluminous

writer, from whose litera scnpta the fine ore of
literature must be sifted with care. But whereas
Wordsworth was voluminous from lack of self-

criticism, De Quincey is voluminous because much
that he wrote was written as journalism is written,
under financial pressure. He was a writer of great
versatihty, capable of turnmg out an article on
almost any subject ; and the wonder is not that he
turned out matter that was often quite ephemeral
in character, but that despite this habit he wrote so
much that is of permanent value.

His hterary hfe started in 1821, with the first

version of The Confessions of an Opium-Eater ; in
this work he utilises his early experiences and
exhibits his fantastic imagination. In the Dialogue

of Three Templars, he displays that passion for

logical analysis which is as distinctive of his genius
as his fantasy. This is the fruit of his study of

Ricardo. Further, in the twenties he makes his

first essay into German literature, and this gives

him his earliest incursion into narrative writing.

These three notes, meditative, analytical, de-

scriptive, are inseparable from his work; and in

the development of his power, sometimes one is

prominent, sometimes another ; but no one is

entirely dropped. The fantastic note is enriched

and mellowed in the longer Opium-Eater and Remi-
niscences—^and in such essays as On the Knocking at

the Gate in Macbeth (1823); the analytical faculty

marks his critical work, e.g. Style, Rhetoric ; while

the descriptive and visualising power of De Quincey
does not reach its maturity save in the Suspiria de

Profundis and other sketches of “impassioned
prose.” Sometimes, as in articles like The Revolt

of the Tartars, fancy, logic, and actuality are admir-

ably blended; while in his purely critical work,

logic and fancy give a piquant flavour to the dish.

He is a brilliant but austere critic, with Httle of

Hazlitt’s cathohcity of taste; and is really more
trustworthy in detecting bad logic than for appre-

ciating good literature. Given the fantastic vein

he can be fair enough, as in his estimate of Richter

;

but with genius of another type to his own, Goethe

for example, he is flagrantly unjust.

From early days, when as a boy he dept on the

bare hillside in Wales, cheerfully trusting to some
chance kindness for food and drink, thror^hout his

London struggles and his peregrinations in “ stony-

hearted Oxford Street,” down to the days of his

brilliant reputation in Edinburgh, he was the same
fantastic dreamer, restless spirit, grotesque child.

Yes, he was a vagabond child. He never grew up,

he never gained experience, and was even less

familiar with the ways of the world than Leigh

Hunt. Fleeced of his money when he was a strug-

gling journalist in London, and the easiest dupe

possible for the uascrupuious^ he never becamo
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oynioal or lost faith in human nature. He was aa

generous and tender-hearted as Lamb. Fame and

Iffluenoe came, but the vagabond child nevOT

changed. His friends at Edinburgh rarely knew

where to find him, and when they chanced on him

he was as meanly dressed as if he ^d scarcely a

penny in the world. Were he wanted for a dinner-

party—and there was a fine wisdomm^
tion—it was the hardest thi^ m the world to

persuade liim to come ; if he did come he piesen

Ihe strangest appearance in his tattered attoe.

But that was a slight set-oS to his compamonslup.

like Coleridge, however, when he^ a ^
his company he would stay on “>

peoled way, at times sublimely obhvious *«>

Loonvenience he might be %
some weeks it might be—so that the (Mem y

persuading him to come shrank mto msignifio^M

beside the task of suggest^ to bim to go. ^t
^

is told in the Ufe of Ohriatopher North how tlmt he

dined with the Professor one night, was detam^ fw

the night by a heavy storm of ram, and prolong

his impromptu visit for a year.
•. j „

Of the merit of his own work he had a ]u

appreciation, but of its finanoi^ value not the

suSitest, and he made a strange figure ^ekmg out

editors and publishers when he ®

big reputation, as if he were the veriest tyro ^awMg
LticlL-but he liked it. One feels sure he ^ed

the shiftless, nomadic Ufe. To have regarded ^
famA as a sound business asset would have annoyed

him eictremely. He loved

adventures ;
so ho made even the actualities of^

Ufe seem unreal and iUusory. At one time, it^
been said, he went into hiding to avoid arrest for

debt, when aU the time large sums ot money were

due to him and his debts were qmte iMipifio^t.

The first important event in De Qmnoey s hfe

was the roaming life on the hillside of North Wales

;

the second, the wanderings m stony-hearted

Oxford Street.” Later on the qieU of London

faded away, and a longing for the counter posses^d

him once more. But the speU of London was nn-

portant in shaping his Uterary We. “^d must not

L under-estimated. Lamb also felt the speU, but

it was of another kind. But these men "^re not

attracted in the same way. What drew De Qmncey

to London was its mystery ;
whereas it was the

stir and colour of the crowded streets that stirred

the imagination of “Elia.” We scarcely reahse,

as we read of those harsh experiences, those bitter

struggles with poverty and loneliness, that the man

is writing of his life in London, is speaking of some

well-known thoroughfare. It is like viewg a

familiar scene in the moonlight, when all looks

strange and weird. A faint but palpable veil of

phantasy seemed to shut oS De Quincey from the

outside world. In his most poignant passages the

voice has a ghostly ring ; in his most realistic de-

scriptions there is a dreamlike unreality. A tender

and sensitive soul in his dealings with others, there

are no tears in his writings. One has only to con^

pare the early recorded struggles of Dickens with

those of De Quincey to feel the difference between

the two temperaments. The one passionately

concrete, the other dispassionately abstract. De

Quincey will take some heartfelt episode and deck

it out in so elaborate a panoply of rhetoric that

the human element seems to have vanished.

Beautiful as are many of the passages describmg

the pathetic outcast Ann, the reader is too conscious

of tke stylist and the full-dress stylist.

That he feels what he is writmg about, one does

not doubt ; but he does not suit his maimer to

his matter. For expressing subtle emotions, h^
shades of thought, no writer is more wonderfuUy

adept than De Quincey, but when the episode de-

mands simple and direct treatment, his elaborate

cadences feel out of place.
. . ^ , .

.

When he pauses in his description to apostrophise,

then the disparity affects one far less ; as, for in-

stance, in this apostrophe to “ noble-mmde(i Ann

after reoaUing how on one occasion she had saved

his life

“ O youthful benefactress ! how often in suocee^g

vears. standing in soUtary places, and thinking of thee

with ffrief of heart and perfect love—how often have I

wiSefthat, as in ancient times the curse of a father w^
believed to have a supernatural power, and to pursue its

obiect with a fatal necessity of self-fulfilment, even so the

bSirtion of a heart oppressed with gratitude might

have a like prerogative, might have power given it from

above to oh^e, to haunt, to waylay, to pursue thee mto

the central darkness of a London brothel, or
^

nossible) even into the darkness of the grave, there to

awaken thee with an authentic message of peace and

forgiveness, and of final reconciliation 1

the small servant girl in the half-deserted house m
Greek Street is among the happiest, despite a note

of artifilciality towards the close

:

« Towards nightfall I went down to Greek Street, and

found on taking possession of my new quarters, that the

house already contained one single

less child, ^parently ten years old ; but she seemed

hSger-bitten? and sufferi^s of that sort often make

dSIren look older than they are. /fom this foriorn

oSld I learned that she had slept and lived there alone

for some time before I came : and great 3oy the poor

creature expressed when she found that I was m
to be her companion through the hours of darkness. The

house could^^^^^^ be cafled large-that is it was not

large on each separate storey^ ;
but, having ®

in all it was lar^ enough to impress vividly the sense oi

ite echoing lo^ ;
and, from the want of furniture

the noise of the rats made a prodigious "P™"
XiroMe and hall; so that, amidst the real fleshly dls

of cold and hunger, the 'hS

SoX- Sterwards, however, we discovered m a garret

an old sofa-cover, a small piece of nag, and some fr^-

thank God ! even in those years I needed not the ®jubel-

lishments of elegant accessories to conciliate myS Cian ulture in ite

apparel, was enough for me; and yov^.the child

because she was my partner in wretchedness.

In the delineation of certain moods De Quincey is

supremely excellent ; but the style is not a plastio
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style ; and its appeal to the ear rather than to the
pictorial faculty limits its emotional ejKect upon the
reader. Images pass before his eyes, and he tries to
depict them by cunningly devised phrases ; but the
veil of phantasy through which he sees those images
has blurred their outline and dimmed their colourmg.
The phrase arrests by its musical cadences, by its

solemn, mournful music. Even some of his most
admirable pieces—the dream fugues—leave the
reader dissatisfied when they touch poignant realities

like sorrow. Despite its many beauties, that dream
fugue, Our Ladies of Sorrow, seems too misty, too
ethereal m texture for the intense actuality of the
subject.

Here is a passage from L&oana and Our Ladies of
Sorrow

:

“ The eldest of the three is named Mater Lachrymarum,
Our Lady of Tears. She it is that night and day raves
and moans, calling for vanished faces. She stood in
Rama, where a voice was heard of lamentation—Rachel
weeping for her children, and refusing to be comforted.
She it was that stood in Bethlehem on the mght when
Herod’s sword swept its nurseries of Innocents, and the
little feet were stiffened for ever which were heard at
times as they trotted along floors overhead, woke pulses
of love in household hearts that were not unmarked in
heaven. Her eyes are sweet and subtle ; wild and sleepy
by turns ; oftentimes rising to the clouds, oftentimes
challenging the heavens. She wears a diadem round her
head. And I knew by childish memories that she could
go abroad upon the winds, when she heard the sobbing
of litanies or the thundering of organs, and when she
beheld the mustering of summer clouds.”

Of suffering and privation, of pain and anguish—^bodily and mental—he had experiences more
than the common lot. But when he tries to show
this bleeding reality to us a mist invariably arises,

and we see things as in a glass darkly.

There is a certain passage in his Autobiography
which affords a key to this characteristic of his

work.
When quite a boy he had constituted himself

imaginary king of an imaginary kingdom of Gom-
broon. Speaking of this fancy he writes ;

“ O reader ! do not laugh ! I lived for ever under the
terror of two separate wars and two separate worlds;
one against the factory boys in a real world of flesh and
blood, of stones and brickbats, of flight and pursuit,

that were anything but figurative ; the other in a world
purely aerial, where all the combats and the sufferings

were absolute moonshine. And yet the simple truth is

that for anxiety and distress of mind the reality (which
almost every morning’s light brought round) was as

nothing in comparison of that Dream Kingdom which
rose like a vapour from my own brain, and which appar-
ently by the fiat of my will could be for ever dissolved.

Ah, but no ! I had contracted obligations to Gombroon

;

I had submitted my conscience to a yoke ; and in secret

truth my will had no autocratic power. Long contem-
plation of a shadow, earnest study for the welfare of that
shadow, sympathy with the wounded sensibilities of that
shadow under accumulated wrongs ; these bitter experi-

ences, nursed by brooding thought, had gradually frozen
that shadow into a region of reality far denser than the
material realities of brass or granite.”

This confession is a remarkable testimony to the

reality of De Quincey’s imaginative life. “ I had
contracted obligations to Gombroon.” Yes, despite

his practical experiences with the world, it was Gom-
broon, “the moonlight” side of things, that appealed
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to him. The boys might fling stones and brickbats,

just as the world did later—but though he felt the
onslaught, it moved him far less than did the phaoi-

tasies of his imagination.
“ The Dream Kingdom that rose like a vapour ”

from his brain, this it was—^this Vagabond imagina-
tion of his—^that was the one great reality in life.

It is a mistake to assume, as some have done, that
this faculty for day-dreaming was a legacy of the
opium-eating. The opium gave an added brilliance

to the dream-life, but it did not create it. He was
a dreamer from his birth—a far more thorough-
going dreamer than was ever Coleridge. There was
a strain of insanity about him undoubtedty, and it

says much for his intellectual activity and moral
power that the Dream Kingdom did not disturb his

mental life more than it did. Had he never touched
opium to relieve his gastric complaint, he would have
been eccentric—that is, if he had lived. Without
some narcotic it is doubtful whether his highly sensi-

tive organisation would have survived the attacks

of disease. As it was, the opium not only eased the

pain, but lifted his imagination above the ugly
reahties of life, and afforded a solace in times of

loneliness and misery.

Small and insignificant in appearance to the
casual observer, there was something arresting,

fascinating about the man that touched even the
irascible Carlyle. Much of his work, one can well

understand, seemed to this lover of facts “ full of

wire-drawn ingenuities.” But with all his con-

tempt for phanteisy, there was a touch of the

dreamer in Carlyle, and the imaginative beauty,

apart from the fanciful prettmess in De Qumcey’s
work, would have appealed to him. For there was
power, intellectual grip, behind the shifting fancies,

and both as a critic and historian he has left

behind him memorable work. As cntio, he has been
taken seriously to task for his judgments on French
writers and on many lights of eighteenth-century

thought. Certainly De Quincey’s was not the type
of mind we should go to for an interpretative criti-

cism of the eighteenth century. Yet we must not
forget his admirable appreciation of Goldsimth. At
his best, as in his criticism of Milton and Words*
worth, he shows a fine, delicate, analytical power,
which it is hard to overpraise.

“ Obligations to Gombroon ” do not afford the

best qualifications for the historian. One can imagine
the hair rising in horror on the head of the late

Professor Freeman at the idea of the opium-eater

sitting down seriously to write history.

Yet he had, like Froude, the power of seizing upon
the spectacular side of great movements which many
a more accurate historian has lacked. Especially

striking is his Bevolt of the Tartars—the flight east-

ward of a Tartar nation across the vast steppes of

Asia, foom Russia to Chinese territory. Ideas im-

pressed him rather than facts, and episodes rather

than a continuous chain of events. But when he

was interested, he had the power of describing with

picturesque power certain dramatic episodes in a

nation’s history.

A prolific writer for the magazines, it is inevitable

that there should be a measure that is ephemeral in

De Quincey’s voluminous writings. But it is im-
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possible not to be struck by the wide range of bis in-

tellectual interests. A mind that is equally at home
in the economics of Ricardo and the transcendent-

alism of Wordsworth ; that can turn with undimm-
ished zest from Malthus to Kant ; that could deal

lucidly with the Logic of Political Economy, despite

the dream world that finds ©spression m the “ im-

passioned prose ’’
; that could delight in such

broadly farcical absurdities mSortilege and Astrology,

and such delicately suggestive studies as On the

Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth, a mind of this ad-

venturous and varied type is assuredly a very
remarkable one. That he should touch every sub-

ject with equal power was not to be expected,

but the analytical brilliance that characterises even
his mystical writings enabled him to treat such
subjects as political economy with a sureness of

touch and a logical grasp that has astonished those

who had regarded him as merely an inconsequential

dreamer of dreams.
What gives his works their especial attraction is

not so much the analytic faculty, interesting as it

is, or the mystical turn of mind, as in the piquant
blend of the two. Thus, while he is poking fun at

astrology or witchcraft, we are conscious all the time
that he retains a sneaking fondness for the occult.

He delights in dreams, omens, and coincidences.

He reminds one at times of the lecturer on supersti-

tions, who, in the midst of a brilliant analysis of its

futility and absurdity, was interrupted by a black
oat walking on to the platform, and was so disturbed

by this portent that he brought his lecture to an
abrupt conclusion.

On the whole, the Mystic triumphed over the

Logician. His poetic imagination impresses his

work with a rich inventiveness, whUe the logical

faculty, though subsidiary, is utilised for giving

form and substance to the visions.

It is curious to contrast the stateliness of De
Quincey’s literary style, the elaborate full-dress

manner, with the extreme simplicity of the man.
One might be tempted to add, surely here the style

is not the man. His friends have testified that he
was a gentle, timid, shrinking httle man, and ab-

normally sensitive to giving offence ; and to those

whom he cared for—^his family, for instance—^he was
the incarnation of affection and tenderness.

Yet in the writings we see another side, a con-

siderable sprinkle of sturdy prejudices, no little

self-assertion and pugnacity. But there is no real

disparity. The style is the man here as ever.

When roused by opposition he could even in con-

verse show the claws beneath the velvet. Only the
militant, the more aggressive side of the man is

expressed more readily in his writings; and the
gentle and amiable side more readily in personal
intimacy. Both the life and the writings are wanted
to supply a complete picture.

In on© respect the records of his life efface a
suspicion that haunts the reader of his works.
More than once the reader is apt to speculate as to
how far the arrogance that marks certain of his
essays is a superficial quality, a literary trick ; how
far a moral trait. The record of his conversations
tends to show that much of this was merely surface.

Unlike Coleridge, unlike Carlyle, he was as willing

to listen as to talk ; and he said many of his best

things with a delightful unconsciousness that they
were especially good. He never seemed to have the

least wish to impress people by his cleverness or
aptness of speech.

De Quincey was an artist of moods, skilfully

adaptmg his style to the theme chosen. He had a
ready perception of the congruous atmosphere m
which to deal with his various topics, e,g. the ironical

opemng of Murder considered as one of the Pine Arts ;

the satirical banter of Dr. Andrew Bell ; the solemn
rhythmic cadence of A Vision of Sudden Death, It

is, however, in writing of the latter class that

he excels. Subtle effects, delicate gradations of

emotion; these things De Quincey could render

with exquisite delicacy. Sometimes, however,
Carlyle’s sardonic reference to his wire-drawn
ingenuities ” recurs to the reader’s mind, and the

ornamentation becomes wearisome. One remem-
bers the dictum of the Scotch cook, “ The body has
an awfu’ sight of words.”
At its best, however, the elaborate poetical prose

in which De Quincey couched his imaginative

dreams has a fine and delicate beauty about it

—

a beauty which is quit© distinctive and bears little

resemblance to the beauty of other prose stylists.

Whether the matter of De Quincey was always
worth the fastidious craftsmanship expended on it

is another question—^but looking at the manner
merely, few of our writers possessed so rare a sense

of the value of words.

A word may be said here about his well-known dis-

tinction between the literature of knowledge and the
literature of power

:

** The function of the first is to teach ; the function of

the second is to move ; the first is a rudder, the second
an. oar or a sail. The first speaks to the mere discursive

understanding ; the second speaks ultimately, it may
happen, to the higher understanding or reason, but always
through affections of pleasure and sympathy. Remotely*
it may travel towards an object seatedm what Lord Bacon
calls ‘ dry light ’

; but approximately it does and must
operate else it ceases to be a literature of power, in and
through that humid light which clothes itself in the mists

and plittrnng iris of human passions, desires and genial

emoLion's.'’

Now undoubtedly literature does appeal to us in

two ways : it appeals to the intellect and it appeals

to the imagination. It equips us with material for

fashioning our lives wisely ; it provides us with fore-

sight. On the other hand, it furnishes us with
inspiration, for fashioning our lives nobly ; it pro-

vides us with insight. The pursuit in the one case

is Truth ; and in the other Beauty. But when
Keats declared Truth and Beauty to b© one, he said

what is incontestable. The way of approach may
be different, but the goal is the same.
The distinction between knowledge and power

melts away upon examination. Knowledge that is

of value necessarily makes for power ; and there is

no literature of power, no work of high imagination
that does not move us intellectually as well as

morally.

The real value of De Quincey’s remarks seems to

me to lie in the rebuke he administers to those who
think that it is the main purpose of literature to

provide information. He is right in calling this a
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mean or subordinate purpose, and those who ap-

proach Kterature merely with this view miss the

great fxmction of hterature, which is to provide
inspiration, not information.

This, however, implies not so much an exclusive

concern with the literature of knowledge, as

an imperfect appreciation of what knowledge is.

Knowledge is something deeper than information

;

it is information which has fructified because it has
become vital and reproductive ; in other words, it

possesses dynamic force.

Writers with subtle imagination like De Quincey

and Lamb, possess an “ electric aptitude ” for seizing

upon analogies. One thing invariably suggests

another, and consequently a large discursiveness of

manner is the consequence. To suggest a thing to

De Quincey was like bringing an object into a room
covered by mirrors. The object assumed at once a
myriad shapes ; it could be seen from every possible

angle. But there is a reason for this ; and there is

a reason for the apparent complexity ofDe Quincey’s

treatment.

We must not forget that the logical faculty in De
Quincey is as manifest as his inventive imagination.

His discursiveness often merely indicates the spa-

ciousness of his ground plan. He is not really

introducing other irrelevant objects, but reflecting

the same object from many points of view.

De Quincey’s imagination was fertile rather than
deep ;

this again is of special value to the discursive

writer. Then his retentive memory, his out-of-the-

way knowledge, his instmct for parallelisms appar-

ently remote, give his manner a peculiar fascination

and interest.

This discursiveness is of great value in his critical

work, for it provides a leisurely elaboration of his

subject, and a host of subtle touches which help to

illuminate.

The two qualities which go to make criticism of

the first order, are subtlety and acuteness : the first

a faculty of the imagination—an instinct for de-

tecting what is beneath the surface j the other an
intellectual process which arrives by virtue of an
alert logic at a certain conclusion. Some critics

excel in one, some in another. Hazlitt is the more
remarkable for acuteness—^De Quincey for subtlety ;

sometimes, as in the essay on Macheth, the subtlety

rather overreaches itself, but often, as in the essays

on Milton, on Coleridge, and Wordsworth, it is of

great service.

The mysterious side of life, the night side of things,

appealed irresistibly to De Quincey. Few writers

have given a more vivid impression of the mystery
of London, the sense of immensity in its surging

crowds, the tragic loneliness of its bustling thorough-

fares. He discovers an arresting symbolism in

ordinary sights and sounds (e.g. The Knocking at ths

Gate in Macbeth)* He is attracted towards certain

dramatic movements in history fraught with latent

possibilities (e.g. The Revolt of the Tartars, Spanish

Nun, and Joan of Arc). To have written that

gruesome masterpiece, the footnote on the Williams

murders, formerly appended to the Essay on Murdsr,

is to have assured for himself a place among artists

of the horrible, such as Edgar Allan Poe. Few
realised more intensely, more subtly, the horror of
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the unexpressed ; the brooding sense of some im-
pending disaster, than did De Quincey. Whereas
Horace Walpole and Mrs. Radcliffe had been trying
to make the flesh creep with moaning wmds, and
ancient battlements, with Byronic robbers, and
spectral hands and hollow voices, De Quincey
approaches with far finer artistry the potency of
suggesting—of hinting. With Walpole, the super-
natural was a useful stage property far too obvious
to deceive any but the most credulous. With
De Quincey it is a vague background. The
banging of the street door and the dreadful
silence which followed, when Williams gets in the
house, has a ghastliness about it that surpasses
the actual murders. The gruesome silence, then the
faint creaking as the criminal moves about, the
suspense, these are the things that freeze the blood.
Apart from the horrible, however, the dark, the

shadowy side appealed to De Quincey, just as it

appealed to N*athaniel Hawthorne. Hawthorne pre-
ferred, as we know, to take his walks after sunset,

and when night was gathering over Edinburgh, then
De Quincey salhed forth with a zest which he never
showed in dayhght.

“It is strange,” says Mr. Masson, “to think of the
Kttle figure m those weary wanderings of his, round and
through the City evening after evening.”

It was his custom, we are told, in these nocturnal

rambles, and chiefly for his convenience in certain

labyrmths of pathway about the Esk, with a foot-

bridge or two in them, to carry a small lantern with

a means of lighting it when he chose. What a trial

to the senses of the hardiest belated tramp or other

night bird, with any dread of the supernatural, to

have come upon De Quincey in such a spot, striking

his match by a bush or advancing through the trees

with his bull’s eye. He himself was perfectly fear-

less of night bird or demon. Night was his natural

element. What could it brmg forth that it should

alarm him ?

As the man, so the writer. Along the byways of

literature, he shuffled with a glimmering lantern

turned in this direction or that, to light up with a

radiance that decorated rather than illumined the

darkness of some special tract. Surely it was no

mere literary preference that led him to descant on

Macbeth (where the chief events take place after

sunset), or to quote, of all Lamb’s essays, the one on

Evening, “ That we should lie down with the Lamb.’*

De Quincey himself, though his avowedly auto-

biographic writings are well defined, is as a matter

of fact almost always autobiographic. This does

not mean that he is telling us exphcitly always what

has happened to him, but he reveals himself, his

moods, his tastes, his peculiarities of temper, in all

that he writes.

In one particular De Quincey’s idiosyncratic

writing differs from that of his contemporaries—

Byron, Hazlitt, and Lamb. He makes use of his

temperamental peculiarities as an artist rather than

as a man. The consequence is he is less confidential

than he seems. This is not so, say, with a writer

like Lamb ; Lamb is farmore intimate and frank ; he

wants to open his mind to his readers, and although

he hides from us many of his darkest moments by
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an extra flourish of witticisms, yet it is not diffio^t

to see through this simple histrionic deception. De

Quincey, on the other hand, looks upon the experi-

ences of life as so much plastic material for ms

artistry. He manipulates his material primarily

for artistic efiect, and only secondarily because he

wishes to be confidential There is none of the im-

pulsiveness about him—-the yearning to take the

world into his confidence—that there is in the case

of Byron and HazHtt. The history of the Confes-

sions serves as a case in point. Pleased with their

artistic as weU as popular success, he elaborated a

much lengthier later edition. There is more of the

literary artUt, less of the confidential opium-eater

in the later version.
x • i.- «

This dehberate detachment, so characteristic oi

the artist, reminds one more of Walter Pater than

of Hazlitt and Lamb.
Be Quincey’s attitude towards hfe was essentially

that of the artist to whom every experience may

serve possibly some artistic end. Such men wel-

come the fight, not as Browning did from toe ethical

point of view, but from the aesthetic. One could

not say of him what Arnold said of Emerson,
^

A
voice oracular has pealed.” Kot on the bracing

uplands of high imagination, but in the soft gracious

woodlands of luxuriant fancy shall we find him.

Although our best friends in hterature as in every-

day life are always welcome, yet there are times and

seasons when they make a special appeal to us.

There is a literature of the noonday—and there is a

literature of the half-lights. Be Quincey’s writings

belong to the literature of the half-lights, and should

for the most part, I think, be read m the “ clear

brown twilight,” which Hawthorne desiderates for

his delightful tales. Given the time and mood, the

fantastic opium-eater will rarely fail to hold us with

persuasive charm, by virtue of his quaint, eli^ive

personality, and his attractive garrulousness ; above

all, by reason of his exquisite and delicate art.

of a solitary waiter) had retired to rest. Two
leX were left, to me. after twelve o’clock

had struck, for heart-shaking reflections. . . . The un-

us^l dimensions of the rooms, especially their tower-

S^height, brought up continually and obstmately.

^oiSh naltural talks of ^sociated feelings or ima^,

^ iSishty vision of London waitmg for me afar oft

An altrtude of nineteen or tw^ty feet showed it^
^avoidably upon an exaggerated s^le in some of t^
Suer^side-rooms, meant probably for cards or refresh-

ments. This single feature of the rooms, their ^usual

altitude, smd the echomg hollowness which had become

the eSonent of that altitude, this one temflc featme

ItoT temflc it was in the effect ,
together with crowding

S eTaS^^nt images of the flying f^t that soften

had spread gladness through these halls on the wmgs

of y^th ani hope at seasons when every, room^
with music ; aU this, rising in tumultuo^ vision, whilst

the dead hours of night were stealing along, all around

me, household and town, sleeping, and whilst against

the windows more and more the storm outside was

raving, and to all appearances endlessly growmg, threw

me into the deadliest condition of nervous emotion under

contradictory forces, high over which predominated

horror recoiling from that unfathomed ahysa in London

into which I was now so wilfully precipitatmg myself.

So sweet, so ghostly, in its soft, golden smiles, silent

as a dream, and quiet as the dying trance of a saint,

faded through all its stages this departing day, along the

whole length of which I bade farewell for many a year

to Wales, and farewell to summer. In the very aspect

and the sepulchral stillness of the motionless day, as

solemnly it wore away through morning, noontide,

afternoon, to meet the darkness that was hurr^ng to

swallow up its beauty, I had a fantastic feeling as thoug

I read the very language of resignation
?

before some irresistible agency. And at intervals i

heard—in how different a key 1—the raving, the ever-

lasting uproar of that dreadful metropo^, which at

every step was coming nearer, and beckonix^ (as it

seemed) to myself for purposes as dma, for ^sues as

Incalculable, ei tho path of cannon-shots fired at random

o.r-d in daikness.

Essay on Rhetoeio

Charles Lloyd never returned to Br^hay after he

had once been removed from it. . . . But often and

often, in years after all was gone, I have passed old

Brathay, or have gone over purposely after dark, about

the time when, for many a year, I used to go over to

spend the evening ; and seating myself on a stone by

the side of the mountain river Brathay, have staid for

hours hstening to the same sound to which so often

Charles Lloyd and I used to hearken together with pro-

found emotion and awe—the sound of pealing anthems,

as if streaming from the open portals of some illimitable

cathedral s for such a sound does actually arise, m many

states of the weather, from the peculiar action of the

river Brathay upon its rocky bed ; and many times

I have heard it, of a quiet night, when no granger

could have been persuaded to believe it other than the

sound of choral chanting—distant, solemn, saintly. ...

Since the ruin or dispersion of that household, after the

^oke had ceased to ascend from their hearth, or the

garden walk to re-echo their voices, oftentimes, when

lying by the river side, I have hstened to the same

aerial saintly sound, whilst looking back

long hidden in the frost of receding years, when Chiles

ancT Sophia Lloyd, now lying m foreign graves, first

dawned upon me, coming suddenly out of ram and

darkness ;
then young, ricn, happy, full of hope, felted

with young children (of whom also most are long dead),

and standing apparently on the verge of a labyrinth of

golden hours.

Joan of Aeo

. . • * *

** Eor nearly two houm I had heard fierce winds arising,

and the whole atmosphere had by this time become one

vast laboratory of hostile movements in all directions.

Such a chaos, such a distracting wilderness of dim sights

and of those awful ‘ sounds that live in darkness, never
m. ^ sm* • T *1 ^ S AQiXia OI Olios© 5UUUUO VU.OIV

hfld I consciously witnessed. Rightly, and by a true

instinct, had I made my farewell adieus to summer. All

through the day, Wales and her grand mountain ranges

—

Penmaenmawr, Snowdon, Cader Idris—had divided my
thoughts with London. But now rose liondon, sole,

dark, infinite, brooding over the whole capacities of my
heart. Other object, other thought, I could not admit.

Long before midnight the whole household (with the

At the farewell crisis, when the gates of death are

opening, and flesh is resting from its struggles, often-

times the tortured and torturer have the same truce

from carnal torment ;
both sink together into sleep

;

together both sometimes kindle into dreams. When the

mortal mists were gathering fast upon you two bishop

and shepherd girl—when the pavilions of life were closing

up their shadowy curtains about you—^let us try, through

the gigantic glooms, to decipher the flying features of

your separate visions.
, , „ ,

The shepherd girl that had delivered Erance-^he

from her dungeon, she from her baiting at the stake,

she from her duel with fire, as she entered her last dream

—saw Bomr^my, saw the fountain of Domrdmy, saw toe

pomp of forests in which her childhood had wandered.

That Easter festival which man had denied to hot

languishing heart^-that resurrection of sprin^ime, wmch
the darkness of dungeons had intercepted from her,

hungering after the glorious liberty of forest^were by

God given back into her hands, as jewels that had been

^ The Confessions of an OpiuTn-Slaterm
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stolen from her by robbers. With those, perhaps (for

the minutes of dreams can stretch into ncos), was given
back to her by God the bliss of c’Mila‘iood. By special
privilege for her might be created, in this farewell dream,
a second childhood, innocent as the first ; but not, hke
thatf sad with the gloom of a fearful mission in the rear.
This mission had now been fulfilled. The storm was
weathered ; the skirts even of that mighty storm were
drawing off. The blood that she was to reckon for had
been exacted 5 the tears that she was to shed in
secret had been paid to the last. The hatred to herself
in all eyes had been faced steadily, had been suffered,
had been survived. And m her last fight upon the
scaffold she had triumphed gloriously 5 victoriously she
had tasted the stings of death. For all, except this
comfort from her farewell dream, she had died—died,
amidst the tears of ten thousand enemies—^3ied, amidst
the drums and trumpets of armies—-died, amidst peals
redoubling upon peals, volleys upon volleys, from the
saluting clarions of martyrs.

Bisho]^ of Beauvais I because the guilt-burdened
man is in dreams haunted and waylaid by the most
frightful of his crimes, and because upon that fluctuating
mirror—arising (like the mocking mirrors of mirage in
Arabian deserts) from the fens of death—^most of all

are reflected the sweet countenances which the man
has laid in ruins ; therefore I know, bishop, that you
also, entering your final dream, saw Domr6my. That
fountain, of which the witnesses spoke so much, showed
itself m your eyes in pure morning dews ; but neither
dews, nor the holy dawn, could cleanse away the bright
spots of innocent blood upon its surface. By the
fountain, bishop, you saw a woman seated, that Ifid

her face. But, as you draw near, the woman raises
her^ wasted features. Would Domr^my know them
again for the features of her child ? Ah, but you know
them, bishop, well ! Oh mercy I what a groan was
that which the servants, waiting outside the bishop’s
dream at his bedside, heard from his labouring heart, as
at this moment he turned away from the fountain and
the woman, seeking rest in the forests afar off. Yet
not so to escape the woman, whom once again he must
behold before he dies. In the forests to which he prays
for pity, will he find respite ? What a tumult, what a
gathering of feet is there ! In glades where only wild
deer should run, armies and nations are assembling;
towering m the fluctuating crowd are phantoms that
belong to departed hours. . . . What building is that
whch hands so rapid are raising ? Is it a martyr’s
scaffold ? Will they burn the child of Bomr^my a
second time ? No : it is a tribunal that rises to the
clouds ? and two nations stand around it, waiting for a
trial. Shall my Lord of Beauvais sit again upon the

Judgment seat, and again number the hours for the
innocent ? Ah no ! he is the prisoner at the bar.

Already all is waiting ; the mighty audience is gathered,

the Court is hurrying to their seats, the witnesses are

arrayed, the trumpets are sounding, the judge is taking

his place. Oh s but this is sudden. My lord, have you
no counsel 1 ** Counsel I have none ; in heaven above,

or on earth beneath, counsellor there is none now that

would take a brief fromme ; all are silent.” Is it, indeed,

come to this ? Alas ! the time is short, the tumult is

wondrous, the crowd stretches away into infinity ; but
yet I will search in it for somebody to take your brief ;

I know of somebody that will be your counsel. Who is

this that cometh from Domrdray ? Who is she in

bloody coronation robes from Kheims ? Who^ is she

that cometh with blackened flesh from walking the

furnaces of Rouen ? This is she, the shepherd girl,

counsellor that had none for herself, whom I choose,

bishop, for yours. She it is, I engage, that shall take

my lord’s brief. She it is, bishop, that would plead

for you 5 yes, bishop, she,—^when heaven and earth

are silent.

LEIGH HUNT
The prose of Leigh Hunt synchronises with his

verse. It began with his papers in the Exctminert
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and later on in the Indicator* His sojourn in Italy
found expression in his Jar of Honey from Mount
Hyhla (1848), an agreeable volume warm with the
colour and romance of the South. His discursive
charm and varied knowledge of London life is ex-
hibited m The Town ; while in his Aviohiography
we have the fullest expression of the man hiTnfifllfj

his innate sweetness and beauty of character and his
little weaknesses and prejudices. What the Essays
of Elia are to Lamb, the Autobiography is to Leigh
Himt.
In his literary methods as essayist, he is akin to

Lamb ; with something of the same sprightliness,

intimate ease, and whimsical charm. What he lacks
is the deep tenderness and the high flashes of imagi^
nation that mark Lamb’s best work. Hunt works
on a lower level. But there is great attractiveness
about his prose, for his taste was fine, his interests

many, and his frank enjoyment of things exhilar-
ating and contagious.

In The Religion of the Heart he tries to express his
general attitude towards life, and if as a philosophical
credo it seems rather vague and superficial, it at any
rate reveals agracious,kindly,and sunny personality.

As a delightful trifler in the byways of letters,

and as a fine and catholic taster of what is beautiful
both in life and literature, he wiU always be remem-
bered.

Cirr Teebs

There is scarcely a street in the dty of London, perhaps
not one, nor many out of the pale of it, from some part of
which the passenger may not discern a tree* Most persons
to whom this has been mentioned have doubted the
accuracy of our information, nor do we profess hitherto
to have ascertained it ; though, since we heard the asser-

tion, we have made a point of endeavouring to do so
whenever we could, and have not been disappointed.
The mention of the circumstance generally creates a
laughing astonishment, and a cry of

** impossible !
”

Two persons, who successively heard of it the other day,
not only thought it incredible as a general fact, but
doubted whether half a dozen streets could be found
with a twig in them 5 and they triumphantly instanced
** Cheapside,” a.s a place in which it was “ out of the
question.” Yet in Cheapside is an actual, visible, and
even ostentatiously visible tree, to all who have eyes to
look about them. It stands at the corner of Wood
Street, and occupies the space of a house. There was a
solitary one the other day in St. Paul’s Churchyard,
which has now got a multitude of young companions.
A little child was shown us a few years back, who was
said never to have beheld a tree but that single one in
St. Paul’s Churchyard. Whenever a tree was men-
tioned, she thought it was that and no other. She had
no conception even of the remote tree in Cheapside t

This appears incredible j but there would seem to be
no bounds, either to imagination or to the want of it.

We were told the other day on good authority, of a man
who had resided six-and-thirty years in the square of

St. Peter’s at Rome, and then for the first time went
inside the Catheckal.

There is a little garden in Wailing Street / It lies

completely open to the eye, being divided from the
footway by a railing only.

In the body of our work will be found notices of

other trees and green ^ots, that surprise the observer

in the thick of the noise and smoke. Many of them
are in churchyards. Others have disappeared during the

progress of building. Many courts and passages are

named from trees that once stood in them, as Vine and
Elm Court, Fig-tree Court, Green-arbour Court, &c. It

is not surprising that garden-houses, as they were called^
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should have formerly abounded in Holbom, in Bunhill affects the eye s<^ething in the same way as the hand»

Row, and other (at that time) suburban places. We organs, which bring unexpected music to the ear. They
notice the fact, m order to observe how fond the poets refresh the commonplaces of life, shed a harmony through

were of occupying houses of this description. Milton the busy discord, and appeal to those first sources of

seems to have made a point of having one. The only emotion, which are associated with the remembrance of

London residence of Chapman which is &iown, was in Old all that is young and innocent. They seem also to

Street Road; doubtless at that time a rural suburb. present to us a portion of the tranquillity we think we
Beaumont and Fletcher’s house, on the Surrey side of are labouring for, and the desire of which is felt as ^
the Thames (for they lived as well as wrote together), earnest that we shall realise it somewhere, either in

most probably had a garden ; and Dryden’s house in this world or in the next. Above all, they render us

Gerard Street looked into the garden of the mansion more cheerful for the performance of present duties

;

built by the Earls of Leicester. A tree, or even a flower, and the smallest seed of this kind, dropt into the heart

put in the window in the streets of a great city (and of man, is worth more, and may terminate in better

the London citizens, to their credit, are fond of flowers), fruits, than anybody but a great poet could tell us.

11. PROSE; (c) The Db^lopmeitt of Joubnalism. Prancis Jeffrey—Sydney Smitb—Lord BrongRam—
Prancis Horner—Sir James Mackintosh—Macaulay—William Gifford—S. T. Coleridge—J. G.

Lockhart—John Wilson Croker—Sir John Barrow—Southey—John Wilson (“ Christopher North ”)

—Charles Lamb—Be Qumcey—Maginn—Francis Mahony (“Father Prout ”)—Oarlyle—Bryan
Waller Procter (“ Barry Cornwall”)—^Ainsworth—Hogg—Thackeray.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF JOURNALISM

In the domain of prose, the first thirty years of

the nineteenth century are richer in essayists than

in novelists. Beyond Scott and Jane Austen there

are no names of the first importance in fiction ; but

the era abounds in notable critics and essayists,

whether of the elder school represented by Jeffrey, or

the new school heralded by Coleridge. We have
seen that the Spectator and the Tatler fostered

the essay and inaugurated its more intimate and
familiar appeal; and while the essay was reared

under the protecting wing of Journalism, it still

retained its connection with the periodical during the

next couple of decades. For a while, however,
periodical literature, after the death of Addison
and Steele, lost its high distinction. The pay was
miserable, and only the hack writer could be relied

on to write according to the editor’s recipe. But
the resuscitation of the Review was at hand, and
took place with the launching of the EdMurgh
Review.

The appearance of this famous organ, in its

familiar Hvery of “ saffron and of blue,” was due to

the efforts of Francis Jeffrey and of Sydney Smith.

After the first number in 1802, Jeffrey became the

sole editor. Sydney Smith, writing in 1839, thus
describes the meeting of the friends that led to its

inauguration

:

" One day we happened to meet in the eighth or ninth
story or flat in Buccleuch Place, the elevated residence
of the then Mr. Jeffrey. I proposed that we should set
up a Review ; this was acceded to with acclamation. I
was appointed Editor, and remained long enough in
Edinburgh to edit the first number of the Edir^rgh
JSevieuf, The motto I proposed for the Review was

* Tenui musam meditamur avena.*
*We cultivate literature on a little oatmeal.^

But this was too near the truth to be admitted, and
so we took our present grave motto from PubHus Lyrus,
of whom none of us had, 1 am sure, ever read a single
line ; and so began what has since turned ont to he
a very important and able journal. When I left Edin-
burgh, it fell mto the stronger hands of Lord Jeffrey
and Lord Brougham, and reached the highest point of
popularity and success.”

In this retrospect over the thirty-seven years of

the Edinburgh's existence, Sydney Smith could re-

count many social evils that had been mitigated or

entirely abolished, results that were, in part at any
rate, achieved by the fearless honesty with which
the cause of reform had been advocated by the pro-

moters of the journal. The Emancipation of the

Cathohes—^the repeal of the Test and Corporation

Acts—the abolition of Slavery—the modification of

the Game Laws and the harsh Penal Code—^were a
few of the reforms that had been accomplished in

1839.

The main purpose of the earlier reviews was
politics. “ The Review^ in short,” said Jeffrey to

Scott, “ has but two legs to stand upon. Literature

no doubt is one of them ; and its Right leg is Pohtics.”

The political power wielded by the successful Whig
organ provoked the Tories to issue, in 1809, the

Quarterly Review as a counterblast to the “per-
nicious ” principles of the Edinburgh. For a con-

siderable period the rivals exercised a kind of literary

dictatorship which, despite its arrogance and narrow-
ness, did most certainly confer very real benefits on
literature. Jeffrey himself, notorious as some of his

literary judgments have become, was a man of

considerable knowledge and of genuine though nar-

row critical insight. In the early days of the

Review, when the Whig policy was not insistent,

Scott was a frequent contributor. If not very
versatile or subtle he was a sound critic, and what
was unusual in any Quarterly, an amiable one. He
proved, moreover, an agreeable and lively writer.

Almost at the opposite pole as a writer was Lord
Brougham, brilliant, superficial, and amazingly ver-

satile. Very different to him is the humorist,
Sydney Smith, a critic of high standing, and a jester

who could play the fool, without being either

spiteful or paltry. After the triumph of the Whigs
he became Canon of St. Paul’s, and died in February
1845, at the age of seventy-four.

The “Edinbitrgh Review” and its

CONTKIBirTOBS

SydneySmith remainedlongenough inEdinburgh
to edit the first number, to which he contributedfive
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arfcicles, one of which was a “ slashing attack ” on
John Bowles, writer of political pamphlets, 1791-
1807—thought by Jeffrey to be “ too severe,” but
it was the “ slashing ” nature of the attacks on
persons and abuses that brought the new journal

into prominence and gave it a position apart from
its milder contemporaries.

The editorship then passed into the hands of

Francis Jeffrey, although Sydney Smith continued
to write for the Bemew until 1827, and in the first

four numbers no less than eighteen articles were
written by him. Ticknor, an American writer, has
left on record Sydney Smith’s account of the business
side of his relations with the Review :

“ When I wrote an article I used to send it to Jeffrey,
and waited till it came out, immediately after which I
enclosed to him a bill in these words, or words like them—‘Francis Jeffrey, Esq., to Rev. Sydney Smith: To a
very wise and witty article on such a subject, so many
sheets at forty-five guineas a sheets* and the money
always came.’*

Some of the most famous of Sydney Smith’s
articles were collected and reprinted, Edgeworth on
Bulls^ Methodismf Indian Missions, Hcmnah More,
Game Laws, Pubho Schools, Botany Bay. They
afford excellent examples of his method of argument
and unrivalled humour.
Francis Jepfrey, the clever, versatile lawyer who

controlled the destinies of the Review for so many
years, was a typical journalist, ready to write about
anything and everything at a moment’s notice. In
addition to performing his duties as editor, duties

which in those days involved the revision and alter-

ation of the articles if the views of the authors did
not coincide with the principles and avowed policy

of the paper, Jeffrey himself wrote two hundred
articles, most of which are reviews of books,

Jeffrey’s name is usually associated with some of

his unfortunate judgments in hterature j that he
disapproved of Wordsworth’s poetry—characterised

The Daffodils as “stuff,” said of The Excursion “ This
will never do”—is well known ; his positive achieve-

ments are frequently ignored. Jeffrey made review-

ing an art—even if sometimes the art of the slaughter-

house. He did more than cut the pages of a book—^he read it, gave a clear summary of the contents,

and delivered his verdict in accordance with his

own honest if somewhat circumscribed convictions.

If Jeffrey did not approve of the Lake poets, or

romantic poetry in general, he praises Keats for his

real merits, although opposition to the Quarterly

may have stimulated him in his search for them.
Jeffrey’s literary judgments were vitiated by a

constitutional pessimism that inclined him to despair

of his own times. He considered “ the age of

original genius was over,” and m a paragraph in

which he speaks of the rich melodies of Keats and
Shelley, “ the tuneful quartos of Southey,” “ the

fantastical emphasis of Wordsworth,” the “ plebeian

pathos of Crabbe,” and the “ splendid strains of

Moore,” it is to regret that their work is passing into

oblivion—^while the two poets who show no signs

of diminishing popularity are Rogers and Campbell

!

A violent Whig in polities, Jeffrey was a conser-

vative in literature, and considered the classical

school of poetry, as represented by Pope, the ideal

standard. In spite of these defects Jeffrey did
much to spread a love of good literature, and to raise

the level of public taste. Jeffrey had also a sure in-

stinct for a brilliant passage—and is especially good
in giving a general summary of a period.

Scott and Southey both wrote for the Edinburgh
for a short time, but the extreme political views of

Jeffrey alienated the sympathy of the more moderate.
Southey, writing to Scott in 1807, says he has

scarcely one opimon in common with the Edinburgh.
Two years later, Southey became a contributor to

the newly estabhshed Quarterly.

Francis Horner, the great friend of Sydney
Smith, and like Brougham, one of the founders of

the Edinburgh, wrote on political economy. He pre-

ceded Sydney to London, and when the latter arrived

he found Horner established very “ high up in Garden
Court,” engaged “ in thinking a good deal about
mankind.”

Horner’s abilities and sincerities soon brought him
success at the Bar ; he entered Parliament, where
he speedily became an authority on questions of

currency. His early death was a loss both to
literature and politics.

With Homer may be associated another writer for

the Edinburgh, Sir James Mackintosh, “a man of

vast learning,” whom Sydney Smith described as
** having waded through morasses of international

law where the steps of no living man could follow

him.” Mackintosh had, like Macaulay, a prodigious

memory, and he was noted for his conversational

powers. Rogers, the poet, lamented that he sacri-

ficed everything to maintain his reputation iu the

art. Mackintosh wrote A H%8toTy of England, a
Life of Sir Thomas More, and a Dissertation on the

Progress of Ethical Philosophy—that received strong

criticism at the hands of James Mill—^but nothing
that he wrote has any permanent interest.

Lord Brougham was one of the most voluminous
contributors, and wrote no less than eighty articles

in five years, on a variety of topics. Brougham
was, however, essentially an orator and politician,

and the whole of his writmg, like that of Mackintosh,
has penshed. Indeed, Brougham’s pohtical iofiu-

ence waned some years before his death.

Brougham was the author of the attack on Byron’s
youthful poems Hours of Idleness, that provoked the

poet to pour forth the vials of his wrath in English
Bards and Scotch Reviewers. Byron thought the

attack had been instigated by Lord Holland,
“ drank three bottles of claret,” and sat down to

write his reply.

“As to the Edinburgh Reviewers, it would indeed
require a Hercules to crush the Hydra ; but if the
author succeeds in merely ‘bruising one of the heads
of the serpent’ though his own hand should suffer in
the encounter, he will be amply satisfied.”

Macaulay mad© a reputation in the Edinburgh
Review by his brilliant essays that began to appear
about 1825. Macaulay’s genius lay in his historical

rather than iu his critical powers. “ I am nothing,”

he says, “ if not historical.” His bright, lucid,

masterly presentation of facts in order to convey
inferences that were acceptable to himself and his

age, made him exceedingly popular.

Macaulay’s contributions to the Edinburgh were

13
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ropriiilf'd and published under the title of Critical

afvl Ihsfunr, il Esmys, They were intended to be re-

views of books—in reality the book afforded Mac-
aulay an excuse for delivering his own views on the

subject in question. He usually devoted a fow lines

to the book itself^ and thou wrote a dissertation on
the subject.

ThB ‘'QUAKTERnY” AND ITS CONTRIBXTTORS

Tho first number of the Quarterly was issued in

1809 under the editorship of WiLiiiAM Giyfobd, who
with Canning, Frere, and EHis, had been associated

in the production of the Anti-Jacobin* Gifford

exercised a rigid censorship over the contributors to

the Review that occasioned some annoyance to Lamb
and Southey. Those were the days of the unsigned

article and the editorial “ we.” Writers were ex-

pected to remain anonymous, although the veil was
sometimes very transparent. Gifford objected to

Southey’s prose as being “ too distinctive,” and
revised his articles.

Much of the bitterness and unfairness that is

characteristic of journalistic writing at this period

must be assigned to two reasons—^the political bias

of the early reviews, and the custom of unsigned

articles united with editorial autocracy. Attacks

that might safely be delivered under cover, and as

the settled judgment of a panel of literary dictators

could not be carried on in the open, and the advent
of the signed article introduced more politeness and
a more genial point of view. Up to the advent of

Coleridge, it was well called the “ hang—draw—and
quarterly Review.”
In 1824 S. T. Coleridge became editor for a short

period, and then the reins passed into the hands of

J. G. Lockhart, who devoted the main energies of a
lifetime to the task. Lockhart had been educated
at Glasgow University, and thence had proceeded
to Oxford by means of a scholarship. He was called

to the Bar at Edinburgh just at the time the Edin-
burgh Magazine was started. Lockhart was an ex-

cellent classical scholar, and also possessed a know-
ledge of modern languages that was less common at

this period. He translated some Spanish ballads,

(1823), and was acquainted with German and Italian

literature. Lockhart had visited Germany and seen
Goethe, and this event laid the foundation of his

friendship with Scott, whose son-in-law he became
in 1820. In 1825 he came to London as editor of

the Quarterly, Lockhart’s chief title to fame rests

upon his biographies of Scott and Burns , as a critic

he earned for himself the title of “ the scorpion,”
although he is not responsible for aU the attacks
that have been laid to his charge. It was indeed
an unkind fate that made him for twenty-eight years
a critic and reviewer in days when critics possessed
a licence to abuse not only the work of an author,
but even personal character. Lockhart grew older

and wiser and did not repeat the sins of his youth

—

perpetrated in connection with Blackwood—^but he
never learnt to bring to his judgments in literature

that “ air of detachment ” so necessary to forming
unbiassed estimates. His own personal predilec-

tions counted for much ; he could not hear anything
suggestive of Keats, and as a rule did not care for

uew poets.

John Wilson Crokbb, **anarrow-souled critic” oi
letters, whose connection with the Quarterly lasted
forty-five years, wrote no less than two hundred and
fifty-eight articles. He was a careful and pains-
taking investigator, and edited a noteworthy edition
of Boswell’s Lije of Johnson—^but in common with
many other writers for the reviews, his work has not
survived in literature.

Sir John Barrow—a traveller, statesman, and
Chinese savant—^wrote accounts of his voyages and
travels. Hallam and Sharon Turner wrote on his-

tory. Turner wrote a History of the Anglo-Saxons^
giving extracts from their literature and accounts of

laws that is still of value. Hallam’s work as an
historian is well known. Malthus and Senior wrote
on political economy. Scott contributed about
thirty articles {1809-32), on a variety of subjects.

Southey, also a prolific writer for the reviews,

wrote a hundred articles. Of all this mass, few are

worth reading to-day ; Scott on Miss Austen, Ellis

on The Lord of the Isles and The Corsair ; others re-

main as curiosities of hterary criticism, and amongst
these may be mentioned the review that ” snuffed

out Keats.”

" Blackwood’s Magazine ”

The dissatisfaction of the Scottish Tories with
the extreme Whig views of the Edinburgh led to

the founding of Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine
in 1817. It succeeded the short-lived Edinburgh
Monthly, and made its startlmg debut under the

auspices of Wilson and Lockhart.

John Wilson (1785-1864), had achieved a repu-

tation at Oxford for his intellectual abilities, also

for his athletic powers. Leaving the University he
settled at Elleray, near Windermere, and devoted
himself to authorship, and became intimate with the
” Lake Poets.” The Isle of Palms (1812), his first

volume of poems, was succeeded by The City of the

Plague (1816). The loss of his fortune drew Wilson
to Edinburgh, then the literary hub of the country.

Wilson found himself unable to agree with Jeffrey

and threw in his lot with Blackwood’s Magazine—
“ Maga,” as it came to be called.

The new Edinburgh attained considerable noto-

riety during the first year of existence for its ” rabid

performances,” the chief and foremost of which was
the famous Chaldee MS., that ridiculed in daring and
witty fashion the previous editors, Pringle and
Cleghom, besides other writers of greater eminence.

Attacks were made on Playfair, Coleridge’s Bio-

graphia Literaria (Wilson), The Cockney School of

Poetry (Lockhart)—^Keats. On the other hand, the

new journal was much more favourable to the work
of the Lake poets, and the first really enthusiastic

criticism of Wordsworth appeared in its pages from
the pen of Wilson.

Wilson possessed a geniality of temperament
entirely foreign to Lockhart, and praised and blamed
with equal extravagance. His wealth of expression,

abundant ideas, humour and happy irresponsibility,

found felicitous outflow in the Nodes Ambrosianoe, at

first the joint production of Lockhart, Hogg, Maginn,
and others, but which eventually became exclusively

identified with “ Christopher North.”
The Nodes were a mixed medley of prose, verse.
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oritioism, description ; and their quality varies in

like manner. Passages of singular beauty and power
are mingled with others that are commonplace and
highflown. The character of the “ Ettrick Shep-

herd ” has been praised by Perrier, who edited a

reprint of the Noctee, as “ one of the finest and most
JBboished creations which dramatic genius has ever

called into existence.”

The Becreations oj Christopher North (1842) is of

the same genus as the Nodes, The Trials of Mar~
garet Lindsay (1823) and Lights cmd Shadows of

Scottish Life (1822) are earlier works that do not
reach the level of the Nodes,
As a critic, Wilson belongs to an inteimediate

school ; his early association with the Lake poets led

him to give them sympathetic appreciation. He
proclaimed Wordsworth, Scott, and Byron as the

three great master-spirits in our day in the poetical

world.

But Wilson, unlike Jeffrey, had no system in his

criticism, and frequently awarded praise or censure

according to the mood of the moment, hence his

criticisms are often contradictory.

The Magazdsies

A good deal of rivalry existed between Black-

wood’s Edinburgh and the London Magazine,
established in the South by the more moderate
Liberals. The reviews were serious performances,

the “ heavy cannon ” of literature—^whereas the

magazines may be compared to the “ hght artillery.”

Fiction and creative literature, even humour was
welcomed by the magazines ; the writers were
drawn from a younger generation and numbered
men who were neutral in politics, and non-partisan

methods became more general. A brilliant and
versatile band of writers gathered round the new
periodicals.

Lamb wrote his Essays of Elia for the London
Magazine ; De Quincey his Confessions ofan Opiim^
Eater

;

Hood and Hazlitt and Miss Mitford some
of their best prose.

BlackwooTs in its earlier years had the services of

the extraordinary and erratic Irishman, MAGiisnsr.

For some years a schoolmaster in Cork, Maginn
drifted from Edinburgh to London, where he ac-

complished the most notable achievement of his

life in helping to found, with the assistance of Hugh
Feaseb, a London Blackwood known as Fraser^s

Magazine (1830). Maginn attracted to the new
periodical men of the most varied talent and genius,

amongst whom were “ Father Prout ” (Francis

Mahony), Carlyle, whose Sartor Besartvs threatened

to bring financial ruin on the paper, Southey,

Coleridge, “ Barry Cornwall,” Ainsworth, Hogg, and
Thackeray. In the hands of such men it is not

surprising that literature became the Bight leg of

the Magazines.

Ox Btmxs

One other remark is of a more limited appKcation,

and is addressed chiefly to the followers and patrons of

that new school of poetry against which we have thought
it our duty to neglect no opportunity of testifying.

Those gentlemen are outrageous for simplicity, and we
beg leave to recommend to them the simplicity of Bums.
He has copied the spoken language of passion and

affection with infinitely more fidelity than they have
ever done, on all occasions which properly admitted of
such adaptation. But he has not rejected the helps of
elevated language and habitual associations, nor de-
based his composition by an affectation of babyish inter-
jections and all the puling expletives of an old nurseiy
maid*s vocabulary. They may look long enough among
his nervous and manly lines, before they find any * Good
lacks ! " * Dear hearts !

’—or, ‘ As a body may say,*
in them ; or any stuff about dancing daffomls and sister

Emmelines. Let them think with what infinite con-
tempt the powerful mind of Burns would have perused
the story of Alice Fell and her dufiSe cloak, of Andrew
Jones and the half-crown, or of Little Dan without
breeches, and his thievish grandfather. Let them con-
trast their own fantastical personages of hysterical
schoolmasters and sententious leechgatherers, with the
authentic rustics of Burns’ Cottar's Saturday Night, and
his inimitable songs, and reflect on the different reception
which those personifications have met with from the
public. Though they will not be reclaimed from theirpuny
afieotations by the example of their learned predecessors,
they may, perhaps, submit to be admonished by a self-

taught and illiterate poet, who drew from Nature far
more correctly than they can do, and produced some-
thing so much liker the admired copies of the masters
whom they have abjured.

Ox Swift
Of his style, it has been usual to speak with great,

and, we think, exaggerated praise. It is less mellow
than Dryden’s, less elegant than Pope’s or Addison’s, less

noble than Lord Bolmgbroke’s, and utterly without the
glow and loftiness which belonged to our earlier masters.
It is radically a low and homely style, without grace and
without affectation, and chiefly remarkable for a great
choice and profusion of common words and egressions.
Other writers who have used a plain and direct style
have been for the most part jejune and limited in their
diction, and generally give us an impression of the
poverty as well as the tameness of their language

;

but Swift, without ever trespassing into figured or
poetical expressions, or ever employing a word
that can be called fine or pedantic, has a prodigious
variety of good set phrases always at his command,
and displj^s a sort of homely richness, like the plenty
of an old English dinner, or the wardrobe of a wealthy
burgess. This taste for the plain and substantial was
fatal to his poetry, which subsists not on such elements ;

but was in the highest degree favourable to the effect

of his humour, ve^ much of which depends on the
im|)osing gravity with which it is delivered, and on the
varioiK turns and heightenings it may receive from a
rapidly shifting and always appropriate expression.
Almost all his works after the Tale of a Tub seem to have
been written very fast, and with very little minute care of
the diction. For his own ease, therefore, it is probable
they were all pitched on a low key, and set about on
the ordinary tone of a familiar letter or conversation,
as that from which there was little hazard from falling,

even in moments of negligence, and from which any
rise that could be effected must always be easy and
conspicuous. . • . Half of the affectation and offensive
pretension we meet with in authors, arises from a want
of matter, and the other half from a paltry ambition of
being eloquent and ingenious out of place. Swift had
complete confidence in himself ; and had too much
real business on his hands, to be at leisure to intrigue
for the fame of a fine writer ; in consequence of which,
his writings are more admired by the judicious than if

he had bestowed all his attention on their style. He
was so much a man of business, indeed, and so much
accustomed to consider his writings merely as means
for the attainment of a practical end—^whether that
end was the strengthening of a party, or the wounding
a foe^—^that he not only disdained the reputation of a
composer of pretty sentences, but seems to have been
thoroughly indifferent to all sorts of literary fame. He
enjoyed the notoriety and influence which he had pro-
cured by his writings ; but it was the glory of having
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carried his point, and not of having written well, that
he valued. As soon as his publications had served
their turn, they seem to have been entirely forgotten

by their author ;—and, desirous as he was of being

richer, he appears to have thought as little of making
money as immortality by means of themA

Noodle’s Obatioit

I ask the honourable gentleman if this is the time
for carrying the measure into execution—^whether, in
fact, a mere unfortunate period could have been selected

than that which he has chosen ? If this were an ordinary
measure, I should not oppose it with so much vehe-
mence ; but, sir, it calls in question the wisdom of an
irrevocable law—of a law passed at the memorable

E
eriod of the Revolution. What right have we, sir, to
reak down this firm column on which the great men

of that age stamped a character of eternity ? Are not
all authorities against this measure—Pitt, Fox, Cicero,

and the Attorney and Sohcitor General ? The propoai-
tion is new, sir ; it is the first time it was ever heard in

this house. I am not prepared, sir—^this house is not
prepared—^to receive it. The measure implies a dis-

trust of his Majesty’s Government t their disapproval
is sufficient to warrant opposition. Precaution only^ is

requisite where danger is apprehended. Here the high
character of the individuals in question is a sufficient

guarantee against any ground of alarm. Give not, then,
your sanction to this measure , for, whatever be its

character, if you do give your sanction to it, the same
man by whom this is proposed, will propose to you
others to which it will be impossible to give your con-
sent. I care very little, sir, for the ostensible measure •

but what is there behind ? What are the honourable
gentleman’s future schemes ? If we pass this bill, what
fresh concessions may he not require ? What further
degradation is he planning for our country ? Talk of

evil and inconvenience, sir ! look to other countries

—

study other aggregations and societies of men, and then
see whether the laws of this country demand a remedy or

deserve a panegyric. Was the honourable gentleman
(let me askmm ) always of this way of thinking ? Do I not
remember when he was the advocate in this house of

very opposite opinions ? I not only quarrel with his

present sentiments, sir, but I declare very frankly I do
not like the party with which he acts. If his own
motives were as pure as possible, they cannot but suffer

contamination from those with whom he is politically

associated. This measure may be a boon to the con-
stitution, but I will accept no favour to the constitution
from such hands. (Loud cries of “ Hear, hear.”) I pro-
fess myself, sir, an honest and upright member of the
British Parliament, and I am not afraid to profess
myself an enemy to all change and innovation. I am
satisfied with things as they are , and it will be my pride
and pleasure to hand down this country to my children
as I received it from those who preceded me. The
honourable gentleman pretends to justify the severity
with which he has attacked the noble lord who presides
over the Court of Chancery. But I say such attacks
are pregnant with mischief to government itself. Oppose
ministers, you oppose government ; disgrace minsters,
you disgrace government ; bring ministers into con-
tempt, you bring government into contempt; and
anarchy and civil war are the consequences. Besides,
sir, the measure is unneoessaiy. Nobody complains of
disorder in that shape in which it is the aim of your
measure to propose a remedy to it. The business is one of
the greatest importance ; there is need of the greatest
caution and circumspection. Do not let us be pre-
cipitate, sir ; it is impossible to foresee all consequences.
Everything should be gradual ; the example of a
neighbouring nation should fill us with alarm? The
honourable gentleman has taxed me with illiberality,

sir, I deny the charge. I hate innovation, but I love
improvement. I am an enemy to the corruption of
government, but I defend its influence. I dread reform,
but I dread it only when it is intemperate. I consider

3 The Essays of Francis Jeffrey.

the liberty of the press as the great palladium of the
constitution ; but at the same time I hold the hcentiouso

ness of the press in the greatest abhorrence. Nobody
is more conscious than I am of the splendid abilities of
the honourable mover, but I tell him at once, his sohemo
is too good to be practicable. It savours of Utopia,!

A Village Episode

There is a village (no matter where) in which the
inhabitants, on one day in the year, sit down to a
dinner prepared at the common expense ; by an extra-*

ordinary piece of tyranny (which Lord Hawkesbury
would call the wisdom of village ancestors), the inhabi-
tants of three of the streets, about a hundred years ago,
seized upon the inhabitants of the fourth street, bound
them hand and foot, laid them upon their backs, and
compelled them to look on while the rest were stuffing

themselves with beef and beer ; the next year the
inhabitants of the persecuted street (though they con-
tributed an equal quota of the expense) were treated
-precisely in the same manner. The tyranny grew into
a custom ; and (as the manner of nature is) it was
considered as the most sacred of all duties to keep those
poor fellows without their annual dinner ; the village

was so tenacious of this practice, that nothing could
induce them to resign it ; every enemy to it was looked
upon as a disbeliever in Divine Providence, and any
nefarious churchwarden who wished to succeed in his
election had nothing to do but to represent his antagonist
as an abolitionist, in order to frustrate his ambition,
endanger his life, and throw the village into a state of
the most dreadful commotion. By degrees, however,
the obnoxious street grew to be so well peopled, and its

inhabitants so firmly united, that their oppressors, more
afraid of injustice, were more disposed to be just. At
the next dinner, they are unbound, the year after allowed
to sit upright, then a bit of bread and a glass of water

;

till at last, after a long series of concessions, they were
emboldened to ask, in pretty plain terms, that they
may be allowed to sit down at the bottom of the table,

and to fill their bellies as well as the rest. Forthwith a
general cry of shame and scandal t “ Ten years ago, were
you not laid upon your backs ? Don’t you remember
what a great thing you thought it to get a piece of
bread ? How thankful you were for cheese-parings ?

Have you forgotten that memorable era, when the lord
of the manor interfered to obtain for you a slice of
the public pudding ? And now, with an audacity only
equalled by your ingratitude, you have the impudence
to ask for knives and forks, and to request, m terms
too plain to be mistaken, that you may sit down to
table with the rest, and be indulged even with beef and
beer ; there are not more than half-a-dozen dishes
which we have reserved for ourselves ; the rest has been
thrown open to you in the utmost profusion ; you have
potatoes, and carrots, suet dumplings, sops in the pan,
and delicious toast and water, in incredible quantities.
Beef, mutton, lamb, pork, and veal, are ours ; and if

you were not the most restless and dissatisfied of human
beings, you would never think of aspiring to enjoy
them.2

The Chabaotbb of Walter Scott

No man was a firmer or more indefatigable friend.

I know not he ever lost one;; and a few with whom,
during the energetic middle stage of Hfe, from political

differences or other accidental circumstances, he lived
less familiarly, had all gathered round him, and renewed
the full warmth of early affection in his later days.
There was enough to dignify the connection in their eyesg
but nothing to chill it on either side. The imagination
that so completely mastered him when he chose to give
her the rein, was kept under most determined control
when any of the positive obligations of active life came
into question. A high and pure sense of duty presided
over whatever he had to do as a citizen and a magistrate

:

and as a landlord, he considered his estate as an extent
sion of his hearth,

! Beniham on EaUades, by Sydney Smith.
2 Beter PlmL&y*8 Lstt&rst by Sydney Smith,
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Of his political creed, the many who hold a different
one will of course say that it was the natural fruit
of his poetical devotion to the mere prejudice of anti-
quity ; and I am quite willing to allow that this must
have had a great share m the matter—and that he
himself would have been as little ashamed of the word
prejudice as of the word antiquity. Whenever Scotland
could be considered as standing separate on any question
from the rest of the empire, he was not only apt, but eager
to embrace the opportunity of again rehoisting, as it were,
the old signal of national independence and I sincerely
believe that no circumstance in his hterary career gave him
so much personal satisfaction as the success of Malachi
Malagrowther*s Epistles. He confesses, however, in his
diary, that he was aware how much it became him to
summon calm reason to battle imaginative prepossessions
on tl^ score 3 and I am not aware that they ever led
him into any serious pohtical error. He delighted in
letting his fancy run wild about ghosts and witches and
horoscopes—but I venture to say, had he sat on the
judicial bench a hundred years before he was bom, no
man would have been more certain to give juries sound
direction in estimating the pretended evidence of super-
natural occurrences of any sort ; and I believe, in like

manner, that had any anti-English faction, civil or reli-

gious, sprung up in his own time m Scotland, he would
have done more than any other living man could have
hoped to do, for putting it down. He was on all prac-
tical points a steady, conscientious Tory of the school of
William Pitt ; who, though an anti-revolutionist, was
certainly anything but an anti-reformer. He rejected the
innovations, in the midst of which he died, as a revival,

under alarmingly authoritative auspices, of the doctrines
which had endangered Britain in his youth, and desolated
Europe throughout his prime of manhood. May the
gloomy anticipations which hung over his closing years
be imfulfilled ! But should they be so, let posterity
remember the warnings and the resistance of his and
other powerful intellects, were probably in that event
the appointed means for averting a catastrophe in which
had England fallen, the whole civilised world must
have been involved.

Sir Walter received a strictly religious education under
the eye of parents, whose virtuous conduct was in unison
with the principles they desired to instil into their chil-

dren. From the great doctrines thus recommended he
appears never to have swerved ; buthemustbenumbered
among the many who have incurred considerable risk

in doing so, in consequence of the rigidity with which
Presbyterian heads of families, in Scotland, were used to

enforce compliance with various relics of the puritanical

observance. He took up, early in life, a repugnance to

the mode in which public worship is conducted in the

Scottish Establishment 3 and adhered to the sister

Church, whose system of government and discipline he
believed to be the fairest copy of the primitive polity,

and whose litanies and collects he reverenced as having
been transmitted to us from the age immediately suc-

ceeding that of the Apostles. The few passages in his

diaries, in which he alludes to his own religious feelings

and practices, show clearly the sober, serene, and
elevated frame of mind in which he habitually contem-
plated man’s relations with his Maker the modesty
with which he shrank from indulging either the pre-

sumption of reason, or the extravagance of Imagination,

in the province of Faith" his humble reliance on the

wisdom and mercy of God : and his firm belief that we
are placed in this state of existence, not to speculate

about another, but to prepare ourselves for it by active

exertion of our intellectual faculties, and the constant

cultivation of kindness and benevolence towards our
fellow-men.i

A Fairy’s Funeral

There it was, on a httle river island, that once, whether

sleeping or waking we know not, we saw celebrated a

1 Lockhart’s Life of ScotL,

Fairy’s Funeral. First we heard small pipes playing
as if no bigger than hollow rushes that whisper in the
night winds 5 and more piteous than aught that trills

from earthly instrument was the scarce audible dirge I

It seemed to float over the stream, every foam-bell
emitting a plaintive note, till the airy anthem came
floating over our couch, and then alighted without
footsteps among the heather. The pattering of Httl©
feet was then heard, as if living creatures were arranging
themselves m order, and then there was nothing but a
more ordered hymn. The harmony was like the meltmg
of musical dewdrops, and sang, without words, of sorrow
and death. We opened our eyes, or rather sight came
to them when closed, and dream was vision ! Hun-
dreds of creatures, no taller than the crest of a lapwing,
and all hanging down their veiled heads, stood in a
circle on a green plot among the rocks ; and in the midst
was a bier, framed as it seemed of flowers unknown
to the Highland hills : and on the bier a Fairy, lying
with uncovered face, pale as the lily and motionless as
the snow. The dirge grew fainter and fainter, and
then died cjuite away 5 when two of the creatures came
from the circle, and took their station, on© at the head
and the other at the foot of the bier. They sang alter-

nate measures, not louder than the twittering of the
awakened wood-lark before it goes up the dewy air,

but dolorous and full of the desolation of death. The
flower-bier stirred ; for the spot on which it lay sank
slowly down, and in a few moments the greensward
was anooth as ever—the very dews ghttermg above
the huned Fairy. A cloud passed over the moon, and,
with a choral lament, the raneral troop sailed duskily
away, heard afar off, so still was the midnight solitude

of the glen. Then the disenthralled Orchy began to
rejoice as before through all the streams and falls ; and
at the sudden leaping of the waters and outburstmg of

the moon, we awoke.
Age is the season of imagination 1 youth of passion

;

and having been long young, shall we repine that we are
now old ? They alone are rich who are full of years—
the Lords of Time’s Treasury are all on the staff o!

Wisdom ; their commissions are enclosed in furrows on
their foreheads, and secured to them for life.^ Fearless

of fate, and far above fortune, they hold their heritage

by tbe great charter of nature for^ behoof of all her
children, who have not, like impatient heirs, to wait
for their decease ; for every hour dispenses their wealth,

and their bounty is not a late bequest but a per-

petu^ benefaction. Death but sanctifies their gifts to
gratitude * and their worth is more clearly seen and
profoundly felt within the solemn gloom of the grave.

And said w© truly that Age is the season of Imagi-
nation ? that Youth is the season of Passion your own
beating and bounding hearts now tell you—^your own
boiling blood. Intensity is its characteristic ; and it

bums like a flame of fire, too often but to consume.
Expansion of the soul is ours, with all its feelings and all

its “ thoughts, that wander through eternity ” ; nor
needeth then the spirit to have wings, for power is given

her, beyond the dove’s or the eagle’s, and no weariness

can touch her on that heavenward flight.

Yet we are all of ^ the earth earthy,” and young and
old alike, must we love and honour our home. Your
©yes are bright—ours are dim ; but *

' it is the soul that

sees,” and *°this diurnal sphere” is visible through the
mist of tears. In that light how more than beautiful

—

how holy—appears even this world I All sadness, save

of plTtj is then most sacred and sin itself loses its terrom

in repentance, which alas ! is seldom perfect but in

the near prospect of dissolution. For temptation may
intercept her within a few feet of her expected rest, nay
dash the dust from her hand that she has gathered

from the burial-place to strew on her head ; hut Youth
sees flowery fiwds and shining rivers far-stretching

before her path, and cannot imagine for a moment
that among life’s golden mountains there is many a
Place oZ Tombs I

^

^ The Becfeatiiona of CJmstopher Notrih,
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II. PROSE : (3) Histoet and Sooiai. Poimos. History

:

Mitford—Coxe—Eosco* —Lingard—Hallam

—

JSTapier—Milman. Social Politics: Godwin—Mary Wollstonecraft—Paine—Cobbett— Bentbaui

—

Adam Smith—^Ricardo—Malthus.

INTRODUCTORY
An age of romanticism seems at first sight to

favour such a study of the past, as would stimulate

historical research ; and in the long run it certainly

does so. Scott did more than actualise and visualise

folklore ; he popularised history. He had the true

historical spirit that seeks to harmonise the present

and the past by showing that they are organically

connected. Shelley and Landor brought before the

modern reader the life and spirit of ancient Greece

and Rome ; Keats and Coleridge did as much as

Scott, though in a difierent way, to make men under-

stand the Catholic Middle Ages.

Yet the epoch is an arid one in historical literature

;

the promise of Gibbon’s age had not been redeemed ;

and historical research makes no great move till we
come to Macaulay and Carlyle.

How are we to reconcile these comparatively
tenuous results, with the historical stimulus, so

clearly given by the great romantic writers ? The
reply is that the best historical work of the time
is not to be found in its formal histories but in

its romances, its poems, its books of travel. In the

African Travels of Mungo Park, and the Arctic

Explorations of Parry ; the historical novels of Scott

and his many followers ; the Eastern romances
of Maturin ; the Spanish verse of Southey, we shall

best see the new interest imparted to history

by romanticism. Spain, Germany, Italy, Greece,

Persia, are no longer merely geographical names to

the ordinary reader ; they are centres of life, thought,

and inspiration. Yet, if compared with other de-

partments of literature, the roll of names in direct

historical research is not an imposing one ; it is none
the less a useful and influential one ; if we have no
names to compare with Michelet in France and
Niebuhr in Germany, yet such men as William Coxe,
William Roscoe, John Lingard, and Henry Hallam
did useful spade-work, along sounder lines than did
the generation preceding.

Some of these men, therefore, claim considera-

tion here, inasmuch as they prepared the soil for

the generation that followed.

In Social Politics, there is more to be said. The
age is peculiarly rich in speculative thought bearing
upon political problems. Godwin and Paine try

to impress upon English life the democratic theories

of the French Revolution ; Cobbett gives articulate

expression to the cause of the agricultural poor;
Bentham clarifies the confused medley of our juris-

prudence ; while Ricardo, and his rival Malthus,
view economic conditions from a fresh and vigorous
standpoint. Incidentally, also, the scholarship of

Sir James Mackintosh, and the critical genius of

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, add materially to the
political theorising of the time, from a more conser-
vative point of view.

HISTORY
WiLiiiAM Metford (1744-1827) has been hailed as

a pioneer of Greek studies. He was an uncompro-
mising Tory of the unpiiilosophio type, and as a
narrative writer has some merit. Perhaps his chief

claim to remembrance lies in the fact that he pro-

voked Grote to write his big work.
Mitford, the friend of Gibbon, was a Tory Member

of Parliament, and a colonel of Hampshire Militia.

A certain hvehness of style gives interest of a kind
to his work, which served to bridge the ^an beween
the great historians of the t37pe of Gibbon, and the
Victorian school of history that starts with Macaulay.
William Coxe (1747-1828) helped, by his un-

grudging industry among the archives of Vienna,
to provide us with the history of the Hapsburgs.
His History of the House of Austria and Memoirs
of the Kings of Spain and the House of Bourbon is

still serviceable as a reference book, though largely

superseded as a constructive history.

A more interesting figure is William Rosoob
(1753-1831), a wealthy banker in the North of

England, a man of artistic tastes and humanitarian
sympathies. He made good use of the Italian

archives in his Life of Lorenzo de Medici

;

and in

so far as he deals with art rather than the social

and religious life of the time, he proves a good guide.

John Lingarb (1771-1861 ) was a devout Catholic,

and it says much for his judicial manner that, de-

spite a natural tendency to be one-sided, he suc-

ceeded in writing a History of England that could
only annoy the extremists. It is re^y an admirable
piece of work ; not merely fair and generous in

temper, but vivid and interesting. He revised his

work in three successive editions, and though much
of it—^the mediaeval and Stuart portion especially

—

gave a point of view that has long since fallen into

decrepitude, his Reformation chapters have still a
freshness and vitality even to-day. His style is

clear and easy, his scholarship careful and judicious,

and if he is frankly a man with a special point of

view, yet these views are stated with breadth and
moderation, and with a real attempt to get at
original sources.

Henry Hallam (1777-1869) was judicial by
nature, as Lingard was by design, and his scholarship

was greater than that of the contemporaries ofwhom
we have been speaking. He was a keen student of

the politics of his time, though never a politician

;

and in his clear and cool presentment of history

exhibited all the virtues as well as the accompanying
defects of the trained lawyer. His View of the State

of Europe during the Middle Ages (1818) is an ad-
mirable piece of historical erudition and sobriety

;

while his Constituiwnal History of England (1827)
still remains as a valuable storehouse for the modem
historical student. In tone and temper he reminds
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one more of the age of “ common sense ” ; but in his

study of original documents he shows that curiosity

about the past which is one of the characteristics

of romanticism.
No record of HaUam’s work, however brief, can

ignore his Introduction to the Literature of Europe
in the ISth, IQth, and llth Centuries (1837-39) ; a
scholarly digest of the thought and culture of the
West. The soberness of style and the coolness

of manner that oSend some full-blooded readers,

incline one to do less than justice to a work that has
many solid merits. The chief defect of the book
lies in its arbitrary arrangement of subject matter,

and in a certain dryness of treatment. It lacks

perspective, and this in an introduction is a weighty
drawback. But it is fair and scholarly, and in the

treatment of more purely intellectual matter, valu-

able and interesting. He is broad and generous too,

in many of his estimates, and can admire, genuinely

and warmly, writers so diverse as Spenser and
Rabelais.

The Literature op Extropb

Spenser is naturally compared with Ariosto. “ Fierce
wars and faithful loves did moralise the song ” of both
poets. But in the constitution of their minds, in the
character of their poetry, they were almost the reverse of

each other. The Italian is gay 5 rapid, ardent ; his

pictures shift hke the hues of heaven ; even while diffuse,

he seems to leave in an instant what he touches, and is

prolix by the number, not the duration of his images.
Spenser is habitually serious ; his slow stanza seems to

suit the temper of his genius : he loves to dwell on the
sweetness and beauty which his fancy portrays. The
ideal of chivalry, rather derived from its didactic theory
than from the precedents of romance, is always before

him ; his morality is pure and even stern, with nothing
of the libertine tone of Ariosto. He worked with far

worse tools than the bard of Ferrara, with a language not
quite formed, and into which he rather injudiciously

poured an unnecessary archaism, while the style of his

contemporaries was undergoing a rapid change in the
opposite direction. His stanza of nine lines is particu-

larly inconvenient and languid in narrowness, where the
Itauan octave is sprightly and vigorous ; though even
this becomes ultimately monotonous by its regularity, a
fault from which only the ancient hexameter and our
blank verse are exempt.
Spensermay be justly said to excel Ariosto in originality

of invention, in force and variety of character, in strength
and vividness of conception, in depth of reflection, in

fertility of imagination, and above all, in that exclusively

poetical cast of feeling which discerns in everything what
common minds do not perceive. In the construction and
arrangement of their fable neither deserves much praise ;

but the siege of Paris gives the Orlando Furioao, spite of
its perpetual shiftings of the scene, rather more unity in

the reader’s apprehension than belongs to the Faerie
Queene, Spenser is, no doubt, decidedly inferior in ease

and liveliness of narration, as well as clearness and felicity

of language. But upon thus comparing the two poets,

we have little reason to blush for our countryman. Yet
the fame of Ariosto is spread through Europe, while
Spenser is almost unknown out of England ; and even
in this age, when much of our literature Is so widely
diffused, I have not observed proofs ofmuch acquaintance
with him on the Continent.
The language of Spenser, Hke that of Shakespeare, is an

instrument manufactured for the sake of the work it was
to perform. No other poet had written like either,

though both have had their imitators. It is rather

apparently obsolete by his partiality to certain disused

forms, such as the y before the participle, than from any
close resemblance to the diction of Chaucer or Lydgate.
The enfeebling expletives do and did, though certainly

very common in our early writers, had never been em-
ployed with such an unfortunate predilection as by
Spenser, Their everlasting recurrence is among the great
blemishes of his style. His versification is in many pas-

sages beautifully harmonious ; but he has frequently
permitted himself, whether for the sake of variety or
from some other cause, to baulk the ear in the conclusion
of a stanza.

The State of Europe

So long as the three great nations of Europe were
unable to put forth their natural strength through in-

ternal separation or foreign war, the Italians had so little

to dread for their independence that their policy was
altogether directed to regulating the domestic balance of

power among themselves. In the latter part of the fif-

teenth century a more enlarged view of Europe would
have manifested the necessity of reconciling petty animo-
sities and sacrificmg petty ambition m order to prese^e
the nationahty of their governments ; not by attempting
to melt down Lombards and Neapohtans, principalities

and republics, mto a single monarchy, but by the more
just and rational scheme of a common federation. The
politicians of Italy were abundantly competent, as far as

coolness and understanding could render them, to per-

ceive the interests of their country. But it is the will

of Providence that the highest and surest wisdom, even
in matters of policy, should never be unconnected with
virtue. In relieving himself from an immediate danger,

Ludovico Sforza overlooked the consideration that the

pr^umptive heir of the kmg of France clainaed by an
ancient title that principality of Milan which he was
compassing by usurpation and murder. But neither

Milan nor Naples was free from other claimants than
EVance, nor was she reserved to enjoy unmolested the

spoU of Italy. A louder and louder strain of warlike

dissonance will be heard from the banks of the Danube
and from the Mediterranean gulf. The dark and wily

Ferdinand, the rash and lively Maximilian, are preparing

to hasten into the lists; the schemes of ambition are

assuming a more comprehensive aspect ; and the contro-

versy of Neapolitan succession is to expand into the long

rivalry between the houses of France and Austria. But
here, while Italy is still untouched, and before as yet the
first lances of France gleam along the defiles of the Alps,

we close the history 01 the Middle Ages,

Sir William Napebb was bom in 1786 and died in

1860. His History of the Peninsular War (1828-40)

is a brilliant and memorable piece of work.

Battle of Fuentes Onobo

It was Massena’s intention to commence the attack at
daybreak on the 5th, but a delay of two hours occurred,

and all his movements were descried. The eighth corps,

withdrawn from Alameda, and supported by
^
all the

]^ench cavalry, was seen marching above the village of

Poco Velho, which, with its swampy wood, was occupied

byHoustoun’s left, his right beingthrownback in the plain
towar<i Nava d’Aver, The sixth corps and Drouet’s
division took ground to their own left, still keeping a
division in front of Fuentes Onoro, menacmg that point 5

at this sight the Hght division and the English horse
hastened to the support of Houstoun, while the first and
third divisions made a movement parallel to that of the
sixth corps. The latter, however, drove the left wing of

the seventh division from the village of Poqo Velho, and
it was fast gaining ground in the wood also when the

riflemen of the light division arriving there restored the

fight. The IVench cavalry then passed Poqo Velho and
commenced forming in order of battle on the plain,

between the wood and hiU of Nava d’Aver where Julian

Sanchez was posted. He immediately retired across the
Turones, partly in fear, but more in anger, because his

Keutenant, having foolishly ridden close up to the enemy
making many violent gestures, was mistaken for a French
officer and shot by a soldier of the guards before the
action commenced.
Montbrun occupied himself with this weak partida for

an hour, and when the guerilla chief was gone, turned the
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right of the seventh division, and charged the British
cavalry, \rhich had moved up to its support ; the com-
bat was unequal, for by an abuse too common, so many
men had been drawn from the ranks as orderlies to general
officers, and for other purposes, that not more than a
thousand English troopers were in the field. The French
therefore drove in all the cavalry outguards at the first

shock, cut off Bamsay’s battery of horse artillery, and
came sweeping in upon the reserves of cavalry and
upon the seventh division. Their leading squadrons,
approaching in a disorderly manner, were partially

cheeked by fire, but a great commotion was observed in

their main body ; men and horses were seen to close

with confusion and tumult towards one point, where a
thick dust and loud cries, and the sparkling of blades,

and flashing of pistols, indicated some extraordinary
occurrence. Suddenly the multitude became violently

agitated, an English shout pdaled high and clear, the
mass was rent asunder, and Norman Kamsay burst

forth, sword in hand, at the head of his battery. His
horses, breathing fire, stretched like greyhounds along

the plain, the guns bounded behind them like things of

no weight, and the mounted gunners followed close,

with heads bent low and pointed weapons in desperate

career. Captain Brotherton of the Fourteenth Dragoons,
seeing this, instantly rode forth and with his squadron
shocked the head of the pursuing troops, and General
Charles Stewart, joining in the charge, took the French
Colonel Lamotte, fighting hand to hand ; but then the

main body of the French came on strongly and the
British cavalry retired behind the light division, which
was immediately thrown into squares. The seventh
division, which was more advanced, did the same, but
the horsemen were upon them first and some were cut
down. The mass however stood firm, and the Chasseurs
Britanniques, ranged behind a loose stone wall, poured
such a fire that their foes recoiled and seemed bewildered.^

Henry Hart Milman (1791-1868) in his History

of Latin Christianity made a notable pioneer attempt
to apply historical methods to a subject hitherto

ruled overmuch by religious prepossessions.

History or Latin Christianity

The history of Christianity cannot be understood with-
out pausing at stated jjeriods to survey the progress and
development of Christian mythology, which, gradually
growing up and springing as it did from natural and
universal instincts, took a more perfect and systematic
form, and at length, at the height of the Middle Ages,
was as much a part of Latin Christianity as the primal
truths of the Gospel. This growth, which had long
before begun, had reached a kind of adolescence in the
age of Gregory, to expand into full maturity during
succeeding ages. Already the creeds of the Church
formed but a small portion of Christian belief. The
highest and most speculative questions of theology,
especially in Alexandria and Constantinople, h6wi be-
come watchwords of strife and faction, had stirred the
passions of the lowest orders ; the two Natures, or the
single or double Will in Christ, had agitated the work-
shop of the artisan and the seats in the Circus. But
when these great questions had sunk into quiescence,
or, as in Latin Christianity, had never so fully occupied
the general mind ; when either the triumph of one
party,

^
or the general weariness, had worn out their

absorbing interest, the religious mind subsided into its

more ordinary occupations, and these bore but remote
relation to the sublime truths of the Divine Unity and
the revelation of God in Christ. As God the Father
had receded, as it were, from the sight of man into a
vague and unapproachable sanctity ; as the human
soul had been entirely centred on the more immediate
divine presence in the Saviour; so the Saviour himself
might seem to withdraw from the actual, at least
the exclusive, devotion of the human heart, which was
busied with intermediate objects of worship. Christ
assumed gradually more and more of the awfuhxess, the

^ 1 Napier’s History of the Peninsular War

immateriality, the incomprehensibleness, of the Deity,
and men sought out beings more akin to themselves,
more open, it might seem, to human sympathies. The
Eucharist, in which the Redeemer’s spiritual presence,
yet undefined and untransubstantiated, was directly and
immediately in communion with the soul, had become
more and more wrapped in mystery ; though the great
crowning act of faith, the interdiction of which was almost
tantamount to a sentence of spiritual death, was more
rarely approached, except by the clergy. Believers
delighted in those ceremonials to which they might have
recourse with less timidity ; the shrines and the relics

of martyrs might deign to receive the homage of those
who were too profane to tread the holier ground.
Already the worship of these lower objects of homage
begins to intercept that of the higher ; the popular
mind is filling with images either not suggested at all,

or suggested but very dimly, by the sacred writings

;

legends of saints are supplanting, or rivalling at least,

in their general respect and attention, the narratives
of the Bible.

SOCIAL POLITICS

WrLiiiAM Godwin, the friend and inspirer of

Shelley, was born in 1756, and for a few years did
work as a Nonconformist minister. His religions

interests soon waned, and he turned to literature,

where he achieved no insignificant position among
the writers of the day as a novelist, and a very high
one as a political thinker.

His first important book is the Enquiry con-

cerning Political Justice^ directly inspired by the
French Revolution. Anarchistic in theory, it yet
deprecates violence. No revolutionary axiom to do
away with existing laws, ever relied more on sweet
reasonableness than did Godwin. In his remarkable
novel Caleb Williams (1794), Godwin pursues his

favourite ideas, the tyranny of government and the
beneficence of reason, but his story interests far less

for its crude philosophy than for the undoubted
power he showed in conducting a tale and arresting

the reader’s imagination by its picturesque appeal
and happy inventiveness. The character of Falk-
land is no lay figure, he is unmistakably alive,

despite the author’s painstaking attempts to kill him
by argument.
Two years later a volume of Essays on Education^

Manners, and Literature added to his political noto-
riety if not to his literary reputation. In 1797 he
married Mary Wollstonecraft, the legal ceremony
being complied with because “ of Mary’s being in a
state of pregnancy.” His second novel, SL Leon,

appeared in 1799, and deals with ordinary human
passions in extraordinary situations. A painstaking

and, in some ways, useful Life of Chaucer followed

in 1803 ; and his third novel, Eleetiuood, in 1804 ; of

philosophy there is little here, but the story is not
so well told as in the case of its predecessors, de-

spite its good scientific touches, and suggestions

—

never absent from Godwin’s fiction—of real psycho-
logical insight.

His second experiment in matrimony occurred in

1801, and was led up to by a tactful exhibition of

hero-worship when the gushing lady (a next-door

neighbour) addressed the widowed philosopher from
her balcony thus :

“ Is it possible that I behold the

immortal Godwin ? ” The immortal Godwin ”

responded handsomely by making her the mother of

his second child.
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In 1805 he started a hookseller’s shop under the
name of Edward Baldwin

; both Charles Lamb and
Hazlitt interested themselves in this venture, but
nothing that Godwin undertook ever shaped as a
commercial success.

None of his later writings, many and diverse as
they are, approach the earlier in mtellectual vigour
or artistic skill. His esperiments m the drama
were dismal failures, his ambitiously planned His-
tory of the Comrmnwealth (1824-28) proved greatly

beyond his powers, though the subject interested

him intensely, and he spared no trouble over the
work. But he lost himself in details, and the work
has no perspective.

Clovdesley (1830) is the weakest and poorest of

his novels.

Up to the last he interested himself in metaphy-
sics, but his powers were failing, though he produced
indefatigably up to the end.

Godwin’s personality reminds us of an intellectual

Micawber, with much of Micawber’s imperturba-
bility and happy-go-luckiness, certainly more brain

power and as certainly less geniahty.

The impression Godwin’s philosophy made upon
the youthful student of the age, may be gathered
not merely from Shelley’s ecstatic letters, but from
Hazhtt’s racy and vital sketch in The Spirit of the

Age,
** Tom Paine,” exclaims Hazlitt, was considered for

the time a Tom fool to him, Paley an old woman,
Edmund Burke a flashy sophist. Truth, moral truth,

it was supposed had here taken up its abode, and these
are the oracles of thought.”

This glorifier of “ abstract reason ” for the rule of

conduct had certainly many temperamental quali-

ties for his post. The passionate emotions, of which
he disapproved as philosopher, were remote from his

tranquil jog-trotting disposition. If he was wilhng

to dispense with all the props of social and political

convention, he showed not the faintest desire to

pursue any course that failed to commend itself to

his logical judgment. For the erratic soul he had
one unfailing recipe : Reason with him, don’t punish

him. Show him that he is wrong and he will go

right,since right-doing is so much moreadvantageous
than wrong-doing. The crucial question in any line

of conduct is, what brings about the happiness of the

majority ? That is the only duty worth considering.

Moralitytherefore is a mere estimate of consequences.

You cannot bring about happiness by coercion, for

coercion is unreasonable ; and since Government can

only exist by coercion, Government is unreasonable.

So trustful is he in the sweet reasonableness of the

most perverse, that he contended you have only to

prove to a man that his vices are unreasonable, and
he will straightway abandon them.

Godwin’s dialectics may seem absurd to us to-day,

who have no belief in the manufacture of saints out

of syllogisms, but the Idealisation of Reason, the

glorification of individual freedom, involved in

Godwinism, had its attractive and suggestive side.

That it should have appealed to Shelley as strongly

as it did is not remarkable, when we recoUect the

abstract, metaphysical trend of the poet’s mind.

In Shelley’s brain the unimpassioned theories of his

friend took filre ; and fed by an ardent humanitarian

sentiment, and glorified by an exquisite sensitiveness

to beauty, the philosophy lost in process of time
much of its crudeness. For at bottom it was Love
and not Reason that Shelley rehed upon as the final

test of worth, and as the great uniting bond that is

to take the place of external compulsion.
Although Godwm’s insistence on the quality of

external persuasion was pursued to farcical limits,

it was an element that up to a point needed
emphasis. There is value also in his substitution
of logical persuasion for dictatorial commands
in education. In fact, dispassionately considered
there are many wholesome truths in Godwin’s
writings, if we can only disengage them from the
really comic extravagances by which he sought
to develop them.

Godwin’s influence upon his age is undoubtedly
a powerful one, and even Wordsworth’s later work
shows traces of it. To the general reader he will

appeal more on account of his fiction ; the influ-

ence of his doctrinaire romances aflected the next
generation of story-tellers, notably Bulwer Lytton.

Political Justice

Justice is a rule of conduct originating in the con-
nection of one percipient being with another. A com-
prehensive maxim which has been laid down upon the
subject is, That we should love our neighbour as our-
selves.” But this maxim, though consider-

able merit as a popular principle, is i Ot nc'- Idled with
the staictn^ of philosophical accuracy.

3h a loose and general view I and my neighbour are
both of us men j and of consequence entitled to equal
attention. But in reality it is probable that one of us
is a being of more worth and importance than the other.

A man is of more worth than a beast - because, being
possessed of higher faculties, he is capable of a more
refined and genuine happmess. In the same manner
the illustrious archbishop of Cambray was of more
worth than his valet, and there are few of us who would
hesitate to pronounce, if his palace were in flames, and
the life of only one of them could be preserved, which
of the two ought to be preferred.

But there is another ground of preference, besides the
private consideration of one of them being farther re-

moved fmm the state of a mere animal We are not
connected with one or two percipient beings, but with
a society, a nation, and in some sense with the whole
family of mankind. Of consequence that life ought to
be preferred which will be most conducive to the general
good. In saving the life of Fenelon, suppose at the
moment he conceived the project of his immortal
Telemaohus, I should have been promoting the benefit

of thousands, who have been cured by the perusal of

that work of some error, vice and consequent unhappiness.

Nay, my benefit would extend farther than this, for every
individual, thus cured, has become a better member of

society and has contnbuted in his turn to the happiness

and information of others.

Suppose I had been myself the valet ; I ought to have
chosen to die, rather than Fenelon should have died.

The life of Fenelon was really preferable to that of the

valet. But understanding^ is the faculty that perceives

the truth of this and similar propositions ; and justice

is the principle that regulates my conduct accordingly.

It would have been j*ust in the valet to have preferred

the archbishop to himself. To^ have done otherwise

would have been a breach of justice.

Suppose the valet had been my brother, my father

or my benefactor. This would not alter the truth of

the proposition. The life of Fenelon would still be
more valuable than that of the valet ; and justice,

pure, unadulterated justice, would still have preferred

that which is most valuable. Justice would have
taught me to save the life of Fenelon at the expense of
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the other. What magic is there in the pronoun “ my ”

to overturn the decisions of impartial truth My
brother or my father may be a fool, or a profligate,

malicious, lying or dishonest. If they be, of what
consequence is it that they are mine ?

** But to my father I am indebted for existence ; he
supported me in the helplessness of infancy,** When he
first subjected himself to the necessity of these cares,

he was probably influenced by no particular motives
of benevolence to his future oflspring. Every voluntary
benefit, however, entitles the bestower to some kindness
and retribution. Why so ? Because a voluntary benefit

is an evidence of benevolent intention, that is, in a certain

degree, of virtue. It is the disposition of the mmd,
not the external action separately taken, that entitles

to respect. But the merit of this disposition is equal,

whether the benefit were conferred upon me or upon
another. I and another man cannot both be right in

preferring our individual benefactor, for no man can
be at the same time both better and worse than his

neighbour. My benefactor ought to be esteemed, not
because he bestowed it upon a human being. His
desert will be in exact proportion to the degree, in

which that human being was worthy of the distinction

conferred.
Thus every view of the subject brings us back to the

consideration of my neighbour’s moral worth and his

importance to the general weal, as the only standard
to determine the treatment to which he is entitled.

Gratitude therefore, if by gratitude we understand a
sentiment of preference which I entertain towards
another, upon the ground of my having beeii the subject

of his benefits, is no part either of justice or virtue.

Mary Wollstonecraitt was fully as vigorous and
influential a thinker in her way as Godwin, and
was certainly a more striking personality. Born in

London, in April 1769, Mary’s earliest years were
spent in the neighbourhood of Epping Forest. Her
father was a spendthrift and a drunkard who
alternately bullied and neglected his children, and
the girls were left to their own devices to grow up
as best they might. Happily for them they were
sturdy in physique and lived much in the open air.

Later on, Mary picked up a fragmentary education
at some day school near Beverley in Yorkshire,

where the family migrated in 1768—^for restlessness

was always driving her parent to seek better luck
elsewhere.

Mary read eagerly any book that came in her
way, and at the age of fifteen met with a cultured
and attractive girl, who for several years was an
important factor in her life.

She was a girl of ardent temperament, and Frances
Blood became the object of enthusiastic admiration
and affection. Through Frances Blood Mary learnt
to write and spell, and mastered the elements of
self-expression. Her strength of character was
soon put to the test when the weak-minded mother
turned to the neglected daughter for shelter from
the violence of her drunken husband. The story
of these years has been written in the WTonga of
WomeUf and we can judge from that passionate
screed that the worthless father was not the only
contemptible male that it was Mary’s lot to
encounter. The failure of her sister Eliza’s
marriage, the tragic desolation of her friend
Fanny’s love episode, and of her own domestic life,

made repeated calls on Mary’s courage and sym-
pathy.

Later on she started a school, and if her intel-

lectual qualities were not great, what is more im-

portant, her power of sympathetic discernment

and intelligent guidance was considerable.

An introduction to the grufl golden-hearted

Johnson might have been productive had it not
taken place during the last few months of his life. As
it was, his kindliness and friendly interest served to

provide Mary with one of her few gracious memories
of our sex. Another Johnson, a publisher, then came
into her life. He had been struck by her mental
powers, and remarkable personality, and offered

her work. Under his auspices she learned French
and German, made translations, read and reported

on them, and wrote several original works, includ-

ing her famous Bights of Women, Practically all

her money was absorbed by her needy relations

;

had it not been for this constant drain upon her
earnings, she would have at least been able to live

in comfort. Fuseli, the celebrated Swiss painter,

took a great interest in her at one time, and she felt

more than a passing interest for him. However, he
was already married, so to put him out of her mind
she went across to Paris. Here she met Gilbert

Imlay, a quondam American captain, and a man of

letters in a small way. With him she fell deeper
in love, and at the outset the affection seems to have
been a mutual one. But Imlay was of the type of

man who loves and rides away ; he was not only a
thoroughly bad lot, but he was a weak and con-
temptible creature, and nothing but tragedy could
have resulted from a woman of Mary’s temperament
putting all her happiness into this man’s hands.

She had no belief in marriage as a legal institution,

and was content to live with him, though it was
quite clear she considered the bond between them
as sacred as the marriage bond. After he had left

her, as she soon discovered, for another mistress,

her agony of spirit was for a time overwhelming.
But force of character and her innate vitality carried

her through the ordeal, while the story of her court-

ship and marriage by Godwin, despite its lack of

romance, had its agreeable and comforting side.

The marriage was somewhat like the marriage of

Charlotte Bronte ; it brought her into a haven,
though not the haven of her dreams, and just as
it seemed to assume some measure of happiness,
was cut short by death. She died at the age
of thirty-eight, after giving birth to a girl, after-

wards Mary Shelley; out off in the maturity of
her powers.

Mary’s early literary ventures were inspired by
Johnsonian tradition ; an unhappy one for a woman
of her ardent temperament and sensitive feelings

;

so we need not trouble greatly about The Education

of DaugMers, Mary^ or the Stones for Children,

They are burdened with a sententiousness which
is assumed, because it is felt to be a proper vehicle

for prose. All that is really original in Mary is

repressed ; and what remains is a residuum of

stale commonplace that Harriet More herself could
not have worsened.

Mary’s real contribution to literature is the Vindi^
cation of the Bights of Women, and its originality

can best be understood when it is read in the light

of that time and not in the light of to-day. There
is little charm in the writing, but the force and
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cogency of much of the reasoning is undeniable ;

and its courage amazing.
The Letters to Gilbert Imlay show the passionate

intensity of her nature, and are vastly preferable

to the carefully prepared LettersfromSweden, Norway
cmd Denmark.
Her two experiments in fiction, Mary and The

Wrongs of Women, show clearly that she had not the

making of a novelist. To say she lacked imagina-

tion would be untrue, but it was hke atongueof fiame
with no subtleties of shade ; she had no plasticity

of mind, no play of fancy ; and her ideal of woman-
hood, though sound and sensible in substance,

would have gained in attraction had it been
leavened with some sense of humour and tenderness.

It may seem curious to accuse her of this, but, good
at heart and kind and unselfish as she was, there

exists a certain hard quality in her temperament
that makes itself felt in her writings.

The Rights oe Women
I may be told that great as this enormity is, it only

affects a devoted part of the sex—devoted for the salva-

tion of the rest. But, false as every assertion might
easily be proved, that recommends the sanctioning a
small evil to produce a greater good : the mischief does
not stop here, for the moral character, and peace of mind
of the chaster part of the sex, is undermined by the
conduct of the very women to whom they allow no refuge
from guilt ; whom they inexorably consign to the exercise

of arts that lure their husbands from them, debauch their

sons, and force them, let not modest women start, to
assume, m some degree, the same character themselves.
For I will venture to assert, that all the causes of female
weakness, as well as depravity, which I have already
enlarged on, branch out of one grand cause—^want of

chastity in men.
I have before observed, that men ought to maintain

the women whom they have seduced : this would be one
means of reforming female manners, and stopj^ing an
abuse that has an equally fatal effect on population and
morals. Another, no less obvious, would be to turn the
attention of woman to the real virtue of chastity ; for to

little respect has that woman a claim, on the score of

modesty, though her reputation may be white as the
driven snow, who srhiles on the libertine whilst she spurns

the victims of his lawless appetites and their own folly.

The two sexes mutually corrupt and improve each
other. This I believe to be an indisputable truth, ex-

tending it to every virtue. Chastity, modesty, public

spirit, and all the noble train of virtues, on which social

virtue and happiness are bmlt, should be imderstood and
cultivated by all mankind, or they will be cultivated to

little effect. And, instead of fuiriishing the vicious or

idle with a pretext for violating some sacred duty, by
terming it a sexual one, it would be wiser to show that

nature has not made any difierence, for that the unchaste

man doubly defeats the purpose of nature, by rendering

women barren, and destroying his own constitution,

though he avoids the shame that pursues the cnme in the

other sex. These are the physical consequences, the

moral are still more alarming ; for virtue is only a
nominal distinction when the duties of citizens, husbands,
wives, fathers, mothers, and directors of families, become
merely the selfish ties of convenience,

Bxtbaot fbom Letteh to Gilbebt Imlay

The melancholy presentiment has for some time hung
on my spirits, that we were parted for ever ; and the

letters I received this day, by Mr. , convince me that

it was not without foundation. You allude to some other

letters, which I suppose have miscarried ; for most of

those I have got, were only a few hasty lines, calculated

to wound the tenderness the sight of the superscriptions

excited.

I mean not however to complam ,
yet so many feelings

are struggling for utterance, and agitating a heart almost
bursting with anguish, that I find it very difficult to write

with any degree of coherence.
You left me indisposed, though you have taken no

notice of it ; and the most fatiguing journey I ever had,
contributed to continue it. However, I recovered my
health ; but a neglected cold, and continual inquietude
durmg the last two months, have reduced me to a state
ot weakness I never before experienced. Those who did
noiS know that the canker-worm was at work at the core,

cautioned me about suckling my child too long—God
preserve the poor child, and render her happier than her
mother

!

But I am wandering from my subject : indeedmy head
turns giddy, when I think that all the confidence 1 have
had in the afiection of others is come to this—I did not
expect this blow from you. I have done my duty to you
and my child ; and if I am not to have any return of
affection to reward me, I have the sad consolation of

knowing that I deserved a better fate. My soul is weary
— am sick at heart • and, but for this little darling, I
would cease to care about a life, which is now stripped of

every charm.

Thomas Paine, bom in 1737, was the son of a
Quaker staymaker in Norfolk. This Radical fire-

brand was by turns staymaker, sailor, school-

master, exciseman, and tobacconist. It was as

exciseman that he first appeared in print, pleading

for an increase of wages (1772). In 1774 he went
to America, and in his pamphlet, Common Sense,

published two years later, argues powerfully for

absolute independence. He took active part in

the revolution, and was rewarded by Congress with
the post of Secretary to the Committee of Foreign

Affairs. During this strenuous time he did a good
deal of pamphleteenng with the object of inspirmg

the rebels, and subsequently went on a mission to

France, obtaining, in 1781, a public salary for his

political services. In 1787 he came back to England,

and a few years later published a spirited reply to

Burke’s famous Reflections upon the French Revolu^

tion. This book, The Rights of Man, of which a
million and a half copies were sold, became one of

the most popular works of the day ; appealing to

the average man much as Political Justice appealed

to the tfinker of the day. It brought trouble

among many concerned in its dissemination.

Paine himself avoided difficulties by running ofi

to Paris, where he was elected as Deputy of Pas-de-

Calais to the National Convention. He angered

the Robespierre party, however, by offering “ an
asylum in America ” to King Louis XVI. Paine

was thrown into prison, where he remained for nearly

a year, being liberated on the request of the

American Minister.

Part of Paine’s Age of Reason, a vigorous plea for

Deism as against Christianity, was written at this

time, and alienated a good many of his friends.

After his release he attacked Washington as a man
of affairs, and showed general bitterness towards

America for its acquiescence, as he deemed it, in

his lengthy imprisonments. On his return to

America in 1802, he was welcomed by a few, but
shunned and execrated by the many. His comba-
tive spirit, sharpened with age and opposition,

was constantly involving him in some political or

religious wrangle. Recklessness of living led to

financial impoverisliment, and in 1809 he died at

New York.
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He had the merits and failings of the sincere

demagogue : courage, passion, vanity, a mixture

of shrewd insight and amazing ignorance.

Rights or Man

To understand the nature and quantity of government

proper for man, it is necessary to attend to the character.

As nature created him for social life, she fitted him for the

station she intended. In all cases she made his natural

wants greater than his individual powers. No one man
is capable, without the aid of society of supplying h^
own wants ; and those wants ^ting upon every mdi-

vidual, impel the whole of them into society, as naturally

as gravitation acts on the centre.

But she has gone further. She has not only forced

man into society by a diversity of wants which the recip-

rocal aid of each other can supply, but she has implanted

in him a system of social affections, which, though not

necessary to his existence, are essential to Hs happiness.

There is no period in life when this love for society ceases

to act. It begins and ends with our being.

If we examine with attention into the composition and
constitution of man, the diversity of his wants, and diver-

sity of talents in different men for reciprocally accommo-
dating the wants of each other, his propensity to society,

and consequently to preserve the advantages resulting

from it, we shall easily discover that a great part of what
is called government is mere imposition.

Government is no farther necessary than to supply the

few cases to which society and civilisation are not con-

veniently competent ; and instances are not wanting to

show that everything which government can usefully add
thereto has been performed by the common consent of

society, without government.
For upwards of two years from the commencement of

the American war, and to a longer period in several of the
American states, there were no established forms of

government. The old governments had been abolished,

and the country was too much occupied in defence to
employ its attention to establishing new governments ;

yet during this interval order and harmony were preserved
as inviolate as in any country in Europe. There is a
natural aptness in man, and more so in society, because
it embraces a greater variety of abilities and resource, to
accommodate itself to whatever situation it is in.

^

The
instant formal government is abolished, society begins to
act. A general association takes place, and common
interest produces common security.

William Cobbbtt, born at Farnham in 1762, was
the son of a fanner and the grancteon of a farm
labourer. He had a simple, rustic upbringing that

left vivid and deep impressions upon his eager and
impressionable mind. Here is a little passage of

autobiography to show this ;

“ When I was a little boy I was, in the barley sowing
season, going along by the side of a field near Waverley
Abbey ; the primroses and bluebells bespangling the
banks on both sides of me, a thousand Knnets singing in a
spreading oak over ray head, while the jingle of the traces
and the whistling of the ploughboys saluted my ear from
over the hedge ; and, as it were to snatch me from the
enchantment, the hounds at that instant having started
a hare in the hanger on the other side of the firfd, came
up scampering over it in full cry, taking me after them
many a miie. I was not more than eight years old, but
this particular scene has presented itself to my mind
many times every year from that day to this. I always
enjoy it over again.”

He grew up a sturdy, honest Saxon yeoman with
a passion for adventure that found numerous outlets.

As a boy he had run away to Kew with sixpence-
halfpenny in his pocket, and been rescued by a
Scotchman. It is characteristic of him that half
of this capital should have been spent on Swift’s

TaU of a Tiib» He tried the Navy, then the lawyer’s
office, enhsting as a soldier at twenty-three. In
this capacity he showed his natural combativeness

by attacking the abuses of army administration?

then exhibited his thirst for change by going to

America, where he married a girl he met in New
Brunswick. He was better able there to eiqiresa

his strong Radical views without interference, and
this he <hd for the next eight years, in fine racy

English, under the nom-de-plume of Peter Porcupine.

This name had been fiung at him for obvious rea-

sons, and he accepted it without demur. He taught

English to French emigrants, and upheld as agamst
theRepublican,English political institutions—^Kings,

Lords, and Commons.
At last, finding himself involved in libel suits,

he crossed the water again, and was eagerly sought

after by the Tories, who saw in his partisanship

and powerful pen a possible source of strength.

But he was not to be bought, and when offered the

proprietorship of a paper by a Government official

said, quoting the fable of the Wolf and Mastifi

;

“ No, if I cannot be fat I will at least be free. No
one loves chains, though they be made of gold.”

The famous weekly journal, The Political Pegister^

was in its inception a Government organ (1802),

but Cobbett’s independent spirit soon asserted

itself. He was free and impressionable, but that

did not stay his pen, and after the war he came to

the help of the Radicals in Ms plea for Constitutional

Reform. He was now a great political force and
a popular personality, especially in the Midlands

and North of England.
The Government at this time were taking strong

and arbitrary measures to suppress political meet-

ings, and to escape imprisonment without trial he
went across to America again, continuing to write

from there. On Ms return to England in 1819,

three months after the Reterloo Massacre, he was
received with great enthusiasm. Among the

measures he advocated were—a free press, right of

public meeting, abolition of the game laws, and
parliamentary reform. He was returned forOldham
in 1832. To the last he retained his love of the

country and country life, and never lost sight of

the lot of the agricultural labourer, whose cause he
espoused with the same pertinacity as Francis

Place did that of the town artisan. In 1835 he
fell ill, but despite diminishing strength he wrote
and worked to the very last.

A rugged, honest, and upright figure, William
Cobbett achieved a splendid work in helping to

break down privilege and oppression. Of peasant
stock, he understood Ms people thoroughly, and by
his manliness and independence helped to free them
from the servility, ignorance, and apathy in wMch.
as a class he found them.

Cobbett was an extraordinarily voluminous writer,

his writings occupying about fifty volumes ; and
a very versatile one, for he touched on history,

politics, economics, religion, grammar, cooking,

gardening, and art. Dogmatic and egotistical and
insular he may be, but the remarkable thing about
his work is not that it is sometimes wrong-headed,
that must needs be so considering the variety of

subieets he tackled, but that he is so often sugges*
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fcive and illmninating. For he had a strong and
keen intellect, passionate hnmanitarian sympathy,
and a rarely excellent command of fine, racy
Enghsh.
His writings include thirty volumes of The

Weekly Register^ twelve volumes of “ Peter Porcu-
pine’s ” lucubrations, and two volumes of Rwtal

delightful pictures of rustic life.

In all of his work he is frankly the partisan with
grievances to air and wrongs to redress. Many of
his papers are nothing more than vigorous tracts
with titles that certainly strike the eye—e.g. A Bone

Gnaw for the Democrats^ A Kick for a B^te. His
prejudices, if occasionally leadmg him to such
absurd statements as “ Lincolnshire alone contains
more fine churches than the whole continent of
Europe,” are most entertaining.

Among his “ imperfect sympathies,” to borrow
Lamb’s phrase, are Poverty, Potatoes, Scotchmen,
and Tea, He sturdily upheld a purely agricultural
society, and preached the gospel of work with as
much energy as Carlyle. The Utopia he fashions
is a homely, domestic one I an early marriage,
plenty of beer, good, warm clothes, and a well-
furnished house. Add to these advantages an
established church that looked after the poor, a
militia to defend the country, and uniformity of
taxation ; and you have Cobbett’s ideal of what
English hfe might be.

Here are one or two characteristic flashes

:

On the Turnip : “If they really did come from
Scotland, there is something good that is Scotch.”

“ Any beer is better than water : it should have
some strength, and some weeks of age, at any rate.’*

The savour has departed necessarily from much
of his pohtioal pamphleteering ; though it remains
to show us how doughtily he could flght. But
Cobbett does not depend on these for his posthum-
ous fame, and in his Rural Rides and his Advice to

a Young Man, there are many passages of striking

sense and genuine poetic feeling, that may be read
with pleasure and profit to-day. Moreover, in

these books you have a summing up of Cobbett’s

philosophy of life—^the philosophy of a sound,
coarse-fibred, warm-blooded man of the people.

The youth, the lover, the husband, the father, the

citizen are admonished in turn ; and extravagant
and absurd as may be the manner in which at

times he tenders his advice, it is always the advice

of an upright, good-hearted man. Coldness and
timidity move him to impatience ; the money-
making spirit to anger. His attitude towards
women is typical of Cobbett. Treat her well,

don’t run off to clubs, look after baby, at the same
time see that she is dutiful, “ control if necessary ”

her tongue ; and if she plays you false, bundle her

out of the house. His ideal man may strike many
as somewhat noisy and overbearing, and too much
of a big animal ; but if lacking in the graces, and over-

fond of beer and bacon, he is at any rate a straight,

affectionate fellow, redolent of the earth and the

open air; frank, open-hearted and courageous.

The man who wrote Rural Rides had a clean,

sweet imagination; and the author of the Advice

to Young Men and Women good common-sense and

integrity of purpose.

POLITICS

Rxteal Rross

At Bower I got instructions to go to Hawkley, but
a-ooompanied with most earnest advice not to go that
way, for that it was impossible to get along. The roads
were represented as so bad, the floods so much out, the
hills and bogs so dangerous, that really I began to douht

;

and if I had not been brought up amongst the clays of the
Holt Forest and the bogs of the neighbouring heaths, I
should certainly have turned off to my right, to go over
Hindhead, great as was my objection to going that way.
Well, then,*’ said my friend at Bower, if you will go

that way, by G—,
you must go down ^Bawkley Hanger * ;

of which he then gave me suck a description 1 But even
this I found to fall short of the reality. I inquired
simply whether people were in the habit of going down it

;

and the answer being in the affirmative, on I went through
green lanes and bridle-ways till I came to the turnpike
road from Petersfield to Wmchester, which I crossed,
going into a narrow and almost untrodden green lane, on
the side of which I found a cottage. Upon my asking
the way to Hawkley, the woman at the cottage said,
“ Right up the lane, sir ;

you’ll come to a hanger pre-
sently : you must take care, sir

:
you can’t nde down

:

will your horses go alone ? ”
On we trotted up this pretty green lane ; and, indeed,

we had been coming gently and gradually uphill for a
good while. The lane was between highish banks and
pretty high stuff growing on the banks, so that we could
see no distance from us, and could receive not the smallest
hint of what was so near at hand. The lane had a little

turn towards the end ; so that out we came, all in a
moment, at the very edge of the hanger ! And never in
all my hfe was I so surpnsed and so delighted » I pulled
up my horse, and sat and looked ; and it was hke lookmg
from the top of a castle down into the sea, except that the
valley was land and not water. I looked at my servant,
to see what effect this unexpected sight had upon him.
His surprise was as great as mine, though he had been
bred amongst the North Hampshire hills. Those who
had so strenuously dwelt in the dirt and dangers of this

route had said not a word about beauties, the matchless
beauties of the scenery. These hangers are woods on the
sides of very steep hills. The trees and underwood hang,
in some sort, to the ground, mstead of stavdwg on it.

Hence these places are caUed Hangers, From the summit
of that wMch I had now to descend, I looked down upon
the villages of Hawkley. Greatham, Selborne and some
others.

A Yeab’s Residence in America

When I returned to England in 1800, after an absence

from the country parts of it, of sixteen years, the trees,

the hedges, even the parks and woods, seemed so small

!

It made me laugh to hear little gutters that I could jump
over called nvers ! The Thames was but a “ creek ” J

But when, in about a month after my arrival in London,
I went to Famham, the place of my birth, what wa,s my
surprise ! Everything was become so pitifully small ! I

had to cross, in my post-ohaise, the long and dreary heath

to Bagshot ; then, at the end of it, to mount a hill called

Hurfrv- Hill ; and irom that hill I knew that I should

look dow.i into the beautiful and fertile vale of Farnham.
My heart fluttered with impatience, mixed with a sort of

fear, to see all the scenes of my childhood ; for I had
learned before of the death of my father and mother.

There is a hill not far from the town, called Crooksbury

Hill, which rises up out of a flat in the form of a cone, and
is planted with Scotch fir-trees. Here I used to take the

eggs and young ones of crows and magpies. This hill

was a famous object in the neighbourhood. It served as

the superlative degree of height. “ As high as Crooks-

bury Hill ” meant, with us, the utmost degree of height.

Therefore the first object that my eyes sought was this

hill. I could not believe my eyes ’ Literally speaking,

I for a moment thought the famous hill removed, and a

little heap put in its stead ; for I had seen in New Bruns-

wick a single rook, or hill of solid rock, ten times as big,
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and four or five times as high ! The post-boy going down-
hill, and not a bad road, whisked me in a few minutes to

the Bush Inn, from the garden of which I could see the

prodigious sandhill where I had begun my gardemng
work. What a nothing I But now came rushing into

my mind all at once my pretty httle garden, my httle

blue smock-frock, my little nailed shoes, my pretty

pigeons that I used to feed out of my hands, the last kind

words and tears of my gentle and tender-hearted and
affectionate mother I I hastened back into the room.

If I had looked a moment longer I should have dropped.

When I came to reflect, what a change ! I looked down
at my dress I What scenes I had gone through I How
altered my state ! I had dined the day before at a

secretary of state’s in company with Mr Pitt, and had
been waited upon by men in gaudy liveries ! I had had
nobody to assist me in the world. No teachers of any
sort. Nobody to shelter me from the consequence of bad
and no one to counsel me in good behaviour. I felt

roud. The distinctions of rank, birth, and wealth all

ecame nothing in my eyes ; and from that moment

—

less than a month after my arrival in England— resolved

never to bend before them.

Jeremy Bentham (1747-8 (?)-1832)

Ris Life

“ Pushing,” counselled Bentham senior, “ is the

one thing needful.” “ If you mean to rise,” said

another inspiring mentor to the youthful Jeremy,
“ catch hold of the skirts of those above you, and
care nothing for those beneath you.” The advice

has the merit of engaging frankness ; there is no-

thing equivocal about it. Neither gentleman wraps
up self-seeking in pious ambiguities. Jeremy
Bentham himself never stated a case with greater

clarity and conciseness, and thus the young philo-

sopher was able to join issue at the very outset

with his advisers. Nothing could have been better

for a nervous, delicate, and sympathetic lad than to
hear the case for success in life formulated with
such brutal directness.

Jeremy Bentham was born in February 1747
(or 1748 ?), in Red Lion Square, Houndsditch, and
when we realise that the great-grandfather was a
successful pawnbroker and both grandfather and
father rich attorneys, we shall be at no loss to under-
stand the rule of life that was early dinned into him.
As a boy, he was quick at learning, and at the age
of six we find him wrestling precociously with Latin,
Greek, and French. Much of his time was spent
at Bowring Hill, near Reading, and in possible

anticipation of future fights with the old House of

Commons, he took great delight in brandishing
** against the rats an historic and sacred sword
used at Oxford against the parliamentary forces.”

His parents did their best to keep all amusing
books from the boy, and his youthful imagination
had to gather what fun and fancy it coTjld from
Burnet’s History of the Earthy Cave’s Lives of the

Apostles, and Stow’s Chronicle, After this solid

fare, no doubt he found Gil Bias, Rapin’s History
of England, Mandeville’s FMe of the Bees, and
Plutarch’s Lwes, light and frolicsome by comparison.

Gil Bias, with its picturesque humour, must have
proved a godsend ; even Clarissa Harlowe, a copy
of which came his way, would have stimulated the
sentimental side of his nature. His Oxford days
were not noteworthy, and the most exciting event
that happened to him seems to have been escaping

from a window on one occasion to avoid the im-

portunities of a talkative lady, who had designs for

her daughter. From Oxford he went to Lincoln’s

Tnn, but he never took kindly to law, and was
horrified at the exorbitant charges to suitors.

It was characteristic of him that in his first case

he should have advised his client to “ put an end
to the suit and save the money which would be
wasted over it.” This is not the stuff of which
successful lawyers are made, and it is scarcely

necessary to add that he made no mark in his

profession.

His first publication was his Fragment on Govern-

ment in 1776, this was followed up in 1783 by a
translation of Bergman’s Essay on the Uhlity of

Chemistry, and in 1787 by his characteristic Defence

of Usury,
Especially important years were those between

1769 and 1800. During this time he met James
Mill and Francis Place, both of whom he inspired

with his individualistic views ; he published his

great work. Principles of Morals and Legislation,

which made its mark at once on the Continent, and
in 1792 was made a French citizen. Most of the

famous men of the day became acquainted with
him during this period, and his ambition to codify

the laws of his country met withmany S3rmpathisers.

On the whole, however, he was most honoured
as a prophet outside his own country. As illustra-

tions of his varied intellectual activity, we may
recall that he planned a building—^Panopticon

—

for the control and inspection of convicts, sug-

gested schemes for cutting through the Isthmus of

Suez and the Isthmus of Panama, established the

Westminster Review, and strenuously advocated
humanitarian legislation and Parliamentary Re-
form. Among his friends may be mentioned

:

James Mill, Lord Brougham, Daniel O’Connell,

Sir Samuel Romilly, Francis Place, and Lord
Shelburne. An opportune windfall from the
Government in 1813, in compensation for their

abandonment of his Panopticon scheme, enabled
him to take a spacious country house. Ford Abbey,
with a deer park in Dorsetshire ; but he returned
in 1818 to his old house in Queen Square Place,

where he lived till the day of his death, June 6,

1832.

The popular idea that Bentham was a surly-

tempered, matter-of-fact doctrinaire, is far removed
from the truth. He was a genial, good-humoured,
kindly man, with an unfailing flow of spirits. ** A
boy to the last,” said John Stuart Mill. His
industry was enormous, and in order to fit in his

various labours he would plan out his time with
almost comical precision. Thus : 8-12, work ; 12-2,

music and battledore and shuttlecock ; 2-6, work ;

6, dinner (no beer or wine) ; a walk—^that consisted

of a dignified trot round his garden for a certain

number of times ; then tea, light reading, and
“ so to bed.”

Of music he was fond, especially Handel’s music,
and at one time would play the violin to ladies’

accompaniments on the harpsichord. He disliked

poetry, calling it quaintly “ misrepresentation ”
;

was impatient of society people and small talk, but
relished a good conversation with a few chosen
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friends. His London house was called the Her-
mitage, and shrouded by trees and ablaze with
flowers, presented quite a romantic appearance.
He was devoted to animals, loving, as he expressed
it, “ everything that has four legs.” At one time
he kept both cats and mice, but found these pets,

imfortunately, incompatible. H© was an excellent

host, and a good, though not a great talker, simple,

unaflected, and direct—^unlike the tortuous literary

style of his later years. As a boy he had been weak
and stunted, but he grew into a strong and robust
man. A pen portrait of Bentham in his old age
thus describes him

:

“ His apparel hung loosely about him, and consisted
chiefly of grey coat, Bght breeches, white woollen stock-
ings hanging loosely about his legs ; whilst his venerable
looks were surmounted by a straw hat of most gro-
tesque and indescribable shape; a strong contrast to
the quietude and sobriety of his general aspect.”

His limitations of temperament were obvious.

But if neither deeply emotional, nor highly imagi-

native ; if over fond of what was cut and dried

and too devoted to reducing everything in life to

tabular form ; there was considerable charm and
gentleness about his personality, and a shrewd
•wisdom in his outlook. “A moralist,” he would
say, “like a surgeon, should never wound but to
heal.” His life and doctrine harmonise in a way
that is often far from the case with philosophers.

His Work

To the student of philosophy the nameof Bentham
is associated with utihtarian ethics ; to the student
of social politics he is, above other things, a great

legal reformer. Nor need we separate the two
aspects of the man, for his legal reforms give us his

utilitarian philosophy expressed in concrete terms.

Brougham’s weighty tribute to him in 1838 is

worth recalling, for it sums up the man’s work
so compendiously

:

**No one before him had ever seriously thought of
exposing the defects in our English system of Jurispru-
dence. All former students had confined themselves to
learn its principles ; to make themselves masters of its

eminently technical and artificial rule and all former
writers had but expounded the doctrines handed do'wn
from age to age. it was who first made the mighty
step of trying the whole provisions of our Jurisprudence
by the test of expediency, and fearlessly examining how
far each part was connected with the rest ; and with a
yet more undaunted courage, inquiring how far its most
consistent and symbolical arrangements were framed
according to the principles which should pervade a code
of laws ; their adaptation to the circumstances of society,

to the wants of men, and to the promotion of happiness.
Not only was he thus eminently original among the
lawyers of his own country, he might be said to be the
first legal philosopher that had appeared in the world.”

Bentham was essentially a middle-class type,

not merely in upbringing but in outlook, and his

conception of the greatest happiness was the con-

ception of a strenuous, active, benevolent mind
that saw in a reasonable, genial standard of material

comfort a suitable reward of individual exertion.

How did he propose to bring this about ?

Looking at the body of existing laws, Bentham
realised its heterogeneous character. It had grown
up out of temporary emergencies, was the outcome

of widely diflering and often conflicting interests,

and presented a confused illogical appearance, that
irritated his orderly mind as much as it troubled
his sense of justice. He sought, therefore, in the
first place for some principle, some generalisation,

that should characterise la-wmaking as a whole
and be its sole justification. This is found in

Priestley’s formula of the “greatest happiness of

the greatest number.” ^

Bentham proclaimed this doctrine of utility.

He knew well enough that no law could make a
man happy, but he saw clearly that it was quite
possible to encourage the existence of conditions
favourable to material happmess.

Unlike the French doctrinaires, he did not talk

about laws of Nature, and make declamations
about Equality, Liberty, and Fraternity. His
practical and concrete mind looked at once to the
consequences of any proposed enactment ; and if

the consequences seemed promising, to the simplest

and most effective means of bringing them
about.

What more precisely did Bentham connote by
material happiness ? Legal protection against

•violence and fraud, and freedom to develop such
indi-vidual propensities as were compatible -with a
like development by our neighbours ; these are

the main things.

As regards the methods Bentham adopted for

carrying out his ideal, there are two special char-

acteristics to be noted; (1) The extension of in-

dividual liberty ; (2) the equalisation of political

power. With the first of these went the doctrine

of “ Laissez-Faire,^^ of which so much was made
by Bentham’s followers. With Bentham himself

perhaps it meant merely resistance to manifest
oppression j his disciple, John Stuart Mill, turned
it into a militant battle-cry. He denounced not
merely legal restriction on the liberty of the indi-

vidual, but the restriction imposed by (as ho
esteemed) foolish social conventions.

In Bentham’s view many unnecessary restraints

were imposed on individuals that did not benefit

the community. He objected to the usury laws,

and favoured a policy involving freedom of trad©

in money, goods, and labour.

In the anxiety of Bentham not to fetter the in-

dividual he failed to see how that indi'vidualism,

if pushed to an extreme, militates against the very
liberty of those on whose behalf he is so zealous.

The force of this difficulty is seen in the problem
of trade combination, and in the right of associa-

tion. This was not foreseen by Bentham. His
dislike, again, of State interference led to the

Benthamite reluctance to support factory legisla-

tion. Yet if ever there was a case of on© man’s
liberty making another man’s slavery, it was here.

But the defects of Benthamite thought are to

be found here, it must not be forgotten that,

broadly speaking, the whole trend of Bentham’s
reforms were humanitarian. The mitigation of

the cruelties in the criminal law were due to his

initiation, the abolition of the pillory, of hanging in

^ Priestley had found the phrase in Beccaria’s Crimes
and Punishments, It first used by Hutcheson in

1726.
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chains, the curtailing of capital punishment, the

better protection of animals. Cruelty he opposed,

not merely because it was morally reprehensible,

but because it was, he urged, useless. He saw

clearly enough that what was required from the

law was certainty in its effects, not savagery in

its methods ; and that cruelty is at bottom a

sign of weakness.

The second point mentioned that every man was

to count for one, and no man for more than one,

gave Benthamism its democratic leaven, and placed

him among those advocating Parliamentary reform,

since it was quite obvious that Parliament as it

then existed, teeming with vested interests, would

not prove advantageous to such codification of the

laws as he demanded. It was felt on all hands at

the time, that reform of the political fabric of society

was needed ; but the violence of the French Re-
volution offended Englishmen, and they were in-

stinctivelyopposed, with their passion for expediency

and concrete things, to the broad generalities that

deemed Liberty and Equality to be natural nghts

;

but as Bentham said :
“ It is little use affirming a

right if you haven’t the proper machinery for en-

forcing it.” In place, therefore, of declaring every

man has right to unfettered action, he set about to

abolish every shackle that served to fetter unneces-

sarily men’s actions, paving the way for freedom of

discussion, and freedom of rehgious and even non-

teligious belief, without State interference.

Bentham’s habit of mind suited his generation

;

he was averse to rhetoric and not given to generali-

ties ; and his contemporaries liked his prescription

for the “ rottenness ” in the State—^the endeavour-

ing to secure the rights of property and safeguarding

individual liberty. On its philosophic side, there-

fore, Bentham’s work was intensely individualistic,

with all the drawbacks as well as the advantages
of this “ systematised individualism,” as Professor

Dicey calls it.

“ Let us seek only what is attainable ; it presents

a career sufficiently vast for genius,” said Bentham.
This saying lies at the root of his concrete genius

;

and clearly foreshadows the political programme of

the Liberals for the next fifty years. Indeed, only
the other day one of the measures for which he
pleaded—^payment of members—^was carried into

efiect. So, contrasting him with Godwin and Paine,

we see in them stimulating theorists, and in

Bentham the practical man who tries above all

things to put his ideas into practice. He is far

less satisfactory as a philosopher than as a jurist, for

his utilitarian test, effective enough in a rough and
general way in the realm of politics, is open to grave
psychological criticism. His most important work
is An Introduction to the Prindplea* of Morals and
Legislationf published in 1789, where the kernel of
his thought is contained. After defining good as
a balance struck between pain and pleasure, on
** two sovereign matters,” he identifies the good of
each man with the “greatest happiness of the
greatest number.” Having applied this to morals
he passes to legislation, and the practical value
of his theory is better seen there. Indeed, his
conception of punishment harmonises with that of
the modem reformers. He would have it not

vindictive but preventive. The old idea of “an
eye for an eye ” is to be abolished.

In the form of his writings Bentham is unattrac-
tive. Occasionally he can be plain and direct,

but more often he is techmcal in phraseology, and
devoid of any literary grace. His passion for

classification, though it led occasionally to de-
sirable simplicities, mvolves the writer in an ex-
cessive terminology, and if the French theorists

were too ready to generahse, Bentham is too ready
to reduce everything to tabular form, as, for

instance, in his Table of the Springs of Human
Action, Yet he is rarely unsuggestive, and where
jurisprudence rather than ethics is concerned,
higlily illuminating. But he seldom did himself
justice as a writer, and was too content to leave
his manuscripts chaotic in form, in order to provide
work for his friends. Yet he is well acquainted
with the requirements of the literary craftsman,

and could, when he wished, be as plain, terse, and
clear in writing as he was in speech.

Many of his phrases have become incorporated

into our language ;
as for instance, “ interna-

tional,” “ utilitarian,” “ codification.” He was
umnterested in history, and had little respect for

the past, chiefly looking upon it as an object-lesson

for the legislator in v/hat to avoid. To use his

own dictum, “It is from the folly not the wisdom
of our ancestors that we have so much to learn.”

In fact, he is above all a logician, and used his

logical power to re-shape the entire administrative
machinery of Government. Indeed, we may regard

him as the pioneer of the great legal revolution

that even to-day is only partially accomphshed.

Adam Smith (1723-1790)

His Life

The scene of Adam Smith’s birth and boyhood
was laid at Kirkcaldy, “ the lang toon,” in Fife-

shire. His father, who had formerly belonged to

the legal profession, -lever lived to see the delicate

child born in the June of 1723, and Smith’s up-
bringing was accomplished by a devoted, if perhaps
over-indulgent mother. Saved at the age of four

from some gipsies, the boy in course of time was
sent to the IJniversity of Glasgow. Here he came
under the influence of the “ never-to-be-forgotten

Dr. Hutcheson,’^ whose optimistic philosophy

insisted upon goodness and wisdom displayed in

nature. Three years later Smith became an inmate
of Balliol College, Oxford, where apparently he
was not allowed to forget the disadvantages attach-

ing to his nationality. On the very first occasion

of his dinifig in Hall the student was informed that
“ he had never seen such a piece of beef in Scotland

as the piece then before him.” But though his

country may possibly have denied him this remark-
able experience, it had certainly taught him how to

live economically, and perhaps the laugh was on
Smith’s side when his first quarter’s expenses came
to no more than £7, 55. Od, I Having contrived to

make good use of his time so far as the study of

general literature was concerned, he quitted the

university in 1746.

For a while the prospects of the future Economist
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were not particularly encouraging, but in 1761 he
gamed the Chair of Logic at Glasgow, which was
afterwards exchanged for the Professorship of Moral
Philosophy. His undoubted success in this post
was facilitated, so it seems, by the “ plain but
expressive countenance ” of a particular student
which, according to Smith, registered the feelings

of his class. The ethical branch of his subject
was the first to emerge in book form. In 1769 he
published the Theory of Moral SentvmerUs, a work
little studied to-day, but which at the time created
considerable attention, and led to his obtaining
the tutorship of the Duke of Buccleuch. Besigning
his professorial duties, Smith departed with his pupS
to France early in 1764. At first the Continental
visitdid not promisemuch interestto thephilosopher,
and he informs his friend and correspondent, Hume,
that he has “ begun to write a book in order to pass
away the time.” One can hazard a good guess as
to what this book was ! Subsequently, however,
the tour proved of great value to Smith, for whilst
in Paris he was brought into contact with the
shining lights of the Physiocratic School. Be-
turning from abroad. Smith devoted aU his energies

to the preparation of his great work which, under
the title of An Inquiry into the Nature and Cause
of the Wealth of Nations, appeared in 1776 ; of its

reception all notice may be deferred until dealing
with the work itself. The closing years of Adam
Smith’s life were spent in Edinburgh. A conspicu-
ous figure he must have been perambulating to and
from the Custom House, where he had been given
an official post ; for not only did he walk with a
peculiar swaying motion of the body, but he held
a bunch of flowers in his left hand whilst his cane
was carried in a military fashion over his shoulder.
“ Often, moreover, his bps would be moving aU the
while and smiling in rapt conversation with in-

visible friends.” Of his absent-mindedness more
than one amusing account has been given, but a
single instance must suffice :

The scholar had received an invitation to Dalkeith
Palace to meet a distinguished political personage

;

becoming, however, oblivious of his surroundings,
Smith began to indulge in remarks about the
individual in question which were more candid
than complimentary. Nor were matters greatly

improved when, on being recalled from his reverie,

he murmured, “ Deil care, deil care ; it’s all true.”

He died in 1790, having just completed his sixty-

seventh year.

His Work

The term ** epoch-making ” is sometimes rather
loosely applied, but if any book ever deserved
this distinction it is the Wealth of Nations* In
England during the seventeenth century, writers

on economic subjects were inclined to believe that

the advantages of trade were one-sided rather than
mutual, and that State interference was desirable

for securing the benefits to this country. To-
wards the close of this period the germs of a new
economic philosophy are discernible, but they had
to await development until about the midffie of

the eighteenth century, when there appeared in
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France a group of thinkers who became known as
the “ Physiocrates.” This school, of which Quesnay
was the founder, mamtained the principles of

economic hberty and endeavoured to emancipate
industiy from governmental control, just as some
of their distinguished countrymen were striving
to emancipate thought.

In our own island, too, Hume and Dean Tucker
were sounding a progressive note. “Not only as
a man,” says the former writer, “ but as a British
subject, I pray for the flourishing commerce of
Germany, Spain, Italy, and even France itself-*’

Adam Smith’s work came at an auspicious
moment, and succeeded in arousing an almost
immediate interest. Within fifteen years of its

publication the Wealth of Nations passed through
six editions, five of which were called for during the
author’s hfetime—^no light testimony, considering
the character of the book. The impression which
it made on William Pitt is well known, and Smith
is said to have declared that the statesman’s com-
prehension of its arguments equalled his own,
What is the basic idea of Adam Smith’s philo-

sophy ?

It may be fairly said to be a confidence in the
beneficence of nature. The author of the Wealth
of Nations believed in a natural order of things
which works for the happiness of mankind. To
secure the advantages of this arrangement, liberty is

an essential condition. Artificial devices restrict-

ing the play of certain natural instincts are conse-
quently to be regarded as harmful ; they hinder
the increase of wealth. The true method of pro-
moting material welfare is to leave “ every man
free so long as he does not violate the laws of justice^

to pursue his own interest in his own way. . .

This implies that the interest of the individual
harmonises with that of the community

; the
coincidence is not, it would seem, invariable.

Trade, he affirms, when rightly understood is “ a
bond of union and friendship ”

; its benefits are
reciprocal. “ The modern maxims of foreign com-
merce, by aiming at the impoverishment of all our
neighbours,” tend to defeat their own ends. For
“ as a rich man is likely to be a better customer to

the mdustrious people in his neighbourhood than a
poor, so is hkewise a rich nation.” In the light of

past history, it is interesting to note Smith’s opinion
concermng the possibilities of Free Trade in this

country. To anticipate its entire restoration, he
says, “is as absurd as to eaqject that an Oceana
or Utopia should ever be established in it. Not
only the prejudice of the public, but that which is

much more unconquerable, the private interests of

many individuals irresistibly oppose it.” His own
work was to prove a great factor in falsif^g this

prophecy.
Tfiiough Smith was not original in advocating

commercial freedom, he does seem to have been
imique in the extensive and detailed knowledge
that he brought to the discussion of the subject.

This fact no doubt affords some explanation of his

influence. *‘Men,” it has been remarked, “who
were indifferent to general demonstrations of the
futihty of commercial restrictions . , . were
forced to listen respectfully to a man who had all
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the available statistics at his fingers’ ends and was
able to show them in black and white the mode in

which the English commercial system had generated

certain defimte and assignable evils.” Few writers

have received more extravagant eulogies than Adam
Smith. Buckle, in his enthusiasm, declared that
“ this solitary Scotchman . . . contributed more
towards the happiness of man than has been effected

by the united abilities of all the statesmen and
legislators of whom history has presented an
authentic account.” After such excessive admira-

tion all other appreciations must of necessity appear

lukewarm, even the belief that in the history of

Political Economy the importance of Adam Smith
is second to none.

The economic world of Smith’s day was, as it

has been observed, “ a comparatively narrow one,”

but even whilst he lived the way was being prepared

for a vast expansion of its boundaries. Indeed the

Wealth of Nations had not yet made its appear-

ance when there started that remarkable series of

mechanical discoveries which was to revolutiomse

the methods of production. Within a quarter of a

century of its publication the darker side of the

industrial revolution was already becoming appar-

ent. Social reform was in the air; Godwin had
propounded the theory that communism would
bring happiness. His optimistic predictions were
challenged by an anonymous writer in an Essay on
the Principle of Population ; the author was a clergy,

man of the Church of England, Robert Malthus
(1766-1834). Five years later the polemical effort

of 1798 was succeeded by an elaborate treatise

on the same question. The proposition around
which the arguments of Malthus centre is that
** population has a tendency to increase faster than
food.” Now what is to hinder this tendency from
producing disastrous results ? He points out that

there are various counteracting agencies. These
checks are differentiated as positive and preventive ;

and amongst those enumerated are famine, war,

disease, &o. But there is one check which does

something to relieve the gloom of this depressing

catalogue : this he terms the “ moral restramt.”

By moral restraint Malthus did not imply the idea

with which we are familiar, namely, that of post-

nuptial prudence, he meant rather an abstinence
from marriage which was dictated by foresight and
accompanied by moral behaviour. In other words,
one should consider the means of providing for

children before having them. For every child

after the sixth he suggests an allowance from the
public funds. Thus all Malthus’ teaching may be
said to converge upon this practical point. “ Add

to the ten commandments the new law, * Thou shalt

not marry until there is a fair prospect of support-
ing SIX children.’ ” The welfare, then, of the work-
ing classes, according to his view, rests mainly in
their own hands ; it is to the cultivation of moral
restraint that we must look for the means of per-
manently improving their condition.

The work of Malthus was certainly of great value
in drawing attention to an important and hitherto
insufficiently studied question ; apart from this

merit, moreover, the Essay deserves our gratitude
for its stimulating effect upon the thought of both
Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace.

During the early part of the nineteenth century
the social problem was becoming increasingly
prominent. The price of wheat was high, wages
were low,^ and there was in addition a heavy taxa-
tion owing to the war. Under such conditions
the question of distribution of wealth could scarcely
be devoid of interest. The writer who attacked this

difficult problem was a man of Jewish parentage and
business experience

—

David Ricardo (1772-1823),
the friend of James Mill. From the latter’s illustrious

son he received the high tribute of being compared
favourably wdth Adam Smith ; and amongst others
who waxed enthusiastic over his abilities were
to be numbered Thomas de Quincey and Lord
Brougham, The book upon which his fame rested

was the Principles of Political Economy and Taxa~
tion, published in 1817.

To give any connected account of this work
would of course carry us too far afield. All that
need concern us here is the fact that his theories

point to a clash of economic interests. In the first

place, the interest of the landowners is opposed to

the rest of the community. He gains by the diffi-

culties in the way of increasing the food supply.

It is to his advantage that men should be obliged

to bring inferior soils under cultivation—for this

raises the rent of the more fertile land—than that

trade should be liberated and com obtained in

greater quantity from other countries. Again,
capital and labour, it would seem, are also in opposi-

tion, for he says “ it has beenmy constant endeavour
to show throughout this work that the ratio of profits

can never be increased but by a fall of wages.”
Political Economy was becoming an influential

science. “ Up to the year 1818,” it has been said,

the science was scarcely known or talked of

beyond a small circle of philosophers.” To its

rapid emergence from this obscurity John Stuart

Mill has testified, and it is evident that in no small

degree he attributed the change to the writings and
“ noble exertions ” of David Ricardo.
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the temper of his mind is more nearly allied to

Blake’s than to any other contemporary. But
he was a disciple in no school ; his imagination if

circumscribed was fresh and original, and his

limited reading had only served to elicit his innate

powers.

I am I yet what I am who cares or knows ?

My friends forsake me like a memory lost

;

I am the self-consumer of my woes.
They rise and vanish, an oblivious host,

Like shades in love and death’s oblivion lost ^

And yet I am I and live with shadows tost.

Into the nothingness of scorn and noise.

Into the living sea of waking dreams,
Where there is neither sense of life nor joys.
But the vast shipwreck of my life’s esteems

,

And e’en the dearest—that I loved the best

—

Are strange—^nay, rather stranger than the rest.

I long for scenes where man has never trod *;

For scenes where woman never smil’d or wept j

There to abide with my creator, God,
And sleep as I m childhood sweetly slept

;

Untroubling and untroubled where I he ;

The grass below—^above, the vaulted sky.”

In addition to the earlier volume he published
The Village M%nsbrd (1821) and The Shepherd*

e

Galendar (1827).

Another uncultured poet was Ebenezer Elliott
(1781-1849), the “ Com Law Rhymer.” His life

was spent in the neighbourhood of Sheffield, and his

verse reflects alike the grinding lives of the indus-

trial poor and the rich beauty of the moorland. He
had a warm appreciation of scenic beauty, and a
sympathy no less warm for the lot of the toiler.

Thomson’s Seasons impressed him much as they had
impressed Clare, but hke Clare, the merit of his

work is independent of any strong Uterary inspira-

tion. In the same year as saw the Lyrical Balladst

Elliott wrote his first piece, A Vernal Walk, Then
came silence for twenty years while Elliott strove

with the workers in the town ; and when next he
wrote, having attained some worldly competence,

the human predominates in his writing. Poems
come now in quick succession ; Love (1823), The
Ranter (1827), Com Law Rhymes (1828), The Village

PaZriarch (1829), The factory victims foimd their

champion in view ; though his name is more gener-

ally associated with the demand for “ bread for the

worker,” in the Corn Law Rhymes,
Elliott’s long straggle with poverty, his intimate

acquaintance with the pitiful tragedies of starved

and stunted lives, his, own natural sensitiveness and
warmth of heart, inspired him with fierce anger

against the “ rich who take from plunder’d labour’s

store,” and this feeling finds a concrete expression

in his furious attacks on the “ bread tax.” It fired

him to writedns splendid battle-cry :

*•' Day, like our souls, is fiercely dark

;

What then ? ’Tis day I

We sleep no more ; the cock crows—hark I

To arms 1 away 1

They come ! they come I the knell is rung
Of us or them i;

Wide o’er their march the pomp is flung

Of gold and gem.

What collar’d hound of lawless sway.
To fanfine dear

—

What pension’d slave of Attila

Leads in the rear ?
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Come they from Scythian wilds afar,

Our blood to spill ?

Wear they the livery of the Czai ?

They do his will.

Nor tassell’d silk, nor epaulet.

Nor plume, nor torse

—

No splendour gilds, all sternly met.
Our foot and horse.

But, dark and still, we inly glow,
Condens’d in ire !

Strike, tawdry slaves, and ye shall know
Our gloom is fire.

In vain your pomp, ye evil powers.
Insults the land ;

Wrongs, vengeance, and the came sure ours,

.^d God’s right hand 1

Madmen 1 they trample into snakes
The wormy clod !

Like fire, beneath their feet awakes
The sword of God I

Behind, before, above, below.
They rouse the brave ;

Where’er they go, they make a foe,

Or find a grave.”

For EUiott it was not capitalism but landlordism,

that was the bane of modern hfe. He did not see

—

being a kind hearted and sympathetic capitalist

himself—^that capitalism would need its revolution-

ary singers, even more than the cause which he had
espoused with such fine abandon. But we must
not look to Elliott for a prophetic vision that was
denied to all but our greatest ; and the very narrow-
ness of his outlook gave force and intensity to bis

song.

Elhott’s art, if rough and unequal, was unques-
tionably genuine, and served its propagandist pur-
pose more efiectively than a finer andmore fastidious

art would have done. Comparing him with Clare,

we see greater passion and a somewhat blunter

imagination. His love of the country is indeed

more akin to that of Cobbett than of Clare. A
tramp over the hills would clear his brain and put
him to rights, when weary at heart, and there is the

freshness and keenness of the moorland in his verse.

In his rustic scenes and his rural characters, he
reminds us often of Wordsworth. Lacking his

spiritual intensity and supreme poetic grandeur,

he has in no small measure his power, as in Enoch
Wray^ of depicting grand and simple characters.

He is a poet of the people ; and Carlyle, who never

missed a genuine man, likened his work to “ hues of

joy and harmony, pamted out of troublous tears,”

- Flowers peep, trees bud, boughs tremble, rivers run ;

The red-wing says it is a glorious mom.
Blue are the Heavens, thou Highest, and thy Sun
^ines without cloud, all fire. How sweetly, borne
O’er wings of morning, o’er the leafless thorn.”

There are a few verse writers who, though of less

account than Ebenezer Elliott, belong to his school,

and derived their inspiration from the industrial un-

rest of the day. Of these the best were Capel Lofft
(1806-1873), the social reformer, whose father had
been a friend of Godwin’s, and Ebenezer Jones
(1820-1860), another of the toilers, who devoted his

scanty leisure to the cause he held so dear—Char-

tism. Loflt’s rural epic, Ernest, or Political Regen-

^

eralion (1839), is a frank bid for direct democratic

government and for the nationalisation of the land.
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with jiist enough compensation to keep the landlords

from starvation.

Jones wrote some stirring songs, such as the Song

of the Kings of Gold, the Song of the Gold Getters, and
their crude violence may be condoned by reason of

his youthful years when they were written. Their

indifferent reception led Jones to turn his attention

to journalistic prose, by means of which he sought

to further pohtical schemes more effectively.

I never wholly feel that summer is high.

However green the trees or loud the birds.

However movelessly eye-wmkmg herds
Stand in field ponds, or under large trees lie.

Till I do climb all cultured pastures by.

That, hedged by hedgerows studiously trim,

Smile like a lady’s face with lace laced prim,

And on some moor or hill that seeks the «£y
Lonely and nakedly,—^utterly he down.
And feel the sunshine throbbing on body and limb.

My drowsy brain in pleasant drunkenness swim,
Each rising thought sink back and dreamily drown.

Smiles creep o’er my face, and smother my lips,

and cloy,

Each muscle sink to itself, and separately enjoy.”

The name of Hartley Coleridob (1796-1849)
links us again with the great poets of the early

century. Brought up in an atmosphere of noble

verse, and with the protecting kinchaess and sym-
pathy of Wordsworth about him, the boy suffered

from the desultory education he received from his

father, who accounted it the best thing for him “ to

wander like a breeze by lakes and sandy shores.”

Lack of discipline and a fatherly encouragement to
“ mouch about ” generally might not have harmed
some natures, but Hartley had too much of his

father’s mental infirmities in him. He was, as a

youth, richly endowed with intellectual and artistic

gifts, with something of his father’s fine ghostly

imagination and a very large measure of his meta-

physical powers, but intemperance spoEt a brilliant

prospect at Oxford, and he became a genial and
irresponsible wanderer in the Lake District. Tenny-
son called him “ a sun-faced little man ”

; certainly

he had a sunny friendliness of manner and a touch

of the Coleridge charm, that endeared him to the

simple country folk. Indeed they loved him more
than they did his great neighbour ; for his erratic

habits seemed to them more in harmony with what
a poet should be, than the sobriety and steadiness

of the less accessible William Wordsworth.
Hartley Coleridge is at his best in sonnet writing.

This is rather curious, as one would have expected

him to excel rather in lyric verse. But the conven-
tions of the sonnet form, and the concentration

necessary, seemed to have stimulated his best

powers, and his delicate sense of beauty, and
his friendly nature, are admirably expressed in

these.

A few of his songs are excellent, notably She is not

fair to outward view / but the sonnets are nearly all

admirable, and a few really great. The following
exemplify Hartley Coleridge at his best 5

Not m Vaust

Let me not deem that I was made in vain.
Or that my being was an accident
Which Eate, in working its sublime intent.

Not wished to be, to hinder would not deign.

Each drop uncounted in a storm of rain
Hath its own mission, and is duly sent
To its own leaf or blade, not idly spent

’Mid myriad dimples on the shipless main.
The very shadow of an insect’s wing.
For which the violet cared not while it stays

Yet felt the lighter for its vanishing.
Proved that the sun was shining by its shade.

Then can a drop of the eternal spring.

Shadow of living lights, in vain be made ?

November
The mellow year is hastening to its close

;

The little birds have almost sung their last,

Their small notes twitter in the dreary blast—
That shrill-piped harbinger of early snows 5

The patient beauty of the scentless rose.
Oft with the morn’s hoar crystal quaintly glassed.
Hangs, a pale mourner for the summer past.

And makes a little summer where it grows -

In the chill sunbeam of the faint brief day
The dusky waters shudder as they shine.

The russet leaves obstruct the straggling way
Of oozy brooks, which no deep banks define.

And the gaunt woods, in ragged scant array,
Wrap their old limbs with sombre ivy-twine.

Along with Hartley may be mentioned his gifted
sister, Sara. She married another brilliant member
of the family, a cousin, Henry Nelson, who was
preparing his father’s literary remains for publica-
tion. His early death threw upon his -^e the
labours of an editress and distracted her from origi-

nal work on her own account. Despite this, her
fairy story Phantasmion (1837), with its delightful

songs, serves to show what imaginative power she
possessed. Given ampler opportunity, she might
have accomplished much.

Phantasmion^8 Quest of larine gives us a taste of

her gifts

:

** Yon changeful cloud will soon thy aspect wear.
So bright it grows :—and now, by light winds shaken,—
0 ever seen yet ne’er to be o’ertaken !

—

Those waving branches seem thy billowy hair.

The cypress glades recall thy pensive air ;

Slow nils that wind like snakes amid the grass,

Thine eyes mild sparkle fling me as they pass
Yet murmunng cry. This fruitless Quest forbear /

Nay, e’en amid the cataract’s loud storm.
Where foamy torrents from the crags are leaping,

Methinks I catch swift glimpses of thy form,
Thy robe’s light folds in ai^ tumult sweeping

;

Then silent are the falls ; ’mid colours warm
Gleams the bright maze beneath their splendour

sweepmg.”

Thomas Hood (1799-1845) is one of the most
considerable and original influences among the noinor

poets of the age. A delicate and ailing boy, he was
broughtr up as an engraver, but the work told

severely upon his inherited delicacy, and we find

him at twenty-one sub-editor of the famous London
Magazine, His earlier literary work included Lycus

the Centaur (1822), a striking piece of imaginative

writing, the Plea of the Midsummer Fairies, a grace-

ful and charming work, and the grimly powerful

Dream of Fugene Aram. Hood is at bottom a
serious writer, with a vivid sense of the seamy side

of life and the power to present this with simple and
homely power. Such poems as The Song of the

Skirt and The Bridge of Sighs esiiibit a gift of dealing

with human problems in a popular maimer, shorn of

that facile sentimentality, too often associated with
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popular verse of this type. The Haunted House
shows, moreover, that Hood had a really high order
of imagination t, and it is a pity that the necessities

of bread and butter compelled him to work too
diligently in his lighter vein. He was a genuine
humorist, with a pleasant fancy and an amiable
weakness for puns ; but much of his triflmgs as a
jester could well have been spared to afford better
opportunity for the deeper springs in his nature.
Sometimes, as in Miss Kilmanseggy he could jest

with an underlying yet easily discernible vein of

serious purpose ; but as a rule his whims and
oddities are merely cracklings of the pot. We may
regret this, but cannot blame the man who realised

that clever pirns are better marketable commodities
than good poetry. Hood’s was a fine nature, sweet
and wholesome, devoid of bitterness and cynicism.

Happily for us, his struggle with adverse fortunes

met with success before he died, thus enabling the
writer to work for a while in his serious vein. Some
of his strongest work belongs to his later years.

Starting as a poet in the classical vein, popular at

the time, his verse soon catches the humanitarian
fire that marks the poetry of the earlier Victorian

era. He is a poet of the new democracy.

Song op 0!™ Shirt

With fingers weary and worn.
With eyelids heavy and red,

A woman sat, in unwomanly rags.

Plying her needle and thread

—

Stitch ! stitch ! stitch !

In poverty, hunger, and dirt.

And still with a voice of dolorous pitch
She sang the Song of the Shirt.**

“ Work ! work 1 work
While the cook is crowing aloof I

And work—work—work,
TiU the stars shine through the roof I

It’s Oh ! to be a slave
Along with the barbarous Turk,

Where woman has never a soul to savc»
If this is Christian work !

Work—^work—^work
Till the brain begins to swim

;

Work—^work—^work
Till the eyes are heavy and dim !

Seam, and gusset, and band.
Band, and gusset, and seam.

Till over the buttons I fall asleep.

And sew them on in a dream

!

Oh, Men, with Sisters dear I

Oh, Men, with Mothers and Wives !

It is not linen you’re wearing out.

But human creatures’ lives I
”

Stitch—stitch—stitch.

In poverty, hunger, and dirt.

Sewing at once, with a double thread,

A Shroud as well as a Shirt.

But why do I talk of Death ?

That Phantom of grisly bone,
I hardly fear its terrible shape,

—

It seems so like my own

—

It seems so like my own.
Because of the fasts I keep ;

Ohj God I that bread should be so dear,

Ahd fiesh and blood so cheap 1

" Work—work—work !

My labour never flags ;

And what are its wages ? A bed of straw,

A crust of bread—^and rags.
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That shatter’d roof—and this naked floor

—

A table—a broken chair

—

And a wall so blank, my shadow I thank
For sometimes falling there I

® Work—^work—^work I

From weary chime to chime.
Work—^work—work

—

As prisoners work for crime I

Band, and gusset, and seam.
Seam, and gusset, and band,

Till the heart is sick, and the brain benumb’d.
As well as the weary hand.

“ Work—^work—^work.

In the dull December light.

And work, work, work.
When the weather is warm and bright—

While underneath the eaves
The brooding swallows chng,

As if to show me their sunny backs.
And twit me with the sprmg.

Oh ! but to breathe the breath
Of the cowslip and primrose sweet—

With the sky above my head,
And the grass beneath my feet j

For only one short hour
To feel as I used to feel.

Before I knew the woes of want
And the walk that costs a meal I

* Oh ! but for one short hour !

A respite however brief I

No blessed leisure for Love or Hope,
But only time for Grief !

A Kttle weeping would ease my heart.

But in their briny bed
My tears must stop, for every drop
Hinders needle and thread !

”

With fingers weary and worn.
With eyelids heavy and red,

A woman sat, in unwomanly rags.

Plying her needle and thread

—

Stitch 1 stitch J stitch I

In poverty, hunger, and dirt.

And still with a voice of dolorous pitch,—
Would that its tone could reach the Rich I—
She sang this Song of the Shirt !

”

The Bridge or Sighs

One more Unfortunate,
Weary of breath.
Rashly importunate.
Gone to her death !

Take her up tenderly.
Lift her with care

;

Fashion’d so slenderly.

Young, and so fair

!

Look at her garments
Clinging like cerements

;

Whilst the wave constantly
Drips from her clothing

Take her up instantly,

Loving, not loathing.

Touch her not scornfully s

Think of her mournfully.
Gentle and humanly ;

Not of the stains of her.

All that remains of her
Now is pure womanly.

Make no deo]^ scrufiny

Into her mutiny
Bash and undutifol

;

Past all dishonour,
Death has left on her
Only the beautiful.
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Still for all slips of hers,

One of Eve’s family

—

Wipe those poor lips of hers
Oozing so olammily.

Loop up her tresses

Escaped from the comb,
Her fair auburn tresses

;

Whilst wonderment guesses
Where was her home ?

Who was her father ?

Who was her mother ?

Had she a sister ?

Had she a brother ?

Or was there a dearer one
Still, and a nearer one
Yet, than all other ?

Alas ! for the rarity

Of Christian charity
Under the sun

!

Oh ! it was pitiful I

Near a whole city full,

Home she had none.

Sisterly, brotherly,

Patherly, motherly
Feelings had changed ?

Love, by harsh evidence.

Thrown from its eminence

;

Even God’s providence
Seeming estranged.

Where the lamps quiver
So far in the river.

With many a light

From window and casement.
From garret to basement,
She stood, with amazement.
Houseless by night.

The bleak wind of March
Made her tremble and shiver

;

But not the dark arch,

Or the black, flowing river

:

Mad from life’s history.

Glad to death’s mystery
Swift to be hurl’d

—

Anywhere, anywhere
Out of the world !

In she plung’d boldly.

No matter how coldly

The rough river ran,-—
Over the brink of it.

Picture it, think of it,

Dissolute Man

!

Lave in it, drink of it,

Then, if you can 1

Take her up tenderly.

Lift her with care :

Fashion’d so slenderly, -

Young, and so fair !

Ere her limbs frigidly

Stiffen too rigidly,

Decently,—^kindly,

—

Smooth, and compose them.
And her eyes, close them
Staring so blindly I

Dreadfully staring
Thro’ muddy impurity.
As when with the danng
Last look of despairing
Fix’d on futurity.

Perishing gloomily,
Spurr’d by contumely,
Cold inhumanity.
Burning insanity,
Into her rest.

—

Cross her hands humbly.
As if praying dumbly.
Over her breast

!
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Owning her weakness,
Her evil behaviour.
And leaving, with meekness.
Her sins to her Saviour t

The Haunted House
O’er all there hung a shadow and a fear

j

A sense of mystery the spirit daunted.
And said, as plain as whisper in the ear,

The place is haunted 1

Unhinged the iron gates half open hung,
Jarr’d by the rusty gales of many winters,

That from its crumpled pedestal had flung

One marble globe in splinters.

No dog was at the threshold, great or small

;

No pigeon on the roof—^no household creature—
No oat demurely dozing on the wall

—

Not one domestic feature.

No human figure stirred, to go or come.
No face looked forth from shut or open casement

;

No chimney smoked—^there was no sign of Home
From parapet to basement.

With shatter’d panes the grassy court was starr’d •

The time-worn coping-stone had tumbled after !

And through the ragged roof the sky shone, barr’d
With naked beam and rafter.”

Thus far, the poets mentioned have been essen-

tially poets of the people ; even more than Coleridge

they dealt with the simple joys and beauties of the
country, and primal things, while the majority re-

flected the problems of the poor, and not a few wrote
out of the bitter wisdom of personal experience.

There is a little group of writers, consisting ofmen
of culture and refinement, whose work is compara-
tively untouched by this democratic note. Chief of

these were, Sir Henry Taylor, Philip James Bailey,

Richard Hengist Horne, and the brothers of Tenny-
son, Charles and Frederick.

Henry Taylor (1800-1886) was an accomplished
man of letters who led a quiet and easy life, that

revolved agreeably around a comfortable Govern-
ment appointment at the Colonial Office. By
temperament alien to the fervour and rapture of

the romantic school, by circumstances outside the

range of those forces that made for democratic

enthusiasm, he illustrates in his work the recoil

from the Romantic Revival, and the attraction

towards classicism that was taking a hold upon
a few writers in Early Victorian times. The greater

men, either with Tennyson sought for a middle
way between romanticism and classicism, or with
Browning developed romanticism in fresh, unex-
plored directions. Taylor strove for lucidity and
restramt and for a greater body of thought than
he found in the current verse of his day. His
views are formulated in his best piece of work—^his

drama, jPhilip Van Arievelde (1834). He wrote a
number of other dramas and a prose volume, The
Statesman (1836), but never reached the level of

excellence attained in Philip,

As a protest against the facile sentimentality, the

formless tendencies of romanticism, Taylor’s work
was useful. He is a cultured and thoughtful writer,

and the instant success of Philip showed clearly

that there was a demand for restrained and intel-

lectual verse. His limitations are obvious. Lacking
the imaginative power and beauty of the classical

Landor, on the one side, and the splendid vitality
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and melodious charm of the great romantics on the
other, his verse too often reminds one of the taunt
flung by her lover at Maud : it is faultily faultless,

icily regular, splendidly null,**

Elena’s Song

Quoth tongue of neither maid nor wife
To heart of neither wife nor maid

—

Lead we not here a jolly life

Betwixt the shine and shade ?

Quoth heart of neither maid nor wife
To tongue of neither wife nor maid

—

Thou wagg’st, but I am worn with strife,

And feel like flowers that fade.

Philip Jambs Bailey (1816-1902) is another
poet to prefer the claims of the intellect in verse

;

without clearly realising that in all great poetry
intellectual matters must be expressed in terms
of rhythmic beauty, and that a poet may exhibit

a philosophy without explicitly philosophising.

Bailey’s work, Festus, was a lifelong labour and
proved extremely popular in its day. Portentous

in length, too often entirely lacking in poetic inspira-

tion, it attracted probably because it attempted to

deal in a vigorous and direct way with aU the big

problems of philosophy, without making too great

a strain on the reader’s power of thought. Profound
it certainly is not, any more than it is beautiful, but
Bailey stands to philosophic poetiy what Eliza Cook
did to the poetry of sentiment ; and of the two, we
would rather be in the company of the unpretentious

Eliza.

Yet Festus is not utterly negligible. Around the

dreary tracts of barren verse there are flashes of

beauty, and many places where one more sensitive

to self-criticism could easily have wrought some fine

reflections into noble and impressive poetry.

If only Bailey had possessed the critical faculty

and a sense of style, Festua might have been an
important philosophical poem. Great it could never

have been, for there is no freshness and depth in

Bailey’s thought, but the writer trembles often

enough on the verge of poetic distinction, to make
us regret the faulty artistry that never carried him
over.

Eestus (Book X)
My gipsy maid ! my gipsy maid I

I bless and curse the day
I lost the light of life, and caught
The grief which maketh grey.

Would that the light which blinded me
Had saved me on my way !

My night-haired love ! so sweet she was,
So fair and blithe was she ;

Her smile was brighter than the moon’s.
Her eyes the stars might see.

I met her by her lane-spread tent.

Beside a moss-green stone.

And bade her make, not mock, my fate.

My fortune was her own.
Thou art but yet a boy, she said.

And I a woman grown.

I am a man in love, I cried

:

My heart was early manned

:

She smiled, and only dropped her eyes
And then let ^o my hand.
We stood a minute ; neither spake
What each must understand.
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I told her, so she would be mine.
And follow where I went.
She straight should have a bridal bower
Instead of gipsy tent.

Or would she have me wend with her.

The world between should fall

;

For her I would fling up faith and friends^

And name, and fame, and all.

Her smile so bright froze while I spake,
And ice was in her eye ;

So near, it seemed ere touch her heart
I might have kissed the sky.

I said that if she loved to rule.

Or if she longed to reign,

I would make her Queen of every race
Which tearlike trod the world’s sad face.

Or bleed at every vein.

She laid her finger on her lip.

And pointed to the sky 2

There is no God to come, she said

:

Dost thou not fear to die ?

And what is God, I said, to thee ?

Thy people worship not.

The good, the happy, and the free.

She said, they need no God,

I looked until I lost mine eyes

;

I felt as though I were
In a dark cave, with one weak light—
The hght of hfe—with her

;

And that was wasting fast away ;

I watched, but would not stir.

Again she took my hand in hers.

And read it o’er and o’er

;

Ah ! eyes so young, so sweet, I said.

Make as they read love’s lore.

She held my hand—

1

trembled whilst

—

For sorely soon I felt

She made the love-cross she foretold.

And all the woe she dealt.

Unhappy I should be, she said.

And young to death be given 8

I told her I believed in her.

Not in the stars of heaven.

Hush I we breathe heaven, she said, and bowed
And the stars sjjeak through me.
Let heaven, I cried, take care of heaven I

I only care for thee.

She shrank ' I looked, and begged a kiss

I knew she had one for me ;

She would deny me not, she said.

But give me none would she.

My gipsy maid ! my ^psy maid

!

’Tis three long yea^s like this.

Since there I gave and got from thee

Tiat meeting, parting kiss.

I saw the tears start in her eye.

And trickle down her cheek ;

Like falling stars across the sky.

Escaping from their Maker’s eye i

I saw, but spared to speak.

Go, €Uid forget ! she said, and slid

Below her lowly tent

;

I will not, cannot ;—^hear me, girl!

She heard not, and I went.

At eve, by sunset, I was there.

The tent was there no more ;

The fire which warmed her flickered still—

The fire she sat before.

I stood by it, till through the dark
I saw not where it lay ;

And then like that my heart went out
In ashy grief and grey.
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My gipsy maid ! my gipsy maid !

Oh ! let me bless this day ;

This day it was, I met thee first,

And yet it shall be and is cursed,

For thou hast gone away.

Certainlymore interesting in his work than Bailey,

is Rioharp Hbngist Horne (1803-1884). His life

was a varied one. He had passed through vicissi-

tudes inAmerica, seen something of the battle-field,

and tasted adventure in the Australian bush, before

he settled down to a life of letters. His early tragic

dramas Gosmo de Medici and the Death of Marlowe
were published in 1837, but he is best known for his

epic Orion, “ intended ... to work out a special

design ” (the contrast between the intellect and the

senses) “ by means of antique or classical imagery

and associations.”

Horne’s thought is fresh and vigorous, and his

disoipleship to Keats as a model served him in good
stead. Undoubtedly he is at his best in epic verse,

for though there is power and feeling in his drama,

he had little visualising faculty. A big canvas,

where thought rather than action is to be expressed,

suited him best.

Among his other writings perhaps the most inter-

esting is The New Spirit of the Age (1844), where he
collaborated with Elizabeth Barrett.

The Plough
Above yon sombre swell of land
Thou see’st the dawn’s grave orange hue.

With one pale streak like yellow sand.
And over that a vein of blue.

The air is cold above the woods 5

All silent is the earth and sky,

Except with his own lonely moods
The blackbird holds a colloquy.

Over the broad hill creeps a beam,
bike hope that gilds a good man’s brow 3

And now ascends the nostril-steam

Of stalwart horses come to plough.

Ye rigid Ploughmen, bear in mind
Your labour is for future hours ;

Advance—spare not—^nor look behind

—

Plough deep and straight with all your powers !

Unlike Horne and other literary dramatists of the

day, James Sheridan Knowles (1784-1862) had
considerable knowledge of stage technique ; and if

he had only been blessed with Home’s intellect and
vigour, or even with the polished culture of Taylor,

his dramas might have had a high place. But his

imagination is poor, and excepting some scenes in

Yirginiua (1820), he is woefully deficient in passion.

The inspiration of the Elizabethan drama that gave
power and beauty to the work of men like Wells,

passed him by. In. method and intention he be-
longed to the eighteenth-century school, and it is

scarcely surprising that he should have done better

in comedy than in tragedy. But it was not until

his career was half-way accomplished that he essayed
comedy. His most successful experiment in this

direction was The JSunchback (1832) ; there is merit
also in The Love Chase (1837) and Old Maids (1841).
None of his plays read well, despite their acting
qualities ; and Knowles, therefore, though he occu-
pies a respectable if not high place in the history of

the drama, has little vitality to interest the student
of letters.

James Robinson Planch]^ (1796-1880), with
more modest ambition than Knowles, deserves a
passing tribute, not for his amusing extravaganza,

quite devoid of literary fiavour, nor for his imita-

tions of Aristophanes, but for an important stage

reform that he was instrumental in bringmg about.

Planch^ was an archseologist, and in 1823, when
King John was revived, he designed the costumes
with a view to historical accuracy ; and this led to

the abolition of those grotesque anachronisms that

marked the Shakespearean revivals of the eighteenth

century.

Charles Tennyson Turner ((1808-1879), the

elder brother of Alfred Tennyson, was not only a
man of ripe culture but a fine literary artist. He
excelled as a writer of sonnets, notable for delicacy

of perception and refinement of feeling rather than
for strength or passion. Limited in his range, the

form of the sonnet suited admirably well his artistic

power, and he is at his best when dealing with the

homely and tranquil aspects of those rural scenes

where he spent the greater portion of his life, as

Vicar of Grasby, Lincolnshire.

Letty’s Globe

When Letty had scarce pass’d her third glad year.

And her young artless words began to flow.

One day we gave the child a colour’d sphere

Of the wide earth, that she might mark and know.
By tint and outline, all its sea and land.

She patted all the world ; old empires peep’d
Between her baby fingers ; her soft hand
Was welcome at all frontiers. How she leap’d,

And laugh’d and prattled in her world-wide bli^ 3

But when we tum’dl her sweet unlearned eye
On our own isle, she raised a joyous cry

—

** Oh ! yes, I see it, Letty’s home is there !
”

And while she hid all England with a kiss,

Bright over Europe fell her golden hair.

The work of Frederick Tennyson (1807-1898)

belongs strictly to the later years of the Victorian

era, for his first volume was not published until

1854. Yet we have learned lately that he had a
share in the Poems hy Two Brothers, where Alfred

found expression, and in its content and inspira-

tion Frederick’s work is of the early Victorian age.

Probably the fame of his brother, and the fact that

his own gifts as a poet were akin, account for

the delay in publication. Much of the work cer-

tainly was written during the earlier period. It

exhibits less force and originality than that of

Charles, with something of the same gentleness and
delicacy. It is unlikely, however, that even without

the obscuring shadow of Alfred, Frederick would
ever have made much of a name as a poet. He is

too ready and facile, too diffuse ; and when we have
called his verse accomplished and graceful, we have
said practically aU that can be said for it.

The Holt Tide

The days are sad, it is the Holy tide

:

The Winter morn is short, the Night is long

;

So let the lifeless Hours be glorified

With deathless thoughts and echo’d in sweet song

:

And through the sunset of this purple cup
They will resume the roses of their prime.

And the old Dead will hear us and wake up,
Pass with dim smiles and make our hearts sublime
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The days are sad, it is the Holy tide

:

Be dusky mistletoes and holhes strown,

Sharp as the spear that pierced His sacred side,

Red as the drops upon His thorny crown

;

No haggard Passion and no lawless Mirth
Fright off the solemn Muse,—^tell sweet old tales.

Sing songs as we sit brooding o*er the hearth,
Till the lamp flickers, and the memory fails.

Bulweb, Lord Lyttojst (1803-1873) achieved
more distmetion as a novehst thaai as a poet or
dramatist. But his earliest literary efforts were in

the direction of verse; Ismael and other Poems
(1820), where he showed some skill as a lyric poet

;

while his dramas, belonging to a later period, are

certainly clever, and showed marked aptitude in

stage effects. The Lady of Lyons, fustian though
much of it is, has shown extraordinary vitality ; so

also has Bichelieu (1838) and Money (1840). These
plays have been revived repeatedly, sometimes with
remarkable success. Lytton’s reputation as a dra-

matist is not therefore hke that of Knowles, a pass-

ing whim of the moment. The literary critic finds

little to admire in his work, he finds him inferior to

Wells in dramatic intensity, to Beddoes in poetic

beauty. Indeed it is easy work noting the defects

of Lytton; his high-flown absurdities, his crude
melodramatic tricks, his inability to create a strong

character. Yet there is life about his work—life

under cartloads of false sentiment, and dismal

banalities. He has the power of actualising his

characters, and if they are never profound and often

ridiculous, they are certainly not puppets. They
are real people truly observed, and high-coloured for

stage purposes. So in his verse, much of it is poor
enough, much of it is fully as over-accentuated, but
there is sufficient genuine sensibility and imagma-
tion, to give the author of The First Violets and
Absent yet Present, a niche among the minor poets

of the era.

Two other poets in the domain of dramatic verse

deserve mention. Sir Aubrey de Vere (1788-

1841) started his hterary career with JvUan the

Apostaie (1822) and The Duke of Mercia (1823).

After these plays he practically ceased writing

until the very close of his life, when he composed
Mary Tudor, intended as part of a trilogy

—

The
Daughters of Tudor. This drama is remarkable for

its force and passion, and compares favourably with

Tennyson’s play on the same subject. The char-

acter of Mary is finely delineated ; she is shown as a

woman of splendid instinct and with great possi-

bilities of good at the outset, but gradually degener-

ating under the influence of religious fanaticism,

and of unrequited love for her husband Philip.

Henry Hart Milman (1791-1868) is better

known as an historian than as a poet ; but his prize

poem Apollo Belvedere (1812) is greatly above the

level of official productions, so often tedious and
unprofitable, while he was an excellent hymn writer.

Among his plays were his first very successful Fazio

(1815) and The Fall of Jerusalem (1820), rich in effec-

tive verse, though weak in dramatic power. In his

later plays, the dramatic weakness is even more con-

spicuous, but there is good rhetorical matter even

in these, notably Belshazzar (1822) and Anne Boleyn

(1826),

EELIGIOUS VERSE
Milman’s verse has been mentioned in connection

with the dramatic writers of the age ; but in his

sympathetic outlook he belongs to a little group ol

religious poets that played no small part in the
awakemng of the English Church during the earlier

years of the century. Of these, the most notable
were Milman, John Keble, John Henry Newman,
John Mason Neale, and Robert Stephen Hawker.
The earher impulse to religious verse had come

from the leaders of the Evangelical Movement, and
the individualistic note that characterises Protes-
tant theology penetrated the work, as we have seen,

of the Presbyterian Pollok, and the Moravian James
Montgomery. The Evangelical note dies down with
them, and in Heber’s somewhat flamboyant muse,
there is certainly a change in the religious atmos-
phere. The “ Church ” is more insistent than per-

sonal experiences, and the way is thus prepared for

the poetry of the Oxford Movementand the Cathohc
Revival There is no better representative of the

delicate piety of the Oxford Movement than Keble.

We miss the passionate intensity that thrills us m
Charles Wesley, and the simplepoignancy of Cowper.
But there are compensations. The graciousness and
sweetness of the poet’s nature permeate The Chris^

tian Year, and despite a monotony largely inherent

in the very design of the volume, there is much
artistic sensibility and imaginative beauty about the

verse.

Keble was not merely a hymn writer, he was also

a poet. History reminds us the terms are not
synonymous. Nevman assures us it was The
Christian Year that first convinced him of “ the

sacramental character of natural phenomena.”

The Nightingale

Lessons sweet of spring returning,

Welcome to the thoughtful heart

!

May I call ye sense or learning.

Instinct pure, or Heaven-taught art ?

Be your title what it may.
Sweet the lengthening April day.
While with you the soul is free.

Ranging wild o’er hill and lea.

Soft as Memnon’s harp at morning.
To the inward ear devout,

Touched by hght, with heavenly warning
Your transporting chords ring out.

Every leaf in every nook.
Every wave in every brook.
Chanting with a solemn voice.

Minds us of our better choice.

Needs no show of mountain hoary.
Winding shore or deepening glen.

Where the landscape in its glory

Teaches truth to wandering men

:

Give true hearts but earth and sky.

And some flowers to bloom and die,—

^

Homely scenes and simple views
Lowly thoughts may best infuse.

See the soft green willow springing

Where the waters gently pass,

Every way her free arms flinging

O’er the moist and reedy grasso

Long ere winter blasts are fled.

See her tipped with vernal red.

And her ™dly flower displayed.

Ere her leaf can cast a shsMie.

ii«
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Though the rudest hand assail her.

Patiently she droops awhile,

But when showers and breezes hail her.

Wears again her willing smile.

Thus i learn Contentment’s power
Prom the slighted willow bower.
Beady to give thanks and live

On the least that Heaven may give.

K, the quiet brooklet leaving.

Up the stony vale I wind,
H^ly half in ianoy grieving

For the shades I leave behind,
By the dusky wayside drear.

Nightingales with joyous cheer
Sing, my sadness to reprove,

Gladlier than in cultured grove.

Where the thickest boughs are twining
Of the greenest, darkest tree.

There they plunge, the light declining

—

All may hear, but none may see.

Fearless of the passing hoof.

Hardly will they fleet aloof ;

So they live in modest ways.
Trust entire, and ceaseless praise.

Greater in imaginative endowment than Keble,

John Henry Newman (1801-1890) might, had he

elected, taken Keble’s place as the poet of Neo-
Oatliolicism. But he had other interests and indeed

thought little of poetry as an art, saying contemp-

tuously that poetry was “ the refuge of those who
have not the Catholic Church to flee to and repose

upon.*’

Newman’s poetical output consequently is slight

and belongs chiefly to his earlier years. But the

quality is high, and there is distinction and power
in all that he wrote. His most considerable poem.
The Dream of Gerontim, was written many years

before its publication in 1866, but was thrown
aside for a while and forgotten. The blank verse

is forceful and impressive, and the entire poem
exhibits a mysticism as sensitive as Heble’s, with

a bolder range of imagination.

SOXTL OB’ GeBONTTUS

I went to sleep ; and now I am refreshed.

A strange refreshment : for I feel in me
An inexpressive lightness, and a sense
Of freedom, as I were at length myself.
And ne’er had been before. How still it is I

I hear no more the busy beat of time.
No, nor my fluttering breath, nor struggling pulse

,

Nor does one moment differ from the next.
I had a dream

;
yes :—someone softly said

“ He’s gone ” • and then a sigh went round the room.

And then I surely heard a priestly voice
Cry “ Subvenite ”

; and they knelt in prayer.
I seem to hear him still j but thin and low.
And fainter and more faint the accents come.
As at an ever-widening interval.

Ah ! whence is this ? What is this severance ?

This silence pours a solitariness

Into the very essence of my soul

;

And the deep rest, so soothing and so sweet,
Hath something too of sternness and of pain,
For it drives back my thoughts upon their spring
By a strange introversion, and perforce
I now begin to feed upon myself.
Because I have nought else to feed upon.

Am I alive or dead ? I am not dead.
But in the body still ; for I possess
A sort of confidence which cllnM to me,
That each particular organ holds its place

As heretofore, combining with the rest

Into one symmetry, that wraps me round,
And makes me man ;

and surely I could move.
Bid I but will it, every part of me.
And yet I cannot to my sense bring home.
By very trial, that I have the power.
*Tis strange t I cannot stir a hand or foot,

I cannot make my fingers or my lips

By mutual pressure witness each to each,

Nor by the eyelid’s instantaneous stroke
Assure myself I have a body still.

Nor do I know my very attitude.

Nor if I stand, or lie, or sit, or kneel.

So much I know, not knowing how I know,
That the vast universe, where I have dwelt,
Is quitting me, or I am quitting it.

Or I or it is rushing on the wings
Of light or lightning on an onward course.

And we e’en now are million miles apart.

Yet ... is this peremptory severance
Wrought out in lengthenmg measurements of space
Which grow ajid multiply jb^y speed and me ?

Or am I traversing infinity

By endless subdivision, hurrpng back
From finite towards infinitesimal.

Thus dying out of the expansive world ?

Another marvel : someone has me fast

Within his ample palm ; ’tis not a grasp
Such as they use on earth, but all around
Over the surface of my subtle being,

As though I were a sphere, and capable
To be accosted thus, a uniform
And gentle pressure tells me I am not
Self-moving, but borne forward on my way.
And hark I I hear a singing

;
yet in sooth

I cannot of that music rightly say
Whether I hear or touch or taste the tones.
Oh what a heart-subduing melody I

Frederick William Faber (1814-1863) is

greatly inferior, as a religious poet, to his great

contemporary, though some of his hymns are ex-

tremely popular. He lacks the restraint of Newman
and the simplicity of Keble, and his gushing pro-

pensities certainly do not make for good poetry.

John Mason Neale (1818-1866), a tolerable

historian and a good though variable writer of

hsrmns, has greater claim upon our attention. He
achieved some excellent translations, and occasion-

ally, as in Art thou wearyt art thou languid^ sounded
a really high note of devotional beauty.

Reginald Heber (1783-1826), a devoted Church-

man, was also a scholar and wit
;

while Bishop of

Calcutta he wrote the well-known From Greenland''

a

icy mountains, and is also the author of a Life of

Jeremy Taylor and an Eastern romance based on the

story of Bluebeard.

Last of this band is the ballad writer, Robert
Stephen Hawker (1804-1876). For forty years

he lived and worked in a lonely Cornish parish, and
his humanising influence bore valuable fruit. His
ballad poetry bears the impress of the rugged scenery

of the west, and is infused with old Celtic legends

and superstitions. In The Quest of the Sangraal

(1863), his brooding mind found congenial material,

and the mystical side of legendary lor© attracted

him irresistibly. He was a remarkable man and a
poet of considerable vigour and originality.

Sonnet
Our bark is on the waters ! wide around
The wandering wave

;
above, the lonely skjr

:

Hush I a young sea-bird floats, and that quick cry
Shrieks to the levelled weapon’s echoing sound

:
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Grasp its lank wing, and on, with reckless bound !

Yet, creatures of the surf, a sheltering breast
To-night shall haunt in vain thy far-o:ff nest,

A call unanswered search the rocky ground.
Iiord of Leviathan when Ocean heard

Thy gathering voice, and sought his native breeze 5

When whales first plunged with life, and the proud
deep

Felt unborn tempests heave in troubled sleep.
Thou didst provide, even for this nameless bird.
Home and a natural love amid the surging S6as«

Ministeeing Spirits

We see them not—^we cannot hear
The music of their wing

—

Yet know we that they sojourn near.
The Angels of the spring 1

They glide along this lovely ground
When the first violet grows ;

Their graceful hands have just unbound
The zone of yonder rose,

I gather it for thy dear breast.
From stain and shadow free :

That which an Angel’s touch hath blest
Is meet, my love, for thee I

Ireland, hitherto represented in our verse by the
facile melodies of Moore, and the passion of George
Darley, finds expression during this era m the
romantic fervour of James Clarence Manqan
(1803-1849).
Mangan was one of those highly sensitive and

imaginative temperaments that seem predetermined
for tragedy. His life was a constant struggle against

poverty, and to blunt the scourgings of circumstance
he had recourse to opium and alcohol. His early

death therefore was not to be wondered at. He was
a man with great charm of personality, and a fine

instinct for rhythm. He translated and freely

adapted Erse poetry, one of his best known pieces

being My Dark Bosaleen

;

while he wrote patriotic

songs for the Young Ireland IP&rty^ If he is associ*
ated more especially with Celtic verse, Celtic song
serves by no means as his only inspiration ; for he
was fuhy ahve to the romantic treasures of German
literature, and to the glamour of the East. In
short, romance, wherever it might be found, gained
a response from his mobile and fevered imagination.

It is interesting to note that one of Mangan’s
Oriental songs. The Karcmaman Exile, suggested to
the American writer, J.R. Randall, the better known
lyric Maryland, my Maryland, This is Mangan?

“ I see thee ever in my dreams,
Karaman

!

Thy hundred hills, thy thousand streams,
Karaman, 0 Karaman !

As when the gold-bright morning gleams.
As when the deepening sunset seams
With lines of light thy hills and streams,
Karaman !.•.**

BALLAD VERSE
This account of earlier Victorian verse may fit-

tingly conclude with mention of three volumes of

ballad verse by writers who will be dealt with at
greater length in other sections—^Macaulay’s Lays
of Ancient Borne (1842) and English Ballads

;

and
Aytoun’s Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers (1848).

These volumes are in direct descent from Scott and
from Percy’s Beliques, and while they lack the
poignancy and warmth of imagination that fire the
best of these, are of their kind admirable. The
historical spirit, expressed in clear, vigorous, spirited

verse, may serve as a summing up of Macaulay’s
work, whether as a singer of English glory or of

Roman renown. Aytoun’s verses lack, perhaps,

the sparkle of Macaulay, but are rich in national

sentiment, and are worthy contributions to the
poetry of chivalry.

L POETRY; Robert Browning. His Life—His Work—The Development of his Art: (a) His
earlier Poems 5 (b) His Dramas ;

(c) His later Poems. The Singer of Love—The Psychologist.

ROBERT BROWNING (1812-1889)

“FTts Life

Born at Camberwell on May 7, 1812, Robert Brown-
ing was the son of a clerk in the Bank of England, a
highly gifted, intellectual man of fine character ; his

mother, “ a divine woman,” as he called her, was of

mixed German and Scotch descent, fromwhom the poet

inherited his musical and artistic tastes.

Unlike most boys of his class, he was nurtured on the

classics. His cradle had been rocked to the rhythm of

Greek poetry ; at five years old “ he piled up chairs and
tables for a town,” and sat “ a-top as Priam ”—even

the domestic animals were identified by classical names.

Keen, precocious, and highly imaginative, the childwas
“ a wonder at drawing,” and showed promise at three

years old when he began to work with a brush and
black-currant juice ; while it is said thathewas “ study •

ing the grammar ofmusic whenmost children are learn-

ing the multiplication table.”

His knowMge of and love for music remained with

him throughout life. He was an admirable musician.

and numbered among his friends many distinguished

members of the profession.

After a brief and not very satisfactory experience of

private schools, he contmued his education at home,
tutorial supervision being supplemented by lectures at

University College. Meanwhile he became proficient

in many physical accomphshments, and could ride,

fence, box, and dance.

Destined for the medical profession, he entered Guy’s

Hospital, but this was not his vocation ; at one time he

had a passion for the stage and wanted to be an actor

;

finafiy he decided on following his long-chen^ed idea

of becoming a poet. Before he was twelve he had
written a small volume of verse, but failii^ to find a
publisher he threw it on the fire in disgust.

The first literary influence was Bjrron. I would at

any time have gone to Finchley,” he wrote in the

forties, “ to see a curl of his hair or one of his gloves.

. . \^le heaven knows that I could not get up en-

thusiasm enough to cross the room if at the other end
Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Southey were condensed

into the little china little yonder.”
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Frongt. Byron he turned to Shelley. He had pur-

chased a second-hand copy of Qimfn Ma6, and was so

much moved by the poem that at sbdieen he boldly

declared himseli an atheist and vegetarian ; but this

form of disoiple^p did not last long.

Keats proved almost as great an influence as Shelley

;

andin his earliestwork, Pauline, it is not hardto discern

the strong influence of these poets and after them of

Byron.
After publi^ng Paulme, written when he was

twenty. Browning went to Russia (1834), nding some
fifteen hundred miles during his tour, an experience that

germinated later on into that breathless l3rric How they

brought the Good News, In Russia he met a Frenchman
who interested him in the philosopher and scientist

destined to become the subject of his next poem,

Paracelms, Shortly after its publication his parents

removed from Camberwell to Hatcham, and the young
poet made many new friends, including John Forster,

whom he afterwards assisted to complete his Life of

Strafford ,* and Macready the actor, for whose little son

Browning wrote The Pied Piper to while away a weary
convalescence.

His first experience of Italy came in 1838, and the

spell of Venice then felt never left him, Ind^, much
of his best work was done under Italian skies. On his

return from Italy he became very interested in the

poems of Elizabeth Barrett, and on May 21, 1845,made
the acquaintance of the author, the friendship ripening

into one of the most romantic of literary love stories.

An unreasonable and selfish father refus^ his permis-

sion to their marriage. She was an invalid, it is true

—but Mr. Barrett proved just as obdurate when the

doctor suggested a winter abroad ; having made up
his mind that his daughter was fat^ to be an invalid

reduse all her days. Browning was thirty-four. Miss

Barrett six years older ; .
so they did what many a

younger couple have done in the same circumstances

—decided to dispense with the parental consent.

On September 12, 1846, they were quietly married at

Marylebone Church—^the marriage being thus recorded

with amusing brevity in Robert Browning’s diary:
“ An appointment between 10.45 and 11.16.” A week
later she left her father’s house never to return, and the

determined runaways started at once for Italy, where
their home was to be for many years. With happi-
ness and Italian sunshine came renewed health. Two
years later we find her riding five miles on what she

calls “ an inaccessible volcanic ground not far from the

stars.”

Joy at the birth of a son in 1849 was saddened by the
news of the sudden death of his mother, to whom
Browning was devotedly attached, and he dreaded the
return to England.

During the following years Browning publishedmuch
of his poetry, but the lack of appredation in England
affected him greatly. “Nobody there,” wrote his

wife, “ except a small knot of pre-Raphaehte men, pre-

tend to do him justice , . . while in Amenca he is a
power—he is read—he lives m the hearts of the
people.”

Mrs. Browning, whose health began to fail in 1860,
died the following year : “ God took her to himself,”
said her husband, “ as you would Kfb a keeping child

from a dark uneasy bed into your aims and the light.”

With a manly sense of responsibility but with a sore

heart. Browning returned to London witn his son and
devoted himself to the boy’s education

; his only sister

who had been the stay of her parents till their death^
now came to live with him and make the home less

lonely.

In 1860 not a single copy of the poems was sold by
Browning’s publisher in six months ; in 1871, fourteen
hundred copies of Prince Hohemtiel Schwangau were
sold on the first five days of publication.

Time had somewhat softened the bitterness of grief

at the loss of his wife, and with increasmg reputation
as a poet, the shrewd, kindly face became ubiquitous
in London society ; so much, indeed, that Tennyson
laughingly remarked, “ Browning will die in a white
tie.”

Since the death of his wife Browning had not seen
Italy ; now that his son had married and settled there

as an artist, he mad© the first of a senes of annual visits,

and with them the old charm of Venice returned. In
1889, after an unsuccessful negotiation for the purchase
of the old Manzoni Palace, he went on a visit to his son
in November, caught cold and developed bronchitis

;

and the aged poet passed away as the clock of San
Marco was striking ten on December 12—^the day of

the publication of AsdUmdo,
A wish to bci buried beside his wife at Florence was

found to be impracticable, so Westminster Abbey
claimed him for the Poets’ Comer.

His Work

Browning’s development as a writer may be
divided into four periods :

(1) From 1832-1846- This is the experimental
period, when he is seeking for his true medium as

an artist. He essays various forms, then finds in

the dramatic lyric his most satisfying expression.

He had tried the monologue and the narrative

drama, and the lyric pure and simple ; but in the

dramatic lyric he merges some characteristics from
those other forms and welds them into an artistic

whole.

(2) From 1846-1869. This is the period of his

best and most varied work. Yet the dramatic

note runs throughout the multiform expressions.

Sometimes the intellectual side predominates

;

sometimes the emotional. He is at his happiest

when they blend, and at the dose of the period

we have the noblest blend in The Bing and the

Booh
(3) From 1869-1876. After The Bing and the

Book, the intellectual side of Browning gets the

upper hand. This period is rich in casuistic and
dialectic vers©

;

but is lacking in imaginative

beauty. We admire Biowning the thinker ; but

lament the decline of the artist. Much, indeed,

during this period might have been written with

greater advantage in prose.

(4) From 1876-1889. Once again the artist in

Browning awakens ; not perhaps with the same
force and fresh beauty of earlier years, but suffi-

ciently to delight us with some measure of the old

magic ; sujBficiently to soften and mellow the un-
tiring intellectual vagaries of the thinker. Finally

wo have the swan song of Asolando,
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Thb Development op his Aet
(a) His Earlier Poems

Pauline (1833) was written when the poet was
twenty. It is essentially a young man’s poem

;

young in its susceptibility to the influences of other

poets
;
young in its unclouded ideahsm ;

young
in its egotism. As a work of art it compares with
Browning’s later work, much as Sketches hy Boz
compares with David Copperfield, It interests us
mainly as a human document, from the light it

throws on Browning himself. Many of the familiar

traits are traits that were to develop later into

fine maturity : the religious idealism, “ I saw God
everywhere ”

; the individualistic note, “ I ammade
up of intensest life ”

; the lifelong enthusiasm for

Slielley here called “ the Sun-treader.” But if

Browning, the man and the thinker, is here veiled

in embryo, Browning the artist is but faintly

suggested. The poem is an agreeable one to read,

but the influence of SheUey and of Keats broods

over its form and teirture.

In Paracelsus (1835) the poet begins to find his

own speech. The subject is one dear to Browning’s

heart; the development of a soul thirsting for

knowledge. Paracelsus fails in his search because

he ignores love. How often was that to be the

burden of Browning’s verse.

To win knowledge the alchemist has flung away
the joys of youth, the joy of social service, the

consolation of love. Then when the girl who loved

him dies, he realises all he has lost. He has been

seeking an abstraction and thrown away the sub-

stance. It is an inspinng theme, and in handling

it Browning’s vital delight in the energy of Nature

finds noble expression.

“ Earth is a wintry clod ;

But spring-wind, like a dancing psaltress, passes

Over its breast to waken it, rare verdure
Buds tenderly upon rough banks, between
The withered tree-roots and the cracks of frost,

like a smile striving with a wrinkled face j

. . . the lark

Soars up and up, shivering for very joy

;

. . . and God renews
Hifi ancient rapture.”

The writing is not quite free of imitativeness as

yet—^the pretty songs are obviously reminiscent

of Keats—^but there is much that is individual,

especially the passage just quoted.

Bordello (1840) makes no advance from the artistic

point of view ; in fact it is as a work of art distinctly

inferior to Paracelsus—“ A derelict in the ocean of

poetry ” it has been, not unhappily, called. But
the derelict is certainly worth a visit if you can get

near her. There is an immense amount of funda-

mental brain-work in the poem ; indeed it has be-

come a derelict because overweighted with ballast.

The theme is much the same as in Pa/racelsus ;

and the Italian background has given the poet the

opportunity for some of the most striking pen
pictures he has yet given us.

“ The woods were long austere with snow ; at last

Pmk leaflets budded on the beech, and fast

Larches, scattered through pine-tree solitudes.

Brightened, as in the slumbrous heart of the woods
Our buried year, a witch, grew young again

To placid incantations, and that stain

About were from her cauldron, green smoke blent
With those black pines.”

“ Day by day.
New pollen on the lily petal grows.
And still more labyrinthine buds the rose.”

The poem bristles with archseological and historic

scholarship ; but a fraction of it would have sufficed

for the poet’s purpose. As it is, we are dazed by
the wealth of learning. Small wonder that Tenny-
son said about the poem that he only understood
two lines—the first line

;

“ Who will, may hear Sordello’s story told,”

and the last line

:

“Who would, has heard Sordello’s story told,”

and that neither was true.

Yet .the_them£-Qf-alLthe?e_ea,Tly poem? is a fasci-

nating one,, symbolisi.ng a* I'.rloc- llic cp^nl of ilio

Renascence, with its restless ggest for knowledge
and pijwer.;- and ^e literary student will find an
interesting analogy between these poems and
Marlowe’s Faustus, When the lover in Pauline
cries, “ I will make every Joy my own,” we think

of Faustus ; while the hne in Tamhurlaine, “ still

climbing after Knowledge infinite,” might well

have come from Paracelsus or Bordello,

But in his next venture Browning finds him-
self completely. Heretofore the thinker and the

morahst have outpaced the artist. Now the artist

takes his triumph. ( The Dramatic Lyrics^ covering a
period of ten years (1836-1846), exhibit every side

of Bror^ungXgeanis : tenderness in Evelyn Hope ;

passion ia In a Gondola ; subtlety in PornTiwm’a
Lovers ; intellectual brilliance m Mu ISS Duchess ;

quaint kindliness in Waring ; genial extravaganza

in The P%ed Piper ; humour, satire, keen_9bgerva-

tion, joy in life, joy inlEwght. joy in passion.
Here is the Browning we know and love. And,
above all, the volume contains those two perfect

little pieces of poetic impressionism, Meeting at

Night and Partir<g at Morning^ where, with a few
superb touches^ BroTOliagJiashes upon qur imagina-
tion a piSure oFTpve and life that for comprehen-
sive sympathy'and imaginativel>eau^^^ are among
the choicest and truest things he ever wrote.

Meeting at Night

I

The grey sea and the long black laud ;

And the yellow half-moon large and low ;

And the startled little waves that leap

In fiery ringlets from their sleep.

As I gain the cove with pushing prow
And quench its speed i’ the slushy sand.

n
Then a mile of warm sea-scented b©abh j

Three fields to cross till a farm appears ;

A tap at the pane, the quick sharp scratch

And olue spurt of a lighted match,
And a voice less loud, thro’ its joys and fears.

Than the two hearts beating each to each I

Pabting at Mobning

Round the cape of a sudden came the sea.

And the sun looked over the moimtain’s rim

—

And straight was a path of gold for him,
And the need of a world of men for me.
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C 4ii(i the method is as fresh and attractive as are

the themes. There is a note of realism new to

English verse and destined to play an important

part in the poetry of the late Victorian era and in

the verse of to-day, j^The explosive violence of

The Soliloquy in a Spanish Cloister, and the rough

vigour of Count Qisvmnd, serve as a prelude to the

colloquial realism of Mr. Rudyard Kipling and Mr,

John Masefield.

Good as are the Dramatic Lyrics, the Dramxtic

'Romances (1848) are, on the whole, even better.

The method is similar, the material is much the

same ; but the scope is wider and the treatment

exhibits an added ease as well as a deeper power.

In lyrical sweetness and fire the volume holds

its own with its predecessor—in quality if not in

quantity. Have we not The Lost*Leader and How
they hrovght the Good News ?—^but the superiority

is shown especially in the psychological insight and
dramatic strength of such pieces as that masterly

study of the decadent Renascence, The Bishop

orders his Tomb at St. Praxed^s, Ruskin praised it

for its historical accuracy ; its vital accuracy is

even more remarkable. Add to this The Plight of

the Duchess, Meredithian in its romantic realism;

The Boy and the Angel, with its simple humanity

;

and the power and beauty of Saul.

The Bishop oepers his Tomb at St. Pbaxbd’s
Church

Vanity, saith the preacher, vanity

!

Draw round my bed ^ is Anselm keeping back ?

Nephews—^sons mine ... ah God, I know not ! Well—*
She, men would have to be your mother once.
Old Gandolf envied me, so fair she was !

What*s done is done, and she is dead beside.
Dead long ago, and I am bishop since,

And as she died so must we die ourselves,

And thence ye may perceive the world’s a dream.
Life, how and what is it ? As here I lie

In this state chamber, dying by degrees.
Hours and long hours in the dead night, I ask
** Do I live, am I dead ? ” Peace, peace seems all.

St, Praxed’s ever was the church for peace I

And so, about this tomb of mine, I fought
With tooth and nail to save my niche, ye know

:

—Old Gandolf cozened me, despite my care ;

Shrewd was that snatch from out the corner South
He graced his carrion with, God curse the same I

Yet still my niche is not so cramped but thence
One sees the pulpit o* the epistle-side.

And somewhat of the choir, those silent seats,
And up into the aery dome where live

The angels, and a sunbeam’s sure to lurk •

And I shall fill my slab of basalt there,
And ’neath my tabernacle take my rest.

With those nine columns round me, two and two
The odd one at my feet where Anselm stands •

Peach-blossom marble all, the rare, the ripe.
As fresh-poured red wine of a mighty pul^.—Old Gandolf with his paltry onion-stone,
Put me where I may look at him I True peach,
Rosy and flawless : how I earned the prize !

Draw close *, that conflagration of my church—^What then ? So much was «avcd if au^ht were missed !

My sons, ye would, not be deorli ' Go dig
The white-grape vineyard where the oil-press stood,
Drop water gently till the surface sink.
And if ye find . , . Ah God, I know not, I ! . « .

Bedded in store of rotten fig-leaves soft,
And corded up in a tight olive-frail.
Some lumps ah God, of lapis lazuli^
Big as a Jew’s head cut off at the nape,
Blue as a vein o’er the Madonna’s breast ^ o

Sons, all have I bequeathed you, villas, all.

That brave Frascati villa with its bath.
So, let the blue lump poise between my knees.
Like God the Father’s glpbe on both Ins hands
Ye worship in the Jesu Church so gay.
For Gandolf shall not choose but see and burst I

Swift as a weaver’s shuttle fleet our years •

Man goeth to the grave, and where is he ?

Did I say basalt for my slab, sons ? Black

—

*Twas ever antique-black I meant I How else

Shall ye contrast my frieze to come beneath ?

The bas-relief in bronze ye promised me,
Those Pans and Nymphs ye wot of, and perchance
Some tripod, thyrsus, with a vase or so.

The Saviour at his sermon on the mount.
Saint Praxed in a glory, and one Pan
Ready to twitch the Nymph’s last garment off,

And Moses with the tables . . „ but I know
Ye mark me not ! What do they whisper thee
Child of my bowels, Anselm ? Ah, ye hope
To revel down my villas while I gasp
Bricked o’er with beggar’s mouldy travertine
Which Gandolf from his tomb-top chuckles at

!

Nay, boys, ye love me—all of jasper, then I

’Tis jasper ye stand pledged to, lest I grieve
My bath must needs be left behind, alas !

One block, pure green as a pistachio-nut.
There’s plenty jasper somewhere in the world—
And have I not Saint Praxed’s ear to pray
Horses for ye, and brown Greek manuscripts.
And mistresses with great smooth marbly hmbs ?—^That’s if ye carve my epitaph aright,

Choice Latin, picked phrase, Tully’s every word,
No gaudy ware like Gandolf’s second line

—

Tully, my masters ? Ulpian serves his need !

And then how I shall lie through centuries,

And hear the blessed mutter of the mass.
And see God made and eaten all day long,

And feel the steady candle-flame, and taste
Good strong thick stupefying incense-smoke !

For as I lie here, hours of the dead night.
Dying in state and by such slow degrees,

I fold my arms as if they clasped a crook,
And stretch my feet forth straight as stone can point,
And let the bedclothes, for a mortcloth, drop
Into great laps and folds of soulptor’s-work :

And as 57on tapers dwindle, and strange thoughts
Grow, with a certain huTririni in my ears,

About the life before L Ihod d'l- life.

And this life too, popes, cardinals and priests.

Saint Praxed at his sermon on the mount.
Your tall pale mother with her talking eyes.
And new-found agate urns as fresh as day.
And marble’s language, Latin pure, discreet,

—Aha, ELTJCESCEBAT quoth our friend ?

No Tully, said I, Ulpian at the best

!

Evil and brief hath been my pilgrimage*
All lapis, all, sons I Else I give the Pope
My villas I Will ye ever eat my heart ?

Ever your eyes were as a lizard’s quick.

They glitter like your mother’s for my soul.

Or ye would heighten my impoverished frieze.

Piece out its starved design, and fill my vase
With grapes, and add a vizor and a Term,
And to the tripod yo would tie a lynx
That in his struggle throws the thyrsus down.
To comfort me on my entablature
Whereon I am to He till I must ask
“ Do I live, am I dead ? ” There, leave me there !

For ye have stabbed me with ingratitude.

To death

—

ye wish it—God, ye wish it ! Stone

—

Gritstone, a-crumble I Clammy squares which sweati

As if the corpse they keep were oozing through

—

And no more lapis to delight the world ’

Well, go I I bless ye. Fewer tapers there,

But in a row . and, going, turn your backs—^Ay, like departing altar-ministrants.
And leave me in my church, the church for peace-
That I may watch at leisure if he leers

—

Old Gandolf, at me, from his onion stone.

As still he envied me. so fair she was !
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Following this volume came Christmas Eve and
Easter Day (1850), where, if we mark no fresh ad-

vance, we see the poet applying his previously

developed faculties to the problem of Rehgion.

Of wider interest and more varied charm is the

volume entitled Men and Women (1855) ; on the

same lines as the Dramatic Lyrics and Romances.
The volume is a worthy pendant to these earlier

volumes : some may prefer the readier music, the

simpler themes that we find there ; to others the

greater unconventionality, the subtler flavour that

characterises this volume as a whole may prove more
attractive ; for here we have those memorable
poems on Art, Fra Li/ppo L%ppi and Andrea del

Sarto ; the satiric apologia of Bishop Blougram,
and the delicately passionate One Word More ; to

mention a few out of a score of well-known poems.
There is more emphasis in this volume than in

its predecessors on the ironies of hfe. The splen-

dour of passion, the benison of sympathy; the

stimulus of a courageous front in hfe ; these have
been illustrated fully as well before, but now for

the first time we see Browning dealing with the

obverse side ; with vacillating wills, with flabby

sympathies, with the shallows and shoals of human
nature. These are exemplified in such poems as

Popidarity, A Pretty Woman^ BespectabUity, and
The Statue and the Bust.

Fea Lippo Lippi

How ? what’s here ?

Quite from the mark of painting, bless us all

!

Faces, arms, legs and bodies hke the true

As much as pea and pea ! it’s devil’s game

!

Your business is not to catch men with show.
With homage to the penshable clay.

But lift them over it, ignore it all.

Make them forget there’s such a tiling as flesh.

Your business is to paint the souls of men—
Man’s soul, and it’s a Are, smoke ... no it’s not « • •

It’s vapour done up like a new-born babe

—

(In that shape when you die it leaves your mouth)
It’s . . . well, what matters talking, it’s the soul

!

Give us no more of body than shows soul.

Here’s Giotto, with his Saint a-praising God !

That sets you praising,—^why not stop with him ?

WTiy put all thoughts of praise out of our heads
With wonder at lines, colours, and what not ?

Paint the soul, never mind the legs and arms 1

Rub all out, try at it a second time.

Oh, that white smallish female with the breasts.

She’s just my niece . . . Herodias, I would say,

—

Who went and danced and got men’s heads cut oS

—

Have it all out

!

Now, is this sense, I ask ?

A fine way to paint soul by painting body
So ill, the eye can’t stop there, must go further

And can’t fare worse ! Thus, yellow does for white
When what you put for yellow’s simply black.

And any sort of meaning looks intense

When all beside itself means and looks nought.
Why can’t a painter lift each foot in turn,

Left foot and right foot, go a double step,

Make his flesh liker and his soul more like.

Both in their order ? Take the prettiest face.

The Prior’s niece . . . patron-saint—is it so pretty

You can’t discover if it means hope, fear,

Sorrow or joy ? won’t beauty go with these ?

Suppose I’ve made her eyes all right and blue.

Can’t I take breath and try to add hfe’s flash,

And then add soul and heighten them threefold I

Or say there’s beauty with no soul at all

—

(I never saw it—^put the case the same—

)

If yoti get simple beauty and nought else.

You get about the best thing God invents,

—

That’s somewhat. And you’ll find the soul you have
missed,

Within yourself when you return him thanks !

“ Bub all out 1
” well, well, there’s my hfe, in short.

And so the thmg has gone on ever since.

(6) His Dramas

So far I have dealt with his development as a
poet, passing on one side the dramas. These are,

in order: Strafford (1837), Pi/ppa Passes (1841),

K%ng Victor and King Charles (1842), The Return of
the Druses (1843), A Blot in the ^Scutcheon (1843),

Golombe^s Birthday (1844), A SovVs Tragedy (1846),
Luria (1846), In a Balcony (1853).

The extraordinary insight into character, the
power of actualising the fleeting moods, is so marked
in Browning, that it may be wondered how it is

that he has not fared better as a dramatist. But
an eflective dramatist he assuredly is not ; and this

one may feel without seeing the plays acted ; it

is borne in upon us as we read them. Why ?

Drama may be defined as an articulate story

presented in action. The story we have ; it is

articulate also ; but it is not given—or given only

spasmodically—^in action. Browning is far too

interested in the effect of the drama on the char-

acter. In his lyrics and romances he begins after

the event. He is retrospective ; reminiscent

;

anal3rtical. Psychologically all this is interesting

enough. In a poem it is of little moment, though
even there a greater simplicity might have been
welcomed. But in a play which is to be seen, and
where the doing has to affect us, not the thinking,

it is a serious drawback. Browning is not a dra-

matist but a dramatic philosopher. Accept this

standpoint and his plays are interesting enough

—

some intensely interesting ; but it is at its best the

interest of the study rather than of the theatre.

Directly he throws away his plot he is far more at

ease ; the conflict within ; the complexities of a
Strafford ; the shrewdness of a Guendolen ; the

ingenuous sweetness of a Pippa ;
such things he

can realise for us, and can do with rare art and
conviction. But this is drama in samples ; the

force is intermittent ; it is not continuous and
cumulative.

The best test of such criticism lies in the super-

excellence of Pippa Passes, that none would dispute,

and which is the most unactable of Browning’s plays.

Yet it would be hard to find a play more channing

for its l3rric beauty, insight, and passion.

It is New Year’s Day at Asolo, and Pippa, the

little factory girl from the silk mills, is full of the

possibilities of holiday-making. What shall she

do with her holiday and herself ? She will be
gloriously happy. She thinks of all the folk in

Asolo and wonders whom she shall be. Surely it

would be fine to be loved by a gallant man. She
will be Ottima. No, that love fe disturbing and
base ; it has brought misery to others. Ah ! why
not be charmingPhen4 married tothe brilliantyoung
sculptor ? But is she happy ? Is she sure of his

love ? Why not be the mother of Luigi : or, better

still, why not be a Bishop. . . . ? Yet, after aH,

why change places at all 1—God loves her as she is.
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The song of Pippa permeates the play ; it

through the drama hk© a rift of suushiii© through a

storm-cloud; across the hot

Ottima and Sebald ;
across the idle chatter of the

market-place; across the musings of Lmgi, reft

between love and patriotism ;
across the medita-

tion and temptation of the ecclesiastic. Every life

is touched by the song ;
thrilled by the singer.

And the crowning charm of the play is, that the

little factory girl never knows her influence, nor

how she has shaped their lives.
, « u

Certainly P^vpa Passes one of the freshest,

sweetest things the dramatic poet has given us.

I do not think that Strafford or its successor K%r^

Victor and King Gharles are among the happiest

;

they are clever and scholarly, yet the historic^

background is not alive. Brownmg can write

spirited Cavalier songs. He can give us a mood

not a character. Browning’s introspective nature

is not congenial to the seventeenth century, and.

the absence of strong emotional interest weakens

of the Druses suits the poet’s taste for

the by-ways of history much more. The idea is

a striking one, and its Eastern atmosphere, with

its mysticism and tens© feeling, is thorough y

attuned to Browning’s nature. Bjabal the im-

postor, who is only half insincere and who is d^ply

attached to his nation, wishing to snatch it back

from bondage, is well conceived. It is a fine piece

of imaginative work, slightly marred by a some-

what too diffusive treatment. The Druse s beliefm
divine incarnation is historical, but the rest is an

ingenious figment of Browning’s opulent imagi-

A Blot in the ^Scutcheon is a simpler afiak, and

lends itself more easily to modern acting conditions.

In fact it is on the whole the best, theatrically, of

his plays. The scene is English and the period the

eighteenth century ;
it is a tragedy of love in

essence ; and the motif of family honour is one of

general appeal. The irony of fate is suggested

here as in Romeo and Juhet, and the character^-

tion is mostly clear, distinct, and impressive. The

women are better drawn than the men : but that

is usual with Browning ;
particularly good is the

hapless girl Mildred Tresham ; a study that greatly

affected Dickens. “ I know nothing, he wrote,

“ that is so affecting, nothing in any book I have

ever read, as Mfldred’s recurrence to that I was

so young, I had no mother ’—I know no love hk©

it, no passion like it.”
,

ColomWs Birthday is in quite another vein than

those preceding. The swift action and passion of

A Blot in the ’Scutcheon is absent her©

;

^d the

play is deficient, on the whole, in dramatic interest,

though the study of Colombe, Duchess of Juuers

and Cleves (seventeenth century) is of consider-

able interest from a character point of view. Her

lover. Valence, a poverty-stricken lawyer, the

“ pale grey man,” is etched admirably, and his

finn.1 scene with Colombe is the one really gripping

dramatic situation of the play.

It is clear, however, that Browning’s real inter^t

is in the development of character. Plot and in-

trigue he can deal with, but rarely does justice to.

Admirable in conception, he leaves them too much

to themselves ;
and m Colombe’s Birthday we feel

he is interested in the spiritual action alone. This

is especially so in his two later plays,^ A Soul’s

Tragedy and Luria. Chiappino, hke Djabal, is a

deliver, but more dehberately so, and on a much

lower moral level. He poses as the revolutionary,

and is hailed as saviour of the people, but finds it

to his interest to disown, and in reward for his

docility is mad© Provost of the City. There is

some good talk and much excellent satire ; but it

is ineffective as a play.

Luria is the last of his dramas. One other dra-

matic poem there is in on© scene : In a Balcony

(1853). The action of this takes place within a few

hours; on a balcony at night. The Hmelight is

thrown around two lovers, Constance and Norbert,

but the real interest lies in the presentation of the

thwarted maternal -instinct given in the character

of the Queen, who mistakes Norbert’s protestation

of love for Constance as a declaration to herself.

Here is the real tragic figure of the scene. The

lovers are far less interesting ; and the picture of

Constance, willing to surrender her lover to please

the Queen, is neither very pleasing nor convincing.

(c) His Later Poems

In the Dmwa^'i5.jPe2*sQn£)B.(1864) Browning con-

tinues those studies of men and women that he had

firststarted inthoDromaiic Lyrics. The volumecame

nine years after Iden and Woment and his dramatic

experiments are reflected^here Ha\ing surren-

dered the drama, he throws much of his dramatic

material into monologue form.^ It may be con-

ceded, I think, that the charm, the strong human

appeal of the earlier volume is less conspicuous.

The lyric sweetness which he could, an’ he would,

give us so generously, has less place than we could

wish. Against these drawbacks w© may put a

finer subtlety, an even wider outlook upon life, and

a stronger intellectual power.' - Italy Is the back-

ground no longer ;
the elemental side of love proves

less attractive. More curious by-paths are in-

vestigated ;
yet love dominates when love is the

theme. Otherwise the intellectual side is more

apparent.
, . .

It would be hard to overpraise the ironic pathos

of that masterly poem Confessions : it is one^ of

the finest Browning ever wrote. There is satiric

strength in Caliban upon SetehoSf and the humour

and fialectical skill of Bishop Blougram is undeni-

able. The lyric part of the volume is, as I have

said* rather deficient in ther beauty and tenderness

of some of his previous work ; but ther© is ahaunting

minor in such pieces as Gold Hair; and all are

arresting. . , «

But side by side with the observer is the cntio of

life devoid of conceits, and along with these little

“ human documents ” come AU Vogler and Babb^

Ben Ezra. To those eager for Browning’s message.

Rabbi Ben Ezra is a storehouse of wise and tender

sayings, and when coupled with the sygjffcer

and intensity^ pmfi^ce. gives us, along with

Ferishtah’s Fancies, the most intelligible expression

of Browning’s moral outlook on life that we possess.

With this volume the first period of Browning s
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work as a poet may be said to close. We know
the quality of his gemus, but have not yet gauged
its depth.

The Bing and the Booh (1869) shows Browning at

once as an observer and a critic of hfe ; in his earlier

work he had alternately given us the observer and
the critic ; had presented himself primarily as a
thinker, or primarily as a singer. Here, the thinker

and the poet join hands in a work of lengthy and
sustained importance. It is psychological, pictorial,

analytical, dramatic, satiric, tragic
; and the only

side of Browning that finds no espression is the

purely lyrical side. But to compensate for this

there is the superb apostrophe to “ Lyric Love,
half angel and half bird, and all a wonder and a
wild desire ”

; a passionate recollection of the wife

he had lost.

The story—^a Roman murder case—^is told in

twelve books and from nine points of view. It

was found on one stormy night in Florence (1865)
in “ a square old yellow book,*’ and was picked up
for eightpence from a bookstall. And from this

rough ore he wrought a ring of pure gold.

In its externals this powerful dramatic study is

as unhke Pippa Passes, with its lyrical graces, as is

a rose from a bluebell ; but its central motive has
remarkable points of similarity. In each case

youth and innocence are the mainspring of the

action. The very goodness of Pompilia incenses

Guido and drives him to the murder. Her goodness

transforms Caponsacchi, shaming the weaker side

and bringing uppermost his essential nobility ; it

gained the sympathy of the populace, and wins

over at last the genial onlooker. Pompilia, Uke
Pippa, by her very helplessness and transparent

candour, puts to rout the evil forces brought to bear

upon her. As with Pippa also, it is an -unconscious

influence ; it symbolises triumphant purity against

base passion. The hideousness of Guido’s conduct
is finely suggested by the Pope in his analysis of

the crime

:

'* For the main criminal I have no hope
Except in such a suddenness of fate.

I stood at JSTapIes once, a night so dark,

I could have scarce conjectured there was earth
Anywhere, sky or sea or world at all

:

But the night’s black was burst through by a blaze

—

Thunder struck blow on blow, earth groaned and bore.

Through her whole length of mountain visible

;

There lay the city thick and plain with spires.

And, like a ghost disshrouded, white the sea.

So may the truth be flashed out by one blow,
And Guido see ; one instant, and be saved,”

In Brewning’s next work, Balaustion^s Adventure

(1871), there is less dramatic interest and passion,

less fine poetry also. None the less it is memorable
for its vital and appealing figure of the Greek girl

with her quick prehensile intelligence and strength

of character.

Prince Hohenstiel-Schwangau (1871), on the other

hand, has httle claim to be ranked as poetry at aU.

It is a picture of Napoleon III, whom Browning
did not admire, from the standpoint of the special

pleader. If worth doing at all, which is debatable,

it had been better done in prose.

Fifme at the Fair (1872) is a very diflerent piece

of work, despite the fact that here too there is over-
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much special pleading. But there is fantasy and
pathc^ in it, as well as satiric and ingenious quib-
bling. It is by no means easy to construe, and as it

has proved a stumblmg-block to many Browning
lovers, some detailed consideration of it may prove
interesting. It has been called by many able
critics a defence of inconstancy, and such a descrip-
tion can be defended on plausible grounds. But
is this really the crux of the poem ? Let us see.

The man in the story presented is unquestion-
ably attached to his wife Elvire, and has no wish to
surrender her for any other woman. But he is

attracted by other women, and is frankly -unwilling

to have only one feminine influence in his life. He
is quite willing for his wife to be the chief influence.

She may reign as queen, yet he sees no reason why,
quite openly and without underhand scheming, he
may not smile at and wile away an hour or so
amusingly with other women.

Strolling through the Fair he has noticed a
handsome, -vivacious rope-dancer, Fifine. He ad-
mires her, though he is by no means swept ofi his

feet. He can criticise her acutely enough, but
-wishes to talk to her. His wife, not unnaturally,

is jealous. Only five minutes, pleads the man, so
“ threaten no farewell.” Five minutes does not
exhaust the interest, so husband and wife drift apart.

The motto from Don Juan used by the poet is

misleading. The husband is not a Bon Juan, he
is merely a man of no deep-rooted feelings who loves

change. The poem therefore is a plea for variety

rather than inconstancy, for amorous dalliance

rather than for deliberate unfaithfulness. He is

not a bad man, but a weak man, and despite his

clever defence, somewhat of a tnfler. Yet the

arguments he uses are in themselves not only in-

genious but of some challenging significance. To
put it brutally, he is a more satisfactory amorist

than husband. Is it not wise to extend our emo-
tional experience of life ? May not love and ad-

miration for one woman be intensified by a circle

of lesser and inferior likings ? Is a man to have
no other femimne influences in his life save that of

his -wife ? His wife sees the weak spot in his

armoury of logic Would you be talking like this,

she says in effect, if Fifine had not been a pretty

girl ? And we know that he would not.

Bed Cotton Fight-Cap Country; or. Turf and
Towers (1873), is a story thro-wn into monologue
withNormandy as a background. The tale, founded

on fact, is in essence a study in sensuality, and
though relatedwith power and psychological insight,

has little poetic beauty to relieve its fundamental

squalor.

In Aristophanes^ Apology (1875), Browning re-

turns to Balaustion after her marriage and inci-

dentally gives us a spirited and vigorous (though

not flattering) picture of Aristophanes.

The poem illustrates the poet’s scholarship

rather than his power as a literary artist. Indeed

for a while he seems to have deliberately neglected

the standpoint of the artist.

The Inn Album (1875) is little more than a real-

istic study of the uglier aspects of life ; ab-undantly

clever, but roughly and grotesquely handled.

La PacohioflroUo (1876) he defends his method.
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Fidelity to life he pleads. The human note above

everything. The human note counts for a great

deal certainly, but if beauty of treatment be ex-

cluded we travel outside the range of art, and poetry

loses its justification.

** Min© be Man’s thoughts, loves, hates.”

Thus does he fling down his challenge. Certainly

virility and sincerity are to be heartily desired,

and much Victorian literature suflers from its

absence. But does this debar the touch of beauty

and transfiguring passion ? His best work shows

that it does not. Sweetness and light are not

mutually antagonistic. It is quite possible to deal

frankly and fearlessly with life’s actualities as an
artist without descending to the methoc^ of the

stump orator or the pamphleteer.

This aspect of Browning’s work, then, is negli-

gible, says the impatient student. Not so. Nothing

with force, originahty, and thought in it is negh-

gible. It is good to read for its searching analysis

—only read it as you read prose, not poetry ; it

is good to read for its light on the strength and weak-
ness of Browning’s genius ;

it is good to read as

showmg the pitfalls of the poetic observer. Finally,

it is good to read because, by force of contrast, you
enjoy the greater moments of Browning the more
intensely.

In this very volume, Pacchiarotto, there are a

handful of lyrics, not of the best, but with something

of the old magic, and certainly delightful.

La Saisiaz : The Two Poets of Grois%c (1878), is

a bright and amusing piece of work in the Byronic

vein, but without Byron’s ease and clarity—and
details a hoax played on Voltaire by an unsuccess-

ful poet. Perhaps the best stanza in the poem is

the one on Sorrow :

“ So, force is sorrow, and each sorrow, force.”

In the Dramatic Idyls (1879-80) there is once
again the lack of beauty that spoils so much of

Browning’s later work. The most interesting of

these is MuUykeh, an Arabian tale.

In Jocosena (1883) there are reminders once again

of the author of the Dramatic Lyrics and Eomances,
notably the lovely song, “ Never the time and the

place,” which is redolent of the old magic.

Browning’s turbid period is now practically at

an end.

In FerishtaWs Fancies (1884) we pass with relief

into the clear sunshine, and although the allegories

of Ferishtah the Dervish are over dialectical for

verse, they are interesting contributions to his

religious philosophy, and are agreeably lightened

by the graceful and melodious snatches of song.

Parleyings with Certain People (1887) has a for-

bidding title, but, if less poetical than Ferishtah^

has a certain freshness and rhythmic swing that
give it a greater attractiveness than such things
as The Inn Album and its contemporaries.

There are no such times as when
” Morning’s laugh sets all the crags alight
Above me baffled tempest. ...”

f^Then with Asolando (1889) the youth and age of

Browning meet, Tho philosopher is forgotten, the

dialectics put aside ; we have once again, and for
the last time, the passionate singer and the poet of
human hopes, fears, loves, and sorrows. It would
be idle to pretend that there is all the old charm
about it, but it is a fine volume with which to
round ofi the poet’s life, with a note of confident
courage that gives us the dominant note of Brown >

ing at his best.

v)

Browning's Threefold Appeal

There are three Brownings : Browning the pas-
sionate singer of love and youth and the world
of sense ; Browning the curious investigator of the
devious by-ways of human experience ; Browning
the intrepid fighter and valiant believer in the im-
perishable greatness of the soul of man.
Each has attracted its little coterie of admirers

—

and, in his own day at any rate, the last aspect of

Browning proved arresting.

I cannot help feeling that Browning has suffered

by the over-insistence of many critics on the
ethical and religious aspects of his work. Not
that it is negligible, nor that he does not give us
that side of a poet’s nature, but it has not the
tremendous importance arrogated to it by a num-
ber of his admirers. We have hurried the poor
man into canonicals, and regarded his work as a
series of texts for reverent exegesis, thereby losing

sight of the indubitably greater aide of Browning’s
genius, the rich concrete humanity. Of the three

Brownings, as revealed in his poetry, the first

seems to me not merely of the greatest artistic

value but of the greatest human value ; the other

sides of him are interesting in a subsidiary sense,

as giving body and subtlety to his superior gift of

dramatic song, and informing his lyric passion

with virile courage and sunny radiance. But when
he leans exclusively on his psychological power it

often leads him into subtleties and complexities

that mar his poetic art, and into subjects that are

better treated in prose than in verse.

Similarly, when he is drawn into religious dia-

lectics, he may prove suggestive as a theologian

and philosopher, but not with the imaginative

suggestion of the poet. And, while fully alive to

the vigour and acuteness of his thought on the

fundamental problems of life, I do not find in them
that illuminating power which so many admirers

of Browning as a teacher discover in them. But
on this point something more will be said later.

Let me emphasize here once again (as it appears

to me) the most vital and compelling side of

Browning’s genius—^Browning the dramatic singer

of Love and Life.

The Singer of Love

We shall find a more delicate grace in Tennyson,
a more voluptuous intensity in Rossetti, an easier

sweep in Byron, a more ideal beauty in Shelley,

but in no one poet is there a more complete fusion of

all these qualities than in Browning. The mystic
side of passion is suggested tenderly and wistfully

in Evelyn Hope, more fully in Two in the Campagna^
In both, love is an ideal as well as a present actu-
ality, and being an ideal its satisfaction is ever in-
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complete—“ infinite passion and the pain of finite

hearts that yearn ”—Whence the divine restlessness

of the human heart. The elusiveness of love is

more fancifully dealt with in Love in a Life and
Ltfe in a Love.

” Escape me ?

Never

—

Beloved I

While 1 am I, and you are you.
So long as the world contains us both,
Me the loving and you the loth.

While the one eludes, must the other pursue.”

Love in a Lies

I

Boom after room,
I hunt the house through
We inhabit together,
Heart, fear nothing, for, heart, thou shalt find her

—

Next time, herself !—^not the trouble behind her
Left in the curtain, the couch’s perfume !

As she brushed it, the cornice-wreath blossomed anew

:

Yon looking-glass gleamed at the wave of her feather.

n
Yet the day wears.
And door succeeds door

:

I try the fresh fortune

—

Range the wide house from the wing to the centre.

Still the same chance ! she goes out as 1 enter.

Spend my whole day in the quest,—^who cares ?

But *tis twilight, you see,—with such suites to explore,

Such closets to search, such alcoves to importune I

The lover is always seeking for the loved one
throughout the rooms of the house, never finding,

yet the pursuit itself gives a meaning and purpose

to life.

Again, in Rttdel to the Lady of Tripoli: the

troubadour never sees the lady. Is ^e not a
beautiful dream of his own making ? But the

dream encompasses his life and art none the less.

Love for love’s sake.

Love is so compelling, so transforming that no
quarrel can withstand it ! That is the burden of

A Lover’s Quarrel. A chance word, an idle excla-

mation, has caused a separation.

** Woman, and will you cast

For a word, quite ofi at last

Me, your own, your You,—
Since, as truth is true,

I was You all the happy past—
Me do you leave aghast

With the memories We amassed ?
”

But it will come right. She must return. Of that

he is confident

;

“ So, she’d efface the score,

And forgive me as before.

Just at twelve o’clock

I shall hear her knock
In the worst of a storm’s uproar,

I shall pull her through the door,

I shall have her for evermore.”

For, as he tells us in Natural Magic, Love ia the

great magician, clothing the bareness of earth with

the glory of summer :

All I can sing is—^I feel it

!

This life was as blank as that room

;

I let you pass in here. Precaution, indeed ?

Walls, ceiling and floor—^not a chance for a weed !
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Wide opens the entrance s where’s cold now, where’s
gloom ?

No May to sow seed here, no June to reveal it.

Behold you enshrined in these blooms of your bringing,
These fruits of your bearing—^nay, birds of your winging 1

A fairy«tale Only—-I feel it i
”

In a Gondola and The Last Bide have' the same
tragic note, the same complete surrender to love
that we find in Borneo and Juhet. So in Too Late
and kindred poems we are made to feel the loss that
comes of spumed and neglected love.

* But, dead I All’s done with wait who may.
Watch and wear and wonder who will.

Oh, my whole hfe that ends to-day !

Oh, my soul’s sentence, sounding still,

‘ The woman is dead that was none of his',

And the man that was none of hers may go I
’

There’s only the past left », worry that

!

Wreak like a bull, on the empty coat.

Rage, its late wearer is laughing at

!

Tear the collar to rags, having missed his throat.
Strike stupidly on—* This, this and this.

Where I would that a bosom received the blow I*

If it would only come over again !

—Time to be patient with me, and probe
This heart till you punctured the proper vein.

Just to learn what blood is - twitch the robe
From that blank lay-figure your fancy draped.

Prick the leathern heart till the—^verses spirt I

And late it was easy ; late, you walked
Where a friend might meet you ; Edith’s name

Arose to one’s lip if one laughed or talked

;

If I heard good news, you heard the same •

When I woke, I knew that your breath escaped s

I could bide my time, keep alive, alert.”

This is the subject not only of lyric treatment, as

in My Star, but is painted strongly and brilliantly

in The Inn Album. Rhapsodical love is expressed

in The Flower’s Name and Women and Boses,

though Tennyson’s greater melodic beauty gives

more charm to this particular phase of love. There

is a certain vinle impatience about Browning’s

love-making that ill accords with those elemental

embroideries of speech with which Tennyson was
so adept. His lovers do not invest with adorning

sensibilities the fiowers in the garden, as did Maud’s

lover. To Browning’s lovers the flowers are just

pretty things to catch the approving eye of the

mistress ;
while he is musing over them he remarks

:

* Here’s the garden she walked across,

Arm m my arm, such a short while since.”

To Browning’s lover the lady is not desirable

because she is the incarnation of feminine loveli-

ness, as in The Day Dreom or The Miller’s Daughter ;

she is desirable because she is the woman—^her

very imperfections only endear her the more ;

And your mouth,—there was never to my mind,
Such a funny mouth, for it would not shut.

And the dented chm too—^what a chm 1

There were certain ways when you spoke, some words
That you know you never could pronounce.”

How few poets have written thus ?—so superfici-

ally unromantio, so deeply tender and vital S

In James Lee’s W^fe we have a study in the

caprices of love. This is really a novel in verse.

He is handsome and stohd, she is plain and
imaginative. She calls them ideals ; he would call
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them whims. She wants to convert him to her

view of life ; he is satisfied to be as he is. So m
disappointment she leaves him. She st^ loves

himf but feels that life together as things stand

woifid be intolerable. He is qmte wilhng to be

left With the ethics of the case Brownmg does

not’ deal. He is merely the poet, the

It would have been interestmg to have heard the

husband’s point of view also.

Some have been surprised that one whose 0T;m

love story was so complete and satisfying should

dwell in his poetry so often on thwarted and im-

perfect love. Why? Surely it was the conscioi^-

Lss of the dynamic splendour of love on Me and

character that gave him that

what is lost by debasing or ^^iflingj^^tb tov^^

And a motto for his love poetry mi^t be found

in the beautiful stanza from By the F%Te8ide on

of the noblest and truest he ever wrote :

« Oh, the Httle more and how much it is

!

And the little less, and what worlds away !

How a sound shall quicken content to bliss.

Or a breath suspend the blood s best play.

And hfe be a proof of this !
”

Sometimes it is the maa who fails, as in D& Miter

V'lsum : . , . 11
“

. . . You fool, for all

Your lore ! Who made things plain in vain 1

What was the sea for ? What, the grey
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Sad church, that solitary day.

Crosses and graves and swallo^lows’ call ?
’

Sometimes the woman, as in The Worst of 1%

where the tender tolerance and forgiveness of out-

raged love is brought out with fine olanty

:

“ Would it were I had been false, not you t

I that am nothing, not you that are all

;

I, never the worse for a touch or two

On my speckled hide , uot you, the^pnde

Of the day, my swan, that a first fieck s faU

On her wonder of white must unswan, undo I

So we return to our early postulate.

Certain aspects of love have been more finely

rendered by other poets ;
but in range of matter

Browning has no superior. There are abysses

tragic horror, agonies of sense and spirit, at wmch

he took no more than a glimpse. It was not m
his nature to dwell on them. His splendid vitahty

and buoyant hopefulness recoiled from them. His

art as a poet of love suffers limitation to that ex-

tent, but the underlying inspiration is the greater.

For his outlook on love is the ouUo?^ ^ '^bo

puts it in front of any other thing in life, as a force

for sanctifying and strengthening the soul.

The Psychologist

As the psychological critic of the complexities

of experience, let it frankly be conceded that here

he has not ^ways chosen the best means of n"
pression, that the verse hampers the e:^osition

and obscures the criticism ;
yet the matter is strong

and stimulating enough—if we care to get at it.

Sometimes, as in a Blougram or St. Praoceds,

the art is not neglected. Putting these aside as

presenting little difficulty to the ordinary intel-

lectual reader, we may note Ccilihcmf a peculiarly

interesting poem, for it shows the affinity betw^n

Browning and the great Elizabethans. Shake-

speare gave us the problem in his own toot, vivid

wav. Brownmg lets his modem analytic mmd
play over it, and we have the “ inside ” of the

mbieot The thoughts of primitive man about the

universe-compare with Sliwisre—primitive man in

another aspect. Browning is scarcely f^ to

Spirituahsm, but he certainly exposes with fine

acumen a good deal of the trickery and confusion

of thought that is accepted as gospel by credulous

naturesrand shows how httle is the care for veracity

of which Huxley made so nauch.
^ ^ j ,

It is impossible in this brief retrospect to de^

adequately with the great wealth of Brownings

piotmes of human nature ; but in the fom poems

fust alluded to his powers are employed to the

West extent : and the key to all may 1» found

in How U Strikes a CotUemporary ; where the poet

—the only poet the speaker ever ^ew— took

such cognizance of men and thin^

the world looking it full in face ” This is the

secret of the poet’s insight; he does not merely

glance at the life about him, he “ takes cogmz-

ance.” The psychologist is at work m the early

poems, not with complete success

:

frtth finer insight and mastery ; in The Btny

Book his power as psychologist is supreme. Wat
gives him this insight? Observation— patient,

Wioal, thoughtful observation ? To a great e^ent

yes ; not entirely. Once agam, it is his behef in

love that gives the touch of greatness to th^
studies. When passion is absent, or is put aside,

the inMght into character is loss profound, less

miiTYiinating. This may be seen by glancing at

his poems on art. Their importance tos not he

in the poet’s sensibility to beauty. Response as

to what is beautiful in hfe is the guerdon of evey

poet worth his salt. Some, like Spen^r md Keats

and Rossetti, made it their creed, their reh^on.

Browning ignored the senses no more than did

Keata. He gloried in the form of thmp : he

revelled in the delights of sound, sight, and touch-

but he went further. „
We approach the truth of thmgs by way of en-

joyment; and having gained insight by sheer

enj^ent of the outward show we mteMify om

vision by relating enjoyment to character; by

relating toe beautiful thing with the soul of ‘hem^
who made it a beautiful thing._ It is no shght

testimony to the range of Bro^ngs
the man who so often ignored beauty of form to-

self should know so much about it ;
but we torfl

cease to be surprised when we remember toat

the analyst of modem ethical and rehgious prob-

lems is Ilso the poet of the

glories, and the critical interpreter of Greek hfe

*'”l toe critical interpreter, beoaiwe ®

S3nnpathies with Greek art are hmi e .

Greek succeeded, he thought, up to a point

didly. But the success was hmited beoai^ i

was so perfect. What is perfect dies.
_

TKe pamters

of the Renascence aspired beyond pamti^

he is • and toou#i in their technique they lacked

the p^eotion and harmony of Greek art, they were
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greater because of their very imperfection and
crudeness.

I do not defend this view. I think it arguable

:

but this is not the place to discuss it. It is Browning’s
view, and presented with great charm in Andrea
del Sarto, Art is no abstraction—^thm, arid, and
theoretic. It must be warmed by life 5 that is

the burden of Fra Lippo Lippi, Clearly, there is

no art for art’s sake with Browning but art for

life’s sake ; and in art as elsewhere, love and
self-surrender are essentials for success ; there

alone can the individual find the highest expression

of love, can make even the Grammarian’s special-

ised task something other than a mere by-way of

scholarship, make of it a great adventure.

In each of the full-length studies of artists he
has made he hmts at something lacking. Pictor

Ignotus needed human affection ; Lippo needed
hfe and experience to give fulness to his work

;

Andrea, some great impulse of generous emotion.

In art as elsewhere Browning is jealous of the in-

dividual, and the art is judged for its reaction on the

character of the artist as well as for its expression

of his nature. Honourable failure Browmng treats

lightly. Life is meant for venture. We must
dare the open seas, not hug the land. The great

thing is aspiration. Aspiration is fed by love. In
Yovth and Art you have the link that binds the

lynst of passion with the critic of art m the story

of the sculptor and the singer, who, carmg more
for their art than for love, injured both.

Especially interesting in a personal way are the

poems where Browning defends his own methods
as an artist ;—in the later portion of PaccMaroUOf
where he genially replies to critics of his “harsh
anal3rtics,” and dechnes to cut down poetry to the

quality of a “ Banjo-Byron ”
; however, if they

merely want a tune—give it them I Elsewhere,

in the Epilogue, he warns readers his brew is stiff,

strong rather than sweet ; but if strong it grows

mellow with age. Anyhow he gives of his best

;

his vineyard is “ Man’s thoughts, loves, hates I
”

No consideration of Browning’s psychology of art

can neglect the poems relating to music. They are

not so obviously attractive as those on painting, but

in several eases are subtler and more convincing.

Browning was a musician, and had therefore the

advantage of thoroughly understanding the tech-

nique of the art, as well as valuing its emotional

content. Music more than painting appeals to the

emotions. It is the most potent, direct, and popular

of ah the arts.

To take two of the most important : Master

Hugues of Saxe Gotha and Aht Vogler, In the first,

dealing with a fugue, life itself is criticised from the

standpoint of the fugue. Now the fugue is a form
of music constructed on logical lines

;
the various

parts are elaborated from a simple theme, where
they answer one another, pursue one another, con-

trast with one another. Arabesques in soimd in

place of patterns. A seeming confusion of sounds

with a definite theme running through.

Such a type of music is music on its least emo-
tional side. It is the only side where intellectual

content seems to dominate purely emotional values.

It is the mathematics of the art, rather than its
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poetry. What relation has the great fugue to life ?

What does it answer ? Well, take it as a symbol of
life.

The simple, elemental start, the growing varia-
tions, the clashing imphcations, the be\^dering
convolutions, and the finis—death. It suggests life

has no meaning. Give us then less technical clever-
ness, more passion, says the poet, read some meaning
into life. Life is no mere game of calisthenics. Take
it as a poet’s mood rather than a serious criticism

of the fugue. Yet it has its value, and there are
touches of grotesque humour in the poem that are
highly amusing.

Aht Vogler is a greater work ; it is Browning’s
fullest exposition of music in ite relation to life;

and it has a musical cadence lacking in its fellow.

The Alexandnnes, with their rich swell, suggest the
organ.

Yogler was bom at Wurzburg about 1760. He
was a brilliant musician and a thinker also ; becoming
a priest in 1776, he travelled widely, did much to

improve the organ, and was a splendid executant

—

especially as extemporiser. Weber and Meyerbeer
were his pupils.

In the poem he is extemporising and is carried

away by his ecstasy : can he not bring down heaven
to earth, and suffuse the soul with the glow of high
ideals. In the spell of music the spirit ceases to be
bound to a particular environment, to be “ cribbed,

cabined, and confined,” to earthly conditions, it is

lost in the universal.

Yet how simple are the elements of music : this

he shows us by taking the simple chord, adding
certain notes, and you get, what— harmony, that

is in itself a mystery . • .
“ a star of the eternal

sky.”

But the music dies away ; so too its momentary
thrill. Everything is for a moment, then fades

—

but does it fade ? No, nothing good really passes

away; it leaves behind it the message of what
might and will be. The music made by our lives is

never wasted. The thinker despairs ; but the

musician knows that even discords are wanted to

make full harmony. So let us get back from the

heights of emotion to sober common-sense, and
expenence blended with warm confidence in the

future—^with “ the C major of this hfe.”

I have dwelt purposely on the matter rather than
the manner of Browning, as singer and psychologist,

because it is always the matter that he puts first and
foremost. But it will be found on examination that

although he is a poetic artist only hy acdderd—^be-

cause he could not help himself
—

^he is at his best

when he is faithful to the art of poetry ; at his best

when he is the singer of love and life ;
at his worst

when he is concerned with the intellectual and
ethical aspects of his subject, and roughly neglects

the artistic shaping.

In ins great poems. Browning the singer, the

thinker, and the fighter join hands. We touch each

side of him ; each three personalities. As a fighter

and a moralist then we may leave him ; that is his

last word as a poet. And he is best appreciated

here, when we do not divorce the teacher from the

singer and the psychologist. His message is part of

his song; the burden of his insist. He has no
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£ormal message—“ no chnrch, no philosophy ”

—

in

the technical sense ; how far the religious trend of

his work conforms to the theology of any particular

church or sect, may well be left outside this brief

discussion. It is a more complicated question than
many think, especially with a dramatic poet like

Browning, who revels in putting all conceivable posi •

tions ; and as a proof of the debatable character of

this problem it may be said that even among his

friends there was great difference on this subject.

Whatever view we take here, there is no question as

to the fundamental attitude of his mind. Making
all allowances for his dramatic escposition of other

people’s points of view, there can be little question,

from what we know of the man, that in Bdbbi Ben
Ezra we have the most explicit statement of

Browning’s philosophy of life.

Rahbi Ben Ezra is an epitome of many poems

:

it is life from the standpoint of age. In youth we
gain experience ; in age we use it to control our

nature. What use has youth been—^with its heats,

its mistakes, its strivings ? It has helped us to

forge our spiritual weapons. It has shown us that

not accomplishment but intention, not the outward

result but the inward aim is the real test of worth.

The pitcher is now shaped on the wheel—^and is

ready for what ? For a future—that is beyond this

life. For can death waste all our experience ?

This leads to a discussion of immortality, beyond

5

ur scope here.

Briefly, his position is this : Nature offers no solu-

uon ;
she is both good and bad. She is unmoral.

Destiny gives no help ; for goodness suffers neglect

and the evil are often rewarded. Look outside and
see only the great enigmas. There is no certainty

anywhere. Revelation provides no passport—^for

religions are various, and there are more discords

than harmonies in the Church.

No : for a reading of life go to your own soul.

Your faith, if it is to be worth anything, must be
your own intuition, it must be the voice of your own
soul speaking. Distrust your own soul—and you
are on a rudderless boat, drifting out to sea. Trust,

if it does not tell you where you are going, it will

at any rate tell you 7iow. It may not give the

meaning of life, but it affords a meaning to life.

For the test of Iffe is spiritual development. What-
ever enriches the experience, favours aspiration,

gives strength to the heart and mind, is good and
to be used by us whether conventionally sanctioned

or no. That which enervates, paralyses, deadens,

is bad—and must be put aside.

For all his writings are experimental studies in

spiritual experience ; whether he deals with love,

or patriotism, or intellectual ambition, or artistic

passion, or religious aspiration, it is all brought to

one common denominator—^its effectupon character,

its value in the making of the soul. This is his

aim, as the method and form which he adopted to
formulate his aim. He deals with spiritual ex-

perience in two ways ; as a dramatic apologist, and
as a dramatic singer. He will flame out in a single

mood, and throw all his imaginative power and
beauty into that mood

; or he will disentangle for

you half a dozen moods, and put them before you,
for your intellectual appreciation. But whatever

method he adopts, he supplies the key, lest you be
deafened by the babel of tongues.

Confusing as hfe may be, bewildering in its

minghng of good and evil, the lovely and the ugly,
of despair and hopefulness, it must be fought
throu^ ; we must not pick and choose, nor elect

merely the sunny side of the road, but take every^

thing. Work . , . yes ; and work means work ovt.

Only by testing and using errors can you realise

they are errors. If they are errors, they wiU
crumble of themselves. Only by experience can
we wring knowledge from ignorance.

A sound workday criterion, and assuredly a
buoyant and virile one ;

Man—creeps ever on from fancies to the fact,

And in this striving . . .

Finds progress . . .

Man’s distmctive mark alone.”

Browning’s philosophy of life is essentially what
we should call to-day pragmatic. Is your view a
soxmd one ? Act as if it were ; put it to the test

of practical experience : that is the only rehable
criterion. This roughly is what he says in effect.

For the rest. Browning’s sanguine temperament led

him naturally to look at the brighter side of things

;

while his splendid vitality made of him a spiritual

knight-errant, delighting in the possibilities of

conflict, and never so happy as when engaged in

some moral or intellectu^ “ scrap.” This is the
secret of his optimism : a remarkably good blood
supply and a natural taste for essaying the high
impossible things of life. Unlike some spiritual

voyagers in our literature, he never hugged the

shore, but sailed for the open, loving the salt sting

of the buffeting waves. A courageous soul, and a
vigorous and vital comrade for those suffering from
spiritual ansemi^

COOTESSIONS

What is he buzzing in my ears ?
“ Now that I come to die.

Do I view the world as a vale of tears ?
”

Ah, reverend sir, not I

!

What I viewed there once, what I view again
Where the physio bottles stand

On the table’s edge,—is a suburb lane,

With a wall to my bedside hand.

That lane sloped, much as the bottles do.
From a house you could descry

O’er the garden-wall is the curtain blue
Or green to a healthy eye 2

To mine, it serves for the old June weather
Blue above lane and wall

;

And that farthest bottle labelled Ether ”

Is the house o’ertopping all.

At a terrace, somewhere near the stopper.
There watched for me, one June,

A girl : I know, sir it’s improper.
My poor mind’s out of tune.

Only, there was a way . , . you crept
close by the side, to dodge

Eyes in the house, two eyes except
They styled their house ‘ The Lodge.”

What right had a lounger up their lane 1

But, by creeping very close.

With the good wall’s help,—their eyes migh< strain
And stretch themselves to Oes,
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Vet never catch her and me together,

As she left the attic, there,

Bv the Tim of the bottle labelled Ether,

And stole from stair to stair.

And stood by the rose-wreathed gate. Alas,

We loved, sir—^used to meet

:

How sad and bad and mad it was—
But then, how it was sweet I

The Confessionaii

It is a lie—their Priests, their Pope,

Their Saints, their ... all they tear or hope

Se hes, and hes-there ! through “S'

And ceiling, there ! and walls and floor.

There, hes, they lie—shall still be hilled

Till spite of them I reach the world .

You think Priests just and holy men I

Before they put me in this den

I was a human creature too.

With flesh and blood like one of you,

A girl that laughed in beauty s pnde

like lilies in your world outside.

I had a lover—shame avaunt 1

This poor wrenched body, grim and gaunt,

Was kissed all over till it burned.

By lips the truest, love e’er
iriosAd

His heart’s own tint : one night they kisse

My soul out in a burning mist.

So next day when the accustomed train

Of*thmss grew round my sense agam,

“ That IS a sin,” I said ; and slow

With downcast eyes to chur^ i go.

And pass to the confession-chair,

And teU the old mild father there.

But when I falter Beltran’s name,

” Ha ? ” ouoth the father ;
much I blam

The sin ;
yet ^

Despair not—strenuously rf ^

Nay, I will turn this love of thme

To lawful love, almost divine

;

” Eor he is young, and led astray,

This Beltran, and he schemes, ^®^
^

Tolhangc the laws of church and state

,

So, thine diall be ^ angel s
„

Who, ere the thunder breaks, should roll

Its cloud away and save his soul.

«*Por when he lies upon thy breast.

Thou nwest demand^an<i be possessed

Of all his plans, and next day steal

To me, and all those plans reveal.

That I and every priest, to
^^f® „

His soul, may fast and use the scourge.

That father’s beard was long and
. .

With love and truth his brow seemed bnght

,

I went back, all on fire with 3oy,

And, that same evening, b^e the boy

Teh me, as lovers should, heart-free,

Somethmg to prove his love of me.

He told me what he wocdd not tell

Por hope of heaven or fear of heU

,

And I lay listening in such pride .

And, soon as he had left my side.

Tripped to the church by morning-light

To save his soul in his despite.

I told the father all his sch^emes,
^ ,

Who were his comrades, what their dr^^

,

” And now make haste, I said, to pray

The one spot from 1^
To-night he comes, but not the same

Wm ilok!” At night he never came.

Nor next night : on the after-morn,

I went forth with a strength new-bom.

The church was empty ;
somethmg drew

My steps into the street ;
I knew

It led me to the market-place :

Where, lo, on high, the father s face I

That horrible scaffold dressed,

That stapled block ... God sink the rest

!

That head strapped back, that blinding vest,

Those knotted hands and naked breast,

Till near one busy hangman pressed,

And, on the neck these arms caressed . .

No port in aught they hope “ *ear >

No heaven with them, no hell ’—and here.

No earth, not so much space as pens

My body in their worst of dens

But shall bear God and man my cry,

agam—and still, they he I

A GbAMMABIAN’S PulTBBAIi

Let us begin and carry up this corpse,

Leave we^thfcomrnon crofts, the vulgar thorpes

Each in its tether

Sleepmg safe on the bosom of the plain,

Cared-for till cock-crow : ^

Look out if yonder be not day again

Rimming the rock-row !

That’s the appropriate country ;
there, man s thought,

Rarer, intenser.

Self-gathered for an outbreak, as it ought.

Chafes in the censer.
.

Leave we the unlettered plain its herd and crop ,

Seek we sepulture

On a tall mountain, citied to the top.

Crowded with culture I

AH the peaks soar, but one the rest excels ;

Clouds overcome it

;

No * yonder sparkle is the citadel s

Circling its summit. * -uj.* .

Thither our path lies ;
wind we up the heights

,

Wait ye the warning ? ,

Our low life was the level’s and the night s ,

He’s for the morning.

Step to a tune, square chests, erect the head,

’Ware the beholders ’

This is our master, famous calm and dead.

Borne on our shoulders.

Sleep, crop and herd ! sleep, darling thorpe and croft.

^ Safe from the weather ’

He, whom we^ convoy to his grave aloft.

He was a^mS'boro^wrth thy face and throat.

Long he U^°ntraile® • how shonld spring take note

"Winter would follow 1

Till lo, the little touch, and youth was gone .

Cramned and diminished.

Moaned he, " §ew measures, other feet anon .

Mv dance is finished ? , .,

No, thaffthe world’s way :
(keep the mountam-side.

Bent on escaping

:

-What’s in the scroll.” cmothhe. “thonkeepest furled!

Show me their shaping, _
Theirs who most studi^

Cive ’ ”

—

So, he gowned mm,

Straight got by heart that book to its las pag

Learned, we found bun.
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Yea. but we found him bald too, eyes hke lead.

* 4( TTn with the curtain i
,

? T*nthcr ** Actual hfe comes next

!

This man said rather,

Grant Il^vemSw^’B crabbed te^.

LTmel^^Sin^-t or least.

Even to th^mnSsTZto eat up the least.

Ay, nor feel queasj^

...
When he had gathered had to giv ,

Image thf whote, th^^poute the parts-

Quite.
Ere mortar dab brick

A HISTOEY or ENGLISH LITEEATHBE
mi.^ 4. man seeks a little i

(Here-s the town-gafo reaehed : there’s the market-plaoe

' Gaping before us.)

Yea. this foW was the Peeuhar graae

(Hearten our chorus ’)

still before living he’d learn how o

Earn the“tot^“djs;rrely
wdl contrive

Others mEScS-dsl‘^.“;lut
time escapes;

He said,
^ve Now for dogs and apes I

to rw '

BeadenbSKcf|m^ dross of lead:

«How.nSet^lt«>”—
Step two^ata^t“ tto way w\nda narrowly 1)

Back to tostuSS!fpVthan at first.

Fierce as a dragon

He (soul-hydroptic sacred thir )

Sucked at the flagon.

Oh if we draw a circle premature,
’ Heedless oLfar gain,

Greedy for quick returns of profit, sure
^ ^

BeSl is our bargain I ,

Was it not great t <hd

(He loves the birthen)—

God’s task to make the P®"°“
Berfeot the earthra J

Did not he magnify the mmd, show olea

Hewoul/Sir^c^»«>®^o--’

He ventod^nSk"^nothini-jjh^yen’B
success

Founds or earth s failure . _ .y ,

- WUt thou t^t death or ’ He answ

That low man seeks a httle thmg to do,

it and does it •

This high^man, with a great thmg to pursue,

Dies ere he knows it.

That low man goes on ad^g °“® *°

His hundred’s soon hit

.

This high man, aumng at a nulhon.

That has'^wldd^ere-phonld he need the next.

Let the world mmd hiin !

This, throws lumself on ^d unperplexed

So with thlSttlSig hands of death at strife,

he could Stamms

He settled Boii’e busines^let it be !—

Prooerlv based Ouif^r-^
^

Gave us the Soctnne of the enclitic Pe,
Gave us

, ^ waist down.

WeU, her?s the platform, here’s the proper place

:

Hail to your purheus,

AU ve highfliers of the feathered race,
^ ^

Swallows and curlews 1

Here’s the top-peak, the multatude below
Here p V„„^_
This man decided not to Live but Know

Here-he?^?lii^ ^a^e! where
meteors shoot, clouds form.

Stars
^th the ^rm.

Peace let the dew ^nd !

Lofty designs must close m like effects

.

Leave hiro^tSl foffier than the world suspects.

Living and dymg.

A I’ACB

Waiting fo^cs°™®’j^
j .^ggamst the slpr

you’d sol this sweet face by).

^???* ,S, V." ' condensed into one eye
All heaven, . - should it wmk.

I. POETBT ; Dante Gabkiei. Rossetti. His Life-His Work

DANTE GABBIEIi BOSSETTI {182&-1882)

His Libb

PA-RKrai. <iw»uT.Tiis Dante Bossetti was bom in

gSSiX.

Gabriel was tbree-quAiters Baton ^ lam

from the Adriatic coasts, his
^ richly

w- “

cultured man, J king, Ferdi-

who was proscribed by
-ci^giand and obtained

nand I, in 1821, ^ King’s

an appointment ^^r was fond of

College, London, looi*

literature, deeply reli^ous, and a (
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wife and mother. Many years later she would say

that her wish had been for an intellectual husband
and family. The wish had been granted, “ and I

now wish there was a little less intellect in the family,

so as to allow for a little more common sense.”

The son at no time shared his father’s political

enthusiasm ; indeed, he showed a marked distaste

for political problems. “ He heard so much in his

youth of . . . Luigi Filippo that he seems to have
registered a vow to leave Luigi Filippo and the other

potentates of Europe and their ministers to take

care of themselves.” But when about fifteen he
yielded to the fascination of Dante, and read eagerly

all he found of the great Florentine.

In 1836 he went to a day school in Portland

Place, and to King’s College from 1837 till 1842.

The first distinct picture of Rossetti that presents

itself is that of an affectionate, generous lad, with

a partiality for rough simple folk and a dreamy,

somewhat indolent nature ; but at no period in his

Hfe was there anything effeminate about him.

Nothing is further from the truth than the old

popular notion of Rossetti and Keats, as men given

up to the sensuous impressions of life. Both poets

suffered from iU-health, and disease sapped their

powers of volition ; but each had virility, grit, and
splendid capacity for work- The vapid emo-

tionalism of the aesthetic school received no en-

couragement from their master Rossetti, who
always insisted on the necessity for fundamental

brainwork in poetry.

Before chloral had shadowed his life, Rossetti

was a breezy, genial, and delightful companion, as

simple and unaffected as WiUiam Morris, and with

a strain of rich humour in his nature that Morris

never possessed. No man was more generous in

his appreciation of others, the main question he

asked of a man being. Is he interesting ? If so, his

scholarly attainments influenced Rossetti scarcely

at all, and his social position not in the least.

Bent on becoming stn artist, he was sent in 1842

to a drawing academy in Bloomsbury; afterwards

to the Antique School of the Royal Academy, in

1846.

The second picture that detaches itself from

Rossetti’s biography is that of the earnest young

art student with masses of brown hair, a fine

forehead, deep-set blue flashing eyes, and an

imperious chin. This is the young enthusiast

who wrote in 1848 to that queer-tempered man of

genius. Ford Madox Brown, begging to be a pupiL

Brown accepted him with a few laconic words, but

damped his ardour by setting him to paint pickle

jars. It was characteristic of Rossetti that he

should have worked hard during three years, but

was impatient of instruction, following out his own
methods.

Open-hearted and genial as a rule, he was subject,

as men of his temperament are, to fits of abstrac-

tion and social aloofness- The one constant quality

in these years is the insatiable love of romantic

literature. He was always a great, not a wide,

reader. Science, history, philosophy attracted him
little ; but legendary romance, whether in prose

or verse, appealed to him profoundly, and thus

mediseval literature generally held him in thralL
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He loved Shelley and Keats, especially Keats, and
in 1847 took to his heart the Browning of Pauline^
Paracelsm, and Bells and Pomegranates,
The “pickle jar” episode had damped ^ghtly

Rossetti’s artistic ardour, and it was doubtful for

a time whether he should defimtely take up art or
literature. During the year 1848, however, he
became acquainted with two academy students,
Holman Hunt and John Everett Millais, and this

acquaintanceship proved the starting-point of the
famous Pre-Raphaehte Brotherhood.
In 1848 an association was established by three

young painters—^Dante Gabriel Rossetti, John
Everett Millais, and WiUiam Holman Hunt—caUed
the “ Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood.” As the name
suggests, this brotherhood identified themselves
artistically with the painters before Raphael, the

early Florentines

—

e,g, Giotto, Bellini, Fra Angelico

—for they found in the work of these artists an
individuality and sincerity alien to the art of

Raphael’s successors. Even the faults of this

earher school had for the brotherhood a special

charm, and the crude drawing and faulty perspec-

tive enchanted them just as the naivete and rough-

ness of the old ballads enchant the scholar.

But it must not be thought that the school aimed
entirely at reproducing all the characteristics of

their work. It was the spirit rather than the letter

at which they were aiming, although undoubtedly

in some there was a tendency to reproduce the

defects as weU as the merits.

The occasion of the founding of the brotherhood

was a book of engravings which Hunt and Rossetti

saw at Millais’ house, of certain Italian frescoes

—

the same frescoes as had impressed Keats and
Leigh Hunt.
About this time Ruskin in his Modem Painters

had protested against the academic traditions

which kept young artists making school copies of

Raphael. Pre-Raphaelitism put this protest into

a practical form. Madox Brown, who was not in the

movement, none the less was of it, and worked
according to its principles.

The art side of the movement has no immedi-

ate concern for us, since it belongs to the history

of painting, not of hterature; but one or two
characteristics common to both the pictorial and
literary side of their work may be commented
upon. The first is the extreme attention to real-

istic detaiL

The Pre-Raphaelites painted their pictures as

in frescoes or mosaic work, finishing each portion

with elaborate care. “ Every Pre-Raphaelite land-

scape baokgroxmd,” declared Ruskm, “ is painted

to the last touch in the open air from the thing it-

self. Every Pre-Raphaelite figure, however studied

in expression, is a true portrait of some living

person. Every minute accessory is painted in the

same manner.” This unflinching realism charac-

terises the earlier work of Rossetti, but later on he
gave fuller scope to his imagination.

Millais soon broke away from Pre-Raphaelite

orthodoxy- Though inferior to Hunt in elabora-

tion of detail, and to Rossetti in imaginative

power, he became the most popular of them all

through sheer cleverness.
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Another characteristic of the movement was its

love of symbolism. This is a mediaeval note, and
Rossetti learnt its secret from Dante. In Dante*s

Dream the strewn poppies are emblematic of sleep

and death ; an expiring lamp symbolises the ex-

tinction of life, while a white cloud borne away by
angels—^the departing soul of Beatrice.

While, however, Rossetti, the master and mind
of the movement, was challenging public criticism

by his novel methods, he was at the same time
writing a good deal of his best poetry, notably

The Bride’s Prelude, Sister Helen, A Last Confession,

Jenny, and The Burden of Nineveh, This divided

interest, however interesting artistically, has seri-

ous practical drawbacks, for it encumbered Rossetti

in his professional work as a painter, and in 1852

we find him declaring that he had abandoned
poetry. Some of his verse was published in the

Magazine of the Brotherhood—another of Rossetti’s

ideas. This was called The Germ ; it was published

monthly, contained contributions from Coventry

Patmore, Christina Rossetti, and others; and in

its columns Rossetti’s Blessed Damozei first saw
the light.

In 1854 Ruskin’s warm encouragement of the

Pre-Raphaelites had led to a friendship between
him and the founder, but both men were too

strongly individualistic for any considerable com-
panionship. Ruskin was Rossetti’s senior by nine

years, and the young man resented the authorita-

tive manner of the art critic. As he preferred to

follow his own lines, Ruskin called him “ a con-

ceited monkey,” and told him he did whatever he

liked, “ just as puppies and tom-tits did.” Ros-
setti took these railings good-humouredly, but
went his own way.
At this moment, when the obscure artist was

becoming a well-known personality, the figure of

Elizabeth Siddall struck across his path. Few
famous attachments are better known than that of

the tall, beautiful shop-girl, with pale blue eyes and
coppery golden hair, and the ardent young painter.

She was barely seventeen when a mutiial friend,

Deverell, was captivated by her beauty, seen by
chance in a bonnet shop in London. He arranged,

through her mother, for the girl to have sittings for a
picture he was painting, ** The Duke wiih Viola.”

In that picture Rossetti appears as the Jester

;

the girl herself as Viola.

Quiet, even reserved in manner, dignified in

bearing, and singularly sweet in disposition, she
attracted young Rossetti, who had hitherto owned
no mistress but his art. In 1861 they became en-

gaged, and the importance of this attachment
upon his work, both as a painter and poet, cannot
wen be over-estimated.

Herself no mean artist, she displayed a remarkable
measure of poetical invention in her drawings;
and it is said that her methods even affected

Rossetti’s own work. Unhappily she was frail in
constitution, and in 1853 a consumptive tendency
showed itself. Her lover thus wrote to her in
1864 :

** It seems hard to me when I look at her
sometimes, working, or too ill to work, and think
how many without one tithe of her genius or great-
ness of spirit have granted to them abundant

health and opportunity to labour through the little

they can do or will do.”

Rossetti was in no position to marry her at the
time, and the engagement dragged on in a some-
what unsatisfactory way. In 1860, his circum-
stances improving, he married her at Hastings,
but she steadily declined in health, and her death,
owing to an overdose of laudanum, probably only
anticipated by a few months what must have
happened.
Keenly affected by his wife’s tragic death, the

burial of his manuscript poems in his wife’s grave
was an act suiBBlciently significant of Rossetti’s

state of mind. The poems, he told his friends,

had often been written when she was suffering

and when he might have been attending to her ; and
he felt, what was certainly true, that his artistic

preoccupation had taken him away from his home
far more than was right or necessary. As a matter
of fact, Rossetti was never framed for domesticity,

and the union was fated to be a failure from the
first. Men of his type make satisfying lovers but
poor husbands. There was something peculiarly

fitting in this passionate act of self-abnegation,

when he placed the work of his imagination be-

tween the cheek and the hair of his dead wife.

Love had come and gone
; sorrow had entered

Rossetti’s soul and clouded his naturally happy
disposition. But the vitality of the man was so

great that its shadow soon faded to a mere speck,

and the years that followed saw Rossetti at the
height of his power as an artist and of his attrac-

tive magnetism as a man.
Between 1860 and 1870 he was at his prime.

He took 16 Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, and had first

for his tenants—^for the house was a large, old-

fashioned one—Swinburne, George Meredith, and
Mr. William Rossetti. This remarkable partnership

soon came to an end, for, however delightful as

a companion, Rossetti’s Bohemian habits were
trying as a housemate. Among his friends were
Burne-Jones, who regarded him with affection

and awe, and William Morris, whose strong per-

sonality was for a time almost obsessed by Ros-
setti. There could be no better tribute to his

personal charm and influence than the attitude of a
vigorous, independent soul such as that of Morris.

Rossetti popularised at this period the collecting

of china and bric-^-brac and old furniture. An-
other taste, too eclectic to become popular, was his

passion for curious animals. A wombat slept over
the diimer-table ; a zebu in the garden proved
too exciting an acquisition and was sent away;
but visitors could cheer themselves with watching
the respective habits of a kangaroo, a deer, and a

chameleon. Among his amusing letters at this time
the wombat occupies an important place. For
instance, after casually referring to Troy Town as

his “ best thing,” he refers to the wombat as “ a joy,

a triumph, a delight, a madness.” On one occasion

Rossetti told Browning that he wanted an elephant.
” What on earth would you do with it ? ” inquired

Browning. “ Teach him to clean the windows,”
retorted Rossetti blithely, ‘‘and people will say,
‘ Who lives there ? ’—

‘ Oh ! a painter, Rossetti *

—^then they will come in and buy my pictures.”
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In 1870 the famous painter becomes the famous
poet. To many his poems had been familiar for

many years, and men like Swinburne and Morris
had been impressed by their distinctive individu-

ality, During the late ’sixties the poetic impulse
came strongly upon him, and although his health

was beginning to fail at this time, his imagmar
tion had never been more active. He wrote The
Stream^8 Secret^ a haunting piece of melody, re-wrote

from memory some of his earlier poems, and, at

the urgent request of his friends, gave permission

for the MS. poems to be exhumed, since much of his

verse was forgotten beyond recall. The tempta-
tion to yield to solicitations, in these circum-

stances, was great ; but one would have respected

the man more had he left alone the grave and its

secrets.

Be that as it may, the poems were transcribed

and published, and received with a chorus of en-

thusiastic praise, led by his friends Swinburne and
Morris,

The second and grimmer shadow that fell across

his life at this time is the more to be deplored,

inasmuch as few men of letters had reached so
high a position, in the opinion of those best quali-

fied to judge, as had Rossetti. Both as a poet
and painter he had claim upon the affectionate

admiration of his contemporaries. Then came
ill-health and the curse of the chloral habit, and
the kindly, humorous, and brilliant companion
becomes gradually a moody neurotic. Harassed
by sleeplessness, he had taken chloral, quite ignor-

ant of the seductive and baneful character of the

drug indiscriminately used ; and his intolerance

of advice made it quite clear that from the outset

this experiment would prove disastrous, especially

to a man of his nervous organisation. Yet,

though his vitality was impaired and his mental
and physical sufferings considerable, his imagina-

tion as a creative artist remained practically un-

disturbed to the very last. The very tenacity of

the man’s constitution merely increased his suffer-

ings, and in 1882 he died in the presence of his

mother, sister, and two friends, one of them being

his intimate companion, Watts-Dunton, whose
tender care and unfailing sympathy had proved
the one real gleam of light for Rossetti during his

last few years. He was buried at Birchington on
April 14, where a cross has been erected over his

grave.

No one knew Rossetti more intimately than did

Watts-Dunton ; his tribute, therefore, to the man’s
genius and personality carries especial significance.

Let it be given in the author’s own words.

As to his personal fascination, among all the poets of

England we have no record of anything equal to it. It

asserted itself not only in relation to the Pre-Raphaelite
group, but in relation to all other members of society

with whom he was brought into contact. To describe

the magnetism of such a man is, of course, impossible.

Much has been written upon what is called the^ demonic
power in certain individuals—^the power of casting one’s

own influence over all others. Napoleon’s case is gen-

erally instanced as a typical one. But Napoleon’s
demonic power was of a self-conscious kind. It would
seem, however, that there is another kmd of demonic
power—^the power of shedding quite unconsciously one’s

personality upon all brought into contact with it. The

demonic power of Rossetti, like that of D*Ar<yy in this
story, was quite unconscious. In Rossetti’s presence as
in D’Arcy’s it was impossible not to yield to this strange,
mysterious power. At the time when he was not so en-
tirely reclusive as he afterwards became, when he used
to meet all sorts of people, the author h^ many oppor-
tunities of noticing its eflect upon others. He has sem
them try to resist it, and in vain. On a certam occasion
a very eminent man, much used to society, and much
used to the brilliant literary clubs of London, was quite
cowed and silenced before Rossetti. It is necessary to
dwell upon these subtle distinctions, because this is the
D’Arcy who, as a critic has remarked, * is the real pro-
tagonist of Aylwtn—although the reader does not dis-
cover it until the very end of the story where D’Arcy is
the character who unravels and explains aU.’ Without
D’Arcy, mdeed, and the demonic power possessed by
him, the story would have no existence.”

Perhaps there is only ono other figure in modem
English letters -with whom Rossetti may be com-
pared as a compelling personal influence ; that man
is Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

His Work
Mton’s postulate that poetry should be simple,

sensuous, and passionate has never been bettered.

AH the greatest poetry is simple, because the

elemental things of life are simple ; it is sensuous,

because its appeal must needs be made through

the senses, how else can rhythmic beauty be
realised ? It is passionate, because it deals with

the primal instincts.

In two of these requisites Rossetti’s verse is

assuredly not lacking. He is both sensuous and
passionate ; indeed superbly so, though the elabo-

rate craftsmanship somewhat distracts us at times

and obscures the real emotional quality that Hes

behind. In the exquisite intensity of his sense-

impressions he reminds us of Keats; and like

Keats, he is carried away at times by this into

an ultra-opulence of illustration that weakens his

work as an artist. Not that much of this opulent

colouring is not effective, as for instance such lines

as these

:

“Gloom girt ’mid Spring-flushed apple growths she
stands.”

** Deep in the sun-searched growths, the dragon fiy

Hangs like a blue thread loosened from the sky.”

Yet how much more compelling in its simple

strength are these lines, from which luxuriant

fancies have been ruthlessly pruned :

“ Her eyes were deeper than the depth
Of waters stilled at even.”

“ Thy soul I know not from thy body, nor
Thee from myself, neither our love from God.”

Although not a painter himself, the pictorial

suggestiveness of Keats’ poetry proved a fruitful

inspiration to the Pre-Raphaelite group of which
Rossetti was the most distingui^ed representa-

tive. The extreme fondness for elaboration of

detail, and the outlook upon nature, not as a

rhythmic pageant of colour, but as a study in still

life, is especially noticeable in the paintings of

this school. It has been well said that the Pre-

Raphaelites arranged “ images and impressions as
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the Japanese arrange flowers, so that each may keep

its perfect independence and colour.’*

That the pictorial element is more insistent in

Rossetti than in Keats is obviously due to the fact

that Rossetti’s outlook on the world is essentially

that of the painter. He thinks and feels in pig-

ments. Who but a painter would have given us

lines like these

:

“ The blessed damozel leaned out
From the gold bar of heaven
« « • • •

She had three lilies in her hand
And the stars in her hair were seven.*'

“ And the souls mounting up to God
Went by her Uke thin fiameaJ*

“ Where the long cloud the long wood’s counterpart

Sheds doubled darkness up the labouring hill.”

“ Thine eyes gray lit in shadowing hair above.”

This is not merely the verse of a pictoiM artist,

but of a Pre-Raphaelite artist. In the words

italicised above the familiar symbolism of the

mediaeval colourist is clearly discerned. Even in

so modem a poem as Jenny the poet cannot resist

recalling a picture by the Florentine painters. In-

deed Rossetti’s verse, when not written for pictures,

almost invariably suggests pictures.

In that splendid poem, A Last Confession,

perhaps the only one that shows the direct influ-

ence of a contemporary, the painter-poet is un-

mistakable. Browning’s method may have sug-

gested the general scheme of the poem, but Rossetti

has stamped his own genius upon the tale. It is

the story of a murder, and the colour red gleams

through the verse from the very opening, where

the man finds the child on the hills and she tells him
her parents had left her and walked into “ the great

red Hght,” down to the catastrophe when “sea

and sky were blood and fire and all the day was on©

red blindness.”

But the sensuousness of Rossetti’s verse travels

beyond the mere expression of emotion in terms

of sense. After all, SheUey and Browning also were

colourists, and the difference between them and
Rossetti is in this respect one of degree, not of

kind. But in their sensuousness as poets they

exhibit divergences which may ho explained by
saying that while all three give sensuous expres-

sion to feeling, Rossetti also gives sensuous expres-

sion to thought. It is here that we light upon that

quality in Rossetti’s vers© that has given offence

to some, and is responsible for the criticism that

there is a voluptuous “hot-house” atmosphere
about it.

Rossetti was three-quarters Italian, and he treats

passion from the Southern and not from the North-

ern point of view. “ Rossetti,” wrote Ruskin in

PrceterUa, “was really not an Englishman but a
great Italian tormented in the inferno of London.”
The Italian side of Rossetti’s temperament cer-

tainly impresses most of his work. The frank

voluptuousness of his wonderful sonnet sequence.

The Home of Life, is the reverse of English. The
Northern temperament, naturally reserved and
secretive where the emotions of love and religion are

concerned, shrinks from dwelling on the sensuous
manifestations of passion. And on© may add that

if it is betrayed into doing so an aggressive coarse-

ness displays itself at once.

This is not so with the Southern temperament
;

fevered and morbid as their erotic and devotional

literature may seem, it is never coarse. The
reverential devotion to the beauty of the body,
which strikes most Englishmen as mawkish and
unwholesome, and not a few as immoral, is far

removed in spirit from mere eroticism. The
senses were for Rossetti sacramental emblems of

the spirit. In every department of thought and
emotion, not in love only, Rossetti sought for the

outward manifestations. Where Tennyson senti-

mentalises and Browning intellectualises, Rossetti

read off the physical expression of certain sides of

life. But h© valued the physical expression, the

outward manifestation, not as does the mere
sensualist as something disconnected from the

inner life, but as the visible sign of the invisible

power that moulds life and character into beauty

and nobility. He worshipped beauty

” Whose speech Truth knows not from her thought.
Nor love her body from her soul.”

Robert Buchanan’s attack on Rossetti in The
Fleshly School of Poetry is wide of the mark, be-

cause Rossetti’s sensuousness is something other

than sensuality. Indeed Buchanan came to realise

he had condemned without justice, and years

afterwards made a frank and unreserved retraction.

Yet, if the heavy perfumed atmosphere of Rossetti’s

love poetry will always strike English readers as

enervating, and if his outspokenness offends our

constitutional reserve in matters of sexual love,

let us at any rat© recognise that the question is not

one of morality but merely one of taste. Its real

weakness lies not in its sensuousness but in its

frequent lack of simplicity. Its rich ornamenta-
tion, its meticulous elaboration fatigues the ©ye;
and to this extent it fails to appeal to us so potently

as do Bums and Browning as poets of passion.

In its own circumscribed sphere of sexual ecstasy

transfigured by spiritual rapture, it is rarely

beautiful and indeed unique in English poetry.

But the virile breadth of Browning and the poig-

nant pathos of Burns touch us more intimately

by reason not otily of their more welcome reticence

but by their larger and fresher simplicity of treat-

ment.
The limitations of Rossetti’s sensuous complexity

have been noted ; let us not overlook, however, the

peculiar grace and fascination it carries with it;

for at its worst it is but the defect of his artistic

virtue—a marvellously subtle imagination. This

subtle imagination could spin the gossamer web of

glamour and fantasy over the simplest themes,

as in My Sister*s Sleep, as well as revel in the rich

storehouse of mediaev^ romance.

My Sister’s Sueee

She fell asleep on Christmas Eve :

At length the long-ungranted shade
Of weary eyelids overweigh’d

The pam nought else might yet relieve.
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Our mother, who had leaned all day
Over the bed from chime to chime.
Then raised herself for the first time,

And as she sat her down, did pray.

Her little work-table was spread
With work to finish. For the glare
Made by her candle, she had care

To work some distance from the bed.

Without, there was a cold moon up,
Of winter radiance sheer and thni

;

The hollow halo it was m
Was like an icy crystal cup.

Through the small room, with subtle sound
Of flame, by vents the fireshine drove
And reddened. In its dim alcove

The mirror shed a clearness round.

I had been sitting up some nights.

And my tired mind felt we^ and blank ;

like a sharp strengthening wine it drank
The stillness and the broken hghts.

Twelve struck. That sound, by dwindling years
Heard in each hour, crept o££ ; and then
The rufiled silence spread again.

Like water that a pebble stirs.

Our mother rose from where she sat

:

Her needles, as she laid them down.
Met lightly, and her silken gown

Settled ; no other noise than that.

“ Glory unto the Newly Bom !
”

So, as said angels, she did say ;

Because we were in Christmas Day,
Though it would still be long tdl mom.

Just then in the room over us
There was a pushing back of chairs.

As some who had sat unawares
So late, now heard the hour, and rose.

With anxious softly-stepping haste
Our mother went where Margaret lay,

Fearing the sounds overhead—should they
Have broken her long watched-for rest ’

She stooped an instant, calm, and turned

;

But suddcrh turned back again

And all I'or n'aturc-. seemed in pain

With woe, and her eyes gazed and yearned.

For my part, I but hid my face,

And held my breath, and spoke no word

:

There was none spoken ; but I heard

The silence for a little space.

Our mother bowed herself and wept

;

And both my arms fell, and I said,
“ God knows I knew that she was dead.”

And there, all white, my sister slept.

Then kneeling, upon Christmas mom
A little after twelve o’clock.

We said, ere the first quarter struck
** Christ’s blessing on the newly bom !

”

As a medisBvalist Bossetti is obvioiasly in con-

genial surroundings, for the mingled warp of sensu-

ousness and supersensuousness, so characteristic

of the Middle Ages, suited to a nicety his peculiar

genius.

The human elements of old romance were finely

apprehended by Scott and William Morris; the

sensuous elements attracted Heats ; the mystic

elements inspired Coleridge. But no one poet has

^thered up all these diverse elements in the way
mat Bossetti has done. In such poems as StreUon

Tfoier, The King’s Tragedy, and The White Shi/p^
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he touches the popular ballad with all its rough
simplicity and naivete ; and if he fails to realise

the hearty humanity that touches Scott’s best
work, he is more faithful to the conventions of the
old ballad form. Again, he has essayed in poems
like The Bride’s Prdude and Bose Mary to repro-
duce that sensuous atmosphere which gave such
richne^ of efieeb to The Eve of SL Agnes and
Lamia; and his success here is unquestioned.
Heats himself never excelled the pictorial splen-

dour of The Bride’s Prelude or the opulent imagery
of Bose Mary ; and in sheer intellectual grasp of
old superstitious and ancient customs he is dis-

tinctly inferior to Bossetti. The opening of The
Bride’s Prdude is perfect in its way, where the air

is languorous and redolent with musk, myrrh, and
the noonday sun, while ever and anon the sounds
float in through the casement of murmuring water
and the melody of the lute :

“Amelotte laughed into the air

With eyes that sought the sun

:

But where the walls in long brocade
Were screened, as one who is afraid

Sat Aloyse within the shade.

And even in shade was gleam enough
To shut out full repose

From the bride’s ’tiring-chamber, which
Was like the inner altar-niche

Whose dimness worship has made rich.

Within the window’s heaped recess

The light was counterchanged
In blent reflexes manifold
From perfume-caskets of wrought gold
And gems the bride’s hair could not hold.

All thrust together s and with these
A shm-curved lute, which now.

At Amelotte’s sudden passing there,

Was swept in somewise unaware,
And shook to music the close air.

Against the haloed lattice-panes

The bridesmaid sunned her breast j

Then to the glass turned tall and free.

And braced and shifted daintily

Her loin-belt through her c6te-hardie.

The belt was silver, and the clasp

Of lozenged p.’*m-bearirffo :

A world of mirroiod Tim ii'miiii'

The rippling sunshine wrought into’t.

That flushed her hand and warmed her foot.

At least an hour had Aloyse,

—

Her jewels iu her hair,

—

Her white gown, as became a bnde,
Quartered m silver at each side,

—

Sat thus aloof, as if to hide.

Over her bosom, that lay still.

The vest was rich in gram.
With close pearls wholly overset i

Around her throat the fastenings met
Of chevesayle and mantelet.

Her arms were laid along her lap

With the hands open : hfe

Itself did seem at fault with her

:

Beneath the drooping brows, the stir

Of thought made noonday heavier.”

Bossetti’s power of mystic suggestion has no peer

save in Coleridge. What Coleridge did for the

earlier years of the century Bossetti did for the

later years. After the rush of poetry, charged
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and often heavily weighted with practical prob-

lems of the hour, he brought back the mystic spirit

to our verse. Not the religious mysticism of his

sister and of Tennyson and Browning, but the

mysticism of the artist with its fascination for the

half-lights, for the undiscovered countries of thought

and feeling. He had the power of impressing the

imagination with splendid lines that suggested

some half-expres«!ed thought, some dimly-shadowed

emotion, such lines as :

“ Girt in dark growths, yet glimmering with one star,”

“ The ground-whirl of the perished leaves of Hope.”

“ Words, whose silence wastes and kills.”

** The spacious vigil of the stars.”

That wonderful poem. The Blessed Vcumozel—
wonderful had it been the mature work of the

writer, more wonderful considering he was quite a

youth when he wrote it—^is full of fine, subtle

touches. It has a freshness and spaciousness of

imagination that is lacking in some of his more
drnate later pictures.

The Blessed Damozel leaning out from the gold

bar of Heaven

:

** From the fixed place of Heaven she saw
Time like a puke shake fierce

Through all the worlds. Her gaze stiU strove

Within the gulf to pierce

Its path j and now she spoke as when
The stars sang in their spheres.”

The sense of vastness is splendidly conveyed in

these fines.

Then follows a stanza worthy of Coleridge, per-

haps not uninspired by his magic 5

“ The sun was gone now j the curled moon
Was like a little feather

Fluttering far down the gulf 5 and now
She spoke thro’ the still weather.
Her voice was like the voice the stars

Had when they sang together.”

In contrast with this sense of immensity, where

in a bold line the earth is described as spinning in

the void like a fretful midge, comes the wistful

longing of the maiden for her lover still on earth,

and her passionate prayers for him to come to her

soon.

Coleridge alone could match the haunting
mystery of lines like these

;

** Here high up in the balcony.
Sister Helen,

The moon flies face to face with me.
Outside it’s merry in the wind’s wake.

Sister Helen.
In the shaken trees the chill stars shake.
Hush, heard you a horse tread, as you spake.

Little brother ?
”

All the witchery of twilight is here

;

“ When the leaf shadows at a breath.
Shrinks in the road, and all the heath,
Forest and water far and wide
Lie with the mystery of death,”

Sometimes, like Keats, he can suggest in a single

superb fine :

And her far seas moan as a single shell.”

What poet has more exquisitely caught the

spirit of the dream world, as seen through a lover’s

eye, as in Lovers Nocturn ;

“ Master of the murmuring courts
Where the shapes of sleep convene I-—

Lo ! my spirit here exhorts
All the powers of the demesne.

For their aid to woo my queen
What reports

Yield thy jealous courts unseen ?

Vaporous, unaccountable,
Dream-world lies forlorn of light.

Hollow like a breathing shell.

Ah ! that from all dreams I might
Choose one dream and guide its flight

!

I know well

What her sleep should tell to-night.”

Here a common psychical experience is wrought
into a thing of beauty by subtlety of treatment

:

** I have been here before.

But when or how I cannot tell

;

I know the grass beyond the door,
The sweet keen smell.

The sighing sound, the fights around the shore.”

While the sensuous beauty of Rossetti’s verse

is fully recogmsed, the intellectual power and the

moral force of his genius have had far less than its

due. It is as if Englishmen could not appreciate

the spiritual power of a writer unless he ascended

the pulpit. The moral must be thrust before their

eyes : the religion must be crystallised into a creed,

or they suspect a moral flabbiness.

And yet the moral beauty of his work is clear

enough, and ought never to have been called in

question.

There is no finer treatment of the social problem
in poetry than may be found in Jenny—a poem
refresliingly free from the mawkish sentiment that

so often spoils verse dealing with this subject.

Then again, mark the lofty imagination of The
Burden of Nineveh. The huge winged stone bulls

of Nineveh start a reverie in the poet’s mind in

which he thinks with misgiving on the civilisation

of our own day. He reflects how smugly we talk

of the baseness of the elder civilisations, and
shake our heads at mention of Babylon and
Nineveh. Yet may it not be that this has-rehef,

dug out from the ruins of Nineveh and now looking

down from the walls of the British Museum, wiU

be discovered years hence in the ruins of London,

and the discoverers imagine it to be our God ?

“ Who finding in this desert place
His form, shall hold us for some race
That walked not in Christ’s lowly ways,
But bowed its pride and vowed its praise

Unto the God of Nineveh.”

A vein of delicate and austere satire runs through-

out the poem, giving its impressive rhythm all

possible effect.

How admirable is the idealism in those beautiful

sonnets, Lost Days and A Superscription :

“ The lost days of my life until to-day.
What were they could I see them on the street

Lie as they fell ’ Would they be ears of wheat
Sown once for food but trodden into clay ?
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Or golden coins squandered and still to pay ?

Or drops of blood dabbling the gmlty feet ?

Or such spilt water as in dreams must cheat

The undying throat of Hell, athirst alway ?
”

But one day he will hear those wasted hours accusing

biTY\ of self-murder, muttering

“ I am thyself—what hast thou done to me ?
”

The mystery of life is hinted at with exquisite

delicacy in The Sea Limits

:

“ Listen alone beside the sea,

Listen alone among the woods ;

Those voices of twin solitudes

Shall have one sound ahke to thee :

Hark where the murmurs of thronged men
Surge and sink back and surge agam,

—

Still the one voice of wave and tree.

Gather a shell from the strown beach
And listen at its lips ; they sigh
The same desire and mystery,

The echo of the whole sea’s speech.
And all mankind is thus at heart
Not anything but what thou art

:

And Earth, Sea, Man, are all in each.”

Profounder thinkers, and more varied singers the
last century has given us, but Kossetti has ex-

pressed, in a way no other poet has done, the

hunger of the human heart for love and beauty,

the hunger of the human soul for those impalpable

mysteries that touch the horizon of human thought.

Jenny
Lazy laughing languid Jenny,
Pond of a kiss and fond of a guinea.
Whose head upon my knee to-night
Bests for a while, as if grown light

With all our dances and the sound
To which the wild tunes spun you round.
Pair Jenny mine, the thoughtless queen
Of kisses which the blush b^etween

Could hardly make more daintier

;

Whose eyes are as blue skies, whose hair

Is countless gold incomparable :

Presh flowers, scarce touched with signs that teU
Of Love’s exuberant hotbed :—Nay,
Poor flower left torn since yesterday
Until to-morrow leave you bare ;

Poor handful of bright spring-water
Flung in the whirlpool’s shrieking face ;

Poor shameful Jenny, full of grace
Thus with your head upon my knee
Whose person or whose purse may be
The lodestar of your reverie ?

This room of yours, my Jenny, looks

A change from mine so full of books.
Whose serried ranks hold fast, forsooth.

So many captive hours of youth,

—

The hours they thieve from day and night

To make one’s cherished work come right,

And leave it wrong for all their theft.

Even as to-night my work was left

;

Until I vowed that since my brain
And eyes of dancing seemed so fain.

My feet should have some dancing too
And thus it was I met with you.
Well, I suppose ’twas hard to part.

For here I am. And now, sweetheart.
You seem too tired to get to bed.

It was a careless life I led
When rooms like this were scarce so strange
Not long ago. What breeds the change,

—

The many aims or the few years ?

Because to-night it all appears
Something I do not know again*

The cloud’s not danced out of my brain,—
The cloud that made it turn and swim
While hour by hour the books grew dim.
Why, Jenny, as I watch you there,

—

For aU your wealth of loosened hair.

Your silk ungirdled and unlac’d
And warm sweets open to the waist.
All golden in the lamplight’s gleam,

—

You know not what a book you seem.
Half-read by hghtning in a dream 1

How should you know, my Jenny ? Nay.
And I should be ashamed to say :

—

Poor beauty, so well worth a kiss !

But while my thought runs on like this
With wasteful whims more than enough,
I wonder what you’re thinking of.

If of myself you think at all,

What is the thought ?—conjectural
On sorry matters best unsolved ?

—

Or inly is each grace resolved
To fit me with a lure ?—or (sad
To think !) perhaps you’re merely glad
That I’m not drunk or ruffianly

And let you rest upon my knee.

For sometimes, were the truth confess’d.

You’re thankful for a little rest,

—

Glad from the crush to rest within.

From the heart-sickness and the din
Where envy’s voice at virtue’s pitch

Mocks you because your gown is rich

;

And from the pale girl’s dumb rebuke.
Whose ill-clad grace and toil-worn look

Proclaim the strength that keeps hw; weak.
And other nights than yours bespeak

;

And from the wise unchildish elf,

To schoolmate lesser than himself

Pointmg you out, what thing you are

Yes, from the daily jeer and jar.

From shame and shame’s outbraving too.

Is rest not sometimes sweet to you ?

—

But most from the hatefulness of man
Who spares not to end what he began,

Whose acts are ill and his speech ill,

Who, having used you at his will.

Thrusts you aside, as when I dine

I serve the dishes and the wine.

Well, handsome Jenny mine, sit up j

Fve filled our glasses, let us sup.

And do not let me think of you,

Lest shame of yours suffice for two.

What, still so tired ^ Well, well then, keep
Your head there, so you do not sleep ;

But that the weariness may pass

And leave you merry, take this glass.

Ah ! lazy Hly hand, more bless’d

If ne’er m rings it had been dress’d

Nor ever by a glove conceal’d !

Behold the lilies of the field.

They toil not neither do they spin 5

(So doth the ancient text begin,

—

Not of such rest as one of these

Can share.) Another rest and ease

Along each summer-sated path
From its new lord the garden hath.

Than that whose spring in blessings ran

Which praised the bounteous husbandman.
Ere yet, m days of hankering breath,

The lilies sickened unto death.

What, Jenny, are your lilies dead ?

Aye, and the snow-wtdte leaves are spread

Like winter on the garden-bed.

But you had roses left m May,

—

They were not gone too. Jenny, nay
But must your roses die, and those

Their purfled buds that should unclose

Even so ; the leaves are culled apart,

Still red as from the broken heart,

imd here’s the naked stem of thorns.
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Nay, nay, mere words. Here nothing warns
As yet of winter. Sickness here

Or want alone could waken fear,

—

Nothing but passion wrings a tear.

Except when there may rise unsought
Haply at times a passing thought
Of the old days which seem to be
Much older than any history

That is written in any book ;

When she would he in fields and look

Along the ground through the blown grass.

And wonder where the city was.
Far out of sight, whose broil and bale

They told her then for a child’s tale.

Jenny, you know the city now.
A child can tell the tale there, how
Some things that are not yet enroll’d

In market-lists are bought and sold

Even till the early Sunday light.

When Saturday night is market-night
Everywhere, be it dry or wet.
And market-night in the Haymarket.
Our learned London children know.
Poor Jenny, all your pride and woe ;

Have seen your lifted silken skirt

Advertise dainties through the dirt

;

Have seen your coach-wheels splash rebuke
On virtue ; and have learned your look
When, wealth and health slipped past, you stare

Along the streets alone, and there,
^

Round the long park, across the bridge,

The cold lamps at the pavement’s edge
Wind on together and apart,

A fiery serpent for your heart.

Let the thoughts pass, an empty cloud I

Suppose I were to think aloud,

—

What if to her all this were said ?

Why, as a volume seldom read
Being opened halfway shuts again,

So might the pages of her brain

Be parted at such words, and thence
Close back upon the dusty sense.

For is there hue or shape defined

In Jenny’s desecrated mind,
Where all contagious currents meet,
A Lethe of the middle street ?

Nay, it reflects not any face.

Nor sound is in its sluggish pace.
But as they coil those eddies clot.

And night and day remember not.

Why, Jenny, you’re asleep at last

Asleep, poor Jenny, hard and fast,

—

So young and soft and tired ; so fair.

With chin thus nestled in your hair,

Mouth quiet, eyelids almost blue
As if some sky of dreams shone through 1

Just as another woman sleeps t

Enough to throw one’s thoughts m heaps
Of doubt and horror,—^what to say
Or think,—this awful secret sway.
The potter’s power over the clay I

Of the same lump (it has been said)

For honour and dishonour made,
Two sister vessels. Here is one.

My cousin Nell is fond of fun,

And fond of dress, and change, and praise,

So mere a woman in her ways :

And if her sweet eyes rich in youth
Are like her lips that tell the truth.
My cousin Nell is fond of love.
And she’s the girl I’m proudest of.

Who does not prize her, guard her well ?

The love of change, in cousin Nell,

Shall find the best and hold it dear

:

The uneonquered mirth turn quieter
Not through her own, through others’ woe

:

The conscious pride of beauty glow

Beside another’s pride in her.

One little part of all they share.

For love mmself shall ripen these
In a kind soil to just increase

Through years of fertilising peace.

Of the same lump (as it is said)

For honour and dishonour made,
Two sister vessels. Here is one.

It makes a goblin of the sun.

So pure,—so fall’n ! How dare to think
Of the first common kindred hnk ?

Yet, Jenny, till the world shall burn
It seems that all things take their turn

;

And who shall say but this fair tree

May need, in changes that may be.

Your children’s children’s charity ?

Scorned then, no doubt, as you are scorn’d !

Shall no man hold his pride forewarn’d
Till in the end, the Day of Days,
At Judgment, one of his own race.

As frail and lost as you, shall rise,

—

His daughter, with his mother’s eyes ?

How Jenny’s clock ticks on the shelf I

Might not the dial scorn itself

That has such hours to register 7

Yet as to me, even so to her
Are golden sun and silver moon.
In daily largesse of earth’s boon,
Counted for hfe-coins to one tune.
And if, as blindfold fates are toss’d.

Through some one man this life be lost.

Shall soul not somehow pay for soul 7

Fair shines the gilded aureole
In which our highest painters place
Some living woman’s simple face.

And the stilled features thus described
As Jenny’s long throat droops aside,

—

The shadows where the cheeks are thin.

And pure \vide curve from ear to chin,—

>

With Raffael’s, Leonardo’s hand
To show them to men’s souls, might stand.
Whole ages long, the whole world through,
For preachings of what God can do.
What has man done here ? How atone,
Great God, for this which man has done ?

And for the body and soul which by
Man’s pitiless doom must now comply
With lifelong hell, what lullaby
Of sweet forgetful second birth
Remains ? All dark. No sign on earth.
What measure of God’s rest endows
The many mansions of his house.

If but a woman’s heart might see
Such erring heart unerringly
For once I But that can never be.

Like a rose shut in a book
In which pure women may not look.
For its base pages claim control
To crush the flower within the soul

;

Where through each dead rose-leaf that clings,

Pale as transparent Psyche-wings,
To the vile text, are traced such things
As might make lady’s cheek indeed
More than a living rose to read ;

So nought save foolish foulness may
Watch with hard eyes the sure decay

;

And so the hfe-blood of this rose.

Puddled with shameful knowledge, flows
1-nv^' no chaste hand may unclose J

' 1' k'.'p- such faded show
Of when ’twas gathered long ago.
That the crushed petals’ lovely gram,
The sweetness of sanguine stain.
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Seen of a woman’s eyes, must make
Her pitiful heart, so prone to ache.
Love roses better for its sake :

—

Only that this can never be

—

Even so unto her sex is she.

Yet, Jenny, looking long at you,
The woman almost fades from view.
A cipher of man’s changeless sum
Of lust, past, present, and to come.
Is left. A riddle that one shrinks

To challenge from the scornful sphinx.

Like a toad within a stone
Seated while Time crumbles on

;

Which sits there since the earth was curs’d
For Man’s transgression at the first

;

Which, living through all centuries,

Not once has seen the sun arise ;

Whose life, to its cold circle charmed.
The earth’s whole summers have not warmed ;

Which always—^whitherso the stone
Be flung— sits there, deaf, blind, alone ;

—

Aye, and shall not be driven out
Till that which shuts him round about
Break at the very Master’s stroke.

And the dust thereof vanish as smoke,
And the seed of Man vanish as dust :

—

Even so withm this world is Lust,

Come, come, what use in thoughts like this ?

Poor httle Jenny, good to kiss,

—

You’d not believe by what strange roads
Thought travels, when your beauty goads
A man to-night to think of toads !

Jenny, wake up. . , . Why, there’s the dawn I

And there’s an early waggon drawn
To market, and some sheep that jog
Bleating before a barkmg dog ;

And the old streets come peeping through
Another night that London knew j

And aU as ghosthke as the lamps.

So on the wings of day decamps
My last night’s frolic. Glooms begin
To shiver off as light creeps in

Past the gauze curtains half drawn-to.
And the lamp’s doubled shade grows blue,'-*

Your lamp, my Jenny, kept ahght,
Like a wise virgin’s, all one mght I

And in the alcove coolly spread
Glimmers with dawn your empty bed ;

And yonder your fair face I see
Reflected lying on my knee,
Where teems with first foreshadowings
Your pier-glass scrawled with diamond rings

,

And on your bosom all night worn
Yesterday’s rose now droops forlorn.

But dies not yet this summer mom.
And now without, as if some word

Had called upon them that thejr heard.
The London sparrows far and nigh
Clamour together suddenly

:

And Jenny’s cage-bird grown awake
Here in their song his part must take.

Because here, too, the day doth break.
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And somehow in myself the dawn
Among stirred clouds and veils withdrawn
Stnkes greyly on her. Let her sleep.
But will it wake her if I heap
Those cushions thus beneath her head
Where my knee was ? No,—there’s youi bed,
My Jenny, while you dream, ^d there
I lay among your golden hair.

Perhaps the subject of your dreams,
These golden coins.

For still one deems
That Jenny’s flattering sleep confers
New memo on the magic purse

—

Grim web, how clogged with shnvelled flies I

Between the threads fine fumes arise
And shape their pictures in the brain,
There roll no streets m glare and rain
Nor flagrant man-swme whets his tusk

;

But delicately sighs m musk
The homage of the dun boudoir ;

Or hke a palpitating star
Thrilled mto song, the opera-night
Breathes faint m the quick pulse of light

}

Or at the carnage-window shine
Rich wares for choice

; or, free to dine,
Whirls through its hour of health (tfivine

For her) the concourse of the Park.
And though m the discounted dark
Her functions there and here are one,
Beneath the lamps and in the sun

acknowledged belie
\'yy\' « i

. . parallel.

Ah Jenny, yes, we ^ow your dreams.

For even the Paphian Venus seems
A goddess o’er the realms of love.

When silver-shrined in shadowy grove

;

Aye, or let offenngs nicely plac’d
But hide Priapus to the waist,
And whoso looks on him shall see

An ehgible deity.

Why, Jenny, waking here alone
May help you to remember one.
Though all the memory’s long outworn
Of many a double pillowed morn.
I think I see you when you wake.
And rub your eyes for me, and shake
My gold, in rising, from your hair,

A Danae for a moment there.

Jenny, my love rang true ! for still

Love at first sight is vague, until

That tinkling makes him audible.

And must I mock you to the last,

Ashamed of my own shame,—aghast
Because some thoughts not born amiss
Rose at a poor fair face like this ?

Well, of such thoughts so much I know

.

In my life, as in hers, they show.
By a far gleam which I may near,

A dark path I can strive to clear.

Only one kiss. Good-bye, my dear.

I. POETRY: William Morris. His Life—His Work—The Poeb—The Craftsman—

The Social Reformer

WILLIAM MORRIS (1834-1896)

His Life

Bobn on 24th March 1834, at Ehn House, Wal-

thamstow, William Morris was the third child in

a family of nine, and came of good middle-class

stock, rich in sound, strong physique, with no
Bemarkable gifts of intellect or imagination. In

1840 his parents moved to Woodford Hall m
Essex. At this time there is a oharactenstio

picture of the small boy, dressed in a suit of toy

armour, riding a Shetland pony through Epping

Forest, with his abundant curly hair flymg in the

breeze, and looking like some mediaeval knight

out hunting imaginary dragons.

He was an eager reader, and at seven years old

15
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had devoured most of Marryat’s andmany of Scott’s

novels ;
and his sister relates how, after reading

The Old English Baron in the rabbit warren at

Woodford Hall, they were wrought up to such a
state of mind as to make them afraid to cross the

park to reach home.
In 1843 he was sent to a private school at

Walthamstow. For neither writing nor spelling

had he a natural gift : his writing, however, became
beautiful in later years ;

“ but i remember having

to stand on a chair with my shoes off,” he has told

us, “because I made so many mistakes in my
spelling ”—^and spelling remained with Morris a
lielong failure.

At Marlborough College, from 1848-1851, we see

a “thick -set, strong-looking boy—good-natured

and kind, but with a fearful temper”; we also

see the studious, restless enthusiast for art and
architecture and old' church music, with no love

for games, but, like Dickens and Charlotte Bronte,

in great request as a story-teller.

After reading for a year with a private tutor,

Morris matriculated at Oxford in 1852, and first

met with Edward Burne-Jones. The spell of

Newman and the Anglo-Catholic revival still

lingered in Oxford, and considerably influenced

this serious and artistic youth—a pronounced
High Churchman desirous of taking Orders. Then
came his majority in 1855, and with it an income
of £900 a year.

Having taken his degree in 1856, ho might have
settled down to a life of pleasure and idle comfort,

but it was not in Morris’ nature to do this. While
on a holiday in France he and Burne-Jones had
defilnitely given up the idea of the Church as a
profession. Art was to be their Mistress : for

Burne-Jones, painting ; for Morris, the career of

an architect. So, on leaving the university, he
became an articled pupil in the office of George

Edmund Street, the diocesan architect, Philip

Webb being then senior clerk. When the office

was moved to London Morns was soon happily

sharing rooms with his friend Burne-Jones, while

much of their spare time was spent with the poet-

painter, Rossetti.

The influence of Rossetti was soon evident,

Morris had already written several poems, col-

lected in the little volume The Defence of Guenevere

—and now “ Rossetti says I ought to paint. 1
must try,” and he made such rapid progress that
when Burne-Jones and Rossetti were commis-
sioned to execute the frescoes at the Union Debat-
ing Hall in 1857, Morris was invited to assist them.
With this visit to Oxford yet another interest

entered his life. At the theatre he met Miss Jane
Burden, whose beautiful face has been limned for

us in so many of Rossetti’s pictures. The friend-

ship soon ripened into aflection, and they were
married at Oxford in 1859. On their return from
a tour abroad Morris set to work on his new home,
the famous Red House at Bexley Heath ; in this

undertaking he was assisted in various ways by
Philip Webb the architect, Burne-Jones, Rossetti,

and other friends.

The year 1861 saw the foundation of the firm of

Morris, Marshall, Faulkner & Co. ; this partnership

was dissolved in 1875 and Morris became sole
proprietor. In consequence of the rapid develop-
ment of his business, Morris decided to sell the
Red House in 1865 and move with his family to
London. He had been ill with rheumatic fever,

and the constant journeys to and from the city

were beginning to be somewhat of a strain.

He was now planning The Earthly Paradise,
and also writing Jason; after its publication he
began to study Icelandic with Mr. Magnflsson.
Within a short time he was able to put this new
venture to practical use in a series of Icelandic

Sagas, the translation of which, with a tour in

Iceland, occupied most of his spare time for the
next few ^’ears.

Morns was not happy away from the country, so

in 1871 he and Rossetti became joint-tenants of

Kelmscott Manor, a charming old house on the
banks of the Thames. The arrangement was more
or less happy until 1874, when, after an illness,

Rossetti departed.

It was in 1876 that the Eastern Question Asso-
ciation was founded with Morns as secretary

—

to protest against the lukewarm policy of the
Conservative Government with reference to the
atrocities in Bulgaria. Morris, as may be expected,

was also on the side of the anti-war party regarding

the troubles in Afghanistan. Having organised a
gigantic meeting in 1878 on their behalf at which
Gladstone had promised to speak, “The Parlia-

mentarioR,” he said, “ began to quake,” the meet-
ing was abandoned, and for a while Morris threw up
politics in disgust. “ I shall give up reading the

papers,” he remarked, “ and stick to my work.”
But in 1881 we find him acting as treasurer of the

National Liberal League, and on 17th January 1883
he joined the Democratic Federation; the next
few years being given up to lecturing throughout
the country on both Art and Sociahsm. On one
occasion Morris asked a lady how she liked his

lecture :
“ Not at all !

” was the unexpected reply.
“ But I thought the colour of your blue shirt

charming.”
Overwork was largely responsible for a serious

iUness in 1885, but the next year he was again

working, if possible, harder than ever. The
Dream of John Ball was appearing in The Com*
monweal, the organ of the Socialist League

—

Morris having started and financed both paper

and League; and much of his best literary work
made its first appearaince in its columns.

The Home of the Wolfings, published in 1888, was
the first of his books to be printed from specially

selected type. His next romance, The Roots of the

Mountains, was bound in one of his own chintzes.

“ I am so pleased with my book,” he wrote to a

friend, “ t3rpography, binding, and, must I say it,

literary matter.” This peculiar interest in the

production of books led to his founding the Kelms-
cott Press, set up in the Upper Mall, Hammer-
smith—and News fiom Nowhere was the first of

his volumes to bo issued from it.

So attractive were the volumes issued by Morris

that the University of Cambridge, in 1891, lent him
Caxton’s copy of The Golden Legend, from which
he printed the Kelmscott edition of 1892.
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After a few more years of literary work, numerous

activities and lectures on behalf of the Social
Democratic Federation, Morris’ health gave way
under the strain. A sea trip was advised, and he
started for Norway, but he only longed for the
time to come when he might return to Kelmscott,
and no benefit resulted. When he arrived in
^England he was too ill to be taken beyond London.
Yet he worked to the end. Early in September
he dictated the last chapter of The Sundering
Mood, and on 3rd October 1896 died at Hammer-
smith, and three days later, at Kelmscott, was
laid to rest, in a storm of wind and rain.

His Wobk
A story is told of Morns that a man stopped

him in the street one day with “ Beg pardon, sir,

were you ever captain of the Sea Swallow 9 ”

Into this random query is condensed the whole
problem of Morris’ personality. The inquirer

may have been thinkmg of the sailor-like appear-
ance of the man, with his rolling gait and vital,

weather-beaten face. But to his friends there is

more in the inquiry than lies here.

The look of rugged strength, the pleasant, hearty
manner, and the suggestion of an underljring re-

serve force, all these things make us think of

Morris as a master of men. A traveller on the
high seas ? Perhaps : but a captain, a leader as-

suredly. And no ordinary one either. Not a
captain of some miserable craft, but a captain of

the Sea Swallow—^happy symbol of the dreamer
element in Morris’ nature.

The savour of the man’s personality lay in the
juxtaposition of these two divergent qualities,

poetic imagination and practical sagacity. On
the one side an artist, a lover of the beautiful, a
Utopian visionary ; on the other a man of shrewd
common sense, direct, blunt, and downright. His
dreams were no castles in the air, they had a de-

finite ground plan. The dreamer devised beautiful

things, beautiful poems, beautiful prose, beautiful

handcrafts ; the practical man expressed them in

terms of utility. He loved beauty so well that he
turned it into a limited company.
At first he sought relief from the ugliness of

modem life by fashioning a secluded realm of

beauty, remote from the noisy highway. But as

he grew older this did not satisfy him. “Those
who joy would win must share it,” said Byron.
“ Happiness is bom a twin.” So Morris resolved

to share it, and he could only hope to do this by
trying to beautify the life about him. It was a
lifelong task.

Ruskin’s inspiration was of course of immense
value here, and no literary utterance ever moved
him more profoundly than the famous chapter On
the Nature of Gothic,” that he took later as the text

for all his social sermons.

Here is the passage

:

“In the make and nature of every man, however
rude or simple, whom we employ in manual labour,

there are some powers for better tl^gs ; some tardy
imagination, torpid capacity of emotion, tottering steps

of thought, there are, even at the worst ;
and in moat
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cases it IS all our own fault that they are tardy or torpid.
But they cannot be strengthened, unless we are content
to take them in their feebleness, unless we prize and
honour them in their inperfection above the best and
most perfect manual skill. And this is what we have to
do with all our labourers ; to look for the thoughtful
part of them, and get that out of them, whatever we
lose for it, whatever faults and errors we are obliged to
take with it. For the best that is in them cannot mani-
fest itself but in company with much error. Understand
this clearly ; you can teach a man to draw a straight
line, and to out one ; to strike a curved line, and to carve
it ; and to copy and carve any number of given lines or
forms with admirable speed and perfect precision ; and
you find his work perfect of its kind ; but if you ask him
to think about any of those forms, to consider if he can-
not find any better m his own head, he stops ; his execu-
tion becomes hesitating ; he thinks ; and ten to one he
thmks wrong ; ten to one he makes a mistake in the first

touch he gives to his work as a thinking being. But
you have made a man of him for all that. He was only
a machme before—an animated tool.

“And observe, you are put to stern choice in this
matter. You must either make a tool of the creature or
a man of him. You cannot make both. Men were not
intended to work with the accuracy of tools, to be pre-
cise and perfect in all their actions. If you will have that
precision out of them, and make their fingers measure
degrees like cog-wheels, and their arms strike curves hke
compasses, you must unhumanise them. All the energy
of their spirits must be given to make cogs and compasses
of themselves. The eye of the soul must be bent upon
the finger-point, and the soul’s force must fill all the m-
visible nerves that guide it, ten hours a day, that it may
not err from its steely precision, and so soul and sight be
worn away, and the whole human bemg be lost at last

—

a heap of sawdust so far as its intellectual work in this

world IS concerned, save only by its heart, which cannot
go mto the form of cogs and compasses, but expands,
after the ten hours are over, into fireside humanity. On
the other hand, if you will make a man of the working
creature, you cannot make a tool. Let him but begin
to imagine, to think, to try to do anythmg worth doing,
and the engme-turned precision is lost at once. Out
come all his roughness, all his dulness, all his incapa-
bihty ; shame upon shame, failure upon failure, pause
upon pause j but out comes the whole majesty of him
abo, and we know the height of it only when we see the
clouds settling upon him. And, whether the clouds be
bright or dark, there will be transfiguration behind and
within them.” . . , For individuals “ to feel their souls

withering withm them, unthanked, to find their whole
being sunk into an unrecognised abyss, to be counted off

into a heap of mechanism, numbered with its wheels and
weighed with its hammer-strokes—this nature bade not
—this God blesses not—this humamty for no long time
is able to endure.”

The compelling interest of Morris’ work lies in

its amazing many-sidedness. Nor was it the many-
sidedness of the merely clever, versatile man. It

was the many-sidedness of a naturally vital nature

that sought to absorb as many forms of human
activity as were possible. Even as a lad his

restless hands were ever weaving imaginary
designs, and he never knew what rest was save

in the few brief hours when the tired body sought

sleep. His real recreation was change of work.

And what enabled him to do so vast an amount
was the superb detachment by which he could free

himself from all the worries and preoccupations of

the task he had been essaying, and project his

whole undivided energies into something entirely

fresh. Roughly speaking, we may divide his

activities into those of the poet, the craftsman,

and the social reformer.
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The Poet

Morris was not a great poet in the sense that we
call Milton and Shelley great poets, for rhythmic

beauty was not the inevitable expression of his

creative imagmation. His well-known saying that

a man who was unable to turn from an epic to a
tapestry had better leave both alone, is finely

significant of the man. He could do either with

such admirable ease that it was often a moot
point whether the outcome of his inspiration

would take the form of words or fabric. Supreme
art is subject to no such chance incarnation : it

can only express itself in one way. But if we deny
Morris a seat on Parnassus as a supreme poet, he
would claim supremacy, assuredly, as a great artist

who wrote verse as one of many media for express-

ing his innate sense of beauty. And if not one of

the topmost peaks he certainly belongs to the

heights. There is no poet whose work is so uni-

formly fine in quality, so happy in its level

excellence.

His first volume of verse. The Defence of Quemvere
and other Poems, was necessarily experimental;

it is psychological, fantastic, dramatic, lyrical, nar-

rative. He is feeling his way, and has not yet

realised how that his best strength lay in the

narrative direction. But all of it is the work of

an artist who uses words as if he loved them.

Even such verses as The Blue Closet, The Wind,
The Tune of Seven Towers, though little more than
pretty fancies, musical toys, are well done, and
delightful in their slight, unpretentious way.
The chief interest of the volume lies in the

vigour and insight with which he treats some old-

world story, whether one of Arthurian inspiration,

in The Defence of Ouenevere, or some other tale of

mediaeval passion, as in The Haystack in the Floods
with its poignant horrors, or Bapunzd with its

pictorial beauty. Admirably did he serve his

poetic apprenticeship in this volume before he
passed on to the mode in which he was a master—^the narrative method.
BothJasonand The Earthly Paradise are narrative

poems, and while he excelled them in emotional
fire when he wrote Sigurd, he never surpassed these
poems in fluent sweetness and gracious charm.
The familiarity of the Jason story accoimts for its

greater popularity ; but there is necessarily more
variety in that garment of divers colours

—

The
Earthly Paradise—^a lovely fabric of verse into which
he has woven some of the most enchanting stories

in the world; graceful fancies from Greece, gay
romances of French origin, passionate legencis

from the North. The matter is diverse, but
Morris has made it his own by treating one and
all as pigments of rich colouring for his medisBval
screen. Mediaeval, assuredly, the poet always is

in his outlook, Troy,” as Mr. Mackail says, " is

to his imagination a town exactly like Bruges,
spired and gabled, red-roofed, filled with towers
and swinging bells. The Trojan princes go out like
the knights in Froissart, and tilt at the barriers.’*
The poem is of extraordinary length, yet it never

drags. No heights or depths of passion are
sounded, humour is rigorously excluded, yet the

pensive dreamy atmosphere, the easy discursive-

ness of the writer preclude any sense of boredom.
It does not grip the imagination, but it lures the

fancy, and we are earned along, willing captives

on the smooth, mellifluous cadence of verse.
“ There was little wind,” he adds after one of

his pleasant voyages. The phrase is significant

of the entire poem. Little wind—^too little indeed
to disperse the haze that softens the harsh out-

lines of the poet’s world.

Following The Earthly Paradise came Love is

Enough (1871), a clever, technical experiment

—

a modernised edition of the old morality play;
yet curiously ineffective because of its deliberately

undramatio treatment. The real attraction in the

book lies in its charming lyrics.

After an interesting interval of translation work,
Sigurd the Volsung was published in 1876. The
translation of the JSneids of Virgil in 1875 is an
agreeable production—^nothing that Morris at-

tempted was negligible. But it does not exhibit

the poet at his best. The one English poet to
interpret Virgil was Tennyson ; it needs rhythmic
distinction and nicely chiselled phrases, not the

ambling grace of Morris. Sigurd is quite another
matter. Here Morris hews a piece of pristine

savagery from the quarry of the old Sagas, and
dropping for a while his gracious moods, enters

with fine spirit into the elemental grandeur of

the epic. (>one is the old dreamer ; the gently

flowing cadence. The verse thrills with virile

power. The sweeping rhythm breaks over the

story like big Atlantic breakers on a rocky shore.

There is a note of passion her© not discernible

hitherto in Morris’ work save, perhaps, in the

Lovers of Oudrun. It symbolises, moreover, the

growing spiritual dissatisfaction of Morris with
his age. It is more than a metrical experiment,

it is a spiritual challenge.

As a poet he never excelled Sigurd for grandeur,

nor for grace The Earthly Paradise,

His next work on a big scale was the trans-

lation of the Odyssey, a vigorous and admirable

piece of work. Certainly Morris was spiritually

more akin to Homer than to Virgil.

The period of vers© writing was now drawing
to a close. No work in vers© of any importance

marks his later years. The Chants for Socialists,

useful and spirited in their way, are necessarily on

a lower level of art ; delightful as are many of the

songs that light up his pros© romances, these are

subordinate of course to the pros© romances, and
in any case mark no fresh departure.

These romances, written in prose, are essentially

poetical in conception and treatment, and are in

reality a fresh illustration of Morris’ poetic powers,

and, as Mr. Watts-Bunton has acutely observed,

exemplifying the distinction between real and
poetical prose and the rhetorical prose of such
writers as Ruskin and Be Quinoey.

In other words rhythmic beauty is an integral

part of Morris* pros© style in these romances,
whilst humour and elaborate characterisation is

as carefully excluded here as in the narrative

verse. Artistically speaking, there is a mellower
beauty about these romances in prose than about
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the verse romances, but they suffer from one draw-
back alien to The Earthly Paradise and Sigurd.

The style is more involved, more self-conscious

and more archaic. This comparative lack of sim-
plicity somewhat limits their appeal, and it is to

be regretted that Morris had been less generous
with terms derived from the Saxon and Damsh
elements in our language.

The romances are nine in number : of these two
are communistic in conception

—

The Dream of
John Ball and News from Nowhere, the one a hark
back to the past, the other a look forward to
the future. The remaining tales are rank fan-
tasies with flavours of German and Scandinavian
sagas, with that peculiar Morris atmosphere in

which dreamy melancholy and joyous vitality are
piquantly blended, and where the author’s passionate
love of beauty breaks in every line even in the
musical titles—^i.e. The Water of the Wondrous
Isles, The Wood beyond the World, The Well at the

World^s End, The Land of the Glittering Plain,

The Craftsman

Morris’ craftsmanship is m reality only another
aspect of his work as a poet. Superficially there

may seem a good deal of difference between a
tapestry, a stained-glass window, and an epic : fun-

damentally there is no distinction. The chvergence

is one of technique, not of art. Throughout his

life his poetic imagination inspired his craftsmanship

and his craftsmanship materially affected his poetry.

It has been said that Rossetti wrote his pictures

and painted his poems. In a sense this is a per-

fectly just criticism, and it is equally just to say

that Morris wove his epics, and, if we cannot add that

he wrote his tapestries, this is because his crafts-

manship affected far more materially his verse

than did his metrical skill as a poet affect his

craftsmanship. He thought in arabesques and
curves rather than in metre and rhythm. Even
when talking to friends in casual conversation his

hands would be unconsciously mapping out some
design. His earliest activities were in an ecclesi-

astical direction, and here he had the co-operation

of his lifelong friend Sir Edward Burne-Jones.

The scope and extent of his work may be judged

from glancing at the circular issued by Morris and
Company

:

“ The growth of Decorative Art in this country,” says
the circular, “ owing to the efforts of English Architects,

has now reached a point at which it seems desirable that
Artists of reputation should devote their time to it.

Although, no doubt, particular instances of success may
be cited, still it must be generally felt that attempts of this

kind hitherto have been crude and fragmentary. Up
to this time, the want of that artistic supervision, which
can alone bring about harmony between the various parts
of a successful work, has been increased by the neces-

sarily excessive outlay, consequent on taking one indi-

vidual artist from his piotonal labours.
“ The Artists whose names appear, hope by association

to do away with this difSculty. Having among their

number men of varied qualifications, they will be able to
undertake any species of decoration, mural or otherwise,

from pictures, properly so called, down to the considera-

tion of the smallest work susceptible of art beauty. It

is anticipated that by such co-operation, the largest

amount of what is essentially the artist’s work, along

with his constant supervision, will be secured at the
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smallest possible expense, while the work done must
necessarily be of a much more complete order, than if

any smgie artist were incidentally employed in the usual
manner.

“ These Artists having for many years been deeply
attached to the study of the Decorative Arts of all times
and countries, have felt more than most people the want
of some one place, where they could either obtain or get
produced work of a genuine and beautiful character.
They have, therefore, now established themselves as a
firm, for the production, by themselves and under their
supervision, of

:

“I, Mural Decoration, either in Pictures or in
Pattern work, or merely in the arrange-
ment of Colours, as applied to dwelling-
houses, churches, or public buildmgs.

“ II. Carving generally, as applied to Architecture.
III. Stained Glass, especially with reference to its

harmony with Mural Decoration,
“IV. Metal Work in all its branches, including

JeweDery.
“ V. Furniture,either depending for its beauty on its

own design, on the application of materials
hitherto overlooked, or on its conjunction
with Figure and Pattern Painting. Under
this head is included Embroidery of all

kinds. Stamped Leather, and ornamental
work in other such materials, besides every
article necessary for domestic use.

“ It is only requisite to state further that work of all

the above classes will be estimated for, and executed in a
busmess-like manner ; and it is believed that good de-
coration, involvmg rather the luxury of taste than the
luxury of costliness, will be found to be much less expen-
sive than is generally supposed.”

From the church to the home was to Morris a
natural transition. Here the work was more up-
hill, for Victorian England had claimed as an
essential of decoration a style of ponderous ugliness,

which Morris found it a hard matter to change.

It is impossible to over-emphasize the meta-
morphosis he managed to accomplish, and to

appreciate its magnitude we have but to compare
the picturesque gabled country house of to-day,

and the now familiar scheme of decoration in which
graceful Eastern rugs, neat Indian matting, and
cheerful Axminster carpets play their part with
the stiff dinginess of the old mid-Victorian house.

Having purged our houses both outwardly and
inwardly of the evil spirits of drabness and ugliness,

Morris turned to book flluminating ;
after which

he went thoroughly into the whole matter of dyeing,

which lay necessarily at the back of all forms of

craftsmanship.

This is a significant illustration of the man’s ex-

traordinary thoroughness, and explams the secret

of the distinctive glory that lay in his Hammer-
smith carpets and Merton tapestries. For abjur-

ing modem methods and the favourite aniline dyes

of the day, he restored the method of a bygone
age, set up his own dye-house, and triumphantly

proved the superiority of the old vegetable dyes.

His latest experiment in craftsmanship was in

the art of printing as exemplified by the beautiful

publications of the Kelmseott Press. A glance at

any of these will convince the observer that Morris

had thoroughly tackled the paper problem and had
availed himself of the best vaneties of type.

He had an unrivalled instinct in assessing the

aptitude of other craftsmen. On one occasion he

said of a man who had brought some decorative
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work to him: “That man hasn’t an equal in

Europe for drapery ; but he’s no good at faces.”

His memory was phenomenally retentive. A
thing once seen he never forgot. “ On one occa-

sion,” Mr. Thackeray Turner says, “he had just

returned from surveying an old church ; Morris

recalled everything about that church, the dis-

position and character of the ornaments, and could

tell exactly at what point in the church these were
situated. Yet his only visit to this church had
been made about twenty years previously.” ^

On another occasion, his friend Mr. Philip Webb
showed him a design. Morris made little comment
and seemed to be engrossed in other matters. But
a long time afterwards he referred to the design,

only seen for a moment or so, and recalled every

detail about it. The secret of this lay, no doubt,

in the fact that Morris gave his undivided attention

to the matter in hand, whether a poem, a pomt in

political economy, or a design. He took it in

completely; and although he had the faculty of

putting everything away from him when ho turned

to fresh matters, he always retained a clear and
trustworthy recollection of the thing noted.

Throughout these various forms of craftsmanship

there ran a common purpose and a common aim.

All the decorative arts were made subordinate to

architecture
;
and every manifestation of applied

art was so framed as to serve the community. Its

beauty and social utihty were always kept in view.

The Social Reformer

Morris was first and foremost an artist, and it is

pertinent therefore to inquire how it was he left the
pursuit of art during later years in order to preach
social reform. The more we study Morris’ life-

work, the more are we convinced that aU his activi-

ties, whether artistic or social, form a homogeneous
whole. He loved beauty as passionately as did

Rossetti ; but feeling with Ruskin that the majority
of his fellow-men would never care for beauty imtil

the ugliness of their lives and environment were
changed, he set about to try and effect this.

Carlyle had first touched his social sympathies,
but undoubtedly the most powerful stimulus came
from Ruskin in his famous chapter “ On the Nature
of Gothic ” in The Stones of Venice.

Here is the interconnection between art and life

clearly formulated. Like Ruskin, Morris entered
social politics through the gateway of ^stheticism.
He became a Socialist because, in his lifelong tirade

against the ugliness of modem life, he felt that
xmless conditions of labour were changed, his ex-
tension of art into every side of life would be an
impossibility. He opposed capitalism in the same
spirit as he opposed aniline dye ; not primarily
because it made for cruelty, but because it made
for ugliness. Morris had as little patience with
the “ Act for Art’s sake ” of the aesthete as he had
for the “ Art for Ethics’ sake ” of the moralist.
For him it was “ Art for Life’s sake.”

Morris’ social ideal differed from that pictured
by Bellamy in his Looking BacTcwa/rdr—Q>n ideal
termed by Morris “ a Cockney Paradise.” Socialism

1 WiUiam Morris : A Study in Personality

j

by Arthur
Compton-Rickett (Herbert Jenkins).

for him meant a communistic society with its

implication of voluntary co-operation for common
ends. Yet here again, as always, he was no mere
visionary. He had no belief in catastrophic com-
munism ; h© did not imagm© that we could go
asleep “ on a Saturday in a capitalistic society and
wake on Monday in a communistic society.” He
repudiated the idea of open war as a means towards
the end desired. The change would, he knew, be
a gradual one ; and the best means of bringing

it about was constant education, and the continual

making of Socialists. A transitional period be-

tween the present capitalistic system and that of

communism he knew to be inevitable. “ De-
mocracy said and says,” ^ he wrote, “ men shall not
be the masters of others because hereditary privi-

lege has made a race or a family or so, and they
happen to belong to such race ; they shall indivi-

dually grow mto being the master of others by the
development of certain qualities under a system
of another which artificially protects the wealth
of every man, if he has acquired it in accordance
with this artificial system, from the interference of

every other, and from all others combined. The
new order of things says, on the contrary, Why
have masters at all ? Let us be fellows working
in the harmony of association for the common
good, that is, for the greatest happiness and com-
pletest development of every human being in the

community.”
Morris’ socialism differed from that of Ruskin

in being democratic in basis rather than aristocratic.

The dominant note in Morris’ message is hberty and
©quality. Ruskin’s instincts were against trusting

the people to manage their own affairs. Morris

found the modern exponents of Liberalism too

weak-kneed, and passed them by. But he started

on the Liberal platform ; and it was not because he
disliked Liberalism but because he was impatient

of Liberals that he left them.
For Ruskin, on the other hand, Liberalism was

always anathema. He called himself an Illiberal,

denounced Liberalism as tending towards anarchy,

and pointed to the stock example of Liberal prin-

ciples—America !

Morris’ value as a social reformer must not be

estimated merely by his lectures and propaganda
work, nor even by his communistic romances,

but by the whole effect of his work as an artist-

craftsman.

Herbert Spencer has said, “You cannot get

golden conduct out of leaden instincts.” Morris

agreed; but he did not leave the instincts alone

as Spencer did to work out their own salvation

through the slow process of evolution. He did

his best to change them. Art for him was never

a luxurious toy but an ethic, a creed for the better-

ment of the whole community.

The Haystack in the Floods

Had she come all the way for this.

To part at last without a kiss ?

Yea, had she borne the dirt and rain

That her own ©yes might see him slain

Beside the haystack in the floods ?

1 Signs of Change,
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Along the dripping leafless woods.
The stirrup touching either shoe.
She rode astride as troopers do ;

With kirtle kilted to her knee,
To which the mud splash’d wretchedly

;

And the wet dripp’d from every tree
Upon her head and heavy hair,

And on her eyelids broad and fair
;

The tears and rain ran down her faice*

By fits and starts they rode apace.
And very often was his place
Bar ofi from her ; he had to ride
Ahead, to see what might betide
When the roads cross’d ; and sometimes, when
There rose a murmuring from his men.
Had to turn back with promises ;

Ah me ! she had but little ease :

And often for pure doubt and dread
She sobb’d, made giddy in the head
By the swift riding

; while, for cold,

Her slender fingers scarce could hold
The wet reins : yea, and scarcely, too.
She felt the foot within her shoe
Against the stirrup : all for this

To part at last without a kiss

Beside the haystack in the floods.

For when they near’d that old soak’d hay.
They saw across the only way
That Judas, Godmar, and the three
Red running lions dismally
Grinn’d from his pennon, under which.
In one straight line along the ditch,

They counted thirty heads.

So then.
While Robert turn’d round to his men.
She saw at once the wretched end,
And stooping down, tned hard to rend
Her coif the wrong way from her head.
And hid her eyes ; while Robert said

:

“ Nay, love, ’tis scarcely two to one.
At Poictiers where we made them run
So fast—^why, sweet my love, good cheer.

The Gascon frontier is so near.
Nought after this.”

But, “ 0,” she said,
“ My God ! my God I I have to tread
The long way back without you ; then
The court at Paris ; those six men

;

The gratings of the Chatelet

;

The swift Seine on some rainy day
like this, and people standing by.
And laughing, while my weak hands try
To recollect how strong men swim.
All this, or else a life with him.
For which I should be damned at last,

Would God that this next hour was past !
’*

He answer’d not, but cried his cry,
“ St. George for Marny !

” cheerily 5

And laid his hand upon her rein,

Alas I no man of all his train

Gave back that cheery cry again ;

And, while for rage his thumb beat fast

Upon his sword-hilt, some one cast

About his neck a kerchief long.

And bound him.
Then they went along

To Godmar ; who said ;
“ Now, Jehane,

Your lover’s life is on the wane
So fast, that, if this very hour
You yield not as my paramour.
He will not see the ram leave off

—

Nay, keep your tongue from gibe and scoff.

Sir Robert, or I slay you now.”

She laid her hand upon her brow.
Then gazed upon the palm, as though
She thought her forehead bled, and—” No,”
She said, and turn’d her head away.
As there were nothing else to say,

And everything were settled i red
Grew Godmar’s face from chin to head
“ Jehane, on yonder hill there stands
My castle, guarding well my lands :

What hinders me from takmg you,
And doing that I list to do
To your fair wilful body, while
Your knight hes dead ?

”

A wicked smile
Wrinkled her face, her lips grew thm,
A long way out she thrust her chin ;

“ You know that I should strangle you
While you were sleeping ; or bite through
Your throat, by God’s help—ah !

” she said,
** Lord Jesus, pity your poor maid !

For m such wise they hem me in,

I cannot choose but sin and sin.

Whatever happens yet I think
They could not make me eat or drink,
And so should I just reach my rest.”
“ Nay, if you do not my behest,
O Jehane ! though I love you well,”
Said Godmar, “ would I fail to tell

All that I know.” ‘ Foul lies,” she said.
“ Eh ? hes my Jehane ? by God’s head.
At Pans folks would deem them true !

Do you know, Jehane, they cry for you,
‘ Jehane the brown ! Jehane the brown I

Give us Jehane to burn or drown !
’

—

Bh—^gag me, Robert !—sweet my friend.

Tins were indeed a piteous end
For those long fingers, and long feet.

And long neck, and smooth shoulders sweet

;

An end that few men would forget
That saw it—So, an hour yet

:

Consider, Jehane, which to take
Of hfe or death !

”

So, scarce awake.
Dismounting, did she leave that place.

And totter some yards : with her face

Turn’d upward to the sky she lay.

Her head on a wet heap of hay,
And fell asleep : and while she slept.

And did not dream, the minutes crept
Round to the twelve again ; but she,

Bemg waked at last, sigh’d quietly,

And strangely childlike came, and said :

” I will not.” Straightway Godmar’s head.
As though it hung on strong wires, turn’d
Most sharply round, and his face burn’d.

For Robert—^both his eyes were dry,

He could not weep, but gloomily
He seem’d to watch the rain ; yea, too.

His lips were firm ; he tried once more
To touch her lips ; she reach’d out, sore

And vain desire so tortured them,
The poor grey lips, and now the hem
Of his sleeve brush’d them.

With a start

Up Godmar rose, thrust them apart

;

From Robert’s throat he loosed the bands
Of silk and mail ; with empty hands
Held out, she stood and gazed, and saw
The long bright blade without a flaw

Glide out from Godmar’s sheath, his hand
In Robert’s hair ; she saw him bend
Back Robert’s head : she saw him send
The tlnn steel down 5 the blow told well.

Right backward the knight Robert fell,

And moan’d as dogs do, being half dead.
Unwitting, as I deem : so then
Godmar turn’d grinning to his men,
Who ran, some five or six, and beat
His head to pieces at their feet.

Then Godmar turn’d again and said

:

” So, Jehane, the first fitte is read !

Take note, my lady, that your way
Ties backward to the Chatelet ’

”
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She shook her head and gazed awhile

At her cold hands with a rueful smile.

As though this thing had made her mad
This was the parting that they had
Beside the haystack in the floods.

Now THEY Comb to a New Land

Three days they drave before the wind, and on the

fourth the clouds lifted, the sun shone out and the offing

was clear ;
the wind had much abated, though it still

blew a breeze, and was a head wind for sailing toward
the country of Langton. So then the master said that

since they were bewildered, and the wind so ill to deal

with, it were best to go still before the wind that they
might make some land and get knowledge of their where-

abouts from the folk thereof. Withal he said that he
deemed the land not to be very far distant.

So did they, and sailed on pleasantly enough, for the

weather kept on mending, and the wind fell till it was
but a light breeze, yet still foul for Langton.

So wore three days, and on the eve of the third, the

man from the topmast cried out that he saw land ahead ;

and so did they all before the sun was quite set, though
it were but a cloud no bigger than a man’s hand.
When night fell they struck not sail, but went forth

toward the land fair and softly ; for it was early summer,
so that the nights were neither long nor dark.

But when it was broad daylight, they opened a land,

a long shore of rocks and mountains, and nought else

that they could see at first. Nevertheless as day wore
and they drew nigher, first they saw how the mountains
fell away from the sea, and were behind a long wall of

sheer cliff ; and coming nigher yet, they beheld a green
plain going up after a little in green bents and slopes to

the feet of the said cliff-wall.

No city nor haven did they see there, not even when
they were far nigher to the land ;

nevertheless, whereas
they hankered for the peace of the green earth after all

the tossing and unrest of the sea, and whereas also they
doubted not to find at the least good and fresh water, and
belike other bait in the plain under the mountains, they
still sailed on not unmernly ; so that by nightfall they
oast anchor in five-fathom water hard by the shore.

Next mormng they found that they were Isdng a little

way ofl the mouth of a river not right great ; so they
put out their boats and towed the ship up into the said

river, and when they had gone up for a mile or there-

abouts they found the sea-water failed, for little was the
ebb and flow of the tide on that coast. Then was the
river deep and clear, running between smooth grassy
land like to meadows. Also on their left board they
saw presently three head of neat cattle going, as if in

a meadow of a homestead in their own land, and a few
sheep ; and thereafter, about a bow-draught from the
river, they saw a little house of wood and straw-thatch
under a wooded mound, and with orchard trees about
it. They wondered little thereat, for they knew no
cause why that land should not be builded, though it

were in the far outlands. However, they drew their

ship up to the bank, thinking that they would at least

abide awhile and ask tidings and have some refreshing

of the green plain, which was so lovely and pleasant.
But while they were busied herein they saw a man

come out of the house, and down to the river to meet
them ; and they soon saw that he was tall and old, long-
hoary of hair and beard, and clad mostly in the skins
of beasts.

He drew nigh without any fear or mistrust, and coming
close to them gave them the sele of the day in a kindly
and pleasant voice. The shipmaster greeted him in his
turn, and said withal : Old man, art thou the king of
this country ?

The elder laughed: It hath had none other a long
while, said he ; and at least there is no other son of
Adam here to gainsay.
Thou art alone here then ? said the master.
Yes, said the old man, save for the beasts of the field

and the wood, and the creeping things, and fowl. Where-
fore it is sweet to me to hear your voices.

Said the master : Where be the other houses of the
town ?

The old man laughed. Said he : When I said that I
was alone, I meant that I was alone in the land and not
only alone in this stead. There is no house save this
betwixt the sea and the dwellings of the Bears, over
the chfl-wall yonder, yea and a long way over it.

Yea, quoth the shipmaster gnnnmg, and be the bears
of thy country so manlike, that they dwell m builded
houses ?

The old man shook his head. Sir, said he, as to their
bodily fashion, it is altogether manlike, save that they
be one and all higher and bigger than most. For they
be beais only in name ; they be a nation of half wild
men ; for I have been told by them that there be many
more than that tribe whose folk I have seen, and that
they spread wide about behind these mountains from
east to west. Now, sir, as to their souls and under-
standings I warrant them not

;
for miscreants they be,

trowing neither in God nor his hallows.

Said the master : Trow they in Mahound then ?

Nay, said the elder, I wot not for sure that they
have so much as a false god ; though I have it from
them that they worship a certain woman with mickle
worship.
Then spake Walter : Yea, good sir, and how knowest

thou that ? dost thou deal with them at all ?

Said the old man ; Whiles some of that folk come
liither and have of me what I can spare ; a calf or two,
or half-dozen of lambs or hoggets ; or a skin of wme
or cyder of mine own making ; and they give me in return
such things as I can use, as skins of hart and bear and
other peltries ; for now I am old, I can but httle of
the hunting hereabout. Whiles, also, they bring httle

lumps of pure copper, and would give me gold also, but
it is of httle use in this lonely land. Sooth to say,

to me they are not masterful or rough-handed ; but
glad am I that they have been here but of late, and are
not like to come again this while ; for tornblo they are
of aspect, and whereas ye be aliens, beliko they would
not hold their hands from off you; and moreover ye
have weapons and other matters which they would
covet sorely.

Quoth the master : Since thou dealest with these wild
men, will ye not deal with us in chaffer ? For whereas
we are come from long travel, we hanker after fresh

victual, and here abroad are many things which were
for thine avail.

Said the old man : All that I have is yours, so that ye
do but leave me enough till my next ingathering: of

wine and cyder, such as it is, I have plenty for your
service

;
ye may drink it till it is all gone, if ye will

:

a little com and meal I have, but not much ; yet are ye
welcome thereto, since the standing com in my garth

is done blossommg, and I have other meat. Cheeses

have I and dried fish ; take what ye will thereof. But
as to my neat and sheep, if ye have sore need of any,
and will have them, I may not say you nay; but I

pray you if ye may do without them, not to take my
milch-beasts or their engenderers ; for, as ye have heard

me say, the Boar-folk have been here but of late, and they
have had of me all I might spare ; but now let me tell

you, if ye long after fiesh-meat, that there is venison of

hart and hind, yea, and of buck and doe, to be had on
this plain, and about the little woods at the foot of the

rook-wall yonder ; neither are they exceeding wild ;

for since I may not take them, I scare them not, and no
other man do they see to hurt them ; for the Bear-folk

come straight to my house, and fare straight home thence.

But I will lead you the nighest way to where the venison

is easiest to be gotten. As to the wares in your ship, if

ye will give me aught I will take it with a good will

;

and chiefly if ye have a fair knife or two and a roll of

linen cloth, that were a good refreshment to me. But
in any case what I have to give is free to you and weh
come.
The shipmaster laughed : Friend, said he, we give

thee mickle thanks for all that thou biddest us. And
wot well that we be no lifters or sea-thieves to take thy
livelihood from thee. So to-morrow, if thou wilt, we
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will go with thee and upraise the hunt, and meanwhile
we will come aland, and walk on the green grass, and
water our ship with thy good fresh water.

So the old carle went back to his house to make them
ready what cheer he might, and the shipmen, who were
twenty and one, all told, what with the manners and
Arnold and Walter’s servants, went ashore, all but two
who watched the ship and abode their turn. They went

well-weaponed, for both the master and Walter deemed
warmess wisdom, lest all might not be so good as it

seemed. They took of their sail-cloths ashore, and tilted
them in on the meadow betwixt the house and the ship,
and the carle brought them what he bad for their avail,
of fresh frmts, and cheeses, and milk, and wine, and cyder,
and honey, and there they feasted nowise ill, and were
right fain.1

L POETEY. Algernon Charles Swinburne ; His Life—His Work,

ALGEENON CHARLES SWINBURNE
(1837-1909)

His Lots

Who gave thee words more golden than fine gold
To carve in shapes more glorious than of old,

And bmld thy songs up m the sight of time
As statues set m godhead manifold. . , ,

The music of thy living mouth lives.’*

These felicitous words, written in 1872 on the
death of his friend, Theophile Gautier, the French
poet, apply with equal happiness to our Enghsh
poet, Algernon Charles Swinburne.

Bom m London on 5th April 1837, he was the

eldest child of Admiral Charles Henry Swmbume
(of an old Northumbrian family), who died in 1877,

and Lady Jane Henrietta, daughter of the third

Earl of Ashburnham, whose love for Italy and
knowledge of Italian she imparted to her small

son.

After an early education at home from tutors,

Swinburne entered Eton in 1849 ; a small boy of

twelve with a flowing mass of bright auburn hair,

a highbred, intellectual face, and great brow

—

“nothing else big or strong about him,” says

Mrs. Warre Cornish, “ except his huge literary

tastes for obscure dramatists and Scotch reviewers ”

—and he might frequently be seen perched on a

ladder in the Fellows’ Library, hungrily devouring

the writings of some beloved Elizabethan author.

Having won the Prince Consort’s Prize for French,

he was presented with a beautifully illustrated copy
of Victor Hugo’s Notre Dame de Paris, With this

his dehght was unbounded : on arriving home he

came “ hopping on one foot into the room, hugging

the book,” and could hardly bear it out of his sight.

Thirty years later his joy was as great on meeting

the famous author when, in November 1882, Le Boi

8^Amuse was revived m Paris.

At Eton Swmbume was not always the good,

studious little boy ;
“ Here comes httle Swinburne,

late again,” was the invariable greeting, and on one

occasion he was ironically hailed by his tutor as
“ the rising sun.” There is also a story told of him
that when recovering from an attack of measles, a

maid-attendant was asked to continue reading while

he took his tea—she did so ; but he, with the spirit

of mischievous boyhood, took the opportunity to

turn a pot of jam upside down on her head. Those

with a taste for symbolism may construe this early

escapade as an illustration of his later attitude to-

ward the reading public.

A remarkably good swimmer, he was equally at
home in tlie river as in the sea. “ I can remember
no earlier enjoyment,” he once wrote, “ than being
held up naked m my father’s arms and brandished
between his hands, then shot hke a stone from a
sling through the air, shoutmg and laughing with
delight, head foremost into the coming wave—^which

could only have been the pleasure of a very little

fellow. I remember being afraid of other things,

but never of the sea.” This passion for the sea,

however, nearly cost the poet his life at Etretat, but
for the timely aid of some fishermen.

On leaving Eton in 1854, Swinburne read for two
years with Dr. Woodford, and in 1856 went up to

Balliol College, Oxford, his scholarly habits attract-

ing the attention of the Master, Benjamin Jowett,

who became his lifelong friend.

A literary set, presided over by John Nichol, of

which the leading spirits were T. H. Green, A. V.
Dicey, Birkbeck Hill, and Swmbume, founded the
“ Old Mortality ” reading society ; the members
met once a week during term for reading and discus-

sion, Difierences of opinion inevitably arose be-

tween them, but as Swinburne had “the great

power of lovmg his friends and bearing with them,”

this in no way marred their gatherings. Other

friendships were also formed at this time. Dante
Gabriel Rossetti was at work on the frescoes of the

new building of the Oxford Umon, William Morris

and Edward Burne-Jones were also there, and
Swinburne was soon drawn into that little circle

of Pre-Raphaelites which included other intimate

friends whom death alone claimed from him one

by one.

Though he left Oxford in 1860 without a degree,

it was admitted that Swinburne had a fine knowledge

of Greek, in 1858 he had taken the Taylorian Prize

for French and Italian, and in other subjects far

exceeded the knowledge of his fellow-students, but

failing to satisfy the examiners in Scripture he was
“ ploughed.”
Of Swinburne’s literary labours we hear of “ four

crudities,” as he called them, contributed in 1858

to the short-lived Undergraduate Papers edited by
John Nichol : the author criticises his papers as
“ showing a youngster’s honest impulses, and sym-

pathies, and antipathies.” His third contribution^

Church Imperialism^ was, he teUs us, “ a terrific

onslaught on the French Empire and its clerical

supporters—^v^hich must, no doubt, have contributed

to its (the Undergraduate Papers) ultimate collapse.

. . . I think of the marvellous work that

1 The Wood beyond the World,

16a
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Bosset.ti had done at the same age, I am abashed at

the recollection of my own rubbish.”

On leaving Oxford, Swinburne spent some weeks

in Italy, where he met “ the most ancient of the

demi-gods,” as he was pleased to style Walter

Savage Landor. Returning to London, where he

might easily have led a life of leisure, he preferred

to work, and throw in his lot with the Bohemian life

of his friends. In 1862 he joined the Rossettis

and George Meredith at 16 Cheyne Walk, Chelsea

;

it was their intention to live a kind of collegiate life,

each to have his own sitting-room, but with a dining-

room in common. This arrangement was not suc-

cessful ;
first Meredith departed, then Swinburne

left to roam from one set of rooms to another until

1872, when the supreme friendship of his life began

in the meeting with TheodoreWatts-Dunton. From
that time the two became inseparable. This friend-

ship of nigh forty years is one of the most memorable
in the history of our literature, and Watts-Dimton*s

devoted care proved the physical salvation of Swin-

burne, who at one time seemed marked out for an
early death.

Few men have been more steadfast in their friend-

ships than was Swinburne. In 1862, on the outburst

against Meredith’s Modem Love, he paid full homage
to his friend’s work in the columns of the Spectator ;

and in 1870, in dealing with Rossetti’s PoemSt that

Buchanan attacked so venomously as The Fleshly

School of Poetryy
—Swinburne’s generous tribute in

the PortnigUly is noteworthy :
“ The subject-

matter of Rossetti’s work,” said his brother poet,
“ IS always great and fit ;

nothing trivial, nothing

illicit, nothing unworthy the workmanship of a

master-hand. . . . What he would do is always

what a poet should, and what he would do is always

done.” Tristram of Lyonesse was thus inscribed in

1882 ;
** To my best friend, Theodore Watts, I

dedicate in this book the best I have to give

him.”
With fine physical energy, a lover of the open air

and the simplicities of life, he might be seen almost

any morning about midday leaving The Pines,

Putney Hill, in sunshine or rain, despising overcoat

or umbrella, for his walk across Wimbledon Common.
The children were on the look-out for their friend,

for they knew he was quite ready to play with them,
and that his pockets were filled with sweets and
biscuits.

Two years and a half before Rossetti’s death,” writes
Mr. Watts Dunton,i “ Swinburne and I became house-
mates at The Pines, Putney Hill. Prom this moment
his connection with bohemian London ceased entirely.

He was now living en famille with me and my two
sisters and a child, and then, after my marriage, with
me and my wife. He always spoke of this change as
the hap^iiest event that had occurred in his bfe since
his childish days in the bosom of his own family. . . .

Here we received, besides the members of his own family,
and his cousin Mrs, Disney Leith and her youngest
daughter, very many friends. For he was fond of
society, but it had to be what he called * society of the
right sort *—^men and women of intellect and culture.
Some of these have already recorded what they then
saw of him. And many more will undoubtedly do so
in the future. Gradually death removed many ‘old

^ Supplemental Note to Sdections from SwiribwmpH
Poems (Chatto & Windus, 1914).

familiar faces ’ : these were replaced by new and younger
ones. When we lost the most loyal of all, Jowett, I
remember our serious talk—I remember showing Swin-
burne a few words of mine which I hope X shall be par-
doned for recalling here, for they affected him deeply

:

“
‘ One after one they go ; and glade and heath,
Where once we walked with them, and garden
bowers

They made so dear, are haunted by the hours
Once musical of those who sleep beneath ;

One after one does Sorrow’s every wreath
Bind closer you and me with funeral flowers,

And Love and Memory from each loss of ours
Forge concjuering glaives to quell the conqueror

Thus, tho later years of Swinburne’s life moved
tranquilly on. The fevers of youth were over ; the

stimulus at once intellectually provocative and
emotionally disturbing of active participation in the

social hfe of the day gave place to the healing balm
and quieter joys of Hfe at The Pines. There was no
radical change in Swinburne’s attitude towards men
and things ; his verse still retained its old trumpet
note of exultation, but the note is deeper and mel-

lower, and the raptures circle more and more around
the large simplicities of nature. But if he withdrew
from active participation in the life of the day, he
never lost interest in affairs. What is more impor-
tant, he never lost the power of eager enthusiasm
that had marked his earlier years. Alas ! that

youthfulness of spirit should not keep pace with
youthfulness of physique. Reckless of the failing

faculty of physical recuperation, he defied the uncer-

tainties of our climate, as had always boon his wont,

and paid the inevitable penalty. That attractive

but trying jade, the English Spring—^whom Robert
Browning had wisely complimented from the

warmth of Italy—^turned and slew her intrepid

admirer ; and m 1909 ” Keen April’s clarion

sound ” proved the poet’s death-knell.

He was buried in Bonohurch graveyard in the Isle

of Wight.
“ That enthusiastic, high-souled, and courageous

man,” wrote the Danish critic, George Brandes, at

the time of his death—“ I do not think that the

English pubHo venerated him as he deserved, and it

is a disgrace to the Scandinavian North that he did

not receive the Nobel Prize.”

His Work

The striking appearance and arresting personality

of Swinburne havegiven riseto a legion of stories and
pen portraits, many of which are entirely apocry-

phal, and not a few absurdly misleading,

Immediately after his death some descriptions

of the man were given that are best epitomised

as inspired by Pellegrini’s famous caricature, and

by the outrageous stories told about him by De
Maupassant, whom Swinburne once designated as
“ a liar of the first magnitude.” In these notices,

Swinburne is seriously described as a sort of freak

with an enormous head set upon a very slender

neck with extremely sloping shoulders. As a matter

of fact, every photograph of him entirely contradicts

this. Swinburne’s height was five feet four and a
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half inches, and his limbs were quite unusually
strong and muscular. His head, as a whole, was but
very little bigger than that of most men of his size,

but it was his enormous dome of forehead which
made it seem so big. As to his abnormally thin

neck, the Rossetti portrait of him—^by far the best

of any—^shows that his neck was, if anything, de-
cidedly too thick.

Rossetti, like Ruskin and Burne-Jones, considered

him very handsome, although rather too juvenile-

looking for his age. Rossetti, indeed, proposed to
him to sit for Sir Galahad, This proposition came
to nothing, but he did succeed in securing him to sit

for St. George in the St. George and Dragon cartoons

for the Morris firm, and very beautiful cartoons

they are, Rossetti frequently used Swinburne as a
model.
As a young man, his splendid hair, intensely blue

eyes, and lyrical utterance, marked him out especi-

ally. The beauty of his voice and the rapt uncon-
cern with which he would descant on something that

had stirred his enthusiasm, were characteristics that

were as noticeable during his last days as they had
been in his exuberant youth. Vehement and pas-

sionate as he could be when roused, bitingly satirical

on matters that had stirred his contempt, there was
a childlike trustfulness and a singular sweetness of

disposition that made of him the most delightful of

friends. Lyrical and sensitive natures such as his,

are prone to be swept by storms of extravagant

feeling from time to time ; but beneath the easily

ruffled surfaces, were depths of tranquil affection

:

“ too full for sound and foam.”
It is a safe thing to judge a man’s character finally,

by his friends and personal enthusiasms. The asser-

tive virility of Landor, the noble humanitarian-

ism of Mazzini, the superb passion of Victor Hugo,
the enduring tenderness of Watts-Dunton,—such

were the forces that counted most in Swinburne’s

life. Some of his imperfect sympathies ” (to use

Lamb’s expressive phrase) may have been due to

little infirmities of temperament from which the

best men are not free ; but his sympathies were

never misplaced. If there were great men whom
he underrated ; he never overrated little men.
His heroes were real Olympians.

In an age of cultured poets, Swinburne was easily

first. Even as a lad his range of reading was extra-

ordinary ; and his scholarship as a man gave him a
distinctive place among our poets. His facility of

expression was a natural endowment, but along

with this was the fine self-criticism of the great

literary artist, and no one could accuse him of pre-

mature publication. Much of his earliest work was
relentlessly destroyed, and it was not tiU his twenty-

fourth year that he published his first volume. The
Queen Mother and Eosamond (1860).

The volume attracted little attention, but its

successor, Atalanta in Calydon (1865) triumphantly

vindicated Swinburne’s place to a foremost position

among the poets of his time. As a lyrical drama it

is a superb piece of work, which marks out as clearly

his kinship with Shelley as did Rossetti’s poems
his affinity with Keats. Then came Poems and
Ballads in 1866, rich in music and colour, and
vibrant with the pagan inspiration of Swinburne’s
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earlier years. Rossetti’s influence is more marked
here than in Atalanta^ and many of the poems indeed
were written before Atalanta ; but if influenced by
Rossetti the individuality of the poet is clear and
unequivocal enough, as the Hymn to Proserpine,
with its metrical glory, would alone have attested.

For the future Swinburne’s work was divided be-
tween the dramatic and lyrical form ; but even in

the dramas the lyrical note is uppermost
; and it is

rather as a singer than as a teller of stones in action
that Swinburne appeals to us. Yet he has produced

,

like Browning, a considerable body of dramatic
work ; and cherished, as Browning did, the ambition
of achieving success in this direction. Each failed

for opposite reasons ; Browning because he was too
much of the psychologist ; Swinburne because he
was too httle. Browning analysed his creations,

when he should have illustrated their characters

in action— synthetically ; Swinburne rhapsodised

about his characters in place of letting them speak
for themselves. But in neither case can the literary

student aflord to neglect the dramas. If Browning’s
are the more interesting intellectually, Swinburne’s

are richer in fine poetry. His unequalled knowledge
of the Elizabethan dramatists proved a plenary

poetic inspiration to lyric and drama alike, and
Bothwdl (1874), Mary Stuart (1881), Locrine (1887),

to mention a few of the happiest, are delightful

companions in the study.

In Songs before Sunrise (1871), the revolutionary

note in Swinburne’s work is uppermost. Already in

A Song of Italy (1867), afterwards merged into Songs

ofTwo Nations (1876)), the love of liberty and hatred

of tyranny had proclaimed itself, and another link

with Shelley been revealed. But in his Songs before

Sunrise, the note is fuller and more challenging than

before. Mazzini’s influence has swept away those

elements in his work that bound him to Rossetti and
the Pre-Raphaelites, He is never more eloquent in

his passion, more orchestral in his music, than when
singing of Italy and of her struggle for freedom.

The Republican ideal that glows through all the

earlier political verse of the poet, contrasts strangely

with his bitter attack on the Boers in later years, and
warm admirers of the youthful Swinburne have

shrunk repelled from the Swinburne of later years.

Certainly he exhibited, more prominently than do
many poets, the reactionary tendencies that often

accompany age ; as we have seen illustrated in the

two Lochsley Halls of Tennyson ;
but Swinburne’s

position is not such a reversal as at first sight it may
seem. We have to remember that he was intensely

national and patriotic as a poet ; yet the England

of his ideal was not Victorian England but the

England of the seventeenth century.

Though he had not hesitated to rate his country-

men for their lukewarmness in matters that roused

him to white-hot indignation, he saw in English

institutions something far more consonant with his

old republican ideal than he saw in the^ rule of

Kruger, and rightly or wrongly he sided with Eng-

land in the struggle against the Transvaal.

Yet, one cannot but turn back with a sense of

relief to such noble utterances as the Sonnet to Louis

Kossuth (1877). If in political matters he is less

satisfying as a poet with the course of years, none
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coidd say thab his muse lost either in cunning or in

passion. Literature inspires him less and nature

more, as time went on ; and the beautiful nature

poetry of hia later years is among his most cherished

work. None of our poets has more completely ex-

pressed in rhythmic beauty, ‘‘ the rapturous resur-

rection of the year.” If his powers mellowed as he
grew older, his spirits seemed to grow more youthful.

The poet of A Midsummer Holiday is younger than
the poet of Faustine

;

and the fresh Blake-like

sweetness of his lyrics on childhood, makes the

amorous verse of the sixties strangely sophisticated

and middle-aged by force of contrast.

So if the conservative accretions of age circum-

scribed his intellectual life with the passing of time,

his imaginative life expanded and clarified. The
influence of his intimate friend—one might say

his only really intimate friend— Watts-Dunton,
is no doubt largely responsible for this. Watts-

Dunton’s influence, both as man and as a distin-

guished man of letters, was of incalculable value to

Swinburne; and none realised this more than the

poet himself, as several of hia famous dedications

testify.

Technically, Swinburne’s verse shows little deve-

lopment after the Poems and Ballads ; for his powers
as a literary artist ripened with astonishing rapidity.

But the work of his later years gains in breadth and
freshness, while losing no tittle of its brilliant finish

and metrical beauty.

So far we have surveyed roughly the general trend

of Swinburne’s verse ; let us now regard it in the

light of certain salient and inherent qualities.

It has been said of Swinburne that his inspiration

came from books and not from life. So far as the

latter half of Swinburne’s poetic career is concerned

the statement is grotesquely wrong ; as regards the

earlier half it is one of those mischievous half-truths

harder to combat than a downright He.

Swinburne was, as we have seen, a man of wide
culture and fine scholarship ;

and his extensive

acquaintanceship with the literature not merely of

his own country but of Europe, is quite obvious to

students of his poetry. It may be admitted that

great erudition is not necessarily an advantage to a
poet : often indeed it has served to chiH and de-

vitalise the creative imagination. The truth of this

may be illustrated from the poetic work of Landor
and Matthew Arnold. But in Swinburne’s ease it

is not so. His earlier work shows a special sensi-

bUity to literary impressions ; but even here he
derives more from nature, and from the Hfe of his

time, than did his friend and contemporary WiUiam
Morris. The chief point to note, however, is that
there is nothing of the pedant or mere bookworm
about his verse.

The fire of Swinburne’s muse has power to fuse
an his vast learning into an incandescent splendour

;

and only by delicate gradations of tint in the jets of
glowing flam© here and there do you recognise the
rich purples of the South or the deHcate amber of
Provence, a flicker of Gallic gaiety or a flash of
Italian passion. The learning is all there, but it has
caught light. “ The bush bums with fire and is not
consumed.” Naturally, there are poems that appeal
more to the cultured than to the uncultured reader ;

but it is a mistake to imagine that Swinburne’s
appeal is limited to the few.

It may surprise som© people to hear that he
appeals more strongly to the thoughtful artisan

reader to-day than either Shelley or Tennyson. If

there ever was a time when the merely literary poet
would be elbowed aside, it would be to-day when
there is an imperative demand for poets who shall

deal with the primal matters of life and keep in close

touch with living actualities.

Swinburne’s popularity to-day is a tribute to the
vitaHty of his work,evenmore than it is to its beauty.

Beauty of workmanship has indeed never been more
roughly and grudgingly appraised than it is to-day,

as the present low ebb of Tennyson’s popularity

sufficiently indicates. We cannot therefore explain

away Swinburne’s hold on the reading pubho on
purely aesthetic grounds. I believe that the power
of fresh and happy observation (denied to Swinburne
by some critics) is largely responsible for this.

Take as illustration the following passages, and ex-

amine them apart from their rhythmic loveHness

:

the touches of pictorial clarity are italicised

:

** They watching till the day should wholly die
Saw the far soa sweep to the far grey sky.
Saw the big sands sweep to the long grey sea,

And night made one sweet mist of moor and lea
And only far off shore the foam gave lights

And hfo m them sank silent as the night.” l

** The pastures are hordless and sheepless.

No pasture or shelter for herds ;

The wind is relentless and sleepless.

And restless and songless the birds ;

Their cries from afar fall breathless,

Their wings are as lightnings that flee ;

For the land has two lords that are deathless 5

Death’s seH, and the sea.” 2

“ Tall the plumage of the rush-flower tosses,

Sharp and soft in many a curve and line

Gleam and glow the sea-coloured marsh-mosses,
Salt and splendid from the circling brine.

Streak on streak of glimmering seashin© crosses

All the land sea-saturate as with wine.” ®

“ In a coign of the cliff between lowland and highland.

At the sea-down’s edge between windward and lee.

Walled round with rocks as an inland island,

The ghost of a garden fronts the sea.

A girdle of brushwood and thorn encloses

The steep square slope of the blossomless bed
Where the weeds that grew green from the graves of

its roses
Now lie dead.” ^

** Between the moondawn and the sundown here
The twilight hangs half starless . . .

But higher the steep green sterile fields, thick set

With fiowerleas hawthorn even to the upward verge
Whence the woods gathering watch new cliffs emerge
Higher than their highest of crowns that sea-wmds fret,

Hold fast, for all that night or wind can say,

Some pale pure colour yet.

Too dim for green and luminous for grey** ®

Are they not singularly happy in their detailed

touches of observation, and in thexr open-air frag

ranee ?

Swinburne’s scholarship, then, is never pedantic.

If this quaHty of Swinburne’s verse, viz. his

1 Tristram of I/yonesae, 2 th^ Salt Marshes
® By the North Sea. ^ A Forsaken Garden.

c On the cuff8»
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vitalised scholarship, be regarded as one important
feature, a more important still is the melodic splen-

dour. This of course is the most obvious thing
about his poetry, and even his most grudging cntics

have conceded it. Yet like many obvious cnticisms
the full valuepf its sigmfication is not alwaysreahsed.
All great poetry must necessarily charm both the

eye and the ear : these are the avenues by which it

seeks to hold the imagination of the reader. To
concede melodic beauty to a poet is really only to
say in other words that he is a poet, and the question

therefore in Swinburne is one of degree, not of kind.

And it is here that the emphatic quality of Swin-
burne’s music is appreciated

; for he is the most
musical of our poets.

In many of our poets the pictorial faculty is quite

as dominant, sometimes, as in Eossetti’s case, more
dominant than the melodic. But in Swinburne’s
case everything is subordinate to the melodic.

“ I would never have believed,” said a distin-

guished critic, “ that there could be such music in

words, and especially in the English language.”

Just as Eossetti made thougM pictoridlly sensuom,
Swinburne has made thought musically sensuous.

He is not merely melodic—SheUey was gloriously

melodic—^he is harmonic ; Shelley’s music is the

music of the lute ; Swinburne’s the music of a full

orchestra; his melodies are rich and complex,

with a sweeping grandeur that no other poet has

equalled, much less excelled.

The difference between the two may be appreci-

ated if we compare Shelley’s Cloud with one of the

choruses in Atcdanta—
“ When the hounds of spring are on winter’s traces.

The mother of months in meadow or plam
Fills the shadows and windy places

With lisp of leaves and ripple of rain ;

And the brown bright nightingale amorous
Is half assuaged for Itylus,

For the Thracian ships and the foreign faces.

The tongueless vigil, and all the pain.

• •••••
Where shall we 6nd her, how shall we sing to her,

Fold our hands round our knees, and cling ?

O that man’s heart were as fire and could spring to her

Fire, or the strength of the streams that spring

!

For the stars and the winds are unto her

As raiment, as songs of the harp-player,

For the risen stars and the fallen cling to her.

And the south-west wind and the west wind sing,”

Swinburne’s verse may be likened to an orchestral

concert with instrumental solos : we recognise both

the melodious sweetness and quality of difiermg

instruments ; and the concerted harmonies of all

playing together.

Here, for instance, is the wistful cadence of the

violin;
“ Here, where the world is quiet

;

Here, where all trouble seems
Dead wind’s and spent waves’ not

In doubtful dreams of dreams ;

I watch the green field growing
For reapmg folk and sowing.

For harvest-time and mowing,
A sleepy world of streams.

I am tired of tears and langhter.

And men that laugh and weep 5

Of what may come hereafter

For men that sow to reap

:

I am weary of days and hours.
Blown buds of barren flowers.

Desires and dreams and powers
And everything but sleep.” 1

Here we seem to hear the clear call of the cornet

;

** By the waters of Babylon we sat down and wept.
Remembering thee,

That for ages of agony hast endured, and slept,

And wouldst not see.

By the waters of Babylon we stood up and sang,
Considering thee,

That a blast of dehverance in the darkness rang,
To set thee free.

And with trumpets and thunderings and with morning
song

Came up the light

;

And thy spirit uphfted thee to forget thy wrong
As day doth night.”

The expressive contralto of the viola sounds in the
dirge:

“ For a day and a night Love sang to us, played with us,
Folded us round from the dark and the light

;

And our hearts were fulfilled of the music he made
with us.

Made with our hearts and our lips while he stayed
with us.

Stayed in mid passage his pinions from flight

For a day and a night ;

”

and the limpid flutings of the reed instruments in

these famihar lines

:

** If love were what the rose is.

And I were hke the leaf.

Our lives would grow together
In sad or smgmg weather,
Blown fields or flowerfnl closes,

Green pleasures or grey grief 5

If love were what the rose is.

And I were hke the leaf.

If I were what the words are.

And love were like the tune
With double sound and single

Dehght our lips would mingle.
With kisses glad as birds are

That get sweet ram at noon

;

If I were what the words are,

And love were hke the tune.

If you were hfe, my darling.

And I your love were death,

We’d shine and snow together

Ere March made sweet the weather
With daffodil and starlmg
And hours of fmitful breath

;

If you were life, my darling,

And I your love were death.

If you were thrall to sorrow.

And I were page to joy,

We’d play for hves and seasons

With loving looks and treasons

And tears of night and morrow
And laughs of maid and boy

;

If you were thrall to sorrow,

And I were page to joy.

If you were April’s lady.

And I were lord in May,
We’d throw with leaves for hours.

And draw for days with flowers.

Till day like night were shady
And night were bright like day

;

If yon were April’s lady.

And I were lord in May.

1 The Garden of Proserpine.
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If you were queen of pleasure,

And I were king of pain,

We’d hunt down love together,

Pluck out his flying-feather,

And teach his feet a measure.
And find his mouth a rein ;

If you were queen of pleasure.

And I were king of pain.”

Whilst in Measidor rolls up the rhythmic beat of the

drum and trumpets

;

“ For the hour is for harvest or fight

To clothe with raiment of red

;

0 men sore stricken of hours,

Lo, this one, is not it ours.

To glean, to gather, to smite ?

Let none make risk of his head
Within reach of the clean scythe-sweep,

When the people that lay as the dead
Put in the sickle and reap.

Lo, this one, is not it ours.

Now the ruins of dead things rattle,

As dead men’s bones in the pit,

Now the Kings wax lean as they sit

Girt round with memories of powers
With musters counted as cattle,

And armies folded as sheep,
Till the red blind husbandman battle

Put in the sickles and reap.”

Finally, in the Hymn to Proaerpme, the combined
strength and beauty of the full orchestra are brought

into requisition, and the result is a rush and glory of

words unsurpassed in our language :

**In the night where thine eyes are as moons are in

heaven, the night where thou art,

Where the silence is more than all tunes, where sleep

overflows from the heart.

Where the poppies are sweet as the rose in our world,
and the red rose is white,

And the wind falls faint as it blows with the flame of

the flowers of the night,

And the murmur of spirits that sleep in the shadow of

gods from afar

Grows dim in thine ears and deep as the deep dim soul
of a star.

In the sweet low light of thy face, under heavens
untrod by the sun,

Let thy soul with their souls find place, and forget what
is done and undone.

Thou art more than the Gods who number the days of
our temporal breath

;

For these give labour and slumber; but thou, Pro-
serpina, death.

Therefore now at thy feet I bide for a season in silence.

I know
I shall die as my fathers died, and sleep as they sleep ;

even so.

For the glass of the years is brittle wherein we gaze for

a span

;

A little soul for a little bears up this corps© which
is man.

So long I endure no longer ; and laugh not again, neither
weep.

For there is no God found stronger than death ; and
death is a sleep.”

Nor is this orchestral analogy a mere fanciful

analogy as some may imagine. Swinburne’s verbal
music IS no more a mere matter of verbal sound than
IS great instrumental music. Its delight does not
stop short at the ear : it is the medium through
which he expresses his thought, just as a nocturne
by Chopin, a sonata by Beethoven, a study by

Schumann is the means of conveying to ns, in terms

of musical notation, the moods and fundamental

ideas of the musician. What the prosernan does by
logical suasion, and most poets by pictorial appeal

and intellectual suggestion, Swinburne tries to

achieve by metrical modulation, and the countless

vagaries of rhythmic cadence. The attempt is a
daring one, and, it may be frankly conceded, is a
method of approach that is apt to fatigue the reader

when carried to excess. You cannot transfer the

methods of one art to another without doing some
violence to that other : and after all, language is

not music, however musical it may be made. Yet
this is only to say that Swinburne, like many another

great literary poet, suffersat times from the defects of

his artistic virtues,

Swinburne’s prose is not on a level with his verse,

as an art form, any more than Elizabethan prose is

commensurate with its verse ; indeed his prose has

many, both of the excellences and defects of Eliza-

bethan prose. It is over-elaborated, difcse, and
lacking in light and shad©

;
it is also full of colour

and impetuous strength, and more intensely indi-

vidual than his verse.

Quite obviously, Swinburne lacked on© essential

of the great critic ; a sense of relative values. His
appraisement runs always to superlatives ; his dis-

approval tends to become invective. H© reminds
on© of the schoolboy who said he divided his books
into those that wore “ topping” and those that were
“ rotten.” Swinburne’s critical appraisement is too

often confined to incense and vitriol. This defect

prevents some readers from appreciating the occa-

sional flashes of wonderful critical acumen that light

up many of his essays. He is not a great critic, but
h© has great moments as a critic. In his note on
the Brontes, in his criticism of Matthew Arnold, of

Shakespeare, Marlowe, and the Elizabethans gener-

ally, he abounds in brilliant suggestiveness ; while

his eulogy of Browning and of Blake is well-nigh

perfect in its subtle appreciation and interpretative

power ; whilst even his panegyric on Dickens, over-

strained as it is by superlatives, contains some of the

truest things ever said about that great story-teller

of the common people.

Moreover on© thing emerges from his prose, and
that is the spiritual intensity of the man ; a quality

of soul that you will find only in the great poet ; and
having apprehended it in his prose, you will realise

it more clearly in his verse, especially with the

progress of years. The shrill defiance of his earlier

work deepens into a more comprehending sympathy
as he grew older ; though he never lost his spirit of

vigorous independence and love of freedom. But
he lays hold more firmly of the world of spirit, and

of dimly understood forces and influences behind the

world of sense and appearance ; he deals more often

with the life of man and the simple and primal facts

of life.

There are times, of course, when the old magic
fails ; when his eloquence runs into misty verbosity.

But no poet can always maintain the heights : and

the wings of the most aspiring droop listlessly

at times. So let us not cavil at his limitations,

or blame him for what he never professed to give,

but rather render thanks to the Muses for sendmg
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His Work
The writings of Matthew Arnold are characterised

by three persisting quahties ; Sumity—Wistjulrma—^and Seremty^

He has other characteristics, as for instance
lucidity, at which he aimed so continuously and
successfully, and a faculty for sympathetic inter-

pretationwhich gives much value to his criticalwork.
But these and other qualities were not, I think,

especially personal to Arnold ; he shares them with
other writers ; whereas the suavity of his method,
the wistfulness of his muse, and the serenity of his

outlook are peculiarly individual.

There is a persuasive charm, a gracious sympathy
about everything that Arnold wrote. He never
storms or bullies ; he wiU attack with gentle irony,

but he is always courteous, always fair-minded.

Even when limitations of temperament prevent him
from appreciating poets hke Shelley, no exception

would be taken to his method of stating his compara-
tive indifference. Nothing could be better expressed

from his own point of view than his summing up
of Shelley as “ a beautiful and ineffectual angel

beating in the void his luminous wings in

vain.’*

The excessive praise and violent blame which
some fine critics—as for instance Swinburne—de-

hght in, was ahen to his nature ; and no better way
of appreciating the mellow suavity of his critical

method could be mentioned than that of picking out

the writers whose work provoked no response in

Arnold’s breast.

There is a suavity rather than passion in his

poetry. He will never be a favourite with ardent,

impetuous temperaments. He is too severe, too

chill for the sensitive emotion of youth. He is not

fierce and scornful like Byron, even in his moods of

opposition ;
but he is courteously hostile, ironical

often, satirical rarely. —
In the^nitial sonnet to the volume of 1849, he

stnkes this note of suave detachment

;

I
** One lesson, Nature, let me learn of thee,

! One lesson that in every wind is blown,
i One lesson of two duties served in one.

Though the loud world proclaim their enmity

—

\

.

Of toil unsevered from tranquilhty I
’*

The suavity of Arnold is at its happiest in The
Scholar Gipsy and Thyrsis, which rank among his

best achievements. Here, Oxford and the Thames
are the inspirations. These two poems cover nearly

twenty years of his work.

Friendship inspired his art as it had inspired

Tennyson’s and Shelley’s ; and he forgets to brood

and analyse his feelings.- He is drawn out of him-

self. Friendship, the charm of Oxford, and the spell

of the Thames—all these potent inspirations to

Arnold meet and blend in these poems.

With what exquisite lucidity he pdlints the land-

scape in Thyrsis :

" So, some tempestuous mom in early June,
When the year’s primal burst of bloom is o’er,

Before the roses and the longest day

—

When garden-walks, and all the grassy floor.

With blossoms, red and white, of fallen May,
And chestnut-flowers are strewn

—

IN YIOTOEIAN POETEY
So have I heard the cuckoo’s parting cry,
From the wet fleld, tlirough the vext garden trees
Come with the volleying rain and tossing breeze s

The bloom is gone, and with the bloom go 1

1

Too quick despairer, wherefore wilt thou go ?

Soon will the high Midsummer pomps come on.
Soon will the musk carnations break and swell,

Soon shall we have gold-dusted snapdragon,
Sweet William with its homely cottage-smell,
And stocks m fragrant blow

:

Roses that down the alleys shine afar.

And open, jasmine-muffled lattices

And groups under the dreaming garden-trees.
And the full moon, and the white evening-star.”

How tenderly he bids the Scholar Gipsy fly from
present-day complexities, m much the same spirit

as Wordsworth did ; though with a gentle impor-
tunity all his own.

This velvet glove of suavity, however, concealed

a strong, virile hand. Arnold had the intellectual

courage, the calm self-confidence of the great critic.

But he had strong, decided opinions on politics,

theology, and art ; many of them directly counter

to popular opimon. Yet bitter attack never dis-

turbed him from his suavity, nor did neglect sting

him into shouting as some writers have done when
the world seemed deaf to their monitions.

In temperament, analytical, mtrospective, prone

to weigh, reluctant to be swayed by emotions, he
felt the intellectual difficulties of his Time, and could

never quite escape their disturbing atmosphere.

Empedocles solves the problem by throwing himself

into a crater ;
Arnold, more restrained, throws him-

self into a sonnet, or elegy, and thereby eases his

miiffi.

In thejpg^s to Marguerite (five in number)—

a

fair blue-eyed strikes Jb#,
rnost

individual poetic***worST^^onspicuously fine is"tHe

poem which begins

;

“ Yes ! in the sea of life enisled.

With echoing straits between us thrown,
Dotting the shore-less, watery wild.

We mortal millions hve alone.”

The dreamy sadness of the poet finds beautiful

expression in lines which are at once forcible and
nobly reticent

:

“ And bade betwixt their shores to be
The unplumb’d, salt, estrangmg sea.”

How delicate the nathos in the more fanciful

poem_ The Forsaken Merman. It has the gnaint-

ness, the naive simplicity and charm of Hans An-

dersen’s LiMle Mermaid, Compare with this -poem.

The Buried Life, and Longing, and we realise

forcibly the almost intolerable longing for human
affection, especially womanly affection, that leaps

up agam and again in Arnold’s work.

Take this from The Buried Life, with all its

melancholy there is no self-sufficient pessimism.

He shows what companionship may do to alleviate

the fret and worry of Hfe

;

“ Only—but this is rare

—

When a beloved hand is laid in ours.

When, jaded with the rush and glare

Of the mterminable hours.
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Our eyes can in another’s eyes read clear,

When our world-deafen’d ear

Is by the tones of a loved voice caress d,

A bolt is shot back somewhere in our breast

And a lost pulse of feeling stirs again :

The eye sinks inward, and the heart lies plain.

And what we mean, we say, and what we would,

we know.
, - , «

A man becomes aware of his life s now

And hears its winding murmur, and

The meadows where it glides, the sun, the breeze.

And there arrives a lull in the hot race

Wherein he doth for ever chase

That flying and elusive shadow. Rest.

An air of coolness plays upon his face.

And an unwonted calm pervades his breast.

And then he thinks he knows

The Hills where his life rose,

And the Sea where it goes.”

rn,a of Arnold diflera froaAe^ren-
in that it is a state of mind

on inteUeotual efiort, whereas with

Wordsworth it was, largely at any rate, I beueve,

a matter of temperament. The brootog calm

and emotional asceticism of Wordsworth, is best

expressed by the word tranquilhty. He had a

native genius for transmuting sorrow and weakness

into a quiet, but none the less intense, spiritual

rapture.

He wrought on sorrow till it became

« Sorrow that is not sorrpy;^W.-dfi^^-*’

But Arnold’s outlook on hfe is not without hope.

In The Futwe he points, with all the keen appre-

ciati^of Morris, to the message of the past
;
and

contrasts its large vitality and freshness with the

jaded commercial restlessness of to-day. In The

New Age he adverts again to the past, bidding

us reverence its traditions. There is a touch of

hope as weU as of pity in A Summer Night

;

it

has melancholy, but it has also a hardy stoicism.

“ Plaiimess and clearness without shadow of stain.

Clearness divine ! .

Ye Heavens, whose pure dark regions have no sign

Of languor, though so calm, and though so great

Are yet untroubled and unpassionate :

Who though so noble, share in the world s toil.

And though so task’d, keep free from dust and soil

;

I will not say that your mild deeps retam

A tmge, it may be, of their silent pain

Who have long’d deeply once, and long d in vam ;

But I will rather say that you remam
A world above man’s head, to let him see

How boundless might his soul’s horizon be.

How vast, yet of what clear transparency.

How it were good to sink there, and breathe free.

How high a lot to fill

Is left to each man still.’

There is an increasing note of hopefulness and

courage as the years roll on.
^ ^ « ttt j

One turns to his reiterated admiration for Words-

worth and Goethe, as largely shaping his own ideal

Hi*-.

There is a sublime confidence about Wordsworth s

muse ; a deep cheerfulness—^for him

“ The harvest of a quiet eye,^

That broods and sleeps on its own heart

and it is the deep cheerfulness that Arnold lacks.

Arnold’s serenity is the quiet stoicism of a

melancholy soul.

** We cannot kindle when we wiU

The fire which in the heart resides

;

The spirit bloweth, and^ is still

In mystery our soul abides -

But tasks in hours of insight d

Can be thro’ hours of gloom fulfilled.

With aching hands and bleeding feet

We dig and heap, lay stone on stone ;

We bear the burden and the heat

Of the long day, and wish ’twere done.

Kot till the hours of light return

All we have built do we discern.

“ But we brought forth, and reared in hours

Of change, alarm, surprise.

What shelter to grow ripe is ours,

What leisure to grow wise.

Too fast we live, too much are tried,

Too harassed to attain ; _ ^ , .

,

Wordsworth’s sweet calm and^Goethe s wide

And luminous view to gain.”

The and joy of Wordsworth, especially in

lis outlook on Nature; and the sane, large viw

)f Goethe ;
in the healing power of Nature and the

ilarifying power of culture, Arnold found to m-

nciration. The quiet, dehcate intelligence of Arnold

s more readily seen in his prose, in to admir-

able criticism of modem social hfe m Culture ana

^In conclusion we may take note^^of the po®* ®

fastidious workmanship, and of the many rhythmic

wbirtb Viis work abounds s

Ho whining with Arnold, no luxury of grief, no

sentimental pessimism. Neither is there any joj^

any real peace. It is the serenity of a troubled

but brave spirit.
, , xh

Wbfl.t. omild be profoundly mfilancho]Y...ma>n

thfr^quisite PQemL_PQ^er BeachJ Yet th^e is

'nothing maudlin, nothing unmanly about it. Poem

after poem might be quoted, each imbued with a

yearning, gentle wisfuhiess, a pathetic resignation.

He is restful—but not at rest; serene—but not

tranquil.

He is not satisfied with cahn

:

Calm is not life’s crown, tho’ Calm is well.

’Tis all perhaps that man requires,

But ’tis not what onx youth desires.

“ Still nursing the unconquerable hop^
Still olutchmg the inviolable shade.

« Who saw Life steadily and saw it whole.**

« She let the legions thunder past

And plunged in thought again.

• • • • *

** And on his grave with shinin^g eyes

The Syrian stars look down.”

** Strew on her roses, roses.

And never a spray of yew.

In quiet she reposes :

Ah ! would that I did too.
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- Of pebbles which the waves draw back, and fling.

At their return, up the high strand,

Begin, and cease, and then again begin,

jyV'ith tremulous cadence slow, and bring
The eternal note of sadness m.’*

Then as an exquisite vignette of Nature, this

from Tnstram and Iseult—^the sleeping children

—

Brittany

:

“ Ah, tired madcaps, you lie still.

But were you at the window now
To look forth on the fairy sight

Of your illumm’d haunts by night

:

To see the park-glades where you play
Far lovelier than they are by day

:

To see the sparkle on the eaves.

And upon every giant bough
Of those old oaks, whose wet red leaves

Are jewell’d with bright drops of rain

—

How would your voices run again !

And far beyond the sparkling trees

Of the castle park one sees

The bare heaths spreading, clear as day.
Moor behind moor, far, far away.
Into the heart of Brittapy,
And here and there, lock’d by the land.

Long inlets of smooth glittering sea,

And many a stretch of wateiy sand
All shining in the white moon-beams.
But you see fairer in your dreams.”

Finally this

:

“ All pains the immortal spirit must endure.”

In short, Matthew Arnold was a fine artist;

more limited than Tennyson in his music; less

virile than Browning in his grasp of life; but
unequalled in depicting certain wistful moods of

the spirit.

Edward FitzGerald’s position as a poet stands

somewhat apart from the Oxford men Clough and
Arnold ; for he is not concerned immediately with

the abstract questioning of his day. Yet spiritually

he is akin with them, and his translation of Omar
is a perfect expression, in terms of paganism, of

the sceptical spirit.

Edward FitzGerald, of Irish stock, was bom
at Bredfield House, Suffolk, in 1809, and educated

at King Edward Vi’s School. In 1826 he went up
to Trinity College, Cambridge. On leaving the

university in 1830 he resided with his parents for

eight years, after which, in a small cottage on his

father’s estate at Boulge Hall, near Woodbridge,

he lived the life of a recluse with his books and
garden. In 1853 he changed his mode of living and
settled at Farlingay Hall near by, and three years

after married the daughter of his friend Bernard

Barton, the Quaker poet
;
they separated shortly

afterwards, and lived the remainder of their lives

apart.

Slow to form friendships, when once made they

were not easily broken, James Spedding and
J. M. Kemble had been his friends at school,

Thackeray and Tennyson had been with him at

Cambridge, and it was to FitzGerald that Tennyson

dedicated Tiresias,—all remained in closest in-

timacy with him till his death, notwithstanding

his petulant and wayward disposition, and a

certain want of tact in his critical estimates of

their work.
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Yachting and gardening were his favourite out-
door amusements, and he dehghted m the society
of the old fisherfolk of Aldborough and Lowes-
toft, While paying his annual visit to his friend
the Rev. George Crabbe at Merton Rector^’’, Nor-
folk, he died suddenly in 1883, and is buried at
Boulge.
His first work, Euphranor, was published anony-

mously in 1851, and a year later Polonius : a
Collection of Wise &iaw$ and Sayings. From a
study of Spanish he turned to Persian. When
visiting the Bodleian Library in 1866 he became
attracted by the works of Omar Khayydm, the
eleventh-century astronomer-poet of Persia, and
he at once set to work on a translation that he
pubhshed anon37mously in 1859. FitzGerald was
also a charming letter-writer, the most interesting

letters, perhaps, being those To Fanny Kemble.
By nature a shy, diffident man, of simple tastes

and eccentric habits, he had nothmg of that itch

for fame that drives many men mto literature;

yet as Johnson said of Swift, “ he touched nothing
that he did not adorn,” was an exquisite proseman,
and a translator of the highest kind. What that
kind is, Professor Norton has admirably indicated,
** One who should express the poetic transfusion of

a poetic spirit from one language to another, and
the re-presentation of the ideas and images of the
original . . , the work of a poet mspired by the

work of a poet . . . the redactions of a poetic

imagination.”
His earliest experiments in translation were from

Calderon’s dramas. With his genius for discerning

the spirit beneath the mere letter, he made no
attempt at literal translation, omitting and adding
with a freedom that would appal the dry-as-dust

scholar. As a result he made Calderon live fo^

English readers.

In dealing with Sophocles and ^schylus hi?

omissions and additions are less justifiable, for he
is not so successful here in preserving the spirit

of the original, but in his last and greatest work,
his translation of the Rvbdiydt of Omar Khayydm
(1859), he is supremely successful. And for this

reason. Although only a tolerable scholar, with a
partial knowledge of Persian, he found in Omar a
writer with whom he was spiritually at one, and
for this reason his bold and unblushing liberties

with the text, his own variation to the original

music are in perfect accord with the primal melody.

A literal translation, as the student of letters

knows, often does far less justice to the genius of

the original than a free translation.

FitzGerald’s Omar, it may be admitted, has more
of FitzGerald than of the Persian poet in its actual

content. Indeed we must say, FitzGerald’s version

is less properly described as a translation than as

a transcript in terms of Western feeling of an
Oriental subject, and we have only to place side

by side some of the literal translations extant, with

FitzGerald’s version, to feel that it is quite possible

to have the letter and miss the spirit.

For this reason FitzGerald’s translation has the

force and beauty of an original work. Omar’s

indebtedness to FitzGerald is really scarcely inferior

to the Fngliab poet’s more obvious indebtedness
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to the Persian. No book of primary significance

ever made so insignificant an appearance. Two
hundred and fifty copies only were prmted, and

two hundred of these FitzGerald presented to his

publisher, Quaritch ;
most of the remainder were

hurried into some obscure hiding-place, the author

believing that scarcely anyone would be interested

and not a few shocked by his work. He had not

gauged incorrectly the lack of interest. A year

after their publication, Rossetti and Swinburne came

across copies at a penny each ;
this being the price

the average inquisitive customer placed on the poem.

The RuhdiyAt is like some rich mosaic, constructed

out of divers patterns, each with a design and

scheme of its own, yet related also in a large sense

to some general scheme of decoration. In its cumu-

lative effect it may be compared with In Memoriam,

In each case we have a succession of moods cun-

ningly wrought, each mood fashioned with delicate

artistry, yet in its varying pictures presenting a

certain oneness of design. Like Tennyson’s great

poem, the Buhdiydt is also a criticism of hfe, less

explicit, less polemical in its form, but none the less

definite. In its outlook Tennyson’s poem stands

midway between FitzGerald’s Buhd'iydt and Brown-

ing’s Easter Day, blending the two characteristics

of the day—a wistful hesitancy and a religious

optimism—in a way that proved by its very com-

promise extremely welcome and soothing to many
minds. FitzGerald’s frank fatalism appealed to only

a few, and repelled the majority ;
yet no more beau-

tiful expression of an Epicurean philosophy nas

been uttered by an English writer. However we
may resent its implications or dissent from its phil-

osophy of life, we cannot as students of literature

be blind to its artistic beauty, and its fine sincerity

of utterance. FitzGerald’s Omar has been hkened

to Horace, and the points of contact are admittedly

obvious. Yet there are very pronounced differences.

Horace’s gay cynical acceptance of things as they

are, his airy and graceful materialistic outlook is

fundamentally separated from the passionate re

grets and genuine intensity of the JRvibdiydt. Each
writer, it is true, says in effect, Let us eat and drink,

for to-morrow we die ; but the tone is vastly differ-

ent. “ Garye Diem,^^ cried Horace, with the easy

indifference of a cultured man of the world. Enjoy

your day and make the most of your pleasant

moments while you have the capacity to enjoy.

FitzGerald strikes a more poignant note :

** Alas, that Spring should vanish with the Rose !

That Youth’s sweet-scented Manuscript should close !

The Nightingale that in the Branches sang,

Ah whence, and whither flown again, who knows ?
”

Horace questions the meaning of life, and finding it

insoluble, shrugs his shoulder and passes on ; Fitz-

Gerald finds it equally inscrutable, but cannot adopt

the careless pose of the Persian

:

“ There was the Door to which I found no Key ;

There was a Veil past which I could not see ;

Some httle Talk awhile of me and thee
There seemed—and then no more of thee and me.”

If we cannot accord FitzGerald a place among our

greatest poets, because his work necessarily lacks

creative originality in its primary inspiration, he is

none the less a poet of great distinction, and a

hterary artist of the first order.

Inferior in his art to FitzGerald, yet like him
endowed with a very real poetical imagination, and

probably the most imaginative of all our sceptical

poets, is Jaimes Thomson (the second). He was born

in 1834 and died in 1882. His was a storm-tossed

unhappy life, as much the result of an unfortu-

nate temperament as of imtoward circumstances.

The son of a sailor, he was bom at Port Glasgow,

educated at the C^edonian Asylum, and became

first an army schoolmaster, then a journalist. He
was a strikmg though unequal writer of prose, and

the same inequality pertains to his verse, but the

power and intensity of his C%ty of Dreadful Night

(published originally in a “ free-thought ” news-

paper, the National Reformer) is unquestionable.

Thomson was forty years old when he wrote this

poem, and the gloom and depression that envisage

the poem are due largely to the many disappoint-

ments he had suffered, intensified by his constitu-

tional intemperances.

Life is a hell, and Progress an illusion, that is the

burden of the poem. Pessimism could go no further,

but happily few pessimists even carry out their con-

victions to the logical extreme. Even Thomson
had his brighter moods, and fought for a while his

despairing creed ; while despite his views on pro-

gress, he grudged no time nor labour in aiding his

fellow-men.

In additionto The City ofDreadful Night, Thomson
wrote also Vane's Story (a thinly disguised fragment

of autobiography), and Weddah and Om-el-Bonain ;

less powerful than The City of Dreadful Night, but

exhibiting a great deal of poetic beauty, and though

sombre in view the greys are flecked here with gold.

These are all of considerable length. His earliest

and latest work contain poems of lighter and more

agreeable quality, such as The Two Idylls of Code-

ayne, and Sunday up the River and Sunday at

Hampstead (1859), and He heard her sing (1892).

As a man, his brighter moments are even more
frequent than as a writer, and it is somewhat curious

to read of him during his later days that on one

occasion his host “ recalls three days of incessant

mirth and midsummer pleasure, Thomson being

chief jester !
”

His infirmities were unhappy legacies of a vitiated

stock ; for the rest he was, in his happier moments,

an affectionate and steadfast friend, a delightful

companion, and an unselfish worker in the cause of

humanitv.
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I, POETRY : Women Poets of the Victorian Era. Introduction—Joanna Baillie—Fanny Kemble—
Helen Sheridan (Lady Dufferm)—Caroline Sheridan (Hon. Mrs. Norton)—Mrs. Clive—Emily Bronte—Charlotte Bronte—Anne Bronte—Elizabeth Barrett Browning—Christina Rossetti—Eliza Cook

—

George Eliot—Adelaide Anne Procter—Jean Ingelow—^Augusta Webster—Mathilde Blind—Michael
Field—Madame Darmesteter—Jane Barlow—Katharine Tynan—Mrs. Meynell (see also post).

INTRODUCTION
That women should not only have made their mark
in English fiction before they achieved distinction
m verse, but continue to excel in prose rather
in verse, may at first sight appear strange to those
who regard women as the more emotional and more
imaginative sex. But so soon as we realise that
psychological differentiation between the sexes
(touched upon when dealing with the rise of the
woman novelist), the predominance of woman in
fiction and her relatively slight achievements in
poetry become quite explicable. For woman is

neither more emotional nor more imaginative than
man ; but her emotions and her imagination move on
a different plane ; a plane more concrete, more per-
sonal, more circumscribed in its interests, and the
feminine impulse towards self-expression finds more
readily, more easily, expression in a medium deahng
on the whole less in abstractions, less logical and
exacting in form than in verse. There are excep-
tions, of course, as I said in dealing with the rise of

the woman novelist, just as there are masculine
women and feminine men, and just as the normal
sexual impulse is subject to the most extraordmary
perversions ; but as a rule—and hapjiily for human-
kind—^the imaginative and intellectual life of men
and women is a complementary and divergent one.

In ballad writing, the contributions of women
writers are comparatively slight ; a few women have
written songs, no whit inferior to the best that Bums
has given us, though giving a distinctively femmine
point of view—^as for instance, Auld Robin Gray,

The Land o’ the Leal, and Caller Herrin^. Indeed,

Scotland may claim priority to England as the

nursery of the woman poet, for in addition to the

balladists there was Joanna Baillie who, though
less original than Fanny Burney, occupies somewhat
the same place in the development of the woman
poet that the author of Evelina did in the develop-

ment of the woman novelist. A more versatile and
accomplished writer of verse was Fannt Kemble,
grandniece of the tragedienne Mrs. Siddons, but
neither in her case nor in the case of the facile Mrs.

Hemans is there much originality, or a pronounced
femmine note. Sara Coleridge wrote too little for us

to judge fairly of her artistic power : but she had
certainly a touch of the Coleridge genius, and of her

intellectual gifts there can be no question. The
genius of the Sheridan family is illustrated by its

two brilliant sisters, one, Helen Sheridan (Lady
Dufierin), whose Lament of the Irish Emigrant has a
tender charm that no familiarity can spoil; while

her younger sister, Caroline (Hon. Mrs. Norton),

whose life story inspired Meredith with his Diana
of the Crossways, can at any rate hold her own with
Mrs. Hemans as a flamboyant but spirited balladist.

In Mrs. CuvE (1801-1873) there is less force than in

many of her predecessors, but greater distinction

and artistic finish.

In Emily Bronte there is both force and dis-

tinction, and that to a remarkable extent, dight
as is the body of her work. Indeed Emily Bront§
is the only one of the Bronte sisters whose verse has
directly the touch of genius. Charlotte Bronte’s
verse rarely, and Anne Bronte’s never, rises above
the commonplace.
The position of Emily Bronte in our literature is

indeed unique. That one whose experience of life

was so limited, whose hterary traming was so slight,

whose artistic content is so little varied and exten-
sive in quantity should have impressed us indis-

putably, as a woman of high genius, is one of the
marvels of literary history. Of Wnthering Eeights,

which is fundamentally not a novel but a prose-

poem, rough hewn, elemental and sublime, mention
is made elsewhere. I cannot, as some critics do,

place her verse on a higher level, or even so high
a level ; though the famous Last Lines assuredly

touch that level.

* No coward soul is mine,
No trembler in the world’s storm-troubled sphere:

I see Heaven’s glories shine,

And faith shmes equal, arming me from fear.

O God within my breast,

Almighty, ever-present Deity *

Life—^that in me has rest.

As I—^undying Life—have power in thee !

Vain are the thousand creeds
That move men’s hearts : unalterably vain ;

Worthless as withered words
Or idlest froth amid the boundless main,

To waken doubt in one
Holding so fast by thine infinity

;

So surely anchored on
The steadfast rock of immortality.

With wide-embracing love
Thy spirit animates eternal years,

Perv^es and broods above,
Clmrges, sustains, dissolves, creates, and rears.

Though earth and man were gone.
And stars and universe cease to be.

And Thou wert left alone.

Every existence would exist in Thee.

There is not room for Death
Nor atom that his might could render void :

Thou—^Thou art Being and Breath,
And what Thou art may never be destroyed.”

But she rarely wrote a stanza that has not the

touch of fin© poetry in it; such poems as A little

while, a little while, the weary tosh is put away ;

Remembrance ; Shall Earth no mare inspire thee /

The Linnet in the rocky dell—to mention a few only,

are instinct with true poetic genius— genius that

triumphs over slight technical defects.

Greatness also belongs to a writer whose body
of work is, of course, far more considerable, and
more closely connected with the life of her age

—

Elizabeth Barrett Browninq.
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ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING
(1806-1861)

Elizabeth, daughter of Edward Moulton Barrett,

was born at Coxhoe Hall, Durham, on March 6,

1806. She was naturally studious, thoughtful, and
dreamy, delighting to

“
. . . escape

As a soul from the body, out of doors . . .

Then back again before the house should stir ”

—

and lived in a world of books, with a keen love for

the Greek classics. Her garden was laid out to

represent “ Old Hector, once of Troy,” and she

almost believed that it contamed the disembodied

soul of her hero.

Educated at home and with her brother Edward
until he was sent to Charterhouse, she pursued her

studies with the blind scholar, Hugh Stuart Boyd,

and wrote The Battle of Marathon, published by her

father in 1826. At fifteen, through a spinal injury,

she became an invalid.

Shortly after the removal of the family to London,
the young poetess published The Bomaunt of

Margret, The Rhyme of the Duchess May, and The
Lay of the Brown Rosary, and formed many notable

friendships—Wordsworth, Landor, Miss Mitford

—

and John Kenyon, to whose unfailing interest she

owed so much.
In 1840 her beloved brother Edward, while on a

visit to her at Torquay, waa drowned in Babbi-

combe Bay. At first prostrate with grief, her

wonderful courage and innate cheerfulness induced

her to throw herself into her work, although prac-

tically a prisoner moving only from bed to sofa.

Mutually attracted as they were, when Robert
Browning and Elizabeth Barrett first met, she

deemed it her duty to hide her feelings ; but her

scruples were soon overcome, and their marriage took
place.

A deep sympathy with the oppressed and down-
trodden women and children had found earlier

expression. In later years she threw her whole
heart and soul into the straggle for Italian Inde-

pendence. After the Peace of Villafranca she was
seriously ill, and the subsequent death of her hero,

Cavour, probably hastened her end. Seized with a
bronchial attack, she died in the arms of her hus-

band on June 28, 1861, and was buried in the

English cemetery at Florence.

An eager and enthusiastic student with a sensitive

and strongly emotional nature, she began to write

long before she had mastered the technique of her
art. And her active imagination and vital interest

in human afiairs were always in excess of her power
of execution. But despite an astonishing amount
of slovenly writing there is work of the highest

quality ; and even her poorest output never lacked
vitality. She has many of the merits of the great

romantic writers ; but the defects and weaknesses
that poets like Keats and Coleridge sternly com-
bated and subdued remained with Elizabeth
Barrett Browning all her life, and have distressed

some readers as they long ago distressed and exas-

perated FitzGerald, so as to blind them to the
splendid opulence and deep imaginative insight of a
goodly portion of her work.

Mrs. Browmng’s poetry bears much the same
relation to the life of her times as does Charles
Reade’s fiction. It is charged with a passionate
humanitananism that makes of it a vigorous
radical force in all the forward movements of the
day. She is qud, literary artist thoroughly romantic
in her methods and ideals ; but her romanticism
is chiefly turned upon the problems of her own age
and of her own sex ; for Charlotte Bronte herself

was not more thoroughly feminine in her outlook
than Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Indeed it is

the eagerness and enthusiasm with which she takes

up these problems, that makes her careless as an
artist. In her lack of form she resembles her
husband, but there is this difierence. Browning
deliberately chose a rough medium, in order more
effectually to express his thoughts

;
at times he is

inartistic by mahce pr&pense, Mrs. Browning seems
entirely unconscious often what form she is using,

when she is thoroughly possessed of her subject;

and even when she is on the alert, her artistic

sensibilities are blunter than those of Robert
Browning, and the awkward lino or the jarring sound
will spoil somo passage of great beauty.

Mrs. Browning’s sequestered life and scholarly

sympathies give necessarily a bookish inspiration

to her earliest work, but her lyrical gift, with all

its sweetness and spontaneity, is disclosed even in

this experimental stage. The first poem in which
she showed her power is the Romaunt of Margret,

This is thoroughly in the old romantic vein ; a vein

that suited her methods very happily, for her sense

of mystery, her simple human lovings, even her

very peculiarities of diction harmonise with the

genre of the romantic ballad. But she had too

urgent a sense of present-day actualities to rest

content with these pleasant ways of verse, although

she has returned to them somewhat later in The

Rhyme of the Duchess May and the Lay of the Brown
Rosary

;

poems richer than Margret in romantic

feeling and certainly surer in workmanship.
Personal griefs and delicate health suddenly

forced upon her attention the universal problem

of pain and suffering, and for some years her work
is essentially didactic in form, as witness The Cry

of the Human and The Dead Pan, But despite lines

of beauty, these poems are lacking in that appealing

magic that we find in her best work.

One of her happiest social utterances in verse is

The Cry of the Children, that by its large-hearted

compassion and simplicity of treatment, deservedly

takes a high place in propaganda poetry ;
though

here and there perhaps the greater artistic restraint

shown by her contemporary, Hood, would have

added to its poignancy.

The Cby of the OHHiUBEN

Do y© hear the children weeping, O my brothers,

Ere the sorrow comes with years ?

They are leaning their young hearts against their

mothers,
And that cannot stop their tears.

The young lambs are bleating in the meadows.
The young birds are chirping in the nest.

The young fawns are playing with the shadows,
The young flowers are blowing toward the west^
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But the young, young children, 0 my brothers,

They are weeping bitterly !
^

They are weeping in the playtime of the others,

In the country of the free.

They look up with their pale and shrunken faces.

And their looks are sad to see.

For the man’s hoary anguish drawn and presses

Down the cheeks of infancy.

“ Your old earth,” they say, ” is very dreary ;

Our yoimg feet,” they say, ” are very weak I

Few paces have we taken, yet are weary

—

Our grave-rest is very far to seek.

Ask the aged why they weep, and not the children

;

For the outside earth is cold
; . mj •

And we young ones stand without, in our bewildermg,

And the graves are for the old.”

.

Alas, alas, the children ! they are seeking

Death m life, as best to have
; ,

They are binding up their hearts away from breakmg

With a cerement from the grave.

Go out, children, from the mine and from ^e city.

Sing out, children, as the little thrushes do ;

Pluck your handfuls of the meadow cowslips pretty.

Laugh aloud, to feel your fingers let them through !

But they answer, ‘ Are your cowslips of the meadows

like our weeds anear the mine ?

l^ave us quiet m the dark of the coal-shadows.

From your pleasures fair and fine

!

“ For oh,” say the children, “ we are weary.

And we cannot run or leap 5
^

If we cared for any meadows, it were merely

To drop down m them and sleep.

Our knees tremble sorely in the stooping.

We fall upon our faces, trying to go
; ^

And, underneath our heavy eyehds drooping,

The reddest flower would look pale as the snow

;

For, all day, we drag our burden tinng

Through the coal-dark, underground-—

Or, all day, we drive the wheels of iron

In the lactones, round and round.

them !
“ One day, early in 1847, their breakfast

being over, Idrs. Browning went upstairs, while her

husband stood at the window watching the street

till the table should be cleared. He was presently

aware of some one behind him, although the servant

was gone. It was Mrs. Browning, who held him

by the shoulder to prevent his turning to look at

her, and at the same time pushed a packet of papers

into the pocket of his coat. She toM him to read

that, and tear it up if he did not like it ;
and then

she fled again to her own room.”

The restraining influence necessarily laid upon

the writer by the form of the sonnet, gave unusual

excellence to her craftsmanship here, whilst the

personal character of the poem was particularly

suited to her genius. She did her best invariably

under the influence of powerful emotion, and her in^

tense affection for Robert Browning finds frank and

unreserved expression in these beautiful poems. No
finer statement of a woman’s passion—of love from

the feminine standpoint—exists in our literature.

Sonnets from the Portuguese

I

I thought once how Theocritus had sung

Of the sweet years, the dear and wished-for years.

Who each one m a gracious hand appears

To bear a ^t for mortals, old or young

:

And, as I mused it m his antique tongue,

I saw, in gradual vision through my tears.

The sweet, sad years, the melancholy years,

Those of my own life, who by turns had flimg

A shadow across me. Straightway I was ware.

So weepmg, how a mystic Shape did move
^

Behmd me, and drew me backward by the hair,

And a voice said in mastery
t

“ Guess now who holds thee ? — Death, I said.

answer rang. . . .
“ Not Death, but Love.’

“ For, all day, the wheels are droning, turning,

—

Their wind comes in our faces,—

^

Till our hearts turn,—our head, with pulses bummg.

And the walls turn m their places "

Turns the sky in the high windows blank and reelmg.

Turns the long hght that drops adown the wall.

Turn the black flies that crawl along the filing.

All are turning, all the day, and we with ail.

And all the day, the iron wheels are dromng,

And sometimes we could pray,
.

‘ O ye wheels ’ (breaking out m a mad moamng),
‘ Stop ! be silent for to-day i

’ ”

They look up with their pale and sunken faces,

And their look is dread to see,
. , . ,

.

For they mind you of their angels m high places.

With eyes turned on Deity ^ ^
“ How long,” they say, ‘ bow long, 0 orael

Will you stand, to move the world, on a child s heart.

Stifle down with a mailed heel its palpitati^,

And tread onward to your throne amid the mart t

Our blood splashes upward, O gold-heaper.

And your purple shows your path »

But the child’s sob in the silence curses deeper

Than the strong man in his wrath.

The love story of Mrs. Browning proved a

significant factor not only in her emotional experi-

ence but in her work as a poet. The poe:^ in

which she has enshrined that love remain her highest

achievement in poetry. The so-called Sonnets from

the PoHuguese, publidied in 1860, were -written some

has told us of his first introduction to

XXXV

If I leave all for thee, wilt thou exchange

And be aU to me ? Shall I never miss
^

Home-talk and blessing and the common kiss

That comes to each in turn, nor count it strange.

When I look up, to drop on a new range
^

Of walls and floors . . . another home than this .

Nay, wilt thou fill that place by me which is

Filled by dead eyes too tender to know change .

That’s hardest. If to conquer love, has tried,

To conquer gnef, tries more . . . as all thmgs prove ;

For gnef indeed is love and grief beside.

Alas?I have grieved so I am hard to love.

Yet love me-^wilt thou t Open time own heart wide

And fold within, the wet wings of thy dove.

XUH
How do I love thee t Le*

I love thee to the depth and breadth ^d hei^t

My soul can reach, when feeling out of sight

For the ends of Being and ideal Grace.

I love thee to the level of every day s

Most quiet need, by sun and candlelgh^

v^ove thee freely, as men strive for H^ht

;

I love thee purely, as they turn from Praise,

T love thee with the passion put to

In my old griefs, and with my childhood s faith,

I love thee with a love I seeined to lose
,

With my lost saints,—^I love thee with the breath,

SesTtears, of all my hfe !--and if God choose,

I but love thee better after death.

Italy, that affected so strongly her husband’e

work, proved also a freshening inspiration m her

own ;
better health, a more varied experience of htc,
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played their part also an giving a larger ease and
surer mastery of her material to her work during

her married hfe. Undoubtedly, Aurora Leigh, which
is the chief fruit of these later years, presents us at

once with the writer’s maturest thought on the

social problems of her day and some of her best work
as a poet. Aurora Leigh is a fragment of spiritual

autobiography, and its vitality hes in its intimate

revelation of the writer’s nature, temperament, and
outlook. The story, of course, is a fictitious one

;

and like many stories in verse, is neither very clear

nor very effective. Mrs. Browning had httle nar-

rative power, and it would have been better had she

not planned her poem on so ambitious and elaborate

a scale. Its faults are obvious enough ; it lacks

dramatic grip, lacks at times knowledge of the phases

of life she is depicting, and is hampered by the thesis

she is so anxious to prove. But despite these weak-

nesses, it is rich in great poetry, while its passion,

its sincerity, and its pulsing life are incontestable.

Moreover, like nearly everything that Mrs. Browning
wrote, it is essentially an eloquent exposition of tho

woman’s point of vie'w.

Such memorable lines as these take the reader by
the throat, so true and beautiful are they in their

poignant femininity

;

How dreary ’tis for women to sit still

On winter nights by solitary fires

And hear the nations praising them far off.

Too far ! aye, praising our quick sense of love.

Our very heart of passionate womanhood,
Which could not beat so in the verse without
Being present also in the unkissed lips

And eyes undried because there’s none to ask
The reason they gi-ew moist.”

“ No lily-muffled hum of a summer-bee.
But finds some coupling with the spinning stars §

No pebbles at your foot, but proves a sphere j

No chaffinch, but implies the cherubim ;

And (glancing on my own thin, veindd wrist).

In such a little tremor of the blood
The whole strong clamour of a vehement soul
Doth utter itself distinct. Earth’s crammed with

heaven.
And every common bush afire with God

;

But only he who sees, takes off his shoes.
The rest sit round it and pluck blackberries.
And daub their natural faces unaware
More and more from the first similitude.”

It is tragic to think that a poem that contains

work of this quality, fin© touches moreover, such as
the following

;

“ Young
As Eve with Nature’s daybreak in her Face I ”

“ Because we are of one flesh after ail

And need one flannel (with a proper sense
Of difference m the quality) . , .

She had lived
A sort of cage-bird life, bom in a cage,
Accounting that to leap from perch to perch
Was act and joy enough for any bird.”

” These hot fire-seeds of Creation held
In Jove’s clenched palm before the worlds were sown,”

should have so many platitudes and such arid wastes
to obscure and almost choke the fr©^ and lovely

oases that greet the patient reader.

Non© the less, when criticism has had its say, and
the wheat has been vigorously winnowed from the

chaff, there is a goodly crop of precious sustenance.

For with all her limitations she is one of our great

poets.

In striking contrast with Elizabeth Barrett

Browning is Christina Bossetti. In the first place,

her body of work is slight. In the second place, it

is practically in on© key ; a wistful and delicate

asceticism. In the third place, it is wrought with
most scrupulous art.

CHBISTINA BOSSETTI
Chbisthta Georgina Bossetti, bom on Dec-

ember 5, 1830, was the younger daughter of

Gabriele Bossetti, and sister of the poet-painter.

With the exception of a tour in Normandy in 1861,

and with her mother to Italy m 1866, she hved a life

of retirement in London, devoted to her parents, to

her poetry, and rehgious works.

At eleven years old she began to write verses, a
small volume of these being privately published by
her grandfather, Gaetano Pohdori, m 1847 ; she like-

wise wrote some lyrics for The Germ, the organ of

the Pr6-Baphaolites,in 1850, under the nom-de-plume
of “ Ellen Alleyn.”

The deep religious tone pervading most of her

work was also part of Cliristma Bossetti’s daily hfe.

She was a consistent member of the Church of

England, and much as her heart’s love wont out to

Charles Cayley, who wished to marry her, she refused

to do so rather than consent to a union with one not

in sympathy with her religious views.

Self-sacrificing throughout life, she was most re-

tiring and sensitive in disposition. Of a naturally

delicate constitution, the last few years of her life

were those of an invalid, and after a long illness

she died on December 29, 1894, and was buried in

Highgate Cemetery.
Her principal works are Goblin Market and other

Poems, published in 1862, The Princess Progress

(1866), A Pageani and other Poems (1881), Verses

(1893), Nety Poems, published posthumously in 1896,

and Sing-Song, a book of verse for children.

Her work is almost entirely in the minor key ; and
looking merely at the subject-matter of her poems,

one would expect to find the constant preoccupa-

tion with death and the futility of life, intolerably

sad and depressing. But so exquisite is her art, so

subtle her sense of beauty, that the insistent minor

fascinates us rather than depresses us, and we are

distracted from her melancholy matter by her charm
of manner, partly also because she does not strive or

cry, does not wail or repine, but accepts the pain and
sadness of life as she finds it, and though at the

opposite pole of thought from FitzGerald’s, yet like

him expresses, in consummate art, her temperament
and outlook. Like her brother, she could treat

supernaturalism at times in. the spirit of fantastic

decoration, with a kind of deliberate artistic

trivality that is very attractive in its way. Of such

is Cfoblin Market and The Princess Progress, Unlike

him, however, she is not merely enamoured of reli-

gion for its aesthetic beauty, for it appealed to her

deepest feelings ; and as a devotional poet she has

no superior in English literature, save Crashaw
and Francis Thompson.
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Yet with all her intense religions feeling, there is

nothing of the preacher or teacher in her. She

does not seek, with Mrs. Browning, to justify the

ways of God to man; she is content to picture

with subtle simplicity the mystical moods of the

spirit. Perhaps Blake alone among our poets can

convey with equal clearness the reality of things

unseen and unheard of by the ordinary senses ; only

his method is quite different from^ that of Christma

Rossetti. Blake impresses us with his power of

actualising the supernaturalism of the natur^

world ;
Christina Rossetti with her gift of actual-

ising rather the naturalism of the supernatural

world. But her peculiar originality as a religious

poet lies in the fact that, unhke the majority of

religious poets, she is in no way concerned with

preaching to others or moralising for others, or

dealing with the intellectual difficulties that beset

faith. She believes—and worships.
^

Her entire at-

titude is that of a worshipper ; and in the moods of

awe and ecstasy, she certainly has few rivals.
^

Take for instance the poem Despised and Be^jected.

What other poet would have visualised in all its

naked simplicity this spiritual tragedy, without a

word of comment, without the slightest effort to

apply it, as the theologians say, to the indiviaual life

or to the life of her day.

** Then I cried out upon him : Cease,

Leave me in peace ;

Fear not that 1 should crave

Aught thou mayst have.

Leave me in peace, yea trouble me no more.

Lest I arise and chase thee from my door.

What, shall I not be let

Alone, that thou dost vex me yet ?

But all night long that voice spake urgently s

* Open to Me.’
Still harping in mine ears

;

‘ Rise, let Me in.’

Pleading with tears
: x xt. >

* Open to Me, that I may come to thee.

Wlule the dew dropped, while the dark hours were cold

:

‘ My Feet bleed, see My Face,

See My Hands bleed that bring thee grace.

My Heart doth bleed for thee.

Open to Me.’

So till the break of day

:

Then died away
That voice, in silence as of sorrow

;

Then footsteps echoing like a sigh

Passed me by,
Lingenng footsteps slow to pass.

On the morrow
I saw upon the grass _ , i _
Each footprint marked in blood, and on my door

The mark of blood for evermore.’

Critics like her brother have noted the ascetic

passion of her verse, yet the asceticism is not that

of the bloodless soul of one in whom loves and hvmg

are withered up, but of one who has aU the capacity

for enjoying the sensuous delights of life, yet has

deliberately put them aside, and turned her eyes

skjrwards, from choice.

The woman who could write

A Biethdat

My heart is like a singing bird

Whose nest is in a watered shoot

;

Mv heart is like an apple-tree
x i* ix ,

Whose boughs are bent with thickest fruit

»

and

My heart is like a rainbow shell

That paddles in a halcyon sea

;

My heart is gladder than all these

Because my love is come to me.

Raise me a dais of silk and down ;

Hang it m vair and purple dyes ;

Carve it in doves, and pomegranates.

And peacocks with a hundred eyes

;

Work it m gold and silver grapes,

Tn leaves and silver fleur-de-lys ;

Because the birthday of my life

Is come, my love is come to me.

An Echo from Willowwood

Two gazed into a pool, he gazed and she,

Not hand in hand, yet heart in heart, I think,

Pale and reluctant on the water’s bnnk.

As on the brink of parting which must be.

Each eyed the other’s aspect, she and he,
^

Each felt one hungering heart leap up and sink.

Each tasted bitterness which both must dnnk.

There on the brink of life’s dividing sea.

Lilies upon the surface, deep below

Two wistful faces craving each for each,

Resolute and reluctant without speech :

—

A sudden npple made the faces flow

One moment joined, to vanish out of reach :

So those hearts joined, and ah ! were parted so,

and
SlNG-SONCt

Love me,— love you,

Iiove me, my baby

;

Sing it high, sing it low,

Smg as it may be.

Mother’s arms under you,

Her eyes above you ;

Sing it high, sing it low,

I^ve me,— love you,

was no ansemic votary of what Georg© Eliot has

called aptly “ Other worldliness.’*

There is all the magic of the half lights about

Christma Rossetti’s verse ; its subdued melancholy,

and its naonotone. We miss, naturally, the imme^e

vitality, the varied beauty, the glory of colour, that

attend our poets of the morning and midday. Her

appeal is more restricted, and there are times when

its brooding sweetness and faintly tinted land-

scape oppress us, even enervate us.

An incomparably greater artist than Mrs. Brown-

ing, with a level excellence in her verse to which the

writer of Aurora Leigh could never reach, with a

more deficate and subtle intuition into certain moods

and phases of the imaginative life, she yet lacks

that thrilHng human note which characterises Mrs.

Browning at her greatest. In their sonnet sequence,

where the two women challenge comparison, each is

at her best. We see the breadth of the one and the

subtlety of the other. It is not that Christina

Rossetti is less capable of passionate emotion t^n

Mrs. Browning ; at times she can be as fierce m her

ardour : and her music has the same power of mten-

sity as Mrs. Browning’s, though it is le^ varied.

Miss Rossetti is oftener on the heights of Parnassus

than her contemporary ;
but now and a^m Mrs.

Browning has touched a peak to which Christina

Rossetti never attained.

EuzA Coox (1818-1889), despite her pop^ar

vogue, scarcely reaches the mediocre level of Mrs.

H^nans ; and quite a number of veme writers faU

considerably below that modest standard.
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The verse of George Eliot deserves attention if

only for her position as a highly cultured woman and

a great novelist, but it is far infenor to her prose.

There are no cheap rhetorical effects, no facile

sentimentalities ; but the merits of Th& Spanish

Gypsy and The Legend of Juhal are mostly negative

;

and though here and there a fine thought is happily

expressed, there is really nothing that could not

have been said equally well and better an prose.

In her shorter pieces there are pleasant fancies to

be found ; but her Muse on the whole is stiff and
cumbrous, and her imaginative sensibility never

plays freely and easily. There is more poetry in a

passage from Silas Mamer than in all her verses

put together,

A good deal of agreeable verse was written by
Adblmdb Anne Procter (1825-1864), who in-

herited her father “ Barry Cornwall’s ” gift of verse-

making. Much of her work was published by
Charles Dickens in Household Words under a

pseudonym ; and for a while he was ignorant who
his contributor really was. She was popular, as

Eliza Cook was popular, for she had all the elements

that make for an immediate appeal ; she was
facile, sentimental, and homely ; but she lacked

power, and freshness of inspiration.

Her contemporary Jean Ingelow (1820-97) had
both power and to some extent freshness. Prolix and
unequal, she is decidedly one of the poets who count.

There is grip and imagination in The High Tide on

the Coast of Lincolnshire^ and Requiescat in Pace ;

and her shorter pieces especially display much
versatility and subtlety of fancy. If she is not
always musical, that is because she was not content

with the jog-trot rhythm usually in favour, and
there is abundant technical cleverness in some of

her metrical experiments.

The High Tide on the Coast os
Lincolnshire (1671)

The old mayor climbed the belfry tower.
The ringers ran by two, by three ;

* Pull, if ye never pulled before ;

Good ringers, pull your best,” quoth he.

Play uppe, play uppe, 0 Boston bells !

Ply all your changes, all your swells,

Play uppe The Brides of Enderby,’ ”

Men say it was a stolen tyde—
The Lord that sent it, He knows all

;

But in mine ears doth still abide
The message that the bells let fall

;

And there was nought of strange, beside
The flights of mews and peewits pied
By millions crouched on the old sea wall,

I sat and spun within the doore.
My thread brake off, I raised myne eyes

;

The level sun, like ruddy ore,

Lay sinking in the barren skies,

And dark against day’s golden death
She moved where Lindis wandereth,
My Bonne’s faire wife, Elizabeth.

** Cusha ! Cusha ! Cusha !
” calling.

Ere the early dews were falling ;

Farre away I heard her song.
** Cusha ! Cusha !

” all along
Wliere the reedy Lindis fioweth,

Floweth, floweth

;

From the meads where melick groweth
Faintly came her milking song

—

I looked without, and lo ! my sonne
Came riding downe with might and mam .

He raised a shout as he drew on,
Till all the welkin rang again,

“ Elizabeth ] Elizabeth !
”

(A sweeter woman ne’er drew breath
Than my sonne’s wife, Elizabeth).

* The olde sea wall (he cried) is downe,
The rising tide comes on apace.

And boats adrift in yonder towne
Go sailing uppe the market-place.”

He shook as one that looks on death :

God save you, mother * ” straight he saith j

Where is my wife, Elizabeth ?
”

“ Good sonne, where Lindis wmds away,
With her two bairns I marked her long j

And ere yon bells beganne to play
Afar I heard her milking song.”

He looked across the grassy lea,

To right, to left, ** Ho, Enderby I
”

They rang “ The Brides of Enderby !
”

With that he cried and beat his breast

;

For, lo ! along the nver’s bed
A mighty eygre reared liis crest,

And uppe the Lindis raging sped,
It swept with thunderous noises loud ;

Shaped like a curling snow-white cloud,
Or like a demon in a shroud.

And rearing Lindis backward pressed
Shook all her trembling bankes amaine ;

Then madly at the eygre’s breast
Flung uppe hor weltering walls again.

Then bankes came downe with run and rout—
Then beaten foam flew round about

—

Then all the mighty floods were out.

That flow strewed wrecks about the grass.

That ebbe swept out the flocks to sea ;

A fatal ebbe and flow, alas I

To manye more than myno and mee

:

But each will mourn his own (she saith)

And sweeter woman ne’er drew breath
Than my sonne’s wife, Elizabeth.

I shall never hear her more
By the reedy Lindis shore,
“ Cusha » Cusha ! Cusha !

” calling

Ere the early dews be falling ;

I shall never hear her song :

—

Leave your meadow grasses mellow.
Mellow, mellow

;

Quit your cowslips, cowslips yellow •

Come uppe Whitefoot, come uppe Lightfoot j

Quit your pipes of parsley hollow.
Hollow, hollow

;

Come uppe Lightfoot, rise and follow f

Lightfoot, Whitefoot,
From your clovers lift the head ;

Come uppe jetty, follow, follow.

Jetty, to the milking shed.”

Echo and the Ferry
Ay, Oliver I 1 was but seven, and he was eleven

:

He looked at me pouting and rosy. I blushed where I

stood.
They had told us to play in the orchard (and T only seven •

A small guest at the farm) ; but he said Oh, a girl was
no good I

”

So he whistled and went, he went over the stile to the

wood.
It was sad, it was sorrowful I Only a mrl—only seven I

At home in the dark London smoke I had not found it out.

The pear-trees looked on in their white, and blue birds

flashed about,
And they too were angry as Oliver. Were they eleven ?

I thought so. Yes, every one else was eleven—eleven !
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In Augusta Wbbstee (1837-1894) we have a

writer less attractive superficially than Jean

Ingelow, but with an intrinsic strength and on-

ginality of outlook that places her easily among

the most distinguished women poets of the era.

She was a woman of great mental energy and wide

practical experiences of life. Her father was a

distinguished rear-admiral, and during her earher

years she hved on board ship at Banff Castle and

at Penzance. Later on we find her at Cambridge,

while her father was Chief Constable of the coimties

of Cambridge and Huntingdon. She married a

Fellow of Trinity College in 1863, and for a penod

sat BB member of the London School Board. She

was always interested in social and educafaonal

subjects, and has written about them with ability

and discernment. But it is as a poet that s e

will best be remembered ;
a poet with a deep and

tender insight into life, and with dramatic power

and psychological subtlety to reinforce her m-

Some of her best work may be found in A
Sold, and other Poems (1867), and PortraUs (1870).

Like all high-class work achieved by women, it is

distinctly feminine, and the woman’s point of view

is insisted on again and again with force and

passion. In such poems as A with its

OTim and powerful picture of the so-called daughter

of joy ” ; in Too Faithfid, with its simple, unforced

pathos; Tired, with its searching analpis of a

superficial Hfe ;
in the delicate

Yu-Pe-Ya’s Lute ; and in some of her scholarly

translations and dramas, she has made a genume

and valuable addition to English letters.

Too fond and faithful, what were that to thee ?

Thou hast thy sorrow ;
wherefore look beyond

To sorrow for Tus sorrow that shall be ?

Too fond and faithful, weak in being fond,

False to thyself by faithfulness to him,

Since he has freed thee wherefore art thou bond ?

But if his cup hold poison to the rim,

Dragged with life’s malady beyond hfe s cure.

Why should its bitter drops to thine o’erbnm ?

And yet, if thou hast love so deep and pure
^

That, whatsoever change the years shall bnng.

Before the sight of God it may endure.

And if it seem to thee a holy thing

That, should he need it in his day of pain.

Thou mayst have sister power of comforting.

Well, if thy love be thus, let it remain ;

Thou wilt not fear to name it in thy prayer.

As though it were some passion wild and vam.

Well, let it be, it may make less that care

Centered in self thou canst not wholly quell,

If others, not thine own its place shall share.

Not to Be

The rose said “ Let but this long rain be past,

I shall feel my sweetness in the sun

And pour its fulness into hfe at last.”

But when the ram was done.

But when dawn sparkled through unclouded air

She was not there.

The lark said " Let but winter be away,

And blossoms come, and hght, and I wiU soar

And lose the earth, and be the voice ot day.

But when the snows were o er,

But when spnng broke in blueness overhead.

Too Faithful

Too fond and :aithful, wilt thou vainly yet

Waste love on one who does not ask it mjw

And, having wronged thee, seeks but to forget 7

A fairer face smiles on his love, and thou.

Thou with thy truth, and fervour, stand aside.

Thou nobler-natured to her beauty bow.

There lingers in thee yet this much of P^de

That he who thus has wronged himself and thee

Could never win thy truth whate er betide.

Since in thine eyes he never more may be

So true and great that thou couldst bend to him.

Oh never more ! Why is thy heart not free ?

Oh wilt thou weep because his eyes are dim ?

And wilt thou blush because his choice is shame

Falhng on one whose love is but a whim i

An idle whim to stir a languid heart,

A business chaffenng of the more and less

And rise and falling of the marriage mart.

Yet is it cause to deepen thy distress

That he shall suffer for his misplaced trust 7

For did he come into thy life to bless 7

He buys a bauble something

Passmg through many hands that did not hold,

Its lustre deadened by the market s dust.

But what to thee, if he for this bas sold

His faith, his living heart, his nobler mind.

And given gold for that which is not gold 7

Oh better that he should rest ever blind,

Better for him-—but should he wake s®® .

The gem, he dreamed so pure, of paltriest kind.

And myriad roses made the garden

And skylarks carolled all the summer *ong

What lack of birds to sing and flowers to blow 7

Yet, ah, lost scent, lost song !

Poor empty rose, poor lark that never trilled

Dead unfulfilled I

Feom Yu-pe-ya’s L-ute

Too soon so fair, fair lilies

To bloom is then to wane ;

The folded bud has still

To-morrow at its will

;

Blown flowers can never bloom again.

Too soon so bright, bright noontide ;

The sun that now is high

Will henceforth only sink

Towards the western brink ;

Day that’s at prime begins to die.

Like Augusta Webster. Mathube Bund (_]847-

1896) was a woman of wide culture,
^ ^

has not the original force and imagmatiw “Sight

of her contemporary, she was at any “t® ^
the women poets who count. She ^ a se^ of

drama and a distinct lyrical gift, but she a*^
tot as a sonneteer, and had

surer would have achieved a higher position

^g^men poets. In her sonnet ^ad^d
in some of the songs in Love m
worthy iUustrations of her power and grace as a

verse writer.
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Love in Exile

Why will you haunt me unawares.
And walk into my sleep,

Pacing Its shadowy thoroughfares,

Where long-dried perfume scents the airs,

While ghosts of sorrow creep.

Where on Hope’s ruined altar stairs

With ineffectual beams,
The Moon of Memory coldly glares

Upon the land of dreams ?

My yearning eyes were fain to look
Upon your hidden face ;

Their love, alas • you could not brook.

But in your own you mutely took
My hand, and for a space

You wrung it till I throbbed and shook.
And woke with wildest moan

And wet face channelled like a brook
With your tears or my own.

Two women poets who deserve mention, wrote

in collaboration as “Michael Field.” Their

work shows no shght measure of that breadth of

imagination that we associate with the Elizabethan

age. Even their shortcomings are Elizabethan,

and come from an excess of emotion, and an un-

disciplined power, that one may readily overlook,

in view of their many felicities.

A Summer Wind
O wind, thou hast thy kingdom m the trees,

And all thy royalties

Sweep through the land to day.
It is mid J une.

And thou, with all thy instruments in tuns,

Thme orchestra

Of heaving fields and heavy swingmg fir,

Strikest a lay
That doth rehears©

Her ancient freedom to the universe.

Ail other sound m awe
Repeats its law.

The bird is mute ; the sea
Sucks up its waves ;

from rain

The burthened clouds refrain,

To listen to thee in thy leafery,

Thou unconfined.
Lavish, large, soothing, refluent summer wind.

There is an agreeable lyrical quality in the verse

of Madame Daeimestetbe, and a fresher and
original note in the Irish rural muse of Miss Jane
Barlow; while among other living lyric-writers

none are sweeter and more spontaneous in their

song than Katharine Tynan (Mrs. Hinkson);
show finer tragic power than Dora Sigerson (Mrs.

Clement Shorter) ; or a more delicate sense of

artistic form than Mrs. Mbynell. Indeed in

sheer craftsmanship, Mrs. Meynell is certainly the

ablest of women verse-writers now living.

I. POETEY : Miscellaneous Poets oe the Later Victorian Era. William Bell-Scott—-Thomas
Woolner—^Noel Patou—Coventry Patmore—Sydney Dobell—Alexander Smith—John Stuart Blackie

—^Arthur 0*Shanghnessy—Aubrey deVere—Saninel Ferguson—William Alhngham—Lewis Morns

—

T. E, Brown—Charles Mackay—George Macdonald—Eobert Buchanan—^William Butler Yeats—
Gerald Massey—E. 0. Jones—Henry and Frank Lushington—Eoden Noel—Philip Bourke Marston—
T. Gordon Hake—William Cory—Francis Turner Palgrave—Lord de Tabley—“Owen Meiedith^’

—Edwin Arnold—William Eoscoe—Sebastian Evans—G. A. Simcox—W. B. Rands—Mortimer
Collins—Canon Dixon—F. Lyall—A. L. Gordon—H. C. Kendall—John Payne—William Canton—
Alfred Austin—Richard Garnett—F. W. Myers—Edward Do'wden—J. A. Symonds—Ernest Myers
—William Sharp—Samuel Waddington—Andrew Lang—John Todhunter—George Barlow—F. B.

Money-Coutts—Alfred Hayes—Richard Le Gallienne—Norman Gale—Thomas Ashe—R. L. Steven-

son—Lawrence Binyon—W, E. Henley—Henry Newbolt—^Wilfred Scawen Blunt—Robert Bridges

—Francis Thompson.

MISCELLANEOirS POETS OF THE LATEE
VICTOEIAN EEA

Among the chief influences in the poetry of later

Victorian times is that of Tennyson, Browning,
Eossetti, and Swinburne. For instance we can trace
Swinburne in Lord de Tabley

; Rossetti in William
Bell-Scott; Tennyson in Mr. Stephen Phillips

;

Browmng’s influence has been more diflused arid

indirect, and has been shown in the subject-matter
rather than the style of a good many modem verse-
writers ; whereas the influence of Tennyson and
Swinburne has been one of manner and treatment.
The influence of Pre-Raphaelitism is apparent in the
later verse of William Bell-Scott (1812-1890),
though much of his thoughtful and cultured verse
belongs to an earlier period, and is independent
of the romantic inspiration. But his association
with Rossetti makes it convenient to treat of hiTn

as one of the more critical of the Pre-Raphaelite

group. His work is essentially philosophic and

contemplative ; and he is more of a thinker in

vers© than a good literary artist. Yet there is

some originality in his work, especially The Sphinx

;

and he is a more considerable figure in literature

than Thomas Woolner (1826-1892), whose excel-

lence lay in another art than that of letters, or the

poet-painter Noel Paton (1821-1901).

Coventry Patmore (1823-1896) has never

lacked powerful admirers, and his place among the

greater poets would be upheld by not a few able

critics. None the less, despite his many rhythmic

felicities, and his undoubted technical skill, his

excessive fluency, and frequent banalities, seem to

the present writer to exclude Patmore from the

front rank. His projected poem in many volumes

on the joys of married life was never carried out,

“for the simple reason,” as his great admirer

Dr. Garnett has admitted, “that though married

life is a very great subject, it is not a very poetical
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one.” Certainly, to have justified its thesis. The
Angel in the House should have been dealt with m
more concrete fashion, and with such a power of

psychological insight as Browning and Meredith
brought to their work in James Lee’s W^fe and
Modem Love, The Angel vn the House is a happier
piece of work than Faithful for Ever or The Victories

of Love ; but its merit lies in fine passages of de-
scription and flashes of sententious wisdom. TTia

later work, The JJnknoum Eros, and Amelia, have
less pedestrian qualities perhaps, and show a
remarkable mastery of metre ; but Patmore was
too unguarded as a poet about political and religious

prejudices. These are out of place in serious verse.

As a writer of satirical verse, he might have done
notable work, had he given some of the time to it

that he expended on his “ angelic ” themes. He
was a man of very distinctive individuality, with a
power of neat and trenchant expression, as shown
in his famous squib on the first German Emperor

:

“ That is to say, my dear Augusta,
We’ve had another awful buster ;

Ten thousand Frenchmen sent below,
Thanlc God from whom all blessings flow.”

Wind and Wave
The wedded light and heat.

Winnowing the witless space.

Without a let.

What are they till they beat
Against the sleepy sod, and there beget
Perchance the violet

!

Is the One found.
Amongst a wilderness of as happy grace.

To make Heaven’s bound ;

So that in Her
All which it hath of sensitively good
Is sought and understood
After the narrow mode the mighty Heavens prefer ?

She, as a little breeze
Following still Night,
Ripples me spirit’s cold, deep seas
Into delight

;

But, in a while,

The unmeasurable smile
Is broke by fresher airs to flashes blent
With darkling discontent

;

And all the subtle zephyr hurries gay.
And all the heaving ocean heaves one way,
T’ward the void sky-hne and an unguess’d weal.
Until the vanward billows fee^

The agitating shallows, and divine the goal.

And to foam roll.

And spread and stray
And traverse wildly, like delighted hands.
The fair and fleckless sands ;

And so the whole
Unfathomable and immense
Triumphing tide comes at the last to reach
And burst in wind-kiss’d splendours on the deafening

beach.
Where forms of children in first innocence
Laugh and fling pebbles on the rainbow’d crest

Of its untired unrest.

“He never weeded his garden,” said Dr. John
Brown, “ and will I fear be strangled in his waste

fertility.” These words, uttered of Sydney Dobell
(1824-1874), epitomise truly enough his besetting

weakness. Lack of seH-criticism had seriously

affected the reputation of greater poets like Mrs.

Browning and Wordsworth ;
and Dobell was not a

great poet ;
yet he is often a remarkable one, and as
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a poet with a genuine passion for liberty, he has
written some spirited and stirring verse, notably
The Touih of England to Garibaldi’s Legion, and
England in Time of War,

The Mabket-Wife’s Song

The butter an’ the cheese weel stowit they be,
I sit on the hen-coop, the eggs on my knee.
The land kail jigs as we jog owre the rigs.

The gray mare’s tail it wags wi* the kau.
The warm simmer sky is blue aboon a*,

An’ whiddie, whuddie, whaddie, gang the auld wheels twa,

I sit on the coop, I look straight before,

But my heart it is awa’ the braid ocean owre,
I see the blmdy fiel’ where my am bonny chiel’.

My wee bairn o’ a’, gead to fight or to fa’.

An’ whiddie, whuddie, whaddie, gang the auld wheels twa,

I see the gran’ o’ toun o’ the big forrin* loun,
I hear the cannon soun’, I see the reek aboon

;

It may be lang John lettin* afl his gun.
It may be the mist—^your mother disna wist

—

It may be the kirk, it may be the ha*.

An’ whiddie, whuddie, whaddie, gang the auld wheels twa.

An* I ken the Black Sea, ayont the rock o’ dool.
Like a muckle blot o’ ink m a bulk fra’ the schule,

An* Jock ’ it gars me min’ o’ your buikies lang syne.
An* mindin’ o’ it a’ the tears begin to fa’.

An* whiddie, whuddie, whaddie, gang the auld wheels twa.

Then the bull roars fra’ the scaur, ilka rock’s a bull agen,
An’ I hear the trump o’ war, an’ the carse is fu’ o’ men,
Up an’ doun the mom I ken the bugle horn.
Ilka birdie sma’ is the fleein’ cannon ba’.

An’ whiddie, whuddie, whaddie, gang the auld wheels twa.

Guid Heavens ! the Russian host I We maun e’en gie

up for lost.

Gin ye gain the battle has ye countit a’ the cost ?

Ye may win a gran’ name, but wad wee Jock come hame ?

Dinna feeht, dinna fecht ! there’s room for us a*.

An* whiddie, whuddie, whaddie, gang the auld wheels twa.

In vain, in vain, in vain ! They are marchin* near and far 1

Wi* swords an* slings an’ wi’ instruments o’ war ’

Oh, day sae dark an’ sair I ilka man seven feet an* mair

'

I bowmy head an’ say, “ Gin the Lord wad smit them a’
**

An* whiddie, whuddie, whaddie, gang the auld wheels twa.

Then forth fra’ their ban* there steps an armed man.
His tairge at his breast an’ his claymore in his han’.

Bis gowd pow glitters fine an’ his shadow fa’s behin*,

I think o’ great Goliath as he stan’s before them a’.

An’ whiddie, whuddie, whaddie, gangthe auld wheels twa.

To meet the Phihstine leaps a laddie fra’ our line,

Oh, my heart ! oh, my heart ! ’tis that wee lad o’ mine 1

I start to my legs—an* doun fa’ the eggs

—

The cocks an* hens a’ they cackle an’ they ca*,

An* whiddie, whuddie, whaddie, gang the auld wheels twa.

Oh, Jock, my Hielan’ lad,—oh, Jock, my Hielan* lad,

Never till I saw thee that moment was I glad I

Aye sooner sud thou dee before thy mither’s e’e

Than a man o’ the clan sud hae stept out but thee !

An* sae I cry to God—^while the hens cackle a*.

An’ whiddie, whuddie, whaddie, gang the auld wheels twa.

A NitptlslL Eve
Oh, happy, happy maid.
In the year of war and death
She wears no sorrow !

By her face so young and fair.

By the happy wreath
That rules her happy hair.

She might be a bride to-morrow

!

She sits and sings withm her moonlit bower.
Her moonlit bower in rosy June,
Yet, ah, her bridal breath.
Like fragrance from some sweet night-biowing flower.

Moves from her moving lips in many a mournful time J
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She sings no song of love’s despair.

She sings no lover lowly laid,

No fond peculiar grief

Has ever touched or bud or loaf

Of her unblighted spring.

She sings because she needs must sing

:

She sings the sorrow of the air

Whereof her voice is made,
That night in Britain howsoe’er
On any chords the fingers strayed,

They gave the notes of care.

A dim sad legend old

Long since in some pale shade
Of some far twilight told.

She knows not when or where,
She sings, with trembling hand on trembling lute-strings

laid

:

** The murmur of the mourning ghost
That keeps the shadowy lane ;

—

Oh, Keith of Ravelston,
The sorrows of thy hne !

“ Ravelston, Ravelston,
The merry path that leads

Down the golden morning hill

And through the silver meads ;

Ravelston, Ravelston,
The stile beneath tho tree,

The maid that kept her mother’s Idne,

The song that sang she I

She sang hor song, she kept her kine.

She sat beneath the thorn,
When Andrew Keith of Ravelston,
Rode thro’ the Monday morn.

“ His henchmen sing, his hawk-bells ring,

His belted jewels shine !

—

Oh, Keith of Ravelston,
The sorrows of thy lino 1

“ Year after year, where Andrew came,
Comes evening down the glade ;

And still there sits a moonshine ghost
Where sat the sunshine maid.

** Her misty hair is faint and fair.

She keeps the shadowy kme
Oh, Keith of Ravelston,
The sorrows of thy line 1

* I lay my hand upon the stile.

The stile is lone and cold ;

The burnie that goes babbling by
Says naught that can be told.

Yet, stranger ! here, from year to year.
She keeps her shadowy kine ;

—

Oh, Keith of Ravelston,
The sorrows of thy line !

“ Step out three steps wher Andrew stood—
Why blanch thy cheeks for fear ?

The ancient stile is not alone,

’Tis not the burn I hear 1

** She makes her immemorial moan.
She keeps her shadowy kine ;

—

Oh, Keith of Ravelston,
The sorrows of thy Ime I

”

If the quality of Dobell’s work at his best shows
an energising power, that of his contemporary
Axexaitder Smith (1830-1867), exhibits high pic-

torial heauty. Thrpe volumes practically cover his
' work in verse, though it must not be forgotten that
he wrote a charming volume of rural essays, Dream-
thorpe ; these volumes are Poems (1853), City Poems
(1857), Bdwin of Deira (1861). Of these, undoubt-
edly the jSnest flowers of his imagination are to be
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found in the City Poems, Over ornate at times, his

descriptive passages abound in many beauties.

His picture of Glasgow is one of his most remarkable
things, and is rich in the poetry of crowds—a poetry

so seldom realised by our verse writers.

“ Instead of shores where ocean beats
I hear the ebb and flow of streets.”

Where Alexander Smith stumbles is in the scenic

extravagances of his style. In this respect he is in

the same company with Dobell ; but otherwise they
have little in common, and whereas Dobell’s work
suffers from excess of thought, Smith’s suffers from
excess of feeling—^that is to say, his sensuousness

runs riot on occasion, as was the case with the

youthful Keats He had a good knowledge of blank
verse, which he used with excellent effect in earlier

verse, The Life Drama, He is certainly more ne-

gleeted as a poet than he deserves to be, and if once
he was undifly praised, to-day he is unfairly passed

over.

Glasgow
Sing, Poet, ’tis a merry world ;

That cottage smoke is rolled and curled
In sport, that every moss

Is happy, every inch of soil ;

—

Before me runs a road of toil

With my grave cut across.

Sing, trailing showers and breezy downs—
I know the tragic hearts of towns.

City ! I am true son of thino ;

Ne’er dwelt I whore groat mornings shine
Ai’ound the bleating pens ;

Ne’er by the rivulot I strayed.

And ne’er upon my childhood weighed
The silence of the glens.

Instead of shores where ocean beats,

I hear tho ebb and flow of streets.

Black labour draws his weary waves.
Into their secret-moaning caves ;

But with the morning light.

The sea again will overflow
With a long weary sound of woe.
Again to faint in night.

Wave am I in that sea of woes.
Which, night and morning, ebbs and flows.

I dwelt within a gloomy court.

Wherein did never sunbeam sport *

Yet there my heart was stirr’d

—

My very blood did dajnce and thrill.

When on my narrow window-sill.

Spring lighted hke a bird.

Poor flowers—I watched them pine for weelts,

With leaves as pale as human cheeks.

Afar, one summer, I was home
Through golden vapours of the morn;

I heard the hills of sheep :

I trod with a wild ecstasy
The bright fringe of the living sea

:

And on a ruined keep
I sat, and watched an endless plain

Blacken beneath the gloom of rain.

O fair the lightly sprinkled waste,

O’er which a laughing shower has racea i

O fair the April shoots !

O fair the woods on summer days,

While a blue hyacinthine haze
Is dreaming round the roots !

In thee, O city! I discern

Another beauty, sad and stem.
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THE CELTIC NOTE
A little group of poets, more or less Celtic in their

inspiration, now claim our notice. These are Arthur
O’Shaughnessy, the younger Aubrey de Vere, Samuel
Ferguson, WiUiam Alhngham, Thomas Edward
Brown, Lewis Morris, Charles Mackay, George
Macdonald, and Robert Buchanan. To these may
be added, John Stuart Blackib (1809-1895), a
delightful and original personahty who, however,
is best remembered for his encouragement of the
study of Celtic hterature, shining in only a modest
way €13 a maker of verse.

Arthur O’Shaughnessy (1844-1881) was a melo-
dious and agreeable writer of considerable sweetness
if little originality, much influenced by the Pre-

Raphaelite School. He wrote An Epic on Women
(1870), Lays of Frame (1872), Music and Moonlight

(1874), while Songs of a Worker (1881) was published
after his death.

The younger Aubrey db Verb (1814-1902)
was a voluminous writer of verse, among his best

work being Inmsfail and other Poems (1861) and The
Legends of St, Patrick (1872). Like O’Shaughnessy
he is more imitative than original, and modelled
himself largely upon Wordsworth. Both he and
Sir Samuel Ferguson (1810-1886) were hampered
by a fatal facihty in verse-making, which mars their

work. Ferguson’s best volume is his Lays of the

Western Gael (1865), for his portentously long epic,

Gongalt is wearisome and commonplace.
In William Alejcngham (1824-1889), we have a

fresher and more original writer; not strong, nor
varied, but like O’Shaughnessy undeniably sweet.

His most striking work hes in his Poems (1850) and
Day and Night Songs (1854).

Sic Lewis Morris (1833-1907) is one of the very
few representatives we have of the Cymric poet.

His writings once were exceedingly popular; the

Epic of Hades having passed blithely through nearly

forty editions. He was facile to a degree, and knew
how to blend didacticism and sentiment into an
acceptable bolus for his large public to swallow.

His cheery outlook on life contributed also to his

success as a verse writer. But there are hundreds
of obscure and little-read poets, who had more
real inspiration than this successful Welshman. A
writer far superior to him in every way is the

Manxman Thomas Edward Brown (1830-1897),

whose dialect verses Po’c’sZe Yams (1881) are among
the best of their kind. Nor was he merely a clever

dialect writer, he could write in good classical

English almost as well, and his best work shows
genuine dramatic power, insight into character

(especially that of simple folk), and a refreshing vein

of humour. His ample output suffers from occa-

sional diffuseness’and a lapse into the pretty-pretty ;

but he is certainly one of the poets who count.

In Charles Mackay (1814-1889) we have a
spirited though rather commonplace representative

of the Scottish Celt, and in George Macdonald
(1824-1905), one who achieved distinction in several

branches of literature, with a deep and delicate

imagination, who, although happier in prose than in

verse, has written some admirable religious verse

(e.g. Lovers Ordeal emd The Diary of an Old Soul)

and a few delightful lyrics, Blake-hke in their fresh
simplicity, e.g. Where did you come from^ Baby
dear ?

By far the ablest, however, of the modem Scottish
poets was Robert Buchanan (1841-1901). The
son of a Glasgow journalist, he came early to London
to try his fortune. His friend, a young and pro-
mising poet, David Gray, soon gave up the struggle
and left London only to die. Buchanan remained,
and after one or two tentative volumes, published
in 1866 his London Poems, that contain some of his

best and most representative work.
In deahng with the problems of poverty and

humble He, Buchanan is more in touch with the
methods of Crabbe than those of Wordsworth

;

but he had a greater sense of beauty than Crabbe
possessed, for ugly and sordid as are the stories and
studies he put into verse, they are framed in a fine

imaginative setting.

In The Book of Orm, the Celt, the realistic method
is discarded, but behind the fervent imaginings of

this remarkable book there looms that uncompro-
mising sense of realitythat never deserted Buchanan,
even in his most imaginative flights.

Buchanan indeed is a poet who has not received

the meed of praise due to his considerable powers.
The greater popularity of his novels and his plays
has obscured the fact that his genius is more fully

expressed in his verse than anywhere else, impres-

sive and striking as some of his novels may be. He
was an acute observer, a vigorous thinker, with a
strong sense of humour and a versatile imagination.

In his highest moments, moreover, he shows the

spiritual intensity of the Scot at his best. To some
extent we may regard Buchanan as the pioneer of

the note of romantic realism in verse, so greatly in

vogue at the present day.

Nell

She gazes not at her who hears,

But, while the gathering darkness cries.

Stares at the vacancy through tears,

That burn upon her glistening eyes,

Yet do not flow. Her hair falls free

Around a face grown deathly thin :

Her elbow rests upon her knee
And in her palms she props her chin.

See, Nan ! his little face looks pinch’d with fright.

His httle hands are clench’d together tight

!

Bom dead, that’s comfort I quiet too ; when one
Thints of what kill’d him ! kiss him. Nan, for me.

Thank God, he never look’d upon the sun
That saw his father bang’d on gallows-tree ;

O boy, my boy ! you’re better dead and sleeping,

Kill’d by poor mother’s fears, and shame, and weeping ;

She never loved another living man.
But held to father all through, right or wrong

—

Ah, yes ! I never turn’d against him. Nan,
I stuck by him that stuck by me so long !

You’re a kind woman. Nan 1 ay, kind and true I

God will be good to faithful folk hke you !

You knew my Ned ?

A better, lander lad never drew breath

—

We loved each other true, though never wed
In church, hke some who took him to his death t

A lad as gentle as a lamb, but lost

His senses when he took a drop too much

—

Brink did it all—drink made him mad when cross d

—

He was a poor man, and they’re hard on such.
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0 Nan I that night I that night

!

When I was sitting in this very chair.

Watching and waiting m the candle-light.

And heard his foot come creaking up the stair.

And turn’d, and saw him standing yonder, vhite
And wild, with staring eyes and rumpled hair !

And when I caught hia arm and call’d m fright.

He push’d me, swore, and to the door he pass’d

To look and bar it fast I

Then down he drops just like a lump of lead.

Holding his brow, shaking, and growing whiter.

And—Nan !—^just then the hght seem’d growing
brighter.

And I could see the hands that held his head,
All red I all bloody red !

What could I do but scream ? He groan’d to hear.

Jump’d to his feet, and gripp’d me by the wnst

;

“ Be still, or I shall kill thee, Nell !
” he hissed.

And I was still for fear.
“ They’re after me—^I’ve knifed a man !

” he said.
‘ Be still ’—^the drink—drink did it—^he is dead 1

”

And as he said the word, the wmd went by
With a whistle and cry

—

The room swam round—^the babe unborn seem’d to

scream out and die !

Then we grew still, dead still. I couldn’t weep—
All I could do was cling to Ned and hark—

And Ned was cold, cold, cold, as if asleep,

But breathing hard and deep.
The candle flicker’d out—^the room grew dark—

And—^Nan !—although my heart was true and tried,

—

When all grew cold and dim,
1 shudder’d—not for fear of them outside,

But 3ust afraid to be alone with him.
For winds were wailing—the wild rain cried,—

^

Folk’s footsteps sounded down the court and died—
What could I do but clasp Ins knees and cling ?

And call his name beneath my breath in pain ?

Until he threw his head up, listening,
^

.

And gave a groan, and hid his face again

:

** Ned I Ned !
” I whisper’d—and he moan’d and shook —

But did not heed nor look 1

Ned i Ned I speak, lad t tell me it is not true I

At that he raised his head and looked so wild
Then, with a stare that froze my blood, he threw
His arms around me, crying like a child,

And held me close—and not a word was spoken

—

While I clung tighter to his heart and press’d him

—

And did not fear him, though my heart was broken

—

But kiss’d his poor stain’d hands, and cried, and
bless’d him

»

Then, Nan, the dreadful daylight, coming cold

With sound of falling ram,

—

When I could see his face, and it look’d old,

Like the pinch’d face of one that dies in pain I

Well, though we heard folk stimng in the sun.

We never thought to hide away or run.
Until we heard those voices in the street,

That hurrying of feet.

And Ned leap’d up, and knew that they had come.
“ Run, Ned • ” I cned, but he was deaf and dumb.
Hide, Ned I

” I scream’d, and held him—“ hide thee,
man !

”

He stared with bloodshot eyes, and hearken’d, Nan

!

And all the rest is like a dream—^the sound
Of knocking at the door

—

A rush of men—a struggle on the ground

—

A mist—a tramp—a roar 5

For when I got my senses back again,
The room was empty—and my head went round !

The neighbours talk’d and stirr’d about the lane,
And Seven Dials made a moaning sound ;

And as X listen’d, lass, it seem’d to me
Just like the murmur of the great dark Sea,
And Ned a-lying somewhere stiS and drown’d I

God help him ? God will help him ! Ay, no fear !

It was the drink, not Ned—^he meant no wrong 5
So kind ! so good ’—and X am useless here.

Now he is lost that loved me true and long.

Why, just before the last of it, we parted,

And Ned was calm, though I was broken-hearted
5

And ah, my heart was broke ! and ah, I cned
And kiss’d him,—^tiU they took me from his side

;

And though he died that way (God bless him ») Ned
Went through it bravely, calm as any there

They’ve wrought their fill of spit© upon his head,
^d—^there’s the hat and clothes he used to wear 8

• . o That night before he died
I didn’t cry—^my heart was hard and dried
But when the clock went “ one,” I took my shawl
To cover up my face, and stole away.

And wallc’d along the silent streets, where all

Look’d cold and still and gray,

—

Only the lamps o’ London here and there
Scatter’d a dismal gleaming ;

And on I went, and stood in Leicester Square,
Ay, like a woman dreaming I

But just as “ three ” was sounded close at hand,
I started and turn’d east, before I knew,

—

Then down Samt Martm’s Lane, along the Strand,
And through the toll-gate, on to Waterloo.

How I remember all I saw, although
’Twas only hke a dream !

—

The long still Imes o* hghts, the chilly gleam
Of moonshine on the deep black stream below

;

While far, far, far away, along the sky
Streaks soft as silver ran,

And the pale Moon look’d paler up on high,
And httle sounds in far-off streets began !

Well, while I stood, and waited, and look’d down.
And thought how sweet ’twould be to drop and

drown,
Some men and lads went by,
And turning round, I gazed, and watch’d ’em go.

Then felt that they were going to see him die.

And drew my shawl more tight, and follow’d slow,
How clear I feel it still I

The streets grew hght, but rain began to fall

;

X stopp’d and had some coflee at a stall,

Because I felt so chill

;

A cock crew somewhere, and it seem’d a call

To wake the folk who kill I

The man who sold the cofiee stared at me I

X must have been a sorry sight to see I

More people pass’d—a country cart with hay
Stopp’d close beside the stall,—and two or three

Talk’d about tt ! 1 moan’d, and crept away I

Ay, nearer, nearer to the drea^ul place,

All in the fallmg rain,

I went, and kept my shawl upon my face,

And felt no ^ef or pain

—

Only the wet that soak’d me through and through
Seem’d cold and sweet and pleasant to the touch

—

It made the streets more drear and silent, too,

And kept away the light I fear’d so much.
Slow, slow the wet streets fill’d, and all seem’d going,

Laughing and chatting, the same way.
And grayer, sadder, lighter, it was growing,
Though still the rain fell fast and darken’d day I

Nan !—every pulse was burning— could feel

My heart was made of steel-

—

As crossing Ludgate Hill, I saw, all blurr’d,

Saint Paul’s great clock and heard it slowly chime,

And hadn’t power to count the strokes I heard,

But straiird my eyes and saw it wasn’t time.

Ah ! then I felt I dared not creep more near.

But went into a lane off Ludgate Hill,

And sitting on a doorstep, I could hear
The people gathering still I

And still the rain was falling, falling.

And deadening the hum I heard from there ;

And wet and stifl, I heard the people calling,

watch’d the rain-drops glistening down my
hair.

My elbows on my knees, my fingers dead,

—

My shawl thrown off, now non© could see,—^my head
Dripping and wild and bare.
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T heard the crying of a crowd of men
* And next, a hollow sound I knew full well,

For something gripp’d me round the heart !—and
then

There came the solemn tolling of a bell I

O God ! 0 God ! how could I sit close by.

And neither scream nor cry ?

As if I had been stone, all hard and cold,

I listen’d, hsten’d, listen’d, still and dumb,
While the folk murmur’d, and the death-bell toll’d,

the day brighten’d, and his time had come. . . .

. . , Till—Nan !—all else was silent, but the knell

Of the slow bell

!

And I could only wait, and wait, and wait.

And what I waited for I couldn’t tell,

—

At last there came a groaning deep and great

—

Saint Paul’s struck “ eight ”

—

I scream’d, and seem’d to turn to fire, and fell I

God bless him, live or dead !

Oh, he was kind and true

—

They’ve wrought their fill of spite upon his head—
Why didn’t they be kind, and take me too ’

And there’s the dear old things he used to wear.

And here’s a lock o’ hair !

And Ned ! my Ned !

Is fasb asleep, and cannot hear me caU ;

—

God bless you. Nan, for all you’ve done and said.

But don’t mmd me / My heart is broke, that’s all 1

EATOMFi’E Meg

Then methought I saw another sight

;

Darkness—a Garret—a rushlight dying

—

On the broken-down bed a Sailor lying,

Sleeping fast, in the feeble light ;

—

The Wind is wailing, the Ram is weeping.
She croucheth there in the chamber dim.
She croucheth there with her eyes on liim

As he heth sleeping—
Hark ! Hark

!

Who ones outside in the dark ?

Only the Wind on its way.
Only the wild gusts astray
tn Tiger Bay.

StiU as a child the Sailor lies :

—

She waits—she watches—^is she human ?

Is she a Tigress ? is she a woman ?

Look at the gleam of her deep-set eyes >

Bloated and stain’d in every feature.

With iron jaws, throat knotted and bare.

Eyes deep sunken, jet-black hair.

Crouches the creature.

Hark ! Hark 1

Who cries outside in the dark ?

Only the wind on its way.
Only the wild gusts astray
In Tiger Bay.

Hold her ’ scream I or the man is dead.

;

A knife in her tight-clench’d hand is gleaming i

She will kill the man as he lieth dreaming !

Her eyes are fixed, her throat swells red.

The Wind is wailing, the Ram is weeping ;

She is crawling closer—0 Angels that love him f

She holds her breath and bends above him,
While he stirreth sleeping.

Hark ! Hark I

Who cries outside in the dark ?

Only the Wind on its way.
Only the wild gusts astray
In Tiger Bay.

A silken purse cxOih the sleeper clutch.

And the gold peeps through with a fatal glimmer j

She creepeth near—the hght grows dimmer*—
Her thick throat swells, and she thirsts to touch.

She looks—she pants with a feverish hunger

—

She dashes the black hair out of her eyes
She glares at h^ face ... he smiles and sighs—

And the face looks younger.
Hark ! Hark !

Who cries outside in the dark ?
Only the Wind on its way.
Only the wild gusts astray
In Tiger Bay.

She gazeth on,—he doth not stir

—

Her fierce eyes close, her brute hp quivers ;
She longs to strike, but she shrmks and shivers n

The light on his face appalleth her.
The Wind is wailing, the Ram is weeping

:

Something holds her—^her wild eyes roll

;

His soul shines out, and she fears his Soul,
Tho’ he heth sleeping.

Hark ! Hark !

Who cnes outside in the dark ?
Only the Wind on its way.
Only the wild gusts astray
In Tiger Bay.

Roses

Sad, and sweet, and wise,
Here a child reposes,

Dust is on his eyes.
Quietly he hes,

—

Satan, strew Roses

!

Weeping low, creeping slow.
Came the Wca'*’'--W ncrdd !

Boses red ove* J r dt j ..

Qmetly he flmg^d.

** I am old,” he thought,
“ And the world’s day closes i

Pale and fever-fraught,
Sadly have I brought

These blood-red Roses.”

By his side the mother came
Shudderingly creeping

;

The Devil’s and the woman’s heart
Bitterly were weeping.

Swift he came and swift he flew.

Hopeless he reposes j

Waiting on is weary too,

—

Wherefore on his grave we strew
Bitter, withering Roses.

The Devil gripped the woman’s heart,

With gall he staunched its bleeding

;

Far away, beyond the day,
The Lord heard mterceding.

“ Lord God, One in Three !

Sure Thy anger closes
;

Yesterday I died, and see

The Weary-WingM over me
Bitterly streweth Roses.”

The voice cried out, ‘ Rejoice I rejoice

!

There shall be sleep for evil !

”

And all the sweetness of God’s voice
Passed strangely through the Devil,

If Buchanan is a notable example of the Celtic

Scot, Wtt.t.tam Bxttler Yeats (1866) is an equally

sigmficant illustration of the Irish Celt. Though
he has neither the versatility nor the dramatic

force of Buchanan, yet in sheer poetic quality he

is certainly supenor. There is a delicate and
haunting music about his work, and the title of

one of his volumes, The Wind among the Beeda, is

no inapt symbol of his muse. He is like a wander-

16
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ing voice of the woods, a lyric cry, somewhat thin

and faint at times, with a certain chilly sweetness,

but with an attractive magic of its own, unlike

that of any other contemporary singer. In his

Plays, while there is little genuine drama, there

is often a poignant beauty. But Mr. Yeats is

essentially a dreamer, and his dreams seem wrought
out of

“ the dreams the drowsy gods
Breathe on the burnished mirror of the world,^

And then smooth out with lovmg hands and sigh.’’

The war fever that swept over England in the

mid-century, occasioned by the Crimean War, in-

spired a few writers of verse with the patriotic motif,

Gerald Massey’s War Waits

;

E. C. Jones’ The
Waves and the War ; and La Nation BouhguUre and
Points of V%ew by Henry and Frank Lushington,
were among the more notable contributions of the

time ; though as writers of patriotic verse, none of

them attained the beauty and finish of Tennyson’s

patriotic verse, or the grip of Kipling’s ballads.

Roden Kobe (1834-1894) and Philip Bourkb
Marston (1850-1887) were verse makers of the

later Victorian era, of fine merit. Noel’s best work
may be found in his Modern Faust and A. Little

Child^s Monument, where he shows strength and
sincerity, if not much art. Marston, the blind

poet, is chiefly remembered by a few musical lyrics

and neatly turned sonnets. He is particularly

happy with the wind as a poetic inspiration—^as

in his Wind Waves (1883).

Thomas Gordon Hake (1809-1895), whose name
is pleasantly associated with that of the greater

Pre-Raphaelites, is one of the more remarkable

names in the poetic literature of the late century.

A physician by profession, of wide experience, he
varied his scientific studies with experiments in

literature. Here he showed much versatility, ex-

hibiting no mean power of characterisation in his

novel Her Winning Ways in 1870, and achieving

distinction in sonnet, narrative, and dramatic

verse. Over elaborate at times, and in his earlier

work somewhat crude in artistic form, his poetry

impresses the reader with the realisation of a fresh,

vigorous, and original personality. His best work
may be found in New Symbols (containing such
striking poems as The Snake Charmer and Michael

Angd^, and in The New Pay, a series of nearly

a hundred Sonnets, musical and expressive and
seminal in thought. Perhaps the most lasting

impression left on the mind of the reader is the poet’s

subtle insight into varieties of character, and the

spiritual breadth of his sympathies.

The Snake Charmer

The forest rears on lifted arms
Its leafy dome, whence verdurous light

Shakes through the shady depths and warms
Proud tree and stealthy parasite.

There where those cruel coils enclasp
The trunks they strangle in their grasp.

An old man creeps from out the woods,
Breaking the vine’s entangling spell

Ho uhnds ihe jungle’s solitudes

O’er bamboos rotting where they fell

Slow down the tiger’s ^ath he wends
V?here at the pool the jungle ends.

No moss-greened alley tells the trace
Of his lone step, no sound is stirred,

Even when his tawny hands displace
The boughs, that backward sweep unheard }

His way as noiseless as the trail

Of the swift snake and pilgrim snail.

The old snake-charmer,—once he played
Soft music for the serpent’s ear,

But now his cunning hand is stayed ;

He knows the hour of death is near.
And all that live in brake and bough,

know the brand is on his brow.

Yet where his soul is he must go j

He crawls along from tree to tree.

The old snake-charmer doth he know
If snake or beast of prey he be ?

Bewildered at the pool he lies

And sees as through a serpent’s eyes.

Weeds wove with white-flowered lily crops
Drmk of the pool, and serpents hie

To the thm brink as noonday drops.
And in the froth-daubed rushes lie.

There rests he now with fastened breath
’Neath a kind sun to bask in death.... ...

The later years of the era had its scholar poets

no less than its earlier period, though they are

not quite so prominently in evidence.

William Cory (1823-1892) and Francis Turner
Palgravb (1824-1897) are cases in point. Cory
was the finer scholar, and he excelled in trans-

lations from the Greek and Latin, and was always
scrupulously classical in form in his original work.

His Jonica, published in 1868, had to wait long for

recognition ; and admittedly its appeal is only to

the highly cultured few. Palgrave is best remem-
bered for his admirable Golden Treasury of Songs

and Lyrics, where he showed a fine faculty for

critical discernment. His original work is tame and
nerveless.

John Byrne Leicester Warren, Lord de
Tabley (1835-1895), was another scholarly poet,

sensitive to the influences of his age, yet unlike

poetic scholars like Garnett and Myers (the dis-

tinction is a real one), had a distinctive and original

power of his own, when aU allowances are made for

the influences that greater poets like Tennyson and
Swinburne especially left on his work.

His earliest work was dramatic in form, Philoc-

tetes (1866) and Orestes (1867), exhibiting an essential

mastery of blank verse. His later work is more
lyrical, and although this did not come so easily to

him, he achieved some notably artistic successes as

a l3rrio writer, showing a simplicity and strength as

well as a sweetness in his song. Though scarcely

appreciated by many of his contemporaries, among
whom Gladstone was certainly not to be included,

and never receiving the deserts due to his artistic

gifts, he had some wise and discerning friends, none
more so than Mr. Watts-Dunton, who wrote the

obituary notice of him in the Athenceum, He there

testifies to the remarkable versatility of Lord de

Tabley’s intellectual gifts

:

'*On first visiting him, as on many a pbsequent
occasion, I was struck by the variety of his intellectual

toterests, and the thoroughness with which he pursued
them all. I have lately said in print what I rally be*

lieve—that he was the most learned of Engli^ poets* if
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learning meant somethmg more than mere scholarship.

He was a skilled numismatist, and m 1862 pubhshed
through the Numismatic Society, ‘ An Essay on Greek
Federal Coinage,’ and ‘An Essay on some Coins of

Lycia under Rhodesian Domination and of the Lycian
League.’ He even took an interest in book-plates, and
actually in 1880 published A Guide to the Study of

Book-Plates.’ He was a profound botanist, and wrote
books upon the botany of Cheshire.” i

Nature poems he wrote like an imaginative man
of science, whose science is not blended with his

art in what chemists call a mechanical mixture,

but in what they call a chemical mixture, when they

blend absolutely into a fresh, distmctive entity.

Take as illustration

;

A WiiTTEB Sketch
When the snow begins to feather.

And the woods begin to roar.

Clashing angry boughs together.

As the breakers grind the shore.

Nature then a bankrupt goes,

FuU of wreck and full of woes.

When the swan for warmer forelands

Leaves the sea-firth’s ice-bound edge ;

When the gray geese from the moorlands
Cleave the cloud m noisy wedge,

Woodlands stand in frozen chains.

Hung with ropes of sohd rains.

Shepherds creep to byre and haven.
Sheep in drifts are nipped and numb

:

Some belated rook or raven
Rocks upon a sign-post dumb.

Mere-waves solid as a clod

Roar with skaters thunder-shod.

All the roofs and chimneys rumble.
Roads are ridged with slush and sleet ?

Down the orchard apples tumble,
Ploughboys stamp their frosty feet.

Millers, jolted down the lanes.

Hardly feel for cold their reins.

Snipes are calling from the trenches.

Frozen half and half at flow,

In the porches servant wenches
Work with shovels at the snow.

Rusty blackbirds, weak of wing.
Clean forget they once could smg.

Dogs and bo3^ fetch down the cattle.

Deep in mire and powdered pale :

Spinning wheels commence to rattle.

Landlords spice the smoking ale.

Hail, white winter, lady fine.

In a cup of elder wine.

Very different in its appeal, but equally fine, and
with the clarity and restraint of the true poet, are

his pathetic verses

:

Misbbpbesentatioh
Peace, there is nothmg more for men to speak
A larger wisdom than our lips’ decrees.

Of that dumb mouth no longer reason seek.
No censure reaches that eternal peace.

And that immortal ease.

Believe them not that would disturb the end
With earth's invidious comment, idly meant.

Speak and have done thine evil ; for my friend
Is gone beyond all human discontent.

And wisely meant.

Say what you will and have your sneer and go.
You see the specks, we only heed the fruit

Of a great life, whose truth—men hate truth so—
No lukewarm age of compromise could suit.

Laugh and be mute !

1 November 30, 1896.
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The second Lord Lytton (1831—91) known in
hterature as “ Owen Meredith,” inherited most of his
father’s versatihty and impressionability, A widely
read man, his work reflects far more clearly th© in-
fluence of his great contemporaries than it mirrors
any individual outlook. He echoed Tennyson, Mrs.
Browning, and the Pre-Raphaelites at various times,
and with considerable popular success.

Just as we may follow the vagaries of English
fiction and the rise and declme of differing tendencies
in the versatile work of the elder Lytton, so may we
judge the popular taste of the day in vers© by a study
of “ Owen Meredith’s ” work.

Another cultured man, who also achieved popular
success, was Sir Edwin Arnold (1832-1904), but
there is more of the genuine poet in him than in his

contemporary.
The Light of Asia (1879) may not be a great poem,

but it breaks fresh and fascinating ground ; and
although we may desire for so vast a subject a more
dignified, a more profound treatment, yet it has that
agreeable fluency and play of fancy that pleases a
large number of readers. At any rate it opened
what was practically a sealed book to the public at
large—the life and faith of an Eastern people—

a

subject that of late years has received increasing

attention from men of letters.

But it was a far cry from the graceful saccharine

sentiment of Sir Edwin Arnold to the imaginative
insight of a Fielding Hall in his Soul of a People, or
to the delicate discernment of a Lafcadio Hearn.

Of quite another type of poet is William Cald-
well Roscob (1823-1859), who came of literary

stock, and is responsible for a varying though attrac-

tive body of delicate, artistic verse. Boscoe is essen-

tially a Nature poet
;

preferring to dwell on her
more peaceful aspects, which he does in a graceful

and musical manner, with hints of fundamental
brainwork behind the melody, that saved him
from the ladylike productions of some graceful

poetasters.

Daybreak in February
Over the ground white snow, and in the air

Silence. The stars, hke lamps soon to expire.

Gleam trembhngly ; serene and heavenly fair.

The eastern hanging crescent climbeth higher.

See, purple on the azure softly steals

And Morning, faintly touched with quivering fire,

Leans on the frosty summits of the hills,

Like a young girl over her hoary sire.

Oh, such a dawning over me has come.
The daybreak of thy purity and love ;

—

The sadness of the never satiate tomb
Thy countenance hath power to remove,
And from the sepulchre of Hope, thy palm
Can roll the stone, and raise her bright and calm.

Approximating to Roscoe in his delicate art and

love of Nature, is the quaint mediaevalism of

Sebastian Evans (1830) ; and the mystic medi-

esvalism of George Augitstijs Simcox.

More playful and extravagant in his moods is

William Brighty Rands (1823-1880). He ex-

celled in the fantasticand hada rich gift for parabolic

fancies, such as Lilliput Legends^ Silver Sand, and
The Carrier Pigeon, In his quality of imagination

he reminds us not infrequently of Nathaniel Haw-
thorne. There is a dehghtful whimsioglity about
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his work, aaad some of his graceful absurdities will

long outHvo the portentous verse of many a con-

temporary.

ToPSYTUBVEY-WOELD
If the butterfly courted the bee.

And the owl the porcupine

;

If churches were built m the sea,

And three tunes one were nine j

If the pony rode his master,
If the buttercups ate the cows.

If the cat had the dire disaster

To be worried, sir, by the mouse |

If mamma, sir, sold the baby
To a gipsy for half a crown 5

If a gentleman, sir, was a lady,—
The world would be Upside-Down I

If any of all these wonders
Should ever come about,

I should not consider them blunderSi
For I should be Inside-Out I

Chorua

Ba-ba, black wool,
Have you any sheep ?

Yes, sir, a pack-full.

Creep, mouse, creep

!

Four-and twenty little maids
Hanging out the pie.

Out jumped the honey-pot,
Guy-Fawkes, Guy I

Cross latch, cross latch.

Sit and spin the fibre.

When the pie was opened,
The bird was on the brier 1

PoiiY
Brown eyes,

Straight nose $

Dirt pies,

Bumpled clothes

Tom books,
Spoilt toys j

Arch looks,

Unlike a boy’s 3

Little rages.

Obvious arts

;

(Three her age is).

Cakes, tarts

;

Falling down
Off chairs

;

Breaking crown
Down stairs

»

Catching flies

On the pane
Deep sighs,

—

Cause not plain.

Bribing you
With kisses

For a few
Farthing blisses |

Wide awake.
As you hear,

Mercy’s sake.
Quiet dear 1

New shoes.
New frock

;

Vague views
Of what’s o’clock.

When it’s time
To go to bed.

And scorn sublime
For what is said

Folded hands,
Saymg prayess*

Understands
Not, nor cares s

Thinks it odd.
Smiles away

;

Yet may God
Hear her pray.

Bedgown white.
Kiss Dolly

;

Good night !—
That’s Polly,

Fast asleep.

As you see j

Heaven keep
My girl for me !

Another verse writer with a blessed sense of

humour, though, owing to the exigencies of a hard-
driven life, with less art, is Mortimer Collins
(1827-1876). His best lyrics have grace and charm,
and his humour, with admirable antiseptic pro-

perties, destroys the bacteria of sentimentahty that

flourishes too often in graceful minor verse.

To F. C.

Fast falls the snow, O lady mine.
Sprinkling the lawn with crystals fine.

But by the gods we won’t repine
While we’re together.

We’ll chat and rhyme, and kiss and dine.
Defying weather.

So stir the fire and pour the wine,
And let those sea-green eyes divme
Pour their love-madness mto mine

;

I don’t care whether
*Tis snow or sun or ram or shine

If we’re together.

There is a pleasant old-time atmosphere about

the cultured romantic verse of Canon Dixon ( 1833-

1900), the friend of Morris and Burne-Jones ; while

the romance of Anglo-India has one of its earlier

singers in Sir Alfred Lyall (1835).

Mention of other lands recalls also yet another

romantic poet, Adaj^i Lindsay Gordon (1833-

1870), whose vivid and picturesque pictures of

Bush life in Australia find many admirers not

merely across the seas, where he is regarded with
special affection, but in England, where his local

colour cannot affect us as strongly as it does down
south.

Bom in the Azores, and educated at Cheltenham,
he had a roving and varied career. A youthful

exuberance at home led to his departure over seas,

and for six years h© was in the Moimted Police of

South Australia, with occasional experiments as a
horse-breaker. After various vicissitudes, and a
fairly constant repitching of his tent, he settled in

Melbourne, where his vers© was first published under
the title of Sea Spray and Smoke Drift. This was
followed by Bush Ballads and Galloping Bhymes.
Straitened circumstances, however, and failing

health preyed upon his mind, and one morning it

was found that he had put an end to his anxieties

by means of a bullet. H© was a fine athlete, and
knew his Australia well. The life there appealed par-

ticularly to his imagination, and without the stimu-
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lus of that environment it is doubtful whether he

would ever have made a name as a verse writer.

The vigorous and imaginative intensity of his

work may be gauged from the foilowmg illustration :

CONEITEOB

The shore boat lies in the morning light.

By the good ship ready for sailing
;

The skies are clear, and the dawn is bright,

Tho’ the bar of the bay is fleck’d with white,

And the wind is fitfully wailing ;

Near the tiller stands the pnest, and the knight

Leans over the quarter railing.

There is time while the vessel tarries still,

There is time while her shrouds are slack,

There is time ere her sails to the west wind fill.

Ere her tail masts vanish from town and from hill,

Ere cleaves to her keel the track ;

There is time for confession to those who will.

To those who may never come back.

Sir priest, you can shrive these men of mine,
And, pray you, shnve them fast,

And shnve those hardy sons of the brine.

Captain and mates of the Eglantine,

And sailors before the mast

;

Then pledge me a cup of the Cyprus wine.

For I fain would bury the past.

And hast thou naught to repent, my son ?

Dost thou scorn confession and shrift ?

Ere thy sands from the glass of time shall run
Is there naught undone that thou should’st have done.
Naught done that fchou should’st have left ?

The guiltiest soul may from guilt be won.
And the stonio i heart be cleft.

Have my ears been closed to the prayer of the poor
Or deaf to the cry of distress ?

Have I given little, and taken more ?

Have I brought a curse to the widow’s door ?

Have I wronged the fatherless ’

Have I steep’d my fingers in guiltless gore.

That I must perforce confess ?

Have my steps been guided in purity
Through the paths with wickedness rife ?

Hast thou never smitten thine enemy ?

Hast thou yielded naught to the lust of the eye.
And naught to the pride of life ?

Hast thou passed all snares of pleasure by ?

Hast thou shunn’d all wrath and strife ?

Nay, certes ! a sinful life I’ve led.

Yet have suffered, and lived m hope ;

I may suffer still, but my hope has fled,—

-

I’ve nothing now to hope or to dread,
And with fate I can fairly cope ;

Were the waters closing over my head,
I should scarcely catch at a rope.”

Along with Gordon may be placed Henry
Clarence Kendall (1841-1882), who was an Aus-
tralian by birth as well as by inspiration. He is

a poet of richer and intenser imagination than his

contemporary, and is a kind of spiritual counter-

part to Gordon. Where Gordon is picturesque

and vigorous, Kendall is mystical and passionate.

His landscapes, as compared with those of Gordon,
are turning from a Rembrandt to look at a Con-
stable. A venturesome and varied life, a life also

of struggle and unhappiness, he was cut oH in his

prime, succumbing to the exactions of trjdng

climatic conditions.

September nsr Australia
Grey winter hath gone hke a wearisome guest.

And behold, for repayment,
September comes in with the wind of the west.

And the spring in her raiment

!

The ways of the frost have been filled of the flowers.
While the forest discovers

Wild wings with the halo of hyalme hours,
And the music of lovers.

September, the maid with the swift, silver feet.
She glides, and she graces

The valleys of coolness, the slopes of the heat.
With her blossomy traces.

Sweet month, w’lth a mouth that is made of a rose,
She lightens and lingers

In spots where the harp of the evening glows,
Attimed by her fingers.

The stream from its home in the hollow hill slips
In a darling old fashion

;

And the day goeth down with a song on its lips

Whose key-note is passion.
Far out in the fierce, bitter frost of the sea

I stand, and remember
Dead things that were brothers and sisters of thee,

Resplendent September.

The west, when it blows at the fall of the noon.
And beats on the beaches.

Is filled with a tender and tremulous tune
That touches and teaches

The stones of Youth, of the burden of Time,
And the death of devotion.

Come back with the wind, and are themes of the rhym
In the waves of the ocean.

We, having a secret to others unknown
In the cool mountain mosses,

May whisper together, September, alone
Of our loves and our losses.

One word for her beauty, and one for the grace
She gave to the hours j

And then we may kiss her and suffer her face
To sleep wnth the flowers.

High places that knew of the gold and the white
On the forehead of morning.

Now darken and quake, and the steps of the Night
Are heavy with warning !

Her voice in the distance is lofty and loud.
Through its echoing gorges ;

She hath hidden her eyes in a mantle of cloud,

And her feet m the surges !

On the top of the Julls, on the turreted cones

—

Chief temples of thunder

—

The gale, hke a ghost in the middle watch moans.
Gilding over and under.

The sea, flying white through the rack and the rain,

Leapeth wild to the forelands ;

And the plover, whose cry is hke passion with pain.

Complains in the moorlands.

Oh, season of changes, of shadow ajid shine,

September the splendid

!

My song hath no music to mingle with thine.

And its burden is ended ;

But thou, being bom of the winds and the sun.

By mountain, by river,

May lighten and listen, and loiter and run.

With thy voices for ever.

Another scholar who has shown a gift of narra-

tive is Mr. John Payne (1842), but of greater im-

portance are his translations for the Villon Society,

and his Decameron. The Villon translations are

particularly fine. His Arabian Nights has met with

high praise from experts, though they consider it

less accurate than Burton’s.
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There Is an atmosphere of competent medioc-

rity about a considerable number of late Victorian

writers. They are mostly men of taste and culture,

skilled in the art of letters—as accomplished crafts-

men often, too, highly distinguished in other fields

;

but there is httle freshness and originality or poetic

distinction about their work. They have drunk
deep from the well of poesy, and have learned

much from the great men of the past; they are

seldom varied, often graceful, melodious, and
thoughtful ; but poetry seems to be in their hands
more of an agreeable by-product, than a genuine

and spontaneous expression of their temperament
and personahty. To such belong Sir Alfred
Austtit, late Poet Laureate, Richard Garnett,
John Aldington Symonds, Edward Dowden,
Ernest Myers, Frederic W. H. Myers, William
Sharp, and Samuel Waddington.
Symonds, Dowden, Garnett, and Myers have

won their laurels in literary and art criticism, whilst

Sharp has distinguished himself also in imagina-

tive prose ; and their memories are stored with the

poetical riches of the past. There is nothing trivial,

nothing slovenly, in their polished scholarly verse,

neither is there that breath of spontaneous im-

pulse that often visits many a writer far more iH-

equipped, far less skilfulm craftsmanship than they.

On the other hand, two other writers of our time

have written verse that has in it a welcome note of

distinction and spontaneity

—

^Andrew Lang (1844-

1912), and John Todhunter (1839). In technical

power it is in no way superior to that already

mentioned, but it exhibits more life and indi-

viduality. Take for instance

;

Almjb Matres
St. Andrews, 1862-Oxford, 1865

St, Andrews by the Northern Sea,
A haunted town it is tome i

A little city, worn and gray,
The grey North Ocean girds it round,

And o’er the rocks, and up the bay.
The long sea-rollers surge and sound.

And still the thm and biting spray
Drives down the melancholy street.

And still endure, and still decay.
Towers that the salt winds vainly beat.

Ghost-like and shadowy they stand
Clear mirrored in the wet sea-sand.

O, ruined chapel, long ago
We loitered idly where the tall

Fresh-budded mountain-ashes blow
Within thy desecrated wall i

The tough roots broke the tomb below.
The April birds sang clamorous.

We did not dream, we could not know
How soon the fates would sunder os !

O, broken minster, looking forth
Beyond the bay, above the town,

O, winter of the kindly North,
0, college of the scarlet gown.

And shining sands beside the sea.
And stretch of links beyond the sand.

Once more I watch you, and to me
It is as if I touched his hand 1

And therefore art thou yet more dear,

0, httle city, gray and sere.
Though from thine ancient pride.
And lonoly oy iVv lonely sea,

Than tiiese fair hails on Isis’ side.
Where Youth an hour came back to me.

A land of waters green and clear.

Of willows and of poplars tall.

And in the Spring-time of the year.
The white may breakmg over all.

And Pleasure quick to come at call

;

And Summer rides by marsh and wold,
And Autumn with her crimson pall
About the towers of Magdalen rolled

:

And strange enchantments from the past,
And memories of the friends of old,

And strong Tradition, binding fast
The flying terms with bands of gold,—

All these hath Oxford : all are dear.
But dearer far the little town,

The drifting surf, the wintry year.
The college of the scarlet gown,

St, Andrews by the Northern Sea,
That %8 a haunted town to me !

Nightingale Weather
I’U never be a nun, I trow,
While apple bloom is white as snow,

But far more fair to see ;

I’ll never wear nun’s black and white
While nightingales make sweet the night

Within the apple tree.

Ah, listen 1 *tis the nightingale,
And in the wood he makes his wail.

Within the apple tree ;

He singeth of the sore distress
Of many ladies loverless ;

Thank God, no song for me.

For when the broad May moon is low,
A gold fruit seen where blossoms blow

In the bough of the apple tree,

A step I know is at the gate

—

Ah, love, but it is long to wait
Until night’s noon bring thee !

Between lark’s song and nightingale’s

A silent space, while dawning pales,

The birds leave still and free

For words and kisses musical.
For silence and for sighs that fall

In the dawn, ’twixt him and me.

The themes are trite enough, but they are touched

by a light and airy grace that individualises them.

In others—^the Ballades, for instance—^there is a
kind of blithe wisdom, a note of pensive gaiety,

that has a special charm. The Ballade to Theo-

critus in Winter is a happy example of this.

Dr, Todhunter is more deliberate, and a shade

more studied, than his contemporary, but he has

the same power to give force and distinction to

trifles, has attempted with admirable success the

risky experiment of the unrh3rmed lyric, and shows
real skill in his manipulation of blank verse.

The Banshee
Green, in the wizard arms
Of the foam-bearded Atlantic,
An isle of old enchantment,
A melancholy isle,

Enchanted and dreaming lies

:

And there, by Shannon’s flowing.
In the moon-light, spectre-thin.

The spectre Erin sits.

An aged desolation.
She sits by old Shannon’s flowing,
A mother of many children.
Of children exiled, and dead,
In her home, with bent head, homeless.
Clasping her knees she sits.

Keening, keening t
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And at her keene the fairy-grass

Trembles on dun and barrow ;

Around the foot of her ancient crosses

The grave grass shakes and the nettle swings

;

In haunted glens the meadow-sweet
Flings to the night wind
Her mystic mournful perfume ;

The sad spearmint by holy wells

Breathes melancholy balm.

Sometimes she lifts her head,

With blue eyes tearless,

And gazes athwart the reek of night

Upon things long past.

Upon things to come.

And sometimes, when the moon
Brings tempest upon the deep.

And roused Atlantic thunders from his caverns in the
west,

The wolfhound at her feet

Springs up with a mighty bay.

And chords of mystery sound from the wild harp at her
side.

Strung from the heart of poets ;

And she flies on the wings of tempest
Around her shuddering isle,

With grey hair streaming

;

A meteor of evil omen,
The spectre of hope forlorn.

Keening, keening !

She keenes, and the strings of her wild harp shiver

On the gusts of night

:

O’er the four waters she keenes—over Moyle she keenes.

O’er the sea of Milith, and the Strait of Strongbow,
And the ocean of Columbus.

And the Fianna hear, and the ghost of her cloudy hover-
ing heroes

;

And the swan, Fianoula, wails o’er the waters of Inisfail,

Chanting her song of destiny.

The rune of the weaving Fates.

And the nations hear in the void and quaking time of
night.

Sad unto dawning, dirges.

Solemn dirges,

And snatches of bardic song ;

Their souls quake in the void and quaking time of night,
And they dream of the weird of kings.

And tyrannies moulting, sick

In the dreadful wind of change.

Wail no more, lonely one, mother of exiles wail no more.
Banshee of the world—no more I

Thy sorrows are the world’s, thou art no more alone ;

Thy wrongs, the world’s.

There is strength and the note of revolt (pre-

luding the Victorian reaction) in the verse of

Francis B. T. Money-Coutts (1852), that is

combined with graceful and delicate art. His most
representative work is found in The Revelation of
SL Love the Divine (1898), The Poet*8 Charter and
The Book of Job (1903). Lacking the gift of popular
appeal, he is certainly a real force in modem poetry,

and his treatment of Love has much of the sane
vigour, though less imaginative strength, thatwe find

in the work of such men as Mr, Edward Carpenter.

Force and sweetness, though more typically Vic-
torian, is shown also in the work of Alfred
Hayes (1857), but his lyrics, though agreeable and
musical, are less original and distinctive than his

narrative work. In The March of Man (1892) and
The Storming of Nazareth he ^ows both force and
restraint, and these poems have many striking

felicities of phrase.
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Sweetness without strength characterises the
verse of Richard Le Galuenne (1866). Fluency,
grace, pleasmg fancy, and a gift of melody are
certainly his, but the tendency to affectation and
to amorous gush—^pardonable in a very young writer
^have not decreased in the course of years, and
he can scarcely be said to have redeemed his early
promise. Mr. Le Gallienne is a man of wide culture
and of fine critical insight (as witness his books on
Meredith and Kipling), and his talent is far more
virile than one would judge from his verse.
Norman Gale (1862), on the other hand, has

lyric charm and sweetness ; with a freshness of
outlook and a light and airy strength that make
him an agreeable addition to the band of late Vic-
torian verse-writers, with individuality of their own.
He belongs to the “ Spring ” order of Nature poets,
for there is in his verse the lilt, the keenness, the
blitheness of the Spring,

A Pastoral

Along the lane beside the mead
Where cowsbp gold is m the grass

I matched the milkmaid’s easy speed,
A tall and springing country lass ;

But though she had a merry plan
To shield her from my soft replies,

Love played at Catch-me-if-you-Can
In Mary’s eyes.

A mile or twain from Varley Bridge
I plucked a dock leaf for a fan.

And drove away the constant midge.
And cooled her forehead’s strip of tan.

And though the maiden would not spare
My hand her pretty finger-tips,

Love played at Kiss-me-if-you-Dare
On Mary’s lips.

And now the village flashed in sight.

And closer came I to her side ;

A flush ran down into the white.
The impulse of a pinky tide ;

And though her face was turned away.
How much her panting heart confessed

Love played at Fmd-me-if-you-May
In Mary’s breast.

THE POETRY OF CHILDHOOD
Less powerful and versatile, but not unlike De

Tabley in the delicate beauty of his best work, is

Thomas Ashe (1835-1862). He also was a man of

scholarly attainment, and lacked the popular appeal;

but the appreciative few cheered him on, and he
met the general indifference of the reading public

with philosophic resignation. His fascination for

child fife, and his attitude towards children, recalls

on its sentimental side that of anothermathematician—“ Lewis Carroll.”

Perhaps a touch or so of Carroll’s humour might
have been of advantage to Ashe as a poet, and
obviate the faint, though appreciable, strain of

morbidity in Ashe’s fancies.

The Poetry of Child Life is of two kinds: that

in which the grown-up peer down at dawning life,

fascinated by its fresh simplicity and adolescent

charm ; and that where the grown-up, by virtue of

his sympathetic imagination, identifies himself with

the child, looking at the world through the child’s

eyes. This is the rarer gift and the moat attrac-
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tive. Ashe had the one, Stevenson the other.

Stevenson’s art is not happily expressed in much

of his verse, and his ballads are greatly inferior to

Newbolt’s; but all his youthful, whimsical, and

Puck-like quahties emerge in his GhiWs Garden of

Verse, They are entirely delightful, and without

any rival in our literature.

My Shadow

I have a little shadow that goes in and out with me,

And what can be the use of him is more than I can see

!

He is very, very like me from the heels up to the head

;

And I see him jump before me when I jump into my bed.

The funniest thing about him is the wayhe likes to grow

—

Not at all like proper children, which is always very

slow.
For he sometimes shoots up taller like an india-rubber

And he sometimes gets so little that there’s none of him
at all.

He hasn’t got a notion of how children ought to play.

And can only make a fool of me in every sort of way.

He stays so close beside me, he’s a coward you can see 5

I’d think shame to stick to nursie as that shadow sticks

to me !

One morning very early, before the sun was up,

I rose and found the shining dew on every buttercup ;

But my lazy httle shadow, like an arrant sleepy-head.

Had stayed at home behmd me and was fast asleep in

bed.

There is quite an individual charm about the

lyric verse of Wtutjam Canton (1846), who spent

many of his earlier years in America, and received

some of his happiest inspiration from his environ-

ment there. He excels in depicting with fresh

beauty the familiar aspects of ISTature, and has writ-

ten with tenderness and grace and restraint on

childhood.

The pleasant lyrical sweetness of George Baklow

(1847) is at its best in homely and simple themes,

such as his tender verses

;

The Dead Child

But yesterday she played with childish things,

With toys and painted fruit.

To-day she may be speeding on bright win^
Beyond the stars 1 We ask. The stars are mute.

But yesterday her doll was all in all

}

She laughed and was content.

To-day she will not answer, if we call

:

She dropped no toys to show the road sne went.

But yesterday she smiled and ranged with art

Her playthings on the bed.

To-day and yesterday are leagues apart

!

She will not smile to-day, for she is dead.

THE CALL OF THE TOWN IN
VICTORIAN VERSE

The Call of the Town, and especially the Call of

London, that has lured some of our great novelists,

from Dickens onwards, has, for obvious reasons,

proved less of a spell in verse than in prose. In

the age of Pope, the “dear, damn’d, distracting

town ” exercised a sorcery that Nature was power-

less to counteract. Artificial verse needs artificial

inspiration. But from the Romantic Revival on-

wards the poets breathed more easily in the open

air, on the mountain top, “ beside the lake, beneath

the trees.” None the less, that there is a poetry

of the town no less than a poetry of the coimtry-

side was realised by so fervent a high priest of Nature

as Wordsworth, as his sonnet on Westimnster Bridge

will testify ;
and the keen discerner wiH note among

the poets of the Victorian age, not a few whose art

has been touched by what has been called “The
greatest wonder which the world can show . . .

London.” Rossetti, Tennyson, Browning, Matthew

Arnold, were all indebted at times to the stimulus

of the crowded streets. Arnold’s poetry reflects

again and again the problems of the City, e,g. his

sonnet on East London ; Tennyson recalls Fleet

Street with affection; Browning’s crowd worship

is frank enough ;
and Rossetti, for all his old-time

romanticism, has left in two poems dealing with

the life of the Town, Jenny and The Burden of

Nineveh, some of his strongest work Similarly,

the student may trace without much difficulty the

magic of the City in many of the poets. But it is

only in comparatively recent times, when a more

realistic note was creeping into our hterature, that

the Call of the Town declares itself as an insistent

and ever dominant one. The call is unmistakable

in the London Visions of that accomphshed and

versatile poet, Latjrencb Binyon (1869), still more

so in much of Henley’s work

:

“ 0 the wonder, the spell of the streets

!

The stature and strength of the horses.

The rustle and echo of footfalls.

The flat roar and rattle of wheels !

A swift tram floats huge on us. . . .

Is’t a dream ?

The smell of the mud in my nostrils

Is brave—like a breath of the sea I
”

There is nothing half-hearted about this.

While in Davidson, Kipling, and Arthur Symons,

to mention no others, the “ spell of the streets ” had

proved an equally potent inspiration.

William Ernest Henley (1849-1903) was a

distinguished and forceful man of letters
;

pro-

vocative as a critic, though undeniably fresh and

suggestive; interestmg if not satisfying as a dra-

matist, and certainly stimulating and unconven-

tional as a poet. His verses entitled The Hospital

:

Rhymes and Rhythms, assuredly pioneered the realis-

tic verse of to-day, and are the product of a mind

at once brutally concrete and highly imaginative.

The deft and happy phrase in which he suggests

the background of these verses, bespeaks a genuine

poetic imagination

:

“ The morning mists still haunt the stony street s

The northern summer air is shrill and cold

;

And lo, the Hospital, grey, quiet, old,

Where life and death like friendly chafierers meet.”

Better still, for he allows himself greater imagina-

tive scope, are the London Voluntaries* Apart

from the London note in his work, Henley showed

himself to be a spirited and impassioned lyric writer,

and has added materially to our store of vigorous

patriotic verse.
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SOME LATTER-DAY POETS
Another wnter of patriotic verse, simpler and

less rhetorical in its appeal than was Henley’s,

is Henry John Newbolt (1862). Temperament-
ally as an artist he is closely akin to Mr. Eap-
Img ; but in a matter of hterary indebtedness
he owes nothing to him, though some critics have
spoken as if he were one of Kipling’s followers.

With a breezy humour, a simple, direct appeal, and
a happy faculty of expressing energy in verse. Sir

Henry Newbolt has proved an extremely popular
poet ; but he has not merely caught the ear of the

groundlings, he has pleased fastidious ears ; and for

all his seeming roughness is a deft and accomplished
craftsman, who has gauged many possibihties of

metrical structures.

Pohtical life does not often yield a notable poet,

but it did so in the case of Whered Soawen
Blunt (1840), who has been both a diplomatist and
a traveller, as well as a man of letters. He attracted

considerable notice by his warm championship of

the cause of Arabi Pasha; England^ my England^
resented the implied slur upon her general attitude

towards the Egyptian Question. His sympathy
for oppressed nationalities went beyond the usual

literary protest of the poet, and he was proud of

the honour ” of spending two months in prison

for the sake of Ireland. As a poet he has a fresh,

original outlook, intensity of feeling, and indubi-

table sincerity ; these things give genuine interest

to the vital and agreeably assertive personality

which we find in The Love Sonnets of Proteus, and
in the volume In Vinculis,

This survey of later Victorian verse may conclude
with a brief estimate of the work of our present

Laureate, Bobert Bridges, and Francis Thompson.
A greater contrast with Mr. Bridges than is

afforded by Francis Thompson would be impossible

:

yet on one point they fall into line. Neither owes
any spiritual indebtedness to his age. Each
stands aloof from the spirit of his time; each, in

his own very different manner, harking back to the
music of the seventeenth century, in no imitative

way, but by virtue of his temperament. But the
unobtrusiveness and delicate enjoyment of Mr.
Bridges is strangely at variance with the insistent

and thrilling raptures of Thompson.
The distinguishing qualities in Robert Bridges’

(1844) verse are sober sincerity and a fastidious

simplicity. In his love of experimentalising, in his

dainty and delicate sense of rhythm, in the fresh-

ness of his diction, he derives from romanticism.
Yet how unlike are the pearl greys of his decorative
muse, to the glowing tints of romantic verse as we
know it. Take for instance this song:

“ I have loved flowers that fade,
Within whose magic tents
Rich hues have marriage made.
With sweet unmemoried scents.
A honeymoon dehght,—
A joy of love at sight,

That ages in an hour i

—

My song be like a flower !

I have loved airs, that die
Before their charm is writ
Along a liquid sky
TrembHng to welcome it.

THE LATER VICTORIAN ERA
Notes, that with pulse of fire

Proclaim the spirit’s desire,
Then die, and are nowhere
My song be like an air

Die, song, die like a breath,
And wither as a bloom :

Fear not a flowery death.
Dread not an airy tomb !

Fly with delight, fly hence \

’Twas thine love’s tender sense
To feast ; now on thy bier
Beauty shall shed a tear.

Tliis is like a lyric from one of the Elizabethan
song-writers, minus the rapture.

Mr. Bridges is certainly a passionate writer;
yet the passion has light without heat. His finest
work has the chill beauty of a sprmg dawn—a dawn
of gradually diffused silver grey, never merging
into anything waimer than a faint delicate amber.
There are no scarlets, no purples in his work. It
expresses no thrill of wonder, no strange apocalypse
of beauty ; merely a wistful surmise, or ecstasy so
faint that unless we hsten carefully to his tones
we may miss it. And the ecstasy is there: the
pnmal quality of Mr. Bridges’ work is emotional,
not intellectual, as a hasty survey might lead us to
imagine. He belongs neither to the philosophic
verse-maker, as illustrated by Matthew Arnold,
nor the marmoreal school of sculptured phrase, of
which Landor is so distmguished an exponent.
He is reflective and pensive like Arnold ; he is

austerely cool like Landor; but his muse, unlike
these, is essentially a lyric muse, though some-
times the music is merely thin and ghostly in

its timbre, and lacking that haunting sweetness
that we look for in our song writers. Perhaps Mr.
Bridges has made his point of view sufficiently

clear in this vers© ;

“ Simple enjoyment calm in its excess,

Witn not a grief to cloud, and not a ray
Of passion overhot my peace to oppress

;

With no ambition to reproach delay,

Nor rapture to disturb my happmess.”

This is more ascetic even than Wordsworth,
whose austere raptures were non© the less raptures ;

whereas the “ simple enjoyment ” of Mr. Bridges

seems a curiously negative affair. Where, it may be
asked, is the emotional quahty here ? To some this

rigid tranquillity may suggest stagnation. Yet there

is certainly never that ; and although it may be
frankly conceded such a temperament is singularly

restricted in its appeal, yet to a few it can make
a very definite appeal. But the work of Mr.
Bridges is essentially the work of a sensitive scholar,

who dallies dehcately with the simplicities and
complexities of Nature and of Art ; shrinking

from robust expression and fervent rapture as some-
thing noisy and distasteful. We can fancy him
retreating with faint, well-bred amazement from
the coverts where the nightingale was singing out

her heart; not wholly unresponsive, for after all

he is a singer also, but inclined to endorse the criti-

cism of the lady who observed after one of these

tumults of song, “Very pretty; but don’t you
think the bird overdoes it ?

’*

Mr. Bridges has a horror of overdoing auy-
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thing, and we cannot help thinking that an occa-

sional orgy would do him no little good.

But we must take the gifts the gods provide;

and the delicate flutings of our Poet Laureate

carry with them admittedly a magic of their own,

while the deft skill of his prosodic experiments

interest even when they do not convince. There

is a twilight charm about his poetry, not the warm
brown twilight of Rossetti that hints at nocturnal

mysteries ; but a cool silver grey from which he

whispers to us sedately and graciously.

Francis Thompson was born at Preston, Lan-

cashire, in 1859. With a view to the Roman Catho-

lic priesthood he was sent to Ushaw College, but

from a curious melancholy and absent-mindedness,

attributed to indolence, his superiors decided he

had no vocation. He then went to Owen’s College,

Manchester, to study for his father’s profession

—

that of a doctor. Here he distinguished himself

in Greek, but the shy, self-centred, visionary youth

found nothing congenial in the prospect of the dis-

secting-room, and would not attend classes. This

inability to carry out his father’s wishes preyed

upon a naturally introspective mind; a nervous

illness followed, and, hke De Quincey, whose

Confessions was his constant companion, he had
recourse to opium, responsible for so much later

misery.

Thompson at length made his way to “ the un-

fathomable abyss ” of London, where, friendless

and without money, he suffered much privation;

for a time he (or rather a part of him, and that a
small part) was a bookseller’s assistant, a messenger,

and a boot-black, but his whole sentient life, his

sympathies, and all that was real in him, went into

his poetry. In 1887 he sent the fruit of his labour

to Mr. and Mrs. Meynell ;
a close intimacy sprang

up between them, and with the family he eventually

made his home. Indeed, without their ungrudging

care and sympathy Francis Thompson could not

have long existed.

Thompson’s first volume of Poems was published

in 1893, followed by Sister Songs in 1895; his

prose works include Health and Holiness (1904),

a complaint made by the Body “Brother Ass”
against its rider the Soul ; an Essay on Shelley^

a brilliant piece of decorative prose ; and he did

much fine critical work for the Academy and the
Afhencewm,
A naturally fragile constitution hsid been im-

paired by his erratic mode of living, while the
opium, though it may have helped for a while the

lung trouble, proved a paralysing curse, from which
he never really escaped. All that love could do
was done for him by his devoted friends, but without
avail, and his death took place in London at the early

age of forty-eight.

With the ascetic passion of Miss Rossetti, Thomp-
son shows some affinity; and inasmuch as each
excelled in devotional poetry, they have at any rate

one common aim and aspiration. But Thompson’s

genius is richer and more tempestuous, and by virtue
of this, as well as by his curious inequalities, he has
more in common with Crashaw than with any poet
of his own century. The imaginative daring and
sonorous beauty of the Hound of Heaven, his most
arresting piece, is generally admitted to-day

; and
no writer has excelled him in the subtle intensity

with which he has presented in artistic form the
psychological aspects of Catholic philosophy and
pietism.

But he is by no means merely the poet of mysti.
cism, and has wrought some of hi? own miserable,

Be Quincey-like experiences into exquisite verse

:

‘ Forlorn, and faint, and stark,

I had endured through watches of the dark
The abashless inquisition of each star ;

Yea, was the outcast mark
Of all those heavenly passers’ scrutiny •

Stood bound and helplessly
For Time to shoot his barbed minutes at me ;

Suffered the trampling hoof of every hour
In night’s slow-wheelM car ;

Until the tardy dawn dragged me at length
From under those dread wheels ; and, bled of strength,

I waited the inevitable last.

Then there came past
A child ; like thee, a spring-flower but a flower
Fallen from the budded coronal of Spring,
And through the city-streets blown withering.
She passed,—O brave, sad, lovingest, tender thing *

And of her own scant pittance did she give,
That I might eat and live

;

Then fled, a swift and trackless fugitive.” i

Sometimes the magnificence of his style o’ertops

itseK ; and the glittering phrasing tires the eye

hke the sun on the high Alps ;
while his fondness

for Latinised diction leads him into obscurities and
absurdities that imperil the beauty. This is the

greater pity, since no poet could be simpler and
more lucid when he chose, as his poem Daisy shows i

“ She went her unremembering way.
She went, and left in me

The pang of all the partings gone,
And partings yet to be.

She left me marvelling why my soul
Was sad that she was glad ;

At all the sadness in the sweet.
The sweetness in the sad.

Still, still I seemed to see her, still

Look up with soft replies,

And take the berries with her hand.
And the love with her lovely eyes.

Nothing begins and nothing ends,
That is not paid with moan ;

For we are born in others’ pam.
And perish in our own.”

That he is at his best a fine and true poet none

could question; whether he is so great as some

modem critics are inclined to rate him is a more
debatable point that must be left for judgment to

that High Court of Appeal—^Time.

1 Sister Songs.
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LIGHT VERSE AND THE ART OF PARODY
Humorous and satirical vers© became a force in

our hterature with the advent of Samuel Butler,

and from Htidibras to the polished gibes of Sir Owen
Seaman, humorous verse has rarely failed to find

an experienced and effective craftsman. We may
regard Lucihus as the first to nurture the satirical

muse ; he is “ the founder of the mocking style,”

and to him Horace, Juvenal, and Persius owe much
of their satirical treatment of men and manners.
The old Greek dramatists—^Aristophanes especially
—^furnish much matter for mockery at the m-
finnities of human nature ; but the Latin genius

gave the mocking note that peculiar tang which
brings it into line with the modem satire. It was
natural that the other great omance nation,

France, should foster this form of hterature with
special care, and when Butler wrote his Hudihraa,

he was deeply read in Gallic satire. In the hands
of Matthew Prior, a hghter and more genial note is

introduced. He showed that the spirit of comedy
could be airy and graceful as weU as tart and savage ;

while in Gay we lost sight of the didacticism that

underlay the humorous verse of his predecessors ; he
is essentially sprightly and unmoral.
More pungent in his wit, and neat and fiuent as

a verse writer, is John Hookham Frere (1769-

1846), who took part with Canning in founding the

Anti-Jacohin. Byron owed much to him, for it was
not until he had seen Frere’s treatment of the

octave stanza that he stumbled on the medium
that was to prove his salvation as a poet. And so

Bepfo was written frankly in imitation of Frere’s

work, which had taken Byron’s fancy. Byron’s
wit is the finer, and the better sustained ; but
Frere’s is happy in snatches ;

Dinner and supper kept their usual hours ;

Breakfast and luncheon never were delay’d.
While to the sentries on the walls and towers
Between two plates hot messes were convey’d.

At the departure of the invading powers.
It was a boast the noble Abbot made.

None of his monks were weaker, paler, thinner.

Or, during all the siege, had lost a dinner.” ^

* Poets consume exciseable commodities,
They raise the nation’s spirit when victorious.
They drive an export trade in whims and oddities.

Making our commerce and revenue glorious ;

As an industrious and painstaking body ’tis

That poets should be reckon’d meritorious :

And therefore I submissively propose
To erect one Board for verse and on© for Prose.” 8

The Boy and the Parrot
** Parrot, if I had your wings
I should do so many things :

The first thing I should like to do
Xf I had little wings hke you,

1 The Monks and the Giants,
? The Knights of the Round Table,

I should fly to Uncle Bartle,
Don’t you think ’twould maka him startle.
If he saw me when I came.
Flapping at the window frame
Exactly hke the parrot of fame ?

”
All this the wise old parrot heard.
The parrot was an ancient bird,
And paused and ponder’d every word.
First, therefore, he began to cough,
Then said,—“ It is a great way off,

A great way off, my dear :
” and then

He paused awhile—and coughed again :

—

“ Master John, pray think a little,

What would you do for beds and victual ?
*®

“ Oh ! parrot, Uncle John can tell

—

But we should manage very well

:

At night we’d perch upon the trees.

And so fly forward by degrees.”
“ Does Uncle John,” the Parrot said,
*' Put nonsense in his nephew’s head ?

Instead of telling you such things,
And teaching you to wish for wmgs,
I think he might have taught you better.

You might have learnt to write a letter

That is the thing that I should do
If I had httle hands like you.”

If Frere outshines Gay in his wit. Jambs and
Horace Smith transcend him as parodists. Indeed
their B&jexied Addresses rank among the comic
classics in our language. Horace Smith (1779-

1849) was a most lovable character, to whose charm
of personality both Leigh Hunt and Shelley testified :

“ Wit and sense,

Virtue and human knowledge, all that might
Make this dull world a business of dehght.
Are all combined in Horace Smith.”

His parodies are not of equal ©zcellenc© : that

would be expecting too much, but the Scott and the

Moore are admirable.

A Tale oe Drury Lane
As Chaus, which, by heavenly doom,
Has slept in everlasting gloom,
Started with terror and surprise

When light first flash’d upon her eyes

—

So London’s sons in nightcap woke,
In bed-gown woke her dames ;

For shouts were heard ’mid fire and smoke,
And twice ten hundred voices spoke

—

“ The playhouse is in flames !
”

And, lo ! where Catherine Street extends,

A fiery tail its lustre lends

To every window-pane

;

Blushes each spout in Martlet Court,

And Barbican, moth-eaten fort,

And Covent Garden kennels sport,

A bright ensanguined drain ;

Meux’s new Brewhous© shows the light,

Bowland Hill’s Chapel, and the height

Where Patent Shot they sell

;

The Tennis Court, so fair and tall.

Partakes the ray, with Surgeons’ Hall,

The Ticket-Porters’ House of Call,

Old Bedlam, close by London Wall,

Wright’s shrimp and oyster shop withal.

And Richardson’s hotel.
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Among James Smith’s (1776-1839) happiest con-

tributions are the Wordsworth and Southey parodies i

The Baby’s Debut, by W. W.
My brother Jack was nine in May,
And I was eight on New-Year’s day

;

So in Kate Wilson’s shop
Papa (he’s my papa and Jack’s)

Bought me, last week, a doll of wax,
And brother Jack a top.

Jack’s in the pouts, and this it is,—
He thinks mine came to more than his ;

So to my drawer he goes,

Takes out the doll, and, O, my stars 1

He pokes her head between the bars.

And melts off half her nose I

Quite cross, a bit of string I beg.
And tie it to his peg-top’s peg.

And bang with might and main.
Its head against the parlour-door ;

Off flies the head, and hits the floor.

And breaks a window-pane.

This made him cry^ with rage and spite

:

Well, let him cry, it serves him right.

A pretty thing, forsooth I

If he’s to melt, all scalding hot,

Half my doll’s nose, and 1 am not
To draw his peg-top’s tooth !

Axmt Hannah heard the window break.
And cried, “ O naughty Nancy Lake,

Thus to distress your aunt

:

No Drury Lane for you to-day !
”

And while papa said, “ Pooh, she may I
**

Mamma said, “ No, she sha’n’t 1
”

Harsher in substance, though dexterous enough
in their rhythmic ingenuities, are the Ingoldshy

Legends of Richard Barham (1788-1845). These
first appeared in Bentley^s Miscellany^ then under
the editorship of Charles Dickens. They proved
a little godsend to the earlier Victorian reciters,

though their popularity, once so great, has declined

almost to zero of late years. Barham had a vein of

poesy in his nature, as his verses As I lay a thynhynge

show ; but, unlike many of the best writers of light

verse, he subdues this entirely in his Legends, and
his drolleries weary one, save in judicious snatches,

through their noisy and spun-out farcicalities.

The briUiant Society jester by no means neces-

sarily shines as a literary wit. This is shown by
comparing the verses of Theodore Hook (1788-

1841) with the stories around him and the neat
audacious sallies with which he enlightened his

escapades. In cold print his fun seems common-
place and mechanical. He excelled at comic im-
provisation, but the jest loses at once if tom from
its context. This, for instance, which is a smart
enough quip delivered on the spur of the naoment.
Being interrupted in a song on one occasion, by a
man named Winter, who was a tax-collector, he
continued his song and introduced the following

verse

:

*Here comes Mr. Winter, collector of taxes j

I’d advise you to pay him whatever he axes ;

Excuses won’t do ; he stands no sort of flummery,
Though Winter his name is, his process is summary.”

James Robinsok Tiamch:^ (1796-1880), a prolific

laywriter, showed an agreeable knack in the direc-

tion of extravaganzas, and ephemeral as most of
them are, yet his humour wears better than that of
Hook ;

there is more play of fancy, and a lighter

touch. Take for instance ;

Answer to the Alphabet

Dear friends ! although no more a dunce
Than many of my betters,

I’m puzzled to reply at once
To four-and-twenty letters.

Perhaps you’ll think that may not be
So hard a thing to do.

For what is difficult to me
Is A B 0 to you.

However, pray dismiss your fears.

Nor fancy you have lost me.
Though many, many bitter tears
Your first acquaintance cost me.

Believe me, till existence ends,
Whatever ills beset you.

My oldest literary friends,

I never can forget you.

Samuel Lover (1797-1868), novelist, painter,

dramatist, song-maker, composer, and etcher, was
a versatile Irishman, whose characteristic Celtic

humour, whimsical, extravagant, and tender, finds

pleasant expression in his verse ;

The Road oe Lies, or Sono oe the
Irish Post-boy

Oh ! youth, happy youth ! what a blessing
In thy freshness of dawn and of dew I

When hope the young heart is caressing,

And our griefs are but hght and but few

:

Yet in hfe, as it swiftly flies o’er us.
Some musing for sadness we find ;

In youth—^we’v© our troubles before us.

In age—^we leave pleasure behind.

Aye—^Trouble’s the post-boy that drives m
Up-hill—^till w© get to the top ;

While Joy’s an old servant behind us
We call on forever to stop.

” Oh, put on the drag, Joy, my jewel,

As long as the sunset still glows ;

Before it is dark ’twould be cruel

To hast© to the hill-foot’s repose.”

But there stands an inn we must stop at.

An extinguisher swings for the sign

;

That house is but cold and but narrow

—

But the prospect beyond it—divine !

And there—^whence there’s never returning
When we travel—as travel w© must

—

May the gates be all free for our journey !

And the tears of our fnends lay the dust I

“ Butterfly Bayly ” (1797-1839), whose senti.

mental verse is referred to elsewhere, also wrote

light humorous verse—e.g. Why donH the Men Pro-

pose 9—^but his work stands on a much lower level

than that of Lover.
So far, however, there is no one writer save

Hookham Frere who has carried on the polished,

satirical tradition of Prior. Humorous verse has

shown a tendency rather to deviate in the direction

of burlesque or fantasy.

In WiNTHROP Maokworth Praed (1802-1839),

however, we meet the lineal descendant of Prior,

one who proved an exceedingly deft maker of poetic

souffl4. Without the range of Prior, he has a lighter
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and more sensitive touch. Indeed as a writer of

vers de societe he is unsurpassed. In his play of

fancy he shows some affinity with Hood, but he

rehes far less on mere verbal humours, and his wit

has a finer bouquet. On the other hand, of course,

he showed no trace of that vivid and powerful

imagination that Hood could command. True,

he is a mere trifler, but he is a very Prince of

Tnflers.

The Belle of the Ball-boom

Years—^years ago,—ere yet my dreams
Had been of being wise or witty,

—

Ere I had done with writing themes.
Or yawn’d o’er this infernal Chitty

Years—years ago,—^while all my joy
Was in my fowling-piece and filly,—

In short while I was yet a boy,

I fell in love with Laura Lily.

I saw her at the County Ball

;

There, when the sound of flute and fiddle

Gave signal sweet m that old hall

Of hands across and down the imddle,
Hers was the subtlest spell by far

Of all that set young hearts romancing

;

She was our queen, our rose, our star
;

And then she danced—O Heaven, her dancing I

Dark was her hair, her hand was white

;

Her voice was exquisitely tender ;

Her eyes were full of hquid light

;

T never saw a waist so slender I

Her every look, her every smile,

Shot right and left a score of arrows
;

I thought ’twas Venus from her isle,

I wondered where she’d left her sparrows.

She talk’d,—of politics or prayers,

—

Of Southey’s prose, or Wordsworth’s sonnets,—
Of daggers,—or of dancing bears.

Of battles,—or the last new bonnets
;

By candle-light, at twelve o’clock.

To me it mattered not a tittle,

K those bright lips had quoted Locke,
I might have thought they murmured Little.

Through sunny May, through sultry June,
I loved her with a love eternal

;

I spoke her praises to the moon,
I wrote them for the Sunday Journal

:

My mother laughed ; I soon found out
That ancient ladies have no feeling ;

My father frowned ; but how should gout
See any happmess in kneelmg ?

She was the daughter of a Dean,
Bich, fat, and rather apoplectic ;

She had one brother, just thirteen.

Whose colour was extremely hectic 5

Her grandmother for many a year.
Had fed the parish with her bounty 3

Her second cousin was a peer.
And Lord lieutenant of the county.

• • « • • 0

She smil’d on many, just for fun

—

I knew that there was nothmg in it 5

I was the first—^the only one,
Her heart had thought of for a minute ;

I knew it, for she told me so.

In phrase which was divinely moulded

;

She wrote a charmmg hand—^and oh »

How sweetly all her notes were folded !

Our love was like most other loves
A httle glow, a httle shiver,

A rose-bud, and a pair of gloves.

And ^ Fly not yet ’’—upon the nver %
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Some jealousy of some one’s heir,
Some hopes of dying broken-hearted,

A mmiature, a lock of hair,
The usual vows,—and then we parted.

We parted ;—months and years rolled by
We met again four summers after

;

Our parting was all sob and sigh ,

—

Our meeting was all mirth and laughters
For m my heart’s most secret cell

There had been many other lodgers

;

And she was not the ball room Belie,

But only —Mrs.—Something—Rogers I

Mention must be made of George Oxttram

(1805-1856), who is m many ways a Scottish Praed,
with shrewd insight into character, and a neat
technique. Called to the Scottish Bar in 1827,
and for many years editor of the Glasgow Herald^
he wrote chiefly for the benefit of his friends, and
is one of the very few verse-writers who really did—^what a polite convention declares of so many

—

“publish by request.” One of his most amusing
pieces is The Annuity.

The Ahhuitt

I gaed to spend a week in Fife

—

An unco week it proved to be

—

For there I met a waesome wife
Lamentin’ her viduity.

Her gnef brak out sae fierce and fell,

I thought her heart waud burst the shell

;

And

—

I was sae left to mysel’

—

I seil’t her an annuity.

The bargain lookit fair enough

—

She just was turned 0’ saxty-three

—

I couldna guessed she’d prove sae tough
By human ingenuity.

But years have come, and years have gane
And there she’s yet as stieve’s a stane

—

The limmer’s growin’ young agam,
Smce she got her annuity.

« • • • •

Last Yule she had a fearfu’ hoast

—

I thought a kink might set me free 5

I led her out, ’mang snaw and frost,

Wi’ constant assiduity.

But Deil ma* care !—^the blast gaed by.
An’ miss’d the auld anatomy ;

It just cost me a tooth, forbye
Discharging her annuity.

Ricjhabd Monckton MrLNBS, Lord Houghton

(1809-1885), was a cultured and versatile man of

letters, to whom Carlyle said on one occasion,

with reference to his catholic sympathies ;
“ There

is only one post fit for you, and that is the office of

perpetual president of the Heaven and Hell Amal-

gamation Society.” Milnes could write seriously

as well as trifle excellently ; and his serious, criti-

cal prose is ewimirable. Despite the gift of pathos,

he is, as a verse-writer, happiest when in light and

irresponsible mood.
William Edmonstone Attottn* (1813-1865) was

a sprightly Professor of English Literature in

Edinburgh University, whose spirited Scottish

lyrics have already been noted. He wrote in col-

laboration with Sir Theodore Martin- (1816-1909)

The Bon Gaultier Ballads (1855), delightful in their

sub-acid yet perfectly good-natured humour ; also

Firmilian (1854), satirising a prevalent school of

verse dubbed “ The Spasmodic School.”
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On a lower level are Laman Blanchard (1804-*

1845) and Shirley Brooks (1816-1874), editor

of Punch in 1870, on the death of Mark Lemon),
who resembled Hood in their mingling of fun and
gravity, but with little of his imaginative power.

Brooks, however, is the nearer to Hood in his

serious moments.
Thackeray deserves a passing tribute for his

light, agreeable verse, especially for his delightful

Ballad of Bouillabaisse ; but Edward Lear (1812-

1888) is something much more than a distinguished

maker of light verse. He is one of the great original

comic forces of the century, and his incomparable

Nonsense verses constitute a landmark in the de-

velopment of humorous literature. He is abso-

lutely sublime in his whimsical extravagances ; and
he may be as safely applied as an infallible test for

the sense of humour to any doubtful person, just

as we should adjudge a man’s imaginative faculty

by his attitude towards The Ancient Mariner.

One recalls Ruskin’s pleasant extravagance: *‘I

should place him first of my hundred authors.”

A Lancashire man, and the youngest of twenty-

one children, he showed at an early age artistic

leanings, and was always fond of natural history.

He was a great traveller, and a fairly successful

landscape painter, but it is as the inspired jester

of the Booh of Nonsense—first pubhshed in 1846

—

that he will be remembered by old and young alike

There was an Old Man in a tree, who was horribly bored

by a bee

;

When they said, “ Does it buzz ? ” he replied, ** Yes,

it does !

It’s a regular brute of a bee I

”

There was an Old Man who said, ** How shall I flee from

that horrible cow ?

I will sit on this stile, and continue to smile.

Which may soften the heart of that cow !
”

There was an Old Man of Jamaica, who suddenly married

a Quaker

;

But she cried out, “ Alack I I have married a black !
”

Which distressed that Old Man of Jamaica I

There was an Old Person of Anerley, whose conduct

was strange and unmannerly

;

He rushed down the Strand, with a pig in each hand.

But returned in the evening to Anerley,

There was a Young Lady of Portugal, whose ideas were
excessively nautical

;

She climbed up a tree to examine the sea.

And declared she would never leave Portugal.

There was an Old Person whoso habits induced him to

feed upon rabbits

;

When he’d eaten eighteen he turned perfectly green,

Upon which he relinquished those habits.

There was an Old Lady whose folly induced her to sit

in a holly

;

Whereupon by a thorn her dress being torn,

She quickly became melancholy.

There was an Old Person of Chili, whose conduct waa
painful and siUy;

He sat on the stairs eating apples and pears,
That imprudent Old Person of Chili,

There was a Young Lady whose bonnet came untied
when the birds sat upon it

;

But she said, “ I don’t care ! all the birds in the air
Are welcome to sit on my bonnet !

”

There was an Old Man on a hill, who seldom, if ever,
stood still

;

He ran up and down in his grandmother’s gown,
Which adorned that Old Man on a hill.

Frederick Looker-Lampson (1821-1895) carries

on the Praed tradition ; and if he is somewhat less

dexterous and polished in his triflings, he has a
richer poetic strain in his nature than Praed could
claim, as At Her W%ndow can illustrate ;

At Her Window
AA, minstrel, how strange is

The carol you sing /

Let Psyche who ranges
The garden of spring,

Remember the changes
December will bnng.

Beating heart ! we come again
Where my Love reposes :

This is Mabel’s window-pane

;

These are Mabel’s roses.

Is she nested ? Does she kneel
In the twihght stilly,

Lily clad from throat to heel.

She, my virgin Lily ?

Soon the wan, the wistful stars.

Fading, will forsake her ;

Elves of light, on beamy bars,

Whisper then, and wake her.

Let this friendly pebble plead
At her flowery grating ;

If she hear me will she heed ?

Mabelf I am waiting,

Mabel will be deck’d anon.
Zoned in bride’s apparel

;

Happy zone ! 0 hark to yon
Passion-shaken carol

!

Sing thy song, thou trancdd thrush.
Pipe thy best, thy clearest ;

—

Hush, her lattice moves, 0 hush

—

Dearest Mabel J^-dearest, . .

Then comes Charles Stuart Calvbrley (1831-

1884), a fine scholar, a clever (but over-rated)

parodist, and a delightful companion. He was a

fine translator, had a remarkable sense of rhythm,

and a keen, if somewhat tart, sense of humour.
Though famous as a parodist, he is, despite the

brilliant work he accomplishes here, less first-rate

than in his miscellaneous work, for strong literary

prejudices have marred to an extent his art of

mimicry. This point will be appreciated by all who
compare his weU-known parody of Browning, The
Coch and the Bull, with that of his successor, J. K.
Stephen.

The Cock and the Bull
You see this pebble-stone ? It’s a thing I bought
Of a bit of a chit of a boy i’ the mid’ o’ the day—
I like to dock the smaller parts-o’-speech.

As we curtail the already cur-taU’d cup



LIGHT VEESB AND THE ART OF PARODY
You catch the paronomasia, play ’po’ words ?)

Did, rather, i* the pre-Landseenan days.
Well, to my muttons. I purchased the concern,
And clapt it i’ my poke, having given for same
By way o’ chop, swop, barter or exchange

—

** Chop ” was my snickering dandiprat’s own term—
One shilhng and fourpence, current com o* the realm,

O-n-e one and f-o-u-r four

Pence, one and fourpence—you are with me, sir ?

—

What hour it skills not ; ten or eleven o’ the clock

One day (and what a roaring day it was
Go shop or sight-see—but a spit o* ram !)

In February, eighteen sixty-nine,

Alexandrine Victoria, Difei

—

Hm—hm—^how runs the jargon ?—being on throne.

J. K. Stephen (1859-1892) had a finer poetic

imagination than Calverley, and more plastic

sympathies, and his parodies strike deeper than
do Calverley’s. Calverley burlesques the syntax

of Browning ; but Stephen burlesques with a light

inimitable touch the Browning attitude also.

Op R. B. to a. S.

Birthdays ? yes, in a general way ;

For the most if not for the best of men ;

You were born (I suppose) on a certain day ;

So was I ; or perhaps in the night ; what then ?

Only this : or at least, if more.
You must know, not think it, and learn, not speak ;

There is truth to be found on the unknown shore

;

And many will find where few will seek.

For many are called and few are chosen.

And the few grow many as ages lapse ;

But when will the many grow few : what dozen
Is fused into one by Time’s hammer taps ?

P, S,

There’s a Me Society down at Cambridge,
Where my works, cww notia variorum^

Axe talked about ; well, I require the same bridga
That Euclid took toll at as Asinorum :

And, as they have got through several ditties

I thought were as stifi as a bnck-built wail,

I’ve composed the above, and a stiff one it is,

A bridge to stop asses at, once for all.

More acidulated in his humour, lacking the

breadth and human note of some of his contem-
poraries in hght verse, such as Locker-Lampson
and J. K, Stephen ;

yet unexcelled by any in his

metrical ingenuity, is Whuam Sohwenck Gilbert
(1836-1911).

Gilbert is at his best in the Bah Ballads^ written

during the sixties. Here many of the comic ideas,

elaborated in the Savoy Operas, are seen at their

freshest and happiest, as thumbnail sketches.

The great merit of the Gilbert and Sullivan colla-

boration lies in the fact that here we have two
humorists blending their fun in different arts.

Sulhvan’s infectious gaiety and melodic charm
succeed in toning down the acerbity of his colla-

borator, while exhibiting to their best advantage
Gilbert’s extravagances, Gilbert interpreted in

music is a sheer delight, and how the nimble jesters

gained from this setting may be judged by listening

to the operas and then reading the libretti in the
study. On the other side, it is only fair to add
that the rhythmic ingenuities of Gilbert, and his
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aptitude for writing real, singing songs, proved of
great help to Sullivan.

One of his most amusing efforts was the well-known
burlesque of j®stheticism in Patience.

The Aesthete
If you’re anxious for to shine in the high ^Esthetic line

as a man of culture rare,
You must get up all the germs of the transcendental

terms, and plant them everywhere.
You must he upon the daisies, and discourse in novel

phrases of your complicated state of mind.
The meamng doesn’t matter if it’s only idle chatter of a

transcendental mmd.
And every one will say,
As you walk your mystic way,

** If this young man expresses himself m terms too deep
for me.

Why, what a very singularly deep young man tbia deep
young man must be I

”»»••••.
Then a sentimental passion of a vegetable fashion must

excite your languid spleen.
An attachment d la Plato for a bashful young potato,

or a not-too-French French bean !

Though the Philistines may jostle, you will rank as an
apostle in the high aesthetic band.

If you walk down Piccadilly with a poppy or a hly in
your mediseval hand.

And every on© will say,
As you walk your flowery way,

“If he’s content with a vegetable love which would
certainly not suit we.

Why, what a most particularly pure young man this
pure young man must be !

**

Of lesser note, but worthy of mention, are Henry
S. Leigh (1837-1889), who wrote Carols of Cockayne,
facile, nimble pleasantries in verse

;
and Ashby

Sterry (1838), whose dainty and sparkling psean

of nver scenes and life are well known to faithful

students of Punch.

The Twins
In form and feature, face and limb,

I grew so like my brother,

That folks got takmg me for him,
And each for one another.

It puzzled all our kirh and km.
It reach’d an awful pitch ;

For one of us was bom a twin.

Yet not a soul knew which,

• « • • •

This fatal likeness even dogg’d
My footsteps when at school,

And I was always getting flogg’d,

For John turn’d out a fool.

I put ibis question hopelessly

To every one I knew,

—

What would you do, if you were me.
To prove that you were you /

Our close resemblance turn’d the tide

Of my domestic life

For somehow my intended bride

Became my brother’s wife.

In short, year after year the same
Absurd mistakes went on ;

And when I died—^the neighbours came
And buried brother John !

Two modem writers of distinction remain to be
noticed : “ Lewis CarroU ”—master of comic fantasy

—and Austin Dobson, whose delicate art is un-

equalled in its airy deftness and grace, save by
Praed and Locker-Lampson at their best.
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** Lewis Cabrou:.” (Rev. C. L. Dodgson), (1833-

1898), has this m common with Edward Lear, that

he owes nothing to any predecessor for his vein of

humour, and has succeeded in dehghting children

of all ages with it. “ Whom shall I bring ? wrote

Thoreau to his friend Emerson on the occasion of

one of his famous huckleberry parties. “ All chil-

dren from six to sixty,®* was the prompt reply. And
all children from six to sixty may come to Carroll’s

parties.

What is the distinctive feature of his humour ?

It is not madly extravagant hke Lear’s, for there

is a delicious wayward inteUectuahty about it, an
inverted logic that appeals to the cultured mind;
while it can be enjoyed equally weh by children

who see only the inventive fertility ; absurdities

they are quite ready to take seriously, as part of

their own imaginative experiences. The glorious

incongruities of such things as the Mice, books,

and The Bunting of the Snarh, is rendered the more
delightful by the droll affectation of precision and
the mock-serious manner.
There may be some who can read unmoved the

wild ballad of the Jdbberwock, or that genuine “ shoe

of life ” in a fantastic key, fhe Walrus and the

Carpenter, and indeed we have heard tell of those

to whom The HurUing of the Snark, with its para-

bolic extravagances, was merely a “ piece of dull

silliness.” For such we can only say {h la Elia)

that we suspect their taste in higher matters.

In his later writings, “ Lewis Carroll ” largely for-

sook his earlier vein, with unhappy results. There
are some of the old individual touches in Sylvie and
Bruno

:

but for the most part it is as inferior to

the Alice books and The Bunting of the Snark as

is a turnip to a nectarine. At his best, and rhat is

considerable, “ Lewis Carroll ” is the most delightful

spinner of whimsical dreams that our literature

can boast of.

The Aged Mast

rU tell thee everything I can

;

There’s little to relate.

I saw an aged aged man,
A-sitting on a gate.

“ Who are you, aged man ?
’* I said,

“ And how is it you live ?
”

And his answer trickled through my head
Lake water through a sieve.

He said “ I look for butterflies

That sleep among the wheat

:

I make them into mutton pies.

And sell them m the street.

I sell them unto men,” he said,
“ Who sail on stormy seas ;

And that’s the way I get my bread-
A trifle, if you please,”

But I was thinking of a plan
To dye one’s whiskers green.

And always use so large a fan
That they could not be seen.

So, having no reply to give
To what the old man said,

I cried ** Come, tell me how you live I
”

And thumped him on the head.

Bos accents mild took up the tale s

He said I go my ways,
And when I find a mountaan-rill,
X set it in a blaze

;

And thence they make a stuS they caiQ
Kowland’s Macassar Oil

—

Yet twopence-halfpenny is all

They give me for my toil.”

But I was thinking of a way
To feed oneself on batter.

And so go on from day to day
Getting a little fatter.

I shook him well from side to side.
Until his face was blue ;

“ Come, tell me how you live,” I cried,
“ And what it is you do \

”

He said “ I hunt for haddocks’ eyes
Among the heather bright.

And work them into waistcoat buttons
In the silent night.

And these I do not sell for gold
Or com of silvery shine.

But for a copper halfpenny,
And that will purchase nine.

“ I sometimes dig for buttered rolls,

Or set limed twigs for crabs ;

I sometimes search the grassy knolls
For wheels of Hansom-cabs.

And that’s the way ” (he gave a wink)
“ By which I get my wealth

—

And very gladly will I drink
Your Honour’s noble health.”

I heard him then, for I had just

Completed my design
To keep the Menai Bridge from rust

By boiling it in wine.
I thanked him much for telling me
The way he got his wealth,

But chiefly for his wish that he
Might <&ink my noble health.

And now, if e’er by chance I put
My fingers into glue,

Or madly squeeze a right-hand foot
Into a left-hand shoe,

Or if I drop upon my toe
A very heavy weight,

I weep, for it reminds me so
Of that old man I used to know

—

Whose look was mild, whose speech was slow.

Whose hair was whiter than the snow,
Whose face was very like a crow.
With eyes, like cinders, all aglow.
Who seemed distracted with his woe,
Who rocked his body to and fro,

And muttered mumblingly and low.
As if his mouth were full of dough.
Who snorted like a buffalo

—

That summer evening long ago
A-sitting on a gate.

Mr. ATTSTHsr Dobson (1840) is not merely a writer

of clever and amusing jingles, he has a ripe and
scholarly imagination, a delicate and plastic fancy

ranging from grave to gay, and a technical mastery

over rhyme and metre, that is never at fault. He
is perfectly aware of his own limitations, but within

these, he moves like a great artist. He has done

for verse what Jane Austen did for prose.

The following snatches may give some idea of

his range and variety :

Inoogmita
Just for a space that I met her—

Just for a day in the train !

It began when she feared it would wet hfSR*

That tiniest spuxtle of rain

;
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So we tacked a great rug in the sashes.

And carefully padded the pane
,

And I sorrow in sackcloth and ashes.
Longing to do it again !

Then it grew when she begged me to reach her
A dressing-case under the seat

;

She was “ really so tiny a creature.

That she needed a stool for her feet !
”

Which was promptly arranged to her order
With a care that was even minute,

And a glimpse—of an open-worked border.

And a glance—of the fairyest boot.

Then it drooped, and revived at some hovels—
“ Were they houses for men or for pigs ?

**

Then it shifted to muscular novels.

With a little digression on pngs ;

She thought Wives and Daughters “ so jolly ” ;

“ Had I read it ? ” She knew when I had.

Like the rest, I should dote upon “ Molly ” ;

And “ poor Mrs Gaskell—^how sad !
”

** Like Browning ?
” “ But so-so.” His proof lay

Too deep for her frivolous mood.
That preferred your mere metrical souffli

To the stronger poetical food ;

Yet at times he was good—“ as a tomo ”
j

Was Tennyson writing just now ?

And was this new poet Byronic,

And clever and naughty, or how ?

Then we trifled with concerts and croquet,

Then she daintily dusted her face :

Then she sprinkled herself with “ Ess Bouquet,”
Fished out from the foregoing case ;

And we chatted of Gassier and Grisi,

And voted Aunt Sally a bore ;

Discussed if the tight rope were easy,

Or Chopin much harder than Spohr.

And oh I the odd things that she quoted,

With the prettiest possible look,

And the price of two Ibuns that she noted
In the prettiest possible book ;

While her talk like a musical rillet

Flashed on with the hours that flew,

And the carriage, her smile seemed to feel it

With just enough summer—^for Two-

Till at last in her comer, peeping
From a nest of rugs and of furs,

With the white shut eyelids sleeping

On those dangerous looks of hers

She seemed like a snowdrop breaking,

Not wholly alive nor dead
But with one blind impulse waking
To the sounds of the spring overhead ;

And I watched in the lamplight’s swerving
The shade of the down-dropt lid.

And the lip-hne’s delicate curving.
Where a slumbering smile lay hid.

TiU I longed that, rather than sever.
The tram should shriek into space.

And carry us onwajrd—for ever—
Me and that beautiful face.

But she suddenly woke in a fidget.
With fears she was nearly at home,”

And talk of a certain Aunt Bridget,
Whom I mentally wished—well, at Borne i

Got out at the very next station.
Looking back with a merry Bon Soir,

Adding, too, to my utter vexation
A surplus, unkind Au Betotr,

So left me to muse on her graces,
To doze and to muse, till I dreamed

That we sailed through the sunniest places
In a glorified galley, it seemed

;

But the cabin was made of a carnage,
And the ocean was Eau-de-Cologne,

And we spht on a rock labelled Mauriage.
And I woke,—as cold as a stone.

And that’s how I lost her—a jewel.
Incognita—oiiQ m a crowd,

Not prudent enough to be cruel.
Not worldly enough to be proud.

It was 3ust a shut hd and its lashes.
Just a few hours m a train.

And I sorrow m sackcloth and ashes.
Longing to see her agam.

The foregoing sketch of the development of light

verse makes no pretence of completeness. All it

has been possible to do here is to touch on the most
representative of the “ light brigade.” As we ap-
proach our own time the number of omissions must
necessarily be larger. Durmg the last twenty years
there has been a remarkable renascence of parody
and satirical verse, and there is no richer store-house

for seeking these than in the pages of Punch, What
is especially remarkable is the level excellence of

the work ; Praed, Calverley, and Stephen have
served as admirable mentors, and at the present

day light verse—^whether vere de societi or parody

—

is probably in the zenith of its glory.

Among a host of writers, all approximating to

this high standard of technical merit, may be espe-

cially mentioned the present editor of Punch, Sir

OwBN Seaman, R. C. Lehmann, C. L. Graves,
E V. Lucas, Barry Pain, “ Dum-Dum,” “ Adrian
Ross,” and Harry Graham. The late editor.

Sir Francis Burnand, found more congenial ex-

pression in prose than in verse for his exuberant

sense of fun ; but the present editor, admirable

in each capacity (though his wit may be a shade

too dry in flavour for some palates), has raised the

metrical standard of Punch to a pitch that it has

never before reached ; and while there may be
some clever verse-writers who have not yet found

a home in that national institution of humour.
The London Charivari, it may be safely averred

that during the last twenty years at any rate much
of the best humorous verse of the day has first

seen hght in its columns.

II. PROSE
:
(a) Charles Dickens and the Humanitarian Group. Charles Dickens—His Life—His

Work—The Humorist—The Pictorial Artist—Its Humanity. Charles Kingsley and^ Charles

Reade—Characteristics of Reade and Kingsley—The Fundamental Realism ot their Fiction—The
Social Purpose in the Kovels, Walter Besant and James Rice. Richard Whitemg.

CHARLES DICKENS (1812-1870)

His Liee
** I WAS bom on a Friday,” said David Copperfield.

in this, and in many anotlxer particular, were David
and his creator at ona^

Charles Dickens was born at Landport, in Hamp-
shire, on February 7, 1812 ; his father, John Dickens,

was a Clerk in the Navy Pay Office at Portsmouth

Dockyard ; of his mother little is recorded.

When the boy was two years old his parents

moved to London, three years later to Chatham.
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Genial and lively in disposition, but delicate in con-

stitution, this “ very queer small boy ” much pre-

ferred to curl himself up m a comer with a book
than take part in the mildest of games : in fact he

was “ a terrible boy to read,” said his nurse. Shake-

speare’s Henry IF, with its realistic highway rob-

beries and royal pranks, was a mighty favourite,

and it is well known how the boyish dream of own-

ing the house called “ Gad’s HOI Place,” buOt on
the site of these old associations, was realised.

The happy days at Chatham were exchanged for

a depressing existence in a dmgy London suburb.

The family became involved m debt and creditors

many and pressing ; at length John Dickens was
arrested and imprisoned in the Marshalsea.

At this serious crisis in the famOy fortunes,

Charles, now eleven years old, “ a child of singular

abilities, quick, eager, and delicate,” went out to

earn his living in a blacking factory. “ My mother
and father were quite satisfied,” he sajrs. “ They
could hardly have been more so if I had been twenty
years of age . . . and going to Cambridge.”
How difficult was the task to make his few shil-

lings a week last out till the next pay day, he tells

us in David Gopperfield. At last “ I wrapp^ it into

six little parcels, each containing the same amoimt,
and labelled with a different day ”—Sunday was
spent with his father in the Marshalsea.

Notwithstanding these painful experiences he
had an abundance of animal spirits, and a fund of

humour that probably kept him from breaking

down, but how deeply the life affected him may be
seen in the various allusions to it in his novels.

At length the hateful employment came to an
end and Charles was sent to school. At Wellington
House Academy, in the Hampstead Road, he learned

little, but he laid by a store of material for future

use. At fifteen he left school, and found employ-
ment with Messrs. Ellis & Blackmore, attorneys,

of Gray’s Inn. A fellow-clerk says ; “ He could
imitate^in a manner that I have never heard equalled

the low population of the streets of London, in all

their varieties . . . and the popular singers of that
day, whether comic or patriotic ; as to his acting,

he could give us Shakespeare by the ten minutes,
and imitate all the leading actors of that time.”
There was, however, small prospect of Dickens dis-

tinguishing himself in the legal profession, so he
turned to the mysteries of shorthand, and so quickly
gained proficiency that in 1830 he became a Par-
liamentary reporter. Many years later, in speaking
on behalf of the Newspaper Press Fund, he said

:

I have worn my knees by writing on them on the
old back row of the old gallery in the House of

Commons ; and I have worn my feet by standing
to write in a preposterous pen in the old House of
Lords, where we used to be huddled together like

so many sheep,” and “ to the wholesome training
of severe newspaper work when I waa a very young
man, I constantly refer my first success.’*

In 1833 Dickens made his first essay in author-
ship. One evening at twilight, with fear and
trembling, he stealthily dropped his first manu-
scnpt “ into a dark letter box, in a dark office, up
a dark court in Fleet Street.” When he saw it in
print he walked down to Westminster Hall and

turned into it for half an hour, he teUs us, “ because
my eyes were so dim with joy and pride, and not
fit to be seen in the street.”

Then came Pickwick—and Fame

!

Almost concurrently with the first number of
Pickwick, Dickens married Miss Catherine Hogarth,
daughter of a fellow-worker on the Morning Chron*
ide. The next few years his literary output was
simply prodigious : Nicholas Nicklehy, Oliver Twist,
The Old Curiosity Shop ; and after Bamaby Budge,
in 1841, Dickens was asked to represent the town of
Reading in Parliament ; but he never coveted
Parhamentary honours, and the request was met
with a pohte refusal.

A warm and hearty invitation from Washington
Irving decided him to visit Amenca, and on January
4, 1841, he left for the States, where he met with an
enthusiastic reception. When, however, the Ameri-
can Notes and Martin ChuzzlewU appeared, in which
he spoke so courageously against the Slavery system,
ill-will sprang up across the Atlantic, and in a bur-

lesque of Macbeth at one of the New York theatres

the actors exhibited their feelings in the incantation

scene by pitching into the witches’ cauldron a copy
of the novel. But aU this had been forgotten when
he made his second visit in 1867-1868.

After Martin Chuzzlewit came the famous Christ-

mas Carol (1843). Dickens had hoped to make
£1000 by its sale, but only realised about £700. As
he was in want of money, he sold the fourth share

in his work for the next eight years to Messrs.

Bradbury & Evans for £2800, bought “a good
old shabby devil of a coach,” engaged a courier,

let his house in Devonshire Terrace, and accom-
panied by Mrs, Dickens, her sister Miss Hogarth,
five chil(L*en and a maid, left England for Italy,

where they remained till July 1845 ;
in the Pictures

from Italy we have the experiences of this tour.

On his return Dickens became involved in a
big journalistic scheme and was the first editor of

the Daily News, with charge of its literary depart-

ment; but he soon wearied of the drudgery of

editorship, and vacated the post in three weeks.

The following year, 1846, he went to Paris for

three months and made the acquaintance of the

elder Dumas, Victor Hugo, Scribe, Lamartine, and
Chateaubriand, and began to write Dombey and

Son, his last Christmas story. The Haunted Man,
appearing the same year.

In order to obtain the local colour for the famous
Peggotty scenes in David Copper-field, written in

1849-50, the novelist spent some time at Yarmouth,
at that time a quaint and quiet fishing town. The
first chapter of this, his favourite work, appeared in

Household Words at the birth of the magazine on

March 30, 1850. At the conclusion of the novel he

wrote to his friend Forster :
** If I were to say half

what Copperfield makes me feel, how strangely,

even to you, I should be turned inside out. I seem

to be sending some part of myself into the shadowy
world.”
The year 1851 was a sad one; his father, to

whom he was sincerely attached, died in March,

and a baby daughter died suddeiily while Dickens

was at a dinner on behalf of the Theatrical Fund.

In the same year he left Devonshire Terrace for a
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larger house in Tavistock Square, and began to

write Bleak Bouse; when published (1853), Dickens

and Wilkie Collins made a hohday tour in France

and Italy, and on their return Dickens gave his

first public reading at Birmingham, when nearly

£500 was realised for the benefit of a local institute.

The success of these readings induced him to

start on a tour. In everything that Dickens did

he gave of his very best, but the constant strain

upon his nervous energies told seriously upon his

health, and a railway accident was a tremendous

shock from which his nerves never recovered ; well

or ih, he always bestowed the same care and atten-

tion upon his readings, and the exhaustion after-

wards, on some occasions, was terrible to witness.

With nerves worn and shattered, he gave a reading

tour in 1866 throughout the British Isles and

Paris, and the following year sailed once more for

America.

In 1869 he began his last novel, The Mystery of

Edwin Drood, destined to be left unfinished, though

the copyright was already disposed of for £7500.

On March 16, 1870, he gave a final reading in

London. Never had he faced a larger or more

enthusiastic audience. The reading over, in re-

sponse to numerous calls, he returned and spoke

with a voice full of emotion, ending with the words :

“ From these garish lights I vanish now for ever-

more, with a heartfelt, grateful, respectful, and

afieetionate farewell.” On June 8th, he devoted

the entire day to writing some fresh chapters in

Edwin Brood, and was taken ill suddenly at six

o’clock; his sister-in-law’s efforts to get him on

the sofa were unavaihng. “ On the ground,” he

munnured, and shortly afterwards passed away
without recovering consciousness.

“ No death since 1866,” wrote Carlyle referring

to that of his wife, “ has fallen on me with such a

stroke. The good, the gentle, high-gifted, ever-

friendly and noble Dickens-—every inch of him
on honest man,”
In the Poets’ Comer, Westminster Abbey, one

early morning he was buried quietly and without

ostentation by Dean Stanley, in the presence of

his immediate family and a few friends. Strange

that the last words he should ever write were

these from the unfinished chapter of Edwin Brood

:

“ Changes of glorious light from moving boughs,

songs of birds, scents from gardens, woods and
fields , . . penetrate into the Cathedral, subdue

its earthly odour, and preach the Resurrection and
the Life.”

His Work
The immediate ^ccess^^f Dickens w^ due to

On the literary side he camenprecIiSy at _the_

ri t̂ time ih the hisjorv "of Enghsh fictios^The
dominating factor in the history of the early

century was the rapid growth of town fife under

the stimulus of the industrial revolution. The
countryside had found its story-tellers in Scott,

Maria Edgeworth, Susan Ferrier, and Jane Austen ;

but for a chronicler of town life one had to go

back to the age of Fielding ; and social conditions

had changed vastly since the time of Evelina and

Tom Jones, D^ok'^^pa kr^w painful experience
the life of the a ^.p, *,! . i-r. and the terrible
life of the streetej^^ ^o, as the story-teller of London
life, he occupies a niche claimed by no other writer
of the time. He was not, of course, the only writer
who had described the town life of his day, and
some of the Cockney humours of Pickwick owe
something no doubt to the picaresque extrava-
gances of Pierce Egan ; but he was the first

genuine story-teller.

^e other cause of his popularity lay in the <

fact cKaFTie was noT'merel'y a story-teller But a J
social reformer who used fiction as a"platform for

his social appeals j and“who proved to be that“‘

rare t3rpe of reformer who could moralise with a
smile on his lips, and mix his sermonic powders in

such excellent jam, that his contemporaries did not
realise for a while that he was doctoring them for

their good. So Dickgns^aught us to laugh at a
time of storm and stresi"“wheh w’e" "Badly needed

and“having laughed with him, we took heed'
of his passionate monitions.

Yet both“ these causes would have proved in-

sufficient had not the novelist been a writer of

genius. He was the pioneer of a great age of

fiction, and ' wbuld I306il h8CVO™be^"elbowe<rasiHe"
'bSdTie'lacked the elements of greatness. *But his

stories, however they may sufier at times from
over insistence on the primary colours, are so

amazingly rich in vitality, that “ age cannot

wither them nor custom stale their infinite variety.’/

He is not only the first great story-teller of the

cSSSLon lives of comBQonplace ~peo;pe”m common-
place suHd^dihl^.”" T5ut“mmama. “afler countless

‘

limtators and bnlhant successors, yet facile prtneep

For he took the trivialities of everyday life, the little

Vbrries, the little pleasures, the Kttle hartfehips, the

little comedies, the little tragedies, and irradiated^

them with his glorious humour and ever-Howing

sympathy.

Thb Humorist

“ Humour,” said Carlyle, “ is a sympathy with

the seamy side of things.” Whatever may be said

of this as a comprehensive definition of that elusive

quality, humour, it fastens with unerring insight

upon the essentials of Dickens’ humour. A sym-

pathy with what is odd, out-of-the-way, bizarre, hes

at the bottom of all his uproarious fun and quick

sensibilily. JTis humour and pathos are not to be

sharply difi^mtiateo:; ladghtei^ emd ttgars l[e~

clo§§ly

—

Lukietihei itT'lhis wntmgs^and frequently

Tpvftrnrorrg anofehei tefflt6xV.'^ In no other writer

of our time do we realise more fully the truth of

John Bunyan’s quaint comment, “Some things

are of that nature as to make one’s fancy chuckle

while his heart doth ache.”

Both the strength and weakness of Dickens*

humour and pathos lie in his hypersensitive imagi-

nation. There are no great depths to Ins imagination

8s there are in Shakespeare and Milton, no such

subtleties as in Meredith and Thomas Hardy, but

for acute sensibility he has no peer in English

letters. Thus both humour and pathos alike are

rich in inventive fancy.~ HlB Ijimgmativjxx ^lajya'

round his“^bjb5l/5 let it *Ke wnat it may—uh©
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appearance of a London street, a door knocker,

a Cockney urchin, a middle-aged oddity, a short-

tempered landlady, a ne’er-do-weel, a humbug, a
London fog, a coach ride, an east wind ; until he

has invested its familiar aspects with strange

grotesque fantasies that none-the-less are not

extraneous extravagances, but are logical and
integral parts of his subject ; and thus a genuine

Dickens character and Dickens scene are at once

amiSirigryniEe and amazingly unlike anything in

our own-experience. -

For this reason most of us accept his humour
tllB more readily for its u*iPxpocitcI c\'ia\a-

gauces^ ihougn tpu arc s<jin<'«ifnos ivpoh 'd by
""the' " intrusion of the gargoyle into the domain

of pathos. So long as his fun and pathos are

intermingled the appeal is not to be withstood, as

in the adventures of young David Copperfield

;

where he sets his scene determined to be solemn

at all costs, as in the death scene of little Paul or

little I^ell, we realise a sense of artificiality.

Yet undoubtedly the humour of Dickens is at its

best when he can mingle the humour with the pathos

;

and he never does this more effectively than when
he is dealing with childhood.

There we have a humour that caresses, a pathos

of Dolphus, a newspaper boy, mtxa ten, who hit upon
the brilhant invention of varying the first vowel in

the word “ paper,” and thus imparting a colour and
interest in the day’s routine. So before daylight he
would yeU “ morning pa-per,” an hour before noon
“ morning pap-per,” which about two changed to

“morning pip-per,” which in a couple of hours
changed to “ morning pop-per,’^ and so declined with
the sun into “ evening pup-per,” to the great relief

and comfort of this young gentleman’s spirits.

Who can readily forget, moreover, the amusingly
precocious children in The Roily Tree Inn story, a
F:;ory abounding in touches of sympathetic observa-
tion of children’s ways ? But no doubt the most
enduring of his sketches of precocious children is the
poor httle half-starved slavey in The Old Curiosity

Shop, a far more vital study than poor little NelL
The curious mixture of worldly ^rewdness and
childlike sweetness is admirably suggested. Almost
driven insane through ill-treatment, a natural strain

of goodness survives the ill-treatment of Sally Brass.

The scenes between Dick Swiveller and the Mar-
chioness are the most delightful and the most
enduring in this novel, though we cannot agree
with Mr. Swiveller that Sophronia Sph3mx, albeit
“ euphonious and genteel,” was a name worthy
of her.

The Pictorial Artist

that brightens, a rainbow humoui where the author

is smiling at us through his tears. Tt ia hard to-

overpraise Dickens* sketches of chUd life. Dickens
. ,, .x..,

dI3n&t-deFc|ibra became a child for the ' pass from the humorist to the pictorial artist.
ie ao“BLnd- y -f-rn - i

- n-
time being;J He lived over again his own childish^ What gives the humorist suda compelling power

days. H^e the poignancy and actuality of his ^ the dramatic genius of the writer/ He can actu-

pictures. Perhaps on occasion his 'sentimentalism rin l^sa than nftnr>lA-

and his love for a “ curtain,” as in the death scene

of Pip, and Joe the crossing sweeper, lead him to

utter a false note or so. But the fa&e notes are very

rare ;
and the beauty, delicacy, and tender humour

of his pictures of child life need no encomium at

this date. The merits of his three nptable studies

of sensitive, nervous childhood—^Pa^, David, and
Pip—are universally recognised. j|ere^ obviously

alise, vitalise things no less than people.

Dickens’ stories and sketches, especially the later

ones, abound in fine dramatic situations of incalcul-

able help to him as a painter of London life. That
the drama tends to degenerate into melodrama,
may be frankly admitted. But the melodramatic
element is chiefly noticeable in his earlier work,
in Oliver Twist and Nicholas Nickleby ; while the

simple poignancy, the restraint and dignity of many
his own temperament is speaking ; ^ut^e was also^ ©f his scenes from David Copperfield onwards, are

extremely happy in describing children and'^ young'-/ under-estimated by many.

people of other temperaments than his own^ There ^
_
It is hard to overpraise scenes so admirable as

•_ m Jii-- J.T 1 j-i J.1.^
is Robin Toodles, the robustious offspring of the

nurse in Domhey and Son ; Noah Claypole, the lout-

ish charity boy, is another type ; Joe, the crossing-

sweeper, is a typical Cockney lad; Traddles and
Steerforth as boys at school are admirable studies

in contrast. How lifelike is this description

:

‘"Poor Traddles in a tight, sky-blue suit that made
his arms and legs like German sausages, he was the
merriest and most miserable of all the boys. He was
always being caned—I think he was caned every day,
except on holiday Monday, when he was only rulered
on both hands, and was always going to wnte to his

uncle about it, and never did. After laying his head
on the desk for a little while he would cheer up some-
how, begin to laugh again and draw skeletons all over
his slate before his eyes were dry, I used to wonder
what comfort Traddles found in drawing skeletons, and
for some time looked upon him as a sort of hermit,
who reminded himself by those symbols of mortality
that caning couldn’t last for ever, but I believe he only
did it because they were easy and didn’t want any
features.”

In his CJhrisimas story, The Haunted Man, there
are some spinted sketches of the small Tetterbya

;

the finding of Steerforth’s body, the duel between
Madame Defarge and Miss Press, the death of

Sidney Carton, the river scenes in Our Mutual
Friend, the tragic fooling of Dr. Marigold, the

quarrel of the young men in Edwin Drood.

None but a genuine dramatic artist could modu-
late his style as Dickens can so as to take

on the mood of the moment. His treatment of

the wind is a case in point. He uses it as a stage

property, with the most astounding effect. Whether
blustering cheerily through Pickwick, or waiHng
through The Chimes ; whether taking on the note
of comedy or informing with sinister accompani-
ment the note of tragedy, the effect is always
achieved with fine art. In the striking description

of the marshes at the beginning of (h'mt Expec*
talions, with its creeping fog and flat loneliness,

his language becomes almost a mist of words and
phrases. In his description of a coach ride, the

language quickens and slackens, becomes rollicking

or deliberate, according to the pace of the coach.

In reading the ride of Tom Pinch to London one
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recaJls the famous lines in Homer and Virgil, where

the sound of the horses’ hoofs is imitated in the

rhythm. Whafc especially attracts him in Nature

is just what we should expect from a man of his

temperament—her restless vitahty. No writer can

better convey the idea of physical exhilaration. His *

descriptions of journeys from country to town

abound in rich observation, but the physical ex-

periences are especially emphasized. Very little is

^id of those mental states of feeling dear to Mr.

Thomas Hardy. Egdon Heath would have been

httle more than a wind-blown ridge to Dickens.

As a rule, novelists have a preference for the

summer-time; but Dickens not only gives the

preference to winter, but is far more effective

in his winter sketches. Often he describes cold

weather with the genial appreciation of a full-

blooded man ; at other times, perhaps, some early

experience inspiring him or the sight of
^

some

of the cold with a Dantesaue power of_iinaifiai3jati^m^

Whal; is^^IMsHSuTTising haTtural phenomena with

the eye of the dramatist who makes things, both

animate and inanimate, serve to intensify and

vivify the situations he is describing ? and by

reason of this power there is no better gmde to

the London of the early nineteenth century, than

and generally by night. His Majesty’s revenues are
seldom collected in this happy valley " the rents are
dubious ; and the water communication is very fre-
quently cut off.”

The Uncommercial Traveller is rich in these dra-
matic touches. Dickens not only felt keenly the
personahty of a street and the larger personality
of the Great City, but could actualise it for us.

*The way in which it tumbles and tosses before it

can get to sleep. . . . Except in the Haymarket, which
is the worst kept part of London, and about Kent Street
in the Borough, and along a portion of the line of the
Old Kent Boad, the peace was seldom violently broken.
But it was always the case that London, as if in imita-
tion of the individual citizens belonging to it, had ex-
piring fits and starts of restlessness. After all seemed
quiet, if one cab rattled by, half a dozen w’-ould surely
follow ; and Houselessness even observed that intoxi
cated people appeared to be magnetically attracted
towards eachpther.”

- ^hat might be written to-day. The description

of “ the stones that pave the way to Waterloo

Bridge,” and the thumbnail sketch of the toll-

keeper, are clearly dated. So also the reverie

about the Courts of Law in Westminster, which

hinted “ in low whispers what numbers of people

they were keeping awake, and how intensely

wretched and horrible they were rendering the

in his pages.

This is well illustrated in his sensibility to the

** gemus of places.”

This, for mstg^^- of Harley Street, from LiUle

Dorrit^^

** Like unSXoeptionaDie society, the opposing rows of

houses in Harley Street were very grim with one another.

Indeed, the mansions of their inhabitants were so much
alike in that respect, that the people were often to be

found drawn up on opposite sides of dinner tables, in

the shade of their own loftiness, staring at the other

side of the way with the dullness of the houses. . . •

The expression in uniform twenty houses, all to be

knockecf at and rung at in the same form, all approach-

able by the same dull steps, all fended off by the same
pattern of railing, all with the same unpracticable fire-

escapes, the same inconvenient fixtures in their heads,

and everything without exception, to be taken at high

valuation.”

small hours to unfortunate suitors.”

The spirit of modernity has touched the Inns of

Court smce Dickens’ day ; but only gently, and
the genius lod may still be felt as Dickens felt it.

The peculiar sense of loneliness in those solitary

chambers again and again he has pictured in a

novel and fugitive paper.

• It is not to be denied that on the terrace ot the

Adelphi, ... or anywhere among the neighbourhoods

that have done flowering and have run to seed, you may
fin fl Chambers replete with the accommodation of soli-

tude, closeness, and darkness, where you may be as low-

spirited as in the genuine article, and might be as easily

murdered, with the placid reputation of having merely

gone down to the seaside. But the many waters of

life did run musici in those dry channels once,—among
the Inns never.”

Here is a sketch of Symond’s Inn, which has

Here you have deadly respectable dullness, a vanished now for many a year. Once ^
stood

dullness which spread itself over large tracts of lonely and haggard in Cursitor Street, Ch^cery

Bayswater in Dickens’ day, and has now extended Lane ; now it is replaced by the stir and whirr of

in the direction of West Kensington. Contrast printing.

with the above, the almost affectionate mockery
lurking in his picture of Lant Street.

Lant Street also is dull—^but it is shabby ; and
Dickens can never resist a certain tenderness to-

wards shabbiness.

“There is an air of repose about Lant Street in the

Borough, which sheds a gentle melancholy on the soifi.

...Ha man wished to extract himself from the world,

to remove himself from within the reach of temptation,

to place himself beyond the possibility of any induce-

ment to look ont of the window, he should by all means
go to Lant Street. The majority of the inhabitants

either direct their energies to the letting of furnished

apartments, or devote themselves to the healthful and
invigorating pursuit of mangling. The chief features in

the still life of the street are green shutters, lodging bills

and brass door plates, the pot-boy, the muffin youth,

and the baked potato man. The population is mina-
tory, usually disappearing on the verge of quarter-day.

“A little, pale, wall-eyed, woe-begone Inn, like a

large dustbin of two compartments and a sifter. It

looks as if Symond were a sparing man m his day, and
constructed his Inn of old building materials, which took

kindly to the dry rot, and to dirt, and all things decay-

ing and dismal, and perpetuated Symond’s memory with

congenial shabbiness.”

If Dickens is at his best as a dramatic artist

in his later books, yet the earlier ones are by no

means devoid of striking scenes. The trial scene

of Fagin is as impressive as anything in his later

work ;
there are masterly touches in the pictures

of South London in The Old Curiosity Shop, and

unmistakable power, though crudely used, in the

scene where Jonas Chuzzlewit goes down to murder

Montague Tigg.

The value adSorded by this dramatic power to
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Dickens as a painter of London life is quite ob-

vious. Walter Bagehot well described him as “ a

special correspondent for posterity.” His reten-

tive memorj% his keen perceptions, his genius for

minutiae are remarkable enough, certainly, and
impress aU that he wrote. But more remarkable
even than the sights he witnessed and the thmgs
he observed is the fantastic imagination that read

new and distinctive meanings into what he wit-

nessed and observed. It is not the “ special

correspondent ” in him so much as the humorist
that gives such vitality to his pictures of London
hfe. Apparently the most objective of writers,

he is really intensely subjective, as every great

humorist must be. He lulls by the famiharity

of his settings, into the belief that he is a realist.

But his realism lies only on the surface, and
his pictures of London life are magnificent pieces

of idealised description, sometimes as fantastic

as a passage from Notre Dame, With all its

mannerisms there is the element of greatness about
Dickens’ style. increment, andvariety

“it "is“”’^femarlcMe style. "Tawdry and mannered
at' times, will, but despite this, fascinating,

arresting, and with the impress of the writer’s in-

fectious personality.

The Humanitarian Note

A third quality in Dickens’ writing-—its humanity
—-isljest seen by gTcohlideration of his character
dJgwing. ^

What is our dominant feeling after closing a
book of Dickens’ ? We do not feel we have been
absorbed in the study of conflicting emotions and
psychological subtleties as we do after reading
Meredith’s ; we do not feel we have been moving
in a world of fierce, primal passions as we do after
closing a book of Victor Hugo’s. But we do feel

that we have been living in a quaint, picturesque
world, inhabited by a variety of human beings
whose every detail of manners, appearance, dress,
is impressed upon our memory. A fantastic world,
a burlesque of the world we live in is our first im-
pression perhaps ; with some people, it is the ulti-

mate impression. But to others (including the
present writer) the fantasy fades from view after
a while, and the essential reality and humanity
of the world of Dickens remains. Despite the
broad brush of caricature, despite the over-insist-
ence on the externals of his characters, he makes
them live ; and they live, as we shall see, by virtue
of their humamty. Yet it cannot be denied that
the way in which Dickens relies on esqiressing his
people in physical terms, has been made the basis
of an attack upon the reality of his creations. It
has been said that when not incamatioM of certain
qualities they are merely puppets with certain
tricks and mannerisms, insisted upon in a wearisome
manner to distract our attention from the wooden
and lifeless character of the people described.
Mr. Pecksniff, it is said, is hypocrisy personified

;

Mr. Dombey pride personified
; Tom Pinch amia-

bility personified
; in each case a special quality

is so magnified that we lose sight of all other traits
and characteristics. The Dickens enthusiast will

repel this accusation with indignation, and say
that to him at any rate the characters are emphati-
cally alive. But we must not rest content with
mere assertion. Is there any basis of truth in
this criticism, and if so, how much is false and how
much true ?

Now it cannot be denied that Dickens has in
certain cases rounded off his characters rather in
order to point some moral, or to add definiteness to
a satire, than to present a reasonable human being.
There are a good many Pecksniffs m the world, but
who would venture to say that they kept up so
persistently the moral pose as does the character
in Martin Chuzzlewit ? Nor does it follow that a
Pecksniff must be a man of no intellectual weight
whatever. As a matter of fact we know that hypoc-
risy and ability very often go hand in hand

; and
although Mr. Pecksniff’s architectural futilities are
amusing enough, they detract, we must admit, from
the lifelike character of the representation. The fact

is, that Dickens has drawn a certain rumberoT*
p’drtraits which thikl b(‘ pl!(‘C‘d out-ido I'le

range of his'chafactefisations at large; and to these
XBases 'the *adverseYriticismS'"ifl'SiTtio5^ may with
some fairness be apphed, not otherwke. For the
rest it is not Dickens who has over-stated, but we
who fail in our observation. Broadly speakmg-JhA

fall into two main divisions

:

^/l. The normal.

^ The abnormal.

,
With the first class we can group many of his men,

^otably the so-called heroes of the story, and the
^ajority of his women and children. The second
''division may be further sub-divided into :

. Satirical portraits (drawn for a special purpose).

. The villains.

c. The grotesques.

First, the normal.
I take these first because here, with certain excep-

tions, Dickens is the least happy and the least

individual. He has a genius for transforming geese

into swans, for pointing out the possibilities of ugly
ducklings

; he can make you a silk purse of a sow’s
ear, or a tolerable imitation thereof, and discovers

a gleam of gold in the most unpromising soil.

Nevertheless—^putting aside the children—some
eccentricity of manner, some mental twist, some
intellectual slowness is required by him in order to

obtain the fullest effects of his art. With the aver-

age young man and young woman, and with people

who have nothing superficially to differentiate them,
he is less interested, and seems rather at a loss -how
to treat them. How shadowy are Martin Chuzzle-

wit, Nicholas Nickleby, and Walter Gay compared
with Tom Pinch, Newman Noggs, and Captain
Cuttle. Why is this ? Partly, no doubt, because
these characters are less adapted to his methods
of character delineation ; they make no call upon
his sense of humour, nor do they arouse his satirical

purpose. Partly also because Dickens does not
concern himseK -with the spiritual history of men
and women ; and here an interesting contrast is

afforded by the writings of George Eliot. Her
method of character study is precisely the reverse
of Dickens’. Dickens treats of his characters prim-
arily from without, and only such oharacteriatjes as
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mav express themselves extemaUy are dwelt upon

bv him. George Eliot conducts you within ; she

is first and foremost anxious to show you the growth

and expansion of the inward man or woman—that
something we caU the soul It is only secondarily,

and even then not always, that she is concerned

with the externals of her characters. Dickei^wM

not a §si£ntific-stndenli of character
;
Jie. a

sfire^ observer of certain types of character,.and

although“be cUd iioljssfflnirt^ ohafSeter stu^_
tvues. vet he was rarely rocS ŝs

diverged from them. _
—TE^ical bea;il^ ~^i^ not appeal strongly to

Dickens as it did to Thackeray. As a novelist and a

sentimentalist he was bound to pay some borage

at the shrme of feminine grace and charm ; but fais

description of such strikes the reader as strained and

artificial Compare the strained sentimentality of

his picture of Buth Pinch, meant to eonv^ her

personal attractiveness, with that of George Ehot s

convincing description of Hetty Sorrel s beauty.

He could convey many things with bis picturesque

and powerful pen, but the subtle charm of sex was

not among them.
, «

The tragedy of sensitive, ill-nsed children ^ a

tragedy that Dickens could draw with force, tender-

ness, and imaginative insight ;
but the tragedy of

love, the tragedy of pitiful passions, of ^tile affec-

tions, the tragedy of Juliet, of Maggie Tulhver, of

Tess of the D’UrberviUes, is outside his range Mto-

gether. Estella is little more than a youthM

idition of Edith Dombey. She has been brought

up by Havisham (another of Dickens failures)

to look with contempt on affection and sentiment.

She is driUed into a hard, cynical young woman,

who breaks hearts as a pastime. The beautiful

woman without a heart is common enoughm flotio^

but never was anyone more devoid of semblance to

humanity than Estella. She does not talk hke a

creature of flesh and blood, but as a person^d

theory. Pip, deeply in love withher, tdls her of his

feelings.

“It seems,” said Estella, very calmly, “that there

are sentiments and fancies—I don t know hw to^
them—which I am not able to comprehend.

say you love me I know what you mean, as a fo™
WOT(&, but nothing more ;

you addi^
heart

;
you touch nothing there. I don t care for what

you say at aU.”

Is this the language of a cynical young woman, or,

indeed, of any young woman ?
^

With another type of woman Dickens is far moye

suGG^sfuIT" women pastthQlr.jjJS^yd'^^^^s wh^
are eccentric in their ways, who have little or,.11^

pliysicpl charm and often no mental brilliance,
yet

w'^io ha\(nT"<‘crrain souTidne-sS and swcei_nc«3 01

h?0iL; ^^itM womoh'of'TTijs type Dickons is csira-

oainpri3.\ hopin'-, alihough those mil wnhin

the grotesque group, they may be considered here

while dealing with the women. Betsy Trotwood,

Miss La Creew, and Miss Press may be cited ^
noteworthy examples. Betsy Trotwood fe^^dy

first ;
indeed, she ranks among one of Dickens

unqualified successes, and from the moment she

administers the strange mixture of restoratives to

her young nephew 1 am sure I tasted linseed

water, anchovy sauce, and salad dressing ”) to her

kindly hints to David about Agnes, almost at the

end of the book, she attracts us to her ;
what a dear,

golden-hearted old lady she must have made, her

httle peculiarities and occasional acerbity 3ust giving

an agreeable filhp to her sterling quabties. Long
may her type exist to sweeten human life and to help

the many Mr. Dicks fioatmg about the world !

Dickens is also no less successful when shrewd

observation rather than psychological analysis is

called for. Thk type is drawn almost entirely from

the lower class. Consider his termagants and

shrews : Mrs. Joe, Mrs. Snagsby, Mis. Warden,

Mrs. Sowerberry, Mrs. Gummidge, Miss Miggs, Mrs.

MacStinger, IVIrs. JeUyby, and Mrs. Pocket, to men-

tion a few. What a detestable collection of females

;

what an unpromising assortment of minor vices !

Yes, minor vices ;
they haven’t enough character

to be even vicious on a big scale. Yet with what

amazing art are they drawn, not a repulsive feature

missed, a^d yet etched in. with such humorous

twists and twirls that you cannot help laughing at

them, however foolish or contemptible they may be.

Of the London landlady no one had a wider

knowledge than Dickens ; it is amazing the varieties

he giv^ you of a t3^e which one would have thought

admitted of so few. Mrs. Bardell belongs, perhaps,

to the region of farcicalromance ;
but there is enough

life about Mrs. Raddle and Mrs. Crapp. Mrs.

Todgers, who would probably have objected to be

classed as a landlady, has some good points. She is

by no means altogether the calculating vixen -at

the same time one would like to see her—only at

rare intervals. Mrs. Lirriper, who gives the name

to one of his short stories, is the most human, and

perhaps it unfair to class her among the disagree-

ables 5 but we fancy she would rather get on the

“ nerves,*^’ her kindliness notwithstanding.

Taken on the whole, then, we must pronounce

Dickens’ women characters as ineffective, except

where they are either eccentric or disagreeable

Accepting these qualifications, he has contributed

some remarkably humorous and not a few genuinely

pathetic figures to the world of noveldom.

Mbs. Pipchtx

Mrs. Pipchin was an elderly lady, who had for soma

time devoted all the energies of her mmd
and treatment of infancy. She was generally spoken

of as <‘a great manager ” of children ;
and the secret of

her management was, to give them everything that they

didn’t like, and nothing that they did. Mrs.

had also founded great fame on being a widow lady

wtoe husband had broken his he^ to pumping water

ontoi the Peruvian mines. . . - This was » re-

commendation to Mr. Pombey ; for it

Broke his heart of the Peruvian

Dombev. Well, a very respectable way of doing it>.

This ^celebrated Mrs. Pipchin was a

favoured, ill-conditioned old lady, of a J

xinth a mottled face, like bad marble, a hook nose, and

a hard grey eye, that looked as if it might have be^

hammered at on an anvil without sustaimng any in3ury.

TTnrtv vears at least had elapsed since the Peruvian

mines hid been the death of
deep,

still wore black bombazeen. of such a lustreless aee^

dead sombre shade, that gas itself couldn t

after dark, and her presence was a

S'Xr candles.
.
Ihe

that one was 1
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mistake in the application of the Peruvian machinery,
and that all her waters of gladness and milk of human
kindness had been pumped out dry, instead of the
mines.^

To pass from the normal to the abnormal is to pass

at once from a group of characterisations which
greatly vary in merit to a group that—^with a few
reservations concerning the bold, bad villains—^are

uniformly and extraordinarily successful. It is to

pass from a territory in which other writers of less

power have succeeded often much better than our
author, to a little domain of which Dickens is the

master and ruler ; in which he is unapproachable.

Never alone come the eccentrics ! The bad char-

acters—^the out-and-out bad characters—succeed

just where we should expect them to succeed, and
fail where we should expect them to fail. Where
they present merely studies in coarse brutality,

animal ferocity combined with the intelligence of

the “ rough ’* or “ cad,’* they are elective enough.

The cowardice of the “ bully,” the savage anger and
treachery of the blackguard, is excellently depicted.

Sikes and Fagin, Jonas Chuzzlewit and, on the whole,

Quilp, serve their purpose well enough. But not
every devil may be detected by his cloven foot, not
eveiy villain by his scowl. Yet unless Dickens could

show some physical manifestation of the soul, could

hint by a deformity of hmb the deformity of moral
fibre, he was unable to impress the reader with
the personality of the character. Carker’s viUainy

seems so inseparably bound up with his gleaming
white teeth, that we are almost persuaded that were
he to become on a sudden toothless he would ipso

facto develop into a highly virtuous gentleman.

He suggests a study in molars and morals

!

Dickens is, as has been said, in no sense a psych-
ologist. His work is impressionistic, not analytical.

When he elaborates his portrait, it is not to show
the quality of motives so much as the quantity

of waistcoat buttons. Such as they are, however,
the villains as a rule serve their purpose well, and
where they fail, as in the case of Carker, Monks,
and Uriah Heep, it is because some psychological

insight into the workings of the mind is wanted to

give vitality and reality to the picture.

To turn now to the class of grotesques which
play the most conspicuous share in his writings.

Here physical uncouthness and mental disability,

ranging from good-natured stupidity down to sheer

imbecility, is shown combined with sterling moral
qualities—^in particular, tenderness and sympathy.
The recipe for the characters is not especially

promising, and one would surmise that they would
quickly weary. This, however, is certainly not
the case. From Newman Noggs, who appeared
in Nichlehyt down to Joe Gargery in Great Expec-
tations, each creation is a fresh delight, each has
some new and unexpected touch of humour, and
with none of them would we part. Some are lov-

able, some are merely amusing, but all of them are
creatures of warm flesh and blood to be reckoned
among the friends of our imagination.

And here let me say that by the phrase abnormal
t do not mean unnatural or necessarily cranky

—

though some are cranks—^but characters removed
Bowbey and Son,

from the ordinary average human being by reason
of certain peculiarities or eccentricities of tempera-
ment. Joe Gargery is not the normal blacksmith

;

he is abnormal, luckily for us, and his oddities are
irradiated by the searchlight of the author’s pene-
trating humour. Yet he is perfectly natural

; we
may never have met Joe, but we feel we might
meet him at any moment. He is a genuine creation.

“Joe being invited to sit down to table, looked all

round the room for a suitable spot on which to deposit
his hat, as if it were only on some few very rare sub-
stances in nature that it could find a resting-place, and
ultimately stood it on an extreme corner of the chimney-
piece, from which it ever afterwards fell off at intervals.“

‘ Do you like tea or coffee, Mr. Gargery ? ’ asked
Herbert.
“ ‘ Thank’ee, sir,* said Joe, stiff from head to foot,

* I’ll take whichever is most agreeable to yourself.*
* ‘ What do you say to coffee ?

*

“ * Thank’ee, sir,” returned Joe, evidently dispirited
by the proposal ;

‘ smce you are so kind as to make choice
of coffee, I will not run contrary to your opinions. But
don’t you never find it a little ’eating ?

’

“
‘ Say tea, then,’ said Herbert, pouring it out.

“Here Joe’s hat tumbled off the mantelpiece and he
started out of his chair, and fitted it to the same exact
spot, as if it were an absolute point of good breeding
that it should tumble off again soon,

“ * When did you come to town, Mr, Gargery ?
’

« t Were it yesterday afternoon ? * said Joe, after
coughing behind his hand as if he had had time to catch
the whooping cough since he came. ‘ No, it were not,
yes it were. Yes, it were yesterday afternoon ’ (with an
appearance of mingled wisdom, rehef, and stnct im-
partiality).

“ ‘ Have you seen anything of London yet ?
*

“ * Why yes, sir,* said Joe. * Me and Wopsle went
off straight to look at the Blacking Ware’us. But we
didn’t find it come up with its hkeness to the red bills

on shop doors ; which I mean to say,* added Joe, ‘as
it is there drawd too architectooralororal.*

“ I really believe Joe would have prolonged the word
(mightily expressive to my mind of some architecture
that I know) into a perfect chorus, but for his attention
being providentially attracted by his hat, which was
toppling. Indeed, it demanded from him a constant
attention and a quickness of eye and hand very like that
exacted by wicket keeping. He made extraordinary
play with it, and showed the greatest skill—^now rush-
ing at it and catching it neatly as it dropped ; now
merely stopping it midway, beating it up, and humour-
ing it in various parts of the room, and against a good
deal of the pattern of the wall, finally splashing it into
the slop basin, where I took the liberty of laymg hands
on it.’*

Apart from the perfect touches of characterisa-

tion, what a genius for “ stage business ” this and
similar passages show ? One can well believe how
excellent an actor Dickens was.

On similar lines, though not with such delicacy

of touch or such play of humorous fancy, is the

character of Mr, Peggotty drawn, Peggotty loses

in interest somehow when he goes in quest of

Emily, whereas Joe grows upon us as the story

proceeds, and is perhaps the most lovable of all

Dickens* characters ; the strength and tenderness

of the man being portrayed with infinite skill.

Excellent, as studies of trustful simplicity, are

the characters of Tom Pinch and his first cousin,

Bob Oatchit, who idealises Scrooge in a way not

altogether dissimilar from that of Hnch !

Belonging, of course, to these grotesques are

certain female characters we have glanced at already
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when dealing with Dickens’ women—Betsy Trot-

wood, Miss Pross, Mrs. Gamp, Betsy Png. It is

curious how sure is his touch and effective his

portraiture when grotesquerie, mvolving some
measure of humorous fantasy, enters into the

character. Putting aside the shrewd and crazy

women, he scarcely ever draws a hve woman except

grotesque. Among the male characters also, his

most striking successes are grotesques, but he has

drawn some interesting portraits apart from these,

e.g. Pip, Steerforth, Traddles, daggers, Tulking-

hom, and for the matter of that, the majority of

his lawyers. Two, however, of his most notable

paintings must be classed with the “ grotesques,”

even though, as in the case of Joe and Mr. Peggotty,

the grotesque element only faintly colours the

portrait and does not interfere with its lifelike

character. I allude to Dick Swiveller and Mr.
Micawber. Stripped of their engaging personali-

s.nd hoped he was. I wass^ciently ill at ease, Heaven knows
; but it was not

complain much at that time of my lifeso I said I was very weU, and hoped he was.
^

well
« thank Heaven, quite

V i ® received a letter from Mr. Murdstone m
an anartiSS m n*^^®**

^®sire me to receive into
^ is at present

^
“J as a—in short,”

Satina ^ » hurst of COn-

hfv^nw beginner whom Ihave now the picture to ” and the stranger waved
settled his chin in his shirt-collar.

«
^ca'^ber,” said Mr. Quinion to me.

stranger, “ that is my name ”

Mr M^'
j^cawbe^ said Mr. Quinion, “ is known to

orders for us on commission,when he can get any.
^
He has been written to by Mr.Murdstone, on the subject of your lodgings, and he willreceive you as a lodger.”

e & > «- u no wiu

ties and looked at through the cold eye of criticism,

it IS difficult to see anything especially attractive

about them. Dick is a chronic tippler, rarely

sober, a shiftless Bohemian, alternating between
getting into drink and into debt.

Surely here is a man who might be held up as an
awful example by the temperance party, yet as

seen by the humorous and sympathetic eye of

Dickens his failings fall into insignificance, even
his intemperance is presented in a merry, fantastic

light; whereas the good-heartedness of the character
and the happy-go-lucky mercurial temperament are

emphasized and dwelt upon with rare skill. We
are made to feel that there is a refinement about
the man, that he is not only a “ good sort ” at heart
but that under happier circumstances “ the fire

of soul would have been kindled at the taper of

conviviality ” of a more moderate character.

Mr. Micawber is another t57pe of the attractive

The only visitors I ever saw or heard of, were credi-
tors. They^ed to come at all hours, and some of themwere quite ferocious. One dirty-faced man, I think hewas a boot-maker. used to edge himselt mto the passage
as early as seven o’clock in the morning, and calfup the
stairs to Mr. Micawber—“ Come ! You ain’t out yetyou know. Pay us, will you? Don’t hide, youknow ; that s mean. I wouldn’t be mean if I was you ?Pay us, wffi you? You just pay us, d’ye hear’
Come! Receiving no answer to these taunts, he
would mount in his wrath to the words “ swindlers ”
and robbers ”

; and these being ineffectual too, would
sometimes go to the extremity of crossing the street,
and roarmg up at the windows of the second floor, where
he knew Mr. Micawber was. At these times, Mr. Micawber
would be transported with grief and mortification, even
to the length (as I was once made aware by a scream
ttom his wife) of making motions at himself with a razor

;

but within half an hour afterwards, he would pohsh
up his shoes with extraordinary pains, and go out,
humming a tune with a greater air of gentility than
ever.i

mercurial temperament, ready to look on the bright
side of things at the smallest provocation. Apart
from this, the needy, improvident man would have
served the stern moralist’s purposes almost as well
as Swiveller. But really we are scarcely conscious
of his faults, so delighted ere we by his company.
This, it may be said, is due to the author making
unfair use of his gift of humour, and idealising

the man out of all human probability. That he
idealises may be admitted.

Mb. Mioawbeb

The counting-house clock was at half-past twelve,
and there was a general preparation for gomg to dinner,
when Mr. Quinion tapped at the counting-house window,
and beckoned me to go in. I went in, and found there a
stoutish, middle-aged person, in a brown surtoutand
black tights and shoes, with no more hair upon his head
(which was a large one, and very shming) than there is
upon an egg, and with a very extensive face, which he
turned full upon me. His clothes were shabby, but he
had an imposing shirt-collar on. He carried a jaunty
sort of a stick, with a large pair of rusty tassels to it

;

and a quizzing-glass hung outside his coat—^for orna-
ment, I afterwards found, as he very seldom looked
through it, and couldn’t see anything when he did.

'This,” said Mr. Quinion, in allusion to myself,
** is he.”

“ This,” said the stranger, with a certain condeseend-
ing roll in his voice, and a certain indescribable air of

All Dickons* characters are idealised one way or
the other. That is part of his method. That it is

done to an inartistic extent, that it deprives the
character of human interest cannot be admitted.
Surely we can recall many persons whose charm of

maimer or whose personal magnetism has affected
us so strongly that we have been inclined to overlook
their weaknesses and condone their faults, faults

that in less sympathetic or attractive characters
would have provoked disgust and disapprobation.

Herein comes the special and endunng value of

Dickens’ character-painting. So sure is his touch,
so vital his imagination, that the credibility or

psychological accuracy of a character study scarcely

affects its success at all. Some of his frankest cari-

catures live with us, as do few of the correctly-

drawn personages of other novelists. So intensely

does he believe in Pecksnifi, Stiggins, Chadband,
Scrooge, ay, and his Winkles and Tupmans too, that

we also are compelled to believe in them. The re-

formed Scrooge screaming out of the window for the

largest turkey, or digging the astonished Cratchit

in the ribs, is outrageously improbable. But, im-

probable or not, Scrooge is alive and declines to be

dismissed into the limbo of forgotten worthies. And
are not many of Dickens’ characterisations wrought

* David Copperfield,
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into the very texture of our thoughts, impressed tender humour—his compassion for the weak, the
upon our imaginations as are few characters even in

real hfe ?

If one will only compare the multitudinous
Christmas stories that are written nowadays with
the Christmas tales of Dickens, then one will

appreciate more than ever the beauty and moral
stimulus of that novehst’s work. The feeling that

Dickens in his Christmas books did so much to

deepen the feeling of kindliness, of universal love,

of practical sympathy, is absent from the majority
of these volumes written for Christmas time. It

may be said that Dickens* Christmas is largely con-

vention, yet it is a convention to which these books
owe their existence, and the tender, tolerant, gener-

ous spirit of Dickens influences few of them. The
Christmas message of Dickens, we have been told, is

a roast-beef-and-plum-pudding-and-plenty-to-drink
message. It was so to this extent only that he
recognised that nothing could be hoped for in the

way of social uplifting while men and women and
little children know what hunger is, that it is cant

to talk of the blessings of poverty, or to force a
sermon upon an empty stomach.
And thus it is that the Christmas stories of

Dickens touch us as do few others, inasmuch as they
carry within them sunshine of a gentle-hearted

gaioty. No scene of his so darkly drawn but had
its rainbow ; and therein lies the compelling charm
of stories like The Carols The Chimes, and The Cricket

on the Hearth. In fact, Dickens seemed to say,
“ Feed before you moralise ; satisfy the hunger of

these poor folk before you try to teach them what to

do and what not to do.” A simple enough lesson,

but one all the same that was b^ly needed. Too
much of the piety of the time was hard and unsym-
pathetic, and one is reminded of the sensible old

woman in one of George Eliot’s early stories who
remarked about the parson’s housekeeper, “ I have
nothing to say agin her piety, my dear, but I know
very well I shouldn’t like her to cook my vittles.

When a man comes in hungry and tired piety won’t
feed him, I reckon. Hard carrots lie heavy on the
stomach, piety or no piety. I called in one day
when she was dishing up Mr. Tryan’s dinner, and I
could see his potatoes was as watery as watery. It’s

right enough to be spiritual, I’m no enemy to that,

but I like my potatoes mealy. I don’t see as any-
one’ll get to heaven any the sooner for not digest-

ing their dinners, provided they don’t die sooner.”
This practical philosophy appealed very strongly
to Dickens, and no one has illustrated its truth
more picturesquely or more humorously.

There are some books from which we rise with the
knowledge that our souls are the sweeter and saner
for what we have read. And among such books
none have exerted a more compelling interest to-

wards a greater tolerance for men and women, a
livelier S3unpathy for the poor and outcast, than the
Christmas stories of Charles Dickens.

Betsy Trotwood’s famous advice to her nephew
fairly epitomises the teaching of Dickens. “ Never
be mean, never be false, never be cruel.” Never
he mean, that is the burden of his Christmas books.
Never he false, that sentiment runs beneath all his
satire. Never he crud, that is the mainspring of his

infirm, the oppressed.

Dickens has touched with pity and tenderness the
springs of our national life, and Enghsh life no less

than Enghsh letters, is the saner, the sweeter, and
the sunmer for his presence.

CHARLES KINGSLEY
Charles Kingsley was bom at Holne Vicarage,

Devonshire, on June 12, 1819, his boyhood being
passed among the fens of Nottingham. TTis father
was a man of cultivated tastes, a cleric, an artist, a
linguist, and a keen sportsman ; his mother was a
Miss Lucas of Barbadoes, from whom he inherited
the romance in his nature. A delicate, sensitive,

and precocious child, he began to write poems and
preach sermons to imaginary congregations when
four years old.

Educated at Clifton during the time of the Bristol

Riots, the horrors witnessed at that time awakened
in him an unwonted courage. Twenty-seven years
later, when giving a lecture there, he said :

“ It was in this very City of Bristol, that I received
my first lesson in what is now called ‘social science,*

and yet, alas, ten years elapsed ere I could even spell

out that lesson, though it has been written for me {as

well as for all Engand) in letters of flame, from one end
of the country to the other. ... It is good for a man to
be brought once at least in his life, face to face with
fact, ultimate fact, however horrible it may be ;

and
have to confess to himself, shuddering, what things
are possible upon God’s earth.”

Kingsley was not popular as a schoolboy, for

while active he was not keen on games. Of endur-

ance to pain he had no lack, he would heat a poker
to cauterise his wounded finger, yet at the same
time was tender-hearted to others

; of most for-

giving nature, while keenly sensitive to ridicule.

In 1839 he went up to Cambridge, and came under
the influence of Coleridge, Carlyle, and Maurice.

After his ordination in 1842 he settled as curate in

Everaley, Hants,to be his home,with ashort interval,

for thirty-three years. After his marriage to Miss

Fanny Grenfell in 1844, he became rector, and very
popular. His aim was to be “ aU things to all men ”

—^and he would give his sympathy and advice alike

to huntsman and poacher, to farmer and labourer,

while taking the lead in the social life of his poorer

parishioners.

In 1848 appeared The Saint'*s Tragedy. This year

was a strenuous one, for in addition to his parish

and literary work he accepted the Professorship of

English Literature at Queen’s College, London. On
May 6 appeared the first number of Politics for the

People, his own contributions being over the signa-

ture of ** Parson Lot.” Yeastweis also running seri-

ally in Fraser*8 Magazine. Nerves and brain were

continually on the stretch, and resulted in a break-

down. For months he could do nothing but wander
on the seashore at Ilfracombe, where he had re-

moved with his family for rest.

When Alton Locke was published in 1849, furious

attacks were made upon this expression of the

author’s socialistic views, but “he stuck to his

guns.” After Hypatia (1853), Wesinoard Ho (1866),

and Two Years Ago (1867), he was appointed Pro-
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fessor of Modem History at Cambridge (1860) ; then

came the charming fantasy, Wattr Babies (1863),

and the quarrel with Cardinal Newman that resulted

in the publication of the Apologia.

In 1869 Kingsley was made Canon of Chester, and
of Westminster in 1873. The following year he
went to America, where he lectured and preached to

large crowds, but had a serious illness in Colorado.

Returning to Eversley in August,he took up his work
there with the same grim determination and noble

self-repression that had marked his whole life. But
his life work was nearly over. Having preached in

Westminster Abbey on Advent Sunday he was much
exhausted, the following day he was taken ill, and
died on January 23, 1875.

The Work or Kingsi^by

Kingsley belonged temperamentally to the Ro-
mantic school, and that particular side of the

Romantic school which followed in the wake of Scott.

He IS a good, spirited writer of the second rank

;

virile, straightforward, and of a lively imagmation.
Hence he is a capital writer for boys, and in any
case IS best enjoyed in the imcritical days of youth,

when his prejudices and partialities ride hghtly over

us. But his strong anti-Cathohc sentiment, and
horror of cehbacy and the ascetic life, become rather

troublesome 'obsessions in his stories. In Hereward
the Wake this is of less moment

;
we are interested

in the writer’s vigorous portraiture of the Viking

nature, with its coarse power and passionate ten-

acity ; but the Elizabethan setting of Westward Ho
brings the partisanship more prominently forward,

and this spirited story, with its warm patriotic note,

would have been aU the better had he been less

anxious to idealise our attractive but not over

squeamish old sea-dogs, Hawkins and Drake, and
to pamt in such lurid colours the Catholic Spaniard.

Narrow and intolerant they may have been, but no
whit more so than the Protestants of the time. The
Spaniard was a poor coloniser as compared with
the Englishman, and certainly treated the Indian

cruelly. Kingsley sees this clearly enough. It is

a pity that he does not see equally clearly that our

treatment of the Irish was no whit less odious, and
that the wholesale thieving of Messrs. Hawkins and
Company is not to be counted for righteousness so

far as those gallant and picturesque navigators were
concerned.

Directly Kingsley approached modem times his

sense of moral perspective is wonderfully clear.

Once he is away from his bugbears—Catholicism

and Asceticism—^his sense of justice is impeccable.

If from the standpoint of the literary artist his

humanitarian fictions are inferior to his romances,

they certainly exhibit his fine social sympathies, and
both Yeast and Alton Locke are excellent as preach-

ments. Here he supplements the work of Dickens
very usefully. It was good to point out, as Dickens
had done, the moral qualities of the poor and unedu-
cated ; it was equally good to show, as Kingsley did,

that the poor man had a head as weU as a heart.

English Mariners
One bright summer’s afternoon, in the year of grace

1675, a taU and fair boy came Imgering along Bideford

quay, in his scholar’s gown, with a satchel and slate in
hand, watching wistfully the shipping and the sailors,

till, just after he passed the bottom of the High Street,
he came opposite to one of the many taverns which
looked out upon the river. In the open bay window
sat merchants and gentlemen, discoursing over their
afternoon’s draught of sack

; and outside the door was
gathered a group of sailors, listening earnestly to some
one who stood in the midst. The boy, all alive for any
sea-news, must needs go up to them, and take his place
among the sailor-lads who were peeping and w'hispering
under the elbows of the men - and so came in for the
following speech, delivered in a loud, bold voice, with a
strong Devonshire accent, and a fair sprinkhng of oaths

:

“ If you don’t believe me, go and see, or stay here and
grow all over blue mould. I tell you, as I am a gentle-

man, I saw it with these eyes, and so did Salvation Yeo
there, through a window in the lower room ;

and we
measured the heap, as I am a christened man, seventy
foot long, ten foot broad, and twelve foot high, of silver

bars, and each bar between a thirty and forty pound
weight. And says Captain Drake, ‘ There, my lads of

Devon, I’ve brought you to the mouth of the world’s

treasure-house, and it’s your own fault now if you don’t
sweep it out as empty as a stock-fish.’

”

“Why didn’t you bring some of they home, then,

Mr, Oxenham ?
”

“ Why weren’t you there to help to carry them ?

We would have brought ’em away, safe enough, and young
Drake and I had broke the door abroad already, but
Captam Drake goes off m a dead faint • and when we
came to look, he had a wound m his leg you might have
laid three fingers in, and his boots were full of blood,

and had been for an hour or more
; but the heart of

him was that, that he never knew it tiU he dropped,

and then his brother and I got him away to the boats,

he kickmg and struggling, and bidding us let him go
on with the fight, though every step he took in the sand
was in a pool of blood. And so we got off. And tell

me, ye sons of riiotten herrings, wasn’t it worth more to

save him than the dirty silver ? for^ silver we can get

again, brave boys : there’s more fish in the sea than ever

came out of it, and more silver in Nombre de Dios than

would pave all the streets in the west country : but of

such captains as Franky Drake, Heaven never makes
but one at a time * and if we lose him, good-bye to

England’s luck says I, and who don’t agree, let him
choose his weapons, and I’m his man ”

He who dehvered this harangue was a tall and sturdy

personage, with a florid black-bearded face, and bold

restless dark eyes, who leaned, with crossed legs and
arms akimbo, against the wall of the house ;

and seemed
in the eyes of the schoolboy a very magnifico, some
prince or duke at least.^

CHARLES READE
Charles Rbade waa bom at Ipsden House,

Oxfordshire, in 1814, his mother, “to whom,” he

said, “ I owe the larger half of what I am,” being

the daughter of John Scott Wanng, a member of

Parliament and the friend of Grote and Wilberforce.

After graduating at Oxford he became Dean of

Arts at Magdalen in 1845, and Vice-President of

his college in 1851. At this time his style of dress

—^notably a green coat with brass buttons—caused

some sensation. Although called to the Bar in

1843, the law had no attraction for him as a

profession—^though, doubtless, his kern.! onirnment

well served him later in the many laus’jT-* wt.ich,

through a hasty and imperious temper, he became

involved

As a dramatist he made his first essay wth

The Ladies' Battle; this was followed by Masks and

^ Westward Ho /
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Faces, written m collaboration with Tom Taylor.

During the rehearsal of this play at the Ha3rmarket

Theatre, he made the acquaintance of Mrs. Laura

Seymour, an actress and his friend for many years,

who advised him to try fiction. Acting on her

suggestion he turned the incidents of this play

into a novel. Peg Woffington, and wrote Christie

Johnstone; as novels they were successful, but

£30 was all they brought to their author. How-
ever, he was a prolific writer and not daunted by
small pay. In drawing up his account with

literature ” in 1851, he says for the first eighteen

years i “In all, one hundred and five pounds. That
is to say, about half a crown a week—not enough to

pay for pens, ink, and paper, leaving copying and
shoe leather out of the question.” . . .

“ Had it

not been for the fellowship . . . and a mother’s

generous help, I must have been in the workhouse
or breaking stones on the highway.”
In 1855 the trial of the Governor of Birmingham

Gaol for cruelties to the prisoners under his charge

attracted Readers attention, and after stud3nng
the gaols of Durham, Oxford, and Reading, his

indignation was aroused, and he wrote It^s Never

too Late to Mend (1856). In 1859 The Cloister and
the Hearth, as A Good Fight, made a partial appear-

ance in Once a Week, and increased its circulation

by twenty thousand. The tale was brought to

an abrupt conclusion by Reado in consequence of

the liberties taken with the manuscript by the

editor. Hard Cash in 1863, and Griffith Gaunt two
years later. For the latter Reade received his

highest payment for a novel—£1500 for the serial

rights—^from Mrs. Henry Wood, founder of the

Argosy, Some further dramatic ventures, more
or less remunerative, followed, but his greatest

success, Drink (adapted from Zola’s HAssommoir),
in 1879, brought the author £20,000.

As a man Reade was a contradictory, irascible,

litigious, kind-hearted and extremely generous man

;

always ready to listen to anyone with a grievance,

and was especially interested in those who had
“ come down ” in the world. A great lover of

animals, he kept quite a menagerie at his residence

in Knightsbridge, where he lived from 1868-1880.
He died at Shepherd’s Bush in 1884.

Ohabaotebistics of Reade and KmosiET

Both Reade and Kingsley had so much in

common as literary artists that it may prove
suggestive to consider their work in the light of

certain salient charactenstics.

(1) A Vivid Appreciation of the Dramatic Mement
in Life

Both men were inclined to regard human life

as a successive series of crises, a constant diorama
of situations.

Kingsley came from a long line of country gentle-

men and soldiers. With his big fund of animal
spirits, his store of nervous energy, he turned
naturally to those phases of concrete life where
opposing forces made themselves most readily felt.

He had the instinct of the soldier who loves to
fight against heavy odds. His own life was a hard

struggle between his passions and his ideals

;

between the natural man and the ethical Tr>a.n
.

Much superfluous energy he worked off in character-

istic fashion. He scaled the high wall of his college

to begin fishing some miles away one mom’’ig at

three o’clock ; and he met the troubles oi h(‘adachc,

not by bronoide but by a long tramp over the fens

in a head wind. It is easy to understand, therefore,

why he was excellent as a parish pnest in a rough
country village. He was one of his people, able

to understand their weaknesses and frailties. And
this quality, that made him forceful as a pastor,

made him forceful as a writer. The man who is

keenly ahve to the dramatic side of hfe may be a
bad historian and an unblushing partisan, but he
never lacks the power to interest. He may not be
a clear thinker, but he is certainly a clear observer.

His romances are dramas, and his best poems are

dramas. Heroes is the drama of the old Gods

;

Westward Ho, the drama of rehgious creeds

;

Hypatia, the drama of the clash between the East
and the West at the dawn of Christianity ; Here-

ward the Wake, the drama of the Viking and Ascetic

Ecclesiasticism ; Yeast and Alton Locke, the drama
of industrial strife ; Three Fishers and The Bands

of Dee, the drama of Man versus Nature. Even
in that charming fancy. Water Babies, the dramatic
element is not lacking.

Turning from Kingsley to Reade, we find the

same predominance of the dramatic element—^with

a difference. What is this difference ? It is not a

difference of attitude but of presentment. A boy,

if asked to state it, would say that Reade was the

more exciting. The critic would expound this

difierence by pointing out that Reade, while no
less interested than Kingsley in the moral element
of drama, is more emphatic about its physical

constituents. Kingsley is absorbed by his story

because it deals with a conflict ; Reade because it

deals with a picturesque and thriUing conflict.

He is more self-conscious than Kingsley, more of

the deliberate artist, and often frankly delights in

his situations as situations. It was the dream of

his life to write a successful play, and he devoted
eighteen years to the study of art, preferring the

drama to the novel. His chief friends were con-

nected with the stage rather than with letters.

Never too Late to Mend was evolved from his own
play. Gold, that in its turn being inspired by a play

;

Peg Woffington is a novel based on his play Masks
and Faces,

He had a knowledge of stage technique that
Kingsley lacked, and this makes him superior to

Kingsley in dramatic intensity ; though Kingsley
at his best is more spontaneous and less mannered.
For sheer manipulation of thriUing situations

he has no superior in English fiction, though his

contemporary, Wilkie CoUins, excelled him at

times in subtlety of method in achieving his effects.

The reader must be hard to move, however, who
could read with tranquil pulse such finely devised

episodes as that of the scuttled ship in Hard
Cash, of the man-hunt in Never too Late to Mend,
the escape by windmill in The Cloister and ths

Hearth, or the fight with the pirate ship in Hard
Cash,
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(2) The Fund(mienl(iL Realism of their Fiction

The union of the elder romance and the younger
reahsm that we note in Scott is yet further devel-

oped by some of the Victorian novehsts. Despite

their rich romantic equipment, both Beade and
Kingsley are essentially reahsts in method. One
recalls the village feast in Yeasty with its coarseness

and sodden gaiety ; such portraits as that of the

poacher, or that rough iamond Mackenzie, in

Alton Locke; and Eeade is even more thorough

in his realism. He is less prone than Kingsley was
to stop and moralise ; he knew the value of “ cutting

the cackle and coming to the ’osses ”
; and if he

is inordinately long at times (as he is in his master-

piece, The Cloister and the Hearth)

^

this is not be-

cause he wants to preach, but because he is over

generous with his sensations. One reservation

must, however, be made ;
his reahsm deals with

things rather than with people. His heroes and
heroines and villains are more often than not mere
abstractions, useful puppets for furthering his

ingemous purposes as a story-teller, but uncon-

vincing as vital portraits of real men and women.
But turn from the puppets of the drama to the

background, and Reade is nearly always clear and
convincing ; whether he is treating of prison hfe

or of convict settlements, or private asylums, or

life on a desert island, he has gripped his subject-

matter, mastered his facts, and makes the reader

see the thing described with his own eyes.

(S) The Social Purpose in the Novels

Both Reade and Kingsley were preachers at heart,

and there is the same downright, vigorous morality

in their writings. Both men not only attacked

injustices but proposed remedies. Artistically,

Reade has the greater power to fuse his social

purpose and dramatic imagination ; and as a
humanitarian force, though no more strenuous

than Kingsley, he is more varied, more impressive.

Indeed no English novehst—^Dickens himself not

excepted—^put his genius with freer disinterested-

ness at the service of the public than did Beade.
His reahsm, clever as it is, would have been of

shght service had not his romantic imagination

reinforced it. Lacking Kingsley’s lyric faculty,

he is none-the-less a poet at heart. No man
without the poet’s soul could have penned The
Cloister and the Hearth. There is the true ‘‘ Re-
nascence of Wonder ” in its pages.

In short, both men were realists in the best sense

of the word, which implies no lavish reproduction

of the externals of life, but a faithful presentation

of such primal facts as love, pity, courage, endur-

ance, and especially those simple domesticities

beloved by Teutonic races. Kingsley’s paean of

love is but the prelude to his glorification of happy
home life, and Reade is never so happy as when
he is showing that even in the most degmded
breast, clear, simple home affection may still be
lurking.

The Fight with the Be^jb

There was a peculiar sound, like something heavy, but
not hard, rushmg softly over the dead leaves. Gerard
turned roimd with some little curiosity. A colossal
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creature was coming down the road at about sixty
paces distant.
He looked at it m a sort of calm stupor at first, but

the next moment he turned ashy pale.
“ Denys i

’* he cried. ‘ Oh, God 1 Denys 1

”

Denys whirled round.
It was a bear as big as a cart-horse.
It was tearing along with its huge head down, runnmg

on a hot scent. The very moment he saw it Denys
said in a siekenmg whisper ;

“ The cub !

”

Oh » the concentrated horror of that one word, whis-
pered hoarsely, with dilating eyes ! For m that syllable
it all flashed upon them both like a sudden stroke of
lightmng in the dark—the bloody trail, the murdered
cub, the mother upon them, and it. Death.

All this in a moment of time. The next she saw
them. Huge as she was, she seemed to double herself
(it was her long hair bristlmg with rage) ; she
raised her head big as a bull’s, her swine-shaped jaws
opened wide at them, her eyes turned to blood and flame,
and she rushed upon them, scattering the leaves about
her like a whirlwind as she came.

“ Shoot !
” screamed Denys, but Gerard stood shakmg

from head to foot, useless.
“ Shoot, man ! ten thousand devils, shoot ! too late !

Tree ! tree !
” and he dropped the cub, pushed Gerard

across the road, and flew to the first tree and climbed it,

Gerard the same on his side ; and as they fled, both men
uttered inhuman howls hke savage creatures grazed by
death.
With all their speed one or other would have been torn

to fragments at the foot of his tree ; but the bear stopped
a moment at the cub.
Without taking her bloodshot eyes off those she was

hunting, she smelt it all round, and found, how, her
Creator only knows, that it was dead, quite dead. She
gave a yeU such as neither of the hunted ones had ever
heard, nor dreamed to be in nature, and flew after

Denys. She reared and struck at him as he climbed.
He was just out of reach.

Instantly she seized the tree, and with her huge teeth
tore a great piece out of it with a crash. Then she reared
again, dug W claws deep into the bark, and began to
mount it slowly, but as surely as a monkey.

Denys’s evil star bad led him to a dead tree, a mere
shaft, and of no very great height. He climbed faster

than his pursuer, and was soon at the top. He looked
this way and that for some bough of another tree to
spring to. There was none ; and if he jumped down,
he knew the bear would be upon him ere he could re-

cover the fall, and make short work of him. Moreover,
Denys was httle used to turning his back on danger, and
his blood was rising at being hunted. He turned to

Gerard’s heart was better than his nerves. He saw
his friend’s mortal danger, and passed at once from fear

to bhndish rage. He slipped down his tree in a moment,
caught up the crossbow, which he had dropped in the

road, and running furiously up, sent a bolt into the

bear’s body with a loud shout. The bear gave a snarl

of rage and pain, and turned its head irresolutely.

“Keep aloof!” cried Denys, “or you are a dead
man,”

“ I care not ;
” and in a moment he had another bolt

ready and shot it fiercely into the bear, screaming,
“ Take that I Take that !

”

Denys poured a volley of oaths down at him.
** Get

away, idiot ! ” , ,

He was right ; the bear finding so for-^'dable end roi^y

a foe him, slipped c^vowlnsr <lc w n i u'l img
(j0gp ' ir. lb t,’-

•'* e -nppjti Gerard ran back to

his tree and climbed it swiitly. But while his legs were

dangling some eight feet from the ground, the bear came
rearing and struck with her fore paw, and out flew a

piece of bloody cloth from Gerard’s hose. He climbed,

and climbed ; and presently he heard as it ^re in the

air a voice say, “ Go out on the bough ! He looked,

there was a long branch before him shooting

upwards at a slight angle ; he threw hia body across it*
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and by a series of convulsive efforts worked up it to

the end.
Then he looked round panting.
The bear was mounting the tree on the other side.

He heard her claws scrape, and saw her bulge on both
sides of the massive tree. Her eye not being very quick,

she reached the fork and passed it, mounting the main
stem. Gerard drew breath more freely. The bear either

heard him, or found by scent she was wrong : she paused ;

presently she caught sight of him. She eyed him steadily,

then quietly descended to the fork. Slowly, cautiously
she stretched out a paw and tried the bough. It was
a stiff oak branch, sound as iron. Instinct taught the
creature this : it crawled carefully out on the bough,
growhng savagely as it came.

Gerard looked wildly down. Ho was forty feet from
the ground. Death below. Death moving slow but
sure on him in a still more horrible form. His hair
bristled. The sweat poured from him. He sat help-

less, fascinated, tongue-tied.
As the fearful monster crawled growling towards him,

incongruous thoughts coursed through his mind. Mar-
garet : the Vulgate, where it speaks of the rage of a she-

bear robbed of her whelps—Rome—^Etermty.
The bear crawled on. And now the stupor of death

fell on the doomed man ; he saw the open jaws and
bloodshot eyes coming, but m a mist.

As in a mist he heard a twang : he glanced down

;

Denys, white and silent as death, was shooting up at
the bear. The bear snarled at the twang, but crawled
on. Again the cross-bow twanged, and the bear snarled,

and came nearer. Again the cross-bow twanged

;

and the next moment the bear was close upon Gerard,
where he sat, with hair standing stiff on end and eyes
staring from their sockets, palsied. The bear opened
her jaws like a grave, and hot blood spouted from them
upon Gerard as from a pump. The bough rooked. The
wounded monster was reeling ; it clung, it stuck its

sickles of claws deep into the wood ; it toppled, its

claws held firm, but its body rolled off, and the sudden
shook to the branch shook Gecard forward on his stomach
with his face upon one of the bear’s straining paws.
At this, by a convulsive effort she raised her head up,
up, till he felt her hot foetid breath. Then huge teeth
snapped together loudly close below him in the air,

with a last effort of baffled hate. The ponderous carcass
rent the claws out of the bough, then pounded the earth
with a tremendous thump. There was a shout of
triumph below, and the very next instant a cry of dis-

may, for Gerard had swooned, and without an attempt
to save himself, rolled headlong from the perilous height.
Denys caught at Gerard, and somewhat checked his

fall ; but it may be doubted whether this alone would
have saved him from breaking his neck, or a limb. His
best friend now was the dying bear, on whose hairy
carcass his head and shoulders descended. Denys tore
him off her. It was needless. She panted still, and
her limbs quivered, but a hare was not so harmless 5

and soon she breathed her last.^

The Fight with the Pirates

Dodd cast his eyes all round the horizon for help.
The sea was blank.
The bright sun was hidden now ; drops of rain fell,

and the wmd was beginning to sing, and the sea to rise

a little.
** Gentlemen,” said he, “ let us kneel down and pray

for wisdom, in this sore strait.”

He and his officers kneeled on the quarter-deck.
When they rose, Dodd stood rapt about a minu-te

;

his great thoughtful eye saw no more of the enemy,
the sea, nor anything external ; it was turned inward.
His officers looked at him in silence.

“ Sharpe,” said he at last, “ there must be a way out
of them both with such a breeze as this is now, if we
could but see it.”

“Ay, i/,” groaned Sharpe.

^ The Cloister and the Hearih

Dodd mused agam.
About ship !

” said he softly, like an absent man.
“ Ay, ay, sir !

”

“ Steer due north I said he, still like one whose
was elsewhere.

While the ship was coming about, he gave minute
orders to the mates

^
and the gunner, to ensure co-

operation in the delicate and dangerous manoeuvres
that were sure to be at hand.
The wind was WNW ’ he was standing north : one

pirate lay on his lee beam stopping a leak between wmd
and water, and hacking the deck clear of his broken
mast and yards. The other fresh, and thirsting for the
easy prey, came up to weather on him and hang on his
quarter, pirate fashion.
When they were distant about a cable’s length, the

fresh pirate, to meet the ship’s change of tactics, changed
his own, luffed up, and gave the ship a broadside, well
aimed but not destructive, the gims being loaded with
baU.
Dodd, instead of replying immediately, put his helm

hal’d up and ran under the pirate’s stern while he was
jammed up in the wind, and with his five eighteen-
pounders raked him fore and aft, then paying off, gave
him three carronades crammed with grape and canister

;

the rapid discharge of eight guns made the ship tremble,
and enveloped her in thick smoke ; loud shrieks and
groans were heard from the schooner : the smoke cleared

;

the pirate’s mainsail hung on deck, his jibboom was cut
off like a carrot and the sail struggling his foresail

looked lace, lanes of dead and wounded lay still or
writhing on his deck, and his lee scuppers ran blood
into the sea. Dodd squared his yards and bore away.
The ship rushed down the wind, leaving the schooner

staggered and all abroad. But not for long ; the pirate
wore and fired his bow-chasers at the now flying Agra,
split one of the carronades in two, and killed a Lascar,
and made a hole m the foresail ; this done, he hoisted
a mainsail again in a trice, sent his wounded below,
flung his dead overboard, to the horror of their foes,

and came after the flying ship, yawing and firing his

bow-chasers. The ship was silent. She had no shot
to throw away. Not only did she take these blows like

a coward, but all signs of life disappeared on her, except
two men at the wheel, and the captain on the mam
gangway.
Dodd had ordered the crew out of the rigging, armed

them with cutlasses, and laid them flat on the fore-

castle. He also compelled Kenealy and Fullalove to
come down out of harm’s way, no wiser on the smooth-
bore question than they went up.
The great patient ship ran environed by her foes;

one destroyer right in her course, another in her wake,
following her with yells of vengeance, and pounding away
at her—but no reply.

Suddenly the yells of the pirates on both sides ceased,

and there was a moment of dead silence on the sea.

Yet nothing fresh had happened.
Yes, this had happened the pirates to windward, and

the pirates to leeward, of the Agra had found out, at

one and the same moment, that the merchant captain
they had lashed, and bullied, and tortured was a patient

but tremendous man. It was not only to rake the fresh

schooner he had put his ship before the wind, but also

by a double, daring master-stroke to hurl his monster
sWp bodily on the other. Without a foresail she could
never get out of her way. The pirate crew had stopped
the leak, and cut away and unshipped the broken fore-

mast, and were stepping a new one, when they saw the

huge ship bearing down in full sail. Nothing easier

than to slip out of her way could they get the foresail

to draw ; but the time was short, the deadly intention

manifest, the coming destruction swift.

After that solemn silence came a storm of cries and
curses, as their seamen went to work to fit the yard and
raise the sail ; while their fighting men seized their

matchlocks and trained the guns. They were well com-
manded by an heroic, able villain. Astern the consort
thundered ; but the Agra^s response was dead silence

more awful than broadsides.
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For then was seen with what majesty the enduring

Anglo-Saxon fights.

One of that mdomitable race on the gangway, one at

the foremast, two at the wheel, conned and steered the

great ship down on a hundred matchlocks and a grinning

broadside just as they would have conned and steered

her into a British harbour.

Starboard !
” said Dodd, in a deep calm voice, with a

motion of his hand.
“ Starboard it IS.”

, ,

The pirate wriggled ahead a little. The man forward

made a silent signal to Dodd.
Port !

” said Dodd quietly.

“ Port it is.”

But at this critical moment the pirate astern sent a

mischievous shot and knocked one of the men to atoms

at the helm.
, ,

Dodd waved his hand without a word, and another

man rose from the deck, and took his place in silence,

and laid his unshaking hand on the wheel stamed with

that man’s warm blood whose place he took.

The high ship was scarce sixty yards distant; she

seemed to know : she reared her lofty Figure-head with

great awful shoots into the air.

But now the pantmg pirates got their new foresail

hoisted with a joyful shout ; it drew, the schooner

gathered way, and their furious consort close on the

Agra^s heels just then scourged-her deck with grape.

“ Port » ” said Dodd calmly.
“ Port it is.”

, . rro-

The giant prow darted at the escaping pirate. That

acre of coming canvas took the wind out of the swift

schooner’s foresail ; it flapped : oh, then she was doomed

!

That awful moment parted the races on board her ;

the Papuans and Sooloos, their black faces hvid and

blue with horror, leaped yelling into the sea, or crouched

and whimpered ; the yellow Malays and brown Portu-

guese, though blanched to one colour now, turned on

death hke dying panthers, fired two cannon slap into

the ship’s bows, and t^eir muskets and match-

locks at their sohtary on the ship’s gangway,

and out flew their knives hke crushed wasps* stings.

Crash ! the Indiaman’s cutwater m thick smoke beat

in the schooner’s broadside : down went her masts to

leeward like fishing rods whipping the water; there

was a horrible shrieking yell ;
wild forms leaped off

on the Agra, and were hacked to pieces almost ere they

reached the deck—a surge, a chasm in the sea, filled

with an instant rush of engulphing waves, a long, awful,

grating, grinding noise, never to be forgotten m this

world, all along under the ship’s keel—and the fearfub

majestic monster passed on over the blank she had

made, with a pale crew standing silent and awe-struck

on the deck ; a cluster of wild heads and staring eye-

balls bobbing like corks in her foaming wake, sole relic

of the blotted-out destroyer ;
and a wounded man

staggering on the gangway, with hands uplifted and

staring eyes.

Shot in two places, the head and the breast

!

With a loud cry of pity and dismay, Sharpe, Fullalove,

Kenealy, and others rushed to catch him • but, ere

they got near, the captain of the triumphant ship fell

down on his hands and knees, his head sunk over the

gangway and his blood ran fast and pattered in the

midst of them, on the deck he had defended so bravely

Towards the close of the Victorian era, WAiiTER
Besant (1836-1901), an industrious man of letters,

with a pleasant infusion of romantic imagination,

dealt largely with contemporary hfe and manners,

sometimes m collaboration with his friend, Jaiies

Rice, at other times, as in All Sorts and Coiidiiions

of Men, single-handed. The latter book dealt with

hfe in East London, describing it with a humani-

tarian vigour and shrewd insight not without its

influence on the goodly company of “ East End ”

storj^-tellers that sprang up in the nineties. And
the “ People’s Palace ” in Whitechapel is a memorial

of the profound influence that Besant exerted.

During the last few years of his hfe Besant worked

hard at a series of books dealing with London hfe

throughout the ages, and excelled particularly

in illuminating its social aspects. In his bigger

studies of London he was helped by others, though

the guiding spirit was his * but his admirable little

volumes on Westminster and London remain to show

the skill with which he could vitahse the life of a

bygone age
At the close of the eighties the humanitarian note

in our fiction becomes much less pronounced. The

astringent realism that has proved one of the

forces of the succeeding era gave a less propagandist,

less sentimental flavour to the novel of social life

and manners. Now and again, as in IVIr. Richabb

Whiteing’s No. 5, Joh7i Street, humanitarian zeal

lights up the record of “ mean streets ” and sordid

living, but with the spread of Socialism a more

dispassionate and scientific treatment of social

problems succeeded the emotional appeal. But the

humanitarian note had served its purpose ; had

shaken the complacency of the apathetic middle

class, and had proved a powerful ally to suppleirient

the work of such reformers as Wilberforce, Ashley,

Oastler, Robert Owen. Their work to-day has been

taken up by such pla3rwrights as Bernard Shaw

and John Galsworthy.

1 Hard Cash.

n PROSE : (a) Fiction. Thace^ibay and the Novel of Satire. Thackeray Disraeli
* ^ '

Trollope—Butler.

WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY
(1811-1863)

His Life

William Maeiepeace Thackeray came of a good

old Yorkshire family, and was born in Calcutta,

July 18, 1811, where his father, who held an impor-

tant post under the East India Company, died in

1816. In 1817 the boy was sent to England m
company with a young cousin, and well remembers

being taken by a black servant to see the exiled

apoleon at St. Helena, and being told that “he

its three sheep every day, and aU the little children

e can lay hands upon.”

At no time inclined for study, he was sent first

5 school at Chiswick, then to Charterhouse m
822 under Dr. Russell, who denounced him as

an idle, shuffling, profligate b^.” A feUow-

upil named Liddell, afterwards Dean of Christ-

hurch, Oxford, said, “He never attempted to learn.

... We spent our time mostly in drawing. . .

remember one—Macbeth as a butcher brandibhing
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two blood-reeking knives, and Lady Macbeth as a
butcher’s wife clapping him on the shoulder to

encourage him.” As most schoolboys, he had a
liking for the “tuck shop,” and on one occasion

consumed half a crown’s worth, “ including ginger

beer ”
; a fight with his friend Venables ended in

a broken nose, a noticeable feature in all his

portraits.

After leaving Charterhouse he went down to

Devonshire; here he made his first contribution

to literature, a parody of Moore’s Minstrel Boy,

printed in a local newspaper ; three humorous
drawings in water-colour for a copy of The Birds

of Aristophanes are also known to exist.

In 1829 he went up to Trinity College, Cambridge,
became the moving spirit of a brilliant set that

included Alfred Tennyson, Monckton Milnes, and
Edward FitzGerald

;
he also won the Chancellor’s

prize for his poem Timbuctoo, that afterwards

appeared in the University journal

—

The Snob,

Thackeray has said that he was “hcked into

indolence ” when a child, as a lad “ abused into

sulkiness,” and later “bullied into despair,” but

nothing seems to have been an incentive to study

;

the itch of travel was felt in the blood, and he left

the university in 1830 without a degree.

On coming of age he inherited about £20,000 ; of

this he soon lost some in gambling, a httle through

the failure of a bank, then purchased a newspaper,

the National Standard, that floated less than five

months, and still further lessened his income;
then with his stepfather. Major Carmichael-Smyth,

he focused his energies on a Radical newspaper

named The Oonstitutionah In this Thackeray

showed much promise as a journalist, but it required

more than this to make it a success. It gradually

collapsed, and with it the remainder of Thackeray’s

fortune.

While acting as Paris correspondent for The
Constitutional he added to his responsibilities in

1836 by his marriage with Miss Isabella Shawe,

daughter of Colonel Shawe of Cork. On leaving

Cambridge he had travelled on the Continent in

a dilettante fashion, studying French and German
and frequenting the art schools of Paris. Now that

he is thrown upon his own resources for a living

his ambition is to become an artist. Many ventures

were made without success ; at last, on Dickens
refusing his ofiEer to illustrate Pickwick, Thackeray
made a bid for literature. In this he was more
fortunate. In 1837 he became a member of the

staff and a regular contnbutor to Fraser^s Magazine ;

for which he wrote The Letters of Mr. G. J. Yellow-

plush (1837-8), Catherine (1839-4=0), The Great

Hoggarty Diarmnd (1841), and the celebrated

Memoirs of Barry Lyndon (1844). In 1842 he made
a tour in Ireland and met with Charles Lever; the
following year one of the most humorous of his

works, The Irish Sketch-Book, was published.

In 1840 he was in sore trouble ; the health of

his young wife gave way—despite all his love and
care, culminating in complete mental breakdown;
and in 1844 he was left alone to lavish all his

affection on their two little girls. Mrs. Thackeray
died in 1892.

On joining the staff of Pumh, Thackeray made a

wide appeal to the general public with The Booh
of Snobs (1846), but it was not till Vanity Fair
appeared (1847-8) in monthly parts that he re-

ceived full recognition
; even the sale of this was

so small at first that the publishers thought of
suppressing it. However, with the sixth number
and the account of Mrs. Perkins’s Ball, the sale

increased enormously, and Vanity Fair became the
talk of London.
Thackeray was never averse to talking about

his books, and there is a little story of Vanity Fair
in Dean Liddell’s Life. Mrs. Liddell said to him
one day, “ Oh, Mr. Thackeray, you must let Dobbin
marry Amelia !

” “ Well,” he replied, “ he shall,

and when he has got her he will not find her worth
having.”
With all Thackeray’s satirical condemnation of

the life of Belgravia there was no more welcome
figure in their midst ; every house was open to him,
and he thoroughly enjoyed their flattery and atten-

tion. “ There are people who would give their ears,

or half their incomes, to go to these fine places,’*

he was heard to say. Yet he was equally happy
and loyal to his friends in Bohemia,

After Vanity Fair came Pendennis (1848-50),

In 1851 he broke new ground and gave the first

of a course of lectures on The English Humourists

of the Eighteenth Century.

“ The audience,” Charlotte BrontS tells us, “ was said
to be the cream of London society, and it looked so.

... I could not always coincide with the sentiments
expressed, or the opinions broached

; but I admired
the gentlemanlike ease, the quiet humour, the taste,

the talent, and the originahty of the lecturer.”

After the London lectures he crossed to America,
where he became very popular.

“ Nobody is quiet here,” he wrote, “ nor am I. The
rush and restlessness please me, and I like, for a little,

the dash of the stream. I am not received like a god,

which I like too. There is one paper which goes on
every morning saying I am a snob, and I don’t say no.

Six people were readmg it at breakfast this morning,
and the man opposite me this morning popped it under
the table-cloth. But the other papers roar with appro-
bation.”

In 1853 he published The Newcomes, Esmond
(1855), with its sequel The Virginians (1857-9)

;

and in 1860 started the Comhill Magazine with

Lcwel the Widower, The Adventures of Philip, and
the charming Roundabout Papers,

For some years Thackeray had been suffering

from heart trouble, but he worked on steadily

;

he had just started on his new novel, Denis Duval,

when he died suddenly in December 1863.

Like many big men—^Thackeray stood six feet

four inches—^he had the most gentle and lovable

manner, and was the idol of his children and all

young people.

“Few persons,” says a contemporary, “would ima-

gine his sterhng qualities of solid mirth and faithfulness

in friendship. With strangers reserved and uncom-
municative, to those who knew him he is open-hearted,
kindly disposed, and generous. To great sensibility and
an innate love of all that is good and noble, he imites

sentiments of profound hate and contempt for false*

hood, meanness, worldliness, and hypocrisy.”
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His Work
Thackeray first found himself as a writer in The

Book of Snobs, The weakness and the strength

of his long-s\istained satire against the social

foibles of his time are revealed in that book. Other
writers had dealt with it before Thackeray, but
more to mock quietly than to rail bitterly as did

he. The strength of his attack is better seen in

the ampler illustrative material of Vanity Fmr
than in the thumbnail sketches here ; for he is

neither clear nor convincing in The Booh of Snobs.

That snobbery is contemptible all decent men and
women are agreed ; and most people are conscious

of a snob when they meet one. It is a more
delicate matter, though no less essential for a
satirist, to clearly define in advance how the genus
may be detected and what are its distinctive marks.
Thackeray’s own definition is somewhat inept:
“ He who meanly admires mean things is a snob ”

—^for the snob is not to be caught and ticketed in

this way.
It is surely not the mean admiration of mean

things, but the mean admiration of anything, what-
ever be its worth or unworthiness, that is the essence

of snobbery. Snobbery lies in its mental attitude,

and has nothing necessanly to do with the object

of the attitude. I am not a snob merely because
I prefer a Duke to a dustman ; I may prefer his

company because I esteem culture, refinement,

and bileeding before ignorance, vulgarity, and
coarseness. I am only a snob if I give my prefer-

ence on the ground of his social position irrespective

of his mental and moral qualities. ** Hearts just

as rich and rare may dwell in Belgrave Square
as in the lowly air of Seven Dials.” Thackeray
himself* was no snob ;

yet he frankly preferred the
ways of ** polite society ” to the rough and ready
ways of .the Bohemian. He had a marked prefer-

ence, as Mrs. Lynn Lynton once observed, for

“good hving, good manners, pretty women, and
refined talk.” You may call this a form of “ social

sensuality ” if you like ; but it is certainly not
snobbery. Thackeray, however, was not in the
least bound-by the restrictions of his own definition

;

and applied the term snob indiscriminately to every
variety of behaviour. To spend more money than
you can afiord, as Lady B—— does, may be a form
of snobbery—^though every spendthrift is not a
snob—since this lady is truckling to mere position.

But we may reasonably decline to place poor Sir

Walter Raleigh on the black-list because of that

Kttle afiair with the cloak on the muddy road-

way.
^

It is quite ai^uable, of course, that there is a
touch of snobbery in most of us, just as there is a
touch of Sir Willoughby Patteme in most men

;

but Thackeray is not concerned with the general

failings of human nature so much as the specific

failings of certain people.

As a matter of fact snobbeiy became a literary

obsession with Thackeray, and he read it into

everything and into almost everyone.

This bluntness of perception mars the efitect of

a good deal of his satire. It is a pity, for Thackeray
can be subtle enough in exposing our middle-claes
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failings, as his powerful picture of the Crawieys,
the Sedleys, and the Osbornes can testify.

Yet we do not see the best part of Thackeray
in his mordant presentments of respectable
mediocrities and pretentious fools. It was well
done—^but was it worth the doing on this scale ?

His finest art is shown in his pictures of rogues,
male and female. There is promise, if little more
than promise, in that genial rogue, Barry Lyndon

;

bnUiant performance in Becky Sharp and Rawdon
Crawley, Just as Dickens can make his mentally
weak characters hkeable, so can Tliackeray attract

us to his moral weaklings. Becky, despite her
early Victorian dress, is a vital and triumphant
creation; and Rawdon deserves to be bracketed
with her.

Granted a spice of devilry, a dash of the vagabond
element, and Thackeray as an artist moves with
ease and cunning. Beatrix is not a scamp, but
neither is she a model of aU the virtues as is Amelia.
Yet how much more alive ?

Great praise has been accorded to the picture of

Colonel Keweome; but for freshness, force, and
trueness to life, commend me to the happy-go-lucky
Pen and the peccant Costigan.

Thackeray’s insight into the psychology of the

plausible scoundrel end into thoughtless, hot-

blooded youth, is seen not only in his novels but in

his critical estimates. Read his English Humourists,
and you will realise how admirably he seizes on
the essential greatness of Fielding, and of Steele,

not oblivious to their failings as men but valuing

their defects in their proper relations. But face

him with the pathological vagaries of a Swift or

Sterne, and his detestation of the men blinds him
in the most amazing way to their unquestionable

genius.

Thackeray’s inadequate treatment of Swift is

the more curious inasmuch as these two have much
in common. Each was continually harping on
the insincerities and shams of life, each favoured

irony as a method of presentment ; in both there

is a certain bitterness of spirit and disgust with

contemporary life. Swift, of course, is infinitely

more savage, more one-sided, more cynical ; but

Swift’s nature cannot be estimated without taking

his physical infirmities into account. Perhaps

Thackeray’s violence towards him is duo to some

instinctive appreciation of the bond between them

and because he saw in Swift an exaggerated edition

of himself.

Thackeray was no cynic, though he has often

been termed one ; and herein lies the fundamental

difference between him and Swift. His bitterness,

indeed, is often merely a cloak to hide his sensitive-

ness. His own life was clouded by tragedy, and

he is intensely susceptible to the sinister elements

in other human Kves. It is the old stoiy of the

Princess and the Pea over again. But like many
proud, sensitive natures he is terrified of taMng the

world into hfe confidence; of showing his inheient

sentimentality (which wiH out in spite of him),

and for fear he should be laughed at by the^ world-

lings he savagely fastens upon the infirmities of

human nature, whereas all the while he has a pro-

found belief in the essential goodness of things;

17
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thus he mocks and jests and taunts as poor Punchi-

nello did, to hide his own aching sympathies.

How acutely he felt with suSering may be
judged from the following passage ;

“ Between me and those fellow-creatures of mine who
are sitting in the room below, how strange and wonderful
IS the partition ! We meet at every hour of dayhght,
and are indebted to each other for a hundred offices

of duty and comfort of life ; and we hve together for

years and don’t know each other. John’s voice to me
is qmte different to John’s voice when he addresses his

mates below. If I met Hannah in the street with her
bonnet on, I doubt whether I should know her. And
all these good people, with whom I may hve for years
and years, have cares, interests, dear friends and rela-

tives, mayhap schemes, passions, longmg hopes, tragedies

of their own, from which a carpet and a few planks and
beams utterly separate me. When we were at the sea-

side, and poor Helen used to look so pale, and run after

the postman’s bell, and seize a letter in a great scrawling

hand, and read it, and cry in a corner, how should we
know that the poor little thing’s heart was breaking ?

She fetched the water, and she smoothed the ribbons,

and she laid out the dresses, and brought the early cup
of tea in the morning, just as if she had no cares to keep
her awake.”

Dickens’ pathos is genuine enough, but suffers

too often from over-emphasis. Thackeray’s greater

artistic reticence keeps him from melodramatics :

" No more firing was heard at Brussels ; the pursuit
rolled miles away. Darkness came down on the field

and cityj and Amelia was praying for George, who
was lying on his face dead, with a bullet through his

heart.”

What could be simpler or more briefly stated ?

Yet in its very brevity and simplicity lies its power.
Equally compelling in its unforced pathos is the

following

;

” We were to leave our lodgings on Monday morning,
but on Saturday evenmg the child was seized with
convulsions, and all Sunday the mother watched and
prayed for it ; but it pleased God to take the innocent
infant from us, and on Sunday at midnight, it lay a
corpse on its mother’s bosom. Amen ! We have other
children happy and well, now round about us, and from
the father’s heart the memory of this little thing has
almost faded ; but I do believe that every day of her
life the mother thinks of her first-born that was with
her for so short a while ; . . , and she wears still at
her neck a little, little lock of golden hair, which she
took from the head of the infant as he lay smiling in
his coffin. It has happened to me to forget the child’s

birthday, but to her never !
”

It is to be regretted that Thackeray did not deal

more often, with the pitiful side of things, and
stand more aloof from the silliness and pretence
he saw around him. Not that this did not need
exposing, but it was not worth so much time as
he spent over it. No one could depict adventurers,
cheats, sycophants, and fools better than he ; but
the world is not made up of these, and no one knew
that better than Thackeray. If only he had been
less concerned to hide his feelings and had taken
more pains to give freer expression to his real

gemus

!

Thackeray satirised social conventions, Dickens
national weaknesses. Pretence and snobbery felt

the lash of the one, h37pocrisy and cruelty the rage
of the other. Dickens uses a big brush and lays
on the colours thickly ; subtle effects are more in

Thackeray’s line. Dickens paints in oils, Thackeray
in water colours. Each has a big canvas, but
Dickens excelled in vivid, massive effects, Thackeray
in delicate touches and in clear draughtsmanship.
What could be better done or more delicately

effective than this passage about Bohemia, over
which

*• there hangs an endless fog occasioned by much tobacco
;

a land of billiard rooms, supper rooms, oysters and land
of song ; a land where soda water flows freely in the
mormng ; a land where men call each other by their
Chnstian names ; where most are poor, where almost all

are young, and where, if a few old stars enter, it is be-
cause they have preserved more tenderly and carefully
than others their youthful spirits and the delightful
capacity to be idle.”

In his pictures of Bohemian life in early Yic-
torian London, Thackeray is wonderfully happy.
He knew his Costigans and Fanny Boltons and Harry
Fokers, as well as Dickens knew his Codlins and
Shorts, his little Marchioness, and his Jingles. His
amiable young women are neither better nor worse
than Dickens’. Neither novelist excelled m draw-
mg heroines ; but his young men are more con-

vincing, and his old ladies equally effective though
less irrepressibly humorous.
As a stylist Thackeray is, at once, both superior

and inferior to Dickens. His riper culture, his

greater fastidiousness keeps him from the glaring

crudities that mar Dickens’ writings ; and his

eloquence, when he lets himself go, has a tragic

beauty that did not lie in Dickens’ homelier art

to compass. At the same time the intimate homeli-

ness, the contagious zest of Dickens’ style, carries

with it a wider, a more universal appeal.

Thackeray’s style appeals to our critical intelli-

gence, Dickens’ to our heart and imagination.

Indeed the critic in Thackeray is insistent every-

where. He is always ready to intrude on the story

:

he is behind every character, and takes no pains,

as some novelists do, to keep up the illusion of

reality, A few strong prejudices apart, he is a sound,

broad-minded critic ; there is admirable stuff in

The English Humourists and in The Four Georges ;

while no one but a genuine critic could have written

Esmond, with its intimate knowledge and appraise-

ment of eighteenth-century ways and manners.

From the artistic point of view he never equalled,

much less excelled, this picture of Queen Anne’s

time. There are passages in Pendennis and Vanity

Fair, fewer passa»ges in The Newcomee and The

Virginians and Denis Duval, that are as satisfying

in conception and execution. But nowhere does

he achieve the same easy level of excellence as in

Esmond, It is a great historical novel, not in the

sense that The Cloister and the Hearth is great, but

in the sense that Old Mortality is great. Reade
gave us a brilliant tour de force, Thackeray a per-

fectly natural expression of two-thirds of his tem-

perament as well as of his own scholarly knowledge.

Mere scholarship, however erudite, will never

inspire a great historical novel unless there be

some idiosyncratic affinity that gives a man psycho-

logical insight into the life of the time.

Esmond is no dexterous piece of Wardour Street

craftsmanship ; indeed, GAiackeray is not over-
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scrupulous to reproduce the phraseology of the age,

he has done something far better than that, he has

reproduced the inmost spirit of the era of Queen
Anne. If in his reproduction of actual historical

figures he is less satisfying, we must remember that

even Scott is not at his best there ; and the per-

sonal predilection of the reader comes into play

as soon as men hke Addison and Steele are brought

upon the scene. None the less Addison and Steele,

Steele especially, are admirably drawn, while Swift

at any rate is not imskilfully depicted—once grant

Thackeray’s hostile point of view.

The greatness of the book, however, lies in its

private history, and in such perfect pieces of

characterisation as the capricious but lovable

Lady Caatlewood, Beatrix, “ whose eyes are fire,

whose look is love,” the shiftless yet attractive

Lord Castlewood, and Esmond himself.

Esmond is Thackeray’s greatest book. His

other books are great in parts, but lack homogeneity

and perspective. They have been abused for their

excessive discursiveness : but discursiveness is no
fatal bar to a great book, though it may be to a
great novel. Tristram Shandy is hopeless as a

novel ; but it is one of the great books of literature.

And it would be impossible to deny the attribute

of greatness to Vanity Fair, to Pendennis, and to

The NewcoTTses. Sterne’s discursiveness is woven
in one pattern, Thackeray’s is not. The preaching

harmonises ill with the comedy, and obtrudes

detrimentally on the illusion of reality created by
the characters. This is a real pity ; for the charac-

terisation is often admirable, occasionally super-

excellent. It is less obtrusive in Vanity Fair and
Pendennis ; it is more obtrusive in The Newcomes,

Consequently these later books afford us less satis-

faction than the earlier ones, though in sheer

power of characterisation The Newcomes and The
Virginians contain some of Thackeray’s best work.

It is the greater regret, therefore, that the tedious

morahsing and wearisome rhapsody should distract

our attention from such finely drawn figures as

Ethel and Barnes Newoome, Lady Kew and the

Baroness de Bernstein, or such delightful cari-

catures as Charles Honeyman, " F. B.,” and
Sampson.

Thackeray’s moralising is the most welcome
when he faces us frankly as the discursive essayist.

This he does in the Roundabout Papers, which are

happily blended with genial humour and pleasant

whimsicality. Here he is not too serious or too

improving. When he is very serious he is un-

questionably a bore, unlike George Eliot, who had
a really consistent philosophy of life behind her

monitory moods.
Looking at Thackeray’s work from the point of

view of its place in the development of English

fiction, we are struck by the more emphatic
realism of his stories as compared with that of

his predecessors. His instinctive critical faculty

revolted against the garish sentiment of L3rtton

and Ainsworth, the philanthropic romanticism of

Dickens, the machine-made morality of G. P. R.
James. The criminal, he protested, is not neces-

sarily a picturesque hero—^like your Eugene Aram
and Jack Sheppard ; the aristocrat is not neces-
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sarily a scoimdrel nor the poor man an angel of
light

; our political and social institutions are not
so inept and infamous as the reforming novelist
would have them. Let us face the world we live
in with clearer eyes and a more critical discernment.
Scoundrels are often excellent company so long as
we do not sentimentalise their villainy

;
but they

come from every class in the community. They
are peculiar neither to Belgravia nor to the New
Cut.

In all this he did good and memorable work in
restoring to English fiction a sober actuality and a
fairer appraisement of class virtues and class failings

than it had received since the time of Fielding.
For this reason Thackeray excels as a painter of
manners, as an artist of the conventions, as a
draughtsman of civihsed man with all his merits
and limitations. And he did the same service for
English fiction as Ben Jonson did for the English
drama ; and just as Jonson, loving Shakespeare,
yet saw his deficiencies and his danger as a model
to writers with less genius, so Thackeray realised

the imperfections of Dickens and the danger attach-
ing to young writers who riiould slavi^y follow

in his wake.
The analogy need not be pressed too close ; but

it has its instructive side, and is fraught with
greater significance, perhaps, than many admirers
of Thackeray would care to admit.

In one reject, certainly, Dickens resembled
Shakespeare, and that is in the rich, resilient

vitality of his creative work ; and this it is which
makes him triumph over many other writers

superior to him in mental adornment and in artis-

tic cunning ; and this it is, I think, which, despite

the more fastidious craftsmanship of Thackeray,
gives Dickens the more important position to-day.

While writers have been wrangling over the respec-

tive merits of these great satirists, and while the

scholarly critics have relegated Dickens to a de-

cidedly inferior position. Time has calmly taken

the matter out of their hands, and few things in

literary history are more striking than the continu-

ous and steady hold of Dickens upon the English

people and the remarkable decline of Thackeray’s

influence of late years.

Some will attribute this fact to what they call

the coarser strength of Dickens and the more
fastidious culture of Thackeray. It is natural,

they will say, that Dickens should appeal to the

many, Thackeray to the few ; adding that

Thackeray none-the-less is the finer genius. The
more fastidious culture of Thackeray may be con-

ceded readily, but his greater genius is a fax more
debatable matter, and one may add a barren matter

for discussion. Whether Thackeray at his best is

better than Dickens at his best is a problem of no

great value. It is like asking whether a nectarine

is better than an apple. The excellence is a differ-

ent excellences let it go at that. It is another

matter, however, whether Thackeray was able to

express his genius as easily and amply as his great

contemporary. And herein lies the secret, I think,

of Thackeray’s decline. He was at his best a great

artist, a great stylist, and an admirable painter of

manners, but his genius did mf lie in the way of
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social regeneration, his irony is not best exhibited

in his didactic moods.

In other words, whereas Dickene on the whole

knew hia limitations and kept within them,

Thackeray too often neglected those qualities of

ironic portraiture in which he excelled, for sermon-

isings that did really scant justice to his wide
human sympathies. “ A beautiful vein of genius

lay struggling about in him,” as Carlyle so admir-

ably said. Unhappily, we see too much of the

struggle in what he has given us.

Lady Castlewood aitd her Youhg Worshipper

My Lady had on her side three idols : first and foremost,
Jove the supreme ruler, was her lord, Harry’s patron,
the good Viscount of Castlewood. All wishes of his

were laws with her. If he had a headache, she was ill.

If he frowned, she trembled. If he joked, she smiled
and was charmed. If he went a-hunting, she was always
at the window to see him nde away, her little son crowing
on her arm, or on the watch till his return. She made
dishes for bis dmner : spiced his wine for him : made
the toast for his tankard at breakfast ; hushed the
house when he slept m his chair, and watched for a
look when he woke. If my Lord was not a httle proud
of his beauty, my Lady adored it. She clung to his arm
as he paced the terrace, her two fair httle hands clasped
round his great one ; her eyes were never tired of

looking in his face and wondering at its perfection.

Her little son was his son, and had his father’s look and
curly brown hair. Her daughter Beatrix was his

daughter, and had his eyes—^were there ever such
beautiful eyes in the world ? All the house was arranged
so as to bring him ease and give him pleasure. She
liked the small gentry round about to come and pay
him court, never carmg for admiration for herself

;

those who wanted to be well with the lady must admire
him. Not regarding her dress, she would wear a gown
to rags, because he had once liked it; and if he had
brought her a brooch or a ribbon, would prefer it to the
most costly article of her wardrobe.
My Lord went to London every year for six weeks,

and the family being too poor to appear at Court with
any figure, he went alone. It was not until he was
out of sight that her face showed any soitow : and what
a joy when he came back ’ What preparation before
his return ’ The fond creature had h^ arm-chair at
the chimney-side—delighting to put the children m it,

and to look at them there. Nobody took his place at
the table ; but his silver tankard stood there as when
my Lord was present.

A pretty sight it was to see, during my Lord’s absence,
or on those many mormngs when sleep or headache kept
him a-bed, this fair young lady of Castlewood, her httle
daughter at her knee, and her domestics gathered round
her, reading the Morning Prayer of the English Church.
Esmond long remembered how she looked and spoke,
kneeling reverently before the sacred book, the sun
shining upon her golden hair until it made a halo round
about her. A dozen of the servants of the house kneeled
in a line opposite their mistress. For a while Harry
Esmond kept apart from these mysteries, but Doctor
Tusher showing him that the prayers read were those
of the Church of all ages, and the boy’s own inclination
prompting him to be always as near as he might to his
mistress, and to think all things she did right, from
listening to the prayers in the ante-chamber, he came
presently to kneel down with the rest of the household
in the parlour ; and before a couple of years my lady
had made a thorough convert. Indeed the boy loved
his cateohiser so much that he would have suferibed
to anything she bade him, and was never tired of listen-

ing to her fond discourse and simple comments upon the
book, which she read to him in a voice of which it was
difiScult to resist the sweet persuasion and tender ap-
pealing kindness. Thi® fnendlv eortroversy, and the
intimacy which it occasioned, bound lad more fondly

than ever to his mistress. The happiest period of hia
life was this ; and the young mother, with her daughter
and son, and the orphan lad whom she protected, read
and worked and played, and were children together. If
the lady looked forward—as what fond woman does
not ?—^towards the future, she had no plans from which
Harry Esmond was left out ; and a thousand and a
thousand times, in his passionate and impetuous way,
he vowed that no power should separate him from his
mistress ; and only asked for some chance to happen
by which he might show his fidelity to her. Now, at
the close of his hfe, as he sits and recalls in tranquillity
the happy and busy scenes of it, he can think, not un-
gratefully, that he has been grateful to that early vow.^

The Batele op Waterloo
All our friends took their share and fought like men in

the great field. All day long, whilst the women were
praying ten miles away, the lines of the dauntless Engliain
infantry were receivmg and repellmg the furious charges
of the French horsemen. Guns which were heard at
Brussels were ploughing up their ranks, and comrades
falhng, and the resolute survivors closing in. Towards
evemng, the attack of the French, repeated and resisted

so bravely, slackened in its fury. They had other foes

besides the British to engage, or were preparmg for a
final onset. It came at last : the columns of the Im-
perial Guard marched up the hill of Saint Jean, at

length and at once to sweep the English from the height
which they had maintained all day, and spite of all.

Unscared by the thunder of the artillery, which hurled
death from the Enghsh line, the dark rolling column
pressed on and up the hill. It seemed almost to crest

the emmence, when it began to wave and falter. Then
it stopped, still facing the shot. Then at last the English
troops rushed from the post from which no enemy had
been able to dislodge them, and the Guard turned and
fled.2

Benjamin Disraeli (1804-1881), one of the bril-

liant and forceful personalities of mid-Victorian

times, has in his novels—Vivian Orey^ Ooningshy,

Tancred, and Sybil—^pictured somewhat flam-

boyantly, yet with a good deal of humorous
insight, the social and political life of the age.

There are some neat satirical pictures in his novels,

and he was a powerful upholder of the new Toiy
Democracy. Sybil (1845) dealt with labour con-

ditions subsequent to the first Chartist riots.

Though his point of view is that of the satirist,

the painter of manners rather than that of the

humanitarian story-teller, he yet did no little to

prepare the way for such reformers in fiction as

Mrs. GaskeU and Charles Kingsley.

As a novelist, Anthony Trollope (1815-1882)

has every qualification save that of genius. His

inventive powers, if not brilliant, were certainly

striking; he had humour, a sense of tragedy, a

nice instinct for characterisation. His literary

style is pleasant and attractive, and his craftsman-

ship invariably sound and conscientious. An out-

put of thirty novels testifies to his productive fer-

tility, and when we recollect that the majority of

these were clever and interesting and a few of

remarkable merit, it must be admitted that Trollope

was a decided force in Victorian fiction.

First and foremost he was a good painter of

character. His scope her© is not especially diversi-

fied, but within certain prescribed limits he was

extremely effective. Particularly did he excel in

depicting illustrations of the genial worldling typa

^ Emry Esmond* 2 Vanity Eain
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This is best exemplified in his Cathedral stories,

and his portraits of the provincial clergy and of

the provincial folk that congregate in Cathedral

towns have never been excelled. With keen ob-
servation and ready humour he differentiates these

folk, and in unfolding the comedies of their lives

rarely descends into caricature. As a painter of

middle-class life he stands midway between Dickens
and Thackeray, on the one hand, and George
Eliot on the other. Lacking the astounding vitahty

of Dickens and the sensitive art of Thackeray,
he never falls into that vein of fantastic exaggera-

tion that so often accompanies writers of exuberant
imagination. He saw less clearly, less sensitively

the dominant traits of the men and women about
him than they did, but on the other hand he saw
round them more surely and more faithfully, and
in his work we meet with the beginning of that

scientific appraisement of character raised to so

fine an art by George EHot.
Unhappily, the faculty of faithful and judicial

observation leads Trollope and his reader into very
dull company at times, and we sigh for the ideal-

ising whimsicality of Dickens, who took care to

make his fools such glorious company. How we
should have yawned over Trollope’s delineation

of Mrs. Nickleby

!

To return,' however, to the more attractive side

of Trollope’s power. Not only is he good at

character drawing, he is a capital story-teller.

This does not mean that he was expert in his plots ;

in plot he is decidedly inferior to many of his

contemporaries, and the dexterity of Wilkie Collins

was always a source of good-natured envy to the
author of Barchester Towers, But he has a clear,

competent, pleasant style, with no irritating

mannerisms such as disfigured his greater con-

temporary Charles Reade, and could mingle in-

cident and characterisation and description with
sufficient skill to please the most experienced novel
reader. He is not a great stylist, but he would
have scorned producing the shoddy writing that

goes to make up so many successes of the season
in our own day.

Yet, while critical enough to avoid the mistakes
into which his greater contemporaries fell, he had
not sufficient integrating power, or, if we wiU,
that touch of genius that would preserve his books
for future generations. One character alone
among a crowd of admirable but undistinguished
creations is worthy to join the gallery of Immortals,
and that is Mrs. Proudie, wife of the Bishop of

Barchester. She deserves a place along with Aunt
degg, Mrs. Poyser, Mrs. Gamp, and Becky Sharp.
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A fine study of the female bully, A vulgar, over-
beanng, narrow-minded woman, yet sincere and
not wholly so flint-hearted a»s she seems. Tiollope
took real joy in her company, and 'was loth to part
with her, introducmg her into more than one novel.

All thmgs considered. Trollope is at his happiestm delineatmg those scenes and those characters
that exhibit especially Saxon q^ualities. He knew
his John Bull, appreciating his strong points

—

had he not much m common with the gentleman ?—^but fully alive to his weaknesses. !No one can
sketch for us more sympathetically than he the
English middle-class matron, the jog-trot country
doctor, the average Member of Parliament, the
commonplace yet kind-hearted coimtry cleric. His
best characters thrive on roast beef and good beer.
In his methods of presentation he seems to us

often a mascuhne edition of Jane Austen, a shade
less delicate in his humour and several shades more
vigorous in his mental outlook. Less sensitive to
his limitations than she, he is inferior in his artistry,

but his novels reflect with equal fidelity the pro-
vincial life of the mid-Victorian age as hers do
the late Georgian. As a man, a thoroughly good
fellow, “ as downnght as a box on the ear,” as
a writer, a vigorous, fair-minded, well-informed
craftsman. He will not stir the imagination nor
titillate the intellect ; but he knew his business as
a story-teUer and did it thoroughly. And that,

after all, is no mean qualification.

Samuel Butler (1835-1902). Lacking the
sense of art.istic form possessed by men like

Thackeray, and the diversity of gifts that accen-

tuated the force of Meredith’s satirical faculty,

his books may be regarded rather as a storehouse

of ironic comment and suggestion than works of

art. But his influence on some of the ablest

writers to-day, Bernard Shaw for instance, has
been very profound. No one has more franldy

admitted this than Mr. Shaw himself, and to some
extent he has done for Butler what Huxley did

for Spencer, popularised his methods of thought.

For Butler was a distinctive original force, as all

admit who have read his Erewkon (1872), Erewhon
Revisited (1901), and The Way of all Flesh (1903).

A scholar, an acute thinker on the problems of

modem life, his -writings are not easy to construe,

but their suggestive wisdom is likely to become far-

reaching during the next decade or so. He will

never be popular, for he could not throw his thought

into clear dramatic form, and the multitude do not

take kindly to elaborate irony. But as a satirical

critic of modem life he must always be reckoned

among the more potent influences of his generation.

n. PROSE: (a) Fiction. Women Novelists of the Victorian Era. Introduction— M. Russell

Mitford—Mrs, Bray—Mrs. Clive—Mrs. Marsh—Mrs. Trollope
—

^The Brontes—Mrs Gaskell

—

George Eliot—Mrs. Henry Wood—Mrs. Oraik—Charlotte Iconge—Mrs. Oliphant—^Mrs Lynn
Lynton—M. E. Braddon—“Ouida”—Rhoda Broughton—Edna Lyall.

The first chapter in the development of the women
novelists practically began with Fanny Burney
and ends with Jane Austen. Between Jane Austen
and the Brontes there are no names of vital im-
portance. There is charm in Miss Mtford’s Ow

Village, and touches of Harriet Martineau’s \’igorous

intellect in her novel Beerbrooh, but neither here

nor in the facile romances of Airs. Bray, or in Mrs,

Clive’s Favl Ferroll, is there any striking power.

Yet the crowd of women writers is quite respectable
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in its size, and number many story-tellers who
enjoyed a good popular vogue in their time, such

as Mrs. Gore, Mrs. Marsh, and Mrs. Trollope

—

all voluminous and facile writers. The case of

Mrs. TroIjLOPB (1780-1863) is interesting for having
essayed fiction at the age of fifty to retrieve her

husband’s fortunes ;
she succeeded in restoring

those fortunes, and continued with such cheerM
rapidity to turn out her volumes like so many sand
pies, that in about five -and-twenty years she had a
hundred novels to her credit. Her first success

was not a novel (though the American of the day
would have decidedly classified it among pure
fiction), and dealt with her experiences in America.

It produced a good deal of sore feeling at the time
across the Atlantic by the lack of taste and tact

which she showed in this volume. Its success

probably was largely owing to this fact.

THE BRONTES
On a chill February day in 1820 a dull procession

of heavily-laden wagons made its way across the

bleak wind-swept Yorkshire moors, through the

little village of Haworth, depositing its burden at

the vicarage ; tliese wagons contamed the house-

hold goods of the “ new parson.”

The Rev. Patrick Bronte was an Irishman, of

peasant stock, with the strong, passionate nature

of his countrymen ; a morose, impatient, selfish

man with ideas of his own on the training and
education of children. He had been a schoolmaster

in the north of Ireland until he was thirty, and,

having saved a little money, proceeded to Cam-
bridge where he took his degree in 1806 ; eventu-

ally we find him at Hartshead in Yorkshire as

curate. Here he met and married, in 1812, Maria
Branwell, a gentle, loving, dehcate little Comish-
woman who invariably looked upon the bright side

of every trouble, including her husband’s peculiar

temperament ;
“ Ought I not to be thankful,” she

said, “ that he never gave me an angry word ?

In 1816 Mr. Bronte, with his wife and two baby
girls—^Maria and Elizabeth—^left Hartshead. He
had accepted the charge of the parish of Thornton,
near Bradford, and here were bom Charlotte (1816),

Patrick BranweU (1817), Emily Jane (1818), and
Anne (1820). Shortly after the birth of Acme, in

the year of the removal to Haworth, Mrs. Bronte
died, and her sister came from Penzance to do her
part in caring for these motherless children.

There was something untamable and barbaric
in the nature of Mr. Bronte. He was fond of his

children, but in following out his principles of

education he exhorted them to the sternest self-

repression from babyhood. Frail and delicate,

and bereft of the society of other children, they
grew up so unnaturally reserved and silent that
“ you would never have known there was a child
in the house.” Maria, at seven years old, would
be quite content with a newspaper or periodical,

and her father says he "could alwayu converse
with her on any topic with pleasure, as with a
grown person.” After less than a year at school,
Maria and Elizabeth both died of consumption in
1825.

The story of the only son is a sad one. Patrick
Branwell was the one spoilt member of the family,
m whom all their hopes centred, and for whose
pleasure, present comfort, and future welfare one
and all willingly sacrificed themselves. But their

devotion was ill-requited. Showing some talent

as an artist, he was sent to London to pursue his

studies, yet economise at home as they did, it was
found impossible to continue providing hi-m with
the necessary funds for his expenses, and he returned
to Haworth. After five months as a tutor we find

him acting as clerk on the Leeds and Manchester
Railway. The disordered state of his accounts
necessitated an interview with the directors, and
resulted in his dismissal. Again he resorts to

teaching. In 1842 he became tutor in the family
of a wealthy olerg3nnan named Robinson, where
Anne was also a governess. His conduct in this

household was unutterably base, though his sisters,

while disgusted, were but too ready to accept their

brother’s view of the matter. To Haworth he re-

turns, to continue his dissolute course of living in

spite of loving care and remonstrance, until his

death in 1848.

" It is not permitted us to grieve for him who is gone,”
wrote Charlotte, “as others grieve for those they love,

. . . There is such a bitterness of pity for his life and
death, such a yearning for the emptiness of his whole
existence as I cannot describe.”

W© now approach Charlotte, who, although

Branwell’s senior, has been left till now in order

to follow her life more in conjunction with that of

her sisters—^Emily and Anne.
Bom on 21st April 1816, when eight years old

Charlotte, accompanied by Emily, was sent to

Cowan Bridge school for the daughters of clergy-

men ; a grim, insanitary dwelling wherein the chil-

dren were half-starved. On the death of Maria

and Elizabeth, Charlotte and Emily were recalled

home, and pursued their studies as best they could

under the direction of their aunt.

Even at this early age Charlotte had begun to

write, and there still exist twenty-two volumes, in

the minutest handwriting, of from sixty to one

hundred pages each—^the oul^ut of less than two
years.

Charlotte’s second experience of school life was
at Roehead, between Leeds and Huddersfield,

whither she went in January 1831. Here the

principal. Miss Wooler, with her kind motherliness,

and two fellow-pupils, Ellen Nussey and Mary
Taylor (the “ Caroline Helstone ” and " Rose

Yorke” of Shirley) became her lifelong friends.

An omnivorous reader, in which she had been

encouraged by her father, she knew her Shakespeare

and modem poets well, and, like Dickens, was
invaluable as a story-teller, her Irish accent and
strong political bias being responsible for much
good-natured banter from her schoolfellows.

In Mrs. Gaskell’s biography Charlotte Bronte,

at the age of fifteen, is described as

“ a quiet, thoughtful girl, very small in figure,

soft, thack brown hair and peculiar eyes of a redaisn

brown colour,** while “now and then on some just

occasion or vivid interest or wholesome indignation, a
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light would shine out, as if some spiritual lamp had been
toidled which glowed behind their expressive orbs , . .

the rest of her features were plain, large and ill-set

:

but, unless you began to catalogue them you were hardly

aware of the fact, for the eyes and power of the counte-

nance over-balanced every physical defect, the crooked
mouth and the large nose were forgotten and the whole
face arrested the attention and presently attracted all

those whom she herself would have cared to attract.”

In 1832 she left Koehead, but returned in 1835

as a teacher, in order that the money might be

utilised for Branwell’s art training. At this time

she was accompanied by Emily, a tall, striking-

looking girl of seventeen.

Reserved as was Charlotte, Emily was still more
reserved. She seemed to have absorbed the silence

of the gaunt, lonely moors in her aversion to society,

and her passion for the moors in all seasons and in

all weathers made her almost as one of themselves.
“ In the bleak solitude she found many and dear

delights,” wrote Charlotte, “ and not the least and
best loved was liberty. Liberty was the breath

of Emily’s nostrils, without it she perished.” With
the wonderful eyes of the Bronte she had the

pallor of disease on her countenance. Homesick,

she remained but three months at Roehead, then

returned to Haworth, her place in the school being

taken by Anne.
Teaching Vas very uncongenial to the restless

Charlotte ; she had neither the liking for the

society of young people, nor aptitude for the work,

and she became dispirited and despondent. Shortly

after the school removed to Dewsbury Moor her

health and spirits became affected by the change—“ So home I went,” she said, “ and the change

at once roused and soothed me.”
Literature now attracted her, as it always had,

and she sent some of her poetry to Southey, whose
view of literature as a calling for women was cer-

tainly most discouraging and evoked her reply,

“ I trust I shall never more feel ambitious to see

my name in print.”

In 1837 the brother of her friend Ellen Nussey, a
young clergyman, wished to marry her, but her

strong emotional nature felt the imperative neces-

sity of an “ intense attachment which should make
me wilhng to die for him”—^this was denied

her.

Teaching seemed to be the only means of a
livelihood for these girls. They looked forward

to keeping a school of their own ; so to gain

the necessary proficiency Charlotte and Emily
entered the Heger Pensionnat, Brussels. The
elder girl was happy in her way, but the younger

never settled down. They were studious, and
became so proficient in French that at the end
of their term, Madame H4ger suggested that they

should remain and give English and miisic lessons

in return for German. The illness and death of

their aunt at Haworth recalled them home—^Anne

was already acting as a private governess—and
their father’s failing sight and Branwell’s conduct

necessitated that one should remain in the diminished

family circle. Emily was chosen to do this, and we
may be sure she acquiesced willingly, and Charlotte

returned to Brussels alone, the kindly, intellectual

interest of Professor H^ger at this period becoming
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a considerable influence in moulding her literary
tastes and work.
At the end of her term in Belgium, an attempt

to secure pupils at Haworth failed “Everyone
wishes well, but there are no pupils to be had.”
One day Charlotte found a manuscript copy of
some verses written by Emily, that “ To my ear,”
said her sister, “ had a peculiar music, wild, melan-
choly, and elevating.” Then Anne shyly produced
some of hers ; which had a “ sweet, sincere pathos
of their own.” Thereupon they agreed to arrange
a small collection and if possible get them printed.
The little volume appeared in 1845 as Poems hy
Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell
The following year the sisters’ endeavours to

find a publisher for their three prose volumes
were rewarded in so far that Emily’s Wuthering
Heights and Anne’s Agnes Grey were accepted by
Mr. Newby on terms somewhat impoverishing to
the authors.” Charlottte’s volume, The Professor,
journeyed from publisher to publisher without
success At length a gleam of hope came with its

rejection by Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co., who
offered to consider favourably the new work which
“ Currer Bell ” informed them he was writing.

Jane Eyre was quickly finished, and on its reception

took the publisher’s readers by storm, was accepted,

and issued in three volumes on October 16, 1847,

its author receiving £500 for the manuscript. £500
has since been refused by the publishers for the
original still in their possession.

Jane Eyre was an immediate success, yet Mr.
Bronte was quite in ignorance of his daughter’s

fame. One day, armed wnth a copy of the book
and a few reviews—^not forgetting to include an
adverse one—she carried them into his study

—

“ Papa, I’ve been writing a book.”
” Have you, my dear ?

”

“ Yes, and I want you to read it.”

“ I am afraid it will try my eyes too much.”
“ But it is not in manuscript ; it is printed.”
“ My dear, you’ve never thought of the expense

it will be I It will be almost sure to be a loss

;

for how can you get a book sold ? No one knows
you or your naxneP

“ But, papa, I don’t think it will be a loss. No
more will you if you will just let me read a review

or two, and tell you more about it.”

This she did, and then left him to peruse her work.

The Tenant of Wildfdl Hall, Anne’s second novel,

was published in June 1848, and was advertised hy
the publisher, Mr. Newby, as the work of the

author of Jane Eyre. In consequence of this

deception it became necessary for the girls to dis-

close their identity. Emily’s health was rapidly

failing, so ” Anne and I,” writes CJharlotte, “ packed

up a small box, sent it down to Keighley, set our-

selves out after tea, walked through a snowstorm

to the station, got to Leeds, and whirled up by
night train to London, with the view of proving

our separate identity to Smith and Elder, and
confronting Newby with his lie.”

Then came the pleasant interview with Mr,

Smith, her publisher, and his astonishment at finding
“ Currer Bell ”—not a man as everyone had sup-

posed, but a shy, sensitive little woman, with meek
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brown eyes. Explanations ensued, and the sisters

spent an enjoyable three days in London.

Wuthering Heights was just published when

Emily was taken ill, and died of consumption in

December 1848. Anne also drooped and sickened,

and on May 28, 1849, died at Scarborough, almost

with her last breath exhorting her sister to “ Take

courage, Charlotte, take courage.*’^

After the publication of Shirley in 1849, Charlotte

Bronte paid a visit to London and met several of

her literary idols : Thackeray, to whom she def-

eated the second edition of Jane Eyre; H^riet

Martineau, to whose books she acknowledged “ the

pleasure and profit derived from them **
;

John

Forster, and also “ a party of my critics—seven

of them ; some of them had been very bitter faces

in print, but they were prodigioudy civil face to

face.’’ Many other notabilities she might have

met but for her shyness, and all attempts to lionise

her failed.

Villette followed in January 1863. Begim in

1851, before the close of the year she was seriously

iU. On regaining health, work was resumed, but

had again to be postponed on account of the illness

of her father. After it was finished, in October

1852, she paid a round of visits, among them one to

Harriet Martineau at Ambleside, another to Mrs.

Gaskell at Manchester.

In 1853 Mr. Bronte’s curate, the Rev. A. B.

Nioholls, the fourth to sue for Charlotte’s hand

in marriage, was refused by her father, so he

resigned his curacy. The following year Mr.

Bronte relented, and the marriage took place at

Haworth on June 29, 1 854.

Happy in the love of her husband and the pros-

pect of motherhood, Charlotte’s joy was to be

short-lived, and she died at Haworth on March 31,

1855 ;
the last recorded words to her husband

being, We have been so happy.”

The Wobh ob Chablotte Bbonitb

There are three characteristics that detach them-

selves from the writings of Charlotte Bronte

;

the note of intimacy, the note of passion, the note

of revolt.

The Note of Intimacy

That confidential relationship which some writera

establish between themselves and their readers is

quite a modem note. The elder romances are

necessarily impersonal and objective ;
crystaUising

as they do tales that have been floating about

many countries, having their origin in oral tradition,

and continually receiving fresh accretions from

divers sources.

Elizabethan literature is in its broad features

essentially objective ; it aims at describing life,

not talking about it. We learn little about Lyly

from Euphues, or about Sidney from the Arcadia ;

and this objectivity pursues us along the seven-

teenth and most of the eighteenth century. The
great novelists of the time—Defoe, Richardson,

Fielding, Sterne, Smollett, Goldsmith—^are all of

them men of Wrongly marked personalities and
temperaments; but it is only indirectly in their

writings that we catch a glimpse of these ; they

exhibit a certain aloofness from their audience

;

and the asides of Fielding are the asides of a
sensible, broad-minded, matter-of-fact man of the

world, that express aptly and clearly the common-
sense, prudential morality of the time, but do not

when carefully examined throw any intimate light

upon Fielding the Man, as apart from Fielding the

novelist of a certain type.

The same applies with stronger force to Defoe.

In Sterne the attitude is more relaxed, certainly

;

Sterne makes a great parade of being eonfidential,but

it is the pose of a consummate hterary artist. There

is littleintimacy in Scott; while part of Jane Austen’s

charm lies, as we have seen, in her sense of gentle self•

detachment from the subject-matter of her stories.

We think mainly of the art of the story-teller in read-

ing Pride and Prejudice ; we think primarily of the

personality of the story-teller, in readmg Jane Eyre,

Indeed she is really the first novelist to bring the note

of intimacy, of self-revelation, to the forefront.

Dickens is a friendly, easy, and a delightful com-

panion in prmt ; but not intimate. And Thackeray

takes special pains to mask his real feelings at times

behind a shade of cynicism.

Yet by an interesting paradox of temperament,

Charlotte Bronte, reserved and almost inarticulate

in ordinary intercourse, lets herself go with frank

and eager abandonment directly she takes pen in

hand.

It was this that so blocked and disturbed the

critic in the Quarterly

:

it seemed a startling and

outrageous thing,—^tMs passionate whispering in the

reader’s ear. Outrageous it was not : startling it

may well have appeared : and Charlotte Bronte was

really only applying to fiction what had already been

applied with such delightful results by men like Elia

and Hazlitt to the Essay. They are our earliest

idiosyncratic essayists. “ Elia ” tells us much more
about Charles Lamb, than Charles ever told us about

Lamb. Let it be remembered also that Lamb, for

all his faculty for comradeship, had a ring of reserve

that none broke through. To the modem reader

many scenes in Jane Eyre, to a less extent in Villeite,

seem strained, hysterical, theatrical ; but the reader

has little discernment if unable to realise while read-

ing, that this excitability is only a surface quality

;

largely determined by the writer’s relief in being at

least able to express herself and tounburden her soul.

She is in reality neither theatrical nor hysterical j

she has self-command, grit, and a stark sincerity

that would put to shame the average sentimental

writer of to-day. We need not be blind to her tech-

nical faults ; they are obvious enough. Her experi-

ence of life was limited and sometimes she attempts

to describe phases with which she was quite un-

acquainted. She had not, as Jane Austen had, a

shrewd tact that made her confine herself to the

matterwhich sheknewat firsthand. Yetweneednot

wonder that this ardent intimacy should sometimes

lead her into unfamiliar surroundings ; it is more to

the purpose to wonder how it was that with so slight

an experience of the main stream of human hfe,

with so little objective material to work upon, she

could achieve such vital result But so it is ; for

this prim little woman was alive to her finger-tips,

and she wrote her pages with her own life blood.
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Some story-tellers write for material advantage

;

others for fame ; she writes simply because it is a
necessary condition of her eidstence. There is no
trace of self-consciousness in her self-abandonment.

She is far too serious to pose. The turbulent forces

that ordinary mtercourse and the conventions of hfe

had driven inward, burst out with the greater un-
reserve so soon as the barrier was removed. She does

not really hve until she takes up pen and ink. Then
she IS a woman of genius. Till that moment she

is merely the queer-tempered, painfully shy, old

fashioned daughter ot an obscure country parson.

Indeed the reader feels an almost intolerable sens©

of intiusion when he comes across so intimate a
passage as this :

“ Take the matter as you find it ; ask no questions,
utter no remonstrances ; it is your best wisdom. You
expected bread, and you have got a stone ; break your
teeth on it, and don’t shriek because your neives are
martyrised ;

do not doubt that your mental stomach

—

if you have such a thing—is strong as an ostrich’s—the
stone will digest. You held out your hand for an egg,

and fate put into it a scorpion. Show no consternation ;

close your fingers firmly upon the gift ; let it sting

through the palm. Never mmd : in time, after your
hand and arm have swelled and quivered long with
torture, the squeezed scorpion will die, and you will

have learned the great lesson how to endure without a
sob. For the whole remnant of your hfe, if you survive
the test,—some, it is said, die under it,—^you will be
stronger, wiser, less sensitive. . . . Nature is an excel-

lent friend in such cases, sealmg the hps, mterdictmg
utterance, commanding a placid dissimulation—a dis-

simulation often wearmg an easy and gay mien at first,

settling down to sorrow and paleness in time, then
passing away, and leaving a convenient stoicism, not
the less fortifying because It is half bitter.”

The Note of Passion

Charlotte Bronte has written of lonely, repressed

womanhood with a passion and intensity unsur-

passed in English fiction, even among the outspoken

fiction of our own day. Until she began to write,

no woman had dared to write of lifefrom the woman’s
point of view, as Fielding had done from the man’s.

The masculine convention, that whatever a woman
may feel it is bad for her to express it ; that while

the man may do and dare the woman must wait

meekly and patiently, had held good in our fiction.

This convention Charlotte Bronte utterly broke

down. She revealed woman as a human being.

Not content, in the words of Mrs. MeynelTs poignant
verses, “ to stand upon the threshold with a face of

dumb desire,” but proclaiming the rights of her sex to

give expression to that desire ;
impatient with those

who thought that woman should meekly await the

not impossible ” but highly problematic he. How
very real the tragedy of the unloved woman was,

none felt more keenly than the large-hearted creator

of Aurora Leigh when she wrote of

** The unkissed Kps
And eyes undried, because there’s none to ask
The reason they grew moist,”

Yet there is no breath of lawlessness in her pas-

sion; to us to-day indeed, she seems quaintly

puritanical in her outlook on life. We recall Mrs.

Carlyle’s satirical exclamation when she met George
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Eliot ; “ What ! she an improper female ! ” And
if she is volcanic, a primmer volcano never existed
than Charlotte Bronte.
And thus we have this curious result : while the

agonies of a woman yearmng for aftoction are ex-
hibited—especially in Jane Eyre and Vtlletic—^with
a poignant feehng, beside which the love troubles of
Maggie TuUiver seem half-hearted and conventional

;

yet the solution of the emotional problem, which
seems to her inevitable, strikes many of us as euri-
ously tiimd and strait-laced, for all its honesty and
sincenty.

But the primness of her heroine’s conduct serv^es

to increase the intensity with which she depicts the
passion. Love was the breath of Kfe to Charlotte
Bronte ; the be-aU and end-all of human life ; thus
this preoccupation with love in her novels that bored
Harriet Martmeau and moved George Henry Lewes
to mild remonstrance.
But remonstrance was vain with a child of the

“ stormy sisterhood.” Harriet Martmeau was
framed on other lines

;
she could not realise the

emotional receptivity of a highly wrought nature
such as Charlotte Bronte’s, And Lewes, when he
wrote and advised her to study Jane Austen’s novels,

might have spared his ink. One might as well have
advised Chopm to study Bach’s fugues. She needed,
of course, to practise the art of restramt and omis-

sion, but with that temperament of hers it was
merely a matter of concentrating the flame in place

of diffusing it.

We know now sufficient of her life story, to realise

how frustrated love threw its grey shadow across her

path. And even if we had known nothing of the

Brussels episode, and only surmised that her interest

in M. H6ger was something more than intellectual

admiration, we might have gathered from the char-

acter and temperament of the woman, as exhibited

in her writings and the records of friends, that she

was moulded for tragic disappointment. For this

reason, too much must not be made of the Bronte
environment. The moorland and its denizens

helped no doubt to emphasize the pnmal elements

in the Bronte temperament, and it makc=^ a ptiikms

background for such a temperament. 13ur Cl . r. ^ 1 ot i o

and Emily would have been aloof and tragic souls

had they been brought up in the most cheerful urban

surroundings, Charlotte had the soul of the primi-

tive woman, leashed in by a few early Victorian

conventions, and she is always straining against the

leash while upbraiding at herself for doing so. All

the while that the curates were wooing her she w’as

probably longing for some dashing Lochinvar to ride

up and swing her across his saddle. But the gallant

lover of her dreams never materialises, and she had
to content herself with Mr. Nicholls

—

s, good, worthy

soul, assuredly, but not the Fairy Prince. She goes

down to posterity as a type of the plain, sensitive

woman hungering for a love that will never be hers ;

not that she was really unattractive ; her eyes, her

delicate hands, her pleasant voice were not devoid

of magic. But it was not the kind of magic to win

over the man destined to transfigure her life. Yet,

happiness in a measure might have been hers, as the

wife of Mr. Nicholls, only ironic Destiny, that had
made the Brontfe history read like a transcript of

17a
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^schylus, again stepped in, and silenced her cry

for “ more life.” None perhaps realised in her life

and experience the poignancy of Browning’s hues

more fully than she

:

“ O the little more and how much it is.

And the little less and what worlds away.”

The Note of Revolt

It is hard perhaps to associate with the gospel

of insurgency, a woman who cautioned her fnends

against reading the comedies of Shakespeare,

tabooed Don Juan, and whose hero in those days

of flaming personahties was the Duke of Wellington.

And an insurgent in the modem sense of the term,

an insurgent of the militant femimst type to-day,

she is far from being. She is insurgent just because

she is a primal woman: she is insurgent just as

a caged thrush is insurgent that beats itself against

the bars of its cage. Modem civilisation always

provides a cage for primal natures.

Insurgent womanhood I How familiar the phrase

to-day I How unfamiliar in those early Victorian

days. Yet Charlotte Bronte is the first to sound the

note of sex revolt. She is the pioneer of the novel

of emancipation. She was a revolutionary, one

might say , in spite of herself. And her revolutionary

sentiment is expressed in various ways.

She revolted against the accepted convention of

the heroines in fiction ;
she revolted against the

accepted convention of woman’s place in the routine

of life ; she revolted against the formalism and
hypocrisy, the harshness and cruelty, that she saw
around her.

Thus in the first place she accompli^ed some-
thing like a literary revolution. It was, as Mrs.

Oliphant once reminded us :
“ The period of the

heroine in white muslin, the immaciilate creature

who was of sweetness and goodness all compact.”
Not even Jane Austen with her shrewd humour had
been able to dislodge this convention from the

pages of fiction. The governess was not unknown
to novel readers, but hitherto she had been sur-

rounded with the halo of romance. No one had
dared to make her plain and dowdy until Charlotte

Bronte came along and proved that dowdy-like

Jane could attract the interest and grip the imagin-

ation and sympathy as fully as the most beautiful

heroine of romance.
“ As fully,” it were true to say far more fully

;

for these creatures were airy visions; Jane Eyre
was a living, breathing reality. And the revolt

went deeper still ; it not merely struck at the
literary convention but the current social conven-
tion of the time. Charlotte was far too sincere, and
too clear-visioned to accept this convention. Thus
the shocked surprise of contemporary h37poorites

when the writer drew a real woman and not a
puppet; when she inveighed with furious scorn
against the monstrous masculine invention of the
waxwork sex.”

Finally, while revolting against this convention,
she incidentally ran tilt against many others. She
was at heart in spiritual sympathy with those
rough, primal natures, so familiar to her and to
her sister Emily in the environment of the rugged

moors. Her whole nature rose up against the
tame-bird view of hfe.

This bias shows itself again and again in that
wonderful description of unhappy school life in

the early chapters of Jane Eyre, where she heaps
up her scorn on mealy-mouthed rehgionists

; in her
characteristic and obvious admiration for the
rough, brutal, yet not unattractive Rochester

;

in the spirited description of the strike in Shirley

;

in that Rembrandt-like portrait of Rachel in

Villette, where the primitive woman in her admires,
and the Puritan in her loathes. Even in her scenic

pictures it is the elemental fury of Nature that
inspires her best as an artist.

Take for instance this vivid little pen sketch

from Shirley : “ This is an autumn evening wet and
mild. There is only one cloud in the sky, but it

curtains it from pole to pole. The wind cannot rest.

It hurries sobbing over hills of sullen outline and
colourless with twilight and mist.” Or her fine

metaphor of the Yorkshire moors—“ washed from
the world in whitening sheets of rain.”

Yet for all her revolutionary ardour she has
nothing of the satirist in her nature. Her pas-

sionate seriousness left little room for humour as a

literary weapon. I cannot agree with the cus-

tomary criticism that she lacked humour
; for

surely no writer who was devoid of humour could

ever have penned that interview with Mr. Carus
Wilson in Jane Eyre, given us that delightful pic-

ture of the curates in Shirley, or have made Paul
Ehianuel so vital a figure.

But life was so full of tragic pain and misery to

Charlotte Bronte, that merely to laugh at and deride

the weaknesses of humanity seemed to her pitifully

inadequate. This temperamental view she shared

with Charles Kingsley, another earnest cntic of his

time, to whom satire made no appeal. We can

perfectly understand her attitude, though we may
not sympathise with her impatience of Thackeray’s

jesting methods. She could never hide her feelings

under a guise of flippant fun. It is useless to gird

at her for this. It was part of her nature
;
and the

work she accomplished was effected by quite other

methods. Hence the over-emphasis, the strong

high lights in her fiction : the absence of light and
shade ; hence also the stereoscopic actuality.

Charlette Bronte’s reputation rests on three

books : Jane Eyre, Shirley, and Villette, Of these

it may be said briefly that whilst Shirley is the least

faulty as a work of art, Ja'm Eyre, inequalities not-

withstanding, is the most vital. There is probably

no piece of fiction in our language which has, together

with such an abundance of crude accentuation,

preposterous episodes, and glaring immaturity of

outlook, BO unequivocal a genius. There are scenes

in the book that read like the ineptitudes of a senti.

mental schoolgirl ; there are scenes—especially

in the earlier portion— so amazingly actual, so

finely imaginative, that only a woman of genius

could have written them. And the genius triump^.
It enthrals and holds us captive. We are quite

willing to condone the absurdities for the great

moments of inspiration. As an illustration take

the first meeting of the little governess with

Rochester outside the house. There is nothing
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far-fetched or melodramatic in the episode, it ia

quite a natural and probable one
;

yet, that a
writer of inexperience should instinctively invest

this chance encounter with all the arresting magic
of romantic splendour, shows a quality of imagin-
ation, and a power of actuality, for which we
can find no other term than—^great.

There is more cleverness and greater sobriety

and artistic reticence in Shirley

;

also far less

genius. Yet it has considerable episodic power
and some admirable pieces of characterisation;

notably Caroline, the heroine (modelled on her
sister Emily), and the curates—^from whom poor
Charlotte Bronte could never escape either in her
life or fiction.

But her highest achievement in characterisation

is found in the delightfully vital picture of M. Paul
Emanuel—^inspired of course by M. Heger. We
may have our doubts as to the reality of St. John
Rivers ; and remain unmoved by the blustering

extravagances of Rochester—^who certainly only
lives by fits and starts. But Paul Emanuel, with
his nervous excitability, his comical vanity, his

greatness of heart and childishness of disposition,

is unmistakably alive. Her vision of life and
character is limited and circumscribed ; but where
she did see she saw with startling lucidity and
insight. She is at heart a poet ; a poet who could

not express herself in verse
; but there is a rich

poetical quality about her prose.

Emily was also a poet, though unlike Charlotte

she could find satisfying expression in verse. Like
Charlotte, she has the soul of the primitive woman
without the feminine gentleness and greater plasti-

city that kept her sister’s tumultuous energy in

check.

We have glimpses in Charlotte Bronte’s writings

of the fierce, untamable spirit of the Brontes, its

coarse volume of passion. In Emily’s character

and work it is revealed naked and unashamed

:

she is like a fine edition of Branwell.

Beyond a few poems, and Wuihering Heights^ we
have nothing by which to judge Emily’s powers.

But they suffice. If Charlotte’s personality attracts

us, Emily’s fascinates us. She seems the very
embodiment of the wind-swept moors, and moves
through Mrs. Gaskell’s biography more like an
elemental spirit than a woman, shunning society,

inscrutable and silent even among her own kin,

reveUing in all the bleakness, the loneliness, the

storm-tossed vicissitudes of that countryside

;

dogged by relentless disease, yet grimly defiant,

desperately self-controlled to the very last

—

** Whose soul
Knew no fellow for might.
Passion, vehemence, grief.

Baring, since Byron died.”

How Charlotte would have thrilled to these words ;

how she would have thrilled still more to the noble
and eloquent tribute of Swinburne !

Something of this power and intensity of gloom
meets us in her verse ; but its fullest expression is

found in that strange, amazing, and terrible book,
Withering Heights, Shadowy, incoherent, remote
from concrete human existence, oppressive and

appaUing in its violent imagery, it is lit up and
transfigimed by a tragic splendour rarely surpassed
in English fiction. The chief characters in the
story are scarcely human beings at aU, and defy
all psychological standards : they are the primal
forces of Nature, incarnate passions

; yet such
fierce intensity of feeling has gone into their creation,
that we accept them at their creator’s imperious
command. A barbaric fragment if you will, this
extraordinary book

; but one of the imperishable
fragments of imaginative genius,—^Titanic in its

fierce undisciplined power ; with a haunting and
poignant beauty underlsnng all its horror ; making
us realise as no other story in our language does,
the significance of

“ Infinite passion
And the pain of finite hearts that yearn.'*

Jane Eyee
Mrs. Reed occupied her usual seat by the fireside : she

made a signal to me to approach : I did so, and she
introduced me to the stony stranger with the words

;

“This is the httle girl respectmg whom I applied to
you.”

He, for it was a man, turned his head slowly towards
where I stood, and having examined me with the two

grey eyes, which twinkled under a
; ' o '

. ^ I (i vs, said solemnly and in a bass voice i

** Her size is small ; what is her age ?
”

“ Ten years.”
“ So much ? ” was the doubtful answer ; and he

prolonged his scrutiny for some minutes. Presently he
addressed me :

—

“ Your name, little girl ?
”

“ Jane Eyre, sir.”

In uttermg these words, I looked up : he seemed to
me a tall gentleman ; but then I was very little ; his

features were large, and they and all the lines of his

frame were equally harsh and prim.
“ Well, Jane Eyre, and are you a good child ?

’*

Impossible to reply to this in the affirmative* my
little world held a contrary opinion : I was silent. Mrs.
Reed answered for me by an expressive shake of the
head, adding soon, “ Perhaps the less said on that sub-
ject the better, Mr. Brocklehurst.”

“ Sorry indeed to hear it ! she and I must have some
talk ;

” and bending from the perpendicular, he in-

stalled his person in the arm-chair, opposite Mrs. Reed’s.
“ Come here,” he said.

I stepped across the mg. He placed me square and
straight before him. What a face he had, now that it

was almost on a level with mine ! what a great nose I

and what a mouth > and what large p ’eminent teeth I

“ No sight so sad as that of a naughty child,” he
began, “ especially a naughty little girl. Do you know
where the wicked go after death ?

”

“They go to hell,” was my ready and orthodox
answer.

“ And what is hell ? Can you tell me that ?
”

“ A pit full of fire.”
“ And should you like to fall into that pit, and to be

burning there for ever ?
”

“ No, sir.”
“ What must you do to avoid it ?

”

I deliberated a moment ; my answer, when it did
come, was objectionable ;

‘ I must keep in good health,

and not die.”
“ How can you keep in good health ? Children

younger than you die daily, i buried a little child of

five years old only a day or two since,-^a good little

child, whose soul is now in heaven. It is to be feared

the same could not be said of you, were you to be called

hence.”
Not being in a condition to remove bis doubt, I only

cast my eyes down on the two large feet planted on the

rug, and sighed, wisliing myself far enough away.
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** I hope that sigh is from the heart, and that you

repent of ever having been the occasion of discomfort
to your excellent benefactress.”

“ Benefactress I benefactress I
” said I inwardly,

“they ah call Mrs. Reed my benefactress if so, a
benefactress is a disagreeable thing.”

“ Do you say your prayers night and morning ?
”

continued my interrogator.
” Yes, sir.”
” Do you read your Bible ?

”

‘“Sometimes.” .

With pleasure ? Are you fond of it ?
”

“ I like Revelations, and the book of Daniel, and
Genesis and Samuel, and a little bit of Exodus, and some
parts of Kings and Chronicles, and Job and Jonah.”

And the Psalms ? I hope you like them ?
”

“ No, sir.”
“ No ? oh, shocking ! I have a little boy, younger

than you, who knows six Psalms by heart: and when
you ask him which he would rather have, a ginger-bread
nut to eat, or a verse of a Psalm to learn, he says

:

‘ Oh I the verse of a Psalm I angels sing Psalms,’ says
he ; ‘ I wish to be a little angel here below ;

’ he then gets

two nuts in recompense for his infant piety.”
“ Psalms are not interesting,” I remarked.
*“ That proves you have a wicked heart ; and you must

pray to God to change it ; to give you a new and clean

one ; to take away your heart of stone and give you a
heart of flesh.”

Jajje Eybe’s Fibst Meeting with Rochester

The ‘ground was hard, the air was still, my road was
lonely ; I walked fast till I got warm, and then I walked
slowly to enjoy and analyse the species of pleasure
brooding for me in the hour and situation. It was three

o’clock; the church bell tolled as I passed under the
belfry ; the charm of the hour lay in its approaching
dimness, in the low-gliding and pale-beaming sun. I
was a mile from Thornfield, in a lane noted for wild
roses in summer, for nuts and blackberries in autumn,
and even now possessing a few coral treasures in hips
and haws, but whose best winter delight lay in its utter

solitude and leafless repose. If a breath of air stirred,

it made no sound here ; for there was not a holly, not
an evergreen to rustle, and the stripped hawthorn and
hazel bushes were as still as the white, worn stones which
causewayed the middle of the path. Far and wide, on
each side, there were only fields, where no cattle now
browsed ; and the little brown birds, which stirred

occasionally in the hedge, looked like single russet
leaves that had forgotten to drop.

This lane inclined up-hill all the way to Hay ; having
reached the middle, I sat down on a stile which led thence
into a field. Gathering my mantle about me, and shel-
tering my hands in my muff, I did not feel the cold,

though it froze keenly ; as was attested by a sheet of
ice covering the causeway, where a little brooklet, now
congealed, had overflowed after a rapid thaw some days
since. From my seat I could look down on Thornfield ;

the grey and battlemented hall was the principal object
in the vale below me ; its wood and dark rookery rose
against the west. I lingered till the sun went down
amongst the trees, and sank crimson and clear behind
them. I then turned eastward.
On the hill-top above me sat the rising moon ; pale

yet as a cloud, but brightening momently : she looked
over Hay, which, half lost in trees, sent up a blue smoke
from its few chimneys ; it was yet a mile distant, but
in the absolute hush I could hear plainly its thin murmurs
of life. My ear too felt the flow of currents ; in what
dales and depths I could not tell : but there were many
hills beyond Hay, and doubtless many becks threading
their passes. That evening calm betrayed alike the
tinkle of the nearest streams, the sough of the most
remote.
A rude noise broke on these fine ripplings and whis-

perings, at once so far away and so clear: a positive
tramp, tramp ; a metallic clatter, which efiaced the soft
wave-wanderings j as, in a picture, the solid mass of

a crag, or the rough boles of a great oak, drawn in dark
and strong on the foreground, efface the aerial distance
of azure hill, sunny horizon, and blended clouds, where
tint melts into tint.

The din was on the causeway : a horse was coming

;

the windings of the lane yet hid it, but it approach^!
I was just leaving the stile ; yet, as the path was narrow,
I sat still to let it go by. In those days I was young, and
all sorts of fancies bright and dark tenanted my mind

:

the memories of nursery stories were there amongst
other rubbish ; and when they recurred, maturing youth
added to them a vigour and vividness beyond what
childhood could give. As this horse approached, and
as I watched for it to appear through the dusk, I re-
membered certain of Bessie’s tales, wherein figured a
North of England spirit, called a “ Gytrash ”

; which,
in the form of a horse, mule, or large dog, haunted soli-

tary ways, and sometimes came upon belated travellers,

as this horse was now coming upon me.
It was very near, but not yet in sight ; when, in addi-

tion to the tramp, tramp, I heard a rush under the hedge,
and close down by the hazel stems glided a great dog,
whose black and white colour made him a distinct
object against the trees. It was exactly one mask of
Bessie’s Gytrash,—a lion-like creature with long hair and
a huge head : it passed me, however, quietly enough

;

not staying to look up, with strange pretercanine eyes,
in my face, as I half expected it would. The horse
followed,—a tall steed, and on its back a rider. The
man, the human being, broke the spell at once. Nothing
ever rode the Gytrash : it was always alone ; and gob-
lins, to my notions, though they might tenant the dumb
carcases of beasts, could scarce covet shelter in the
commonplace human form. No Gytrash was this,

—

only a traveller taking the short cut to Millcote. He
passed, and I went on ; a few steps, and I turned

:

a sliding sound and an exclamation of “ What the deuce
is to do now ? ” and a clattering tumble, arrested my
attention, Man and horse were down ; they had slipped
on the sheet of ice which glazed the causeway. The
dog came bounding back, and seeing his master in a
predicament, and hearing the horse groan, barked till

the evening hills echoed the sound, which was deep in

proportion to its magnitude. He snuffed round the
prostrate group, and then he ran up to me ; it was all

he could do,— there was no other help at hand to sum-
mon. I obeyed him, and walked down to the traveller,

by this time struggling himself free of his steed.

efforts were so vigorous, I thought he could not be much
hurt ; but I asked him the question :

—

“ Are you injured, sir ?
”

I think he was swearing, but am not certain ; how-
ever, he was pronouncing some formula which prevented
him from replying to me directly.

“ Can I do anything ? ” I asked again,
“ You must just stand on one side,” he answered as

he rose, first to his knees, and then to his feet, I did

;

whereupon began a heaving, stamping, clattering pro-

cess, accompanied by a barking and baying which re-

moved me effectually some yards distance ; but I would
not be driven quite away till I saw the event. This
was finally fortunate ; the horse was re-established, and
the dog was silenced with a ” Down, Pilot ! ”

.
The

traveller now, stooping, felt his foot and leg, as if trjdng

whether they were sound ; apparently something ailed

them, for he halted to the stile whence I had just risen,

and sat down.
I was in the mood for being useful, or at least officious,

I think, for I now drew near him again.
“ If you are hurt, and want help, sir, I can fetch some

one from Thornfield Hall or from Hay.”
“ Thank you ; I shall do ; I have no broken bones,

only a sprain ;
” and again he stood up and tried his

foot, but the result extorted an involuntary “ Ugh !
”

Something of daylight still lingered,^ and the moon
was waxing bright : I could see him plainly. His figure

was enveloped in a riding cloak, fur collared, and steel

clasped ; its details were not apparent, but I traced

the general points of middle height, and considerable

breadth of chest. He had a dark face, with stem fea-
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tures and a heavy brow ; his eyes and gathered eye-
brows looked ireful and thwarted just now : he was
past youth, but had not reached middle age

; perhaps
he might be thirty-five. I felt no fear of him, and but
little shyness. Had he been a handsome, heroic-looking
young gentleman, I should not have dared to stand thus
questioning him against his will, and offermg my services
unasked. I had hardly ever seen a handsome youth

;

never in my life spoken to one. I had a theoretical
reverence for beauty, elegance, gallantry, fascination

;

but had I met those qualities incarnate in masculme
shape, I should have known instinctively that they
neither had nor could have sympathy with anything m
me, and should have shunned them as one would fire,

lightning, or anything else that is bright but anti-

pathetic.

If even this stranger had smiled and been good-
humoured to me whan I addressed him ; if he had put
off my offer of assistance gaily and with thanks, I should
have gone on my way and not felt any vocation to renew
inquiries : but the frown, the roughness of the traveller

set me at my ease : I retained my station when he waved
to me to go, and announced :

—

“I cannot think of leaving you, sir, at so late an
hour, in this sohtary lane, till I see you are fit to mount
your horse ”

He looked at me when I said this: he had hardly
turned his eyes in my direction before.

“ I should think you ought to be at home yourself,”
said he, “if you have a home in this neighbourhood^,
where do you come from ?

”
“ From just below

; ^

and I am not at all afraid of
being out late when it is moonlight ; I will run over to
Hay for you’with pleasure, if you wish it ; indeed, I
am going there to post a letter.”

*“ You hve just below—do you mean at the house with
the battlements ? ” pointing to Thornfield'Hall, on which
the moon cast a hoary gleam, bringing it out distmct
and pale from the woods, that, by contrast with the
western sky, now seemed one mass of shadow,

“ Yes, sir !
”

“ Whose house is it ?
”

“Mr. Rochester’s.”
** Do you know Mr. Rochester ?

”
** No, I have never seen him.”
” He is not resident, then ?

”
“ No.”
“ Can you tell me where he is ?

”
“ I cannot.”
** You are not a servant at the hall, of course. You

are— He stopped, ran his eye over my dress, which
as usual was quite simple : a black merino cloak, a
black beaver bonnet ; neither of them half fine enough
for a lady’s maid. He seemed puzzled to decide what
I was ; I helped him.

“ I am the governess.”
“ Ah, the governess I

” he repeated ;
“ deuce take me,

if I had not forgotten ! The governess ! ” and again my
raiment underwent scrutiny. In two minutes he rose
from the stile : his face expressed pain when he tried
to move.

“ I cannot commission you to fetch help,” he said

;

*

^k^ J
^ yourself, if you will be

“ Yes, sir.”

“You have not an umbrella that X can use as a
stick ?

”
“ No.”
“ Try to get hold of my horse’s bridle and lead him

to me
:
you are not afraid ?

”

I should have been afraid to touch a horse when
alone, but when told to do it, I was disposed to obey.
I put down my muff on the stile, and went up to the tall

steed
; I endeavoured to catch the bridle, but it was a

spirited thing, and would not let me come near its head ;

I made effort on effort, though in vain: meantime, I
was mortally afraid of its trampling fore-feet. The
traveller waited and watched for some time, and at last

he laughed.
“ I see,” he said, " the mountain will never be brought
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to Mahomet, so all you can do is to aid Mahomet to go
to the mountam

; I must beg of you to come here.”
I came. “ Excuse me,” he continued j necessity

compels me to make you useful.” He laid a heavy hand
on my shoulder, and leaning on me with some stress,
hmped to his horse. Having onco caught the bridle,
he mastered it directly, and sprang to his saddle •

grimacing grimly as he made the effort, for it wrenched
his sprain.

Now,” said he, releasing his under hp from a hard
bite, “ just hand me my whip ; it hes there under the
hedge.”

I sought it and found it.
“ Thank you ; now make haste with the letter to

Hay, and return as fast as you can.”
A touch of a spurred heel made bis horse first start

and rear, and then bound away ; the dog rushed in his
traces : all three vanished.

“ Like heath that, in the wilderness.
The wild wind whirls away.”

SnntnEY

Caroline Helstone was just eighteen years old
, and

at eighteen the true narrative of life is yet to be com-
menced. Before that time, we sit hstenmg to a tale,

a marvellous fiction ; dehghtful sometimes, and sad
sometimes; almost always unreal. Before that time,
our world is heroic ; its inhabitants half-divme or semi-
demon ; its scenes are dream-scenes darker woods and
stranger hiUs ; brighter skies, more dangerous waters

;

sweeter flowers, more tempting fruits wider plains,
drearier deserts, sunnier fields than are found m nature,
overspread our enchanted globe. What a moon we
gaze on before that time ! How the trembling of our
hearts at her aspect bears witness to its unutterable
beauty ! As to our sun, it is a burning heaven—the
world of gods.
At that time—at eishfpon, d^’awing near the confines

of illusive, void dre*!'''-, r.'i-l.irJ lies behind us, the
shores of Reality rise in front. These shores are yet
distant z they look so blue, soft, gentle, we long to reach
them. In sunshine we see a greenness beneath the azure,

as of spring meadows j we catch glimpses of silver

lines, and imagine the roll of living waters. Could we
but reach this land, we think to hunger and thirst no
more : whereas many a wilderness, and often the flood

of Death, or some stream of sorrow as cold and almost
as black as Death, is to be crossed ere true bliss can be
tasted. Every joy that life gives must be earned ere

it is secured ;*and how hardly earned, those only know
who have wrestled for great prizes. The heart’s blood
must gem with red beads the brow of the combatant,
before the wreath of victory rustles over it.

At eighteen, we are not aware of this. Hope, when
she smil^ on us, and promises happiness to-morrow,
is implicitly believed :—Love, when he comes wandering
hke a lost angel to our door, is at once admitted,welcomed,
embraced : his quiver is not seen ; if his arrows penetrate,
their wound is hke a thrill of new life : there are no
fears of poison, none of the barb which no leech’s hand
can extract : that perilous passion—an agony ever in

some of its phases ; with many, an agony throughout

—

is believed to be an unqualified good ; in short, at

eighteen, the school of Experience is to be entered, and
her humbling, crushing, grmding, but yet purifying and
invigorating lessons are yet to be learnt.

Alas, Experience I No other mentor has so wasted and
frozen a face as yours ; none wears a robe so black,

none bears a rod so heavy, none with hand so mexorable
draws the novice so sternly to his task, and forces him
with authority so resistless to its acquirement. It is

by your instructions alone that man or woman can ever

find a safe track through life’s wilds ; without it, how
they stumble, how they stray I On what forbidden

grounds do they intrude, down what dread declivities

are they hurled I
, « , ^

Oarofine, having been convoyed home by Robett, had
no wish to pass what remained of the evening with her
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uncle ; the room in which he »5at was very sacred ground
to her ; she seldom intruded on it, and to-mght she
kept aloof till the bell rung for prayers. Part of the
evening Church service was the form of worship ob-
served in Mr. Helstone’s households he read it in his

usual nasal voice, clear, loud, and monotonous. The
rite over, his niece, according to her wont, stepped up
to him.

“ Good-night, uncle.”
“ Hey ! You’ve been gadding abroad all day—^visit-

ing, dining out, and what not !

”
** Only at the cottage.”
“ And have you learnt your lessons ?

”

“ Yes.”
And made a shirt ?

”

“ Only part of one.”
**' Well, that will do : stick to the needle—^learn shirt-

making and gown-making, and pie-crust-makmg, and

f
ou’ll be a clever woman some day. Go to bed now

;

’m busy with a pamphlet here.”

The name of Charlotte Bronte is intimately

bound up with that of her friend and biographer,

Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell (1810-1865). She
was the daughter of a Unitarian minister, William

Stevenson, and married a minister of the same
theological school. She and her husband lived

for many years at Manchester, and from her

experiences of Lancashire life, she found the material

at hand for her first novel, Mo/ty Barton (1848), and
North and South (1855).

Social politics flash across the pages of Shirley^

but industrial and economic problems that were

to enter so largely into Victorian fiction, meet us

for the first time in feminine fiction in the pages of

Mrs. GaskeU.
Mrs. Gaskell did, in some ways, for the North

what Charles Kingsley was already doing for the

South. She is not tne industrial reformer that

Kingsley was, but she knew out of the fulness of

her own experiences the bitterness and misery
arising from these early conflicts between capital

and labour ; and she was as familiar with strikes

as was Kingsley with sweating. But Mrs, Gaskell’s

importance as a novelist lies not merely in her

spirited and faithful achievement of industrial

dramas, but in the method of her story-telling.

Both the Bronte and Dickens were at heart

romantics who applied their romanticism to every-

day life : and the lesser novelists, the Brays and
the Gores, were also romantics though in a more
superficial manner. Mrs. Gaskell, however, ap-

proaches rather to the more realistic methods
of Jane Austen—but with a difference. She lays

greater stress than Miss Austen on the emotional
Hfe, and is less interested in the external history

than in the inner history of her characters. In
other words, Mrs. Gaskell may fairly be regarded
as the pioneer of the novel of character, of which
George EUot is the first brilliant exponent.

Despite the fact that both Dickens and Thackeray
adopted very largely the old discursive, picaresque
framework of the episodic novel, more and more
attention was being paid to the delineation of

character. One can trace throughout Dickens’
writings, a steadily increasing care in this respect

;

and although it may be doubted whether the
nature of his genius did not excel in bold, flam-

boyant presentments rather than in carefully con-
structed portrait studies, yet the elaboration of his
later characters, say from Bleak House onwards, is

a significant testimony to the artistic drift of his
time.

The gradual diffusion of scientific ideas on the
subject of education, environment, heredity, con-
tributed largely to foster the psychological novel

;

and the publication of The Origin of Species and
Adam Bede in the same year, is something more
than a literary accident.

Mrs. Gaskell had neither the intellectual equip-
ment nor the artistic power of George Eliot, but
she was a shrewd observer, with a tolerant

sympathy and a strong sense of humour. Curi-

ously enough, she never did full justice to her
humorous faculty, save in Cranford, which beyond
a doubt is her highest achievement in fiction

—

an entirely fresh and delightful sojourn in a sleepy

little country town. There is a pleasant aroma
of fresh butter and dried lavender in its pages.
The characterisation is rich in happy little touches,

reminiscent of Jane Austen’s art, yet with a more
whimsical play of humorous fancy than she would
have tolerated.

If Cranford is a real gem, the other novels are
far from being paste imitations. Mary Barton is a
sincere and moving story, which mighk easily have
been spoilt by sentimentality. North and South
gives us a thoughtful study of the problems that
arise out of the factory system ; while there is

excellent workmanship in Wives and Daughters;
and a tragic power in Buih. Indeed had Mrs.

Gaskell never written Cranford we might have
been less critical of her other stories. Having
achieved a little masterpiece in Cranford, we are

naturally more critical about the rest of her work,
which is good, thoughtful, workmanlike fiction of

the secondary order.

From this criticism we ought to exempt the

Life of Charlotte Bronte, which is a fine and worthy
study of a difficult yet fascinating subject. This

and Cranford should survive when the other tales

have long since been buried in oblivion.

Old Letters

I have often noticed that almost every one has his own
individual small economies—careful habits of saving
fractions of pennies in some one peculiar direction—any
disturbance of which annoys him more than spending
shillings or pounds on some real extravagance. An old

gentleman of my acquaintance, who took the intelligence

of the failure of a joint-stock bank, in which some of his

money was invested, with stoical mildness, worried his

family all through a long summer’s day because one
of them had torn (instead of cutting) out the written
leaves of his now useless bank-book; of course, the
corresponding pages at the other end came out as well,

and this little unnecessary waste of paper (his private

economy) chafed him more than all the loss of his

money. Envelopes fretted his soul terribly when they
first came in ; the only way in which he could reconcile

himself to such waste of his cherished article was by
patiently turning inside out all that were sent to him,
and so making them serve again. Even now, though
tamed by age, I see him casting wistful glances at ms
daughters when they send a whole inside of a half-sheet

of notepaper, with the three lines of acceptance to an
invitation, written on only one of the sides. I am not
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above owning that I have this human weakness myself.
Strmg is my foible. My pockets get full of little hanks
of it, picked up and twisted together, ready for uses
that never come. I am seriously annoyed if any one
cuts the string of a parcel instead of patiently and
faithfully undoing it fold by fold. How people can
bring themselves to use mdia-rubber rings, which are a
sort of deification of string, as lightly as they do, I
cannot imagine. To me an mdia-rubber ring is a precious
treasure. I have one which is not new—one that I
picked up off the floor nearly six years ago. I have
really tried to use it, but my heart failed me, and I
could not commit the extravagance.

Small pieces of butter grieve others. They cannot
attend to conversation because of the annoyance occa-
sioned by the habit which some people have of in-

variably taking more butter than they want. Have
you not seen the anxious look (almost mesmeric) which
such persons fix on the pticle ? They would feel it a
rehef if they might bury it out of their sight by popping
it into their own mouths and swallowing it down ; and
they are really made happy if the person on whose plate
it lies unused suddenly breaks ofl a piece of toast (which
he does not want at all) and eats up his butter. They
think that this is not waste.
Now, Miss Matty Jenkyns was chary of candles. We

had many devices to use as few as possible. In the
winter afternoons she would sit knitting for two or
three hours—she could do this in the da^, or by fire-

light—and when I asked if I might not ring for candles
to finish stitching my waistbands, she told me to “ keep
blind man’s hohday.** They were usualljr brought in
with tea; but we only burnt one at a time. As we
hved in constant preparation for a fnend who might
come in any evening (but who never did), it required
some contrivance to keep our two candles of the same
length, ready to be lighted, and to look as if we burnt
two always. The candles took it in turn ; and, whatever
we might be talking about or doing. Miss Matty’s eyes
were habitually fixed upon the candle, ready to jump up
and extmguish it and to light the other before they had
become too uneven in len^h to be restored to equality
in the course of the evening.
One night I remember this candle economy particu-

larly annoyed me. I had been very much tired of my
compulsory “ blind man’s holiday,” especially as Miss
Matty had fallen asleep and I did not like to stir the
fire and run the risk of awakening her 5 so I could not
even sit on the rug, and scorch myself with sewing by
firelight, according to my usual custom. I fancied Miss
Matty must be dreaming of her early life ; for she spoke
one or two words in her uneasy sleep bearing reference

to persons who were dead long before. When Martha
brought in the lighted candle and tea. Miss Matty
started into wakefulness with a strange, bewildered
look around, as if we were not the people she expected
to see about her. There was a little sad expression
that shadowed her face as she recognised me, but im-
mediately afterwards she tried to give me her usual
smile. All through tea-time her talk ran upon the days
of her childhood and youth. Perhaps this reminded
her of the desirableness of looking over all the family
letters and destroying such as ought not to fall into the
hands of strangers, for she had often spoken of the neces-
sity of this task, but had always shrunk from it, with a
timid dread of something painful. To-night, however,
she rose up after tea and went for them in the dark, for

she piqued herself on the precise neatness of all her
chamber arrangements, and used to look uneasily at
me when I lighted a bed-candle to go to another room
for anything. When she returned there was a faint,

pleasant smell of Tonquin beans in the room. I had
always noticed this scent about any of the things which
had belonged to her mother ; and many of the letters

were addressed to her—-yellow bundles of love-letters,

sixty or seventy years old.
Miss^ Matty undid the packet with^ a sigh, but she

stifled it directly, as if it were hardly right to regret the
flight of time or of life either. We agreed to look them
over separately, eaoh taking a different letter out of the
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same bundle, and^ describing its contents to the other
before destroying it. I never knew what sad work the
reading of old letters was before that evenme, though
I could hardly tell why. The letters were as happy as
letters could be—at least those early letters were. There
was in them a vivid and intense sense of the present
time, which seemed so strong and full, as if it could never
pass away, and as if the warm, living hearts that so ex-
pressed themselves could never die and be as nothing
to the sunny earth. I should have felt less melancholy,
I beheve, if the letters had been more so. I saw the tear
stealing down the well-worn furrows of Miss Matty’s
cheeks, and her spectacles often wanted wiping. I
trusted at last that she would light the other candle,
for my own eyes were rather dim, and I wanted more
light to see the pale, faded ink ; but no, even tlirough
her tears, she saw and remembered her little economic^
ways.
The earliest set of letters were two bundles tied to-

gether and ticketed (in Miss Jenkyns’ handwriting),
** Letters interchanged between my ever-honoured
father and my dearly-beloved mother prior to their
marriage in June 1774 ” I should guess that the rector
of Cranford was about twenty-seven years of age when
he wrote those letters, and Miss Matty told me that her
mother was just eighteen at the time of her weddmg.
With my idea of the rector, derived from a picture in
the dining-parlour, stiff and stately, in a huge full-

bottomed wig, with gown, cassock, and bands, and his
hand upon a copy of the only sermon he ever published—it was strange to read these letters. They were fuU
of eager, passionate ardour, short homely” sentences,
right fresh from the heart (very different from the
grand Latinised Johnsonian style of the pnnted sermon
"preached before some judge at the assize time). His
letters were a curious contrast to those of the girl-bride.

She was evidently rather annoyed at his demands upon
her for expressions of love, and could not quite under-
stand what he meant by repeating the same thing over
in so many different ways ; but what she was quite clear

about was a longing for a white “ Paduasoy ”—^what-

ever that might be, and six or seven letters were princi-

pally occupied in asking her lover to use his influence
with her parents (who evidently kept her in good order)

to obtain this or that article of dress, more especially

the white “Paduasoy.” He cared nothmg how she
was dressed, she was always lovely enough for him, as
he took pains to assure her, when she begged him to
express in his answer a predilection for particular pieces

of finery, in order that she might show what he said to

her parents. Bevt at length he seemed to find out that
she would not be married till she had a “ trousseau ” to

her mind ; and then he sent her a letter which had evi-

dently accompanied a whole box of finery, and in whwh
he requested that she might be dressed in everything

her heart desired. This was the first letter ticketed

in a frail, delicate hand, “From my dearest John.”
Shortly afterwards they were married, I suppose, from
the intermission in their correspondence.

^

“We must bum them, I think,” said IMiss Matty,
looking doubtfully at me. “ No one will care for them
when I am gone,” And one by one she dropped them
into the middle of the fire, watching each blaze up, die

out, and rise away in faint, white, ghostly semblance

up the chimney, before she gave another to the same
fate. The room was light enough now ; but I, like her,

was fascinated into watching the destruction of those

letters, into which the honest warmth of a manly heart

had been poured forth.

The next letter, likewise docketed by Miss Jenkyns,

was endorsed, “ Letter of pious congratulation and ex-

hortation from my venerable grandfather to my beloved

mother on the occasion of xny birth. Also some prac-

tical remarks on the desirability of keeping warm the

extremities of infants, from an excellent grandmother,”

The first part was, indeed, a severe and forcible pic-

ture of the responsibilities of mothers, and a warning

against the eviki that were in the world, and lying in

ghastly wait for the little baby of two days oM. His

wife did not write, said the old gentleman, because he
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had forbidden it, she being indisposed with a sprained
ankle, which (he said) quite incapacitated her from
holding a pen. However, at the foot of the page was a
small “TO.,” and on turning it over, sure enough,
there was a letter to “ my dear, dearest Molly,” begging
her, when she left her room, whatever she id, to go
wp-stairs before going dowrit and telhng her to wrap her
baby’s feet up in flannel and keep it warm by the fire,

although it was summer, for babies were so tender.
It was pretty to see from the letters, which were evi'^

dently exchanged with some frequency between the young
mother and the grandmother, how the girhsh vamty was
being weeded out of her heart by love for her baby.
The white Paduasoy ” figured again in the letters,

with almost as much vigour as before. In one, it was
being made into a christenng cloak for the baby. It

decked it when it went out with its parents to spend a
day or two at Arley Hall. It added to its charms when
it was “ the prettiest little baby that ever was seen.
Dear mother, I wish you could see her ! Without any
parshality, I do tlnnk she will grow up a regular bewty I

”

I thought of Miss Jenkyns, gray, withered, and wrmlded,
and I wondered if her mother had known her in the
courts of heaven ; and then I knew that she had, and
that they stood there in angelic guise.

There was a great gap before any of the rector’s

letters appeared. And then his wife had changed her
mode of endorsement. It was no longer from “My
dearest John,” it was from “ My honoured Husband.”
The letters were written on occasion of the pubhcation
of the same sermon which was representedm the picture.

The preaching before “ My Lord Judge,” and the “ pub-
lishing by request,” was evidently the culminating point—^the event of his life. It had been necessary for him
to go u^) to London to superintend it through the press.

Many friends had to be called upon and consulted before
he could decide on any printer fit for so onerous a task

;

and at length it was arranged that J. and J. Kivingtons
were to have the honourable responsibihty. The worthy
rector seemed to be strung up by the occasion to a high
literary pitch, for he could hardly write a letter to nk
wife without cropping out into Latin. I remember the
end of one of hxs letters ran thus : “I shall ever hold
the virtuous qualities of my Molly in remembrance,
dum memor ipse me% dum spintus regit artus,^' which,
considering that the English of his correspondent was
sometimes at fault in grammar, and often in spelling,

might be taken as a proof of how much he “idealised”
hi3 Molly ; and, as Miss Jenkyns used to say, “ People
talk a great deal about ideal:^ing nowadays, whatever
that may mean.” But this was nothing to a fit of writing
classical poetry which soon seized mm, in which his

Molly figured away as “ Maria.” The letter containing
the carmen was endorsed by her, “ Hebrew verses sent
me by my honoured husband. I thowt to have had a
letter about killing the pig, but must wait. Mem.,
to send the poetry to Sir Peter Arley, as my husband
desires.’ ’ And in a post-scnptum note in his handwriting
it was stated that the ode had appeared in the Gentleman's
Magazine, December 1782.

Her letters back to her husband (treasured as fondly
by him as if they had been “ M. T. Ciceronis Epistolse ”)

were more satisfactory to an absent husband and father
than his could ever have been to her. She told him how
Deborah sewed her seam very neatly every day and read
to her in the books he had set her ; how she was a very
“forrard,” good child, but would ask questions her
mother could not answer, but how she did not let herself
down by saying she did not know, but took to stirring

the fire or sending the “forrard” child on an errand.
Matty was now the mother’s darling, and promised (like

her sister at her age) to be a great beauty. I was reading
this aloud to Miss Matty, who smiled and sighed a little

at the hope, so fondly expressed, that “little Matty
might not be vain, even if she were a bewty.”

“ I had very pretty hair, my dear,” said Miss Matilda,
and not a bad mouth ” And I saw her soon afterwards

adjust her cap and draw herself up.i

1 Oranfordz

GEORGE ELIOT (1819-1880)

Her Life

Mary Ann Evans (George Eliot) was bom at
South Farm, Arbury, in Warwickshire, on Novem-
ber 22, 1819. Her father, Robert Evans, was
agent to Sir Roger Newdigate of Arbury Hall, her
grandfather a builder and carpenter in Derbyshire.
Robert Evans was a well-seasoned Tory with the
firm belief that anyone with the revolutionary
strain in his blood was a scoundrel of the deepest
dye. “I was accustomed,” remarks his daughter
with dry humour, “ to hear him utter the word
‘ Government ’ in a tone that charged it with awe
and made it part of my effective religion, in contrast
with the word ‘ rebel,’ which seemed to carry the
stamp of evil in its syllables, and lit by the fact

that Satan was the first rebel made an argument
dispensing with more detailed inquiry.” It was a
neighbourhood that made for Toryism, a sleepy,

prosperous, well-watered district, where life ambled
along in a pleasant jog-trot fashion. In this region
George Eliot spent the first thirty-two years of her
Hfe ; and the life of the place passed into her
nature and became a rich inspiration in which to
draw in her wonderful pictures of provincial hfe.

At first, of course, she accepted with docility her
father’s views, and though thoughtfuL and imagi-
native even as a young child, there was a certam
reflective diffidence about her that made her mental
development proceed slowly. But in the early

forties she came under the influence of the Brays,
and the acquaintanceship proved a crisis in her
intellectual life.

Charles Bray was a ribbon manufacturer by
trade ; and a philanthropist by inclination. He was
interested in Socialism and turned his energies in

the direction of social reform.

In 1836 Bray married Caroline Hennell, who
came of a Unitarian family. Bray himself was a

sceptic, and his brother-in-law, Charles Hennell, in

endeavouring to convince him of the error of his

ways, became a sceptic himself. Hennell’s book
An Enquiry concerning the Origin of Christianity

(1838) made a deep impression on George Eliot.

“ My only desire is,’* she wrote to a friend, “ to

know the truth, my only fear to cling to error.*’

But she was not prepared to give up revealed

religion as yet, though insensibly it affected her

attitude towards her father’s rigid Puritanism. She
gave up church-going, and this naturally led to

strained family relationships. Meanwhile she had
acknowledged obligations to a mentor, whose associ-

ation with rationalismmay seem somewhat startling.

I allude to her references to Sir Walter Scott, whom
in later life she declared had materially helped to

unsettle her orthodoxy.

As a matter of fact it seems to have been Scott

the artist, not Scott the man, that wrought this

astonishing change. For Scott’s broad and tolerant

treatment of conflicting religious opinions appealed

very naturally to George Eliot’s essentially judicial

attitude. She was too fair-minded not to see how
dynamic an influence religion had proved in mould-
ing human life ; she was too clear-headed to attri-

bute this influence to any particular set of doctrines.
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She was always maintaining, even when quite a girl,

that the great lesson of hfe was tolerance ; and this

made her out of touch on one side with the school of

militant sceptics, and on the other with mihtant

rehgionists.

Alter her father’s death she settled in London, and

became assistant editor of the Review^

to whose columns she had already contributed.

Fresh and potent influences now came into her life ;

the two Martineaus, James and Harriet, James one

of the most powerM Theistic writers that the cen-

tury had produced, his sister a keen intellectual

writer on social and political subjects ; above all,

Herbert Spencer and George Henry Lewes.

Meanwhile she boarded with the Chapmans in the

Strand, Chapman being the propnetor of the West-

minster Review, Herbert Spencer she found “a
good, delightful creature ”

; and the brilliant and

volatile George Henry Lewes, who at first rather

repelled her by his flippancy, finally won her aflec-

tions,—being “ like a few other people in the world

, . much better than he seems,— man of heart

and conscience.”

Lewes was already married, though living apart

from his wife, unable to get a divorce through

some technicality in the existing law. George Eliot,

though disapproving of ‘‘light and easily broken

ties,” felt ve"ry strongly that the law binding Lewes

to his wife was not a moral law
;
and she determined

deliberately to throw in her lo*t with his, declaring

that no one “ acquainted with the realities of life
”

could prove such a union “ immoral.” The union

proved in many ways not only a happy one, but a

fortunate one in determining George Ehot’s literary

career. She was already well known as a singularly

able critic and translator ; but it was due to Lewes’

discernment and encouragement that she now turned

to essay fiction. She was thirty-eight when she

wrote her first Scenes from Clerical Life for Black-

wood's Magazine, It is characteristic of her peculiar

diffidence as to her own powers that the impulse^ to

write a story came not from some sudden Hndling

of the creative imagination, but from the suggestion

of her friend Lewes. The result was dramatic in the

phenomenal success that attended this departure

;

and so long as she drew upon her own memories

impressions, her power was unquestionable.

When she left this fount of inspiration, she proved

far more imcertain in her touch, and less satisfying

as a literary artist.

In 1878 Mr. Lewes died, and some two years later

she married a young London banker, Mr. John

Walter Cross, about twenty years her junior. To
some this step may have reflected on the passionate

devotion she had always expressed for Lewes ;
but

all who knew her intimately felt that it was merely

a natural expression of that curious dependency in

her otnerwise strong and decisive nature—^a de-

pendency which she refers to in her letters, the

need of someone always upon whom she may lean

for support.

This is her own statement on the matter

:

“Deep down below there is a river of sadness, hut

this must always be with those who have lived lp^g"r
and I am able to enjoy my newly opened life. I snail

be a better, more loving creature than I could have been
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in solitude. To be constantly, lovingly grateful for the
gift of a perfect love is the best illuramation of one’s
mind to all the possible good there may be m store for
man on this troublesome '*ttle planet.”

Shortly after her marriage her health failed, and
in December 1880 she died suddenly, after a short
iUness.

Her Work
The amazing contrast between the subject of

Cross’s biography and the creator of Adam Bede and
The Mill on the Moss has always perplexed literary

students. George Eliot, the moralist and idealist,

was well known from her novels
; but this anxious,

self-analytical woman, with her strained inteUeetual

pose, proved an unpleasant surprise to them. In
pomt of fact. Cross’s Life is a one-sided presentation

of a many-sided personality. Undoubtedly it re-

presented a side, and the side most famihar to

him; but it was the staid George Ehot of the

seventies, rather than the woman with strong

passions, with the Maggie TuHiver-hke way-
wardness,—one of the brilliant Bohemians that

circled round the old Westminster Review. What
trace is there m the biography of the wnter of those

pohshed, iromcal essays m criticism, written from

Mr. Chapman’s boarding-house in the Strand ?

What indication in the bulky correspondence that

looms out so prominently in the Life, of the wdt, the

humour, the restless vitality of the George Eliot

endeared to such a wide circle of friends.

In those severely analjrtical letters, she seems to

be perpetually in a state of intellectual tip-toe.

The biography of Cross is unsatisfactory m the way
that all biographies written by devotees must neces-

sarily be. Through the obscuring mist of “ good,

thick, strong, stupefying incense smoke,” the woman
is partly lost to sight. And it is the essential

womanliness of George Eliot that gives vitality to

her best work. Her dehcate intuition, her tact, her

woman’s power of sympathy, these are the qualities

that give greatness to Adam Bede, The Mill on the

moss,SUasMam^r, Her; ' did

as they were and invalua . v. 1“. r t". .<‘.1

are positive drawbacks to her as an artist. The

best part of Romola lies in the subtle delineation

of the young Greek hedonist, Tito
;
the scholarship

shown in the book is sheer dead weight from the

artistic point of view. Similarly in Daniel Deronda,

when she writes as a woman she makes the pages

live ;
when as a follower of Comte and as a student

of racial problems, then the wheels of her chariot

drive very heavily.

At the present time, however, she is almost

ludicrously under-rated, and her literary reputation

is certainly under a cloud ; thus it is more ser^dce-

able to point out the solid worth of her writings

than to dilate on her shortcomings.

The influence of that clever, lively though super-

ficial man, George Henry Lewes, has been severely

criticised, yet surely his influence was on the whole

a sound and stimulating one. The one mistake he

made was to safeguard her too anxiously from

hostile criticism, after she had made her name,

when a wholesome course of frank criticism would

have done her good* But it was after all through
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hiTT) that die took to writing. He saw in her a

woman of keen observation and of unusual reflective

power, and knew that she had humour and imagina-

tion. “ Use your own experience and feelmgs in

fiction,*’ he had said with admirable point ;
“ don’t

be afraid of yourself.” In this way he encouraged

her, when nearly forty, to essay fiction, and without

his encouragement it is improbable she would ever

have tried. As it was, her earliest efforts Justified

Lewes’ prophecy, and she was rightly heralded

as a new force in fiction.

What kind of force ?

She was the first novelist to lay the stress wholly

upon character rather than incident ; to make her

stories spiritual rather than physical dramas. It

is true that Charlotte BrontS had drawn attention

to the emotional life, but she had lacked the know-
ledge of men and women, the mental detachment
necessary for giving actuality to many of her char-

acters. Withm her own limited range she depicted

character with force and insight ; but the range

was narrow and the high lights were over-strong.

She flung the emotional life of her heroine at you
in a seething ferment and did not, as did George

Eliot, trace its source and confluence with patient

care.

Essentially a critic of life, George Eliot, keenly

observant, richly humorous as she is, was never

content with merely chronicling the result of her

observations. For good or ill, you never forgot the

philosopher in the story-teller. It has been urged

that herein lies her great defect as a novelist. But
such an assertion is too sweeping.

That a philosophic tendency may seive artistic

ends, is sufficiently obvious from the verse of

Browning and the prose and verse of Meredith.

A writer is not disqualified because he or she may
happen to be a thinker, though imfortunately the

absence of thought is held to be a Justification for

story-telling in many cases, George Eliot thought

deeply on human life, and she has embodied the

result of her thought in many fine aphorisms and
apothegms scattered through her stories, and many
a scene of purely dramatic humour has gained a
distinctive flavour of its own by reason of it, as for

instance the Harvest Supper scene in Adam Bede
and the famous discourse on Ghosts in the ” Rain-
bow ” scene of Silaa Marner.
George Eliot’s critical method of narration may

be clearly discerned if we contrast it with that of

two famous predecessors—Jane Austen and Dickens.

Here is Jane Austen: essentially the close, de-

tailed observer

:

‘ Oh, my dear sir, how are you this morning ?—^My
dear Miss Woodhouse— come quite overpowered.
Such a beautiful hind quarter of pork ! You are too
bountiful ! Have you heard the news ? . . • Mr. Elton
is going to be married.

**« But where could yoM hear it. , . , Where could you
possibly hear it 1 For it is not five minutes since I
received Mrs. Colo’s note—^No, it cannot be more than
five-^r at least ten—^for Ihad gotmy bonnet and spencer
on. Just ready to come out—I was only gone down to
speak to Fatty again about the pork. Jane was standing
in the passage—^were not you, Jane ? For my mother
was so afraid that wo had not any salting pan large
enough. So i said I would go down and see and Jane

said, “ Shall I go down instead ?—for I think you have a
httle cold, and Patty has been washing the kitchen Oh
my dear, said I,—^well and Just came the note. A Miss
Hawkins—^that’s all I know—a Miss Hawkins of Bath.
. . . But Mr. Kmghtley, how could you possibly have
heard of it f—^for the very moment Mr. Cole told
Mrs. Cole of it, she sat down and wrote to me—^A Miss
Hawkins—— ’ ”

Here is Dickens dealing with inconsequential
femininity

:

“
* Kate, my dear,’ said Mrs. Njokleby—‘ I don’t know

how it is, but a fine warm summer day like this, with the
birds singmg in every direction, always puts me in Tnind
of roast pig, with sage and onion sauce, and made graw.’“

*A curious association of ideas, is it not. Mama I
*

< Uponmy word, my dear, I don’t know,* rephed Mrs,
Nickleby. ‘Roast pig—^let me see—On the day five
weeks after you were christened we had a roast—no,
that could not have been a pig, either, because I recollect
there was a pair of them to carve, and your poor Papa
and I could never have thought of sitting down to two
pigs—^they must have been partridges. Roast pig

!

I hardly think we could even have had one, now I come
to remember, for your Papa could never bear the sight
of them in the shops, and used to say they always put
him in mind of very little babies, only the babies had
much fairer complexions, and he had a horror of little

babies too. ... I recollect dining once at Mrs. Bevan’s,
in that broad street round the corner by the coach-
maker’s, where the tipsy man fell through the cellar flap

of an empty house nearly a day before th^ Quarter day
and wasn’t found till the new tenant went in—and wo
had roast pig there. It must be that, 1 think, that re-

minds me of it, especially as there was a little bird in

the room that would keep on singing all the time of dinner
—at least not a little bird, for it was a parrot, and he
didn’t sing exactly, for he talked and swore dreadfully

;

but I think it must be that. Indeed, I am sure it

must. Shouldn’t you say so, my dear ?
’ ”

The difference between Dickens and Jane Aasten
is not that one is more observant than the other.

Each is a marvellously acute observer ; but whereas

Jane Austen leaves the result of her observation to

achieve its own effect, Dickens is so delighted with

the type he is depicting that he cannot resist height-

ening the absurdity of the picture. Just as a

raconteur in telling a good story, puts in little

touches of extravagance to intensify the humour,
Mrs. Niokleby is more irresistible in her fatuous

inconsequentiality than Miss Bates ; but Miss Bates

may be met any day of the week ;
Mrs Nickleby

(unhappily for oui* delectation), equally true in con-

ception, belongs to the world of delicious fantasy.

Here is George Eliot

:

“Mrs. Tulliver looked all round in silence for some
moments and then said emphatically ;

** * Well, sister, I’ll never speak against the full crowns
again I ’

“It was a great concession, and Mrs. Pullet felt it.

She felt somethmg was due to it.
“ ‘You’d like to see it on, sister ? * she said sadly:

* I’ll open the shutter a bit further.’
“ ‘Well, if you don’t mind taking off your cap, sister,*

said Mrs. Tulliver,
“ Mrs. Pullet took off her cap, displaying the brown

silk scalp with a Jutting promontory of curls which was
common to the more mature and Judicious women of

those times, and placing the bonnet on her head, turned

slowly round, like a draper’s lay figure, that Mrs. Tulliver

might miss no point of view.
“

‘ I’ve sometimes thought there’s a loop too much
ribbon on this left side, sister ; what do you think ?

*

said Mrs. Pullet.
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** Mrs. Tulliver looked earnestly at the point indicated,

and turned her head on one side.^

“ ‘ Well, I think it’s best as it is. If you meddle with

ffliqfcer. vou might repent.’

^“‘Thars true, sister,’ said Aunt Pullet, taking off

the bonnet and looking at it contemplatively. ‘ Ah !
*

she said at last, ‘ I may never wear it twice, sister ;

*^on’t talk of that, sister,’ answered Mrs. Tulliver.

* I hope you’ll have your health this summer.’
“ ‘ Ah, but there may come a death in the family, as

there did soon after I got my green silk satin bonnet.

Cousin Abbot may go, and we can’t think of wearmg

crape less nor half a year for ^m.’
‘‘ ‘ That would be unlucky,’ said Mrs. Tulliver, enter-

ing thoroughly into the possibility of an inopportune

decease :
‘ There’s never so much pleasure in wearing

a bonnet the second year—especially when the crowns

are so changeable, never two summers alike.’

“ ‘ Ah I it’s the way of this world, said Mrs. Pullet,

returning the bonnet to the wardrobe and locking it up.”

Unlike Dickens, George Ehot can detach herself

completely from her creations, and her appreciation

of them never tempts her to extravagance. Unlike

Jane Austen, she acts as chorus to her characters,

throwing in by way of occasional parenthesis her

appreciation of their values. Jane Austen would

never have added “ entenng thoroughly into the

possibility of an inopportune decease,” or “it was

a great concession ”
;

but it is quite possible to

admire and.enjoy all these methods, and it seems

a great pity that some of Jane Austen’s admirers

can never praise that delightful artist without

seeking to vilify poor George Eliot.

The scene just quoted is a good illustration of

her dramatic humour, but though she could do this

sort of thing excellently, her real strength lies in

reflective humour. There she has no peer save

Meredith. From the ample storehouse of wise and

shrewd sayings, here are a few examples

:

“There are answers which in turning away wrath

only send it to the other end of the room.”

“We sit up at night to read about St. Francis or

Oliver Cromwell, but whether we should be glad for any-

one like them to call on us next morning, still move to

reveal himself as a new relation, is quite another affair.

" I often think it’s wi’ the old folks as wi’ the babbies

:

they’re satisfied wi’ looking, no matter what they re

looking at. It’s God Almighty’s way of quieting them

before they go to sleep.”

“ It’s poor work alius setting the dead up above the

livin’ ; we shall all on us be dead some time, I reckon

:

it ’ud be better if folks ’ud make much on us beforehand,

instead o’ beginning when we’re gone. It s but little

good you’ll do watering the last year’s crop.’

“Animals are such a^eeable friends, they ask no
questions, they pass no criticisms.”

“ Some folks’ tongues are like the clocks as run on
strikin’, not to tell you the time of day, but because there

is summat wrong in their inside.”

“ What a man wants in a wife rnostly is to make sure

of one fool as’ll tell him he’s wise.’*

“ I’m not denyin’ the women are foolish, e o • God
Almighty made ’em to match the men.”

“I have nothing to say against Craig—o^y it’s a
pity he couldn’t be hatched over again—and hatched

different.

”

“ Always the way with them weak-faced people , . •

as well pelt a bag of feathers as talk to them.”

“ I’m not one of those who can see the Cat in the
dairy and wonder what she’s come after.”

“Easy finding reasons why other folks should be
patient.”

“ Mrs. Poyser’s a terrible woman ; don’t say the apple
isn’t sound at the core, but it sets my teeth on edge.”

George Eliot is at her happiest in characterisation ;

here we fimd both subtlety and variety. The most
casual inspection will reveal the variety. Floren-

tine scholars, half-witted rustics, cultured free-*

thinkers, wayward, passionate natures, shallow,

insincere characters, mystics, men of the world.

Her wide range of observation, her generous sym-
pathies, and the power of detachment, trained by
scientific study, all helped to give breadth and
variety to her canvas.

The writer who could vitalise for us the hedonistic

Tito ; the fine old Puritan Dr. Lyons ; the erratic

Gwendolen Harleth ;
the steadfast Mary Garth

;

the commonplace Fred Vincy and the brilliant

Lydgate ; the rough, uncultured Bob Wakem and

the polished scholar Casaubon ;
deahng justice to

each, fairly appraising their merits and no less

keenly exposing their weaknesses, was a writer with

no ordinary power of psychological portrayal.

Nor is she a whit inferior in the subtlety of her

method. Note the delicate nuances in the charac-

terisation of Mary Garth and Rosamund Vincy,

and Bomola. An unassuming yet sweet-natured

girl, a shallow pate, and a young inexperienced

woman of cultured tastes. Here there are no dra-

matic elements, no striking contradictions of char-

acter that make characterisation easy and effective.

It is easier to draw a Maggie Tulliver than to draw

a Rosamund Vincy ; for unless the scales of justice

are scrupulously held the latter portrait inevitably

becomes a merely repellent sketch. Her short-

comings are neatly epitomised in the remark that

“ in poor Rosamund’s mind was not room enough

for luxuries to look small in ”
;

yet the physical

charm of the girl is no less admirably suggested

;

you may despise her personality, but it is never

negligible, and Lydgate’s early passion for her is

readily comprehended.

Can you not read Mary Garth’s character at once

from fine touches such as the following scrap of

dialogue shows

;

Fred, I don’t see how a man is to be good for much

unless he has some one woman to love him dearly.

Mary, I think the goodness should come before he

men tor tneir gooaness.

Mary, Perhaps not, but if they love them they never

think them bad.

Equally well is Eomola’s character revealed in

;he scene with Tito from which the foUowing frag-

nent is taken

:

“Bomola sat silent and motionless, could not

3liud herself to the direction in which Titos wor^
jointed. He wanted to persuade her that they might

«+ (he^r father’s! denosited in some monastery.
t tne Horary \ner laiiner

• take some other means to nd themselves of a task

id of a tie to Florence ; and she was determmed never

submit her mind to his judgment, on this qu^tion of

ity to her father. She was inwardly prepared to en-
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counter any sort of pain in resistance. But the deter-

mination was kept latent in these first moments by the

heart-crushing sense that now at last she and Tito must
be confessedly divided in their wishes. He was glad

of her silence, for, much as he had feared the strength

of her feeling, it was impossible for him, shut up in the

narrowness that hedges in all merely clever unimpas-
sioned men, not to over-estimate the persuasiveness of

his own judgment. His conduct did not look ugly to

himself, and his imagination did not suffice to show him
exactly how it would look to Komola. • • •

“ As that fluent talk fell on her ears, there was a rising

contempt within her, which only made her more con-

scious of her bruised, despairing love, her love for the

Tito she had married and believed in.”

Compare these two illustrations of widely diSerent

types of humanity. Is it possible to give either the

preference for truth and insight ?

(1) From the Rainbow Inn discourse on Ghosts

:

“
‘ Ay, but there’s this in it, Dowlais,* said the land-

lord, speaking in a tone of much candour and tolerance.

‘There’s foll^, i’ my opinion, they can’t see ghos’es,

not if they stood as plain as a pikestafi before ’em. And
there’s reason i* that. For there’s my wife, now, can’t

smell, not if she’d the strongest o’ cheese under her
nose. I never see’d a ghost myself ; but then I says to
myself—^Very like I haven’t got the smell for ’em. I
mean, putting a ghost for a smell, or else contrariways.
And so, I’m for holding with both sides ; for, as I say,

the truth lies between ’em. And if Dowlais was to go
and stand and say he’d never seen a wink o’ Clifi’s Holiday
allthe night through, I’d back him ; and if anybody said

as Chfi’s Holiday was certain sure for all that, I’d back
him too. For the smell’s what I go by.’

“The landlord’s analogical argument was not well

received by the farrier—a man intensely opposed to
compromise.
“^Tut, tut,’ he said, setting down his glass with re-

freshed kritation ;
‘ what’s the smell got to do with

it ? Did ever a ghost give a man a black eye % That’s
what I should like to know. If ghos’es want me to be-

lieve in ’em, let ’em leave ofl skulking i* the dark and i’

lone places—let ’em come where there’s company and
candles.*
“ * As if ghos’es ’ud want to be believed in by anybody

so ignirant ? * said Mr. Macey, in deep disgust at the
farrier’s crass incompetence to apprehend the conditions
of ghostly phenomena.” i

(2) From the work-a-day philosophy of Adorn
B^e:
“ There’s nothing but what is bearable, as long as a

mam can work. The nature of things doesn’t change,
though it seems as if one’s own life was nothing but
change. The square of four is sixteen, and you must
lengthen your lever in proportion to your weight, is as
true when a man’s miserable as when he’s happy : and
the best of working is, it gives you a griphold of thhigs
outside your own lot,”

Jxxst as in Paul, David, and Pip, Dickens had
portrayed, partly of deliberation, partly no doubt
unconsciously, his own self

;
so in Maggie, Romola,

and Dorothea, has George Eliot described her own
mental and spiritual growth ; and in reading these
studies we are reminded of the complex personality
of the novelist. Maggie’s cry was for fuller life,

Komola’s for ampler knowledge, Dorothea’s for

larger opportunity for doing good; and we can
trace here the friend of Lewes, the admirer of

Spencer, the follower of Comte. Truth to tell,

George Eliot was half pagan and half Puritan, and

1 Silas Mamer*

the two sides never blended. She was a woman of
a strong, passionate temperament, swept by tidal

impulses ;
with a rich, full nature, keenly sensitive

to the sensuous side of hfe. On this side she re-

minds one of Thomas Hardy’s striking presentment
of Eustacia Vye in The Return of the Native, This
is the passionate, emotional woman, who hungered
all her hfe for affection ; craved, like a sensitive

child, for the sympathy of friends ; the woman who
was ready to brave social convention for the man
she loved ; for whom no human being was too weak,
too sinful, for her pitiful and affectionate compas-
sion. This is the George Eliot who gave us Maggie
Tulliver, Gwendolen Harleth, Tina, Janet.

But there was another side to George Eliot’s

nature. She discarded early the narrow exclusive-

ness in which she had been brought up. Intellectu-

ally, she was in touch with the most extreme of

the Rationalist critics
;
but she never outgrew her

Puritamsm. It was too deeply ingrained m her
character. Like Carlyle, she retained the austere

ethical idealism of the Puritan long after she had
thrown away the dogmatic expression of her faith.

In her life the Puritan side is always warring
against the pagan side. She threw in her lot with
Lewes while his wife was yet alive ; but she was
never easy about the step she had taken, though
never regretting it. Radical and revolutionary in

her outlook on life, she yet shrunk from revolt.

Agnostic in her views, she is none the less mystical

in her S3rmpathies. Sensitive and dependent on
others, yet associated in many minds with the orac-

ular sibyl who presided over those famous Sunday
“At Homes” in North London, this medley of

psychological contradictions gave her additional

insight as a writer ; but it spoiled her hfe as a

woman.
Yet her work expresses a clear and definite out-

look on life.

Full as George Eliot’s stories are of the tragedy

of hfe, it is not surely the tragedy of circumstance

so much as the tragedy of lost opportunities.

In Adam Bede, Romola, and Daniel Deronda, to

mention none other of her books, there are epochs

in the hves of the characters which, taken at the

flood, had led on to moral fortune. There were
occasions—^not merely one but several—^when a

stronger resolve would have changed the entire

complexion of the future. Did Gwendolen Harleth
enter upon her marriage with Grandeourt un-

warned ? Could any woman’s eyes have been
opened more convincingly with Lydia dasher’s

impressive warning, than were Gwendolen’s as to

Grandcourt’s character ? Might not Tito time after

time have repaired the injury done to his foster-

father ? No writer indeed more unswervingly up-

held the trustworthiness of the moral instincts than

did our author: even poor bewildered Dorothea

exclaimed at a time of great difficulty :

While desiring what is perfectly good, even though
we don’t quite know -what it is, and cannot do what
we would, we are part ofthe Divine power against the evil,

widening the skirts of light, and making the struggle

with darkness narrower.’

“‘I can’t argue any longer; I don’t know what is

wise, but my heart will not let me do it,’ cried Maggie.
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“

‘ It’s the will of them above,’ observed Dolly Win-
throp, ‘ as many things snould be dark to us, but there

are some things as I never feel in the dark about, and they
are mostly what oomes in the day’s work.’ ”

At her worst George Eliot is laboured, self-con-

scious, and didactic, never trivial nor shallow. At
her best she is rich in mellow wisdom and m sympa-

thetic insight ; and whatever her shortcomings as a
story-teller, she has no rival and few peers in the

power and poignancy of her psychology.

George Ehot is the last great name among the

women writers of Victorian fiction, but there are

many writers of the second and third rank, who
achieved considerable popularity in their day.

Among these may be mentioned that ingenious

sentimentalist Mrs. Henry Wood, who sometimes

showed, eis in East Lynne, a genius for big emotional

situations, and one may add a genius for reducing

them to the commonplace by her saccharine treat-

ment of them.
I^ess sensational in her devices, though no less

sentimental, is Mrs. Craik, whose John Halifax,

Gentleman, proved only second to East Lynne in its

tear-compelling quality. Miss Charlotte Yonge
was once a name to conjure with, and her blend of

Tractarianism and sentimental portraiture proved
vastly to the taste of many ; but the Heir of

RedcUffe, despite numbering Rossetti among its

admirers, is not among the novels that count.

Mrs. Oliphant was a writer of great promise,

whom commercial necessities spoiled ; for undeni-

ably she wrote far too much. That she did not do
justice to herself in her plentiful and for the most
part commonplace output, is evident, I think, from
such a work of striking imagination as The Be-

leaguered City. Among her other volumes, the best

is The Chronicles of Carlingford, which has an agree-

able Trollope-like flavour.

Mrs. Oliphant’s critical work is sound but undis-

tinguished, but there is a good deal of merit in her

posthumous book

—

The House of Blackwood.

Another woman with less artistic power than
Mrs. Oliphant, but with a real sense of letters, is

Mrs. E. Lynn Linton (1822-1898). ^ Her essays

in fiction by no means do justice to her gifts ; but
her power of incisive portraiture may be judged
from her literary reminiscences and her trenchant,

clever, though acrimonious article on George Eliot

which she wrote for a volume dealing with some of

the women novelists of the time. She was a bitter

opponent of the feminist movement.

Two very popular writers of the later Victorian
era deserve more than bare mention. These are
M. E. Braddon (Mrs. Maxwell, 1837-1915) and
OuiDA ( 1840—1908) (Miss Louisa de la Ramee). Mioa
Braddon wrote a great deal of frankly sensational
fiction, that makes httle claim beyond that of pleas-
antly whiling away a railway journey. But among
her many uovek there are a few. Vixen and Ishmael,
for example, that exhibit a more than average gift
of delineating character, and real imaginative power;
while in the art of constructing a story she has
always proved a skilful adept. Equally facile, but
more unequal as a craftswoman, the lady who called
herself “ Ouida,” is none the less a far more impor-
tant figure. Despite the garishness that informs her
fictions, and the grotesque extravagance that made
her an easy prey for the parodist, she shows, especi-
ally in her stories of Itahan life, an intensity of
imagination, and a power of pathos, demed to all

but the great story-tellers. Had she only been
possessed of the “ Art to blot,” and with a sense oi

humour, she might have ranked among the great

novelists of the time. Some of her books, for ex-

ample Tivo LiMle Wooden Shoes, Pascarel, Tricoirin,

have a fresh, picturesque charm of a high order.

Her stories of Society life, e.g. Moths, though lacking

the charm of her peasant studies, are often remark-
ably clever; and although she can rarely resist

tearing a passion to tatters, the passions she tears

are real passions. Indeed, her skill in depicting

certain moods of sexual emotion can only be
equalled in the pages of George Sand. With no
humour, little power of self-criticism, little infc>ght

into character, prolix as a story-teller, and inordi-

nately fond of the loud pedal, she has produced a
vast amount of fiction of the most tawdry kind,

yet among the tinsel are considerable patches of

unquestionable beauty and power. Her love of

nature and power of visualising this may be matched
in many contemporary story-teBers, but her love of

art and the art atmosphere that she can create, is

very rarely found among English novelists. To find

its peer we must turn to the poets and artists of the

Pre-Raphaelite school.

There are many other novelists of varying second-

ary merit, like Rhoda Broughton and Edna
Lyall, who proved pleasant and wholesome story-

tellers for their generation, but whose work is

undistinguished and lacking in staying power.

With these, in an age of such enormous fecundity of

production, it is impossible to deal in this necessarily

restricted record.

U. PROSE
:

(a) Fiction. George Meredith : His Life—His Work—^The Poetic Impressionist

—

As a Critic of Life—His Courage—His Altruism.

GEORGE MEREDITH (1828-1909)

His Life

Almost the last link connecting the present genera-

tion with mid-Victorian literature is George Mere-
dith, and of few distinguished men is less known
personally. We may, to quote Thackeray, do our
best ** to find out under what schoolmaster’s ferule

he was educated, where his grandmother was vacci-

nated, and so forth,” but the natural reserve of the

man precluded aB possibility of gleaning personal

details ; in his whimsical way, he once threatened

“ to haunt ” anyone who attempted to write his

biography.

Bom at Portsmouth on February 12, 1828,

George Meredith was of Welsh and Irish descent, and
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was naturally very proud of his double Celtic origin

—a fact that is noticeable throughout his work.

When quite a small boy he had the misfortune

to lose his mother, and for some j^ears he attended

a day-school in Portsmouth ; but on bemg made a
ward in Chancery he was sent, at the age of fourteen,

to the Moravian School at Neuwied-on-the-Bhine,

which he left when sixteen. On returning to Eng-
land he turned his unwillmg attention to the law,

which he soon abandoned for literature.

In 1849 Meredith’s first poem, to commemorate
the battle of ChiUianwallah, was published in

Chamberses Edinburgh Journal on July 7, and in

the same year he married Mrs. NichoUs, the young
widow of a naval officer and daughter of Thomas
Love Peacock, “a singularly brilliant and witty

woman,” who died in 1860. After their marriage,

which proved an unhappy one, the young couple

lived much on the Continent; eventually they

took rooms at Weybridge, near Peacock’s house

in Lower Halliford, where a son, Arthur Gryffydd,

was bom in 1853, to whom his father was devotedly

attached, and who died in 1880 after a tedious

illness. In 1862 Meredith furnished a room in

the house where Bossetti and Swinburne were
living in Chelsea, but he used it little and left off

going there altogether after a short time. Two
years later a second marriage, with Miss VuHiamy,
a lady of French Huguenot descent on her father’s

side, brought with it twenty-one years of unclouded
happiness, and another son and a daughter. When
Meredith refused to adopt the law as a profession

he turned to journalistic work, and for a period con-

tributed regularly to, and for a short while edited,

the Ipswich Gazette, During the late fifties and early

sixties he was also contributing articles to the

Morning Post, Nothing but dire necessity, how-
ever, kept him at journalism. “I detest the

writing for money,” he said. “Journalism for

money is Egsrptian bondage.” In 1866, on the
outbreak of flae war between Austria and Italy, he
became war correspondent for the Morning PosU
and made good use of this experience in yiMoria,

a novel dealing with the Italian rising of 1848.

Towards the end of 1867, on the departure for

America of Mr. John Morley, then editor of the
Fortnightty Beview, Meredith was asked to imder-
take, and accepted, the editorship pro tern. He had
succeeded John Forster as reader and hterary ad-
viser to the publishers Messrs. Chapman & Hall,

and was known as a sympathetic and painstaking
if exacting reader. The encouragement that he
so generously gave to promising young writers was
in no way accorded himself. The first volume he
published was a book of Poems (1861), which in-

cluded Love in a Yalleys dedicated to his father-

in-law, Thomas Love Peacock. The Athmcmm
reviewed these first-fruits as indicating “ an artistic

tendency in the singer, and to a certain extent a
pledge, that one day he may be a poet.” Then
came the fantastic Shaving of Shagpat (1855), more
kindly appreciated by George Eliot in the West-
minster Beviewt as “a work of genius ... an
apple tree among the trees of the wood ”

;
yet it

was nearly eleven years before a second edition
was called for. Two years later came Farina,

The Ordeal of Btchard Feverel (1859) met with
a cold reception generally, and took twenty years
to pass into a second edition, notwithstanding
that the Times devoted three columns to an ap-
preciative review. His next volume, Evan Barring,
ton (1861), was all but ignored by the critics. Then
came Modem Love (1862), that brought forth the
Spectatores scathing criticism, and Swinburne’s mem-
orable protest in which he estimated Meredith as
“ one of the three or four poets now alive whose
work,perfector imperfect, is always asnoblein design
as it IS often faultless in result.” Emilia in England
(now known as Sandra Bellom) followed in 1864,
Bhoda Fleming (1865), Vittoria (1867), all of which
had a poor sale, and Harry B%chmond^ one of the
longest of his novels, in 1871. With Beauchampes
Career (1875) we find Meredith received almost
with enthusiasm, and in this book we have one of

Meredith’s favourite characters, Ben4e de Croisnel

;

“ I should certainly follow Nevil Beauchamp’s ex-

ample,” he once said, “ and challenge anyone who
dared to make love to her.”

With the pubhcation of The Egoist came fame,
in 1879. That forceful Hterary organ the Athen,
CBumy which had reviewed Farina as “ a full-blooded

specimen of the nonsense of genius,” now generously

praises The Egoist as “ a piece of imaginative work
as soHd and rich as anything that the' century has
seen,—one of the strongest and most original pro-

ductions of modern Hterature.”

Thus has George Meredith won recognition of his

genius. He had suffered neglect, but never lowered
his standard to court the approval of the man in the

street. “ The first time or two I minded,” he once

said to a friend, “ then I determined to disregard

what people said altogether, and since then I have
written only to please myself.”

Following The Tragic Comedians (1880) came
Diana of the Crossways (1885), an instant success,

with yet another favourite in the Irish heroine

—

“ She is one of the women dear to me,” was the

comment of the author.

Meredith now collected some of his poems and
two volumes were issued

—

Poems of Tragic Life

(1887) andA Beading of Earth (1888)—^then return^
to the novel with One of Our Conquerors (1890), and
Lord Ormont and his Aminia that ran serially in the

Pall Mall Magazine in 1894. His last work, and one

of the most popular, was The Amazing Marriage

(1895). Celt and Saxon, issued posthumously, but

written at a much earHer date, was left unfinished.

Up to the end Meredith took an active interest

in poKtical and public affairs, and when unable to

walk was carried into the polling station to record

his vote at the last election. In early years he had
worked on the Conservative side of poHtieal journal-

ism, but eventually became an ardent Badical and

Home Ruler, proudly quoting Gladstone as an

instance of what a young man might become who
started Hfe as a Conservative. Hehad always a firm

beHef in the mission of woman ; on his eightieth

birthday he wrote to a correspondent, “We will

hope that the days of the parasite woman are pass-

ing, however much they may deHght a certain body
of your sex and the greater number of mine.”
A lover of all bodily exercise, walking was his
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favourite recreation, and he indulged in long “ spins ”

across the Surrey downs that he loved so weU and

likened to greyhounds in full career, until the acci-

dent that brought his walking days to a close.

In 1892, on the death of Tennyson, Meredith was
chosen to succeed the Laureate as President of the

Incorporated Society of Authors ; to commemorate
his seventieth birthday he was presented with an
address signed by a representative body of literary

men and women ; and to his eminent satisfaction

he received the Order of Merit in 1905.

Young at heart, the aged novelist never felt he

was growing old. “ People talk about me as if I

were an old man,** he said when seventy-six ;
“ I

still look on Ufe with a young man’s eye.
*
’ Although

an invalid for the last few years of his life, Meredith

kept in touch with the world and its doings
; and to

Flint Cottage, Boxhill, where he had lived for forty

years, most of the prominent men and women in

literature, art, politics, and society found their way.

He was not fond of strangers, but his intimates he

welcomed with delight, and was quite ready to talk

with them in his clear, penetrating voice.

On May 18, 1909, came the end, painlessly and
quietly, just as the dawn was breaking, five weeks
subsequent to the death of Swinburne. After cre-

mation, all that was mortal of George Meredith was
laid T30 rest in Dorking churchyard.

His Work

Meredith’s early poems were published contempo-
rarilywith In Memoriam,and his earlyfiotion mingles

with the mature work of Dickens and the novels of

George Eliot. The Ordeal of Richard Feverel, one

of Meredith’s finest books, was published in the same
year as saw Adam Bede. Yet whereas the latter

book was an overwhelming success, Meredith’s book
passed with scant notice. Indeed he had to wait

thirty years for full recognition of his powers. Why
was this ?

It wa;S due mainly to the eccentricities of the

writer’s style, that discouraged many at the outset

from discovering the vigour and freshness of the

thought or the bold imagination that would amply
have compensated (had they but known it) for the

close and patient attention demanded. It was due
to a lesser extent also to an outlook on life which
in no way repels the modern reader, but which
failed to harmonise with some cherished Victorian

ideals.

But the chief reason for the tardiness of recogni-

tion and the limited appeal lay in the style, and it

must be frankly admitted that much of the difficulty

here was gratuitous and wilful, since Meredith can
be as musical as Tennyson, and as clear and straight-

forward as Fielding when he is so disposed. We
must make full allowance, therefore, for a reading
public that failed to recognise the great new force

in fiction that had come among them. Meredith
has written of Carlyle, what might well be applied

to himself

:

“ A wind in the orchard style that tumbled down here
and there an appreciable fruit with uncouth bluster;
sentences without commencements running to abrupt
©ndings and smoke ;—aU the pages in a breeze, the whole

book producing a.kind of electrical agitation in the mind
and tne jomts.*’ ^

The ordinary reader had to accustom himself to
the electrical agitation before he could be grateful
to the stimulating battery that produced it.

In considering the works of Meredith it will be
useful to regard him from three points of view : as
the satiric observer, as the poetic impressionist, and
as a critic of life.

The Satiric Observer

There never has been a nimbler, shrewder ob-
server ofhuman nature than Meredith. His humour
lacks the joUy geniality of Dickens, and the easy
breadth of Fielding ; but there is a keener intel-

lectual vision behind. Less universal in his appeal
as a humorist, he has no rival as a satirist ; for
his satire is keen, subtle, incisive

; and never blunted
as Dickens’ occasionally was by over-emphasis, or
as Thackeray’s was by sentimentality. No Vic-
torian novelist has a wider range of sympathy, or
a shrewder vision. And in his Essay on Comedy
we shall find a key to this satiric outlook

;

“ Folly is the natural prey of the Comic Spirit, known
to it in aU her transformations, in every disguise ; and
it with the springing delight of hound after fox, that
it gives her chc^e, never fretting, never tiring, sure of
having her, allowing her no rest.”

As a painter of contemporary English manners
he has no peer. Inferior to his great contemporary,
Hardy, in his treatment of the more elemental

aspects of human nature, he transcends him, and
indeed any other writer of his time, in the mixture
of convention and primal instinct that go to make
up the average civilised man. No one has given a
more faithful picture of the Englishman with his

merits and defects. The English, he said in one of

his flashes of comic insight, are people requiring to

be studied, who “mean well and who are warm
somewhere below as chimney-pots are, though they

are so stiff.” He knew his aristocrats and “ young
barbarians,” as Arnold called them, and saw clearly

enough why and where they are found wanting

;

“ Grandmotherly laws

—

Giving rivers of gold to our young.
In the days of their hungers impure.
To furnish them beak and claws.

And make them a banquet’s lure.” 2

In the criticism of the democratic German Pro-

fessor in Harry Richmond, Meredith puts the case

excellently

:

“The Professor would invite me to his room, after

the ‘ sleep well ’ of the ladies, and I sat with him much
like his pipe-bowl, which burned bright a moment at

one sturdy puff, but generally gave out smoke in fan-

tastical wreaths. He told me frankly he had a poor

idea of my erudition. . • • One night he asked me what
my scheme of life was. . • . Have you no aim ? You
have, or I am told you are to have, fabulous wealth

—

a dragon’s heap. You are one of the main drain-pipes

of English gold. What is your object ? To spend it ?
*

“
* I shall hope to do good with it,’

“ ‘ To do good ! There is hardly a pimce or mil-

lionaire, in hfetory or alive, who h^ not in his young

1 Beauchamp's Career* ® The Empty Purse*
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days hugged that notion. Pleasure swarrns, he has
the pick of his market. You English live for pleasure.*

We are the hardest workers in the world.*
* That you may live for pleasure ! Deny it I

*

‘*He puffed his tobacco-smoke zealously, and re-

sumed: ‘Yes, you work hard for money. Y'ou eat
and drink, and boast of your exercises ; they sharpen
your appetites. So goes the round. We strive, we fail

;

you are our frog-chorus of critics, and you suppose that
your brek-ek-koax affects us. I say we strive and fail,

but we strive on, while you remain in a past age, and are

proud of it. You reproach us with the lack of common
sense, as if the belly were its seat. Now I ask you
whether you have a scheme of life, that I may know
whether you are to be another of those huge human
pumpkins called nch men, who cover your country and
drain its blood and intellect—^those impoverishers of

nature ! Here we have our princes ; but they are rulers,

they are responsible, they have their tasks, and if they
also run to gourds, the scandal punishes them and their

order, all in seasonable time . . . bad enough *—^bad

enough I—but they are not protected by laws in their

right to do nothing for what they receive. That
system is an invention of the commercial genius and
the English.’ ”

Harry Hichmond, in defence, cited our House of

Lords.

“
' We have our aristocracy, Herr Professor.*

*’

But this only leads to another onslaught.

“
* Your nobles are nothing but rich men inflated with

empty traditions of insufferable, because unwarrantable,
pride, and drawing substance from alliances with the
merchant class. Axe they your leaders ? Do they lead
you m letters ? In the Arts ? Ay, or in Government ?

No, not, I am informed, not even in military service 1

and there our titled witlings do manage to hold up their

brainless pates. You are all in one mass, struggling in
the stream to get out and he and wallow and belch on
the banks. You work so hard that you have all but one
aim, and that is fatness and ease I

’ ”

Yet no one is kinder to youth or more tolerant

of its foibles than he. His best men are neither

prigs nor sentimentalists ; they are strong, self-

reliant, and reserved. Richard Feverel is limned
with no less sympathy than discernment. He is

an attractive young fellow in many ways, but selfish

as headstrong youth is apt to be, and regardless of

others. He means to enjoy Uf© at all costs.

“ When we have gone out and seized it in the highways,
certain inscrutable laws are sure to b© at work to brmg
us to the criminal bar sooner or later. . . . Richard
Turpin wanted both—singing ‘Money or life* to the
world : Richard Feverel has done the same, substituting
* happiness ’ for money, frequently synonyms. He was
just as much a highway robber as his fellow Dick, so
that those who have failed to recognise him as a hero,
may now regard him in that light. Meanwhile the
world he has squeezed, looks exceedingly patient and
beautiful.”!

Naturally poor innocent Lucy suffers : for there

is always a Lucy somewhere to suffer, when thought-
less young Dicks go their own sweet way.

In Sir Willoughby Patteme we have another, a
subtler and more dangerous type of egotist held up
to our notice. For his selfishness is not transparent
as is FeverePs

;
and at first sight he seems as attrac-

tive as he is prosperous. But a brief acquaintance
discloses the portentous insincerity of the man.

! Ordeal of Bichard JS^eoereh

He is the sort of man who is always for purity in
womanhood, and he is unhappy because his Clara
has not come to him straight out of a cloister, un-
suUied by contact with the world, but he tries to
comfort himself with the thought that she never
(as he prays) will wed again. He loves to think of
her as “ My Widow.” A chaste soul, say the fool-

ish : not so, remarks Meredith. “ This is not the
cry of a noble austerity but the shriek of a gross
voluptuousness.” And Clara Middleton comes to
see this, his overhearing vanity grates on her nerves

;

and she resolves to avoid the servitude so clearly

marked out for her.

Through his mellow urbanity of manner she can
see the tyrant, and she shivers ;

“
‘ You are cold, my love.’

**
‘ I am not cold,* said Clara. ‘ Someone, I suppose,

was walking over my grave.*
^

The gulf of a caress hove
in view like an enormous billow, hollowing under the
curled wave. She stooped to a buttercup : the monster
swept by.” !

An admirable passage. How better describe the
engulfing waters of Sir Willoughby’s egotism than
by the term “ the gulf of a caress ”

1

Meredith is singularly happy in hitting off some
character or quality in an epigrammatic phrase.

How illuminating are such touches as these :

“ Neat, insignificant and nervously cheerful, with the
©yes of a bird that let you into no interior.” 2

” Algernon, the genius of champagne luncheons
incarnate.” »

“ It will be found a common case, that when we have
yielded to our instincts and then have to soothe con-
science, w© must slaughter somebody as a sacrificial

offermg to our own comfort.” ^

One of the most important tasks of Meredith as

a satirist has been the de-sentimentalising of men
and women. And just as he strips the prig and the

sensualist of his tinsel, so with his women does he
remove the conventional rose-pink that early Vic-

torian writers particularly loved to cloak woman-
kind in. What Fielding did for men, Charlotte

Bronte did for women, drawing them frankly and
sincerely from the life—and not from the conven-

tions. Yet it is questionable whether many readers

did not prefer the sentimental artificialityof Richard-

son and the literary Lowther Arcade of pink and

white dolls, that most of the early Victorians, and

mid-Victorians too, for that matter, provided for

their readers’ delectation. Neither Dickens nor

Thackeray could escape from this absurd attitude

towards woman—^it needed another woman writer

like George Eliot to lead back most story-tellers to

a sound feminine psychology. Meredith, however,

needed no leading. He was sound from the st^.
Admiring and reverencing passion ; be had nothing

but contempt for the washy sentimentality that so

often did duty for passion ;
and for the unreal

simpering puppets that passed for women. There

isno better feminine company in English fiction than

we may find in Meredith’s women : some of Hardy’s

women are more fascinating, but they are also more

wayward. Meredith’s best women are both reliable

! The Egoieit, ^ Of Wilfred Pole in Sandra Bellonu

® Bhoda Fleming, 4 Beaucham/p^s Careetm
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and attractive, not a whit less feminine and desirable

for being clear-headed and sound-hearted. Indeed

Meredith’s view of human nature is essentially a

sane one :

“ Philosophy bids us to see that we are not so pretty

as rose-pink, not so repulsive as dirty drab ; and that

instead of everlastingly shifting those barren aspects,

the sight of ourselves is wholesome, bearable, fructifying,

finally a dehght. . . . And imagine the celestial re-

freshment of having a pure decency in the place of sham ;

real flesh ; a soul born active, wind-beaten, but ascending.

Honourable will fiction then appear; honourable, a

fount of life, an aid to life, quick with our blood. . . .

Worse than that alternative dirty drab, your recurring

rose-pink is rebuked by hideous revelations of the filthy

foul ;
for nature will force her way, and if you try to

stifle her by drowning, she comes up, not the fairest

part of her uppermost !
” ^

Meredith had a hearty belief in the beneficent

antiseptic of humour.

“ Comedy lifts women to a station ofiering them free

play for their wit, as they usually show it, when they have

It, on the side of sound sense. The higher the Comedy,
the more promment the part they enjoy m it. . . . The
heroines of Comedy are like women of the world, not
necessarily heartless from being clear-sighted; they

seem so to the sentimentally-reared only for the reason

that they use their wits, and are not wandering vessels

crying for a captain or a pilot. Comedy is an exhibition

of their battle with men, and that of men with them

:

and as the two, however divergent, both look on one

object, namely, Life, the gradual similarity of their

impressions must bring them to some resemblance.

The Comic poet dares to show us men and women coming

to this mutual likeness ; he is for saying that when they

draw together in social life their minds grow liker ; just

as the philosopher discerns the similarity of boy and girl,

until the girl is marched away to the nursery.” »

The Poetic Impressionist

Meredith’s strength as a poet lies in his luxuriant

imagination. Sometimes it proves too luxuriant

for us ; its crowded opulence fatigues while it de-

lights ;
the multiplicity of its beauties detract

in place of impressing. “ There are more ways of

killing a cat than by choking it with cream,”

an old adage, and there are more ways of wearying

a reader than by inundating him with beauties.

But after all the end is the same, and it is small

consolation to the drowning man to be told that he is

being drowned in the choicest Malmsey wine. With
this small grumble, let us offer an ample meed of

praise to the extraordinary beauty and fresh sug-

gestiveness of much of Meredith’s poetry ;
to that

Spring melody. Love in a Valley ; to the fine tragic

complexities of Modem Love ; to the glorious Hymn
to Colour; to the fresn vigour of Juggling Jerry ; to

the simple yet deep wisdom of The Woods of Wester-

main

;

to the inspiring Beading of Life, ^d to the

technical brilliance of The Spirit of Earth in Autumn,

Intellectual preoccupations do not mar his music

in the same way as Browning’s were sometimes

wont to do ; but the obscurities that bafide and

worry the reader in certain poems are due no less

to the recondite character of his images than to the

rapidity with which he utters them. It is not his

insistent intellectuality (that is part of the man’s

^ Diana of the Crossways, ^ Essay on Comedy,

temperament, and if you object to that you will

get httle good from Meredith) but his unhappy
S3mtax, crushed and breathless under the beauties
he crowds so unpitying into it, that makes no
easy poet to construe. As Mr. Trevelyan aptly
says in his admirable study of Meredith, “ Meta-
phor is both his strength and his undoing.”
Browning baffles us because he tells us too little of
what is in his mind ; Meredith because he tells us
too much, and it is quite possible to have too much
of a good thing despite the whimsical Elia. But we
must not be unmmdful of the quality of the pro-
fusion

; and the tangled growth contains sweet and
precious things. Meredith was certainly a great

poet ; though he is too often not a great artist.

No one but a great poet could have written “ As
lovers to whom Time is whispenng,” or “ Maiden
still the Mom is,” and

** Strange she is, and secret

;

Strange her eyes

;

Her cheeks are cold as cold sea-shells ” ;
^

or
“ So royal, unuttered, is Youth’s dream
Of power within to strike without.” 2

No one but a great poet could have given us so fine

a sonnet as the following

:

** An inspiration caught from dubious hues.

Filled him, and mystic wrynesses he chased ;

For they lead farther than the single-faced.

Wave subtler promise when desire pursues.

The moon of cloud discoloured was his Muse,
His pipe the reed of the old moaning waste.

Love was to him with anguish fast enlaced,

And Beauty where she walked blood-shot the dews.

Men railed at such a singer ; women thrilled

Responsively ; he sang not Nature’s own
Divinest, but his lyno had a tone,

As ’twere a forest-echo of her voice s

What barrenly they yearn for seemed distilled
^

From what th&y dread, who do tlirough tears rejoice,” ®

and none but a wilful artist the chaotic Ode to the

Comic Spirit,

Sometimes the poet and the critic in Meredith

might have exchanged media, with advantage.

The Shaving of Shagpat would have made an even

better verse than prose romance ; and The Empty

Purse would have gained in effectiveness consider-

ably by being written in prose.

Mention of The Shaving of Shagpat, with its

luscious romanticism—^just sharpened sufficiently by

Meredith’s keen humour, to prevent it from cloying

—reminds us of the value of Meredith’s poetic im-

pressionism in his prose writings. With certain re-

servations, indeed, Meredith’s imagination moves

more easily and effectively in prose than in verse.

Romanticism and wit lie cheek by jowl in Mere-

dith’s nature. His keen satire is saved from cyni-

cism by the warmth of his imagination. The poetic

beauty of his novels is no less insistent than the wit.

Indeed they serve as exceUerit foils the one for the

other. Just as his romanticism keeps him human

and largely sympathetic, so does his wit save him

from sentimentaHty.

1 Love in the VaUey: ^ The Night Watki
s A Later Al&nandrian,
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He uttered no more characteristic saying than

this

:

You may estimate your capacity for comic percep-

tion by being able to detect the ridicule of them you
love -without loving them less.’* i

Meredith chides those he loves and scorns a passion

that -will not bear the breath of humour. Yet
though he will laugh at his lovers he never laughs

at love. Even adolescent passion is sacred to him.

Take for instance this delightful passage from Lord
Ormont and his Aminta

:

“She had a nice mouth, ready for a smile at the
corners ; or so it was before Matey let her see that she
-was his mark. Now she kept her mouth asleep and her
eyes half down, up to the moment of her neanng to pass,

when the girl opened on him, as if lifting her eyelids

from sleep to the window, a full side-look, like a throb,

and no disguise—^no slyness or boldness either, not a
bit of languishing. You might think her heart came
quietly out.
“ The look was like the fall of light on the hills from

the first of morning. It lasted half a minute, and left

a ruffle for a good half-hour.”

Pitched in a more lyric key is the famous scene

in Feverel

:

** Lucy was simply dressed, befitting decency and the
season. Th^s blooming young person -w'as regaling on
dewberries. They grew between the bank and the water.

. . . The little skylark went up above her, all song, to

the smooth southern cloud lying along the blue : from a
de-wy copse standing dark over her nodding hat the
blackbird fluted, calling to her with thrice meflow note

;

the kingfisher flashed emerald out of green osiers; a
bow-winged heron travelled aloft, seeking solitude : a
boat slipped toward her, containing a dreamy youth

;

and still she plucked the frmt, and ate, and mused, as if no
fairy prince were invading her territories, and as if she
wished not for one, or knew not her -wishes. . . . Stiller

and stiller grew nature, as at the meeting of two electric

clouds. . . . To-morrow this place will have a memory—^the river and the meadow, and the white fallmg weir ;

his heart will build a temple here ; and the skylark -will

be its high-priest, and the old blackbird its glossy-gowned
chorister, and there -will be a sacred repast of dewberries.”®

In his feminine characterisations, the -wit and
poet often blend -with happiest results, as in the

picture of Ben4e in Yenio©

;

"She was like a delicate cup of crystal brimming
with the beauty of the place. . . . Her features had the
soft irregularities which run to rarities of beauty,
as the ripple rocks the light; mouth, eyes, brow,
nostrils, and bloomy cheek played into one another
liquidly ; thought flew, tongue followed, and the flash
of meaning quivered over them like night lightning.
Her age was but newly seventeen and she was French.” ®

Meredith excels especially in the delineation of

women, uniting strong affection -with nimble intel-

ligence. His heroines have nothing of the early
Victorian “ DoUy ” flavour about them. They are
the true comrades and co-equals of men. Yet no
one disliked the masculine type of woman more
than he did. His contempt for the "waxwork
sex’* was only equalled by his dislike for the "pam-
phlet in petticoats ”

; of on© of this kind he de-
clared " that after a probationary term in the
character of man she had become woman*’; of

^ssay on Comedy^ 2 Ordeal of Eickaard Feverd^
® Beauohaiwp'a Careen

another, " that she had relapsed upon religion and
Uttle dogs.”

Meredith’s romanticism is better expressed in
prose than in verse. His ebulhent and vital imagin-
ation moves more easily m the ampler margin
of prose than when bound by rhyme and metre.
Yet over inteUeotualised as is his verse, and more
disturbed than his pros© by distressing mannerisms
there is a wealth of power and beauty in his poetry!
Nothing is more interesting here than his attitude
towards nature. There is nothing of the transcen-
dentalism in Meredith that we find in most poets of
Nature. It were better to call it Earth worship
than Nature worship. Nature for him was not a
brooding spirit of peace as for Wordsworth, nor the
swift-winged spirit of Love as with Shelley

; nor on
the other hand was it merely an exquisite mechan-
ism, unmoral if not immoral, as with Tennyson—^nor

a cheery, amusing, joyful comrade as to downing.
The Earth to Meredith is a kind, though Spartan

mother—^who attracts us to her by those elemental
bonds that tell us thatwe cam© from her, yet repelsus
because she has nothing but silence or grim rebuffs

for our desperate hopes and high aspirations. Man
" May entreat, aspire,

He may despair, and she has never heed.
She drinking his warm sweat will soothe his need

—

Not his desire.” 1

Man cannot do -without the rough, yet needful

education of this great Mother. Something of what
we may learn from her Meredith gives us in Melam-
pus (the physician naturalist)

:

** For him the woods were a home
And gave him the Key of Knowledge.”

Meredith’s joy in earth, however, as a source of

inspiration and strength, will be noted more fully

later ; her© w© may watch his joy in the sheer sen-

suous beauty of Earth. Fresh charms appear, new
graces even to those familiar with Earth,

“ A wonder edges the familiar face, . , .

Half strange seems Earth and sweeter than her
Flowers.” 3

In such poems as The Thrush in Fehruary, The
South-Wester9 The Lark Ascending^ the splendour

and rapture of the physical world find eloquent

speech.

Of the lark

:

" He rises and begins to round s

He drops the silver chain of sound
Of many hnks -without a break,

3^ chirrup, whistle, slur, and shake

:

All intervolved and spreading -wide,

Like water-dimples do-wn a tide,

Where ripple, npple overourls
And eddy onto eddy whirls.” ®

Then there is the magic of Spring—^perhaps a

shad© too studied at times—^in Love in a VaUey

;

and the delicate and suggestive beauty of The

Orchard and the Heath*

Of the longer poems, perhaps the fine and opulent

1 Earth and Man. ® Meditation under Stars,

8 The Lark Asemimg,
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Bymn to Colour is the most remarkable for its

artistic workmanship.

As a Critic of Life

In the first place we note his sense of Individu-

ality. Meredith is full of life, ebullient life. A born

fighter, and a lover of confiict, he holds

:

“Nothing the body sufiers, the soul may not profit

by.”
“ Resolution is a form of light 5 our native light is this

darkened world.”

Yet self-confidence he distrusted ; there you have
the mere drum and the trumpet. Reliance should

be moderate and quiet. A respect for nature is the

beginning of wisdom.

“ Our life is bub a little holding
Lent to do a mighty labour.” ’

*• In tragic life God wot, no villain need be I

Passions spin the plot

;

We are betrayed by what is false within.” 2

“Fools run jabbering of the irony of fate, to escape

bhe annoyance of tracing the cause.”

With this Individuality comes Power to contend.

There is no sentimental blindness about Meredith.

Life to him is a hard business, but, as with Browning,
its very hardness yields a joy to the brave heart.

Meredith is a bom fighter. No maunderings for

him. Laugh, he says,—Honest laughter purifies

and uplifts, but the laughter must be with your
fellows, not merely at them. Unlike Ibsen and
Tolstoy, he does not despair of his ago—or content

himself with noting the “ bad potatoes,” or denying

the physical side of life.

The third quality on which he insists is the Greek
quality of Temperance. Asceticism and sensuality

are extremes to he avoided. Thus he parts way
with the modem hedonist on the one hand and
Tolstoy on the other.

Body and soul. Each is desirable : each has its

place in the scheme of life. " We do not get to any
heaven by renouncing the Mother we sprang from,

and when there is an eternal secret for us, it is best

to believe that Earth knows, to keep near her even
in our utmost aspiration.”

“ Enter these enchanted woods, you who dare I
”

This is his cry. We must experience the harshness

of Earth before we can understand her. She is

both cmel and kind. Do not let us sentimentalise

on bhe one hand, or make of her a monster on the

other. We need her discipline :
“ Through Nature

only can we ascend. St. Simon saw the Hog in

Nature, and took Nature for the Hog.” In Mere-

dith’s Earth worship we see happily illustrated the

temperate outlook. He would neither bid us, like the

eider Nature poets, find our chief inspiration and
consolation in Nature ; nor, like the town-lovers,

plunge us into the stimius of crowds. He deplores

the life in great cities under existing conditions,

but does not on that account sigh for the rural

solitudes of the past.

" Not soKtarily in fields we find
Earth’s secret open, though one page is there $

Her plainest, such as children spell, and share^

With bird and beast ; raised letters for the blind,

1 Vittoria, ® Modem Love,

hot where the troubled passions toss the mind,
In turbid cities, can the key be bare*
It hangs for those who hither thither fare.
Close interthreading nature with our kind.” ^

Each is man’s heritage ; from both may we learn
wisdom and find strength. Nor need we shnp evil
as the ascetic does

; we must seek out the polluted
spring and understand the source of the pollution.
Not otherwise can we contend against it. If you
want to defeat your enemy you must study his
ways and habits first of all. But do not moan over
the dark side of life. Fight it when necessity calls 5

for the rest, enjoy the good and sweet things of life,

and keep your face in the sunshine.
Life depends not on self-satisfaction but on service

to others. Without altruism we decay and rot. To
live selfishly is not merely wrong, it is foolish ; for

the higher our aim the richer our power. There
are insoluble problems to be faced ; do not let us
maunder over them. After all, the most tragic

thing is not death nor pain, but “ an unteackahle

spirit What man needs is—^blood, brain, and
spirit ; each acting in co-operation.

“Blood and brain and spirit—three . . •

Join for true felicity

—

Are they parted, then expect
Someone sailing will be wrecked.” 2

That is the test—^we need the triad. Do not let us
part them. Life is a mingled warp of good and bad
—and if you would do your part, you must train

your eye with every function of body and soul.

'‘Intellect and reverence,” he once wrote, “must
clash to the end of time if we persist in regarding the
spirit of Life as a remote existence, who plays the human
figures to bring about this or that issue, instead of being
beside us, within us, our breath, if we will ; marking in
us where at each step we sink to the animal, and mount
to the divine, we and ours who follow, ofispring of body
or mind,”

Possess in yourself, says Meredith in efiect, a love

of the light, and you shall be enabled to read the

secret of the darkness.

“ Overhead, overhead
Bushes life in a race

As the clouds the clouds chase

;

And we go.

And we drop like the fruits of the tree

Evenwe—Even so.” »

It may be so, but our work does not drop, nor our
infiuence.

Finally, Meredith admonishes us to combine

cheerfulness with our courage. Let us fight gaily

:

look the world laughingly in the face. He beHeved

profoundly in the beneficence of laughter

;

0 thou reviver of sick Earth

:

Good for the spirit, good for the body

:

Thou to both art wine and bread.” ^

Fate is cruel, you say ;
well, face the wind and take

its keen edge without repining.

A gallant personality he ; a stimulating novelist,

an arresting poet certainly, but above all, a spiritual

tonic infiuence in English life and letters.

1 Ear&i^s Secret^ ® Woods of Westermain.
2 Dirge ifi Woods’* * Appeasement of Dcmeter,
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And this is the Thije Story oe Bhanavab

THE BEATTTIFXTI.

Know that at the foot of a lofty mountain of the

Caucasus there lieth a deep blue lake 5 near to this lake

a nest of serpents, wise and ancient. Now it w’as the
habit of a damsel to pass by the lake early at morn, on
her way from the tents of her tribe to the pastures of the
flocks. As she pressed the white arch of her feet on the
soft green-mossed grasses by the shore of the lake she
would let loose her hair, looking over into the water, and
bind the braid again round her temples and behind her
ears, as it had been in a lucent mirror : so doing she would
laugh. Her laughter was like the falls of water at moon-
rise ; her loveliness like the very moonrise ; and she was
stately as a palm-tree standing before the moon.

This was Bhanavar the Beautiful.
Now, the damsel was betrothed to the son of a neigh-

bouring Emir, a youth comely, weU-fashioned, skilled

with the bow, apt in all exercises ; one that sat his mare
firm as the trained falcon that fixeth on the plunging
bull of the plains ; fair and terrible in combat as the
lightning that stndeth the rolling storm | and it is sung
by the poet

:

When on his desert mare I see

My prince of men,
I think him then

As high above humanity
As he shines radiant over me.

i Lo ! like a torrent he doth bound,
f Breasting the shook

{' From rook to rock

:

A pillar of storm, he shakes the ground,
. His turban on his temples wound.

Match me for worth to be adored
A youth like him
In heart and limb !

Swift as his anger is his sword ;

Softer than woman his true word.

Now, the love of this youth for the damsel Bhanavar
was a consuimng passion, and the father of the damsel
and the father of the youth looked fairly on the prospect
of their union, which was near, and was plighted as the
union of the two tribes. So they met, and there was no
voice against their meeting, and all the love that was
in them they were free to pour forth far from the hearing
of men, even where they would. Before the rising of

the sun, and ere his setting, the youth rode swiftly
from the green tents of the Emir his father, to waylay
her by the waters of the lake j and Bhanavar was there,
bending over the lake, her image in the lake glowing like

the fair fulness of the moon ; and the youth leaned to
her from his steed, and sang to her verses of her great
loveliness ere she was wistful of him. Then she turned
to him and laughed lightly a welcome of sweetness,
and shook the falls of her hair across the blushes of her
face and her bosom ; and he folded her to him, and those
two would fondle together in the fashion of the be-
trothed ones (the blessing of Allah be on them alll),

gazing on each other till their eyes swam with tears,

and they were nigh swoomng with the fulness of their
bliss. Surely it was an innocent and tender dalliance,
and their prattle was that of lovers till the time of
parting, he showing her how she looked best—she him j

and they were forgetful of all else that is, in their sweet
interchange of fiatteries ; and the world was a wilderness
to them both when the youth parted with Bhanavar
by the brook which bounded the tents of her tnbe.

It was on a night when they were so together, the
damsel leaning on his arm, her eyes towards the lake,
and lo I what seemed the reflection of a large star in
the water ; and there was darkness in the sky above it,

thick clouds, and no sight of the heavens ; so she held
her face to him, sideways, and said, ”What meaneth
this, O my betrothed 1 for there is reflected in yonder
lake a light as of a star, and there is no star visible

The youth trembled as one in trouble of spirit, and
exclaimed, “ Look not on it, 0 my soul I It is of evil
omen.”
But Bhanavar kept her gaze constantly on the light,

and the hght increased in lustre ; and the light became!
from a pale sad splendour, dazzhng in its brilhancy.
Listening, they heard presently a gurgling noise as of
one deeply drinking. Then the youth sighed a heavy
sigh and said, “ This is the Serpent of the Lake drinking
of its waters, as is her wont once every moon, and whoso
heareth her drink by the^ sheening of that light is under
a destiny dark and imminent ; so know I my days are
numbered, and it was foretold of me, this I ” Now the
outh sought to dissuade Bhanavar from gazing on the
ght, and he flung his whole body before her eyes, and

clasped her head upon his breast, and clung about her,
caressing her

;
yet she slipped from him, and she cried,

“ Tell me of this serpent, and of this light.’*

So he said, ‘ Seek not to hear of it, O my betrothed !
”

Then she gazed at the light a moment more intently,
and turned her fair shape towards him, and put up
her long white fingers to his chin, and smoothed him
with their softness, whispering, Tell me of it, mv
hfe !

”

And so it was that her winningness melted him, and
he said, “ O Bhanavar ! the serpent is the Serpent of

the Lake ; old, wise, powerful ; of the brood of the sacred
mountain, that hfteth by day a peak of gold, and by
night a point of solitary silver. In her head, upon her
forehead, between her eyes, there is a Jewel, and it is

this light.”

Then she said, “ How came the Jewel there, in such a
place ?

”

He answered, ”’Tis the growth of one thousand years
in the head of the serpent.”

She cried, “ Surely precious ?
”

He answered, ** Beyond price I
”

As he spake the tears streamed from him, and he was
shaken with grief, but she noted nought of this, and
watched the wonder of the light, and its increasing,

and quivering, and lengthemng ; and the light was as

an arrow of beams and as a globe of radiance. Desire
for the Jewel waxed in her, and she had no sight but for

it alone, crying, “
’Tis a Jewel exceeding in preciousness

all 3ewels that are, and for the possessing it would I
forfeit all that is.”

So he said sorrowfully, **Our love, O Bhanavar?
and our hopes of espousal ?

”

But she cried, “No question of that ! Prove now
thy passion for me, O warrior 1 and wm for me that
Jewel I

”

Then he pleaded with her, and exclaimed, “ Urge not
this '. The winning of the Jewel is worth my life ; and
my Hfe, O Bhanavar—surely its breath is but the love

of thee.”
So she said, “ Thou fearest the risk ?

”

And he replied, “ Little fear I ; my life is thine to

oast away. This Jewel it is evil to have, and evil fol-

loweth the soul that hath it.”

Upon that she cried, “A trick to cheat me of the

Jewel I Thy love is wanting at the proof.”
And she taunted the youth, her betrothed, and turned

from him, and hardened at his tenderness, and made
her sweet shape as a thorn to his caressing, and his heart

was charged with angufeh for her. So at the last, when
he had wept a space in silence, he cried, “Thou hast

willed it ; the Jewel shall be thine, O my soul !

”

Then said he, Thou hast willed it, O Bhanavar I

and my life is as a grain of sand weighed against thy

wishes ; Allah is my witness • Meet me therefore here,

O my beloved, at the end of one quarter-moon, even

beneath the shadow of this palm-tree, by the lake, and
at this hour, and I will deliver into thy hands the Jewel.

So farewell ! Wind me once more about with thine arms
that I may take comfort from thee.”
When their kiss was over the youth led her silently to

the brook of their partmg—^the clear, cold, bubbling

brook—and passed from her sight; and the damsel
was exulting, and leapt and made circles in her glee,

and she danced and rioted and sang, and clapped her
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hands, or3ring, “ If I am now Bhanavar the Beautiful,

how shall I be when the Jewel is upon me, the bright
light which beameth in the darkness, and needeth to
light it no other light ? Surely there will be envy
among the maidens and the widows, and my name and
the odour of my beauty wiD travel to the courts of far

kings.’*

So was she jubilant; and her sisters that met her
marvelled at her and the deep glow that was upon her,

even as the glow of the Great Desert when the sun has
fallen; and they said among themselves, “She is

covered all over with tho blush of one that is a bride,
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and the bridegroom’s kiss yet bumeth upon Bhan

So, they undressed her and she lay among them, and
was all night even as a bursting rose in a vase filled
with drooping lilies ; and one of the maidens that put
her hand on the left breast of Bhanavar felt it full, and
the heart beneath it panting and beating swifter than
the ground struck by hooves of the chosen steed sent byme Chieftain to the city of his people with news of
victory and the summons for rejoicing.^

^ The Shaving of Shagpai*

Thomas Haedt: His Life—His Work—The Interpreter of Nature—The Interpreter of Character—
The Interpreter of Life.

THOMAS HAEDY
His Life

Thomas Hardy was bom on June 2, 1840, at

Up^r Bockhampton near Dorchester, in the neigh-

'bourhood of which he has lived a retired and
'^eluded ihejaverse to the pupno gaze,/for prac- ~

lify and ittigally the Wnole oFnis long and busy 1

is to him we are indebted for the revival of the old

name of Wessex tor tnai part of beautiful southern

Fmgland. ^

Though destine by his parents for the Church,
hitSjwn 13iougKts turneil into a"^diSOTehiTchanneir”

' 1S^rEe*was articled 6 Mr. Hidki~6fTJ6rcEest^^

"an ^clesiastical architect, anfirTus"daily''work "eii-

tafledr'many |)rbfessionar"fai^^ remote countiy

churches. How ofaaTanterg"atidr8Geg^"^ad(^

scriptrorrin the future, saSThe reaHU^ traced

throughoiit his writings.

A studious reader from boyhood of all that is

best'mliur literature, in l8t)U ivir. liardy went up^
to 'Londonrbecame a student oi modem languag^!!-

'at Hinges Colle^O, a'n?i"'at the SHm0r"ttmS"'pursu^

We study of modem Uotjoio architeciiure iinder Sir_
Arthur Jbiomneld. In lisdS ne gamed the prize

Terfa

'H!s'"first appearauce hi print, how u voi,

have been an unsigned article. How I Emit MyadJ
a House^ published on March 18, 1865, in Chambers*

Mr. Hardy has given us a considerable amount
of both prose and poetry, since Desperate Remedies ;
perhaps a classified rather than a chronological list

may be found both interesting and helpful.

(1) Pastoral Tragedies : The Return of the Native

(1878), The Mayor of Casterhndge (1886), Tees of the

D* UrbervUles (1891), The Simpletons and Hearts
Insurgent, published serially m 1894 and 1895, re-

vised and issued as Jude the Obscure (1896).

(2) Pastoral Comedies : The Hand of Ethelbena

(1875), A Laodicean (1881), Two on a Tower (1882).

(3) Pastoral Romances : Under the Greenwood Tree

(1872), Far from the Madding Crowd (1874), A Fair
of Blue Eyes (1875), The Trmipet Major (1880), The
WoodZanders (1887).

(4) Pastoral Extravaganza: The Wdl Beloved

(1897), published serially as The Pursuit of the Well^

Bdoved in 1892.

(5) The volumes of short stories uniting the
above classifications : Wessex Tales (1883), A Group

of Noble Dames (1891), Lifers Little Ironies (1894),

and A Changed Man (1913); the last volume in-

cludes The Rarnantw Adventures of a Milkmaid,

which first appeared in the Graphic in 1883.

_ Between 1894 and 1913 Mr. Hardy turned his

attention to poetry, and gave us Wessex Poems
I, Poems of the Past and Present (1901), an

-epic-drama. The Dynasts, in three parts (1903, 1906,

1908), Timers Laughing Stocks (1909), and Satires of

His Wobk

It is hoped we may be -pardoned for recalling an
interesting incident in connection with Mr. Hardy’s
first essay in novel v^riting.

In the late Mr George Meredith’s capacity as a
publisher’s reader a manuscript, entitled The Poor
Man and the Lady, fell into his hands. He at once
recognised its merit ; but its general tone, in Mere-
dith’s opinion, was likely to militate against a
successful future for an unfledged novelist, and a
meeting took place between the two men who were
to do so much for modem English fiction. Mere-
dith’s friendly criticism and advice, with the refusal

of the manuscript, were taken in good part, and Mr,
Hardy gave us Desperate Remedies (1871) in its

stead. How interesting it would be to read that

earlier effort to-day.

The key to Hardy’s attitude as a literary artist

may be found in an essay published by him in 1888 :

“The conduct of the upper classes is screened by
conventions, and thus the real character is not easily

seerj if it is «een it pnbjeefively

;

whcn‘as m tpo low^r'vsrbvf-conduc'- iv a
sion of r
porfmj’cd ciTou^’li ihe ao*’. "In oni* ci-e iho authors
word Las to bo taken as to tl'" r t-vc > and muscles of

his figures ; in the other they can be seen,”

Reading thla we realise at once how it is that he

moves with such ease and sureness over the canvas

when he is dealing with simple, primal natures

;

how it is that a certain awkwardness and theatric-

ality show themselves whenever he has to deal

with the more complex character of the highly

civilised man and woman.
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It is precisely here th.at he is at the opposite pole

from Meredith, It was these complexities, this

wavering between “Adam and Macadam,” that

delighted Meredith, and evoked his best work. To
Meredith, and for the matter of that to Henry James
too, character begins to be really interesting only

when it is “ not easily seen.” Hardy’s strength, as

well as his inclination, lay in tracing the elemental

things of life, and this is why he has annexed Wessex

as his province and left London and town society,

for the most part, severely alone.

Hitherto the West Country had been the special

province of the Romancers, and as a rule—Jane

Austen being the most notable exception—^the

writer of fiction, when he elected for incident, chose

the country districts as his milieu ; when he desired

to emphasize character, he placed his story in a town

setting. Was not the return to Nature itself a step

towards the upsetting of many conventions and a

restoration of the simpler, more primal, less arti-

ficial life of the open spaces ? Hardy’s great d^-

tinction lies in his putting on one side the romantic

poiiit of view, and adopting a deliberating andi

saehtifiQ.Qbseir^rant.method of treating the life of

the country-side.
-

' Interesting as Hardy’s stories always are, arrest-

ing, even exciting as they are sometimes, the appeal

to the reader does not lie in any skilful manipulation

for incident. It lies in a treatment of character

—

08 the inevitable ovicome of a> special environment. It

is here that Hardy differs from George Eliot, with

whose psychological methods his work shows cer-

tain afi&nties.
^

No English novelist of our age has been more

affectedTl ŝ̂ ienoe than Jdardv. The^'inOnutaHHty

oFNature, the mutability of human life; the big£

ness of Nature the littleness of man ; the inexorable

character of^^n tne puny struggles of

human personalities t^ing to evade them. What
Buckle did in history, HCTyTaS WnTm 'fiction ^

taken for his themes the unimportance of the indi-

The Interpreter of Nature

Hardy’s love of the earth is an intensely personal
and local one. What Scott felt for the Tweed and
Morris for the scenery of the Thames, Hardy feels

for the heaths and pastures of Wessex. It has little

in common with the transcendental love of nature
felt by poets like Wordsworth and Shelley; though
in its concrete expression it reminds us often of
Wordsworth’s brooding spirit, it is the reverse of
Wordsworthian in its note of sadness and fatality.

But in sensitive tactility, he is supreme. Without
overwhelming you with his intimate knowledge of

natural phenomena, he can make you feel, by his

delicate and multifold allusiveness, the significance

of the country’s life. The individuality of the damp
and fragrant woods; the meaning of the wind’s
voice, whether for storm or peace; the premoni-
tion of the tempest, the spirit of the heath at every
hour of the day and night

; above all, the mystic
relation between the toiling peasants anS the hills

“ Gusts in innumerable series followed each other
from the north-west, and when each one of them raced
past, the sound of its progress resolved into three;

treble, tenor, and bass notes were to be found therein.

The general ricochet of the whole over pits and pro-

minences had the gravest pitch of the "chime. Next
there could be heard the baritone buzz of a holly-tree.

Below these in force, above them in pitch, a dwindled
voice strove hard at a husky tune, which was the peculiar

local sound alluded to ”—^that is, the sound of the wind
in the heather—“ like the ruins of human song which
remain to the throat of fourscore and ten. It was a
worn whisper, dry and papery, and it brushed so dis-

tinctly across the ear^ that, by the accustomed, the

material minutise in which it originated could be realised

as by touch. . . . One inwardly saw the infinity of those

combined multitudes ; and perceived that each of the

tiny trumpets was seized on, entered, scoured, and
emerged from the wind as thoroughly as if it were

as vast as a crater.
** The spirit moved them.”

vidual man.
Now all this might conceivably have proved very

unattractive in a story-teller, whatever criticism

may be passed on it from a philosophic standpoint,

if Mr. Hardy shows himself to be nothing more than,

a scientific observef7'”“Eut*lie'is "also,"and quite as

'^pfiaSiicairyTi^^ olDservSE HeE^”a sen^ive,

'

brooding to play over the

past, and see in the mouldering relies of a bygone
age symbols of a pomp and power that still can
unconsciously affect the imagination and lives of

men ; he is for ever noticing those transmitted im-
pulses of pagan feeling and religious sentiment that

run through generations ; watching with intense

pre-occupation the mingling of the finer elemental

qualities, sexual devotion, pity, courage, endurance,

with the coarser “ ape and tiger ” instincts ; show-
ing a marked affinity as an observer of peasant life

with the naturalism of writers like Zola, he suffuses

his naturalism with a rarer delicacy and beauty.

Hardy’s work may be considered under three

aspects : as an interpreter of Nature—^the descrip-

tive artist; as an interpreter of Character—^the

analytical artist; as an interpreter of Life—^the

philosophic artist.

In fact, his interpretation of nature gives us

the clue to his outlook on men and women. To

imderstand the self-sacrificing love of Marty South

we must realise the spell of the brooding woods, the

magic of the quiet, enduring trees, whose life she

knew so weU. To understand the attraction of the

Reddleman, with his vagrant aloofness, we must

first be made to feel the fascination of Egdon Heath

in all its moods.
Everywhere the life of the earth and of its deni-

zens is subtly and inextricably interwoven. Take,

for instance, this passage, where naturalistic know-

ledge is charged with poetic feeling, and ask your-

self whether after reaing it you do not see more

intensely into the nature of the woodlander—

'

Winterbourne.
Winterbourne’s work sums up and explains the

man—yet there are subtleties in tree-planting that

Marty South’s feminine nature seizes upon more

readily

;

” The holes were already dug, and they set to wor^
Winterbourne’s fingers were endowed with

conjuror’s touch in spreading the roots^ of each httle

tree, resulting in a sort of caress under which the delicate

fibres all laid themselves out in their proper directions
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for growth. He put most of these roots towards the
south-west ; for, he said, in forty years’ time, when
some great gaJe is blowing from that quarter, the trees

will require the strongest holdfast on that side to stand
against it and not fall.

“ How they si^h directly we put ’em upright, though
while they are lying down they don’t sigh at all,’ said
Marty.
“ ‘ Do they ? ’ said Giles. ‘ I’ve never noticed it.’

“She erected one of the young pines into its hole,

and held up her finger; the soft musical breathing
instantly set in, which was not to cease night or day
till the grown tree should be felled—^probably long after

the two planters had been felled themselves.
“ * It seems to me,’ the girl continued, * as if they

sigh because they are very sorry to begin life in earnest
—^3ust as we be.*

“ * Just as we be ? ’ He looked critically at her. ‘ You
ought not to feel like that, Marty.’

“ Her only reply was turning to take up the next

;

and they planted on through a great part of the day,
almost without another word.”

The merest snatch of dialogue while the two are

at work ;
yet, how it reveals their natures and how

bound up it all is with the larger love of the earth.

Again, if we enter intimately into the human
aspects of The Beium of the Native, we must first

know our Egdon. This passage helps us in the

understanding

:

“ The sombre stretch of rounds and hollows seemed
to rise and meet the evening gloom in pure sympathy,
the heath exhaling darkness as rapidly as the heavens
precipitated it The place became full of a
watchful intentness now ; for when other things sank
brooding to sleep, the heath appeared slowly to awake
and listen. Every night its titanic form seemed to
await something ; but it had waited thus unmoved
during so many centuries, through the crises of so many
things, that it could only be imagined to await one last

crisis—^the final overthrow. Twilight combined with
the scenery of Egdon Heath to evolve a thing majestic
without severity, impressive without showiness, emphatic
in its admonitions, gpaflS in its simplicity.”

an Interpreter of Character

In his lovinsf knowledge of th^ earth, we have
the key to <c Tl^^ rdy. P -'-'esslng iV
we"may"see“mdfe"cl®Tyn£I^^ the character of the

drartiatis personoe. His figures are elemental forces

on a background of vaster elemental forces ; they
are the natural expression of sleepy woodland
places, gaunt, austere hiUs, purling streams, lonely

open spaces.

And if this be the case we are prepared to find

that their creator insists especially upon the emo-
tional life of his characters. His very choice of

types leads him away from those intellectual com-
plexities that delight some novelists.

It has been said, “ His greatest successes are with
suStle icharaXJters:"— Surely lils""men

ahar“wo^eh are the^ost " vividly actualised when”

P6orgrass"”im3rTfeweyT”^hrHy “J^ung countrymen
like Winterbourne

;
passionate wayward women

such as Eustacia Vye
;

plausible scamps like Ser-

geant Troy.

Admirable as many of, his male char^ters are,^

the
y,

yield botl3L*jn"blanty and intensity of interest

to nis women |^^^3*’since woman is^OTe elemental

than man^iwayed far more by the instinctive life,

HARDY
their superiority is another illustration of Hardy’s
peculiar skill in dealing with the primal type,
Th^ outstanding characters in Hardy’s fiction

are incsdcuiable if you like, but that does not make
thorn subtle —He is at his very best in dealing with
what Charloite Bronte so well called “ The Stormy
Sisterhood.” But a thunderstorm is not subtle.

Subtle characters, it is true, he did essay at times,
and he was too fine a psychologist to fail entirely
in portraymg them; but they are vastly inferior
to his simple and more primal types. FitzSpiei*s is
a shadow beside Winterbourne ; Paula and Mrs.
Charmond are certainly less real and vital than
Bathsheba or Tess.

But if his best characters are not subtle and
complex, the art that depicts his characters
assuredly is ; for he can record the minutest fluc-
tuations of emotional experience, and make them
real and actual ; it is this power which brings
home to us witli sureness the vital, full-blooded,
and essentially fine-hearted Tess. I am not sure,
however, that Eustacia Vye is not drawn with even
greater power than Tess—for the philosopher ob-
trudes less often here than he does with the later

creation.

The following pen picture of Eustacia Vye, in
The Betum of the Native, has no rival in Hardy’s
pages, for its convincing touches

:

“Eustacia Vye was the raw material of a divinity.
On Olympus she would have done well with a little

preparation. She has the passions and instincts which
make a model goddess—^that is, those which make not
quite a model woman. Had it been possible for the
earth and mankmd to be entirely in her grasp for a
while, had she handled the distaff, the spindle, and the
shears at her own free will, few in the world would
have noticed the change of government. There would
have been the same inequality of lot, the same heaping
up of favours here, of contumely there, the same
generosity before justice, the same dilemmas, the same
captious alternation of caresses and blows that we
endure now.

“ She was in person full-limbed and somewhat heavy ;

without ruddiness, as without pallor ; and soft to the
touch as a cloud. To see her hair was to fancy that
a whole winter did not contain darkness enough to
form its shadow. . • .

“She had Pagan eyes, full ot nocturnal mysteries.

Their light, as it came and went, and came again, was
partially hampered by their oppressive lids and lashes

;

and of these the under lid was much fuller than it usually

is with Englishwomen. This enabled her to indulge

in reverie without seeming to^ do so • she might have
been believed capable of sleeping without closing them
up. Assuming that the souls of men and women were
viable essences, you could fancy the colour of Eustacia’s

soul to be flamedike. The sparks from it that rose

into her dark pupils gave the same impression. . . .

“Her presence brought memories of ^ch things as

JBourbon roses, rubies, and tropical midnights ; her

moods recalled lotus-eaters and the march in Atkalie ;

"her motions, the ebb and flow of the sea; her voice,

the viola. In a dim light, and with a slight rearrange-

ment of her hair, her general figure might have stood

for that of either of the higher female deities. The new
moon behind her head, an old helmet upon it, a diadem
of accidental dewdrops round her brow, would have
been adjuncts sufiScient to strike the note of Artemis,

Athena, or Hera respectively, with as close an approxi-

mation to the antique as that which passes muster on
many respected canvases. . . *

“To be loved to madness—such was her great

desire. Love was to her the one cordial which could
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drive away the eating loneliness of her days. And she

seemed to long for the abstraction called passionate

love more than for any particular lover. . , .

Her high gods were William the Conqueror, Strafford,

and Napoleon Buonaparte, as they had appeared in

the Lady’s History used at the establishment in which
she was educated. Had she been a mother she would
have christened her boys such names as Saul or Sisera

in preference to Jacob or David, neither of whom she
admired.”

Somewhat less clearly—^the multiplicity of de-

tail is a shade overwhelming—but with fine art

none the less, is Farmer Oak limned for us in Far
from the Madding Crowd /

** When Farmer Oak smiled, the comers of his mouth
spread till they were within an unimportant distance of

his ears, his eyes were reduced to mere chinks, and
diverging wrinkles appeared round them, extending
upon his countenance like the rays in a rudimentary
sketch of the rising sun.
“His Christian name was Gabriel, and on working

days he was a young man of sound judgment, easy
motions, proper dress, and general good character.

On Sundays he was a man of misty views, rather given

to postponing, and hampered by his best clothes and
umbrella ; upon the whole, one who felt himself to

occupy morally that vast middle space of Laodicean
neutrality which lay between the Communion people
of the parish and the drunken section. • • •

.

“ Since he lived six times as many working days as

Sundays, Oak’s appearance in his old clothes was most
peculiarly his own—the mental picture formed by his

neighbours in imagining him being always dressed
that way. He wore a low-crowned felt hat, spread
out at the base by tight jamming upon the head for

security in high winds, and a coat like Dr. Johnson’s

;

his lower extremities being encased in ordmary leather

leggings and boots emphatically large, affording to
each foot a roomy apartment so constructed that any
wearer might stand m a river all day long and know
nothmg about it—^their maxer being a conscientious man
who always endeavoured to compensate for any weakness
in his cut by unstinted dimension and solidity. . • .

“But some thoughtful persons, who had seen him
walking across one of his nelds on a certain December
morning—sunny and exceedingly mild—^might have
regarded Gabriel Oak in other aspects than these. In
his face one might notice that many of the hues and
curves of youth had tamed on to manhood i there even
remained in his remoter crannies some relics of the
boy. His height and breadth would have been sufficient

to make his presence imposing, had they been exhibited
with due consideration. But^ there is a way some
men have, rural and urban alike, for which the mind
is more responsible than flesh and sinew ; it is a way
of curtailing their dimensions by their manner of show-
ing them. And from a quiet modesty that would have
become a vestal, which seemed continually to impress
upon him that he had no great claim on the world’s
room. Oak walked unassumingly, and with a faintly
perceptible bend, quite distinct from a bowing of the
shoulders. This may be said to be a defect in an in-
dividual if he depends for his valuation more upon his
appearcmce than upon his capacity to wear well, which
Oak did not.

“He had just reached the time of life at which
‘ young ’ is ceasing to be the prefix of * man ’ in speaking
of one. He was at the brightest period of masculine
growth, for his intellect and his emotions were clearly
separated : he had passed the time during which the
influence of youth mdiscriminately mingles them in
the character of impulse, and he had not yet arrived
at the stage wherein they become united again, in the
character of prejudice, by the influence of a wdfe and
family* In short, he was twenty-eight, and a bachelor.’*

Hardy’s style is deliberate and characteristic. He
topre^grhlrBceS^TOd tis by the

accentuation of a hundred httle touches and details,

not by any impressionistic gift. But although his

narrative as a rule sweeps along in an orderly, pro-
gressive way, he has a real dramatic instinct that
enables him at times to seize upon some crisis, and
present m terms of subtle dynamic conflict the
characters he has been gradually unfolding for us.

One of the best illustrations of this may be found
in that chapter in The Mayor of Casterhridge where
Henchard sells his wife. Presuming he has made
us realise the natures of the husband and wife, and
the lacerating exasperation that joaisfortune has
effected, until the man, influenced by drink, be-

comes for the moment a brute, and the woman
apathetic and indifferent through sheer despair

:

this is at the outset of the story. The rest of the
tale deals with the man’s gradual expiation of his
mad act of drunken folly.

To turn to some lighter aspects of Hardy’s
characterisation.

Pre-occupied as the novelist is with the tragic

aspects of life, yet he illustrates once again the

truth of Carlyle’s sa3nng, that “Humour is a
S3mipathy with the seamy side of As a
rule the sympathy is too acute for laughter, but it

often finds expression in irony—^that half-way

house between comedy and tragedy; but in his

earlier books especially, where the ‘vital joy of

youth proves too strong at times for melancholy

fatalism, the merely ruhculous aspects of the life

about him are recorded with delightful parti-

cularity. What better material for this than the

rustic type that Hardy knew so well. Here, he

reminds us strongly at times of George Eliot’s

methods in The MiU on the Floss and Silas Marner;
but Hardy’s rustics are truer to nature ; they are

less intellectualised. We recall such flashes of

humorous insight as “ Hater requires her swearing

regular at times.”

Poor Charlotte ! I wonder whether if she had the

good fortune to get into heaven when she a’died ? But
she was never much in luck’s way, and perhaps a’went

down’ards after all, poor soul !
*

“ ‘ And she was as white as marble stone,’ said Mrs.

Cuxsom. ‘ And likewise such a thoughtful wom^,
too—ah, poor soul—that a’minded every little thing

that wanted tending, “Yes, says she, “ when I’m gone,

and my last breath’s blowed, look in the top drawer

o’ the chest in the back room by the window, and you’ll

find all my coffin clothes ; a piece of flannel—^that’s

to put under me, and the little piece is to put under

my head ; and my new stockings for my feet—^thcy

are folded alongside, and all my other things. And
there’s four ounce pennies, the heaviest I could find,

a’tied up in bits of linen for weights—^two for my nght

eye and two for my left,” she said. “ And when you’ve

used ’em, and my eyes don’t open no more, bury the

pennies, good souls, and don’t ye go spending ’em, for

I shouldn’t like it. And open the windows as soon as

I am carried out, and make it as cheerful as youcan for

Elizabeth-Jane.” ’

“
*Ah, poor heart !* ”

The stolid reserve of the rustic, roisinte^reted

by his sharper town brother for stupidity, is deh-

ciously depicted

:

This from Under the Gr^nwood Tree^Si fragment

of peasant chatter

;

“
' Yes, Geoffrey Day is a clever man if ever there

was one. Never says anything : not he.’
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Never.’

« You might live -wi* that man, my sonnies, a
hundred years, and never know there was anything
in him.’

“
* Ay ; one o’ these up-country ink-bottle fellers

would call GeofiErey a fool.’
“ ‘ Ye would never find

^
out what’s in that man,

never. Silent ? Ah, he is silent ! He can keep silence

well. That man’s silence is wonderful to listen to.’
”

As a rule. Hardy is content to observe and re-

cord, without probably, more than a bowdlerising

touch here and there ; but sometimes the grotes-

queries of these rustic folk suggest, in their pre-

sentment, a little dressing-up by the literary artist.

We wonder whether any Poorgrass put the matter
of the “ multiplying eye ” reaUy so neatly as this

:

** ^A multiplying eye is a very bad thing,* says Mark
Clark.
“ ‘ It always comes on when I have been in a public^

house a little time,’ says Joseph Poorgrass meekly.”

But whatever doctoring some of these humours
may have, most of them impress us with a sense

of delicious fidelity to the muddle-headed but not
bad-hearted men they depict; who, for all their

childishness and fatuousness, like children let fall

many a word of sound wisdom at times.

Save when dealing with his rustic characters,

Hardy’s humour usually takes the form of^irony

;

caricatuieT "ioo^" little of the moralist to make
effective use~ of satire ; and his natural"reserve

tends to make him, even when dealing with tragic

issues, grimly ironical. His books abound in the

irony of circumstance : c.gr. the double pledging

imder the tree in A Pair of Blue Eyes

;

the pro-

posal scene in The Hand of Ethelherta with the
lovers in different rooms : the Power behind things

wears always a mocking smile to Hardy; and
finely devised as many of these ironies are, especially

in his shorter stories, the note is somewhat too

insistent. The author reversing the procedure of

Mark Tapley, is too determined to be miserable

in all possible circumstances, especially in his later

books. But at its best the irony is very fine, and
sometimes, as in Two on a Tower, it has a light,

exquisite flavour that Anatole France himself could

not have bettered.

As a story-teller he allies rich inventive power
with a sense of symmetrical development, which
as a rule characterises our lesser not our greater

men. Scott, Dickens, Thackeray, so productively

fertile in invention,, show often little perspective

on their constructive side. For all his minuteness

of method. Hardy never loses sight of the har-

monious whole; his detailed touches have ever

their special significance in unfolding the burden
of the story; here he shows the economy of the

great artist. We shall find..no loose ends m hk
.work. He is aimoS "equally great a stylist—

not quite, perhaps,' some of his writing shows a
curious stiffness and 'lack of plasticity. But on

the whole it is an admirable style, clear, straight-

forward, unpretentious, yet capable of carrying

subtle implications, and always instinct with a
simple dignity, and compelling sincerity. There

is no straining after effect ; no self-conscious

attitudinising.

Interpreier , of Life

In reading Hardy’s pros© and verse one is in-

evitably reminded of Andersen’s wiiimsical tale of
The Princess and the Pea, No matter how many
soft

_

mattresses were piled upon that couch, the
sensitive princess developed bruises.

Thus with Hardy. He is made sleepless by the
pea, and the soft mattresses of comedy add no whit
to his comfort. His own position he has frankly
stated in the general preface to his collected works

;

“Differing natures find their tongue in the presence
of differing spectacles. Some natures become vocal by
tragedy, some are made vocal by comedy, and it seems
to me that to whichever of these aspects of life a writer’s
instinct for expression the more readily responds, to
that he should allow it to respond.”

In other words, Mr. Hardy’s temperament has
conditioned his pessimistic outlook on Hfe.' A mank
'pliildso|5hy“0f'life is, when you probe ifdeep enough,
ah^" mStinotim...Jtem ‘ thihg: “"Dptirmsmr

""melionim,' pessimism7"“are“'“'but mdeavours to
express in intellectual form the temperamental bias.

Now, in Hardy’s outlook on life, there are two
points especially insistent—his sense of law, and
his sense of pity. The first gives him that convic-
tion, that a spiritual logic governs men’s lives, and
the Greeks call it Nemesis ; but we, affected by
scientific formulae, attribute it to law.

There is only on© other novelist who has touched
the logic of life with the same persistency as Hardy,
that is George Eliot ; but whereas she considers it

rather from the standpoint of retribution, and
treats it as a moralist, Hardy is affected rather

by the injustice of its workings. He admits, as
she does, the dreadful vitality of our deeds, but
he dwells far longer on the disproportionate

punishment

:

** Our evil actions do not remain isolated In the past,
waiting only to be reversed ; like locomotive plants
they spread and re-root, till to destroy the original stem
has no material effect in killing them.” ^

“There are disappointments which wring us, and
there are those which inflict a wound whose mark we
bear to our graves. Such are so keen that no future
gratification of the same desire can ever obliterate them

;

they become registered as a permanent loss of happi-
ness.” 2

“A sensation of being profoundly experienced serves

as a sort of consolation to people who are conscious of
having taken wrong turnings. Contradictory as it

seems, there is nothing truer than that people who have
alwaj^ gone right do not know half as much about the
nature and ways of going right as those do who have
gone wrong.” ^

His sense of pity is perhaps mpr^jtoute. than that

of any"modem “ writer; BeaGsing as he does the

terrible’ Hah^’Oaps'ttf'^e, he treats with gentle

tolerance the passionate misdoings of men and
jwomen ; and is better disposed to the sinner than

to the saint.

He has no liking for what he calls the ** well-

proportioned mind ”
;

” A well-proportioned mind is on© wWch shows no
particular bias ; one of which w© may safely say that

^ Lifers iMe Ironies, * A Pair of Blue Eyes,
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it will never cause its owner to be confined as a mad-
man, tortured as an heretic, or crucified^ as

^
a blas-

phemer. Also, on the other hand, that it will never

cause him to be applauded as a prophet, revered as a
nest, or exalted as a king. Its usual blessings are

appiness and mediocrity.” i

There is a wholesome bitterness in these sayings,

yet one cannot but feel that, at times, he shows too

much bitterness of feeling. It is not that what he

urges is not true ; but there is another side to his

picture which is equally true, and upon which he is

silent. In his earlier writings the mingled sweet-

ness and bitterness of hfe are admirably con-

trasted ; but in the later novels—in Tess, and
Jude, especially, rich in power and insight as these

books are—^the gloom is needlessly mtensified.

They are expansions in prose, of Arnold’s deeply

melancholy hnes—
" We are here as on a darkling plain

Swept by confused alarms of struggle and flight

Where ignorant armies clash by night.”

Few who have thought at all about life can
help moods like these when the littleness and sor-

didness of life, and the great empire of pain

and suffering, overshadow afi else. But it is not

merely a mood with Mr. Hardy, it is the mood—
his prevalent way of lookmg at things ; and he

practicallj?’ excludes from his writings any sense

of the splendour and beauty of human life that

visits us at other times, just as the sunrise chases

away the gloom of mght. The sublimities of life

are as much a matter of human experience as its

abysses. To take an example : Mr. Hardy sees

clearly enough the hypocrisies and cruelties practised

in the guise of religion ; but he never notes the large

integratmg power (as (George Eliot did) that springs

from genuine emotion. Not content with picturing

a tragic household, he ascribes the tragedy to “ an

unsympathetic First Cause ”
; and assures us that

“ the President of the Immortals had ended his
sport with Tess.”

This tenacious and bitter preoccupation with the
futdities of hfe is even more evident in Mr. Hardy’s
verse than in his prose. He is too genuine an ^
artist, too sincere and high-minded a man, not to
touch his readers again and again with the
tive subtleties and delicate insight that often dis-

tinguish his verse. But while mindful of passages
of power and beauty in his Dynasts, and of the
haunting charm and freshness of many vagrant
lyrics, I cannot but feel that Mr. Hardy’s gemus
is far better expressed in his prose; for ths'^pr*
cious background of prose allows ioir those quali-

ties of rich comedy (quite other than the satiric

humour of his verse), of characterisation and ot

description, that find, necessarily, httle outlet in

poetry.

Yet it would be churlish to leave so great a
writer upon a note of dissatisfaction. AU quali-

fications notwithstanding, there is a t^gnity and
beouty aVu^ Mr Hard''’'’‘=5 whicli all

'
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pFSS&iifment of hfe, is ludicrously beside the mark.
Errors of taste there are no doubt ; he has the

blunt outspokenness of the coimtryman, and
there is about his works something of the coarse-

ness of Nature herself ; but though sometimes
coarse, he is never trivial or debasmg. The furtive

prurience that mars some fiction, the juggling

with moral values that mars other fiction to-

day, is absolutely alien to his stem and austerely

noble attitude towards human life. Differences of

opinion must naturally be held of Hardy as a
critic of life ; but op flutist—a.a a painter of

certain concrete aspects ot that hfe, ne is among
the greatest in English Literature.

II. PROSE: Miscellaneous Novelists of the Victorian Era. (a) The Romancers. William
Ainsworth—William Carleton—Gerald Griffin— William Maginn— Theodore Hocik— Samuel
Lover—Samuel Lever—James Grant—Frederick Marryat—Michael Scott—James Morier—Samuel
Warren—Bulwer Lytton—Henry Kingsley—J. Whyte Melville—Wilkie Collins—George Mac-
donald—“Fiona Macleod” (William Sharp)—R. D. Blackmore—^William Black—Robert Louis

Stevenson—J. H. Shorthouse.

{a) THE ROMANCERS
Among Scott’s immediate successors was William
Ainsworth (1805-1882), beloved by Victorian
youth, though little read to-day He had a real

though crude sense of historical colour, and a
vigorous and spirited style, tendmg to the two-
penny coloured, yet effective enough in a rough-
and-ready way. His best tales are The Tower of
London (dealing with Tudor times). Old St. Paul's
(dealing with the period of the Plague and Fire),

and Jack Sheppard (dealing with the eighteenth
century). The idealism of the criminal in the latter

book is quite in the eighteenth century spirit, and
1 The Return of the Native.

most boys vastly preferred it because of its cleverly

devised excitements, to the more wholesome but

less enthralling Ohver Twist. The present wnter
recalls the delight and absorbed attention with

which he devoured, as a boy, all of Ainsworth’s

fiction, but on turning to them recently he found
—^as no doubt many old admirers have found—^what

an astonishing amount of tawdry writing and
mechanical melodrama they contain.

A writer of greater literary merit is William
Carleton (1794-1869), whose Autobiography gives

us an admirable picture of Irish life in the early

century. As a writer of Irish sketches for the

Bocaminer, Carleton made his first entrance into

literature. These sketches were afterwards pub-
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iished in volume form : Father BvZler and The
Lough Derg Filgrims (1829), Traits and Stories of
the Irish Peasantry (1830). In longer and more
elaborate tales of Msh life, such as Valentine
M^Clutchy and the History of Paddy^go-lang and his

wife Nancy (1845), Carleton is somewhat less suc-

cessful, though here his work contains lively and
pathetic writing. If the livehness becomes too

broad and farcical at times, it never lacks “go,”
and is full of racy touches of the nation’s ways
and oddities.

Together with Carleton may be mentioned two
other Irishmen

—

Gerald Grifein (1803-1840),
whose novel. The Collegians^ obtained posthumous
fame in the dramatic version of the story made by
Dion Boucicault, and re-named by him The Colleen

Pawn, and that versatile vagrant man of letters

William JVIaginn- (1793-1842), befriended by
Thackeray, and embalmed by him in literary form
as Captain Shandon.
The fiction of that humorous improviser, Theo-

dore Hooh (1788-1841), is of small account, but
is interesting for the fact that his character Keke-
wich is clearly the prototype of Alfred Jmgle, and
some of his speeches, though less amusing than
Jmgle’s, are in the same huijsied, staccato style,

while in another of his characters there is a clear

suggestion of Mrs. BardeU.

In Samuel Lover (1797-1868) and Charles
Lever (1806-1872) we have two Irish writers who
enjoyed a good vogue in their day. Lover was
the more versatile man, being a pamter and some-
thing of a poet and musician as well as a story-

teller. But Lever is certainly the better novelist.

Both of them did well in light comic verse ; and
both of them are inclined to caricature in their

stories. But whereas Lover relies mainly on cari-

cature, as in Eory O'More (1837) and Handy Andy
(1842), Lever relieves his burlesque flourishes by
his nimble faculty of inventive imagination.

Lever’s best works are Harry Lorrequer, Charles

O'Malley (1840), and Ja>ch Hinton (1842). Neither
Lever nor Lover show any sense of form, and even
Lever’s better written stories are more like good-
humoured, happy improvisations than deliberately

devised stories.

Where Lever celebrates the Irish soldier, James
Grant (1822-1887) celebrates the Scottish, in his

historical novel The Romance of War (1845), deahng
with the Peninsular War. He was a careful and
thorough craftsman, but is rather over-burdened
by his historical material.

Captain Frederick Marryat (1792-1848) in his

turn glorifies the British sailor. Marryat is a capital

story-teller, thoroughly at home in his subject, and
thus writes with greater success than either Grant,

who worked up his subject, or Lever and Lover,

who knew their characters merely on the surface.

Marryat has an easy, effective style, and in such
excellent yams as Peter Simple and Jacob Faithful

(1834), Midshipman Easy (1836) and Masterman
Ready (1841), he is hard to beat on his own lines,

of good, straightforward, genial story-teUing. He
is less successful when he tries to deal with the

mysterious side of things, as in The Phantom Ship,

imagination is neitW subtle nor profound;
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but it is quite adequate for the task he usually sets
before him. If he does not make us realise the
poetry and mystery of the sea, he gives us effective
insight mto the life of the average sailor. He is

graphic and arresting without being tensely dramatic
as Reade could be, and without being so crudely
melodramatic as are many romancers. He has a
hearty and healthy sense of fun, which for the
most part shows itself in farce, but gives happy
touches also to a number of hi^ best characters

:

IVIr. Chucks, Equality Jack, Terence O’Brien. One
of the best story-tellers for boys, he can be read
also with pleasure by all who hke a good yarn,
adequately told by a man who knows what he is

talking about.

Inferior in breadth and narrative power was
Michael Scott (1789-1835), one of “ Blackwood’s ”

men. Yet his Tom Cringle's Log (1829-1833) and
The Cruise of the Midge are excellently written
stories of sea hfe.

The glamour of the East had attracted, as we
have seen, many of the romantic school, both verse
and prose men ; but one of the very few who has
an inside knowledge of the subject was James
Morier (c. 1780-1849), who in his Hajp Baba of
Ispahan (1824-1828) gave us a novel of the old
picaresque type, and showed that the Orient has
its “comedy” as well as its more conventionally

romantic side. The book is written in a pleasant,

lively, and genuinely informing manner.
Another romance of the comedy type, and more

frankly farcical, is Samuel Warren’s (1807-1877)
Ten Thousand a Year (1839-1841), a book which
was amazingly popular in its day, but has no out-

standing merit.

Edward George Bulwer, first Lord Lytton,
was bom in London in 1803. He was the son of

General Earle Bulwer and Elizabeth Lytton,

heiress of Knebworth, whose name he added when
he succeeded to her estate in 1843. After various

tutors he went up to Trinity Hall, Cambridge, in

1822, where he won the Chancellor’s med^ for

a poem upon “ Sculpture.” In 1827 his disastrous

marriage to a penniless Irish beauty, against the

wishes of his mother, resulted in the withdrawal

of his allowance. For years the young couple

endeavoured to make two hundred a year cover

the expenditure of as many thousands, with its

inevitable unhappy consequence. In 1836 they

separated, but the intervening years were pro-

ductive of much work, and were the period of

the novels. After this be turned to the drama.

The Lady of Lyons produced in 1838, and Money in

1840, still hold the stage to-day.

Entering Parliament as a Liberal member for

St. Ives m 1831, Lytton gradually drifted to the

Opposition, and in 1852 was representing Hereford-

shire as a Conservative, and in 1858-1859 was
Colonial Secretary during Lord Derby’s ministry.

A volummous and rapid writer, Lytton is said

to have written regularly from four to five thousand

words a day, and has published some sixty works.

Good-natured, and with a ready smile, he was, says

a contemporary of his early years, “gay, quick,

half-satirical, and always fresh and different from

evexybody else.”
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He died on Januajcy 18, 1873, and is bnried in

Westminister Abbey.
Lytton had one of those plastic imaginations

ready to receive every impress of the age , each

succeedmg literary fashion finds its echo in his

work. While romances were the vogue, Lytton

did excellent work of the secondary order ; and a
measure of vitality lingers even to-day in his Last

Days of Pom/peii, Bienzi, and JZanoni. But from
the time of The Caxtons (1849) he was conscious

of a change in the drift of current tastes, and
leaving the historical novel and the mystical

fantasy alone, he turned his attention to English

country life ; describing its rural phases in The
Caxtons and My Novel, its urban fashion in Pelham
and Paid Clifford,

His work is distinctly imitative ; but it is dex-

terous and showy, and exhibits a versatile if not

a profound mind. He is most original when he
gives his imagination rein ; but, lacking humouTj,

he IS always overstepping the border-line between

the sublime and the ridiculous.

An interesting figure to the literary student as a
mirror of his time ; but apart from this, it may be
questioned whether, save to the young and un-

sophisticated (if any such exist to-day 1), he has

any vital force at the present time.

During the mid-years of the century- the novels

of domestic life proved a serious rival to the romance
in popularity, and skilled literary opportunists like

L3rfcton, had, as we see, to trim their sails to suit

the new demand. Kingsley and Reade are among
the ablest romancers. On a somewhat lower level

are Henry Kingsley (1830-1876), whose Bavenshoe

(1861), however, is not greatly inferior to West-

ward Ho, but who had little staymg power as a
novehstj; and John Whyte Melville (1821-1878),

a soldier and a country squire of literary tastes,

whose Gladiators is a clever and interesting story

of Roman life.

Another writer belonging to the turn of the mid-
century is Wilkie Collins (1824-1889), a writer

of remarkable power at his best, though his

later writings, partly owing to a mistaken choice

of subject-matter, but largely owing to physical

reasons, show an almost tragic decline of ment.
Collins was the son of the artist and Royal

Academician, William Collins, the friend of David
Wilkie. At twelve years old be was taken by his

parents to Italy, where they resided for three years,

and on their return the lad was, for a time, engaged
in a city tea warehouse. Later he entered Lmcoln’s
Inn, and was called to the Bar in 1851, but was
drifting into literature.

In 1848 he published a Life of his father, and
two years afterwards appeared his first novel,

Antonina, A considerable friendship then sprang
up between its author and Charles Dickens, and
the two henceforth were more or less associated.

Collins produced two dramas. The Lighthouse

(1855) and The Frozen Deep (1874), in both of

which Dickens appeared as an actor. In 1860,

The Woman in White was running as a serial in

AU the Year Bound, of which Dickens was editor,

and in collaboration they published No Thorough-
fare in the same paper.

Wilkie Collins is so persistently underrated to-
day, that it may prove interesting to inquire with
some closeness into the quahty of his work.
At its best, his work is distinguished by ;

() Exceptional skill in the art of plot construction.

() A remarkable gift of dramatic suggestion.
(c) Pictorial power of high order.

His techmcal skill is most happily shown in
T/ie Moonstone, where all the parts fit into one
another with the neatness of those puzzle-pictures
that were at once the agony and dehght of our
childhood; from the impressive opemng scene,
where the gem is shown in its splendid Eastern
setting, through all the mazes of the story down
to its final recapture by the Indians, there is not a
scene which does not carry forward the tale, not a
character that has not a part to play in the solu-
tion of the mystery.

The faculty of dramatic suggestion is a much
rarer quality than is usually allowed. The expec-
tant interest which Collins arouses so keenly in the
reader is created not by incidental thrills—these,

indeed, are smgularly few—^but because of the
atmosphere of suspense that he creates, by cunning
hints and suggestions. Murder looms seldom in

his stories ; of fightmg there is next to nothing

;

haiibreadth escapes interest him but slightly
; and

out-of-the-way occurrences are few and far between.
Eschewing these things on the one hand, and the
psychological interest of the character novel on
the other^ it is surely a signal testimony to his

power as a literary artist that he should hold us
with such unmistakable enthralment. He is a
master of dramatic innuendo ; the Sterne of sensa-

tionahsm. He can thrill you more by the posting

of a letter than most of his school can by a lund
murder.
His pictorial power, again, is badly underesti-

mated by many critics. Wilkie CoUms was the son

of a painter ; he exhibited in 1849 a landscape of

his own at the Royal Academy, and always re-

tained a fine critical appreciation of the painter’s

art. His scenic backgrounds are an intergral part

of his stories. Thus the supematuralism in Armor
dale (1866) revolves round a series of dream-pic-

tures; and even a sunset on the Norfolk Broads
and the slanting rain of a passing storm are organic

elements in the plot. The most dramatic scene

in No Name (1862), where the heroine, Magdalen,

meditates suicide, is presented in pictorial form

—

and peculiarly vivid pictorial form

:

“ She removed the cork, and lifted the bottle to her
mouth.

At the first cold touch of the glass on her lips, her
strong young life leaped up in her leaping blood, and
fought with the whole frenzy of its loathmg against the

close terror of Death.

"Her cheeks flushed deep? her breath came thick

and fast. With the poison still in her hand, with the

sense that she might faint in another moment, she

made for the window, and threw back the curtain that

covered it.

“The new day had risen. The broad grey dawn
flowed in on her, over the quiet eastern sea.

“ She saw the waters, heaving large and silent in the

misty calm; she felt the fresh breath of the morning
flutter cool on her face. Her strength returned ; her
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mind cleared a^ little. . . . She resolved to end the
struggle by setting her life or death on the hazard of
a chance.

On what chance ?

The sea showed it to her. Dimly distinguishable
through the mist, she saw a little fleet of coasting vessels
slowly drifting towards the house, all following the
same direction with the favouring set of the tide. In
half-an-hour—^perhaps in less—the fleet would have
passed her window. The hands of her watch pointed
to four o’clock. She seated herself close at the side of

the window, with her back towards the quarter from
which the vessels were drifting down to her—with the

E
oison placed on the window-sill, and the watch on her
ip. For one half-hour to come, she determined to

wait there, and count the vessels as they went by. If,

in that time, an even number passed by—^the sign given
should be a sign to live. If the uneven number pre-
vailed—^the end should be death
“With that final resolution, she rested her head

against the window, and waited for the ships to pass.

** Nineteen minutes ; and five ships. Twenty
minutes. Twenty-one, two, three—and no sixth vessel.

Twenty-four ; and the sixth came by. Twenty-five,
twenty-six, twenty-seven, twenty-eight ; and the next
uneven number—the fatal seven—glided into view.
Two minutes to the end of the half-hour. And seven
ships.

“ Twenty-nine ; and nothing followed in the wake
of the seventh ship. The minute-hand of the watch
moved on half-way to thirty—and still the white
heaving sea y^as^ a misty blank. Without moving her
head from the window, she took the poison in one hand,
and raised the watch in the other. As the quick seconds
counted each other out, her eyes, as quick as they,
looked from the watch to the sea, from the sea to the
watch—^looked for the last time at the sea—and saw
the EIGHTH ship.

“ She never moved ; she never spoke. The death
of thought, the death of feeling, seemed to have come
to her already. She put back the poison mechanically
on the ledge of the window ; and watched, as in a
toam, the sh'n '“'^oothly on its silent way

—

gliding till it <3 d”*' y into shadow—^gliding till

it was lost in the mist.

‘“Her eyes closed, and her head fell back. When
the sense of life returned to her, the morning sun was
warm on her face—^the blue heaven looked down on her
—and the sea was a sea of gold.”

Whatever the subject, rarely does Collins fail

to paint his scene without the telling economy of

the genuine artist. This, for instance, from The
Woman in White /

A white fog hung over the lake. The dense brown
line of the trees on the opposite bank appeared above
it like a dwarf forest floating in the sky. The sandy

S
ound, shelving downwards from where we sat, was
3t mysteriously in the outward layer of the fog,”

And undoubtedly it was through this pictorial

power that Collins was able to make so many of his

characters vivid and striking

—

e.g. Count Fosco,

Lydia Gwilt, “ The Dream Woman,” Captain
Wragge, Marion Halcombe—no easy matter in a
form of fiction where the characters exist for the
story, and not the story for the characters, as in

the novels of Meredith and Hardy.
And here limitations of space remind me that

this apologia for Collins must draw to a close. At
his best he had Poe’s power to kindle the emotions
of horror and suspense. Yet, despite his insistent

interest in pathological types, there is a wholesome

samty about his outlook; and something of the
man’s own sensitive and kmdly nature expresses
itself in everything he wrote.

Certainly not the least tribute to Collins’ powers
is to be found in the countless imitations his
writings have evoked. One has only to compare
the best contemporary work of this kmd with the
work of Colhns to realise that whatever his limi-
tations may have been, he was, along his own
Imes, a vital and original force m English fiction.

In Wilkie Collins the novel of domesticity and
the novel of romantic adventure are pleasantly
blended. In George Macdonald (1 824-1 905)
the two are kept apart. His verse has already
been noticed elsewhere. His novels deal with
Scottish life, and show considerable humour, actu-
ality, and deep religious feeling. Among the
best are Alec Forhes (1865) and Robert Falconer
(1868). In the art of story-tellmg, however, he
is not an adept ; constructively his tales are weak,
and hve by virtue of their imaginative strength
and insight into character The fine touches of
romantic feeling that make themselves felt pre-
pare us for the more exclusively romantic work of
Macdonald. This may be studied m the delightful

books he wrote for children : On the Bach of 4he
North Windf The Princess and the Gohhn, The
Princess and Gtirdie, Cross Purposes, and in those
books where his Ga^c mysticism found its richest

expression: The Portent, Phantasies, The Qrud
Painter, and other stones.

It is here rather than in the novels that the genius
of the man is best exhibited. In all of these tales

there are touches of eerie suggestion that Poe
himself has never bettered, and they are blended
with a delicate sense of beauty, a strength of

passion, and a fine humanitarian feeling that place

them in the very front rank as works of the romantic
genre.

The were-wolf has been greatly in evidence of
late years in fiction, but not one of the many tales

dealing with this psychic myth are equal in artistic

skiU and dehcate impressionism to Macdonald’s
story of “The Grey Wolf ” that appears in the volume
of tales entitled The Cruel Painter, Mr. Algernon

Blackwood, whose spiritual borderland studies

are so deservedly popular to-day, and who has no
serious rival in tales of psychic influences, is in the

line of descent from the author of Phantasies, The
machinery of Phantasies is more old-fashioned,

but the author of Pan^s Garden is not more steeped

in the magic of natural things than is the creator

of The Maiden of the Beech Tree,

Ho less truly imaginative are those tales of

Macdonald’s more deliberately adapted for children.

The Shadows is not unworthy of Hawthorne; The

Light Princess is a happy fancy, more Teutonic

perhaps than Celtic in its treatment; while the

stories dealing with Curdie, The Princess, and
the Goblm have no peer save in the pages of

Grimm.
More limited in their art, but with the same

mystic suggestion, are the Gaelic romances of

“ Fiona IVIacleod” (Wixliam Sharp, 1866-1905),

Turning to a robuster type of romancer,we have

Riohaed D. Blackmobb (1825-1900) a story-
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teller who in Loma Doone (1869) wrote a romance
that for breadth, imaginative beauty, and virile

freshness cannot be equalled in modern fiction,

save by Reade or Stevenson. He wrote other

tales, but he is essentially the man of one book.

WiLiiAM Black (1841-1898) achieved success

as a writer of romance about the same time as

Loma Doone had captured the reading public.

A more versatile story-teller than Blackmore, he
never wrote anything that could be put beside

Loma Doone. None the less he proved himself a
spirited and picturesque writer, who excelled in

descriptions of Scottish hfe and scenery.

The most considerable romantic force of the latpr

half of the century is Robert Louis Stevensoh,
who was born in EdUnburgh on November 13, 1850.

He was the son of Thomas Stevenson, one of the

family of famous lighthouse engineers. On leaving

school the youth endeavoured to carry on the

traditions of his family, and gave some attention

to engineering at Edinburgh University, indeed

going so far as to gain a prize from the Society of

Arts for improvements in hghthouse mechanism

;

but neither inchnation nor physical strength fitted

him for the profession, and in 1871 he abandoned
it with a view to letters, though not without regret

for his father’s disappointment

:

“ Say not of me that weakly I declined

The labours of my sires, and fled the sea,

The towers we founded and the lamps we lit.

To play at home with paper like a child.”

At six years old we are told that Stevenson
dictated a History of Moses ; and while at the

Umversity he contributed to, and for a time edited,

the College Magazine ; he also published essays in

other journals, and to literature he wished to devote
his life.

As something to fall back upon if literature failed,

his father persuaded him to read for the Scottish

Bar, to which he was called in 1875. But
Stevenson’s temperament was too imoonventional,

too saturated with the vagabond spirit, to settle

down to a life of routine, and after a short time
the law was also abandoned. He then threw what
physical strength he possessed into an arduous
apprenticeship to literature, writing a number of

short stories and essays for the Comhill Magazine.
“I slogged at it night and day,” he wrote to a
friend m 1887.

Stevenson’s many journeys in search of health
contributed to his literary resources. An Inland
Voyage (1878) was the result of a canoe journey
in Belgium, and Through the Gevennes vnth a
Donkey (1879) tells its own story. But the public
did not take kindly to Stevenson’s work at this

time, and partly owing to financial reasons, as an
emigrant he set out for California in search of
health. A certain measure of health was regained,
and his marriage with an American lady, Mrs.
Osbourne, whom he had previously met in France,
added also to his happiness and future comfort.
In 1880, with his wife and her two children,

Stevenson returned to Europe, and the following
year published Virginibus Puerisque. He also made
an unsuccessful application for the Chair of Con«

stitutional Law and History at the University of
Edinburgh.
To please his little stepson he had written

Treasure Island, published in 1882; with this
event the tide of prosperity for Stevenson may
be said to have turned. Kidnapped, Dr. Jehyll,
Prince Otto, The Silverador Squatters, and the im-
mortal Child's Garden of Verse followed. Stevenson
was becoming a more than popular writer when
the growing disease of the lungs necessitated his
seeking a warmer climate. In 1 887, with his family,
he left England never to return. For a time the
little party travelled among the islands of the
Southern Pacific, and at length settled in Samoa.
Stevenson built himself a house and worked in-

dustriously until the end, dictatmg on his fingers

in sign language when he found it too painful to
speak for any length of time.

In the life of the Samoai^, Stevenson took the
keenest interest. Noting the cruelties and hard-
ships to which the natives were subjected by the
Governor and others, he did not rest until an inquiry
was held ; this resulted in the dismissal of more
than one of the authorities.

On December 3, 1896, a day of intense heat,

Stevenson died quite suddenly, and is buried among
his friends of Samoa. Two fragments, St. Ives

and Weir of Hermiston, left unfinished, were pub-
lished in 1897.

Stevenson differs from other romancers of the

Victorian era in two respects He is a fastidious

stylist, while the majority trouble themselves not

a whit about their style ; and he has an elusive

and freakish humour, which again is alien to the

usual temperament of the romancer. Both of

these qualities impart a unique distinction to his

work, though they carry with them also certain

drawbacks. This sense of style gives Stevenson’s

best romantic work, whether in the more boyish

moods of Treasure Island and Kidnapped, or in

the graver vein of The Master of Ballantrae and
Weir of Hermiston, a splendour of workmanship
and artistic appe^, fully counterbalancing the

obvious indebtedness to masters like Scott and
Dumas. But it affects a portion of his work with

a sense of effort and artificiality that to some
extent spoil our pleasure. The spacious ease and
spontaneity of Loma Doone are not to be found in

his work, nor indeed has he the prodigal invention

of Reade. On the other hand, there is a delicacy

and finish in his best work that neither Blackmore
nor Reade could reach.

Stevenson’s humour, moreover, keeps him not

merely from the pathetic pitfalls of the ordinary

romancer, but from such gaucheries and crudities

as we find in Reade ; while in The New Arabian

Nights the blend of gay humour and romantic

feeling provides us with a work that has a de-

lightfully bitter-sweet flavour about it. Yet this

freakish humour is not wholly an advantage to the

Romancer. It makes him too self-conscious; too

afraid to let himself go in some of his stories ;
and

his fine style, with its fim, its fancy, its subtlety of

light and shade, finds its happiest medium in those

discursive essays where he can display all his moods
to his heart’s content.
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Perhaps the neatest critical impression of

Stevenson’s complex personality is to be found
in Henley’s well-known lines :

* ... In his face
There shines a brilliant and romantic grace,

A spirit intense and rare, with trace on trace
Of passion and impudence and energy.
Valiant in velvet, light in ragged luck.

Most vain, most generous, sternly critical,

Buffoon and poet, lover and sensualist

;

A deal of Ariel, just a streak of Puck,
Much Antony, of Hamlet most of all,

And something of the Shorter Catechist.”

Certainly, Ariel,Hamlet, and the Shorter Catechist

cross and recross his pages as we read them. Prob-

ably each reader of Stevenson retains most clearly

one special place. It is the Ariel in Stevenson that

outlasts for me the other moods. If any one phase

can be said to strike the ke3mote of his temperament,
it is the whimsical, freakish, but kindly Ariel—^an

Ariel bound in service to the Prospero of fiction

—

never quite happy, longing for his freedom, yet

knowing that he must for a while serve his master.

One can well understand why John Addington
Symonds dubbed Stevenson “sprite.” This elfish

element in Stevenson is most apparent in his letters

and stories.

The figures in his stories are less flesh-and-blood

persons than the shapes—some gracious, some
terrifying—^that the Ariel world invoke. It is not

that Stevenson had no gnp on reality; his grip-

hold on hfe was very firm and real. Beneath the

light badinage, the airy, graceful wit that plays

over his correspondence, there is a steel-hke

tenacity. But in his stories he leaves the solid

earth for a fantastic world of his own. He does

so deliberately; he turns his back on reality, has

dealings with phantom passions. His historical

romances are hke ghostly editions of Scott. There
is light, but little heat in his fictions. They charm
our fancy, but do not seize upon our imagination.

Borrow’s characters do not speak Borrow so

emphatically as do Stevenson’s characters speak
Stevenson. And with Stevenson it matters more.
Borrow’s picturesque, vivid, but loose, loquacious

style, fits his subject-matter on the whole very
well. But Stevenson’s delicate, nervovs, mannerised
style suits but ill some of the scenes he is describing.

If it suits, it suits by a happy accident, as in the

delightful sentiment in Providence and the Guitar,

To appraise Stevenson’s merits as a Bomantic
one has to read him after Scott, Dumas, Victor

Hugo ; or, better stiU, to peruse these giants after

dall3dng with Ariel.

We realise then what it is that we had vaguely
missed in Stevenson—^the human touch. These
men beheve in the figments of their imagination,

and make us believe in them.
Stevenson is obviously sceptical as to their

reality; we can almost see a furtive smile upon
his lip as he writes. But there is nothing unreal

about the man, whatever we feel of the artist.

In his critical comments on men and matters,

especially when Hamlet and the Shorter Catechist
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come into view, we shall find a vigorous sanity, a
shrewd yet genial outlook, that seems to say there
is no make-beheve here ; here I am not merely
amusing myself : here, honestly and heartily
admitted, you may find the tlungs that life

taught me.
Perhaps it is that in the letters alone do we find

the vagabond temperament of Stevenson fully
assertmg itself. Elsewhere it is held m check.
As Sir Sidney Colvin justly says :

** In his letters—excepting a few written in, youth,
and having more or less the character of exercises, and
a few m after years which were intended for the public
eye—Stevenson, the deliberate artist, is scarcely forth-
coming at all. He does not care a 6g for order, or
logical sequence, or congruity, or for striking a key of
expression and koepiijrr i-. but becomes simply the most
spontaneous and unstudied of human beings. He will
write with the most distinguished eloquence on one
day, with simple good sense and good feeling on the
second, with flat triviality on another, and with the
most slashing, often ultra-colloquial vehemeney on the
fourth, or will vary through all these moods, and more,
in one and the same letter.”

Fresh and spontaneous his letters invariably

appear ; with a touch of the invalid’s nervous
haste, but never lacking in courage, and with
nothmg of the querulousness which we connect
with chronic ill-health. Weak and ailmg, shadowed
by death for many years before the end, Stevenson
showed a fine fortitude, which will remain m the
memory of his friends as his most admirable
character. With the consistency of Mark Tapley
(and with less talk about it), he determined to be
jolly in aU possible circumstances. Right to the

end his wonderful spirits, his courageous gaiety,

attended him ; the frail body grew frailer, but the

buoyant intellect never failed him, or if it did so

the failure was momentary, and in a moment he
was recovered.

No little of his popularity is due to the desperate

valour with which he contested the ground with

death, inch by inch, and died, as Buclde and John
Richard Green had done, m the midst of the work
that he would not quit. Romance was by him
to the last, gladdening his tired body with her

presence; and if towards the end weariness and
heart-sickness seized him for a spell, yet the mind
soon resumed its mastery over weakness. In a
prayer which he had wntten shortly before his

death, he had petitioned : Give us to awake with

smiles, give us to labour smiling ; as the sun

lightens the world, so let our loving-kindness

make bright this house of our habitation.” As-

suredly in his case this characteristic petition had
been reahsed; the prevalent sunniness of his dis-

position attended him to the last.

Another stylist m romantic fiction—^though of

inferior talent—is John Henry Shorthouse

(1834-1903), whose John Inglesant (1881) created

quite a furore in certain circles when first it ap-

peared. It is an able, thoughtful, and painstaking

historical romance, steeped in Tractarian thought

;

and the “ Oxford ” atmosphere accounted largely

for its cordial reception in certain directions.
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II. PROSE : (b) The ITovelists of Social and Domestic

—George Douglas Brown—George Gissing.

duction—George Borrow—Sir Richard Burton-

(6) THE NOVELISTS OF SOCIAL AND
DO]\IESTIC LIFE

In the title of one of his books, Annals of the

Parish, John Galt (1779-1839) exactly described

rnitier as a novelist. Precise and intimate as

his pictures of Scottish life are, they serve rather

as the raw material of fiction than as works of

literary art. Yet they abound in admirable

vignettes of character, and Laird Guppy is worthy

of Scott himself. His books : Annals of the Parish^

The Ayrshire Legatees (1821), and The Entail (1823)

have points of resemblance with those of Susan

Ferrier, but deal with a less affluent class. She

is a better story-teUer ; but perhaps Galt has the

keener insight into the life that he describes.

Galt’s work, strictly speaking, is outside of the

Victorian era, yet he is one of the pioneers of the

domestic novel that played so important a part

in Victorian fiction. The work of the greater

novelists of the time has already been considered

in dealing with the humanitarian novel and the

novel of satire ;
it remains for us to notice some of

the later writers of fiction.

John Watson (“ Ian Maclaren ”) (1850-1907),

and others of the “kailyard” school, produced

sentimental pictures of Scottish life, more agreeable

and artistic than Galt, but far less true to life.

They are as much one-sided in their facile sentiment

and humour on the one side as was George Douginas

Brown’s (1869-1902) grim and dour Douse w-Uh

the Green ShvMers on the other.

One of the ablest of the non-romantic school

was George Gissing (1857-1903). If we could

imagine Dickens without a sense of humour, we
should have no bad notion of the character of

Gissing’s work. It abounds in shrewd and close

observation, it vibrates with the struggle for life

in a great city; but on the whole, it is an arid,

dusty, and cheerless world that the novelist de-

scribes. There is no geniality, no light-hearted

extravagances, or, on the other hand, such intensity

of imagination as may compensate for the pall of

gloom that hangs over its denizens. Mr^Hs^y’s
pessimisti^putoK.onJ4^^^^^^

^ glomny and
dry-eyed. Yet the power aS^'iicfuilily^uipnjo a
point) of many of his books—^for instance, Demos
(1886), New Grub Street (1891), and The Town
Traveller (1898)—is unquestionable. Had we not

read Thyrza (1887), Beside the Ionian Sea, and
The Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft, we might
imagine he was untouched by art and by the

beauty of life, and that he was lacking in tenderness.

But he had, deep down, a poetic imagination,

though he kept it imprisoned and confined. A
man of sensitive culture, he had for many years

to fight against adverse circumstances, and the

iron went into his soul. Privation and suffering

mellow some natures; it embitters others—and
Gissing was among these. Yet he was a fine artist.

Life. John Galt—John^Watson (^^ Ian Maclaren ”)

(c) The Vagrant Note in Victorian Prose. Intro-

—Laurence Oliphant—Richard Jefferies.

and never sought facile short cuts to popularity

by insincerities and cheap sentimentalities.

Judging the man, as we may fairly do, through
the obvious self-revelation of Ryecroft, we feel

that, under happier conditions, Gissing would have
given a far better account of his considerable

talents. But he lacked that elemental sturdiness

that, in the case of some men, triumplis over adverse

fates ; he was too great a man to become a literary

opportunist ; too small a man to shake himself free

of the meanness, the pettiness, the drab horrors

that he saw in the life about him. It obsessed hiTn

and at tunes overwhelmed him.

No mention of Gissing, however, can pass un-

noticed the critical genius (for it is criticism of the

highest quality) of his book on Dickens. It may
seem strange that this artist in grey, this coolly

deliberate and ironic exponent of the seamy-side

of hfe, should not only have admired Dickens so

immensely, but have analysed so powerfully and
eloquently his essential greatness. But there is

the fact for those who read his critical study. And
the insight and beauty of this criticism give us

a higher opinion of Gissing’s potential gifts, and
make -us the surer that he is only partially revealed

in liis harsh, realistic studies of contemporary life.

Gissing is at his best in such passages as the

following, where the imagination of the man,
touched by some familiar sight, loses for the moment
its cold rigidity of outlook, and glows with warmth.

“Do you know that music of the obscure ways, to

which children dance 1 Not^ if you have only^ heard

it ground to your ears’ affliction beneath your windo"^
in the square. To hear it aright you must stand in

the darkness of such a by-street as this, and for the

moment be at one with those
^

who dwell around, in

the blear-eyed housocj, in the dim burrows of poverty,

in the unmapped haunts of the semi-human. Then you

will know the significance of that vulgar clanging of

melody ; a pathos of which you did not dream will

touch you, and therein the secret of hidden London
will be half-revealed. The life of men who toil without

hope, yet with the hunger of an unshaped desire ; of

women in whom the sweetness of their sex is perishing

under labour and misery ; the laugh, the song of the

girl who strives to enjoy her year or two of youthful

vigour, knowing the darkness of the years to come

;

the careless defiance of the youth who feels his blood

and revolts against the lot which would tame it ;
all

that is purely human in these darkened multitudes

^eaks to you as you listen. It is the half-conscious

striving of a nature which knows not what it would

attain, which deforms a true thought by ^oss exjiression,

which clutches at the beautiful and soils it with foul

hands.” i

(c) THE VAGRANT NOTE IN VICTORIAN
PROSE

The literary student who follows faithfully the

weU-beaten track of literature may happily find

an occasional means of escape by turning off the

high road into those adventurous bypaths where

no sign-posts are visible; and the journey is an

agreeably strange and rmfamiliar one.

1 Thyrza, by George Gissing
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The romantic writer, be he poet or proseman, has
Tisually furnished this way of escape ; for roman-
ticism always implies the annexing of fresh terri-

tory, new scenes, strange experiences. But just

as the traveller finds the one time grassy solitudes

in the hands of the estate agent, cog-railways on
the mountains, and extended hotel luxuries on the

sea, so does the literary wanderer find the romantic

standpoint tending to become merely a literary

track ; its novelties stereotyped, and its thrills

and excitements standardised. It is here that the

true vagabond of letters may be hailed as a welcome
intruder. He redresses the balance of an over-

civilised literature ; bringing with him that touch

of wildness, that pleasant air of irresponsible

discursiveness, that flavour of sun-tan and the open
air, that we all of ris need at times.

Modern American letters, with its plethora of

culture, found a welcome corrective in such men as

Thoreau and Whitman ; while in Victorian letters

we can hail thoroughgoing vagrants like Borrow
and Jefferies, Laurence Oliphant and Sir Richard
Burton.
Although three of these men happened to be

more or less extensive travellers, the vagrant spirit

is not to be construed in terms of geography; it

is an attitude of mind, not a capacity for globe-

trotting. The literary vagabond is born with a
gipsy strain in the blood, and the ever-infaUible

sign of his spiritual heritage is an ingrained distaste

for the routine of ordinary life and the conventions

of civilisation. Thoreau turned his back on society,

and found a new joy of living in the woods at Maine

;

Whitman sought his ideal companions in rough and
primal natures ; Borrow’s nature expands only

when tramping along the open road and in the

company of the gipsy alien.

For Jefferies, not the delights of the town, but
the quiet joys of the Sussex hedgerows and the

Wiltshire lanes. Burton is all his life warring

with the civilised “ official,” kicking against routine,

and it is this intractable restlessness that spoiled

the brilliant promise of his life. Laurence Oliphant,

a man of splendid parts, was constitutionally un-

able to fit into any civilised scheme of life; hence
the interest of his career and its failure from the

worldly point of view.

This vagrant quality is not confined to the men
just mentioned ; most men of genius have a touch

of this attractive madness in their blood. Indeed,

without the touch of wildness, the great writer

comes perilously near being a dull dog. Most of

the greater men of the Romantic Revival had
their ** vagabond ” moods ; indeed, it gives the

flavour and relish to the table-talk of Hazlitt, the

day-dreaming of De Quincey, the fancies of Elia.

Southey and Wordsworth suffer from lack of it

;

it proves both a curse and a blessing to Byron

;

and sets fire to the genius of the Brontes. In

Victorian letters, sentiment and domesticity exor-

cise the vagabond spirit for a while. But he can

always find his way back again into literary art

through the gateway of romanticism. And thus

it is that Browning, in many ways so thoroughly

conventional and English, is never more attractive

than in the vagrant mood that prompted Tim^9

Eevenffe, The Flight of the Duchess, and Fifine at
the Fair ; while in Meredith, and Hardy also, there
are touches of the “ wild wise beast.”

In dealing, however, with the men who more
emphatically sound the vagrant note, we at once
think of George Henry Borrow, that strong,
assertive, prize-fighting, and bright-eyed Norfolk
giant. Bom at East Dereham on July 5, 1 803, he
was the younger son of an army recruiting officer

who had risen from the ranks ; on his mother’s side
he came of Norman-Huguenot stock. The wander-
ing life in search of recruits necessarily restricted

educational advantages, and it was not till the
captain retired and settled down in Norwich that
any regular teaching was possible ; he was then
thirteen, and sent to Norwich Grammar School.
Her© among many notable contemporaries were
James Martineau and Rajah Brooke of Sarawak.
At school Borrow was not an idler. “Mere

idleness,” he has said, “ is the most disagreeable

state of existence,” but even education should be
made congenial. The restraint and discipline of

school did not suit him, so he ran away; the
ordinary curriculum not appealing to him, he put
it aside and substituted languages, for which he
had a peculiar talent. Eventually he was able

to translate in thirty-five languages and dialects.

He was also fond of fishing and shooting and as a
boxer was coached by the well-known “ bruiser

”

James Thurtell, who was afterwards hanged for

the murder of Mr, Weare.
On leaving school Borrow was articled to a

solicitor, but the law troubled him very little, and
at the end of his timehe knew more about Armenian,

or the shoeing of a horse, than he did of jurisprud-

ence. His love for horses brought him into touch

with another considerable phase of his life, his

friendship with Mr. Petulengro and the gipsies.

Captain Borrow died in 1824, and London now
becomes the goal of his son’s ambition. “I in-

tend to live in London,” he wrote to a friend,

‘‘writ© plays, poetry- &c., abuse religion and get

myself prosecuted.” So to London he wended
his way, though he does not appear to have
carried out the remainder of his programme. With
a letter of introduction he called on Sir Richard

Phillips, a publisher who readily employed him,

but at starvation rates. For a record of four

hundred Celebrated Trials, in six volumes, contain-

ing four thousand pages, he received £50 ; and even

this sum had to be drawn upon for many out-of-

pocket expenses. At length Borrow left London
to ramble with the gipsies throughout the country,

and of “ the veiled period,” as it has been called,

Lavengro furnishes an inter^ting account.

In 1832 Borrow returned to Norwich. Here he

made the acquaintance of the Rev. Francis Ciinning-

ham, who introduced liim to the British and Forei^

Bible Society, as “a person without university

education who has read the Bible in thirteen lan-

guages ... of no very defined denomination of

Christians., bub I think of certain Christian prin-

ciples, ... I could wish you should see him . . .

he is of the middle order in Society, and a very

producible person.” Upon this recommendation

Borrow was invited to Londoiv walking the whole

-18a
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distance oi 112 miles. The Society, he tells ns,

were satisfied as to his “ philological capabihties ”

and voted him ten pounds for immediate expenses.

Sorrow’s independent and self-confident manner
produced some consternation among certem

members of the Society, and their quiet admonition

he seems to have taken in good part. In 1833 he
was sent to Russia to “ enlarge his acquaintance

with the Manchu language ” with a view to a trans-

lation of the New Testament, which he eventually

accomplished. In 1835 his services were required

in Spam and Portugal, “ to direct his attention

to schools, and to be liberal in giving New Testa-

ments.” After a year of struggle with the autho-

rities, he was recalled to England. A later and
longer visit saw his imprisonment in Madrid in

1838, and the renewal of his friendship with a
widow lady Mrs. Clarke, whom he h^ known
at Oulton, where she possessed some property. In

1840 he left Lisbon for London with Mis. Clarke,

who was accompanied by her daughter, and on
April 23rd they were married at St Peter’s, Com-
hill. He then settled down to literary work at

Oulton.

In 1869 Mrs. Borrow died in London, and for

years afterwards Borrow was also believed to be
dead; however, in 1874, he returned to Oulton,

where he died in 1881.

Reading Lavengro (1851) and The Romany Rye
(1857), the reader is no less struck by the remark-

able interest that Borrow takes in the people

—

especially the rough, uncultured people—whom
he comes across, than by the cheerful mdifference

with which he loses sight of them and passes on to

fresh characters. There is very little objective

feeling in his friendships ; as flesh-and-blood per-

sonages with individualities of then* own—Cloves,

hopes, faiths of their own—^he seems to regard

them scarcely at all. They exist chiefly as material

for his curiosity and inquisitiveness. Hence there

is a curious selfishness about him ; not the selfish-

ness of a passionate, capricious nature, but the
selfishness of a self-absorbed and self-contained

nature. Perhaps there was hidden away some-
where in his nature a strain of tenderness, of
altruistic afiection, which was reserved for a few
chosen souls. But the warm human touch is

markedly absent from his writingSp despite their

undeniaHe charm.
Take the Isopel Berners episode. Whether

Isopel Berners was a fiction of the imagination or
a character in real life matters not. At any rate,

his friendship with this Anglo-Saxon girl of the
road is one of the distinctive features of both
Lavengro and The Romany Rye. The attitude of

Borrow towards her may safely be regarded as a
clear indication of the man’s character. She was
a girl of fine physical presence and many engaging
qualities such as were bound to attract a man of

Borrow’s type, who had forsaken her friends to
throw in her lot with this fellow-wanderer on the
road.

And what does he do ?

He accepts her companionship just as he might
have accepted the companionship of one of his

landlords or ostlers ; spends the time he lived with

her in the Dmgle in teaching her Armenian, and
when at last, driven to desperation by his calculat-

mg coldness, she comes to take farewell of him, he
makes her a perfunctory offer of marriage, wlfich
she, bemg a girl of fine mettle as well as of strong
affection, naturally deolmes. She leaves him, and
after a few passages of philosophic regret, he passes
on to the next adventure.

Now Borrow, as we know, was not physically
drawn towards the ordinary gipsy type—^the dark,
beautiful Celtic women ; and it was in girls of the
fair Saxon order, such as Isopel Berners, that he
sought a natural mate.

Certainly, if any woman was calculated by
physique and by disposition to attract Borrow,
Isopel Berners was that woman. And when we
find that the utmost extent of his passion is to

make tea for her and instruct her in Armenian, it

is impossible not to be disagreeably impressed by
the unnatural chilliness of such a disposition. Not
even Isopel could break down the barrier of intense

egoism that fenced him off from any profound
intimacy with his fellow-creatures.

I think it less a case, as Dr Jessop seems to think,

of want of passion as of a tyrannous egotism that

excluded any element likely to prove troublesome.

He would not admit a disturbing factor, such as

the presence of the self-reliant Isopel, into his life.

No doubt he liked Isopel well enough in his

fashion. Otherwise certainly he would not have
made up his mind to marry her. But his own
feelings, his own tastes, his owna fancies, came first.

He would marry her—oh yes I
—^there was plenty

of time later on. For the present he could study
her character, amuse himself with her idiosyn-

crasies, and as a return for her devotion and faithful

affection, teach her Armenian A touching picture

!

But the episode of Isopel Berners is only one
illustration, albeit a very significant ono, of Borrow’s

calculating selfishness. No man could prove a

more interesting companion than he; but one
cannot help feeling that he was a sorry kind of

friend.

It may seem strange at first sight findmg this

wanderer of the road in the pay of the Bible Society,

and a zealous servant in the cause of militant Pro-

testantism ? but the violent “ antLPopery ” side

of Borrow is only another instance of his love of

independence. The brooding egotism that chafed

at the least control was not likely to show any
sympathy with sacerdotalism.

There was no trace of philosophy in Borrow’s

frankly expressed views on religious subjects.

They were honest and straightforward enough,

with all the vigorous unreflective narrowness of

ultra-Protestantism.

It says much for the amazing charm of Borrow’s

writing that The Bible in Spain is very much better

than a glorified tract. It must have come as a

surprise to many a grave, pious reader of the Bible

Society’s publications.

And the Bible Society made the Vagabond from

the literary point of view, Borrow’s book, The
Zincali, or an account of the gipsies of Spain, pub-

lished in 1841, had brought his name before the

public ; but The Bible in Spain (1843) made him
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famous ;
doubtless to the relief of “ glonous John

Murray,” the publisher, who W8is doubtful about

the book’s reception.

It IS a fascmatmg book, and if lacking the unique

flavour of the romantic autobiographies, Lavengro

and The Romany Rye, has none the less many of

the characteristics that give all his writings their

distinctive attraction.

Can we analyse the charm that Borrow’s books
and Borrow’s personality exercise over us, despite

the presence of those unpleasing traits which repel ?

In the first place, he had the faculty for seizing

upon the picaresque elements in the world about

him. He had the ready instinct of the discursive

writer for what was dramatically tellmg. Present

his characters in dramatic form he could not ; one

and all pass through the crucible of his tempera-

ment before we see them. We feel that they are

genumely observed, but they are Borrovized. They
speak the language of Borrow. While this is quite

true, it IS equally true that he knows exactly how
to impress and interest the reader with the per-

sonages.

Perhaps his power in this direction is more fully

appreciated when he deals with material that pro-

mises no such wealth of colour as do gipsy scenes

and wanderings in the romantic South. Cheap-

side and London Bridge suit him fuUy as well as

do Spanish forests or Welsh mountains. True
romancer as he is, he is not dependent on conven-

tionally picturesque externals for arresting atten

tion, since he will discover the stuflE of adventure

wherever his steps may lead him. The streets of

Bagdadm the “ golden prime ” of Haroun Alraschid

are no more mysterious, more enthraUmg, than

the well-known thoroughfares of modern London.
No ancient sorceress of Eastern story can touch

his imagination more deeply than can an old gipsy

woman. A skirmish with a publisher is fully as

exciting as a tilt in a mediaeval tourney ; while the

stories told him by a rural landlord promise as

much relish as any of the tales recounted by
Oriental barbers and one-eyed Calenders.

Thus it is that while the pervasive egotism of

the man bewitches us, we yield readily to the spell

of his splendid garrulity. It is of no great moment
that he should take an occasional drink to quench
his thirst when passing along the London streets

;

but he contmues to make even these httie details

interesting

;

Notwithstanding the excellence of the liondon
pavement, I began, about nine o’clock, to feel myself
thoroughly tired ^ painfully and slowly did I drag my
feet along. I also felt very much in want of some
refreshment, and I remembered that since breakfast I
had taken nothing. I was in the Strand, and glancmg
about I perceived that I was close by an hotel which
bore over the door, the somewhat remarkable name
of ‘Holy Lands.’ Without a moment’s hesitation I

entered a wefl-Ughted passage, and turning to the left

I found myself in a well-lighted coffee room, with a
well-dressed and frizzled waiter before m*s.

* Bring me
some claret,’ said I, for I was rather faint than hungry,
and I felt ashamed to give a humble order to so well

dressed an individual. The waiter looked at me for

a moment, then making a low bow he bustled off, and
I sat myself down in the box nearest to the window.
Presently the waiter returned, bearing beneath his

left arm a long bottle, and between the fingei^ of his
right hand two purple glasses placing the latter on the
table ... he set the bottle down before me wdth a bang,
and then standing still appeared to watch my move-
ments. You think I don’t know how to drink a glass
of claret, thought I to myself. I’ll soon show you how
we dnnk claret where I come from ; and filling one of
the glasses to the brim, I flickered it for a moment
between my eyes and the lustre, and then held it to
my nose ; havmg given that organ full time to test the
bouquet of the wine, I applied the glass to my lips,

taking a large mouthful of the wine, which I swallowed
slowly and by degrees that the palate might otherwise
have an opportunitv of performing its functions. A
second mouthrui T di'-po-(‘d of more summarily

; then
placing the empty glass upon the table, I fixed'my eyes
upon the bottle and said nothing : whereupon the
waiter, who had been observing the whole process with
considerable attention, made me a bow yet more low
than before, and turning on his heel retired with a smart
chuck of the head, as much as to say, * It is all right

;

the young man is used to claret.'
”

A slight enough incident, but, like every line

which Borrow wrote, intensely temperamental.
How characteristic this of the man’s attitude •.

“ You think I don’t know how to drink a glass of

claret, thought I to myself.” Then with what
deliberate pleasure does he record the theatrical

posing for the benefit of the waiter How he loves
to impress I You are conscious of this in every
scene which he describes, and it is quite useless

to resent it. The only way to escape it is by leaving

Borrow unread: and this no wise man can do
willingly.

One of his best character sketches is that of the

delightful ostler in The Romany Rye, whose talk

exhales what Borrow would call “ the wholesome
smell of the stable.” His wonderful harangues
(Borrovized to a less extent than usual) have all

the fins, breathless garrulity of this breed of man,
and his unique discourse on “ How to manage a
horse on a journey ’* occupies a dehghtful chapter.

Here are the opening sentences

;

‘"When you are a gentleman,’ said he, ‘should
you ever wish to take a journey on a horse of your
own, and you could not have a much better than the on©
you have here eating its fill in the box yonder—I wonder,
by the by, how you ever came by it—you can’t do
better than follow the advice I am about to gi\e you,
both with respect to your animal and yourself. Before

you start merely give your horse a couple of handfuls
of corn, and a little water somewhat under a quart,

and if you drink a pint of water yourself out of the pail,

you wm feel all the better during the whole day : then
you may walk and trot your animal for about ten miles,

till you come to some nice inn, where you may get down,
and see your horse led into a nice stall, tellmg the ostler

not to feed him till you come. If the ostler happens to

be a dog-fancier, and has an English terrier dog like that

of mine there, say what a nice dog it is, and praise its

black and tan : and if he does not happen to be a
dog-fancier, ask him how he’s getting^ on, and whether
he ever knew worse times ; that land of thing will

please the ostler, and he will let you do just what you
please with your own horse, an& when your back is

turned he’ll say to his comrades what a nice gentleman

you are; , . . then go and sit down to breakfast, and
before you have finished breakfast, get up and go and
give your horse a feed of corn chat with the ostler

two or three minutes till your horse has taken the shin©

out of his corn, which will prevent the ostler taking

any of it away when your back is turned, for such

thinj^ are sometimes done—^not that I ever did such
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a myself when I was at the inn at Hounslow.

Oh, dear me, no !

Borrow is emphatically an original force in letters.

We may not always like him ; never can we ignore

him. Provocative, unsatisfying, fascinatmg—such

is George Borrow. And most fascinatmg of all is

his love of night, day, sun, moon, and stars, “all

sweet things.” Herein hes the spell of Borrow;

for in his company there is always “ a wind on the

heath.”
“

.

Sir Riohabu Francis Burton was born m 1821,

and Swinburne’s comparison of him with Raleigh

is a suggestive one, for each man was a tireless

adventurer—^both in the physical and imaginative

sense ;
but Burton had nothing of the courtier

in him.
The son of an Army officer, Burton began to

travel when he was a few months old, and his de-

sultory and un-English education was carried on

for the first few years in France and Italy ;
he was

then sent to a school at Richmond in preparation

for Oirford. From babyhood his temper was an

ungoverned one, and at school he “ was in one

perpetual scene of fights.” In 1841 he went up to

Oxford; but here his obstinate defiance of all

lawful authority quickly resulted m rustication.

Of his want of veracity Burton made no secret.
^

He
admits to being “ a resolute and unblushing liar,

and at any time would go out of his way to spread

unfounded reports of his own enormities.

On leaving Oxford in 1842, he entered the East

India Service, and thereafter took the keenest

interest in the different lan^ages, manners, and

customs of the Orientals. His mastery of Arabic

was so complete that, unhindered and unharmed,

he wandered in disguise through many parts of

Arabia, where it would have been death to him

had he been discovered to be an Europe^.
^

The

outcome of this exploit was the famous Pilgrwfia>g&

to El Medinah and Mecca (1856--1856). Shortly

after its publication he accompanied Captain

Speke to Central Africa ; and to this journey we
owe his discovery of Lake Tanganyika in 1858.

As British consul. Burton served in many
countries ;

for his wonderful power as a linguist

made him a valuable officer, despite a temper and

originality that were continually bringing him into

conflict with his superiors.

Both in physique and personality, Burton w^
a mass of contradictions. Of fine stature, his

hands and feet were of the smallest, and his dark,

piercing eyes separated a calm, dignified brow from

a mouth and chin of saturnine expression. In

temperament he was inordinately proud-, without a

tinge of conceit ;
courageous, yet keenly sensitive

to emotion ;
of stoical calmness in the big things

of life, yet with an uncontrollable rage under the

smallest provocation. He was an indefatigable

worker, and on his death in 1890 left a large amount

of unpublished manuscripts, a considerable portion

of which, with his private diaries, Lady Burton,

from conscientious reasons, caused to be destroyed.

After 1861 Lady Burton accompanied her hus-

band on his travels, and between 1875-1879 pub-

lished some interesting books on Syria, Palestine,

Arabia, Egypt, and India, and an expurgated

edition of The Arabian Eights in 1886. She died

in 1896.

Burton had no great hterary gifts ; he has not

Borrow’s gift of self-expression and self-revelation
;

and the fragmentary records of friends and com-
panions give us a far more striking and modest
expression of the man’s remarkable personality

than anything he ever wrote. Even his famous

Arabian Eights (1886—1888) owes its fame far more

to the audacious frankness of the traveller than

to the literary beauty of the translation. Burton

was a fine scholar, and a wonderful linguist ; but

in sheer artistic merit Lane’s translation is prefer-

able to Burton’s, and what is best in Burton is

largely inspired by Lane.

He is the author of some fifty volumes, including

travels, translations, and novels.

Laurence Oliphant (1829-1888) is another case

of a man whose arresting personality never found

adequate expression in his writings. Educated

for the Bar, for many years he lived a life of ad-

venture, but in 1854 entered the diplomatic service

as private secretary to the Earl of Elgin, with whom
he travelled to China. In 1861, while acting as

Secretary of Legation in Japan, Oliphant narrowly

escaped assassination. He then returned to Eng-

land. After a short spell in Parliament, where he

showed considerable ability, he came under the in-

fluence of a mystic and adventurer named Harris,

with whom he crossed to America. When at

length he broke away from Harris and the “ Brother-

hood of the New Life,” it was to found a commumty

of Jewish immigrants in Palestine.

Oliphant was a voluminous writer ; his more im-

portant works include: The Russian^ Shores of

the Black Sea (1853), Earrative of a Mission to China

and Japan (1857-1869), Piccadilly (1866), AUiora

Peto (1883), and Masollam (1886).

Ohphant’s travel books scintillate with satirical

sallies ; but they have not the intimate ch^m of

Borrow’s, nor the scholarly interest
^

attaching to

Burton’s. He is far more of a visionary than

Burton, and has nothing of Borrow’s solid common-

sense ;
this visionary element predominating in

Sympneumata (1886) and Scientific Religion (1888).

As philosophical works they are of little value;

though their psychological interest, by the light

they throw on Oliphant’s temperament, is re-

markable.
^

Richard Jeeteries, bom in 1848 at Choate

Farm, Swindon, was the son of a Wiltshire farmer.

His education was fitful, and at fifteen, when he

left school, showed neither genius nor promise. He

was a quiet, shy, dreamy boy, no talker, and not

particularly amiable ”—^to whom a sunrise or the

flight of a bird appealed far more than cricket or

any other game. The lonely walks he loved were

regarded as indolence, and the gun he carried was

viewed with particular disfavour. “ That young

Jefferies,” the old squire would say, “ is not the

sort of fellow you want hanging about in your

covers.” Indeed, little sympathy was sho\m,

even by his parents, with the sensitive youth who

found his companions in books and the teeming

life of Nature.

Jefferies began his literary career at seventeen,
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as reporter for the North Wilts Herald, a new Con-
servative paper, but it was not until 1872 that his

work attracted attention, when his letters to the

Times on the condition of the Wiltshire labourer

brought him into notice ; after this he had httle

difficulty in finding a publisher to take his work,
though financially he never reaped a big harvest.

Never robust, for six years before his death he
suffered intensely, yet he never ceased working, and
in 1887, a few weeks before he died, he wrote a pre-

fatory essay for a new edition of White’s Natural

History of Selbome, regretting that he had no time

to make it longer.

In many respects, obviously, Richard Jefferies

differs very widely from the men just discussed. As
a personality he had nothing of the challenging and
cryptic quality that give special interest to them
His one link with them is as a hterary vagrant.

He is something more than a lover of Nature or

a naturalist. He is a genuine earth-man with a
passionate primal strain, and that quality of aloof-

ness from his civilised brethren that charactense

all these literary vagabonds. His love of the open
differs from Sorrow’s open-air delight in bemg more
sensuous in its intensitj^ Borrow ’s joy m the earth

LS more hke Byron’s. Jeffenes reminds us of Keats

;

he responds to the pageant of summer with every
nerve in his body.

Take, for instance, the opening to Wild Life in a
Southern Country t

“The inner slope of the green fosse is inclined at
an angle pleasant to recline on, with the head just
below the edge, in the summer sunshine. A faint

sound as of a sea heard in a dream—a sibilant ‘sish-

sish*—^passes tflong outside, dying and coming again
as a fresh wave of the wind rushes through the bennets
and the dry grass. There is the happy hum of bees

—

who love the hills—as they speed by laden with their
golden harvest, a drowsy warmth, and the delicious

odour of wild thyme. Behind, the fosse sinks and
the rampart rises high and steep—^two butterflies are
wheeling in uncertain flight over the summit. It is

only necessary to raise the head a little way, and the
cool breeze refreshes the cheek—cool at this height,
while the plains beneath glow under the heat.”

This, too, from The Life of the Fields /

Green rushes, long and thick, standing up above
the edge of the ditch, told the hour of the year, as
distinctly as the shadow on the dial the hour of the
day. Green and thick and sappy to the touch, they
felt like summer, soft and elastic, as if full of life, mere
rushes though they were. On the fingers they left

a green scent ; rushes have a separate scent of green,
so, too, have ferns very different to that of grass or
leaves. Rising from brown sheaths, the tall stems,
enlarged a little in the middle like classical columns, and
heavy with their sap and freshness, leaned against the
hawthorn sprays. From the earth they had drawn its

moisture, and made the ditch dry ; some of the sweet-

ness of the air had entered into their fibres, and the
rushes—^the common rushes

—

were full of beautiful

summer.”

Jefferies’ writings are studies in tactile sensation.

This is what brings him into affinity with Keats,

and this is what differentiates him from Tboreau,

with whom he had much in common. Of both

Jefferies and Thoreau it might be said what Emerson
said of his friend, that they “ saw as with a micro-

scope, heard as with an ear-trumpet.” As lovers of

the open air and of the life of the open air, every
sense was preternaturally quickened. But though
both observed acutely, Jefferies alone felt acutely.
“To me,” he says, “colour is a sort of food;

every spot of colour is a drop of wine to the spirit.”

It took many years for him to realise where
exactly his strength as a writer lay. In early and
later life he again and again essayed the novel form,
but, superior as were his later fictions—Amaryllis
at the Fair, for instance, to such crude stuff as The
Scarlet Shawl—it is as a prose Nature poet that he
will be remembered.
He knew and loved the earth ; the atmosphere

of the country brought into play all the faculties

of his nature. Lacking m social gifts, ieser\’'ed and
shy to an extreme, he neither knew’ much about men
and women, nor cared to know much. With a few
exceptions—^for the most part studies of his own
kith and kin—^the personages of his stones are
shadow people ; less vital realities than the trees,

the fiowers, the birds, of whom he has to speak.

But where he writes of what he has felt, what he
has realised, then, hke every fine artist, he trans-

mits his enthusiasm to others. Sometimes, maybe,
he is so full of his subject, so engrossed with the
wonders of the earth, that the words come forth

in a torrent, impetuous, overwhelimng. He writes

like a man beside himself with sheer joy. The Life

of the Fields gives more than physical pleasure, more
than an imaginative delight, it is a religion—the old

religion of paganism.
The points of affinity between Thoreau and

Jefferies are sufficiently obvious ; and yet no two
writers who have loved the earth, and found their

greatest happiness in the life of the woods and
fields, as did these two men, have expressed this

feeling so variously. Thoreau, quiet, passive, self-

contained, has seized upon the large tranquilhty

of Nature, the coolness and the calm, “ the central

peace subsistmg at the heart of endless agitation.”

Jefferies, feverish, excitable, passionate, alive

to the glorious plenitude of the earth, has seized

upon the exceeding beauty of natural thmgs. No
scholar like Thoreau, he brings no system of thought,

as did the American, for Nature to put into shape.

Outside of Nature all is arid and profitless to him.

He comes to her with empty hands and seeks for

what she may give him. To Thoreau the earth

was a kind and gracious sister ; to Jeffenes an all-

sufficing mistress.

The reader who passes from Thoreau to Jefferies

need have no fear that he will be weaned with the

same point of view. On the contreuy, he will

realise with pleasure how differently two genuine

lovers of the earth can express their affection.

In Jefferies’ song of praise, his song of desire

—

praise and desire alternate continually in his writ-

ings—^there are two aspects of the earth upon which

he dwells continually : the exceeding beauty of the

earth, and the exceeding plenitude of the earth.

Apostrophes to the beauty have been quoted already

;

let this serve as an illustration of the other aspect

:

“ Bvervthing,” he exclaims, “ on a scale of splendid

waste Such 'noble, broadcast, open-armed waste is

delicious to behold. Never was there such a lying
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proverb as ‘ Enough is as good as a feast. i Give me
the feast ; give me squandered millions of seeds, luxurious

carpets of petals, green mountains of oak leaves. The
greater the waste the greater the enjoyment—^the

nearer the approach to real life. Casuistry is of no
avail ; the fact is obvious ; Nature flings treasures

abroad, puffs them with open lips along on everjr breeze

;

piles up lavish layers of them in the free, open air, packs
countless numbers together in the needles of a fir tree.

Prodigality and superfluity are stamped on every-
thing she does.” ^

This is no chance passage, no casual thought.
Again and again Jefferies returns to the richness and
plenty of the earth. And his style, suiting itself to
the man’s temperament, is rich and overflowing,
splendidly diffuse, riotously exulting, until at times
there is the very incoherence of passion about it.

Ardent, shy, impressionable, proud, pagan and
idealist, he is one of the interestmg figures in later
Victorian Literature.

II. PROSE : Criticism and the Essay : (a) Art and Life. Introduction—Benjamin Haydon—
John Buskin—Walter Pater—J. A. Symonds—Oscar Wilde,

(a) ART AND LIFE

Literatube being an art, it is natural that writers

who had special knowledge of the fine arts should

not only express that knowledge in the art of letters,

but should attempt to trace the connection between
art and life, as others had done between letters and
life.

Lamb’s essay on Hogarth, Hazlitt’s Conversa^

tions of Northcote, are among the earhest essays in

this broader kind of art criticism, while that un-

happy man of genius Benjamin Haydon (1786-

1846), did for the Elgin Marbles what Ruskin in

a later age did for the painting of the Italian

MediSBvals, in trying to reveal their beauty and vital

significance.

The Romantic Movement had one of its springs of

sustenance in the art of the Middle Ages, another m
Greek art, while both music, sculpture, and paint-

ing affected the poetic outlook of men like Byron,
Shelley, Keats, Landor, and Hunt. But the first

great art-critic is John Ruskin.

JOHN RUSKIN (1819-1900)

TTra LiFB

John Ruskin was the son of John James Ruskin,
head of a firm of wine merchants ; a Scot whose
ancestress had once custody of the National Cove«
nants. His mother was a strict Evangelical and
disciplinarian who hoped one day to see her son as

an Evangelical clergyman. Toys were regarded
askance, and all entertainments, save a mild con-
viviality in connection with the local chapel, were
tabooed. There was an even more Evangelical
and Spartan aunt, who reminds us of the terrible

Miss Emerson, the terror of the youthful Ralph
Waldo. Like her spintual comrade, Ruskin’s
aunt believed in austerities, and on one occasion
gave him cold mutton for his Sunday dinner, which,
remarked the victim, as ** I much preferred it hot

—

greatly diminished the influence of the Pilgri/mfs

Progresaf^

Mrs. Ruskin’s method of Bible teaching might
well have turned her son into a defiant infidel, for

1 Curious similarity of thought here with Elia’s
'Popular Fallacy, though probably quite uninspired by
liUmb. Jefferies was no great reader. It is said that
he knew little or nothing of Thoreau.

* The Life of the Fzelds.

she pushed him steadily through the whole course
of Biblical history again and again, giving him to
learn whole portions by heart. Yet he always
spoke with enthusiasm of this drilling, considering

it the most precious part of his education; and
there was certainly some responsive chord in the
boy’s own heart that enabled him to turn this

hazardous method of Bible teaching to good liter-

ary account. For in no writer of our age is the

influence of the English Bible more pronounced
than in Ruskin ; it gave dignity to -his rhetoric

and body to his thought.

What his home life was like, with all its conven-
tionalities and gloomy discipline, Ruskin himself

has told us in his delightful Frceterita—delightful

because of the whimsical humour of his confidences

and the visualising power of remimscence which
enabled him to reproduce for us those early for-

mative years. Such power reminds us again and
again of Dickens in David Copperfield, until we
cannot help wishing that Ruskin had turned his

hand to fiction—^fiction inspired by autobiographical

memories. Plainly much whipping was certainly

an early rule of his existence, and when at last he

was allowed the privilege of coming down to dessert

it was to “ crack other people’s nuts for them and

never to have any himself.”

The paternal influence was less oppressive. He
was a man of artistic tastes and broad literary

sympathies. An admirer of Scott and Byron,

Shakespeare and Cervantes, he was an excellent

reader, and by his readings aloud stimulated his

young son’s literary tastes. Ruskin’s knowledge

of Scott, while yet a lad, was almost as thorough

as that of Morris. The father bad Hterary am-

bitions for his son, being desirous that he some

day should “ write poetry as good as Byron’s,

only purer.” The ** purer ” touch is characteristic,

for the elder Ruskin, though by no means so rigid

a Protestant as his wife, was a sound Evangelical

in theory, whatever he may have been in practice.

If the child regards his parents with awe rather

than with affection, they on the other side were

entirely wrapped up in their boy ; he was diligent,

even precocious ;
showed considerable power

^

of

memory, and the unusual combination of genuine

artistic feeling with an exactitude of observation

and absorption in scientific subjects.

And if he proved also a self-centred child, what
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else could have been expected in those surroundings.
In any case he was a credit to his various tutors,

and certainly had some excuse for being what he
sternly designates himself at the time, as “ a con-
ceitedand troublesome little monkey.” The wonder
of it is that he did not become a hopeless young prig

instead of an attractively egotistical youth, with
abundant nervous energy, and a lively disposition.

On his thirteenth birthday, Henry Talfourd

—

his father’s partner—^gave him Rogers’ Italy, with
illustrations by Turner. This determined, he tells

us, “the main tenour of his life.” A year later

Prout’s Sketches in Flanders and Germany served

as a prelude to the first of many delightful journeys

abroad. Then his innate love of art and nature
was encouraged and stimulated by familiarity in

these Continental tours.

In January 1837 Ruskin was entered as a Gentle-

man Commoner at Christ Church, Oxford ;
hoping

that in due course he would develop into a bishop

of the approved Evangelical type. He proved an
excellent student, developed a ^e taste in sherry,

and attracted many friends by his wit and hospi-

tality. He won, moreover, the Hewdigate Prize

—

but he showed no signs of budding clericalism,

and when he left the university, though hazy as to
what he precisely wished to become, he was quite

clear in deciding both against an episcopal future

and a future in the wine trade.

Oxford, as he himself frankly admitted, did
nothing for him, save to afford him opportunities of

academic distinction. She was no inspiration in
his life as she was in the life of Matthew Arnold
or of John Henry Newman.

Shortly after he left Oxford the first-fruits of his

tours abroad and artistic tastes at home came in

the shape of the first of the five volumes given to

Modern Painters. Nobody cared for Turner, he had
said, but “a retired coachmaker of Tottenham
and I.”

Although for the first twenty years of his literary

life it is the art critic that occupies the stage, while

the first of his explicit social strictures was not

published until the early sixties, yet the social

reformer was latent almost from the start, and so

far back as 1849 his attitude towards social matters

was explicit enough, as a passage from The Seven

Lamps of Architecture will show :

“We have just spent, for instance, a hundred and
fifty millions, with which we have paid men for digging

ground from one place and depositing it in another.

We have formed a large class of men, the railway navvies,

especially reckless, xmmanageable, and dangerous. We
have maintained besides (let us state the benefits as

fairly as possible) a number of ironfounders in an un-
healthy and painful employment; we have developed
(this at least is good) a very large amount of mechanical
ingenuity ; and we have, in fine, attained the power of

going fast from one place to another. Meantime we
have had no mental interest or concern ourselves in the
operations we have set on foot, but have been left to

the usual v'anities and cares of our existence. Suppose,
on the other hand, that we had employed the same sums
in building beautiful houses and churches. We should

have maintained the same number of men, not in

driving wheelbarrows, but in a distinctly technical, if

not intellectual employment ; and those who were
more intelligent among them would have been especially

happy in that employment, as having room in it for the
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development of their fancy, and being directed by it
to that observation of oeauty which, associated with
the pursuit of natural science, at present forms the
^joyment of many of the more intelligent manufactur-
ing operatives. Of mechanical ingenuity, there is, I
imagine, at least as much required to build a cathedral
as to cut a tunnel or contrive a locomotive : we should,
therefore, have developed as much science, while the
artistical element of intellect would have been added to
the gain. Meantime we should ourselves have been
made happier and wiser by the interest we should have
taken in the work with which "we were personally con-
cerned ; and when all was done, Instead of the very
doubtful advantage of the power of going fast from
place to place, we should have had the certain ad-
vantage of increased pleasure in stopping at home.” ^

While in The Stones of Vetiioe the art criticism is

really subsidiary to the larger matters of life and
conduct suggested by those eloquent stones.

Despite these clear indications, there was great
dismay and indignation when the vigorous indict-
ment of modern political economy appeared—and
the papers which Thackeray was publishing then in
the Gomhill Magazine aroused such opposition
that the editor had to put an end to them. In
1869 Ruskin was elected Slade Professor of Art at
Oxford, and Oxford never had a more provocative
or stimulating lecturer. After a break in 1877,
Ruskin resumed his lectures, and continued his

association with Oxford until 1884. Bad health
clouded his later years, and obscured his fine

genius, but he lingered on, a wreck of his old self,

tm 1900.

Throughout his life he had been subject to

severe break-downs in health, and these became
more frequent and more severe in his later years.

An abnormally sensitive organisation, coupled
with a fierce enthusiasm and absorbing devotion
to the work he loved, brought on grave symptoms
of brain trouble. Despite the material advantages
that he enjoyed, his life was by no means a happy
one. Too noble and high-minded, too deeply sym-
pathetic to pass on one side the darker problems
of modem life from which he had been so carefully

shielded in his youth, he was yet too highly strung,

too feminine in temperament, too impatient for

the arduous work he had mapped out for himself.

In his own character he combined an astonishing

medley of contradictory qualities—arbitrary, toler-

ant, savage, gentle-hearted, a visionary of the

visionaries, yet often intensely practical and clear-

headed, broad in many of his sympathies, intensely

narrow in others ; now speaking with the illuminat-

ing inspiration of genius, again with the wilful one-

sidedness of the ordinary crank, reminding us at

one moment of St. Francis, at the next of the absurd

White Knight in Alice through the Looking-Glass ;

these things, if they added to the interest of his

complex personality, added also to liis troubles

as a critic and a reformer. Yet, at bottom, he is

one of the most beautiful, great-hearted characters

in modem life, and physic^ infirmities are respon-

sible for the erratic course he often pursued. The
final impression left upon our mind is that of a
modem St, Francis, with a strong dash of i^omweU
and a milder dash of Don Quixote in his composition-

Certainly a highly interesting blend,

I Seoen Lamps of Architecture .*
‘ *Xamp of Obedience.**
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His Work
Tolstoy once declared that Ruslan was one of the

greatest men of the age, and he was pained to note

that the English were of a different opimon. Now,
while it is often unhappily true that a prophet is

not without honour save in his own country, yet

the uncertainty in the puhhc attitude towards

Ruskin is in a measure accountable on other grounds

than those of moral bhndness. Few great per-

sonalities of the age have been so bewildenng as

was Ruskm. He has been art critic, literary cntic,

social reformer, educationist, revolutionary, reac-

tionary, all in turns, and he has been these thmgs
with a pontifical assertiveness that has rous^
opposition. He has never troubled to e:^lain

himself or sought to reconcile inconsistencies in

his attitude, and has persisted in treating us Uke

spoiled, ignorant children who were to be scolded

into right thinking and good behaviour.

Yet the genius of the man is beyond question,

just as his essential lovableness is ; but it lay far

less in any one of the various rdles he assumed
during his long life, than in a superb suggestiveness

that he brought to bear on a host of subjects,

apparently disconnected. Having acclaimed him
as a master of rhetoric, they questioned his right to

lay down the law on manual labour ;
having recog-

nised him as an authority on Botticelli, they were

affronted when he posed as an expert on a living

wage. They failed to see that his real strength lay

less in art criticism as such, or economics criticism

as such, or literary criticism as such, but in the

brilliant discursive comments on the multiform

aspects of hfe as a whole. But it was this sugges-

tiveness that most people resented.

Ruskin is often referred to as if he had been a
great art critic who spoiled himself by meddling

with social problems. Nothing could be wider

of the mark than this. Indeed it would be less

extravagant to call him a great social critic who
wastes his time over art criticism. Certainly it

is quite an arguable matter how far Ruskin may
be called a great art critic. He was, without
doubt, a brilliant one, though his idiosyncratic

nature made him blind to some forms of art, unduly
enthusiastic of others. What is not arguable,

however, is the amazing versatility and suggestive-

ness of the man. He was neither pre-eminently

a deep thinker, nor a man of supreme excellence

in any one department of literature, but a man of

high moral principles, of splendid though ill-co-

ordmated intellectual power, of luxuriant imagina-
tion, aU of which qualities he turned on to a rich

variety of subject-matter.

Regarding the man’s stock and upbringing, it is

really amazing what he became. The spoiled child

of narrow-minded well-to-do parents, he might,
with his sensitive artistic temperament, have
become a dreamer and dilettante. There was
nothing, as there had been in Carlyle’s case, to make
him realise the ugly, crude things of life. None-
the«less, Carlyle had no abler or more whole-hearted
follower than he, while he excelled his master in
penetrating insight into the complex conditions
of modem life. He never deserted art for soci-

ology, as has been said of him. He took up soci-

ology because of his love for art. His hfe was all

a piece. His social teaching is a corollary of his
art criticism—^that “ ideas of Truth are the founda-
tion, ideas of imitation the destruction of all Art.”
For art meant to him the outward expression of
the inward beauty that haunts the imagination of
every great artist. And how could this beauty be
reahsed while modem conditions of living were so
ugly and deadening ?

Ruskin as an Art Critic

Ruskin’s value as an art critic lay chiefiy in the
impulse he gave to his generation to appreciate the
beauty of natural phenomena ; he showed them
the absurdity of confoundmg the grandeur of

Nature merely with her big scemc effects, when a
blade of grass or an ordinary cloud can reveal as

richly the possibilities of beauty. To this extent
he supplemented the implicit teaching of Words*
worth and Shelley.

Approaching art with this underlying thought,
he postulates that painting should be something
more than an ingenious arrangement of pigments.
Without undervaluing technique, he emphasizes
passionately the importance of sincerity and truth-

fulness. “ In these books of mine,” he declared,
“ their distinctive character as essayk on Art is

bringmg everything to a root in human passion or

human hope.”
From 1843 to 1860 he concerned himself with the

fine arts generally, especially painting, sculpture,

and architecture ; from 1860 onwards he carried

the principles underlying this criticism into social

life, and just as Turner inspired his earlier work,
so does Carlyle inspire his later.

Ruskin has summed up for us clearly and con-
cisely the trend of his teaching in his Fors Clavigera

:

** Modem Faintesrs^^ he declares, “taught the claims
of all lower nature m the hearts of men ; of the rock,

and wave, and hut, as a part of their necessary life

;

in all that I now bid you to do, to dress the earth and
keep it, I am fulfilling what I then began. The Stones

of yem'ce taught the laws of constructive Art, and the
dependence of all human work on edifice for its beauty,

or the happy life of the workman. Unto this Last taught
the laws of that life itself, and its dependence on the

sun of justice ” the Oxford Lectures the necessity that it

should be led, and the gracious laws of beauty and labour

recognised by the upper, no less than the lower classes

of England ; and lastly, Fors Clamgera has declared the

relation of these to each other, and the only possible

conditions of peace and honour for low and high, nch
and poor.”

Hence we are fully prepared for the thesis main-
tained by Ruskin that a lack of feeling for beauty

means more than blunted art sensibility, it means
“ a contempt for right sense—^beauty is the concrete

final expression of rightness.”

The jerry builder symbolises for Ruskin the

defective idealism that he found in the hfe of our

day. In a corrupt age, he argued, you have corrupt

art ; in an age of noble aims and endeavours, great

art. As stated by him, the generalisation seems too

sweeping. The history of art can show periods

of splendour when there was abundant moral

depravity. Ruskin over-emphasizes the correspon-
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dence between art and morality. Beauty may
be the concrete final expression of rightness.

But rightness of what ? Not necessarily of conduct
surely, but of feeling. High and enduring beauty
cannot be the expression of a debased and low
nature. But it may well be that the artist expresses

here merely his feeling for what is good and great,

although the evil influences in his nature conspire

to prevent him expressing this feeling in action as a

man. Few men are so vicious and rotten through-

out as to have no gleam of rightness (to adhere

to Buskin’s terminology), but they may be too poor

and weakly to let the rightness dominate their

lives.

The vision of beauty is by no means confined to

the virtuous soul, any more than is spiritual

intuition. The crafty and scheming Jacob sees a
ladder ascending from earth to heaven, where
his robuster moral brother sees only a heap of

stones in a desert place. Even “ the devils beheve

and tremble.”

Buskin therefore circumscribes his argument too

narrowly, in identifying great art with the outward
espression of a healthy conscience.

RusKiisr AS THE Ceitic op Society

Mr. J. A. Robson, in his admirable study of John
Buskin ^ as social reformer, has well pointed out

the fallacy of the prevalent notion that Mr. Buskin
abandoned his proper work as an art teacher in

order rashly to embark in political economy, for

which he had neither aptitude nor the requisite

training and knowledge. On the contrary, Buskin
possessed

“ special qualifications for social and economic criticism

:

for he was a skilled specialist in the finer qualities of

work which men put into the raw material supplied

by Nature in order to furnish the necessaries of human
consumption. His technical knowledge went far beyond
a knowledge of the fine arts in architecture, and he
was thoroughly acquainted with the practical bearing of

weaving, wood and metal work, pottery and other

handicrafts ; moreover, he had made a lifelong study
of animal and vegetable life and of the structure and
composition of the earth, thus gaining an intimate

acquaintance with the nature of the raw materials of that

wealth which formed the chief subject matter of com-
mercial economy.”

In regarding Buskin’s work as a social critic, it

is well to bear in mind his thorough qualification

for the r61e of reformer. Whatever may be the

defects of his teaching, they are not due to any
ignorance about the subject-matter he is discussing.

Buskin had, indeed, approached social economics

with none of the vague sentimentalities so often

and so unjustly placed to his credit, but with a

logical power and dialectical skill denied to many
of his hostile critics.

What he has done, roughly speaking, is to

humanise political economy, to express the jargon

of the economist about “ cost ” and “ utility ” in

terms of human life, and to do this not as an

emotional moralist but as a keen scientific inquirer.

He takes the term “ utility ” and weighs its signifi-

cance, The ordinary economist, as he points out,

I Bushin : J. A Hobspn (Nisbet),

interprets “ utility ” with reference entirely to the
finished product, overlooking the far more import*
ant process of production.

In this way wealth is estimated by the economist
as a question of material welfare only, whereas, as
Buskin truly maintains, material welfare must be
balanced by the character of the labour that goes
to produce it ; its duration, monotony, wholesome-
ness or unwholesomeness. Work that debilitates
a people, drawing away its best energies, can pro-
duce oifiy a sorry kind of wealth. The only true
wealth in fact is life. That is Buskin’s conclusion,
and his entire social theory concerns itself with the
relation between labour and life. He examines
the doctrine of Wages, contesting the point that
they are “ universally or even generally determined
by the exclusive action of competition.” Other
considerations enter in, such as custom and good
feeling,

“Cheap labour is not merely bad from the standpoint
of morahty, it is bad even from the lower standpoint of
economy. For cheap labour means impoverished hves,
and impoverished lives mean inefficient work. The
consumer gains at the outset but loses ultimately, for
if you squeeze wages to starvation point you get Inferior
work and shoddy goods.”

One other illustration from Buskin’s social

theory

:

** Specialisation is good up to a point, but over-
specialisation is bad, for xt deadens the worker, A man
whose labour consists, say, in makmg a fractional part
of a pm becomes a mere machine. Division of labour
you call it, it is division of human beings—dividing
men into segments.”

Labour should be made healthy and pleasurable.

From the failure to recognise this he maintained

that the great evil of our civilisation to-day lay not
in the fact (incontestable as that is) that men are

half-starved, but that they take no pleasure in

the work by which they earn their livmg, looking

to the acquisition of money as the only means of

pleasure. And they cannot possibly take pleasure

while there is this over-specialisation and this wor-

ship of supply and demand.

“ Nor must we blame the employer only for this state

of things ; the pubhc—the consumer—are also at fault.

They demf'.’id che«*p things, not good things. Were
they 3<* i_h J tl.oy would realise that in the long

run the good thing is the cheap thing.”

Passing from Buskin’s criticism of modem
economics, let us see how he views the educational

•feUacies prevalent to-day.

The great fault here, in his opinion, Hes in our

msistence on quantity of information rather than

quality of knowledge. “ You do not educate a

man by telling him what he knew not, but m making

him what he was not.”

Buskin insists on the dominance of moral ideas

in teaching in order to form character, and upon

a greater adherence to the facts of nature and

human life. The defect to-day lies in the fact that

commercial considerations rise uppermost. We
wish merely to “ get on ” in the world, meaning

by getting on, making money. Education, there-
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fore, is vitiated by the money taint, and aesthetic

considerations are undervalued. Ruskin would
certainly endorse Herbert Spencer’s dictum, that
“ To prepare us for complete living is the function

which Education has to discharge.”

So far as children are concerned, he points to

the great value of field excursions and country

rambles (a value that is now receiving serious

attention in our elementary schools) ; and shows
the advantage that a gracious and beautiful en-

vironment has upon impressionable youth. In

short, Ruskin’s whole aim is to justify as sober

fact Wordsworth’s poetic exclamation: “We live

by admiration, hope, and love.”

Rusmr the Positioit or Women
Ruskin’s views on the “Woman’s Movement”

would meet with scant respect in many quarters

to-day. The conservative element in his nature

is more clearly discernible here than anywhere.

Not only is he opposed to the suffrage but he is

opposed to women entering industrial life, and
his domestic ideal has some of the sentimental

weaknesses characteristic of the Mid-Victorian age.

Whether industrial competition is bad or good for

women need not be discussed. Under present-day

conditions of life, women are compelled to enter

the industrial arena; and the domestic virtues

clearly cannot exhaust all the potential qualities

of womanhood to-day.

So even if we sympathise with Ruskin’s prefer-

ences we are bound to acknowledge that they fail

to take into consideration existing conditions of

Ufe.

Yet while there are elements in Ruskin’s views

about women that seem narrow and somewhat
absurd, there are elements also, especially in his

psychological analysis, that are well worth the con-

sideration of even the advanced modernist.

Nothing could be wiser than his advice as to her
reading

:

Turn her loose into the old library and let her alone
... let her loose in the library, I say, as you do the
fawn in the fields. It knows the bad weeds twenty
times better than you, and the good ones too, and will

eat some bitter and prickly ones, good for it, winch you
had not the slightest idea were good.”

These are words of excellent wisdom.
Then, again, in differentiating the sexes, he

points out what is too often forgotten by extremists
to-day, that with man and woman each has what
the other lacks, and that the happiness of both lies

in each asking and receiving from the other what
that other alone can give. Or as Tennyson put it

more briefly, “Woman is not undeveloped man
but divers© I

”

The StTM ANB SUBSTANC3B OF RuSKIN’S
Teaching

Ruskin is as emphatic as Carlyle upon the Gospel
of Work, but he premises that work should not be
mechanical and uninspiring, but interesting and
pleasurable, so far as is possible.

He is no enemy to manufacturing life, as some

think ; all he contends is that manufacturing hfe
does not necessarily mean an ugly and sordid hfe.
He would have an English city as beautiful as a
mediaeval town, without the scientific defects of
the mediaeval town. What w© have to learn the
most diligently is the art of wise and noble living

;

and to this end Ruskin has lent all the power of
his eloquence and logic to show us exactly what
constitutes wisdom and nobility. Recognising with
Spencer that the State is a living organism, he would
have the parts mutually dependent. The good of
the whole, that is the burden of his cry : and to
attain the good of the whole, public enterprise
should supersede private endeavour.
No writer in Victorian times did more than Ruskin

to draw attention to the terrible wastage going on
in the social organism—under present economic
conditions,—and to stir the individual to more
serious effort in the cause of human brotherhood,
not in the spirit of condescending charity, but in

the saner and ampler spirit of common justice.

In order to appraise the content of Ruskin’s
work as a critic on art and social problems, we
must always bear in mind that he was essentially a
medisevalist. His mediaevalism it is that gave
him his passion for the Gothic ; that led him to

imderrate Greek art, that attracted him to Pre-

Raphaelitism, that coloured the eclectic Catholi-

cism into which he finally drifted as a religious

thinker; this mediaevalism it is, moreover, which
brought him into line with Carlyle’s love of the

Middle Ages and that made him with Carlyle (though

more explicitly and elaborately) adopt a kind of

aristocratic Socialism as his economic creed, and
laud authority and obedience. With his successor,

Morris, he disclaims the art for art’s sake theory

;

but whereas with Morris it was art for life’s sake,

with Ruskin it is ultimately art for God’s sake.

For him all great art is praise.

An understanding of this strong medisevalist

spirit in Ruskin will probably help to explain many
of the strange inconsistencies and arbitrary pro-

nouncements that often mar not only his immensely
valuable art and social criticism, but his literary

criticism also.

Judging his work as a whole it may be said that

he is a highly brilliant and suggestive rather than

a safe critic ; where his sympathies are held as in

the case of Turner and the Victorian painters, he

is splendid ; where his sympthies are not engaged,

whether in dealing with an old-world master like

Michael Angelo, or a modern genius like Whistler,

he is erratic and unfair. And w© might pursue the

point through his economics and literary prefer-

ences. There will always he a difference of opinion

as to whether his essential greatness lay in his

sesthetio or his social criticism. Probably we are

too near him to-day to get the right perspective.

All we can say is that at the present time h© is best

remembered and valued on the whole as a critic of

modem social conditions. Posterity must judge.

Meanwhile let us bear in mind the intellectual force,

the imaginative insight, the fundamental sincerity

that—^inconsistencies and extravagances notwith-

standing—^he has brought to beaa: upon ©very side

of life.
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The Teeasubes Hidijen m Books
But granting that we had both the will and the sense to

choose our friends well, how few of us have the power

!

or, at least, how limited, for most, is the sphere of

choice ! Nearly all our associations are determined by
chance or necessity ; and restricted within a narrow
circle. We cannot know whom we would ; and those

whom we know, we cannot have at our side when we
most need them. All the higher circles of human in-

telligence are, to those beneath, only momentarily and
partially open. We may, by good fortune, obtain a
ghmpse of a great poet, and hear the sound of his

voice; or put a question to a man of science, and
be answered good-humouredly. We may intrude ten
minutes’ talk on a cabinet minister, answered ]^robably

with words worse than silence, being dece^itive; or

snatch, once or twice in our lives, the privilege of

throwing a bouquet in the path of a princess, or arrest-

ing the kind glance of a queen. And yet these

momentary chances we covet ; and spend our years,

and passions, and powers, m pursuit of little more than
these ; while, meantime, there is a society continually

open to us, of people who will talk to us as long as we
hke, whatever our rank or occupation ;—^talk to us in

the best words they can choose, and of the
^

things

nearest their hearts. And this society, because it is so

numerous and so gentle, and can be kept waiting round
us all day long—^Ismgs and statesmen lingering patiently,

not to grant audience, but to gain it !—in those plainly

furnished and narrow ante-rooms, our bookcase shelves,

—we make no account of that company,—perhaps never
hsten to a word they would say, all day long !

You may Hell me, perhaps, or think within your-

selves, that the apathy with which we regard this

company of the noble, who are praying us to listen to

them ; and the passion with which we pursue the
company, probably of the ignoble, who despise us, or

who have nothing to teach us, are grounded in this,

—

that we can see the faces of the living men, and it is

themselves, and not their sayings, with which we desire

to become familiar. But it is not so. Suppose you
never were to see their faces ;—suppose you could be
put behind a screen in the statesman’s cabinet, or the

pnnce’s chamber, would you not be^ glad to listen to

their words, though you were forbidden to advance
beyond the screen ? And when the screen is only a little

less, folded in two instead of four, and you can be
hidden behind the cover of the two boards that bind a
book, and listen all day long, not to the casual talk

but to the studied, determined, chosen addresses of the

wisest of men ;—this station of audience, and honour-
able privy council, you despise !

But perhaps you will say that it is because the living

people talk of things that are passing, and are of im-
mediate interest to you, that you desire to hear them.
Nay ; that cannot be so, for the living people will

themselves tell you about passing matters much better

in their writings than in their careless talk. But I

admit that this motive does influence you, so far as you
prefer those rapid and ephemeral writings to slow and
enduring writings—^books, properly so called. For all

books are divisible into Wo classes: the books of the

hour, and the books of all time. Mark this distmction

—

it is not one of quality only. It is not merely the bad
book that does not last, and the good one that does.

It is a distinction of species. There are good books for

the hour, and good ones for all time ; bad books for the

hour, and bad ones for all time. I must define the

two kinds before I go farther.

The good book of the hour, then—^I do not speak of

the bad one—is simply the useful or^ pleasant talk of

some person whom you cannot otherwfee converse with,

printed for you. Very useful often, telling you what you
need to know ; very pleasant often, as a sensible friend s

present talk would be. These bright accounts of

travels
; good-humoured and witty discussions of ques-

tion; lively or pathetic story-telling in the form of

novel; firm, •fact -telling, bv tho real agents concerned

in liio cvc-itq OL passmg' history ;—all these books of tho

hour, multiplymg among us as education becomes more
general, are a peculiar possession of the present age;
we ought to be entirely thankful for them, and entirely
ashamed of ourselves if we make no good use of them.
But we make the worst possible use if we allow them
to usurp the place of true books $ for, strictly speaking,
they are not books at all, but merely letters or news-
papers in good print. Our friend’s letter may be de-
hghtful, or necessary, to-day ; whether worth keeping
or not, is to be considered. The newspaper may be
entirely proper at breakfast time, but assuredly it is
not reading for all day. So, though bound up in a
volume, the long letter which gives you so pleasant an
account of the inns, and roads, and weather, last year
at such a place, or which tells you that amusing story,
or gives you the real circumstances of such and such
events, however valuable for occasional reference, may
not be, in the real sense of the word, a “ book ” at all,

nor, in the real sense, to be “ read.” A book is essentially
not a talked thing, but a written thing • and written,
not with a view of mere communication, but of perma-
nence. The book of talk is printed only because its

author cannot speak to thousands of people at once;
if he could, he would—the volume is mere muUiphcation
of his voice. You cannot talk to your friend m India;
if you could, you would

;
you write instead

; that is

mere conveyance of voice. But a book is written, not
to multiply the voice merely, not to carry it merely, but
to perpetuate it. The author has something to say
which he perceives to be true and useful, or helpfully
beautiful. So far as he knows, no one has yet said it

;

so far as he knows, no one else can say it. He is bound
to say it, clearly and melodiously if he may ; clearly at
all events. In the sum of his life he finds this to be the
thing, or group of things, manifest to him ;—this, the
piece of true knowledge, or sight, which his share of
sunshine and earth has permitted him to seize. He
would fain set it down for ever ; engrave it on rock, if

he could; sa3ung, “This is the best of me; for the
rest, I ate, and drank, and slept, loved, and hated, like

another ; my life was as the vapour, and is not ; but
this I saw and knew; this, if mme, is

worth your memory.” That is 'wr r-:*’; it is,

in his small human way, and with whatever degree of

true inspiration is in him, his inscription, or scripture.

That is a “Book.” i

The broad, human significance of art is revealed

also in some of the writings of the Pre-Raphaehtes,

especially by Dante Rossetti in his lovely allegory,

Hand and Soul, and by Browning in his poems and
painting and music. But the lineal successor of Rus-

kin, though a man of more limited genius, is Pater.

Walter Horatio Pateb, the son of a doctor of

Dutch extraction, was born m liondon in 1839.

With an exhibition won at King’s School, Canter-

bury, he went up to Queen’s College, Oxford, in

1858, where he was coached by Jowett, and took

his degree in 1862. After acting as a private tutor

for two years, he was elected to a Fellowship at

Brasenose.

Under the influence of Keble and the Traetarians,

Pater at first thought of taking orders in the Church

of England; he then became attracted towards

Martineau and Unitarianism ; but with Ruskin and

the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, Pater was more

temperamentally, and with them he definitely

joined hands. He also became a member of the

“ Old Mortality ” essay club founded by John Nichol,

to which Swinburne, A. V. Dicey, Nettleship, and

Caird belonged.

In 1866 Pater paid his first visit to Italy, and on

his return “ Winckelmann ” appeared in the ost*

1 Sesame and Lilies*
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minster Revietu, to "be included in Studies in the

Renaissance, published in 1873. Two years later,

at Birmingham, he dehvered some lectures on
Demeter and Persephone, that appeared in Qreeh

Studies in 1895. After the pubhcation of Marius
in 1885, upon which he had been engaged four

years, Pater left Oxford, and from 1886 to 1893

was living in London and doing a considerable

amount of critical work for the Athenaeum, Guardian,

and Pall Malt In November 1891 he reviewed

Dorian Gray for the Bookman, and began a course

of lectures on Plato and Platonism that were
published in 1893.

In 1894 Glasgow conferred upon him the degree

of LL.D., which he valued very highly, and shortly

afterwards Pater was taken ill with rheumatic

fever; his recovery was thought to be complete,

but he died quite suddenly from heart failure on

July 30th.

Like Buskin, Pater is intensely subjective in his

writings, and eclectic m his style. But he owes
much less to Italian influence, far more to Greek
culture, than Buskin, and is untouched by the wide

social interests of the author of Pars Clavigera.

Essentially a scholarly recluse, his prevalent mood
is introspective and brooding ; and he is at his

best when dealing with temperaments akin to his

own. In his fastidious culture he reminds us of

Arnold ; but in his outlook on life his Epicurean

philosophy is in striking variance with Arnold’s

stoicism. Arnold is always a moralist; there is

nothing of the moralist in Pater.

Pater delights in art for its own sake, and without

any ulterior reference this differentiates him from
art lovers and critics hke Buskin and William
Moms, to whom art must connote some social ser-

vice, otherwise it is of little account.

Pater’s point of view is wholly ahen to this ; and
Pater’s delight in the voluptuous sensation aris-

ing from a work of beauty struck the ordinary

Englishman as unhealthy. Thus we can appreciate

the point of the amusing parody of Pater in Mr.

W. H. MaUock’s lively satire, The New Republic

(1877), where he appears as Mr. Bose. “What
an odd man Mr. Bose is,” says one of the characters.
“ He always seems to talk of everybody as if they
had no clothes on.”

The parody is rather cruel at times ; for it sug-

gests that Pater is little better than a refined sen-

sualist, and this is to do him an injustice. What-
ever might be inferred from detached passages in

Pater’s writings away from their context, his

aesthetic theory is clear enough. Art exists to

afford us intense and noble pleasure ; and the

highest pleasure necessarily furnishes an ethical

impulse.

So much for the main theory. In one of its

amplifications he contends that the norm to which
the best art tends is music, lyric verse being the

highest form of literature ; while even architecture

and sculpture are but harmonies and rhythm in

stone—^music, statically expressed. This theory

has been strenuously attacked ; and sl^ctly inter-

preted, an arbitrary exaltation of music over letters

would be to maintain that music is the most
“spiritual,” because it is emotionally suggestive;

and that hterature, for instance, is less spiritual,
because it is more definite and intellectual.

Pater did not push his theory thus far. It is for
him a suggestive idea rather than a dogma

; and
as^ a suggestive idea it is surely valuable and illu-

minating. Keats unconsciously implied the same
when he wrote “ Heard melodies are sweet, but those
unheard are sweeter ”

; and there is no doubt that
the appeal of any supreme form of beauty can never
be categorically expressed, but is always some-
thing felt; none the less powerfully because it is

vague and atmospheric. It is this vague and
atmospheric magic that surrounds great art which
fascinated Pater ; and although he knew it could
not be expressed in a formula, he bent all his powers
to the minute analysis of this complex appeal so
far as it could be expressed in words. No one has
gone further than he in what may be called the
logic of emotion. The function of the critic is

clearly expressed by Pater, and the following pas-

sage gives us clearly and unmistakably what is

his aim:

“The function of the sesthetic critic is to distinguish,
analyse, and separate from its adjuncts the virtue by
which a picture, a landscape, a fair personalitv in life

or in a book produces the special impression of beauty
or pleasure, to indicate what the source of the impression
is, and under what conditions it is experienced.”

Now turn for a concrete illustration of this to

his minute and subtle analysis of the attraction

of Da Vinci’s “ La Gioconda ”

;

“ La Gioconda is, in
^
the truest sense,

^
Leonardo’s

masterpiece, the revealing instance of his mode of

thought and work. In suggestiveness, only the Melan-
choha of Diirer is comparable^ to it ; and no crude
symbolism disturbs the effect of its subdued and graceful

mystery. We all know the face and hands of the

figure, set in its marble chair, in that circle of fantastic

rocks, as in some faint light under sea. Perhaps of all

ancient pictures time has chilled it least. As often

happens with works in which invention seems to reach
its limit, there is an element in it given to, not invented

by, the master. ...
“ The presence that thus rose so strangely beside the

waters is expressive of what in the ways of a thousand
years men had come to desire. Here is the head upon
which aU the ends of the world are come and the eye-

lids are a little weary. It is a beauty wrought out

from within upon the flesh, the deposit, little cell by
cell, of strange thoughts and fantastic reveries and
exquisite passions. Set it for a moment beside one of

those white Greek goddesses or beautiful women of

antiquity, and how would they be troubled by this

beauty, into which the soul with all its maladies has

passed ! All the thoughts and experience of the world

have etched and moulded there, in that which they

have of power to refine and make expressive the out-

ward form, the anirnalism of Greece, the lust of Rome,
the reverie of the middle age with its spiritual ambition

and imaginative loves, the return of the Pagan world,

the sins of the Borgias. She is older than the rocks

among which she sits ; like the vampire she has been

dead many times, and learned the secrets of the^ grave

;

and has been a diver in deep seas and keeps their fallen

day about her ; and trajBficked for strange webs with

Eastern merchants ; and, as Leda, was the mother
of Helen of Troy, and, as Saint Anne, the mother of

Mary ; and all this has been to her but as the sound
of lyres and flutes, and lives only in the delicacy with

which it has moulded the changing lineaments, and
tinged the eyelids and the hands. The fancy of a
perpetual life, sweepmg together ten thousand ex*

V
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periences, is em old one; and modem thought has
eonceived the idea of humanity as wrought upon by a
summing up in itself all modes of thought and life.

Certainly Lady Lisa might stand as the embodiment of
the old iancy, the symbol of the modem idea.”

As a stylist, we may regard, in the first place.

Pater’s theories ; in the second place, his prac-

tice.

The theories may be read in the “ Essay on Style ”

which appears in the volume entitled A'ppreciations.

The end, in his view, was beauty of expression, and
to achieve this end he advocated a consciously

artistic prose, where all superfluities should be
eliminated, and where the words should be chosen
with jealous and loving care, so as to express clearly

and precisely the underlying thought. Words for

him were not merely connections of thought, but
carried with them an aroma that might create the

fitting mood for appreciating the drift of the

writer’s mind.

No man more conscientiously tried to put into

practice his precepts than he. No essayist has

been more sensitive to the colour and gradation

of shade in words than he ; and there is an amazing
delicacy and subtlety in the critical nuances by
which he endeavoured to actualise for the reader

the object of his criticism. One has only to read

the Essays oh Lamb and Rossetti to appreciate this.

His best critical work is happily expressed in the

words which he applied to one of his volumes

—

Aqypredations, They are, in the exact sense of the

word, Appreciations—a subtly reasoned statement

of the grounds for delighting in certain authors.

Pater treats artistic pleasure as Hawthorne treats

ethical problems, by putting them under a micro-

scope. It IS a fascinating pursuit, but apt to be-

come wearisome if pursued too long. Thus Pater

is best enjoyed in modest snatches and instalments

;

to read him thus is both a joy and a discipline.

John Addington Symonds (1840-1893) is

another representative of the same school of

thought ; but is inferior to Pater both as a critic

and as a stylist. There is force and suggestive

criticism in his big work The Renaissance of Italy,

though the artistic side of his subject is developed

out of all proportion to other aspects.

As a stylist he is attractive and picturesque, but

over-ornate, and his difiuseness and lack of method
compare unfavourably with Pater’s eoncentrative

lucidity. None the less he is often suggestive, and
there is admirable matter in his Shakespeare's

Predecessors in the English Drama—^the criticism

of Marlowe being particularly fine—and in his

Essays Speculative and Suggestive (1890).

This survey of aesthetic criticism may conclude

with the name of Oscar Wilde (1854-1900).

There is no wittier or more insolent upholder

of the “ Art for art’s sake ” theory than Wilde. In

Pater there is always the under-note of reserve.

Wilde swept morality out of view altogether, and

there is no grimmer comment upon his aesthetic

creed than is supplied by his own tragic life.

His imitativeness, his "wit, have given special

prominence to his fantastic novel, 2^ Future of

Dorian Gray (1890), and to his pla^. Their clever-

ness cannot be disputed ; but—with the exception

of The Importance of Being Earnest—^their merits
are wholly superficial and derivative.

The structure of Lady Windermere^s Fan, A
Woman of No Importance, and The Ideal Husband
is a skilful medley of Scribe and Sardou. Shorn
of the brilliant talk (it is scarcely dialogue, for most
of it could be transposed to other characters without
causing the least feeling of incongruity), the char-
acters reveal themselves as famihar figures of stage-
land—^the stageland of domestic melodrama ; and
the comedy and pathos do not blend, but are
superimposed the one on the other hke the slabs
of a Neapolitan ice. Dorian Gray is Balzac and
Huysmans, sharpened by Wilde’s wit. Of course
it is clever, Wilde is always clever ; but there is no
originality or creative iTrr.c:'n<-i''i»". about it.

Similarly, Wilde’s g 'c.- i', scholarly, melo-
dious, is essentially the work of a sensitive and
intensely imitative mind. There is no authentic
note— nothing but echoes ; echoes of Hood,
Tennyson, Arnold, Rossetti, Swmburne.
Yet with all this imitativeness, this witty posing,

this barefaced borrowing, the reader cannot help

feehng that it is the work of a man of real power
and imagination, who does not take the trouble to

express himself. He played so long with affectation,

cultivated so strenuously an insincerity of speech,

that he found it easier and more agreeable to treat

letters as he was treating life. Yet genius will

out, and in one department the greatness of the

writer is certamly exhibited—^that is, in his criti-

cism. His little volume, hvtentions (1891), is a
monument of sane and subtle criticism, expressed

with admirable ease and pungencj’-

Wilde might have become a great playwright-—

certainly a great maker of artificial comedy. The
Importance of Being Earnest (produced February 14,

1895) bears witness to that ; for there he is him-

self, his witty paradoxes expressed with a fine sense

of dramatic form, and not flung into the play as

bnlliant irrelevances.

But he certainly is a great critic, whose extra-

vagant sallies conceal a level-headed sagacity. He
can be both wise and entertaining—an admirable

blend ;
though we English so often think it seemly

to link wisdom with dull sententioiisness.

How far Wilde’s pumshment and suSerings

affected his character and conduct we cannot say

;

but their effect upon his literary work admits of

no question. In its sincerity, its simple emotional

power, its stem seriousness. The Ballad oj Reading

Gaol is in startling contrast with Wilde’s earlier

verse. No posing here, no facile imitativeaess, no

playing with sensation. Wilde has been brought

face to face with the hard, brutal realities of life,

and as an artist he is incomparably the better for

his awful experience. This is shown not only in the

Ballad but in the De Profundis—a person^ docu-

ment, as intimate as De Qumcey’s Confessions,

more sincere, and fully as effective as a piece of fine

imaginative prose. Had he been merely the clever

charlatan some people imagined him to be, he could

never have written these things. That behind the

flippancy and cynical exterior there lay a strain of

real greatness, is unquestionable, Tli^ makes the

tragedy of his wasted and broken life the greater.
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{&) LETTERS AND LIFE

Leigh HtrNT was in direct lineal descent from the

great critics of the Romantic Revival. With less

imagination than Coleridge, less intellectual power
than Hazhtt, he has the faculty of the great critic,

the faculty of fine appreciation. His literary palate

is as sure and delicate as that of the best. As a
critic of poetry he ranks little below Coleridge, and
is more reliable than Hazlitt. What he has to say

of Dryden, Milton, Keats, and Coleridge is alto-

gether admirable.

An agreeable and lucid writer, his critical essays

are all worth reading, and of greater moment than

his original work. A pleasant and graceful poet,

a diverting trifler in literary chit-chat, and a fine

critic, more especially in the art of just appraise-

ment.
The greatest personality in criticism and the

essay during the earlier part of the era was Thomas
Carlyle. No one related letters more closely to hfe

than he ; and while he is excelled as a literary critic

by many inferior to him in genius, there is no
greater critic of life and letters, in the broader

sense, than he.

THOMAS CARLYLE (1795-1881)

His Life

In the little village ofEcclefechaninDumfriesshire,

Thomas Carlyle was born on December 4, 1795, and
after many years of confiict with poverty, physical

pain and mental toil, he found a resting-place in the

little churchyard.

His father, a hard-working stone-mason, was one
of five brothers described as “a curious sample
of folks, pithy, bitter-speaking bodies, an’ awfu’
fichters.” His mother an affectionate, prudent.
God-fearing woman, and proud of her son, it was
her great ambition to see him a minister. From the
village school he passed to Annan Grammar School,
at fourteen entering Edinburgh University, and,
probably from thriftiness, walked the intervening
eighty miles.

Although destined by his parents for the Scottish
ministry, mathematics rather than theology seems
to have claimed his attention ; in 1814 he left the
University, without a degree, to become a teacher
of mathematics first at Annan, then at Kirkcaldy,
bnt decided “ it were better to perish than continue
sohoolmastering.”

In 1818 he returned to Edinburgh to study law,
but with no happier result ; and, having contributed
a number of short biographies to Brewster’s Ency-
chpcedia^ aspired to literature, began to learn
German, became a devoted disciple of Goethe and

Fichte, and greatly fascinated by German philos-
ophy that quickly moulded his thought and work.
A translation of the Wilhelm Meister appeared in

1824, and a Life of Schiller the following year.

An early love affair with Margaret Gordon had
ended in this lady, in a farewell letter, bidding
“ cultivate the milder disposition of the heart ” and
“ subdue the more extravagant visions of the
brain,”—^but soon a fresh interest enters his life.

Miss Jane Welsh, a lineal descendant of John Knox,
to whom he had been attached for some time,

agreed to marry him in 1826 ; she had inherited a
small farm at Craigenputtock, “ the dreariest spot
in all the British Dominions,” says Carlyle. Here,
for six years he threw himself heart and soul into
literary work, and gave us Sartor Eesartus, and some
of his best Essays. Himself a dyspeptic sufiering

from sleeplessness, his wife a clever,, intellectual

woman unused to domestic afiairs ; this, coupled
with the lack of congenial friends, and the constant
grind of poverty, makes it small wonder that in

so depressing an environment Carlyle should become
the irascible individual presented to us in Froude’s

Life.

In 1834 he turned ais face toward the Mecca of

all workers, London, and became a well-known
figure in Chelsea, his home the resort of every dis-

tinguished man and woman worth knowing.
When his famous French Revolvtion was begun,

the manuscript of the first volume was lent to his

friend John Stuart Mill, whose servant used all but
a few pages to light the fire. Reluctantly he ac-

cepted a sum of £100 from Mill, and set to work
again, the two first volumes appearing in 1837

:

with these he won recognition. The following j’^ear,

at the suggestion of Miss Martineau, he gave the

first of several courses of lectures. “ I hate lecturing,”

he wrote to Emerson in 1839, “I can only gasp

and writhe, and stutter, a spectacle to gods and
fashionables—^being forced to it by want of money.”
The following year Mrs. Welsh died, leaving her

daughter about £250 a year, and all fear of poverty

was now at an end.

An indefatigable worker, it was not in Carlyle’s

nature to rest : The Letters and Speeches of Oliver

Crormjoell (1845), Latter-Day Famphlets (1850), Life

of John Sterling (1851), his Lectures revised and
published, and his monumental Frederick the Great

(1858-65), came in steady succession from his pen.

In 1866, just as he had fought his way to the front

and was honoured by being made Lord Rector of

Edinburgh University, his life became clouded by
the death of Mrs. Carlyle. While driving in Hyde
Park she left her carriage, to walk with a favourite

little dog, but on crossing the road it was nearly run

over ; Mrs. Carlyle at once returned, and on getting
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into the carriage told the coachman to drive round
the park ; receiving no further mstruction, he spoke
to her and was horrified to find she was dead,
Carlyle never recovered from this blow ;

“ All of

sunshine that remained in my life went out in that
moment ; all of strength too, seems to have gone.”
For fifteen years he lived on, the lonely, furrow-
lined figure haunting Chelsea Embankment and
Battersea Park, and writing the Reminiscences so

blimderingly edited by Froude. In 1874 Disraeh
offered him a baronetcy and the Grand Cross of

the Bath, both of which he refused, and on 5th
February 1881 he died ; Westminster Abbey wished
to honour him by burial within its walls, but by
his own desire he was taken to Ecdefechan.

His Woke
Although Carlyle lived to feel the influence of the

Scientific Movement of the mid-century, he re-

mained in spirit and attitude a Revolutionary of

the elder period. Not an abstract Revolutionary
hke Shelley ; not a mere literary radical like Lamb ;

but one thoroughly imbued with the revolutionary

spirit, dissatisfied with modem commerciahsm, a
champion of the simplicities of life, with keen admi-
ration for the qualities of courage and endurance, a
fighter rather than a critic, while in spirit he was
farmore attuned to the transcendentalism of Words-
worth than to the utilitarianism of Mill. Yet,

hke his friend Ruskin, he was a man of moods and
of wild inconsistencies. Consequently he has been
claimed as the friend of widely divergent schools

of thought, and abused by all the pohtical parties

in turn.

The Liberals of the day were offended by his

sarcastic gibes on Liberty, his contempt for the

notion of Equality, and his contemptuous attitude

towards the extension of the Franchise.

On the other hand, the Tories loved him no better.

He was too furiously in earnest for them, too keenly
sensitive to the social misery of the day.

A champion of the poor and an upholder of

slavery; a despiser of the Franchise and a keen
advocate of the organisation of Labour ; a scoffer

of Poetry and an admirer of Bums ; a theological

sceptic whose writings are none the less imbued
with a fervent religious spirit ; a distaste for litera-

ture as literature, and an admirer of Goethe. These
and other paradoxes one might mention, till one

might question, as indeed some have, whether there

is any clear, intelligible outlook at the bottom of

his strictures and criticisms. Yet the confusion,

though real, is far less fundamental than one would
imagine at a first survey. And there is a very real

unity of purpose and of view underneath Carlyle’s

writings, when allowance has been made for the

irascible temperament of the man, and his tendency

to dot his i^s and cross his i’s.

Looking at his work as a whole, we are strack by
the burning ethical enthusiasm that lights up eveij^

utterance. Literature is to him as chaff unless it

be the medium of conveying some direct moral

truth. History has no meaning save as the life

experience of great personalities, and as a serial

illustration of the prevalence of Might.

Whatever the subject, he always interpolated a
few of his favourite precepts, and here we can get
some defimte outline of his teaching. Don’t cant

—

Don’t whine—^Don’t gush ! On these he is always
ringing the changes. Like many preachers, he was
doubtful at times what we ought to do, but never
doubtful about what we ought not to do.

Carlyle did not mince his words, and ho gave his
advice at the top of his voice. This has offended
sensitive ears. But the shouting prophet has his
advantages. A suggestion, a whisper, sufficient for
some people ; but for the majority, exaggeration is

helpful.

Indeed, as a writer he is not merely great, but
very great; less imposing than Ruskin, less per-
spicuous, but with an incisive force, an illuminating
brilliance of phrase, that Jtleredith hiinsclf might
have envied. The difference indeed between
Carlyle and (the earlier) Ruskin as stylists is as
considerable as that between Whistler and Burne-
Jones. Ruskin’s later style is less stately, less

rhetorical, more flexible and idiosyncratic, and to
that extent he approximates to the intensely
idiosyncratic style of his friend and, in certain
respects, mentor, Carlyle. But even then they are
sufficiently distinctive and onginal to make an
agreeable and lively contrast

; Ruskin excelling in
s^t satire, Carlyle in elaborate irony.

The Development of Carlyle’s Gentcjs

When Carlyle came up to London with Sartor

Resartus in his pocket and the determination to

harass the “terrified owls” of publishers, Coleridge

was the dominant spiritual force among those of

the younger generation, and although Carlyle seized,

with his customary satiric humour, on the weakness
in Coleridge’s transcendental philosophy, his own
spiritual standpoint was much the same. Both he
and Coleridge were impatient with the “ cause and
effect ” philosophy of the eighteenth century, and
both of them valued German idealists as proriding

the basis of a vital and practical religion. But
whereas Coleridge sought to re-ritalise with his

metaphysics the old forms of faith, Carlyle took away
from them, seeking to construct a fresh ethic rather

than to galvanise an old metaphysics.

“It is a chronic malady,” he exclaimed, “that of

metaphysics ... in action alone can we have certainty.

Nay properly Doubt is the indispensable, inexhaustible

material wherein action works, which action has to
fashion into certainty, and Reality ; only on a canvas
of Darkness, such as Man’s way of being, could the
many-coloured picture of our life paint itself and shine.’*

In his German studies, therefore, he fixes upon
Goethe as his hero. At first sight the choice is

surpnsing and unaccountable, for Goethe was
essentially an artist; and Carlyle’s contempt for

art was deeply ingrained.

But it was Goethe as philosopher that attracted

Carlyle—Goethe’s natural mysticism, his untheo-

logical transcendentalism, if I may use such a

contradictory term, that appealed especially to

one who was always a Calvinist without dogma.

And Sartor Resartus is Carlyle’s first and most

elaborate attempt to state this position.
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Carlyle’s spiritual standpoint and his psycho-

logical standpoint were both formulated and em-
phasized in tins first book of his, and it is scarcely

any exaggeration to say that it supplies the text

for all his future writings. His gospel of work, of

action, is here : here also is his behef in personality,

which he elucidates in more concrete form in his

Hero Worship and later writings. “ Great men,”
he wrote in Sartor, are the inspired (speaking and
acting) Texts of the Divine Book of Revelation
whereof a chapter is compiled from epoch to epoch
and by some named History.” What are the

French Revolution, Cromwell, Frederick, but elaborate
studies of the dynamic influence of men like Robes-
pierre, Mirabeau, Carlyle, and Frederick ? What
are his Critical Fssays but attempts to get at the

Man beneath liis literary trappings, whether it be
Richter or Burns, or Scott or Johnson ? Why
did he extol the Middle Ages at the expense of his

own age as he does in Fast and Present ?—^because in

the Middle Ages, in his opinion, a finer and more
forceful expression of the personal equation was
possible. Why does he laud the strong man ?

—

because of his belief in his personality. And if

we ask why this insistence on the dynamic, we come
back to his religion, his belief that in genuine men
the Divine Idea is expressed ; or, in theological

terminology, that in Man, God (the spirit of the

universe) is made flesh.

Sartor Resartus, with its explosive transcen-

dentalism, met with no friendly reception save by a
few like Emerson, who welcomed its anti-material-

istic standpoint. Very different was the reception

of the French Revolution, where he gives a concrete

illustration of the thesis in Sartor^ The French
Revolution is not a history ;

indeed Carlyle had not
the makings of an historian, for his vision is not
panoramic ; he never seeks to re-teU the story of

the past, but to explain the significance of the past,

and this he does in a series of pictures ; externalises

spiritual forces, rather than physical appearances.

But if he does this it is due to no intellectual

indifference on his side to the historical detail—^for

even to-day, when so much has been discovered
about that time that was hidden from Carlyle, the
essential truth of his picture is untouched. It is

due rather to that, that he gives us the Revolution
in terms of poetry and not of prose. And a wonder-
ful prose-poem the book remains—a dramatic poem
that no student of history can afford to pass by.
He will not learn the story of the Revolution from
this book, but, having mastered the story, and the
great sequence of events in any reliable text-book,
he will understand the Revolution the better for

reading Carlyle’s poem.
The French Revolution appeared in 1837, then

came his little book on Chartism, and Heroes and
Hero Worship (1841). Of the latter book we have
already spoken; Carlyle’s historical standpoint is

here illustrated in brief samples, in a pointed, lucid,

and attractivemanner. Chartism is best considered
along with Past and Present and Latter-Day
Pamphlets, for in these three volumes his social
creed is fully expressed in its curious yet character-
istic blend of radicalism and conservatism; its

idealism of the past ; its psean on the strong man

whom the people should obey - its contempt for
legislative forms ; its denunciation of laissez faire.

Amidst much extravagance, as, for instance, in
the unrestrained denunciation of Political Ma-
chinery ; amidst much wilful wrong-headedness, as,

for instance, his defence of Slavery, there are many
luminous suggestions on social pohtics that sub-
sequent reformers have seized upon.
His condemnation of the drones of modem life

;

his insistence on the necessity for the “ orgamsation
of labour ”

;
his clear perception that the privilege

to vote is an empty enough one unless the Demos
be educated to use this privilege wisely ; his dia-

tribes on the Cash-nexus that binds men together
under modern capitalist conditions

; in all such
matters Carlyle spoke hke a seer to his generation.

Many of his phrases have become watchwords to-

day for the worker—^phrases such as “ Justice

before Charity ”—“ Permanence of Employment ”
—“ A fair day’s wage for a fair day’s work.”

Meanwhile, in 1845, came the big book on Crom-
well and the re-discovery of the greatness of

Puritanism; for that it was great is practically

assented to. In its way the book is fully as fine

from the intellectual point of view as the French
Revolution ; and when we consider the drabbier
nature of the material, the absence of those pictur-

esque dramatic episodes that help any man who
writes of the age of Robespierre, it is then that we
appreciate the patient industry, the artistic skill,

the imaginative homogeneity of the performance.
The Life of Sterling (1851 ), that followed Cromwell

and the Social Essays, has a distinctive place among
Carlyle’s writings ; there is no thunder here,

nothing of the fierce worship and hot intensity that

inform most of Carlyle’s works. There is an atmos-
phere of spiritual calm curiously unlike the pre-

valent mood of the writer ; while those who find

Carlyle’s usual style an irritant rather than a

stimulant may fiind here a clear, tranquil, and sub-

dued prose that cannot upset their susceptjbilities.

This tribute from a friend, charitable yet just,

ranks among the best pieces of biographical writing

in our language.

Then came a longish interval during which Carlyle

was passing through, as his wife humorously called

it, “ the Valley of the Shadow of Frederick.” Less

attractive than the French Revolution, less direct

in its appeal to most English readers than the

Cromwell, Frederick the Great is the greatest in-

tellectual feat performed by Carlyle. Indeed in

its treatment of Frederick’s military campaigns, it

is regarded as a classic in Germany, and his industry,

dexterity, and power of characterisation have never

been shown to better advantage ;
none-the-less,

Carlyle’s admiration for his hero cannot command
the same assent as other studies in hero worship

have done, and special pleading in this class of

work is often unconvincing. The book severely

taxed Carlyle’s powers, as we may believe when we
consider its scope and content ; and it is one of the

hardest to construe of the author’s writings, largely

because Carlyle’s mannerisms of style are nowhere
more abundant.

There are two ways of regarding Carlyle’s sigm-

ficance. We may regard him merely as a forC6
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in letters, or we may look at him as a prophet to
his age. In both capacities he deserves the atten-
tion of the literary student.

Let us consider these two aspects more fully

than we have hitherto done. And first of all take
Carlyle as a literary artist.

Even those who condemn his thought as con-
fused, and esteem his ethical influence as over-rated,

concede him greatness as an artist. His books
abound in brilliantly vivid pictures. Whatever he
touches, whether a bit of landscape, an historical

character, a biographical detail, even a date, is

made alive and significant. His style has serious

defects, but actuality and intensity are not among
them. With a few strokes of the pen he can vitalise

the landscape.

Tractarians as ** spectral Puseyisms,’* and Cole-
ridge’s failure of will power as “ a steam engine of
a hundred horse-power with the boiler burst.”

Small wonder that Emerson said of him, “ No-
thing seems hid from those wonderful eyes of yours

;

those devounng, those thirsty eyes
; those portrait-

eatmg, portrait-painting eyes of tliine.”
No two writers of divergent temperament better

appreciated each other’s greatness than Carlyle and
Emerson. The opposite of Emerson in tempera-
ment and in method, no one has better appraised
his style than Carlyle, in the following sentence

:

** Brevity, simplicity, softness, homely grace, mth
such a penetrating meaning, soft enough, but irresistible,
gomg down to the depths and up to the heights as silent
eleotncity goes.”

“Waving, blooming country of the brightest green

;

dotted all over with handsome villas, handsome groves :

crossed by roads and human traffic, here mandible or
heard only as a musical hum ; and behind all swarm,
under olive-tinted haze, the illimitable, limitary ocean
of London.”

Equally well can he paint the human element, as

in this sketch of Coleridge’s interminable mono-
logues ;

“He began anywhere ; you put some question to him,
made some suggestive observation ; instead of answenng
this, or decidedly setting out towards an answer of

it, he would accumulate formidable apparatus, logical

swim-bladders, transcendental life-preservers, and other
precautionary and vehiculatory gear for settmg out;
perhaps did at last get under way—^but was swiftly

solicited, turned aside by the flame of some radiant new
game on this hand or on that into new courses, and
ever into new; and before long into all the universe,

where it was uncertain what game you would catch,

or whetW any.”

In the case of Coleridge the blame exceeds the

praise ; if we turn to his picture of Cromwell, where
his moral sympathies were more actually engaged,

we may see how well he can penetrate the peculi-

arities of the man and get at the core of his greatness.

“ And withal this hypochondria, what was it but the
very greatness of the man, the depth and tenderness of

his ideal afiections ; the quantit;^ of sympathy he had
with things ? The quantity of insight he could get over
things : this was his hypochondria. The man’s misery,

as men’s misery always does, came of his greatness.

Samuel Johnson is that kind of man. Sorrow-stricken,

half-distracted, the wide element of mournful hlach

enveloping him—wide as the world. It is the character

of a prophetic man ; a man with his whole soul seeing

and strugglmg to see,”

Carlyle’s imagination is, as Emerson truly ob-

served, of the stereoscopic order. He can give

substance and perspective to his pictures. His

figures are not embroidered decorations on flat

surfaces. No writer of our time can more happily

sum up the character of a man in a phrase. Take,

for instance, the following felicities :
“ Bacon sees

—Shakespeare sees through,” Swift carried “sar-

casm to an epic pitch”—^Mazzini, “merciful and

fierce, true as steel, the word and thought of him
limpid as water; by nature a little lyrical poet.’*

With what humorous insight hehas referred toDean
Stanley as “ knocking holes in the Church of Eng-

land”; satirised the arguments of the imitative

This brilliant intensity of style is occasionaDy
blinding and leads the writer into violent contrasts
that lack proportion ; but this is only the defect of
his virtue as a writer. For the writing is always
individual and forceful, never dull, insincere, nor
trivial.

Passing from the manner to the matter of his
criticism, it may be noted how that he reduces
every subject to a common moral denomination.
His best cnticisms are something much more than
literary estimates, they are spiritual appreciations.
Take, for instance, his admirable essay on Bums,
Here he goes to the root of the matter at once :

“ The excellence of Burns is, indeed, among the rarest,
whether in poetry or prose ; but, at the same time, it
is plain and easily recognised ; his Sincerityt his indis-
putable air of Truth, Here are no fabulous woes or
joys; no hollow^ fantastic sentimentalities; no wire-

O’*'''"' in thought or feeling ; the passion
f' . - T**' o us has glowed in a li\ung heart;
the opinion he utters has risen in his own understandmg,
and been a light to his own steps. He does not write
from hearsay, but from sight and experience ; it is the
scenes that he has lived and laboured amidst, that he
describes ; those scenes, rude and humble as they are,

have kindled beautiful emotionsin his soul, noble thoughts,
and definite resolves ; and he speaks forth what is in him,
not from anyoutward call of vanity or interest,but because
his heart is too full to be silent. He speaks it with such
melody and modulation as he can *in homely rustic

jingle*; but it is his own, and genuine. This is the
grand secret for fludmi: render.” cud retv-ii-.c them : let

him who would r ’o\ e and con% .rice otb.ri bo first moved
and convinced himself.”

The same applies to his finely suggestive essays

on German literature. He had little of Coleridge’s

subtle metaphysical power, but had a ready instinct

for expressing German thought in terms of human
worth.

As a literary critic Carlyle has none of the lighter

graces, for he is too stem a wayfarer to care to

saunter along the h5ghwa3rs of literature ; his ima-

gination, intense and concrete, finds no sustenance

in the exquisite abstractions of a Shelley on the

one hand, or the clear, logical presentment of a John
Stuart hfill on the other. There must be passion,

or pronounced ethical bias in a writer for Carlyle to

value him. He valued the teacher in Goethe rather

than the artist ; the genial man in Scott rather than

the story-teller, and where he could detect no dis-

tinct moral purpose, nor gripping emotional power,

he was frankly uninterest^ and did less than justice
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to his subject. Personality is everything to him.
This supplies him with his motive as an historian.

History to him is “ the essence of innumerable
biographies ”—so he makes it his purpose to find

out what the distinctive qualities are of the great

man. With the anatomy of history he is not
concerned, and if he is unduly contemptuous of the
esEtemals, at any rate few men have striven more
earnestly to probe its soul. If blind to the fascina-

tion of its pageantry, he is fuUy alive to its drama.
History for him, therefore, is one long battle

between the forces within and the forces without,

and he is at his best in dealing with the fierce

dramatic crises of history, such as the French
Revolution or the Puritan revolt. He can forgive

brutality ; he will never condone weakness. The
great man for him is the strong man :

“ It is the

property of the hero that in every time in every

place he comes back to reality.”

Carlyle is at his happiest when the historical

drama he is painting centres round a moral ideal—
as in the case of Cromwell. There is much of

Cromwell in Carlyle—and he brought the present

generation face to face with the great Puritan ; we
have his words, we can hear the tone of his voice,

we see him in his tent, in council; every detail, the

most minute, is here.

He has done much to rescue the Puritans from
obliquy

;
popular modern sentiment had decided

they were half hypocrites, half fanatics. The hypo-
critical idea he quite exploded, and if he did not

attempt to explain away the fanaticism he made
of it a much more glorious thing than we had
accounted it. Cromwell’s fine conception of Justiee,
his noble ideal of Duty, his splendid Honesty;
the grit, the patience, the compelling personahty

of the man are made manifest.

In reproaching England for her sloth, her God-
lessness, and in sighing for the return of the Puritan

ideals, one feels that Carlyle, just as he constitu-

tionally exaggerated the evUs of the day, exaggerates

the value of his remedy. Extremes produce ex-

tremes. The Puritan despotism, excellent in many
ways, produced the Restoration. The Middle Ages
he so idealised in Past and Present had evils of their

own quite as oppressive as those we have to-day,

and the return of medisevalism sighed for by Carlyle

can scarcely be considered seriously. He seized

on certain features which he admired, the defects

he never noticed.

The word Liberty had for him none of the
glamour, the inspiration which it signified to the

poet Shelley, nor even the more qualified political

value which Mill attached to it. Revolutionary
though he was in his preaching, he had not escaped
the strong wave of reaction against the Revolution
which swept over England after the Napoleonic
war. That great banner of the Revolution, Liberty,

was too blood-stained ; he recoiled from it.

“ In freedom for itself,” he says, ** there is nothingto
raise a man above the fly ! the nrst duty of a people is

to find their chief, the second and last to obey him

;

we see to what men have been brought by liberty,
equality and fraternity.**

I think in his heart that Carlyle realised that the
strong man is the wise man j the man who sees

that the collective usefulness of a community lies

in every part yielding up its quota. Force will not
effect this ; Persuasion and Sympathy may. But
he was earned away by his love of Strength, and
did not see that for a few to whom Might was the
symbol of Right, there were many for whom no
moral claim could be preferred.

Give them centuries to try it, he says, and Might
and Right will be found to be identical. The strong
thing will prove itself the just thing. But this is

begging the question. A Might that dominates
for centuries and then is “ found out ” does not
cease to be Might : else we must approve the
Spanish Inquisition. Mazzini failed at first; who
would decry him as unjust ? Carlyle sneered at
him, but was obliged ultimately to admit hia
greatness.

No : Carlyle’s doctrine carried out logically leads
to an oligarchy subversive of mental and moral
growth. It is useful in certain stages of a nation’s
lustory, but it is not for grown-up men and women.

Carlyle safeguards his claim for obedience by
maintaining that we hold no obedience to tyranny
but obedience to enlightened despotism.

“ Of all ‘ rights of men ’ this right of the ignorant to
be guided by the wiser, gently or forcibly, is the indis-
putablest. . . . Cannot one discern, across all demo-
cratic turbulence, clattering of ballot-boxes, and in-

finite sorrowful jangle, that this is at bottom the wish
and prayer of all human hearts everywhere, ‘ Give us a
leader * ?

**

A leader ” certainly, but may not the leader

come from the very democracy of which Carlyle is

so scornful 1

Certainly, some of the strongmen Carlyle admired
were not just men, for he approved the Czar, unduly
glorified Frederick, grievously idealised Governor
Byre.

Now it is not hard to see what is in Carlyle’s

mind when he applauds Force, especially the force

of some potent personality; for strength, even

when tyrannous, is better than weakness. It is

better to do ill than to do nothing. Weakness,
vacillation, indifference, timidity, these things

make for anarchy and stagnation. In times of

confusion the strong man is wanted. England
needs a Tudor despot—and thrives. France re-

quires a Napoleon—and order is restored. But
what then ?

The Stuarts failed—since England had ceased to

need a despot. Despotism at best is a negative

mood. It has no constructive power. It does not

make the best of a race, it keeps them under.

Napoleon accomplished a needful work—^but in

attempting to perpetuate force as a rule of state-

craft, failed.

Carlyle’s famous remark that the people of Eng-
land consisted of thirty millions, mostly fools,

certainly harmonises—^whatever allowance be made
for humorous exaggeration—^with his distaste for
** the divine right of democracy ”

;
yet we must

not overlook the fact that no one more warmly
espoused the cause of the poor or more bitterly

denounced the wealthy drones that abound in

society.
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“ Oh, if you could dethrone that brute, god Mammon,

and put a spirit God in his place !
’* he cries. “ One

way or other he must and will have to be dethroned.
Supply and demand is not the one law of nature. Deep,
far deeper, are law’s obhgations, sacred as man’s life

itself. ... To make some human hearts a little wiser,

manfully happier, more blessed, less accursed, it is work
for a God.”

He preached the doctrine of a moral change in

society. He looks to the ruling classes for the

initiative ; and fails to understand the real signifi-

cance of the democratic appeal. Far clearer in

insight on this point was his contemporary, John
Stuart Mill.

“ The idea of rational democracy,” said Mill, ** is not
that people themselves govern, but that they have
security for good government. This security they can
have only by retaining in their own hands the ultimate
control. The people ought to be masters employing
servants more skilful than themselves,”

That surely is a sounder pohtical ideal than
Carlyle’s enlightened despotism.

Obedience is good ; so also is loyalty and hero-

worship. But the sense of individual responsi-

bility is, after all, the most important ; as Emerson
said, “ It is a low benefit to give something i it is

a high benefit to enable me to do somewhat of

myself.” George Eliot expressed it even more
pithily when she said ;

“ Those who trust us, edu-

cate us.”

Carlyle’s social philosophy is vitiated therefore

by its extravagant dependence on authority. Apart
from this, there are many admirable points in his

dicta on political and social subjects.

Yet it is as an ethical force that Carlyle will be
best remembered. Here scarcely ever is he at

fault. Smcere and honourable in all his deahngs,

he preached a practical workaday creed that is as

much a living force to-day as in the time when it

was first dehvered. If his hatred of compromise
led him at times into intemperance of speech, the

feeling at the bottom was incontrovertible enough.

By a Httle trimming, and toning down, he might at

more than one juncture in his career have secured

a material position that would have saved him
many a year of hard struggle. But he never

compromised, never abated a jot of what he held

to be right. And if he proved impervious to the

blandishments of money, he was equally impervious

to the seduction of praise. Success has spoiled

many a good man : it never affected Carlyle.

I believe that the glowing sincerity of his Sartor

BesartTiSf the moral suggestiveness of his Hero
Worship and his Cromwell, and the large poetic

imagination of certain of his Essays will exercise a
more commanding and permanent infiuence than
even the brilliancy of the French "Revolution and
Frederick, and that because, as Leigh Hunt said of

him:

** What Mr. Carlyle loves better than his fault-finding,

with all its eloquence, is the face of any human creature

that looks suffering, and loving, and sincere.”

In concluding this rough survey of his work,

something may be said of Carlyle-ese that has

troubled and will continue to trouble many readers.

Carlyle’s
^

style is, save with a few exceptions,
notably in the hije of Sterling, a disturbing, be-
wildering, and often exasperating style ; it is at the
same time a perfectly sincere and natural expres-
sion of the writer’s temper of mind. The style is the
man. Its defects are bound up with its virtues (for

Sterling only exhibits one side of Carlyle’s nature),
and though we may regret its extravagances and
contortions, they are part of the price we pay for
his peculiar humour, satire, and tempestuous elo-

quence. The style, just as in IVIeredith’s case,
will necessarily limit his appeal, and in an age like

ours of hurry and bustle, the writers who express
themselves clearly and simply will have, un-
doubtedly, the wider influence. As a figure in
our social literary history Carlyle will always loom
a large and important figure, but as a maker of
letters he will probably survive to the reading world
at large rather in suggestive fragments.

Geobge Fox
Perhaps the most remarkable incident in Modem

History, says Teufelsdrdckh, is not the Diet of Worms,
still less the Battle of Austerlitz, Waterloo, Peterloo, or
any other battle ; but an incident passed carelessly over
by most Histonans, and treated with some degree of
ridicule by others, namely, George Fox’s maldng to
himself a suit of leather. This man, the first of the
Quakers, and by trade a shoemaker, was one of those
to whom, under ruder or purer form, the Divine Idea of
the Umverse is pleased to mamfest itself ; and, across
all the hulls of Ignorance and earthly Degradation,
shine through, in unspeakable Awfulness, unspeakable
Beauty, on their souls: who therefore are rightly

2M3COunted Prophets, God-possessed ; or even Gods, as
in some periods it has chanced. Sitting in his stall

;

working on tanned hides, amid pincers, paste-horns,

resin, swine-bristles, and a nameless flood of rubbish,

this youth had, nevertheless, a Living Spirit belonpng
to him ; also an antique Inspired Volume, through which
as through a window, it could look upw’ards, and discern

its celestial Home. The task of a daily pair of shoes,

coupled even with some prospect of victuals, and an
honourable Mastership in Cordwainery, and perhaps the
post of Thirdborough in his hundred, as the crown of

long faithful sewing, was nowise satisfaction enough to

such a mind : but even amid the bonng and hammering
came tones from that far country, came Splendours and
Terrors; for this poor Cordwainer, as we said, was a
Man ; and the Temple of Immensity, wherein as Man
he had been sent to minister, was full of holy mystery
to him.
The Clergy of the neighbourhood, the ordained

Watchers and Interpreters of that same holy mystery,

listened with unaffected tedium to his consultations ^d
advised him, as the solution of such doubts, “to drink

beer and dance with the girls.” Blind leaders of the

bhnd I For what end were their tithes levied and eaten ;

for what were their shovel-hats scooped out, and their

surplices and cassock-aprons girt on ; and such a church-

repairing, and chaffering, and organing, and^ other

racketing, held over that spot of God’s earth,—if roan

were but a Patent Digester, and the belly with its

adjuncts the grand Reality ? Fox turned from them,

with tears and sacred scorn, back to his Leather-parings

and his Bible. Mountains of encumbrance, higher than

iEtna, had been heaped over that Spint ; but it was a
Spirit and would not lie buried there. Through bug
days and nights of silent agony, it struggled and wrestled,

with a man’s force, to be free ; how its prison mountains

heaved and swayed tumultuously, as the giant spirit

shook them to this hand and that, and emerged mto
the light of Heaven ! That Leicester shoe-shop, had
men known it, was a hoher place than any Vatican or

Loretto-Shrine. “ So bandaged, and hampered, and
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hemmed In,** groaned he, “ with thousand requisitions,

obligations, straps, tatters, and tagrags, 1 can neither
see nor move: not my own am I, but the World’s;
and time flies fast, and Heaven is high, and Hell is

deep ! Man ! bethink thee, if thou hast power of

Thought I Why not ; what binds me here ? Want,
want I—Ha, of what ? Will all the shoe-wages under
the moon ferry me across into that far Land of Light ?

Only Meditation can, and devout prayer to God. iwill
to the woods : the hollow of a tree will lodge me, wild-

berries feed me ; and for clothes, cannot I stitch myself
one perennial suit of Leather 1”

Historical oil-painting, continues TeufelsdrocMi, is one
of the Arts I never practised; therefore shall I not
decide whether this subject were easy of execution on
the canvas. Yet often as it seemed to me as if such
first outflashing of man’s Freewill, to lighten, more and
more into Day, the Chaotic Night that threatened to
engulf tdm in its hindrances and its horrors were pro-

perly the only grandeur there is in History. Let some
living Angelo or Rosa, with seeing eye and understand-
ing heart, picture George Fox on that morning, when he
spreads out his cutting-board for the last time, and cuts

cowhides by unwonted patterns, and stitches them
together into one continuous all-including Case, the
farewell service of his awl ! Stitch away, thou noble
Fox: every prick of that little instrument is pricking

into the heart of Slavery, and world-worship and the
Mammon-god. Thy elbows jerk as in strong swimmer-
strokes, and every stroke is bearing thee across the
Prison-ditch within which Vanity holds her Workhouse
and Bagfair, into lands of true Liberty ; were the work
done, there is in broad Europe one Free Man, and thou
art he 1

Thus from the lowest depth there is a path to the
loftiest height : and for the Poor also a Gospel has
been published. Surely if, as D’Alembert asserts, my
illustrious namesake, Diogenes, was the greatest man of

Antiquity, only that he wanted Decency, then by
stronger reason is George Fox the greatest of the
Modems, and greater than Diogenes himself: for he
too stands on the adamantine basis of his Manhood,
casting aside all props and shores ; yet not, in half-

savage Pride, under-valuing the Earth ;
i*

as a place to yield him warmth and 1, !
• '< ''v-

Heavenward from his Earth, and dwells in an element
of Mercy and Worship, with a still Strength, such as
the Cynic’s tub did nowise witness. Great, truly, was
the Tub ; a temple from which man’s dignity and
divinity was scornfully preached abroad : but greater is

the Leather Hull, for the same sermon was preached
there, and not in Scorn but in Love.^

One has only to glance at any Victorian Kbrary
to see what a popular figure the didactic essayist

used to be; and yet how uninspiring and common-
place many of these writers turn out to be if we look
at their pages to-day. Among the more notable of

the crowd are the two Hares (Julius, 1795-1855

;

Augustus, 1792-1834:), whose aphoristic Ouesses at

Truth was once so eagerly read. Neither they nor
Sir Arthur Helps (1813-1875), author of Friends in
Council (1847-1869) and Companions ofmy Solitude

(1851), show any depth or originality; and their

popularity was due probably to the fact that they
expressed sensibly, and with mild literary ability,

sentiments held to be improving.
William Rathbonb (>reg (1809-1881) is a de-

cidedly more interesting figure. He was a clear,

vigorous writer on social and religious problems from
a Badical standpoint. His Creed of Christendom is

practicallya Unitarian manifesto, and its chief merit
Hea in the forcible lucidity with which he states his

case. Of greater interest to-day is the volume

^ Sartor Besartua^

Enigmas of Life, which is more varied in its scope,
and gives a good picture of the various social and
ethical problems troubling his generation.

More interesting still, from the literary point of
view, is WiiiLiAM Brighty Rands (1823-1882), of
whom Professor Walker has justly said he was “ as
much under-rated as Helps has been over-rated.”
His delightful verse is treated elsewhere. Of his
prose, the two volumes, Henry Holbeach: Student
in Life and Philosophy (1865) and Views and Opi-
nions (1866), give us of his best in wise, witty,

and trenchant sajdngs on the hfe of his day.
But he was not merely a maker of aphoristic

apothegms, he had the power of visualising eertam
types of character with a dry humoux that reminds
the reader of Oliver Wendell Holmes.
More concerned with letters, less with contem-

porary life, are Sir John Skelton (1831-1897), with
his agreeable and sprightly NugcB Criticce (1882) and
Table-Talk (1894), and A. H. H. Boyd (1825-1899),

whose Recreations of a Country Parson (1859-1861),
and other volumes of miscellaneous essay work,
contain a good deal of pleasant chatter.

The next critic of importance is Matthew
Arnold ; he has greater versatility and more body
than Hunt, and although he is far less sympathetic
and discerning in his appreciation of romantic
poetry, his more considerable scholarship and ac-

complishment make him a figure of the first import-

ance.

At first sight, Arnold’s critical essays may dis-

appoint the student. He has no aptitude for

logical arrangement ; cares little about presenting

a live and definite portrait of the subject of the

criticism, and makes no attempt to look round his

subject ; indeed, when his sympathies are “ im-

perfect ” (to use Elia’s phrase), he does not try

even to present the writer’s own point of view. He
doesn’t like him, that is sufficient. He dismisses

Shelley just as in another direction he dismisses

miracles, with a shrug of the shoulders.

These are drawbacks which cannot be li^tly

passed over. None the less they are outweighed

by the positive merits of Arnold’s critical aocom*

plishment.

To begin with, no one, with the exception of Mr.

Watts-Dunton, proved so happy as he m the art of

comparative criticism. His wide scholarship, rein-

forced by a delicate literary palate, make his remarks

on foreign literature and his comparison of English

and continental literature especially valuable. H
he failed to do justice to some great romantic

writers, he at any rate did much to restore a proper

appreciation of classicism that the great outburst

of romantic literature had tended to obscure and

belittle. Then even his most fragmentary and dis-

connected critical work abounds in luminous

flashes of insight. His work is never negligible;

and what is almost as important, it is never dnll.

To consider his critical work in greater detail.

Arnold’s plea for classicism as opposed to roman-

ticism may first be considered. Although he

ignored or belittled much that was valuable in

romanticism, he has pointed out very clearly its

defects and weaknesses as a movement. He
exposed the exaggerated importance attached to
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the Middle Ages, and the ** grotesqueness ** and
“ irrationality ” of much literary medissvalism.

He saw just as clearly, yet with more sympathy,

the tendency toward eccentricity, formlessness,

lack of balance encouraged by romanticism

;

and held that, m the case of the English people, the

excessive devotion to romanticism was especially

harmful, since England was “ the native home of

intellectual eccentricity of aU kinds.” The defect

of the Pre-Raphaelite movement, he held, was to

imagine “ that the peculiar effect of nature resides

in the whole and not in the parts.” What is the

cure for this 1 Arnold gives it not only once (it

first appears in the Preface to the Poems of 1853),

but again and again in his writings. A return to

the classical spirit is “ calm cheerfulness, dis-

interested objectivity.” If we wished to regam
this, we must not only study the classics themselves,

but pay less attention to German and more atten-

tion to French literature. Why ? In his Literary

Inpaewie of Academies he gives the reason :
“ Open-

ness of mind and flexibility of inteUigenee were very

Bignq l characteristics of the Athenian people m
ancient times ; everybody will feel that openness

of mind and flexibility of intelligence are remark-

able characteristics of the French people in modem
times.” Not that French literature is essentially

^ater than German or English literature. France

for liim was “famed in all great arts, in none

Eupreme ”
;

there is greater genius to be found in

the land that produced Shakespeare and Milton

;

greater genius in the country that gave us Goethe.

But we have so much natural affinity with the

reutonio peoples, we need a corrective. We don’t

need more ideas, more provocative thought, we
need greater lucidity, harmony of presentment;

these we shall find in French literature. Heine’s

greatness lay in the fact that he apphed French

methods to Teutonic thought.

One of the most important legacies of this

classical spirit for the critic was the spirit of dis-

interestedness, of self-detachment. This is the

spirit indeed that animates all Arnold’s work,

whether critical or creative. Suavity, as we saw,

was a dominant note of his verse ; the absence of

violence—^whether in laudation or disapprobation.

Arnold is always in kid gloves ; and if kid gloves are

not exciting adornment for a poet, there is much to

be said for the kid glove in criticism. You can be
quite as deadly with the kid glove as with the

naked fist if you know how to hit. Arnold cer-

tainly knew how to hit, and whether in prose

letters or in social satire he proved a contro-

versialist of remarkable power. In his Essays^ in

Criticism, his Culture and Anarchy, his Friendship's

Garland, his breeding is perfect, his voice is never

raised ; but the light banter, the courteous irony,

the searching analysis, are of the highest quahty.

There is a consistent point of view underlying all

Arnold’s writings. It may be seen in his well-

known dictum on Culture

;

“Cultoro seeks to do away with classes and sects:
to make the best that has been thought and known
in the world current everywhere; to make all men
live in an atmosphere of sweetness and light, where
they may use ideas as it uses them itself, &eely, un-

masked, and not bound by them. This is the social
idea, and the men of culture are the true apostles of
equality,**

Again:

“ The grand power of poetry is its interpretative

rsver ; by which I mean, not a power of drawing out
black and white an explanation of the mystery of the

universe, but the power of so dealing with things as to
awaken m us a wonderfully full, new, and intimate sense
of them, and of our relations with them. When this
sense is awakened in us, as to objects without us, we
feel ourselves to be in contact with the essential nature
of those objects, to be no longer bewildered and oppressed
by them, but to have their secret, and to be in harmony
with them ; and this feeling calms and satisfies us as
no other can.”

Hence the famous remark that “ poetry is a
criticism of life ” is an epigrammatic summing up
of all that he contends for as a writer both of life

and letters. It means that poetry is more than
a matter of externals ; more than the utterances of
certain moods; it is an expression of the moral
and intellectual attitude of the literary artist.

Arnold’s opmion of the high function of culture and
anarchy, as supphed by poetry, is even more clearly
seen if we turn to Culture and Anarchy, where he
condemns the narrow restriction of culture to a
smattering of the classics, and says he wishes to
show what culture really is, what good it can do,
and what is our especial need of it.

In the openmg chapter he premises that culture,

in part, is

:

“A desire after the things of the mind for their own
sakes and for the pleasure of seeing them as they are,”
but ** there ’’s another view,** he says, “ in which the
love of our neighbours, the impulses towards action,
help, and beneficence, the desire for removing human
error, clearing human confusion, and diminishing
human misery, the noble aspiration to leave the world
better and happier than we found it—^motives eminently
such as are cjuled social—come in as parts of the ground
of culture, and the main and pre-eminent part.’*

Culture, therefore, is nothing more nor less than
the study of perfection. It moves by the force

not only of pure knowledge, but of the moral and
social passion for doing good.

In a later chapter he points out how that

:

“ To walk staunchly by the best light one has, to be
strict and sincere with oneself—not to be of the number
of those who say and do not, to be in earnest—this is

the discipline by which alone man can be enabled to

rescue his Me, to make it eternal. The intense and
convinced energy with which the Hebrew threw him-
self upon his ideal of righteousness, and which inspired

the incomparable definition of the great Christian virtue

Faith—^the substance of things hoped for, the evidence

of things not seen—^this energy of devotion to its ideal

has belonged to Hebraism alone.”

Hellenism he defines as “ the intelligence driving

out those ideas which are, after all, the basis of

right practices, the indomitable impulse to know
and adjust them perfectly.” Hellenism aims at

right seeing ; Hebraism at right doing. Our aim
should be to combine these, and not, as pantheism

has done, emphasize conduct only.

Elsewhere Arnold applies this line of criticism

to the various divisions of English society. He
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condemns the ‘^aristocratic*’ classes for their in-

difference to ideas ;
the middle classes for their pre-

occupation with money-making

:

Your middle-class men,” he says with cutting scorn,
” think it the highest pitch of development and civili-

sation, -when their letters are carried twelve times a day
from Islington to Camberwell, and from Camberwell
to Islington ; and if railway trains run to and fro

between them every quarter of an hour.”

Yet while condemning the attention of the average

man to what he calls “practical considerations,”

Arnold is, in the higher sense of the term, a lover

of practicality. Whether he is just to the “ mystic ”

is a debatable point that need not be discussed here.

But his dislike of any spiritual attitude that could

not be expressed in definite, concrete usefulness

is certainly to the point. No one has more admir-

ably disengaged from its pantheistic setting the

shrewd practicality of Emerson than he ; or ap-

praised more clearly the peculiar genius of Heine,

or the healing power of Wordsworth. The great

idealist in his view was always practical. His

dream-castles have solid foundations, though their

turrets may be in tne clouds.

One of the best proofs of Arnold’s practicality

lies in the sagacity of his educational proposals.

He was broad-minded, without being in the least

cranky in his views as to elementary education.

He would have the elements of French as well as

of Latin taught in the schools, and also the be-

ginning of natural sciences,

** We are all coming to be agreed,” he wrote, “ that an
entire ignorance of the system of nature is as grave a
defect in our children’s education as not to know there
was ever such a person as Charles the First.”

He pointed out how that no one in England was
taught to teach, while in France the State took
over with greater thoroughness every kind of educa-

tion, and exacted a higher standard of efficiency from
their teachers. He particularised L’feole Normal©
training coUeg© for teachers’ methods, for its ex-

cellence. At the same time, though he compared
greatly to its disadvantage the methodical and
desultory character of English University teaching

with the ordinary methods of the French University,

he was not blmd to the defects in some of the French
schools.

Most of us have come to believe now in the neces-

sity of systematic State education, and Arnold did

much to convert us by his writings. He admired
especially the methods of German education. The
French Universities he considered needed liberty;

the English needed sciences ; German Universities

had both. The University Extension Movement
owed its primary inspiration to Arnold ; and while

many of the reforms he advocated stiU remain to be
carried out, much has now been accomplished for

which he contended. There were no more liberal-

minded, clear-sighted educational reformers in

the Victorian era than he and Thomas Henry
Huxley.
In conclusion, something may be said of Arnold’s

philosophical position.

Has most important point in theological con-
troversy was the emphasis he laid upon a literary

interpretation of the Bible, as opposed to a scientific

interpretation. He has been criticised for en-
croaching as a layman upon the domain of the
professional philosopher ; but if lack of specialised

scholarship rendered of doubtful value some of
his conclusions, he was sufficiently equipped in
the main for the end he had in view—^that of dis-

engaging ethics from religion, and from freeing

current religion from its narrow dogmatic basis,

its gloom, and its vulgarity. Arnold’s treatment
of controversial subjects is not free from flippancy,

or from a certain oock-sureness. But in his fing]

conclusions, which are best described as pantheistic,

he arrived at a position which has many distin-

guished votaries to-day.

Of more practical importance perhaps is the
earnest, sincere, and essentially spiritual interpre-

tation of the Scriptures—destructive criticism not-

withstanding—and the striking moral beauty of

many passages in Literature and Dogma and Qod
and the Bible.

Of Robert Louis Stevenson’s work as a
romancer and as a poet mention has been made
elsewhere. There is not the same original force

and mtellectual body in his critical work that

we find in the great critics of the Bomantie
movement ;

but in freshness, grace, and indi-

viduality he has few rivals. Especially attrac-

tive is the personal, idiosyncratic note. He does

not lack either originality or depth; but these

things are not the main things that compel our

attention in Stevenson. What holds us most is

his engaging manner. Examine his agreeable

essays, Virginihus Puerisque and Pamiliar Studies

of Men and Boohs, and this quality wiU manifest

itself. Frequently we are reminded of Hazlitt,

Lamb, and Montaigne. Yet despite his obvious

indebtedness to these greater writers, there is an

individual flavour about Stevenson’s work—^the

flavour of an attractive personality. This is suffi-

cient compensation.

As a critic of books his originality is perhaps

more pronounced, but wise and large though many
of his utterances are, here again it is the pleasant

distinction of personality that gives salt and flavour

to them. There are many critics less brilliant,

less attractive in their speech, on whose judgment

we should place greater reliance. Sometimes, as

in the essay on Victor Hugo^s Romances, his own
temperament stands in the way; at other times,

as in his Thoreau article, there is a vein of wilful

oapriciousness, even of impish malice, that distorts

his judgment. Neither essays can be passed over,

and both are extremely interesting. One cannot

say they are satisfying. Stevenson does scant

justice to the extraordinary passion, the Titanic

strength of Hugo ; and in the case of Thoreau, he

dwells too harshly upon the less gracious aspects

of the “ poet-naturalist.”

It is only fair to say, however, that in the case of

Thoreau he made generous amends in the preface

to the GoUected JSJssays. Both the reconsidered

verdict and the original essay are highly charac-

teristic of the man. Other men have said equally

harsh things of Thoreau. Stevenson alone had

the fairness* the childlike frank spirit, to go back
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tipon himsell These are the things that endear \as

to Stevenson, and make it impossible to be angry
witn any of his paradoxes and extravagant capers.

Who but Stevenson would have written thus

:

“The most temperate of living critics once marked
a passage of ray own with a cross and the words, ‘ This
seems nonsense.’ It not only seemed, it was so. It

was a private bravado of my own which I had so often
repeated to keep up my spirits that I had ^rown at
last wholly to believe it, and had ended by setting down
as a contnbution to the theory of life.”

Touched by this confidence, one reads Stevenson

—especially the letters—^with a more discermng

eye, a more compassionate understanding; and
if at tunes one feels the presence of the Ariel too

strong and longs for a more human, less elfin per-

sonality, then the thought that we are dealing

with deliberate “ bravado ” may well check our im-

patience.

Men who suffer much are wont to keep up a
brave front by an appearance of indifference.

The stylist sometimes is an embarrassment to
Stevenson’s romances ; we feel he is so careful

about his literary appearances that the subject-

matter suffers. But his niceties of speech are aU
to the advantage of the essayist. Some readers

lament the “ Shorter Catechist ” note in some of

Stevenson’s 'prose writings. I cannot share this

feeling of disfavour. In the Lay Morals and
Christian Sermons^ the moralist is perhaps a shade
tiresome; but the Fables are wholly delightful;

and Jekyll and Hyde, if somewhat over-valued as

a work of art, assuredly loses none of its interest

and appeal because it happens to be a morality in

thin disguise. It seems to me that the “ Shorter

Catechist ” element in Stevenson is just the quality

that gave him so fine a griphold of hfe, and rein-

forced his art oy imparting a strain of idealism to

his work that gave it a body and power which
otherwise it would have lacked.

Among the critics in the closing years of the Vic-

torian era are several names of considerable interest.

George Henry Lewes (1817-1878) was a gifted

and versatile man of letters, who wrote an excellent

Life of Goethe, and touched with grace and dis-

tinction, if with fitful power, philosophy, fiction, and
criticism.

Harriet Martineau (1802-1876) proved a keen
and incisive critic of social politics. Of greater

importance was Walter Bagehot (1826-1877), a
fine economist who never lost sight of the human
equation; and a fresh and stimulating literary

critic, Richard Holt Hutton (1826-1897) of the

8pe<^aior.

As literary editor of the Spectator, Hutton wrote
criticism on most of the important tendencies of

his day and his critioisnos are wide and diverse.

Many of these have been reprinted, and although
there is a certain journalistic scrappiness about the
papers in Contemporary Thought and Thinkers (1894),
there are no few luminous suggestions, and a high
seriousness of treatment. He excelled especially

in ethical estimates. With genuine, if somewhat
restricted artistic sympathies, and a deeply religious

nature, he was particularly successful in detadhong
the thought and general attitude from a writer’s

work. Consequently, when the writer had a more
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or less definite philosophy of life, none happier than
Hutton in estimating and appraising it. One of his
best volumes of criticism is his Modem Guides of
English Thought in Matters of FaUh(l%%l)„ where he
reviews in turn the work and influence of Carlyle,
J. H. Newman, Matthew Arnold, George Eliot, and
Frederick Denison Maurice.

It is not in the least necessary to agree with the
theological affimties in his nature that drew him
to men hke Newman and Maurice, in order to
appreciate the psychological skill with which he
visualises and presents these personalities to us;
especially is this the case with the Newman Essay,
which for its insight into the unquestionable and
perple'v^cr o-p the man, is unexcelled by any
other c' • u t. ^ ‘a . of this Oxford thinker.

The strength and weakness of Carlyle’s religious

position again is most admirably and fairly analysed
and presented.

In his more purely literary essays, those on Words-
worth, Tennyson, Hawthorne, and Browning are
perhaps the best. Much has been written on these
great Victorians by other critics, more finely

sensitive to their artistic qualities, but no critique

with which I am familiar seizes with greater power
on what may be called the moral dynamics, than
Hutton. No doubt his weakness is to see life and
letters too much through a stained-glass window

;

and constitutional peculiarities stood in the way
of his doing full justice to such different writers as

SheUey and Dickens.

But allowing for a certain rigidity of outlook, he
is a broad and discerning critic.

As a rehgious thinker, he was an Anglican of the

Maurician type. Starting as a Unitarian, he came
under the influence of Maurice and became a
Churchman. The influence of Maurice was not

so strong in later years, and Newman’s influence to

an extent took its place, but though fascinated

by Newman’s personality, and immensely im-

pressed by his spiritual standpomt, he could never

reconcile himself to Newman’s ecclesiasticism.

Hutton’s theological essays are remarkably sug-

gestive and thoughtful.

If not one of our great critics, he is certainly one

of our most interesting ; for despite a rather dis-

concerting style, he rarely fails to arrest attention

by the brainwork which he put into his articles, and
to a high seriousness which never becomes porten-

tous or merely didactic ; and as an ethici force

in weekly journalism he accomplished a fine and
notable work.

There is nothing of the stained-glass window
about Sir Leslie Stephen’s (1882-1904) critical

writings. Hutton wrote primarily as a religious

moralist, Stephen as a thoughtful man of the world.

Hutton was peculiarly in sympathy with the Vic-

torian ideal in letters ; Stephen’s temperament is

more akin to the eighteenth century ; and some of

his best critical work treats of eighteenth century

writers. His studies of Johnson, of Swift, and of Pope

in the “English Men of Letters” series, his articles

on Sterne, Rousseau, Godwin and Shelley, Gray

and his school, are unsurpassed in modem critical

literature for their conciseness, their rationality,

their judicial urbanity. In two respects, how-

ever, Stephen resembled Hutton. He had little
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sympathy with the msthetic school of criticism,

distrusted literary impressionism, and always argues
his case thoroughly. If we do not agree with him,
he at any rate gives us chapter and verse for his likes

and dislikes in literature.

In the second place, he is more interested in
the quality of a man’s thought than in his form
of expression. He was admirably fitted for his

editorial management of the Dictwniary of Naiwnal
Biography, which he supervised from 1882 to 1891,
when owing to failing health he shared the control
with Sir Sidney Lee. The interest he invariably
took in the man behind his writings, his taste for

history, and his excellent scholarship, made him
especially fitted for the task of biographer. A dry
and pleasantly caustic humour added materially
to the agreeable quality of his essay work. The
same qualities that inform his essay work, character*
ise his more elaborate books ; English Thought in the

Eighteenth Century (1876-1878), and The English
Utilitarians (1900), where the greatness as well as
the littleness of the age, finds clear and convincing
expression.

A word must be said also for his personal apologia
—An Agnostic's Apology (1893) ; one of the frankest,

fairest, and most touching documents of its kind in
the language.

A critic of equal scholarship and insight, but
lesser performance, is H. D, Traill (1842-1900).
As a critic he excelled in satire, as, for instance, in
The New Lucian (1884), and in The New Humour,
and Other Essays. But even her© he scarcely did
ji^tice to the breadth of his powers, A more solid

piece of work is his Coleridge in the “ English Men of
Letters ” series, where ho is especially good in dealing
with Coleridge as a proseman and as a thinker.

Andrew Lang (1844r-1913) is a literary D’Ar-
ta^an in literature; he would edit a volume of
fairy stories or learnedly attack an historical myth

;

write on “ Spooks,” Mary Queen of Scots, or turn
a neat Ballad, with equal ease and equal gusto.
Probably the extent of his adventurous ranges in
literature, and the time given to journalistic

exigencies, will tell against the value of his work in

any particular direction. Many of his critical essays
make good reading ; they are written with knowledge
and enthusiasm

; but they bear the marks of hasty
writing, and give us little more than the efflores-

cence of the writer’s culture.

Richard Garnetj? (1835-1906) has neither the
versatility of Lang, nor the philosophic power of
Hutton or Stephen. He was more essentially a
scholarly man of letters like Traill, but differs from
himm having a more sensitive, poetic temperament.
As with Ruskin and many another writer, he found
better expression in prose than in verse, though
some of his lyrics are agreeable enough. His
criticism of Coleridge, for instance, is a beautiful
piece of work, finely sensitive to the imaginative
greatness of his subject. No man had a finer liter-

ary palate than he where poetry was concerned.
Excelling especially in the historical side of literary

development, are Stopford Brooke, George Saints-
bury, William Courthope, and Edmund Gosse.

Br. Stoppord Brooke (1842), hk© Garnett, has a
strongly poetic imagination, and is at his best when
dealii^ with poetry. No one has written with more

insight and sympathy than he on the pre-Chaucerian
period of English verse, and on the poets of the
Romantic Revival ; while his primer on TnngliVh

Literature is a model of its kind. His critical

writings are many and various, being marked
always by enthusiasm for his subject. In his work
dealing with modem literary developments, his

essay on Blake, his various essays on Bhelley, that
on Rossetti, and his elaborate study of Tennyson
merit particular attention.

Dr. William Courthope (1842) is best remem-
bered for his fine scholarly History of English Poetry
(1895-1909). His own temperamental taste makes
him especially happy when deahng with the
eighteenth century; and h© is as happy when
dealmg with the Augustans as is Stopford Brooke
when dealing with the Romantics.

Prof. George E. B. Saintsbury (1845) is an
invaluable writer for the literary student ; un-
approachable in his extensive and exhaustive

knowledge of the general development of English
Literature. If his critical writings lack the charm
and the lucidity that we find in other literary

historians, he has no peer, far less any rival, in the
extent of his learning and in the catholicity of his

taste. No student can afford to ignore his masterly
Short History of English Literature, his History of

Criticism and Literary Taste in Europe, or his

less ambitious but equally penetrating work on
Elizabethan Literature. In tracing the historical

development of various schools, in dealing with

matters of prosody, he is peculiarly happy. When
he leaves the historical background for the lighter

texture of the Essay, his marked preferences and
prejudices are indulged to a much greater extent,

and the dogmatic way with which he lays about him
is naturally irritating to those whose idols he ruth-

lessly tumbles from their pedestals. Yet, even here,

he is stimulating, and the greater liveliness of style,

flashes of humour, and out of the way knowledge

make his critical essays always worth reading.

Among these may be mentioned his Corrected

Impressions ,* and his Essays in English Literature

(1780-1860).

His delightful essay on Cobbett, for imtance,

is quite the best thing on that provocative yet

attractive man that has been written.

Grace, wit, and distinction are the prevailing

qualities in the work of Edmund Gosse (1849).

He is a critic of flexible sympathies, as the personal

estimates in his Modem English Literature, and
his sympathetic Study of Ibsen (on© of the first

of its kind) testify; and he has a remarkable

gift for psychological portraiture. This gift is the

most happily expressed in his noteworthy fiction

Pother and Son. Mention must be mad© also of

his agreeable and accomplished verse.

Other critics, of more modest and restricted

accomplishment, are Henry Morley (1822-1894),

a painstaking literary historian ; William Sharp,

whose best work lies in his imaginative prose;

WilliamMjnto (1 845-1893) ; Canon Ainger (1837-

1904), who deserves the affection and respect

of all lovers of Lamb and Crabbe ; John Churton
Collins (1848-1908); and Frederick Furnivall
(1826-1913), ©specially noteworthy for his scholarly

studies of Early and Middle-Englkhi literature.
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On the philological side, the names of Professor

W. Skbat (1835-1912), and Edward Arber,
deserve special remembrance. Among classical

scholars who have done much to kmdle enthusiasm

for the masterpieces of Greek and Roman literature

are H. A. J. Munro, with his Lucretius; John
CoNiNGTON (1825-1869), with his prose translation

of the Mneid ; Sir John Rhys (1840), whose Cdtic

Heathendom (1886) is a worthy supplement to Lady
Charlotte Guest’s Mahinogion (1849); Professor

Mackaid (1859), who has done much to make us

appreciate the intimate spirit of Latin literature,

«nd Professor Gilbert Murray (1866), who has

done the same for Greek letters. The name of

Professor John Pentland Mahafpy (1839-1915),

is more particularly associated with the social

aspect of Greek life.

In an age of specialisation, it is natural that

critics with marked temperamental affinities should

mark out special fields for their labours

:

Edward Dowden (1843-1913), one of our best

analytical critics of romanticism; Lord Moeley
(1838), unexcelled for his studies in French litera-

ture, and always a fine and distinguished com-
mentator on anything pertaining to life and letters

;

Professor Raleigh (1861), with his imaginative

insight into the adventurous spirit of the Eliza-

bethan age;* and Austin Dobson (1840), who has

revealed the manners of the eighteenth century,

while Leslie Stephen has revealed its morals.

W. E. Henley (1849-1903) specialises in critical

portraiture and in his power of visualising is akin

fco Gosse, though in tone and temper he is more like

Jeffrey and the earlier reviewers. He had flashes

of brilliant insight, and wrote with force and
vitality; but much of his work is unsatisfactory

by reason of its hard, superficial brilliance and
ungenerous temper.

As a last illustration from the notable gallery

of Victorian critics, we may take Theodore Watts-
Dunton (1832-1914). As a personality he does

not belong to the primary men ; he is inferior to

Ruskin and Carlyle in driving force ; and lacks

that arresting distinction that draws us to Matthew
Arnold and Stevenson, and, to a lesser extent, to

Walter Pater, But for a keen sagacity into com-
parative values, he has no rival and few peers.

As an illustration of his analytical cunning, take

the passage on Absolute and Relative Humour :

15 That an apprehension of incongruity is the basis of
both relative and absolute humour is no doubt true
enough ; but while in the case of relative humour it is

the incongruity of some departure from the normal, in
the case of absolute humour it is the sweet incongruity
of the normal itself. Relative humour laughs at the
breach of the accustomed laws of nature and the con-
ventional laws of man, which laws it accepts as final.

Absolute humour (comparing them unconsciously with
some ideal standard of its own, or with that ideal or
noumenal or spiritual world behind the cosmic show)
sees the incongruity of those very laws themselves

—

laws which are the relative humourist’s standard.
Absolute humour, in a word, is based on metaphysics

—

relative humour on experience. A child can become a
relative humourist by adding a line or two to the nose
of Wellington, or by reversmg the nose of the Venus
de Medici. The absolute humourist has so long been
Baying to himself, * What a whimsical idea is the human

nose !
’ that he smiles the smile of Anarcharsis at the

child’s laughter on seeing it turned upside down. So
with convention and its codes of etiquette—from the
pompous harlequinade of royalty—^the ineffable ginger-
bread of an aristocracy of names without office or
culture, down to the Draconian laws of Philisfcia and
bourgeois respectability ; whatever is a breach o* the
local'laws of the game of social life, whether the lawa
be those of a village pothouse or of Mayfair ; whether
it displays an ignorance of matters of familiar know-
ledge, these are the quarry of the relative humourist.
The absolute humourist, on the other hand, as we sea
in the greatest masters of absolute humour, is so per-
petually overwhelmed with the irony of the entire game,
cosmic and human, from the droll little conventions of
the village pothouse to those of London, of Paris, of
New York, of Pekin—^up to the apparently meaningless
dance of the planets round the sun—up again to that
greater and more meaningless waltz of suns round the
centre—^he is so dehghted^with the delicious foolishness
of wisdom, the conceited ignorance of knowledge, the
grotesqueness even of the standard of beauty itself,

above all, with the whim of the absolute humourist
Nature, amusing herself, not merely with her monkeys,
her flamingoes, her penguins, her dromedaries, but with
these more whimsical creatures still—these ‘bipeds’
which, though * featherless,’ are proved to be not
‘plucked fowls* ; these proud, high-thinking organisms
—stomachs with heads, arms, ana legs as useful' appen-
dages—^these countless little *me*s,* so all alike and
yet so unlike, each one feeling, Imowing itself to be
the me, the only true original me, round whom all other
me^s revolve—so overwhelmed is the absolute humourist
With the whim of all this—^with the incongruity, that
is, of the normal itself—^with the ‘almighty joke’ of
the Cosmos as it is—^that he sees nothing ‘ funny ’ in
departures from laws which to him are in themselves
the very quintessence of fun. , . . With Charles Lamb
he feels, in short, that humour ‘does not go out with
life ’

; and in answer to Elia’s question, ‘ Can a ghost
laugh ? * he says, ‘ Assuredly, if there be ghosts at all,’

for he is as unable as Soame Jenyns himself to imagine
that even the seraphim can be perfectly happy without
a perception of the ludicrous.”

What relation does Mr. Watts-Dimton’s original

work, his verse and his fiction, bear to his critical

essays ? They are, to a considerable extent, concrete

illustrations of the author’s abstract theorising.

Aylwin IS an elaborate and lengthy foot-note to

the cntic’s happy generahsation in The Renascence

of Wonder, The Coming of Love is a metrical and
concrete version of the speculative ideas that under-
lie Aylwin. It is not given to every thinker to
thus annotate his own felicities ; and, having
preached, to proceed to practice. Even as it stands
(and Aylwin was onginally far longer), the book
suffers from superabundance of matter. But de-

spite its excessive length and a consequent occa-

sional failure of grip, it is a fine performance, full

of cultured thought and an astonishing insight into

gypsy life.

Freshness, technical skill, and alert mentality
distinguish all his verse, and occasionally in one or

two of his sonnets there are touches of high beauty.

But, curiously enough, there is less of the romantic
magic in his poetry than there is in his prose

romance, Aylmn, and less in his fiction than in his

criticism.

It is as a critic that Watts-Dunton will be best

remembered; in other departments he has many
competitors, and it is impossible to adjudge him a
place in the front rank. As a critic he has few
superiors in English Literature.
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INTRODUCTION
The general drift and particular fluctuations of

speculative thought in the nineteenth century, can
be gathered by all thoughtful students of English

letters from the poetry, the fiction, and the critical

essay work of the age Calvinistio evangeHoalism,

for instance, that flourished in its earlier years, is

reflected in the poetry of Burns and the hymns of

Cowper, while its influence is clearly apparent in

the earlier novels of Dickens and George Eliot,

more faintly so in the outlook of Macaulay, and
insistently so in Carlyle's view of life. Ruskin’s

strict evangelical training left ineffaceable im-

pressions upon his mode of thought—although,

like Carlyle, he shook off its dogmatic trappings

—

while Browning’s religious poetry owes more to

evangelicalism than to any other theological school.

The effect of the so-called “ Oxford Movement ”

an4 of neo-Catholicism, found also remarkable

though less wide expression in letters ; it coloured

the writings of Froude, and is closely interwoven

with the poetry of the pre-Raphaelite school

—

indifferent as many of the singers were to its

theological implications—while in fiction it bore fruit

in the novels of Charlotte Yonge and the mystical

fiction of J. H. Shorthouse. A third development

of philosophic speculation—^rationalism, may be

traced in the historical work of men like Seeley and
Lecky ;

in the later novels of George Ehot, and in

the work of modern men of letters such as Meredith

and Hardy.
So much roughly for the influence of speculative

thought on letters. What of its influence on other

expressions of our life ?

The practical tendency of Evangelicalism is to

find expression in moral reform, of Tractarianism

in art, of Rationalism in social politics.

The Church in the late eighteenth century had
been roused from its apathy by those fiery souls,

the two Wesleys and their co-worker, Whitfield.

And in the opening years of the nineteenth century

the most vigorous personalities in the religious

world were men of the same type. To speak of the

speculative thought of the Evangelicals is like the

contents of that famous chapter “ Snakes in

Iceland—^There are no snakes in Iceland,”

There is practically no speculative thought in

Evangelicalism; for the human reason was con*

sidered incapable of dealing with these high matters.

There was the Infallible Book—^with the rule of

life set forth clearly, for all who cared to see, and
the Evangehcals found sufficient emotional ex-

pression along moral and social channels. Here,
indeed, notable work was accomplished, as the
names of Wilberforce and Clarkson and Elizabeth
Fry bear eloq^uent witness. In social history the
Evangelioals did much, but in intellectual histoiy

their place is an insignificant one, and their con-

tempt for culture and art, the narrowness of their

outlook, put them out of sympathy with a great
body of refined and intelligent men and women.
They never lacked great preachers, and in Scot-

land especially, the names of the fervid Robert Hall,

and that &ie administrative genius, Thomas
Chalmers, remind us of the best traditions of the
elder Puritans that moulded English life in the
seventeenth century. But historical and philo-

sophical problems and their bearing upon theology

concerned them little.

Speculative thought in current theology began
to stir now in two directions. On the one hand
we have the so-called “ Noetic School ” headed
by Whately, a hard-headed thinker of the matter-

of-fact type, who did vigorous work in destructive

criticism, exposing the narrowness of the Evangelicals

and turnmg attention to historical methods. His
weakness and those of his followers lay in the lack

of that spiritual fervour which the great Evan-
gelicals undoubtedly possessed. Yet he was a re-

markable personality with a clear brain, and a
trenchant wit, and certainly helped to bring about

the reaction against the Evangelical supremacy.

A more potent and far-reaching influence was
that of Coleridge and his Scots allies, Thomas
Erskine and Edward Irving, who brought back
mysticism into English theology, and assisted in

pouring the wine of German philosophy into the

worn-out wine-skins of orthodox Anglicanism

—

often, it must be admitted, with the result of bursting

the wme-skins.

Coleridge’s influence, then, was two-fold ; on his

mystical and poetical side he favoured the growth

of the High Church or Tractarian movement ; on
his dialectical side he brought about the birth of

the Broad Church movement.
In dealing with both these movements, it will

be necessary to confine ourselves to those sides

that touched most closely life and letters. Already

we have seen in treating of Romanticism how
important a part Medisevalism played both in

verse and fiction ; and a modern historian—Pro-

fessor Gates of New York—^has significantly said

that “ the Oxford Movement was in its essence an
attempt to reconstruct the Enghsh Church in

harmony with this romantic (mediaeval) ideal.”

Scott tried to recapture the external splendour

of the Middle Ages ; Coleridge its mystical beauty

;

Newman its ecclesiastical hierarchy

The great names connected with the new CathoHo

movement are John Henry Newman, John Keble,

W. G. Ward, Edward Bouvene Pusey. As Newman
has traced the beginning of the movement to John
Keble, who he said had made the English Church

poetical—^upon Keble and his influence we ma^
dwell at this juncture.
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JTOHN Keble (1792-1866) was Professor of Poetry

at Oxford, and an Anglican preacher. In his

capacity as pastor he gave his famous discourse on
National Apostacy (1833), which, in Newman’s view,

started the movement of the “ Thirties.”

Keble was a simple, sweet-natured soul, with

no great power of thought and little originality

;

and his influence was almost entirely a personal

one. His sensitive and pious mind absorbed

eagerly floating ideas as to the authority of the

Church in pre-Reformation times ; and in his

Christian Year we have a poetical expression of

his saintly ideals, which appeal so strongly to

men hke Newman.
Keble gives us the emotional atmosphere of the

movement; for its dialectics we must turn to

others—and in the first place to John Henry
Newman.
John Henry, Cardinal Newman (1801-1890)

was the eldest son of a London banker, whose
fortunes seriously declined during the financial

crisis of 1815 ; and his mother, of French Protestant

descent, brought up her family to revere the work
of such men as Scott and Newton, as well as to love

their Bible.

From a school at Ealing, Newman went up to

Trinity College, Oxford, took his degree in 1820, and
in 1823 was elected to an Oriel fellowship. Of his

life at this time the late W. E. Gladstone thus

records :
“ When 1 was an undergraduate of Oxford,

Dr. Newman was looked upon rather with prejudice

as, what is termed, a low churchman, but was very
much respected for his character and his known
ability,” and “without ostentation or effort, but
by simple excellence, he was constantly drawing
undergraduates more and more around him.” In
1824 Newman was ordained to the curacy of St.

Clement’s, Oxford, and four years later appointed
vicar of St. Mary’s.

But Newman was fast breaking away from the

old evangelical traditions, and a tour with Hurrell

Froude to the south of Europe in 1832 helped to

fix more firmly the growing idea that his mission

was to revive a more Catholic spirit in the Church
of England. The well-known hymn, Lead, kindly

Light, was written in 1833, while journeying back to

England from this tour. On his return he threw
himself into the Tractarian movement, inaugurated

by Keble, and set to work upon the Tracts for the

Times—^his own Tract XC appearing in 1841.

With the mental and spiritual forces now in

conflict, Newman decided that he could not con-

scientiously remam at St. Mary’s, so in 1843 he
resigned his cure and retired to Littlemore. In
1846, “ I was hard at work,” he tells us, “ on the

Essay of Doctrinal Development, As I advanced,
my view cleared. . . . Before I got to the end I

resolved to be received, and the book remains in

the state in which it was then, unfinished.” Thias

in October 1846, Newman found a haven in the
Roman Catholic Church, “ after many storms ”

After his reception he spent some time in Rome,
and returned to Birmingham during the cholera

epidemic of 1848, and at once devoted himself to

the sick poor of that city. As founder and first

superior of the Community of St. Phihp Neri, he

settled in Edgbaston, where he passed the remamdei
of his life, and died in 1890.

Newman’s imagination was more deeply poetic

than was Keble’s ; and m addition he had a power
of speculative thought alien to the author of the
Christian Year,

Newman, says one of his severest critics,^ is like

Mill, a lover of clear, definite, tangible statements.
There is no danger with him of losing ourselves in

that mystical haze which irritates and bewilders the
ordinary common sense of mankind. Indeed, his

own admissions support his critic’s contention.

From the age of fifteen, he tells us, dogma had been
the fundamental principle of his religion. Litera-

ture was his enemy, because by literature he meant
the anti-dogmatic principle—the principle which
would convert rehgion mto a sentiment, and there-

fore for him into a dream, a mockery. No one, of

course, could be more sensitive to the mysterious
element m theology, but in his view dogma is not
the less definite for being mysterious.

Let us notice some special points about Newman’s
personality as revealed in literature, whichmay serve

to explain his remarkable mfluence.

In the first place, his hterary style expressed most
admirably the temper and tone of the writer. It

was a beautiful style—not beautiful with the rhy-

thmic opulence of Ruskin ; nor with the grace-

ful urbanity of Arnold ; nor with the fantastic

suggestiveness of De Quincey ; but beautiful with

a limpid lucidity, a chastened eloquence, a gentle

persuasiven^.
None have written more happily about his style

than Hutton

:

“He never said anything more characteristic than
when he expressed his^ conviction that though there
are a hundred di£6culties in faith, into all of which
he could enter, the hundred difiSculties are not equal
to a single doubt. That saying is most characteristic

of his style, which seems to be sensitive in the highest

degree to a multitude of hostile influences which are

at once appreciated and resisted, while one predominaiit
and over-ruling power moves steadily on.”

Reading Newman’s temperament through his

delightfully pellucid style, we are struck by certain

personal characteristics which help to explain the

deep and far-reaching influence of the man.
First, I thmk, a peculiar power of sensitive

sympathy.
His was not a dominating personality that sweeps

everything before it. There are men—poets, social

reformers—^who are possessed by a few vital

ideas, see those ideas under the brilliant light of

enthusiasm to the exclusion of others, and make
their mark in the world through their superb one-

sidedness.

There is need of such men always. The great

reformer is ever such an one, and much of the
practical and constructive work of the world is done
by such men.

There are others, critical by nature, who are

keenly sensitive to the pros and cons, and whose
subtle intellects expose them to difficulties of which
the average man knows nothing. Newman was a

man of this kind. None knew better than he that

I Leslie Stephen, Agnostie^s Apology,
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some kind of active faith was essential to a man who
wishes to do some genuine work in life. He ap-
preciated the paralysing effect of doubt: he was
alive to the criticism of the scoffer, that religion

makes little difference to many men’s lives. He
knew the seductive power of the senses, for he was
an artist in his own way, and the possibilities of

human nature for good and evil appalled him.
And a good deal that he wrote which seemed

hesitating and casuistical, which provoked men of

simpler, rougher natures, was due to his sensitive-

ness to every form of intellectual difficiilty and to

subtle moral temptations, and to his desire to meet
them as far as possible.

And this brings me to the second characteristic

of Newman : his 'passionate sincerity*

In stating this I am aware that I am on a highly

controversial ground. He is held by some to have
justified his theological and ecclesiastical position

at the expense of his intellectual honesty. Many
excellent men have held this—^men so far apart as

Charles Kingsley and Leslie Stephen. Therefore

the charge cannot be met by mere denial or evasion.

Let us briefly examine the scope and character

of Newman’s important works. That will help us
to understand his character better.

First of all there are the Tracis, by which he en-

deavoured to fix a via media between Romanism
and Protestantism and to vindicate the Anglo-

Catholic position. That he attempted to read mto
the “ Thirty-nine Articles ” more than they could

fairly bear he would have admitted. Enthusiasm
often leads a man to defend an indefensible position,

but it does not follow that he is not perfectly

sincere in his defence. He would have failed m
sincerity if, on finding the weakness of his position,

he had remained in the Anglican Church. This he
did not do, and it cost him a bitter pang to follow

the logical results of his own reasoning.

After his conversion, Newman published some
remarkable books. The first, his Autobiography—
his spiritual autobiography—Apologia pro Vita

Sua (
1866 ), perhaps the most significant of his

writings. The keynote of the truth may be found
in this statement

;

** From the age of fifteen, dogma has been the funda-
mental principle of my religion. I know no other
religion : I cannot enter into the idea of any other sort

of religion. Religion as a mere sentiment is to me a
dream and a mockery.”

Here we have a very distinct point of view, and
one that must he thoroughly grasped before we
proceed further. There are three types of mind to

which dogma appeals in a quite different way.
The first may be called the passionate ; the second

the contemplative! the third, the critical tempera-

ment*

The passionate temperament is an impulsive one.

Feeling here is intense and predominant, where the

overpowering need is felt of some great co-ordinat-

ing power outside ourselves to leash the impulses

together and to give directing force to the character.

St. Augustine, St. Francis d’Assisi, John Knox,
John Bimyan, and Newman are examples of this

type.

To such natures religion, when iu appeals, must
appeal as some external authority. Faith must
express itself in a ritual belief crystallised into a
dogma. Knowing the weaknesses of human nature,
having gauged the cross-currents which deflect the
will first this way and then that, conscious of the
passion of inward effort to decide first hand in the
great problems of life, they turn with a sigh of

relief and aspiration towards some great Church
that has continued down the ages ; or towards
some great Book that shall decide the questions that

have bewildered and amazed them.
Obedience is one of the first duties they strive

after. Those who trust to a Church rather than to

a Book are Catholic ; the Protestant turns to the

Book as the external authority needed In New-
man’s case, of course, it was “ the Church ” that

appealed as an authority that quieted all question-

ings as the reputed medium of supernatural grace.

With all his powerful intellect, with all his critical

appreciation, he felt the necessity in his religious

life for some external authority on which he could

depend. Self-reliance in spiritual matters looked

to him like puerile oocksureness.

The contemplative temperament is that of the

Oriental mystic, whose instinct for the things that

are unseen is so strong that he feels no need to

resolve it into terms of logic To the onlooker his

attitude may seem incomprehensible, because of

its essential subjectivity. But to the man himself

his religion is as real and vital as the processes of

his own body No pontifical Church appeals to

him ; no special Sacraments claim his attention

;

for the whole Universe for him glows with spiritual

fire ; and Nature herself is his high-priest.

** The science of the Sufis,” says a Persian philosopher
of the eleventh century,i ” aims at detaching the heart
from all that is not God, and at giving to it for sole

occupation the meditation of the divme being. . . .

Just as the understanding is a stage of human life in

which an eye opens to discuss various intellectual

objects uncomprehended by sensation
; just so in the

prophetic the sight is illumined by a light which un-
covers hidden things and objects which the intellect

fails to reach. The chief properties of prophetism are
perceptible only during the transport by those who
embrace the Sufi life. The prophet is endowed with
qualities to which you possess nothing; analogous, and
which consequently you cannot possibly understand.
How should you know their true nature ?—^what one
can comprehend ? But the transport which one attains

by the method of the Sufis is like an immediate per-
ception, as if one touched the objects with one’s hand.”

The third temperament—^the critical one—^is

obviously that of the scientific mind, that rejects

dogma because it holds it superfluous, not since it

accounts it mischievous. Clear intellectual com-
prehension is at once its test and its ideal. What
cannot be verified by human experience is un-
trustworthy to such a mind. In such tempera-

ments mentality is strong, emotionalism weak.

“The contemplation of God and nothing but it,”

wrote Newman, “ is able to open and relieve the mind ;

to unlock, occupy and fix our affections. It is this

feeling of simple and absolute confidence and com-

1 Quoted by Professor William James, Varieties of

BeUgiotis Experiences*
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munion which soothes and satisfies those to whom it is

vouchsafed. We know that even our nearest friends

enter into us but partially, and hold intercourse with

us only at times, whereas the consciousness of a perfect

and enduring presence, and it alone, keeps our heart

open. If it be not bold to say it—^He who is infinite

alone can be its measure. He alone can answer to that

mysterious assemblage of feehngs and thoughts which

it ‘has within it.”

This may have been written by a fanatic : by a

sceptic—^no. The dogmatic principle which he

asserts so passionately in his Apologia is worked out

with brilhant elaboration m two books

—

The De^

velopment of Christian Doctnne (1845), and A
Grammar of Assent (1870).

The Development of Christian Doctrine takes as

its thesis the familiar principle of the gradual

development that accompanies necessarily the

growth of every doctrine or institution. Such de-

velopment is hinted at indeed in such parables as

the grain of mustard seed, and makes justifiable

havoc of certain popular Protestant arguments.

This historical use made of the evolutionary idea

anticipates to some extent Spencer’s work New-
man’s argument, however, that, in order to ^s-

tinguish correct development from false, an in-

fallible authority outside the development is re-

quired, stands on quite another footing, and no one

has dealt more trenchantly with it than the German
theologian, Dr. Pfleiderer

:

“If Christianity is, as a whole, a revelation, the

results of its development must share the guarantee

of its credentials. Revealed religion is distinguished

from Natural by the very fact that it substitutes the

voice of a Law-giver^—an objective authority. Apostle,

Pope, or Church—for the voice of conscience. In

Protestantism this authority is the Bible ; but as it

can be proved that this authority is insufiScient, we
must conclude that this required living and present

source of revelation can only be the infallible arbiter

of all true doctrines—the Church. Nor is personal-

judgment precluded by this infallible authority ,but is only

limited to its proper range and preserved from error.

Wemust allow that this defence (following in the footsteps

of the German Catholic theologian Mohler) of theprinoij^e

of Catholic tradition and authority is conducted very

cleverly. It rests, all the same, upon a great fallacy.
^

The
fact is overlooked that the alleged infallible authority is

itself a product of the general development, and that it

participates in its changes, and is therefore subj'ect,

like every historical phenomenon,
_

to the^ law of re-

lativity. Moreover, the false traditional idea of de-

velopment is throughout taken for granted—^namety,

that development consists solely in positive growth,

in an extension and more complete definition of older

truth ; we hear nothing of the great fact, that develop-

ment has also a negative aspect, that new truth does not

come merely as an addition to the old, but often abro-

gates the old, so that in reality there is^ accomplished

in it the continuous criticism of mind in the process

of its development. We readily grant that this process

does not go on without obedience to an inner law of

rationality ; but precisely because reason is realised in

the process of historic development, it does not require

a special infallible institution to guide it,^ which can

only become an impediment to the living spirit.” i

But, criticism apart, Newman’s essay is an ex-

tremely mstmotive one, raising many questions of

practical interest, such as how far Christianity as

taught to-day is the genuine outcome of primitive

l Development of Theohgym

customs ; how far our preservative additions, our
doctrmes, and our losses are corruptions ; how
far fairly derived.

In A Grammar of Assent Newman elaborated a
principle derived probably from Keble, that re-

ligious conviction rests on emotional, not on in-

tellectual grounds. That, further, these grounds
cannot be theoretically proved, or logically justified,

probability being converted into certainty by a
voluntary assent.

The doctnne of probability is borrowed and de*

veloped from Butler, and Newman certainly has

much to say that is stimulatmg and suggestive.

There is a profound psychological truth in his

contention that our opinions are so largely affected

by instinctive prepossessions, temperamental hkes

and dishkes, and that, estimating our view, these

peculiarities of our mental constitution, which no
arguments can alter, must be taken into considera-

tion :

“ I do not like thee, Dr. Fell

;

The reason why I cannot tell.”

The subjective and idiosjuicratio character of

emotional certainty is, however, insufficient on
which to build a theology. It may serve as a rule

of faith to its possessor, but it holds no validity for

others, imless it can appeal also to historical data

or logical argument.

What was there about Kingsley’s charge of dis-

honesty, and Huxley’s suggestion of moral jugglery ?

If Newman’s position was a faithful expression of

his own—^the passionate temperament—^how can

he have provoked such widespread distrust ? The
reason for this will appear if we scrutmise his

dialectics. When he argues that it is by imagina-

tion rather than by reason that we reach the truth,

and that our deepest convictions cannot find ade-

quate intellectual symbols, most of us will admit

the force of his pleading, and warmly assent. We
may even assent to the high importance with which

he rates the dogmatic principle ; taking tempera-

ments such as his into account But the dogmatic

principle is one thing, the truth of specific dogmas

quite another. These are matters, surely, for his-

torical criticism. Imagination may transcend reason

—^but that is not to say it can dispense with it Here

comes in the weakness of Newman’s position.
^

He
did not say : The Athanasian Creed appeals irre-

sistibly to my imagination ; to discuss it as an in-

tellectual statement, therefore, seems to be super-

fluous. If so, the issue would have been a simple one.

That is what the mystic does. But Newman’s

intellect was a subtle and restless one ; he was for

ever trying to justify on logical grounds what he

had always accepted on intuitive pounds. Hewas
not consciously dishonest in this ; there was no

dehberate insincerity. Otherwise he would not

have shown hi® cards so ingenuously ; he would not

have so frankly provided us with the weapons

with which to confute him. But a reasoner who,

having arrived at certain conclusions without the

aid of logic, suddenly invokes logic to ji^tify these

conclusions, should not complain if this tortuous

method arouses suspicion in plain, straightforward

minds as to his hona fides.
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The fact is that Newman’s emotional appetite

constantly desired every manner of external assist-

ance, whether of creed or ritual, to satisfy it. And
he confounded a matter of idiosyncrasy with a
matter of conscience.

Yet there is much in Newman’s writings that is

both true and profound, much that gives a pleasant
pasturage to the fancy, and a noble stimulus to the
imagination. He is an agreeable and fascinating

companion by the way so long as we do not trust

him as a guide.

Edward Bouvbrie Pxjsey (1800-1882) is no more
reliable than Newman in theological controversy,

for, despite his even more extensive learning, he
makes no real use of it whenever his arguments lead

up to Church authority and tradition. Lacking
Newman’s probing intellect, he did not even go so

far as to try to reconcile faith and reason. His
imagination was far less sensitive ; and although he,

like Newman, was honest and sincere enough, he is

even more of the special pleader. In almost every

way he is inferior to Newman ; he is far less attrac-

tive as a personality, more questionable in his

methods, and immeasurably inferior as a literary

craftsman.

Other interesting figures of lesser note in the

Tractarian movement, but none the less of genuine

interest, are Richard Httrrbll Ebottdb, Dean
Church, Canon Liddoh, and W. G. Ward.
Hurrbll Froude (1803-1836) was a man of bril-

Kant parts who survives rather as a memory, for

he died early, leaving nothing by which he could

be fairly judged. He was a great friend of New-
man’s, wrote two of the Tracts for the Times, and
some fair verse. But his personal influence far

transcends his literary.

W1X4LIAM George Ward (1812-1882) was another

personality with great inteEeetual gifts, personal

charm, and indifferent literary parts. He was one
of the most influential Enghsh Catholics after

Newman.
Richard WilliamChurch (1815-1 890),the friend

of Newman, is second only to him m literary skill

and charm. Certainly he is the most distinguished

literary figure of the High Church party. He has
written a clear and succinct account of the Oxford
Movement and some monographs of the first order

on Dante, Spenser, and Bacon. Here he shows the

fullest appreciation of those diverse personalities.

While never indiscriminate in praise, he can be both
delicately sympathetic and coolly judicial— com-
bination of qualities as rare as it is welcome.

The last notable figure of the movement is that

of Henry Parry Liddon (1829-1890), who was a
fine orator, a cultured scholar, but negligible as a
thinker; for he simply ignored in his writings—^for

instance, his Bampton Lectures on The Divimty of
Jesus (1867)—other lines of speculative thought
outside of the High Church position.

Among the English Catholics who were aflected

by, but were not of, the Tractarian movement, are
Cardinal Manising (1808-1892) and Cardinal Wise
man (1802-1865)—^the original of Bishop Blougram—^whose novel T'dbiola (1854), a story of the Church
of the Catacombs, enjoyed a European popularity.

Wiseman was an able and genial man, but a poor

literary craftsman. Manning was one of the TTigh
Anglicans who passed over to Rome, though he did
not belong to the Tractarian group. He is better

known as a man of affairs than as a thinker or
writer.

Samuel Wilberpobcb (1805-1873), the famous
Bishop of Oxford, was a moderate High Churchman,
less by reason of any reasoned position than by force

of a temperament that was practical and prone to

compromise. He was an effective preacher, a good
administrator, and a witty conversationalist, and
in writing is most notable for his controversial

articles in the Quarterly Review. As a thinker he
is a clever, versatile, shallow man, and the part he
played in theDarwm controversy is neither creditable

to his taste nor his fair-mindedness.

There is no theological movement comparable
with the Tractarian or neo-Catholic movement in

its far-reaching influence on Art and Letters and
the Life of the day. But the “ Broad Church ”

movement can claim many distinguished adherents,

and certainly ranks second.

Strictly speaking, this movement is composed of

two sections, the first of which concentrated rather

on social activities and centred round Maurice and
Kingsley; the second, being more strictly intel-

lectual, centring round Mark Pattison and Jowett.

In the social wmg may be numbered P. D. Maurice,

C. Kingsley, and F. W. Robertson.
Fbederic3k: Denison Maurice (1805- 872) was a

man of considerable personal charm and beauty of

character, and a thinker whose intellectual power
was far in excess of his clarity of presentment.

Maurice’s fundamental contention is that mysti-

cism and rationalism are not incompatible, and his

life is evidence to the harmony of a deep, living

faith with a fair and candid examination of facts,

illustrated by much that is profoundly suggestive,

if never wholly satisfying. His indebtedness to

Coleridge is obvious, and he has both the weakness
and strength of his master. But his passionate

attachment to the Enghsh Church does lead him
into many ambiguities, and we are conscious, as

we are m Newman, of the special pleader.

With slighter intellectual equipment is Frederick
William Robertson (1816-1853), the greatBrighton
preacher, a much clearer exponent of the Broad
Church position, especially in its social implications.

His spiritual feeling is not a whit less inferior to

Maurice’s, but he is not disturbed by those subtleties

which Maurice tried faithfully but unsuccessfully

to unravel, and he gets to the root of the subject

with admirable precision and definiteness.

Both Kingsley and Robertson, though inferior

in original power to Maurice, excelled him as direct

forces. Maurice is the leader of the Christian Social

movement, but Kingsley was its populariser, and
proved the more potent personality ; while Robert-

son presented with supreme clarity the intimate

connection between poetry and hfe, which Maunce
felt and suggested but was never able to actualise.

The somewhat vague phrase “ Christian Socialist,”

first identified with Maurice and his school, was in

point of fact an attempt to realise in economic

terms the contention of Coleridge that Christianity

is a life and not a creed. If Christianity was to be
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a force in modern life, it must concern itself with the

pressing problems brought about by the unequal

distribution of wealth ; it must, in short, inspire the

conditions of this life, and not merely talk at large

about another hfe. Economically it sympathises

with the Collectivist theory that in the mid century

was displacing the old Utilitarian Individualism.

But its exponents were not committed to any par-

ticular school of economic thought, and were essen-

tially eclectic.

Passing now to the more exclusively intellectual

wing of the Broad Church movement, we note the

names of Dean Stanley, Mark Pattison, Benjamin
Jowett, and Bishop Colenso.

Arthur Penrhyn Stanley (1815-1881), whom
Carlyle once referred to as “ knocking holes in the

Church of England,” showed his broad-mindedness

by his treatment of ecclesiastical history. He was
a picturesque and vigorous writer, and a man of

wide sympathies, who, like so many of his school,

never pressed his rationalistic methods to their

logical conclusion. Huxley’s description of him,

despite its humorous exaggeration, undoubtedly hit

oS happily this failing :

“ Stanley could believe in anything of which he had
seen the supposed site, but was sceptical where he had
not seen. At a breakfast at Monckton Milnes’, just at
the time of tbe Colenso row, Milnes asked me my views
on the Pentateuch, and I gave them. Stanley differed

from us. The account of creation in Genesis he dis-

missed at once as unhistorical ; but the call of Abraham
and the historical narrative of the Pentateuch he
accepted. This was because he had seen Palestine, but
he wasn’t present at the creation.”

Mark Pattison (1813-1884), Kector of Lincoln
College, was essentially a scholar with a marked
taste for philosophy. A man of great learning, he
was a clear and dispassionate thinker, and it is

extraordinary that his essentially analytical and
non-controversial treatment of Deism, in the essay

he contributed to the famous Essays and Remews,
should have been so violently attacked. In addi-

tion to this he wrote a biography of the great

humanist Isaac Casavhon, his most learned work,
and an admirable little monograph on Milton,

Benjamin Jowett (1817-1893) proved the most
fearless and uncompromising of the ecclesiastical

rationalists, and his attack on the poi^ular doctrine

of the Atonement in Essays and Reviews, as well as
his treatment of many points of Biblical exegesis,

brought him naturally into high disfavour with
the orthodox. To-day his position seems inoffen-

sive enough, and fully compatible with a genuine
religious spirit, though whether such an attitude
is reconcilable with a position in the Anglican
Church is a more arguable matter.

Jowett recognised the storm of disapprobation by
turning his attention from theological matters, and
undoubtedly his name in literature will rest upon
the wonderful translation of Plato which occupied
the later years of his life. He was an interesting
and remarkable figure in the intellectual world, and
the friend of many Victorians ; one whose influence
in these days is personal and stimulating rather
than deeply philosophical.

So far the theologians and philosophers treated

belong either to the Anglican Church or the Church
of Home. We may turn now to those outside the
Church.

Those remarkable Scotsmen, David Hume and
Adam Smith, did much for philosophic thought in
the late eighteenth century. Then came a period
of mediocrities, though Dugald Stewart (1753-
1828), if little of a force in speculation, affected
living contemporaries by his attractive personality
and oratorical power.

But the first important name in the history of

modern thought is that of Sir William Hamilton
(1788-1856), Prof^or of Logic and Metaphysics in
Edinburgh Umversity.
As in Jowett*s case, however, the personal equar

tion counted for much more in Hamilton’s case than
originahty or profundity. His enormous appetite
for reading led him to bolt his food without properly
assimilating it ; and this did not make for intellec-

tual eupeptios. Though a wide reader of German
philosophy, he seems to have derived no benefit

from it ; and his philosophy of common sense, set

up to combat Hume’s, is a very fragile concern.

The most serious defect (from one who wishes to
defend orthodoxy) in Hamilton’s philosophy, how-
ever, is its pervadmg, underlying scepticism. That
this IS so will be more apparent if we turn to the
work of an acute disciple of Hamilton’s—^Dean

Mansel (1820-1871), particularly in his Limits of

Religious Thought.

Mansel’s position may be made clear by the
following passages from the preface to his third

edition ;

” It has been objected by reviewers of very opposite
schools, that to deny a man a knowledge of the infinite,

is to make Revelation itself impossible, and to leave no
room for evidences on which reason can be legitimately
employed. The objection would be pertinent, if I had
ever maintained that Revelation is, or can be, a direct

manifestation of the infinite nature of God. But I
have constantly asserted the very reverse. In Reve-
lation, as m Natural Religion, Goa is represented under
finite conceptions, adapted to finite minds ; and the
evidences on which the authority of Revelation rests

are finite and comprehensible also. It is true that in
Revelation, no less than in the exercise of our natural
faculties, there is indirectly indicated the existence of a
higher truth which, as it cannot be grasped by any effort

of human thought, cannot be made the vehicle of any
valid philosophical criticism. But the comprehension
of this higher truth is no more necessary either to a
belief in the contents of Revelation, or to a reasonable
examination of its evidences, than a conception of the
infinite divisibility of matter is necessary to the child

before it can learn to walk.”

Thus, as one of his critics has well said, “ he be-

lieves in the veil even more intensely than in the

revelation.” Revelation, according to Mansel, can
give us a conception of Deity true enough for ordi-

nary practical purposes, but “ how far that know-
ledge represents God as He is, we know not, and have
no need to know.” This, Mansel holds to be a useful

regulation truth, but the more we examine the more
shadowy it seems, for he suggests that the morality

of God is not merely higher than Man’s, but difer-

ent. Surely, beside this mockery of a Revelation,

Arnold’s “ something not ourselves that makes for

Righteousness,” seems delightfully definite and
coi^orting.
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The book shows great acuteness of thought, and
the Agnostic will find within it an armoury of

weapons. But as a guide to faith, nothing could

well be more unsatisfactory. The best critical ex-

amination of it from the religious point of view will

be found in the writings ot James Martineau and
F. B. Maurice, and from a more detached stand-

point we may turn to John Stuart Mill. Hutton
also has an able and lucid essay on the sub-

ject. There is no better criticism, however,
than is implied in Huxley’s terse and witty com-
parison of Mansel to the drunken man in Hogarth’s

Contested Election^ who is sawing through the sign-

post on the outer edge of which he is himself
sitting.

The influence of the Scottish school of theolo-

gians, despite Hansel’s intellectual power, is not
comparable with that of the Utilitarians, who
owed their inspiration to the teaching of Jeremy
Bentham. The influence of Bentham and of his

friend James Mill, in morals, would have been
greatly limited had it not been for the wider culture

and far more considerable literary power of John"
Stuart Mill.

II. PROSE : Philosophy and Economics. Utilitarianism and Positivism.

JOHN STUART MILL (1806-1873)

Hjs Life and Work
John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) is often referred to

as if he had been a mere logic-chopping machine
like his father, James Mill. It was quite otherwise ;

with his father’s clear intellectual power he combined
a power of imagination and an emotional intensity

ahen to his parent. Yet it was not tfll nearly

middle life that he realised the potentiality of his

powers. Schooled by his father to check the im-
agination and repress emotions, he had done so,

until he realised that he was starving his nature
and stultifying his powers.

Valuable as Mill’s writings are to the student of

politics and economics, his Autohiography is far

more valuable to the literary student and general

reader. In it he lays bare the whole tragedy of a
one-sided education. It is a notable human docu-

ment that should be scanned by every yoimg man
and woman, and supplies us with a psychological

key to the man’s writings.

In some ways his bringing up was admirable.

If James MiU was too grudging in allowing his youth-
ful son books of amusement, there is much to be
said for the literature of forceful personalities over-

coming difficulties which he impressed upon him.
The father’s habit of discussing these books with
his son, and obliging him to give some account of

them himself, was undeniably helpful. Sometimes
he tested John’s receptiveness indirectly. He
obliged him to impart his knowledge of Latin to a
young sister, and to ensure accuracy the father

tested the sister’s knowledge from time to time.

The boy disliked this method but admitted its

utility.

“It was a part,” says Mill, “I greatly disliked : the
more so, as I was held responsible for the lessons of my
pupils, in almost as full a sense as for my own ; I, how-
ever, derived from this discipline the great advantage of
learning more thoroughly and retaining more lastingly
the things which I was set to teach

:
perhaps, too, the

practice it afforded in explaining difficulties to others may
even at that age have been useful.”

As a logician the father compelled the son to
study logic at an early age, helped him to analyse
a bad argument, discover a fallacy, use exact and

definite in place of ambiguous terms. He taught
him also the Socratic method, and the son became
acquainted at an impressionable age with the Dia-
logues of Plato.

Poetry was little in James Mill’s line ; nor indeed
did the son show any leaning for it, but Milton,

Bums, and Cowper were tolerated. More serious

than the comparative neglect of the poets was the

neglect of concrete teaching and the exclusive reli-

ance on abstract rules. For instance, in teaching

elocution James Mill taught the boy by rules how
to read ; but never once thought of the superior

utility of showing him by example how to read.

Thus his education, with many good points about
it, was too academic, too arid, too rigid ; insufficient

emphasis being placed on the human element that

alone gives life.

The education was good in so far as it encouraged
the student to think for himself ; bad in so far as it

narrowed the scope of his thinking and exaggerated
the importance of logic. James Mill symbolised
the strength and weakness of the anti-Romantio
position. He was cautious in his judgments, cool

in his opinions, temperate in his tastes, fair and just

in his dealings with others. But the utter absence

of enthusiasm in his nature nullified much of his

power, and his lack of plasticity made him neces-

sarily one-sided in his outlook. From the outset

the son exhibited a warmer emotional nature.

Early in life he was enamoured with the idea of

becoming a reformer and improving the social con-

ditions of his countrymen. Then, suddenly, at the

age of twenty, an emotional crisis overtook him

:

“ I was in a dull state of nerves, such as everybody is

occasionally liable to > unsusceptible to enjoyments or
pleasurable excitement ; one of those moods when what
is pleasure at other times becomes insipid or indifferent s

the state I should think in which converts to Methodism
usually are when smitten by their first conviction of

Sin.” In this frame of mind he asked himself :
“ Sup-

pose that all your objects in life were realised ; that all

the changes, and institutions, and opinions which you
are looking forward to, could be completely effected at

this very instant : would this be a great joy and happi-
ness to you ? And an irrepressible self-consciousness

distinctly answered—^No !

“ At this my heart sank within me .* the whole founda-
tion on which my life was constructed fell down.^ All

my happiness was to have been found in the continual

pursuit of this end. The end had ceased to oharm and
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how could there ever again be any interest in the means.
I seemed to have nothing left to live for. At first

I hoped this feeling was due to a passing mood—^but

continued week after week, month after month.”

In later life, when he became acquainted with

Coleridge’s work, the lines on Dejection struck him
as exactly describing his case :

“ A grief without a pang, void, dark and drear

;

A drowsy, stifled, unimpassioned grief,

Which finds no natural outlet or relief,

In word, or sigh, or tear.”

He turned to his favourite books for cheer, but

found none. His “ enthusiasm of humanity ” had
suddenly and inexplicably cooled down. To turn

to his father was, he knew, futile. James Mill would
have little patience with such feelings. He worked
on, but without pleasure, at his literary work. It

was a case of

** Work without hope draws nectar in a sieve,

^d hope without an object cannot hve.’*

It was a remarkable state of mind for any son of

the practical, stoical James Mill to undergo—and
the more remarkable as it took no definite shape,

Rehgion he had already settled in his own mind
was a pious fiction : the only object in life worth
pursuit, he Had agreed with his father, was happiness

—personal happiness in seeking the happiness of the

greatest number. His mind had been occupied

with hterature—the reverse of emotional or depress-

ing : his physique was healthy ; his method of

living healthy—or healthy at any rate for a literary

man. And here he was almost as tempest-tossed

as Carlyle in the Edinburgh days. Something was
wanting in his life—^W'hat was it ? He had sought

happiness, but it had eluded him. And so, gradu-

ally, two effects upon his mind and character made
themselves felt.

He still held that happiness was the test of all

rules of conduct and the end of life. But he now
thought this end was only to be attained by not

making it the direct end. Those are only happy,

he reflected, who have their minds fixed on some
subject other than their own happiness

;
on the

happiness of others, on the improvement of mankmd,
even on some art or pursuit, followed not as a means,

but as itself an ideal end. Aiming thus at some-

thing else, they find happiness by the way. Ask
yourself whether you are happy and you cease to

be so. The only chance is to treat, not happiness

but some end external to it, as the purpose of life.

“ Let your self-consciousness, your scrutiny, your

self-interrogation exhaust themselves on that ; and
if otherwise fortunately circumstanced you will

inhale happiness with the air you breathe, without

dwelling on it, without either forestalling it in im-

agination or putting it to flight by fatal questioning.”

This theory now became the basis of his philosophy

of life.

The other change which his opinions at this time

underwent was, that he for the first time gave its

proper place among the prime necessities of human
well-being, to the internal culture of the individual.

He attached less importance to the ordering of out-

ward circumstances- He had learnt by experience

that the passive susceptibilities needed to be culti-

vated as well as the active capacities, and required to
be nourished and enriched as well as guided. And so,

the cultivation of the emotions became one of the
cardinal points in his ethical and philosophical creed.

Hitherto, poetry and the fine arts had been practi-
cally neglected. How he turned to them, with his
imagination, hungermg for inspiration and solace.

Music had indeed furnished him some sort of plea-
sure in the past—^but poetry, except as embodying
some historical fact or ethical truth, seems to have
bored him.

It is very characteristic of the youthful Mill,

that much of the pleasure he derived from music
was spoiled by the thought that the octave consists

only of five tones and two semi-tones which can be
put together in only a limited number of ways ; of

which but a small proportion are beautiful : most
of them, he concluded, must have been already dis-

covered. Here is a ludicrous example of the perils

of devoting your mind exclusively to analytical

work. The mind cannot passively enjoy without
wishing to probe and analyse, and torture itself

with the scientific basis for the enjoyment. Small
wonder that he afterwards compared his anxiety at
this time to the philosophers of Laputa, who feared

lest the sun should be burnt up : though it reminds
me rather of a child taking a rose to pieces, to dis-

cover where the fragrance came from.

But the real solace and comfort came not from
music but from the poetry of Wordsworth.
Byron he had essayed, but Byron’s passionate

discontent had depressed rather than cheered.

Mcmfred and Don Juan are not exhilarating com-
panions, if you are suflering from spiritual depres-

sion.

The passage in which he described the effect of

Wordsworth’s poetry upon him—^though well known
—^is so significant and remarkable, that it seems

worth while quoting

;

** These poems addressed themselves powerfully to

one of the strongest of my pleasurable susceptibjhties,

the love of rural objects and natural scenery, to which I

had been indebted not only for much of the pleasure of

my life but quite recently for relief from one of my longest

relapses into depression. In this power of rural beauty
over me, there was a foundation laid for taking pleasure

in Wordsworth’s poetry ; the more so, as his scenery

lies mostly among mountains, which, owing to my
early Pyrenean excursion, were my ideal of natural

beauty. But Wordsworth would never have had any
great effect on me, if he had merely placed before me
beautiful pictures of natural scenery. Scott does this

still better than Wordsworth, and a very second-rate

landscape does it more effectually than any poet. What
made Wordsworth’s poems a medicine for my state of

mind was that they expressed, not mere outward beauty
but state of feeling and of thought coloured by feeling

under the excitement of beauty.
^
They seemed to be

the very culture of the feelings which I was in quest of.

In them I seemed to draw from a source of inward joy,

of sympathetic and imaginative pleasure, which could

be shared in by all human beings ; which had no con-

nection with struggle or imperfection, but would be made
richer by every improvement in the physical or social

condition of mankind. From them t seemed to learn

what would be the perennial sources of happmess when
all the greater evik of hfe shall have been removed.
And I felt myself at once better and happier as I came
under their influence. I needed to be made to feel

19a
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that therti was real permanent happiness in tranquil

meditation Wordsworth taught me this not only without
burning away from, but with a greatly increased interest

in the common feelings and common destiny of human
beings.”

With the philosophy in the famous Intimationa

of Imimriahty Mill had no sympathy, but the

imagery of this famous Ode thrilled him, and he was
particularly drawn to the passages describing the

first freshness of youthful enjoyment of life and the

compensations of later life that come to take the

place of this early exhilaration of feehng. It so

exactly described his own experience and showed
him a way out of his mental depression.

Shortly after this Mill came into contact with two
enthusiastic disciples of Coleridge : F. D. Maurice

and John Sterling (immortalised by Carlyle). Thence
he was drawn into studying Coleridge. The com-
radeship of a mystic like Maurice did much to

modify the hard and somewhat uncompromising
rationalism of IMill. He approached religious prob-

lems now in a more sympathetic spirit, and although

he could never understand what he thought to he
the moral timidity of Maurice in trying to square

all the great problems of faith with the Thirty-Nine

Articles, the great drivmg power of some kind of

religion was brought home to him, and he realised

the inadequacy of the old utilitarianism in which he
had been brought up.

The early writings of Carlyle interested him at

this time, although James Mill saw in them nothing
but “ insane rhapsody ”

; but though he approved
of much that Carlyle said, he deprecated the manner
in which it was said.

To his more analytical nature, the condition of

society, though it seemed to him highly unsatis-

factory, demanded not so much fierce denunciation

as a calm investigation into the Source of the
evil.

“ Logic be hanged,” was Carlyle’s attitude

—

**let us have a drastic moral revolution. Let us
be more serious-minded, more responsive to the

dictates of the conscience : let us reform ourselves,

and then outward reformation will be of some value.”
** Until Society is better constituted—^grievances

less pressing—inequalities less glaring—we cannot
hope for any great reform of the individual ”—^that

was Mill’s attitude—“ Little use to abuse a man for

stealing—or lying—unlesswe makehis circumstances

such that the incentive is vastly diminished.” And
in this respect the social teaching of Dickens is much
the same ;

** Feed before you moralise.”

The weakness of Mill lay in expecting too much
from external reform : of Carlyle in expectmg too
little.

Little surprise that neither Mill nor Carlyle

—

friendly though for some years they were—areally

appreciated one another. Of the two. Mill was the
fairer—he was more receptive to other men’s ideas,

more just in his appraisement than Carlyle. And
yet, there were several points in which they viewed
life in the same way. John Mill responded in a
surprising way to the imaginative fervour of mystics
like Coleridge and Maurice ; and Carlyle, with all his

impatient contempt for Coleridge, was a mystic at
heart himself.

But Mill, though his writings have little of the
rich ethical inspiration of Carlyle, and are obviously

inferior in literary art, was more satisfying as a
political thinker. Carlyle, as we have seen, seemed
to confuse liberty with licence—and in his passion

for the strong man, was led into espousing the retro-

gressive elements in society, and carping at those

reforms which would enable people at large to take
a share in the government. Mill took an interest

in all forward movements, and never flinched from
an inconsistency or a change about, if he thought
he had been in error.

As a political thinker Mill’s reputation rests

largely upon his sane little treatise On Liberty^ and
that store-house of common-sense, He'preaerUative

Government.

As a social thmker Mill exhibits the cleavage with
the old Benthamite individualism. Note for in-

stance this passage

:

Our ideal of ultimate improvement went far beyond
democracy,^ and^ would class us decidedly under the
general designation of socialists. While we repudiated
with the greatest energy that tyranny of society over
the individual which most socialistic systems are sup-
posed to involve, we yet look forward to a time when
society will no longer be divided into the idle and the
industrious ; when the rule that they who do not work
shall not eat, will be applied not to paupers only, but
impartially to all ; when the division of the produce of
labour, instead of depending, as in so great a degree it

now does, on the accident of birth, will be made by
concert on an acknowledged principle of justice. • • ,

The social problem of the future we considered to be,

how to unite the greatest individual liberty of action
with a common ownership in the raw material of the
globe, and an equal participation of all in the benefits

of combined labour.” i

No wonder that the dry bones of the old political

economy were shaken by a mind that could specu-

late hke this : that his treatise on the subject should

include a chapter hke that on the “ Probable Future
of the Labouring Classes ”

;
and that that treatise

should also contain passages like the following

;

“ If the choice were to be made between communism,
with all Its chances, and the present state of society,

with all its sufferings and injustices ; if the institution

of private property necessarily carried with it, as a con-
sequence, that the produce of labour should be appor-
tioned as we now see it, almost in an inverse ratio to the
labour—the largest portions to those who have nevep
worked at all, the next largest to those whose work is

almost nominal, and so in a descending scale, the re-

muneration dwindling as the work grows harder and
more disagreeable, until the most fatiguing^ and exhaust-
ing bodily labour cannot count with certainty on being
able to earn even the necessaries of life ; if this or com-
munism were the alternative, all the difficulties, great

or small, of communism would be but as dust in the
balance.” 2

Mill’s sympathies with the working classes brought
him into collision with the capitalist ; but there

was nothing of the violent demagogue in his nature.

He is always the patient and just observer, trying to

hold the scales impartially between the various

classes of the community. There is little to differ-

entiate Mill’s economic views from the socialistic

opinions of the more moderate reformer to-day.

Essentially his position is that of the modem Col-

^ Principles of Political Pconomy, ^ 16^'^
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Wivist He looks to the State for bringing about

^Heo^ssS reforms, though he thiito time is

needed to b^g about these reforms and deprecate

?:^i?tiol M^nwhile he would advance gradu-

olW on th© liii6S of Stat© iiit©rfer©nc©.

In to work as a social poUtician, be proved ,a

Jn oThTgh integrity and sincerity. Gladstones

tribute is worth recalling :

»We well know,” said he, '‘m. Mill’s

VIonnA before he entered Parliament. What

Scfto- Priff
ally disolo-^f

and parti^ly expressing wtot^
tharrS^h men through

motives, stog and to

their ego«m m the House of Commons

*^"1“

f

reioiMd in his advent, and deplored his to-
at large, I rejm^a in

whatever party,

“KTform “f^ision. ! sorrowfully confess that

such men are rare.”

And we may add to tto tribut^that m’s

mmiory will retain its freshness for the stimuto it

,«iyW-lV
common sens©.

S’p 1. 4tanan r ^ EmoHons and the

KbnS accepted the Utilitarian at^mdpoint to

« ss:“itrrs
^ition only inclined to the «o

I problem invariably suggested to |^c^toe

objections to ttotproble^ and
domain of

presentment of pros and cons
j£

ethics or social politics, no one exi^M to^u
this Quality of intellectual equipoise made Sid^cK

1 soSIt tame Oracle, it had the advantage^
L^^Ithe reader that he would alwa^ hud

m himS fust, and scrupulously honest thinker.

uf’tC earlier half of the Victorian er^ Hfah-

tariamsm, both in reUgion and

nroved a considerable and widespread influence.

But vdth the turn of the mid-ocntury its mfluenoe

^SaTto Zie both in pohtics and rehgious specu-

lation.

POSITIVISM

Positivism, like Htihtariamsm, woeptM the

methods of science as the determining factor in

SeSve thought. Both confined their inqmnes

to the study of phenomena, excludmg causes other

toaf^en^ieto. Both, tberefore. ^ed
nhvaito out of court. Positivism dlfiered from

Uttoarianism in its attempt to provide a more

^^tructivephilosophyoflife,noWytoraio^e

Imowledse. but to formulate a rehgion that shoifid

prove ai emotional substitute for Chr^tiamt^

The weakness of UtiUtarianism had been its aridity

S John Stuart MiU himself fdt tto

^d^Bonsequently strained Utihtanamsm beyond

Comto felt that man must have
.f

t'uiXdTe’ toa o'f nUsnity regard^

as a collective unity. Tto was to “°l"de aU

M haveCn C^rktod to°^
to moral endeavour. George Ehot w

pressed the idea in her lines :

O mav I join the choir invisible

Of those immortal dead wlm live aga^ ,

to mtads made better by their presence : Uve
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Edward Caird (1820-98 i 1835-1908), two more
disinterested representatives.

John Oaird won notice first of all as a preacher

;

then, after a period of retirement and hard study, he
devoted the rest of his life mainly to formulating

an ideahstio philosophy based on Hegel Although

he aimed thereby at giving fresh vitality to the

Christianity of his day, he did so in a thoroughly

broad and unpolemical spirit. Whether his Hegeli-

anism accomplished all he hoped for it is another

matter.

Edward Caird, also a Hegelian, exceeded his

brother in intellectual vigour and in power of

Hterary expression, and equally with him excelled

in the simple sobriety with which he sought to

combat the materialism of his day. His mind was
more concrete than that of his brother, and his

range of inquiry wider. Among his studies were

the teaching of Kant, Comtism, and the character-

istics of Greek thought. His attitude was con-

ciliatory and interpretative, and for this reason

he was distrusted by the extremists of all schools.

The Rationalistic tendency that was partially

accepted by theologians of the Broad Church school

received an even more generous welcome from
Unitarians.

It is impracticable here to deal even briefly with

the many distinguished thinkers of the extreme

radical wing of religious thought, such as Francis
Newman (1805-97), brother of the Cardinal;

Professor Drummond (1851-97), Professor Car-
penter, Professor Upton. One name, and that the

greatest, demands more than passing notice—that

of Jambs Martinsau (1806-1900). Martineau’s

position among the philosophic writers of the Vic-

torian era is so high that no excuse need be given

for taking him as the best representative of the blend

of Idealism and Rationalism that characterises the

group as a whole.

Jambs Martineau came of French Puritan stock,

and was born at Norwich in 1805 ; his father was a
business man of high integrity, but it was from his

mother that he inherited his remarkable intellect.

A delicate, refined, and highly-sensitive lad, he re-

ceived a good education at Norwich Grammar
School, and at Bristol under Dr. Lant Carpenter.

On leaving school he studied engineering, but
mechanics did not satisfy his mental energies.

Having realised his true vocation as a preacher and
teacher, he spent five years in preparation for the
Unitarian ministry, la 1828 he made a happy
marriage, and after four years^ ministerial work in

Dublin accepted a call to Liverpool, where he minis-

tered for twenty-five years. In London he added
still further to his high reputation as a preacher at
the Unitarian Chapel in Little Portland Street.

In 1840 Martineau was appointed to a lectureship

at Manchester New College; on its removal to
London in 1857 he was made Professor of Moral
Philosophy, and from 1869-86 its Principal; thus,
for forty-five years, his influence was both import-
ant and far-reaching. In 1893 he was greatly con-
cerned at the removal of the college from London
to Oxford, and in the course of an address upon
the subject said ;

** In natures and types of thought
cast in a difierent mould from ours Oxford may

furnish all that can be desired. Not yet is it the
true nursery for the children of the Puritans. >Tlie

mountain flower transported to the hothouse or
the southern garden-bed, is not more sure to fade
than would the simple veracities and hardy vitality

of devotion which it is ours to transmit, were they
exposed to the enervating spiritual climate which
is proposed for their development.’*

During Martineau’s early manhood his sister

Harriet’s influence was considerable ; both had
intellectual gifts of a high order, and had therefore

much in common. In later years they quarrelled

over some earlier correspondence that at James’
request his sister refused to destroy, and on the
publication, in 1851, of her Letters on the Laws of
Man's Social Nature, her brother’s unfavourable
criticism of this atheistic work considerably widened
the breach, and they never became reconciled.

Martineau’s physical activity was remarkable.

He was a magnificent walker, and in his eightieth

year thought nothing of a twenty-mile ramble.

In his ninetieth year he had to be seriously cautioned
for alighting from an omnibus in motion ; and often

complained that he was not able to run upstairs

as he had been wont to do.

Between London and his beautiful coimtry home
in Scotland he spent the last few years of his life,

and “ fell on sleep ” in London in 1900. »

Martmeau’s principal works include Endeavours

after a Christian Life (1843-47), Studies of Chris-

tmnity (1858), Howrs of Thought (1876-80), A Study

of Spinoza (1882), Types of Ethical Theory (1885),

A Study of Religion (1888), The Seat of Authority in

Religion (1890), his last word on religious philosophy.

A collection of articles ranging over many years,

entitled Essays, Reviews, and Addresses, was pub-

lished in four volumes in 1891.

In discussing the outlook of Martineau, it may
be well to treat him first as a critic, in the second

place as a mystic, and thirdly as an ethical teacher,

where the two sides meet and mingle.

With the exception of Sidgwick, there has prob-

ably never been any writer at once so able and so

fair-minded in the realms of philosophy and
kmdred subjects.

“ I could never be moved,” he declared, “ to give

an account of a book by pure antipathy any more than
by monotonous assent. The whole interest of literary

intercourse, like that of all quickening friendship, is

conditional on crossing veins of likeness and unlikeness

in thought and character, deepening the zest and sym-
pathy by the need and the possibility of more. And
true criticism seems to me the recorded struggle of the

reader’s mind into closer relations with an author whose
intermittent bursts, helpful as they are, still do not
enable him clearly to see his way,”

These sentences should h© written in letters of

gold and hung up as illuminated texts in the study

of every literary man. For they go to the very root

of all large-minded criticism.

Let us illustrate the method of his criticism.

Here is a passage from a paper on Carlyle. Having
warmly praised the moral fervour of Sartor Re-

sartus, he analyses the “hero-worship ” tendency.

“We know,” says Martineau, ‘“that where he dis-

covers, as in Mirabeau, great force of mind, he is ready
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to plead this as a bar to all objections against character,

to insist that in spite of appearance, such brightness

of life must carry with it soundness of conscience.

But will he turn the problem round and abide by it

still ? When he finds deep hid in the retreats of private

life a goodness eminent and saintly, a moral clearness

and force, great in their way as Mirabeau’s keen-sighted-

ness, will he accept the sign in evidence of mighty
intellect ? Will he say

^

that, notwithstanding the

meek and homely look, high genius must assuredly be
there ? For him as for many gifted and ungifted men,
the force which will not be stopped by any restraint on
its way to great achievement, the genius which claims
to be its own law, and will confess nothing diviner than
itself, have an irresistible fascination. His eye, over-
looking the landscape of humanity, always runs up to
the brilliant peaks of power, not, indeed, without a glance
of love and pity into many a retreat of quiet goodness
that lies beneath their shelter • but should the sudden
lightning or the seasonal melting of the world’s ice-

barriers bring down a ruin on that green and feeble life,

his voice, after one faint cry of pathos, joins in with the
thunder and shouts with the triumph of the avalanche.
Ever watching the strife of the great forces of the
universe, he no doubt sides^ on the whole against the
Titans with the gods ; but if the Titans make a happy
fling, and send home a mountain or tv^o to the very beard
of Zeus, he gets delighted with the game on any terms
and cries * Bravo l

* ** i

A truer picture of Carlyle’s general attitude it

would be hard to find.

In passing from Martineau the critic to Martinean
the preacher, we realise that behind the fine gauze-
work of his dialectic is a white flame of powerful
emotion, and it is a significant characteristic of the
man that in the pulpit he should drop the weapons
of the controversiafist and don the robes of the
mystic.

Martineau’s sermons are devotional poems,
breathing at on© moment the spiritual fervour and
beauty of Catholic piety, at the next the clear

intellectual individualism of Protestant thought.

If they have any fault it is an undue compression
of thought, and, however adapted for leisurely

reading in the study, must have demanded the
closest attention to the sermons when spoken in

Liverpool or London. H© was not a great preacher

in the same way as were Newman and Eobertson.
His literary style is too heavily charged with orna-

ment to give it that instantaneous power which
the lucid periods of Newman invariably possessed.

There was a lack of illustration and an avoidance of

current problems which mad© them less attractive

to the ordinary listener than the vigorous eloquence
of Eobertson. None the less, even when delivered

—as many have testified—^the sermons carried with
them a singular charm and power.

Finally : What of Martineau as an ethical

teacher ?

in their religious philosophy both Newman and
Martineau start from the same position—^that in

the sense of obligation or authority exercised by
conscience we find the basis for our belief in a
spiritual world. In Newman’s case, however,
this sense of conscience is too faint to be relied upon
absolutely, it needs confirmation. The Being of

God, he admits, is as certain to him as the certainty

of his own existence. And yet his intellect remains
dissatisfied with the mere assurance of God, or from

1 Essays and Reviews, vol. L

arguments drawn from the general facts of human
society and the course of history. And he sees in
the vast accumulation of dogma and ritual provided
by the Cathohe Church a solution for his difficulties.

Distrusting the unaided authority of his own mind,
he leans for support on this infalhble authontv of
the Church.

It is her© that Martineau parts company with
him. The conscience and intellect of man, he
asserts, give the only reliable authority. Mar-
tineau sees in history the continual struggle between
truth and error

; the treasure is there, but it is in
“ earthen vessels,” and he can see no literature nor
institution mto which errors both intellectual and
moral have not crept.

There is no uncertainty in his verdict upon
popular religion

:

“ A conclusion is forced upon me on which I cannot
dwell without pain and dismay, i.e. that Christianity,
as defined^ or understood in all the churches which
formulate it, has been mainly evolved from what is

transient and perishable in its sources; from what is

unhistorical in its traditions, mythological in its tradi-

tions, and misapprehended m the oracles of its prophets.
From the fable of Eden to the imagination of the last

trumpet, the whole story of the dunne order of the
world is dislocated and deformed. Tlie spreading
alienation of the intellectual classes of European society

from Christendom and the detention of the rest in their

spiritual culture at a level not much above that of the
Salvation Army, are social phenomena which ought
to bring home a very solemn appeal to the conscience of

stationary churches.
” For their long arrear of debt to the intelligence of

mankind they adroitly seek to make amends by elaborate

beauty of ritual art. The apology soothes for a time, but
it will not last for ever.”

These are bold words, and might have been spoken

by a Spencer or Huxley. But a few passages later we
find this, the reverse of Spencerean r

** In the very constitution of the human soul there is

g
revision for an immediate apprehension of God. But
1 the transient lights and shades of conscience we pass

on, and * know not who it is,’ and not till we seem another
the victory that shames our own defeat and are caught
up by enthusiasm for some realised heroism or sanctity,

do the authority of right and the beauty of holiness

come home to us as an appeal literally divine. The train

of the conspicuously nghteous in their several degrees

are for us the real angels that pass to and fro on the
ladder that reaches from earth to heaven.”

Here then we have a free critical spirit and a de-

votional spirit in juxtaposition. This is not the

place for attempting to show how Martineau aims
at justifying his position on intellectual grounds.

I simply have to record the nature of his belief ; to

analyse the process by which he comes to his de-

cision is obviously foreign to our purpose.

With Martineau, therefore, authority is internal,

with Newman external. It is a mistake to urge, as

do certain sympathetic critics—« e. Dr, Mellone—
that Martineau rejects entirely dogmatic systems.

He does not do so. He realises that in the history

of thought even the most rigid and uncompromising

dogmas have contained germs of truth which have

given them vitality. What he denies is their in-

fallible authority. At the same time he imposes

obviously upon the individual a far weightier re*
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sponsibiiity tiaan does Newman. We are not all

so clear-sighted and fine-minded as Martinean.

Some aro dwellers in the valley, where mists and
vapours sweep across the soul, obscuring the light

that is never absent from the sun-fiushed altitude

of his mind, and one can understand why Catholi-

cism or popular Protestantism found a far readier

response with the majority of men than the Uni-

tarian faith of Martineau.

This brings me to the central point of Martineau’s

individualism—^his imperative sense of moral ob-

ligation.

It would be impossible with the space at my
disposal to follow Martineau into the intricacies

of his elaborate and powerful plea for moral in-

tuition as opposed to the prudential hypothesis of

Bentham, MiU, and Spencer. I will try and state

shortly the points at issue, for they lie at the very

root of Martineau’s philosophy.

** Conscience,” urges Spencer, in effect, “ is a reflection

of prudence. Man ever acts with reference to ends
which must always be in some form his pleasure, happi-

ness, welfare.”

Again

:

“Happiness,” exclaims John Stuart Mill, “is the

sole end of human actions and the promotion of it the

test by which to judge all human conduct.^ Those who
desire virtue for its own sake, desire it either because
the consciousness of it is a pleasure, or because the
consciousness of being without it is a pain, or for both
reasons united.”

This philosophy is a highly persuasive one, and
has much to support it. Against this view, Mar-
tineau, contends there are two criteria of judgment—^prudence and conscience. Prudence is our regu-

lative principle in deciding upon the utihties of

conduct, conscience our light and guide in setthng

between conflicting motives. The former appoints
for our welfare, the latter for our character. Take
an illustration of the difference. Shall I buy a
piece of land ? This question I answer rightly

enough by reference to my circumstances and
tastes. Shall I right a wrong ? Here I am called

to another judgment. Not, Is a certain course
wiser ? but, Is a certain course better ? The
pleasure that ensues from a right action is the fruit

of our choice, not its incentive. But if pleasure be
the end of action, how explain acts of heroism and
self-sacrifice or urge them on others ? Because,
says the Utilitarian, the happiness of the greatest
number is what we should aim at. But why
should a man mcur some privation when it con-
flicts with the only good at whose disposal you
place him ?

** By what persuasion are you to move him to throw
away hia all ? Either you must tell him that the high
consciousness condensed into an hour of self-immolation
will transcend all the possibilities he foregoes—^in which
case you bid him consult for himself under pretence
of martyrdom for others—or else you must speak to him
in quite another tone, must remind him that when he
knows the true, when he sees the just, when he is
haunted by the^ appeal for mercy, a constraint which
he cannot question is put upon him to be their witness,
however long their dolorous way, however agonising
%eir Calvary. And, speaking thus, you altogether

change your voice, and from casting up the account-
book of greater happiness are caught and earned away
into the hymn of all the prophets.” i

Seeing the unsatisfactory character of the old
Utilitarianism, Herbert Spencer has explained this

intuition that bids us sacrifice ourselves for others,

as an mhentance transmitted from the habits of our
forefathers, and formed in them by slow accumula-
tion of personal experiments. Certainly, admits
Martineau, through the evolutionary process the
right becomes clearer and more dominating, but
an impulse originally selfish or calculated can never
evolve into one that is unselfish. The constraint

of society, you urge, originates the intuition.

Transport yourselves to the Diet of Worms, and to

whom shall we look for the purer moral light ?

Not to the Emperor and the vast concourse of

princes and nobles and Church dignitaries, but to
the one defiant hero there.

I have indicated the line of thought to be found
in Martineau’s writing, from his Types of Ethical

Theory, A Study of Rdigion, and a Seat of Authority

m Religion,

To turn in conclusion to the colour of Martineau’s
philosophy. That it is not pessimistic is, I think,

apparent. But in terming it optimistic some
qualification is necessary.

No student of Martineau’s writings can resist

the feeling that a certain melancholy underlies

them; it might have been seen, indeed, in the
pensive wistfulness of his fine brow ;

it haunts his

devotional books and dominates his ethical teach-

ing. Some, as R. H. Hutton, have traced it to

his “ attenuated ” Christian faith. They think

they can discern it in the conflict between his

scientific tendencies and fervent piety.

Tins theological explanation does not seem to me
quite satisfactory, for something of the same
melancholy can be traced in the personality and
writings of both Newman and Maurice. Is it not
due rather to a certain Puritan element, a distinctive

lack of joyfulness—inseparable, perhaps, from men
whose vocation it is to be “ voices ” crying in the

wilderness ?

A hardiness of emotion, outside the range of

religious experience, tended—I will not say to de-

fective sympathies, but—^to a want of flexibility

in the sympathies.

In Maurice’s case it was more an inability to

adjust himself to the lighter amenities of hfe—

a

certain shyness and reserve. Martineau, however,

if endowed with finer powers of adjustment to the

ordinary duties and pleasures of everyday life, was
by nature more of the scholar and recluse than

Maurice, and less actively interested than he in

social politics. With Maurice—the community

;

with Martineau—^the individual.

Although Martineau’s interests were wider than

those of Wordsworth, yet there was in his nature

the same stem, meditative rapture. Like Words-

worth’s Michael

:

“ His mind was keen,

Intense and frugal ; apt for all affairs,

And watchful more than ordinary men.**

' Seat of Authority in Religion*
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Deeply as he loved mystics like Tauler and Pascal, grudging an eye the ebb and flow of ordinary desires
there was more of the logician than the mystic in and regrets. But his was a great and beautiful
his own habits of thought. Despite his sensitive soul. For mtellectual foresight, and moral insight,
response to the influences of the arts, he seemed to our age has seen no finer spirit James
be always posting moral sentries at each emotional Martineau.
outlet of the soiil, and regarded perhaps with too

IL PROSE. The Influence of Science in the Life and Thought of the Day, Charles
Lyell—Hugh Miller—Robert Chambers—Herbert Spencer—Charles Darwin—Thomas Huxlev—
W. K. Clifford—John Tyndall.

^

THE INFLUENCE OF SCIENCE IN THE LIFE
AND THOUGHT OP THE DAY

The adding of a new chapter to the history of

science, as was done when Sir Charles Lyell
(1797-1875) published his Principles of Geology

(1830-33), had a far larger significance than at firat

appeared. Not only did it practically create

Geology as a science, but it provided the first nail

for the Rationalist to drive into the coffin of the older

Evangelical theology. So much for Lyell*s “ testi-

mony of the rocks,” Yet although between the
publication of this book and his ArUiqwity of Man
(1863), Dai’win had published the Origin of Species^

and Spencer had applied the evolutionary theory
to history and politics, Lyell never reconciled him-
self to this bold application of evolutionary doctrine,

and was content with his more modest and cautious

position of establishing the reign of law in geology,

and by arguing from the present to the past, ex-

hibiting the long history of the human race upon
this planet.

Hugh Miller (1802-66), though also a geologist,

is better remembered for his pleasant Avidbio^

graphy, since his scientific books are of no great

value, and reactionary in tone, though showing
keen observation and a genuine poetic feeling.

In his contemporary, Robert Chambers (1802-

71), we have the first scientific man to give us in a
clear, straightforward form the evolutionary theory.

Evolution was in the air. There are hints of it in

Erasmus Darwin, traces of it in Lyell, and cer-

tainly it is implicit in Newman’s Development of

GJinstian Doctrine, But Chambers is the first to

state it in his Vestiges of Creation (1844), and despite

the scientific ignorance which aroused the wrath
of Huxley, there is no gainsaying the fact that with

agreeable clarity he certainly prepared the ground
for Darwin and his successors by formulating a
conception which he had not the knowledge ade-

quately to support.

What Chambers applied to science Herbert
Spencer took as the basis of a philosophy. He
concentrated his entire life upon an innate study of

the facts relating to the evolution of organic hfe.

Bora at Derby on April 27, 1820, Spencer’s

boyhood was a singularly unboyish one. His
parents were intellectual dissenters of the old-

fashioned, vigorous type, and the atmosphere of

political, social, and religious discussion that sur-

rounded the lad helped considerably in moulding

a temperament of marked individuality. Far from
robust, his early education was much neglected*
and at seven years old he was imable to read.

In 1833, owing to the family’s finances, his
father’s brother, the Rev. Thomas Spencer, per-
petual curate of Hinton—a celebrated anti-corn-law
agitator and Radical politician—generously under-
took to carry on the boy’s education. At first this

did not prove a particularly happy arrangement.
The pupil’s self-confident manner and disregard of

authority made an unfortunate impression upon a
relative who naturally expected obedience, and the
firm rule considered necessary to combat youthful
self-will, with perhaps a certain amount of home-
sickness, decided the boy to run away to his home.
He was, however, sent back, and soon settled down
to his studies.

His uncle wished him to proceed to a university,

but classics proving an insurmoimtable difficulty,

the project was given up. For a while Spencer
followed teaching as a profession, but this was soon
relinquished for a post in the engineering depart-

ment of the London and Birmingham Railway, and
an incursion into journalism. In 1842 he had begun
to write politick articles for the Nonconformist,

which soon brought him under public notice, and
in 1848—^two years after the railway crisis that had
thrown him out of employment—^he was offered and
accepted the post of sub-editor to the Economist, a
position he held for five years.

Spencer was gradually becoming more and more
absorbed in the sociological and evolutionary

problems occupying so prominent a place in the

thought of the day, and in 1850 began a public

exposition of his philosophy in the publication of

Social Statics, His works have been translated into

several European languages, as well as Japanese

and Chinese.

Forty years of incessant toil resulted in many
breakdowns. His early life, which had been

nurtured in a religiotas atmosphere, drifted later

into agnosticism. He never married, and although

he had friends and acquaintances amongst the most
notable men and women of the day, he preferred to

live a quiet, lonely hfe ; music and his daily visit

to the Athenseum Club being among the few en-

joyments of his closing years. He died at Brighton

on December 8, 1903.

Spencer’s agnosticism was in effect a convenient

lumber-room into which he would throw meta-
physical problems for which he had no use. H€
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started by formulating hia principles of the Know-
able and Unknowable. Havmg assailed the exist-

ence of the Unknowable, which he handed cheerfully

over to the theologian, he proceeds with the Know-
able. He deals with the differentiation of function

in his Principles of Biology (1 864-67), and with the

characteristics of mind in his Principles of Psychology

(1855), and the development of the social organism

in his Principles of Sociology (1 877-96). The ethical

part of his scheme is formulated in the Principles

of Ethics (1892-93).

This, broadly speaking, covers the various parts

of his elaborate Synthetic Philosophy.

In his agnosticism it is clear that Spencer has

derived to an extent from Hamilton and Mansel as

to the uncognisability of God ; but there are im-

portant modifications. Force is constant in all

phenomena that modern science reveals, and while

it constantly modifies its method of expression, it

remains unaltered. Light, heat, soimd, motion,

are but manifestations of this constant energy.

Thus we can explain the Universe as a rhythmic

alternation of attraction and repulsion, not only

in what w© call matter but in mental hfe as well.

Integration and disintegration are universal laws.

Spencer’s Absolute Power, his Unknowable, there-

fore differs from the Unknowable of Hamilton and
Mansel in the fact, paradoxical as it may sound,

that it is much more Knowable.
Spencer’s application and patient working out

of the Evolutionary Doctrine in Social Pohtios is

of high value ; his application of it to the world of

mental life is of more doubtful worth. Psychology
is yet in its infancy, as the recent study of psychic
phenomena certainly shows.

But if the Synthetic Philosophy has not that
universal completeness which its author desired

for it, its value to modern hfe, and to modem letters,

has been great. The urdversahty of law is a great
conception, and the view of the State as a hving
organism, and not a mere mechanical contrivance,

has done much to revolutionise history and political

thought.

What Spencer did for science at large Darwin
achieved in the narrower domain of physical science.

In neither case did the central idea emanate from
the individual in question ; but it was Spencer who
gave it so wide an application, and Darwin who
furnished us with the wealth of illustrative material

Chari^bs Robert Darwinwasbom atShrewsbury
in 1809 ; his mother was the daughter of Josiah
Wedgwood, the celebrated potter, and his grand-
father, Erasmus Darwin, the physician and poet,
was also one of the pioneers of the theory of
Evolution.

Educated at Shrewsbury, games and a mania for
collecting specimens interested him more than the
ordinary curriculum. At sixteen he proceeded to
Edinburgh to study medicine, but here the wonders
of sea life began to take prior claim to that of the
dissecting-room. However, he went up to Christ’s
College, Cambridge, in 1828, and took a pass
degree.

Medicine had now been definitely abandoned for
natural history, and in 1851, when H.M.S. Beagle
was being sent on a surveymg expedition to South

America, Darwin, at the instance of Professor
Henslow, was mvited by Captain Fitzroy to pursue
his studies on this five years’ cruise. “ This,” said
Darwin, “ was the most important event in my Hfe,

and has determined my whole career.”

Although a martyr to sea-sicknoss during thewhole
voyage, the physical discomforts were more than
counterbalanced by the joys of the naturalist, and
his wonderful patience, and dogged, painstaking
efforts in the cause of science are abundantly
evident One instance is recorded of an experi-

ment, begun on December 20, 1842, for his book on
Earth Worms (1881), that lasted for nearly forty

years.

In 1839 Darwin married his cousin. Miss Emma
Wedgwood, and to her loving care of the deHeate
scientist the world at large is greatly indebted.

In 1^81 Darwm’s health failed rapidly—^the death
of his brother m the same year being a great blow.
“ I feel so worn,” he wrote to a friend, “ that I do
not suppose I shall ever again give reviewers
trouble.” Hard at work to the last, he died of
heart failure on April 19, 1882, and is buried in

Westminster Abbey.
Beside Spencer, Darwin’s literary equipment

shines with especial brightness. Some of Spencer’s
slighter writings—as, for instance, his Introduction to

Sociology—are certainly not without literary power

;

but on the whole you will not find literary grace in

his writings Darwin, on the other hand, is nearly

always a delightful craftsman. His monograph on
earth worms—^an unpromising subject for literary

art, is an astonishingly fascinating work ; his

Naturalist^8 Voyage round the World is full of enter-

taining matter; and making allowance for the

condensed thought and argument in The Origin of

Species (1859), and The Descent of Man (1871), few
readers would vote them dull. They are stiff

reading, but that is unavoidable, and quite another

thing. The doctrine of Natural Selection as apphed
to plants and animals must claim Alfred Russel

Wallace as its co-discoverer. Each, quite inde-

pendently of the other, had come to the same con-

clusion ; where they differ is in their application of

this doctrine to the spiritual Hfe of man
But though Darwin had literary gifts, he was not

a ready or a brilliant writer, and in the storm of

controversy evoked by his book, an exponent who
should at once be clear, concise, and incisive was
called for. The opportunity produced the man—
Thomas Henry Hxjxxby—” Darwin’s Bull Dog,”

His Life

Bom at Ealing on May 4, 1825, Huxley was the

son of an assistant master at a semi-public school.

His unhappy schooldays gave him little inclination

for aU-round study ; he was, however, an omnivor-

ous reader, and spent much time in working out

mechanical problems, and had he been consulted,

would have much preferred to be an engineer. At
thirteen he was apprenticed to his brother-in-law,

with a view to the profession of medicine. Four
years later he entered Charing Cross Hospital,

Research work now occupied a good deal of his

time, and his important discoveiy of a membrane
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of the human hair hitherto unknown, and now
called “Huxley’s layer,” was published in 1845.

Having taken his degree, he accepted an appoint,

ment at the Naval Hospital, Haslar. Like iSarwm,

he had become an enthusiastic zoologist, and this

brought him undor the special notice of Sir John
Richardson, the Arctic explorer, who in 1846

recommended him for the post of assistant surgeon

on board H.M.S. Rattlesnake, about to proceed on a
surveying expedition to Australia.

During this voyage Huxley made numerous ob-

servations, not as a collector—^for, unlike Darwin,

he cared little for the identification and naming of

species—^but because his interest lay, fie tells us,

in “ the architectural and engineering part of the

business, the working out of the wonderful unity

of plan in the thousands and thousands of living

constructions.”

These investigations he forwarded to the Linnaean

Society, but heard nothing further of them. In
1849 a memoir of the Family of the Medusae was,

curiously enough, in the view of future episcopal

opposition, communicated to the Royal Society

by the Bishop of Norwich, the father of Captain

Stanley of the Rattlesnake. In 1860 he returned to

England on leave to work out the results of his

voyage ; he found that the memoir had been pub-

lished by the Society, who made him a Fellow in

1851, and conferred their gold medal upon him the

following year.

In 1 864Huxley was appointed to the Professorship

of Natural History at the School of Mines, and the

wonderful laboratory system inaugurated by him
during his tenure of office has been almost universally

adopted.

Huxley was as keenly interested in elementary

education as in the highest branch of science. He
served on the first London School Board in 1870,

and considered that the ideal of its members should

be “ to make a ladder from the gutter to the

university along which any child may climb.”

From this period Huxley was a recognised

specialist in biological science, and for many years

no Royal Commission on fisheries or scientific edu-

cation was complete without the “ grave, black-

browed, and fiercely earnest ” face with its obstinate

chin and fascinating smile.

A lifelong sufferer from dyspepsia, mental and
physical depression attacked him in the ’seventies,

and necessitated a tour in Egypt. In 1876 he was
so far recovered as to visit America, and delivered

in New York his famous lecture on the evolution

of the horse. Honours were showered upon him,

first by Aberdeen, then Cambridge and Oxford. In
1883 he received the coveted honour of being

elected President of the Royal Society, which his

health obliged him to relinquish in 1886; he then

retired from public life, and settled at Eastbourne,

where he died on June 29, 1895.

Eis Work

To mention Huxley to the orthodox theologian

in the ’eighties of the last century was like the pro-

verbial red rag to the bull, and it must be added
that the suggestion of theology upon the redoubt-
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able scientist had a similarly exciting effect. He
was the Mephistopheles of theEvangehcal home, and
occupied a position similar to Lord Byron in the
earlier years of the century.

He had adopted Darwm’s theories, and pressed
them into notice with polemical vigour in much the
same way as Kingsley had treated Maurice. There
is little doubt that Huxley was fond of a fight. He
had a fine, lucid, literary style, a natural aptitude
for dialectics, and an impatience with the cautious

peradventures and hair-splitting logic dear to many
theologians.

Huxley’s combative powers are well brought out
by his connection with the Metaphysical Society.

This famous society was founded in 1869, ten
years after The Origin of Species had set the re-

ligious world ablaze ; and during the time a hvely
battle had been waged by the theologians on one
side and those who accepted the Darwiman theory
on the other. The Society had its origin m a con-

versation between Mr. James Knowles, editor of

the Nineteenth Century, and some friends, including

Tennyson. Teimyson suggested the formation of

a society, the mam object of which should be the

submittmg to searching criticism the intellectual

foundations of the spreading Agnosticism. “ Some-
thing must be done,” he said, in his abrupt, emphatic

manner, “ to put down these Agnostics ” At first

it was proposed to confine the membership to

thinkers of a Theistic stamp. Well-known men
were sounded as to their wilhngness to join, among
them Dr. Martineau. It was characteristic of

Martineau’s fearlessness that he declined to join a

society so constituted.

** I feel,” he wrote, “ the deepest interest in these

problems, and for the equal chance of gaining and
giving li^t would gladly join in discussing them with

Gnostics and Agnostics alike ; but a society of Gnostics

to put down Agnostics I cannot approve and would not
join.”

The scheme was accordingly altered to meet
Martineau’s wishes, and able Agnostics hke Pro-

fessor Tyndall and Huxley were invited and readily

assented. That brilhant controversialist. Dr. W. G.

Ward, played an active part in securing members,

and certainly no society could boast of a more
distinguished list of names. Of statesmen there

were Mr. Gladstone, Lord Selbome, and the Duke
of Argyll

;
prominent Churchmen, such as Dean

Stanley and F. D. Maurice ; Unitarians such as

Martineau; Agnostic men of science like Tyndall

and Huxley; Agnostic men of letters as John
Morley and Leslie Stephen. For the rest, poets

and journalists and lawyers of every shade of belief,

such as Tennyson, Browning, Sir James Stephen,

Sir Frederick Pollock, J. A. Froude, R. H. Hutton,

Mark Pattison, Ruskin, Henry Sidgwick, Sir

William Gull, Dr. Andrew Clark.

In an interesting article by Hutton in the Ni»e-

teenth Century, the writer says :

" At the meeting of the Metaphysical Society which
was held on the 10th December 1872, Dr. Ward was to

have read a paper on the question, * Can Experience

prove the Uniformity of Nature ? ’ Middlemarch had
been completed and published a few days previously.

The Claimant was still starring it in the provinces m
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the interval between his first trial and his second. Thus
the dinner itself was lively, though several of the more
distinguished members did not enter till the hour for

reading the paper had arrived. One might have heard
Professor Huxley fllashing out a sceptical defence of the

use of the Bible in Board Schools at one end of the table,

Mr. Fitzjames Stephen’s deep bass remarks on the

Claimant’s adroit use of his committal for perjury at

another, and an eager discussion of the various merits

of Lydgate and Rosamund at a third. Father Dalgairns,

one of Dr. Newman’s immediate followers, who left the

English Church and entered the Oratory of St. Phihp
Neri with him, a man of singular sweetness and open-

ness of character, with something of a French type of

playfulness in his expression, discoursed to me eloquently

on the noble ethical character of George Eliot’s novels,

and the penetrating disbelief in all but human excellence

by which they are pervaded. And as I listened to this

eloquent exposition with one ear, the sound of Professor

Tyndall’s Irish voice descanting on the proposal for a
‘ prayer-gauge * which had lately been made in the

Contemporary Review^ for testing the efficacy of prayer

on a selected hospital ward, captivated the other.

Everything alike spoke of the extraordinary fermentations

of opinion in the society around us. Moral and intel-

lectual yeast was as hard at work in the men at that
table as in the period of the Renaissance itself.

“ We thought at first,” said Huxley, “ that it would
be a case of Kilkenny oats. Hats and coats would be
left in the hall before the meeting, but there would be
no wearers left after it was over to put them on again.

Instead of this we came to love each other like brothers.

We all expended so much charity, that had it been
money we should have been bankrupt. Indeed,” he
adds, “ the society died of too much love.”

It certainly made for a more tolerant spirit among
men of every shade of opinion. If it did not “ put
down *’ agnosticism, at any rate it defined more
clearly the points at issue.

What are Huxley’s leading characteristics ?

These seem to be two—^his passionate integrity and
his idealism.

His Passionate Integrity

He admitted that theologians had recognised

realities, though in strange forms. Predestination,

original sin, and the primacy of Satan in this world
were a good deal nearer the truth, he imagined,

than the comfortable optimism culminating in

Pope’s doctrine, “ Whatever is, is right.”

On the death of his little son, to whom he had
been devoted, Charles Kingsley, in his warm-hearted,
generous way had written him a letter of sympathy,
and pointed out incidentally some of the belief in

which he would himseK have found consolation.

In his reply, Huxley said he had no a prion objection

to the belief in immortality. But “ it is totally

without evidence,” and the assertion that an un»
proved and unprovable doctrine is necessary to

morality is altogether repugnant to him. “The
most sacred act of a man’s iBe is the assertion of a
belief in truth.” Men may call him whatever hard
names they please, but they shall not call him a
“liar.” He would have endorsed George Eliot’s

saying that “ the highest calling and election is to

do without opium, and live through ah our pain
with conscious clear-eyed endurance.”
On educational matters there is the same plain

speaking out, though he touches here on less con-
troversial ground. In one of his most stimulating
essays on A Liberal Education he remarks, “To

every one of us the world was once fresh and new
as to Adam. And then, long before we were sus-
ceptible of any other mode of instruction. Nature
took us in hand, and every minute of waking life

brought its educational influence, shapmg our actions
into rough accordance with Nature’s laws, so that
we might not be ended entirely by too gross dis-
obedience . . . The question of compulsory edu-
cation is settled so far as Nature is concerned. Her
bill in that question was framed and passed long
ago. But like all compulsory legislation, that of
Nature is harsh and wasteful m its operation;
Nature’s discipline is not even a word and a blow,
but the blow without the word. It is left to you to
find out why your ears are boxed.

“ The object of what we commonly called education

—

artificial education—is to make good these defects in
Nature’s methods. And a liberal education is an artificial

education which ha-s not only prepared a man to escape
the great evils of disobedience to natural laws, but has
trained him to appreciate and seize upon the rewards
which Nature scatters with as free a hand as her penal-
ties. That man, I think, has had a liberal education
who has been so trained m youth that his body is the
ready servant of his will, and does with ease and pleasure
all the work that as a mechanism it is capable of ; whose
intellect is a clear, cold logic engine with all its parts of
equal strength and in smooth working order; ready like a
steam engine to be turned to any kind of work, and spin
the gossamers as well as forge the anchors of the mind ;

whose mind is stored with a knowledge of the great and
fundamental truths of Nature and of the laws of her
operations, one who, no stunted ascetic, is full of life

and fire, but whose passions are trained to come to heel

by a vigorous will, the servant of a tender conscience •

who has learned to love all beauty, whether of Nature
or of Art, to hate all vileness, and to respect others as
himself.”

Sometimes his absolute sincerity led him to con-

cede far more to the religious teacher than he was
prepared to justify on logical grounds. But even
at the risk of seeming inconsistent, he boldly gave
expression to sentiments, instincts and promptings,

that he felt were potent factors in moulding life ;

though they had no place in materialistic philo-.

sophy. Consequently, it is not accurate to call

Huxley a materialist ; for, as he says, “ materialism

and spiritualism are opposite poles of the same
absurdity—the absurdity of assuming that we know
anything about either spirit or matter.”

This naturally leads us to his idealism^ that

so strongly colours his ablest work as a thinker

—

EvohUion and Ethics—^which, as he explained, was
an effort to put the Christian doctrine that Satan is

the prince of this world on a scientific foundation.

Man, the animal, has worked his way to the

headship of the sentient world, and has become the

superb animal which he is by virtue of his success

in the struggle for existence. The conditions having

been of a certain order, man’s orgamsation has

adjusted itself to them better than that of his com-

petitors in the cosmic strife. In the case of man-
kind, the self-assertion, the unscrupulous setting of

all that can be grasped, the tenacious holding of

all that can be kept, which constitutes the essence

of the struggle for existence, have answered. In
his successful progress throughout the savage state,

man has been largely indebted to those qualities
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whicli he shares with the ape and the tiger; his

exceptional physical organisation
; ^

his cnnnmg,

his sociability, his curiosity and his imitativeness

;

his ruthless and ferocious destructiveness when his

anger is roused by opposition. But in proportion

as men have passed f^-om anarchy to social organisa-

tion, and in proportion as civilisation has grown

in worth, these deeply mgrained serviceable

Qualities have become defects. “ After the manner

of successful persons,” says Huxley, “civilised

man would gladly kick down the ladder by which

he has climbed.” He would only be too pleased

to see “ the ape and the tiger die.” But they decline

to suit his convenience ;
and the unwelcome in-

trusion of these boon companions of his hot youth

into the ranged existence of civil life, add pai^

and griefs innumerable and immeasurably great to

those which the cosmic process brings on the mere

animal. In fact, civilised man brands all these

ape and tiger promptings with the name of sins ;

he punishes many of the acts which flow from them

as crimes ;
and in extreme cases he does Ms best

to put an end to the survival of the Attest of former

days by axe and rope.
^

Now, whatever differences of opmion may exist

among principles, there is a general consoioMn^

that the ape and tiger methods of the struggle for

existence are not reconcilable with sound ethical

he calls the “ cosmic process.” But

social progress means a checking of “ the oostmc

process ” at every stage and the substitution for

it of another, which may be called “the ethical

process,” the end of which is, not the si^ival of

those who may happen to be the fittest, m respect

of the whole of the conditions which obtam, but of

those who are ethically the best.

“ The ethical process,” adds Huxley m a note,

“is, strictly speaking, also part of the general

process of evolution.” But how could ethical

nature, as the offspring of cosmical nature, be at

enmity with it ? Huxley meets the question th^.

Taking, as an example, the ground on which his

house was built, he shows how the industry of man

has converted a patch of weed-choked, econoimoally

unproductive soil into a fruitful garden, and how,

if the skill and labour by which this has been done,

are withdrawn. Nature, whose action never pai^es,

will reassert her sway and convert the place into

a wilderness. The garden is a work of art, bs is

the house which stands in it, as is everything that

man has produced. And the effect of all that he

does is to oppose and for a time arrest the cosmic

process, limiting the area of ceaseless struggle and

competition. Applying this to human society,

which at its origin was as much a product of orgamo

necessity as that of the bees, “ the ape and tiger

instmcts are found dormant. It was bas^ on

selfishness. The race was to the swift and the

battle to the strong. Even then, however, in the

earnest grouping of a few famihes into clans, the

blood tie, whose source is in the parent, engendered

a sympathy which assured unity,_ and therefore

some restraint on individual assertion. For sym-

pathy is the germ plasm of ethics. Knowledge,

the only begetter of a wider sympathy, breaks down

tribal divisions, and, with the obvious advantages

which co-operation secures, enlarges the narrow

borders of primitive altruism, lunits the area of

conflict, and mitigates the horrors of a state of

warfare which, at the outset, was chronic. To this

the state of caankmd, after thousands of years of

advance from the feral state, witnesses, since only

in the minority of all who have ever hved has that

advance been made, and even among these there

needs small provocation to rouse the hghtly-sleeping

tiger. Hence, whenever self-restraint is practised,

there is checking of the cosmic process of bitter

struggle by the ethical, defined by Huxley as the

“ evolution of the feelings out of which the primitive

bonds of human society are so largely forged mto

the organised and personified sympathy we call

‘ conscience.* ”
. *

The “ human ” note in Huxley is more vibrant

than in Spencer. No man can repress his emotional

nature as sternly as he did,^ year after year, without

suffering some disruption in his nature. Spencer’s

was naturally a kindly disposition, and he was not

blind to the suffering of his fellow creatures or care-

less of their welfare. But his social sympathies

suffered from a kind of chilly timidity; and he

could not have said, as did Huxley

:

“ If I am to be remembered at all, I would rather it

should be as ' a man who did his best to help the people

^^“^Men,^my°dea?^^^^^ M one of his deUghtful

letters to a friend, “ are very queer animals, a i»Mture

o£ horse nervousness, ass stubbornness, and camel

mahce, with an angel bobbmg about “^expectedly to
the apple in the posset, and when they can do exactly

as they please are very hard to drive.

Some, I think, have seen only the “ ass stubborn-

ness ” and “camel malice” in Thomas Henry

Huxley. It is a mistake to overlook the bobbmg

anael.” This it was that gave fairness and sobriety

to bis exceptional power of controversy ; tlmt

sweetened the fierce impatience of the man, that

eave a fine elusiveness to his character—that ^d

more than anything else to confute triumphmfiy

those opponents who oonfoimd the agnostic position

with that of the careless liver.
, . ^ ,

The same note of social fellowship that we find

in Huxley accentuates the writings of another biri-

liant man of science, W. K. Cuteord (184^i8/9),

out off unhappfiy before his power had matured.

diffiord, who was Professor of Mathematira md
Mechanics at University CoUege, London, lacked

Huxley’s splendid hterary equipmeiit, and he wm
a man of colder imagination. But he wm equally

sincere and outspoken, and there is a pathetic nng

about his wistful adjuration, “ Let us take hands

and help, for to-day we are alive togethM.

Another scientist, very Uttie

as aman of letters, was John Tyot
d

who accomplished admirable work in physios and

chemistry. The friend of Tennyson, he was a i^
of considerable culture, and m his htera^ style

had perhaps more grace, if less vigour and humoim,

than Huxley. But he had an equal gift of popu-

larising scientific discoveries, ^d came sca^y

less fr^uently than he into sharp oolhaon with

the theologian.
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One feature that the literary student cannot help

noticing in the writings of Tyndall and Huxley,

is the unmistakable sympathy with the ethical

ideals underlpng rehgious thought. This is a

feature that was to become more noticeable at the

close of the century and in the early years of the

Hew Era.

One of the most remarkable features of modem
thought is the gradual crambling away of the hard
materialism of the mid-Victorian Era, called out,

no doubt, by the equally hard theological dogmatism

of the day. At the present time, theology has
borrowed many of the methods of science, and
science has certainly assumed some of the trappings
of the theologian. The sharp opposition that once
existed has utterly disappeared. Many lament
the decay of dogmatism to-day. It is hard to ap-
preciate their position. Dogmatism is inimical
no less to the best interests of Science than to those
of religion—^for it is alien to the sincere and patient
search for Truth, that should be the ideal of every
thinker.
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INTRODUCTION
It is not until we are well within the Victorian Era
that the Romantic spirit exhibits itself unmistakably
in historical literature ; and we have the piquant
sight of a fiction that is beginning under the influ-

ence of scientific pre-occupation to resemble history;

and a history which in the hands of certain famous
exponents begins to look very much like fiction.

Romanticism never leaves our letters high and
dry again as had been the case after the Elizabethan
age ; but it ebbs and flows throughout the century,

continually re-asserting itself—as in the case of

the Pre-Raphaelite movement, just when it seemed
to have receded mto the distance.

In fiction we use the terms romance, realism,

and romantic-reahsm, to explain certain specific

influences. In history, let us speak of the Romantic,
the Scientific, and the Philosophic historians. To
the first, belong Macaulay and Froude ; to the
second, Stubbs and Gardmer ; to the third, Buckle
and Seeley.

The Romantic Historian differs from his cousin,

the Historical Romancer, in this important respect

:

the latter uses historical material as a background
for a picture that is in its main composition purely
imaginary. The Romantic historian merely uses
the arts of the storyteller to invest actual facts and
actual scenes with colour and movement.

In both cases Me is treated dramatically.

The object that the Romantic Historian has
always in view is to make history a live and actual
thing ; to bridge the passage of years and convince
the reader by making the past as familiar and vital

as the present ; and the supreme merit of this

school hes in the interest which they have awakened
in the general reader, to whom the past has been
largely a dim and alien thing. The Scientific

School, on the other hand, have argued that you
cannot dramatise history without ekeing out scanty
historical data with a great deal of guesswork.
They have insisted, either categorically or infer*

entially, that in giving free play to the imagination
it IS fatally easy to sacrifice accuracy on the altar

of dramatic effectiveness
; and here, no doubt, they

touch a real weakness in the Romantic standpoint.

The attacks which Freeman made upon Froude
give us in a nutshell the point of issue between the
two methods, though Freeman himself has some of

the grave defects for which he (not without justice)

upbraided Froude.

A better representative of the Scientific School,

with whom to oppose Froude, is Gardiner.

At the present juncture there is no necessity to

inquire more closely into the credentials of the rival

claimants. These will emerge necessarily into full

light in the course of the present sketch. All I
am concerned with here is to note the conflicting

points of view.

The Romantic Historian says in effect

:

** I am clothing the skeleton facts with flesh and
blood, giving them corporal hfe.”

To which his rival responds somewhat in this

strain

:

** But how do you know you’re giving them the

right life ? What you call life seenas largely an
embodiment of your own personal predilection.

Some of these skeletons are so imperfect, that the

only justifiable thing is to leave them imperfect and
content ourselves with describing the bones with

their concomitant imperfections. History is not

a shilling shocker; it is, or should be, a faithful

investigation of actual facts. Give such facts as

you find, and don’t confound the function of the

entertainer with the function of the seeker after

truth.”

There is, however, a difference between the point

of view of the Scientific and the Philosophic

Historian. The Scientific Historian agrees with

his brother that the primary object of history is

to deal with facts, but he disagrees in ruling out

the imagination, postulating, however, that we
need the imagiaation not to dramatise the facts
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but to elicit ideas from them, such as may prove
of service to us at the present day.

To put it briefly: the Romantic writer drama-
tises the facts, the Scientific writer classifies the

facts, the Philosophic writer generalises from the

facts.

Each, properly considered, has his place and im-

portance, though from a literary point of view the

first and last are necessarily more interesting than

the second.

(A) HISTORY

I. The Bomantie School

The first figure of importance is Thomas Babino-

ton MACAtTLAY, bom at Rothley Temple, Leicester-

shire, on 25th October 1800. He was the son of

Zachary Macaulay, a wealthy merchant whose seif*

sacrifice in the support of anti-slavery involved his

later years in serious financial difficulties. The
child’s early years were spent at Clapham, among
the strict Evangelical sect of which his father was
so faithful an adherent.

Of boyish disposition and studious habits, the

lad appears to have been a voracious reader.

“ The quantity of reading that Tom has poured in,”

wrote Hannah More to his father in 1814, “ and the

quantity of writing he has poured out, is astonishing,

. . . and he*is as much amused with making a pat of

butter as a poem,”

From a private school, in 1818, the youth went
up to Trinity College, Cambridge. Here he proved

no mathematician, but was a fine classical scholar,

wrote two prize poems, and was in 1824 elected

to a fellowship.

In 1825 appeared the essay on Milton, his first

contnbution to the Edinburgh Review, a magazine

with which he was connected for over thirty years.

Literature had an almost irresistible attraction for

hiyv>j but the failure of his father’s business necessi-

tated a more lucrative profession. He was called

to the Bar in 1 826, and two years later was appointed

a Commissioner in Bankruptcy.

A sturdy upholder of the Whig party, he turned

his attention to politics, and entered Parliament in

1830 ; and his speech on the Reform Bill in 1831

revealed his remarkable power as an orator ; indeed,

it was only necessary to remark that “ Macaulay

is up,” to see members hurrying back to the chamber
from aU parts of the House.
While Macaulay was particularly interested in

active political life, financial stress obliged him to

accept a position in the Supreme Council of India

there ho did thorough and conscientious work fot

lour years (1834-1838), drafting the Indian Penal

Code, and organising Indian education. On his

return to England in 1839 he again entered Parlia-

ment, with a seat in the Cabinet as Secretary of State

for War, till the fall of the Ministry in 1841, He
now turned his leisure to good literary account by
publishing the Lays of Ancient Borne (1842). Four
years later, when the Whigs were again in office,

Macaulay was appointed Paymaster-General of the

Forces, but, failing to secure re-election in his Scots

constituency in 1847—^after supporting the Bill for

a grant to the Roman Catholic College of Maynooth
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—^he gave up active politics and devoted himself
more assiduously to literature, and the publication
of the two first volumes of his History (1848), of
which thirteen thousand were sold in four months.
In 1852 the historian was again in Parhament as
member for Edmburgh, and m 1857 was raised to
the peerage—“ For which,” he remarked, “ I never
directly or indirectly solicited the honour.”
In 1855 two further volumes of the History were

published, but the fifth, that carried the record
down to the time of William HI , did not appear
until two years after the author’s death, and was
edited by his sister. On December 28, 1859, in
the midst of his work, he died suddenly, and is

buried in the Poets’ Corner in Westminster Abbey.

His Work

Macaulay’s passion for reading, and his mar&
vellously retentive memory, are the two charac-
teristics that affect his work the most. Both as an
historian and essayist his range of knowledge and
faculty for vivid presentment are always in evidence
From the storehouse of his wide reading he seizes

upon illustrations and analogies that give striking

effect to his writings ; and so persuasive is his pen
that we do not reahse for a while that the brilliant

surface of his mind is somewhat hard and unyield-

ing, and that his power of reflection is vastly in-

ferior to his power of observation.

For this reason, superficially attractive as are a
number of his critical essays, there is little genuine

criticism in them. Certain points he sees clearly,

and these he can visualise in his captivating if

pontifical manner; but he has httle sense of the

complexity of his subject-matter. The personal

equation is everything with Macaulay, and with the

skill of the advocate he can make out an excellent

case from his own point of view. But he is frankly

a partisan, and there is little perspective in his

work.
Yet if not a great critic, he is certainly, within

definite limits, a great historian. For he has that

rare quality, that power of vitalising the past, which

compensates for so many minor defects. To put

it simply, Macaulay made history something actual

and alive, made us realise the organic connection

between past and present. His historical portraits

may be over-coloured at times ; they are never

insignificant. His historical judgments may be

provocative ; they are never negligible. He has

made history attractive and real to thousands of

readers, and this surely is no mean thing.

The man who has read carefully the Hisftory of

Englandmay absorb not a few exaggerated estimates

and a distorted view of certain sides of seventeenth

century life, but he has gained an insight into the

general life of the time that is of the highest im-

portance. Nowhere in historical literature is there

a clearer or more masterly picture of social London

in the days of the Restoration than may be found

in the opening pages of the History, 3jl the faculty

for condensed narrative he has no superior.

** Whoever examines the maps of London which were
published towards the close of the reign of Charles the
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Second will see that only the nucleus of the present
capital then existed. The town did not, as now, fade by
imperceptible degrees into the country. No long

avenues of villas, embowered in lilacs and laburnums,
extended from the great centre of wealth and civilisation

almost to the boundaries of Middlesex and far into the

heart of Kent and Surrey. In the east,^ no part of the

immense line of warehouses and artificial lakes which
now stretches from the Tower to Blackwall had even been
projected. On the west, scarcely one of those stately

piles of building which are inhabited by the noble and
wealthy was in existence ; and Chelsea, which is now
peopled by more than forty thousand human beings,

was a quiet country village with about a thousand
inhabitants. On the north, cattle fed, and sportsmen
wandered with dogs and guns over the site of the
borough of Marylebone, and over far the greater part
of the space now covered by the boroughs of Finsbury
and of the Tower Hamlets. Islington was^ almost a
solitude ; and poets loved to contrast its silence and
repose with the din and turmoil of the monster London.
On the south the capital is now connected with its

suburb by several bridges, not inferior In magnificence
and solidity to the noblest works of the Csesars. In
1685, a single line of irregular arches, overhung by piles

of mean and crazy houses, and garnished, after a fashion
worthy of the naked barbarians of Dahomey,^ with
scores of mouldering heads, impeded the navigation of

the river. , , .

“ Of the metropolis, the City, properly so called,

was the most important division. At the time of the
Restoration it had been built, for the most part, of
wood and plaster • the few bricks that were used were
ill baked ; the booths where goods were exposed to sale

projected far into the streets, and were overhung by
the upper stories. A few specimens of this architecture
may still bo seen in those districts w'hich were not
reached by the great fire. That fire had, in a few days,
covered a space of little less than a square mile, with the
ruins of eighty-nine churches and of thirteen thousand
houses. But the City had risen again with a celerity

which had excited the admiration of neighbouring
countries. Unfortunately the old lines of the streets

had been to a great extent preserved : and those lines,

originally traced in an age when even princesses per-
formed their journeys on horseback, were often too
narrow to allow wheeled carriages to pass each other
with ease, and were therefore ill adapted for the residence
of wealthy persons in an age when a coach and six was
a fashionable luxury. The style of building was, how-
ever, far superior to that of the City which had perished.
The ordinary material was brick, of much better quality
than had formerly been used. On the sites of the
ancient parish churches had arisen a multitude of new
domes, towers, and spires which bore the mark of the
fertile genius of Wren. In every place, save one, the
traces of the great devastation had been completely
effaced. But the crowds of workmen, the scaffolds, and
the masses of hewn stone were still to be seen where
the noblest of Protestant temples was slowly rfeing
on the ruins of the old Cathedral of St. Paul.”

Facts are, admittedly, invaluable things; but
they can be made extremely dull things ; and the
accurate historian is often a desperately dull dog.
Macaulay has been impugned for his inaccuracy, but
his critics have not sufficiently realised how many
of the facts with which his pages teem are accurate.

No man who deals with a vast array of fac"^ can
help inaccuracy slipping in at times ; but, putting
aside errors due to lack of accessible information
(as in FredericTc the Greed essay) for which he is not
justly responsible, the wonder is not that he made
mistakes, but that his mistakes were on the whole
so few. Added to this, no man, with the exception
of Froude, could make his facts so palatable and
attractive as could Macaulay.

Within certain limits, then, Macaulay is a great
historian. What are these limitations ?

In the first place, Macaulay’s imagination is

panoramic, not stereoscopic. He can see with
force and clearness the outlines of his pictures

;

but he rarely sees beyond the outline. He sees,

but does not see through. His pages present us
with a wonderfully varied and extensive surface

of life. But it is only surface. He has scarcely

anything of Carlyle’s insight into character—^that

quality which gives stereoscopic body to The French
jkevolvtion.

In the second place, there is no philosophy in

Macaulay’s outlook. The world for him is a bril

liant pageant ; and admittedly, the aspects of

pageantry are worth noting. But it is something
more than a pageant, it is a play of elemental forces

kept in fitful leash by the hand of civilisation;

and breaking away at times with dramatic violence.

Macaulay saw nothing of this ; or if he did, it had
no interest for him. Carlyle’s heroes are some-
times the reverse of estimable, but their dynamic
quality we cannot gainsay. Macaulay’s heroes

are more estimable, but infinitely more common-
place. He could realise the merits of the doughty
warrior—^for these are obvious and theatrically

imposing. But rude force of another kind—such

as animated the Puritans—merely repelled him.

He is essentially conventional and mediocre in

his general estimate of men and women. He could

see—as anyone can see—the absurdities and weak-
nesses of Boswell ; he could not realise that the

author of that splendid biography was something
much more than a tedious fool.

But these defects are helps rather than hindrances

to him as historian of the reign of William and
Mary ; for here are no volcanic upheavals, no great

disturbing personalities ; the men and the time
suit Macaulay’s temperament and bring out his

strongest points ; for he could make ordinary people

and ordinary matters interesting and attractive.

During Macaulay’s life, a more scientific attitude

to history had been growing up. Macaulay him-

self, though not uninfluenced by the development
of modern science, exhibits its influence in one

direction only ; in the ease with which he marshalled

his details. Unphilosophical by temperament,

he never thought of applying scientific laws to

history. But those historians of the ancient world,

Thirlwall, Crete, and Thomas Arnold, all united

more or less by utilitarian ethics, make a notable

attempt in this direction.

CoNNOP Thirlwall (1797-1875) was a great

scholar, whose Histori/ of Greece (1835-47) was a
solid column of learning, crowned by the lily-work

of an attractive style. It was fair-minded, also

more judicial, though less persuasive, than Grote’s

Hietory, that so soon superseded it.

George Grote (1794-1871) devoted many more
years to his subject than Thirlwall, and this more
than balances the greater intellectual power of

Thirlwall.

The great feature of Grote’s History is the almost

idolatrous attitude towards the Athenian demo-
cracy.

Thomas Arnold is certainly the most interesting
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personality of the three. Born in 1795, the son

of an officer of Inland Revenue, he was educated

at Winchester and Oxford. After his ordination,

m 181S, he settled at Laleham-on-Thames, and
entered upon his career as an educationist by
preparing young men for the University. In 1827

he was appointed head-master of Rugby School,

where for fifteen years his learning, force of char-

acter, and powerful influence not only raised the

tone and educational reputation of his own school,

but exercised a remarkable reformation over the

public school hfe of England. The fearless ex-

pression of his own religious and political opinions

involved him in many controversies. “ He was an
ardent lover of truth,” says a contemporary, “ with-

out a grain of vanity or conceit.”

Appointed Professor of Modem History at Oxford

in 1841, he died suddenly the following year, and
his History of Rome, upon which he was at work at

the time of his death, was left unfinished.

History, in Arnold’s view, was a good method of

teaching sound moral principles. Its picturesque

appeal, even its intellectual inspiration, he thought

of less account than its ethical values. For he
held to the organic unity of history, assuming that

what helped men in the past would help them in

the present, and that life is one and the same for

practical purposes in all ages. But he laid far

less emphasis than Carlyle on the personahty of

its atoms.

Arnold’s most important work is his History of

Rome (1838-1843). History, however, was m a
transitional state during these years ; so, whereas

Macaulay survives by his recreative imagination,

men like Arnold, Thirlwall, and Grote, whose liter-

ary power was inferior to their learning, have been

superseded. A closer study of early institutions,

anthropological, philological, and archgeological re-

searches, has resulted in the ear-marking of all these

writers as old-fashioned. None the less these men
played an important part in the more scientific

development of history, and were not without their

influence (Arnold especially) on the modem school.

The next writer of note is Geobgb Finlay (1799-

1875), whose elaborate and detailed History of

Greece from its conquest by the Romans to the

present time, was published in parrs between 1843

and 1861.

Finlay’s strength lay in his intimate knowledge
of the people ab^out whom he wrote. He was an
indifferent man of letters ; but he was a man not

merely of great learning but of sagacious practi-

cality.

What Finlay did for the Greeks, Henry Hart
Milman (1791-1868) did for the Jews. His History

of the Jews (1829) produced a great stir in many
ecclesiastical dovecotes, and in those days the

historical treatment of Biblical subject matter was
looked upon as desperately wicked. Milman was
discouraged, but refused to bow his head meekly
to the storm, and adhered strictly to his point of

view—^that the fact that the Jews were a “ chosen

race ” did not put them outside the ordinary

methods of historical research.

Milman’s significance lay in the pioneer work he

accomplished (though unwittingly) for the rational-
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istic spirit m biblical criticism. He was quite
orthodox himself, and did not pursue his own re-

searches to their logical conclusions, though he
enabled others to do so.

A more detailed and specialised investigation of
historical phenomena marks all these writers ; for
a successor to Macaulay in literary power we must
turn to James Anthony Froude, third son of the
Archdeacon of Totnes, Devonshire, where he was
born in 1818.

Educated at Westminster School and Oriel Col-

lege, Oxford, he came under the influence of

Newman m 1836 : Froude’s elder brother, Hurrell,

was also a pronounced Tractanan. Having given
some slight assistance to Newman in preparing
the Lives of the SairUs, Froude found it difficult to
bring his own thought into hne with Newman’s,
and speedily severed the connection. He took
deacon’s orders in 1844, but, gradually becoming
more and more unorthodox, never proceeded to the
priesthood. At length he discarded all ecclesi'

asticism, and became a follower of Carlyle and the

German school of philosophers.

In 1848 he published (anonymously) The Nemesis

of Faith, thereby arousing a storm of indignation in

clerical circles. The book was pubhcly burned in

the hall of Exeter College, of which Froude was a
feUow, and resignation was inevitable.

This candid avowal of his opinions was to cost

him yet dearer. His father withdrew his allowance,

and a recent appointment as head-master of Hobart
Grammar School was cancelled. But for the

anonymous gift of £200, through Professor Max
Mtiller, Froude would have been in sore straits.

He now turned to literature as a profession, and
became a regular contributor to the Westminster

Remew and Fiaser^s Magazine—^the latter he edited

from 1860-1874. The essays thus published were

issued later as Short Studies on Great Subjects,

The famous History, in twelve volume appeared

at intervals between 1856 and 1870, after which

Froude lectured in America, travelled as a Govern-

ment Commissioner in Africa, and visited Australia

and the West Indies—all of which experiences he

used for literary purposes.

For forty-five years, Froude was the close friend

and disciple of Carlyle, and at the latter’s death m
1881, Froude found himself sole literary executor.

He at once set to work and published the four

volumes that provoked so much controversy.

Elected Lord Rector of St. Andrew’s University

in 1869, in 1884 Edinburgh conferred upon him
their degree of LL.D., and in 1892—such is the

march of tolerance—^Froude was appointed Pro-

fessor of Modem History at Oxford.

He died in 1894.

Froude is undoubtedly the most brilliant of the

Romantic sohool of historians. It is this literary

brilliance combined with his great unreliability

in matters of fact, that made him the centre round

which iraged the battle between the picturesque

and the scientific historian. A careful examination

of Froude’s writings, including his famous Life of

Carlyle, must bring us to admit that his inaccuracies

were both many and serious ; but these inaccuracies

were due to a constitutional obliqueness of vision
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rather than to any deliberate effort to suppress

the truth. In fact, Froude’s unreliability seems

to bo due to the free expression he gave to his own
personal feehngs; the likes and dislikes he never

tried to suppress, and instinctively he manipulated

his material to suit his own temperamental views.

But it is a mistake to suppose, as some of his

adverse critics have done, that his errors were due to

negligence, or to slovenly research. He was a man
of laborious scholarship, and his exlaaustive exami-

nations at Hatfield House and the Record Office

when writing his History of England^ opened up an
entirely new road in historical research.

As against his distortions must be placed the

fact that by his fine literary faculties he has given

us some wonderful pen-pictures of Tudor times,

and some extraordinarily vital portraits that add
materially to our appreciation of the life of the

Elizabethan age. His historical writings cannot

be explained away merely as attractive yet' mis-

leading romances.
Froude made the Elizabethan period live ; and

if the circumstances surrounding the Spanish

Armada were not all he suggests, no one has pic-

tured for us more powerfully the fact of the in-

vasion; if Henry’s character is overcoloured and
onesided, yet the man is alive, not a mere name.
Like Macaulay, Froude can hold by sheer force of

imaginative power, while he has a philosophic

breadth quite beyond the reach of Macaulay,

If we turn to the study of Carlyle, the merits and
defects of his method will be more clearly revealed,

Froude had exceptional insight into character, and
it never occurred to him to minimise the faults and
failings of the man to whom he had been deeply

attached. With his dramatic sense he felt the

effectiveness to be gained by strong contrasts of

light and shade
; and so with all the art at his com-

mand he drev/ for us a figure of arresting interest

that fell far short of the man worshipped by so

many Victorians. The worshipper was horrified

and indignant ; even were it true, he argued, it

said little for the loyalty of a man who had stood

in such close relationship as Froude did to Carlyle.

They did not understand that the arrogance and
dogmatism that Froude had so relentlessly limned
were qualities that fascinated the unassuming and
sceptical biographer.

He could love and admire his old master despite

these qualities, and he was amazed that others

should be unable to do so. In its broad outlines, I
do not see that the character of Carlyle has been
materially affected by the evidence brought forward
by friends who indignantly impugned the justice of
the picture. No doubt, with the unconscious cruelty

of the literary artist, he has given too much pro-
minence to qualities that cannot be controverted
but were counterbalanced by other traits, for Carlyle

was an astoundingly complex and contradictory
personality. None the less there is no reason to
dispute Froude’s sincerity; and his biographical
methods are at any rate preferable to those official

writers of great men who, by carefully eliminating
and suppressing all the “knots” and little in-

firmities in the subjects of their biographies, produce
oolourless and lifeless portraits.

Carlyle does live in Froude’s pages, just as his
Henry VIII or his Erasmus lives. We may dislike
the Carlyle he drew (though many find the picture
by no means unlovable), but we aU feel he has
drawn a giant and not a pigmy. Henry VHI was
scarcely such good company as Froude would have
us think, but he was no lay figure ; he is a dominant
and masterful man. As indeed he must have been
to achieve the work he did.

Passing to less controversial matters, none could
dispute the high beauty of Froude’s literary style.

It is at once strong and restrained, simple and sump-
tuous. His periods glow with a subdued and
chastened richness.

In place of the showy but metallic brilliance of
Macaulay, we have a delicately plastic and exqui-
sitely modulated style. It is less mannered than
Arnold’s, leas artificial than De Qumcey’s, less

florid than Buskin’s. Its perfect taste and sure
art may be gathered from the fact that w® are
rarely made conscious of it. It arises so naturally
out of the subject-matter that we do not realise at
first that art has gone to the making of it. No-
where is it seen to better advantage than in the
Short Studies of Great Subjects.

Whatever views we may hold of Froude as an
historian, he is certainly among the greatest writers

of English in our language.

The Book ok Job

Most of us. at one time or other of our lives, have
known something of love--of that only pure love in
which no self is left remaining. We have loved as
children, we have loved as lovers ; some of us have
learnt to love a cause, a faith, a country ; and what
love would that be which existed only with a prudent
view to after-interests. Surely there is a love which
exults in the power of self-abandonment, and can glory
in the privilege of suffering for what is good. Que mon
nom soit fiUrif pourvu que la France sott libret said
Danton ; and those wild patriots who had trampled
into scorn the faith in an immortal life in which they
would be rewarded for what they were suffenng, went
to their graves as beds, for the dream of a people’s

liberty. Shall we, who would be thought reasonable
men, love the living God with less heart than these poor
men loved their phantom ? Justice is done ; the

balance is not deranged. It only seems deranged, as

long as w© have not learnt to serve without looking to

be paid for it.

Such IS the theory of life which is to be found in the

Book of Job « a faith which has flashed up in all times

and all lands, wherever noble men wei*e to be found,

and which passed in Christiamty into the acknowledged
creed of half the world. The cross was the new symbol,
the divine sufierer the great example ; and mankind
answered to the call, because the appeal was not to

what was poor and selfish in them, but to whatever of

best and bravest was in their nature. The law of reward
and punishment was superseded by the law of love.
** Thou Shalt love God and thou shalt love man ”

;
and

that was not love—men knew it once-—which was bought
by the prospect of reward. Times are changed with
us now. Thou shalt love God and thou shalt love man,
in the hands of a poor Paley, are found to mean no more
than. Thou shalt iov© thyself after an enlightened manner.
And the same base tone has saturated not only our
common feelings, but our Christian theologists and our
Antichristian philosophies. A prudent regard to our
future interests, an abstinence from present unlawful
pleasures, because they will entail the loss of greater

pleasure by-and-by or perhaps be paid for with pain,—^this is called virtue now ; and the belief that such
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beings as men can be influenced by any feelings nobler
or better, is smiled at as the dream of enthusiasts whose
hearts have outrun their understandings. Indeed, he
were but a poor lover whose devotion to his mistress lay

restmg on the feeling that a marriage with her would
conduce to his own comforts. That were a poor patnot
who served his country for the hire which his country
would give to him. And we should think but poorly
of a son who thus addressed his earthly father :

“ Father,

on whom my fortunes depend, teach me to do what
pleases thee, that I, obeying thee in all things, may
obtain those good things which thou hast promised to
give to thy obedient children.” If any of us who have
lived in so poor a faith venture, by-and-by, to put in

our claims, Satan will be hkely to say of us (with better

reason than he did of Job), “ Did they serve God for

naught, then ? Take their reward from them, and
they will curse Him to His face.” If Christianity had
never borne itself more loftily than this, do we suppose
that those fierce Norsemen who had learnt, in the fiery

war-songs of the Edda, of what stufi the hearts of heroes
are composed, would have fashioned their sword-hilts

into crosses, and themselves into a crusading chivalry ?

Let us not dishonour our great fathers with the dream
of it. The Christians, like the Stoics and Epicureans,
would have lived their little day among the ignoble
sects of an effete civilisation, and would have passed
off and been heard of no more. It was in another spirit

that those first preachers of righteousness went out
upon their warfare with evil. They preached, not
enlightened prudence, but purity, justice, goodness

;

holding out no promises in this world except of suffering

as their great Master had suffered, and rejoicing that
they were counted worthy to suffer for His sake. And
that crown of glory which they did believe to await
them in a life beyond the grave, was no enj'oyment of

what they had surrendered in life, was not enjoyment
at all in any sense which human thought or language
or languages can attach to the words ; as little like it

as the crown of love is like it, which the true lover
looks for when at last he obtains his mistress. It was
to be with Christ, to lose themselves in Him.
How all this nobleness ebbed away, and Christianity

became what we know it, we are partially beginning to
see. The living spirit organised for itself a body of

perishable fiesh ;
and not only the real gains of real

experience, but more conj'ectural hypotheses, current at

the day for the solution of unexplained phenomena,
became formulae and articles of faith ; again, as before,

the living and the dead were bound together, and the
seeds of decay were already planted on the birth of a
constructed polity

An even more attractive personality is John
Richard Green (1837-1883), and in so far eis history

touches literature he has no peer save Froude and
Macaulay, no rival save Froude He did not

specialise to the extent that scientific historians like

Stubbs, Creighton, and Gardiner had done ; not

for lack of intellectual equipment, but because the

purpose he had in view necessitated his utilising

much of the material garnered by other men, in

order that he might present a general conspectus of

our history. But that he had much of the equip-

ment of the scientific historian may be seen by the

two books published after his death—The Making
of England and The Conquest of England.

Yet Green’s real strength did not lie in this

specialised work, for which sounder health and
more extensive learning than he could boast of

were required. His strength lay in his clear vision

of the tidal aspects of English history. The very
title ** History of the English People ” shows where
he lays the emphasis.

1 Short Studies on Great Subjects*
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In the elder popular historians, kings, queens, and
governments had loomed so largely as to dwarf
everytihing else. To Green, the springs of our
national life lay in the history of the people at large.

With his sensitive and poetic imagination he makes
everything live : a date, a fragmentary record, a
dull city charter ; he touches them with the same
vital significance which Ruskin accorded to economic
facts.

He is akin to Macaulay and Froude in his faculty
for dramatising history, though he is more human-
istic than either of them. With an imagination so
alert, a literary sense so acute, it may well be that
some of his pictures do more credit to his artistic

susceptibilities than to the chronicler’s judicial

impartiality. But this, after all, is the price one
must always pay for an insistent personal equation,
and, hke both Froude and Macaulay, he has the
supreme merit of making his pages live. The general
reader is more indebted to Green than to any other

man for a quick msight into the history of his own
country.

The New LsAENiNa

While England cowered before the horrors of civil
war, or slumbered beneath the apathetic rule of Henry
the Seventh, the world around her was passing through
changes more momentous than any it had witnessed
since the victory of Christianity and the fall of the
Roman Empire, Its physical bounds were suddenly
enlarged. The discoveries of Copernicus revealed to
man the secret of the universe. The daring of the
Portuguese mariners doubled the Cape of Good Hope
and anchored their merchant fleets in the harbours of
India. Columbus crossed the untraversed ocean to add
a New World to the Old. Sebastian Cabot, starting
from the port of Bristol, threaded his way among the
icebergs of Labrador. This sudden contact with new
lands, new faiths, new races of men quickened the
slumbering mtelhgence of Europe into a strange curi-

osity. The first book of voyages that told of the Western
World, the travels of Amerigo Vespucci, were, at the
time of More’s Utopia, ” in everybody’s hands.” The
Utopia itself, in its range of speculation on every subject
of human thought and action, tells us how roughly and
utterly the narrowness and limitation of the Middle
Ages had been broken up. The capture of Constanti-
nople by the Turks, and the flight of its Greek scholars

to the shores of Italy, opened anew the science and
hterature of the older world at the very hour when
the intellectual energy of the Middle Ages had sunk
into exhaustion. Not a single book of any real value,

save those of Sir John Fortescue and Philippe de Corn-
mines, wa^ produced north of the Alps during the
fifteenth century. In England, as we have seen, litera-

ture had reached its lowest ebb. It was at this moment
that the exiled Greek scholars were welcomed in Italy,

and that Florence, so long the home of freedom and of

art, became the home of an intellectual Revival. The
poetry of Homer, the drama of Sophocles, the philosophy

of Aristotle and of Plato woke a^ain to life beneath the

shadow of the mighty dome with which Brunelleschi

had just crowned the City by the Arno. All the restless

energy which Florence had so long thrown into the

cause of liberty she flung, now that her liberty was reft

from her, into the cause of letters. The galleys of her
merchants brought back manuscripts from the East
as the most precious portions of their freight. In the

palaces of her nobles fragments of classic sculpture

ranged themselves beneath the frescoes of Ghirlandajo,

The recovery of a treatise of Cicero or a tract of Sallust

from the dust of a monastic library was welcomed by
the group of statesmen and artists who gathered in the

Rucellai gardens with a thnll of enthusiasm. Crowds
of foreign scholars soon flocked over the Alps to learn
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Greek, the key of the new knowledge, from the Florentine

teachers. Grocyn, a fellow of New College, was perhaps

the first Englishman who studied under the Greek exile,

Chaloondylas, and the Greek lectures which he delivered

in Oxford on his return mark the opening of a new

period in our history. Physical, as well as literary,

activity awoke with the re-discovery of the teachers of

Greece, and the continuous progress of English science

may be dated from the day when Linacre, another

Oxford student, returned from the lectures of the

Florentine Politian to revive the older tradition of

medicine by his translation of Galen. The awakening of

a rational Christianity, whether in England or in the

Teutonic world at large, begins with the Florentine

studies of John Colet.^

II. The Scientific School

Passing to Fronde’s contemporary and bitter

opponent, Edward Augustus Freeman (1823-

1892), we pass from the Romantic school of his-

torians to the Scientific.

It is curious that the man who should so unspar-

ingly have attacked the partisan Froude, should

himself have been an even more violent partisan

as an historian. By temperament he was equally

as idiosyncratic as Froude, only his partisanship

attached itself to institutions, not to individuals.

Where he differs from Froude in method is that he

never attempts to use historical data as pigments

for his pictures : he merely retails the facts, and

tells the reader to limn the picture for himself. He
was a virile and sincere man, but he might well

have borrowed something of Arnold’s “ sweet

reasonableness.” To differ from him on some

points of history was to write yourself down at

once as among the lost and damned. His best work

was his History of the Norman Conquest, where he

works out in considerable detail his favourite thesis

about the triumphant persistency of the Teutonic

element.
^ u

Freeman did good work in pointing out with such

wealth of illustration the important work accom-

plished by the Saxon, but did scant justice^ to

the Celtic and Latin influences. Indeed, Teutonism

is quite as much an obsession to Freeman as

Henry VIII’s heroic qualities were to Froude.

Freeman did splendid spade-work in the accumu-

lation of historical data ; but he had neither the

critical sagacity nor the visualising power of the

great historian. His style is cumbrous and un-

attractive.

A doughtier representative of the scientific

school is found in William Stubbs (1825—1901),

who became Bishop of Chester in 1884. His

Constitutional History of England (1874r-1878), in

three volumes, which carried its subject to the close

of the Middle Ages, is a storehouse of erudition,

and especially in the later volumes throws fresh and
valuable sidelights upon a tangled period of our

history. In tracing the gradual development of

town Hfe; in discussing the relation between
national and international politics ; in actualising

the power of the Mediaeval Church, Stubbs has no
peer.

His admirable pendants to the Constitiaional

History are the Select Charters (1870). From the

History of the English People*

literary point of view the defect of the history lies

in its surplusage of detail. The dry bones are of

scientific value, but he rarely troubles to make them
live. He is far more reliable in his personal judg-

ment than Froude, but much of this virtue is

rendered nugatory because he did not vitalise his

facts.

Freeman could not do so. Stubbs shows in his

Lectures on the Study of Mediceval and Modem
History that he can when he wishes. Here the

humour, of which hitherto he had been too sparing,

is used with excellent effect. His style is lighter

and more plastic, and there is a greater wealth of

generalisation.

It is not given to many historians to treat with

such an agreeable, light touch so unpromising a

subject as Taxation under Henry VII.

“ In the session of 1487 Morton preached on * Cease

to do evil, learn to do well ’
: a wonderful sermon In four

heads, subdivided each into three arguments, illustrated

from Cicero and other gentile philosophers, the moral

of which was the vote of two tenths and fifteenths, and

a poll-tax upon aliens, payable at the next Easter, In

1489 the text was ‘ The eyes of the Lord are over the

righteous ’
; the sermon a miracle of subdivision ; the

demand a lump sum of £100,000.”

Or to so suggestively discern the personality of

the long

:

“Why should a king with a good character and a

romantic career subside into a historical fogey ? Look
closely at Frederick III, the splendid old gipsy, in

name governor of the world, ever august, and increaser

of the empire, yet owning no more territory than an

English alderman : sitting in his study elaborating a

horoscope with destiny of universal dominion for hia

grandchildren unborn, inventing the motto of empire

for an Austria that was yet in embryo : honourable,

perhaps, and careless about selfish gains, but a dreamer,

about whom the strange thing is that so many of his

dreams came true. Look at Maximilian, the most

delightfully unprincipled hero of the age of transition;

always in every feast and every fray, always wanting

money and selling himself for promises, and never

getting the money and never keeping his engagements

;

a good deal of the rake and a good deal of the knight-

errant ; to himself a portentous politician, a reformer

of Church and empire, yet willing to set Church and

empire to sale, and himself to retire from the Csesarship,

to accept the chair of S. Peter, and provide before his

death for his own canonisation ;
yet with all that the

founder of one of the great powers of modern history,

grandfather of Charles V, and contriver of the scherne

which placed half Christendom under his grandson s

sceptre. I have often thought of Maximilian in con-

trast with Henry VTI ; all the balance of real goodness,

what measure there is of politic honesty, purity of hf©,

reality of character, straightforwardness in religion,

intelligent appreciation of his people’s n^ds, every

moral consideration is in favour of Henry Tudor ;
yet

we like Maximilian better. With all his undeniable

faults, his absurd dishonesty which did more harm to

himself than to anyone else, his grotesque P^etension^

the astounding inconsistency between his iindertaiangs

and his fulfilments ; there is an attractiveness about

him which there is not about Henry VII*

Had Stubbs used this style more generously in

his earlier works they would be important pieces ot

literature in place of being merely first-class books

As an authority on the Eoclesiastioism of the

Middle Ages, Stubbs however has been seriously
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called in question by F. W. Maitland, a scholar

who specialised in the legal aspects of history and
whose indictment of Stubbs on certain points of

Church law has never been seriously combated by
Stubbs’ supporters.

A man of remarkable personality was Mandell
Creighton (1843-1901), Bishop of London from

1896.

Bishop Creighton succeeded witn disconcerting

success in eliminating all that was attractive in

his nature from his writings. He was more interest-

ing as a lecturer than as a writer, for flashes of wit

and parenthetic wisdom would often light up his

spoken discourses. But both in his magnum O'pua

—The History of the Papacy during the Perriod

of the Reformation—and in his lesser writings, he
is disappointingly flat and arid in style and treat-

ment. This is more the pity, as his shrewd sense

of fairness would have made him a very wide

influence had he not disdained so entirely the

art of the literary craftsman. Of the scholarly

qualities of his work, it is unnecessary to speak

here. They are universally recognised.

The tendency to specialisation among historians

of the scientific school was carried to its greatest

extreme by Samuel Rawson Gardiner (1829-

1902), who concentrated the energies of a lifetime

upon the eatlier Stuart and Commonwealth periods.

No man worked more conscientiously at his subject

than he, no writer has succeeded in testing his facts

more scrupulously, or preserving a more judicial

detachment.

If the entire suppression of the personal equation

be the goal of the historian, Gardiner certainly

achieved it. But this fact, coupled with the micro-

scopic treatment of his subject, put him out of

court for the general reader. He belongs rather to

what might be called the first-class reference writers.

That the presence of the personal equation and
some feeling for literary presentment need not

impair the scientific value of the historian’s work,

may be gathered from the writings of Frederick
William Maitland (1850-1906), who, although he
specialised in legal history—^than which nothing is

less attractive to the general reader—^was able to

impart the most astonishing charm and vivacity to

his work. Had he dealt with the broad fields of

history rather than the unfrequented byways, he

might have become one of our most influential

historians ; for he united some of the signal merits

of the Romantic school with those of the Scientific.

Maitland could be accurate without being dull.

Of how few can this be said ?

Among the military historians of the era. Sir

William Francis Patrick Napier (1785-1860)

and Alexander William Kinglake (1809-1891)

may be mentioned. Napier is the more considerable

figure, for he was not only a soldier—^Kinglake being

a civilian—^but a man with a wide scientific know-
ledge of his subject. His History of the Peninsular

War is, despite its obvious predilections and pre-

judices, a great book. Simple and direct in style,

he can rise when fired by the dramatic dealings

of his subject into descriptive writing of the highest

kind ; for he can be eloquent and impressive without

being in any way flamboyant or verbose.
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Ehnglake was a man of letters and a traveller,

and his Eothen (1844) is an admirable piece of travel-

hterature full of imaginative observation. He was
m the near East at the time of the war, and had
special access later to Lord Raglan’s papers.
Despite his non-professional training he could boast
some inside knowledge of his subject. His book.
The Invasion of the Crimea, is an extremely attrac-

tive one ; it is spirited and picturesque in its

writing, and rarely fails in clearness and force.

Inferior to Napier m restraint and perspective, it

has that journalistic quality of vivid concreteness
which has made for its greater popularity.

ni. The Philosophic School

The first of these to be noted is Henry Thomas
Buckle (1821—1862). Buckle, like Macaulay, was a
man of prodigious memory and voracious reading.

A delicate lad, he left school at an early age, and
for the most part his education was a self-imposed

one. On the death of his father he followed the

bias of his own mind, studied many languages, and
directed his energies to the realisation of the big

scheme with which his name is associated. Here
is the gist of it—^to disintegrate the laws that

govern human progress, since “ the progress of

every people is regulated by principles—or, as they
are called, laws—as regular, as certain, as those

which govern the physical world.” The outcome of

this was The History of Civilisation in England (two

volumes), 1857 and 1861, followed by a third volume
after his death, including Scotland, Spain, and
France.

Every man with the gift of bold and brilliant

generalisation is acclaimed alternately as an in-

spired genius and as a charlatan. Buckle’s fame
was no diflerent. Admitting that historical phe-

nomena are far too complex to be explamed
away with such neat and confident finality as

Buckle showed, we may be grateful to him for the

fruitful suggestions of many of his ideas. Even if

the data of history be too uncertain for us to speak

of it as a science, Buckle none the less shows that a

scientific treatment of its phenomena is both help-

ful and illuminating. The strength and weakness

of Buckle’s philosophic standpoint will be apparent

if we contrast it for a moment with that of Carlyle.

To Carlyle, as we know, history was the essence

of innumerable biographies.” It is the record of

great personalities. Buckle, on the other hand,

held that, “ In the great march of human affairs,

individual peculiarities count for nothing.” Take
a wide enough view, he urges in effect, and personal

dynamics are negligible. Society is conditioned by
the laws of its environment. It must be admitted

that Carlyle took too little heed of environment—of

character, food, soil, and the general aspects of

nature. If these matters do not condition man’s

activities, they greatly modify them. Moreover,

profound as is the influence of the Great Man upon

his Time, the Great Man is the product of his AgCi

as well as the moulder. Action and reaction are

laws of life.

But Buckle pressed his point too far. He under-

rates the dynamics of the great personality. He
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thought it possible to reason by averages if a wide
enough view were taken of human society. He
considered intellectual discoveries to be due to the

progressive development of the world at large, and
paid no heed to the intuition of genius that will

hurry forward at certain stages the development of

intellectual progress.

Both Buckle and Carlyle exaggerated their case

;

but Carlyle’s Great Man theory is, of the two, open

to less objection. The truth lies m the happy mean
admittedly expressed by George Eliot’s “ Our deeds

are fetters that we forge ourselves, but it is the world

that brings the iron.” Buckle forgot the innate

power to forge ; Carlyle overlooked the iron.

Buckle pioneered the way to a scientific treatment

of sociological problems ; therein hes his interest

and historical value. He attempted on a big scale

what Hume and economists like Adam Smith had
merely hinted at.

What Buckle tried to do for society at large, Sir

HEisnay James Sumner Maine (1822-1888) at-

tempted for its political framework. More modest
than Buckle, Maine is more successful in accomplish-

ing his task. In Ancient Law (1861), Village Com^
mumties in the East and West (1871), and the Earlg
History of Institutions (1876) he traced (in the now
familiar evolutionary spirit) the development of laws

and political institutions from their primitive to their

complex modem forms. And not only does he trace

the various stages, but he philosophises from these

in a vital and suggestive manner. Just as Professor

Owen could oonstmct some prehistoric monster
from a bone, so could Maine with some fragmentary
survival rebuild the edifice of an ancient system
of thought.

With Maine can be associated John Ferguson
McLennan (1827-1881), another able sociological

critic who on certain points challenges the con-

clusions of Maine. His special study was Primitive

Marriage

;

a volume on this, published in 1865,

first drew attention to his originality as a thinker.

If in learning McLennan was equal to Maine, he
was greatly inferior m literary power. Marne’s
writings, dry and unpromising as his subject-

matter appears to many, are thoroughly vital and
entertaining.

Walter Bagehot (1826-1877), whose literary

criticism is noted elsewhere, does not bring with
him that formidable array of scholarship that we
find in the case of those writers just discussed.

More journalistic in his methods, more discursive

in his interests, it is easy to underrate him. For
though his critical work, whether in literature,

economics, or sociology, is comparatively slight,

none of it is negligible, and the bulk is of first-class

importance.
“ Bagehot’s supreme faculty was his incompar-

4v. ably light touch m dealing with heavy subjects.

Many a writer has skimmed the surface of politics

business, deftly and entertainingly ; but to tnfle

airily yet accurately with the intricate problems
of the money market, and to frolic entertainingly

and illuminatingly in the distracting labyrinth of

English political institutions, has only been vouch-
safed to one man—^Bagehot. His two best writings

deal with these matters ; Lombard Streett a descrip-

tion of the money market (1873), and The English
Constitution (1867).

The attraction of Bagehot’s writings lies in the*

fact that he always emphasizes the human note,
and always writes in a simple, clear, unpretentious
manner. His power of dealing with scientific

technicalities may be compared with Professor
William James’ power in treating of philosophic
technicalities. Each, m the best sense of the word,
has the gift of popular appeal.

There is no better introduction to the study of

English pohtics than the delightful book on The
English Gomt%tution» where Bagehot puts into

amusing opposition the theory of Government and
the fact of Government—and makes us realise as
no other writer has done where the real power of

Government hes.

In John Kobert Seeley (1834-1895), we have a
man whose writings, whether on rehgion or on
history, are crowded with ideas. The investigation

of fetcts he leaves to others ; he is content to accept

certain undisputed facts and to ^ these.

His best historical works are '!> /- /..i ‘)f Eng-
land (1883) and his Growth of British Policy (1895).

Wlien most contemporary historians were investi-

gating national politics, Seeley seeks to show the
interrelation between national and foreign politics.

His method is comparative. While the constitu-

tional historians were taking us from room to room
in the house, and pointing out their utilities, Seeley

bids us come into the garden and view the house
as compared with other houses, note its size,

situation, general merits and defects, as compared
with neighbouring dwellings. From the general

reader’s point of view, Seeley’s outlook with its

wider range is certainly more interesting. He
writes also for the most part in a clear, agreeable,

and arresting style.

A sane Imperialism is the prevalent note of

Seeley’s treatment of the Colonies, while the

philosophic conservatism that marks his work
generally is challenging and arresting rather than
reactionary.

Another philosophic historian is William
Edward Habtpolb Leoky (1838-1903) who, after

sowing his literary wild oats in verse, settled down
as a philosophic writer of striking ability. His
History of the Rise and Influence of the Spirit of

Rationalism in Europe (1865) was a remarkable

piece of work for a man under thirty, and its

freshness of outlook attracted general attention.

Fully as fresh, and even surer in its handling, was
the History of European Morals from Augustus

to Charlemagne (1869) The same freshness and
philosophic detachment marks the History of Eng^
land in the Eighteenth Century (1878-1890). The
best work of his later years was his thoughtful and
critical examination of the democratic problen^,

in Democracy and Uherty (1896). In his S3nnpathies

Leoky is more Whig than Liberal, and he has little

sympathy with the Socialistic tendencies^ of the

age. But whatever the reader’s own views he
Will find in Leoky a cool and reasonable debater,

slave to no theory—^in short, an almost ideal political

philosopher.

Lord Aoton C1834r-1902) is an historical scholar
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whose miscellaneous writings do scant justice to his*

monumental learning. All who came into contact

with him testify not merely to his profound scholar-

ship but to his breadth of philosophic thought.

Unhappily, the world at large can form little idea

of this, for Acton pubhshed nothing of primary
importance. But those who wish to gain some
slight idea of the fertihty of his thought may well

turn to the inaugural lecture he gave at Cambridge
on his appointment to the Professorship, on the

death of Seeley.

His outlook on historical phenomena is strongly

ethical, and it is the moral problems raised by
history rather than the actual occurrences that

interested him the most.

“ Judge not according to^ the orthodox standard of a
system, religious, philosophical, political, but according
as things promote or fail to promote the delicacy, integ-

rity, and authority of conscience.”

(B) BIOGRAPHY
Biography, though allied to History, is more in

the nature of a distant relation. Playing so im-
portant a part in modern letters, it is largely a
latter-day product, and it owes much to the extra-

ordinary development of the novel.

The eighteenth century, which witnessed the

real beginning of modern fiction, and the popularity

of the character-study, witnessed also the first great

biography, Boswell’s Johnson,

Burmg the earlier years of the nineteenth century,

John Gibson Lockhart (1794-1854) is easily first

in the art of biography—an art that demands sym-
pathy, self-detachment, and psychological insight ;

and the super-excellence of his L%fe of Scott (1837--

1838) must not make us unmindful of his careful

and discriminating Ltfe of Burns (1828), On a
lower plane is Thomas Moore’s Life of Byron
(1830)—^it is a spirited and skilful piece of work;
but though it does not lack sympathy, it certainly

lacks the insight into the complexity of Byron’s

genius and personality. CarlyIiB on the other

hand, wilfully erratic as sometimes he was in his

estimates of men, had a wonderful instmct for

characterisation, and mdeed much of his work
is a series of elaborate biographies—^the biographic

element he is constantly employing. His one actual

biographic study ranks among the best of his writings

and among biographies of the first order—^that is,

Sterling,

Arthur Penrhyn Stanley (1815-1881), Dean
of Westminster, in his Life of Arnold (1844) owes
more to his subject than to his own methods ; but

he was too agreeable and picturesque as a man of

letters to make a failure of it. Of greater interest

is Lewes’ Life of Ooethe (1855), for Lewes had the

makings of a novelist in him and knew how to

present his material.

Coming to Victorian times, the place of honour
in the earlier period must be given to Mrs. Gaskell’s
Life of Charlotte Bronte, Here again we see the

value of the novelist’s equipment. Sympathy,
insist, and tact are all found here.

Ano^er novelist, later in the era, did also ex-
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oellent, if less memorable work in biographical
literature, and JMrs. Oliphant’s Life of Bdward
Irving, of Laurence Oliphant, and The Blackwood
Family, show a fine instinct for visualising char-
acter.

Few men have proved more industrious in
biography than John Forster (1812-1876). He
had certainly a gift for characterisation—^though
anything but a subtle one—and none of his

numerous studies are of first-class importance.
Dealing as he does with some of the most interestmg
personalities in literature—Goldsmith, Swift, Lamb,
and Dickens—Forster never succeeded in seemg
round his subject. Industrious and sincere, he
teUs us a great deal that is of considerable interest,

and provides us with ample material for estimating
the subject of his biography—^he does everything
in fact except make that subject hve. Dickens
perhaps does live in a spasmodic and partial kmd
of way, but considering the exceptional advantages
which Forster had here and the amazing vitality

of “Boz,” one cannot feel he has satisfactorily

succeeded.

Worthy of a place beside Mrs. Gaskell’s Life of
Charlotte Bronte is Sic George Otto Trevelyan’s
Life of Macaulay, Trevelyan is one of our best

modem biographers, for he has, what so many
painstaking biographers have not, a real sense of

perspective as well as a lucid and cultured pen.

The tendency of late years towards an increasing

specialisation in history has been accompanied,
happily, by a larger measure of hterary power
than the earlier specialists exhibited, and this power
has been used to put the results of historic^ and
archseological research into a clear and simple

form such as may be understood by the large mass
of laymen. An excellent illustration of this may be
found in the series of monographs on Twelve English

Statesmen, Particularly good are the volumes

on Henry VII, Wolsey, Elizabeth, and Cromwell—
by Jambs Gairdner (1828-1912), Creighton,

E. S. Bbesley, and Frederic Harrison. Men-
tion must be made also of Lord Bryce, whose
wide historical knowledge has been allied with

literary force and lucidity. As a result of this.

The Holy Boman Empire (1862) proved not merely

a notable addition to our continental history, but

supphed a key to mediaeval politics which few but

scholars had hitherto possessed. Andrew Lang
and Martin Hume have done excellent work in

popularising respectively Scottish and Spanish

history; while Lord Rosebery, Lord Mobley,

and Sir George Trevelyan have written with

brilliance and lucidity on outstanding personahties

in the English and French history of the eighteenth

century—such as Chatham, Burke, and Fox.

Special and increasing prominence has been given

to the unravelling of the social history of our own
era by men like Sidney Webb, Graham Wali^,
and Holland Rose ; whilst a broad and clear view

of Victorian politics has been supplied by Justin

Huntly McCarthy and Herbert Paul.

In the department of general biography, the

most noticeable feature is the rapidly increasing

number of soimd and efificient monographs.



PART VII

AMERICAN LITERATURE

L POETRY : Intropuction, Mrs. Bradstreet—Mather Byles—Joseph Green—Benjamin Church—
Nathaniel Evans—Joseph Stansbury—Francis Hopkmson—Philip Freneau—John Trumbull

—

Timothy Dwight—Joel Barlow—William Clifton—Robert Paine—William Cullen Bryant—Joseph
Redman Drake—Fitz-Greene Halleck—Richard Henry Dana—Washington Allston—Mrs. Brooks
—Mrs. Sigourney—Francis Scott Key—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow—John Greenleaf Whitttier
—Walt Whitman.

INTRODUCTION
Thb Pilgrim Fathers set foot on American soil in

the seventeenth century, but it was not until the

nmeteenth that America could claim a place of

importance in the development of English hterature.

The reason for this is twofold.

In the first place, great literature is determined
largely by a nation’s leisure and prosperity ; and
in studying the literature of our own country we
have seen how that the great periods of our litera-

ture synchronise with our freedom from political

and international worries. Wliile a people is fight-

ing for its physical well-being it has no time for

letters, and the old Puritan settlers were more
concerned with felling trees than with making
lyrics. They were content to live epics before they
wrote them; for the stimulus of Art sank into

insignificance before the stimulus of the encroach-

ing Indian.

In the second place, Puritanism at best is not
a favourable soil for the blossommg of hterary art.

The Puritan did not interest himself with the
sensuous manifestations of life ; he shunned it. The
world for him was not a place of glorious adven-
ture, but rather a place of tribulation, a prepara-

tion for another and better world.

In England there are a few names, notably Milton

and Bunyan, who showed, given leisure and oppor-
tunity in the one case, and spiritual turmoil in

the other, what Puritanism could do for letters.

Yet Milton, after all, belonged partly to the Re-
nascence, and Banyan’s literary work was a happy
accident. So if the Puritans, as a body, in England
did little, the Puritans across the Atlantic were
likely to do still less, for they represented the
most uncompromising of their kind. CromweE had
some feeling for the fine arts ; but many of his

followers, as we know, hated the arts as they hated
loose living, and in New England there was no
Puritan reaction such as came over England at the
time of the Restoration,

This being the case, we need not be surprised to
find that the first book to be printed in New England
is a hymn book—^the J^ay Psalm Book ; and that
the first notable writers were religious, like Jonathan
Edwards. Puritanism, when it does express itself

in literature, instinctively does so in terms of
religion; but there was another and subsidiary

reason for the religious note in New England
letters.

Among the settlers the one class the least bound
down to manual labour was the clergy. They, at

any rate, enjoyed comparative immunity from the
arduous work of colonisation. They, therefore, are
the first to break the silence.

What are the centres from which American
literature has sprung ? Roughly speaking, we may
say two— one at Virginia, the other at Massa
chusetts. Virgmia was the home largely of the

better-bred settler
;

Massachusetts of the more
humbly bred—or, as Professor Trent has well put
it, “ Virginia may be regarded as an extension of

county England with its Cavalier quahties, and
Massachusetts as an extension or rather a cul-

mination of borough England with its Puritan

qualities.” ^ Puritanism afiected both, but it is

much less marked in Virginia than in Massachusetts.

The indifferent ballads of gentlemen adventurers,

and the poorer doggerel of clerical Puritans that

served as somewhat doubtful diversions for the

early colonists, need not detain us here. Their

character may be gathered from the lines of Cotton

Mather, on one of these pamstakmg craftsmen :

“ He came to guide his flock and feed his lambs
Bywords, works, prayers, psalms, alms and anagrams”

;

and their rhythmic charm and fancy from a
couplet of Mrs. Bradstreet (1612-1672), one of

their most ambitious verse writers—^intended as a
tribute (?) to Queen Elizabeth :

’Mongst hundred hecatombs of roaring verse
Mme bleating stands before thy royal hearse ”

;

which for its infelicity is only excelled by one of

this lady’s literary admirers, who, wishing to

testify to the entrancing effect of her verse, de-

clared j

Thus weltering in delight, my virgin mind
Admits a rape.”

American humour was obviously stiH a thing of

the future I

Nor is there any material improvement in

American verse during the major part of the

eighteenth century. During this period New
England was engaged in a fierce struggle against

' American Literature^ by W. P. Trent (Heinemann)*
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the Indians and the French, a struggle culminating

in the success of the New Englander and the

downfall of French power. The moral grit that

stood its possessor m better stead as citizens than

as literary artists is still undimmished, and a
stem Calvinism broods over the theology. The
Influence of Pope percolated through durmg these

years, and had some chastemng effect upon the

verse writers ; but if we sample the work of two
of the most illustrious names of the time—Rev.
Mather Byles (1707-1788) and Joseph Green
(1706-1780)—we shall see how very far behind not

merely Pope, but lesser men such as Prior and
Gay, these Boston worthies were.

One change, however, may be noted. A lighter

style is creeping unmistakably into American
letters. American humour is dawning; though

the dawn is somewhat grey. Yet the intense

seriousness of the Puritan outlook is touched with

a livelier and more flippant spirit. The satirical

vigour of Benjamin Church (b. 1739), and the

agreeable Odes of Nathaniel Evans (1742-1767),

mark, at any rate, a progress in the art of

verse.

The period of the Revolution is more provocative

of prose than of verse ; but the verse, such as it is,

exhibits a higher literary quality than had hitherto

been shown. Joseph Stansbury (1750-1809), a
loyalist, proved a humorous and elective singer.

Francis Hopkinson (1737-1791) is a pleasant

ballad writer—^by fits and starts—notably his

Battle of the Kings, while his son*Joseph is familiar

through his well-known lyric Hail, Columbia ! On
a higher plane is Philip Freneau (1752-1832), of

Huguenot stock, a patriotic poet of genuine power,

who turned his eventful and stormy life to hterary

account A good illustration of his work may be
found in his verses. The Indian Burying-Qround.

John Trumbull (1750-1831) is another figure

of note—a precocious youth of good family, who
soon showed a marked aptitude for rough and
ready satire in the vein of Butler, and whose poem,
McFingal, with its Hudibrastic methods, proved

extremely to the taste of his countrymen. With
Trumbull is associated Timothy Dwight (1752-

1817), also somewhat of a youthful prodigy, but

more artificial and imitative in his style, and Joel
Barlow (1754r-1812), who had a stirring and ad-

venturous career ; he showed skill in the treat-

ment of the heroic couplet, and is best remembered
for his mock-heroic, Hasty Pudding,

During the Revolutionary period Philadelphia

had been the literary centre of importance, and
this primacy continued down to 1809.

From the little crowd of undistinguished verse

writers in this early post-Revolutionary period may
be excepted William Clifton (1772-1799), who
contmued to uphold the forceful, satirical tradi-

tions of New England, proving in addition an
agreeable song writer ; and that versatile Bohemian,
Robert Paine (1773-1811).

There is no need to particularise other writers

;

the verse of the time was almost entirely polemical

and political, and dealt in a coarse and noisy spirit

with the rival claims of Federal and Democratic
Republicanism.
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But the period of apprenticeship to letters was
about to close, and of vital poetic literature to
start in the person of William Cullen Bryant
(1794-1878).

Bryant, the son of a physician, was brought up
in quiet, rural surroundmgs, where he could browse
to his heart’s content on Cowper and Wordsworth.
His father, imhke many of his kmd, indulged his
son’s boyish excursions into verse, even to the
questionable extent of pubhshmg his satire on
Jefieries, written when he was in his early teens.
After a brief college course, he studied law—^thus

following the true biographical tradition of poets

—

with the youthful poet’s customary lack of en-
thusiasm, and wrote his first important poem,
Thanatopsis, a favourable specimen of what has
been called “ The Churchyard School.” This
poem appeared in the North American Beview, 1817.
In 1825 Bryant took up the editorship, at New
York, of the Evening Post, and journalistic duties

reduced his poetic output very considerably. Yet
he continued to write verse from time to time—averse invariably dignified and reflective in its

character, and, like Wordsworth, concerned with
Nature and the primal qualities of men and
women.
He exercised a considerable influence with his

countrymen as a poetic moralist, and if never an
object of warm aflection or enthusiasm, was re-

garded with respect and sober admiration. He
died in 1878.

Though inferior to Wordsworth in poetic genius,

one mstinctively associates these poets with each
other, for the large restfulness of Wordsworth, his

austere morahty, and cool, benignant power are

equally characteristic of Bryant.
Yet though an admirer of Wordsworth and

naturally influenced by him, his work is more
reminiscent of Cowper and Collins. But he is in

no sense an echo, and there is a quiet, msistent

individuality about his work, which is essentially

the product of a thoughtful, high-minded, self-

contamed, and not very flexible nature.

Bryant’s blank verse is always workmanlike,
sometimes, as m Thanatopsis, finely effective In-

deed, in these lines we have Bryant’s muse at its

happiest, with a sober beauty and easy mastery
of its material.

“ So live that, when thy summons comes to join

The innumerable caravan which moves
To that mysterious realm, where each shall take
His chamber in the silent halls of death,
Thou go not, like the quarry-slave at night,

Scourged toMs dungeon ; but, sustained and soothed
By an unfaltermg trust, approach thy grave
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and hes down to pleasant dreams.”

Some of his shorter poems, idyllic, descriptive,

hortatory, like The Death of the Flower, The Crowded
Street, and Oh, Mother of a Mighty Pace, exhibit

tender sympathy and noble patriotic feeling. But
his genius seems the most fully expressed in his

blank verse, for most of his rhymed verse just

lacks that lyric warmth and sweetness which would
have transformed it from good into great.
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Lowell’s jocular reference to him in his Fable for

Critics, as a
“ Smooth, silent iceberg, that never is ignified,

Save when by reflection ’tis kindled o’ nights

With asemblance offlame by the chill Northern Lights,”

is, if a shade unkind, not essentially unjust.

Nor is it essentially a reproach, as some might
imagine. There is room in hterature, as was
pointed out in the article on Wordsworth, for the

light rays as well as for the heat rays.

Ye have no history. I ask in vain
Who planted on the slope this lofty group
Of ancient pear-trees that with spring-time burst

Into such breadth of bloom. One bears a scar

Where the quick lightning scorched its trunk, yet still

It feels the breath of Spring, and every May
^

Is white with blossoms. Who it was that laid

Their infant roots in earth, and tenderly

(Dherished the delicate sprays, I ask m vain,

Yet bless the unknown hand to which I owe
The annual festival of bees, these songs

Of birds within their leafy screen, these shouts

Of joy from children gathering up the fruit

Shaken in August from the wilhng boughs.” ^

Contemporary with Bryant are Fitz-Grbeitb

Halleck (1790-1867) and Joseph Bedman Drake
(1795-1820). Drake was a young physician with

a talent for descriptive wnting, and, like so many of

his countrymen, a talent for political satire ; the

latter he satisfied in collaboration with his friend

Halleck—^the upshot being The Croaker Papers

(1819). Halleek’s gifts were more lyrical than
descriptive, and he showed considerable aptitude

in that department of light ephemeral verse of

which Praed and Mr. Austin Dobson are the
aolaiowledged masters. Bichard Henry Dana,
senior (1787-1879), is a cultured wnter of Massa-
chusetts, a better critic than poet, who followed

faithfully, as a rule, in the footsteps of Cowper
and Wordsworth. In his most considerable poem.
The Buccaneer, he makes an excursion into Gothic
romance, and his poem was referred to favourably

by Wilson, in Blackwood's Magazine, But he is

more at home in simple Wordsworthian themes.
More interesting as a poet, though less solid as a
man of letters, is the painter Washington Aixston
(1779-1843), Dana’s brother-in-law. He had more
fancy than imagination, but could turn a pretty
lyric, and a spirited stanza, with good effect. Yet
perhaps the most interesting thing about him is

that he was a valued friend of the poet Coleridge.

While we had our Mrs. Hemans and Eliza Cook,
New England could seek edification and sentimental
thrills in the gushing of Mrs. Brooks (1795-c. 1845),
approved by Southey ; and the amazing fluency of

Mrs. Sigourney (1791-1865). One other name
may he mentioned—that is, Francis Scott Key
(1780-1843), of Maryland, who will always be
remembered by his countrymen for his patriotic

song. The Star-Spangled Banner, a ditty remark-
able, like many of its kind, more for its vigorous
sentiment than any artistic merit.

We now come to a group of poets familiar to all

readers of literature—Longfellow, Whittier, Poe,
Holmes, Lowell, Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman.

1 Amortg the Trees*

Of these, Longfellow, Whittier, and Whitman are
the only three poets whose verse is of greater im-
portance than their prose. With the others, prose
proved the more effective medium, and their verse
is considered in connection with it.

HENBY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW
(1807-1882)

His Life

On February 27, 1807, Longfellow was bom at
Portland, Marne. His father, Stephen Longfellow,

of good Yorkshire stock, was a shrewd and capable
lawyer, who died in 1849; his mother, a gentle,

loving woman of romantic temperament, died
suddenly in 1851. The future poet was their

second son—an amiable, sensitive, studious boy,
with no interest in sports or any kind of exercise,

save walking. In a sudden burst of youthful
patriotism he looked forward to shouldering a
rifle and fighting on behalf of his country, hut his

first and last expedition with a gun was into the

Maine woods, for having there shot a robin, he
returned home in tears, and never afterwards pulled

a trigger.

Having finished his schooling at Portland
Academy, Henry, accompanied by his elder brother,

Stephen, entered Bowdoin College, where for three

years the tall, slender, blue-eyed youth ranked
high in scholarship. His father was aiming to

make him a lawyer, but the youth’s opinion was
that “I do not, for my own part, imagine that

such a coat would suit me. ... I am altogether in

favour of the farmer’s hfe ”
;
however, he shortly

wrote again to his father, saying, “ Of divmity,

medicine, and law, I should choose the last. What-
ever I do study ought to be engaged m with all

my soul—^for 1 will he eminent in something.”

Having graduated in 1825 and delivered a

seven-minutes oration on “ Native Writers,” this

promising young student was recommended for

the proposed Chair of Modem Languages. With
this end in view he studied in Europe for four

years, returning to Bowdoin in 1830 to take up
his duties.

Another interest now enters his life. In 1831

he married Mary Storer Potter, a<n intelligent and
beautiful girl he had known for some years ; un-

fortunately their happiness was short-lived, for

while on a second tour in Europe in 1835 she fell

ill in Holland and died. Shortly afterwards he
returned to America and assumed the post of

Professor of Modem Languages at Harvard Uni-

versity in succession to Professor Ticknor, and
having made his home in Craigie House, famous
as the residence of George Washington, he settled

down to steady, conscientious work.
In 1833 he had published Coplas de Manrigm,

with an introductory essay on the Moral and
Devotional Poetry of Spain; and in 1834, Outre-

Her, a prose description of his European travels.

His first important publication. Voices of the Night

(1839), was a collection of poems several of which
had made an earlier appearance in the Knicker^

hooker Magazine ; this volume included The Psakn
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of L^f&9 The Beleaguered City, and The Midnight
Mass of the Dying Year, Hypenon, a prose ro-

mance, followed in the same year ; the heroine,

Mary Ashburton, easily identified as Miss Frances
Appleton, whom the author married in 1843.

For eighteen years Longfellow lived a happy,
uneventful, busy life. He was successful and
popular in his academic work, and winning fame
as a poet, when his tranquil life was overshadowed
by the tragic death of his second wife. Her aress,

of some light material, became accidentally ignited

and she was burned to death.

In 1868 Longfellow visited England and became
the guest of Charles Dickens, and together they
visited Landor at Bath. Longfellow was at all

times fastidious as to his personal appearance, and
Dickens in his whimsical way was unable to let

an opportunity pass of makmg a humorous refer-

ence to the poet’s weakness. “ McDowall the boot-

maker, Beale the hosier, Laffin the trousers-maker,

and Blackmore the coat-cutter,” wrote Dickens to

him after his return to America, “ have all been at

the point of death, but have slowly recovered.

The medical gentlemen agreed that it was esdiaus-

tion occasioned by early rising—^to wait upon you
at those unholy hours !

”

Longfellow was a hard worker ; he filled his post

of professot at Harvard with honour until, lad-
ing the duties becoming irksome and wishing to

devote his whole time to poetry, he resigned in 1864.

He had published several volumes, among them :

Poems on Slavery, written on the way home from
England,and published in 1842; The Spanish Student

(1843), Belfry of Bruges (1846), Evangeline (1847),

Kavanagh (1849), The Golden Legend, a story of

the Middle Ages (1851), and Hiawatha, dealing with
Indian traditions (1855). The world-famed Village

Blacksmith had made its appearance in 1841 in

Ballads and Poems.
Shortly after his marriage in 1843 he began to

arrange his book on The Poets and Poetry of Europe,
published m 1845. At this time the poet’s eye-

sight gave him trouble ; it proved, fortunately, to

be of a temporary character, but during this

period Mrs. Longfellow’s loving help was foimd to

be invaluable.

In course of time came Miles Standish (1858),

Tales of a Wayside Inn (1863), and a translation of

Dante’s Divine Comedy (1867-1870); the Divine

Tragedy, published in 1871, that had occupied him
for twenty years, proved a failure ; Three Boohs of

Song and Chnstus (1872) Aftermath (1873); and
Hanging of the Crane, for which the New York
Ledger had paid him three thousand dollars, was
published m book form in 1874 ; Masque of Pandora

(1875), Kerarms (1878), and Ultima Thule, in two
parts (1880 and 1882), a collection of poems includ-

ing many pathetic farewells.

A imique presentation gladdened his closing

years. This was an arm-chair made from the

chestnut tree under which had stood the famous
smithy—a gift bought with the pence of child-

lovers throughout the country,
Longfellow had lived five years beyond the

allotted span, when he was attacked by peritonitis,

which hastened his death. He passed peacefully

away on March 24, 1882, and was buriea, amid fall-

ing snow, in Mount Auburn Cemetery near Cam-
bridge.

His Work
Longfellow’s popularity, both in his country and

our own, has probably been rivalled only by that
of Tennyson, and, as is the case with many very
popular reputations, a reaction has set m, which
threatens to do less than justice to a writer who,
despite fluent mediocrities, has achieved some really

fine and notable things.

Many, moreover, who speak slightingly of Long-
fellow to-day, do so through memories of a few
threadwom, hackneyed minor pieces that have
been parodied to death, such as Excelsior, The
Village Blacksmith, or The Psalm of Life But it

is as unfair to judge Longfellow by these as it would
be to judge Tennyson by The May Queen, The
Brook, or The Supposed Confession of a Second-rate

Sensitive Mind
The first insistent impression conveyed to us by

Longfellow’s verse is its deft and dehcate grace.

Take, for instance, such illustrations as these :

This of night

:

** Thou layest thy fingers on the lips of care,

And they complain no more.”

This of tardy inspiration ;

** Becalmed upon the sea of thought.
Still unattamed the land it sought,
My mind with loosely-hanging sails.

Lies waitmg the auspicious gales.

Blow, breath of song ! until I feel

The straining sail, the lifting keel.

The hfe of the awakening sea.

Its motion and its mystery.”

Longfellow’s briefer pieces throughout his long

career ripple with graceful fancies ; and if these

are not always fresh enough to fill the “loosely-

hanging sails,” they are often sufficiently animated
to give an agreeable vitality and dainty movement
to the verse.

It is this gift that delights us in his touching lines

on Hawthorne, with its happy allusiveness :
“ The

unfinished window in Aladdin’s tower, unfinished

must remain,” and that lifts out of the common-
place the myriad httle pictures of l^ature scattered

throughout his writings.

“ Mom on the mountain, like a summer bird.

Lifts up her purple wing.” ^

” Her hair

Is like the summer tresses of the trees

When twilight makes them brown.” 2

“ Softly the evening came. The Sun from the western
horizon

Like a magician extended bis golden wand o’er the
landscape

;

Twinkling vapours arose ; and sky, and water, and
forest

Seemed all on fire at the touch, and melted and
mingled together.” s

Longfellow is not at his best as a sonneteer, for

the magical felicity that blends thought and eX'

® Evangeline,
JL VV JL
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prossion into an harmonious pattern was beyond
him. His sonnets too often are merely things of

shreds and patches, and the few glimmering threads

of gold are not sufficient recompense for the

abundance of honest, yet unattractive fustian.

But even here his grace of fancy has come to the

poet’s rescue more than once, and such sonnets as

to Shakespeare and The Tides have certainly some
claim to affection and remembrance.

** I saw the long line of the vacant shore,

The seaweed and the shells upon the sand,

And the brown rocks left bare on every hand
As if the ebbing tide would flow no more.

Then heard I, more distinctly than before.

The ocean breathe and its great breast expands
And hurrying came on the defenceless land.

The insurgent waters with tumultuous roar.

^ 11 thought and feeling and desire, I saidj

Love, laughter, and the exultant joy of song.
Have ebbed from me for ever ! Suddenly o’er me

They swept again from their deep ocean-bed.
And in a tumult of delight, and strong
As youth, and beautiful as youth, upb^ore me.”

The play of fancy is oven more happily expressed

in his prose. Longfellow was not a great prose-

man, and his little romances, Hyperion and
Kavanaghi are negligible as essays in fiction ; but
they are well worth reading for the delightful

fancies with which they abound, to say nothing of

flashes of humour that never see light in his verse.

Sometimes he reminds us curiously of Holmes, as

when describing the old servant in Kamnagh en-

gaged to a travelling dentist who, in fiUing her
teeth with amalgam, had “seized the opportunity

to fill a soft place in her heart with something still

more dangerous and mercurial.”

Here are a few detached sayings, grave and gay,

further illustrating this characteristic :

“ Silence is a great peacemaker.”

“ In youth all doors open outward ; in old age they
all open inward.”

“ When looking for anything lost, begin by looking
where you think it is not.”

“ The Spring came suddenly bursting upon the world ;

as a child bursts into the room, with a laugh and a shout
and a hand full of flowers.”

“They saw him daily moiling and delving in the
common path, like a beetle, and little thought that
underneath that hard and cold exterior lay folded
delicate golden wings wherewith, when the heat of the
day was over, he soared and revelled in the evening
air.”

“ The passing years had drunk a portion of the light

from her eyes, and left their traces on her cheeks^ as
birds that drink at lakes leave their footprints on the
margin.”

With this play of graceful fancy there is a singing
quality in Longfellow’s verse that is often under-
rated. His melodies may have nothing in them of

the opulent splendour of Swinburne’s or the haunt-
ing sweetness of Tennyson’s ; the music is thinner.

But music it is, none the less, pleasant and appeal-
ing in its note.

Stay, stay at home, my heartj and rest.

Home-keeping hearts are happiest

;

For those who wander, they know not where.
Axe full of trouble and full of care ;

To stay at home is best.”

How beautiful it was, that one bright day
In the long week of rain.”

• • t • • •

“ Loud from its rocky cavern, the deep-voiced mighty
Ocean

Speaks, and in accents disconsolate answers the wail
of the forest.”

“ Good-night
!
good-night, beloved !

I come to watch o’er thee ;

To be near thee—to be near thee
Alone is peace for me.”

“ Pleasant it was, when woods were green.
And winds were soft and low,

To be amid some sylvan scene
Where, the long drooping boughs between.
Shadows dark and sunlight sheen
Alternate come and go.”

“ Blind Bartimeus at the gates
Of Jericho in darkness waits ;

He hears the crowd j
—^he hears a breath

Say, ‘ It is Christ of Nazareth ’

;

And calls in tones of agony,
‘ Iricov^ iXirjadv !

’ ”

“ The book is completed.
And closed, like the day

;

And the hand that hath written it

Lays it away.

Dim grow its fancies, ^

Forgotten they lie

;

Like coals in the ashes.
They darken and die.”

“ All the stars of night looked at them,
Watched with sleepless eyes their slumber}
From Ms ambush in the oak-tree
Peeped the squirrel, Adjidaumo,
Watched with eager eyes the lovers;

And the rabbit, the Wabasso,
Scampered from the path before them,
Peering, peeping from his burrow . , ,

Pleasant was the journey homeward I

All the birds sang loud and sweetly,

Songs of happiness and heart’s-ease

;

Sang the blue-bird, the Owaissa,
* Happy are you, Hiawatha,
Having such a wife to love you I

’

Sang the Opeehee the robin,
* Happy are you, Laughing Water,
Having such a noble husband !

*

Thus it was that Hiawatha
To the lodge of old Nokomis
Brought the moonlight, starlight, firelight.

Brought the sunshine of Ms people,
Minnehaha, LaugMng Water.”

Whatever may be the faults of these poems from

which snatches have been culled, they are cer-

tainly instinct with rhythmic melody. Longfellow’s

poems lend themselves to a musical setting better

than do most poets, better than Shelley or Tennyson,

because he did not pack them with too much
music. They are just musical enough to crave the

complement of a sister art to bring out their full

charm. Tennyson, Shelley, Swinburne, lose rather

than gain by a musical setting, for they have all the

music they need. The very perfection of their art

stands in their way as song-writers. Longfellow’s

cruder art and homelier methods give him the

advantage here.
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The Puritanism of New England is mellower m

Longfellow than in Bryant, but it is there unmis-

takably ; he is at bottom a moralist, as nearly all

American writers are ; and it is this in combina-

tion with his homely sentiment that has assured

him such great popularity. That its urgency at

times spoiled his art, is obvious enough ; but it was
a source of his strength as well as of his weakness

;

especially when informed by the genial, buoyant
spirit of the man. Poe had said some very bitter

things about him, but after Poe’s death, when
someone commented on this to Longfellow, his only

reply was : “He is dead : I am alive and writing

:

that is an end of the matter.’*

And this tolerant charity is reflected in every-

thing that he wrote. In spite of his didactic

tendency, there is no obtrusion of the personal

point of view ; in fact, he is as impersonal often as

Emerson himself. This is well exlubited m his

lyrics, whore most poets give expression to their

minds and idiosyncrasies. But Longfellow’s lyrics

are local, not personal, as we shall see if we run
over the titles : The Bridge, The Belfry at Bruges,

The Lighthouse, The Eiver Charles, &c. The
emotions he expresses are general, not particular.

This may blunt at times the interest we feel in

his work The sunshine is so evenly distributed

that we long peevishly for a storm or momentary
eclipse. But it adds to the charm of the engagmg
friendliness of which I have spoken. What could

be better in its intimate ease, than the prelude to

the pleasant Tales of a Wayside Inn:
** One Autumn night in Sudbury town,
Across the meadows bare and brown,
The windows of the wayside Inn
Gleamed red with firelight through the leaves
Of woodbine, hanging from the eaves.

Their crimson curtains rent and thin.

As ancient is this hostelry
As any in the land may be.

Built m the old Colonial day.
When men lived m the grander way.
With ampler hospitality

;

A kind of old Hobgoblm Hall,
Now somewhat fallen to decay.
With weather-stains upon the wall,

And stairways worn, and crazy doors.
And creaking and uneven floors.

And chimneys huge and tiled and tall.

A region of repose it seems
A place of slumber and of dreams,
Bemote among the wooded hills I

”

A word must be said in conclusion as to the wide
range over which his benignant spirit passes. As
the poet of American hfe, he touches on one side

the Indian epic of Hiawatha; on the other, the

doings of his Puritan ancestry in Evangeline and
The Courtship of Miles Standish,

As a scholar and translator he did much to

familiarise the reader with French, Spanish, German,
and Italian poets. His own genius was more akm
to the German than to any other European people

;

he is especially happy in dealing with Richter ; and
his cosmopolitan interests contributed greatly to
the appreciation of Longfellow on the Continent.

Another aspect of his work is revealed in his

concern with children and child life. He has been
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fitly called “ The Children’s Poet ”
; and his simple

directness, his tenderness, his unpretentious senti-
ment are at their best here.

There is no poet more readily understood and
loved by children than he. The Tales of a Wayside
Inn can be appreciated by both young and old

;

but The Wreck of the Schooner Hesperus, Begasus m
Pound, The Leap of Roushan Beg, The Three Kings,
The Emperor^s Bird's Eest—^to mention a few only

—

have a pecuhar appeal for children. Indeed, who
can doubt that the man who wrote The Children's
Hour knew how to warm young hearts and fire

young imaginations ?

After all, Longfellow’s appeal lies chiefly in his
intimate simphcity and tender humanity. He does
not deal with recondite aspects of human life, but
with the universal emotions of love, pity, faith, and
hope. Whether in his domestic pictures, in his
unpretentious morahties, his picturesque narra-
tives, or his l3rrics of everyday life, there is a direct

and engaging friendhnoss and a sweet sanity of
outlook that, though easily ridiculed, are matters
for grateful remembrance. The very titles he gave
to his collections of verse are eloquent of this

homely simplicity—Voices of the Night, The Seaside
and the Fireside, In the Harbour.
And thus we come back to Longfellow’s power of

dealing with simple, human characteristics. His
faults and limitations as a literary artist are clear

enough—

1

am not concerned to dispute them.
But Longfellow is emphatically not to be dismissed
as some have tried to do, as merely a facile writer

of commonplace sentimentalities. He was a
versatile scholar who did much to develop the
culture of young hterary America ; a vigorous
ballad writer with peculiar force and charm when
the sea is his subject ; a narrative poet of abundant
force and danty ; above all, a kindly and gracious

personahty, whose kindhness and graciousness

diffused themselves over everything that he wrote.

If not a great poet, he was a genuine one, with a
power of swift and direct appeal to thousands
whom our greater poets would have left cold.

JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER (1807-1892)

His Life

The descendant of a long line of New England
Quakers, John Greenleaf ^^ittier, the son of a
farmer, was bom on December 17, 1807, at East
Haverhill, Massachusetts. His father’s narrow
means necessitated the boy’s help in the fields at

an early age, so that his education, earned on only

during the winter months, was extremely limited.

Yet even at school he began to wnte verse, and
it was a red-letter day in the history of the Whittiers

when a volume of Bums’ poems was brought to
the farmstead, and lent to the boy, who devoured

them eagerly.

In 1827 he sent his first poem to the Free Press.

The editor, WiUiam Lloyd Garrison, recognising

that there was a future for the young poet, jour-

neyed to Haverhill and suggested further schooling.

The farmer, however, was agamst “ putting notions

in the boy’s head,” and said there was no money to
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spare for suoh a purpose. But the youth was not

to be daunted. He took up shoemaking during

the winter evenings, and by this means saved

sufficient to pay for a six months’ course at the new
Haverhill Academy, where he was known by the

name of “ Uncle Toby.” On his entrance in April

1827, which was also the inauguration of the

Academy, Whittier wrote the dedicatory Ode.

Following this course at the Academy, Whittier

taught in the district school at Merrimac, to find

the wherewithal for another six months’ training at

Haverhill. During these years he wrote consider-

ably in prose and verse, then became editor of the

Haverhill Gazette in succession to Mr. Thayer, and
in six months had left the Gazette for the more im-

portant New England EemeWy m which were pub-
hshed over forty of his poems, among them The
Frost Spirit, The City of the Plain, and The Vaudois

Teacher.

On the death of his father in 1831, Whittier was
recalled to the farm, and much of his editonal work
was carried on at home. But his health at this

time began to give cause for anxiety, and for a time

the newspaper work was abandoned. In this year

(1831) was published the prose and verse Legends

of New England, which he endeavoured afterwards

to buy up and destroy.

The subject nearest to Whittier’s heart and which
subsequently became his mission in life, was the

crusade against the slave trade. Notwithstanding

his Quaker ancestry, Whittier threw himself into

the thick of the fight, but it was on the side of

Freedom.
It is interesting to note that although the citizens

of Haverhill were opposed to his views as an
Abolitionist, they nevertheless elected him as their

representative in the State Legislature in 1835-36,

but he declined a like honour m 1837.

For twenty years Whittier, by his whole-hearted

devotion to the Anti-Slavery Movement, was “ shut

out from the favour of booksellers and magazm©
editors,” and the majority of his work appeared in

the organs of those periodicals favourable to the
cause he had at heart, or those of which he was
acting as editor.

As on© of the secretaries of the Philadelphia Con-
vention in 1833 he assisted in drafting the Declara-

tion of Principles of the American Anti-Slavery

Society, and began his crusade with a pamphlet.
Justice and Expediency, printed at his own expense
in 1833, that made a considerable stir in political

circles. He then became editor of the Pennsylvania
Freeman. During the riots in Philadelphia, the
pro-slavery mob burned his office and sacked the
Pennsylvania Hall, a new building where the office

of the paper was situated ;
however, Whittier

managed to save some of his effects, and published
his paper next day as if nothing had happened.
In 1865 slavery virtually came to an end, at

least so far as State recognition was concerned.
Whittier had applauded or denounced every inci-

dent during the conflict ; the gradual defection of

Webster in 1859 from the Abolitionist party in-

spired his Ichabod.

In 1857, at the time of the launching of the
Atlantic Monthly, Whittier joined the staff, and

for twenty years scarcely a number was published
without a contribution from his pen.

Never of robust health, overwork in youth and
early manhood told its tale at the last. For years
he was unable to write for even half an hour,
without acute neuralgia and headache. In Sep-
tember 1892 he was seized with paralysis, and on
December 7th he breathed his last, but conscious
to the end. At his burial the greatest honour was
accorded him, the City Government of Haverhill
attended m a body, and many eulogistic speeches
were made over his grave.

His Work
In intensity of imagination and emotional power,

Whittier ranks higher as a poet than Longfellow

;

indeed, he has no peer among American poets in

the strength of his imagmative sympathies. But
his artistic skill is not commensurate with his

native endowment ; and it is only by fine flashes

here and there m the considerable body of his

verse that we realise that his art matches his

inspiration. Sometimes, as in that lovely idyll.

Snowbound, or in the passionate lament over Daniel
Webster’s attitude towards the Abohtionist problem,
Whittier rises to the heights of great poetry. But
hia emotions, though intense, have little plasticity

;

his imagination, though deep, is narrefw and re-

stricted. Given a cause that touched him to the

quick, like Anti-Slavery, or certain aspects of New
England life, he can rise to the occasion. Un-
fortunately, he has written a great deal of verse

that, though workmanlike and agreeable, lacks

distinction and fire ; and has neither the simple,

sentimental charm of Longfellow’s ordinary verse

nor the intellectual suggestiveness that reconciles

one to some extent to the rough artistry of Emerson
and Thoreau
Takmg him at his best, and selecting a score of

poems from the hundreds that he wrote, Whittier

IS assuredly one of the greater poets of America,

with a virility that can only be matched by the

rarer ballad writers of Engli^ Literature, Snow-
hound, Eandolph of Boanoke, Moloch in State Street,

Ichahod, Barbara Fr%etchie, Maud Muller, The
Henchman, The Barefoot Boy, Taking the Bees, and
Proem are poems, for instance, full of tenderness,

strength, and passionate scorn for the tyrant and
the base. We may add also that beautiful hymn,
Dear Lord and Father of Mankind, than which no
lovelier expression of the Quaker spirit exists m
our sacred verse,

“ Drop Thy still dews of quietness.

Till all our strivings cease

—

Take from our souls the strain and stress t

And let our ordered lives confess

The beauty of Thy Peace.

Breathe through the pulses of desire

Thy coolness and Thy balm

;

Let sense be dumb, its heats expire

;

Speak through the earthquake, wmd, and fire,

O still small voice of calm.”

lOHABOD
So fallen 1 so lost 1 the light withdrawn

Which once he wore !

The glory from his gray hairs gone
For evermore 1
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Bevile him not,—^the Tempter hath
A snare for all

;

And pitying tears, not scorn and wrath,
Beht Ins fall.

O, dumb be passion’s stormy rage.
When he who might

Have lighted up and led his age,
Falls back in night.

Scorn ! would the angels laugh, to mark
A bright soul driven

Fiend-goaded, down the endless dark,
From hope and heaven !

Let not the land once proud of him
Insult him now.

Nor brand with deeper shame his dim*
Dishonoured brow.

But let its humbled sons, instead.
From sea to lake,

A long lament, as for the dead,
In sadness make.

Of all we loved and honoured, nought
Save power remains,

—

A fallen angel’s pride of thought,
Still strong in chains.

All else is gone ; from those great eyes
The soul has fled :

When faith is lost, when honour dies.

The man is dead !

Then, pay the reverence of old days
• To his dead fame :

Walk backward, with averted gaze.
And hide the shame !

Proem
{To introduce the first collected edition

of his Poems)

I love the old melodious lays
Which softly melt the ages through.

The songs of Spenser’s golden days,
Arcadian Sidney’s silvery phrase,

Sprmklmg our noon of time with freshest morning dew*

Yet vainly in my quiet hours
To breathe their marvellous notes I try ;

I feel them, as the leaves and flowers
In silence feel the dewy showers.

And drink with glad, still lips the blessing of the sky.

The rigour of a frozen chme,
The harshness of an untaught ear.

The jarnng words of one whose rhyme
Beat often Labour’s hurried time.

Or Duty’s rugged march through stormand strife, are here.

Of mystic beauty, dreamy grace.

No rounded art the lack supplies

;

Unskilled the subtle lines to trace.

Or softer shades of Nature’s face,

I view her common forms with unanointed eyes.

Nor mine the seer-like power to show
The secrets of the heart and mind ;

To drop the plummet-line below
Our common world of joy and woe,

A more intense despair or brighter hope to find.

Yet here at least an earnest sense

Of human right and weal is shown ;

A hate of tyranny intense,

And hearty in its vehemence,
As if my brother’s pain and sorrow were my own.

0 Freedom ! if to me belong
Nor mighty Milton’s gift divine.

Nor Marvell’s wit and graceful song,

Still with a love as deep and strong

A.S theirs, I lay» like them, my best gifts on thy ^rine *

WALT WHITMAN (1819-1892)

His Life

Walt Whitman was bom at West Hills* Long
Island, on May 31, 1819, of yeoman stock. His
father, a wood-cutter and carpenter, was a hard-
workmg, kindly, but taciturn man, to whom the
boy was a veritable thorn in the flesh, by reason of

his wasTward, self-willed, idle habits. His mother,
of Dutch Quaker descent, was a loving, practical

woman, whose unselfish disposition had a wonderful
attraction for those with whom she came into

contact ; to her the lad was ever afiectionate and
obedient.

An elementary education at Brooklyn, whither
the family removed about 1823, was all that could

be secured for the boy ; even this was brought to

an end after a few years, when he was put to

work in a lawyer’s office ; two years later the office

stool was exchanged for the prmting works.

Havmg learned his trade, he started on a fresh

experience. He took up teaching. In this he was
both successful and popular, and a pnme favourite

with his scholars In fact, his self-rehant, manly,

and sunny nature was always singularly attractive

to men, women, and children ahke.

He had ideas of his own on the subject of school

punishments; his own procedure was to relate a
history of the crime in the form of a story to the

whole school, leaving it with the dehnquents to
feel self-condemned and ashamed—^a method that

seldom failed in its effect.

From teaching he turned to journalism. He had
contnbuted to The Mirror, a high-class weekly

journal, while he was at the prmting works. In
1838 he started a weekly paper, the Long Islander,

of which he became editor, printer, and pubhsher.

While the paper was a novelty Whitman was an
assiduous worker, but as the novelty wore off the

Long Islander became more and more irregular in

its appearance, until in a few months it ceased to

exist so far as Walt Whitman was concerned. He
then returned to teachmg.

In 1841 we see him m the r61e of compositor in

the New World, and for twenty years a well-known

figure among New York journalists.

Until February 1849 Whitman was a stay-at-

home, but a chance conversation interested him in

the “magnetic South.” Shortly afterwards he
boarded a small steamer and journeyed as far as

Mexico, to return after three months as editor of

the Daily Eagle at Brooklyn. The following year

he went on the staff of the Daily Crescent in New
Orleans Here he studied the teeming life of the

city as he had done in New York. He made friends

with the stevedores and boatmen at the quay-

side and the frequenters of the bar-room in the

large hotels, while most mornings he took his coffee

and biscuit at the stall of a mulatto woman in the

French market-place.

Politics interested him, but never so whole-

heartedly as with Whittier. Social functions took

their place, and a prominent one, with WThitman,
“ He frequented lectures and races,’* says his

friend. Dr. Bucke, “ churches and ^iiction rooms,
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weddings and clam-bakes,” with strict impartiality-

while following the politics of the Free Soil Demo-
crats. He gave us his political creed in Democratic

Vistas (1870).

In 1853 he turned to carpentering. Two years

later, on the death of his father, he gave up car-

pentering and set to work on publishing his Song
The first edition of this characteristic work was

a small volume of twelve poems that he named
Leaves of Grass, bound in sea-green cloth, the type

of which he had set up himself : this appeared m
July 1856. The following year he reissued the

volume with thirty-two new poems. Some of the

poems gave great offence, and there w'as a hmt of

prosecuting the author, which caused the pubhshers

to witndraw the book from circulation. Emerson
took upon himself the task of remonstratmg with

Whitman upon his frankness; the poet hstened

calmly, but the friendly advice had no further

effect.

In 1863, when the country entered upon the

disastrous Civil War, Whitman offered his services

as nurse to the wounded ; for over two years he
devoted his life, in camp and hospital, to his sick

and dying countrymen. When the war was over

he was offered and accepted a Government cleritsliip

While the poet was preparing a fresh edition of

the Leaves, his copy fell into the hands of Mr.

Harlan, Secretary of the Interior, who immediately

wrote a curt note and without assigning any reason

dismissed Whitman from his post. This action

was far from popular in Washington, where Whit-
man was well Imown. Friends threw themselves

into the breach, and Whitman was reinstated in

ofiSce but in another department.

In 1871 a fifth edition of the Leaves, which in-

cluded Drum Taps, was published, and a few years

later the poet was seized with paralysis He re-

signed his clerkship and retired to New Jersey.

Here he resumed his old comradeship with Nature,

and in 1877 was able to wnte ;

“ I have been almost two years, off and on, without
drugs and medicines, and daily in the open air. Last
summer I found a particularly secluded little dell off
one side by my creek, originally a large dug-out marl-
pit, now abandoned, filled with bushes, trees, grass, a
group of willows, a straggling bank and a spnng of
delicious water running right through the middle of
it, with two or three little cascades. Here I retreated
every hot day, and follow it up this summer. Here I
realise the meaning of that old fellow who said he was
seldom less alone than when alone. Never before did
I come so close to Nature, never did she come so close
to me. By old habit I pencilled down from time to
time almost automatically, moods, sights, hours, tints,
and outlines on the spot.”

During the ‘‘early candle-light of old age,” as
he so beautifully expressed his declining years, he
gave us Memoranda during the War (1875), Specimen
Days (1882), Novernber Boughs (1888).
On his birthdays a dinner was given in his honour,

when friends from all parts of the world either
wrote or journeyed to congratulate the veteran.
The greetings from friends in England particularly
delighted him, but, he said, “Don’t let them
think of me as a saint, or a finished anything,”

Goodbye, my Fancy—that he called his “last

chirps”—^appeared in 1891 ; in December he was
ill with congestion of the lungs and lingered till

March 26, 1892, when he passed quietly into the
Unknown.

His Work
Perhaps the chief defect in American verse, up

to Whitman, lies in its excess of culture. The
majority of the poets are men of scholarly attam-
ments, steeped in literature rather than in life

;

and although some of them, like Whittier and
Lowell, found inspiration in the social and political

development of their time, they were lacking on
the whole in a large, virile grasp of life, a first-hand

elemental vigour that comes to those who have
lived widely and deeply, and whose song is the

direct product of their intimate experiences.

Emerson counselled a return to Nature ; but it

was Nature in terms of philosophic abstraction

Thoreau, it is true, literally did return to Nature,

for he had a touch of the wild and elemental about
him : he knew what it was to come into direct

relation with Nature, and counselled every man to

do so as a necessary part of his education. Yet
his scholarship and culture determined the form
and scope of his Art. Poe is an mteffectual

hedonist, Bryant and Whittier cultured moralists;

Holmes and Lowell were scholarly men of the

world, Longfellow a scholarly sentimentalist ; one
and all were more or less derivative poets inas-

much as they were steeped in the ancient traditions

of English Literature, and followed well-beaten

paths. And then came Whitman, in aim a hterary

revolutionary Wliitman is essentially a loafer, a
loafer along the crowded streets, a loafer along the

countryside, a loafer both in the spiritual and
physical sense ; and his writings are the frankly

direct expression of his loafings. He is the Orson
of literature. Unconventionality he carries out to

its logical conclusion, and strides stark naked among
our academies of learning. A strange, imcouth,

surprising figure, it is impossible to ignore him,

however much he may riiock our susceptibilities.

His songs are no mere pseans of rustic solitudes,

they are songs of the crowded streets, as well as

of the country roads ; of men and women of every

type—no less than of the fields and the streams.

In fact, he seeks the elemental everywhere. His

business is to bring it to the surface, to make men
and women rejoice in—^not shrink from—^the great

primal forces of life. But he is not for moralising

:

“ I sfive nothing as duties,

What others give as duties I give as loving impulses.

(Shall I give the heart’s action as a duty ?)
”

He has no quarrel with ci-vilisation as such. The
teeming hfe of the town is as wonderful to him as

the big solitude of the Earth. Carlyle’s pleasantry

about the communistic experiments of the American

Transcendentalists would have no application for

him. "A return to Acorns and expecting the

Golden Age to arrive.”

Here is no exclusive child of Nature :

“ I tramp a perpetual journey. ...
My signs are a rainproof coat, good shoes, and a staff

cut from the woods. . . .

I have no chair, no church, no philosophy.”
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People talk of Whitman as if he relied entirely

on the “ staff cut from the woods ”
; they forget

his “ rainproof coat and good shoes ” Assuredly he
has no mmd to cut himself adrift from the advan-
tages of Civilisation.

First of all, Whitman’s attitude towards Art.

It has been urged by some of Whitman’s admirers

that his power as a writer does not depend upon his

artistic methods or non-artistic methods, and he
himself protested against his Leaves being judged

merely as literature. And so there has been a
tendency to glorify his very inadequacies, to hold

him up as a poet who has defied successfully the

unwritten laws of Art.

This IS to do him an ill service. If Whitman’s
work be devoid of Art, then it possesses no dura-

bility.

In other words, Whitman must be judged ulti-

mately as an artist. And on the whole he can
certainly bear the test. His Art was not the con-

ventional Art of his day, but Art it assuredly

was.

Who could deny the title of artist to the man
who wrote those noble verses, On the Beach at

Night:

» On the beach at night.

Stands a child with her father.

Watching the east, the autumn sky.

Up through the darkness,
While ravening clouds, the burial clouds, in black

masses spreading.

Lower sullen and fast athwart and down the sky.

Amid a transparent clear belt of ether yet left in the
east.

Ascends large and calm the lord-star Jupiter,

And nigh at hand, only a very little above.
Swim the dehcate sisters the Pleiades.

From the beach the child holding the hand of her
father,

Those burial clouds that lower victorious soon to
devour all

Watching, silently weeps.

‘Weep not, child,

Weep not, my darling,

With these kisses let me remove your tears,

The ravening clouds shall not long be victorious.

They shall not long possess the sky, they devour the
stars only in apparition,

Jupiter shall emerge, be patient, watch again another
night, the Pleiades shall emerge,

They are immortal, all those stars both silvery and
golden shall shine out again,

The great stars and the little ones shall shine out
again, they endure

The vast immortal suns and the long-enduring pensive
moons shall again shine.

* Then, dearest child, moumest thou only for Jupiter ?

Considerest thou alone the bunal of the stars ?

* Something there is,

(With my lips soothing thee, adding I whisper,

I give thee the first suggestion, the problem and
indirection)

Something there is more immortal even than the

stars,

(Many the burials, many the days and nights, passing

away)
Something that shall endure longer even than lustrous

Jupiter,

Longer than sun or any revolving satellite.

Or the radiant sisters the Pleiades.*
’*

Or those touching lines, Reconciliation :

“W ord over all beautiful as the sky,
Beautiful that war and all its deeds of carnage must

in time be utterly lost.
That the hands of the sisters Death and Night inces-

santly
Wash agam, and ever again, this soil’d world ;

For my enemy is dead, a man divine as myself is dead,
I look where he hes white-faced and still in the coffin—
I draw near

—

Bend down and touch lightly with my lips the whit©
face m the coffin.*’

Or the song of Death in that splendid dirge in com-
memoration of President Lincolri :

** Come, lovely and soothing death,
Undulate round the world, serenely arriving, arriving.
In the day, in the night, to all, to each,
Sooner or later dehcate death.

Prais’d be the fathomless universe,
For life and joy, and for objects and knowledge curious.
And for love, sweet love—but praise ! praise ! praise !

For the sure-enwindmg arms of cool-enfolding death.

Dark mother always ghdmg near with soft feet,

Have none chanted for thee a chant of fullest welcome ?

Then I chant it for thee, I glorify thee above all,

I bring thee a song that when thou must indeed come,
come unfalteringly.”

This is not only Art, but great Art. So fresh in

their power, so striking in their beauty, are Whit-
man’s utterances on Death, that they take their

place in our memories beside the large utterances

of Shakespeare, Milton, and Shelley.

It is a mistake to think that where 'W’hifcman

fails in expression it is through carelessness ; that

he was a great poet by flashes, and that had he
taken more pains he would have been greater still.

We have been assured by those who knew him
intimately that he took the greatest care over his

work, and would wait for days until he could get

what he felt to be the right word.

To the student who comes fresh to the study of

Whitman it is conceivable that the rude, strong,

nonchalant utterances may seem hke the woik of

an mspired but careless and impatient artist. It

is not so. It is done deliberately.
“ I furnish no specimens,” he says ;

“ I shower

them by exhaustloss laws, fresh and modem con-

tinually, as Nature does.”

He is content to be suggestive, to stir your
imagination, to awaken your sjmipathies. And
when he fails, he fails as Wordsworth did, because

he lacked the power of self-criticism, lacked the

faculty of humour—that saving faculty which gives

discrimination and intuitively protects the artist

from confusing pathos with bathos, the grand and
the grandiose. Nowhere is this more apparent

than in his treatment of Sex. Frankness, out-

spokenness on the primal facts of life are to be

welcomed in literature. All the great masters

—

Shakespeare, Dante, Dostoievsky, Tolstoy—have

dealt openly and fearlessly with the elemental

passions. There is nothing to deplore in this, and
Swinburne was quite right when he contended that

the domestic circle is not to be for all men and
writers the outer limit of their world of work. So

far from regretting that Whitman claimed right to
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equal freedom when speaking of the primal facts

of procreation as when speaking of sunrise, sun-

setting, and the primal fact of death, every clean-

minded man and woman should rejoice in the

poet’s attitude. For he believed and gloried in

the separate personalities of man and woman,
claiming manhood and womanhood as the poet’s

province, exulting in the potentialities of a healthy

sexual life. He was angry, as well he might be,

with the furtive snigger which greets such matters

as motherhood and fatherhood, with the prurient

unwholesomeness of a mmd that can sigh senti-

mentally over the “ roses and raptures of Ihce ”

and start away shamefaced from the stark passions

—stripped of all their circumlocutions He cer-

tainly realised as few have done, the truth of that

fine saying of Thoreau’s, that “for him to whom
sex is impure there are no flowers in Nature.’*

But at the same time, one cannot help feeling

that Stevenson was right when he said that Whit-
man “loses our sympathy in the character of a
poet by attracting too much attention—^fchat of a
Bull in a China Shop.” ^

Bhs aim is right enough ;
it is to his method one

may take objection. Not on the score of morahty.

"WTiitman’s treatment of passion is not immoral;
it is simply like Nature itself—^unmoral. What shall

we say then about his sex cycle. Children of
Adam? Whitman, in his anxiety to speak out

freely, simply, naturally, to vindicate the sanity

of coarseness, the poetry of animalism, seems to

me to have bungled rather badly. There are many
fine passages in his Song of the Body Electric and
Spontaneous Me, but much of it impresses as bad
art, and is consequently ineffectual in its aim. The
subject demands a treatment at once strong and
subtle— do not mean finicking—and subtlety is

a quality not vouchsafed to Whitman. Lacking it,

he is often unconsciously comic where he should be
gravely impressive. “ A man’s body is sacred, and
a woman’s body is sacred.” True ; but the sacred-

ness is not displayed by making out a tedious

inventory of the various parts of the body. Says
Whitman in effect ; “ The sexual life is to be
gloried in, not to be treated as if it were something
shameful ” Again true ; but is there not a danger
of missing the glory by discoursing noisily on the
various physiological manifestations ? Sex is not
the more wonderful for being appraised by the
big drum.
The inherent beauty and sanctity of Sex lies

surely in its superb unconsciousness ; it is a matter
for two human beings drawn towards one another
by an indefinable, world-old attraction ; scream
about it, caper over it, and you begin to make it

ridiculous, for you make it self-conscious.

Animalism merely as a scientific fact serves
naught to the poet, unless he can show also what
is as imdeniable as the bare fact—^its poetry, its

coarseness, and its mystery go together. Browning
has put it in a line :

“ . . • savage creatures seek
Their loves in wood and plain—and Sod renews
His ancient Taptme*'

^ WamiUarSmdies ofMen andBoohs, by B. L. Stevenson,

It is the “ rapture ” and the mystery which Whit*
man misses in many of his songs of Sex.

I have another objection against The Children of
Adam, The loud, self-assertive, genial, boastful

style of Whitman suits very well many of his

democratic utterances, his sweeping cosmic
emotions. But here it gives one the impression of

a kind of showman, who with a flourishing stick is

shouting out to a gaping crowd the excellences of

manhood and womanhood. Deliberately he has
refrained from the mood of imaginative fervour
which alone could give a high seriousness to his

treatment

—

o, high seriousness which is really in-

dispensable. And his rough, slangy, matter-of-

fact comments give an atmosphere of unworthy
vulgarity to his subject. Occasionally he is carried

away by the sheer imaginative beauty of the sub-
ject ; then note how diSerent the effect

:

“ Have you ever loved the body of a woman.
Have you ever loved the body of a man,
Do you not see that these are exactly the same to all

in all

Nations and times all over the earth ?

If anything is sacred, the human body is sacred,
And the glory and sweet of a man is the token of

manhood untainted,
And in man or woman a clean, strong, firm-fibred

body is

More beautiful than the most beautiful face.”

If only all had been of this quality But inter-

spersed with lines of great force and beauty are

cumbrous irrelevances, wholly superfluous derails.

It is not, then, because V^itman treats love as

an animal passion that I take objection to much in

his Children of Adam, There are poets enough
and to spare, who sing of the sentimental aspects

of love. We need have no quarrel with Whitman’s
aim as expressed by Mr. John Burroughs i

“ To
put in his sex poems a rank and healthy animality,

and to make them as frank as the shedding of

pollen by the trees, strong even to the pomt of

offence.” All we ask is for him to do so as a poet,

not as a mere physiologist. And when he speaks

one moment as a physiologist, next as a poet ; at

one time as a lover, at another as a showman ; the

result is not inspiring. “He could not make it

pleasing,” remarks Mr. Burroughs, “ a sweet morsel

to be rolled under the tongue ; that would have
been levity and sin, as in Byron and the other

poets. ... He would sooner be bestial than
Byronic, he would sooner shock by his frankness

than inflame by his suggestion.” This vague Imk-

ing together of “ Byron and the other poets ” is

not easy to understand. In the first place, not

one of the modems has treated love from the same
standpoint. Shelley, for instance, is transcendental,

Byron elemental, Tennyson sentimental ;
Rossetti

looks at the soul through the body, Browning
regards the body through the soul. There is

abundant variety in the treatment. Then, again,

why Byron should be singled out especially for

opprobrium I fail to see, for love is to him the fierce,

elemental passion it is for Whitman. As for frank-

ness, the episode of Haidee and Don Juan does not

err on the side of reticence. Nor is it pruriently

suggestive. It is a splendid piece of poetic animal-



ism. Let US be fair to Byron. His work may in

places be disfigured by an unworthy cynicism ; his

treatment of sexual problems be marred by
shallow flippancy ; but no poet had a finer appre-

ciation of the essential poetry of animalism than

he, and much of his cynicism, after all, is by way
of protest against the same narrow morality at

which Whitman girds

It may be objected, of course, that Whitman does

not aim m his sex poems at imaginative beauty,

that he aims at sanity and wholesomeness ;
that

what he speaks—^however rank—^makes for healthy

living Maybe ; I am not concerned to deny it.

Wiiat I do deny is the implication that the whole-

someness of a fact is sufficient justification for its

treatment m literature There are a good many
disagreeable things that are wholesome enough,

there are many functions of the body that are

entirely healthy. But one does not want them
enshnned m Art.

On the other hand, to attack Wliitman on the

score of morality is unjustifiable ; his sex poems
are simply unmoral But had he flouted his art

less flagrantly in them they would have been

infimtely more powerful and convincing, and given

the Philistines less opportunity for blaspheming

I have dwelt at this lengfii upon Wliitman’s

treatment of Sex largely because it illustrates his

strength and weakness as a hterary artist. In some

of his poems—^those deahng with Democracy, for

instance—^we have Whitman at his best. In others,

certainly a small proportion, we get sheer, un-

illumined doggerel In his sex poems there are

great and fine ideas, moments of inspiration, flashes

of beauty, combined with much that is trivial and
tiresome.

But this, I think, is the inevitable outcome of

his style. The style, like the man, is large, broad,

sweeping, tolerant ;
the sense of “ mass and multi-

tude ” is remarkable ; he aims at big effects, and
the quality of vastness in his writings struck John
Addington Symonds as his most remarkable char-

actenstic ^ This vast, rolling, processional style is

Splendidly adapted for dealing with the elemental

aspects of life, with the vital problems of humanity.

He sees ever^hing in bulk. His range of vision is

cosmic The very titles are suggestive of his point

of view ; A Song of the Rolling Earthy A Song of

the Open Road There are no detailed effects, no

delicate points of hght and shade in his writings,

but huge panoramic effects It is a great style, it

is an impressive style, but it is obviously not a

plastic nor a versatile style. Its very merits

necessarily carry with them corresponding defects

The massiveness sometimes proves mere unwieldi-

ness, the virile strength tends to coarseness; the

eye, fixed on certain broad, distant effects, misses

the delicate by-play of colour and movement in the

foreground. The persistent unconventionality of

metre and rhythm becomes in time a maimerism
as pronounced as the mannerism of Tennyson and
Swinburne.

I do not urge these things in disparagement of

Whitman. Ho man can take up a certain line

^ Wodt WMtman, A Study by J. A. Symonds*

wholeheartedly and uncompromisingly without in-

curring the disabilities attaching to all who con-
centrate on one great issue.

And if sometimes he is meflectual, if on occasion
he is merely strident in place of authoritative, how
often do his utterances carry with them a force

and conviction which compel us to recognise the
sagacious gemus of the man.

Indeed, it is when we examine Wliitman’s atti-

tude towards Humanity that we realise best his
strength and courage. Bor it is here his quahties
find their fittest artistic expression. Nothing in

Whitman’s view is common or unclean. All things
in the Universe, rightly considered, are sweet and
good. Carrying this view into social politics,

Whitman declares for absolute social equality.

And this is done in no doctrinaire spirit, but be-

cause of Whitman’s absolute faith and trust in

man and woman—not the man and woman over-

ridden by the artifices of convention, but the

“powerful uneducated person.” Whitman finds

his ideal not in Society (with a capital S), but in

artisans and mechanics. He took to his heart the

mean, the vulgar, the coarse, not ideahsing their

weaknesses, but imbuing them with his own strength

and vigour

** I am enamoured of growth out of doors,

Of men that hve among cattle, or taste of the ocean
or woods.

Of the builder and steerers of ships, and the wielders

of axes, and
The drivers of horses.

I can eat and sleep with them week in week out.”

Such are his comrades. And well he knows
them For many years of his life he was roving

through country and city, coming into daily contact

with the men and women about whom he has sung.

Walt Whitman—^farm boy, school teacher, printer,

editor, traveller, mechanic, nurse in the army
hospital, Government clerk. Truly our poet has

graduated as few have done in the school of Life.

No writer of our age has better claims to be con-

sidered the Poet of Democracy.
“ Whitman,” wrote the late Mr. William Clarke,

in his stimulating study of the poet,^

” sings of the Modern Man as workman, friend, citizen,

brother, comrade, as pioneer of a new social order,

as both material and spiritual, final and most subtle,

compound of spirit and nature, firmly planted on this

rolling earth, and yet ‘ moving about in worlds not

realised.’ As representative democratic bard Whitman
exhibits complete freedom from unconventionality, a

very deep human love for all, faith in the rationality

of the world, courage, energy, and the instincts of solid-

arity.”

But he is not concerned to convert you to his

way of thinkmg. He throws out a hint, a sugges-

tion, the rest you must do for yourself.

“ I am a man who, sauntering along without fully

stopping, turns a casual look upon you, and then averts

his face Leaving you to prove and define it. Ex-
pecting the mam things from you.”

Nowhere are Whitman’s qualities more admirably

shown than in his attitude towards the average

^ Walt Whitman^ by William Clarke, p 79*
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human being. As a rule, the ordinary man is not

a person whom the Poet delights to honour. He
IS concerned with the exceptional, the extraordinary-

type. Whitman’s attitude, then, is of special

interest.

** I will leave all and come and make the hymns of you 5

None has understood you, but I understand you ,

None has done justice to you—^you have not done
j'ustice to yourself.

None but has found you imperfect ; I only find no
imperfection in you.

None but would subordinate you ; I only am he who
will never consent to subordinate you.”

Painters have painted their swarming groups, and
the centre figure of all j

From the head of tlie centre figure, spreading a nimbus
of gold-coloured light.

But I paint myriads of heads, but paint no head
without its nimbus of gold-coloured hght.

From my hand, from the brain of every man and
woman it streams effulgently flowing for ever.

0 I I could sing such grandeurs and glories about you !

You have not Imown what you are ;
you have

slumbered upon yourself all your time. ...”

And so on, in a vein of courageous cheer, spoken
with the big, obtrusive genial egotism that always
meets us in Whitman’s writings. Whitman’s
egotism proves very exasperating to somo readers,

but I do not think it should trouble us much.
After all, it is the egotism of a simple, natural,

sincere nature ; there is no self-satisfied smirk
about it, no arrogance. He is conscious of his

power, and is quite frank in letting you know this.

Perhaps his boisterous delight in his own prowess

may jar occasionally on the nerves ; but how
much better than the affected humility of some
writers And the more you study his writmgs, the

less does this egotism affect even the susceptible.

Your ears get attuned to the pitch of the voice, you
realise that the big drum is beaten with a purpose.

For it must be remembered that it is an egotism
entirely emptied of condescension. He is vain
certainly, but mainly because he glories in the

common heritage, because he feels he is oue of the

common people He is proud assuredly,^ut it is

pride that exults in traits that he shares ii^ommon
with the artist, the soldier, and the sailor. He is

no writer who plays down to the masses, who will

prophesy fair things—-like the mere demagogue

—

in order to win their favour. And it is a proof

of his plain speaking, of his fearless candour, that

for the most part the very men for whom he wrote
care little for him.

“The art of Art, the glory of expression, and the
sunshine of the light of letters is simplicity. Nothing
is better than simplicity, nothing can make up for excess
or for the lack of definiteness. To carry on the heave
of impulse, and pierce intellectual depths, and give all

subjects their articulations, are powers neither common
nor very uncommon. But to speak in literature with
the perfect rectitude and insouciance of the movements
of animals and the unimpeachableness of the sentiment
of trees in the woods, and grass by the woodside, is the
flawless triumph of Art.”

A fitting attitude for a Poet of Deinocraoy, one
likely to bring him into direct contact with that

broad, variegated stream of human life

As a panacea for social evils, Whitman Toelieves

m the remedial power of comradeship, in a large-

hearted charity.

“ You felons on tnal in courts.

You convicts m prison cells, you sentenced assassins
chained and handcuffed with iron.

Who am I, too, that I am not on tnal or in prison ?

Me ruthless and devilish as any, that my wrists are
not chained with iron, or my ankles with iron ?

”

Mark the watchful impassiveness with which he
gazes at the ugly side of life.

“ I sit and look out upon all the sorrows of the world,
and upon all oppressions and shame

;

I hear convulsive sobs from young men at anguisli
with themselves, remorseful after deeds done ;

I see the workings of battle, pestilence, tyranny g

I see martyrs and pnsoners

—

I observe a famine at sea—I observe the sailors cast-
ing lots who shall be killed, to preserve the lives
of the rest.

I observe the slights and degradations cast by arrogant
persons upon labourers, the poor, and upon negroes
and the like ;

All these—all the meanness and agony without end,
I sib and look out upon.

See, hear, and am silent.”

No one is too bage, too degraded for Whitman’s
affection. Tins is no mere book sentiment with
him ; and many stories are told of hss tenderness

and charity towards the “ dregs of humanity.”
That a man is a human being is enough for Wliitman.

However he may have fallen, there is something in

him to appeal to. He would have agreed with

Browning that

:

“ Beneath the veriest ash there hides a spark of soul,

Which, quickened by Love’s breath, may yet pervade
the whole

O’ the grey, and free again be fire j of worth the same
Howe’er produced, for great or little flame is flame.”

Like Browning, also, Whitman fears lassitude

and mdifference more than, the turmoil of passion.

He glories in the elemental. At present he thinks

we are too fearful of coarseness and rankness, lay

too much stress on refinement. And so he delights

in “unrefinement,” glories in the woods, air-sweet-

ness, sun-tan, brawn.

“ So long /

I announce a life that shall be copious, vehement,
spiritual bold,

And I announce an old age that shall lightly and joy-

fully meet its translation.”

Cultured conventions, of which we make so

much, distress him They tend, ho argues, to

enervation, to a poor, imitative, self-conscious art,

to an artificial, morbid life.

His curative methods were heroic ; but who can

say that they were not needed, or that they were

mischievous ?

Certainly, in aiming first of all at sincerity he

has attained that noble beauty which is bom of

strength. Nature, as he saw, was full of vital

lovelinessby reason of her very power. The average

literary artist is always seeking for the loveliness,

aiming after beauty of form, without a care whether

what he is saying has the rmg of sincerity and

tmth, whether it is in touch with the realities oi
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Nature. Aid in his super-refinements he misses

the beauty that flashes forth from the rough,

savage songs of Whitman.
Whitman does not decry culture. But he places

first the educative influence of Nature. “ The best

culture,** he says, will always be that of the

manly and courageous mstincts and loving per-

ception, and of self-respect.”

No advocate of lawlessness he ; the influence of

modem science informs every line that he has
written.

To speak of him as did his biographer, Br. Bucke,

as “ perhaps the most advanced nature the world

has yet produced,** to rank him, as some have done,

with the world*s greatest moral teachers, beside

Jesus and Socrates, seems to me the language of

hysterical extravagance. Nay, more, it misses

surely the special significance of his genius. In his

religious thought, his artistic feelings, his affections,

there is breadth of sympathy, sanity of outlook,

but an entire absence of intensity, of depth.

We shall scan his pages vainly for the profound
aspiration, the subtle spiritual insight of our great

religious teachers. In his indifference to form, his

insensibility to the noblest music, we shall reahse

his artistic hmitations

Despite his genial comradeship, the more intimate,

the more dfehcate experiences of friendship are not

to be found m his company. Delicacy, light and
diade, subtlety, intensity, for these qualities you
must not seek Wliitman. But that is no reason

for neglectmg him. The Modern and Ancient world

are rich m these other qualities, and the special

need of the present day is not intensity so much
as sanity, not subtlety so much as breadth

In one of his telling phrases, Mr. Havelock EUis

has described Whitman “as a kind of Titanic

Undine.** i

Perhaps it is a good thing for us that he never

“found his soul.’* In an age of morbid self-

introspeotion there is something refreshing in an
utterance hke this, where he praises the animals

because ;

They do not sweat and whine about their condition,
^

They do not lie awake in the dark and weep for their

sins,

They do not make me sick discussing their duty to

God.”

The academic traditions of American Literature

were rudely shaken by Whitman. If, with the

majority, we suffer from a plethora of culture.

Whitman certainly redresses the balance. Not that

he was a Goth in this respect ; he loved the

great race-utterances of the world, the Bible,

Homer, the N%belungenhed9 the elemental side

of Shakespeare; and these sufficed him. The
wisdom that we find in his pages is not the wisdom
of a well-stored mind, not the wisdom of a pro-

foundly reflective nature, not the wisdom of an
Art-sensitive nature. It is the wisdom of a hearty

and primal nature immensely receptive to the

primal forces about him in Life, whether in Nature
or in human society. All this, of course, he might
have had and not been a force in letters save by

^ TheNeiv Spirit, by Havelock Ellise
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some happy accident. Unresponsive as he was to
the subtler beauties of life, he had an instinctive
sense of beauty, which in a curious, unregulated
and often coarse-grained way, vouchsafed to him
from time to time the fine intuition of the great
poet. To regard him as a mere egotistic poser,
ytrhose “ barbaric yawp ’* has no place in literature,
is as far from the truth as is the attitude of his
fervent disciples, who claim him as one of the
greatest poets, as well as one of the greatest
moral teachers the world has seen His work is

far too unformed and ^laotic, too full of absurd
bathos and amazing doggerel, for us to acknowledge
him as a great poet. But among the chaos are
shootmg stars ; in the midst of the rank tangle of
weeds are precious flowers—^not garden blossoms,
but beautiful wild ones. It is here that the
supreme value of Whitman’s work lies. He is a
fresh and origmal first-hand power that has brought
into English letters a healthy and reviving influence.

Standmg on the verge of a new era of democratic
ascendancy, we need a broader basis, a more mti-
mate vitahty for our Art. The Pre-Haphaelite
movement in letters, memorable as it was for its

passionate insistence on the ideal of beauty, ex-

hibited in its methods one grave defect. In its

endeavour to break away from the scientific and
social tendencies of the day, that had invaded
poetry and jeopardised its grace and charm, it had
with its artistic exclusiveness lost in human signifi-

cance. With all his faults as an artist. Browning
worked on surer and saner lines, in keeping poetry

in intimate touch with life You do not strengthen

any art by closing the gates on new forces, new
influences

;
you must take them in with all their

roughness and disturbing quahty and try to trans-

form them into beauty.
Browning, to a large extent, did this, though he

retained many of the old poetic forms. Whitman,
with greater daring but with less intellectual power,

invented fresh forms to express the fresh forces.

He was not great enough to do this with complete
success ; but to a large extent he triumphed. His
failure lay less in his methods than in his personal

shortcomings.

There had been many democratic poets in the

nineteenth century, but he is the first real poet of

democracy. Out of the throes of the Industrial

Kevolution had been bom a lusty, clamorous in-

fant that demanded recognition—^the new Demos.
And it claimed not only recognition in politics, but
recognition in literature. Wordsworth and Shelley

essayed to speak for it with varying success but

Wordsworth was too exclusive, and Shelley—^the

most sympathetic of all our poets till the coming of

Browmng—was too ethereal in his manner. Like

his own skylark, he sang to us poised midway
between earth and heaven ; a more emphatically

flesh and blood personage was wanted.

Here and there a writer of genuine democratic

feeling, hke Ebenezer Elliot, voiced the aspirations

of the people, but only on one side. Thomas Hood
and Mrs. Browning sounded a deeper note ; but

the huge clamorous populace needed a yet fuller

note, a more penetrating insight, a more forceful

utterance. And in America, with its seething
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democracy—a democracy more urgent, more in'

aistent than our own—^it found its spokesman.
That it did not recognise him, and is only just be-

ginning to do so, IS not remarkable. It did not

recognise him, for it had scarcely recognised itself.

Only dimly did it realise its wants and aspirations.

Whitman divined them ; he is the Demos made
articulate.

Perhaps the most inspiring thing about Whitman’s
attit-ude towards humanity is his thorough under-

standing of the working classes, and his quick

discernment of the healthy naturalism that ani-

mates them. Ho neither patronises them nor

idealises them. He sees their faults, which are

obvious enough ; but he also sees, what is not so

obvious, their fine independence of spirit, their

eager thirst for improvement, for ampler knowledge,

for larger opportunities, and their latent idealism.

He was not a philosopher as Browning was ;

indeed, there is less of the philosopher about

Whitman than about any poet of our age. His

method is quite opposed to the philosophic. It is

instinctive, suggestive, and as full of contradictions

as Nature herself You can no more extract a
philosophy from his sweeping utterances than you
can from a tramp over the hills.

But, like a tramp over the hills, Whitman fits

every reader who accompanies him for a stronger

and more courageous outlook. It is not easy to

say with Whitman as is the case with many
writers: “This line quickened my imagination;

that passage unravelled my perplexities ” It is

the general effect of his writings that exercises

such a remarkable tonic influence. Perhaps he has
never indicated this cumulative power more happily

than in the lines that conclude his Song of Myself,

** You will hardly know who I am, or what I mean.
But I shall be good health to you nevertheless.

And filter and fibre your blood.

Failing to fetch me at first keep encouraged,
Missing me one place search another,
I stop somewhere waiting for you.”

Yes
;
that is Whitman’s secret—“ Good health.”

** Flow on, river ! flow with the flood-tide, and ebb with
the ebb-tide !

Frolic on, crested and scallop-edg’d waves »

^

Gorgeous clouds of the sunset ! drench with your
splendour me, or the men and women generations
after me

!

Cross from shore to shore, countless crowds of pas-
sengeis »

Stand up, tall masts of Mannahatta ! stand up,
beautiful hills of Brooklyn !

’

Throb, baliled and curious brain ! throw out questions
and answers !

Suspend here and everywhere, eternal float of
solution !

Gaze, loving and thirsting eyes, in the house or
street or public assembly !

Sound out, voices of young men \ loudly and musically
call me by my nighest name I

Live, old life ! play the part that looks hack on the
actor or actress !

Play the old r61e, the role that is great or small accord-
ing as one makes it !

Consider, you who peruse me, whether I may not m
imknown ways be loolang upon you ;

Be firm, rail over the river, to support those who lean
idly, yet haste with the hasting current

;

Fly on, sea-birds ! fly
^

sideways, or wheel m large
circles high in the air

;

Receive the summer sky, you water, and faithfully

hold it till all the downcast eyes have time to take
it from you !

Diverge, fine spokes of light, from the shape of my
head, or anyone’s head, in tlie sunlit water I

Come on, ships from the lower bay 1 pass up or down,
white-sail’d schooners, sloops, lighters ’

Flaunt away, flags of all nations ! be duly lowered at
sunset

!

Burn high your fires, foundry chimneys » cast black
shadows at nightfall > cast red and® yellow light

over the tops of the houses ’

Appearances, now or henceforth, indicate what you
are ;

You necessary film, continue to envelop the soul,

About my holy body for me, and your body for you,
bo hung our divincst aromas,

Thrive cities,—bring your freight, bring your shows,
ample and sufficient rivers,

Expand, being than which none else is perhaps more
spiritual,

Keep your places, objects than which none else is more
lasting.

You have waited, you always wait, you dumb, beau-
tiful ministers,

We receive you with free sense at last, and are insatiate

henceforward.
Not you any more shall he able to foil us, or withhold

yourselves from us.

We use you and do not cast aside—^we plant you per-

manently within us,

We fathom you not—^we love you—^there is perfection

in you also,

You furnish your parts toward eternity.

Great or small you furnish your parts toward the

soul."’^

Miscellaneous Terse Writers; Nathaniel Parker Willis—Charles Fenxio Hoffman—Thomas William

Parsons—Bayard Taylor—Sidney Lanier—James Eider Eandall—Thomas Bailey Aldrich

—

Richard Watson Gilder—William Bliss Carman.

MISCELLANEOIJS VERSE WRITERS
Mbaitwhile, during the time that Whitman was
sounding a new note in literature, a number of

lesser writers were continuing the elder tradition

of verse. Among these may be mentioned
Nathaniel Parker Willis (1806-1867), a facile

writer whose sentimental verse, now almost for-

gotten, was once as popular as the verse of Tom
Moore; Charles Fenno Hoefman (1806-1884),
less popular and singularly unequal, but a sweet

singer at his best ; and Dr. Thomas William
Parsons of Boston (1819-1892), who belongs to

the considerable school of scholarly verse-writers

;

he was strongly affected by the Dante Revival,

and no poem that he wrote is happier m its dignity

and grace than the Lines on a Bust of Dante

Two figures of greater literary importance are

Bayard Taylor (1825-1878), and Sidney Lanier
{1842—1881). Taylor was an illustrious traveller-

^ Crossing Broohlyn Bridge,
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who lived abroad for two years, seeing a good deal

of the democratic life both of Germany and Italy.

His first success was made m travel-letters, and he

always excelled m these, but he was an effective

ballad-wnter ; his Poem of the Orient (1834) bemg
among his best. His hfe was one of tragic and
varied mterest ; he essayed much, but perhaps he
will best be remembered for his fine translation of

Goethe's Faust (unfinished), and his dehghtful

Travel Chat.

Lanier—^musician, soldier, poet, and critic

—

fought for the South in the American War, and
emerged from his harrowing experiences broken in

health. His skill as a musician is exhibited in his

verse, notably The Marshes of Glynn, Sunrise, and
Com. He died of consumption in North Carolina,

after a vain search for climes to restore his health.

A less considerable figure in American letters than
Taylor, he is, if not a more accomplished, a more
origmal poet.
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Among the ballads evoked by the Civil War,
there is none better than the fanooliar Maryland,
My Maryland, by James Rider Randall.

It IS not practicable to discuss here the later de-
velopment of American verse. All that need be
said IS that democratic ideals have entered more
and more intimately mto the poetry of the age,
and although no poets of commanding power have
arisen, yet such names as Thomas Bailey Aldrich
(1836-1896) and Richard Watson Gilder (1844-
1909) are sufficient indication of the sound technical

accomplishment and imaginative fervour to be
found among a large number of latter-day
poets.

A Canadian verse-writer of originality and power
appears in William Bliss Carman (1861) His
first work. Low Tide on Grand Pre, was published
in 1893, and at once made its mark. He is especi-

ally happy as a song-writer, e g. Behind the Arras,
Ballads of Lost Haven.

II. PROSE : (a) Fiction and the Essay. Introduction ; Roger Williams—John Cotton—Judge Sewall
—Jonathan Edwards—Benjamin Franklin—John Woolman—J. H St. J. de Crevecoeur—Charles
Brockden Brown—Washington Irving—J. Fenimore Cooper—Herman Melville—John Pendleton
Kenhedy— William Gillmore Siriims—Nathaniel Hawthorne—Edgar Allan Poe— Elizabeth

Wetherell—Maria S. Cummins—Harriet Beecher Stowe—Theodore Winthrop—Fitzjames O’Brien
—Henry James—Joel Chandler Harris—James Lane Allen—Francis Marion Crawford—Harold
Frederic—Stephen Crane—John Oliver Hobbes—Winston Churchill—Sarah Orne Jewett—Kate
Douglas Wiggm—Mary Eleanor Wilkins—Gertrude Atherton—Mary Johnston—Grant Allen

—

Gilbert Parker.

PROSE
American Poetry has, as its modest pioneer, the

pious ineptitudes of the Bay Psalm Booh ; and
American prose was launched m the stormy waters

of Puritan theology. Among the earher New
England divines, the most agreeable figure is that

of Roger Williams (c. 1607-1683), the apostle of

toleration, a philologist of some merit, and a vigor-

ous controversialist, whose most famous polemic

was his reply to that intolerant and arid divine,

John Cotton—The Bloody Tenent (i.e. of persecu-

tion) made yet more Bloody by Mr. Cotton's endeavours

to wash it White.

Durmg the seventeenth century the theocratic

ascendancy of the Puritan weakened, and the

religious enthusiasm, the ecclesiastic fervour of that

era gave place to the political aspiration and
democratic spirit of the eighteenth century. Litera-

ture then became gradually secularised. In place

of The Bloody Tenent of Persecution, we have The
Selling of Joseph—one of the earliest Anti-Slavery

documents, by Judge Sewall ; instead of Orphans
well provided for in the Divine Providence, we find

a History and Present State of Virginia.

Yet it may be said that Puritanism, just when its

theological vitality seemed flickering out, sent out

a dying flame more fiery and consuming than ever

before. In short, it gave us the Calvinist preacher,

Jonathan Edwards (c. 1703-1758). Lacking the

culture that has given literary distinction to the

writings of continental thinkers Uke Pascal and

F6nelon, he exhibited rare power of dialectic

;

indeed, his metaphysical skill and imagmative
fervour place him among the great theologians of

the world. He is best known, perhaps, as the
preacher of Hell fire ; but this rainatory type of

sermon was by no means uncommon among the

Puritan preachers ; and Edwards’ more sohd claim
to remembrance hes in his powerful treatise on the

Wdl, where he refutes the Armiman doctrine of

“freedom of choice ” and to some extent anticipates

Hume’s theory of Causation. Edwards’ philoso-

phical position, therefore, is quite as compatible

with a purely sceptical outlook, though he chose

to make it the handmaid of his Calvinistic theology.

He was a man of intense sincerity and warm piety,

and by no means the harsh, xmfeeling dogmatist

he is sometimes pictured. Like many another
theologian, the man was better than his creed.

Edwards was bom at Connecticut ; his great

contemporary, the utilitarian and scientist, Ben-
jamin Franklin, was bom three years later, at

Boston, Massachusetts. His father was a tallow-

chandler with a large family, and Benjamin was
apprenticed at an early age to his brother, a printer

of the New England Courant. He was a keen

devourer of books, and well read in contempoiary

letters. Addison proved an important hterary

influence, and his earliest publications, anonymously
published, were in the style of the Spectator.

Literary, scientific, and pohtioal interests absorbed

Franklin for the greater part of his life, and whether

as a shrewd and homely moralist, as a slashing
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pamphleteer, as a masterly letter-writer, or a dis-

tinguished scientist, he is equally remarkable. But
above all, he was a great citizen. In everything

that pertains to public life, and the advancement
of the best interests of his country, there is no
name more dear to America than is that of Beujamm
Franklin.

He has given us a vital picture of himself in his

famous Autobiography

;

and no writer is more
completely self-reveahng in his writings than he.

His books and letters give us Franklm’s personality

in solution His sense and wit sliine in Poor
Richard's Ahnanac ; his integrity and robust hope-

fulness are revealed in the Autobiography ; whilst

in his dialogues and pamphlets, the level-headed-

ness, the sober dignity, the moral earnestness of

the man are richly exhibited. Truly, his was a
versatile and many-sided career, such as is seldom

vouchsafed to a single personality. He is at once

a typical product of the finest elements of American
life, and a cosmopolitan force in letters. There
have been many greater literary artists ; but no one
writer who combined in himself so many diverse

qualities of sagacious thought, scientific brilhance,

shrewd worldliness, and humanitarian zeal.

John Woolman (1720-1772) stands on a lower

plane, yet he has many of the qualities that en-

deared Franklin to us. His Journal reflects a
noble and kindly nature, a simple homeliness of

disposition, that justify Whittier’s assertion that

they exhale “ a sweetness as of violets ” Bom at

New Jersey, he worked on a farm for some years,

and became in turn a bookkeeper’s clerk, a tailor,

and a home missionary. Philanthropy and spiritual

preoccupations possessed him more and more as
he grew older, and he was strenuously opposed to
the mstitution of Slavery, as witness his tract.

Some Considerations on the Keeping of Negroes. He
died of small-pox in 1772, while on a journey to
England
A gentle and benignant soul, whose one passion

was for plain living and high thmking.
Another agreeable personality, with less of the

Puritan in his nature, and a more plastic culture,

is J. Hector St. John de Creveoceub (1731-

1813), whose Letters of an American Parmer—^more

idyllic than realistic—are only second in lite’vry

charm and human appeal to the Autobiography oi

Franklin The idyllic note, if somewhat over-
sentimental, has proved peculiarly attractive on
that very account, for as Professor Trent has
said :

“* Cr^veeoeur’s imagination, fired by the vastness and
the still virgin beauty of the country, and by the un-
shackled life of its inhabitants, bodied forth an ideal
American which the real American has ever since taken
more or less to heart.”

We now come to the advent of the first profes-

sional man of letters in American history. Charles
Bbockden Brown (1772-1810), came of Quaker
parentage, and devoted his earlier years to legal

studies. A period of verse-writing of little im
portanee followed ; then Brown turned to fiction,

where he achieved considerable success. His best
novels were W-ieZand ; or. The Transformation
(1798), dealing with the hardships of the marriage

tie ; Ormond ; or^ The Secret Witness (1799), influ-

enced by Godwin’s Caleb Williams ; and Arthur
Mervyn (1800-1801), remarkable for its haunting
picture of a plague-stricken city.

Brown’s strength lay m his sensitive and vivid
imagination, and although his work owed some-
thing to the English Gothic School of Eomancers,
especially to Walpole and Mrs. Eadcliffe, there is

abundant originality m the treatment of his
themes ; and if he has some natural affinity for

the wild and mysterious, such as The Mysteries of
Udolpho show, he had a greater sense of reality

than we find in Mrs. Eadclifie. He is the pre-

cursor of Femmore Cooper, Hawthorne, and Poe
Before dealing with these great American writers,

mention must be made of a man of quite another
temperament and order of ability

—

^Washington
Irving (1783-1859) He came of British stock,

his father bemg Scotch, his mother English, and as
a delicate lad he went to Europe m 1804, m quest
of health. The change not only restored him
physically, but stirred his imaginative power, and
as a writer of travel-letters he first attracted atten-

tion. On his return in 1806, he undertook the
editing of a literary miscellany, Salmagundi, where
he tried his hand blithely at every kind of literary

experiment—essay, satire, verse, fiction. The
death of a girl to whom he w^as deeply attached,

brought out the sentimental and romantic side of

his nature ; it mellowed also his somewhat over-

exuberant humour, and in the comic History of

New York, his gifts as a discursive humourist are

first clearly seen But the Sketch Book proved his

most emphatic success, for here both his genial

fun and romantic imagination find admirable ex-

pression. In such tales as Eip Van Winkle, The
Spectre Bridegroom, and The Legend of Sleepy

Hollow, he invented a fantastic type of romance,
less crude and more delicately whimsical than
Brown’s, while in Christmas Eve and Bracehndge
Hall he gave us a charming picture of English
country life, second only in merit to those of

Goldsmith. His later interest in Spanish history

bore fruit in his Life of Columbus (1828), The Con’>

quest of Granada (1829), and The Alhambra (1832).

The first is only moderately good, the others gave
the author ample scope for his gift of happy descrip-

tion, and contain some of his best writing.

Later in life, after his return to America, he was
attracted by the life out West ; but though some-
thing of this found its way into a Tour on the

Prairies, and The Adventures of Captain Bonneville,

the romance of the West was to find its most
satisfying exponents later in Cooper and Parkman.
Biographical work occupied the last few years of

his life, but he is not at his best in the Life oj

Goldsmith or the unfortunate Life of Washington,
for he had not the gifts of the true biographer.

Eeviewing his work as a whole, we are struck by
its freshness, geniality, and picturesque breadth.

In many ways Irving is to American prose what
Longfellow is to its poetry: he is a varied, whole-
some, and attractive writer, somewhat voluminous
in his sentiment, and graceful and charmmg rather

than strong and profound. If not a great man of

letters, he is a genuine and delightful one.
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A Rainy Day at the Inn

The day continued lowering and gloomy ; the
slovenly, ragged, spongy clouds drifted heavily along

,

there was no variety even in the rain; it was one dull,

continued, monotonous patter, patter, patter, excepting

that now and then I was enlivened by the idea of a brisk

shower, from the rattling of the drops upon a passing

umbrella. It was quite refreshing—it I may be allowed

a hackneyed phrase of the day—when m the course

of the morning a horn blew, and a stage-coach whirled

through the street with outside passengers stuck all

over it, cowering under cotton umbrellas, and seethed

together, and icckiiig with the steams of wet box-coats

and upper benjamins. The sound brought out from
their lurking-place a crew of vagabond boys and vaga-

bond dogs, and the carroty-headed hostler and that

nondescript animal yclept Boots, and all the other

vagabond race that infest the purheus of an inn * but
the bustle was transient ; the coach whirled on its way ;

and boy and dog, and hostler and Boots, all slunk

back again to their holes ; the street became silent,

and the ram continued to ram on.

The evening gradually wore away. The travellers

read the papers two or three times over. Some drew
round the fire, and told long stones about their horses,

about their adventures, their overturns, and breaking-

downs. They discussed the credits of different mer-
chants and different inns, and the two wags told several

choice anecdotes of pretty chamber-maids and kmd
landladies. All this passed as they were quietly taking
what they called their nightcaps—that is to say, strong
glasses of brandy and water and sugar, or some other
mixture of the kind

;
after which they one after another

rang for Boots and the chamber-maid, and walked
off to bed in old shoes cut down into marvellously un-
comfortable slippers. There was only one man left

—

a short-legged, long-bodied, plethoric fellow, with a
very large, sandy head He sat by himself with a glass

of port-wine negus and a spoon, sipping and stirring,

and meditating and sipping, until notliing was left

but the spoon. He gradually fell asleep bolt upright
m his chair, with the empty glass standing before him

;

and the candle seemed to fall asleep too, for the wick
grew long and black, and cabbaged at the end, and
dimmed the little light that remained in the chamber.
The gloom that now prevailed was contagious, Aroimd
hung the shapeless and almost spectral box-coats of

departed travellers, long since buried in deep sleep.

I only heard the ticking of the clock, with the deep-
drawn breathings of the sleeping toper, and the drip-

pings of the rain—drop, drop, drop—from the eaves

of the house.^

James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851), was bom
in New Jersey in September 1789, of mixed English

and Swedish stock, and his earliest years were
spent amid the wilds still tenanted by the Indians.

Hia scholastic training was brief owing to differences

between his father and the authorities at Yale

College. Before entering the Navy as a midship-

man m 1809, he served two years before the mast
in a merchant vessel.

After some years’ wandering he married in 1811,

and settled down to a country gentleman’s life,

but chance leading him into experimenting in

fiction, he stumbled upon a line of work in which
he was to achieve fame. This he did not win until

after some apprentice^ip ; but very soon, and
despite irritating faults as a writer, he clearly

proved himself a story-teller who excelled in action,

and none have transcended him as a romancer of

the forest, prairie, and the sea. He is uncertair

in characterisation—Natty Bumpo notwithstand-

ing—especially with his women, but he has an

1 Bracehridge HaU,
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epic gift for adventure and a strong and robust
imagination. Given primal types, such as the
Indians, he is admirable ; Leather Stocking is a
masterpiece

; given elemental background such as
the sea or the prairie, he is impressive. His
efiects are highly coloured, and his religious pre-
judices are frankly msistent. But, like our own
Charles Reade,whom he resembles largely in temper
and in method, there is a sirOwy strength and
spacious greatness about his best work. Such
stories as The Pilot, The Deerslayer, The Last of the

Mohicans, The Pathfinder, The Pioneers, and The
Prairie, dealmg as they do for the most part with
the clash of the new civilisation with the primitive
life of Young America, have no peers in romantic
fiction. In their own way they are unique.
Among a crowd of lesser romancers who followed

Cooper, may be mentioned Herman Melville
(1819-1891) who spent many years as a sea-rover,

and achieved success with his novel Typee, a peep
at Polynesian hfe (1846); Oomoo : a Narrative

of Adventures m the South Sea (1847), and Moby
Dick, or the White Whale (1851). As a painter of life

at sea he is fully equal to Cooper, but his powers
of story-telhng are less varied and sustained.

John Pendleton Kennedy (1795-1870) wrote
one notable romance dealing with the Revolution
in the South, Horse-Shoe Robinson, a tale of the

Tory ascendancy ; and William Gellmore Simms
(1 806-1 870), a Southerner, was a more prolific writer

with greater stagmg power, who m The Yemassee,^^

story of South Carolina,exhibitedaroughbut genuine
power of exciting narrative, not unworthy of Cooper.

We now come to the two greatest forces in.

American fiction : Hawthorne and Poe.

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE (180^1864)

His Liee

The descendant of a long line of sea-worthies,

Nathaniel Hawthorne was bom at Salem, Mass.,

on July 4, 1804, and when his father died four

years later, his mother, who was but twenty-seven,

b^same depressed and melancholy, living the life

of a recluse until her death in 1849. Had it not

been for his Uncle Robert, the boy’s welfare and
education might have fared badly.

Young Hawthorne’s first schoolmaster was the

eminent Dr Worcester, then a young graduate

fresh from Yale, who had set up a school at Salem.

By an accident that prevented him for some years

from taking any part in school sports, the lad not

unnaturally became a voracious reader—a mixed
diet of Shakespeare, Milton, Smollett, and Mrs.

Radcliffe (on week days) gave place on Sundays to

Bunyan’s Pilgrirnls Progress.

A shy, sensitive, dreamy boy, he lived a singularly

lonely hfe with his mother and sisters, and seems

to have had no companions of his own age. When
he was fourteen the family left Salem for Raymond,
where his grandfather possessed some landed pro-

perty. Wild and solitary as the country was, and
devoid of all society but that of his own family,

Hawthorne always looked hack upon his two years

there as the happiest of his boyhood :
“ I lived in

Maine like a bird of the air,” he wrote fifty years
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later, “ so perfect was the freedom I enjoyed. But
it was there I first got my cursed habits of solitude.’’

Leaving Raymond in 1 81 9, two years were spent

with the Rev. Caleb Bradley in preparation for

college. At the same time, his literary sense

began to stir. In 1820 he made his first experi-

ment in journalism ; a paper for boys, entitled

The Spectator—^written with a pen on small note-

paper, containing two characteristic essays on
Solitvde and Industry—^four numbers of which were

issued from August 21st to September 18th.

But the time had arrived for him to choose a
profession, and a letter to his mother revealed his

opinions on the subject. The Church was regarded

as “so dull a way of life” ; the Law was put aside,

as the multitude of lawyers revealed the fact that
“ one half of them (upon a moderate calculation)

are in a state of actual starvation ”
; and as a

doctor, the idea of living on the diseases of his

fellow-creatures did not appeal to him. “What do
you think of my becoming an author ? ” he wrote.

“Indeed, I think the illegibility of my hand-
writing is very author-like.”

In the summer of 1821, with no very definite

calling in viow, Hawthorne left Bowdoin, a small

college presided over by a cultured and kindly

staff, where Franklin Pierce and Longfellow were
his companions. Notwithstanding his retiring dis-

position, he seems to have taken his slaare in the

rough-and-tumble life of his college. On one
occasion he was fined fifty cents for card-playing,

but as Hawthorne had a hatred of debt and managed
to live on three hundred dollars a year, we may
presume that his convi^dalities were not on a very
extensive scale. In 1826 he graduated, and having
distinguished himself in Latin and English, returned

to Salem, where for twelve years in “ the monastery
of Home ” he lived the somewhat hermit life

characteristic of the whole family. His days were
spent in reading and study, he received no visitors

and made no friendships, and his meals were left

outside his locked door until it pleased him to
take them in. An early sea bath in the summer,
and long walks after dark, appear to have been his

sole recreations.

Hawthorne had definitely decided to earn his

living by his pen if possible, but his early ventures
were doomed to disappointment. Fanshawe in

1826, published anonymously and at his own ex-
pense, was a failure ; he then wrote a number of

short stories, but unable to find a publisher he
burned them in disgust. Nothing daunted, how-
ever, he proceeded to write another collection

which appeared in The Token, edited by S. C,

Goodrich (“ Peter Parley ”), and with some measure
of success these made their appearance in 1837 as
Twice Told Tales. He also did much editorial work,
but the remuneration was so poor that he was
glad to accept a post in the Customs at Boston,
which he occupied from 1 839 to 1 841. A year later,

he married Miss Sophia Peabody, and in the old
dwelling at Concord to which he brought his bride
was written the famous Mosses from an Old Manse.

It was at this period that Hawthorne became
connected with the Utopian scheme known as the
Brook Farm Community, and he does not seem to

have been so impressed with the experiment as he
anticipated : “I wont to live in Aready,” he said,
“ and found myself up to the chin in a barnyard.”
However, but for this experience we might never
have had The Blithedale Bomance (1852).

While acting as Surveyor of the port of Salem,
Hawthorne was hard at work on The Scarlet Letter,

published in 1850, followed by The Bouse of the

Seven Gables (1851), Grandfather's Chair, and The
Wonder Booh.

On the election of Franldin Pierce to the Presi-

dency, he at once sought out his old friend and
schoolfellow. The consulship at Liverpool was
offered and accepted by Hawthorne, and in Our
Old Borne (1863) he gives us a vivid description of
the four years spent in England. For the next
three years he roamed through France and Italy

j

a series of Note Books and The Marble Faun being
the result of his European wanderings.

On Hawthorne’s return to America in 1860, the

country was in the rhroes of an impending civil

war, and he found it difficult to settle down, or to

give his attention to any serious literary work.
His health failed gradually imtil 1864, when it

rapidly gave way, and while on a visit to his

friend, ex-President Pierce, the great novelist was
taken seriously ill ; he died on May 1 8th, at

Plymouth, New Hampshire, and is buried at

Concord.

His Work
In Hawthorne’s writings there are three char-

acteristics at impress themselves upon the
reader—^his sense of mystery, his gift of fantasy,

his intellectual detachment.
Bis Sense of Mystery.—^When Hawthorne de-

clared that he was “ a lover of the brown twilight,”

he gave us, in that admirable, self-revealing phrase,

a clue to his outlook as a literary artist. Twilight

was his art medium. Some flowers are the sweetest

after sunset, and keep their fragrance for the

coming of night. So did Hawthorne’s genius. But
the twilight in which it throve was a homely one

;

a warm twilight with gold and sepia in it. Poe
also was a lover of the twilight ; but it was a grey,

brooding one, full of strange unrest. Hawthorne’s
twilight is a restful atmosphere. Thus his sense

of mystery has an individual note about it. It

has not the uncanny magic of Poe ;
it eschews the

merely grotesque and horrible. It seeks only to

reveal the unfamiliar side of familiar things ; to

put ordinary life in an unusual setting. That this

is so is perfectly clear from the exquisite preface to

The Scarlet Letter

:

“Moonlight in a familiar room,” he says, “falling so

white upon the carpet, and showing all its fibres so

distinctly, making every object so minutely visible, yet

80 unlike a morning or noontide visibility,—is a medium
the most suitable for a romance writer to ^et acquainted
with his illusive guests. There is the little domestic
scenery of the well-known apartment ; the chairs, with
each its separate individuality; the centre table, sus-

taining a work-basket, a volume or two, and an extin-

guished lamp; the sofa, the bookcase, the picture on
the wall ; ^all these details, so completely seen, are so

spiritualised by the unusual light, that they seem to

lose their actual substance and become things of intellect.

Nothing is too sma^U or too trifling to undergo this
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change and acquire dignity thereby. A child’s shoe, the
doll seated in her little wicker carriage, the hobby-
horse,—whatever, in a word, has been used or played
with during the day, is now invested with a quality

of strangeness and remoteness, though still almost as
vividly present as by daylight. Thus, therefore, the
floor of our familiar room has become a neutral terri-

tory, somewhere between the rea world and fairyland,

where the Actual and the Imaginary may meet, and
each imbue itself with the nature of the other.**

Hawthorne’s world is a real enough world ; for

a thing seen in the twilight or the moonlight is no
more unreal than that seen in the sunlight. But it

is different. It gives us a fresh point of view,

with a subdued and dehcate charm of its own. Poe
sought to heighten the excitement of everyday
life ;

Hawthorne merely to heighten the beauty.

“Some things we miss,” he said, “not because

our eyes are not clear enough . . . but because

the daylight is too blinding.”

His Puritan strain is shown unmistakably in his

choice of subjects. Wliether we look at his longer

romances or his short stones, one thing is clear

:

Sin m one form or another is the constant pre-

occupation. Sinful passion in The Scarlet Letter;

hereditary evil in The House of the Seven Gables ;

the unconscious cruelty of the philanthropist m
The Bhthedale Romance ; sin and human progress

in The Mafble Faun. Yet no Puntan was ever less

didactic than he ; and it is m his treatment of the

familiar Puritan formulas that the origmahty of the
literary artist emerges. For it is the psychological,

not the ethical implications, as we might expect,

that immediately concern him. He is fascinated by
the mystery of the problem ; the obvious moral he
passes by.

The Scarlet Letters for instance, is only super-

ficially a tale of sinful passion ; fundamentally is

a study in the pathology of remorse. We are not
called upon to assess the responsibility of the vin-

dictive husband, the erring clergyman, or the wnfe

false to her vows. Hawthorne asks us rather to

watch the effect of remorse upon the character of

the two chief actors ; we find ourselves scrutmising

with meticulous care the evil arising from the
necessarily furtive up-bringing of the child ; the

corroding effects of the enforced insincerity of the

man’s daily life ; the spiritual degradation caused

by the fateful letter woven on the woman’s breast.

So in The House of the Seven Gables, the author is

not eoncomed with the character of the original

wrong-doing ; but with the growing blight spread

by this wrong-doing on future generations. It is

not with the sour grapes eaten by the father that we
are concerned but with the “ children’s teeth set on
edge.”

We may apply the same test to all the other

stories, where Hawthorne states an ethical problem,

and in each case shall we find that it is the mysterious

alchemy of sin that attracts him. He treats his

subject in fact as an artist, not as a moralist.

A sense of mystery leads its possessor often into

vague visions. It is not so with Hawthorne. His
best work is clear, definite, and simple. Take as an
illustration that beautiful little mterlude. The Story

of David Swan. It deals with a young man, who
while waiting for the coach tp take him to the town
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where he may essay his fortune, falls asleep in a copse
near the highway. While he is sleeping, a man and
his wife pass by, and attracted by his youth, wdsii

he was their son. They are wealthy. Why should
they not adopt him ? Had he awakened just then
the half-formed resolution might have been con-
firmed ; but he does not wake, and they pass on.
Then comes a maiden tripping along

;
she is fair and

sweet and made for love, and she looks with favour
on the sleeping youth. Agam, if he had awakened
just then—what might not the future have held for
both of them. She looks wistfully at his upturned
face, and m her turn passes on. Then come men
with murder in their hearts. They see the sleeping
youth and covet his knapsack But before they
can actuahse their ugly designs the rattle of the
coach IS heard on the road, and the sotmd of the
horn.

The youth leaps up from sleep, and jumps on the
coach, unconscious of the fact that in this briei

space of time while he had been resting, wealth, love,

and death had each appeared in turn, and m turn
passed him by.

A simple httle episode, told with rare delicacy

and restramt—an eloquent little fancy on the possi-

bilities of life ... of the things that nearly hap«
pen ; an idea that could so easily have been spoiled

by a too ponderous purpose, or an over-anxious art.

There is no more perfect piece in all Hawthorne’s
writings than this.

His Gift of Fantasy—^Fantasy is common to two
classes of writers—^those who see more dimly than
ordinary people, who see “ men as trees walkmg,”
and who resort therefore to fantastic images and
embeUi^ments to conceal then' poverty of sight,

and those who see more clearly than the majority,

and who use fantasy as a pictorial appeal to impress
folk with dimmer power of vision than themselves.

Hawthorne belongs to the latter. There is no
greater mistake than to think of him as some readers

do, as a vagrant dreamer who saw the world with
half-closed eyes. He was a remarkably clear-sighted

man, and a proof of this may be seen in the clarity

and vividness with which he could, when he chose,

draw everyday characters. Take as an illustration

his picture of the old apple dealer—^it is an amazing
httle vignette of delicate, detailed observation,

Defoe himself could not have bettered its realism,

for Hawthorne not only sees, but sees into. And it

is because he saw behind the externals of his char-

acters, that we are often disinclined to credit him
with the power of seeing externals at all.

If we examine a few of his fantasies we shall

realise the fundamental reahty that underlies them,

and not regard them merely as the indescent spray

of an excitable imagination.

In Rappacim^s Daughter we have what is, on the

surface, a httle fairy tale of love and poison, charm-

ingly told, yet apparently remote enough from
ordmary life. Beatrice has been brought up by
her father in a garden of beautiful flowers, which

derive their fragrance and loveliness from poison.

And living and breathmg as she does an atmos-

phere of poison, she is hke one of the flowers, lovely

as they and as poisonous. Then she falls in love,

^nd her loyer finds out, to his horror, the tainted
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source of her life and beauty. The father is per-

suaded to destroy this poison in her nature, and
administers a powerful antidote. The poison is

annihilated, and with it her life also ; for poison

has become to her a second nature, a law of life,

although the law of death to others. The psycho-

logical truth underlying this ingenious little rom-
ance is incontestable, and Hawthorne, in place of

leading us away from reality, as some weavers

of fantasy do, brings us through fantasy to the

very heart of reality

Take another fictional extravagance, The Snow
Image, a dehcate and exquisite littlo fantasy, told

with the simplicity of Hans Andersen. No more
charmmg commentary on the mischief wrought by
kind, well-meaning, but unimaginative people

could be desired.

Hawthorne’s fantasies are never meaningless

:

they are symboho. Symbolism is a perilous weapon
save in the hands of the true artist . In Hawthorne’s
hands, it is nearly always attractive ; for it is

never too obtrusive, never overcrowded .

Donatello’s pointed ears (in The Marble Faun)
are delicately suggestive of his animal nature ; the

red stigma over Dimmesdale’s heart suggests the

corroding remorse within ;
the likeness of The

Great Stone Face to that of the eager seeker who is

expecting to see it externalised as some other,

never dreaming of himself, is a beautiful remmder
of a familiar text.

Sometimes the play of fantasy runs thin, as in

The Birth Mark, and the symbolism asserts itself

over-insistontly ; but given the mood (and Haw-
thorne is essentially a writer for certain moods),

the fantasies touch the imagination delicately and
pleasantly, like flowers that brush the face in the

gloom, dimly seen, and faintly fragrant.

What a grateful contrast from the romantic

upholstering of the Gothic school. Here are no
stage directions for “ screams without ”

;
“ lights

down ” and “ lights up ”
; no manipulation of the

weather for the sheer purpose of thnil-making.

Hawthorne’s romantic sympathies surround the

Simplest things ; enveloping their familiar, every-

day appearance in his brown twilight atmosphere,

until they lose their sharp outline and assume
strange and alien shapes. Among ourselves,”

he sighed, “ there is no fairy land for the romancer.”

He need not have lamented ; his very strength lay

in the barrenness of the environment in which he
hved ; its hard, unblinking actuahty. Give him a
heap of stones and he sees a ladder at once from
earth to heaven. Throw him a handful of nettles

and he will, like Elisa, weave out of them mantles
of magic. He could strike the hard rock of New
England life, and the waters of romance gushed
forth at once.

If this be so, says the reader, what miracles will

be wrought when he can pass to a land rich in

romantic associations ? Hawthorne in Italy I does

not the combination rouse the highest expectations ?

What did happen we can see for ourselves in The
Marble Faun, and the result is on the whole dis-

appointing. It is a long and ambitious romance,
with a fine, promising motif—^that of the faunlike

being who is suddenly stricken into manhood

through an overwhelming passion. But the very
richness of the romantic material among the streets

of Rome seems to have stunned rather than
stimulated his imagination. The book has many
beauties : beauties of description, beauties of sug-

gestive fancy ; but there is a curious immaturity
about it. And as a result of this there is an un-
reality at times about the fantastic development
that we never feel in some of the Twice Told Tales,

or Mosses from an Old Manse. He is sensitive

enough to the romantic association of his sur-

roundings ; but they distract rather than mspire
him as a hterary artist.

Hawthorne’s finest efforts are not the result of

external stimulus at all. His gossamer fancies are

spun hke the spider’s web out of his own self.

Shorn of romantic surroundings, he achieves his

highest triumphs. He was always sighing for

richer mental diet, but the sparse, ascetic Hvmg
suited his temperament and gemus best.

*
‘ No author,” ho sa3’'S, can conceive of the difficulty

of writing a romance about a country where there is

no shadow, no antiquity, no mystery, no picturesque
and gloomy wrong, nor anything but a commonplace
prosperity, as is happily the case with my dear native
land. It will be very long, I trust, before romance-
writers may find congenial and easily-handled themes
either in the annals of our stalwart republm, or m any
characteristic and probable events of our individual
lives. Romance and poetry, ivy, lichens, and wall-

flowers need rums to mako them grow.”

We think of his New England Stories, and smile

at the peiwersity of the man unable to realise not

only where his own strength lay, but wherein lies

the real spirit of romance. “ Romance and poetry,

ivy, lichens, and wallflowers need rums to make
them grow.” Fie ! Nathaniel Hawthorne, there is

no worse pathetic fallacy than this ; and your

own fantasies give the lie to it. You yourself have
shown us that Romance is the poetry of reality;

that below every commonplace lurks a mystery;

and that the fantasies you love are merely imagina-

tive attitudes without any reference to the thing

looked at. Nor can anyone doubt that in his heart

he loved what a critic has called the “ bleak gramte

rocks and half-baked civilisation ” of his own
country ; it is this zealous love for them that gives

the note of petulance and childishness to his

comments on English life. With his sensitive

artistic eye he drank in our richer store of romantic

material ; revelled in the old hospital at Leicester;

the historical memories of the countryside; yet

smarting all the while, loyal American as he was,

that these things were not in his own land. Then
in his jealousy he girds at our John Bullism. For

his diatribes on Englishmen he has been severely

taken to task by English critics. But really it is

not for us to cast stones at him. Our own insu-

larity is often far more offensive, when we enter

countries other than our own, lacking the

excuse that Hawthorne had at his imcongenial

post at the Liverpool Customs Office, where he

first took stock of our countrymen. Yet he is

exquisitely ahve to the romantic aspects of English

life, though firmly convinced that we have too

much beer and roast beef in us to appreciate
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them. That he under-estimated our imaginative

powers, need not prevent us from appreciating his.

E.%s Intellectual Detachment,—Behmd the romantic

idealism of Hawthorne, behind that acute sense of

spiritual perspective that we call mystery, there is

a cool, inquisitive intellect. There is no passion in

his writing, often as he deals with passion. His
imagination is fertile and exquisite, but the flowers

it gives birth to are no rich, vital blooms, but
delicate, faintly-tinted, faintly-scented blossoms,

with a palpable yet chill beauty of their own—^for

the cool, bracing air of New England has helped

to nurture them He has the hand of the artist,

but the soul of the scientist. He probes, analyses,

weighs dispassionately (when his prejudices are not

engaged), keeping himself in detachment from his

subject so as to more thoroughly rate its value.

Take as an illustration of this, the powerful passage

where he addresses the dead body of Squire

Pyncheon, running steadily and relentlessly through

the dead Judge’s appointments and idiosyncrasies

so as to make us realise the littleness of the man
and the irony presented by his mute, lifeless figure.

It IS a fine passage, and the mystery and pitifulness

of death are admirably suggested
;

yet the cold,

relentless analysis of the man’s short-comings (just

as it is), reveals a fresh side of Hawthorne’s nature.

“ Half an hour Why, Judge, it is already two hours
by your own undeviatmgly accurate chronometer.
Glance your eye down on it and see. Ah ! he will

not give himself the trouble either to bend his head or
elevate his hand, so as to bring the faithful time-keeper
within his range of vision. Time all at once appears
to have become a matter of no moment with the Judge I

”

Yet Hawthorne’s emotions never radiate heat as

do the emotions of some novelists. His characters

pass through awful spiritual experiences ; but he
intellectualises the tragedy, and though we are

interested, even fascinated, we are rarely moved.

Think what Charlotte BrontS would have made of

the young girl Hilda, burdened by her dread secret,

or Mr. Hardy of Zenobia with her tragic affection.

Hawthorne’s cool, prying intellect moves across his

subject ; and the emotional problem is scarcely

felt. We are looking at a scientific “ case,” not

at a human problem The Scarlet Letter is a won-
derful book, delicate and subtle in its art, noble

in its austere beauty ; but surely never was a

poignant passion so frigidly treated. We are in

the spint of the dissecting-room. Hawthorne will

pursue some nice point in psychology or moral
pathology with a kind of intellectual fury. This

intelleotuahsm comes as a surprise to many readers

who imagine that the choice of emotional subject-

matter necessitates an emotional treatment. But
the imagination has its intellectual side as well as

its sentimental side, and the tendency to fantastic

treatment is in itself an intellectual bent. Indeed

fantasy is the intellect in holiday mood.
Nowhere, however, do we better realise this de-

tachment than in The BUthedale Bomance. Osten-

sibly the record of a communistic experiment,

based on the experience of the little colony at

Brook Farm, it exhibits in a most striking way
the keen analytic power of Hawthorne ; and we
shall not err greatly if we associate the personahty

of Miles Coverdale with that of his creator. Covei-
dale is a sympathetic and kindly man, imaginative
enough to sympathise with and understand the
aspiration of the httle colony, cool and observant
enough to note their foibles and weaknesses.

Admirably does he depict in Holhngsworth, the
thoroughgoing Reformer and Social Idealist. Read
the scene where he and Coverdale are working
together, piling stones in a dyke, and the narrow,
uncompromismg, though desperately nervous char-
acter of the man is shown with that dry, astringent
humour in which Hawthorne excelled.

“He ” (Hollingsworth) “ would glare upon us from the
thick shrubbery of his meditations, hke a tiger out of
a jungle, make the briefest reply possible, and betake
himseli back into the solitude of his heart and mind.
. . . He was for ever busy with his strange, and as most
people thought, impracticable plan for the reformation
of criminals through an appeal to their higher instincts.
Much as I liked Hollingsworth, it cost me many a groan
to tolerate him on this point. He ought to have com-
menced his investigation of the subject by committing
some huge sin in his proper person, and examining
the condition of his higher mstincts afterwards.’*

Yet there is nothing hard in Hawthorne’s nature ;

indeed the intellectual detachment serves as a
protection for his fine and delicate sensibilities

There are many fine, tender touches in the char-

acterisation of the girl Priscilla ; while the splendid
figure of Zenobia is portrayed with a true sense of

tragedy.

Mention has been made of Hawthorne’s humour,
which IS too often under-estimated It is a quiet,

insidious humour, the natural product of a brood-
ing, meditative temperament, with no touch in it

of animal spirits, but with a whimsical charm that

lightens up many a passage in his writings, and
flashes agreeably from his letters

Thus he writes to a friend about his house at

Concord :

“I know nothing of the house except Thoreau’s
telling me that it was inhabited a generation or two
ago by a man who believed he should never die. I
believe, however, he is dead ; at least I hope so ; else

he may probably reappear and dispute my title to his

residence.”

Here is a fine touch of self-criticism dealing with

his early Chistom House expcnenco :

“It was a folly, with the materiality of this daily

life pressing so intrusively upon me, to attempt to

fling myself back into another age ; or to insist on
creating a semblance of a world out of airy matter. , , •

The wiser effort would have been, to diffuse thought and
imagination through the opaque substance of to-day,

and thus make it a bright transparency ... to seek
resolutely the true and indestructible value that lay

hidden in the petty and wearisome incidents and ordinary

characters with which I w^as now conversant. The
fault was mine. The page of life that was spread out

before me was dull and commonplace, only because I
had not fathomed its deeper import. A better book
than I shall ever write was there. . . . These perceptions

came too late. ... I had ceased to be a writer of

tolerably poor tales and essajj's, and had become a
tolerably good Surveyor of the Customs. That was
all. But, nevertheless, it is anything but agreeable to

be haunted by a suspicion that one’s intellect is dwindling

away, or exhaling, without your consciousness, like

ether out of a phial ; so that at every glance you find

a smaller and less volatile residuum ”
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He comments thus on a child’s drawing ;

“One of the children drawing a cow on the black-

board says, ‘ I’ll kick this leg out a little more,* a very
happy energy of expression, completely identifying

herself with the cow ; or perhaps as the cow’s creator,

conscious of full power over its movements.”

Thus, on a domestic duty performed during his

wife’s absence :

“The washing of dishes does seem to me the most
absurd and unsatisfactory business that I ever under-
took. If, when once washed, they would remain clean

for ever and ever (which they ou^ht in all reason to do,

considermg how much trouble it is) there would be less

occasion to grumble ; but no sooner is it done than it

req[uires to be don© again.”

Again

:

“I am at this moment superinteding the corned
beef, which has been on the fire, as it seems to me, ever
since the beginning of time, and shows no symptoms
of being done before the crack of doom. ... To say
the truth, I look upon it as such a masterpiece in its

way that it seems irreverential to eat it. Things on
which so much thought and labour are bestowed should
surely bo immortal.”

Again

:

** I went to George Hillard’s office, and ho spoke
with immitigable resolution of the necessity of my
going to dine with Longfellow before returning to Con-
cord ; but I have an almost miraculous power of
escaping from necessities of this kind. Destiny itself

has often been worsted in the attempt to got me out
to dinner.”

His literary style is no less the result of his

intellectual subtlety, than of his sympathetic
imagination. It gives form and precision to his

fancies i

“The wine demanded so deliberate a pause in order
to detect the hidden peculiarities and subtle exquisite-
neas of its flavour, that to drink it was really more a
moral than a physical enjoyment.”

“His feeling for flowers was very exquisite, and
seemed not so much a taste as an emotion.”

“ She was plucked out of a mystery and had its roots
still chnging to her.”

Hawthorne is referred to frequently as a m3rstic.

How a mystic is, above aU things, a man who is

in intimate touch with spiritual reahties. If

Vaughan, Blake, and Francis Thompson are
mystics (and no one would deny this), then assuredly
Hawthorne is not. He loved mystery ; it touched
his imagination and excited his curiosity ; hut he
loved it as a literary artist, just as did Rossetti,

and to have a subtle sense of the mystery of life

is not necessary to be a mystic. His inhentance
of Puritan instincts, again, is used as a pigment
to pamt his pictures, not as a creed to regulate

his outlook on life. Ethical preoccupations drift

through his pages, yet he is not reaUy a moralist

;

he is not concrete, practical, direct enough ; he
never became more than a psychological dreamer,
fascinated by the complexities of the human
conscience and allowing his delicate fancies to play
over them. He holds, indeed, a unique place in
English letters, by virtue of a subtle, elusive genius
that concerns itself neither primarily with the world

of everyday life, nor with the world of the spirit

;

but is poised midway—^in a shadowy borderland
•—a visionary with his head amid the star-dust of

romance, his feet set firm on the concrete actualities

of hfe.

“ A large number of passengers were already at the
station-house awaiting the departure of the cars. By
the aspect and demeanour of these persons it was easy
to judge that the feelings of the community had under-
gone a very favourable change in reference to the
celestial pilgrimage. It would have done Bunyan’s
heart good to see it. Instead of a lonely and ragged
man, with a huge burden on his back, plodding along
sorrowfully on foot while the whole city hooted after

him, here were parties of the first gentry and most
respectable people in the neighbourhood setting forth
towards the Celestial City as cheerfully as if the pil-

grimage were merely a summer tour. Among the gen-
tlemen were characters of deserved eminence—magis-
trates, politicians, and men of wealth, by whose example
religion could not but be greatly recommended to their
meaner brethren. In the ladies* apartment, too, I
rejoiced to distinguish some of those flowers of fashion-

able society who are so well fitted to adorn the most
elevated circles of the Celestial City. There was much
pleasant conversation about the news of the day, topics

of business, and politics, or the lighter matters of

amusement; while t*'

"

igh indubitably the
main thing at heart, . i * tastefully into the
background. Even an infidel would have heard little

or nothing to shock his sensibility.
“ One great convenience of the new method of going

on pilgrimage I must not forego to mention. Oui
enormous burdens, instead of being carried on our
shoulders as had been the custom of old, were all snugly
deposited m the baggage car, and, as I was assurea,
would be delivered to their respective owners at the
journey’s end. Another thing, likewise, the benevolent
reader will be delighted to understand. It may be
remembered that tliere was an ancient feud between
Prince Beelzebub and the keeper of the wicket gate,

and that the adherents of the former distinguished
personage were accustomed to shoot deadly arrows
at honest pilgrims while knocking at the door. This
dispute, much to the credit as well of the illustrious

potentate above mentioned as of the worthy and
enlightened directors of the railroad, has been pacifically

arranged on the principle of mutual compromise. The
prince’s subjects are now pretty numerously employed
about the station-house, some in taking car© of the
baggage, others in collecting fuel, feeding the engines,

and such congenial occupations ; and I can conscien-
tiously affirm that persons more attentive to their

business, more willing to accommodate, or more gener-

ally agreeable to the passengers, are not to be found on
any railroad. Every good heart must surely exult

at so satisfactory an ari’angement of an ixnmemonal
difficulty.

“ ‘Where is Mr. Greatheart ? * inquired I. 'Beyond
a doubt the directors have engaged that famous old
champion to be chief conductor on the railroad ?

*

“‘Why, no,* said Mr. Smooth-it-away, with a dry
cough. ‘He was offered the situation of breakman;
but, to tell you the truth, our friend Greatheart has

g
own preposterously stiff and narrow in his old age.

6 has so often guided pilgrims over the road on foot

that he considers it a sin to travel in any other fashion.

Besides, the old fellow had entered so heartily into the
ancient feud with Prince Beelzebub that he would have
been perpetually at blows or ill language with some
of the pnnee’s subjects, and thus have embroiled us
anew. So, on the whole, we were not sorry when
honest Greatheart went off to the Celestial City in a
huff, and left us at liberty to choose a more suitable and
accommodating man. Yonder comes the engineer of

the train. You will probably recognise him at once.*

“The engin© at this moment took its station in

advance of the cars, looking, I must confess, much morf
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like a sort of mechanical demon that would hurry us
to the infernal regions than a laudable contrivance for

smoothing our way to the Celestial City. On its top
sat a personage almost enveloped in smoke and flame,

which, not to startle the reader, appeared to gush from
his own mouth and stomach as well as from the engine’s

brazen abdomen.
“ ‘ Do my eyes deceive me ? ’ cried I. * What on

earth is this ? Aliving creature ? If so, he is own brother

to the engine he rides upon I
*

“ * Poh, poh, you are obtuse I
* said Mr, Smooth-it-

away, with a hearty laugh. ‘Don’t you know Apollyon,
Christian’s old enemy, with whom he fought so fierce

a battle in the Valley of Humiliation ? He is the very
fellow to manage the engine ; and so we have reconciled
him to the custom of going on pilgrimage, and engaged
bim as chief engineer.’

““ Bravo, bravo I
’ exclaimed I, with irrepressible

enthusiasm ;
‘ this shows the liberality of the age

;

this proves, if anything can, that all musty prejudices

are m a fair way to be obliterated. And how will

Christian rejoice to hear of this happy transformation
of his old antagonist f I promise myself great pleasure

in informing him of it when we reach the Celestial City.’

‘The passengers being all comfortably seated, we
now rattled away merrily, accomplishing a greater

distance in ten minutes tha*! Christian probably trudged
over in a day. It wa** we glanced

along, as it were, at the t.""! oj u tm-j ul )!i, to observe
two dusty foot travellers in the old pilgrim guise, with
cockle-shell and staff, their mystic rolls of parchment
in their hands, and their intolerable burdens on their

backs. The preposterous obstinacy of these honest
people in 'persisting to groan and stumble along
the difficult pathway rather than take advantage of

modern improvements, excited great mirth among our
wiser brotherhood. We greeted the two pilgrims with
many pleasant gibes and a roar of laughter; where-
upon they gazed at us with such woeful and absurdly
compassionate visages that our merriment grew tenfold

more obstreperous. Apollyon also entered heartily

into the fun, and contrived to flirt the smoke and flame

of the engine,<»or of his own breath, into their faces, and
envelop them in an atmosphere of scaldingsteam.
These little practical Jokes amused us and
doubtless afforded the pilgrims the c i c*< i j . of

considering themselves martyrs.
“At some distance from the railroad Mr. Smooth-it-

away pointed to a large, antique edifice, which, he
observed, was a tavern of long standing and had for-

merly been a noted stopping place for pilgrims. In
Bunyan’s road book it is mentioned as the Interpreter’s

House.
“ ‘I have long had a curiosity to visit that old

mansion,’ remarked I.
“

* It is not one of our stations, as you perceive,’

said my companion. ‘The keeper was violently op-

posed to the railroad ; and well he might be, as the

track left his house of entertainment on one side, and
thus was pretty certain to deprive him of all his reput-

able customers. But the footpath still passes his door 5

and the old gentleman now and then receives a call

from some simple traveller, and entertains him with
fare as old-fasluoned as himself.’

“ Before our talk on this ubject came to a conclusion

we were rushing by the place where Christian’s burden
fell from his shoulders at the side of the Cross. This

served as a theme for Mr. Smooth-it-away, Mr. Live-

for-the-world, Mr. Hide-sin-in-the-heart, Mr. Scaly-

conscience, and a knot of gentlemen from the town
of Shun-repentance, to descant upon the inestimable

advantages resulting from the safety of our baggage.

Myself, and all the passengers indeed, joined with
unanimity m this view of the matter 5 for our burdens
were rich in many things esteemed precious throughout
the world ; and, especially, we each of us possessed a
great variety of favourite habits, which we tmsted would
not be out of fashion even in the polite circles of the

Celestial City. It would have been a sad spectacle to

see such an assortment of valuable articles tumbling

into the sepulchre. Thus pleasantly conversing on the
favourable circumstances of our position as compared
with those of past pilgrims and of narrow-minded ones
at the present day, we soon found ourselves at the foot
of the Hill Difficulty. Through the very heart of this
rocky mountain a tunnel has been constructed of most
adorable architecture, with a fty arch and a spacious
double track ; so that, unless the earth and rocks should
chance to crumble down, it will remain an eternal
monument of the builder’s skill and enterprise. It is
a great though incidental advantage that the materials
from the heart of the Hill Difficulty have been employed
in filling up the Valley of Humiliation, thus obviating
the necessity of descending into that disagreeable and
unwholesome hollow.” 1

EDGAR ALLAN POE (1809-1849)

His Life

On January 19, 1809, the self-willed, reckless,

briUiantly-gifted Edgar Allan Poe was bom at
Boston. His father, of good Irish stock, was
destined for the Bar, but preferred the calling of

an actor. For this, and for his marnage when
nineteen, to a young widow, also an actress, his
parents cast him off, and a grim struggle with
poverty ensued. Five years later the young
couple died of consumption in the same year,
leaving three young children.

Edgar, the second child, was adopted by the
Allans. IMr. Allan was his godfather and a wealthy
tobacco merchant. This good fortune was more
apparent than real, and the picture we have of a

pretty, precocious child, indulged and petted,

standing on a dinner table glass in hand, pro-

posing toasts, can scarcely be considered the best

method of youthful training.

When Poe was six years old the Allans crossed

to England and the boy was put to school at Stoke

Newmgton; here he remained till 1821, when he

returned to the States, After a year’s idleness he

was sent to a day school at Richmond, Virginia,

where the Allans resided. On leavmg in 1825 he

was a good hngmst, and a fair Latin scholar, a

voluminous writer of verse, and an exeeUent

swimmer. In January of the following year he

was entered at the University of Virginia.

His choice of companions at college was unfor-

tunate. He fell into intemperate habits, and at

the end of his first year was heavily in debt through

gambling. Mr. Allan was a generous and. good-

natured man while he had everything his own
way, but he was also capricious and exacting, and
failed to see that by his own injudicious training

of the child he was mainly responsible for the lad’s

want of moral stamina. He, however, refused to

pay Poe’s “ debts of honour,” so his career at the

university came to an end. A place was then found

for him in Mr. Allan’s office, but from this uncon-

genial occupation he shortly ran away and enlisted.

On the death of Mrs. Allan in 1829, the youth

returned home, a reconciliation took place, and a

substitute was found to return to the regiment of

his stead. He was then sent to the Sandhurst in

America—-West Point.

Poe must have had his industrious moments- for

The Celestial Kailroad,
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in 1827 lie had published Tamerlane and Other

Poems^ with the following quotation from Cowper
on the title-page :

** Young heads are giddy, and young hearts are warm,
And make mistakes for manhood to reform ;

”

but we cannot trace in his later career that Poe
hved up to the latter half of his motto. In March
1831 he was dismissed from West Point and once

more thrown penniless upon the world, and at the

end of two years he was in the direst poverty.

But the tide was turning

In 1 833 he sent his story,A Manuscript Found in a
Bottle^ to The Saturday Visitor. With this he gamed
the prize offered of 100 dollars, and from this

period Poe had no difficulty in procuring work.

His worth was quickly recognised, and for two
years he contributed largely to the magazines.

In 1836 he married his young cousin, Vir-

ginia Ciemm, and it was hoped that his love for

his child-wife would have a restraining influence

upon his vicious habits, but it was not to be He
successively filled the editorial chairs of The Southern

Literary Messenger, The Gentleman's Magazine, and
Graham's, in which appeared The Murders in the

Bue Morgue, and The Descent into the Maelstrom,

and from each of these posts his dissolute ways
procured his dismissal.

In 1814 Poe settled in New York with his invalid

wife and her mother, w’'hose devotion to her un-

stable son-in-law was remarkable. On January 29,

1845, The Raven appeared in The Evening Mirror,

and shortly afterwards Poe went on the staff of

The Broadway Journal; within the same year he
was joint-editor, sub-editor, and proprietor, and on
January 3, 1846, the paper was issued with the

following note

:

“ Unexpected engagements demanding my whole
attention, and the objects being fulfilled, so far as re-

gards myself personally, for which The Broadway Journal
was established, I now, as its editor, bid farewell—as
cordially to foes as to friends.

“ Mr, Thomas H. Lowe is authorized to collect all

money due the Journal* Edgar A. Poe.’*

The little household was then removed from New
York to Fordham, Westchester County. Mrs Poe’s
health was rapidly failing, and she died on
January 30, 1847.

It is but fair to Poe’s memory to record that
after his wife’s death he endeavoured to throw ofi

his bad habits, but they had gained too firm a
hold upon him. He then had recourse to opium,
and the last two years of his life are too sad to
recall.

“ I have absolutely no pleasure in the stimulants
in which I sometimes so madly indulge,” he wrote
a year before his death. ‘‘ It has not been in the
pursuit of pleasure that I have perilled life and
reputation and reason. It has been in the desper-
ate attempt to escape from torturing memories

—

memories of wrong and injustice and imputed dis-

honour—from a sense of insupportable loneliness

and a dread of some strange impending doom.”
After a drunken bout Poe was found insensible

in Baltimore and taken to the Washington Uni-
versity Hospital, where he died on October 7, 1849.

His Work
A brilliant though erratic critic, with a natuiafly

fine hterary palate, and a bundle of prejudices
;

an ingenious versifier with flashes of greatness, and
a master craftsman in the romance of horror. Thus
briefly may we sum up the work of this unhappy
man of genius. As a writer of fiction he belongs

to the Gothic school; only he achieves with re-

markable skill what Mrs. Hadcliffe, Horace Walpole,
Maturin, and Monk Lewis did in cruder and more
stumbling fashion ; revels as they did in the eerie

side of things; but he is a professional artist in

horrors, while they were well-meaning amateurs
succeeding only by fits and starts and more or less

accidentally, in the art of blood-curdling. Maturm,
in his Eastern Romances, approaches the closest

to Poe in grim power; but a wide gulf divides

Vaiheh from masterly studies like The Pit and the

Pendulum, and the Fall of the House of Usher.

In certain respects Poe resembles his greater

contemporary, Hawthorne. He brings to bear
upon his work an analytical intellect, a prying
imagination. Like Hawthom© he is attracted to-

wards the night side of things, and is fasemated
by pathological problems. But here the likeness

ends. Poe externalised his horrors ; Hawthorne
spiritualised them. Hawthorne stimulates our
imagination ; Poe sears it. In constructive power,
Poe is superior ; he has a more meticulous mind, a
more masculine genius. But the beauty, the deli-

cacy, the essential sanity ot Hawthom© is without
his range. Even while he grips h© disgusts you.
There is the reek of the charnel-house in the
majority of his tales, and his intensely morbid pre-

occupation with pain and death oppress one like

a miasma. His most agreeable work lies in the
direction of the puzzle story. Here his ingenuity

and power of ratiocination mark him out as the
pioneer of the modern detective story. He is the
protagonist of Gabonau and Hu Boisgobey, Anna
K. Green, and Conan Hoyle. Of their kind, nothing
could well be better done than his Murder in the

Rue Morgue, his Mystery of Mane Roget, or The
Gold Bug. On a somewhat lower plane come his

pseudo-scientific tales such as The Descent into the

Maelstrom

;

but even here he opens a new field in

fiction which has since his time been more fully

exploited by Jules Verne and Mr. H. G. Wells.

His studies in morbid psychology exhibit yet a
third side of his genius ; and if he is excelled here

in range and delicacy by his successor. Hawthorn©,
yet h© certainly prepared the way ; and putting

aside the “ spiritual clamminess ” which R. H.
Hutton found m his tales, the haunting intensity

with which he can depict a guilty conscience, or

trace the growth of some terrible obsession, as in

The Tell-Tale Heart, is horribly effective and
arresting

Poe’s work, therefore, when viewed in relation

to certain developments in the later fiction of the

age, is of undeniable interest, even apart from its

intrinsic merit. It is a pity that h© wasted his

genius so much in the merely gruesome ; for his

imagination was strong enough to dispense with
those adventitious horrors. I do not find fault
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with hiru, as some do, becaiise he elected to deal

with problems of mental pathology ; I blame him
because he treats* them too little as an artist, too

much as a scientist

As a poet, there is no American man of letters

who is his peer in sheer artistry. There is greater

artistry in his verse than in his prose, and if the

imagination shown is less flexible, less adventurous,

it IS also less rank, less variable. Its range is

narrow ,* but in that range its effectiveness is

remarkable.

In Israfel and To Helen, he has achieved a
fantastic beauty and melodic cadence, that of

its kind has never been equalled in American

Literature. Elsewhere m his tenuous body of verse

he has shown himself a cunning master of verbal

fciarmomcs, and three at least of his poems

—

The

Haven, The Bells, and Annabel Lee—^liave taken

captive the popular imagination to an extraordinary

extent. Nevertheless, we cannot but feel the

presence, more or less, of a certain strain of affec-

tation and pretentiousness in his verse, which,

although not impairing the universal sweetness of

his music, debar one from classing it with the

romantic lyrics of poets hke Shelley, Keats, and
Tennyson. The debatable border line between

Art and Artifice finds Poe nearly always on the

wrong side. Sometimes, as in Annabel Lee and
The Bells, faintly so ; at others, as m The Haunted

Palace and the over-praised Raven, markedly so.

Of course many readers do not feel this. To them
there is something peculiarly haunting and com-

pelling in Poe’s imaginative power ;
nor do they

feel any jarring note. But excepting Israfel, which

seems to me quite the most magically perfect thing

that Poe ever wrote, there is no poem that is not

spoiled, however slightly, by some touch of tinsel.

There is the touch of tinsel even in Helen, with

its elusive charm and fine phrasing. It occurs in

the third line (the italics are mine)

:

“ Helen, thy beauty is to me
Like those Nic^an barks of yore

That gently, o’er a perfumed sea,

The weary, way-worn wanderer bore

To his own native shore.”

Why “ perfumed ” ? This boudoir word strikes an
artificial note and will not compensate even for

such felicities as ;

“ The glory that was Greece
And the grandeur that was Rome.”

Sometimes the touch of tinsel shows itself, not

in a word or a phrase, but in the palpable effort on

the part of the writer to intensify his effects. This

IS the weakness of The Raven : the effects are not

subtle enough ; the shadows are accentuated with

too obvious a care to achieve the impressive. To
a less extent The City in the Sea, with its admirable

opening, suffers from over-elaboration. To com-

pare wnth a fantasy that is perfect in its romantic

art, let the reader turn to Tennyson’s Lady of

ShaloU atter reading Poe’s verse, and he will

realise the difference.

Apart from its fitful, though genuine romantic
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beauty, and admirable though not perfect artistic
cunning, Poe’s verse is singularly limited in its
scope. He never touches the broad, general inter-
ests of life and thought, and has nothmg of the
bemgn^ sanity of Longfellow, the tender humamty
of Whittier, or the naked force of Whitman. Yet
he is an attractive and influential poet in his own
way, and as a proseman one of the few original
forces in American letters. Had his breadth and
sanity of outlook been at aU commensurate with
his shaping and imaginative faculty, he would
have had no peer in the literature of his country.

The Hattnted Palace

In the greenest of our valleys
By good angels tenanted.

Once a fair and stately palace

—

Radiant palace—^reared its head.
In the monarch Thought’s dominion—

It stood there !

Never seraph spread a pinion
Over fabric half so fair I

Banners yellow, glorious, golden,
On its roof did float and flow

(This—^all this—was in the olden
Time long ago),

And every gentle air that dallied.
In that sweet day,

Along the ramparts plumed and pallid,

A winged odour went away.

Wanderers in that happy valley,

Through two luminous wmdows, saw
Spirits moving musicaIl5^
To a lute’s well-tun^d law,

Round about a throne where, sitting
(Porphyrogene »)

In state his glory well befitting,

The ruler of the realm was seen.

And all with pearl and ruby glowing
Was the fair palace door,

Through which came flowing, flowing, flowing,

And sparkling evermore,
A troop of Echoes, whose sweet duty
Was but to sing,

In voices of surpassing beauty,
The wit and wisdom of their kmg.

But evil things, in robes of sorrow,
Assailed the monarch’s high estate.

(Ah, let us mourn !—for never morrow
Shall dawn upon him desolate *

)

And round about his home the glory
That blushed and bloomed

Is bub a dim remembered story

Of the old time entombed.

And travellers now, within that valley.

Through the red-litten windows see

Vast forms, that move fantastically

To a discordant melody.
While, like a ghastly rapid river,

Through the pale door
A hideous throng rush out for ever

And laugh—^but smile no more.

The City in the Sea

Lo I Death hath reared himself a throne

In a strange city lying alone

Far down within the dim west
Where the good and the bad a^d the worst and

the best
Have gone to their eternal rest.

There shrines and palaces and towers

(Time-eaten towers that tremble not I
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Resemble nothing that is ours.

Around, by lifting winds forgot,

Resignedly beneath the sky
The melancholy waters lie.

No rays from the holy heaven come down
On the long night-time of that town ;

But light from out the lurid sea

Streams up the turrets silently

—

Gleams up the pinnacles far and free

—

Up domes—^up spires—up kingly halls

—

Up lanes—^up Babylon-like walls

—

Up shadowy long-forgotten bowers
Of sculptured ivy and stone flowers

—

Up many and many a marvellous shrine

Whose wreathed friezes intertwine

The viol, the violet, and the vine.

Resignedly beneath the sky
The melancholy waters lie.

So blend the turrets and shadows there

That all seem pendulous in air,

While from a proud tower in the town
Death loolcs gigantically down.

There open fanes and gaping graves

Yawn level with the luminous waves
But not the riches there that he
In each idol’s diamond eye

—

Not the gaily-jewelled dead
Tempt the watej s from their bed.
For no ripples curl, alas »

Along that wilderness of glass

—

No swellings tell that winds may be
Upon some far-off happier sea

—

No heavings hint that winds haxm been
On seas less hideously serene.

But lo, a stir is in the air !

The wave—there is a movement there
As if the towers had thrust aside,

In slightly sinking, the dull tide

—

As if their tops had feebly given
A void within the filmy heaven.
The waves have now a redder glow

—

The hours are breathing faint and low

—

And when, amid no earthly moans,
Down, down that town shall settle hence,
Hell rising from a thousand thrones,
Shall do it reverence.

ISRAJEIi

In Heaven a spirit doth dwell
“ Whose heart-strings are a lute ” ;

None sing so wildly well
As the angel Israfel,

And f-o c-ddy ctars (so legends tell).

Ceasing 'J cu by"' * attend the spell

Of his voice all mute.

Tottering above
In her highest noon.
The enamoured moon

Blushes with love.

While, to listen, the red levin
(With the rapid Pleiades, even
Which were seven),
Pauses in Heaven.

And they say (the starry choir
And the other listening things)

That Israfel’s fiire

Is owing to that lyre
By which he sits and sings

—

The trembling living wire
Of those unusual strings.

But the skies that angel trod.
Where deep thoughts are a duty

—

Where Love’s a grown-up God

—

Where the Houri glances are
mbued with all the beauty
Which we worship in a star.

Therefore thou art not wrong,
Israfel, who despisest

An unimpassioned song ;

To thee the laurels belong,
Best bard, because the wisest

!

Merrily live, and long.

The ecstasies above
With thy burning measures suit

—

Thy grief, thy joy, thy hate, thy love.

With the fervour of thy lute

—

Well may the stars be mute !

Yes, Heaven is thine
; but this

Is a world of sweets and sours ;

Our flowers are merely—^flowers.

And the shadow of thy perfect bhss
Is the sunshine of ours.

If I could dwell
Where Israfel

Hath dwelt, and he where I,

He might not sing so wildly well
A mortal melody,

Willie a bolder note than this might swell
From my lyre within the sky.

The Note of Realism in American Fiction.—^The

later years of the nineteenth century witness a

change in the character of American fiction.

Hitherto the romantic note had predominated;
but just as in England realistic stones of town
and country life gradually grew more and more
numerous, and relegated romantic adventure to

the background, so in America the note of realism

becomes gradually insistent. The change was
ushered in by no great names as in England, and
few would prefer the milk-and-water sentimen-

talities of The Wide, Wide World of Elizabeth
Wbthebell and The Lamplighter of Maria S.

Cummins to the flamboyant excitement of Cooper
and Melville.

Far more interesting is the work of such American
humorists as Bret Harte and Mark Twain, with its

blend of romantic realism and humorous extrava-

gances
;
yet the growing interest in humanitarian

subjects was to produce one memorable wnter
—Harriet Beecher Stowe, who is responsible

for several interesting pictures of the quieter

aspects’ of New England hfe in the Hyperion of

Longfellow and the Elsie Venner of Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes.
Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811-1896), was bom

in Connecticut, being the sixth child of the noted
Congregational preacher, Lyman Beecher. Her
brother, Henry Ward, inherited his father’s powers

of oratory, and for a while was a figure of almost

sensational celebrity in our country. Harriet was
a thoughtful, imaginative girl, whose worship of

Byron was met by doses of Butler’s Analogy—^just

as a child is given rhubarb for a plethora of sweets.

After passing through a religious crisis, she became
what we should call pronouncedly “ Evangelical

”

in her views. In 1836 she married the Rev. Calvin

E. Stowe, an able scholar, by no means of the dry-

as-dust type. He encouraged his wife’s literary

ambitions and proved a pleasant companion. Mean-
while she was studying the problems of Slavery, and
in 1851 Uncle Tom's Cabin was begun for the

Anti-Slavery journal Bra. As a serial it did not

attract much attention. But on its publication in
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book torm it leapt at once into popularity a

popularity that soon became cosmopolitan.

^ This book was followed by another far less

effective slavery story, JDred : a Tale of the Great

Dismal Swamp (1856) She made two visits to

England, meeting on the first occasion Lady

Byron.
After Dred came The Mtnister^s Wooing, an

excellent story of colonial life Among her later

writings, Oldtown Folks (1869) is the best, and

exhibits clearly the more sober realistic tendencies

of the time.

Although she was a voluminous writer in verse,

travel-talk, children’s stories, novels, her^ reputa-

tion will rest upon Uncle Tom's Cabin, which, with

aU its crudities, has extraordinary power and grip.

Her imfortunate incursion into the Byron contro-

versy, Lady Byron Vindicated, was a sad error of

judgment that is best forgotten

Two novelists of the elder romantic type merit

brief notice : these are Theodokb VVinthrop

(1828-1861), and Fitzjames O’Brien (c. 1828-

1862). Wmthrop was a man of some culture, with

an ebullient literary style, and a tendency to

ideahse his characters in a slap-dash way, that

found many admirers O’Brien was an attractive

Irish-American journalist, with a gift for clever

(but only clever) verse, and an ingemous writer of

short stories reminiscent of Poe and Hawthorne,

yet by no means quite imitative. One of his best

tales IS The Diamond Lens, really a striking httle

fantasy.

Henry James (1843-1916) enjoyed a cosmo-

politan education at New York, Geneva, Paris, and

Boulogne. Like so many literary men he was

destined for the Bar, though he had his sympathies

elsewhere. After a brief canter in hterary jour-

nalism, he published his first novel in 1875; this

was succeeded by The American, The European,

and Daisy Miller, A Bundle of Letters, and Washing-

ton Square (1880). These novels dealt for the most

part with American life. In the years following,

his hcale is more varied, and in several books.

The Princess of Casamassima (1886), and A London

Life (1889), for example, he presented studies of

society. From the outset he showed a

special aptitude for analysis of character ;
and as

the years passed by, his analytical faculty—^influ-

enced by the French Realistic school—became more

and more subtle. This, combined with an elliptical

and somewhat precious style, has stood in the way
of his popularity. The subtlety and delicacy of

his method are at their best in The Two Magics

(1898), where betakes as his motif supematuralism

;

and while avoiding aU those melodramatic tricks

which writers so often resort to, m dealing with

this subject, achieves a grim and poignant inten-

sity which he had never hitherto attained. Much
of his work, brilliant as it is, is marred by intel-

lectual gymnastics. In this he resembles Meredith.

But Meredith’s work has a less astringent and, on

the whole, more poetical quality about it. Yet at

his best, James is a superb hterary craftsnaan,

who woxdd be loved better were we less conscious

of the craftsmanship.

As a critic, Henry James is always interesting,

though somewhat circumscribed in his sympathies.

He is seen to best advantage when dealing with

modem French hterature. His monograph on
Hawthorne abounds m just criticism and admirable

touches ; but m broad comprehensiveness is in-

ferior both to Leshe Stephen’s critical essay and to

Hutton’s masterly httle study. His recent auto-

biographic volumes show him both at his best and
at his worst—^at his worst m constructive arrange-

ment of his material and in lucidity ; at his best in

the delicacy and insight of their characterisation.

Of late years American fiction has been particu-

larly rich in writers of distinction, many of whom
have proved as popular in England as across the

water
Joel Chandler Harris (1848-1908) is affec-

tionately remembered for his mimitable Uncle

Remus (1880), and some of our political car-

toonists, particularly Mr, F, Carruthers Gould,

have good reason to be grateful for the creation

of “Brer Rabbit” and the “Tar Baby ’’—that

“ kep’ on sajun’ nothin’.”

James Lane Allen (1849) of Kentucky has

published many tales and sketches, dealing with

those regions of America he knows so well, and his

delicacy of treatment, his poetic insight into hfe,

give special charm to such stones as A Kentucky

Gardvnal, A Summer in Arcady, The Choir Invisible.

Less fastidious as a hterary artist, but more

versatile and spacious as a story-teller, is Francis

Marion Crawford (1854-1909), whose novels of

Itahan hfe won the hearty admiration of Swin-

burne. He has written both of American and

Itahan life, but is at his happiest in the Italian

novels. His earlier work—like Mr Isaacs (1882),

his first novel, a story of Indian life ; Dr, Claudius,

and The Witch of Prague—depends rather upon the

suggestion of mystery and adventure for its mte-

rest. But even here, as in A Cigarette Maker s

Romance (1890), he showed a real sense of char-

acter ; and the characterisation of his later novels,

e g. Via Crucis and The Heart of Rome, is excellent.

Two writers of brilliant promise were cut off in

the height of their power : Harold Frederic

(1856-1898), born in Utica, New York, exhibited in

Illumination (The Damnation of Theron TFare)

especially, unusual power of satinc insight and

trenchant portraiture ;
and Stephen Crane (1870-

1900), who won fame first of all as a war corre-

spondent (Turkey and Greece), showed later, in his

Red Badge of Courage (1895), an extraordmary in-

sight into the psychology of the soldier.

John Oliver Hobbes (Pearl Mary Teresa

Richards), although she lived for most of her life

in England, was bom in Boston (1867) and comes

of American stock. Her early work. Some Bmo^

tions and a Moral, The Sinner's Comedy, &c., though

lacking the breadth and imaginative power of her

later novels, is in many respects more original and

attractive, by virtue of its sprightly wit a^ deft

psychology. After her reception into the Roman

Catholic Church, her fiction grew more serious and

weighty ; but, despite its careful craftsmanship and

cultured writmg, it may be questioned whether it

possesses the vitahty that marked her first adven-

tures into fiction. She wrote also for the stage p
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her best play being The Ambassadors—a clever

comedy not uninfluenced by Oscar Wilde. Her
comparatj /ely early death in 1906 makes it im-

possible to say whether she would have regained

that touch o£ vitality that was lacking in her later

books Certainly, she never did full justice to her

very considerable intellectual powers and artistic

capacity.

At the present day one of the ablest novehsts is

Winston Churchill, bom at St. Louis m 1871

;

and his historical romance, Richard Carvel (1899),

The Crisis (1901), and The Crossing (1904), a sequel

dealing with the time of the Civil War, show both

incisive vigour and breadth of imaginative sym-
pathy.

Among the women writers may be mentioned
Sarah Orne Jewett (1849), whose Tales of New
England Life show subtle power of portraiture;

Frances Hodgson Burnett (1849), perhaps best

known for her Little Lord Eauntleroy, but seen to

greater artistic advantage in a novel called Through
One Admmisiraiion.
The sentimental humorist, Kate Douglas
WiGGiN (1857), whose Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
was recently produced in dramatic form, but proved
too saccharine for English tastes.

Mary Eleanor Wilkins (1862), a perfect artist

in miniature of New England life, with an ex-

quisite delicacy of touch, unrivalled by any of her
contemporaries. Gertrude Franklin Horn (Mrs.

Atherton), who has never perhaps quite fulfilled

the splendid promise of such earlier work as

Patience Sparhawk^ American Wives and English

Husbands, but who, at her best, shows a breadth of

treatment and a primal emotional quality unusual
among women writers.

Finally, there are Mary Johnston (1870), a
striking historical novelist, whose stories, The Old
Dominion (1898), By Order of the Company (1900),

and Audrey (1901), have won high praise; and
Edith Wharton, whose keen insight into modem
conditions of life, and whose fine craftsmanship,

place her among the best novelists of the day.

Among Canadian writers of fiction, two men have
made a mark upon the fiction of the age : one,

Graitt Allen (1848-1899), an extremely versatile

writer, who for bread-and-oheese reasons was never
able to do full justice to his remarkable intellectual

gifts. Much of his fiction is frankly of the pot-

boiler kind, though of its kind it is clever enough ;

but in some of the short stones originally published

in the Comhill Magazine, he showed a power of

imagination not unworthy of Poe ; and in one
story, The Rev. John Creedy—a study in racial re-

version—he touched upon a theme which has always
fascinated Mr. Kipling. The best tribute one can
pay Allen is to say, Kipling himself has never
bettered the dramatic irony and intensity of this

powerful little tale.

The other story-teller is Sir Gilbert Parker
(1862), who first attracted attention with those

fresh and arrestmg studies of Canadian character,

Pierre and his People (1892). He has written also a
number of historical novels of good quality ; though
his gifts are most happily shown when dealing with
Canadian life—whether past or present.

RALPH WALDO EMERSON (1803-1882)

His Life

Ralph Waldo EMER^iON was born on May 25,

18U3, at Boston, Massachusetts, to which State his

progenitor, Thomas Emerson, had migrated from
the Old Country in the middle of the seventeenth
century. For generations the Emersons had
ministered to the spiritual needs of the people of

Concord, Harvard, and Boston, and Emerson’s
father was pastor of Boston Umtarian Church at

the time of his death m 1811. This calamity
plunged the family into straitened circumstances

A small pension was paid by the church to IVfrs.

Emerson for seven years, but, despite the strictest

economy and her untiring industry, it was a hard
struggle to provide even the bare necessaries of

life for her young family. An aunt. Miss Mary
Moody Emerson, placed her scanty means, as well

as her gospel of stoicism, at the disposal of her

sister-in-law and nephe-ws, and did her best to

secure for them a good education 'Whether the

little lads took as keen an interest in her stories

of heroic endurance as they would have done had
she boon able to sot before them a hearty meal,

we can but conjecture but many years later,

Emerson paid his tribute to this Spartan training

when he wrote :

*‘It is tho iron band of poverty, of necessity, of

austerity, which, excluding them from the sensual

enjoyments which make other boys too early old, has

directed their activity into safe and right channels,

and make them, despite themselves, reverers of the

grand, the beautiful and the good.**

Lessons began at a very early age in the Emerson
household, for his father deplored the fact that at

three years old, “Ralph does not read very well

yet.” When nine he was sent to Boston Latin

School, where, in part payment for his board and

lodging, he rendered many small services.

For mathematics Emerson had no bent, and was

continually in conflict with the school authonties

for this weakness. He had, however, an enthu-

siasm for Greek, and a profound love for Shake-

speare and the early English dramatists, but gave

no sign of the future poet and mystic.

In 1817 Emerson entered Harvard, the expense

of which was partly defrayed by an elder brother,

who had set up a young ladies* school at Boston.

On leaving the university he took charge of this

school, in order to set his brother free for the study

of theology, but Emerson’s natural reserve pre-

cluded success in a girls’ school, and it was given

up in 1825, when Ralph also began to study for

the ministry. Ill-health interfered with this for

a time, but eventually he was “approbated to

preach,” and in March 1828, ordained associate

pastor of the Old North Church in Boston, Dr.

Ware’s resignation shortly afterwards placmg him
in sole charge In the same year he married Miss

Ellen Louise Tucker. This marriage was one of

sincere attachment, and her death in 1831 was a

great blow to her husband.
Doubts as to certain religious observances began
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to assail the mind of Emerson, and, unable to
satisfy these, he resigned his pastorate in 1882,

This set him free for a trip to Europe.

In these days of rapid transit between America
and England, it is interesting to know that Emerson’s
journey took him one month and five days to

accomplish. A short visit to the Contment was
followed by a trip to England, where he met Words-
worth, “ who was so benevolently anxious to

impress upon me my social duties as an American
citizen, that he accompanied me near a mile from
his house, talking vehemently, and ever and anon
stopping short to imprint his words ”

After an interview with Coleridge, he went to
Craigenputtock to visit Carlyle. “ Thai is the man,
my man,” he said to his wife,—^pointing to a
picture of Carlyle shortly before his death.

In 1833 he returned to America, and, making his

home with his mother at Newton near Boston,

was in great request as a lecturer and preacher. In
the midst of his popularity and success, in 1835,

he again married ; this time to Miss Lydia Jackson,

the daughter of Dr. Charles Jackson, who claimed
to be the first to use ether as an anaesthetic.

Emerson then bought a house at Concord, where he
lived for the remainder of his life.

Nature, Emerson’s first book, was published in

1836, and in 1837 he gave his famous “ Phi Beta
Kappa ” address at Harvard on The American
Scholar. Lectures on Representative Men, that he
had delivered in England and Scotland (1847),

were published in 1850, and English Traits in

1856.

In July 1840, The Dial—a quarterly organ of the
Transcendentahsts—^was started Emerson’s duties

as editor—shared by Margaret Fuller and Thoreau
—^brought him into conflict with certain of his

contributors which brought about the downfall of

the magazine four years later.

The famous community at Brook Farm was
another venture of the Transcendental Club. This

co-operative scheme had Emerson’s sympathy, in

a measure ; but he preferred hfe in his own little

farm at Concord. Unfortunately, in 1873, his

house was burnt down, and although most of his

belongings were rescued from the fire, the loss of

the house itself was a serious one. For all his

success as a lecturer, his remuneration seldom
reached ten pounds for a single lecture, and he was
never in affluent circumstances ; friends and sym-
pathisers therefore took the opportunity of a
third trip across the Atlantic, to club together for

the rebuilding of his house, and great was Emerson’s
surprise to &id his home ready for occupation on
his return.

Another recognition, this time from the Old
Country, was his nomination for the Lord Rector-

ship of Glasgow University in 1874. Emerson was
very proud of this honour, although he was defeated

—Disraeli being elected.

A regularcontributor to The Atlantic Morithlyivom
its commencement, in 1860 he published Conduct

of Life, followed by Society and Solitude, Letters and
Social Aims, and his poem May Day, His last

book, Rarymssus, a collection of poems, was pub-
lished in 1874.

For some years before his death Emerson’s
health was gradually giving way, and at Long-
fellow’s funeral, in March 1882, it was evident
that his powers were fast failing, for he was unable
to recall his friend’s name. “ When one’s wits
begin to fail,” he once remarked, “ it is time lor the
heavens to open and take him away ”—Emerson’s
time had thus come. After a few days’ illness from
pneumonia, he passed away on April 27, 1882.

His Work
Emerson is the articulate conscience of New

England. There is something curiously imper-
sonal about his writmgs. Despite the gracious,
subtly distinctive personality that emerges from
his chit-chat in letters and from the reports of
friends, we, who have never known him in the
flesh, think of him as a Voice rather than as a Man.
We can picture the shy, critical, brooding Haw-
thorne from his tales and essays ; can actuahse
sharply and distinctly the gemal philosopher of
the Breakfast Table, the placidly observant Thoreau.
But Emerson ? We gather from the table talk of

friends that he was gentle, benignant, humorous,
and we may reasonably infer that there was a
forcefulness about his presence, or Carlyle would
not have so warmly welcomed him.
But as we turn over the pages of his lectures

and essays, we find ourselves merely hstenmg to
an oracular voice uttering words of gnomic wisdom,
in clear but almost expressionless tones.

In his basic attitude towards hfe he is certainly

a mystic : that is obvious to the most superficial

reader. But the mysticism has no warmth or

ecstasy about it. It has a cold, astringent quality,

very agreeable to some temperaments, but discon-

certing to the fervent enthusiast. WTien Lowell
said he had a “ Greek head on right Yankee
shoulders,” he gave us the clue to his character.

For Emerson is only half a mystic ; his intellect

approved this relation with the unseen world, the
world of spirit ; having approved it, the practical,

critical American side of him came uppermost.

When he bade us “ hitch ” our “ wagon to a star,”

many of us saw in this adjuration merely the

mystical moralist ; nor realised that the monition

showed quite as fully the practical moralist. He
is quite as emphatic about the wagon as about

the star. The Idealist who is always looking at

the star moved Emerson to mild reproach ; though
he was tolerant enough with his reforming friends.

“ We are a little wild here . . . numberless projects

of reform,” he wrote, adding characteristically, “ I

am gently mad myself.”

So gentle, so calm, so temperate is his method
that we do not reahse at once the extent of his

spiritual radicalism.

The Mystic—Unless we grasp the mystical side

of Emerson’s nature, we shall be apt to lose our-

selves m the steady hailstorm of pithy sayings,

apparently unrelated with one another. His central

doctrine may be found in his Essay on the Over-^

Soul, This world of ours is permeated wdth a

spiritual being—^Soul. What, then, is Soul ? It

is a universal spiritual tidal life that overflows into
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individual lives, working independently of our own
efforts, when once we nave allowed it ingress. It

is a life that makes for righteousness. Wt? are

possessed of it. Our individualities, indeed, aro

like islands lapped round by an infinit e sea. Those

who admit its influence are hnked to one another

by a social solidarity of spirit ; and everyone may
admit the influences, and should do so, for our own
individual strength depends on it. Every man
may be his own philosopher. So let us imbar our

private doorj, and let in God.

In a fine saying he tells us, “I conceive of a man
as always spoken to from behind, and unable to

turn his head and see the speaker. In all the

millions who have heard the voice, none ever saw
the face.”

The purpose of life, then, in Emerson’s view is to

acquaint man with the character of his own powers.

And he must be always open to fresh impressions,

and beware of the stereot3rped mind. “ I want to

say what I feel and think with the proviso that to-

morrow, perhaps, I shall contradict it all.”

And this mystical attitude towards life in general,

he carries into its various departments. He is a
mystic in his critical valuations. No one would
have more thoroughly endorsed Milton’s sa5dng

that “ a good book is the precious life blood of a
master spirit.” He valued writers for their vitahs-

ing powers. He loved those who, to use his own
quaint phrase, could make his “top spin.” The
great man is a forceful hero to Carlyle; he is an
illuminating seer to Emerson. Yet each acclaimed

him for his dynamic influence “ The unstable esti-

mate of men,” said Emerson, “ crowd to lum w^hose

mind is filled with truth as the heaped waves of

the Atlantic follow the moon.”
In temperament Emerson is akin to the Quakers.

Anger and violence he passes on one side. As a
thinker, he has no wish to storm the reader with
philosophic artillery ; merely to surround him, and
permeate him like an atmosphere.

His thought is not original, his texts are famihar
enough, but he gives them freshness by his handling.

The Moralist .—^Yet the practicality of the man is

quite as insistent as his mysticism. He believes

absolutely in the paramount importance of con-

duct. His mysticism is concerned not in making
for spiritual exaltation, but for moral stability.

With Emerson, as with Matthew Arnold, “ Conduct
is three-fourths of life

”

“Every man takes care,” says he, “that his

neighbour shall not cheat him, but a time comes
when he begins to care that he shall not cheat his

neighbour. Then all goes well. He has changed
his market cart into a chariot of the sun.’

Right thinking and clean living, according to
Emerson, go together. The average morahst says,

“Live straight and don’t waste time in search-
ing for intellectual truth.” Emerson says, “ Live
straight and you’ll think straight.” Morality to
him implies health—health of mind and body;
“ Character is the habit of action from the per-
manent vision of truth.” Here we see the link that
binds the moralist to the mystic. The obedience
to the universal spirit is no blind fatalism with
Emerson, it is conscious effort on man’s part ; let

him identify himself with the sublime order of
things, and he will do “ with knowledge what the
stars do by structure,” fulfil the law of their being,

Thus, by understanding ourselves and identifying

ourselves with the great forces of the universe, we
become rulers of others. Emerson takes pains
to show that the moral law of the universe is as
clear as the physical law - and will affect the soul
of man just as gravitation and chemical forces

affect his body.

Yet Emerson had iitfie sympathy with dogmatic
religion .

** We are all very sensible,’ he says, "it is forced on
UB every day. that churches are outgrown

; that the
creeds are outgrown, . . ^ The Church is

’ not large

enough for the man ; it cannot inspire the enthusiasm
which is the parent of everything good in history. . ,

.

For that enthusiasm you must ]ia\o something greater
than yourselves, and not less. But in churches every
healthful and thoughtful mmd finds itself in something
less. It IS checked, cribbed, confined.

“The Jewish cultus is declining; the Divine, or, as
some will say, the truly Human, hovers, now seen, now
unseen, before us

Swedenborg and Behmen both failed by attaching
themselves to tho Christian symbol instead of to the
moral sentiment, which carries innumerable Christiani-

ties, humanities, divinities, in its bosom. What have
I to do with arlcs and passovers, ephahs and ephods ?

. 0 . Good for Orientals, these are nothing to me. The
more learning you bring to explain them, the more
glaring the impertinence. Of all absurdities, this of

some foreigner proposing to take away my rhetoric and
substitute his own, and amuso me with pelican and
stork instead of tbmsh and robin, palm-trees and
shittim-wood instead of sassafras and hickory, seems
tho most useless.

“If a man claims to know and speak of God, and
carries you backward to the phraseology of some old

mouldered nation in another country, in another world|
believe him not.”

Again

:

“I object, of course, to the claim of miracu-
lous dispensation—certainly not to the doctrine of

Christianity. This claim impairs, to my mind, the
soundness of him who makes it, and indisposes us to his

communion. . . . It is contrary to that law of Nature
which all wise men recognise • namely, never to require

a larger cause than is necessary to the effect.
“ The word miracle, as it is used, only indicates the

ignorance of the devotee, staring with wonder to see

water turned into wine, and heedless of the stupendous
fact of his own personality. Here he stands, a lonely

thought, harmoniously organised into correspondence
with the universe of mind and matter, What narrative

of wonders coming down from the thousand years ought
to charm his attention like this ? . .It seems as if,

when the Spirit of God speaks so plainly to each soul,

it wore an impioty to b© listening to one or another
saint. Jesus was bettor than others, because he refused

to listen to others and listened at home.
“ It is so wonderful to our neurologists that a man

can see without his eyes, that it does not occur to them
that it is just as wonderful that he should see with
them ; and that is ever the difference between the wise

and the unwise the latter wonders at what is unusual,

the wise man wonders at the usuaL
Far be from me the impatience which cannot brook

the supernatural, the vast ; far be from me the lust

of explaining away all which appeals to the imagination,

and the great presentiments which haunt us. Willingly

I too say. Hail ! to the unknown awful powers which
transcend the ken of the understanding.
^ It is not the incredibility of the fact, but a certain

want of harmony between the action and the agent. We
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are used to vaster wonders. One moment of a man’s life

is a fact so stupendous as to take the lustre out of all

fiction. But Nature never works like a conjuror. . . .

The soul penetrated with the beatitude which pours
into it on all sides, asks no interposition, no new laws,

—

the old are good enough for it,—finds in every cart-

path of labour ways to heaven, and the humblest lot

exalted.
“We want all the aids to our moral training. We

cannot spare the vision nor the virtue of the saints ;

but let it be by pure sympathy, not with any personal or
official claim. If you are childish, and exhibit your
saint as a worker of wonders, a thaumaturgist, I am
repelled. That claim takes his teachings out of logic

and out of Nature, and permits official and arbitrary

senses to be grafted on the teachings It is the praise

of our New Testament that its teachings go to the
honour and benefit of humanity,—that no better lesson

has been taught or incarnated. Let it stand, beautiful
and wholesome, with whatever is most like it in the
teaching and practice of men ; but do not attempt to
elevate it out of humanity by saying, * This was not a
man,’ for then you confound it with the fables of every
popular religion, and my distrust of the story makes
me distrust the doctrine as soon as it differs from my
own belief.”

The essence of religion to Emerson, as to Carlyle,

was the moral hfe. Theology he looked upon as
“the rhetoric of morals.” “Men talk,” he com-
plamed, “ of ‘ mere morality,’ which is much as if

we should say : Poor God, with nobody to help

him !
”

Emerson will have little to do with the Utili-

tarian conception of morality as the promoter of

happiness. He believes that the State should try

to secure the greatest good of the greatest number

;

but “ good ” to him meant spiritual good ; and
might even involve some measure of material un-
happmess

;

“ He that feeds men serveth few

;

He serves all who dares be true.”

The Optimist—^Emerson was not blind to the
evolutionary dootrme, as some imagine ; in fact it

is his outlook on evolution that made him so opti-

mistic. Note this vigorous and eloquent passage ;

“ Very few of our race can be said to be yet finished

men. We still carry sticking to us some remains of
the preceding inferior quadruped organisation. We
call these millions men

; but they are not yet men.
Half engaged in the soil, pawing to get free, man needs
all the music that can be brought to disengage him. If

Love, red Love, with tears and joy, if Want with his
scourge, if War with his cannonade, if Christianity with
its chanty, if Trade with its money, if Art with its

portfolios, if Science with her telegraphs through the
deeps of space and time, can set his dull nerves throb-
bing, and by loud taps on his rough chrysalis can break
its walls and let the new creature emerge erect and
free,—make way and sing pasan ! The age of the
quadruped is to go out, the ago of the brain and of the
heart is to come in. The time will come when the evil

forms we have known can no more be organised. Man’s
culture can spare nothing, wants all the material. He
is to convert all impediments into instruments, all

enemies into power. The formidable mischief will

only make the more useful slave. And if one shall

read the future of the race hinted in the organic effort

of Nature to mount and meliorate, and the corresponding
impulse be the better in the human being, we shall
dare affirm that there is nothing he will not overcome
and convert, until at last culture shall absorb the
chaos and gehenna. He will convert the Puries into
Muses, and the hells into benefits.”

Emerson has often emphasized the enormous
influence of heredity and environment. Not un-
naturally we may inquire how far his own optimism
is the result of a happily balanced disposition :

“ Men are,” he said frankly, ** what their mother
made them. You may as well ask a loom which weaves
huckaback why it does not make cashmere, as expect
poetry from this engmeer, or a chemical discovery from
that jobber.”

Now Emerson’s whole life shows him to have
been a man of a naturally sanguine and bright dis-

position. The sights which so distressed Carlyle,
the tragic spectacle of misery and degradation in
the streets of London, shocked him, but left no
strong impression. Evil, he declares, has no real

existence, and vamshes when we come to see the
whole, instead of dwelling on isolated facts. His
hfe had its sorrows, but for the most part it was
free of those things that chafe and worry. He never
experienced the oppressive problem of industrial

warfare ; had no sense in his own hfe of wasted
effort ; nor knew of the heartrending fight with
debihtating disease. No deep tidal passion swept
over his soul ; there were neither ecstasies nor
horrors in his nature ; but temperate equability.

Circumstances did something, temperament (as is

always the case) a great deal in determinmg the
tone of his philosophy and its note of tranquil and
cheerful assurance. Being born on the heights he
could ill realise the hardships of those less fortunate

ones who stumble along in the valley below, baffled

by ground mists.

The most satisfsdng point about Emerson’s
thought IS not its optimism but its crisp practic-

ality What is the good of telling a man or woman
whose life has been blighted by another’s baseness

that evil has no real existence ? What consolation

is afforded by telling the victim to cancer that “ all’s

nght with the world ” ? It is not Browning’s

optimism, but his courage and gnt that inspire his

readers : it is not Emerson’s optimism, but his

cool common-sense and sensitiveness to spiritual

values, that count for those who construe his pages.

His views on the problem of Evil will appeal to

those in basic affinity with him. They cannot

touch others At the best his generalisation is but

a cheery guess, for which he gives no intellectual

justification. But the common -sense helpfulness of

such hues as these is quite obvious ;

“ Some of the ills you have cured.

And the sharpest you still have survived.

But what torments of pain you endured
From the Evil that never arrived.”

To do him justice, it should be said that Emerson,

despite the tenacity of his own convictions, never

attempted propagandist work. Like Newman, he

disbked controversies, and held that they were for

the most part futile. As early as 1838 he had
written

;

“ I do not gladly utter any deep convictions on the

soul in a company where I think it will be contested.

No, nor unlflaa I think it will be welcomed. Truth has

already ceased to be itself i£ polemically said.”

“Unless I think it will be welcomed.” The
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words are significant and innstr8.te the man’s whole

attitude ; its strength as well as its limitations.

Emerson’s was a hign-mmded and finely moulded
nature. Among the moral counsellors of the age

he will always hold a distinguished place, for the

spiritual delicacy of his monitions and the practical

wisdom of his ethics.

HENRY DAVID THOREAU (1817-1862)

His Life

Henry David Thoreait, who has described him-

self as “ a mystic, a transcendentalist, and a natural

philosopher,” was born at Concord on July 12, 1817.

His father, a quiet, unambitious business man, who
took no part in tlxe politics or social problems of

the day, was of French birth ; his mother, a shrewd,

kindly, hospitable Scotchwoman, a striking con-

trast to her husband, was an inveterate talker—^in

fact, wherever Mrs. Thoreau appeared aE work had
to be put aside. Their four children, of whom
Henry was the third, were one in high ideals, and
without wealth or social influence imparted an air

of individuality and dignity to the common round
of their daily lives.

Thoreau’s early education, received at private

schools, was a good one, with special attention to

the classics ; and, on going to Harvard at the age
of sixteen, he was a good Greek scholar. He was a
sturdy, manly youth of stoical fortitude and affec-

tionate disposition, with simple, unaflocted tastes,

an innate love of nature and books, and foimd a
wonderful fascination in everything pertaining to

the North American Indians.

Having graduated in 1837, he left Harvard with
Josiah Quincy’s testimony to his moral and in-

tellectual qualifications as a teacher, and found
employment for a short time at the Grammar
School at Concord. On April 11, 1838, he dehvered
his first lecture at the Freemasons’ Hall, on the
subject of Society

f

before the Concord Lyceum.
Unable to settle down to regular teaching work,

he turned to his father’s trade of pencil making,
and during the next few years followed a variety
of occupations.

The acquaintance with Emerson had begun in

1837 and ripened into the closest intimacy ; in 1841
Thoreau became a member of Emerson’s household
for two years, and assisted in editing The Dial, to
which he also contributed until its extinction in
1844.

In 1 845 the much-talked-of Walden episode began
to take shape. Thoreau had for years meditated a
life of retirement, and his friend Ellery Chanmng
wrote

:

** I see nothing for you in this earth but that field

which I once christened ‘ Briars ’
; go out upon that,

build yourself a hut, and there begin the grand process
of devouring yourself alive.”

Thoreau took his advice, borrowed an axe, and
began to cut the timbers for the famous hut built
on the edge of Walden Pond, where for over two
years he laboured and studied in seclusion. Yet
he was no misanthropic individual. He stiH held
social intercourse with his friends, but “The man

I meet,” he said, “ is seldom so instructive as the
silence which he brcalvs.” He had few wants, and
these he satisfied by some small piece of work of
any nature that would bring a quick remuneration,
the greater portion of his time bemg utilised in
wilting his delightful expeiiences of A Week on the

Concord and Mcrrimac Divers, published in 1849,
and an Essay on Carlyle that first appeared in

Graham's Magazine in 1847.

From a lad he had kept a journal in which he
recorded his thoughts as well as the minutest ob-

servation of his walks and excursions. In i860

the volumes numbered thirty, and form the ground-
work of his essays and lectures.

Horace Greeley, editor of the Tribune, gave
Thoreau much friendly advice and assistance in

placing his literary work, and after Walden (1854)

was published, it was Greeley who wrote ;
“ There

is a small class in England who ought to know what
you have written,” and suggested that copies of

Walden and the Week be sent to the Westminster

Review, whose editor has “ expressed surprise that

your book has not been sent him, and I could find

very few who had road or seen it.” The Week had
a poor sale of three hundred copies in eight years

;

but a small edition of Walden was exhausted before

the aiiihor’s death.

A vigorous supporter of the Anti-Slavery move-
ment, Thoreau lectured in 1854 on behalf of the

Abolitionists and in dofonco of John Brown, and the

Waldon hut was regarded as a “station on the

underground railroad,” where slaves could receive

hospitality and refuge when required. Neither had
*1 horoau any sympathy wit h the [Mexican War, and

suffered imprisonment m default of paying the

church tax. His indignation at his friends paying

the tax and procuring his release is well known.
Thoreau was not a physically strong man. In

1859 he wrote to a friend :

“ The doctors are all afraid that I am suffering for

want of society. Was never a case like it > First, I

did not know I was suffering at all ; secondly, as an

Irishman might say, I had thought it was indigestion

of the society I got.”

The following year pulmonary consumption be-

came evident, and for two years he hved on, working

industriously so long as he could hold his pencil.

Patient, cheerful, and consohng to those around

him, he preferred to endure the greatest suffering

rather than have his mind dulled by narcotics. On
May 6, 1862, he was granted a “ gentle, easy exit,”

and after a public funeral was buried in “ Sleepy

Hollow ”—^the village cemetery.

His Work
Among American men of letters there are more

winning personahties than that of Thoreau, more

versatile hterary artists, but none—^not even Whit-

man himself—^more interesting. One proof of this

lies in the widely varying estimate of Thoreau’s

character and genius to be found in contemporary

criticism. By some he is regarded as a poor imita-

tion of Emerson, given to posing, and the Walden
episode has been referred to as a theatrical flourish.

Lowell and Robert Louis Stevenson, to mention
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two of his most formidable critics, have covered

him with sarcastic ridicule, and oven Mr. Watts-

Punton, the avowed friend of the “ Children of the

Open Air,” in his introduction to an edition of

WMerit impugned his smcerity, leaving us with the

impression that Thoreau was an uncomfortable

kmd of egotist. As it is the Walden episode which

has been chiefly responsible for the critical diatribes,

it may be well to examme this two years’ sojourn in

the woods near Concord, and see how far it deserves

the ire that has been called down upon it.

From his earliest years, Thoreau showed a passion

for the open—^unmistakably sincere and whole-

hearted, In 1839, soon after leaving college, he
made his first long jaunt in company with his

brother John. This was a voyage on the Concord
and Merrimac rivers.

The keen enjoyment afforded to mind and body
by this and subsequent outings suggested to

Thoreau the desirability of a longer and more inti-

mate association with Nature. Walden Wood had
been a familiar and favoured spot for many years,

and so he began the bmlding of his tabernacle there.

So far from being a sudden, sensational resolve with
an eye to effect, it was the natural outcome of his

passion for the open.

He had his living to earn, and would go down
into Concor^ from time to time to sell the results of

his handiwork. He was quite willing to see friends

and any chance travellers who visited from other

motives than mere inquisitiveness. On the other

hand, the hfe he proposed for himself as a temporary
experiment would afford many hours of congenial

sohtude, when he could study the ways of the

animals that he loved, and give free expression to

his naturalistic enthusiasms.

Far too much has been made of the Walden
episode. It has been written upon as if it had
represented the totality of Thoreau’s life, instead

of being merely an interesting episode. Critics

have ammadverted upon it, as if the time had been
spent in brooding, seM-pity, and sentimental affec-

tations, as if Thoreau had gone there to escape

from his fellow-men. All this seems to me wide of

the mark. He went to Walden not to escape from
ordinary life, but to fit himself for ordinary life.

The sylvan solitudes, as he knew, had their lessons

for him no less than the busy haunts of men.
Yet it is a mistake to think, as some do, that

he favoured a kind of Rousseau-like “return to

Nature,” without any regard to the conventions

of civilisation.

“ It is not,” he states emphatically, “ for a man to
put himself m opposition to society, but to maintain
himself in whatever attitude he finds himself through
obedience to the laws of his own being, which will

never be on© of opposition to a just government, I
left the woods for as good a reason as I went there.

Perhaps it seemed to me that I had several more lives

to live, and could not spar© any more time for that one.”

This is not the language of a crank, or the words
of a man who, as Lowell unfairly said, seemed “ to
insist in public in going back to flint and steel when
there is a match-box in his pocket.”

Lowell’s criticism of Thoreau, indeed, is quite

wide of the mark. It assumes throughout that
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Thoreau aimed at “ an entire independence of
mankind,” when Thoreau himself repeatedly says
that he aimed at nothing of the sort. He made an
experiment for the purpose of seeing what a simple,
frugal, open-air life would do for him. The experi*
ment being made, he returned quietly to the con-
ditions of ordinary life. But he did not lack self-

assurance, and his frank satisfaction with the results
of his experiment was not altogether pleasmg to
those who had scant sympathy with his passion for
the earth.

To be quite fair to Lowell and other hostile
critics, one must admit that, genume as Thoreau
was, he had the habit, common to self-contained and
seK-opimonated men, of talking at times as though
his very idiosyncrasies were mles of conduct im-
perative upon others. His theory of life was sound
enough, his demand for simple modes of living, for

a closer communion with Nature, for a more sym-
pathetic understanding of the “brute creation,”

were reasonable beyond question. But the Emer-
sonian mannerism (which gives an appearance of
dogmatism, when no dogmatism is intended) starts

up from time to time and gives the reader the
impression that the path to salvation traverses

Walden, all other paths being negligible, and that
you cannot attain perfection unless you keep a pet
squirrel.

Yet, if a sentence here and there has an anno37ing
flavour of complacent dogmatism, and if the note
of self-assertion grows too loud on occasion for our
sensitive ears, yet his life and writings, considered
as a whole, do not assuredly favour verdicts so
unfavourable as those of Lowell and Stevenson.

There are certam aspects of Thoreau’s nature
that help us to understand more fully the signifi-

cance of the Walden episode, and the special value
of his writings.

In the first place there was that touch of wildness

in his nature that made a simple, austere life especi-

ally attractive to him, and made him peculiarly

critical of modem civilisation.

It was in no quixotic spirit, in no burst of moral
cmsading zeal, that he undertook the experiment.

It was a natural expression of his temperament,
and he felt, quite rightly, that along these lines he
was likely to accomplish the most efficient work.

Thoreau’s sympathy with and insight into the

Indian character is on a par with Borrow’s affinity

with the Gypsies. If h© could not give to his inti-

mate knowledge such happy literal expression as

Borrow could, it has at any rate inspired some of

his best passages, A lover of Indian relics from his

childhood, he followed the Indians into their haunts

and conversed with them frequently ; he under-

stood the apparent coldness and reserve which

debarred the ordinary man from intercourse, for

he had no little of this reserve and impenetrability

himself, and saw the fine points of their character.

Take, for instance, this illuminating passage from

A Week on the Concord :

“ W© talk of civilising the Indian, but that is not the

name for his improvement. By the wary independence

and aloofness of his dim forest-life he preserves his

intercourse with his native gods, and is admitted from
time to time to a rare and peculiar society with Nature.
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He has glances of starry recognition to which our salons

are strangers. The steady illumination of his genius,

dim only because distant, is like the faint but satisfying

light of the stars compared with the dazzling but in-

eSectual and short-lived blaze of candles. . . . Wo
would not always be soothing and taming Nature,
breaking the horse and the ox, but sometimes ride the
horse wild and chaso the buffalo. The Indian’s mter-
course with Nature is at least such as admits of the
greatest independence of each. If he^ is somewhat
of a stranger in her midst, the gardener is too much of

a familiar. There is something vulgar and foul in the
latter’s closeness to his mistress, something noble and
cleanly in the former’s distance. In civilisation, as in

a southern latitude, man degenerates at length and
yields to the incursion of more northern tribes

—

* Some nations yet shut in

With lulls of ice.
’

** There are other savager and more primeval aspects
of Nature than our poets have sung. It is only white
man’s poetry—^Horner and Ossian even can never
revive in London or Boston. And yet behold how these
cities are refreshed by the mere tradition or the im-
perfectly transmitted fragrance and flavour of these
wild fruits. If one could listen but for an instant to
the chant of the Indian muse, we should understand
why we will not exchange his savageness for civilisation.

Nations are not whimsical Stee' and blankets are
strong temptations, but the Indian does well to con-
tmuo Indian.”

These are no empty generalisations, but the com-
ments of a man who has observed closely and
sympathetically. All of Thoroau’s references to
Indian life merit the closest attention. For, as I
have said, they help to explain the man himself.

He had a sufficient touch of wildness to be able to
detach himself from the civilised man’s point of
view. Hence the life of the woods came so naturally
to him. The luxuries, the excitements, that mean
so much to some, Thoreau passed by indifferently.

There is much talk to-day of “ the simple life,” and
the phrase has become tainted with affectation.

Often it means nothing more than a passmg fad on
the part of overfed society people, who are anxious
for a new- sensation. A fad with a moral flavour
about it will always commend itseK to a certain
section. There is no real intention of living a
simple life any more than there is any deep resolve
on the part of the man who takes the waters
annually to abstain in the future from over-eatmg.
But with Thoreau the simple life was a vital reality.

He was not devoid of American self-consciousness,

and perhaps he pats himself on the back for his
healthy tastes more often than we should like.

But of his fundamental sincerity there can be no
question.

He saw even more clearly than Emerson the
futility and debihtating effect of extravagance and
luxury—especially American luxury. And his
whole hie was an indignant protest.

And if the touch of wildness in Thoreau helps us
to understand the man and his writings, his
Oriental sympathies help still further in this direc-
tion. He was fundamentally at one with Eastern
modes of regardmg life ; and the pantheistic tend-
ency of his religious thought, especially his care
and reverence for all forms of life, suggest the devout
Buddhist. The varied references scattered through-
out his writings to the Sacred Books of the East,
show how Orientalism affected hhp.

Herein we touch upon the most attractive side
of the man ; for it is this Orientalism, I think, in
his nature that explains his regard for, and his
sympathy with, the birds and animals.

Tlie tenderness of the Buddhist towards the lower
creation is not due to sentimentalism, nor is it

necessarily a sign of sensitiveness of feeling. In
his profoundly intorestmg study of the Burmese
people Mr. Fielding Hall thus sums up the teachmg
of Buddha :

“ Be in love with all things, not only
with your follows, but with the whole world, with
every creature that walks the earth, with the birds
in the air, with the insects in the grass. AH life is

akin to man.” The oneness of hfe is realised by the
Eastern as it seldom is by the Western. The love
that stirs in your hoai-t kmdled the flower into

beauty, and broods in the groat silent pools of the
forest.

But Nature is not always kind. That he cannot
help feehng. She inspires fear as well as love.

She scatters peace and consolation, but can scatter

also pam and death. All forms of life are more or

less sacred. The creatures of tho forest whose
ferocity and cunning are manifest, may they not be
inhabited by some human spirit that has misused
his opportunities in life ? Thus they have an
affinity with us, and are signs of what we may be-

come. ^

So if a measure of sacredness attaches to all life,

however unfiicndly and harmful it may seem, the

gentler forms of life aro especially to be objects of

reverence and affection.

In one particular, however, Thoreau’s attitude

towards the earth and all that therein is differed

from the Buddhist, inasmuch as tho fear that enters

into the Eastern’s earth-worship was entirely

purged from his mind. Mr. Page has instituted a
suggestive companson between Thoreau and St.

Francis d’Assisi. Certainly the rare magnetic
attraction which Thoreau seemed to have exer-

cised over his “ brute friends ” was quite as remark-
able as the power attributed to St. Francis, and it

is true to say that in both cases the sympathy for

animals is constantly justified by a reference to a
dim but real brotherhood. The brutes are “un-
developed men ”

; they await their transformation
and stand on their defence ; and it is very easy to

see that inseparably boimd up with this view there

are certain elements of mysticism common to the

early saint and tho American “ hut builder.’

And yet, perhaps, Mr Page presses the analogy
between the inedunval saint and the American
“ poet-naturalist ” too far. St. Francis had an
ardent, passionate nature, and whether leading a
life of dissipation or tending to the poor, there is

about him a royal impulsiveness, a passionate

abandonment, pointing to a temperament far re-

moved from Thoreau’s.
Prodigal in his charities, riotous in his very

austerities, his tenderness towards the animals

seems like the overflowing of a finely sensitive and
artistic nature. With Thoreau one feels in the

presence of a more tranquil, more self-contained

spirit ; his affection is the affection of a kindly

scientist who is intensely interested in the ways
and habits of birds, beasts, and fishes; one who
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does not give them the surplus of the love he bears

towards his fellow-men so much as a care and love

which he does not extend so freely towards his

fellows. I do not mean that he was apathetic,

especially when his fellow-creatures were in trouble ;

his eloquent defence of John Brown, his kindness

towards simple folk, are sufficient testimony on
this score. But on the whole his interest in men
and women, genuine as it was, lacked the personal

warmth and eager inquisitiveness that he showed
towards the denizens of the woods and streams

—

his suggestive, yet somewhat anssmic essay on
Friendship bears out this criticism. I am not sure

that Hawthorne was so far out in his characterisa-

tion of DonateUo, the creature half ammal, half

man, which he says was suggested by Thoreau. It

does not pretend to reahse all his charactenstics,

nor do justice to his fine quahties. None the less

in its picture of a man with a fl.avour of the wild

and untamable about him, whose uncivilised nature

brings him into close and vital intimacy with the

animal world, we detect a real psychological affinity

with Thoreau. May not Thoreau’s energetic re-

bukes of the evils of civilisation have received an
added zest from his instinctive repugnance to many
of the civilised amenities valued by the majority ?

Thoreau’s love of children, moreover, is a fredi

instance of his attraction towards simpler, more
elemental forms of hfe. Men and women not ringed

roimd by civihsed conventions, children who have
the freshness and wildness of the woods about
them ; such were the human beings that interested

him.

Pleasant stories are told of his children’s parties.

•* His resources for entertainment,” says Mr. Moncure
Conway, “were inexhaustible. He would tell stones
of the Indians who once dwelt thereabouts till the
children almost looked to see a red man skulking with
his arrow and stone, and every plant or flower on the
bank or in the water, and every fish, turtle, frog, lizard

about was transformed by the wand of his knowledge
from the low form into which the spell of our ignorance
had reduced it, into a mystic beauty.

“ Little Edward Emerson, on one occasion, carrying a
basket of fine huckleberries, had a fall and spilt them
all. Great was his distress, and offers of berries could
not console him for the loss of those gathered by him-
self. But Thoreau came, put his arm round the troubled
child, and explained to him that if the crop of huckle-
berries was to continue it was necessary that some
should be scattered. Nature had provided that little

boys and girls should now and then stumble and sow
the berries. ‘ We shall,’ he said, * have a grand lot of

bushes and berries on this spot, and we shall owe them
to you.’ Edward began to smile.”

Thoreau evidently knew how to console a child,

no less than how to make friends with a squirrel.

“Sometimes he would play juggler tricks for us,”
records a lady who knew him when she was a child, “ and
swallow his knife and produce it again from our ears or
noses. We usually ran to bring some apples for him
as soon as he came in, and often he would cut one in
halves in fine points that scarcely showed on close

examination, and then the joke was to ask Father to
break it for us and see it fall to pieces in his hands.
But perhaps the evenings most charming were those
when he brought some ears of pop-corn in his pocket
and headed an expedition to the garret to hunt out the
old brass warming-pan ; in which he would put the

com, and hold it out and shake it over the fire till it
was heated through, and at last, as we listened, the
rattling changed to popping. When this became very
brisk, he would hold the pan over the rug and lift the
lid, and a beautiful fountain of the white corn flew
all over us. It required both strength and patience
to hold out the heavy warming-pan at arm’s length
so long, and no one else ever gave us that pleasure.”

Thoreau’s intellectual indebtedness to Emerson
must not be overlooked ; and some of his earlier

work suffers somewhat from a too faithful dis-

cipleship, in the vocal imitation of the “voice
oracular.” Occasionally, indeed, it is hard to

distinguish the disciple from his master, as when
he writes

:

“ How can we expect a harvest of thought who havt
not a seedtime of character ?

”

“ Only he can be trusted with goods who can present
a face of bronze to expectations.”

But this is only a passing phase. Thoreau is no
weak replica of Emerson ; and the bond between
them is at bottom a real spiritual bond ; a common
outlook on hfe ; the imitativeness is a pure literary

tnck that young inexperienced writers frequently

fall mto before they have found their own individual

style.

This Thoreau did in his Walden, Beyond an
imaginative affinity with the author of Nature,

there is nothing Emersonian in the following in-

dividual and characteristic passage ;

“The stillness was intense and almost conscious, as

if it were a natural sabbath. The air was so elastic and
crystalline that it had the same effect on the landscape
that a glass has on a picture—to give it an ideal remote-
ness and perfection. The land ape was bathed in a
mild and quiet hght, while the woods and fences

chequered and partitioned it with new regularity, and
rough and uneven fields stretched far away with lawn-
like smoothness to the horizon, and the clouds, finely

distinct and picturesque, seemed a fit drapery to hang
over fairyland.”

The ascetic hardiness of Thoreau is well illus-

trated in this “ Naturalistic ” sketch ;

“ The wonderful purity of Nature at this season is a
most pleasing fact. Every decayed stump and moss
grown stone and rush of the dead leaves of autumn
are concealed by a clean napkin of snow. In the bare

fields and trickhng woods see what virtue survives. In
the coldest and bleakest places the warmest chanties

still maintain a foothold. A cold and searching wind
drives away all contagion, and nothing can withstand

it, but what has a virtue in it ; and accordingly what-
ever we meet with in cold and bleak places as the tops

of mountains, we respect for a sort of sturdy innocence,

a Puritan toughness.”

Thoreau, indeed, is at bis best as a poetic observer

of Nature. His style lacks the rich opulence cl

Jefferies, but it has a cool clarity and austere beauty

of its own. He has been called “ the Poet-Natura-

list,” by many; and by a few acclaimed as a

Philosopher. But he is really neither the one nor

the other. He had neither the intellectual equip-

ment of the naturalist, nor the ratiocinative power

of the philosopher. He had neither the scientist’s

faculty of correlating facts, nor the philosopher’s

faculty of generalising from them. He is a literary

Vagabond.
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Mr. Sanborn when first he met him described

him as looking like “ a sort of wise, wild beast.”

This vivid httle touch is more illuminating than

the elaborate picture he makes of Thoreau ulti-

mately, as poet and philosopher.

The hterary vagabond is at bottom a wise, wild

beast ; and no bad blend either. Emerson’s ad-

mirable little sketch bears out this aspect of the

man

;

“ It was a pleasure and a privilege to walk with him.

He knew the country like a fox or bird, and passed

through it as freely by paths of his own. Under his arm
he carried an old music-book to press plants; in his

pocket his diary and pencil, a spy-glass for birds, micro-

scope, jack-knife, and twine. He wore straw hat,

stout shoes, strong gray trousers to brave shrub-oaks

and smilax, and to climb a tree for a hawk’s or squirrel’s

nest. He waded into the pool for the water-plants, and
his strong legs were no insignificant part of his armour.
His mtimaoy with animals suggested what Thomas
Fuller records of Butler the apiologist, ‘that either

he had told the bees things, or the bees had told him.’

Snakes coiled round his leg, the fishes swam into liis

hand, and he took them out of the water ; he pulled

the woodchuck out of its hole by the tail, and took the

foxes under his protection from the hunters. He con-

fessed that he sometimes felt like a hound or a panther,

and, if born among Indians, would have been a fell

hunter. But, restrained by his Massachusetts culture,

he played out the game in the mild form of botany
and ichthyology. His power of observation seemed to

indicate additional senses ; ho saw as with microscope,

heard as with ear-trumpet, and his memory w'as a
photographic register of all he saw and heard. Every
fact lay in order and glory in his mind, a type of the
order and beauty of the whole.”

%

At the same time I do not wish to underrate

Thoreau’s work as a thinker or as an observer of

Nature. He was a fresh-minded and keen observer

of natural phenomena, but his observations are far

less valuable for scientific data (as are the natural-

ists) than as supplying him with agreeable material

for humorous fancy- for ethical reflection, or for

graceful and delicate description. In like manner,
while as a thinker he is vigorous and effective in

his own discursive and fragmentary way, with
flashes of gnomic wisdom that, if less impressive

than Emerson at his best, are more relishable
; yet

it is ultimately his manner of speech rather than his

matter of thought that arrests us the most. For
his thought after aE is a piquant blend of pantheism,
orientalism, puritanism, paganism: an attractive

enough patchwork to deck a literary vagabond,
but a shade distracting in a philosopher.

Why not leave him then as the “wise, wild
beast ”

; a curious and arresting personanty, half

scholar, half faun ; a mystic and a realist, sarcastic

moralist and idyllic naturalist. In this way we
can enjoy best his vagrant moods, according to our
own inclination and the mood of the moment

;

acclaiming him when, as the fervent moralist, he
writes in lofty vein of “ Life without Principle

underlying it ” ; or delighting in his pagan humour,
as when, while dying, an earnest young friend asked
him whether he had made his peace with the next
world, and Thoreau replied : “ One world at a
time ”

; or fingering with the poetic observer of
Nature, with his cold, bracing imagination and love
of elemental things ; or fin^y, responding to the

fierce enthusiasm of the hero-worshipper, when he
writes on John Brown or Thomas Carlyle.

Thus there is abundant diversity in Thoreau.
Herein lies his charm as a man of letters. Of his

verse I have said little, for though, like all he wrote,
it is striking and individual, he was a poetic thinker
rather than a poetic artist. Yet he wrote one set

of verses, which may not unfit bingly serve to round
off this review of the man and his work ; for they
abound in self-revealing touches and are among
the happiest that ho wrote 2

“ I am a parcel of vain strivings tied
By a chance bond together.

Dangling this way and that, their links

Were made so loose and wide
Methinks

For milder weather.

A bunch of violets without their roots
And sorrel intermixed,

Encircled by a wisp of straw
Once coiled about their shoots,

The law
By which I’m fixed.

Some tender buds were left upon my stem
In mimicry of life,

But ah, the children will not know
Till Time has withered them,

The woe
With which they’re rife.” ^

“Wo should treat our minds—that is, ourselves—
as innocent and ingenuous children, whose guardians
we are, and be careful what objects and what subjects

we thrust on their attention. Road not the Times.
Bead the Eternities. Conventionalities are at length

as bad as impurities. Even the facts of science may
dust the mind by their dryness, unless they are in a
sense effaced each morning, or rather rendered fertile

by the dews of fresh and living truth. Knowledge
does not come to us by details, but in flashes of light

from heaven. Yes, every thought that passes through
the mind helps to wear and tear it, and to deepen the

ruts, which, as in the streets of Pompeii, evince how much
it has been used. How many things there are concern-

ing which we might well deliberate whether we had
better know them,—^had better let their peddhng-carts
be driven, even at the slowest trot or walk, over that

bridge of glorious sxian by which we trust to pass at

last from the farthest brink of time to the nearest shore

of eternity ! Have we no culture, no refinement,—^but

skill only to live coarsely and serve the devil ?—to

acquire a little worldly wealth, or fame, or liberty,

and make a false show with it, as if we were all husk
and shell, with no tender and living kernel to us ? Shall

our institutions be like those chestnut-burrs which
contain abortive nuts, perfect only to prick the fingers ?”i

“ When r think of Brown and his six sons, and his

son-in-law, not to enumerate the others, enlisted for

this fight, proceeding coolly, reverently, humanely to

work, for months if not years, sleeping and waking
upon it, summering and wintering the thought, without
expecting any reward but a good conscience, while

almost ^ America stood ranked on the other side,

—

I say again that it affects me as a sublime spectacle.

If he had had any journal advocating ‘ his caw5c,’ any
organ, as the phrase is, monotonously and wearisomely
playing the same old tune, and then passing round the

hat, it would have been fatal to his efiSciency. If he

had acted in any way so as to be left alone by the

Government, he might have been suspected.^ It was
the fact that the tyrant must give place to him, or he

to the tyrant, that distinguished him from all the

reformers of the day that I Imow.

^ Life without Primiple,
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“ It was his peculiar doctrine that a man has a perfect

right to interfere by force with the slaveholder, in

order to recoue the slave. I agree with him. They
who are continually shocked by slavery have some
right to be shocked by the violent death of the slave-

holder, but no others. Such will be more shocked by
his life than by his death. I shall not be forward to

think him mistaken in his method who quickest succeeds

to liberate the slave. I speak for the slave when I say

that I prefer the philanthropy of Captain Brown to that

philanthropy which neither shoots me nor liberates me.
At any rate, I do not think it is quite sane for one to

spend his whole life in talking or writing about this

matter, unless he is continuously inspired, and I have
not done so. A man may have other affairs to attend

to. I do not wish to kill nor to be killed, but I can
foresee circumstances in which both these things would
be by me unavoidable. We preserve the so-called

peace of our community by deeds of petty violence

every day. Look at the policeman’s billy and hand-
cuffs I Look at the gaol ! Look at the gallows ! Look
at the chaplain of the regiment ! We are hoping only

to live safely on the outskirts of this provisional army.

So we defend ourselves and our hen-roosts, and maintain
slavery. I know that the mass of my countrymen
think that the only righteous use that can be made of

Sharpe’s rifles and revolvers is to fight duels with them
when we are insulted by other nations, or to hunt
Bidians, or to shoot fugitive slaves with them, or the

like. I think that for once the Sharpe’s rifles and the

revolvers were employed in a righteous cause. The
tools were in the hands of one who could use them.”^

“Carlyle is no mystic, either, more than Newton
or Arkwri^t or Davy, and tolerates none. Not one
obscure line, or half line, did he ever write. His mean
ing lies plain as the daylight, and he who runs may read g

indeed, only he who runs can read, and keep up with
the meaning. It has the distinctness of a picture to the
mind, and he tells us only what he sees printed in largest

English type upon the face of things. He utters sub-
stantial English thoughts in plainest English dialects

;

for, it must be confessed, he speaks more than one of

these. All the shires of England, and all the shires of

Europe, are laid under contribution to his genius ; for

to be English does not mean to be exclusive and narrow,
and adapt one’s self to the apprehension of his nearest

neighbour only. And yet no writer is more thoroughly
Saxon. In the translation of those fragments of Saxon
poetry, we have met with the same rhythm that occurs

so often in his poem on the French Revolution. And
if you would know where many of those obnoxious
Carlyleisms and Germanisms came from, read the best

of Milton’s prose, read those speeches of
^
Cromwell

which he has brought to light, or go and listen once
more to your mother’s tongue. So much for his German
extraction.

** Indeed, for fluency and skill in the use of the English
tongue, he a master unrivalled. His felicity and power
of expression surpass even his special merits as historian

and critic. Therein his experience has not failed him,
but furnished him with such a store of winged, ay and
legged words, as only a London life, perchance, could
give account of. We had not understood the wealth
of the language before. Nature is ransacked, and all

the resorts and purlieus of humanity are taxed, to
furnish the fittest symbol for his thought. He does
not go to the dictionary, the word-book, but to the
word-manufactory itself, and has made endless work
for the lexicographers. Yes, he has that same English
for his mother-tongue that you have, but with him
it is no dumb, muttering, mumbling faculty, concealing
the thoughts, but a keen, unwearied, resistless weapon.
He has such command of it as neither you nor I have ;

and it would be well for any who have a lost horse to
advertise, or a town-meeting warrant, or a sermon, or
a letter to write, to study this universal letter-writer,

for he knows more than the grammar or the dictionary.
** The style is worth attencflng to, as one of the most

^ A 'Blea for Captain John Brown,

important features of the man which we at this dis-
tance can discern. It is for once quite equal to the
matter. It can carry all its load, and never breaks
down nor staggers. His books are solid and workman
like, as all that England does ; and they are graceful
and readable also. They tell of huge labour done,
well done, and all the rubbish swept away, hke the
bright cutlery which glitters in shop windows, while
the^ coke and ashes, the turnings, filmgs, dust, and
borings lie far away at Birmingham, unheard of. He is

a masterly clerk, scribe, reporter, writer. He can
reduce to writing most things,—^gestures, winks, nods,
significant looks, patois, brogue, accent, pantomime,
and how much that had passed for silence before, does
he represent by written words. The countryman who
puzzled the city lawyer, requiring him to write, among
other things, his call to his horses, would hardly have
I>uzzled him j he would have found a word for it, all

right and classical, that would have started his team
for him. Consider the ceaseless tide of speech for ever
flowing in countless cellars, garrets, parlours ; that of
the French, says Carlyle, * only ebbs towards the short
hours of night,’ and what a drop in the bucket is the
printed word. Feeling, thought, speech, writing, and,
we might add, poetry, inspiration,—for so the circle is

completed ; how they gradually dwindle at length,
passing through successive colanders into your history
and classics, from the roar of the ocean, the murmur
of the forest, to the squeak of a mouse ; so much only
parsed and spelt out, and punctuated, at last. The
few who can talk like a bouk, they only get reported
commonly. But this writer reports a new ‘ Lieferung.*

“ One wonders how so much, after all, was expressed
in the old way, so much here depends upon the emphasis,
tone, pronunciation, style, and spirit of the reading.

No writer uses so profusely all the aids to intelligibility

which the printer’s art affords. You wonder how others
had contrived to write so many pages without emphatic
or italicised words, they are so expressive, so natural
so indispensable here, as if none had ever used the
demonstrative pronouns demonstratively before. In
another’s sentences the thought, though it may be
immortal, is as it were embalmed, and does not etnke
you, but here it is so freshly livings even the body of it

not having passed through the ordeal of death, that
it stirs in the very extremities, and the smallest particles

and pronouns are all alive with it. It is not simple
dictionary yours or mine, but it. The words did not
come at the command of grammar, but of a tyrannous,
inexorable meaning; not hke standing soldiers, by
vote of Parliament, but any able-bodied countryman
pressed into the service, for ‘ Sire, it is not a revolt,

it is a revolution.’ ” ^

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES (1809-1894)

His Lum
Oliver Wekdbu:* Holmes was bom in Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, on August 29, 1809, and was
the son of the staunch old Calvinist who had minis-

tered to the First Church of Boston for forty years.

From a dame’s school, where the pupils were

“reminded rather than chastened” by a long

willow rod, he passed to Cambridgeport Academy,

where for five years he shared its teaching with

Margaret Fuller and Richard Henry Dana; one

year was then spent at Phillips’ Academy, Andover,

where at the early age of fifteen he translated the

first book of the JSneid into heroic couplets.

Speaking of his boyhood’s days he once remarked

that “exceptional boys of fourteen and fifteen

make home a heaven it is true, but I have sus-

pected late in life that I was not of the exceptional

^ Thomas CarlyU and his Works,
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kind.’’ He was certainly versatile ; he played

the flageolet and flute, and with a pistol fired at

everything but the house cat ; he would smoke a
cigar by instalments, and during the intervals

hide it from the eyes of suspicious relatives in tho

barrel of his pistol.

In 1825 he went to Harvard, Here he was a
universal favourite, elected class poet and a mem-
ber of the select Phi Beta Kappa Society, and for

over forty years after his graduation in 1829, he
was a welcome figure at the College reunions.

On leaving Harvard he made a twelve months’
acquaintance with the “ lawdess science of the law,”

but finding medicine a more congemal study, he
crossed to Europe, first made the “grand tour,”

and then studied in Paris and Edinburgh. On hds

return he fcook his degree of Doctor of Medicine at

Harvard in 1836. For a year he held the Chair of

Anatomy at Dartmouth College, then returned to

Boston, where he finally settled. Henceforth
medicine and literature were to be driven in double
harness.

In patriotic disgust at the proposed demolition

of the old frigate Oonstitution he wrote Old
Ironsides, as a protest. The poem was sold in the
streets, and printed in nearly every newspaper
throughout the country

;
the Constitviion was

saved, and the poet became famous.
Holmes published a first collection of his verse

in 1837 ; this included a versified Essay on Poetry,

The Last Leaf, and a boyish quip typical of the poet
—My Aunt, Here is a stanza :

** My aunt ! my dear unmarried aunt

!

Long years have o’er her flown

:

Yet still she strains the aching clasp
That binds her virgin zone ;

I know it hurts her—^though she looks
As cheerful as she can ;

Her waist is ampler than her life,

For life is but a span.”

But there is also the serious side to be acknowledged,
for Holmes also distinguished hinaself in 1836-1837,
by gaining three medals for medical themes.
In 1840 he married Miss Amelia Lee Jackson,

daughter of a Judge of the Supreme Court, and it

was about this tune that for the dinner given to
Charles Dickens, Holmes was asked to write the
song of welcome.
As Parkman Professor of Anatomy, at Harvard,

from 1847 to 1882, Holmes was delivering four lec-

tures a week. He does not appear to have been a
successful practitioner, but had a wonderful power
as a lecturer.

**We always welcomed Professor Holmes,” wrote one
of his students ;

“ his lectures were so brimful of anecdote
that we sometimes forgot it was a lesson in anatomy
we had come to learn. But the instruction—deep,
sound, and thorough—was there all the same, and we
never left the room without feeling what a fund of know-
ledge and what a clear insight upon difficult points in
medical science had been imparted to us through the
sparkling medium,”

In 1852 he also gave a course of lectures on
English Poets of the Nineteenth Oentury, at the
Lyceum.
When the JMantic Monthly was started in 1867,

Lowell accepted the editorship only on the under,
standing that Holmes would become a regular
contributor. This he agreed to do, and with The
Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, he continued an old
series that had rr'Dcared under the same
title in The N , r m 1831. With The
Autocrat he made his own literary reputation as
well as the financial and literary position of the
magazine. The Professor and The Poet followed,

but not with quite the same measure of success.

Elsie Venner first appeared as a serial in 1859, and
in book form two years later ; The Guardian Angel
(1867) and A Mortal Anttpaihy (1885) are his only
three novels. A biography of his friend Emerson
was published in 1885, and of his friend Motley in

1878 (one of his least satisfactory works).

To celebrate his seventieth birthday, the Monthly
gave a breakfast, at which Emerson, Whittier, and
Harriet Beecher Stowe were present: for this

occasion he composed his poem, The Iron Gate,

Many were the letters received by Holmes from
budding aspirants to literary fame, asking his

advice. One who had done so and was encouraged
to go forward called upon Holmes some years

later—^it was Bret Harte.
Holmes’ last volume of table talk. Over the Tea

Cups, published in 1880, lacked the freshness and
sprightlineas of his earlier volumes.. Tea-time
proved a less suitable milieu for his chit-chat than
breakfast time ; and his last publication, Our
Hundred Days in Europe (1889), is merely a pleasant

record ot a trip abroad among friends and admirers,

and has no literary pretensions.

It was fitting that one who expressed so fully the

best Bostonian traditions should die in Boston on
October 7, 1894.

A man of strong personal charm, of keen sym-
pathy and kindly thought of everyone, he was,

said one who knew him well, “ the perfect essence

of wit and hospitality, courteous, amiable and enter-

taining to a degree, which is more easily remembered
than imparted or described.”

His Work

There is no more genial, more agreeable per-

sonality in American letters than Oliver Wendell
Holmes ; and the versatile ease with which he could

turn from vers© to taole-talk, and from table-talk to

fiction, are not the least of his attractions. Aa
essasust he has neither the distinction of Emerson,
the freshness of Thoreau, nor the vigorous staying

power of Lowell. Yet, at his best, as in The Break-

fast Tabu Series and Elsie Venner, there is an ease

and a play of charming fancy about his work, that

gives him quit© a distinctive place among American
prosemen. He is an adept in the art of allusive

chit-chat. No American writer can talk in print

so intimately, or with such discursive wisdom as he.

He has mastered the art of button-holing ; and his

©asy-jacket, carpet-slipper style admirably suits the
play of humour and fancy which he brings to bear
upon ah manner of subjects. The very title of his

famous series of chatters is significant of the man

:

The Breakfast TabU Series,

He is the Autocrat, Poet, and Professor of the
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Breakfast Table. Not a time many of us would

select for philosophy and dialectics, however airily

and playfully conducted. We recall sympatheti-

cally “Elia’s” eloquent plea for lying a-bed on
mornings and digesting our dreams, and say

“Amen” to his comment that “Jokes came in

with candlelight.” His strenuous, healthy, and
sanguine temperament bids us start the day well,

with a clear head and a bright heart. And that is

why, despite superficial resemblances between his

chit-chat and that of Lamb, there is a basic differ-

ence of temperament between them.

Lamb is the prince of potterers in the realms of

the imagination. At heart he is as sane and clear-

visioned as Holmes himself ; but he is not a moralist

by persuasion like Holmes. Holmes, that voluble

and cheerful policeman of letters, is concerned in

continually moving us on. He has aU the alert

practicality of the Yankee. He is for clearing up
matters, for solving problems psychological and
ethical, though his broad sympathies and kindly

confidences make us forget at times that the arm
which is hnked in ours is concerned in increasing

our pace, and keeping us along the high road.

'The chatter of “Elia” is the chatter of the

artistic temperament ; the chatter of our Breakfast

table philosopher that of the scientific tempera-

ment, Yet, for all his fun and fancy and literary

sense. Holmes’ outlook is the outlook of the scien-

tist. He sees life through the surgery window.
We never forget for long that he is Doctor Oliver

Wendell Holmes j for very soon he has his hand
on the reader’s pulse and is ready with some pre-

scription for his moral health. But it is done all so

agreeably and amiably that we are never bored.

In his three novels, Elsie Venner, The Qvardian
Angel, and A Mortal Antipathy, he is primarily

concerned with some nice point in mental psycho-

logy ; with pre-natal influences, with the legacies

of heredity, with the psychology of likes and dis-

likes. Indeed, the charm of Holmes hes in the fact

that he is an imaginative medical man, who can

blend fact and fancy with an agreeable skill for the

least instructed layman.
Less a man of the world than LoweU, less a man

of the study than Emerson, he presents as a humor-
ist a happy blend of these two sides. Let these

quotations serve by way of illustration :

“You don’t suppose that my remarks made at this

table are like so many postage-stamps, do you—each
to be only once uttered ? If you do, you are mistaken.

He must be a poor creature that does not often repeat

himself. Imagine the author of the excellent piece

of advice, * Know thyself,’ never alluding to that

sentiment again during the course of a protracted

existence ? Why, the truths a man carries about with
him are his tools ; and do you think a carpenter is bound
to use the same plane but once to smooth a knotty
board with, or to hang up his hammer after it has
driven its first nail ? I shall never repeat a conver-

sation, but an idea often; I shall use the same types
when I like, but not commonly the same stereotypes,

A thought is often original, though you have uttered

it a hundred times. It has come to you over a new
route, by a new and express train of association.’*

• • . • • r •

“You never need think you can turn over any old

falsehood without a terrible squirming and scattering

of the horrid little population that dwells under it.”

Every real thought on ©very real subject knocks the
wind out of somebody or other. As soon as his breath
comes back, he very probably begins to expend it in
hard words. These are the best evidence a man can
have that he has said something it was time to say.
Dr. Johnson was disappointed in the eflect of one of his
pamphlets, ‘I think I have not been attacked enough
for it, he said ;

—
* attack is the reaction

; I never
think I have hit hard unless it rebounds.*

“ If a fellow attacked my opinions in print would I
reply ? Not T. Do you think I don’t understand
what my friend, the Professor, long ago called the
hydrostatic paradox of controversy ?

“ Don’t know what that means ?—Well, I will tell
you. You know, that if you had a bent tube, one arm
of which was of the size of a pipe-stem, and the other
big enough to hold the ocean, water would stand at the
same^ height in one as in the other. Controversy
equalises fools and wise men in the same way ,—and the
fools know %tJ*

There is no special profundity in either of these
passages, but the alert common-sense of a shrewd
observer of men and things sparkles in every
sentence.

^

If not a deep thinker, he is invariably a clear and
vigorous one, and carries the epigrammatic power
of Emerson and Thoreau with a more light-hearted
air. Occasionally he can be as serious and as sug-
gestive as the Concord Oracle himself, for instance
when he observes

:

“ Sin has many tools, but a lie is the handle which
fits them all.”

Or

:

“ Faith always implies the disbelief of a lesser fact
in favour of a greater.”

But more often he is content to be blithe and
flippant, as in

“We never tell our secrets to people who jump for

them.”

“ Memory is a net, one finds it full of fish when he
takes it from the brook, but a dozen miles of water
have run through it without sticking.”

(Of the Red Indian)

“ A few instincts on legs flourishing a tomahawk.”

But the graceful flippancies of Holmes are th©

most palatable when turned into verse. There his

literary deftness, his underlying tenderness, his

worldly sagacity, blend with the happiest results.

The Old Man Deeams

O for one hour of youthful joy !

Give back my twentieth spring !

I’d rather laugh a bnghi-haned boy
Than reign a grey-beard king 1

Off with the wrinkled spoils of age !

Away with learning’s crown !

Tear out life’s wisdom-written page,

And dash its trophies down 1

One moment let my life-blood stream

From boyhood’s fount of flame I

Give me one giddy, reeling dream
Of life all love and fame 1

—My listening angel heard the prayer*

And calmly smiling, said,

“ If I but touch thy silvered hair.

Thy hasty wish hath sped.
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But is there nothing m thy track

To bid thee fondlv stay.

While the swift seasons hurry back
To find the wished-for day ?

”

—Ah, truest soul of womankind !

Without thee, wliat were life !

One bliss I cannot leave behind

;

I’ll take—^iny—^precious—^wife 1

—^The angel took a sapphire pen
And wrote in rainbow dew,

** The man would be a boy again.

And be a husband too !
”

—" And is there nothing yet unsaid
Before the change appears ?

Remember, all their gifts have fled

With those dissolving years ”

Why, yes ; for memory would recall

My fond paternal joys ;

I could not bear to leave them all

:

m take—^my—girl—and—^boys t

The smiling angel dropped his pen,—
** W^iy, this will never do ;

The man would be a boy again.

And be a father too >
”

And so I laughed,—^my laughter woke
Tho household with its noise,

—

And wrote my dream, when morning broke.
To please tho grey-haired boys.

The Last Blossom

Though young no more, we still would dream
Of beauty’s dear deluding wiles ;

The leagues of life to greybeards seem
Shorter than boyhood’s lingering miles.

Who knows a woman’s wild caprice ?

It played with Goethe’s silvered hair,

And many a Holy Father’s “ niece ”

Has softly smoothed the papal chair.

When sixty bids us sigh in vain
To melt the heart of sweet sixteen.

We think upon those ladies twain
Who loved so well the tough old Dean.

We see the Patriarch’s wintry face.

The maid of Egypt’s dusky glow,
And dream that Youth and Age embrace,
As April violets fill with snow.

Tranced in her lord’s Olympian smile
His lotus-loving Memphian lies,

—

The musky daughter of the Nile

With plaited hair and almond eyes.

Might we but share one wild caress

Ere life’s autumnal blossoms fall,

And Earth’s brown, clinging lips impress
The long cold kiss that waits us all 1

My bosom heaves, remembering yet
The morning of that blissful day

When Rose, the flower of spring, I met,
And gave my raptured soul away.

Flung from her eyes of purest blue,

A lasso, with its leaping chain
Light as a loop of larkspurs, flew

O’er sense and spirit, heart and brain.

Thou oom’st to cheer my waning age.
Sweet vision, waited for so long !

Dove that would seek the poet’s cage
Lured by the magic breath of song

!

She blushes ! Ah, reluctant maid.
Love’s drapeau rouge the truth has told

;

O’er girlhood’s yielding barricade
Floats the great Leveller’s crimson fold

!

Come to my arms *—love heeds not years.
No frost the bud of passion knows

—

Ha ! wliat is this my frenzy hears ?

A voice behind me uttered,—Rose !

Sweet was her smile,—^but not for me ;

Alas, when woman looks too kind.
Just turn your foolish head and see,

—

Some youth is walking close behind !

In his higher flights Holmes is less satisfactory

;

that ingenuity of his, so tellingm the lighter verse—
uch pieces as The Deacon's Masterpiece^ or The
One-Hoss Shay—ogives a touch of artifioiahty to
poems like The Chcmihered Nautilus ; the graceful
sentiment which touches with sufficient tenderness
The Last Leafy grows too riotous in a lyric like

Uruier the Violets, These thmgs are assuredly not
without charm, but they are msufficiently strong
and simple for great poetry. One has only to

compare Hood’s treatment of a young girl’s death
with Holmes to appreciate the difference.

Holmes never mastered the art that conceals

art : and thus he is at his best when he reminds us
of our own Praed, where a delicate artificiality is a
charm, and not a blemish.

The most poetic thing Holmes ever wrote is his

novel, Elsie Veniicr

:

the scientific problems
raised in that remarkable book have a stimulating

effect on the writer’s imagination, that' is nowhere
else manifest. More of the twilight atmosphere of

Hawthorne would no doubt have heightened the

tragic romance of the Snake Woman—it is a little too

clear-cut and definite ; but there are passages in

the book that reach a very high level of imaginative

beauty.

On the whole, Holmes is at his best when he

appears before us—^to use a phrase Thackeray
applied to himself—^as the “week-day preacher,”

Bred in an intellectual atmosphere, there is nothing

academic about his thought. His fre^ adven-
turous mind scorns the narrow groove. He might
have demurred to Bernard Shaw’s contention that

the medical profession is an organised conspiracy

to defraud the laity (though we can imagine him
chuckling at its daring impudence), but he was
strongly in favour of the idea underlying Shaw’s

sally

—

“You can’t keep gas in a bladder, and you can’t

keep knowledge tight in a profession—special knowledge
will leak out and general knowledge leak in.”

His general outlook may foe gauged by his state-

ment, that

The great thing is not so much where we stand as

in what direction w© are moving.”—“To reach the

port of heaven we must sail sometimes with the wind

;

sometimes against it.”

We may regard Holmes in literature as we regard

the shrewd family physician in daily life. For
serious crises we call in the expert, as at such times

the family physician may prove unequal to the

emergency. But in the ordinary run of life, all we
need is sound counsel on hygienics and, perhaps,

an occasional alterative mixture to keep us fit.

There we find the value of Holmes. He knows
our little infirmities weU, and can adapt himself
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to our moods and fancies. He knows that what
does all of us good at times, is a picnic of ideas, and
none can prepare that meal more adroitly and more
palatably than the “ Autocrat.’*

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL (1819-1891)

His Life

James Russell Lowell, in whom we see the

somewhat rare combination of the wise and thought-

ful of affairs and the successful literary artist,

was born at Cambridge, New England, on Febru-

ary 23, 1819. He was the fourth son of the Rev.

Charles Lowell, who had ministered for fifty years

at a Boston church ; his mother—of remarkable

personahty and high accomplishments—^was the

grand-daughter of Robert Traill of Orkney.

Delicate as a child, James’ early years were care-

fully tended by an elder sister, whose duty it was
to see that he had an afternoon nap ; as a soporific

she would read extracts from the poetry of Shake-

speare and Spenser ; but so interested did he become
in the stories of Spenser that his frantic efforts

to keep awake were often most amusing. From
boyhood he had the most marked power of self-

control ; and with a keen sense of humour eombmed
a characteristic—unfortunately, not common—of

an exquisite regard for the feelmgs of others.

From William Wells’ famous classical school at

Boston, Lowell went to Harvard in 1834. At that

time httle or no attention was there paid to English

literature, yet among the young Harvardians was
the same enthusiasm for the poetry of Coleridge,

Shelley, and Keats as was shown for Tennyson
twenty years later at Oxford.

In 1837 he was acting as joint editor of the College

magazine

—

Harmrdiana

;

and a year later his

power as a versifier resulted in his election as class

poet. The composition of the class poem proved
no Httle trouble

;

** Here I am, as it were, at the end of nothing,” he
wrote home, “ and not a pillow of consolation whereon
to lay the aching head of aespair.”

School and college days were uneventful, if we
except his “ rustication ” for the repeated neglect

of the hard and fast rule of attendance at morning
chapel. Having graduated in 1838, he studied for

the bar
;

poetry, however, proved to have a prior

claim, and led to his friendship with Miss Maria

White, a beautiful, dehcate girl of simple and re-

fined tastes. A four years’ courtship ended in a
happy union that was severed only by the death

of Mrs. Lowell in 1853, leaving one httle daughter.

An easy and fluent speaker, it was not long ere

Lowell was in great request as a lecturer. His
first public utterance, in 1842, was to an audience of

three thousand members of the Women’s Total

Abstinence Society. His lectures on English

poetry at Boston in 1855 were so overcrowded that

he was forced to give them twice a day.

” The modulations of his voice,” we are told, were
** unstudied and agreeable,” and it “was kept in its

natural compass. . . . There were no oratorical climaxes,

and no pitf^ls set for applause.’*
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The famous Bighw Papers^ which first appeared
in the Boston Courier in June 1846, were pubHshed
m book form some two years later ; The Vision of
Sir Launfal, an Arthurian legend, written in two
days, during which he scarcely ate or slept, and
A Fable for Critics^ belong also to this period.
In July 1851 the Lowells sailed for Italy in search

of health for the dehcate wife ; after an absence
of fifteen months, which proved ineffectual, they
returned to America, where she died. A second
marriage, in 1857, to Miss Frances Dunlop proved
as happy and fortunately not so brief as the first.

From 1857—1861 Lowell was editor of the Aikmiie
Monthly^ for which he wrote one hundred and six-
teen articles—prose and poetry—between the years
1857 and 1877. In 1863 he joined his fnend,
Professor Charles Norton, as joint editor of the
North American Bemew

;

for this he also wrote
thirty-four articles besides critical work. Many of
these papers were collected in Among My Boohs
(1870) and My Study Windows (1871).
For nearly thirty years Lowell was Smith Pro-

fessor of Modern Languages at Harvard, having
succeeded Longfellow in 1854 On resigning his

Chair in 1872 he made another journey abroad,
and on his return threw himself into the politics

of the day. In his kind, tactful nature the Presi-

dent saw the successful diplomat, and in 1877 he
was appointed official representative at the Court
of Madrid. From 1880 to 1885 he honourably
filled the same distinguished position in England.
Just before his return to America the second Mrs.

Lowell died.

On his arrival from England he settled down ab

his beautiful home, Elmwood. To one who con-

gratulated him on his return, he said, ” Yes, it is

very nice to be here, but the old house is full of

ghosts.” It contained so many sad memories.

His own health began to give cause for anxiety,

but after a serious illness from hereditary gout, he
rallied for a time, and began to collect his fugitive

pieces for a new edition of his works. This was his

last Hterary labour. He died in August 1891,

” He never seemed more cheerful and companionable
and cordial and wise,” says his friend Mr. Edward
Everett Hale, “ than in his seventh decade.” i

His Wobk
Lowell is essentially American as a poet, and

cosmopohtan as a prose writer. For this reason

his verse is less appreciated across the water than

is his prose, and in popularity he is certainly less

appeahng than Longfellow, Poe, Whitman, or even

Holmes. There is, of course, a respectable body

of his verse not concerned with patriotic motives

and local inspirations ; but this, with one or tyro

rare exceptions, is the least distinguished point

about it, while as a poet his reputation rests chiefly

on his inimitable Biglow Papers. For the rest, his

most considerable productions in verse are, it will

be seen, American in their inspiration—^to wit, the

wise and witty Fable for Critics—on American

poets and poetry; the stirring Commemoration

1 James RtisseU Lowell and his FriendSf hy E.E.Hale,
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and other memorial poems, especially the ode
lender the, Old Elm—celebrating the one hundredth
anniversary of Washington’s command of the

Revolutionary army. A passionate love of country

animates Lowell’s best verse. When the matters

with which he deals are of more universal interest

—

the stock-pot of poetic art—^he is less fresh, less

original, but his poetry is always virile and intelli-

gent, and his later work especially finished and
impressive in its Art.

Turning from his verse to his prose, his criticism

may first be noticed. As a versatile scholar with

a gift of happy, lucid exposition, and a mingling

of shrewd humour and artistic feelmg, he has no
peer in American letters. In his purely literary

criticism he is more catholic, more sane, than Poe.

It is when we place his critical work beside the great

Enghsh critics that Lowell’s shortcomings are most
clearly seen. As pieces of writmg, as expressions

of the author’s interesting personality, they rarely

fail to give us pleasure j
but there is a lack of per-

spective about some, as, for instance, tho Milton,

and critical irrelevancies about many, as, for in-

stance, the Wordsworth, which detract from their

value.

As an illustration of w^hat I moan, take this

passage from the Essay on ^Yordsworth, which con-

tains so much good and admirable matter.

“The play” (e.g. The Borderers) “has fine passages,

but is as unreal as Jane EyreJ^ What is Jane Eyre
doing here ? How is it possible to elucidate the
qualities of The Borderers by a slighting reference

to Charlotte Bront§’s famous novel ? Jane Eyre
may be unreal in parts where the author strays out
of her own experiences of life ; but tho unreality of

these passages is quite different from the unreality

of The Borderers, Charlotte Brontb’s unreality

has in it a fundamental ignorance of the particular

phase of life she is describing with such eager
earnestness. Wordsworth’s unreality lies in his

deliberate avoidance of concrete actuality of any
kind. Further, to refer to Jane Eyre as unreal is

bad criticism. Taken as a whole, the book is alive

and memorable by virtue of this very quahty.
The touches of unreality are overwhelmed by the
vital reality of the book as a whole. Lowell’s dic-

tum, then, is challengeable, first because its allusion
to Jane Eyre is fundamentallywrong. In the second
place, because, even had the passage been so framed
as to apply in a limited way to Jane Eyre, the
criticism is inapposite, for the unreality of the one
is a different thing from the unreality of the other.
So far as Jane Eyre is \mreal, it is unreal because of
its over-accentuation; The Borderers because of
its under-accentuation.

Neither is Lowell quite a fair critic of the Trans-
cendental movement; he sees clearly and well
enough the weaknesses and absurdities of that
movement, but he badly undervalues one of its

most original spokesmen—^Thoreau. Lowell is,

on the whole, a good taster of books, with a nice
appreciation of what is fine in literature, but he is

neither profound, original, nor thorough in his critical
treatment. Yet his critical essays are certainly
interesting and suggestive

; they exhibit a strong
and agreeable personality, and display a versatile

euituro ; structurally awkward and lop-sided,
irritating in their hs^ty generalisations, th^ no^
the less stimulate because of the happy flashes of
wisdom with which they abound And he is really
tho most happy, the must delightful, when he ^
least literary, and is not concerned with critical
literary problems.

Looking finally at his entire output, both in prose
and verso, it seems to me that his powers are fairly
evenly distributed An admirable letter-writer, a
fresh and vigorous publicist, a suggestive literary
critic, a cultured and virile poet

; m short, perhaps
the best all-round man in American letters.

Abraham Lincoln
Nature, they say, doth dote
And cannot make a man
Save on some worn-out plan.
Repeating us by rote ;

From him her" Old World moulds aside she threw.
And choosing sweet clay from the breast
Of the unexhausted West,

With stuff untainted shaped a hero new,
Wise, steadfast in the strength of God, and true.

How beautiful to see
Once more a shepherd of mankind indeed.
Who loved liis charge, but never loved to lead ;

One w'hosc meek flock tho people joyed to be.
Not lured by any cheat of birth.
But by his clear-grained human worth.

And brave old w isdom of sincerity I

“

They knew that out ward grace is dust

;

They could not choose but trust
In that sure-footed mind’s unfaltering skill,

And supple tempered will

That bent like perfect steel to spring again and thrust.
His was no lonely mountain-peak of mmd,
Thrusting to thin air o’er our cloudy bars,

A sea-mark now, now lost in vapours blind,

Broad prairie rather, genial, level-lined.

Fruitful and friendly for all humankind,
Yet also nigh to heaven and loved of loftiest stars.

Nothing of Europe hero,
Or, then, of Europe fronting momward still,

Ere any names of Serf and Peer
Could Nature’s equal scheme deface ;

Here was a type of the true elder race,

And one of Plutarch’s men talked with us face to face.

I praise him not ; it were too late ;

And some innative weakness there must be
In him who condescends to victory
Such as the Present gives, and cannot wait.

Safe in himself as in a fate,

So always firmly he ;

He knew to bide his time,
And can his fame abide.

Still patient in his simple faifh sublime,
Till tho wise years decide.

Great captains, with their drums and guns,
Disturb our judgment for the hour,

But at last silence comes ;

These all are gone, and standing like a tower,
Our children shall behold his fame,

The kindly-earnest, brave, foreseeing man.
Sagacious, patient, dreading praise, not blame.

New birth of our new soil, the first American.

(From the Commemoration Ode,)

A Good Word for Winter
If one would know what snow is, I should advise

him not to hunt up what the poets have said about it,

but to look at the sweet miracle itself.

The preludings of Winter are as beautiful as those
of Spring. In a grey December day, when, as the
farmers say, it is too cold to snow, his numbed fingers
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will let fall doubtfully a few star-shaped flakes, the

snowdrops and anemones that harbinger his more
assured reign. Now, and now only, may be seen,

heaped on the horizon’s eastern edge, those “blue
clouds ’* from forth which Shakespeare says that Mars
“doth pluck the masoned turret.”^ Sometimes also,

when the sun is low, you will see a single cloud trailing

a flurry of snow along the southern hills in a wavering

fringe of purple. And when at last the real snowstorm
comes, it leaves the earth with a virginal look on it

that no other of the seasons can rival, compared with
which, indeed, they seem soiled and vulgar.

And what is there in nature^ so beautiful as the

next morning after such confusion of the elements ?

Night has no silence like this of busy day. All the

batteries of noise are spiked. We see the movement
of life as a deaf man sees it, a mere wraith of the

clamorous existence that inflicts on our ears when the

ground is bare. The earth is clothed in innocence as

a garment. Every wound of the landscape is healed

;

whatever was etifi has been sweetly rounded as the

breasts of Aphrodite ; what was unsightly has been
covered gently with a soft splendour, as if, Cowley would
have said. Nature had cleverly let fall her handkerchief

to hide it. If the virgin {Notre Dame de la Neige) were

to come back, here is an earth that would not bruise

her foot nor stain it. It is

“ The fanned snow
That’s bolted by the northern blasts twice o’er,”—

** SofiSata e stretta dai venti Schiavi

(Winnowed and packed by the Sclavonlan winds),”

—

packed so hard sometimes on hill-slopes that it will

bear your weight. What grace is in all the curves, as

if every one of them had been swept by that inspired

thumb of Phidias* journeyman. • . •
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The snow that falls damp comes commonly ia
larger flakes from windless skies, and is the pretties^
of all to watch from under cover. This is the kind
Homer had in mind ; and Dante, who had never read
him, compares the dilatate faldet the flaring flakes, of
his fiery rain, to those of snow among the mountains
mthout wind. This sort of snowfall has no fight in
it, and does not challenge you to a wrestle like that
which drives well from the northward, with all moisture
thoroughly winnowed out of it by the frosty wind.
Bums, who was more out of doors than most poets,
and whose bare-foot Muse got the colour in her cheeks
by vigorous exercise in all weathers, was thinking of
this drier deluge when he speaks of the whirling di5t,”
and tells how

—

“ Chanticleer
Shook off the pouthery snaw.”

But the damper and more deliberate falls have a choice
knack at draping the trees ; and about eaves of stone
walls—^wherever, indeed, the evaporation is rapid, and
it finds a chance to cling—it will build itself out in curves
of wonderful beauty. I have seen one of these dumb
waves, thus caught in the act of breaking, curl four feet
beyond the edge of my roof and hang there for days,
as if Nature were too well pleased with her work to let

it crumble from its exquisite pause. After such a storm,
if you are lucky enough to have even a sluggish ditch
for a neighbour, be sure to pay it a visit. You will

find its banks corniced with what seems to be preci-

pitated li^t, and the dark current down below gleams
as if with an inward lustre. Dull of motion as it is,

you never saw water that seemed alive before. It has
a brightness like that of the eyes of some smaller
animals, which mves assurance of life, but of a life foreign

and unintelHgiWe.

(From My Study Window,)

II. PROSE : (1) Modern Theologians and Critics. William Ellery Ohanning—The Transcendental

Movement—Amos Bronson Alcott—Margaret Fuller—George Ticknor—Henry James, Senior-

William James—Charles Godfrey Leland—George William Curtis.

THEOLOGIANS AND CRITICS

Although: American Literature was cradled in

theology, and never quite shook off its baby vest-

ments, yet New England has produced very few
religious thinkers of the first order. The reason

for this lies in the intense practicality of the Yankee.

When theology was largely a matter, as in the old

Puritan days, of positive morality, then theologians

of a sort flourished—though Jonathan Edwards
was probably the only one whose influence was
other than parochial. With the growth of tolera-

tion, the encroachment of political interest, the

practical energies of the New Englander flowed

into other channels. And it is not until the nine-

teenth century that we find any speculative thinker

that may lay claim to literary distinction.

Liberal religious thought, emphasized by a re-

action from the shackles of Calvinism, took a
Unitarian form, and among the earlier Unitarians,

William Ellery Channing (1780-1842), is the

first name of any importance. A dominant char-

aoteristio of Channing and his successors is the

liveliness of their social sympathies They tried

to do for Christianity in America what Kingsley

and Maurice tried to do iu England—^make it a life

rather than a creed.

Channing was a thoughtful, sympathetic, and

occasionally doquent writer, not profound nor

soul-stirring, but a consistent upholder of liberty of

speech and tolerance of outlook, and a cautious

though genuine democrat. During his lifetime came
that wave of romantic idealism which is usually

called Transcendentalism,

THE TRANSCENDENTAL MOVEMENT
The Transcendental Movement in America is in

reality a phase of that Romanticism which we have

clearly seen permeating European thought and
letters. The significance of Romanticism m prose-

letters has been discussed m a previous chapter

:

its significance in thought may be gathered from a
study of the romantic movement m Germany with

its metaphysical and artistic implications. Kant
himself is responsible for the word Transcendental.

It is the word of passport from a philosophy of

sense-perception to a philosophy of primary intui-

tion. A httle band of writers and teachers arose

during the forties in America, who seized upon this

intuitional idea and developed it into a rule of hfe-^

a rule tending towards spiritual arrogance in some

of its exponents, and expressing itself in many
extravagant ways, yet at bottom indicating a
sincere and high-minded endeavour to find a fresh

faith and a new outlook.
21 a
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B found its most sober expression in Emerson’s
teaching, notably the doctrine of the Over-Soul,

and in the more Oriental pantheism of Thoreau;
but around these men were a number of person-

alities who demand some attention.

In September 1836, the Rev. Frederick Henry
Hedge, a student of Emerson’s letters and philo-

sophy, Amos Bronson Alcott, an ardent communist,
James Freeman Clarke, the philanthropist, together

with Emerson, met at the house of George Ripley,

a keen social reformer. Thus the Transcendental

Club came into being. To its circle were added
shortly, the theologian and untiring social worker,

Theodore Parker, and that somewhat flamboyant
but striking personahty, Margaret Fuller.

Emerson was to be the oracle of the Club ; Alcott

a kind of gnomic understudy ; with others the

work was to be more of a social character. The
precise scope and propaganda of the club were
left agreeably vague They were generally agreed

over plain hving and high thinking ; but the ex-

tent of the “ plainness,” and the character of the

mental flights were left to individual tastes.

any motto could have been found for the Club on
which these widoly-difCering temperaments could

have agreed it would have been Emerson’s adjura-

tion—“Trust thyself, and, though thou shouldst

walk the world over, thou shalt not be able to And
a condition inopportune or ignoble.” Beyond this

it is hard to find many points in common.
The main things seemed to bo, a hostility to-

wards traditions and the processes of reasoning

;

intuition being the rule of life, a fervent belief in

the social beneficence of culture, and a return to

Nature, more or less as Rousseau desiderated.

Wordsworth’s poetic Pantheism and Goethe’s In-

dividualism proved perhaps the most potent
literary influences upon this little group ; while on
the more definitely theological side, German philo-

sophy via Coleridge, and German literature via

Carlyle, were factors with which to reckon.

The most interesting and practical outcome of

the Club was the “ Brook Farm Association,”

made famous by Hawthorne’s Bhihedale Romance.
George Ripley was the leading spirit here ; and the
project was undertaken and organised with more
practical sagacity than many of its critics have
thought fit to allow it. The failure of the com-
munistic experiment lay not in any business mis-
management of details, but in the inherent weakness
that affects aU such schemes. Indeed, with ampler
financial resources something might have been
made of the various trade activities in which the
members co-operated. Insufficient funds hastened
to bring about the failure of an experiment doomed
to disaster through the temperamental incompati-
bility of those taking part. If the whole thing was
little better than a “ transcendental picnic,” it

was an agreeable and interesting one in many ways.
One cannot regret a scheme that served Hawthorne
for one of his happiest literary inspirations.

Amos Brokson Axcott (1799-1888) was one of
the lading spirits, who later on attempted to
establish an even more ideal community, “Fruit-
lands,” that read into “ Transcendentalism ” many
more extravagances than Emerson and Thoreau

would have countenanced. Tho son of a farmer in
Connecticut, he was an amiable visionary, whose
helplessness as a man of affairs, and whose steady
capacity for getting into debt, reminds one of
Goldsmith. Most of his hfo he spent as a school
teacher, in various places, though he was con-
tinually obliged to move on, owing to the visionary
schemes he was always trying to materialise. Now-
adays there might be some opening (though not a
commercial one) for a man who was a mystic after

the Eastern pattern, a vegetarian, a non-resistant,

an advocate of woman’s rights ; but m those days
there was little consideration for the “ crank,” and
poor Alcott proved very unpopular with his neigh-

bours. It is a pity that he had not some of the

delightful humour and common-sens© that his gifted

daughter, Louisa M. Alcott, showed in her stories of

girllife. It might have preserved him from many
eccentricities of conduct. What success could be
hoped for a reformer who gravely forbade the plant-

ing of anything that grew downward rather than

upward, deprecated tho uso of manure, and re-

spected the existence of canker-worm ? His
sweetness of disposition and his real nobility of aim
attracted to him not a few powerful friends, and
Emerson championed him so far as possible.

There is much to b© said for some of his educa-

tional ideals. Ho was certainly an attr^ictive per-

sonality, though he must have proved a difficult

man to live with. The best part of Alcott’s teach-

ing may bo studied in tho saner writings of the

daughter who wrote Little Wmiien^ Good Wives, and
Jo'*8 Boys—stories rich in humanitarian feeling and
tender charm.
A more forceful personality than Alcott was

Sarah Margaret Fuller (1810-1850). After an

unhappy childhood, she became a teacher, teaching

for a while in Alcott’s school at Boston. Unattrac-

tive in appearance, she fascinated many by her

romantic enthusiasm and her extensive learning.

She is reputed to have been a brilliant conversa-

tionalist, better in the spoken word than in writing.

Yet she was a vital and interesting writer—some-

what spoiled by excessive self-consciousness—^and

much of her work appeared in the Dial. Later on

she became literary editor of the New York Tribune

under Horae© Greeley. She was fond of travel, and

loved Italy. It was on her return from Italy with

her husband, Marquis Ossih, and her child, that she

perished in a shipwreck in May 1850.

She excelled in critical work of the psychological

order, and one of her best portraits is that of her

friend Mazzini. Lacking plasticity and breadth of

sympathy, she is always worth reading when she

deals with the spiritual elements in society.

A few words may be said, in concluding this brief

sketch of American Literature, about some mis-

cellaneous writers, who excelled in the work of

literary and philosophic criticism.

George Ticknor (1791-1871) was bom at Bos-

ton, and educated for the Bar. Literature, however,

lured him as she has lured many a young barrister,

and after travelling through the States, he visited

Europe, where he made the acquaintance of many
famous men, including Roscoe and Lord Byron.

In 1 81 9 he returned to America, and became Pro-
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fesaor of Modem Languages and Literature at Har-
vard. He was an erudite scholar and an enthusiast

for Spanish literature ; and his History of Spanish

Literature (1849) did a good deal to stir that cosmo-

politan spirit in letters which his successor in the

Chair, Longfellow, achieved in fostering. He was a

sound and immensely industrious writer ; lacking

as a critic in those charms and graces that make
scholarship attractive to a wide circle of readers.

Yet he had an attractive literary side which may
be enjoyed in his own Life^ LetterSt and Journals

(1876).

Henry James (1811-1882), the father of the

novelist and of the late Professor William James,

was a fresh and original philosophical thinker, whose
personahty has lately been limned anew for us by
his son, Henry James, in Hates of a Son and a
Brother. Henry James, the elder, proved a delight-

ful personality, with an unconventional method that

was inherited and developed by Professor William

James in his stimulating philosophical studies. As
the popular expositor of Pragmatism, Wiliiam
James has become a familiar name of late years to

many readers who hitherto had given phhosophy
the cold shoulder. This is not the place to discuss

views which have naturally given rise to much
technical controversy ; but even his most hostile

critics caimot deny him the power of luminous ex-

pression and a power of stating the problems of the

schools in a live and attractive manner. While his

reputation as a scholar will rest largely upon his

brilliantly suggestive Princvples of Psychology, the

general reader will be drawn more especially to The
Varieties of Religious Experience, with its bold
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attempt to analyse and harmonise conflicting phases
of the rehgious temperament. His influence has
been greater as a psychological critic than as a
metaphysician.

To descend from philosophic heights to the low-
lands of discursive letters, we have in Chaejles
Godfrey Leland (1804—1903), a versatile and
accomplished writer, who is best known to the
majority as “Hans Breitmann,” after the famous
medley-dialect ballads, published about 1870. He
had a speculative and roving mind, delving in gypsy
lore, the psychology of dreams, mental physiology,
Italian folk-lore, birds, and art. He translated also

Heine’s verse and prose.

Leland was nearly alwa5^ an interesting writer,
with a great fund of miscellaneous knowledge,
though over-ready to generalise on insufficient data.
Probably his Hans Breitmann^s Ballads will survive
his other writings ; indeed, not a few hues have
passed into current speech and become the familiar

tags of the journalist.

Another versatile writer was George William
Curtis (1824-1892), who also became a journalist.

He wrote a popular story of New York life. Trumps
(1861), and among much miscellaneous work pub-
lished some agreeable travel sketches and some
lively satires on American life in The Potiphar
Papers (1853) He was a vigorous and untiring

social reformer and an able and finished orator.

As an essayist, Curtis is a graceful and cultured

exponent of the “ light brigade ”
; sounding no

great depths, nor achieving much originality, but
nearly always a pleasant and entertaining com-
panion.

IL PROSE ! (<j) Historians. George Bancroft—William Hickling Prescott—John Lothrop Motley

—

Francis Parkman—Daniel Webster—^Abraham Lincoln—Goldwin Smith.

THE HISTORIANS
Historical literature in America is especially con-

nected with Massachusetts, and this fact has been

explamed by American writers as being due partly

to the existence in Boston and Cambridge of fine

libraries peculiarly adapted for historical research

;

partly due to the greater wealth and culture to be

found in this State. Historical research obviously

needs leisure for its adequate pursuit.

The first historian of considerable note is George
Bancroft (1800-1889). His twelve volumes deal-

ing with the History of the United States, carry the

subject down to the formation of the Constitution.

The work is a quarry of valuable information rather

than a work of literary art. His discursive and
orudely-rhetorical style, his laborious minuteness, do
not make for agreeable reading. His work, indeed,

is not really a history of the States, but a history of

the beginnings of the States. Yet, as a pioneer of

American history, painstaking and generous-minded,

he occupies an honoured place.

On a much higher level stands William Hick-

ling Prescott (1796-1859), whose History of the

Conquest of Mexico (1843) and History of the Con-
quest of Peru (1847), have attained a European re-

putation. He was not a great scholar, and qua

historian is far less accurate than Bancroft; not

through wilfulness or carelessness, but because of

the poverty of reliable material at the time that he
wrote upon the subjects that attracted him the

most. Yet, making all allowance for the pictur-

esque inexactitudes of his popular histories, there is

much that is still valuable in his work. As literary

historian with a power of actualising the past and
arresting the imagination of the reader, he can hold

his own with our own Macaulay ; and, like Macaulay,

he has probably infected the minds of thousands with

a taste for history.

John Lothrof Motley (1814-1877) is more

accurate and reliable than Prescott, and at the same

time he has many of Prescott’s literary powers as a

picturesque writer; so that we may regard him as

the best historical writer America has yet given

birth to. He is expressly connected with Dutch

history, and his Rise of the Dutch Republic (1856),

and the History of the United Netherlands (1860-

18681, are the works of a thorough scholar and a
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dramatic writer. Like Froude, with whom Motley

presents points of affinity. Motley has his prejudices,

and his Spanish portraits are over'Coloured ; but

that is only to say he has the defects of his good

qualities. He was an ardent patriot and an intense

lover of liberty, and if his style is less easy to read

than Prescott’s, and some of his pictures over-

elaborated, he is, at his best, fully as graphic and
arresting.

Francis Parkman (1823-1893), though younger

than Motley, belongs to the more modern school ot

research. He devoted most of his energies to a

lengthy and detailed history of America, up to the

time of the Revolutionary War. He was a great

traveller both in America and the Continent, and his

personal observation proved of great value to him

;

fully as valuable in another way were his thorough

and systematic explorations in European ar-

chives.

Already in The Oregon Trail (1847) he had shown
himself a lover of nature, an observer of character,

and the possessor of a vivid and plastic style.

When to these accomplishments in literary crafts-

manship were added the knowledge and scholarship

of the expert investigator, Parkman took his place

as one of the great historians in American letters.

His work is less wide in its appeal than that of

Motley and Prescott, and lacks both the style and
dignity of Motley ;

but on the whole Parkman may
take a place very little below that of these two
brilliant writers ; while qua scholar ho is certainly

superior to Prescott, and is more judicial than
Motley.

Allied to the work of the historian is the work of

such great publicists as Daniel Webster (1782-

1852) and Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865).

As an orator, Webster is the greatest that America
has given us. Born in 1782, in New Hampslure, he
displayed at an early age his power of eloquent

speech. Entering Congress in his thirty-first year,

he soon made his mark, just as earlier he had made
his mark as an able lawyer ; being regarded as one
of the greatest interpreters of the Constitution. In
1822 he defended the theory of an indissoluble union
in an eloquent and memorable speech. His greatest

orations were on the two-hundredth anniversary of

the landing of the Puritans in 1820, and on the death
of John Adams and Thomas Jefferies, and the Reply
to Hayne (1830). In 1850 his support of the com-
promise, on the subject of Anti-Slavery, brought
upon him the wrath of Whittier, but here he was
more short-sighted than deliberately base, as Whit-
tier’s bitter portrait shows him. In his desperate

attempts to save the Union, he conceded too much
to the opponents of freedom. And, as we know
now, his concessions were vain and fruitless. Yet
he was a groat and sincere, and a very upright
man, somewhat spoiled by success and adulation,

whose sincerity was more remarkable than his clear-

sightedness.

Regarded from the literary point of view, Web-
ster’s orations are clear and apposite in exposition,

dignified and stately in treatment. If not Burke’s
peer in imaginative power and in variety, he is an
oratorical writer of a high order.

Abraham Lincoln is a finer figure than Webster.
Indeed there is no finer figure in American history

than he ; less brilliant and diverse than Franklin, he
is a more thorough representative of the best ele-

ments of American democracy. The importance of

this homely, seH-educated man as a factor in Ameri-
ean life cannot easily be overestimated.

Nobility of character gave both Franklin and
Lincoln their pre-eminence as men of affairs, but

Lincoln more than Franklin made of letters an
ethical rather than artistic matter. In political

literature Lincoln did for the American people

what Longfellow did in poetry—spoke from the

heart to the heart ; concerned primarily to elevate

and purify the springs of national life. He is seen

at his best in his oration at the Cooper^ Union in

1860, and in some of his State papers and letters.

His knowledge of the Bible and theology gives a

simple, dii’ect eloquence to his language that re-

minds us of our own Bunyan. Though of the people

and for the people, he is no mere prophesier of fair

things. Ho is as much alive as Whitman was to

their wealmcsses and faults. A democrat of the

rarest and most precious order.

GoldWIN Smith (1823) was a Canadian by
adoption. Born at Reading, he was educated at

Eton and Oxford, and it was not till 1868 that he

settled in Canada, becoming Professor of English

and Constitutional History in Cornell University.

An able Canadian publicist, he is also a forceful and

suggestive historical critic, and has written a Foh-

ticcS, History of the United Kingdom (1899), as well

as a number of monographs on Crorrmdh while

later he has showed his versatility by publishing a

volume of scholarly verse, Bay Leaves : Specimens

of Greek Tragedy (1894). In outlook somewhat
pessimistic, in his style trenchant and caustic, his

critical work shows everywhere the working of a

powerful mind In politics he was an individualist

Radical and an anti-imperialist both in Britain and
America.
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mTRODTJOTlON : Humour Analysed. « Artemus Ward”—Francis Bret Harts—« Mark Twain.”

It will be obvious to all who have studied Ameri-
can Letters, how insistent the note of humour is

both in prose and verse, from Washington Irving

onwards. No less obvious is the lack of humour
before that time. The few exceptions were, before

the coming of Irving, modelled chiefly upon
the satirists of the late seventeenth and early

eighteenth centuries, and fell considerably short

of their models. But there is scarcely a writer of

note in the nineteenth century (Margaret Fuller is,

perhaps, the one exception) whose humour is not an
integral part of his work. Humour plays an im-
portant part in the work of scholarly writers such as

Lowell and Holmes, it gives a pleasant tang to

Thoreau’s •discursive wisdom, and ripples delicately

over the surface of Hawthorne’s fantasies. It plays

an even more important part in writers more essenti-

ally popular, like Bret Harte and MarkTwain. The
question naturally arises : Are there any distinctive

marks that differentiate American from English

humour ?

At bottom, of course, humour is an elemental

fact, independent of nationality ;
it derives from a

sense of incongruity ; an instinctive realisation of

the clash between the Ideal and the Beal, of the

poetry of life and the prose of life. The truth of

this statement may be readily tested by applying it

to the work of such great humorists as Chaucer,

Shakespeare, Rabelais, Cervantes. Their humour is

basically at one ; in its manifestation it is neces-

sarily coloured by racial characteristics.

One thing, however, should be made clear.

Humour is, in its ultimate analysis, quite indepen-

dent of culture. All that culture does is to deter-

mine its form ; the humour of the cultured writer

we may conveniently call “ wit ”
; that of the less

cultured, “fun.” Both English and American can

furnish good examples of each ; there is more fun

than wit in Mark Twain, for example ; more wit

than fun in Oliver Wendell Holmes.
In estimating American humour we must bear in

mind that many of the writers were profoundly in-

fluenced by English models, and to that extent

their humour is derivative rather than original.

There is, for instance, not a little in Washington
Irving that reminds us of Addison and Steele ; in

Holmes, that recalls Praed and Lamb. But after

making ample allowance for what one might call

the natural imitativeness of widely read and im-

pressionable natures as opposed to the artificial

imitativeness of the mere literary parasite, there is

a good margin of humour in American letters that

has a distinctive flavour of its own, affected as it is

especially by the racial conditions and particular
environment of New England.

Firstly, then

—

Whai is this ? In the second
place

—

Whi/ this distinctive flavour ?

American humour has a dry, astringent quality
about it. French humour also is dry, but is far less

astringent on the whole ; and English humour is,

for the most part, not dry at all, but fruity and full-

bodied. American humour, then, makes rather for
chuckling than for hearty laughter.
For instance, Thoreau’s famous retort ; “ One

world at a time,” Holmes’ ;
“ Put not your

trust in money, but put your money in trust.”

Lowell’s :

** Ez to my princerples, I glory
la hevin’ nothin* o’ th^e sort

;

I ain’t a W’ig— ain’t a Tory

—

I’m Jest a candidate, in short.”

Mark Twain’s ;
“ I could not lie, so I told Harris to

do it.” Bret Harte’s

:

“ Then Abner Dean of Angel’s raised a point of order-—
when

A chunk of old red sandstone took him in the abdomen.
And he smiled a kind of sickly smile, and curled up

on the floor,

And the subsequent proceedings Interested him
no more.”

Artemus Ward’s

:

“ I used to drink once, but when I did I never allowed
business to interfere with it,”

Whence arises this dry brand of humour ?

It arises from (1) the contrast between the vast-

ness of America with its primal aboriginal society,

and the concentrated civihsed life of its cities
; (2)

the continual clash between the intense practicality

of the Yankee, and his larger human sympathies.

Both these features will be better appreciated

when we have considered with some detail the

especially distinctive American humorists. Wash-
ington Irving, Thoreau, Holmes and Lowell, are

notable humorists j but they are cosmopolitan in

their sympathies ; and if we want to analyse Ameri-

can humour, we must needs turn to really national

humorists like Artemus Ward, Bret Harte, and

Mark Twain The others are national in parts,

these are wholly national.

THE HUMORISTS
Charles Fabrer Browne (“ Artemus Ward ”),

(1834-1867), is better known as a popular humoro^
lecturer than as a humorous writer ; but his writ-

ings, though quite unpretentious in their solemn
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absurdities, have a quaint raciness and originality

that make him a welcome addition to the body of

acceptable fun-makers. He makes abundant comic

capital from orthographical eccentricities (a line of

humour worked often to death by many of his suc-

cessors) ; thus, in the interview between some
pretty young Shakeresses and the Showman :

** My pretty dears, ear I go you have no objections,

have you, to a innersent kiss at parting ?
*

“
‘ Yay,* they sed, and I yay*d,^

“ ‘ My pretty dears,’ sez I, ‘ shall we yay agin ?
*

“
* Nay,’ they sed, and I nay’d.’

”

Naturally, he pokes fun at the sentiment over

the Red Indiian (shades of Cooper 1)

;

“ I will remark here, while on the subject of Injuns,

that they are in the main a very shaky set . . . and
when I hear philanthropists bewailin’ the fack that
every year * carries the noble red man nearer the
settin’ sun,* I simply have to say I’m glad of it, tho’

it is rough on the settin’ sun. They call you by the sweet
name of brother one minit, and the next they scalp

you with their Thomas-hawks. But I wander. Let
us return to the Tower.”

Once, when crossing the desert, he was surrounded
by a band of Ute Indians. Their chief rejoiced in

the name of Wooky-booky.

“ He said

:

‘ Torsha arrah darrah, mishky bookshean I
^

I told him he was right.
** Wocky-bocky again rubbed bis tomahawk across

my face, and said, ‘ Win-ho-loo-loo I

*

** Says I
—

‘ Mr. Wocky-bocky,’ says I—* Wooky

—

I
have thought so for years—and so’s all our family.* ”

Bryant’s tribute to Artemus is worth recording :

Artemus has a style of his own, which no lecturer
has yet discovered. He says so many funny things
that the audience lets a ‘ goak ’ slip by unnoticed, and
then Artemus will pause for a moment, with a downcast
expression, till a sudden guffaw tells him that somebody
has seen the point. His lecture, besides his rollicking
humour, includes considerable information, which is

relieved from the tedious elements usually existing in
valuable information by the panoramic pictures with
which it is illustrated. An excellent idea of social life

in great Salt Lake City is obtained from a visit to ‘ yours
trooly,’ besides a good stock of jokes to pass off at the
next dinner party as original.”

In the absurd “ Rules of the House ” appended to
his lecture papers, there are some deliciously ridicu-

lous quips :

"Children in arms not admitted if the arras are
loaded.

" Children under one year of age not admitted, unless
accompanied by their parents or guardians.

" Artemus Ward will not be responsible for any
money, jewellery, or other valuables left with him

—

to be returned in a week or so.
" If the audience do not leave the hall when this

entertainment is over, they will be put out by the
police.

** Soldiers on the battle-field will be admitted to this
entertainment gratis.

" Artemus Ward delivered lectures before
Alil. THE CBOWNED HEADS OF EUROPE

ever thought of delivering lectures.”

Here is an extract from tho programme at the
Egyptian Hall i

‘ Mr. Aricmus Ward will call on the citizens of London
at their residence, and explain any jokes in his narrative
w'hich they may not understand.”

The following is taken from some (we need hardly
say bogus) recommendations appended to the

programme.

" It was a grand scone, Mr. Artemus Ward standing
on the platform talking ; many of the audience sleeping

tranquilly in their seats ; others leaving the room and
not returning ; others crying like a child at some of the

jokes—all, all formed a most impressive scene and
showed the powers of this remarkable orator. And
when he announced that he should never lecture in that

town again, the applause was absolutely deafening.”

Poor BroNViie’s early death from consumption was
universally regretted. America lost their most
original humorist; his friends a genial, tender-

hearted comrade.

Francis Beet Harte (1839-1902) was something

more than a mere fun-maker (though that limitation

is by no means to be despised). He was born in

New York, August 1839, with English, German,

and Hebrew blood in his veins. He was a delicate

lad, and in 1856 went to California with his mother,

becoming in succession a messenger, a drug clerk,

a printer, a school teacher, and an Indian fighter,

and secretary to the Superintendent of the Mint in

San Francisco. In the last capacity he found op-

portunity for writing, and achieved some of his

earliest successes, as, for instance, those capital

parodies Condensed Novels. He did well also in

whimsical light verse. Later on he achieved greater

fame with his Luck of Boaring Camp and other

Californian studies, which delighted all but the

Californians themselves. Throughout his life he

was a wanderer, but he never did any work of value

apart from the inspiration of Western America, and

it had been better for his genius if the wander-lust

had been less firmly rooted. He died in 1902, at

Camberley, Surrey.

Bret Harte’s humour found a natural outlet in

the rough, elemental life of the mining camp, where

extravagances of personality as well as of incident

seem quite in harmony with the surroundings.

With this eye for extravagances he combined a dry,

restrained, staccato style, peculiarly effective as a

vehicle alike for his melodramatics, sentimentali-

ties, and mere comicalities His best writings have

something of that colloquial realism, and rough

actuality, that attract us in Hr. Kipling’s tales, and

which was, in the days of Bret Harte’s popularity, a

new and alluring feature.

There is a certain spiritual kinship between Bret

Harte and Charles Dickens, in so far as each man
was drawn towards rough, uncultured folk, and
sought to show beneath the roughness and uncouth-

ness, some fine strain of character, and each man
won his greatest artistic successes in this field.

The analogy must not be pressed further ;
for

putting aside the incomparably greater genius of

Dickens, his literary method has little in common
with that of Bret Harte, But as moralists in fiction

their likeness is of interest to the student of letters.
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Here is a picttcre from one of the Californian

stories

:

‘'The winter of 1861 will long be remembered in the
foot-hills. The snow lay deep on the Sierras, and every
mountain creek became a river, and every river a lake.

Each gorge and gulch was transformed into a tumultuous
water-course that descended the hill sides, tearing
down giant trees and scattering its drift and d6bns
along the plain. Red Dog has been twice under water,
and Roaring Camp had been forewarned. ‘Winter
put the gold into them gulches,’ said Stumpy. It’s

been here once, and will be here again !
* And that

night the North Fork suddenly leaped over its banks
and swept up the triangular valley of Roaring Camp.

“ In the confusion of rushing water, crashing trees,

and crackling timber, and the darkness which seemed
to flow with the water and blot out the fair valley, but
little could be done to collect the scattered camp.
When the morning broke, the cabin of Stumpy, nearest

the Tiver-bank, was gone. Higher up the gulch they
found the body of its unlucky owner ; but the pride,

the hope, the joy, the Luck of Roaring Camp had dis-

appeared. They were returning with sad hearts when
a shout from the bank recalled them.

“ It was a relief boat from down the river. They
had picked up, they said, a man and an infant, nearly
exhausted, about two miles below. Did anybody know
them, and did they belong here ?

“ It needed but a glance to show them Kentuck
lying there, cruelly crushed and bruised, but still holding
the Luck of Roaring Camp in his arms. As they bent
over the strangely assorted pair, they saw that the
child was cold and pulseless. ‘He is dead,* said one.

Kentuck opened his eyes. * Dead ? * he repeated feebly.
* Yes, my man ; and you are dying too.* A smile lit

the eyes of the expinng Kentuck.
^

‘ Dying !
* he re-

peated ;
* he’s a taking me with him. Tell the boys.

I’ve got the Luck with me now ;
’ and the strong man,

clinging to the frail babe as a drowning man is said to

cling to a straw, drifted away into the shadowy river

that flows for ever to the unknown seas.”

Apart from his power of visualising a side of life

hitherto untouched in literature, and from bis sense

of local colour, Bret Harte lacks distinction as a
writer. Away from his favourite locale he becomes
more often than not wearisome ; and though there

is excellent fooling in his prose parodies, they are

not parodies of the first order, as Mr. Max Beer-

bohm’s are. The burlesque element is too strong,

the sense of style too weak.
In his verse there is plenty of vigour and colour.

If it lacks the polish of Holmes and the intellectual

tang of Lowell, it has humour and observation

—

while once at least, in the oft-quoted Heathen

Chinee, it reaches a high level of satiric ingenuity.

But on the whole, it is inferior to his best prose, for

it is too rough-hewn, too dependent on well-known
models.

Bret Harte will be remembered by his iMck of

Boaring Camp, his Miggles, and his Ovtcasts of

Poker's Flat ; for there his erratic genius finds its

most satisfying expression.

JiH

Say, there ! P’r'aps
Some on you chaps
Might know Jim Wild t

Well,—^no offence ;

Thar ain’t no sense
In gettin* riled

!

Jim was my chum
Up on the Bar

;

That’s why I come
Down from up yar,

Lookin’ for Jim.
Thank ye, sir ! You
Ain’t one of that crew.

Blest if you are !

Money ?—Not much
That ain’t my kind

;

I ain’t no such.
Rum ?—I don’t mind

Seein’ it’s you.

Well, this yer Jim

;

Did you know him ?—
Jess ’bout your size

;

Same kind of eyes {

Well, that is strange.
Why, it’s two year

^
Since he came here,

Sick, for a change.
Well, here’s to us

;

Eh ?

The h—, you say !

Dead ?

That little cuss ?

What makes you star*

—

You over thar ?

Can’t a man drop
’s gletss ’n yer shop
But you must r’ar ?

It wouldn’t take
D— much to break
You and your bar.

Dead I

Poor—^little—Jim !—Why, thar was uiOs,

Jones, and Bob Lee,
Harry and Ben,

—

No-account men

;

Then to take Mm /

Well, thar—Good-bye-
No more, sir,—I

—

Eh?
What’s that you say ?—
Why, dem it !—sho !

—

No? Yes! By Jo I

Sold!
Sold I Why, you limb I

You omey,
Demed old

Long-legged Jim

!

Samuel Langhornb Clemens, otherwise “ Mark
Twam,” was bom in Florida, Missouri, 1836. His
early years, with their variety of employment,
served him well as an apprentice to letters. As a
printer, a journalist, a river pilot, a soldier (in the

Confederate Army), he amassed experiences that

soon found an outlet in letters. Bursting upon his

countrymen with broad extravaganza like The
Jumping Frog and The Innocents Abroad, he is re-

garded by many as merely a humorist of the old-

fashionedtwo-pennycoloured order—^in otherwords,

a jolly-hearted buffoon.

But he is very much more than that, and even

in The Innocents Abroad, amid much cheap tom-

foolery, there are touches of admirable observation,

and a graphic power of description.
^

As a humorist, he is less whimsical, less subtle

than Bret Harte, but superior to him in fertility of

inspiration and fecundity of subject matter. ^
a story-teller he has greater variety, and a steadier

outlook on Me ; with greater force and intensity at
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his best if less poignancy. His nom-de-plume came
to him while as a pilot he was working on the

Mississippi, and he would often hear the cry of

warning Mark Twain ” or “ In Two Fathom.”

Thus he seized on the name and used it for his work.

Mark Twain’s travel experiences are drawn freely

upon in his earlier works : The New Pilgrim's Pro-

gress^ and The Innocents Abroad (dealing with Pales-

tine) ; Boughing It and The Inrwccnts at Home
(dealing with life in Western America) ; A Tramp
Abroad (dealing with European places, especially

Switzerland).

In his later works the humour is less extravagant,

the tone less cheerfully irresponsible ; the humorist

reveals himself as not merely a brilliant descriptive

writer, or an acute observer, but as a dehcate and
subtle observer, an admirable story-teller, with a
fine sense of character. He never did an3rthing
better than Tom Sawyer, Huckleberry Finn, and
Pudd'nhead Wilson—unsurpassed in their own way
as pictures of American life.

His later years were filled with sorrow, yet at no
time did his personality seem more attractive, or

his character more lovable. Grief embitters some
natures ; it mellowed Twain’s and revealed what
few had suspected, that not only was he very much
more than a jester, but that he was better in his

serious than in his jocose moods. As a humorist.

Twain scarcely ranks higher than fun-makers such
as Max Adeler. He is less original than Artemus
Ward, less artistic than Bret Harte ; for his taste is

by no means impeccable, as those dismal books, A
Yankee at the Court of King Arthur, and Personal
Becollections of Joan of Arc, show.
Even in his Travei Yams, his descriptions are

better than his jokes—^for all their jolly, good-
natured exuberance.

Take, for instance, this admirable pen picture
from The Innocents Abroad :

**We walked out into the grass-grown, fragment-
strewn court beyond the Parthenon. It startled us
every now and then, to see a stony^ white face stare
suddenly up at us out of the grass with its dead. The
place seemed alive with ghosts. I half expected to
see the Athenian heroes of twenty centuries ago glide

out of the .shadows, and steal into the old temple thev
knew so well and regarded with such boundless pride

^
* The full moon was riding high in the heavens nowWe sauntered carelessly and unthinkingly to the edge

of the loity battlements of the citadel, and looked
down. A vision!—and such a vision I Athena by
moonlight ! It lay in the level plain right under our
feet—all spread abroad hko a picture, and we looked
upon it as we might be looking at it from a balloon.
Wo saw no semblance of a street, but every house*
every window, every clinging vine, every proiection
were marked as clearly as if it were at noonday

; and
yet there was no glare, no glitter, nothing harsh or
repulsiv’e. The harshest city was flooded with the
yellowest light that e\'er streamed from the moon, and
seemed like some little temple, whose delicate pillars
and ornate front glowed with a rich lustre that chained
the eye like a spell ; and nearer by, the palace of the
king reared its creamy walls out of the mist of a great
garden of shrubbery, that was flecked all over wfth a
random shower of amber lights—a spray of golden
sparks that lost their brightness in the glory of the
moon, and glinted softly upon the sea of dark foliage

like the pallid star of the milky way. Overhead the
stately columns, majestic still in their ruin ; under,
foot, the dreaming city ; in the distance, the silver

sea. The picture needed nothing. It was perfect.”

Indeed his fun is most acceptable when well

diluted by other qualities
; the “ set scenes ” seem

too often mechanically comic. We would willingly

surrender them for such occasional flashes as this,

dealing with the terrors of tipping in a big hotel 2

“ If you have a man to sneeze for you, and another

chooses to help him, you have got to pay both ”

Yet, excellent as his travel books are in vivid

snapshots of mon and things. Twain is at his hap-

piest as a national writer when dealing with Ameri-

can life. Elsewhere he is a fitful artist; there a
great artist.

The Jumping Frog might have been written by
Josh Billings or Max Adeler. The Man that Cor-

rupted Hadleyburg (1900) is worthy of Lowell at his

best.

It may savour of paradox to give serious examples
of the best work of the humorist. Yet herein lies

the fount of their humorous inspiration—a poetic

sensibility and power of observation. Without
these qualities they might have been jesters of a
kind—^not great jesters.
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INTRODUCTION

NomutaiIiY, the Victorian era closes in 1900 n

actually, it came to an end during the ’eighties.

The last ten years of the century saw a ferment

of new ideas, gave birth to a fresh set of forces in

literary hfe, and witnessed a reaction against many

of the old Victorian ideals.

The new movement bears some resemblance to

the Romantic revival that quickened our sensi-

bilities at the close of the eighteenth century. It

also is affected by Revolutionary ideas ; it ^o
is Democratic in its implications ; it also involves

a closer correspondence of Art with Nature.

But if the general resemblance is considerable,

there are particular differences that give it a dis-

tinctive character of its own. There is always a

rhythmic ebb and flow in literary fashions and

ideals, but history, despite the adage, never repeats

itself, though historical conditions may. No two

sunrises are ever the same.
. . « . . +

What are the special characteristics of the present-

day tendencies in life and letters ?

(1) Its reiteration of the old Revolutionary

formula of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity, in a

new setting. (2) Its worship of Power rather th^

of Beauty—here it parts company abruptly witn

the age of the Romantic revival and the Victorian

ase (3) Its challenging attitude of the elder

values in Art and Life—this to some extent is tme

also of the age preceding ;
but the chaUei^ng

attitude is more persistent, more searching to-day.

1. Its Eeiteration of the old EevoMionary Formvda

The old formula emphasized the individual ;
it

drew attention to the importance of man as man,

irrespective of class distinctions; and its reading

of »Wality ” and “ fraternity ” was a moral and

sentimental one. To-day the formula is construed

in a fresh light. It is coUectivistic, not individual-

istic in its emphasis ;
it is economic rather than

moral and sentimental ; it does not express itself

in a humanitarian appeal to the more influential

classes to help their poorer brethren, it strikes a

more radical note in aiming at the abolition of cli^

distinction. We can see this clearly if we place the

social idealism of Wordsworth and Coleridge beside

that of WiUiam Watson and John Davidson ;
ot

Dickens and Reade beside that of Shaw and Wells.

The change, of course, is no violent transition ;
it

began in the ’sixties. Mill in his later studies,

Kingsley in his songs, Ruskia in his economio

criticism, had paved the way.

But there were pioneers at every stage, and it is

none the less certain that the social heresies of

yesterday have become the orthodoxies of to-day.

Ruskin, once regarded as a dangerous innovator,

is now regarded as almost old-fashioned in some

of his social theories.

Put briefly, the difference between the appeal

of the old Revolutionary formula and the new, is-

that the old was made to the community as a col-

lection of individuals ; the new to the state as an

organic and collective whole. Nor has this revolu-

tionary gospel been confined as before to^ a few

isolated figures in poetry and prose; it is pro-

mulgated by a compact body of writers drawn from

the middle classes, whose aim is more systematically

and logically, less sentimentally and didactically,

expressed than m the Victorian era The failure

of the Labour riots in the ’eighties had taught

the reformers the need of an educational programme

to arouse more eflectually the apathetic majority

and to give the poor man a better intellectual equip-

ment for the fight against oppression.

It maybe urged that the battle song of Liberty,

Equality, and Fraternity is as vital to-day among

progressive thinkers as ever it was in the day of

Byron and Shelley That it yet carries with it a

vital significance is of course true, but do we suffi-

ciently realise how imperceptibly the values at-

tached to these words have altered. Let us examine,

soberly and fairly, these terms so abused by rheto-

icians . j

-

i r j

Liberty is, in plain English, merely the freedom

)o do as you hke. Obviously such a fre^o“

nust in every civilised community be quahfiM,

or you can only do as you hke provided ^u do

lot interfere with the ri^ts of other people. ^
Revolutionary France, it meant freedom from the

hterferenoe of the ruUng otoef ;

,aT,gfl in which CJoleridge and Shelley used the ^or<L

[n other words, the old ideal

a, minimum of government. Both Godwin md
Shelley looked upon gover^ent as an e^.

Spencer considered the evd
ijfjg

the less State interferencewe had the better. This

is the prevalent attitude during tte e?'"®

of the COTtury ;
this ideal ^turated the Bentt^ite

ji A/t/t/'.iin-ha fnr the fotlxcrwis© incx

657
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plicable) reluctance to accept factory legislation.

It was held to be iinconducive to liberty.

But as the years went by, this old ideal wavered

;

it was felt that excessive iiidividuahsm retarded

rather than helped forward liberty ; and to-day

the freedom of the community, so far from resting

on a decrease of government, is made to depend

on a steadily increasing quantity of government.

The Socialist to-day who talks about liberty looks

to government interference; he does not resent

it. Collectivism, so far from connoting a minimum,
connotes a maximum of government.

Sociological science, a thing of essentially modern
growth, has given greater exactitude and a clearer

significance to the term liberty than it possessed

in the earlier years of the last century ; it has also

done a like service for the terms equality and
fraternity, No longer are we content with the

moral implication of the term as is suggested by
Burns’ familiar lines “ The man’s the gowd for a’

that ” We have attempted to particularise the sen-

timent, as may be seen in such phrases as “ Equality

of opportunity.” Fraternity likewise, for many
years respected more in the light of a pious aspira-

tion and left in the hands of the theologian and
the poot, has gradually become an important factor

in social politics. Not even the ghastly carnage of a
Europe red with blood, should blind us to the fact

that fraternity is a more living reality to-day than
it was at the time when Shelley pleaded for Lovo
as the law of life, and Coleridge declared that ** ho
prayeth best who loveth best.”

At first sight this statement may seem grotesquely
untrue in face of the unspeakable horrors with which
we have been for the last few months familiarised.

But just as one does not accept as normal the

temperature of a man in a raging fever, so one does
not assess the moral sentiments of a nation when
it is drunk with militarism.

Few of us in England can have realised the dis-

integration of all the finer instincts that this

militaristic poison is capable of accomplishing.

The poison has been secretly at work for years

past. Now it has spread from a section of the

governing classes in Germany to the German
people at large. A little leaven leaveneth the whole
lump. On the few who have deliberately fostered

the poison, a terrible responsibility exists. But
the many who have been unwittingly poisoned,

must not be judged in the same way. They are as

much the victims of a pernicious theory as are the
thousands of tortured and murdered men, women,
and chiadren who have suffered in Flanders and
Northern France. When the hour of madness has
passed, fraternity, paralysed but not killed, will

emerge me stronger and the deeper for the mo-
mentary set-back. And that the fraternal senti-

ment is not killed must be clear to all who recall

the remarkable account of Christmas 1914 in the
trenches, when for a brief space enmities were
forgotten and friend and foe fraternised together.

That brutality should even thus far have in-

hibited the growth of humanitarian feeling that has
undoubtedly spread during the last hundred years,

is largely due to a second characteristic which has
leapt into prominence during the last twenty years.

The second characteristic in modern hfe and letters
is the ^Yor8h^p of Power rather than of Beauty, In
its inception this characteristic is a wholesome re-

action from tho over narrow ideal of Beauty that
marked Victorian ideals. Strictly speaking there
should be no line of demarcation between Power
and Beauty. Tho most vital beauty is dynamic;
many of the Victorians imagined it was something
merely static. Immediately it is thus restricted it

tends to lose its freshness and primal inspiration

;

conventionality weakens its vital appeal: artifici-

ality creeps in to make it a source of enervation
rather than of stimulus.

And some of the greater Victorians were keen-
sighted enough to realise this. Browning consist-

ently strove for strength rather than for sweetness

in literary expression, just as he valued vigorous
individuality above meek acquiescence in law and
order; and not the least of his gifts to English
hterature was his strenuous attack upon the pretty-

pretty conventionality that was one of the weak-
nesses of Victorian letters. Meredith and Hardy,
each in his own way, followed in Browning’s lead,

and achieved for fiction what he had done for poetry.

But the now generation was to go further stiU,

and it found an effective method to hand m the

movement that has boon christened Bealism.

Writers like George Moore, W. E. Henley, and
Budyard Kipling brought a rough outspokenness

into our letters More and more do we notice

a relaxation on the part of literary craftsmen, of

those general problems of hfe and conduct that

hitherto had been the chief concern of letters, for

the particular problems of the day. The Woman’s
Movement found expression in the “keynote”
series of the early ’nineties ; Socialism, no longer

a communistic dream as in the pages of Morris,

becomes in the hands of men like Shaw, Wells,

Edward Carpenter, Bobert Blatchford, a homily
for the particular needs of the nation. Even Morris,

with all his devotion to beauty, significantly postu-

lated that it must subserve some social end ; and
if Morris, the lover of beauty, insisted on this, can

we be surprised that many in whom the sense of

beauty was more superficially awakened should

sometimes pass it by altogether in their efforts to

be faithful to the actuality of contemporary life ?

As a result of this the hterature of the New Era,

with all its freshness, its living interest, its power
to grip, became less and less of an art, more and
more a method of social propaganda.
No better illustration of this tendency can be

found than in theextraordinary developmentof Jour-

nalism, and in the revival of the Drama. There are

few better rostrums for preaching than the editorial

table and the stage
;
yet without denying literary

qualities to the drama and also the journalism

of to-day, clearly the chief claim to attention lies

in their vigorous preaching qualities. All the out-

standing literary personages of to-day, first and
foremost, are lay preachers—Shaw, Wells, Bennett,

Galsworthy, Masefield, Chesterton, Hilaire Belloc.

It is clear, therefore, that this craving for more
power, more freedom, greater unconventionality in

Literature, had its beginnings in a perfectlywhole-

some mood of reaction- It is, moreover, clear that
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it accomplished a good deal that was desirable m
Lmvigoratmg both Literature and Life. At the

^me tune it carried with it dangers of its own,

that were fully as mischievous in quite another

wav as the dangers inherent m the tendencies of

Z age preceding. What these dangers more

nreoisSvwere will be better realised if we turn to

Le third characteristic—The Note oj Challenge.

While the preachers are many, the gospel that

they preach is a negative rather than a positive

one To say this implies no reproach. The age

I atransitional one. Old landmarks are ihsappear-

ing. new points have not yet been clearly marked

oJi. Memwhile the attitude of the new naovement

is one of challenge—ohaUenge of the old moral

and social values, challei^e of elder hterary forms ;

it is an age of experimentalising. In eve^ pioneer

movement a period of destruction must precede

that of construction. It was so with the Engh^

Benascenoe, so with the Romantic revival. Old

literary conventions, just hke old social oonven lon^

had to be broken up. Wmdows m^t be sm^hed

when you warnt to let in fresh air ;
idols have to be

overturned when you wish to revitalise reverence.

An experimental age, that is quite clear as to the

souroei of dissatisfaction, but is by no means cle^

as to the means of remedying matters, necessarily

finds expression in experimental forms of litera-

ture. Throughout English history we have found

a close correspondence between the life and the

Uterature of the day. This is equally true at the

^’^Not*o*X^'is the intellectual restlessness of the

time obvious enough in the content of present-day

literature, but it has influenced its forni as well.

The novel of to-day, the drama of the

verse of the moment, its signal merits notwithstand-

ins, is in a curious state of unstable equilibrium.

la an older age we went for romanticism to a

Scott, for realism to a Crabbe, to Byron for cynical

wit, to Shelley for social idealism. Now we tmd

wit and idealism inextricably mingled in the work

of Shaw ;
romanticism and realism play at see-saw

in Masefield. George Eliot was severely taken to

task because in Felix Holt she observed to some

extent the rules of the story of incident and did

not confine herself to characterisation which she

had made her special line.

What would the Victorian critics have thought ot

Mr. Arnold Bennett, who varies his pimctiliously

realistic studies of life with light-hearted jocularities

like The Card and the Grand Babylon Hotel.

Even Mr. Kipling has proved both one ot the

most unconventional and most conventional ot

our verse-makers; while Mr. Wells has ranged

through every door in the palace of fiction m turn,

so that we are reminded in his writings of Jules

Verne, Swift, Hawthorne, and Dickens.

One of the great features of life to-day is the

curious shrinkage of the world.
^

of the motor oar, the aeroplane, wireless telegraphy,

have helped to annihilate space. Of their scientific

importance and social value there is no need to speak

here; but the cumulative effect of these things

upon the psychology of the day is worth no ing,

inasmuch as it reacts upon our literature.

Is not our literature and journalism eloquent

of an age of rapid transit ? The old leisurely at-

mosphere has gone ; gone also much of the old

digmty, grace, sweetness. Even more regrettable

is the lack of the old thoroughness. A breath-

less hurry informs the writing of to-day ; a neglect

of form; a contempt for beauty. There are

compensations, positive gains, of which I am not

unmindful and which will be noted by us later

;

he would be a foohsh critic who could see nothmg

but retrograde elements in the hterature of his

generation, or who could fail to appreciate qualities

of greatness in its best writers. In an age of^ flux

and transition, when fresh tracts of experience

are being annexed for literary treatment, when old

modes of expression are being cast aside and new

ones essayed, art of any kind must necessarily

suffer violence and be temporarily at a disadvan-

tage

The excesses of the realistic school, the extrava-

gances of certain artistic coteries, the scrappy sen-

sationalism of modern journalistic developments,

are part of the price we must pay in order to bring

our life and letters into closer correspondence.
^

There is no need to reiterate here the qualities

of greatness that characterise Victorian letters.

These have been insisted upon at some

But admiration and affection for it need not blmd

us to the fact that a literary age, like an individual,

grows infirm in course of time. Literature, as we

have seen throughout its history, needs from time

to time to be reinforced with fresh vitality, with

new vigour ;
otherwise it wiU languish and decay.

To do this has been the work of the new generation

since the closing years of the last century ;
and u

there is more force and sincerity than beauty and

sweetness in modem letters, it is because force and

sincerity were the things needed. The

may at present be rather acrid and heady, but it

has body, and time will remedy its defects. Mean-

while we must bear as tolerantly as possible with

those who have drunk too deeply of this

beverage, and mistake violence and hcense for

strength and freedom.

I. Poetry

Aa regards the poetry of the period this may be

said by way of preface. The splendid legacy o

the past has enriched the imagination of all, its

sigmfioanoe made the clearer and

increased faoiUties in the book-selling “d
the greater attention given to ontioal and u^r

pretftive literature. The influence of Wor^t^
and of Tennyson especially may be traced m mu

verse": Mr>miam Wateon c™
on the Wordsworth tradition, while the lyrica

sweetness and rhythmic charm of Tennyson h^
left their impress in difierent ways upon Mr.

Stephen Phillips and Mr. Alfred Noyes*

It IS not in these wnters, however, that we stoU

find the new spirit in letters

find this we must turn to Kipling. Hen y

fntroduced a more realistic not© mto

Sly in the emphasis he laid onWan We; but

Rudyard Kiphng is tbe first man who treated the

MW matenal of modem existence m such a way
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as to appeal to the man in the street. And in deal-

ing with the crude actualities of “ things as they
are,” neither Mr. Kipling nor his successor, Mr.
John Masefield, have been at pains to eliminate

the concomitant ugliness from their art. Masefield

is the less sparing here, and it is curious to note that

while his best work shows a finer and surer imagma-
tive beauty than that of Kiplmg, he is less concerned
than his contemporary to soften the brutal reahtiea

with which as a writer he is concerned.

I do not think this is due to the fact that he is

more realistic in his method than the author of

Barrack Boom, Ballads ; for if you examme their

work closely, Kipling’s verse shows a more de-

liberately realistic manner. But Kipling is at heart

more conventional than Masefield. Masefield’s

keener sensibiUties drive him into a frenzy when he
compares the idealities with the realities, and the

coarse and nauseous violence of certain passages

in his verse are the outcome of an exasperated

romanticism, not the result of a deliberate realism.

Less conventional than Kipling, he is at less pains

to hide his feelings. That he has greater imagina-
tion I would not aver—^recalling such things as

Maiidalay—-but he has certainly a more sensitive

one.

Another illustration of the new spirit in our
poetry may be seen in the work of aesthetic writers

like Arthur Symons and Ernest Dowson, and bril-

liant experimentalists such as John Davidson.
Symons grew lyrical over lip salve, rouge, and

the thick atmosphere of the music hall. There
are other things beside elemental realities that may
claim to be treated of in Art, said Dowson and
Symons in effect. The realities of life include very
many phases of human experience—even exotic

and morbid moods, and the dallying with artifi-

cialities, Artistic skill need not be denied the
author of London, Voluntaries and Amons Victima—^though Dowson is the finer artist here in mor-
hidezza—^but the defect of Mr. Symons’ metrical

art lies in the absence of any true gaiety, abandon,
joic de vinre in his erotic moods. His amatory
verses repel, not because they are concerned with
sensual sensations, but because it is a cold- not a
hot-blooded sensuality—because there is too little

of the genuine Bohemian, too much of the clever

experimental journalist in his work. It is a pity,

for Symons has a fine and fastidious literary palate,

and a genuine love of letters, as his prose writings

show.
The work of John Davidson deserves a more

lengthy consideration.

John Davidson
John Davidson, bom 1857, was the son of

Scottish parents, and was educated at the High-
landers’ Academy, Greenock, up to the age of
thirteen ; he then worked in a sugar manufactory
for a brief while, but in 1873 returned to his old
school as a pupil teacher. Other scholastic work
followed during the next few years: then came a
brief business interregnum again in a Glasgow
thread firm; after which his career as a teacher
was resumed. During this time he had given much
thought to literature and published several plays.

Finally he gave up his scholastic work, and coming
to London threw all his energies into literature

and journalism. He wrote for The Speaker and
The Yellow Book^ scored a fair measure of theatrical

success with his translation of Copp^e’s For the

Crown and Victor Hugo’s Buy Bias, but distin-

guished himself most as a fresh and vigorous verse
writer. Such volumes as Fleet Street Eclogues and
Ballads and Songs, published during the ’nineties,

exhibit him at his best as a literary artist. During
his later years he gave more attention to matter
than to manner, and was mainly concerned with
giving his philosophy of life to the world in a series

of “testaments.”
Circumstances were often adverse, yet he had

a fair meed of success and a generous allowance of

recognition compared with that which has fallen

to some men of letters. But his proud nature and
awkward temperament shaped him for tragedy.

He was a bom revolutionary an instinctive fighter;

and stoical fortitude was not among his virtues,

courageous as he was in many ways.
Depressed and discouraged by the necessity of

doing so much pot-boiling work in order to earn
a hvelihood, Davidson, it is surmised, put an end
to his life in 1909. His body was found by some
fishermen in Mount’s Bay, Cornwall, and he was
buried at sea, in consonance with his own*wishes.

Eis Work

Various as his work is, farce, satire, fantasy,

romance, it is as a writer of ballads that he will

probably be best remembered. There is an opulence,

a passion about these that grip the imagination.

Sometimes indeed he rises to a stark splendour

of phrasing worthy of the highest traditions of

English poetry. For instance, in such stanzas as

these from A Ballad of Heaven

:

“ He wrought at one great work for years j

The world passed by with lofty look :

Sometimes his eyes were dashed with tears ;

Sometimes his lips with laughter shook.

His wife and child went clothed in rags.

And in a windy garret starved ;

He trod his measures on the flags,

And high on heaven his music carved.

Wistful he grew but never feared ,*

For always on the midnight skies

His rich orchestral score appeared
In stars and zones and galaxies.

He thought to copy down his score ;

The moonlight was his lamp ; he said.
* Listen, my love,* but on the floor

His wife and child were lying dead.**

Or these from Bomney Marsh—
“ Masts in the offing wagged their tops ;

The swinging waves pealed on the shore

The saffron beach, all diamond drops
And heads of surge, prolonged the roar.

As I came up from Dymchurch Wall,
I saw above the Downs’ low crest

The crimson bands of sunset fall,

Flicker and fade from out the west.

Night sank : like flakes of silver fire

The stars in one great shower came down

,

Shrill blew the wind ; and shrill the wire
Bang out from Hythe to Bomney town.
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'JPhe darkly shining salt sea drops

Streamed as the waves clashed on the shore ;

The beach, with all its organ stops

Pealing again, prolonged the roar.”

There is a fine humour in Davidson’s verse, that

sparkles in The Ballad of a Nun, and flashes from

his haunting lyric The Bunnahle Stag—

-

“ Three hundred gentlemen able to ride

Three hundred horses, as gallant and free.

Behold him escape on the evening tide

Far out till he sank in the Severn sea.

Till he sank in the depths of the sea—

*

The stag, the bu03^ant stag, the stag

That slept at last in a jewelled bed
Under the sheltering ocean’s spread,

The stag, the runnable stag.”

Davidson is rough and uneven as a writer, by
deliberate intent, not through lack of care, but

he is never weak and negligible ; there is power
and passion in his earliest dramatic work, e g Bruce,

and power and thought in the somewhat chaotic

Testaments of his later period, when he had come
to look on rhyme as a sign of decadence, and to

insist upon his revolutionary creed as the one thing

that mattered. His blank verse is remarkably
forceful, and the influence of Milton and Shake-
speare is considerable.

In his outlook on life, Davidson owed much to

Nietzsche. Like Nietzsche he made it his business

continually to question accepted ideas and to

demand a revaluation. With Nietzsche he wor-
shipped Power and Will, but he had no sympathy
with the doctrine of the Super-man. He was im-
patient with the rationalistic spirit that the science

of the mid century had helped to disseminate.

"Rationalism was only a stage in the process. For
the old conception of a created Universe, with the fall

of man, an atonement, and a heaven and a hell, the
form and substance of the imagination of Christendom,
Rationalism had no substitute. Science was not ready,
but how can poetry wait ? Science is synonymous with

r
tience ; Poetry is impatience incarnate. . . , Science
still a valley of dry bones till imagination breathes

upon it.”

But in striving to give expression to these ideas

in artistic form, he lost grip as a writer. He sur-

rendered his ancient heritage as a poet, and his

links with the past, but was unable to find a medium
through which to express his new ideas. We may
admire the vigour and sincerity of his later utter-

ances, but their form is displeasing and their utter-

ance confused and vague. It is for his ballads

especially, and after these his eclogues, that he
wdl be esteemed by lovers of literature ; the one for

their beauty and passion, the other for their fantasy
and whimsical grace*

The Celtic Note

What of the “Celtic School,” it may be said,

of which we have heard so much lately ? How is

this to be reconciled with the new spirit of which
we have been speaking ?

Frankly, I cannot admit the existence of any
Celtic school such as may claim a distinctive place
in modem verse. A Celtic note there is admittedly,
but this is nothing new. Let us consider what
the phrase connotes in the literature of to-day.

Broadly speaking, the Celtic note in English
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letters is as old as our hterature, finding expression
on one side in the Arthurian Romances, on the
other in the Scots ballads ; but when it comes to
differentiating the Celtic from the Teutonic note we
are faced by insuperable difficulties which are cer-

tainly not surmounted by labelling everything that
survives of mysticism and idealism as Celtic,

Neither Blake, Coleridge, nor Shelley were Celts, yet
where in our poetry do you find these elements
more rarely emphasized ? In fact our greatest

imaginative writers have been men of mixed blood,

whereas the pure Celtic man of letters has nearly
always been a writer of the second or third rank

;

Tom Moore, George Darley, Mangan, Ferguson.
The touch of melancholy in British verse has been
claimed on the Celt’s behalf ; but this vein runs

throughout the work of men hke Tennyson and
Matthew Arnold, and Clough, and none of these

were Celts.

Attention has been paid to a number of writers

who strike the Celtic note, whether in Britain or

Ireland ; when, however, we pass out of Victorian

times this Celtic note loses the vague indefinite

quality that had for the most part characterised

it before, and becoming more nationahstic, merges
into what has been called the Celtic Revival.

The phrase, however, must be regarded in a
political and social sense rather than a literary;

for the Celt has no more importance as a literary

force to-day than at any time during the last

hundred years. Distinctive nationalistic move-
ments in Ireland, Scotland, and Wales have, how-
ever, given him a more definite position.

In Ireland, the literary movement is associated

largely with the name of Mr W. B Yeats, who
founded the Irish Literary Society in 1891, and
was responsible some years later for the Irish

Literary Theatre. With him may be mentioned

Dr. Douglas Hyde, Lady Gregory, and Mr. Arthur

Perceval Graves, who concentrated attention, as

Scott had done in the case of his own country, upon
the ancient songs and legends of Ireland.

In Scotland, the Celtic not© has been popularised

of late years by the work of “Fiona Macleod”
(William Sharp); but in Wales the people have

expressed themselves latterly more through pohtic^

than hterary channels. In Victorian times, Sir

Lewis Morris is the only Cymric singer of import-

ance, and popular as his writings were, they had

no special artistic excellence. There are signs

however, of an attempt to emphasize the more
literary aspects of Welsh life, and Mr. Ernest Rhys
has done good work in this direction.

The Celtic note, therefore, in so far as it exists,

is merdy a continuation of a persistent element

in British verse from earliest times. If it h^
gained more attention to-day than formerly, this

is merely because it is sharply differentiated from

the prevalent note of realism ; it is a Romantic

survival that has resisted the spirit of change, not

a fresh manifestation in literary life.

ItTFicnoN

The novel provides such a facile and attractive

means of popular appeal, and is so adaptable to
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literary fashions, that its continued vitality will

surprise no one. It enjoys, however, no longer

the unchallenged supremacy that was its own
in Victorian times, when many of the best minds
of the age used it as a medium of expression.

If the literary student will follow the develop-

ment of fiction from the ’nineties down to the

present day, he wiU realise that while the quantity

of output suffers slight diminution there is a
marked deohne m the quality ; and that there is

an increasing tendency on the part of our ablest

men to choose other modes of expression. Journal- ^

jsijaLJ^nd the^drama have proved serious rivals to

Jhe intelleetual supremacy of the novelist. Indeed,

some of fhe~inost remarkable men of the present

time achieve their best work in terms of the news-
paper oMee, or of the theatre— Bernard Shaw,
G. K. Chesterton, John Galsworthy, J. M. Barrie,

Granville Barker. Mr. GjC Chesterton, with his

^robatic intellect, has essayedTIiction in the same~
^vay as he has essayed most- forms of literature, but
he is, above “everything, a brilliant journalist. Sir

J. M. Barrie won a name in contemporary letters,

truly, by his studies in Scottish life; but the

kernel of Barrie’s genius lies in his plays.

Yet in the first decade of the period at any rate,

the novel was still a force of considerable magnitude
in the life of the day.

The brilliant little band of writers who contri-

buted to the Yellow Booh and the Savoy, despite

extravagances and affectations, did work that was
worth the doing in tilting against the conventions

that had hampered even some of the greatest

Victorian novelists, to the depicting of certain

phases of life. Mr. Morrison in particular proved
a needful influence by opening up in his Tales of
Mean Streets and A Child of the Jago, a frank and
intimate study of the seamy side of city hfe—

a

phase of our hfe that had been over-sentimentalised

and covered up Oliver Twist was realistic beside

Jack Sheppard, but Dickens was afraid to speak
out as he would like to have done, and could have
done, for fear of scandalising his readers. It was
time that some one should speak out. So Mr.
Morrison on one side, and Mr. George Moore and
Mr. George Gissing on the other, gave us greyness
to (jounterbalance the glut of rose-pink.

Another striking feature in the fiction of to-day, ^

is the dominance of the woman novelist. /Of the^
important part she played in Victorian fiction

mention has been made ; and here, as there, she is^^

to be found in the forward movement,yThe note
of revolt against the sex-limitations of modern
life had been struck by that passionate little

Puritan, Charlotte BrontS. The bugle had been
blown, and now across the years its cry was taken
up by a little band of clever women. There had
been spasmodic outbursts before, as for instance,

when Olive Sohremer published, in 1881, her Story

of an African Bar^n ; but it became a chorus of

revolt through the mouths of “ George Egerton ”

(Mrs. Golding Bright), Sarah Grand, “ Iota ” (Mrs.

Mannington Caffyn), Beatrice Harraden, Elizabeth
Robins, and Mrs. W. K. Clifford.

But not all of them were revolutionaries. Mrs.
Humphry Ward, who started with the van, was too

critical, too judicial by temperament, to sym-
pathise with her sister extremists ; and to-day she
would certainly be accounted among the literary
conservatives.

There was more freshness and daring than art
and staying power in many of these writers, but
though the literary revolution of the woman’s
movement was a brief one, it left a permanent mark
on the fiction that succeeded; and the experi
mentalists to-day, such as Mr. Compton Mackenzie
and Mr. Gilbert Cannan, owe a considerable debt
to the women pioneers who broke fresh ground,
especially in the domain of sexual psychology, in
the ’nmeties of the last century.

The experimentalist, however, was by no means
wholly concerned with realistic points of view ; he
is to be found also among the Romantics of the
time. The dialect novel sprang into popularity

in the late ’eighties with Barrie’s Auld Licht Idylls,

and along with Barrie in the ’nineties must be
associated S. R. Crockett and Ian Maclaren, in

their tales of Scottish hfe ; Miss Jane Barlow in

her Irish tales—Bogland Studies (1892); while
the Realists, quickly appraising the value of local

colouring did likewise with their enchantments

;

and the Cockney school in the hands of men like

Arthur Morrison, Israel Zangwill, W. Pett Ridge,

Edwin Pugh, and Barry Pain, surpassed in staying

power the popular “ Kail Yard ” school.

The influence of science upon Victorian fiction

has already been noted. It is more dominant
to-day; indeed, it is in science that fiction finds

its richest inspiration.

To illustrate from three different types

:

In purely sensational fiction it permeates the

methods of detective stories like Sherlock Holmes ;

in the novel of character it lies at the root of Mr.

Arnold Bennett’s cool self-detachment ; in the

novel of adventure it inspires the restless fantasies

of Mr. H. G. Wells.

Every experimental period is necessarily self-

conscious in its art, and save in the hands of a few

masters, intense self-consciousness meets us in the

fictions of the last decade or so. This is by no

means such an embarrassment to enjoyment as it

may seem ; but since it throws the onus of pleasing

entirely on the personal equation, its limitations

will be obvious. It is most agreeably illustrated

in the humorous work of the time, so severely

criticised by that fine man of letters, H, D. Traill.

The “ New Humour,” as it was called, lacked the

body, the sanity, the broad humanity of the great

Victorians, and the virihty of the eighteenth-

century humorists, so Mr. Traill’s animadversions

were to some extent justified. None the less there

is a distinctive quality about latter-day humour
that gives it both a hterary and human significance.

The paradoxical art of Wilde’s Dorian Qrey, the

fantastic fun of J. M. Barrie, each in its own way
contributes a distinct and original contribution

to humorous literature; while its special char-

acteristic lies in the self-consciousness of the jester

and the capricious blend of romance and reality

in his method. The spirit of mockery is more in

evidence than in the elder humour ; there h an

absence of that immense flow of animal spirits
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that meets us in Dickens, or the tender, spontaneous

whimsicality of Lamb. The humour is thinner,

drier, less universal m its appeal. It belongs far

more to a time and to a fashion than does the

humour of the elder humorists. None the less

it is excellent in its more limited way, and there

is an intellectual flavour about Wilde’s wit, and a
poetic flavour in Barrie’s, that may always be sure

of an audience.

Mr. W. W. Jacobs can scajpcely be classed with
the “New Humorists,” for he derives so un-
mistakably from Dickens and Smollett, and
carries on worthily— in miniature— the elder

traditions.

III. The Drama
The weaknesses of the Victorians are more con-

spicuous in the drama of the period than in other

forms of literature ; while those qualities that

made the Victorian novel and Victorian verse so

remarkable, are precisely those that admit least of

being expressed in terms of the theatre. It is

clear, therefore, that the new note of realism that

was becoming more and more IhsK'tenFwouIQ. find

a better welcome on the stage than elsewhere ; for

there it was needed most of all. Two men who
prepared the way for the striking change that took
place in the ’nineties

—

a> change that has not yet

reached its fullness of development—are Henry
Arthur Jones and Arthur Wing Pinero. Mr. H. A.

Jones showed a lively sense of characterisation

that helped materially to vitalise the stereotyped

figures of the older Victorian play; Sir. A. W.
Pinero by his deft craftsmanship and keen appre-

ciation of stage effects did good work in creating

a livelier illusion of reality. Neither the one nor

the other were Realists in the accepted sense of

the term ; Mr. Jones’ rhetorical methods detracted

often from his shrewd observation ; and Sir

A. W. Pinero showed more ingenuity in his situa-

tions than in his ideas.

But they prepared the way none the less for an
appreciation of Ibsen’s genius, and accustomed
the playgoer to a more faithful and intimate picture

of contemporary life than that to which he had
be^ accustomed.

Di some quarters the change that came over the

English drama is attributed ahnost entirelyto Ibsen,

with William Archer m his high priest and Bernard

Shaw as his prophet: But the change cannot be
expressed so simply as that ; it was a change in

the psychological climate of Europe that affected

some countries more quickly than others ; and it

was in the natural order of things that our insular

conservatism should hold out against it, whilst

Scandinavia and Germany should give us the lead.

Ever since the earlier years of the century, the

poverty of the English drama had impressed the

thoughtful men of the time. William Gifford, of

the Qvurt&rly Review

^

had said in ISIO, “ It seems

as if all the idiots of the United Kingdom had
combined together to write for the stage.” Cer-

tainly while, in every other domain of art, beauty
and fundamental brain work was not far to seek,

in the theatre alone, at any rate for the first two-

thirds of the era, poverty of idea and artificiality
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of treatment triumphed. The play-going public
as a whole accepted cheerfully the mechanical
plays of Scribe and his school; indeed, so fetter-
bound were we by the machine-made play that the
“ tea-cup and saucer ” school of T. W. Robertson
in the ’sixties, with its simpler, less sophisticated
methods, came as a breath of fresh air. Igf^deter-
mined^ attempt was made by some of the great
Victorians to restore the prestige of the romantic
drama, about the same time as Robertson was
effecting a mild revolution in the drama of
ordinary life. Tennyson, Browning, and Swin-
burne workedynard to vitalise old poetic forms ;

but interesting as much of their work is, it is

nothing more than interesting. Tennyson’s gifts
were panoramic. Browning’s psychological, Swm-
bume’s lyrical ; valuable enough qualities certainly
in poetic drama, yet of little use without the power
of expressing action.

Meanwhile, among the dramatic critics of the day
there was Mr. William Archer, who saw clearly
into the human significance of Ibsen’s work, and
worked hard to introduce the Ibsen “ yeast ” into
English theatrical bread. What Ibsen purposed
to effect has been thus expressed in Mr. Shaw’s
exuberant style

:

“ What we might have learned from Ibsen was that
our fashionable dramatic material was worn out as far
as cultivated modern people are concerned ; that what
really interests such ;|oeople on the stage is not what
we call action—^meaning two well-known and rather
short-sighted actors pretending to fight a duel without
their glasses, or a handsome leading man chasing a
beauteous leading lady round the stage with threats,
obviously not feasible, of immediate rapine—but stones
of lives, discussion of conduct, unveiling of motives,
confiict of characters in talk, laying bare of souls, dis-

covery of pitfalls—^in short, illumination of life.”

In 1889 A Doll's House was produced in England
by Charles Charrington, and this was followed a
few years later by Hedda Qahler and Ghosts. Natur-
ally there was an uproar amongst the conservative

school of critics; but the effect of Ibsen’s methods,
and Ibsen’s attitude towards life, was unmistak-

able. He did not take us by storm, but he shook
our self-complacency ; the yeast was introduced :

it has been working in our drama ever since. The
later plays of H. A. Jones and Pmei^estify to this

leaven, as we may readily see if we &hs^are The
Liars and Michael and his Lost Angel oKjones,
The Second Mrs. Tanqueray and Iris of PiSucJ'o,

with their earlier work. An enthusiastic little

band of radicals kept the revolutionary note

sounding, through the medium of the Independent

Theatre and the Stage Society, and more latterly

the Barker-Vedrenne management at the Court

Theatre. For the rest, Mr. Stephen Phillips accom-

plished what his greater predecessors were unable

to do—^he made the poetic drama, to an appreciable

extent, a vital reality, in Paolo and Prancesca and
in Herod ; for he had what men like Tennyson and
Browning lacked, a natural instinct for the stage.

Then this concentration on the poetic drama had
stimulated a fresh interest in Shakespeare j,

and

both Sir Henry Irving .and after him Sir Herbert

Beerbohm Tree did real service to the stage in their

scholarlyand poetic productions. Normust we over-
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look the splendid work don© by that Shakespearean

enthusiast Sir F. R. Benson in the provinces.

Of Wilde’s work mention is made elsewhere.

Here it is sufS.cient to say that his influence upon

the stag© was that of a wit, not of a craftsman.

The most important work achieved by the

radical wing of playwrights was ©fleeted at the

Court Theatre early in the new century, and intro-

duced a number of writers, several of whom are

still doing notable work for the stage. Granville

Barker scored his first unequivocal success m
The Voysey Inhefitance ,* while John Galsworthy,

John Masefield, and St John Hankin were re-

sponsible for hv© and fresh contributions to the

realistic drama.
^ j •

The playgoing public, however, as a body is

sentimental at heart ; and though Shaw and a

few others took its fancy by their wit, cleverness,

and daring. Sir J. M Barrie has proved the most

popular dramatist of modern times. His vogue is

as great as that of Robertson’s ; and he has what

Robertson had not, a tender and whimsical humour,

and a touch of high poetry in his nature. His keen,

alert humour has disarmed all but the inost en-

couraging sympathisers with realism $ his senti-

mental appeal has appealed to the average man

and woman ;
his theatrical resourcefulness and

inventive imagination has interested the critic.

IV. Cbitioism and the Essay

The influence of modern journalism upon the

various forms of literary expression is too big a

subject to be discussed adequately in these pages.

Some rough idea of its sphere of influence may,

however, be indicated.
^

‘ Mr, Bernard Shaw has expressed the view that

good journalism is much rarer and more important

than good literature. This is probably only his

extravagant and provocative way
^

of drawing

attention to the importance of dealing with the

concrete actualities of one’s own age ;
©xai^ing

its particular problems ; of being vital and, in the

best sense of the word, topical. And, in so far

Mr. Shaw seeks to discourage the purely academic

view of literature as a by-product—a scholar’s

game—w© may £.'ympathise with his aims.

Great
'

.ature, however, as Mr. Shaw Imows

perfep''' oil, is great only so far as^ it is a living,

org' j thing, intimately related to life and related

in two ways. Its tap-root lies in the soil from which

it draws its sustenance ;
the soil of a particular

age, with its limitations and characteristics ; but

its flower is blown upon by the breezes of heaven

and fed by the rain and the sun—in this respect

it is related to the universal, and is an expression

not of an age but of the ages.

And the diflerence between great journalism

and great literature is this, that great journalism

deals with the application of general ideas to par-

ticular and transient problems, great literature

to universal problems ;
great joumalisra has an

immediate and localisedaiminview; it is in a sense

literature in a hurry. Its form and method, there-

fore, necessarily difler from the^ form and method

of literature, inasmuch as it is essentially con-

troversial and deliberately one-sided< and the

qualities it needs are not beauty, subtlety, or

symmetry, but clarity, conciseness, and sincerity.

To speak of journalism as slipshod literature is

quite as absurd as it would b© to maintain seriously

that journalism was more important than litera-

ture.

Journalism is as emphatically an art as literature

;

but it is a diflerent art, and is governed by different

rules—the on© conforms to the poster, the other

to an etching ; and it is scarcely necessary to point

out to-daywhat excellent art there may be in a first-

class poster. No sensible man would maintain

that a poster is more important than an etching,

just because the poster aims at a more immediate

effect upon practical life. It would b© as sensible

to say that a policeman was more important than

the Lord Chancellor, because his immediate in-

fluence could be traced more easily.

So long as the distinction between journalism

and literature is recognised, there is no reason why

journalism should not exercise a wholesome in-

fluence upon letters. Each has an important work

to do in focussing and reflecting contemporary

life ;
but while journalism is concerned primarily

with the stuff of life, for the sake of its content,

literature seelts to enshrine that content m some

permanent art-form. ...
The great value of journalism lies in* its close

correspondence with actual hfe ; and thus it should

tend to preserve literature from becoming con-

ventional and unreal. That it is doing this to a

considerable extent may be admitted, but at the

present time, journalism is a much more vigorous

thing than literature, and consequently in place of

being merely a useful ally it is a somewhat tyrannous

autocrat. The literature of to-day is like the young

lady of Riga who went for a ride on a tiger. Jour-

nalism is the tiger, and the two should ever prove

good friends ; the young lady’s refining influence

proving beneficial to the tiger, and the activity

of the tiger proving a perambulating blessing to the

young lady. But unhappily, as we are reminded

in the verse, “They returned from the ride with

the lady inside, and a smile on the face of the

tiger In other words, journalism has practicauy

swallowed up Uterature. Our ablest men to-day

are, with few exceptions, able as journalists, not as

men of letters. They have deliberately chosen

journalistic methods by which to appeal to their

generation ;
their vers© is journalistic,

is journalistic, their drama is journalistic, but the

methods of the journalist are even more notorious

when w© com© to th© essay.

W© need lament no lack of brains ; we have

among our writers men as vigorous in ^
in any age of letters; but in common with tneir

brainless comrades they are moved by the reswess-

ness, the mutability and hurry of the day. Iney

do not talk over their ideas with us as did tne eiuer

writers; there is no genial button-holmg ; no

mellow discursiveness. They think it better to

spring at our throats, and hurl their ideas at us

with a oatapultic violence that is often disoon^rting

and daring. This is the peculiarity of su(* mm
as Shaw, Chesterton, Bennett, and jECilaire Belloo,

who throw many of their best ideas into essay form.
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The essays are live enough, provocative, stimulating,

but they are essentially journahstic in form.

Nor IS this by any means due to contrarmess or

pose. Let it be frankly admitted that hfe as it is

lived to-day is not favourable to hterature. The
stiU small voice of the artist will not be heard in

the babel of sound. The journalist has better

lungs, and knows he must shout in order to be heard

at all; and that if the imagination of the great

crowd is to be arrested, he must achieve the capture

by vigorous methods.

It is improbable that the writers in question are

not fully alive to this ; that they do not dehberately

sacrifice the more permanent value of artistic form
to the more transient methods of the journalistic

touch Both Mr. Shaw and Mr. Chesterton would
doubtless defend their methods by saymg that they

did not write for future generations, but for the

present ; that they were concerned with the live

questions of the hour, and wished to present these

with an instant urgency that would effect their

ends. The attitude is not a new one. Browning,
when particularly interested in some point of

psychology or philosophy, frankly disregarded his

manner of speech, intent only upon the thing

he wished to say. The attitude is quite a reason-

able one from the point of view of the reformer and
dialectician ; but it removes the work of such
writers to that extent out of the domain of pure
literature, and out of the domain of fine art.

While a large number of able writers deliberately

adopt the poster method there are some whose
mterests are more literary, and whose temper is

more critical ; and hero the elder traditions of style

and form persist Mr. Arthur Symons has carried

on the best traditions of Victorian criticism, and
his acute and subtle taste as a man of letters is

certainly second to none among the critics of to-day.

As a stylist he is as delicate and finished an artist

as was Pater, and often more luminous. Mr. Max
Beerbohm, again, is a delightful trifler, and excels

in filigree work as a stylist, presentmg a piquant
contrast to Mr. Beerbohm the caricaturist.

Mention must also be made of the quiet irony

of Mr. G. S. Street, and the agreeable whimsicality

though more imitative art of Mr, Richard Le
Gallienne’s earlier essays, while Mr. Le Gallienne

has done sound work in literary criticism by his

studies of Meredith and Rudyard Kipling. Less
personal and idiosyncratic, less inclined to abandon
the elder traditions, are thoughtful and seminal
writers like Dr. C. H. Herford, Sir W. Robertson
NicoU, Sir Walter Raleigh, Professor Hugh Walker

;

while as a literary biographer Sir Sidney Lee has
admirably upheld the high critical standard of his

predecessor. Sir Leslie Stephen. Among the genial

discursive essayists of the day, Mr. E. V. Lucas
makes an agreeable and attractive figure ; while
Mr. A. 0. Benson, despite the greater popularity
of his prose musings on life and its problems, will

be better remembered by the literary student for

such sympathetic, discerning studies as his Tennyson
and Dante Gabriel Rossetti.

Among the best exponents of English culture,

special mention must be made of Professor Gilbert

Murray for his interpretation of the Greek drama

;
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Professor A. W. Ward for his erudite contribution to
special periods of Enghsh Literature

; and Professor
Mackail for his lectures on English Poetry.

Of travel literature on its topographical side, we
have Sir Martin Conway on the Andes and Spitz-
bergen, Sir Harry Johnston supplements Stanley’s
pictures of African hfe, and Mr. A. H. Savage
Landor haa added greatly to our knowledge
of Eastern peoples; on the psychological side,
Fielding Hall in his So%Cl of a People^ and Lafcadio
Hearn, a genuine literary artist, in his studies of
Japanese hfe, strike a fresher and more original note
in travel literature.

V, Art and Letters

No account, however brief, of modem tendencies
in literature can overlook the inter-action between
art and letters.

Already, in dealing with the Victorian era, the
work accomplished by John Ruskin and William
Morns has been noted m their co-relation of art
with life. Art had been democratised ; beauty
and social utility had been wedded, so far as was
possible under modem economic conditions ; and
this stress on the significance of beauty and colour,

rhythm, harmony, clarity of design, acted as a
healthy check upon the tendency of some of the

revolutionaries of the day to sacrifice everything
to the purely intellectual. The weakness of the

new drama lay in its formlessness, its contempt
of poetry, and in its striving to be vital at dl
costs. The followers of Ruskin and Morris showed
that beauty is as indispensable to hfe (and conse-

quently to literature) as is strength, and that the

one need not exclude the other.

Art, in the view of these men, was the spirit of

order and lucidity and grace, that wrought on

men’s lives, transformmg chaotic passions into

harmonious forces for the good of the community
in general.

Thus did Morris’ Dream of John Ball become
translated into Ebenezer Howard’s garden cities.

The revival of printing, and of boi^ decoration, for

which Morris did so much, was contijiued by men
such as Emeiy Walker, Charles Ricketts,’'ond Walter

Crane, and worked a transformation m t^e book

formats of the new generation.

We have but to compare the graceful a^nd

artistic pubhoations of to-day with those of twenty-

five years ago, to realise the revolution that has

been wrought. Quite as remarkable as the cheap-

ness of the modern volume, is its artistic appeal.

Good print, tasteful binding, graceful decoration

are no longer the prerogative of the well-to-do.

The Pre-Raphaelite had restored beauty and

reality to painting ; the generation that succeeded

did the same for black and white work, and for

the art of impressionism. Whistler, of course, was

the pioneer of impressionism ; and Walter Crane

did much for the renascence of book illustration.

Here, as elsewhere, Romanticism and Realism vary

in proportion according to the temperament of

the artist; and while many kept more or less

to the ideals of Pre-Raphaelitism, others more

frankly exclusively followed realistic methods.
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The Victorian era had its notable black and whit©
artists, as readers oi Punch know; and the hf©

of the age with its whims and fancies, fashions and
manners is indelibly stamped on the work of such
men as John Leech Charles Keene, and George
du Maurier.

But in the last decade of the century and the early

years of tho new, there are half a dozen first-rate

men where there was only on© before. It is the age
of Phil May, Baven Hill,HarryFurniss,Bernard Par-

tridge, and few would dispute the place of honour
for Phil May. His art epitomised all the humours
of town life, from Bond Street to Whitechapel,
with an ease, simplicity- and good-natured tolerance

that made him equally popular with his brother

artists and the public at large. There is no move-

ment in the literature of the time that does not
find pictorial expression in the black and white
art. Phil May and Eavon Hill stand for realism,

Aubrey Beardsley in the earlier years, Sydney
Sime in the later, for cynical extravagance

; Roman-
ticism found its exponents in Maurice Greifienhagen
and Walter Crane; caricature in Max Beerbohm
and Ea T. Reed. Every\vhere the spirit of experi-
mentalising is to be seen, and the self-conscious

spirit that showed itself in letters is as fully ap-
parent in the art of the day. There is necessarily
much that is unsatisfying, whether from the point
of view of art or of life, much that is wilfully

grotesque and morbid. But there is life and
variety ; and that is as much as w© have a right to
expect from a period of flux and restless adventure.

Some Writers of To-day. Introduction—Riidyard Kipling—William Watson—G. Bernard Shaw—

•

H. G. Wells—^Arnold Bennett—G. K. Chesterton.

SOME WRITERS OF TO-BAY

iNTRODtrCTION

It is a difficult and somewhat perilous thing to

discuss the work of men who are still living and
expressing themselves in letters—especially in an
experimental age like ours, where our ablest men
are free lances, unembarrassed by the insignia of

any particular school, and pioneers who are con-

stantly prospecting fresh ground. The difficulty

is a twofold one. In the first place, there is the
old problem of perspective. Those who live among
the hills can gain no fair idea of their relative

importance and proper configuration; some dis-

tance is needed to visualise them satisfactorily.

And time is required for any critic who attempts
to assay his contemporaries. This is of course, a
commonplace, but it is a commonplace with which
the critic of th^ times needs constantly to refresh

himself. In ^he second place, although you may
allow for the process of artistic development, there

is an element in all genius, whether
great or httle, that may confound the most careful

and detached survey of the work already accom-
plished.

It IS easy for us, with the whole output of Keats
before us, to detect the gleam of pure gold and the
rich promise amid the alloy and cruditi^ of

PJndymion. But what critic, however keen-sighted,

could have divined in that poem the poet who
gave us the Ode on a Grecian Urn or the Ode to

Autumn ? Much was written on Byron as a poet
before Beppo and Don Juan; and many might
have thought it quite possible to give a fair estimate
of his powers and capabilities on the substantial

work already achieved. Yet these poems revolu-

tionised Byron as a literary force. The author of

Childe Maroldp Manfred, Lara, The Siege of Corinth,

was little more than a second-rate rhetorician;

the author of Beppo and Don Juan, a poet of the
first order. Again imagine an estimate of Scott

as a writer before he had written his first novel,

Waverley. It may be said that if this is true of

some cases, there are others—^for instance, Words-
worth and Coleridge—^where no injustice would be
done by those who had appreciated their work from
1790 to 1805; since the remaining years added
nothing to their reputation, while most of their

work fell very far short of the Lyrical Ballade.

But this line of reasoning confuses the criticism

of finished work with criticism of the worker. To
see and value the imperishable greatness of The
Ancient Mariner is assuredly to value the poetic

genius of Coleridge at its highest. But without
knowing the premature dickering out of his poetic

gemus, and of the sudden transfer of imaginative
power for creative verse to creative criticism,without
reckoning with the brilliant volubility of the talker

on Highgat© Hill, it is impossible to measure either

the extensity or intensity of his genius.

All that is possible for a critic of his contem-
poraries to do with any measurable utility, is to

examine the character and tendency of a writer

so far as it has exhibited itself, contenting himself

with tentative and provisional estimates, and
avoiding any suggestion of finality in his remarks.

Is this desirable ? Would it not be better to

leave men, whose work is yet unfinished, alone ?

The point is an arguable one, but for myown part

I think in a history of our literature such as I

have attempted, there is a distinct advantage in

our closing pages of trying to get some rough

idea of the character and tendency of the age in

which we are living. It is for this reason that I

have briefly sketched a kind of ground plan of the

last twenty-five years, and shall by way of con-

clusion select a few representative writers of to-day

for more detailed treatment. W© may not be able

to estimate the extent of Mr. Wells’ future flights,

or the profundity of Mr. Bennett’s maturer studies

;

but at any rate we can see how far Mr. Wells has

flown already and the direction in which he is

flying at present, and can form some idea of Mr.
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Bennett’s vision and the particular lines on which

it is developing.

The genius of these men is incalculable, and they

may confound all prophecy ; but their talents and
idiosyncrasies offer as fair material for analysis

as the quality of their pigmentation and the

character of their physique.

The writers discussed in the following pages are

not selected for any supposed superiority over

others who have won a place in contemporary

letters during the last five-and-twenty years. They
have been selected merely because they seemed
typically representative of some of the most vital

literary movements of the day. For this reason

Mr. Bennett has been given the preference over Mr.

Conrad, since Conrad’s genius is less characteristic

of his generation than is Bennett’s. Many names,

of course, of whom mention has been made in the

chapter upon Present-day Tendencies, are regret-

fully excluded, through obvious limitations of

space. But imperfect and fragmentary as this

review of contemporary letters necessarily is,

sufficient has been said, I hope, to indicate roughly

the chief characteristics of the period, and the

tendency and drift of English letters at the present

time.

Mr. Rttdyard Kipling

Mr. Rttdyard Ejpling was born at Bombay on
December 30, 1865, his father, Mr. John Lockwood
Kipling, C.I.E., being at that time Head of the

Lahore School of Art.

In 1877, his father brought him to England, and
left him for five years to store up useful knowledge
at the United Services College in Devonshire. An
inimitable picture of schoolboy life is given us in

Stalky <Ss Co,, in which he figures as the Beetle.

Havmg begun his literary apprenticeship as

editor of the College Magazine, on returning to

India he joined the staff of the Civil and Military

Gazette and The Pioneer ; his extravagance in ink

at this time is humorously recorded by a friend

who says, “He had a habit of dipping his pen fre-

quently and deep into the inkpot, and as all his

movements were abrupt, almost jerky, the ink
used to fly,” with the result that at the end of

the day he was “ spotted all over like a Dalmatian
dog.”

La 1891 Mr. Kipling visited America, and with
Mr. Wolcott Balestier wrote The Navlahka; he
likewise added a little romance on his own account
by falling in love with his collaborator’s sister,

whom he married in London the following year.

A considerable traveller, Mr. Kipling has roamed
through China, Japan, Australia, and Africa, and
during the Boer War edited The Friend, a journal

published in Bloemfontein. While in the United
States, where he resided for seven years, he nearly

succumbed to pneumonia. He has now settled

down in England.

Hia Poetry

Known as the writer of some clever verses.

Departmental Ditties (1886), Kipling won his early

laurels as a man of letters with his Plain Tales

from the Hills (1887), but while the critics were
wondering what particular brand of story-teller
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they should label him, he published the Barrack
Boom Ballads (1892), and many realised that the
clever verse-writer had become a poet. The rough-
ness, the colloquialism, the frank actuality of hia
muse made sticklers for the old conventions gasp
and obj urgate. Many men hailed him as a Realist,
who had come to knock the romantic stuffing out
of poetry more efiectually even than did Whitman

;

since although Whitman has shown us man as he
is, Kipling shows us men as they are. In other
words, Kipling was fuller of the concrete realities
than Whitman ; moreover, he had a sense of humour
denied to the American. Consequently the average
man, who feels much about poetry as Sir Isaac
Newton did when he called it “ ingenious non-
sense,” took Kipling at once to his heart, There
is no romantic lugh-falutin about this fellow,” said
the average man. High-falutin there was not, but
those who bhthely ticked him off as a Realist must
soon have realised their error. As a matter of
fact, Kipling from the start never has been a
Realist ; for the very good reason that no true
poet ever is. Realism in his work there was, as
there is bound to be in the work of any man who
can talk in prmt about the things he has seen
and experienced. But the notion that a Realistic

method precludes a Romantic vision, is a popular
error. Romance may lurk beneath a Cockney
dialect and the coarse directness of the mess-room,
as much as in a jewelled phrase, or in the pure

waters of English undefiled. Romance does not

necessarily go abroad in fine clothes. And Mr.

Kipling IS steeped in romance. He has felt the

glamour and the wonder of life, as fully as the most
ardent Romantic, only he does not always speak

of these things. He feels them, and he can suggest

both in prose and verse ; but he speaks of every-

day matters and familiar commonplaces. He
takes us into the smoking-room and puffs tobacco

smoke at us. But while we are speculating as to

the brand of tobacco, the pall of smoke resolves

itself into the clouds of romance ; we chuckle

at his masculine yams and club-room slang, then

suddenly find the club-room window, in all its

familar drabness, is really a magic casement “ open-

ing on the foam of perilous seas.” The realism of

Mr. Kipling’s stage properties is obvious enough,

but their novelty has worn off and we can see

meanwhile what reaUy took hold of us is the

romance behind. We recall the haunting jcnelody

of Mandalay, and rhythmic vitality of the Ballad

of East and West. Like every true romancer, he

has guarded against the make-believe of romance
—^but he does it in his own way. Keats sang of the

glamour of sex, and of the tragic man, in

his ballad La Belle Dame scms Merci ; Kipling treats

precisely the same thing in The Vampire, though

in the uncompromising way of everyday talk

—

“ A fool there was and he made his prayer.

Even as you and I,

To a rag and a bone and a hank of hair

(We called her the woman who did not care)

But the fool he called her his lady fair

(Even as you and I !}.”

Keats allows us to see the problem of feminimty

through the eyes of the bewitched man ;
Kipling
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makes us the looker-on, that is the diSerenoe.

We sympathise with the knight-at-arms ; we jeer

at the fool
;

yet Kiphng realises as fully as Keats,

with what lightning rapidity the best fellow in

tho world may be converted into the fool, when
he has the ill-fortune to stumble across the woman
who can bewitch him. We are all of us heroes,

saints and sensible men, with the women who do
not attract us.

Mr. Kipling can suggest a great deal in a few

words. Examine his apparently careless lilting,

you will find sound philosophy there. For in-

stance, this of woman s

^ the Colonel’s Lady an’ Judy O’Grady
Axe sisters under their skins.”

This of the poet’s art

:

There are nine-and-sixty ways of constructing tribal

lays

And every single one of them is right.”

Or he can sum up a character in a stanza, as

when he wrote of Fuzzy-Wuzzy

:

* ’E rushes at the smoke when we let drive,

An’ before we loiow, ’e’s ’ackin’ at our ’ed,

*E’s all ’ot sand and ginger when alive

And ’e’s generally shamming when ’e’a dead.”

One of the most interesting qualities in Kiphng’a

vision is his faculty of seeing the romance of modem
life; scorning the idea that we have to fly back
to a bygone age in order to catch the “hght
that never was on sea or land.” Nor can we
dispute him.
Bomance, like humour, is merely a point of view.

One man listens to a bird and thinks of lark pie

;

another it inspires with an immortal lyric. Nor
are poets even agreed in the matter. The sound
of the waterfall is more to Wordsworth than the

voice of the nightingale; and both Wordsworth
and Keats would have turned away scornfully

from the steam engine

:

“ . o o while all unseen
Romance brought up the nine-fifteen.”

Romance for Kipling is no sequestered land of

beauty * he finds it in the everyday hfe of the
men about him ;

while no poet has got more poetry
out of machinery than he. And he has stated it

with characteristic vigour through the mouth of

his engineer

:

^ Romance ; those first-class passengers they like it

very weU,
Printed an’ bound in little books ; but why don’t

poets tell ?

I’m sick of all their quirks an’ turns—the loves an*
doves they dream.

Lord send a man like Robbie Bums to sing the song
o’ Steam.”

IVEr. Kipling has lived in the East, and has felt

the conflict between Oriental fatalism and Western
activity ; between the primal man and the civilised

man " he has felt as the home-staying Englishman
cannot feel, tho call of the Wild, and knows what
it is to be caught up bewildered, and transfigured

by the magic of the great open spaces of the earth.

But being in many ways a typical Saxon himself-

Mr. Kipling seeks to keep his mental balance by
an assumed indifference, and to distract attention
from his excited imagination in irrelevant slang.

It is this abrupt reserve, this persistent matter-of-
factness, this dislike of expressing his inward feel-

ings that has gained for the Englishman those John
Bull qualities that offended sensitive men like

Hawthorne. They did not see that much of it was
partlya deliberate policy of self-repression. Kipling
saw it, because he was built that way himself ; but
unlike the typical Saxon he had the gift of self-

expression, and it is the conflict between this

power of self-expression and the instinct for self-

repression that gives his work its peculiar quality.

Mr. Kipling has been called the “ Laureate of the
Music Hall.” If by that phrase it is meant that

he is merely a clever, slangy, and superficial ex-

positor of the inherent qualities of human nature,

then the phrase is unjust. He is very much more
than a maker of catch-penny jingles, though he is

not above banjo strains. Some of his admirers
would indignantly reject such a suggestion by
recalling poems like the Recessional, I would
rather rely entirely on his colloquial “ dialect ”

verse, and, in place of disclaiming for him this

epithet, seek to show how admirable a thing it is

when rightly understood. For there is a genuine

art of the music haU, as well as an art of the concert

room.
Mr. Kipling is a genuine artist, but the genius of

his art lies in his power to express the sentiments

and primal passions of men in the rough and ready
way of the music hall, not by eliminating its

grotesque vulgarity, but by using it to express things

that are neither grotesque nor vulgar, but vast and
elemental. And when he does this he is at his best.

When, on the other hand, he uses more conventional

means and falls back upon the ordinary language
of the poetic artist, as he does in the Recessional,

when he wishes to be more dignified and weighty,

then, curiously enough, he is really less effective and
less weighty. He impresses as much as a splendid

“character” actor does when he essays what is

theatrically known as a “ straight part.” The
Recessional is good verse ; but Mandalay is inspired

verse.

His Peose

Mr. Kipling’s romantic imagination as a verse

writer is more at home, and consequently more
powerful when it seeks to transfigure, not to avoid,

colloquial speech. As a prose writer he stands on
som at difierent footing. There are some
writers, Charlotte Bronte and John Ruskin for

instance, who are far better poets in prose than in

verse. The technique of poetry shackles the imagin-

ation of such writers in place of liberating it. The
same, with a qualification, applies to Kipling. The
qualification is that, as an artist speaking in terms
of the music hall, Kipling is admirable. Otherwise
he is inclined to be stiff and self-conscious. But
in prose he can dispense with his music hall manner
and yet can be quite as effective. But even here

he is ineffective sometimes, though in another

^ay. Why is this ?

strength and weakness of Hr. Kipling lie
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in his journalistic faculty. H© is a born journalist^

and he is a great journalist. It is the journalistic

that enables him to be Laureate of the music

haU, that gives him actuality^ clarity and concise

ness as a writer whether in pros© or verse : but it

is the iournalistic flair that leads him to be over

generous with banjo strains, and to overburden

some of ^lis pros© with irrelevancies.

It is one of the paradoxes of literature, that the

more realistic you are, the less real you are This

apphes to Kipling. The impression he gives us

sometimes is not that he is describing a thing out

of the fulness of his knowledge with an easy mastery

of his material ; but that he is describing a thing

that he has “worked up,” and is more anxious

to show us how much he knows, than the artistic

use he is making of his knowledge.

Mr. Kipling has wandered in his writings all over

the world, and has dealt with phases of life on sea

as well as on land ; but often, whether dealing with

life at sea, or with countries other than India, the

keen journalist’s notebook is too much in evidence.

To read Bread upon the Waters, 007, The Ship that

Found Herself, is hke looking at a series of educa-

tional films on the cinematograph. Their scientific

mterest may be considerable ; their artistic interest

is a trifling matter.

No on© is more alive to the romantic possibilities

of machinery than he, but in The Day^s Work, he
revels in technicalities that have no kind oi imagina-

tive interest. The Demi and the Deep Sea is sheer

engineering pedantry—no layman could possibly

take pleasure in it. This is realism without reality.

And the same criticism applies to his dull Captains

Courageous, Here his knowledge possesses him
in place of him possessing his knowledge.

But give Mr. Kipling India—^th© India of magic
and superstition, the India of famine and pestilence,

the India of the Civil Service—and the result is a
series of unforgettable snapshots ; clear-cut and
vivid, tensely dramatic, everywhere suggestive

of the clash of civilisation and barbarism, and the

yawning gulf between the psychic temperaments
of East and West. The story-teller tears aside the

veil that hides Anglo-Indian life from the average

Englishman, and makes him realise its struggles,

its failures, its glories and its shame. W© may read

about famine in the English papers, but the words
did not become alive and significant to the home-
staying reader till he had followed the vicissitudes

of William the Conqueror. No man has made more
terribly significant the agonies of the cruel heat of

India than the author of The City of Dreadful Night,

or the horrors of war than he who wrote The Man
Who Was. No one has brought home the banalities

of short-sighted administration better than he who
drew for us the inimitable picture of Grist Chunder
1)6, M.A., in The Head of the District.

This brings us to the most significant thing in

Kipling’s work—^th© Imperiahstio note. Im-
perialism was in the air before Mr, Kipling took
it as his inspiration. But Kipling seized on it as

did no other contemporary man of letters ; using
it, it may be added, on the whole with a sense of

responsibility and with a breadth of imagination
that lifts his patriotic verse far above the level of

the average patriotic writer. There is no poet,
from Campbell to Macaulay, who can treat the many
romantic possibflities of his subject so happily,
and sound the human depths so poignantly as he.
Facile rhetoric has proved the artistic downfall
of in^y a patriotic singer. There is little of this
in ^pling. Neither Tennyson nor Swinburne^, m
their national pseans, ever grasped so completely
the idea of the sohdarity of our Empire as Kipling
has done. And he has achieved this even better
in his pros© than in his verse.

But there is one danger into which the Imperial-
istic gospeller too often falls ; and Mr. Kipling
has not escaped it. There are times in history
(as we have good reason to know) when war is

inevitable ; when to save your life you must
lose it. But, however necessary war may be. it is

a stem, grim, and terrible necessity, not to be
approached m a mood of swagger and bluster and
the too familiar “ Give ’em Hell ” spirit War may
be inseparable from Imperialism. ‘ Give ’em Hell ”

certainly is not an essential concomitant. Un-
happily it is often associated with it. Mr. Kip-
ling has shown us in fantasies like The Jungle
Book, in dreams such as The Brushwood Boy, in

imaginings like Mandalay, that he is ahv© to the

pitiful tragedies of hfe, and to the beauty and
mystery that lie outside material things. Yet a
**Jmgo” spirit tends at times to dull his finer

sensibihties, and he drops his loftier vision for
“ Chops . . . bloody ones with gristle.”

Yet despite the brutal stram that has fitfully

shown itself in his work, Mr. Kipling has proved

a strong, invigorating, and on the whole siutary
influence in English life and letters.

Lowell once said that the intellectual staple ot

the best English poetry was “understanding aerated

by imagination.” As a pithy expression of the

essential harmony of sens© and sensibility that

must exist in all poetry of a high order, the dictum

is excellent. All great poetry is logic on fire.

The mere playing with words, however beautifully

done, may give us graceful and melodious verse,

verse of fine artistic quality ; but the epithet of

greatness must be denied it ; supreme poets (to

illustrate only from modem times) like Coleridge,

Shelley, Wordsworth, or Keats, are in their

moments of inspiration as satisfying to the intellect

as to the emotions. The beauty of the Ode to the

West Wind is universally recognised ^ what is less

readily perceived is the perfection of its logical

presentment. Some of Swinburne’s exquisite songs

fail, on the other hand, to satisfy the supreme

requirement, because w© instinctively feel that the

inner meaning has been sacrificed to the glory

of tumultuous words. I do not say that every-

thing Shelley wrote would satisfy Lowell's definition

while some of Swinburne’s work undoubtedly does.

But the mam difference between Shelley and

Swinburne as poets is, that on the whole Shelley

more often satisfies this requirement than Swia«

burne. On the other hand, the brainwork may
be unexceptionable and the imaginative beauty

of the setting faulty, or, as Lowell might have said,

the aSration is incomplete. Here w© could illus-

trate from a good deal of the intellectual vers© of
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Browning and of Meredith The logic is there,

but it has not caught fire ; it only sputters with

flame.

Now while our greater poets servo as illustrations

of the truth of this dictum, our lesser poets do so

necessarily with greater readiness. The realistic

reaction in latter-day verse has necessarily empha-
sized the “understanding” at expense of the
“ imagination.” With the Pre-Raphaehtes, more
especially their followers and imitators, the ten-

dency was in the opposite direction. But in spite

of the “ Art for Art’s sake ” movement that played

some part in the hterary life of the ’nineties, the

realists were to the fore.

Me. William Watson

Mr. William Watson (1858) is an excellent

illustration of a writer plentifully endowed with

the Romantic temper—one, indeed, who m his first

volume, The Prince's Quest (1880), showed very

considerable affinities with such Pre-Raphaehtes as

Rossetti and William Morris, yet whose work was
gradually modified by the realistic spirit of the

day. Some might contend, in view of the un-

doubted superiority of his later verse over his

initial volume, that he was never a true Romantic,
but found most congenial expression in work where
the intellectual quality predominated. But on
examination it will be found, I think, that Mr.

Watson’s best work shows a true balance between
“ understanding ” and “ imagination,” and that

in his less satisfactory work he is affected by the

two extremes ; excessive romanticism on the one
hand, as in The Prince's Quest, and excessive intel-

leotualism on the other, as in some of his political

and philosophical poems.
The wit and intellectual shrewdness that char-

acterise his Epigrams (1884) is unquestionable;

and the rhythmic felicities that star many of his

odes and sonnets, remind us, with their deliberate,

clear-visioned outlook, of such masters as Milton
and Wordsworth. It reveals also the essential

attitude of the man towards life. He has little

really of the eager, adventurous spirit of the

Romantic. That was a transient phase. He is at

his best as a thinker in verse ; his weakness as a
poet to-day is the weakness—^was it not illustrated

in Meredith ?—of overweighting his verse with
thought. None the less in a transitional age, when
extravagance of style and emotion mar so much
earnest poetry, he has on the whole proved a
wise and moderating force

;
for, while the imagina-

tive beauty of his work has been thwarted at times

by his keen intellect, he has never been betrayed
into those realistic extravagances fully as mischiev-

ous as romantic extravagances. Dignity, strength,

and lucidity are his, at his best—and for these

things we may alwas^ be grateful.

An Unknown God
When, overarched by gorgeous night,

I wave my trivial self away ;

When all I was to all men’s sight
Shares the erasure of the day ;

Then do I cast my cumbering load.

Then do X gain a sense of God.

Not him tliat with fantastic boasts
A sombre people dreamed they knew ;

The mere barbaric God of Hosts
That edged their sword and braced their thew

A God they pitted ’gainst a swarm
Of neighbour Gods less vast of arm

;

A God like some imperious king,
Wroth, were his realm not dmy awed j

A God for ever hearkening
Unto his self-commanded laud

;

A God for ever jealous grown
Of carven wood and graven stone ;

A God whose ghost, in arch and aisle,

Yet haunts his temple—and his tomb j

But follows in a little while
Odin and Zeus to equal doom ;

A God of kindred seed and line ;

Man’s giant shadow, hailed divine.

0 streaming worlds, O crowded sky,
0 Life, and mine own soul’s abyss.

Myself am scarce so small that I
Should bow to Deity like this !

This my Begetter ? This was what
Man in his violent youth begot.

The God I know of, I shall ne’er

Know, though he dwells exceeding nigh.
Baise thou the stone arid "find me there.

Cleave thou the wood and there am 1*

Yea, in my flesh his spirit doth flow.

Too near, too far, for me to know.

Whate’er my deeds, I am not sure .«

That I can pleasure him or vex

;

1 that must use a speech so poor
It narrows the Supreme with Sex.

Notes he the good or ill in man ?

To hope ho cares is all I can.

I hope—with fear. For did X trust

This vision granted me at birth,

The sire of heaven would seem less just

Than many a faulty son of earth.

And so he seems indeed 1 But then,

I trust it not, this bounded ken.

.A.nd dreaming much, I never dare
To dream that in my prisoned soul

The flutter of a trembling prayer
Can move the Mind that is the Whole.

Though kneeling nations watch and yearn,
Does the primordial purpose turn ?

Best by remembering God, say some,
We keep our high imperial lot.

Fortune, I fear, hath oftenest come
When we forgot—when we forgot I

A lovelier faith their happier crown,
But history laughs and weeps it down I

Know they not well, how seven times seven.

Wronging our mighty arms with rust.

We dared not do the work of heaven
Lest heaven should hurl us in the dust ?

The work of heaven I ’Tis waiting still

The sanction of the heavenly will.

Unmeet to be profaned by praise

Is he whose coils the world enfold ;

The God on whom X ever gaze.
The God I never once behold :

Above the cloud, beneath the clod ;

The Unknown God, the Unknown God.

Mb. G. B. Shaw^
,

Mr. Gboegb Bernard Shaw was boriTbn July 26,

1856. His father was a Civil servant who, on retire-

ment, sold his "pension to embark^n a commer-

cial undertaking that proved financially disastrous.
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For Wells has a subtler msight into character, and

the tangled inconsistencies that baulk him as a

theorist help him as a literary artist. Mr Shaw’s

dramatic laculty saves him from merely creating

talking-machmes (as is sometimes averred of him),

but the majority of his characters are little more
fhan view-points wittily presented; ho can paint

them green? blue, red, yellow, a^occasion demands.

WeUs does inofelihan tEisT^e Imows^&Strtheisaaror

human being, if predominantly of one colour, may
greatly vary in tint—^that the red may be scarlet,

purple, heliotrope, or pink at various times. Sub-

tleties do not trouble Mr. Shaw Wells’ characters'

therefore—Kipps, Lewisham, Remington. Isabel,

Margaret, to mention only a few—live as Mr. Shaw’s

do not.

But in order to fairly appraise Mr. Wells’ work
as a writer, we must take two elements into con-

sideration. In the first place, his scientific bent of

minds in the second place, his power of concrete

presentment.

In all of his work, whether fantasy or middle-

class study, these two elements give form and
value to the matter ; the ideas necessarily vary,

but there is far less difference of method than is

sometimes imagined. It has been said that in his

scientific tales, Mr. Wells’ characters are merely

puppets, marionettes, introduced for the purpose

of setting off a story about flying machines, esca-

lators, or a peculiar form of food. This is unfair

criticism. Obviously, the scientific speculations in

these stories arrest the reader’s imagination, more
than do the characters. But these characters are

anything but puppets. Jules Verne, to whom
WeUs is often likened, took no trouble with his

characterisation. But, if we examine the cliar-

aoters in such books as The Invisible Man (1897),

The Food of the Gods (1904), The First Men in the

Moon (1901), The Wonderful Visit (1895), and
The Island of Dr. Moreau (1896), we must realise

that the dramatic persons are difierentiated and
drawn with delicate insight ; and they are most
admirably visualised. Even in The First Men in

the Moon, where he troubles least of all with his

personages, the two adventurers are individualised

with a few clever touches. They are sufficiently

vital for the purpose of the story. In the most
painful of all of the fantasies. The Island of Dr.

Moreau, the characterisation of Dr. Moreau and his

assistant is remarkably well done ; while in The
Invisible Man, the psychology is admirable. In fact,

the story owes quite as much to its excellent psy-

chology as to its livoly invention.

Mention has been made of Jules Verne, who
threw so many imaginary scientific speculations

into ingenious narrative form. There is a signi-

ficant Unship between Verne and Wells ; but it

is only superficial ; Jules Verne’s ingenious mind
never sought for any underlying hitman significance

to his scientific speculations ; Wells never, in his

wildest fantasy, lost sight of the human factor and
the cosmic note.

The rich satire of Wells’ sociological fictions is of

course obvious, but he is as distinctly though less

obviously a satirist even in his scientific fantasies.

Wonderfid Visii is more than the pleasant

jeu d'esprit ” that it was termed by a leading
literary journal ; it is a searching satirical picture
of human imperfections. In The Food of the Gods,
we are reminded of Gulliver; it is Swift without
the bitterness. Even subtler in its satire is The
Sea Lady, where Mr. Wells reaches a level of high
comedy writing which he rarely attains. There
is a grimmer cruder flavour about Dr. Moreau—
but the satirical note is unmistakable. The Day
of the Co^p^t centres round certain developments
of modern journalism.

Throughout all these tales the immense possi-
bilities of science, the pow’^er of alien outside forces,
the pettin^s and futility of human effort are con-
stantly dwelt upon and emphasized.

Profoundly interesting and suggestive as these
scientific “ dreams ” are, their appeal is necessarily
less wide than that of the stones of ordinary middle-
class life. Here, to the qualities we already know,
though less technically displayed, he adds a pecu >

harly retentive memory of the things he has himself
seen and experienced, and a power of characterisa-

tion, that has been growing in clarity and subtlety

during his earlier apprenticeship to letters. Such
books as Love and Mr. LewisTmn, Kipps, Tono
Bungay, Marriage, are fresh and valuable contribu-

tions to the fictions dealing with English middle-
class life. But there is no radical change in the
story-teller. The restless scientific imagination

is still there, only in place of the physical sciences

he gives us the 'felShce of sociology.

—

to social ““and' pbntmal "'msIfitu^nS^ what l>efore~‘

he had applied lb cRemiit^ and’^HoIbgy The/
matter is different f 'the methcd remains'll samer{

HelOtilt more“dflHe sdi^tStHian the artist, more

'

of the satmst tHah“ the^ffispassidnate "painter. ~iEEer

stiU a wnter'with a puj^osei and a dealer m
problems.

~!K:oinlhe standpoint of literary art, Mr, Wells as

a thinker overwhelms Mr. Wells as an artist. In

common with many influential writers of the day,

his selective faculty is weak, and the ultimate

reality of his stories suffers from his insistent

realism. As a consequence, while the foregroxind of

his picture is ama2dngly cdear, the background is

vague and shadowy. The perspective is at fault.

His tenacious memory and his sharp perceptive

powers prove a snare as well as a blessing. Conse-

quently his parts are better than his whole ; and

the lack of perspective is further embarrassed by

his fertility in ideas. They are interesting enough,

but he is too prodigal with them. He inundates us

with ideas and details, until we are wearied. For

aU his originahty, his undoubted power both in

narrative and in characterisation, these grave

defects preclude our ranking him with the great

masters of fiction. The same defect that spoils

his larger canvases, despite their striking merits,

is quite as noticeable in his less ambitious studies.

They are rarely negligible ; they have thought,

humour, and imagination, but their method savours

more of journalism than literature. Yet ono or

The Country of the Blind, and The Door

in the Tfa?^—have a force and beauty about them

that show what a fine literary artist the author

could be, if only ho took the trouble.
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The majority of Wells’ short stories are extra-

ordinarily clever ; here there is a touch of greatness.

To have written The Country of the Blind and
Love and Mr. Lewisham, is to rank among the writers

who count, and when criticism has had its say with

Mr. Wells’ work, he remains one of the most potent

literary forces to-day; a most stimulating and
origind ideologist.

Mr. Arnold Bennett

Mr. Arnold Bennett (1867) has one thing

in common with Mr. Wells * he also has a touch

of romanticism in his nature, though it is less

pronounced and not mingled with the sentimen-

talism from which Wells is never wholly free. But
unhke Mr. Wells, Mr. Bennett is half ashamed of

his romanticism, and hurries its gay oolourmg into

his lighter writings, in order that he may present

the hfe he is more concerned to portray, m a stern

grey light. Moreover, Mr. Bennett, whatever

revolutionary sentiment he may possess, allows

none to colour his work as a story-teller. He is

content to observe and record. Shaw’s wit plays

fiercely round the drab routine of middle class

life, hoping to galvanise it into activity- Wells"

imagination, half fascinated half repelled by the

reactionary forces that keep it drab and monotonous,
is less concerned to abolish than to analyse and
discuss them. Bennett neither attacks them nor

dissects them. He simply notes them down ^ and
to this extent he is a sounder literary artist than
either of his contemporaries.

The Old Wives* Tale (1908) is a piece of remark-

able literature in its detailed picture of domestic

Ufe in a small manufacturing town. You feel, as

you follow step by step the fortunes of Constance,

and Sophia Barnes, that here is that perfect illusion

of reality that convinces you of its fidehty to life—

not hfe in its finest manifestation nor in its basest

manifestation- but life as it happens to countless

average men and women, with its mingling of joy,

sorrow- tragedy and farce. It is an epic of lower

middle class provincial life, told plainly and soberly

without either bitterness or relish * but exhibiting

clearly enough a vivid sense of the littleness of

human existence and the mutability of things—

^ All things have rest, and ripen towards the grave
in silence ; ripen, fall and cease.”

For all its multiplicity of detail the book has
breadth and perspective, while its most salient

quality is its consistent objectivity. The chronicler

makes no attempt to satirise or to sentimentalise

or to malign his subject matter * he strives his

hardest to deal impartially and fairly with his

various characters. No literary artist can keep
his temperament out of his work, of course, however
hard he tries—^in his very choice of material and
method of handling he displays it; and Mr.
Bennett’s fascination, as a writer, for the ordmajy
routine of life with its limited perspective, is ap-
parent enough. But nowhere does he better display

his power of making the most trivial matters, the
most niggling details, absorbing and arresting,

than here. None of his other books are on this

high level of accomplishment ; although in all his
serious studies, his method remains the same. In
the trilogy

—

Clayhanger, Hilda Lessways, and We
Twain—“there is the same easy mastery over his
material, and clarity of presentment, but there
are too many repetitions ; and what is more serious,

despite much admirable portraiture, a certain dull-

ness and aridity at times. The creative imagina-
tion seems to have Slagged—^and the story is beaten
too thin

Mr. Bennett’s curious habit of reserving his
romanticism and high spirits for what he calls his
‘‘ fantasies ” is partly due, as he has frankly
admitted, to commercial exigencies. Humorous
extravagance and ingenious melodrama pay very
much better than studies of life in homespun grey,

Mr. Bennett has written many extravagances be-
cause, as he has put it with cheerful directness, he
wants to make money. But we suspect there is a
subtler reason than this. Mr. Bennett is afraid

that his romanticism will play havoc with his

methods as a reahstic novelist So he boxes up
his romanticism in a water-tight compartment.
Yet if he is to sustain his r61e as the faithful chroni-

cler of “small beer,” he feels he must give his

imagination an occasional holiday or more exhila-

rating stimulant. And so as against Anna of the

Five Towns (1902), The Old Wives'* Tale, Glay^

hanger, we have Buried Alive, The Card, and The
Grand Babylon Hotel. “ I cannot remain wise unless

I play the fool at times,” he says in effect. And
it cannot be denied that he plays the fool with con-

siderable resource and sprightliness. But this new
version of Jekyll and Hyde, this chopping up of

his literary personality, is not really a good thing

for his art. What the gods have joined let no man
put asunder. I venture to say that if Mr. Bennett
had not played tricks with his personality, he would
be, not merely what he is, a distinguished

novelist, but a great novelist to-day. Ordmary
life is dull, uneventful, grey ; it is also melodramatic,

extravagant, full of colour; and it is this just be-

cause it is so complex. Mr. Bennett would not

have proved less actual but more actual if he had
blended his realism with his romanticism.

Putting aside his Man from the North, as a pro-

mising but immature expression in fiction, let us

consider more carefully his serious pictures of life.

We have in Anna of the Five Towns, Leonora,

Whom God hath Joined—, The Old Wives* Tale,

Clayhanger and its two sequels, his most char-

acteristic work in connection with the pottery

district of Staffordshire, which he has made as

much his own, as has Mr. Hardy the region of

Wessex. The workmanship is not all on the same
level ; the last three being greatly superior to the

first three. But one and aU are distinguished

by a power for vitalising the trivial minutiae of

everyday life, and by a plain, straightforward,

pedestrian style which is wonderfully adapted for

building up the effects he wishes to create,

Mr. Bennett’s claim to distinction does not lie,

of course, in showing that life—^to use one of

Holmes’ phrases—^is a “great bimdle of little

things.’' Many of our novelists have done that.

But they have done so either as Dickens did, by
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investing the little things with a fantastic humour,

or as Charlotte Bronte did, by freighting them
with big emotional issues. IVIr. Bennett’s treat-

ment is otherwise. He records the little things

in a detached, objective way. leaving the reader

to trace their relationship to the larger matters

he will Charlotte Bronte will expatiate on
the tragedy that hinges round an irritable remark
—Bennett merely mentions the irritable remark

as one of the details by which he builds up the

life-likeness of his picture. Whether it be due to

suppressed gout or active malevolence whether it

signifies little or much, he leaves you to find out.

He deals with it as a chronicler, not as an oracle.

Consequently his scenes have all the actuality of a
series of snapshots. But while they have the

merits of good snapshots, they have the corre-

sponding disadvantages. Bennett is both too shrewd
and too sincere a writer not to hnk them together

with some unity of design ; but the novelist’s

interest in the component parts of his scheme and
his predilection for shifting the point of view,

often weakens the general effect. He tries to do
too much ; he is over anxious to make his scenic

background clear and convincing ; the pall of

smoke hanging over his grimy httlo town is so

realistic that we cannot properly see the characters

through 1% In The Old Wives^ Tale and its suc-

cessors, we are long enough in the atmosphere
to accustom our eyesight to its twilight greys.

But few of the other novels are long enough to

rink the author’s meticulous method. Mr. Bennett
makes us realise clearly enough the narrowness and
dinginess of Anna’s life, but she herself as a spiritual

entity who takes the first short cut out of it that

she can, and marries the wrong man, is nothing

like so real as, for instance, the kitchen where we
often find her. Leonora is better done, but again

the perspective is at fault, and we have a much
clearer notion of the fussiness of amateur theatricals

during the rehearsals of Patience, than of the

spiritual turmoil in Leonora’s soul.

This is not due to any lack of sensibility on Mx.

Bennett’s part in big matters ; it is not as if, with

Jane Austen, he is peculiarly concerned gwa artist

with the infinite number of trivialities that go to

make up the life of so many ; it is because he feels

the compelling interest of so many points of view.

He is for ever taking his camera to some other

part of the scene.

This is where writers like Thomas Hardy impress

us with a much deeper sense of reality. Had Mr.

Bennett written Teas, we should have heard pro-

bably quite as much of the dairymaids and other

members of Tess’ family^ as of Tess herself. In
fact, Mr. Bennett hurries us so resolutely from
one point to another in order to give us a compre-
hensive picture, that in his briefer novels we get

to know no one point sufficiently well. It is quite

clear as we read the succession of his novels that

his strength lies in showing a diversity of new
points^—^if he can only moderate his curiosity, and
deal at such length as may enable him to give

perspective to his scheme. How-, she would be
immensely strong here if he had not cut adr^
horn his romanticism and relegated that entirely

to his “ bread and butter stories. Every great
novelist, when properly considered, is neither an
absolute reahst nor an absolute idealist, but a
blend. Even the Russian writers whom Mr.
Bennett admires and takes to some extent as a
model, are half-romantic, half -realistic. The great
eighteenth-century novelists succeeded because of
this.

^

Scott was quite as much a realist as an
idealist _ Dickens as much an idealist as a realist.

The perfect illusion of reality, that the great novel
demands, connotes depth as well as breadth. There
is more of the romantic element in The Old Wwes^
Tale, than Mr Bennett would admit to

;;
and that

is why it is the greatest of his books.
Save in lighter moods, Mr. Bennett is too afraid

of the primary colours, yet life is full of these
thin^ ; and in eliminating such from his most
ambitious work, he eliminates also much of the
poetry in life, which is fully as insistent as its prose.

Mb. Gilbeet Keith Chestebton

The extravagances which Mr. Bennett’s soul

revels in though his critical faculty condemns
them, are boldly exalted to the skies as the one
thmg worth having by Mr. G. K. Chesteeton
(1873). He is the mosii thorough-going vindicator

of the romantic imagination that we have to-day

;

and as such he proves an excellent foil to the

majority of our ablest writers, who either distrust

romanticism, hke Mr. Shaw and Mr. Galsworthy

;

who yield unwilhng homage, like Mr. Wells = or

half-hearted admiration, like Mr. Bennett.

There is nothing equivocal in Mr. Chesterton’s

attitude. He is, with Mark Tapley, determined

to be jolly in all possible circumstances ; and hke

that somewhat irritating optimist, Mr. Chesterton’s

jolliness is almost more oppressive at times than

the melancholy of some of his contemporaries. If

Mr. Chesterton were more spanng of gramophone
effects in his writings on hterature and life, and
refrained more often from slappmg us on the

back and biddmg us keep our pecker up, we should

like him better; for his exuberant mannerisms

make us do less than justice often to his funda-

mentally sane, thoughtful, and invigorating attitude

towards life. His love of paradox, and his insis-

tence on the paradox in promulgating his views,

has made some people link his name with that of

Bernard Shaw. But despite some affinity in

methods, these two brilliant prose-men have little

in common, beyond a fundamental sincerity as

critics of life.

Both men use paradox as a means of promul-

gating their point of view ; to each man paradox

is merely truth standing on its head to attract

attention; yet the truths they draw attention

to are widely different. Mr. Shaw throws morality

overboard, frankly proclaims himself an anarchist,

and bids us give free expression to the instinctive

life-force within us ;
while all the time his ascetic

temperament and intellectual tastes show veTy

clearly that he is an immoralist and an anarchist

simply because he happens to be the most moral

of men, and the most, orderly, and has no personal

need of rules and conventions to make him a highly
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useful member of society, Mr. Shaw’s life-force is

not tempestuous^ elemeutalp but a finely austere
“ tendency that makes for righteousness.”

Mr. Chesterton’s temperament is not ascetic.

It is no more ascetic than was Dr. Johnson’s

—

indeed the likeness between these two burly figures

is remarkable in certain ways. Mr. Chesterton

would never have said with Sir Toby Belch, “ Dost
think because thou art virtuous there shall be no
more cakes and ale ”

? for to him cakes and ale

are positive symbols of virtue. In fact, they
typify the pleasure-loving, full-blooded Englishman,

and he is proud of the fact. Greatly as he admires

Mr. Shaw, he is distressed and irritated by his

asceticism, which he calls Puritanism. We have
only to read Mr. Chesterton on Tolstoy and the

Cult of Simplicity, to realise how incensed he
becomes at any gospel that threatens the jollity

of life. Anaemia to him is a form of ungodliness

;

he hates the faddist more than he does the criminal.

Nothing was more characteristic of him than his

objection to Swinburne’s lines about the “lilies

and languors of virtue ” and the “ roses and rap-

tures of vice,” on the score that it were truer to

ascribe viciousness to lilies and virtue to roses.

The colour and opulence of hfe to him are good
and splendid things. Here then, we have a tem-

perament at opposite poles from that of Mr. Shaw.
Chesterton is the true immoralist by nature. Yet,

just as Shaw nullifies his intellectual immoralism
by his temperamental expression, so does Chesterton

nullify his temperamental immoralism by his

intellectual conventionality. He approves loudly

of the very conventions that Mr. Shaw derides.

He believes stoutly in tradition. And so, when
it comes to the actual conduct of life, each is

quite a decorous and respectable member of

society.

The aflSnity is one of puipose ; the difference is

a question of method—^not of literary method, but
of spiritual tactics.

Mr. Chesterton’s love of extravagant statement,

his partiality for paradox, his reliance on a forcible

expression of his views, leaves the impression

on many people that though he may disagree

with Shaw and other moral revolutionaries, he
is himself none the less a revolutionary, and a
more or Jess explosive force in modem life and
letters.

But this really, as Lamb said of Coleridge’s

metaphysics is “only his fun.” Mr, Chesterton

typifies the average, healthy Englishman, and if

he assumes a revolutionary swagger it is merely
to call better attention to his message of boisterous

common-sense. The difference between Ch^terton
and the average Englishman is that Chesterton

can express himself and the average English*

man cannot. But that is a question of literary

power. Chesterton, like the average Englishmano
is tremendously sentimental, tremendously cheer-

ful, tremendously straightforward. Nowhere is

this better seen than in his study of Dickens, who
is, with ad his faults and merits, one of the most
English of our novelists. Much has been written
about the CImstmas Carols and as a rule the literary

critic either dwells so long on its crudities that
the reader feels as if the tale were a kmd of catch-
penny affair that has somehow hypnotised the
popular imagination ^ or else, the critic drops his
critical apparatus altogether and rhapsodises about
it in a vague way, with the same furtive haste
as one rhapsodises about some estimable man who
is at bottom a dull dog. Mr. Chesterton divines
excellently the real merits of the tale, and in a line

or so satisfies both our imagination that loves
Dickens and our critical faculty that boggles
over him.

“The beauty and the real blessing of the story do
not lie in the mechanical plot of it, the repentance of
Scrooge, probable or improbable ; they lie in the great
furnace of real happiness that glows through Scrooge
and everything round him ; that great furnace, the
heart of Dickens. Whether the Christmas visions
would or would not convert Scrooge, they convert us.
Whether or no the visions were evoked by real Spirits
of the Past, Present, and Future, they were evoked
by that truly exalted order of angels who are correctly
called High Spirits. They are impelled and sustained
by a quality which our contemporary artists ignore
or almost deny, but which in a life decently lived is

as normal and attainable as sleep—^positive, passionate,
conscious joy. The story sings from end to end like a
happy man going home ; and, like a happy and good
man, when it cannot sing it yells. It is lyric and ex-
clamatory, from the first exclamatory words of it. It

is stnctLy a Christmas Carol.”
^

The average Englishman prefers Rudyard Kipling
to William Watson, just as he prefers Dickens to

Meredith. The literary critic shrugs his shoulders,
“ No sense of art,” he murmurs. The advanced
social thinker groans, “The Philistine lack of

culture.” I do not know what Mr. Chesterton has
said, if he has said anything on the point. But I

can infer pretty definitely, from what he does say
in his treatment of Browning, how he would re-

gard this attitude.

It is coming to be recognised to-day that while

a good deal of Browning—chiefly the later Brownmg
—is anathema to the general reader, there is a good
deal also that appeals not only to the cultured

reader but to the man in the street. And this

because Browning at his best is the most human
and comprehensible of poets. One reason for this

Mr. Chesterton, with his customary clearness and
vigorous common-sense, has pointed out

:

“Now, to say that Browning’s poems, artistically

considered, are fine although they are rugged, is quite

as absurd as to say that a rock, artistically considered
is fine although it is rugged. Ruggedness being an
essential quality in the universe, there is that in man
which responds to it as to the striking of any other

chord of the eternal harmonies. As the children of

nature, we are akin not only to the stars and flowers, but
also to the toad-stools and the monstrous tropical birds.

And it is to be repeated as the essential of the question

that on this side of our nature we do emphatically love

the form of the toadstools, and not merely some com-
plicated botanical and moral lessons which the philo-

sopher may draw from them. For example, just as there

Js such a thing as a poetical metre being beautifully light

or beautifully grave and haunting, so there is such a

thing as a poetical metre being beautifully rugged. . o .

Nature may present itself to the poet too often as

consisting of stare and lilies ; but these are not poets
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5^ho live in the country ; they are men who go to the

country for inspiration and could no more live in the

country than they could go to bed in Westminster

Abbey. Men who live in the heart of nature, farmers

and ^asants, know that nature means cows and pigs,

and creatures more humorous than can be found in a
whole sketch-book of Callot. And the element of the

grotesque in art, like the element of the grotesque

in nature, means, in the main, energy, the energy

which takes its own forms and goes its own way.
Browning’s verse, in so far as it is grotesque, is not

complex or artificial ; it is natural and in the legitimate

tradition of nature. The verse sprawls like the trees,

dances like the dust ; it is ragged like the thunder-

cloud, it IS top-heavy like the toad-stool. Energy which
disregards the standard of classical art is in nature as

it is in Browning. The same sense of the uproarious

force in things which makes Browmnp dwell on the

oddity of a fungus or a jellyfish makes him dwell on the

oddity of a philosophical idea.”

This is both perfectly true and admirably ex-

pressed, and it expresses just what the ordinary

man feels about a poet who appeals to him, or a
story-teller who captivates him. It is the rugged-

ness, the familiar intimacy, if we will, of Kipling,

that arrests him more than the polished and more
classic style of Watson. It is the lack of intimate

familiarity that makes him keep Meredith at a
respectful distance. There is more of the universal

in Kipling and in Dickens than in Watson and
Meredith. . The average intelligent man is right in

his instincts, however badly ho may reason about

his instincts. And Chesterton voices precisely what
the average man feels but cannot put well into

words.

Mr. Chesterton’s strength as a writer does not

rely on any profundity of thought, nor in any
original point of view, but in the clear and witty

way in which he expresses commonplace truths.

He is an acute critic, not a subtle one ;
and he is

not afraid of showing us the limitations to his

sympathies. He is quite emphatic in Ins failure

to appreciate, for instance, the Russian genius, or

the greatness of Mr. Thomas Hardy; pessimism

and dispassionateness are qualities that enrage

him in literature as in life. And he is so annoyed
about them, that he will not take the trouble to

find out if there is anything of value behind.

Well, here again Mr. Chesterton is very English,

and although we may differ with him about some
of his prejudices and predilections, it is refresh-

ing to find a man who is so honest and straight-

forward concerning them. He is an aggressively

honest critic, and he never worries us with that

spurious breadth of sympathy affected by some
critics. Like most journalists who take to hterature,

he has tried many forms ; essay, fiction, verse, and
quite recently, drama. There is a breathless, less

clever cleverness about a good deal of it that com-

pels our admiration, but if he were less breathless

it would be fit^h better. Mr. Chesterton writes too

easily, and is too fond of constructing card-castles

in order to knock them down. That is no drawback
to bim as a journalist, but it is a distinct drawback
to him as a Ty>ftTi of letters. Card-castles axe good

fun—'but the fun is fibildish. Mr. Chesterton has

many of the lovable qualities of a great big child

;

some also of the distracting qualities. With a

rich and generous sense of humour, he wastes his
own time and ours by filling his books with trivial
witticisms hke, ''‘The fear of the waiter is the be-
ginning of dmmg.” It sounds smart—it is simply
meaningless. And Mr. Chesterton is too fond of
spoilmg good writing with this shoddy wit. It is a
pity. But if Mr. Chesterton annoys us with his
childishness, he is, to do him justice, splendidly
childlike. He is childlike in his capacity for enjoy-
ment, childlike in his power of enthusiasm. In an
age that is inclined to be blasi and cynical, it is a
joy to have a writer who is not afraid of enthusiasm^
and who sees the dynamic force of enthusiasm.
And we may add this. Writers to-day are for

the most part either violently progressive or
violently reactionary. Mr. Chesterton is neither.
With all his emotional sensibility there is no writer
more full of good, solid common-sense than he.
Whether we agree or disagree with his religion or
politics OP purely literary standpoint, he never
talks without saying something worth the saying,

which is not admitting that all he says is worth
the saying. Some of our writers to-day are for

ever peering into the future ; others less venture-
some turn round and hug the past. Mr Chesterton
reahses—^to adopt a striking phrase of Edward
Dowden’s—^that the sanest critic is he who “ resumes
the past and prophesies the future.”

But this chronicle of English life and letters must
now draw to a close.

Whatever influence the War may have upon
English life and letters, one thing surely it will

make as clear as noonday—that is, the spiritual

degradation of Force worship.

Force worship lays emphasis on realism in literar

ture and on militarism in life. Realism as a leaven

and as a neutraliser of sentimentalism is, as we
have seen, obviously a good thing

;
just as mili-

tarism in so far as it brings organisation and cor-

porate efiScieney into national hfe is a good thing.

But as understood and exag^rated by Force

worship, both realism and militarism are bad things.

The more immediate effect of the War may well

be, not merely to check the realistic tendency in

letters, but even to bring about for a while the re-

vival of a more conventional, more artificial litera-

ture ; since a psychological rebound is natural

enough, but need give no ground for anxiety.

Sooner or later the Art-faculty, stunned and half

paralysed as it is to-day, and blindly groping

for some temporary relief and distraction as it

may be doing to-morrow, will resume its normal

balance.

To expect, as some seem to have expected, that

this catastrophic war should at once inspire our

men of letters, is unreasonable. Here and there a

younger writer of the day, like Rupert Brooke,

reacted to its fierce thrill. But its effect on the

whole has been to stun not to stimulate the imagin-

ation. It may be quite true, as Shelley urged, that

we “learn in suffering what we teach in song.

Art feeds upon the drama of life, shaping its rap-

tures and agonies into forms of beauty ;
but there

is a period when one can only feel—^not express

;
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a time when the poignancy of the drama strikes us

into silence. It is not to the actors in the drama
then, but to those who, coming after, will view the

battle from afar, that we must look for the song.

We to-day are far too near its bloody horrors ; too

wearied by its dreadful tedium. We lack the

perspective 5 we lack that necessary detachment

and deliberation that is essential to the great artist.

The groat flowering time of the English Renascence

was not the moment when Drake and Hawkins
were defying Philip of Spain. After the defeat of

the Armada came the triumphs of Shakespeare.

The Literature of to morrow lies in the womb of

to-day. What the precise character of that litera-

ture will be, it would be folly to try and forecast

;

but assuredly, every action, every attitude of ours

to-day, is helping to mould the nature and destiny

of these unborn children.
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166
Bible in Spain, The, 554
Biblical research, 271
Biddulph, Miss Sidney, Memoirs of

259
Billow Papers, The, 647
Binnone, 61
Binyon, Laurence, 488
Biographia Literaria, 386

NjBiography of yictorian era, 605
Biology, Principles of, 592
Birth Mark, The, 626
Birthday, A, 473
Bishop Blougram, 287, 431, 432, 436,
482

Bishop orders his tomb at 8U Praxed*s
Church, The, 430 *

Black, William, 550
Black Booh of Carmarthen, 18
Black Death, The, 64
Black-Eyed Susan, 205
Blackie, John Stuart, 479

'

Blackmore, Sir Richard, 204
Blackmore, Richard D., 549
Blacknesse, 148
Blackwood, Algernon, 549
Blackwood*s Edinburgh Magazine, 386,
387

Blair, Robert, 233
Blake, William, 293, 295, 299, 303-

306, 601 ;
Stopford Brooke’s Study

of, 676
^Blanchard, Laman, 494
NBtank verse, 85, 89, 97, 102
Bleak House, 349, 499
Blessed Damozel, The, 442, 444, 446
Blind Beggar of Alexandria, The, 154
Blind, Mathilde, 475

'*^lindness, Milton on his, 181 *

Blithedale Romance, The, 624, 625, 627,

660
Blood, Frances, 394
Bloody Teneni made yet more Bloody,

The, 621
Blot in the *Scutcheon, A, 431, 432
Blougram, Bishop, 287
Blue Closet, The, 452
Blunt, Wilfred Scawen, 489
Boccaccio, 67, 105
Bodmer, Johann Jacob, 297
Boethius, 8
Bogland Studies, 662
Bake maad of Rycharde Hampole to an

Ankeresse, 27
Boke of Philip Sparrow, 74
Bold Stroke for a Wife, A, 226
Bohngbroke, Viscount, 268
Bon Gaultier Ballads, The, 493
Bonny Earl of Murray, The, 56
Bone to Gnawfor the Democrats, A, 397

Book of Anevnn, 18
Book of Ballymote, 13, 34

^ook of Job, Blake’s illustrations for,

^304
*^ook of Job, by Froude, 600 *

\Book of Job, by Money-Coutts, 487

\Bpok of Leinster, 13, 14
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Boo'k of Lismore^ 13, 16

Book uf Orm ,
the Celt, 479

Book of Piers the Plowman, 30-32

Book of Snobs, The, 512, 513

Book of Taliesin, 18, 20

Book of the Puchesse, 67

Book of the Dun Cow, 13

BookofThelfdOi
Boorde, Dr., 129

Borderers, The, 648
Borough, The, 239
Borron, Robert de, 38, 79

Borrow, George Henry, 551, 553-556

Boswell, James, 240 241, 242, 243,

386, 598
Botanic Garden, The, 236
Bothie of Toher-na-Vuolich, The, 464
Bothwell, 459

_

Brircp-iil*. Dion, 547
Bs'J r 0,

V'lireni. 236
Bowles, W. L., 363
Boy and the Angel, The, 430
Boy and the Parrot, The, 491
Boy^s Song, A ,

329 *

Boyd, A. K. H., 572
Boyd, Hugh Stuart, 470
Boyle, Charles, 272
Boyle, Hon. Robert, 290
Boyse, Samuel, 229, 230
Bracebndge Mall, 622, 623 *

Braddon, M. E., 533
Bradford, John, 167
Bradstreet, Mrs., 606
Braes of Yarrow, 275
Branwen, Daughter of Llyr, 18
Bray, Mrs., 517
Break, Break, Break, 410
Brehon Laws, St. Patrick’s Codifica-

tion of, 16
Breton, Nicholas, 124
Brtde^s Prelude, The, 442, 445 *

Bridge of Sighs, 421 *

Bridges, Robert, 489-490
Brief Historical Delation of State

Affairs, 219
Bright, Mrs Golding, 662
Britain, 415 ^
Britain, Story-cycles of, 33, 34
Britannia and Jtaleigh, 201
Bntanniah Pastorals, 181
British Museum, 230
Britons, History of the, 35
Broad Church movement, 578
Broken Heart, The, 164 *

Bronte, Anne, 469, 518, 519, 520
Bronte, Charlotte, 263, 394, 406, 469,

512, 518-524, 530, 536, 662, 677;
Life by Mrs. Gaskell, 605

Brontd, Emily, 263, 469, 518, 519,

620, 523
Brooke, Mrs. Prances, 260
Brooke, Rupert, 679
Brooke, S. Stopford, 576
Brooks, Mrs., 608
Brooks, Shirley, 494
Brougham, Lord, 384, 385, 399
Broughton, Rhoda, 533
Brown, Charles Brockden, 622
Brown, Ford Madox, 441
Brown, George Douglas, 552
Brown, Dr. John, 477
Brown, Thomas Edward, 479
Browne, Charles Farrer, 653
Browne, Sir Thomas, 106, 171-172,

290, 366
Browne, William, 181
Browning, Elizabeth Barrett, 405,

407, 424, 428, 469, 470-472, 473
Browning, Robert, 66, 235, 406,

407, 427-440, 442, 459, 494, 495,

INDEX
537 553, 578, 616, 619, 658, 663,

Bruce, by Barbour, 75
Bruce, by Davidson, 661
Brunanhurgh, Battle of, 11
Brunne, Robert, 25
Bruno, 288
Brut Chronicles, 36
Brut, Le, 33, 37
Brutus legend, 35
Bryant, Wilham Cullen, 607-608, 654
Bryce, Lord, 605
Brythons, the, 2, 12, 17-18
Buccaneer, The, 608
Buchanan, George, 274
Buchanan, Robert, 359, 444, 458
Buckhurst, Lord, 202
Buckle, Henry Thomas, 402, 406, 596,
603

Bulwer, Edward George; see Lytton
Bundle of Letters, A, 633
Bunyan, JohUj 173-177,107 ; England
during his time, 146

Burden of Nineveh, The, 442, 446, 488
Buried Alive, 676
Buried Life, The, 465 *

Burke, Edmund, 241, 242, 246, 260,

269, 368, 395
Burnand, Sir Francis, 497
Burne-Jones, Edward, 442, 450, 453
Burne-Jones, William, 457
Burnet, Gilbert, 268
Burnett, Frances Hodgson, 634
Burney, Frances, 231, 249, 260, 261,

262 469
vjBtims’ Robert, 76, 77, 300-303, 304,

305, 387 ;
Carlyle s Essay on, 387 *

;

Jeffrey on, 569 ;
Cunningham’s Life,

329 ;
Lockhart’s Life, 605

Burroughs. John, 616
Burton, Richard Francis, 553, 556
Burton, Robert, 170, 256
Bury Fair, 223
Bush Ballads and Galloping Bhymes,

484
BuH of Dante, Lines on a, 620
Bussy d^Ambois, 154
Busybody, The, 226
Butler, Joseph, 273, 286-287
Butler, Samuel, 200, 491, 517, 672
By Order of the Company, 634
By the Fireside, 436
Byles, Rev. Mather, 607
Byrd, William, 126
Byrom, John, 204
Byron, Lord, 298, 299, 323, 325, 331-

336, 339, 343, 357, 366, 385, 427,

451, 491, 585, 666; Life by Moore,

330, 605

Cade’s Rebellion, 194
Cadenus and Vanessa, 215
Caedmon, 6, 21
Caesar Borgia, 228
Caffyn, Mrs. Mannington, 662
Caird, Edward, 563, 588
Caird, John, 688
Caleb Williams, 357, 392
Caliban on Setebos, 432, 436
Calidore, 344
Caligula, 228
Call of the Sea, the, 117-119

Call of the Town, the, 488

Call&r Hemn\ 469
Calverley, Charles Stuart, 494. 495,

497
Camden, William, 111, 347, 148

Camilla, 260
Campbell, Thomas, 329, 330

Campion, Thomas, 116, 126

672
Cannan, Gilbert, 662
Cant and, Hypocrisy, 373 *

Y^anterbury Tales, 67-71, 104, 304
Canton, William, 488
Caoht6, 16
Captain Singleton, 212
Captains Courageous, 669
Card, The, 676
Careless Husband, The, 226
Carew, Thomas, 184
Carleton, William 646

Marlyle, Thomas, 215, 216, 298, 308,
‘ 315, 324, 349. 379, 880, 387, 405

407, 408, 416, 419, 493, 499, 616,
535, 660, 566-572, 578, 583, 586,
688, 689, 603, 604, 605, 635, 636;
Froude’s Lufe of, 599, 600, 638
643*

; Thoreau's Essay on, 638
Carman, William Bliss, 621
Carol, The, 506
Carols, mediaeval, 54
Carols ofCockaynu, 495
Carpenter. Prof

, 295, 487. 588, 658
Carrier Pigeon, The, 483
Carroll, Lewis, 487, 495, 496
Castaway, A, 475
Castle of Indolence, The, 232,* 294
Castle of Otranto, The, 266, 294, 298,

356 *

Castle of Perseverance, The, 96
Castle Mackrent, 260
Cataline, 149, 150, 156
Catherine, 612
Catholic Revival, 425
Cato, 209, 210
Cattle Raid of Cooley, 14
Cavalier, Memoirs of a, 202
Caxton, Wilham, 78, 79, 105
Caxtons, The.. 548
Cecilia, 260
Celebrated Trials, 553
Celestial Railroad^ The, 628 *

Celia, To, 151,1^3*
Celt and Saxon, 534
Celtic dialects, 17; genius, 2, 19; in-

va.sions, 1, 2; literature, 12-20;

note of later Victorian verse, 479;
note of present day, 661 ; origin of

Arthurian cycle, 34 ; sagas, 13 et seq.

Celtic Heathendom, 577
Celtic Literature, Lectures on the Study

of, 464
Cenoi, The, 339
Cennfaeladh, 13
Centlivre, Susannah, 226
Chaldee MS., 386
Chalmers, Thomas, 578
Chambered Nautilus, The, 646
Chambers, Robert, 691
Chamberses Edinburgh Journal, 405
Champion of Virtues, 355
Changed Man, A, 641
Changeling, The, 161
Chanmng, William Ellery, 649

Chants for Socialists, 452
Chapman, George, 148, 154, 342, 364

Chapmaids Homer, on first looking into,

344
Character ofa Trimmer, The, 207

Character of Walter Scott, The, 388*
Characteristics, 370
Characters, 267
Characters of Shakespearee

s

370

Charge of the Light Brigade, The, 416

Chanty schools, 273
Charlemagne Romance, 40
Charlemagne story-cycle, 33, 34, 35, 40

Charles V, History of the Reign of the

Emperor, 269
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Charles O^Malleyt 647
Charms, The, 6
Chartism, 568
Chatterton, Thomas, 48, 236
JShaucer, Geoffre^^, 29, 66-71, 73, 104

129 ;
characteristics of his age, 63-

66; Life, by Godwin, 392; Tines

on, by Occleve, 73
Cherrie and the Slae, The, 274
Chester cycle of plays, 92, 94
Chesterfield, Earl of, 231, 266 ; John-

son’s Letter to, 242
Chesterton, Gilbert Keith, 658, 662,

664, 665, 677-679
Chevy Chase, 56
Chtld of the Jago, A, 662
Child?s Garden of Verses, A, 488, 550
Childe Marold, 323, 333, 334
Childhood, Poetry oL 487
Childhood of Jesus, 22
Children of Adam, 616
Children’s Hour, The, 611
Chillingworth, William, 169
Chimes, The, 500, 506
Chloe, To, 205
Choir Invisible, The, 633
Chorister-schools, 272
Chrestien de Troyes, 18, 36, 38, 49
Christ, 6
Christ’s Victory and Triumph, 181
Christabel, 291, 316, SIS,* 319,* 325,

326,.344
Christian Doctrine, Development of,

579, 581, 591
Christian literature, early, 16
Christian Social Movement, 582
Christian Hero, The, 210
Christian Year, The, 425, 579
Christianity, influences of, 2, 6, 7, 13,
20 _

Christianity, Inquiry concerning the

Origin of, 528
Christianity, Latin, History of, 392*
Christianity, The Heasonahleness of,

278
^

Christie Johnstone, 508
Christmas Books, 506
Christmas Carol, 498, 678
Christmas Eve, 622
Christmas Eve and Easter Day, 406,

431
Christus, 609
Chronicle of Piers Langtoft, 26
Chronicle of the Cid, 320
Chronicles, mediaeval Latin, 9
Chronicles, Mediaeval English Church,
272

Chronicles, Froissart’s, 64, 65, 80
Chronicles, Geoflrey of Monmouth’s,

35, 36
Chronicles of Carlingford, The, 533
Chrysaor, 349
Church, The, 166 ; the mediaeval, 64,

66, 78 ; use of drama by, 90, 91
Church Imperialism, 457
Church and Eeligion, Last Essays on,

464
Church Chronicles, Medimal English,

272
Church Discipline in England, Refor-

mation touching, 177
Church ofScotland, History of, 267
Church, jOean, 582
Church, Benjamin, 607
Churchill, Charles, 235, 236
ChurchiU. Winston, 634
Churchwarden and the Curate, The,
411*

Cibber, CoUey, 219, 226, 248
Cigarette Maker’s Romance, A, 633

Citizen of the World, The, 244,* 245

City in the Sea, The, 631 *

City Madam, The, 163, 164
City’s Night Cap, 155
City of Dreadful Night, The, by Thom-

son, 468
City of Dreadful Night, The, by Kip-

ling, 669
City of the Blague, The, 386
City of the JPlain, The, 612
City Poems, 478 *

City Trees, 383 *

Civilisation in England, History of,

603
Clandestine Marriage, The, 227
Clare, John, 418
Clarendon, Earl of, 268
Clarissa Harlowe, 248, 250 *

Clarke, Cowden, 348
Clarke, James Freeman, 650
Classical learning in mediaeval Eng-

land, 80
Classicism, 292, 572; rise of, 191; dis-

pute regarding, 272
Classics, translations from, 84
Clavering, Maiy, 265
Clayhanger, 676
Cleanness, 51, 52
Clemens, Samuel Langhome (“ Mark
Twain ”), ^5

Clerk Saunders, 56, 59
Clifiord, W. K., 695
Clifford, Mrs, W. K., 662
Clifton, William, 607
Clive, Mrs., 469, 517
Cloister ana the Hearth, The, 508, 509*
Cloud, The, 291, 294, 338, 339, 341,*

461
CloudesUy, 393
Clough, Arthur Hugh, 406, 463, 464
Cobbett, William, 396-398, 403

;

Saintsbury’s Essay on, 676
Cohhl&r, The, 407, 411
Cock and the Bull, The, 494 *

Cockaine, Sir Aston, 155
Cockfighting, 231
Cockfighiing, 111
Cockney School of Boetry, The, 386
Coelehs in Search of a Wife, 260
Coffee-houses, 194
Coleridge, Hartley, 308, 420
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 291, 293,

294, 309, 314r-320, 325, 326, 330,

370, 374-376, 386, 387, 390, 443,
445, 446, 569, 578, 686, 587,657, 658,

661, 666; Life, by Trail, 576
Coleridge, Sara, 420, 469
Colet, Bean, 81, 166
Colin Clout’s Come Home Again, 120,

121
Collective Mysteries, 25
Colleen Bavm, The, 647
Collegians, The, 547
Collier, Jeremy, 268
Collins, John Churton, 676
Collins, Mortimer, 484
Collins, Wilkie, 499, 517, 548-549
Collins, William, 233, 234
Colman, George, 226, 246
Colomhe’s Birthday, 431, 432
Colonel Jack, 212
Colour, Hymn to, 637, 639
Columbus, lAfe of, 622
Columkille, 16
Colvin, Sir Sidney, 651
Colyn Cloute, 75
Come not, when I am dead, 410
'^medy, 90; first English, 97; first

prose, 86
Comedy, Essay on, 535, 637 *

Comedy of Errors, A, 131
Comic Spirit, Ode to the, 537
^omic Writers, English, 370
Comical Revenge, The, 223
Coming of Love, The, 677
Commemoration Ode, 647
Common Sense, 395
Commonsense of Municipal Training

672
Commonweal, 450
Commonwealth, History of the, 393
Companions of my Solitude. 572
Complaint of Deor, 6
Complaint of Mary, 64
Complaint of Scotland, 274
Comphint of the Duke o^ Buckingham,

Compleat Angler, The, 172 *

Complete English Gentleman, The, 213
Complete English Tradesman, The.,

211, 212
Compleynt of Mars, 67
Compleynt to Ms Lady, 67
Compleynt to Bite, 67
Comus, 178, 179, 181 *

Conceited Bedlar, The, 155
Conciliation with America, 270 *

Condensed Novels, 654
Conduct of Life, The, 635
Conduct of the Allies, The, 215
Confederacy, The^ 225 *

Confessio Amanits, 72, 138
Confessional, The, 439 *

Confessions, 432, 438 *

Confessio7is of an English Opium-eater,

377, 382,* 387, 490
ConfiteoTj 485 *

Congal, 470
Congreve, Richard, 208, 587
Congreve, William, 223-225
Conmgsby, 516
Conington, John, 577
Conquest of England, The, 601
Conquest of Granada, by Bryden, 228
Conquest of Granada, The, by Wash-

ington Irving, 622
Conquest of Mexico, History of, 651
Conquest of Beru, History of, 651
Conrad, 667
Conscious Lovers, 210
Constable, Henry, 124

Constitution of Church and State, On
the, 375

Constit^ifional, The, 512
Constitutional History of England, by

Hallam, 390
Ccmstitulional History of England, by

Stubbs, 602
Contemporary Thought and Thinkers,

675
Contention for Honour and Riches, 165

Contention of Lludd and Llevelys, 18
Contentment, Hymn to, 206
Conversation of Authors, On the, 373
Conversations of Northcote, 558
Conway, Sir Martin, 665
Cook, Eliza, 473
Cooper, James Fenimore, 623
Copernicus, 288^
Coplas de Manmque, 608
Corbet, On Vincent, 149
Corinna Maying, 184
Coriolanus, 134, 137, 138
Com, 621
Corn Law Rhymes, 419
Cornelia, 100
ComhiU Magazine, 612
Cornwall, Barry,” 363, 387



Corv, William, 482

^^bimond, 430

Cmntry
CmrUry Waat,A,J.d6

Country W%fe,

Court Lj^ri 9m
Court poets of

Courthope, Dr. William, . «q
Courtly poetry, early romantic, 32,

of MUes StaM 609, 611

CoveiU Garden Journal 25

J

Coventry Plays, 92, 94

Coverdale, Miles, 84, 165

Cowley, Abraham, 187, 206

Cowley, ^•.2|T, 231

Cose, Wiliiam, 390

INDEX
I Cuchullin saga, 14, 17

L CuoJcoo Song, 55 , . eno
r^lture and Anarchy, 464, 466, 573

' Cumberland, Richard, 227

Cummins, Maria S., 632

Cumnor Hall, 236
Cunningham, Allan, 329
“ Cup and Saucer ” School of Drama,

260
Cupid and Death, 165

Curse of Kehama, 320

Cursor Mundi, 21, 24, 27

Curtis, George William, 651

Cycle of Homilies, 21, 27

Cycles, Alexander, 33, 34, W^O, 48

Cycles, Arthurian, 3, 33, 34-39

Cycles, Celtic, 13

Cycles, Charlemagne, 40

Cycles, Roman, ?9
Cycles, Romantic mediaeval, od

Cymheline, 134
Cymri, the, 2

Cynewulf, 6, 21, 22, 23

cS^*s^«W8,150,154»

Daffodils, by Worcbworth, 384

Daffodils, To, by Herrick, 184

Daily News, 498
Daisy,m *

Daisy Miller, 6Z3

Dana, Richard Henry. W,^ „

Dani4 Joh“. llkP' ^

Daniel Deronda, 562

Danish influence on English literature,

2, 7, 8
Daniels Dream, 442

Darius, 274
Dark Ladie,

Darley, George, 353, 661

Darmesteter, Madame, 476

Darwin, Charles

Darwin, Erasmus, 236, 591, 69^

Davenant. Sir Wilham, 155, 170, 190,

223 „ V t i«
Davenport, oa #
David and *
David Copperfi^ 498, 500, 506

-David SimpU, 259

Davidson, John,^8, W7, oou

Davy, Sir Humpta 291

Dawson, Ernest, oou

Day, John, 152 -

Day, Thomas, 357

Day and Night

Day Dream, 410, 415
, - w tl »

** Day, like our sovls, %s fiercely dark,

419 *

Day of the Comet, The, 675

Day^s Work, The,^Q^
Daybook of John Dow, 84

Daijhreak, 190 - ^
Daybreak in February,

*

De incendio amom^, 2o

De Orbe Novo,ni

St Q^Ttotnas, 252, 308, 372.

376-383 ,

Deacon’s Masterpiece, The, d40

Father of maMad,

612
Death’s Jest Booh, 354

Death of Marlovie,^
Death of CEwm, iJA

l^lfteVof^&^^OdA
0Ji<H416, 416

Coxe, Wimarn, ouy
^

Coy Lone, To Ms, 125^^^

Crabbe, George 236, -

' 239-240, 263
. »

Craik, Mrs., 533

Crane, Stephen, 633

Crane, Walter, 665, 66t>

Cranford, 528 *

Cranmer, ThomM, 167

Crashaw, Bichaid, ISi^lSS

Crawford, Francis Marion, 633

Creation, The, 204

Creed ofChr^t‘’fo^dl^
Creighton, Mandeil, 603, 605

Crevecoeui, J. Hector St. John de,

622
Cricket on the Hearth, The, 606

Crisis, The, 634
CrUic, The, 221 * -

Critical and Historical J^says, ooo

Criticism, 362 et sey.;

86, 115; histoncal method, 295,

from Bacon to

in time of Dryden and Pope, 191 e«

seq,; later Victorian, 558; present

C^&mand Literary Taste in Europe,

Histofyof,69Q
Criticism, Essay on, 202, 203, 204

Criticism, Essays 464, 016

Critics, American, 649

Croaker Payers, The, 608

Crockett, S. R-, 662

Crcesus, 274
Croker, John Wilson, 386

Cromwell, Oliver, 146, 147, 267 ;
Dis-

course concerning Government, oj,

206V-€arlyle’s Letters and Speeches

0^267, 566, 568, 570, 571 i Gai-
ner’s monograph on,

Smithes monograph on, 652 ,
aora

tian 0^ to, 189
Crosby, 230
Cross, John Walter, 529

Cross Purposes, 549
Crossing, The, 634
Crossing the Bar, 412
Crotchet Castle, 358
Crowded Street, The, 607

Crowne, John, 228

Cruel Painter, The, M9
Cruise of the Midge, Th^ ® oi 9
Crusoe’s Serious Meflections,^i^

Cry of the Children, The, ^10 *

Cry of the Human, The, 470

Cub cd Newmarket, The, 242

685

Debate of the Body and the Soul, 26, 54

Debates and Dialogues, mediaeval, 2b

Decameron, 105, 485

Decline and FaU of the Eoman Empire,

269*
Dee, Dr., 129
Deerhrook, 517
Deerslayer, The, 623

Defence of Guenevere, The, 450, 452

Defence of Lucknow, The, 416

Defence of Poetry, 6^0
Defence of the Doctrine of Justification,

174
Defence of Usury, 398

Defense of Poesie, 88, 112 *

Defense of Rhyme, 111, 1^0
Defoe, Daniel, 195, 211-214, 248,

262
Diirdre, 15
Dejection, Ode to, 3^, oSS

Dekker, Thomas, 109, 148, 155, 161

Delights of the Muse, 185

Deluge, 94*
Demeter, 412
Demeter and Persephone,

Democracy and Liberty, 604

Denham, Jol^a, PJ-

.

Denis Duval, 612, 514

DenniSj John, 204, 2p
Departing Year, Ode to£ie, 316

Departmental Ditties, 661

Descent into the Maelstrom, The, 630

Descent of Christ into Hell, 22

Descent of Man, The, 592

Description of Spnng, 8b

Deserted Village, The, 2^6

Desperate Remedies, 541

Despised and Rejected, 473

Destiny, 261 * ^

ofChristian
Doctrine, 579,

Devil IS an J^s, The, 149

Devil’s Law Case, The, 160

Demi’s WA 2’H820
Devotional works, i’i

Dialect novel, the, 66Z

&^t^n4aTrpA377
DiSogues and Dehatea, mediaeval, 26.

64. See also Dmfoye

Dialogues between Syhts and Phelonas,

I^gues on Naturtd Bdigion, 284,

285

S''o}l%USoul,M9

Dipsychus,^
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Discourse of English Poesie, 116 *

Discoverie of WUchcrafte, 134
Discoveries, 169, 206
Dispensary, The, 204
Disraelij Benjamin, 516
Dissensions in Athens and Pome, On

the, 215
Dissertation on the Progress of Ethical

Philosophy, 385
Ditty, by Sydney, 89 *

Diurnal, The, 196
Divine Tragedy, The, 609
Divines, English, 166 et segc

Divinity of Jesus, The, 582
^

Divorce, Doctrine and Discipline of,

178
Dixon, Canon, 484
Dobell, Sydney, 477
Dobson, Austin, 495, 496-497, 577
Doctor*s Dilemma, The, 673
Doctrinal Development, Essay of, 579,

681
Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce, 178
Dodgson, Rev. C. L. ; see Carroll,

Lewis
Domhey and Son, 498, 500, 503 *

Don Juan, 333, 334, 335,* 666
Don Julian, 349
Don Quixote in England, 251
Don Rodericlc, 320

J>onne, John, 149, 168, 182-184
— school of, 182 et seq.

Door in the Wall, The, 675
Dorian Gray, 565, 662
Double Dealer, The, 223, 224
Douglas, Gavin, 77
Dover Beach, 466
Dowden, Edward, 577
Dowden, Richard, 486
Dowland, John, 126
Dr, Claudius, 633
Dr, JeJcyll and Mr, Eyde, 550, 675
Drake, Joseph Redman, 608
Drama, general influence, 89, 146;

nature, 8^ ;
earlier Renascence, 89-

109 ;
viif; Johnson and Fielding's

time, 230V^nson’s, 160 ;'SW§frIowe’s,

102 ; Post-Shakespearean, 164-165

;

of 17th century, 222-228; origin

and history, 90; present day, 668,

663 ;
Shakespearean, 134-138

Dramatic Idylls, 434
Dramatic Literature ofthe Age of Elisa^

beik, 370
Dramatic Lyrics, 429
Dramatic Monologues, 410
Dramatic Opinion^ 671
Dramatic Poesy, Essay on, 197, 207 *

Dramatic Poets, Specimens of English,

364, 365
Dramatic Eomances, 430
Dramatic Scenes, 353
Dramatis Persons, 432
Drapier Letters, 215
D^^too, Michael, 36, 102, 124, 125,

Dream of Eugene Aram, 420
Dream ofOerontius, 426 *

Dream oj John Ball, 450, 453, 666
Dream ofMaxm Wledig, 18, 19
Dream ofBhondbwy, 18, 19, 20, 35
Dream of the Pood, 6
Dreamthorpe, 478
Dred: a Tale of Ihe Great Dismal
Swamp, 633

Drink, 508
Drum Taps, 614
Drummond of Hawthornden, William,

149, 274
Drummond, Prot, 588

Wden, John, 36, 39, 170, 178, 194,

195, 196-200, 202, 207, 223, 228,

229; influence and ideals of his

time, 191 et seq.

Duchess of Malfi, 160
Duflerin, Lady, 469
Dugdale, Sir William, 272
Duice of Argyll, To the, 416 *

Duke of Guise, 228
Dtike of Mercia, 425
Duke of Milan, 164
Duke's Mistress, The, 165
“ Dum-Dum,” 497
Dunbar, William, 76
Dundad, 203, 204 * 272
Dunstan, Abbot of Glastonbury, 8, 23

D’Urfey, Thomas, 201
Dwight, Timothy, 607
Dyaloge against Lutheranism and

Tyndale, 82
Dyaloge ofComfort against Tribulation,

82
Dyer, John, 233
Dynasts, The, 541, 546

Eadmer of Canterbury, 10
Earl Strongbow, 358
Earth Worms, 592
Earthly Paraaise, The, 450, 452, 453
East London, 488
East Lynne^ 633
Easter Office, 91
Easter Song, 64
Eastern influences on English litera-

ture, 3, 9, 10
Eastward Ho, 148
Ecclesiastical History, Bede’s, 7, 8
Ecclesia$t%cal History^ Collu'r’s, 268
Ecclesiastical Mevwnals, 208
Ecclesiastical Polity, Laws of, 113
Ecclesiastical writers, early, 9
Echo and the Perry, 464 *

Echo from Willowwood, An, 473
1 EeJ^'s Song, 154
fSEronomics of Victorian era, 584
Economy of Vegetation, 236
Eden, Richard, 11?
Edgar, 8
Edgeworth, Mari^ 260, 262
Edinburgh Magazine, 386
Edinburgh Peview, 384, 597
Edinburgh, Satire on, 77
Education, Manners and Literature,

Essays on, 392
Education, progress of, 272-275
Education of Daughters, 394
Education, some Thoughts on, 273, 278
Edward X, 99
Edward II, 102, 293
Edward III, 139
Edwards, Jonathan, 606, 621, 649
Edwin Of Detra, 478
Egan, Pierce, 499
Egerton, George, 662
Egoist, TM 534, 536*
Eikon BasUikS, 169
Elegy in « Country Churchyard, 234
Elena's Song, 423 *

l^^Kin^, The, 329

fiia : see Lamb
EUotj George, 324, 325, 406, 474, 502,

606, 517. 521. 626, 528-533, 534,
536, 571, 578, 687, 594, 604, 659;
Mft, by Cross, 529

EHzabkh, 606
Elizabethan drama, 353
— prose writers, 105, 111

Elizabethan Literature, 576
EUiot, Ebenezer, 312, 405, 419, 619

Ellis, Havelock, 619
Elsie Fenner, 632, 644, 645, 646
Emblems, 189
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 496, 557, 566

569, 614, 634-638, 639, 640, 64l’
650; Biography by Howells, 644

*

Emilia in England, 534
Emma, 262, 2G3,* 264 *

Emotions and the Will, The, 587
Empedocles on Etna, 464
Emperor's Bird's Hest, The, 611
Empire of the East, 163
Empty Purse, the, 537
Empty Woman, An, 207
Encouragement to a Lover, 188
Endeavours after a Christian Life, 588
Endymion, by Lyly, 99
En^ymion, Keats, 343, 344, 666
VBngfand of time of Chaucer, 63-66;

\of tim'eof Milton and Bunyan, 146;
m Shakespeare’s day, 126-130

England, The Conquest of 601
England, History of, by Froude, 599.
600

England, History of, by Hume, 268
England, History of, by Lingard, 390
En^^d, History of, by Mackintosh,

England, History of, by Macaulay,
597 *

England in the Eighteenth Century,
History of, 604

England in Time of War, 477
England, my England, 489 ,

England, The Making of, 601
I England's Heroical Epistles, 125

Ballads, 427
English Bards and Scotch Reviewers,

333, 334,339,385
English Church Chronicles, MedicevaL
272

English Comic Writers, 370
English Constitution, The, 604
English Dramatic Poets, 364, 365
English Humourists of the Eighteenth

Century, The, 612, 513, 514
English Idylls, 409
English Language, The, 21, 66
English Literature, formative in-

fluences In, 1 et seq, ;
present-daj»

tendencies in, 657-666
English Literature, Modem, 576
English Literature, Short History of, 576
English Mail Coach, 377
English People, History of the, 601 *

English Poesie, Discourse of, 116 *

English Poesy, Observations in the Art

of 116
English Poetry, History of by Court*

hope, 576
English Poetry, History of, by Warton,
235

English Poets, 369, 370
English poets ofthe Nineteenth Century,

644
English Songs, 353
English Thought in the Eighteenth Cen*

tury, 676
English TravePer, The^ 162
English Vtiliiarims, The, 576
Enigmas of Life, 572
Enoch Arden, 413
Enquiry concerning the Origin ofChris-

tianity, 628
Enquiry concerning Political Justice,

392^393*
Enquiry into the Causes of the late Ifit

crease of Bobbers, 229
Entail, The, 552
Eothen, 603



INDEX 687

"Efic of EadeSi 479

Epic on Womm^ 479
Epiccenej or The Sile7ii Woman, 149,

150, 151

Epicurean, 330
Epigrams, 670
Epipsychidion, 338, 340
Epistle to Curio, 234
Epistle to William Hogarth, 235
Epistles of Poets and Poeey, 102
Epithalamion, 120, 121, l23 *

Epithalamium, 182
Epsom Wells, 223
Erasmus, 80, 81, 83, 84
Erewhon, 517^

^

Erewhon Revisited, 517
Ernest, or Political Regeneration, 419
Erskine, Thomas, 578
Esmond, 208, 325, 512, 514, 515, 516 *

Essay, later Victorian, 558; modern,
664; pioneers of, 206

Essay concerning the Effect of Air on
the Human Body, 219

Essay concerning the Nature of Ali-

ments, 219
Essay of Doctrinal Development, 579,
581

•^ssay on Carlyle, 638, 643 *

Essay on Coinedy, 535, 537 *

Essay on Criticism, 202, 203, 204 *

Essay on Dramatic Poesy, 197, 207
Essay on Frederick the Great, 598
Essay on Hogarth, 558
Essay on Man, 203, 204 *

^Essay on Milton, 597
Essay on Miracles, 285
Essay on Poesy or Art, 374, 375 *

Essay on Poetry, by Howells, 644
Essay on Poetry, by Temple, 207 *

Essay on Solitude^ 206
Essay on Taste, 374
Essay on the Human Understanding,

278, 280,* 293
Essay on the Pleasures of Painting,
369*

Essay on the Principle of Population,
402

on the Reality of Apparitions,

'S'MSKme and Beautiful,

Essay on the Tragedies of Shakespeare,
365

Essay towards a New Theory of Vision,

Essayists, the Great, 208-219; later,

lEmiys, by Arnold, 464
"^sdys, by Bacon, 144, 146, 169, 206
Essays, by Goldsmith, 245 *
Essays, by Hazlitt, 372,* 373 *
Essays, by Macaulay, 386

•sj!^says, by Steele, 210
Essays and Reviews, by Pattison, 583
Essays concerning the Human Under-

standing,^ Philosophical, 284
Essays, Critical and Historical, 386
Essays, first critical, 86
Essays in Criticism,^ 464, 573
Essays in English Literature, 576
Essjtys, Moral and Political, 283

^^says of Elia, 363, 367-368,* 387
on Church and Religion, Last,

Essajys on Education, Manners, and
Literature, 392

Essays on the Intellectual and Active
Powers of Man, 286

Essays, Social, 568
Essays, Speculative and Suggestive, 565

Estorie des Angles, 36
Estorie des Bretons, 36
Ethelwold, 8
Etherege, George, 223
Ethical Philosophy, Dissertation on the

Progress of, 385
Ethical thinkers, 286
Ethics, Principles of, 592
Ettrick Bards, 275
Euclid, Athelward’s translation of, 9
Euganean Hills, Lines written among

the, 338
Euphranor, 467
Euphues, 99, 105-106,* 109, 111
Euphues* Shadow, 107
Euphuism, 105, 112, 134

Europe dunng theMiddle Ages, State of,

European, The, 633
European Morals, History of, 604
Evan Harrington, 534
Evangelicalism, 425, 578
Evangeline, 464, 609, 611
Evans, Nathaniel, 607
Evans, Sebastian, 483
Eve of St. Agnes, 342, 344, 345, 445
Eve of St. Mark, 344, 345, 346 *

Evelina, 260
Evelyn, John, 220, 222, 288
Evelyn Hope, 429, 434
Every Man in his Humour, 148, 150,
151*

Every Man out of His Humour, 148,
150

Everyman, 91, 95
Evolution, doctrine of, 587, 591
Evolution and Ethics, 694
Examiner, The, 358, 369, 383, 546
Excelsior, 609
Excursion, The, by Mrs. Frances

Brooke, 260
Excursion, The, by Wordsworth, 308,
386

Execration against Vulcan, 149
Exhortation to Prince Henry, 274
Exile, Reflections upon, 268
Exodus, 22
Expansion of England, The, 604

F. C., To, 484
Faber, Frederick William, 426
Fahiota, 582
Falle for Critics, A, 608, 647
Fables, by Dryden, 198
Fables, by Gay, 205
Fables, by Stevenson, 576
Fabyan, Robert, 80
Face, A, 440
Faedh Fiada, 16

^^^Pd'erie Queene, 120, 121, 122,* 124
Fair Annie, 60-61
Fair Jilt, The, 259
Fair Maid ofthe West, 162
Faire Quarrell, The, 161
Fairfax correspondence, the, 267

Fairffs Funeral, A, 389*
Faithful for Ever, 477
Falconer, William, 235
Fall of Jerusalem, The, 425
Fall of Rob^ierre, The, 316
Fall of the House of Usher, The, 630
Fall of Troy, The, 99
Fallen Star, The, 354*
Familiar Letters, by Howell, 268
Familiar Letters, by Richardson, 247 *

Familiar Studies of Men and Books,

674
Familiar Studies on Scientific Subjects,

290
Family of Love, The, 161

Fanshawe, 624
Fanshawe, Lady, 220
Farfrom the Madding Crowd, 541, 544*
Farce, 90 ; first English, 93
Farewell to Norris and Drake, 99
Farina, 534
Farmer's Ingle, The, 275
Farquhar, George, 226
Fatal Dowry, The, 163
Fatal Marriage, The, 228
Father and Son, 676
Father Butler, 547
“ Father Prout,” 387
Fatima, 409, 414 *

Faust, Taylor’s translation of, 621
^F^tine, 460
^Fmstus, by Marlowe, 101, 103,* 119
Fazio, 425
Fears in Solitude, 316
Feast for Worms, A, 189
Fenian Cycle, 15
Ferguson, Samuel, 479, 661
Fergusson, Robert, 275
Fenshtah^s Fancies, 432, 434
Ferrier, Susan, 260, 261
Festus, 423 *

Fiction, Romanticism in, 355 : see also

Novelists
“Field, Michael,” 476
Fielding, Henry, 226, 251-254, 255,

259, 263 ; life of his time, 229
Fielding, Miss, 259
Fijine at the Fair, 433
Finlay, George, 599
Fire of London, 192
Fire of Love, 28
Firmilian, 493
First Blast of the Trumpet against the

Monstrous Regiment of Women, 274
First Men in the Moon, The, 675
First Violets, The, 425
Fisher, John, 166, 167
Fitzgerald, Edward, 406, 408, 463,

Fitz-Stephen, William, 11, 92
Flanders and Germany, Sketches in,

659
Fo*c*sle Yams, 479
Folk poetry of Scotland, 301
Folk songs, mediaeval, 53, 55
Food of the Gods, The, 675
Ford, John, 163
Forestry, 412
Fors Clamgera, 560
Forsaken Merman, The, 465
Forster, John, 428, 498, 520, 534, 605

Fortescue, Sir John, 110
Fortnightly Review, 534
Foul Play, 508
Four Chief Places of Scripture which

treat of Marriage, 17S

Four Georges, The, 514
Four P% The, 91, 94,96*
Fox, George, 147
Fox, Richard, 81
Flaming Heart, The, 185

Fleet Street Eclogues, 660
Fleetwood, 357, 392

Fleshly School of Poetry, The, 444, 458

Fletcher, Andrew, 268
Fletcher, Giles, 124, 181

Hetcher, John, 139, 155, 156-160

Fletcher, Phineas, 181

Flight oj the Duchess, The, 430
Florence of Worcester, 10

Florio, John, 113
Floris and Blanchefleur, 41

Flower^s Name, The, 435
Flowers, Herbs, and Weeds, 86

Fra Lippo Lippi, 431, 437
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fragment cn Government, 398
France, story-cycles of, 33, 34, 35
France, To, 316
Frankenstein, 357
Franklin, Benjamin, 621— Autobiography, 622
Fraser^s Magazine, 359, 387, 506, 512,

599
Frederic, Harold, 633
Frederick the Great, Carlyle’s Life of,

666, 568, 571
Frederick the Great, Macaulay’s Essay

on, 598
Free Thoughts in Public Affairs, 370
Freeman, Edward Augustus, 602
French influence in time of Dryden
and Pope, 191, 192, 202 ;

on English

comedy, 223 ;
on English mediaeval

romance, 33
French language, influence on English

literature, 2, 3
French Revolution, the, 293, 295 ;

in-

fluence on English Romantic move-
ment, 298

French Eevoluiion, The, by Carlyle,

566, 568, 671, 698
French devolution, deflections on, by

Burke, 270, 271,* 395
Freneau, Philip, 607
Frere, John Hookham, 491, 492
Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, 100
Friends in Council, 572
Friendship's Garland, 573
From Greenland's icy mountains, 426
Frost at Midnight, 316
Frost Spirit, The, 612
Froude, James Anthony, 566, 567,

678, 596, 699, 601, 602
Froude, Richard Hurrell, 582, 699
Frozen Beep, The, 548
Fry, Elizabeth, 403, 404, 678
Fudge Family, The, 330
Fuller, Sarah Margaret, 643, 650, 651
Fuller, Thomas, 128, 172
Funeral, The, by Donne, 183 *

Funeral, The, by Steele, 210
Furniss, Harry,"666
Furnivall, Frederick, 676
Future, The, 466
Future in America, The, 674

Gaelic invasion, first, 1
Gaimar, Geffrei, 36, 42
Gairdner, James, 605
Gale, Norman, 487
Galileo, 288
-Galsworthy, John, 511, 658, 662, 664
Galt, John, 552
Game of Chess, A, 161
Gamester, The, 165
Gammer Uurton's Needle, 91, 98 *

Garden of Cyrus, The, 171
Garden ofProserpine, The, 461
Gardiner, Samuel Rawson, 596, 603
Garnett, Dr Richard, 359, 476, 482,

486, 676
Garrick, David, 230, 241, 256
Garth, Samuel, 204
Gascoigne, George, 86, 115, 117, 119
Gaskell, Mrs. Elizabeth Cleshorn, 518,

520, 523, 526-528, 605
Oates of Paradise, 304
Gauden, John, 169
Gaulish dialect, 17
Gawain, 26
Qawayne and the Green Knight, 40, 48-

61, 104
Gay, John, 206, 227
Gehir, 349, 360
Geddes, Alexander, 275

Genesis, 22
Gentle Shepherd, The, 275 *

Gentleman Dancing Master, The, 223
Gentleman XJslier. The, 1«54

Gentleman^s Magazine, The, 241
Geoffrey of Monmouth, 10, 18, 35, 97
Geology, Principles of, 690, 591
George~a~Greene, the Pinner of Wake-

field, 100
George Barnwell, 226
Geraint, 18, 20
Germ, The, 442, 472
German influence on English litera-

ture, 374
German pliilosophy, influence on Eng-

lish thought, 587, 588
German Romanticism, 299 ;

influence

on Romantic Revival in England,
297-298

Gervase of Canterbury, 11

Geste des Bretons, 36
Gibbon, Edward, 241, 269
Gifford, William, 386
Gilbert, Sir Humphrey, 113, 117
Gilbert, William Schwenck, 495
Gildas, History and Epistle of, 18
Gilder, Richard Watson, 621
Gipsies, The, 239 *

Giraldus Cambrensis, 11, 35, 53
Gisborne, Maria, Shelley’s Letter to,

339
Gissing, George, 652, 662
Gladiators, The, 548
Glanville, Ralph, 12
Glapthorne, Henry, 155
Glasgow, 478 *

Gleemen, 33
Globe, The, 358
Glosses, Continental, Irish texts in, 13
Glover, Richard, 233
Go, lovely rose, 187 *

Goblin Market and other Poems, 472
God and the Bible, 674
Gods Terrible Voice in the City, 192 *

Godric’s Hymns, 53
Godwin, William, 293, 299, 337, 357,

363, 392-394, 402, 657
Goethe, 297, 298 ; Life, by Lewes, 575,
605

Goidels, the, 1, 12, 17
Going to the Wars, On, 188
Gold Bug, The, 630
Gold Hair, 433
Golden Book of Marcus Aurelius, 105
Golden Legend, The, by Jacobus a

Voragine, 22
Golden Legend, Caxton’s translation

of, 78, 450
Golden Legend, The, by Longfellow, 609
Golden Treasury of Songs and Lyrics,

482
Goldsmith, Oliver, 227, 229, 241, 242,

244-247, 266, 269; Life, by Wash-
ington Irving, 622

Gondibert, 190
Good-natured Man, The, 227, 245
Good Orisoun to Our Lady, 63
Good Wives, 660
Good Wordfor Winter, A, 648*
Goodbye, my Fancy, 614
Googe, fearnaby, 86
Gorboduc, 91, 97,* 103
Gordon, Adam Lindsay, 484
Gore, Mrs., 618
Gosse, Edmund, 676
Gosson, Stephen, 105, 115
Gothic, On the Nature of, 451,* 454
Gothic Revival, the, 293— romance, 355
Gothic School, 630

Government, Fragment on, 398
Governments, Treatise of, 278
Gower, John, 41, 71-72, 138
Graal saga, 38, 40, 48
Grace Abounding, 174
Grace before Meat, 367 *
Graham, Harry, 497
Grammar of Assent, A, 681
Grammar schools, 272
Grammarian^s Funeral, A, 439 *
Granada, Conquest of, by Dryden, 228
Granada, Conquest of, by Irving, 622
Grand Babylon Hotel, The, 676
Grand, Sarah, 662
Grandfather's Chair, 624
Grant, James, 547
Grasshopper and Cricket: sonnets by

Keats, Hunt, and Shelley, on, 348
Grateful Servant, The, 165
Grave, The, 233, 304
Graves, Arthur Perceval, 661
Graves, C. L., 497
Gray, David, 479
Gray, Thomas^ 233-234, 236

<-€feat Expectations, 600, 604 *

Great Hoggarty Diamond, The, 512
Great Rebellion, History of the, 268
Greece, History of, by Finlay, 699
Greece, History of, by Grote, 698
Greece, History of, by Thirlwall, 598
Grecian Urn, Ode on a, 345, 346 * 666
Greek influences on English litera-

ture, 3
Greek Studies, 564

' Oreen, John Richard, 409, 601
Green, Joseph, 607
Green, Matthew, 233
Green, Thomas Hill, 457, 587
Green that you did wish me wear. The,
86 *

Greene, Robert, 99, 100-101, 107
Greg, William Rathbono, 403, 572
Gregory, Lady, 661
Gregory, Story of, 22
Greiffenhagen, Maurice, 666
Greville, Fulke, 87
Grey, Lady Jane, 273
Griffin, Gerald, 547
Griffith Gaunt, 508
Groat's Worth of Wit, A, 100, 101
Grocyn, William, 81
Qrmgar Hill, 233
Grosseteste, Robert, 287
Grote, George, 598
Group of Noble Dames, A, 641
Growth of British Policy, 604
Growth of Popery, 189
Grub Street, 230
G)'yU Grange, 368
Guardian, The, 209, 210
Guardian Angel, The, 644, 645
Guesses at Truth, 672
Guest, Lady Charlotte, 18, 577
Gu^ara, Antonio de, 105

^^>GiSUiver's Travels, 214 217
Gumare romance cycle, 18
Gunlaug and Helga, 349
Guy Mannering, 323
Guy of Warwick, 32, 33, 44-45,46, 67,

Hadassa, 189
Hail, Columbia! 607
Hajji Baba of Ispahan, 647
Hake, Thomas Gordon, 482
Hakluyt, Richard, 111, 117, 119
Hales, John, 169
Hales, Thomas de, 53
Halffasle^, 353
HaZi Maiderihad, 22
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Halifax, Loid, 207

Halket, Geofe |75
Hall, Edwam, 80

Ha]l Fielding, 483, 040,

Hall Joseph, 120. 139,118

Hall, Robert, 578

Hallatn, 300
Hallam, Henry,

dbo, o.tu

HaUeck,rilx-Grocne,608

Sdlow-Fair, 21o

Ba^e,
329

Hamilton, Anthooy»

Hamilton, William, 2*5

Hamilton, Sir Wilham, 583

Eamlet, hj -,00 134
Hiwnlei, by Shakespeare, 131, 133, 134,

137 * 139

Hammond, Hen^, 169

Bdff^ <SomZ, ouo

Hond 0/ of^25
^

Sanilyng Syme, The, 21, 30

h ™rc6^^‘'

fhomas? 29, 406, 541-546,

^j;’653,578,’658 677

Hare, Augustus, 57a.

Hare, Julius, 572

Harleian MSS., 231

Bamony of the Churchy The, l-o

Barold^ ^1, 412
^

Far® o/ Benirewshire. TJie^

Harraden, Beatrice, GO^

Harrington, James. 173

Harris, Joel Chandler, 633

Harrison, Fr^lenc.
58J,

6^
Harrison, William, 111, 13

1

Harry Lorreguer, 641

sassiS’asss,®!
Harvey, William, 290

y Pudding, 607Hasty Pudding, oui ^

Haunted Man,
Haunted Palace, The, 631

Havelok, S3, 42-44

HawSr, Kobert Stephen, 425, 426

Hawkins, Sir John, 11‘

Hawkins, Sir Richard, IIT
gg.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 381, 623 bjy

630,641 646,653 ,
by Stephen,

633; monograph on,ly Jameson,63o

Havdon, Beniamin, 558

Hayes, Alfred, 487

Haylev, William, 236 aka.*
Haystack in the Floods, The, 452, 454

Haywood, Mrs., 259

Hazlitt, William, 164, Sl^j

366, 367, 368-374, 387, 393, o58

He heard her sing, 468

Headlong Hall, 358, 359

Health and Holiness, 490

Hearn, Lafcadio, 483, 665

Hearn, Thomas, 272

Heart of Rome, The, 633

Hearts Insurgent, 541
Heathen Chinee, The, 655

Heathen songs and \eQex\d3, 4

Heber, Reginald, 425 426

Hedge, Rev. Frederick Henry, 650

Hegel, 294 _

Heir of Reddyffe. The, 553

Helen, To, 631
Helene, To, 353 *

HeZZas,340,341*
Hellenism of Reats, 345
— of SheUey, 340

Helps, Sir Arthur, 572

Hemans, Mrs., 322, 4G9, 473

Henchman, The, C12

Hendyng’s proverbial poems, 54

Henley, William Ernest, 488, 577,

C58
Hennell, Charles, 528 ,

«

Henry IV, 131, 132, 136,* 137, 142

Henry V, 132
Henry VIT, 80

Henry VII, ^6
^ t ^

Henry Vll, History of the Reign of,

144,145,207 ^ ^ _
Henry VIII, 80; Life, by Lord Her-

bcrt, 267
Henry VIII, 134,m
Henry Holheach : Student in Life and

Philosophy, 572
Henry of Bracton, 12

Henry of Huntingdon, 10, iio

Henryson, Robert, 39, 75

Henslow, Philip, 154, 160 162

Her Winning 482

Herbert, George, 169, 186

Herbert of Cherbury, Lord, 267,

410
Here awa\ there awa,216
Hereuoard the Wake, 507, 508

Herford, Dr. C. H., 665

?CtdXs«dsr,102.104

i-^erS and Bero-Worship, 568, 571

' Heroic Cvcle of Celtic Sagas, 14

Herrick, ‘Robert, 184

Horschcl, Sir John, 290

Hervey, Lord, 265-266

Hespendes, 184 *

Heywood, John, 94, 96

Heywood, Thomas, 161--16J

Hiawatha, 009, 010,^ 611

Ihak Life below Stairs, 227
^ ^

High Tide on the Coast of Lincolnshire,

474^
Hilda Lessways, 610

Hill, Birkbeck, 457

Hill, Raven, 666 mi iqr
Hind and the Panther, TJie,l9l, 198

Historia Regum Bntannim, 35

Historians, American, 651 >

teenth to eighteenth century^67-

271; nineteenth century, 390-o92,

596
Historic Doubts, 268

Historical romances, 355, oyo

Histories, mediaeval

History, Letters on the a
rfMwVi/jfliiOTi in England^

Bisto

689

History of English Poetry, by Warton,

235
History of European Morals, 604

History of Greece, by Finlay, 599

History of Greece, by Grote, 598

History of Greece, by Thirlwall, 598

History of John Bull, 219

History of Latin Christianity, 392 *

History ofMy Own Times, 268 *

History of Hew York, 622

History of Rome, 599

History of Scotland, 269

History of Spanish Literature, 651

History of the Anglo-Saxons, 386

History of the Britons, 35
^ . iq qk

History of the Britons, Ancient, 13, 35

History of the Church of Scotland, 267

History of the Commonwealth, 39*)

History of the Conquest of Mexico, 651

History of the Conquest of

History of the English Bsople,69\

History of the Great Rebellion, 2o8

History of the Jews, 599
, oe <>«

History of the Kings of England, 3^ 36

History of the Norman Conquest, 60^^

History of the Papacy dunng the Period

of the Reformation, 603 ^
History of the Peninsular War, ojl,

603

1
Bistory of the Plague,!^

\^story of the
' History of the Reformation, 269

Bui^ of Ou Arigu of Eeury VII,

El^^f/ths Beigii of ihe Bmptror

the Spirit of Rationalism tn Europe,

uiswry VJ

Bistory ofBngUuA, by

B^ory of EM CoustUulional,

Eut^^of England,Consiitution<U,hr

ES^ofEng^std in the EigUeenth

1
hope, 576

History of the United Kingdom, Politi-

Ei^^^he United Naherlar^, 651

History of the World, 114, 115

History ofTUhes.lIl
Hobbes, John Oliver, 633

Hobbes, Thomas. 170, 173, 27 .S 2<o

277, il3, 279, 281, 286, 288

Hodges, Dr., 192

HoSman, Charles ^^^035 *
Hogarth, Wilham, Epistle to 235

-- On the Genius and Character of,

Hom’ l^es, 3^, 329, 387

Hohenlinden, 3oU

Holcroft, Thorny 227

Holinshed, RaphaM, 111

Holly Tree Inn, 5w _ aoo A43-
Holmes, Oliver Wendell, 1, 233, 64d-

Holy CUy,
Holy Living, 249

_
-

Holy Roman Empire, The, 605

Boly state,

Eoly Tide, The, i24

Eoly War,_ Th^ 174, 175

TJolu WUlie s Prayer, 302

Ser Chapman’s translations of

®
154, ’s^; 344; Cowper’s translation

of, 237 „
Homilies, 22

Homilies, Cycle of, 21,

Homilies of Eltnc, 8

Hooper, Bishop, 107

1
Hopkinson^ Francis, 60T
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Hopkmson, Joseph, 607
Horatian Ode to Cromwell^ 189

Horn, Gertrude Franklin, 634

Horne, Richard Hengist, 42^, 4*^4

Horner, Francis, 385

Btorse-shoe Rohinsorif 623

Hospital, The, 488
Houghton, Lord, 493

Hound of Heaven,

Hours cf Idleness, 333, 385

Hours of Thought, 688

House of Blackwood, The, 533

House of Fame, The, 61

House of the Seven Gables, The,

625
House of the Wolfings, The, 450

House with the Green Shutters, The, 552

Household Words, 474, 498

How I bmlt myself a house, 541

How it strikes a contemporary, 43b

How they brought the good news, 438,

430
Howard, John, 403, 404

Howell, Janies, 268

Huchown, 51
^

Huckleberry Finn, 656
Hudibras, 200,* 491

Hughes, Thomas, 36

Hugo of Rouen, 9

Human Action, Frinciples of, 3C8, 370

Human Action, Table of the Springs of.

Human Knowledge, Principles of, 280,

283
Human Mind, Inquiry into the,^66
Human Nature, 1 reatise on, 283

Human Understanding, Essay on the,

278, 280,* 293
Human Understanding, Philosophuai

Essays concerning the, 284
Humanitarian group of wrhers, 497

Hume, David, 268, 283-286, 401, 583

Hume, Martin, 605
Humorists, American, 653-65o

Humorists, present day, 662

Humorists of the Eighteenth Century,

The English, 612, 513, 514

Hwniour out of Breath, 162 *

'<‘<^umphry Clinker, 255
Hunchback, The, 424
Hundred Years’ War, 65

Hunt, Holman, 441
Hunt, Leigh, 337, 342-344, 348-349,

373, 383-384, 566, 571

Hunting of the Snark, 496
Huon of Bordeaux, 40
Hutchinson, Lucy, 273
Hutton, James, 290
Hutton, Richard Holt, 575, 579, 584,

690, 693, 633
Huxley, Thomas Henry

591, 592-595, 671
Hyche Scorner, 95
Hyde, Dr. Douglas, 661

Hydrostatics, 221
Hymn to Colour, 537, 539

Hymn to Contentment, 206

Hymn to Intellectual Beauty, 338

Hymn to Proserpine, 459, 462 *

Hymn to the Pmory, 212

Hymns, by St. Godric, 53

Hymns, by Watts, 234
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583, 584,

Hymns, by Wesley, 235

Hymns, the Olney, 237
Hypatia, 506, 508
Hyperion, 345, 609, 610, 632

I am a parcel of vain strivings, 642 *

lanthe,To,ZSO^
I had a hoose and 2 had nae man, 275

X stood tip-toe upon a little hill, 344

1 thought of thee, ZQ&

Ibsen’s plays, 663: Study of, 576

lchabod,6l2*
,

Idea of a Patriot King, 268

Ideal Husband, The, 565

Idler, The,
Idylls of the King, 407, 411, 415

/rPenseroso, 178, 179, 180 *

Iliad, Chapman s translation of, 354,

342^364; Pope’s translation of, 203

Illumination, 633 *
Imaginary Conversations, 349,

Importance of being Earnest, The, 565

In a Balcony, 431, 432

In a Gondola, 429, 435

In Memoriam, 186, 406, 407, 408, 410,

413 * 417
In the Harbour, 611
In Vinculis, 489
Inchbald, Mrs., 357

, , ^
Incident of the Wars of the Roses, 325

Incognita. 496*
Inconstant, The, 226
Indian Burying Ground, The, 607

Indian Emperor, TAe, 197

Indicator, The, 383
Indolence, Ode to,

. rvfr

Induction to the Mirror Magistrates, 97

Ingelow, Jean, 474
Ingoldsby Legends, 320, 492

Inheritance, 261
Inland Voyage, An, 550
Inn Album, The, 433, 435

Innisfail and other Poems, 479

Innocents Abroad, The, 655, ()o6

Innocents at Home, The, ^6 ^

Inquiry concerning the Principles oj

Morals, 284, ^5
Inquiry *ntothe Human Mind, 2oo

Institutions, Early History of, 604

Instructions to a Prince, 13

Instructions to a Puritan, 201

Intellectual and Active Powers of Man,
Essays on the, 286

Intellectual Beauty, Hymn to, 3o8

Intentions, 665
Interludes, 91, 95, 96-97

Intimations ofImmortality, Ode on, oob

Introduction to the Literature of Europe

in the I6ih, IZih, and 11th Centuries,

391*
.

Invasion of the Crimea, The, 603

Invisible Man, The, 674, 675

Iota,” 662
Irene, 228, 241 ^ ^ .

Ireland, view of the Present State of,

120, 267
Iris, 663
Irish Essays, 464
Irish literature, early, 12

Irish Melodies, 330, 331
^

Irish Peasantry, Traits and Stories of,

647
Insh People, Address to the, 336

Irish sagas, 13 et sea., 38

Irish Sketch-book, 1 he, 512

Iron Gate, The, 644
Irving, Edward, 578; Life, by Mrs,

Oliphant, 605
Irving, Washington, 325, 498, 622-

623, 653
Isaac Casaubon, 583
Isabella, 344
Island of Dr. Moreau, The, 675

Isle of Bogs, The, 162
Isle of Gulls, The, 162
Isle ofPalms, Tfte, 386

Ismael, and other Poems, 425

i

Israfel, 631, 632 *

It is not beauty I demand, 353
It^s Never Too Late to Mend, 508
Italian influence on Chaucer’s poetry,

67 ;
on English literature, 3 ; on

English novel, 105; on 19th century
poets, 337, 344, 348

Italian Renascence, influence on
English literature, 81, 119

Italian, The, 356
Italian Poets, Stories from the, 348
Italian Song., 322
Italian Stories, 105
Italian Travels, 208
Italy, 322
Italy, Renascence in, 78
Ivannoe, 327 *

“ J. C.”, 124
Jabherwock, the, 496
Jack Hinton, 547
Jack Sheppard, 546, 662
Jack Wilton, 108 *

Jacob Faithful, 547
Jacobean poetry, 181-190
Jacobite Journal, 252
Jacobs, W. W., 662
Jacobus a Voragine, Bishop of Genoa,

22
James I of Scotland, 75, 116, 274

James, Henry, the elder, 651

James, Henry, the younger, 633

James, Prof. William, 604, 651

James Lee^s Wife, 435, 477

Jane Eyre, 519, 520, 521j 522, 523,*

648
Jane Shore, 228
Jar of Honey from Mount Hybla,

383
Jason, 450, 452
Jealous Lovers, The, 155
Jean, 303 *

Jefferies, Richard, 553, 556-558

Jeffrey, Francis, 330, 384, 385

Jenny, 442, 446,* 488
Jenny kiss'd me, 348
Jeronimo, 100
Jessie, the Flower of Bunblane, 329

Jesters, 90
^

Jesuits, Satire upon the, 201

Jew of Malta, The, 102

Jewel, John, 168
Jewett, Sarah Orne, 634

Jews, History of the, 599

Jim., 655 *

Jo’s Boys, 650
Joan of Arc, 381
Jocelin of Brakelond, 11

Jocoseria, 434
John Bull, History of, 219
John Gilpin, 237, 238

John Inglesani, 551
John of Fornsete, 55
John of Guildford, 26
JohnWoodvil,Z6Z,Z64:
Johnson, Samuel, 174, 195, 20^, 209,

215, 229, 230, 235, 240-244, 245,

246, 249, 260, 374; England of his

. time, 229 et seq. ; Life, by Boswell,

242, 386
Johnston, Sir Harry, 665

Johnston, Mary, 634

Jolly Beggars, The, 301

Jonathan Wild, 252, 253 *

Jones, E. C., 482

Jones, Ebenezer, 419
Jones, Henry Arthur, 663

I Jones, Robert, 126
Vj^nson, Ben, 100, J^O, 128, 146, 147-

154, 169, 179, 182, 206, 410; Ode to

Himself, 149 *
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JosZh Andrews, 249,252, 253

Joseph of Exeter, 39

Journal Berkeley s, 281

%umal of the Flaqm Year, 212, 213

Journal to Stella, 215, 217 *

Journalism, development of, 196, 384-

389 ;
present day, 658, G64

Journey through France and Italy,

Notes of a, 370
Journey to the Western Isles ofScotland,

241

Jowett, Benjamin, 457, 583

Judas, 56
Jude the Obscure, 541, 546

Judith, 6
Juggling Jerry, 537
Julian and Maddalo, 337, 338

Julian the Apostate, 425
Julius Cmar, by Earl of Stirling, 274
Julius Cmsar, by Shakespeare, 133
Jtmblies, The^ 494 *

Jumping Frog, The, 655-656
Jungle Booh, The, 669
Justice and Expediency, 612
Justification by Jesus Christ, 174
Juvenilia, 186.

Kant, 298
Karamanian Exile, The, 427 *

Kavanagh, 609, 610
Keats, John, 7, 154, 308, 342-348,

390, 409, 428, 443, 666 , 667
Keble, JohQ, 425, 578, 579
Keene, Charles, 666
Kelms’cott Press, 450, 453
KemblOj Fanny, 467, 469
Kemble, John, 467
Kendalli Henry Clarence, 485
Kenilworth, 236
Kennedy, John Pendleton, 623
Kentucky Cardinal, A, 633
Kenyon, John, 470
Kiramos, 609
Key, Francis Scott, 608
Kkk for a Bite, A, 397
Kidnapped, 550
KUhwch and Olwen, 18, 19, 35
Kilmeny, 329 *

King, Henry, 186
King and no King, 157
King and ike Hermit, The, 17
Ki^ Arthur, or the British Worthy, 36
KingCambyses, 95
King Canute*8 Boat Song, 53
King Horn, 33, 43, 45-46
King Johan, 95
King John, 132
King Lear, 133, 136,* 138,* 162, 463
King Victor and King Charles, 431, 432
King*s breaking his Confirmation of
Magna Charta, The, 62

King^s Quair, The, 75
King^s Tragedy, The, 445
Kinglake, Alexander TV illiam, 603
Kings of England, History of the, 35, 36
Kingsley, Charles, 404, 506-507, 608,

"26, 682, 594, 657

Kipps, 675
Knight, Charles, 405
Knight of the Burning FestU, 157 *
Knighfs Tale, 69, 70
Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth, On

the, 377, 380, 381
Knolles, RicWd, 113
Knowledge, Principles of Human, 280,

INDEX
Kno\rles, James, 593
Knowles, James Sheridan, 424
Knox, John, 274
Kossuth, Louis, Sonnet to, 459
Kubla Khan, 316, 319 *

Kyd, Thomas, 100

La Belle Dame sans Merd, 344, 347,*

607.
.

> . .

La Saisiaz : The Two Poets ofCroisie,
434

Ladies^ Battle, The, 507
Lady Byron Vindicated, 633
Lady Isabdla’s Tragedy, 295 *
Lady of Lyons, 42^ 547
Lady of Pleasure, The, 165
Lady of Skalott, The, 409, 410
Lady ofthe Fountain, The, 18, 20
Lady of the Lake, The, 323, 326, 328 *

Lady Windermere^s Fan, 665
Lalla Rookh, 830, 831
DAllegro, 178, 179
a*sfhb, Charles, 155, 172, 256, 308,

362-368, 369, 377, 378, 381, 383,
397,620,644

Lamb, Mary, 363
Lament of the Irish Emigrant, 469
Lamplighter, The, 632
Lancelot, Malory’s version of, 79. See

also Launcelot
Land oj^ the Glittering Plain, The, 453
Land O’ the Leal, The, 469
Land tenure, mediseval, 64
Landor, A. Savage, 665
Landor, Walter Savage, 349-352, 368,

390, 458, 489
Lanfranc, 9
Lang, Andrew, 40, 486, 676, 605
Langhorne, John, 236
Langland, William, 29-32, 66, 90
Langtoft, Piers, 26
Lanier, Sidney, 620
Laodicean, A, o41
iam,333
Lark Ascending, The, 638 *

Last Blossom, The, 646 *

Last Confession, A, 442, 444
Last Days of Pompeii, 648
Last Instructions to a Puritan, 201
Last Leaf, The, 644, 646
Last Lines, 469 *

Last of the Mohicans, The, 623
Last Ride, The, 435
Latimer, Hugh, 166, 167, 168
Latin Christianity, History of, 392 *

Latin Chronicles, 9— histories, 9 et seg,— language, 2, 3, 271
Latin Tutor, Lines by a, 233
Latter-day Pamphlets, 416. 566, 568

Latter-day Poets, 489
Laud, William, 169
Launcelot le^nds, 40
Laurence of Durham, 10

Lavengro, 553, 554, 555 *

Law Trickes, 162
^

Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, 113

Laws of Man^s Social Nature, Letters

on the, 688
Lay Morals andChristmas Sermons, 575

Lay of the Brown Rosary, The, 470

Lay of the Last Minstrel, The, 323, 326

Layamon, 33, 37
Lays of Ancient Rome, 427, 597

Lays of France, 479
^

Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers, 427

Lays of the Western Gael, 479
Le Brut, 33, 37
Le Gallienne, Richard, 487, 665

Leahhar Qabhdla, 14
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Lead, kindly Light, 579
Leap of Roushan Beg, The fin
Lear, Edward, 494, 496

" ^

Leaves of Grass, 614, 615

Lee, Nathaniel, 197, 228, 25l
Lee, Sir Sidney, 576, 665
Lee, Sophia, 358
Leech, John, 666
Legend cycles, 22

, 24
Legend ofGood Women, The fi7
Legend of Jubal, The, 474 * *

Legend of Sleepy Hollow, The 622
ofthe Assumption of tie Vityin,

Legend of the Holy Rood, 22
Legenda Aurea,22: see also Golden
Legend

L^ds and Lives of the Saints, 21
,

Legends of New England, 612
Legends of SL Patrick, The, 479
Legends of the Virgin, 22
Lehmann, R. C., 497
Leigh, Henry S., 495
Leith Races, 275
Leland, Charles Godfrey, 651
Leland, Thomas, 355
Lenore, Scott’s translation, of 298 326
Leonidas, 233

’ ‘ *

Leonora, 676, 677
Lessing’s influence on Coleridge 374
Letter on the TrueVse ofRetirement 268
Letter on Toleraiion, 278

’

Letter to a Noble Lord, 368
Letter to Lord Chesterfield, 242
Letter to Mama Gisborne, 839
Letter writers of 17th centurv 21Q*

of 18th century, 264-266
*

Letters and Socud Aims, 635

Letters, The Fairfax, 267
Letters, FamHiar, by Howell 268
Letters, Familiar, hj Richardson 247 *

Letters of an American Parmer 622
Lelters of Cowper, 238 *" ’

LeUers of Lady Montagu, 264 265 *
Letters of Lady Russell, 220

*

Lestters of Lord Chesterfield to his Son
266

’

l^tsrs of Mr. C. J. rahwplush, 612
Letters of Phalans, 272
Letters of Walpole, 266 *

Letters on the Laws of Mavis Social
Nature, 588

Letters on the Spirti of Patriotism.
268

Letters on the Study ofBistorVn 268
Letters, The Paston, 110*
Letters to Gilbert Imlay, 395 *

Letty^s Globe, 424 *

Levana, 379
Lever, Charles, 512, 547
Lever, Thomas, 167
Leviatkan, The, 273, 276, 277 *
Lewes, George Henry 529, 575, 587
Lbwis, “ Mpnk,” 323, 357, 630
JUwti, 316
Leyden, John, 329
Liars, The, 663
lAber Amoris, 370
Liberal Education, A, 694. *

Liberty, by Thomson, 232
Liberty, On, by Mill, 586
Liberty of Unlicensed Printing, Speech

for, 178
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L^ary, The, 239
Liddon, Canon, 582

Life and. Death of Mr, Badman, 174,

175
Life and. Death of Ifed Browne, 107

Life and Death ofTom Thumb the Great,

251
Life in a Love, 435
Life in ike Fields, 657 *

Life of Arnold, by Stanley, 605

Life of Bums, by Cunningham, 329

Life of Burns, by Lockhart, 605

Life of Byron, by Moore, 330, 605

-i^e of Carlyle, by Froude, 599

-aBife of Chaucer, by Godwin, 392

Life of Christopher North, 378

Life of Goethe, by Lewes, 575, 605

Life of Goldsmith, by Washington

Irving, 622
Life ofHenry VIII, by Lord Herbert,

Life of Samuel Johnson, by Boswell,

242, 386
Life of Macaulay, by Trevelyan, 605

Life of Lorenzo de Medici, by Roscoe,

390
Life of Sir Thomas More, by Mackin-

tosh, 385
Life of Napoleon, by Hazlitt, 370

Life of Nelson, by Southey, 320

Life of Laurence Oliphant, by Mrs.

Oliphant, 605
Life of Pico of Mirandola, by More, 82

Life of Savage, by Jobnson, 241, 242,

243*
Life of Schiller, by Carlyle, 666

Life of Scott, by Lockhart, 005

Life of John Sterling, by Carlyle, 566,

568, 571
Life ofStrafford, by Foster and Brown-

LiU% Tannahill, by Motherwell, 329

Life of Jeremy Taylor, by Heber, 426

Life of Washington, by Irving, 622

Life of Wesley, by Southey, 320, 321 *

Life without Principle, 642
Lifers Little Ironies, 541
Light of Asia, The, 483
Light of Other Days, The, 331

Light Princess, The, 549
Light verse, 491
Lighthouse, The, 548,^611

Lights and Shade
Lillihurlero, 201
Lilliput Legends, 483
Lillo, 226
Lilly, William, 81

Lime Tree Bower, The, 316
Limits of Religious Thought, 583
Linacre, 81
Lincoln, Abraham, 652

Lines by a Latin Tutor, 233
Lines on a Bust of Dante, 620
jLines on an Autumnal JSvening, 316
Lines on Chaucer, 73
Lines on the Death of Dr. Swift, 216*
Lines to Adam Scrivener, 67
Lines written among the Euganean

Hills, 338
Lingard, John, 390
Linton, Mrs. E. Lynn, 533

Literary Club, 241
Literary Influence of Academies, 573
Literature : see also English Literature

Literature and Dogma, 574
Literature, Dramatic, of the Age of

Elizabeth, 370
Literature, Elizabethan, 676
Literature, English, Short History of,

576

A HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
Literature of Europe in the 15th, IGth,

and 11th Centuries, 391 *

Little Child!s Monument, A, 482
Little Dorrit, 501
Little Lord Fauntleroy, 634
Little, Thomas, Poems of, by Moore,

330
Little Women, 650
Lives, by Walton, 172
Lives of the Norths, 219, 268

Lives of the Poets, 241, 243, 244 *

Lives of the Saints, 599
Locke, John, 273, 277-280, 281

Locker-Lampson, Frederick, 359, 494

Lockhart,John Gibson, 386, 605

Locksley Hall, 407, 410, 414, 416
,
459

Locksley Hall Sixty Years After, 412,

418
Locmologia, 192
Locrine, 138, 459
Lodge, Thomas, 101, 107-108, 115,

124, 125
LoSt, Capel, 419
Logic of Political Economy, 380
Lollard movement, 63, 78

Lombard Street, 604
London, by Besant, 511

London, by Dunbar, 77
London, by Johnson, 241

London Gazette, 210
London Lackpenny, 73
London Life, A, 633
London Magazine, 363, 377, 387, 420

London Poeins, 479
London Visions, 488
London Voluntaries, 488, 660
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 41,

608-611
Longing, 465
Longsword, Earl of Salisbury, 355, 357

Looking Backward, 454
Looking Glassfor London and England,

100, 107
Lord of the Isles, 555
Lord Ormont and his Aminta, 634, 538*

Lorna Boone, 550
Lost Days, 446 *

Lost Leader, The, 430
Lotos Eaters, The, 409, 410, 413 *

Lough Derg Pilgrims, The, 547
Love, 419
Love and a Bottle, 226
Love and Age, 362
Love and Life, 202 *

Love and Mr. Lewisham, 674, 675, 676
Love Chase, The, 424
Love for Love, 223, 224
Love in a Life, 435 *

Love in a Valley, 534, 537 , 538
Love in a Wood, 223
Love in Exile, 475, 476 *

Love in Several 3Iasques, 251
Love is Enough, 452
Love Sonnets of Proteus, 489
Love's Ordeal, 479
Love's Labour's Lost, 131, 134
Lovel the Widower, 612
Lovelace, Richard, 188
Lover, Samuel, 492, 547
Lover's Appeal, The, 85
Lover's Lttany, The, 88 *

Lover's Melancholy, The, 164
Lover's Quarrel, A, 435 *

Lovers of Gudrun, The, 452
Low Tide on Grand Pr&, 621
Lowell, James Russell, 608, 635, 639,

644, 645, 647-649, 653, 669
Lucas, E. V., 497, 665
Lucasta, To, 188
Duck of Roaring Camp, The, 654, 665

Lucretius, by Tennyson, 410, 411, 416,
677

Lucretius, by H. A. J, Munro 577
Lucy Gray, 307, 311, 313*

'

Lullaby of a Lover, 86 *

Luria, 431, 432
Lushington, Henry and Frank, 48&
Lusty Taventres, 95
Luttrel, Narcissus, 219
Luve Roun, 53
Lyall, Edna, 533
Lyall, Sir Alfred, 484
Lycidas, 111, 178, 179, 374
Lycus the Centaur, 420
Lydgate, John, 73, 74
Lyell, Sir Charles, 290, 591
Lying Lover, The, 210
Lyly, John, 99, 103, 105, 107, 109, 111,

112
Lyric, first English, 6
— poetry, Jacobean, 183
— poetry, mediaeval, 63
— political, 62
Lvric writers, Renascence, 126
Lyrical Ballads, 307, 312, 314
Lytton, Lord (Bulwer Lytton), 393,

425, 547
Lytton, Lord (“ Owen Meredith ”), 483

Mabinogion, 20, 35, 577
Macaulay, Thomas Babington, 208,

385, 4-27, 596, 597-508, 600, 601,

651 ; Life, by Trevelyan, 605
Macbeth, 133, 134, 138, 141 *

McCarthy, Justin, 605
Macdonald, George, 479, 549

McFingal, 607
MacFlecIcnoe, 197, 198

Mackail, Prof., 452, 577, 665

Mackay, Charles, 479
Mackenzie, Compton, 662
Mackenzie, Henry, 207
Mackintosh, Sir James, 385
Maclaren, Ian, 652, 662
M‘Lennan, John Ferguson, 604
“Macleod, Fiona.” See Sharp

William
Macklin, 227
Maepherson’s Ossian, 12, 16, 294, 298

Mad World, my Masters, A, 161
Magazines, 387
Maginn, William, 547
MahaSy, Prof. J. P., 517
Mahony, Francis, 387
Maia, Ode to, 346
Maid Marian, 368, 360 *

Maid of Honour, The, 163
Maid's Revenge, The, 165
Maid's Tragedy, The, 156
JMaiden of the Beech Tree, The, 649

Maiden Queen, The, 223, 228

Maine, James Henry Sumner, 604

Maitland, F. W., 603
Making of England, The, 601

Malcontent, The, 148, 155, 160
Malloch, David, 234
Mallock, W. H., 564
Malory, Sir Thomas, 34, 36, 79, 104,

Malthus, T. R., 368, 370, 386, 402

— Reply to, by Hazlitt, 368, 370

Mamillia, 100
Map., Essay on, 203, 204 *

^M'an and Superman, 672, 673

Man from the North, The, 676
Man in the Moon, The, 125

Man of the World, A,

m

Man that Corrupted Hadleyburg, The,

656
Manawyddan, son of Llyr, 18
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Mandrake Song, 18^

KKS-
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Marianus Scotus, 10

Marius, 6^ «

119, 132, 137, ^0, 2Z0, 298

Marlowe,
Marmion, 323, 326

Marsh, Mrs., 518

Marshes of

Marston, John, U8, 154

Marston, Philip Bourhe 482

Kama^e, 261,* 674, 675

SsS“A!S4i^'/“i>
<wre which treat oj, Ijo

INDEX
Medal, The, m,19S
Medal of John Bayes, The, 197

^

Mediaeval English Church Chromcles,

Mediseval literature, 20 et seg,

Medici, Cosmo de, 424
Medici, Lorenzo de, Eije, oyjJ

Mediocrity in Love Begect^, 184

Meditation on a BroomsticTc, 215

Meeting at Night, 429 *

Melamyus, 538
Melincourt, 358, 359

Melville, Herman, 623

Melville, John Whyte, 548

Memoir writers of eighteenth century,

264-266
, ^ j

M&moires de la Vie du Comte de

Gramont, 220
Memoirs by Mrs. Maywood, 259

Memoirs of a Cavalier, 202

Memoirs ofLady Vanshawe, 2m
Memoirs of Lord Servey, 265, 266

r\.iaonn n. 220

Memoirs oj miss
Memoirs, The Verney, 267,* 268 *

Memoranda during the War, 614

Men and Women, 431

Mendicant friars, 20

Mental science, 291 1^.101101
Merchant of Venice, The, 105, 131, 134,

140
Mercurius Britannicus, 196

Mercurius Gallohelgicus, 196

Mercury, The, 196ture wtiicnireas vj,
MarcMriy. 196

Marriage of Meaven and Hell, T ,

Meredith George, 358, 442, 458,502,

Marryat, ^^
533-541, 542, 553, 578, 633, 658,Marryac,

Martin Chuzzlewit, 498, 502

584, 588-591, 593

Marvell, Andrew, 189, 201

Mary, 394, 395 ^ ^ _

Mary 11, Memoirs of Queen, 220

Mary Stuart, 459
Mary Tudor, 425
Maryland I?? 660
Masefield, John, 430, 658, 659, 60U,

664
Masks and Faces, 567

MasoUam, 556
Mason, Willjam.pS, 235

Masque of Anarchy, 337, 889, o4i

Masque of Pandora, 609

Masquerades, 231
Masques, by Jonso^/48, 150

Massacre of Bans, The, 102

Massey, Gerald, 482
Massinger, Philip, 139 ,

163-164

Massington, William, 28

Master Bugues of ‘

Master of Ballantrae, The, 550

Masterman Beady, 547

Match at Midnight, A, 155

Math, son of Mathonwy, 18

Maturin, C. B-., 390, 630

Maud, 410, 411, 414, 416

Maud Muller, 613
, Qrrrc

Maurice, Frederick Denison, 375, 575,

582,584,686,590
Manner, George ou, Dob

May, Phil, 666
Mayl)ay,6Z5
May Games, mediaeval, 90

May Queen, The, 409, 415

Mayor of Casterbndge, Tlu, 541, 54

Mayor of Quinborough,!^^ ^
Measure for Measure, 188, ioi,

Mechanism of the Heavens, The, 290

671, 678 679
“ Meredith, Owen,” 483

Merlin, legends of, 40

Mermaid, The, Z29

Mermaid Tavern, 146, 149

husband, Tib his wife, and Sir John

Mery^Play‘ between the Pardoner and

^fj^mvesVf Windsor, The, 131, 132,

134, 138, 162 ^^
Message,

M^amoryhosis of Pygmalion^s Image,

154
Metamorphosis of

Metaphysical poetry of Donnes

Metaphysical Society, The, 593

Mexico,
Mevnell, Alice, 476, 490

Michael and hw iosi 663

Michael Angelo, 482

Michel, Dan, 29

Mickle, William, 236

Micrccosmus, 1»>5

^es, scholarship and Latin

writers of, 9 „ ooit

Middleton, rot. Conyera,285

609

Strs& 46o

Snmniermtd'e Dream, A, 132, 134

Migglee, 665

graphy, 584 *

MiB on the Floss, The, 529

Millais, Sir John Everett, 441

Miller, Hugh, .

Miser’s Daughte^%
Milman, Henry Hart, 392, 425, 599

1
Milnes, Richard Monckton, 498

John, 36, 146, 147, 166, 170,

‘ 177-181, 209. 214, 273, 288; England

during his time, 146-147 ;
Lowell s

Essay on, 648 ;
Macaulay’s Essay on,

597; Pattison’s monograph on,

583
Mind, Inquiry into the Human, 286

Minister's Wooing, The, 633

Ministering Spirits, 421 *

Minot, Laurence, 63

Minstrel, The,^5
Minstrel Boy, The, 512

Minstrels, the early, 4, 10^
Minstrelsy, Ancient and Modern, 6ZJ

Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, 323

Minto, William, 576

Miracle Plays, 90, 91^-95

Miracles, Essay on, 285

Miranda, 353 j or

sars£«rb/4S»8R.
373 *

Miscellanks, by Mding, 252

Miscellanies, 5y Halifax, 207

Misfortune of Elphin, 358

Misfortunes of Arthur, 8o, 9i

Misrepresentaiion, 4oo

StS’afd Japan,«e
Uiiioid, Mary 261. 38T, 517

Mitford, William, 390

Mithridates, 228

Mixed Essays, 464 wh„ia Aoq
Moby Dick, or the White Whale, 628

Modem English Literature, 576

TKougU in

Matters of -« e Ron
Modern Love, 458, 477, 534, 537

Modern Painters, Ul, 559, 560

Modem Utopia, A, 514c

MoU Flanders, 2^
Moloch in State Street, 012

Monasteries as schools of htcrature,

9,10,272 , . - . , ,o
Monastic schools m Ireland, lo

Money, 425, 547
. t, m art

Money-Coutts, Francis B. T., 487

Monk scholars, 7, 9

Monk, The, 357

Mont Blanc, 338 Trr...*HaTr 9*?*^

*^264^6^7?
Wortley, 255,

264,300, a lo

ssa5S'?j£«.

»

mSSS'.j'ISIS «Montgomery, James, 322, 42&

Montgomery, Robert, 6zz

Moonstone,
Moore, George, 658, 66-

Moore, Thomas, 239, 330, 8 /a, quo,

Afwai and Political Essays, 283

Sal Senkmenis, TAW of, 401

cipies o/,284, 285

More, Hannah, 231, 2oO

More, Henry, 188
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More, Sir Thomas, 81-83, 84, 85, 137,

166, 168 *, Life, by Mackintosh, 385

;

play attributed to Shakespeare on,

Morier, James, 547
Morley, Henry, 576
Morley, Lord John, 634, 577, 605
Morley, Thomas, 126
Morning Chronicle, 369
Morning Fost, 634
Morris, Lewis, 479
Morris, William, 7, 33, 295, 407, 441,

442, 443, 449-457, 658, 665
Morrison, Arthur, 662
Mortal Antipathy, A, 644, 645
Morte Arthur, by Malory, 36, 79,

104, 115
Morte d^Arthur, by Tennyson, 410
Mosses from an Old Manse, 624, 626

Mother^s Picture, On the Receipt of my,

237, 238 *

Motherwell, William, 329
Moths, 533
Motley, John Lothrop, 651
Mourning Bride, The, 223
Mouse, To a. 300
Mr. H , 363, 364
Mr, Isaacs, 633
Mrs. Leicester's School, 364
Much Ado about Nothing, 132, 134
Mulgrave, Earl of, 202
Miiller, Max, 599
Mundi et Cordis Carmina, 353
Municipal Training, Common-sense

of, 672
Munro, H- A. J., 577
Murder considered as one of the Fine

Arts, 252, 380, 381
Murders in the line Morgue, The, 630
Murray, Prof. Gilbert, 577, 665
Muse^s Looldng Glass, The, 155
Music, 341 *

Music and Moonlight, 479
Musicians, Benascence, 126
My Aunt, 644 *

My Books, 321 *

My Dark Mosaleen, 427
My Last Duchess, 429
My Love is like a Red, Red Rose, 302,
303

My Novel, 548
My Own Times, Eistory of, 268 *

My Shadow, 488*
My Sister*s Sleep, 444 *

My Star, 435
My Study Windows, 647, 648 *

Myers, Ernest, 482, 486
Myers, Frederick W. H., 486
Mysteries, 25, 90, 91
Mysteries of Udolpho, The, 356 *

Mystery of Edwin Brood, The, 499, 600
Mystery of Marie Eoget, The, 630
Mythological cycle of Celtic sagas, 13

NABBES, Thomas, 165
Napier, John, 289
Napier, Sir William, 391
Napier, Sir W. F, ?., 603
Napoleon, Life o/, 370
Narrative of a Mission to China and

Japan, 656
Nash, Thomas, 101, 108-109, 162
Nation Boutiquiire, La, 482
National Apostacy, 579
Natural Eistory of Selborne, 557
Natural Magic, 435
NaturalReligion, Dialogues on, 284,285
Naturalist*$ Voyage round, the World,
^,592

Nature, 636

Nature of Gothic, On the, 451,* 454
Nature of the Four Elements, 95
Naulahha, The, 667
Navigation, 272
Neal, Daniel, 268
Neale, John Mason, 425, 426
Necessity of Atheism, 2'he, 336
Neckham, Alexander, 9
Negroes, some Considerations on the

Keeping of, 622
Nell, 479 *

Nelson, Life of, 320
Nemesis of Faith, The, 599
Nennius, 18, 35
Neo-Catholicism, 578
Neolithic race, the, 1; 2
New Age, The, 466

. New Arabian Nights, 550
hJUrff"Atlantis, by Bacon, 144, 145,*

169, 173
New Atlantis, by Mrs. Manley, 269
New Custom, 95
New Day, The, 482
New England Stories, 626
New Grub Street, 552
New Humour and other Essays, The,

576
New Inn, The, 149
New Lucian, The, 576
New Mackiavelli, The, 674
New Pilgrim*s Progress, The, 656
New Republic, The, 664
New Spirit of the Age, 424
New Symbols, 482
New Theory of Vision, Essay towards

a, 280
New Voyage round the World, 212
New Way to Pay Old Debts, A, 163, 164
New Wonder, A, 155
New Worlds for Old, 674
New York, History of, 622
Newbolt, Henry John, 488, 489
Newcomes, The, 512, 614, 516
Newman, Francis, 588
Newman, John Henry, 425, 426, 607,

575, 578, 579-582, 589, 699
News from Nowhere, 450, 453
Newspapers, earliest, 196
Newton, Sir Isaac, 169, 195, 289-290
Nibelungenlied, 297
Nichol, John, 457, 563
Nicholas de Guildford, 26
Nicholas Nickleby, 498, 500, 504, 530 *

NicoU, Sir W. Robertson, 665
Night-piece on Death, 206
Night-Thoughts, 206, 304
Nightingale, The, 425 *

Nightingale, Ode to a, 344, 345 *

Nightingale Weather, 486
Nightmare Abbey, 358
Nile The, sonnets by Hunt, Keats,
and Shelley, on, 348

No Name, 648 *

No Thoroughfare, B48
No. 5 John Street, 511
Noah, 91, 94*
Nodes Ambrosiana, 386
Nocturnal Reverie, A, 206
Noel, Roden, 482
Noetic school, the, 578
Non-Juror, The, 226
Nonsense Rhymes, 494
Noodle's Oration, 388 *

Norman genius, the, 2
Norman influence on English litera-

ture, 8 ; on Welsh literature, 19
Norman Conquest, Eistory of the, 602
North, Christopher, Recreations of,

387, 389*
North, Roger, 219, 220, 268

North and South, 526
Northanger Abbey, 262, 264*
Northern Farmer, The, 407, 411, 414
415

’ » ^

Northumbria as intellectual centre 7
10, 17

Norths, Lives of the, 219, 268
Norton, Hon. Mrs., 469
Norton, Thomas, 91, 97
Not in Vain, 420 *

Not to Be, 475 *

Notes of a Son and a Brother, 651
Notes of Instruction, 86, 115
Novel, the English, 104-109
— present day, 661
— satirical, 511
—^.Scott’s historical, 326

-Novelists, eighteenth century, 247 et

seq.— of social and domestic life, 652
et seq.

Novelists, women, 258— of the Victorian era, 517-533
November, 420 *

November Boughs, 614
Novum Organum, 143, 271, 288
Now the Fight's done, 201
Noyes, Alfred, 659
NugcB Criticce, 572
Nun's Priest's Tale, 70
Nun's Rule: see Ancren Riwle
Nuptial Eve, A, 477 *

Nut Brown Bride, 58-69
Ntit Brown Maid, 56, 68,
Nymph, regretting the Loss ofher Faun,

189
Nymphidia, 126 *

O, Mother of a MigUy Race, 607
O’Brien, Fitzjames, 633
Oak and the Briar, The^ 121
Observations in the Art of English

Poesy, 116
Observations on Spenser, 235
Observations upon the Prophecies oj-

Holy Writ, 289
Occam, William, 64
Occleve, Thomas, 73, 74
Oceana, 173
Ode, A Moral, 21
Ode on a Grecian Vm, 345, 346,*

666
Ode on Intimations ofImmortality, 312,
313*

Ode on the Death of the Duke of Welling-

ton, 410, 416 *

Ode to Autumn, by Keats, 345, 346,*

666
Ode to Autumn, by Shelley, 337
Ode to a Nightingale, 3-i4, 345 *

Odle to Defection. 314, 586
Ode to Himself, oy Jonson, 149 *

Ode to Indolent, Z45
Ode to Maia, 346
Ode 0 Psyche, 345
Ode to St. Cecilia's Day, 198, 199 *

Ode to the Comic Spirit, 537
Ode to the Skylark, 310
OdU to the West Wind, 294, 338, 339,*

340,* 341. 669
Odes by Collins, 233 *

Odes by Gray, 234 *

Odes by Keats, 344, 345
Odyssey, Chapman’s translation oi

154, 342, 364— Morris’s translation of, 462— Pope’s translation of, 203
Oedipus, by Dryden, 197
Oedipus, by Lee, 228
(Enone, 410



ffer Out Mrxtr amang the Heather,

0
^!oftheS}iepherds,Ol, 92

grfngfehiHeX|. u-iwriUen

Old Ironsides, 6f
Old La'^y

Old Leilas, 6-6

S
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ou Woman of Berkeley, The, Z^.O

Oldham, John, 201

Cildtown Folks, bo^

01neyHyfns> 2dl

ttlWf-NoHh^^
On the Beach at Night, bio

ZceIlovedaBonn^eUes,30O
One-Hoss Shaij, 7 he, 6-16

One of Our Conquerors, 534

One Word More, 431

Oomoo, 623
Opie, Mrs., 357

Opws Majus, 287 ,
288

Orchard and the Heath, 1 he, 538

Ordeal of Bichard Feverel, 2 he, 534,

535,536,^ 538^
Ordericus \itcuis, lU,oi

Oregon Trail, The, 652

Orestes, 482
Orient, Poems of the, o^i

riripnfcal roniaiTiC6,
in6dis6val, 40

ofCAmtoil!,, Enqmry con.

o^:ji^J^"The,m,m,6n,
592, 593

Orion, 424 ,

Orlando Funoso, IW
Orm’s Ormulum, 21 -e,o

^OTO«i; or, ike Secret JFiteess, 6.-2

Oroonoko, by Souttone, 2-8

Qroonoko, by Mrs. Bebn, 259

oA lai proXd for in the Divine

Providence, 621

Osberne of Gloucester, 9

O’Shaughnessy, 094 298
Ossiaw. Maepherson’s, 12, 16, 2J4,

Ossiamc Cycle^ 15

Othello, 133, 138, 141 *

K,^homas,228,230

Days in Europe, 644

Our Ladies of Sprr^,^9
Our Mutual Friend, oUO

Our Old Home, 624

Our Village, 261 *517 , „ ,

« Out upon U ! I have loved, 188

Outcasts of Poker^s Flat, The, 655

Outram, George, 493

INDEX
Outre-Mer, 608

Over, Over, 362 *

Over-Soul, The, 635

Over the Tea Cups, 644

Owen, Robert, 404

otl’Ind'Aghlingde,^ The,26, 90

Oxford Lectures, Ruskm s, 560

Oxford movement, the, 425, 578

Oxford, Survey of the Antiquities of, 272

Oxford, University of, 9

Pagan poetry and tales,

Pageant and other Eoer^, The, 47

Pageants, medisvM, 90

PJii, Barry, 49^®^
Paine, Robert,m
p|iSter!wmSn,105,l|^

sai'Srsit’s— •/.

P^^Blue Eyes, A, 541 545

PdaceofHonouT,Ti
Palace of Pleasure, 110

,

Palceolithic culture, 1

Gosera^at

urged against, 178

1
box on the ^^re, W

* Paradise Regained, 11^

V^^i^Asltan^TU,m
239

Park, Mungo, 390

Parker, Sir

Parker; Theodore,^
ISSi — <i"“

ptrliameiKt of EeesA®
Parlianieni

p3ThomM,206
j

?S?f;m.Tho^iwilUam,620 !

Parting, 124 ^
Parting at Morning, 429

PartrlLe Bernard, 666

Pascarel, ooo
^

Passionate Ersends, TM, oi*

ptstonateShevYkJ^f^
Past and Present, 5^. 570

Poston

Klirallef Horatio, 40. 292, 563-

P^ndei}^,^^

aTMS,|83

695

Pauline, 428, 429

Payne, John, 485

Peacock, Reginald, 110 otzojano
Peacock, Thomas Love, 337, 858-362

Pearl, 51, 52
^

Peasants’ Rising, 65

Peele, George, 99, 101

Peg Woffington, 508

Pegasus in Pound, oil

Pelham,
Pendennis, 512, 514, 515

Penelope's Web, -q- ^
Peninsular War, History of the, 391,

603
.

pfS®saA 295.» 29^ 82^
326,427^

Peredur, 18, 20

Peregrine PzcTcle, 255

Pericles, 119, 134, 138 .

Personal Recollections of Joan 0} JirA

Persuasion, 262, 264

> Persuasions to Love, io^

Peru History of the Congmi ®i 651

pSntiatielote in Victorian Po

p^mne
Peter de Langtoft,

vrot^f.KTT ot AuSui
. de Liangruiu,

Peter Martyr of Aughma, 117

Peter Plimley's
“ Peter Porcupine, o9o

Peter Simple, 547^ -

Petilion of Francis cans, 216

Phalaris,

P/io»(osm»o». 420*

Phantasies, 543

Phantom_ShipJ^> 547

Pharonnida, 190

I

Philarete, 186

Philaster, 1^* ^
Philip van Artevelde,^

Philips, Ambrose, 204

Philislrales, lol

Philocletes, 482

Si"; fin3Kphic school oI Hist^^
1

Philosophic thought m 17th ana

lrh7SSSS. « “•™''

phyUisismyonlyJoy,Wi2

^&^^srs,ne,m,m,t^

Pico of UiromMa,Lifo
6
ggg

Picture of Dortan^^^
Pictures from Haly,Jvo

428,429
hed Piper of Hamelin, The,

Pierre and his
56

Piers the Plowman,
oo

pfflimags to MMedinah and Mecca,

Pilorw, Hymn to the, 212

Pilot, Tke,^
Pinero, A. W.® 663
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PioneerSi The, 623
Pippa Passes, 431, 433
Pirates, The, 148
Pit and the Pendulum, The, 630
Place, Francis, 403, 404
Plague, the, 192
Plague, Bistory of the, 192
Plague Year, Journal of tlw, 212, 213
Plain Dealer, The, 223
Plain Spealcer, The, 370
Plain Tales from the Hills, 667
Planch6, James Kobinson, 424, 492
Plato, Jowett’s translation of, 583
Plato and Platonism, 664
Plea for Captain John Brown, A, 642 *

Plea of the Midsummer Dairies, 420
Pleasures of Hope, The, 330
Pleasures of Memory, The, 322 *

Pleasures of the Imagination, The,
234

Plough, The, 424 *

Poe, Edgar Allan, 611, 629-632
Poema Morale, 21, 53
Poems ly Two Brothers, 409, 424
Poems descriptive of Bural Life, 418
Poems of the Orient, 621
Poems of Thomas Little, 330
Poems of Tragic Life, 534
Poems on Slavery, G09
Poems, with the Tenth Satire of Juvenal

Englished, 185
Poesy, Observations on the Art of

English, 116
Poesy or Art, Essay on, 374, 375 *

Poet at the Breakfast Table, The, 644
Poetaster, The, 148
Poetical Sketches, 303
Poetry, American, 607—

• ]English, Earlier Renascence, 85-
89— eighteenth century, 232-240
— Jacobean, 181-100
— present day, 659
Poetry, Essay on, by Howells, 644
Poetry, Essay on, by Temple, 207 *

Poetryfor Children, 364
Poets and Poesy, Epistles of, 102
Poets^ Charter, The, 487
Poets, English, 369, 370
Poets, Latter-day, 489
Poets, Lives of the, 241, 243, 244 *

Poets of the Nineteenth Century, Eng-
lish, 644

Points of View, 482
Poland, 415
Political ballads or lyrics, 62-63
Political Discourses, 284
Political Economy and Taxation,

Principles of, 402
Political Economy, Logie of, 380
political Economy, Principles of, 586 *

Political History of the Devil, 312
Political History of the United King-

dom, 652
Political Justice, 299, 392, 393*
Political Begisier, 396
Politics for the People, 506
Polly, 484 *

Polonius : a Collection of Wise Saws
and Sayings,

Polyhymnia, 99
Polyolbion, 36, 125 *
Poor Man and the Lady, The, 541
Poor Man^s Plea, The, 214
Poor Pichardos Almanac, 622
Poore, Bishop, 28
Pope, Alexander, 194, 195, 202-204,

208, 209, 232, 233, 247, 265, 272,
280, 334, 344, 374, 488; ideals and
influences of his time, 191 et seg.

Popularly, 431
Population, Essay on the Principle of,

402
Porphyria?s Lovers, 429
Portent, The, 549
Porter, Jane, 358
Positivism, 687-591
Potiphar Papers, The, 651
Praed, Winthrop Mackworth, 492, 497
Prceterita, 444, 558
Prairie, The, 623
Preachers, 166, 167 et seq,

Prelatical Episcopacy, 178
Prelude, The, 307, 308, 310
Pre-Raphaelite movement, 407, 441,

443, 467, 476, 578, 619, 665
Prescott, William Hickling, 651
Present Discontent, Thoughts on, 270*
Present-day tendencies in English

literature, 657-666
Present-day writers, 666
Pretty Woman, A, 431
Pricke of Conscience, The, 27, 28

\jPride and Prejudice, 262, 263,* 620
Priestley, Joseph, 290, 399
Primitive Marriage, 604
Prince Hohenstiel Schwangau, 428, 433
Prince Otto, 650
Prince's Progress, The, 472
Prince's Quest, The, 670
Princess, The, 410, 417
Princess and the Goblin, The, 549
Princess and Curdie, The, 549
Princ^s^ of Casamassima, The, 633
Prindpia, 289
Principles of Biology, 592
Principles of Ethics, 592
Principles of Geology, 290, 1591

I'rinciples of Human Action, 368, 370
Principles of Human Knowledge, 280,

283 *

Principles of Morals, Inquiry concern-
ing the, 284, 285

Principles of Morals and Legislation,

398, 400
Principles of Political Economy, 586 *
Principles of Political Economy and

Taxation, 402
Principles of Psychology, 692, 651
Principles of Sociology, 592
Printing, introduction of, 78
Prior, Matthew, 204, 491, 492
Priors of Hexham, The, 10
Prh(Ue Papers of Henry Ryecroft. The,

Private Passages of State, 267
Procession, The, 210
Procter, Adelaide Anne, 474
Procter, Bryan Waller, 353, 387
Proem, 612, 613 *

Professor, The, 519
Professor at the Breakfast Table, The,

644
Progress of Genius, 235
Progress of the Soul, The, 182, 183
Prometheus Unbound, 337, 338, 339,

340, 341
Promise of May, The, 408
Prophecies of Holy Writ, Observations
upon the, 2S9

Prose, American, 607— earlier Renascence, 104
other than fiction, 110-117— early English, 80— eighteenth century, 240 et seq,— late Renascence, 170 ef $eg.— Scots, from 16th century to

Burns, 274
Proserpine, Hymn to, 459, 462 *

Prosptce, 432

Prothalamion, 121, 123*
Proud Maisie, 326, 328 *
“ Prout, Father,” 387
Proverbial poems, 54-55
Providence and the Guitar, 637
Provoked Wife, The, 225
Psalm of Life, The, 608
Pscudodoxia, 171
Pseudo-Martyr, The, 182
Psyche, Ode to, 345
Psychology, Principles of, 592, 6531
Psycholozoia, 182
Pudd'nhead Wilson, 666
Pugh, Edwin, 662
Pullus, Robert, 9
Punch, 497, 512, 666
Purcell, Henry, 201
Purchas, Samuel, 118
Purchas his Pilgrimage, 119
Purgatory of St. Patrick, 22
Puritanism, 146, 147, 606— in American literature, 621
Puritans, History of the, 268
Purple Island, The, 181
Pusey, Edward Bouverie, 578, 582
Puttenham, George, 116
Pwyll. Prince of Dyfed, 18
Pygmalion, 672
Pynson, Richard, 80

Quaker's Meeting, The, 367 *

Quarles, Francis, 198
Quarterly Review, 384, 386
Queen iHah, 320, 337, 428
Queen Mary, 4\\
Queen Mother, The, 469
Quecnhoo Hall, 358
Quest of the Sangraal, The, 426
Quintessence of Ihsejiism, The, 671
Quip for an Upstart Courtier, ^,107*

R. B. to A. 8., Of, 495 *

Rabbi Ben Ezra, 432, 438
Radcliffe, Mrs. Anne, 259, 294, 298,

316, 317, 326, 330, 356, 357, 381,
630

Ralph of Diceto, 11
Ralph Roister Doister, 91, 97 *

Raleigh, Prof., 677
Raleigh, Sir Walter, 113-115, 120, 121,

149, 288, 665
Rainbler, The, ‘241

Ram<5e, Miss Louisa de la, 633
Ramsay, Allan, 275
Randall, James Rider, 427, 621
Randolph, Thomas, 155
Randolph of Roanoke, 612
Random Records, 246
Rands, William Brighty, 483, 572

Ranter^T)ie, 419
Rape of the Lock, The, 203, 204, 273
Tiappacini's Daughter, 625
Rapunsel, 452
Rare Triumphs of Love and Fortune,

100
Rasselas, 241, 241, 243 *

Ratcliffe, Meg, 481 *

Rationalism, 578, 688
Rationalism in Europe, History of the

Rise and Influence of, 604
Rauf Coilyear, 40
Raven, The, 630, 631
Ravenshoe, 548
Reade, Charles, 325, 607-511, 514, 657
Reading of Earth, A, 634
Reading of Life, 537
Reading Old BooJcs, On, 371
Reality of Apparitions, Essay on the,

212



Gleason of Church (jovemment urged

against Pa'pacy, ns
. .

Reasonableness of Chnstiamty, The,

278
Rebecca of Sunnybrooh Farm, 634

Rebellion, History of the Great, 268

Recessional, 668

Recluse, The, 308
^

Recollection of the Arabian Nights, 409

Recollections of Mary Russell Mitford,

261
Reconciliation, 6^ *

Recreations of a Country Parson, dU
Recreations of Christopher North, oo7

,

889 ^

Recruiti'^ The, 2^26

Red Badge of Courage, The, 633

Red Booh of Eergest, 18

Ked Branch Cycl^ 14

Red Cotton Night-Cap Country, 433

Redaauntlet, 323

Ree"d,E. T.,666
Reeve, Clara, 355

, . . x,

ReHections on the Revolution in France,

270, 271,* 395

Reflections upon Exile, 26S

Reformation, The, 119

— Preachers of, 167 stseq.

Reformation, History ^ me,

Regiment of Women, First Blast of the

Trumpet against the Monstrous, a

<

4:

Reginald of Canterbury, 9

Rehearsal, The, 197

Reid, Thom<as, 286

Refected Addresses, 491
Relapse, The, 225
Religio Raid, 198
Religio Medici, 166, 171

Religion, Natural, Dialogues on, ^84,

285 .

Religion of Protestantism, 169

Religion of the Heart, 3^
Religion, Scientific, 556

Religion, Study of, 588, 590

Religious Experience, Varieties oj, ooi

Religious Musings, 316

Religious plays, early, 90
— verse of Victonan era, 425

— writers, early, 9
— writers, medieval, 20

— writings, mediaeval, 21, 24

Religues ^
Percy s, 294, 295,* 298, 323, o2b,

427
Remarkable Proceedings in Five Parlia-

ments, 267 , ^ ^ . ofTir

Reminiscences, by Do Quincey, oil

Remorse, 319 ecji kgr
Renaissance of Italy, The. 564, 565

Renascence, English, *13 et seq. \
cah

of the sea in literature of, H^-Aiy

,

dawn of, n a seq.x decline of U6
et sea.; earlier drama, 89-iw,
earUer poetry

prose of, 104 ;
height of, 119 et sej.

,

bter poetry, 177-181

Renascence of Wond^, oil

Reply to Malthus, 368, 370 ^
Report of an A^udged Case. 2oo

Representative Govemmmt, 086

Representative Men, 635

Repressor, The, 110

ES{’h,^sciotaly, in 17th and 18th

centuries, 271
Respectability, 431 -

Restoration, Court poets of, 201

Retirement, Letter on the True Use of,

268
Retreat, The, 185 *

INDEX
Return of the Druses, The, 431, 432

Return of the Native, The, 641, 643 *

Rev* John Greedy, The, 634
^

Revelation of SU John the Divine, The,

487

I

Revenge, 22S

Revenge, The, 416
y-i^enge of Antonie, The, 155
‘ Revengers Tragedy, The, 163

Reverie of Poor Susan, 307
Review, Defoe’s, 212

Revolt of Islam, 337, 338, 339

RevoU of the Tartars, S77, 379, 381

Revolutionary formula in present-day

literature, 657
Reynolds, Joshua, 241, 242

Rhoda Fleming, 534
Rhyme of the Duchess May, The, 470

Rhys, Ernest, 661

Rhys, Sir John, 577
Ricardo, David, 402
Rice, James, 511 ^
Richard II, 102, 132, 134
Richard III, 132
Richard Carvel, 634
Richard Coeur de Lion romance^ 41

Richard of Hampole : see Rolle,

Richard
Richard the Redeless,^
Richardson, Samuel, 241, 247-251,

253, 269, 263, 366
Richelieu, 425
Ricketts, Charles, 665

Ridge, W. Pett, 662

Ridley, Nicholas, 167

RidMes, Cynewulf’s, 6
Riend, 548
Rived Ladies, 197
Rivals, The^ 227
River Charles, The, 611

Rights of Man, The, 396

Rimini, 342, 348

Ring and the Booh, The, 428, 433, 436

Rip van Winhle, 622

of&e iTieh Post-

boy, The, ^
Hoad to Suin, The,W
Roari'sg Girl. The, 161

tnfo the Causes of the

lade Increase of, 229

Robene and Makyne, 76

Robert de Melun, 9

Robert de Retines, 9

Robert Falconer, 549

BoheH of Sicily, 41

Robert the Devil, 107 „ „
Robertson,
Robertson, T. W., 668, 664

Robertson, W^m, 269

Robertsonian School of Drama, 260

Robin Hood BallaAs, ^^
Robins,

308
Robinson, Crabb, 231, 308

Rohinsem Crusoe, 119, 211, 212, 218,

I 214
1 I^hester, Earl 201

Y^derick Fandom, 255
' Roger of Hoveden, 10

Roger of Wendover, 11 ^
Rogers, Samuel, 178, 246, 308, 322,

Roland, story-cycle of, 33

Roland and Otmel, 40

Rolle, Richard, 9, 20, 21, 25, 27

Roman Actor, The, 1^
Roman Empire, The Holy, 605

697

Roman Empire, Decline and Fall ofthe,

269 * o -
Roman influence, J, 7

— story-cycles, 39

Roman de

Roman de la

Kopularpoetry,635 Victorian,

Svmede Adventures o} a MrBmaid,

RomSiit^ dement in English litem-

tm“ 32 et seq.; historian, 696;

, in

||^ll;“’re^vil‘of“'W r

in ’VTictorian era, 596

Romany
Romaant of Uorgra^he, 470

Rome, Sistory of, 5m
Rome, story-cycles 33, d4

Romeo and Jrmt,
RomUly, Sr
Romney Marsh, 060
Romney\Bemorse^ 411

Romola, 529, 63>,* 532

Roots of the Mountains, The, 450

Rory O'More, 5^1

losaZW and Helen, 338

S:^byAddte^210
Rosamond, by
Rosamxi'nL ^ 67
Rosamund, To, by Chaucer, 67

Rosamund Gray, 804

wilS Caldwell, 483

Roscommon, 202

Bose, Holland, 6^
Rosebery. Lord, 605

Rose Mary, 326, 445

Roses, 4:81
*

Boss Adrian, 497Boss Adrian, g

Sa;ChSf^^eorgina,442,472-

•D^JcMtl^^Gabriel Charles Dante, 7,

^""^2 i07 450, 457, 458,

II: 46i; 476, 563 616; Stopford

Brooke’s Study

Rossetti, William, 448

Roughing it, Qob

Rowley, WilUa^ 161

Rowley
28b

t"oyJ^odetyfli:ejl92, 222, 289, 290

RiMiyai of

Rudel to the I^dyofTnyolt, 400

RiiU BrUav.ma, 2SZ

Rules to S^oants,^l.t>

Rural Bides, 397

1 Rural Sports,

I Rushworth,jrohn, 8^ 442,444,

^rir49t’5M’564,’ 567:

Rachel, 220
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Russian Shores of the Blade Seay They
556

Ruthy 307, 526
Bymer, Thomas, 219

Sackville, Sir Thomas, 86, 91, 97, 103

Sacrifice of Isaac, The, 94 *

Sad Shepnerdy The, 150, 151

Sagas, Celtic, 13-20
St. Alban’s Abbey, school of historical

writers at, 10, 11

St. Brandan, Legend of, 23
St. Cecilia*s Bay, Ode to, 198, 199 *

St. Dunstan, 8, 23
St. Ivesy 550
St. Kaikerine, miracle play of, 92
St. Kenelm, 8, 23
St. Leon, 357,* 392
St. Margaret, Life of, 22, 23
St. Michael, Legend of, 23
St. Michael*$ Chair, 320
St, Nicholas, 91
St. Patrick, 16— Legends of, 479
St. Stephen and Herod, 66
St. Thomas, Legend of, 24
Saint*s Tragedy, The, 506
Saints, Legends and Lives of, 16, 21,
22-24— Newman’s Lines of, 599

Saints* Bverlasting Rest, 169
Saintsbury, Prof., 112, 116, 173, 576
Salamacis and Bermaphroditus, 156
Sodniaaundi. 622

Agonistes, 178, 179, 181*
Sanderson, Robert, 169
Sandford and Merton, 357
Sandra Belloni, 534
Sands of Bee, The, 508
Sandys, Edwin, 113, 168
Sanity of Art, The, 673
Sapho and Fhao, 99
Sartor Resarius, 387, 666, 567, 571 *

Satire in verse, first, 86
Satire against Virtue, 201
Satire on Edinburgh, 77
Satire upon a Woman, 201
Satire upon the Jesuits, 201
Satires of Circumstances, 541
Satirical verse, 62, 126, 491
Satiromastix, 148
Satyr, The. 148
Savage, Richard, 229, 230, 241— Life, by Johnson, 241, 242, 243 *

Savoy, The, 662
Saul, 430
Saxon genius, the : see Anglo-Saxon
Scarlet Letter, The, 624,* 625, 627
Scarlet Shawl, The, 657
Scenes from Clerical Life, 529
Schiller, Carlyle’s Life of, 656
Scholar Gypsy, The, 465
Scholarly research during 17th and

18th centuries, 271-272
Scholarship, mediaeval, in Irish monas-

teries, 13
,^^chool for Scandal, The, 227

Schoolmaster, The, 111, 115
Schoolmistress, The, 294
Schools and colleges, foundation of,

81, 272-274
Schreiner, Olive, 662
Science, influence on life and thought,

591 et seq. ;
influence on present-

day fiction, 662 ;
progress from 16th

to 19th century, 287-291
Scientific historian, the, 696— movement of Victorian age, 406,

406— school of history, 602

Scientijie Religion, 556
Scientific Subjects, Familiar Studies on,

290
Scorn not the Sonnet, 308
Scornful Lady, The, 157
Scotland, History of, 269
Scott, Alexander, 274
Scott, Michael, 547
Scott, Reginald, 134
Scott, Sir Walter, 39, 255, 260, 261,

262, 293,294, 298, 299, 321, 322-329,

333, 344, 358, 385, 386, 387, 389,

390, 528, 666; Life, by Lockhart,

605
Scottish Chiefs, 358
Scottish folk poetry, 301; literature,

in 14th and 15th centuries, 75-77 ;

verse and prose from 16th century,

274
Scotus, Marianus, 10
Scourge of Villainy, The, 154
Scrivener, Lines to Adam, 67
Sculptura, 222
Sea, call of, in earlier Renascence

literature, 117-119
Sea Lady, The, 675
Sea Limits, The, 447
Sea Spray and SmoJee Brift, 484
Seaman, Sir Owen, 491, 497
Search for Money, The, 155
Seaside and the Fireside, The, 611
Seasons, The, 232,* 293
Seat of Authority in Religion, The, 588,
595*

Second Mrs. Tanqueray, The, 663
Sedley, Sir Charles, 201, 202
Seeley, John Robert, 578, 596, 604
Seggers, 33
Se^anus, 148, 150, 156
Selden, John, 171
Select Charters, 602
Selling ofJoseph, The, 621
Senior, N. W., 386
Sense and Sensibility, 262
Senses and the Intellect, The, 587
Sensitive Plant, The, 339
Sentimental Journey, A, 256, 257 *

September in Australia, 485 *

Sermons of the Poets, 164
Sesame and Lilies, 663 *

Settle, Elkanah, 197
Seven Lamps of Architecture, The,
559*

S&oen Sages, 41
Sewall, Judge, 621
Shadows, The, 549
Shadwell, Thomas, 197, 223
Shakespeare, William, 87, 89, 95, 100,

101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 111, 130-
142, 146, 147, 162, 230, 293, 297,
374, 663— England of his dav, 126-130

Shakespeare, A Study of, 463 *

Shakespeare, Sonnet by Longfellow,
610

Shakespeare, Tales from, by Ijamb.
363,364

Shakesmare*s Predecessors in the Eng-
lish Drama, 565

Shall 1, wasting in Despair, 186
Sharp, Wmiam, 486, 549, 576, 661
Shaving of Shagpat, The, 534, 537,

Bernard, 611, 517, 646, 657,
662, 663, 664, 665, 670-673, 674,
675,, 677, 678

She is not fair to outward view,
420

She Stoops to Conquer, 227, 245
She would if she could, 223

Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 291, 293, 294
290, 306, 309, 310 320, 331, 332’

336-342, ZiZ, 357, 358, 306 39o’
393, 428, 461, 464, 619, 657, 658’

661; Essay on, by Thompson, 490;
Stopford Brooke’s study of, 576

Shenstone, William, 233, ’294

Shepheard*s Calendar, by Spenser, 120,

Shepherd*s Calendar. The, by Clare, 419
Shepherd's Garland, The, 125
Shepherd's Pipe, The, 181
Shepherd's Play, 93 *

Sheridan, Frances, 259
Sheridan, Helen, 469
Sheridan, Richard Brinsley, 227
Sherlock Holmes, 662
Shipwreck, The, 235
Shirley, James, 163, 223
ShirUy, 520, 522, 523, 625 *

Shoemaker is a Gentleman, A, 155
Shooting, Treatise on, 85
Short History of English Literature,^!^
Short Studies on Great Subjects, 599,
600* ’

Shortest Way with Dissenters, The, 211
Shorthouse, John Henry, 561, 678
Sidgwick, Henry, 587
Sidney, Henry, 220
Sidney, Sir Philip, 87-89, 109, 112,

113, 116, 119, 132
Siege of Corinth, The, 333 *

Siege of Milan, The, 40
Sigerson, Dora, 476
Sighs from Hell, 173
Signs of Change, 454
Sigourney, Mrs., 608
Sigurd the Volsung, 452, 453
Silas Marner, 474, 529, 630, 532*
Sileid Woman, The, 149, 150, 156
Silex Scintillans, 185
Silver Sand, 483
Silverado Squatters, The, 650
Simcox, George Augustus, 483
Shne, Sydney, 666
Simeon of Durham, 10
Simple Story, A, 357
Simpletons, The, 541
Sims, William Gillmore, 623
Sing-Song, 472, 473 *

Sinner's Comedy, The, 633
Sion's Elegies, 189
Sir Charles Grandison, 248, 249, 250 *

Sir Ferumbras, 40
Sir Fopling Flutter, 223
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight, 40,

48-51, 104
Sir Harry Wildair, 226
Sir John Oldcastle, 411
Sir Thomas More, 139
Siris, or the Chain, 281, 283 *

Sister Helen, 326, 442, 446 *

Sister Songs, 490 *

Skeat, Prof. W. W., 577
Skelton, John, 74, 77, 572
Sketch Book, 622
Sketch of American History, 269
Sketches in Flanders and Germany, 559
Sketches of Autumn, 240
Skinner, John, 275
Skylark, Ode to the, 310, 339
Slaughter of the Innocents, 92
Slavery, Poems on, 609
Sleep and Poitry, 344
Sleeping Beauty, The, 322 *

Sloane, Sir Hans, 231
Smart, Christopher, 235
Smith, Adam, 284, 400-402, 683
Smith, Alexander, 478
Smith, Goldwin, 652
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Smith, Henry, 168

Smith, Horace, 239

Smith, James and Horace, 491

Smith, ^
Smith, WiUiatn, 290 .

Srohllett, Tobias George, 229, 254r-

^255,256, 269

Smke Charm^, The.m *

Snow Image, The, 626

Snowbound, 612

Sodd ^Ndure, Letter on the Laws of

80^poUtics of “
gg’l

390,392 ;
Enskm’s views on, 581

Socid Statics, 591

Society and Solitude, 535

Sociology, Pnnmples
Soliloquy in a Spanish Cloister, 430

Solitude, Essay on, 206

Solomon, 205*
Solyman and Perseaa,

Sole Emotions and a Moral, 633

Some Thoughts on Education, 273

Somerville, Mrs., 290

Son and a Brother, No^ of a, 651

Song, by Beddoes. 354*

Song, by Harley, JSd
Song of Alysonn,55

l^offtAetricm
Song_ ofj^ i
Song 0} me nasoa™-"-'", —
Song of the Kings of Gold, 4W
Song of the Ofen Hoad, A, 617

Song of the Pixifs, 316

Song of the Rolling Earth, 617

Song of the Shirt, 421*

Song of the Soull^^ ^
Soil on the Battle of Lewes, 62

Song, Three Books of, 609

Songs, by

tt::lBS2,byMielde,236
Songs before Sunrise, 4o9

Songs of a Iforfer, 479 ^
Songs of 306 *
Songs of Innoc^e, 304, 3UO,

Som of Two NoMons,^9
Sonneti development of, 85, 124

Sonma, by Hawker, 426

Sonnet on the
459

Sonnet to Louis Kossuth, 4o9

311,

Sonnets from the Portuguese, 471 *

Sordello, 429
Sortilege-and fiRK
Soul of a
SouPs Tragedy, 4, ^1. 432

South Sea Ho^e, 3^, 366

SouA-V!ester,The, 538

386, 387 ^
Sowdone of Babylon, 40

Spanish Curate, The, lot

Spanish influences on English litera-

ture, 3
Sp'^hlMerolme, flufory of, 650, 651

Spanish Nun, The, 381

INDEX
Spanish Student, TH, 609

Spanish Tragedy,

^^Sp^i&otch»W’493
Z^^ZsT^r^^nXlrarnatic Poets,

Z
Spectdaiive and Suggedive Essay ,

Speculum Europa. 113

Speculum Hominis,!^

^«e^foV^^^5e>dy ®/ Unlicensed

Spenc^^Herlfert, 59, 273, |74^454,

529, 562, 589, 590, 59^92, 657

Spenser, Edmund, 116, 119-124, 230,

— Observations on, by Warton, 235

— school of, 181

sphinx, 2'Ae, 475

^STo} EarA m "juAmn,

Spleen, 2iS
Spontaneous Me, bW
Squire of Alsalia, 22o

Stalky^ Co.,m
Stanhope, Philip Dormer, 266

Stanley, Dean Arthur Penrhyn, 583,

605

ftZVrsfB^S^'AalBeUi^

State of Europe during the Middle Ages,

390,391*
Statesman, The, 422 mnnn-
Statesmen, Twelve English, mono

graphs on, 605

Statue and the Bast, Th«i 431

Steif Bicb«^V 210-211, 226,

366, 515 oi c fT *
SfeHa, Joumd *®>n^45,

217

SteplJen,J.K.,4?4,495,497
Stephen, Sir Leshe, 675, 6d8

SUvs to the Temple, iw ,

Stealing, John, 586; Carlyle’s Life of,

i!sr'’feS
550-551, 574-575, 616, 638, 639

Stewart, Hu^ld, 583

Stillingfleet, Ben3amm,
Stirling, Earl of, ^4
Stones of Venice, The, 454, ^^^60
Stones from the

Storming of Nazareth, Lhe,
j^

Story of an African Farm, 662

Story of Constance, tl

Stor^ of David Swan, The, 625

Story of Griselda, ^
Sto'^ of the Curst Dancers, ^5

and Browning,

f^lyed^evk^ and other Poems, 464

Street, G. S., 665

Stretton Water, 4w
Strode, Ralph, 61

Strutt, Joseph, 358

Strype, John, 268

Stubb^William, 696, 602

Studies in the Renaissance, 564

Studies of Christianity, 5m
Studies on Great Subjects, Short, 599,

600*
Study of History, Letters on the, 268

Study of Ibsen, 575
,

Study of Mediceval and Modern His-

tory, 602
Study of Religion, 588, 590

Study of Spinoza, A , 588

Style, development of prose, 111

Sublime and Beautiful, Essay on the.

269
Suckling, John, 188

Sumer is icumen in, 55, 5b

Summer
Summer Kighti A, 466

Summer Wind,
Sunday at Hampstead,

Sunday^ up ^e Kivw, 468

Sundering Floodf The, 451

Sunrise, 621
Superscription, A,^5 *

Supplication, 188 *

Supposes, The, ^ j -d , j. oe
SMn&s, He^r^Y toward, Earl of, 85.

Suswa ke 377

I Swm^ot the Tyrant, 559

vJ Sarift. Jonathan, 194, 202, 208, 209,

’^214-219, 273, 387, 613; Jeffrey

quoted on, 387 *
, _

S™burne, Algernon Charles, 7, 38,

154, 198, 352, 407, 442, 443, 457-

463,523, 534,’615,663,669

§.y¥^'

fsyivia, tww
Sylvie and Bruno,m
S^onds, Joto Adtoetou^ ^6, 565

Symons, Arthur, 488, 660, 665

Sympneumata, 556

System of Magic, 212

Table of the Springs of Human Action,

400
Table Talk, by Coleridge, 375

Table Tnlk, by Hazlitt, 370

Table Talk, 5y Skelton, 572

Table Talk of Selden, 171

Tabley, Lord de, 476, 482

Tain Bo Chuailgne,!^

TaTcino the Bees, 612

T^of a Tub, 214, 215, 216 217 *

Tale of Drury Lane, A, 491 *

2’X,byCrabbe,2S9 * 240*

Tales from Shakespeare, 363, 364

Tales of a Wayside lnn,m, 611 *

Tales of Mean Streets, 662

Tales of New England Wc, 634

Tales of the HaK, 239, 240 *

TaJfourd, quoted on Hazlitt, 369

?fr^’^K,301,303
TZhurlaine, 101, 103,119,429

Tamerlane and other Eoems, 630

TZing of the Shrew, The, 132, 162

Tancred, 516

Tancred and Gi$munda,91

Tannahill, Robert, 329
; Life, by

Motherwell, 329

Tanner, Thomas, 272

Tarauin and Lucrece, lo*^

tJc, The, 237, 238

Taste. Essay on, 374

IS,Wl95, 208, 209, 210 * 384

Taylor, Bayard, 620

Taylor, Sir Henry, 422
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Taylor, Jeremy, 169, 249; Life by
Heber, 426

Taylor, Tom, 508
Taylor, William, 298
Tears^ Idle Tears, 414 *

Tell me no more how fair she is, 18G
Tell-tale Heart, The, 630
Tempest, The, 119, 134, 141 *

Temple, Sir William, 207, 214, 220,
272

Temple, The, 186
Ten Thousand a Tear, 547
Tenant of Wildfell Hall, The, 619
Tender Husband, The, 210
Tennyson, Alfred, 30, 270, 293, 338,

406, 407-418, 428, 429, 435, 460,
467, 468, 593, 659, 603; Stopford
Brooke’s Study of, 576

Tennyson, Frederick, 408, 424
of the D^UrbervUles, 541, 646,

6T7
. . >

Testament of Cressid, 39
Testaments, 661
Teutonic elements in English literature,

X et seq.: see also Anglo-Saxon
—Thackeray, William Makepeace, 217,

255, 387, 405, 494, 511-510, 517,
520,671

Thaddeus of Warsaxo, 358
Thalaba the Destroyer, 320
Thanaiopsis, 607
Theatres, Elizabethan, 127
Theologians, American, 649— from Fisher to Jeremy Taylor,

166 et seq,— of Victorian era, 578
Theory^ of Moral Sentiments, 401
There is nae Luck ahoot the Iloose, 236

,

275
Thierry and Theodoret, 158, 160
Thirlwall, Connop, 598
Thomas the Ehymer, 38
Thompson, Francis, 489, 490
Thomson, James, 232-233, 293, 294
Thomson, James (the second), 403, 468
Thoreau, Henry David, 496, 553, 557.

674, 638-643, 648, 650, 653
Thoughts in a Garden, 189
Thoughts on the Tresent Discontent,
270 *

Thrale, Mrs., 231, 242, 244
Three Books of Song, 609
Three Dialogues between Eylas and

Bhilonus, 280
Three Kings, The, 611
Through One Administration, 634

the Cevennes with a Donkey,

Thrush in February, The, 538
Thurloo, John, 267
Tkyrsis, 465 *

Thyrza, 552 *

Tickell, Thomas, 204
Ticknor, George, 385, 650, 651
Tides, The, 609
Tidings from the Sessions, 77
Tillotson, John, 207
Timbuctoo, by Tennyson, 408
Tipnhuctoo, by Thackeray, 512
Time Machine, The, 674
Time's Laughing Stocks, 541
Timon of Athens, 134
Tintern Abbey, 309, 312
Tiptoft, J ohn, Earl of Worcester, 78
Tired^ 475
Tiresias, 467
*Tis Pity she^s a Whore, 164
Tithes, History of, 171
Tithonus, 410, 413, 415
Tales of Honour, 171

Todhunter, John, 486
Toleration, Letter on, 278
Tom Cringle's Log, 547
Tom Jones, 230, 252
Tom Sawyer, 656
Tom Thumb, 226
Tom Tiler and his Wife, 95
To71o Bungay, 675
Too Faithful, 475 *

Too Late, 435 *

Topsy-turvey World,
Tout's Miscellany, 85
Tour on the Prairies, 622_

Tour through Great Britain, 212
Tourneur, Cyril, 162
Town, the call of the, 488
Toxon,The,Z^Z*
Town Mouse and the Country Mouse,

The, 204
Town Traveller, The, 552
Towneley plays, 92, 93-94
Towneley, Charles, 227
Tower of London, The, 546
Toxophilus, 111,112*
Tractarian movement, the, 294, 407,

Tracts for the Times, 579, 580, 582

Trade guilds, 95 ;
performance of

plays by, 92
Tragedies of Shakespeare, Essay on the,

365
Tragedy, 90; English, beginnings of,

91 ;
first Englisli, 97

Tragedy of Dido, 102
Tragedy of Tragedies, 251
Tragic Comedians, The, 534
Tragic Life, Poems of, 534
Traherne, Thomas, 169
Traill, H. D., 576, 662
Traiie, by Gower, 72
Traitor, The, 165 *

Traits andStories ofthe Irish Peasantry,
547

Tramp Abroad, A, 656
Transcendental movement, the, 634,

648, 649
Travel literature, modern, 665
Travel Chat, 621
Travel Tarns, 656
Traveller, The, 245
Travels of Sir John MandeviUe, 117
Treasure Island, 550
Treasures hidden in Books, The, 563 *

Treatise and good short Befreyte betwixt

Winner and Waster, 48
Treatise of Governments, 278
Tx'eatise on Development, 290
Treatise on Education, 278
Treatise on Human Nature, 283
Treatise on Shooting, 85
Trelawney, E. J., 337
Trevelyan, Sir George Otto, 537, 605
Trial of Treasure, 95
Trials of Margaret Lindsay, The, 387
Trick to Catch the Old One, A, ICl
Tricotrin, 533
Tristan and Isold in Arthurian cycle,

38
Tristram and Iseult, 467
Tristram of Lyonesse, 458
Tristram Shandy, 249, 256, 257,* 515
Tristran and Iseult, 40
Triumph of BeaxUxj, 165
Triumph of Life, 340
Trivia, 205 *
Troilus and Cressida, by Chaucer, 67,
104

Troilus and Cressida, by Henryson, 75
Troilus and Cressida, by Shakespeare,

133. 137. 140

Troilus and Cressida, literary develop-
ment of story of, 39

^

Trollope, Anthony, 516-517
Trollope, Mrs., 618
Troy saga, the, 39
Troy Town, 442
True Born Englishman, The, 211
True Patriot, The, 252
True Belalion of the Apparition of one

Mrs. Veal, 212, 213
Trumbull, John, 607
Trumpet-Major, The, 541
Trumps, 651
Tullochgorum, 275
Tune of Seve^i Towers, The, 452
Tunning of Elynor Bummynge. 74
Turberville, 86
Turkish Letters, 264
Turner, Charles Tennyson, 408, 424
Turner, Sharon, 386
Turner, Mr. Thackeray, 454
Tusser, Thomas, 86
Twa Dogs, The, 301
“ Twain, Mark,” 653, 655
’ Twas xohen the seas were roaring, 205
Twelfth Night, 132, 140,* 141
Twelve English Statesmen, monographs

on, 605
Twice Told Tales, 624, 626
Twilight of the Gods, 359
Two Gentlemen of Verona, 131
Two Idylls of Cockayne, 4CS
Two in the Campagna, 434
Two Little Wooden Shoes, 533
Two Magics, The, 633
Two Noble Kixismen, 139, 157, 163
2'wo on a Tower, 641, 545
Two Years Ago, 506
Twopenny Post-bag, The, 330
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